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•

This new third edition of Principles of Electronic Communication Systems is fully revised
and updated to make it one of the most current textbooks available on wireless.
networking, and other communications technologies. Because the field of electronic
communications changes so fast. it is a never-ending challenge to keep a textbook up to
date. While principles do not change, their emphasis and relevance do as technology
evol ves. Furthermore. students need not only a firm groundin g in the fundamentals but
also an essential understanding of the real world components, circuits. equipment. and
systems in everyday use. This latest edition attempts to balance the principles with an
overview of the latest techniques.
One of the major goals of this latest revision is to increase the emphasis on the
system lel'el undersiCmding of wireless. networking. and other communications technologies. Because of the heavy integration of communications circuits today, the engineer and the technician now work more w ith printed circuit boards, modules. plug-in
cards. and equipment rather than component level circuits. As a result, older obsolete
circuits have been removed from this text and replaced with more integrated circuits and
block diagram level analysis. Modem communications engineer~ and technician~ work
with specifications and standards and spend their time testing, measuring. installing. and
troubleshooting. This edition moves in that direction. Detailed circuit analysis is still
included in selected area., where it proves useful in understanding the concepts and issues
in current equipment.
In the past, a course in communications was considered an option in many electronic
programs. Today. communications is the largest sector of the electronics field with the
most employees and the largest equipment sales annually. In addition, wireles. , networking or other communications technologies are now contained in almost every electronic
product. This makes a J.-nowledge and understanding of communication a must rather than
an option for every student. Witholll at least one course in communications, the student
may graduate with an incomplete view of the products and systems so common today.
This book can provide the background to meet the needs of' such a general course.
As the Commun ications and Networking Editor for Electronic Design Magazine
(Penton M edia) and editor of the Wireless System Design Update online newsletter. I
witness daily the continuous changes in the components. circuits. equipment, systems,
and applications of modern communications. As I research the field. interview engineers
and executives, and attend the many conferences for the articles and column<> I write. I
have come to see the growing imponance of communications in all of our lives. I have
tried to bring that perspective to this latest edition where the most recent techniques and
technologies arc e.\.plained. That perspective coupled with the feedback and insight from
some of you who teach this subject has resulted in a text that best fits the 21'>t century
student.

New to this Edition
Here is a chapter-by-chapter summary of revisions and additions to this new edition.
Chapter I
Chapter 2

Significant update of the applications section.
Revised and updated section on filters.

Chapter~

General editing and updating of circuits.

3-6

vii

Chapter 7

Chapter 8

Chapter 9

Expanded coverage of receiver sensitivity and signal to noise ratio, its
importance and calculation. Increased coverage of the software-defined
radio (SDR) and introduction to cognitive radio. Updated section on
receiver circuits and transceivers. Description of a typical wireless LAN
transceiver chip.

Chapter 10

Addition of code division multiple access. the Radio Data System and
SCA subsystems in FM radios. Elimination of the older no-longer-used
PAM telemetry system coverage. A new section on time and frequency
division duplexing.

Chapter II

Expanded coverage of digital modulation and spectral efficiency. Addition of an explanation of how different digital modulation schemes
affect the bit error rate (BER) in communications systems. Comparisons based on BER vs. carTier to noise radio (C/N) are added. Updated
sections on spread spectrum and OFDM. A new section on convolutional and turbo coding.

Chapter 12

Previous chapter 12 Computer Networking has been revised into a new
chapter called Introduction to Networking and LANs. The coverage has
been expanded and updated to include things like mesh networking fundamentals, the latest Ethernet standards including Power over Ethernet
(PoE). and improved explanation of LAN equipment.

Chapter 13

Minor revisions and updates.
Improved explanation of the near and far fields. introduction to the
automatic antenna tuner.
A new chapter focusing on the Internet. chapter 9 includes the Internet material from the previous chapter 12 but with extensive new material. Detailed explanation of how information travels via the Internet.
Addition of descriptions of Internet core technologies like ATM, Frame
Relay, and Sonet. Considerably expanded discussion of the TCP/IP
protocol. Expanded explanation of routers including line cards and
switch fabrics. Introduction of a new section on storage area networks
(SANs) and their transmission technologies including Fibre Channel
and iSCSl. A new section on Internet security including encryption and
authentication.
Extensively revised and updated. New material on microwave antennas
including phased arrays, beam forming arrays, adaptive antennas. and
the smaller ceramic and PC board antennas like the loop, meander line.
and inverted-F. The concepts of diversity and muJtiple input multiple
output (MIMO) are added.
Revised and updated. New materials include a section on Very Small
Aperture Terminals and expanded coverage of GPS.
Elimination of the section on paging. Updated section on cordless
phones. New section on voice over Internet protocol (YoiP) digital
telephones.

Chapter 14
Chapter 15

Chapter 16

Chapter 17
Chapter 18

viii

Previously chapter 8 on Digital Communications Techniques. Extensive update of the section on data conversion to include new ADC and
DAC circuits and expanded specifications section. DSP section has also
been updated.
Previously chapter 7 on Radio Transmitters. Expanded coverage of the
1/Q architecture for digital data transmission. Addition of broadband
linear power amplifiers using feedforward and adaptive predistortion
techniques. Addition of lSM band lC transmitters. The section on vacuum LUbe power amplifiers has been removed but will be available on
line if anyone needs it.
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Chapter 19

New !>ection on MSA optical transceiver modules. types and specifications. Expanded section on electronic dispersion compensation. New
section on pas!>ive optical networks (PONs) u~ed in fiber to the home
(FITH) broadband systems.

Chapter 20

Thi~>

Chapter 21

A new chapter on wireless technologies. Coverage includes wireless
LAN (802.11 alb/g/n), Bluetooth, Zig Bee. Ultra wideband (UWB).
WiMAX, RFID, ncar field communications (NFC), JSM band short
range radios. and infrared wireless. Coverage of personal area networks
and mesh systems is included.

Chapter 22

Communication!> Tests and Measurement chapter is revised and
updated. A new section on the widely used boundary scan and JTAG
test system for chips and boards has been added.

Chapter 23

Television has been dropped from the book, but the chapter has been
revised and updated, and placed on the Online Learning Center website for those who choose to assign it. It now includes new digital television information. new cable standards, and mobile (cell phone video)
television standards.

is a new chapter on Cell Phone Technologies. It covers all major
analog and digital cell phone standards and systems and frequency
allocations. GSM, GPRS, and EDGE TDM systems are covered as well
as both cdma2000 and WCDMA systems. Typical chips are reviewed.
Fourth generation systems are introduced.

In a large book such as thi-., it's difficult to give every one what he or she wants. Some
want more depth other!> greater breadth. J tried to strike a balance between the two. As
always, l am always eager to hear from those of you who usc the book and welcome
your suggestions for the next edition.

learning Features
Principles of Electronic Communic(lfion Systems third edition has been completely
redesigned to give it a more attractive and accessible page layout. To guide readers and
provide an integrated learning approach. each chapter contains the following features:
• Chapter Objectives
• Key Terms
• Pioneers of Electronics articles
• Good to Know margin features
• Examples with solutions
• Chapter Summary
• Questions
• Problems
• Critical Thinking

Student Resources
Laboratory

a

Activities Manual

A major change with this third edition is the availability of a new laboratory manual.
The Lab Manual developed for the second edition will be retained for those of you who
u~c it. This new Laboratory & Activities Manual provides more actual hands-on hardware experiments with modern circuits and components. While many circuiL'i arc still
explored. the attempt is to push toward more systems-level experiments. Building a practical. affordable but meaningful lab is one of the more difficult pans of creating a college cour~e in communications. Thi::. new manual provides practice in the principles by

Preface

ix

u~ing the latest components and methods. Affordable and readily available components
and equipment have been used to make it easy for professors to put together a communications lab that validates and complements the text.
Many of the exercises in the Laborarory & Activities Manual involve web access
and ~earch to build the ~tudent's ability to use the vast resources of the Internet and World
Wide Web. The practical engineers and technicians of today have become experts at finding relevant information and answers to their questions and solutions to their problem<.
this way. While practicing this essential ~kill of any communications engineer or technician knowledge. the ~tudent will be able to expand his or her knowledge of any of the
subjects in this book, either to dig deeper into the theory and practice or get the latest
update information on chips and other products.

Online Learning Center ("OLC") website, www.mhhe.com/frenzcl3c
Thi'> text-<,pccific site include~ a number of ~tudcnt-oriemed re~ources. including:
• Chapter outlines and l.ummaries.
• MultiSim version 9 Primer. for those who want to get up and running with this popular simulation software. The section is written to provide communications examples and applications.
• MultiSim circuit file'> for communications electronics.
• Web Links to indu'>trial and educational sites of intere!>t.
• Lint... to the Work-Ready Electronics: these activities. created by the MATEC
research center, show the practical skills needed in various area~ of interest-including
communications-in the context of modern industry.

Instructor Resources
Instructor Productivity Center CD-ROM
Thi~

CD includes the following resources for adopters of the text:

• Answers and solutions to all text problems.
• Answers and information for the Lab & Activity Manual.
• Electronic test bank<, with a mix of questions for eacb text chapter.
• PowerPoint presentation., for all chapters of the text.

Online Learning Center ("OLC") website, www.mhhe.com/frenzel3e
The OLC contains st udent resources. plus the following instructor resources:
• Answers and solutions to the text problem.., and lab activities, under pa.,sword
protection.
• PowerPoint presentations for each chapter online.
• Additional qui7 questions for each chapter. which can be as~igncd or used for student
self-study.
• Blackboard and WcbCT cartridges for usc with these popu lar classroom management systems.
Classroom Performance Sy.,tem (CPS) from elnstruction is available for adopten.: its
··ctickcr"' system pro,ides a \Chicle for in-cla'os quizLing and concept reinforcement. and
classroom management.
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learning Features
Many new learning features have been incorporated into the seventh edition of Electronic
Principles. These learning features, found throughout the chapters, include:
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Introduction to Electronic
Communication
Objectives
After completing this chapter, you will be able to:

• Explain the functions of the three main parts of an electronic communication system.
•

Describe the system used to classify different types of electronic
communication and list examples of each type.

• Discuss the role of modulation and multiplexing in facilitating signal transmission.
• Define the electromagnetic spectrum and explain why the nature of
electronic communication makes it necessary to regu late the electromagnetic spectrum.
• Explain the relationship between frequency range and bandwidth and give
the frequency ranges for spectrum uses ranging from voice to ultra-highfrequency television.
• list the major branches of the field of electronic communication and
describe the qualifications necessary for different jobs.

Figure 1-1

Milestones in the history of electronic communication.

When?

Where or Who?

What ?

1837

Samuel Morse

1843
1866
1876
1877
1879
1887

1901
1903

Alexander Bain
United States and England
Alexander Bell
Thomas Edison
George Eastman
Heinrich Hertz
(German)
Guglielmo Marconi
(Italian)
Marconi (Italian)
John Fleming

Invention of the telegraph (patented
in 1844).
Invention of facsimile.
The first trans-Atlantic telegraph cable laid.
Invention of the telephone.
Invention of the phonograph.
Invention of photography.
Discovery of radio waves.

1906

Reginald Fessenden

1906
1914

Lee de Forest
Hiram P. Maxim

1920
1923
1933-1939

KDKA Pittsburgh
Vladimir Zworykin
Edwin Armstrong

1939
1940-1945

1958- 1962
1961
1975
1977
1983
1990s

United States
Britain, United
States
John von Neumann
and others
Bell Laboratories
RCNNBC
Jack Kilby (Texas
Instruments) and
Robert Noyce
(Fairchild)
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States

2000-present

Worldwide

1887

1948
1948
1953
1958-1959
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Demonstration of "wireless"
communications by radio waves.
First trans-Atlantic radio contact made.
Invention of the two-electrode vacuum tube
rectifier.
Invention of amplitude modulation;
first electronic voice communication
demonstrated.
Invention of the triode vacuum tube.
Founding of American Radio Relay League,
the first amateur radio organization.
First radio broadcast.
Invention and demonstration of television.
Invention of the superheterodyne
receiver and frequency modulation.
First use of two-way radio (walkie-talkies).
Invention and perfection of radar
(World War II).
Creation of the first stored program
electronic digital computer.
Invention of transistor.
First color TV broadcast.
Invention of integrated circuits.

First communication satellite tested.
Citizens band radio first used.
First personal computers.
First use of fiber-optic cable.
Cellular telephone networks.
Adoption and growth of computer networking,
including local-area networks (LANs). Global
Positioning System (GPS) for satellite
navigation. The Internet and World Wide Web.
Third-generation digital cell phones, wireless
local-area networks, digital broadcast radio,
and 40-Gbps fiber-optic communication.

1-1 The Significance of Human
Communication
Communication i'> the proce~s of exchanging information. People communicate to convey
their thoughts. idea'>. and feelings to others. The process of communication is inherent
to all human life and includes verbal. nonverbal (body language), print. and electronic
proce<>'>CS.
Two of the main barriers to human communication are language and di.,tance.
Language barriers arise between persons of different cultures or nationalitic~.
Communicating O\Cr long distances is another problem. Communication between
early human beings was limited to face-to-face encounters. Long-dbtance communication was first accomplished by sending simple signals such as drumbeats, horn
blasts, and smoke ~ignals and later by waving signal flags (semaphores). When messages were relayed from one l ocation to another. even greater distances could be
covered.
The distance over which communication could be sent was ex tended by the written
word. For many years, long-distance communication was limited to the sending of verbal or wrillen messages by human runner. horseback, ship, and later trains.
Human communication took a dramatic leap forward in the late nineteenth century,
when electricity was discovered and its many applications were e>.plorcd. The telegraph
wa-. invented in 1844 and the telephone in 1876. Radio was discovered in 1887 and
demonstrated in 1895. Figure 1-1 is a timetable listing important milestones in the hbtory of electronic communication.
Well-kno""n fonm of electronic communication. such a., the telephone. radio. TV.
and the Internet. have increa<>cd our ability to share information. The wa) we do things
and the \UCCC'>'> of our worl.. and personal li,·es are direct!} related to hO\\ well we communicate. It ha'> been -.aid that the emphasis in our societ) has no" .,hifted from that of
manufacturing and ma'>s production of goods to the accumulation. packaging, and
exchange of information. Ours is an information society. and a key p<U1 of it i~ communication. Without electronic communication. we could not acces~ and apply the available information in a timely way.
This book i'> about electronic communication. and ho"" electrical and electronic principles. component-.. circuit!>. equipment, and systems facilitate and improve our ability
to communicate. Rapid communication b critical in our very fast-paced world. It is also
addictive. Once we adopt and get used to any form of electronic communicntion, we
become hooked on its benefits. In fact, we cannot imagine conducting our lives or our
busi nesses without it. Just imagine our world without the telephone, radio. fax, televi'>ion. cell phones. or computer networking.

Communication

GOOD TO KNOW
Fax machines have been in use
since the 1930s. These early
machines were primarily utilized
by news services to transmit
photographs by using free space
or radio waves rather than
telephone lines.

1-2 Communication Systems
All electronic communication systems have a transmitter. a communication channel or
medium. and a receiver. These basic componems arc shov. n in Fig. 1-2. The procc'>'> of
communication begins when a human being generates some kind of message. data, or
other intelligence that mu'>t be received by others. A message may al'>o be generated by
a computer or electronic current. In electronic commu11icatio11 system.\. the me-..,agc i..,
reterred to a'> i11[ormarion. or an intelligence signal. This message. in the form of an electronic '>ignal. is fed to the transmitter. which then tran~mits the message over the communication channel. The message is picked up by the receiver and relayed to another
human. Along the way, noise is added in the communication channd and in the receiver.
Noise i'> the general term applied to any phenomenon that degrades or interferes with the
transmitted information.
Introduction to Eh.:ctronic Communication

Electronic communication systems
Information

Noise
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Figure 1-2

A general model of all communication systems.
Free space (radio),
wire. fiber-optic cable. etc.

Information
or
ontelhgence (audiO. Vldeo,
computer data. etc.)

Transmitter
(TX)

Commumcalions
channel or medium

l

1--

~

-

.,Receiver
(AX}

I

P'--- -•

Recovered _ _ /
1nformahon and
ontelligence

Noise
.....
I I '

Transmitter

Audio

Transmitter

The first step in sending a message is to conven it into electronic form suitable fortran'>mis.,ion. For voice message'>, a microphone b U!>ed to translate the sound into an electronic audio o;ignal. For TV. a camera comert-. the light information in the scene to a
video -.ignal. I n computer ... y..,tems. the message i-. typed on a ke)board and comerted l<l
binary code!> that can he \tored in memory or transmitted serially. Transducer:-. comert
phy!>ical characteristics (temperaltlre, prcs!>ure. light intensity. and so on) into electrical
signals.
The transmiller itself i-; a collection or electronic component!> and circuits designed
to convert the electrical -.ignal to a signal suitable for transmis-.ion over a given communication medium. Tran-.mitlers are made up of oscillators. amplitiers. tuned circuit\
and filler\. modulators. frequency mixers. frequenq synthesiters, and other circuit'>.
The original intelligence signal usually modulates a higher-frequcm:y carrier sine wave
generated by the transmitter. and the combination is raised in amplirude by power
amplifiers, resulting in a signal that is compatible with the selected transmission
medium.

Communication Channel
Communication channel

The commtmicarion channel is the medium by which the electronic signal is sent from
one place to another. Many different types of media are used in communication systems,
including wire conductors. libcr-optic cable. and free space.
~imply be a pair of
\\ires that carry a voice ~ignal from a microphone to a head\et. It may be a coaxial cable
~uch a.., that used to carry cable TV signals. Or it may be a twi'>ted-pair cable u..,ed in a
local-urea network (LAN) for personal computer~.

Electrical Conductors. In its simplcM form. the medium may

Optical Media. The communication medium may also be a fiber-optic cable or " light
pipe" that carries the me~~age on a light wave. These arc widely used today to carry
long-distance calls and all Internet communicatiom•. The information i., converted to digital form that can be u-.ed to turn a laser diode off and on at high -.peed.,. Alternatively.
audio or video analog l>ignal!. can be used to vary the amplitude of the light.

Wireless radio
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Free Space. When free ~pace is the medium. the resulting system is known as radio.
Abo known as wireless. mdio is the broad general term applied to any form of wireles'>
communication from one point to another. Radio makes use of the electromagnetic spectrum. Intelligence signals arc converted to electric and magnetic liclds that propagate
near!) instantaneom.l) through space O\'er long di'>tances. Communication by vi..,ible or
infrared light also occur" in free iopace.
Chapter I

Other Types of Mcd1a Although the most widely u~cd media arc conducting cable~
and free ~pace (radio). other type'> of media are u...ed in '>pecial communication !>ystcm....
For example. in sonar. water i~ u-,ed a., the medium. Pa.,:-.hc :-.onar .. listens.. for underwater sounds w ith sen-.iti\e hydrophone~. Active sonar U!>C'> an ccho-retlecting technique
-,imilar to that used in radar for determining how far away objects under water arc and
in what direction they are moving.
The earth itsel f can be used as a communication medium. because it conducts electricity and can also carry low-frequency sound waves.
Alternating-current (ac) power lines. the electrical conductors that carry the power
to operate virtually all our electrical and electronic device!>. can also be used as communication channeb. The .,ignals to be transmitted are :-.impl) .,uperimposed on or added
to the power line ,·oltagc. Thi'> i., known as carrier cti/TC'III trammission. It i.., used
for -.ome t) pes of voice intercom.,, for remote control of electrical equipment. and in

Carrier current transmission

...ome LA '·

Receivers
A receil·er is a collection of electronic components and ci rcuits that accepts the
tran-;mitted message from the channel and converts it back to a rorm understandable by
human'>. Receivers contain amplifiers. oscillators. mixers. tuned circuits and filters. and
a demodulator or detector that recovers the original intelligence -,ignal from the modulated carrier. The output i.., the original signal. which i'> then read out or displayed. It
may be a voice signal ~cnt to a ...peal-er. a video '>ignal that i., led to a calhodc-ra) tube
for di~play. or binary data that b received by a computer and then printed out or di<,played on a video monitor.

Receiver

Transceivers
Most electronic communication i~ two-way. and so both parties must have both a
transmitter and a receiver. A~ a result. most communication equipment incorporates
circuit~ that both !>end and receive. These units are commonly referred to as tran.\cei1·en.
All the transmitter and rccci,·er circuit!> are pacl-aged '' ithin a single housing and
usually share some common circuits such a~ the power ...upply. Telephones. fax
machine-.. handheld CB radio.,. cellular telephones. and computer modem!'> arc example., of transceivers.

Attenuation

Transceiver

Attenuation

Signal auenuation, or degradation. is inevitable no matter what the med ium of transmission. Attenuation i:, proportional to the square of the di~tance between the tran~mittcr
and receiver. Media are abo frequency-selective. in that a gi,en medium will act as a
low-pass filter to a tran:-mittcd '>ignal. distorting digital pulse., in addition to greatly
reducing signal amplitude 0\Cr long di~tances. Thu~ con'>iderable signal amplification. in
both the transmitter and the rccei,er. i:-, required for succes.,rultran~mission. Any medium
al"o \lows signal propagation to <l <.peed slower than the <,peed of light.

Noise
Noise is mentioned here because it is the bane of all eh.:ctronic communications. It~ effect
i-. experienced in the receiver part of any communications -.ystern. For that reason, we
cover noise at that more appropriate time in Chapter 9. While some noise can be filtered
out. the general way to minimite noise is to use components that contribute less noi~e
and to lower their temperatures. The measure of noi!'le is U'>Ually expressed in terms of
the "ignal-to-noise (S/N) ratio (SNR). which is the .,ignal power divided by the noi ...c
power and can be stated numerically or in terms of decibels (dB). Ob\iously. a very high
SNR i~ preferred for be!'>! pcrfom1ance.

Introduction to Electronic Communication

GOOD TO KNOW
Solar flares can send out storms of
ionized radiation that can last for a
day or more. The extra ionization
in the atmosphere can interfere
with communication by adding
noise. It can also interfere because
the ionized particles can damage
or even disable communication
satellites. The most serious
X-dass flares can cause
planetwide radio blackouts.
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1-3 Types of Electronic Communication
Electronic communications are classi fied according to whether they are ( I ) one-way
(simplex) or two-way ( full duplex or half duple.x ) transmissions and (2) analog or digital signal<>.

Simplex
Simplex communication

The simplest way in which electronic communicmion is conducted is one-way communications, normally referred to as simplex com11wnicati on. Examples are shown in
Fig. \ -3. The most common forms of simpl ex communication are radio and TV broadcasting. Another example of one-way communication is tranc;mis'>iOn via a paging sy'tem to a personal receiver (beeper).

Figure 1-3

Simplex communication.

I

I
I

TV

:

TV

·----

set

transmitter

(a) TV broadcastmg

~9
Pager (beeper) ____.....,
receiver

(b) Pag1ng
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Figure 1-4

Duplex communication. (a} Full duplex (simultaneous two-way). (b) Half duplex (one way at a time).

Transce•ver

Earphone

~-----

M•cro[);

TX

Telephone system

Telephone ~ • s~AT•e•le•p•ho•n•e•
The med1um or channel

J_

~

r>+

(a) Full duplex (simultaneous. two-way)

I

~

-- --- -- -- -.

1

1

MicrOPhone

-+rx4-{J
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

Speaker

Microphone

Transceiver

-----.

-•R
•x-,t+c<J

AX

________ _ _
(b)

~

__________.: Speaker

all duplex (one way at a time)

Full Duplex
The bu lk of electronic communication is two-way, or duplex conllllllllication. Typical
duplex applications arc shown in Fig. 1-4. For example. people communicaling wilh one
another over the telephone can talk and listen simultaneously. as Fig. 1-4(a) illustrates.
Thil> is called f ull duplex commu11ication.

Duplex communication

Full duplex communication

Half Duplex
The form of two-way communication in which only one pany transmit" at a time i~
known as half duple.\ collllllllllication lsee Fig. l-4(b) 1. The communication is two-way.
but the direction alternates: the communicating parties take turns tran'>mitting and recci'ving. Most radio tran-.mi-.sions. <.,uch as those used in the military. tire, police. aircraft,
marine. and other '>crvices. arc half duplex communication. Cititens band (CB>. Family
Radio. and amateur radio communication are also half duplex.

Half duplex communication

Analog Signals
An analog signal is a <,moorhl y and continuously var ying voltage or curren1. Some typical analog signab arc shown in Fig. 1-5. A sine wave is a single-frequency analog signal. Voice and video voltages are analog signals that vary in accordance with rhc sound
or light variations lhat arc analogous to the information being u·anl>miued.

Analog signal

Digital Signals
Digiwl sig 11al.\. in contra!>t to analog signal:-., do not vary continuously. but change in
steps or in di!.crctc increments. Most digital signals use binary or two-state codes. Some

Figure 1-5

Digital signal

Analog signals. (a) Sine wave "tone." (b) Voice. (c) Video (N) signal.

(a)

'

(b)

Sync pulse

Light vanation
along one
scan hne
of video
(c)
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Figure 1- 6

Digital signals. (a) Telegraph (Morse code). (b) Continuous-wave (CW) code.
(c) Serial binary code.
Mark

Mark
Space

Mark = on; Space = off

Mark
Space

(a)
Dot

Dash

Dot

The letter R

(b)

(c)

ASCII

examples are shown in Fig. 1-6. The earliest forms of both wire and radio communication used a type of on/off digital code. The telegraph used Morse code. with its system of
short and long signals (dots and dashes) to designate letters and numbers. See Fig. l-6(a).
In radio telegraphy. also known as continuous-wave (CW) transmission. a sine wave signal is turned off and on for short or long durations to represent the dots and da~hes.
Refer to Fig. l-6(b).
Data used in computers is also digital. Binary codes representing numbers. letters, and
special symbols ~u·e transmitted serially by wire. radio, or optical medium. The most commonly used digital code in communications is the American Standard Code for b!fornwtion
lmerchange (ASCII, pronounced ·'ask key"). Figure l-6(c) shows a serial binary code.
Many transmissions are of signals that originate in digital form. e.g .. telegraphy
messages or computer data, but that must be converted to analog form to match the
transmission medium. An example is the transmission of digital data over the telephone network, which was designed to handle analog voice signals onl y. Tf the digital data is converted to analog signals. such as tones in the audio frequency range, it
can be transmitted over the telephone network.
Analog signals can also be transmitted digitally. rt is very common today to take
voice or video analog signals and digitize them with an analog-to-digital (A/D) converter. The data can then be transmitted efficiently in digital form and processed by computers and other digital circuits.

1-4 Modulation and Multiplexing
Modulation
Multiplexing

GOOD TO KNOW
Multiplexing has been used in the
music industry to create stereo
sound. In stereo radio, two signals
are transmitted and receivedone for the right and one for the
left channel of sound. {For more
information on multiplexing, see
Chap. 10.)

8

Modulation and multiplexing are electronic techniques for transmitting information efficiently f rom one place to another. Modulation makes the information signal more
compatible with the medium, and multiplexin~: allows more than one signal to be transmilled concurrently over a single medium. Modulation and multiplexing techniques are
basic to electronic communication. Once you have mastered the fundamentals of these
techniques. you will easily understand how most modern communication systems work.

Baseband Transmission
Before it can be transmitted. the information or intelligence must be converted to an electronic signal compatible with the medium. For example. a microphone changes voice
signals (sound waves) into an analog vol tage of varying frequency and amplitude. This
signal is then passed over wires to a speaker or headphones. This is the way the telephone system works.
A video camera generates an analog signal that represents the light variations along one
scru1 line of the picture. This analog signal is usually transmitted over a coaxial cable. Binru-y

Clwpter I

data is generated by a keyboard attached to a computer. The computer stores the data and
processes it in some way. The data is then transmitted on cables to peripherals such as a
printer or to other computers over a LAN. Regardless of whether the original info1mation
or intelligence signals are analog or digital, they are all referred to as baseband signals.
In a communication system, baseband information signals can be sent directly and
unmodified over the medium or can be used to modulate a carrier for transmission over
the medium. Putting the original voice, video, or digital signals directl y into the medium
is referred to as baseband transmission. For example. in many telephone and intercom
systems. it is the voice itself that is placed on the wires and transmitted over some distance to the receiver. In some computer networks, the digital signals are applied directly
to coaxial or twisted-pair cables for transmission to another computer.
In many instances, baseband signals are incompatible with the medium. Although it
is theoretically possible to transmit voice signal s directly by radio, realistically it is
impractical. As a result. the baseband information signal, be it audio, video, or data. is
normally used to modulate a high-frequency signal called a carrie1: The higher-frequency
carriers radi ate into space more efficiently than the baseband signals themsel ves. Such
w ireless signals consist of both electric and magnetic fi elds. These electromagnetic signals. which are able to travel through space for long distances, are also referred to as
radio-frequency ( RF) wm·es, or just radi o waves.

Baseband transmission

Carrier

Radio-frequency (RF) wave

Broadband Transmission
Modulation is the process of havi ng a baseband voice, video. or digital signal modify
another. higher-frequency signal, the carri er. The process is illustrated in Fig. 1-7. The
information or intelligence to be sent is said to be i111pressed upon the carrier. The carrier is usually a sine wave generated by an oscillator. The carrier is fed to a circuit called
a modulator along with the baseband intelligence signal. The intelligence signal changes
the carrier in a unique way. The modulated carrier is amplified and sent to the antenna
for transmission. This process is called broadband transmission.
Consider the common mathematical ex pression for a sine wave:

v

= v, si n (2'TT'/t + e)

or

v

=

V11 sin (cut

Broadband transmission

+ &)

where v = instantaneous value of sine wave voltage
= peak value of sine wave
f = frequency, Hz
w = angular velocity = 27T_{
r = time. s
wt = 27Tft = angle, rad (360° = 27T' rad)
() = phase angle

v,

Figure 1-7

Modulation at the transmitter.

;
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Figure 1-8

Types of modulation. (o) Amplitude modulation. (b) Frequency modulation.

Sinusoidal modulating wave (intelligence)

Sinuso1daf modulating Signal (•ntelhgence)

-

T ime

------L-----~----+-----~----~--- -

r.me
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-

-++lflf++il++++---- Time

n me

frequency
sinusoidal
carrier

Sinusoidal
unmodulated
carrier wave

Frequency·
modulated
wave

(b)

(a)

The three ways to make the ba~eband !>ignal change the carrier sine wave are to \at)
amplitude. vary its frequency. or vary its phase angle. The two most common method-; of modulation are amplitude modulation (AM) and frequency modulation ( FM ). In
AM, the baseband information '>ignal called the modulating signal varies the amplitude
of the higher-frequency carrier -;ignal, as shown in Fig. l-8(a). It changes the V" pat1 of
the equation. l n FM , the in formation signal varies the frequency of the carri er. as shown
in Fig. l-8(b). The carrier amplitude remains constant. FM varies the value off in the
first angle tem1 inside the parenthe~e~. Varying the phase angle produces phase modulation
(PM). Here. the second term inside the parentheses (0) is made to vary by the intelligence
.,ignal. Phase modulation produces frequency modulation: therefore. the PM signal i.,
'>imilar in appearance to a frequency-modulated carrier. Two common examples of tran'>mitting digital data by modulation are given in Fig. 1-9. I n Fig. l-9(a). the data i'>
converted to frequency-varying tone~. This i~ called frequency-sh({t keying ( FSK ). I n
Fig. 1-9(b). the data introduce~ a 180°-phase shift. This is called phase-shift keying
( PSK ). Devices called modems (modulator-demodulator) tran5.late the data from digital to analog and back again. Both FM and PM are forms of angle modulation.
At the receiver. the carrier with the intelligence signul i!> amplified and then demodulated to extract the original ba'>eband signal. Another name for the demodulation proces!>
is detection. (See Fig. 1-10.)
it~

Amplitude modulation (AM)
Frequency modulation (FM)

Phase modulation (PM)

Frequency-shift keying (FSK)
Phase-shift keying (PSK)
Modems

Figure 1-9

Transmitting binary data in analog form. (a) FSK. (b) PSK.

B1nary ~

1

High-frequency
sine wave or tone

- - -=-0- --11

Low-frequency tone
(a)

.___

_

_ _ 180 phase sh•hs _________,./

(b)
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Figure 1-10

Recovering the intelligence signal at the receiver.

Modulated
s1gnal

L

<•mO''"'

c(]

AFpower
Demodulator
or
detector

r.:.._____ ,

amphfler '

Speaker

Multiplexing
The u-;e of modulation also permits another technique, known as multiplexing. to be used.
Multiplexing i~ the process of allowing two or more signals to -,hare the same mediu m
or channel: ~ec Fig. I-ll. A multiplexer converts the individual baseband )o,ignuls to a
composite signal that i!> u~ed to modulate a carrier in the trml'>mitter. At the receiver. the
composite signal i~ recovered at the demodulator, then sent loa demultiplexer where the
individual baseband signa l ~ arc regenerated (see Fig. I - 12).
There arc three basic types of multiplexing: frequency division. lime division, and
code dimension. In .fi·t•quency-dil'ision multiplexing. the intelligence signals modulate
subcarriers that arc then added together. and the composite signal is used to modulate
the carrier. In optical networking. wavelength division multiplexing (WDM ) i-. equivalent to frequcncy-divi~ion multiplexing for optical signal. In time-dirision llllt!tiplexinR.
the multiple intelligence -.ignab are sequentially sampled. and a small piece of each i<,
used to modulate the carrier. I f the infonnation signals are ~ampled fa-.t enough. '>ufficient detail!. arc tran<,mitted that at the receiving end the signal can be rccon•.trueted \\ ith
great accurac). In code-divi..,ion multiplexing. the signals to be trammiued arc con\erted
to digital data that is then uniquely coded with a faster binary code. The ~ignal~ modulate a carrier on the <,arne frequency. All use the same communication!) channel 'imultaneously. The unique coding is used at the receiver to select the desired .,ignal.

Figure 1-11

J

Multiplexing at the transmitter.
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Oemulttplexing at the receiver.
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1-5 The Electromagnetic Spectrum
Electromagnetic waves arc signal~ that oscillate: i.e.. the amplitudes of the electric and
magnetic fields vary at a ~pecific rate. The field inten~itie;, fluctuate up and down. and
the polarity reverses a given numher of times per sewnd. The electromagnetic wmes
vary ~inusoidally. Their frequency i!> measured in cycle!> per ~ccond (cps) or bert? (Ht ).
These oscillations may occur at a very low frequency or at an extremely high frequency.
The range of electromagnetic signals encompassing all frequcncie~ i" referred to a<, the
electromagnetic spectrum.
All electrical and electronic "ignal'> that radiate into free '>pace fall into the electromagnetic 'pectrum. ot included arc -,ignals carried b) cables. Signal'> carried b) cable
ma) <,hare the same frcqucncic' of "imilar <>ignab in the spectrum. but the) are not radio
"ignai'>. Figure 1-13 ~hows the enttrc electromagnetic spectrum. gi,ing both frequenc) and
wa,elength. Within the middle range' are located the mo<,t commonly used mdio frequencies for two-way communil:mion. TV. cell phones. wireles' LANs. radar. and other
applications. At the upper end of the ~pectrum are infrared and visible light. Figure I- 14
is n listing of the generally rccognited segments in the -.pcctrum u~cd for electronic
communication.

Electromagnetic spectrum

Frequency and Wavelength
A gi,en 'ignal is located on the frequency spectrum according to it<> frequenc) and
wa\ elength.

Frequency Frequency i.., the number of time" a particular phenomenon occurl:. in a
given period of time. ln e lectronic,. frequency i ~ the number of cycles. of a repetitive
wave that occurs in a given time period. A cycle consist~ of two voltage polcuity reverMtls. current reversals. or electromagnetic tield osci llati on~. The cyc les repeat. forming a
continuous but repetitive wave. Frc4uency i1-. mea<;ured in cycles per second (cps). In
e lectronics. the unit of frequency i-. the hertt.. named for the German physicist Heinrich
Heru. who was a pioneer in the field of electromagnetic.,. One cycle per second is equal
to one hert7. abbreviated (Ht ). Therefore. 440 cps = 440 Ht.
Figure l-15(a) show!> a ..,inc wave variation of \·oltage. One pm.itive alternation and one
negative alternation fonn a cycle. If 2500 cycles occur in I "· the frcquenc) is 1500 H1.

Frequency

Figure 1-13

The electromagnetic spectrum.
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The electromagnetic spectrum used in electronic communicatiOn.

Name

Frequency

Extremely low frequencies
3Q-300 Hz
(ELFs)
Voice frequencies (VFs)
30Q-3000 Hz
3-30 kHz
Very low frequencies (VLFs)
Low frequencies (LFs)
3Q-300 kHz
300 kHz-3 MHz
Medium frequencies (MFs)
3-30 MHz
High frequencies (HFs)
3Q-300 MHz
Very high frequencies (VHFs)
Ultra high frequencies (UHFs) 300 MHz-3 GHz
3-30 GHz
Super high frequencies (SHFs)
Extremely high frequencies
3Q-300 GHz
(EHFs)
Infrared
The visible spectrum (light)

Wavelength
107 106 105
104
103
102
10 1
110 1-

106 m
105 m
104 m
103 m
102 m
101 m
1m
10 1 m
10 2 m

10 2- 10 3 m
0.7 - 10j.lm
0.4 0.8 f.l-m

PIONEERS
OF ELECTRONI CS
In 1887 German physicist
Heinrich Hertz was the first to

Unfls of Measure and Abbreviations:
kHz
1000Hz
MHZ
1000kHz = 1 X 106 = 1,000,000 Hz
6
1000 MHz = 1 X 10 = 1,000,000 kH z
GHz
= 1 X 109 = 1,000,000,000 Hz
m - meter
1
6
J.Lm
m1crometer = ,000,000 m = 1 x 10 m
1

demonstrate the effect of
electromagnetic radiation through
space. The distance of transmission was only a few feet, but
this transmission proved that
radio waves could travel from one
place to another without the need
for any connecting wires. Hertz
also proved that radio waves,
although invisible, travel at the
same velocity as light waves.

Pre fi xe~ repre~enting power., of I 0 are often u!--ed to ex pre.,, frequencie\. The most
frequently ll'.,ed preli\e~ are a~ follow!>:
k = kilo = 1000

M = mega

=

103

= I,000,000 = I0

6

= giga = I.000.000.000 = I09
T = tera = 1.000.000.000.000 = 1012

G

(Grob/Schultz, Basic Electronics,
9th ed., GlencoeJMcGraw-Hill,
2003, p. 4)

=

Thus, 1000 Ht
1 kilt (kiloherti' ). A frequency of 9,000,000 1-1 ;, i~ more commonly
ex pres),ed a~ 9 M l i t. (mcgahertl ). A signal with a frequency of 15,700,000.000 l it. is
w ritten a), 15.7 G H:~ (gigahcrli').

Wavelength. Wal'elength i s the distance occupied by o ne cycle of a wa ve, and it is
usuall y ex pressed in meters. One meter (m) is equal to 39.:n in (ju<,t over 3 ft . or

Figure 1- 15

Wavelength

Frequency and wavelength. (a) One cycle. (b) One wavelength.
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l yd). Wavelength is measured between identical points on succeeding cyc les of a
wave, as Fig. l - l5(h) shows. If the signal is an electromagnetic wave, one wavelength
is the distance that one cycle occupies in free space. It is the distance between adjacent peaks or valleys of the e lectric and magnetic fields making up the wave.
Wavelength is also the distance traveled by an electromagnetic wave during the time of
one cycle. Electromagnetic waves travel at the speed of light, or 299,792.800 m/s. The speed
of light and radio waves in a vacuum or in air is usually rounded off to 300.000,000 m/s
(3 X J08 m/s). or 186,000 mils. The speed of u·ansmission in media such as a cable is
less.
The wavelength of a signal, which is represented by the Greek letter A (lambda), is
computed by dividing the speed of light by the frequen cy f of the wave in hertz:
A = 300,000.000/f For example, the wavelength of a 4.000.000-Hz signal is
A = 300.000,000/4,000,000

Very high frequency signal
wavelength

= 75 m

If the frequency is expressed in megahertz, the formu la can be simplified to
.A(rn) = 300/f(MHz) orA ( fl ) = 984/(MHz).
The 4,000,000-Hz s ignal can be expressed as 4 MHz. Therefore A = 300/4 = 75 m.
A wavelength of 0.697 m, as in the second equation in Example I - I. is known as a
ve1)' high frequency signal wavelength. Very high frequency wavelengths are sometimes
expressed in centimeters (em). Since I m equals 100 em, we can express the wavelength
of 0.697 min Example I-1 as 69.7, or about 70 em.

Example 1-1
Find the wavelengths of (a) a 150-MHz, (b) a 430-MHz. (c) an 8-MHz. and
(d) a 750-kHz signal.

a. A =

300.000,000
150,000.000

300
= 2m
150

=-

300

b. A

= 430 = 0.697 m

c. A

=-

300
8

= 37.5 m

d. For Hz (750kHz

= 750,000 Hz):

A _ 300,000,000 _
m
400
750.000
For MHz (750kHz

= 0.75 MHz):

300
A = - - = 400m
0.75

lf the wavelength of a signal is known or can be meas ured. the frequency of the signal can be calculated by rearranging the basic formula .f = 300/A . Here, f is in megahertz and A is in meters. As an example. a signal with a wavelength of 14.29 m has a
frequency of .f = 300/ J 4.29 = 2 I MHz.
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Example 1-2
A signal with a wavelength of 1.5 m has a frequency of'

r- 300
1.5 = 2oo Mil'

.

Example 1-3
A signal travel!-. a distance of 75 ft in the time it takes to complete I cycle. What is
its frequency?

= 3.28 fl
- - = -??. 6111
Im

75 ft
3.28

.r

0

0

300
22.86

13. 12 MHt

Example 1-4
The maximum peak:. of an electromagnetic wave arc ~eparated by a di<>tancc of 8 in.
What is the frequency in megahertt'? In gigahertt?

I 111

= 39.37 in

8 in = -

8

- = 0.203111

39.37

300
0.203

f - - - =
1477.8

10·'

1477.8 MH7

1.4778 GHL

Frequency Ranges from 30 Hz to 300 GHz
For the purpo~e of classification. the electromagnetic frequency spectrum is divided into
1>egments. as shown in Fig. 1- 13. The signal charactcri)ltics and applications for each
segment arc discu~sed in the following paragraphs.

Extremely low Frequenctc~. btremely low frequencies ( ELFs) an~ in the 30- to
300-H z range. Thc~e include ac power line frequencies (50 and 60 H7 arc common). as
well as those frequencies in the low end of the human audio range.
Introduction to Electroni c Communicati on

Extremely low frequency (ELF)
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Voice frequency (VF)

Voice Frequencies. Voice frequencies ( VFs) are in the range of 300 to 3000 Hz. Thi!>
is the normal range of human speech. A lthough human hearing extends from approximately 20 to 20.000 Ht.. most intelligible l>Ound occurs in the VF range.

Very low frequency (Vlf)

Very Low Frequencies. Vety low frequencies ( VLFl) extend from 9 kH7 to 30 kH1
and include the higher end of the human hearing range up to about 15 or 20 kHt. Many
musical instruments make sounds in this range as well as in the ELF and VF ranges.
The VLF range is also u~ed in some government and military communication. For example. VLF radio transmi'i!-tion is used by the navy to communicate '"'ith -.ubmarine-..

low frequency (LF)
Subcarrier

Low Frequencies. Lmr frequencies ( LFs) are in the 30- to 300-k H7 range. The primary communication service~ using thi!-- range are in aeronautical and marine navigation.
Frequencies in this range are also u!.cd a!> subcarrier.\. '>ignals that arc modulated by the
baseband information. U-.ually. two or more subcarricr'> are added. and the combination
is used to modulate the final high-frequenc} carrier.

Medium frequency (MF)

Medium FrequenciLs Medium j"req11encie.\ ( MFs) are in the 300- to 3000-kl-lt.
(0.3- to 3.0-MH7.) range. The major application of frequencies in this range is AM radio
broadca-,ting (535 to 1605 kHt). Other application\ in this range are \ariom, marine and
aeronautical communication.

High frequency (HF)

High Frequencies. High frequencies ( HFs) are in the 3- to 30-MHt. range. These arc
the frequencies generally known as ~hort waves. A ll kinds of simplex broadcasting and
half duplex two-way radio communication take place in this range. Broadc<L'>ts from Voice
of America and the Briti-.h Broadca'>ting Company occur in this range. Government and
military '>ervices u~e the'>e frequencie ... for twO-\\ ay communication. An example is
diplomatic communication between embassies. Amateur radio and CB communication
also occur in this part
the spectrum.

or

Very high frequency (VHF)

Very Hrgh Free uencrcs. Vel)" high frequencie\ ( VHFs) encompass the 30- to
300-MHt range. This popular frequcnc) range i'> u-.ed by many sen ice!>. induding
mobile radio. marine and aeronautical communication. FM radio broadcasting (88 to
l08 MHt.). and television channeb 2 through 13. Radio amateurs also have numerous
bands in this frequency range.

Ultrahigh frequency (UHF)

Microwave
Superhigh frequency (SHF)

Extremely high frequency (EHF)
Millimeter wave

Ultrahigh Freq Jl cies. Ultra!Jigh frequencie\ ( UHFs) encompass the 300- to
3000-M II t range. Thi!--. too, is a widely used portion of the frequency spectrum. Tt
includes the UHF TV channels 14 through 67. and it bused for land mobile communication and services such as cell ular telephones as well a\ for military communication.
Some radar and navigation service~ occupy thi~ portion of the frequency spectrum. and
radio amateurs also ha\e bands in thi'> range.
Microwaves and SHFs. Frequencies between the 1000-MHL. ( 1-GHz) and 30-G HI.
range arc called micrrm•m·es. Microwave ovens usually operate at 2.45 G Hz. Superhigh
frequencies (SHFs) are in the 3- to 30-GHz range. These microwave frequencies are
widely u-.ed for satellite communication and radar. Wireless local-area network-. (LAN<.,)
also occupy this region.
Extremely High Frequencies. Exrremef.v high frequencies ( £ 1/Fs) extend
to 300 GHz. Electromagnetic signab with frequencie-. higher than 30 GHz are
to as millimeter ,,.a,·e\. Equipmenl u'>ed to generate and receive signal<, in this
extremely complex and expensive but there i!. growing use of thi'> range for
communication telephony. computer data. and some ~pecialized radar.

from 30
referred
range is
.,atellite

Frequencies Betwt:en 300 GHz and the Optical Spectrum. This portion
of the spectrum i!-t Yinuully uninhabited. II i:c. a eros., between RF and optical. Lack of
hardware and component\ prevents it-. use.
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With three sons serving abroad during World War II, the Rubis family of Mu5e, Pennsylvania,
listened to President Roosevelt's Sunday radio address in 1943.

The Optical Spectrum
Right abo'e the millimeter wa\e region i ... what is called the optical \f1ectrttlll. the region
(X;Cupied by light \\<I\ e.... There arc three different type-. of light wave~: infrared.' i-.iblc.
and uhra' iolcl.

Optical spectrum

Infrared The i11{rared regio11 i ... sandwiched between the highe'-1 radio fn.:qucncie., (i.e..
millimeter waYC\) and the vi'>ible portion of the electromagnetic <,pcctrum. Infrared occupies the range between approximately 0.1 millimeter (mm) and 700 nanometer~ {nm). or
I 00 to 0.7 micrometer (,um). One micrometer is one-millionth of a meter. Infrared wavelength!-. arc often given in micrometer'> or nanometer:-..
Infrared radiation b generally associated with heat. Infrared is produced by lightbulbs. our boc.Jie!-t. and any phy~ical equipment that generates heal. Infrared !-tignah. can
abo be generated by ~pecial types of light-emitting diodes (LEOs) and la... er!->.
Infrared ~ignab arc used for various special kind:-. of communi<.:ation. For example. infrared i~ tl'.ed in a-.tronomy to detect Mars and other phy'>ical bodie" in the univer~e. and for guidance in weapon~ systems. where the heat radiated from airplanes
or mi~..,iles can he picl..cd up by infrared detector!-. and u~ed to guide mi-.-.ih:s to target~. lnfrarctl i-. al-.o u-,ctl in moo;t new TV remote-control unit~ where -.pccial coded
'>ignal-. arc tran-.miued b) an infrared LED to the TV receiver for the purpm.c of
changing <.:hanncb. '>CHing the volume. and performing other fun<.:tiom•. I nfrared ,.., the
ba..,i-. for \OillC of the newer '' irele..,~ LAN~ and all fiber-optic communi<.:ation.
Infrared '>ignal\ have many of the -.amc propertie~ al> !-tignal.., in the 'i-.ihlc -.pectrum.
Optical de' ice.-. \Uch a-. len-.e" and mirro~ are often u-.ed to procc..,.., and nu•n•pulate
infrared -.ignah. and infrared light i:-. the ~ignalu!-tuall) propagatetl O\Cr fiber-optic cables.

Infrared region

Thl. Visible Spectrum JuM above the infrared region i!-t the •·i.\ihle \pectrum we
ordinarily refer to a<, light. Light is a special type of electromagneti<.: radiation that ha'>
a wavelength in the 0..+- to 0.8-J.un range (400 to 800 nm). Light wavelength'> arc U\llally expre-...,ed in term~ of angstrom., (A). An angstrom i'> one ten-thou'>antlth of a
10
micrometer: for example, I A = 10
111. The visible range is approximately XOOO A

Visible spectrum
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GOOD TO KNOW
Although it is expensive to build a
fiber-optic or wireless network,
servicing each additional user is
cost-effective. The more users a
network has, the lower the overall
cost.
Ultraviolet light (UV)

(red) to 4000 A (violet). Red is low-frequency or long-wavelength light. whereas violet
is high-frequency or short-wavelength light.
Light is used for various kinds of communication. Light waves can be modulated
and transmitted through g lass fibers, just as electric signals can be transmitted over wires.
The great advantage of light wave signals is that their very high frequency gives them
the ability to handle a tremendous amount of information. That is, the bandwidth of the
baseband signals can be very wide.
Light signals can also be transmitted through free space. Various types of communication systems have been created using a laser that generates a light beam at a specific visible frequency. Lasers generate an extremely nan-ow beam of light which is easily
modulated with voice. video, and data information.

Ultraviolet. Ultraviolet light ( UV) covers the range from about 4 to 400 nm. Ultraviolet generated by the sun is what causes sunburn. Ultraviolet is also generated by mercury vapor lights and some other types of lights such as fluorescent lamps and sun lamps.
Ultraviolet is not used for communication; its primary use is medical.
Beyond the visible region are the X-rays, gamma rays. and cosmic rays. These are
all forms of electromagnetic radiation, but they do not figure into communication systems and are not covered here.

1-6 Bandwidth
Bandwidth (BW)

Bandwidth (BW) is that portion of the electromagnetic spectrum occupied by a signal. lt
is also the frequency range over which a receiver or other electronic circuit operates.
More specifically. bandwidth is the difference between the upper and lower frequency
limits of the signal or the equipment operation range. Figure J-16 shows the bandwidth
of the voice frequency range from 300 to 3000 Hz. The upper frequency is .f2 and the
lower frequency is fl. The bandwidth. then. is
BW

= ./2-/1

Example 1-5
A commonly used frequency range is 902 to 928 MHz. What is the width of this band?

.f1 = 902 MHz .f2 = 928 MHz
BW = h- /1 = 928 - 902 = 26 MHz

Figure 1-16

Bandwidth is the frequency range over which equipment operates or that
portion of the spectrum occupied by the signal. This is the voice frequency
bandwidth.
BW = t2 - f 1

; 3000 - 300
= 2700Hz

-

- - Bandwidlh - - (BW)

11 = 300Hz
Frequency spectrum -
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12 = 3000Hz

Example 1-6
A televi<;ion signal occupie' a 6-MHz bandwidth. If the low-frequl:ncy limit of
channel 2 j, 54 Mll1. what b the upper-frequency limit'?
BW
BW

h

= 54MHL
=/1 - f.!
= BW

+/1

= 6MHt.

/ 1

= 6

+ 54 = 60 Mll1

Channel Bandwidth
When information i:-. modulated onto a carrier somewhere in the electromagnetic spectrum.
the resulting signal occupies a small po1tion of the spectrum surrounding the carrier frequency. The modulation process causes other signals, called sidebands, to be generated at
frequencie!\ above and below the carrier frequency by an amount equal to the modulating
frequency. For example. in AM broadcasting, audio l>ignals up to 5 ld 11 can be trun\mitted. If the cun·ier frequency i~ I 000 kHz. or I MHz, and the modulating frequency i:-. 5 1-.HL.
sidebands will be produced at 1000- 5 = 995 kHL and at 1000 + 5 - 1005 1-.1-11. In
other word'>. the modulation proce\\ generates other Jo.ignab that tal-.c up .,pcctrum !>pace.
It i'> not ju\t the canier at I 000 kHt. that is transmiued. Thus the term bandwidth refer'> to
tJ1e range of frequencies that contain the infonnation. The term channel hwulwid!II refer\
to the range of frequencies required to transmit the desired infom1ation.
The bandwidth of the AM signal described abo\e i., the difference between the highe<,t and lowe'>t tran..,mitting frequencies: BW = 1005 kH1
995 1-.1-11 = 10 I..H1. I n thi.,
case. the channel band'' idth i-, I 0 kHz. An AM broadcast .,ignal. therefore. taJ...e., up a
I O-J...H1 piece of the '>pectrum.
Signal., tran'>mitting on the :-.ame frequency or on overlapping frequcncie<. do. of
cour>e, interfere with one another. Thus a limited number of '>ignab can be tran..,mitted in
the frequenc) spectrum. A' communication activities have gro,..,n over the year<.. there ha.,
been a continuou' demand for more frequency channels over which communication can
be Lransmitted. Thi'> has cau\ed a push for the development of equipment that operates at
the higher frequencie~. Prior to World War ll, frequencies above I GH1 were virtually
unused. since there were no electronic components suitable for generating :-.ignab at those
frequencies. But technological developments over the years have given us many microwave
components such as klystrons. magnetrons. and traveling-wave tubes. and today transistors.
integrated circuit\, and other semiconductor devices that work in the microwave range.

Sideband

Channel bandwidth

More Room at the Top
The benefit of using the higher frequencies for communication carrier<. is that a .,ignal of
a given bandwidth represents a smaller percentage of the '>pectrum at the higher frequencies than at the lower frequencies. For example, at 1000 1..1 I;. the 10-J,.HI-\\ ide AM
~ignal discu.,o,ed earlier repre-.enh I percent of the spectrum:

q of :-.pcctrum

=

10 kH7

1000 KH7

X

I00

1%
But at I Gll1. or 1.000.000 kH1. it represents only one-thousandth of I percent:
C,f

or ::.pectrum

=

10kHz

1.000.000 kHt.

X I 00

= 0.00 1%
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PIONEERS
OF ELECTRONICS
The Federal Communications
Commission (FCC} was formed in
1934 to regulate interstate and
foreign communication. A primary
function of the FCC is to allocate
bands of frequencies and set
limitations on broadcast power
for different types of radio and TV
operations. The FCC also monitors
broadcasts to detect unlicensed
operations and technical
violations. In addition to TV and
radio stations, the FCC licenses
about 50 million transmitters
operated by individuals,
businesses, ships and airplanes,
emergency services, and
telephone systems. FCC policy
is set by five commissioners who
are appointed by the President
for 5-year terms.

National Telecommunications and
Information Administration (NTIA)
International Telecommunications
Union (ITU)

In practice, this means that there are many more I 0-kHz chan neb at the higher frequencies than at the lower frequencies. In other words. there is more spectrum space for
information signals at the higher frequencies.
The higher frequencies also permit wider-bandwidth signals to be used. A TV signal.
e.g.. occupies a bandwidth of 6 MHz. Such a signal cannot be used to modulate a
carrier in the MF or HF ranges because it would use up all the available spectrum space.
Telcvi..,ion signals are transmitted in the VHF and UHF portions of the spectrum. where
sufficient space is available.
Today. virtually the emire frequency spectrum between approximately 30 kHz and
300 MHz has been spoken for. Some open areas and portions of the spectrum are not
heavily used, bur for the most pan. the spectrum is filled with communication activities
of all kinds generated from all over the world. There is tremendous competition for these
frequencies. not only between companies. individuals, and government services in individual carriers but also between the different nations of the world. The electromagnetic
:o.pectrum is one of our most precious natural resources. Because of this. communication
engineering is devoted to making the best use of that finite spectnun. A considerable
amount of eff011 goes into developing communication techniques that will minimize the
bandwidth required to transmit given information and thus conserve spectrum space. This
provides more room for additional communication channels and gives other services or
users an opportunity to take advantage of it. Many of the techniques discussed later in
this book evolved in an effort to minimize transmission bandwidth.

Spectrum Management
Governments of the United States and other countries recognized early on that the frequency spectrum was a valuable and finite natural resource and so ~et up agencies to
control spectrum usc. In the United States. Congress passed the Communications Act of
1934. This act and its various amendments established regulations for the use of spectrum space. It also establi~hed the Federal Communications Commission (FCC). a regulatory body whose function is to allocate spectrum space, issue licenses, set standards.
and police the airwaves. The Telecommunications Act of J996 has also greatly influenced the use of spectrum. The FCC controls all telephone and radio communications
in this country and. in generaL regulates all electromagnetic emissions. The National
Telecommunications and l!~{ormation Ad111inistration (NT/A) performs a similar function
for government and military services. Other countries have similar organiattions.
The International Tefecomlllllllications Union ( ITU ). an agency of the United
Nations that i:;, headquartered in Geneva. Switzerland, comprises 189 member countries that meet at regular intervals to promote cooperation and negotiate national interests. Typical of these meetings are the World Administrative Radio Conferences, held
approximately every two years. Various committees of the ITU set standards for various
areas within the communication rteld. The ITU brings together the various countries
to discuss how the frequency spectrum is to be divided up and shared. Because many
of the signals generated in the spectrum do not carry for long distances. countries can
use these frequencies simultaneously without interference. On the other hand. some
ranges of the frequency spectrum can literally cany signals around the world. As a
result. countries must negotiate with one another to coordinate usage of various portions of the high-frequency spectrum to prevent mutual interference.

Standards
Standards

Standards are specification~ and guidelines that companies and individuals follow to
ensure compatibility between transmitting and receiving equipment in communication
systems. Although the concept~ of communication are simple, there are obviously many
ways to send and receive information. A variety of methods are used to modulate, multiplex. and otherwise process the infon11ation to be transmitted. I f each system used
different methods created at the whim of the designing engineer, the systems would be
incompatible with one another and no communication could take place. In the real world,
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"tandards are set and followed \O that when equipment i" de..,igned and builL compallbilit) i'> ensured. The term U'>Cd 10 de..,cribe the abilit) of equipment from one manufacturer to work compatibl) with that of another is imeropera!Jilit\.
Standard.., are detailed outline:- of principle.., of operation. blueprint\ for con'>truction.
and methods of meal>uremcnt thut define communication equipment. Some of the '>pecifications covered are modulation method,, frequency of operation. multiplexing methods,
word length and bit formats, data transmission speeds. line coding methods. and cable and
connector types. These standard\ arc set and maintained by numerous nonprofit organization\ around the world. Committees made up of individual.., from indu..,try and academia
meet to establish and agree upon the \tand~u·ds. which are then publio;hed lor other' to u'>e.
Otha commiuees review. rc' i...c. and enhance the standard' mer time. a'> need' change.
In working in the communication tield. you will regular!) encounter many different
-..tandard'>. For example. there arc ... tandards for long-di ... tance telephone tran.,mi""ion.
digital cell phonel>. local-area net\\Orl.;<,, and computer modem-... Li<.ted belov. are organitations that maintain ... tandard" for communication '-Ystem ... For more detaib. go to the
corrc... ponding website.
American National

Standard~

lnteroperabifity

lnMitutc (ANS I )-www.an~i.org

Electronic lndustricl> Alliance (EIA)- www.eia.org
European Telecommunication.., Standard~ Institute (ETS I )-ww\v.Ctl.i.org
Jn~titute

of Electrical and Electronic..,

Engineer~

(IEEJ.:)-v.\\w.ieee.org

International Telecommunication., Union (JTU)-\\ W\v.itu.org
Internet Engineering Ta..,J,. Force OETF)-'"'' \\.ietf.org
Telecommunication-.. ln<,titutc or America (TIA )-v.\\ \\.twonline.org

Federal

Comm~ni_cations

CommiSSIOn
The U.S. Federal Communication.., Commis..,ion (FCC> handle' both go,ernrnem and
consumer issues. IL<; o;;pecial rocu' il> on ~ix top concern\.
Homeland securit y. Protecting telecommunication. broadca\t. and other communication infrastructure.
Broadba nd. Encouraging the rapid availability to u-;er<., or high-speed. switched.
broadband telecommunication for voice. data. graphic.... and video.

Digital television . Working with the industry to accelerate the transition to DTV.
FCC reform. Attempting to be as efficient a bureau a' po~ ... able. Recent!). FCC
added a media group and a divi'>ion on wirclinc competition.
Media ownership. Promoting media owner... hip that fo;,tcr:-. di,ersity. locali ..m.
and competition in the marketplace.
lntrodu~.:ti on
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Spectrum policy. Supporting innovation and the efficient. flexibt.! use of the
spectrum, including issues such as interference protection . e ffective safety
communication. and international spectrum policies.

1-7 A Survey of Communication
Applications
The applications of electronic techniques to communication are so common and pen ~1~i ve
that you arc already familiar with most of them. You U!>C the telephone. listen to the radio,
and watch TV. You also usc other form~ of electronic communication such as cellular telephones. ham radios, CB and Family radios, pager.,. electronic mail. and remote-control
garage door opener<,. Figure 1-1 7 list-. all the variou-. major applications of electronic communication.

Figure 1-17

Applications of electronic communication.

SIMPLEX (ONE-WAY)

1. AM and FM radio broadcasting. Stations broadcast
music, news, weather reports, and programs for
entertainment and information. It includes shortwave.
2. Digital radio. There is both satellite and terrestrial.
Radio programming is transmitted in digital format.
3. TV broadcasting. Stations broadcast entertainment,
informational, and educational programs by radio.
4. Digital television (DTV). Radio transmission of
television programming is performed by digital
methods, both satellite and terrestrial, e.g., highdefinition television (HOTV) and Internet Protocol
TeleviSIOn (IPTV).
5. Cable television. Movies, sports events, and other
programs are distributed to subscribers by fiberoptic and coaxial cable.
6. Facsimile. Printed visual material is transmitted over
telephone lines. A facsimile, or fax, machine scans a
document and converts it to electronic signals that
are sent over the telephone system for reproduction
in printed form by another fax machine. Faxes can
also be sent from a computer.
1. Wireless remote control. This category includes a
device that controls any remote item by radio or
infrared. Examples are missiles, satellites, robots,
toys, and other vehicles or remote plants or
stations. A remote keyless entry device, garage
door opener, and the remote control on your lV
set are other examples.

8. Paging services. A radio system is used to page
individuals, usually in connection with their work.
Persons carry tiny battery-powered receivers
that can pick up signals from a local paging
station that receives telephone requests to notify
individuals.
9. Navigation and direction-finding services. Special
stations transmit signals that can be picked up by
receivers for the purpose of identifying exact location
(latitude and longitude} or determining direction
and/or distance from a station. Such systems employ
both land-based and satellite stations. The services
are used primarily by boats and ships or airplanes,
although systems for cars and trucks are being
developed. The Global Positioning System (GPS)
which uses 24 satellites is the most widely used.
10. Telemetry. Measurements are transmitted over a long
distance. Telemetry systems use sensors to determine physical conditions (temperature, pressure, flow
rate, voltages, frequency, etc.) at a remote location.
The sensors modulate a carrier signal that is sent by
wire or radio to a remote receiver which stores
and/or displays the data for analysis. Examples are
satellites, rockets, pipelines, plants, and factories.
11. Radio astronomy. Radio signals, including infrared, are
emitted by virtually all heavenly bodies such as stars
and planets. With the use of large directional antennas
and sensitive high-gain receivers, these signals may
be picked up and used to plot star locations and
study the universe. Radio astronomy is an alternative
and supplement to traditional optical astronomy.
(continues on next page)
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Figure 1-1 7

(continued)

12. Surveillance. Surveillance means discreet monitoring
or "spying." Electronic techniques are widely used by
police forces, governments, the military, business
and industry, and others to gather information for the
purpose of gaining some competitive advantage.
Techniques include phone taps, tiny wireless "bugs,"
clandestine listening stations, and reconnaissance
airplanes and satellites.
13. Music services. Continuous background music is
transmitted for doctors' offices, stores, elevators,
and so on by local FM radio stations on special
high-frequency subcarriers that cannot be picked
up by conventional FM receivers.
14. Internet radio and video. Music and video are
delivered on a computer via the Internet.

DUPLEX (Two-WAY)
15. Telephones. One-on-one verbal communication is
transmitted over the vast worldwide telephone
networks employing wire, fiber optics, radio, and
satellites.

a. Cordless telephones provide short-distance
wireless communication for cord-tree
convemence.
b. Cell phones provide worldwide wireless communications via handsets and base stations and the
wired telephone system. In addition to voice
communications, cell phones facilitate e-mail,
Internet access. instant message service, video,
and games.
c. Internet telephones, known as voice over the
Internet protocol (VoiP) phones, use high-speed
broadband services (cable, DSL, wireless, fiber)
over the Internet to provide digital voice
communications.
d. Satellite phones use low-earth-orbit satellites to
give worldwide voice service from any remote
location on earth.
16. Two-way radio. Commercial, industrial, and
government communication is transmitted
between vehicles, handheld units, and base stations.
Examples include police, fire, taxi, forestry service,
trucking companies, aircraft, marine, military, and
government.
17. Radar. This special form of communication
makes use of reflected microwave signals for
the purpose of detecting ships, planes, and
missiles and for determining their range, direction,
and speed. Most radar is used in military

applications, but civilian aircraft and marine
services also use it. Police use radar in speed
detection and enforcement.
18. Sonar. In underwater communication, audible baseband signals use water as the transmission medium.
Submarines and ships use sonar to detect the
presence of enemy submarines. Passive sonar uses
audio receivers to pick up water, propeller, and other
noises. Active sonar is like an underwater radar with
which reflections from a transmitted ultrasonic pulse
are used to determine the direction, range, and
speed of an underwater target.
19. Amateur radio. This is a hobby for individuals
interested in radio communication. Individuals may
become licensed "hams" to build and operate twoway radio equipment for personal communication
with other hams.
20. Citizens radio. Citizens band (CB) radio is a special
service that any individual may use for personal
communication with others. Most CB radios are
used in trucks and cars for exchanging information
about traffic conditions, speed traps, and
emergencies.
21. Family Radio Service. This is a two-way personal
communication with handheld units over short
distances (< 2 mi).
22. The Internet. Worldwide interconnections via fiberoptic networks, telecommunications companies,
cable TV companies, Internet service providers, and
others provide World Wide Web {yVWW) access to
millions of websites and pages and electronic mail
(e-mail).
23. Wide-Area Networks (WANs). Worldwide fiber-optic
networks provide long-distance telephone and
Internet services.
24. Metropolitan-area networks (MANs). Networks of
computers transmit over a specific geographic
area such as a college campus, company facility.
or city. Normally they are implemented with
fiber-optic cable, but may also be coaxial cable
or wireless.
25. Local-area networks (LANs). Wired (or wireless)
interconnections of personal computers (PCs),
laptops, servers, or mainframe computers within an
office or building for the purpose of e-mail, Internet
access, or the sharing of mass storage, peripherals.
data, and software.
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1-8 Jobs and Careers in the
Communication Industry
The electronics industry i-. roughly di,ided inlo four major !.pecializations. The large!>t
in tenm of people employed and the dollar ,·alue of equipment purchased i<; the communication.., field. clo!>ely followed by the computer field. The indu:.trial control and
in<,trumentation field'> are con-,iderably -.rnaller. Hundred., of thou!.and., of employees are
in the communication field. and billion., of dollar.,· wonh of equipment io; purchased each
year. The growth rate \aries from year to year depending upon the economy. technological development<,. and other factor'>. But. as in mo~t areas in electronics. the
communication field ha., grown steadily over the year:-. creating a relatively com,tant
opportunity for employment. I r your interest\ lie in communication. you will be glad to
know that there are many opportunitie.., for long- term job!> and career!.. The next section
outline!> the types of job:. available and the major kinds of employers.

Types of Jobs
The two major type., of technical po... ition.., available in the communication field are engineer and technician.

Engineer

t:n~ neers. Engineer:, de\ien communication equipment and sy!".tems. They have
bachelor's (B.S.E.E.). ma... ter"., (M.S.E.E.). or doctoral (Ph.D.) degrees in electrical engineering. giving them a Mrong ..,cience and mathematic\ background combined with
<,pcciali;ed education in electronic cm:uit' and equipment. Engineers work from specification<; and create ne'" equipment or '-) ..,tem-. '' hich are then manufactured.
Man) engineer-, ha\e a bachelor"-. degree in electronic-. technology from a technical
college or university. Some t) pica! degree title-. are bachelor of technology (B.T.). bachelor of engineering technolog) ( B.E.T. ). and bachelor of "cience in engineering technology CB.S.E.T.).
Bachelor of technolog) program' are \ometime., extcn ...ions of two-year a<,<,ociate
degree programs. In the two additional year' required for a bachelor of technology degree.
the -.tudent takes more complex electronic-. cour-.e~ along \\ ith additional o,cience. math.
and humanities courses. The main difference hctween the B.T. graduate and the engineering graduate ii. that the technologist U!>ually take<, cour-,e!. that are more practical and hand!>on than engineering courses. Holders of B.T. degrees can generally design electronic
equipment and sy<>tem:-. but do not typically have the depth of background in analytical
mathematics or science that is required for complex design jobs. However. B.T. graduates
arc generally employed a." engineers. Although many do design work. others are employed
in engineering positions in manufacturing and field !>crvicc rather than design.
Some engineers '>pc<.:iali;e in design; othe1~" work in manufacturing. testing. quality
control. and management. among other area .... Engineero., may also serve as tield service
per<.onnel, in'>talling and maintaining complex equipment and "Ystem-.. If your interest lies
in the design of communication equipment. then an engineering position may be for you.
Although a degree in electrical engineering i., generally the minimum entrance
requirement for engineer"· job-. in mo't organi;atiom.. people ""ith other educational
background'> (e.g .. phy-.ic-.. and math) do become engineer\. Technicians who obtain sufficient additional education and appropnatc experience may go on to become engineer\.

Technician

Tech1c"ans. Tec:hnicia/1.\ ha\C \Omc kind or pO\t<,econdaf) education in electronics,
from a vocational or technical \chool. a community college. or a technical institute. Many
technicians are educated in military training program.,. MoM technicianl> have an a\'erage
of two years of formal post-high <,chool education and an associate degree. Common
degree\ are associate in art<, (A.A.). a.,-;ociatc in -.cience (A.S.) or associate of science
in engineering technology or electronic engineering technology (A.S.E.T. or A.S.E.E.T.).
and a<>sociate in applied science (A.A.S.). The A.A.S. degrees tend to cover more
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occupational anti job-related subjects: the A.A. anti A.S. degree~ arc
more general anti arc de~ignctl to provide a foundation for tmn~fer
to a bachelor·.., degree program. Technician~ wirh an a'>~ociatc degree
from a community college can U',ually tran~ler to a bachelor of tcchnolog) program and complete the bachelor"<> degree in another two
year'>. Howe,·cr. a-,..,ociate degree holder\ are u-.uall) not able to
tran-.fcr to an engineering degree program but mu'>t literally \tart
over if the engineering career path i' chosen.
Technician'> arc mo-.t often employed in service job~. The worl-.
typically involve~ equipment m<.tallarion. troubleshooting and repair.
te~ting and mca-.uring. maintenance and adjustment. or operation.
Technician-. in such po-.ition-. arc sometime~ called field .\l'n-in•
techniciam . .fidd .\ ervin' engineers, or customer represel/latil·e\.
Tcchnicitm\ can also be involved in engineering. Engineer-. may
use one or more technicians to assist in the design
equipment.
They build and troubleshoot prototypes anti in many cases actually
partidpate in equipment design. A great deal of the work involves
tc~ting and mea.,uring. In this capacity. the technician i~ known as
an enl{ineering technician. lab technician, engineering a.uistant. or

Techntcal product sales is big business. Product personalization for cell phones offers choices such as faceplate
color, ringtones, and other accessories like hands-free
headsets.

or

anociate enginee1:
Technician'> arc abo employed in manufacturing. They may he
involved in the actual building anti a<;~embling of the equipment. but
more typically arc concerned with final resting and measurement of
the lini'>hed product'>. Other positions involve qualit} control or
repair of dctccti' c unit'>.

Other Post 1 J 1 There are man) jobs in the communication
intlu'>try other than tho-.c of engineer or technician. For example. there
are many out\tanding JOb' in technical ~ales. Selling comple\ electronic communication equipment ofren requires a ~trong technical
education anti bacl-.ground. The work may involve detem1ining customer need-, and related equipment specification_.,, writing technical
proposal<,, making ...ale!-, prc~entation~ to customer\. anti attending
'>how!> anti exhibit'> where equipment i~ -,old. The pay potential in sales
j., generall} much higher than in the engineering or service po.,itions.
Another po~ition is rhat of technical writer. Technical writers generate the technical
dot:umentation for communication equipment and systems, producing installation and
-.ervice manuals. maintenance procedures. and customer operations manual~. This important task requires considerable depth of education and cxpericnt:e.
Finally, there is the po~ition of trainer. Engineer.-; anti technician~ arc often u...cd to
train other engineer-. and technicians or customers. With the high degree or complexity
that exists in communication equipment today, there i!> a major need for training. Many
individual'> lind education and training po~itions to be very de~irable and '>ati,Jying. The
worl-. typical!) involve-. tle,·eloping curriculum and program\. generating the ncce~-.ary
trnintng manual\ and prc-.entation materials. creating online training. aml conducting
cla-,-.room training \e~'>i011'> in-hou..,e or at a customer '>ite.
M~jor

EP1ployers

The overall -.tructurc of the communication electronic'> intlm.try i., -.hown in Fig. I-IX. The
four major '>egment., of the intlu~try arc manufacturer.-. rcseller-,, <,ervicc organi/ation-.. anti
end u-..er..,.

Ma1utactun:rs. It all begin'>. of course. with customer need~. Manufat:turer' tran\latc cu\tomer need-. into produch. purcha!>ing components anti material!, from other electronic:- companic'> to u~e in creating the product!>. Engineers design the product\. and
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Figure 1-18

Structure of the communication electronics industry.
Materials

l
Manufacturers
_ Products and _ .
services
Service
organizations

Resellers

_

~

Products and _
services
----=l='

End users

manufacturing produces them. There arc jobs for engineers, technicians, salespeople,
field service personnel. technical writers, and trainers.

Resellers. ManufactuJers who do not sell products directly to end user. ~ell the products to reselling organizations, which in turn sell them to the end user. For example, a
manufacturer of marine communication equipment may not sell directly to a boat owner
but instead to a regional distributor or marine electronics store or shop. This shop not
only sells the equipment but also takes care of installation, service, and repa!Js. A cellular telephone or fax machine manufacturer also typically sells to a distributor or dealer
who takes care of sales and service. Most of the jobs available in the reselling segmem
of the industry are in sales, service, and training.
Service Organizations. These companies usually perform some kind of
service, such as repai r, installation, or
maintenance. One example is an avionics
company that does installation or service
work on electronic equipment for private
planes. Another is a systems integrator, a
company that designs and assembles a
piece of communication equipment or
more often an entire system by using the
products of other companies. Systems
integrators put together systems to meet
special needs and customize existing systems for particular jobs.

End Users. The end user is I he ultimate
customer-and a major employer. Today,
almost every person and organization is

Most communication technicians perform installation, maintenance, and
troubleshooting.
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an end user of communication equipment The major categoric~ of end U'>Cr~ in the communication field are
Telephone companie!>
Radio u-.er., mobile. marine. aircraft. etc.
Radio and TV broadcast -.tations and cable TV companie'>
Buo;ine'>'> and industry user~ of satellites. networks. etc.
Transportation companie~ (airlines. shipping. railroad~ )
Go\'emment and military
Personal and hobby
Consumer"
There arc an enormous number of communication job!> with end U!>ers. Mo<;t arc of
the service type: installation. repair, maintenance. and operation of equipment.

CHAPTER REVIEW
Summary
All electronic communication ~y!>tems con ist of three basic
components: a tran'>mittcr. a communication channel (medium).
and a rccei\'er. Me ...sagcl> are converted to electrical signab
and o,ent over electrical or tiber-optic cable or free space to a
receiver. Attenuation (weakening) and noise can interfere
with tran.,miso,ion.
Electronic communication is classified as (I) one-way
(simplex) or two-way (full duplex or half duplex) transmissions and (2) analog or digital :-ignals. Analog signals arc
smoothly varying. continuous signals. Digital signals are discrete. two-slate (on/oft) codes. Electronic signals arc often
changed from analog to digital and vice versa. Before transmission, electronic signals arc known as baseband signab.
Amplitude and frequency modulation make an in formation signal compatible with the channel over which it is to be
sent. modifying the carrier wave by changing its amplitude.
frequency. or phase angle and ~ending it to an antenna for
tran!>mh.sion. a proces'> known a~ broadband communication.
Frequency-divi'>ion and time-division multiplexing allow
more than one '>ignal at a time to be tran'>miued over the same
medium.

All electronic signal\ that radiate into space are part of
the electromagnetic '>pectrum: their location on the spectrum
i'> determined b) frequency. Most information signal~ to be
transmitted occur Ul lower frequencies and modulate a carrier
wave of a higher frequency.
I low much infom1ation a given signal can cany depend., in
part on itl-- bandwidth. Available space for transmitting signab is
limited. and :-.ignal<. tJ·ansmiuing on the same frequency or on
overlapping frequcncie:-. interfere with one another. Research
cfl(ml> arc being devoted to developing use of higher-frequency
:-.ignals and minimit.ing the bandwidth required.
Spectrum usage is regul ated by governments, in the
United States by the FCC and NTIA, and by equivalent agencies in other governments. Standards for communication ),ystcms state spccilicall y how the information is transmitted and
received. Standards are set by independent organ i zation~
such a!- ANS I. EIA, ETSI, IEEE. ITU. TETF. and T IA.
The four major electronic specialties are computers,
communication. indul>trial control. and instrumentation.
There arc many job opportunities in the field of electronic
comn1un ication.

Qu estions
I. In what century did electronic communication begin?
2. Name the four main elements of a communication
.,yo,tcm. and draw a diagram that shows their relation ship.
3. Li~t live type~ of media used for communication. and
~talc which three are the most commonly used.

4. Name the dcv1ce used to convert an information .,ignalto
a ... ignal compatible with the medium over which it i.., being transmiued .
5. What piece of equipment acquires a signal from a communication medium and recovers the original information l>ignal?
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6. What is a transceiver?
7. What are two ways in which a communication medium
can affect a signal?
8. What is another name for COIIIImmication medium?
9. Whm is the name given to undesirable interference that is
added to a signal being transmitted?
10. Name three common sources of interference.
11. What is the name given to the original information or intelligence signals that are transmitted directly via a communication medium?
12. Name the two forms in which intelligence signals can exist.
13. What is the name given to one-way communication?
Give three examples.
14. What is the name given to simultaneous two-way communication? Give three examples.
15. What is the tem1 used to describe two-way communication in which each party takes turns transmi tti ng? Give
three examples.
16. What type of electronic signals arc continuously varying
'oicc and video signals?
17. What are on/off intelligence signal called?
18. Hov. arc voice and video signal<; transmilled digitally'?
19. What term<; are often used to refer to original voice.
'ideo, or data signals?
20. What technique must sometimes be used to make an information signal compatible with the medium over
which it is being transmitted?
21. What is the process of recovering an original signal
called?
22. What is a broadband signal?
23. ame the process used to transmit two or more baseband
signals simultaneously over a common medium.
24. Name the technique used to extract multiple intelligence
signals that have been transmitted simultaneously over a
single communication channel.
25. What is the name given to signab that travel through free
space for long distances?
26. What does a radio wave consist of?
27. Calculate lhe wavelength of signab with frequencies of
1.5 kHz, 18 MHz. and 22 GHt in miles. feet. and centimeters. respectively.
28. Why are audio signals not transmitted directly by electromagnetic waves?
29. What is the human hearing frequency range?
30. What is the approximate frcquenc) range of the human
voice?
31. Do radio transmissions occur in the YLF and L F ranges?
32. What is the frequency range of A M rad io broadcast
stations?
33. What is the name given to radio signals in the highfrequency range?
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34. In what segment of the spectrum do TV channel<; 1 to 13.
and FM broadcasting, appear?
35. List five major uses of the UHF band.
36. What are frequencies above I GHz called?
37. What are the frequencic~ just above the EHF range
called?
38. W hat is a micrometer, and what is i t used to measure?
39. Name the three segments of the optical frequency
spectrum.
40. What i<; a common source of infrared signals?
41. What is the approximate ~pectrum range of infrared signal\?
42. Define the term angstrom and explain how it is used.
43. What is the wavelength range of vi~ible light?
44. Light signals use which two channels or media for electronic communication?
45. Name two methods of transmitting visual data over a
telephone network.
46. What is the name given to the signaling of individuals at
remote locations by radio?
47. What term is used to describe the process of making
mea'>urements at a di'>tance?
48. Li~t four ways radio is used in the telephone system.
49. What principle is used in radar?
SO. What is underwater radar called? Give two examples.
51. What is the name of a popular radio communication
hobby'!
52. What device enables computers to exchange digital data
over the telephone network'?
53. What do you call the systems of interconnections of PCs
and other computers in offices or buildings'?
54. What is a generic synonym for radio?
55. amc the three main types of technical po itions a\'ailable in the communication field.
56. What is the main job of an engineer?
57. What is the primary degree for an engineer?
58. What is the primary degree t'or a technician?
59. Name a type of technica l degree in engineering other
than engineer or technician.
60. Can the holder of an a%ociatc of technology degree transfer the credits to an engineering degree program?
61. What types of work doe-. a technician ordinarily do?
62. List three other type<; of jobs in the field of electronic
communication that do not involve engineering or technician's work.
63. What are the four main segments of the communication
industry? Explain briefly the function of each.
64. Why arc standards important?
65. What types of characteristics do communication standards define?

Problems
1. Calculate the frequency of signals with wavelengths of

3. What is the primary use of the SHF and EHF ranges? •

40 m, 5 m, and 8 em. •
2. In what frequency range does the common ac power
line frequency fall?

+Answers to SeleCled Problems follow Chap. 22.

Critical Thinking
1. Name three ways that a higher-frequency signal called
the carrier can be varied to transmit the intelligence.
2. Name two common household remote-control units.
and stare the type of media and frequency ranges used
for each.
3. H ow is radio astronomy used to locate and map stars
and other heavenly bodies?
4. In what segment of the communication field are you interested in working, and why?
5. Assume that all the electromagnetic spectrum from ELF
through microwaves was fully occupied. Explain some
ways that communication capability could be added.
6. What is the speed of light in feet per microsecond? In
inches per nanosecond? fn meters per second?
7. Make a general statement comparing the speed of light
with the speed of sound. Give an example of how the
principles mentioned might be demonstrated.

8. List five real -life communication appl ications not
specifically mentioned in this chapter.
9. " lnvent'' five new communication methods. wired or
wireless. that you think would be practical.
10. Assume that you have a wireless application you would
like to design, build, and sell as a commercial product.
You have selected a target frequency in the UHF range.
How would you decide what frequency to use, and how
would you get permission to use it?
1I. Make an exhaustive l ist of al l the electronic communication products that you own, have access to at home or
in the office. and/or use on a regul ar basis.
12. You have probably seen or heard of a simple communication system made of two paper cups and a long piece
of string. H ow could such a simple system work?
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The Fundamentals of
Electronics: A Review
T o understand communication electronics as presented in this book, you need
a knowledge of certain basic principles of electronics, including the fundamentals of alternating-current (ac) and direct-current (de) circuits, semiconductor
operation and characteristics, and basic electronic circuit operation (amplifiers,
oscillators, power supplies, and digita l logic circuits). Some of the basics are particu larly critical to understanding the chapters that fol low. These include the
expression of gain and loss in decibels, LC tuned circuits, resonance and filters,
and Fourier theory. The purpose of this chapter is to briefly review all these subjects. If you have studied the material before, it will simply serve as a review and
reference. If. because of your own schedule or the school's curriculum, you have
not previously covered this materia l, use this chapter to learn the necessary information before you continue.

Objectives
After completing this chapter, you will be able to:
• Calcu late voltage, current, gain, and attenuation in decibels and apply
these formulas in applications involving cascaded circuits.
•

Explain the relationship between Q, resonant frequency, and bandwidth.

•

Describe the basic configuration of the different types of filters that are
used in communication networks and compare and contrast active filters
with passive filters.

•

Explain how using switched capacitor fi lters enhances selectivity.
Explain the benefits and operation of crystal, ceramic, and SAW filters.
Calculate bandwidth by using Fourier analysis.

2-1 Gain, Attenuation, and Decibels
Most electronic circuits in communication are used to process signals. i.e .. to manipulate signals to produce a desired result. All signal processing circuits involve either gain
or attenuation.

Gain
Gain means ampli fication. I f a signal is appl ied ro a ci rcuit such as the amplifier shown
in Fig. 2-1 and the output of the circuit has a greater amplitude than the input signal,
the circuit has gain. Gain is simply the ratio of the output to the input. For input ( \1; 11 )
and output (\10 "') voltages, voltage gai n Avis expressed a~-. follows:
output

\lout

mput

\1; 11

Gain

Figure 2-1

= -.- -. = --

Av

An ampli fier has
gain.

Amplifier

v.,

__

'"''---:--.-..:::::
v...
~,

..;;;__

The number obtained by dividing the output by the input show!' how much larger
the output is than the input. For example. if the input is 150 JJ.Y and the output is 75 mY,
the gain is Av = (75 X 10- 3)/(150 X 10 6 ) = 500.
The formula can be rearranged to obtain the input or the output. given the other two
variables: Vout = \1; 11 X A v and \1; 11
Vuutl A v·
If the output is 0.6 Y and the gain is 240. the input is \1; 11 = 0.6/240 =
2.5 X 10- 3
2.5 mY.

Input signal

Output signal

v

A = gain = ~

V.n

=

=

Example 2-1
What is the voltage gain of an amplifier that produces an output of 750 mY for a
30-JJ. V input?

A v-

v.'"t \1111

-

750 x 10- 3 = 25.000
30 X 10- 6

Since most amplifiers are also power amplifiers. the ~ame procedure can be used to
calculate power gain Ap:
_ P out

A p-

P;,

where P;11 is the power input and P out is the power output.

------~---

Example 2-2

-

The power output of an amplifier is 6 watts ( W ). The power gain i~ 80. What is the
input power?
therefore

P,., =

p.

'"

=

Pnut

A,

8~ = 0.075 W = 75 mW
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Figure 2- 2

Total gain of cascaded circuits is the product of individual stage gains.

\!In = 1 mV

'

SmV

A1 = 5
Ar

'

15mV

A:! = 3
= A 1 X A:! X A:J = 5 X 3 X 4 =

'

v.,.., = 60mV

A3 = 4
60

When two or more stages of amplification or other forms of signal processing are
cascaded, the overall gain of the combination is the product of the individual circuit
gains. Figure 2-2 shows three amplifiers connected one after the other so that the output
of one is the input to the next. The voltage gains of the individual circuits are marked.
To find the total gain of this circuit, simpl y multiply the individual circuit gains:
AT = A1 X A2 X A 3 = 5 X 3 X 4 = 60.
I f an input signal of I mV is applied to the first amplifier, the output of the third
amplifier will be 60 mV. The outputs of the individual amplifiers depend upon their individual gains. The output voltage from each amplifier is shown in Fig. 2-2.

Example 2-3
Three cascaded amp! i fiers have power gains of 5, 2, and 17. The input power is
40 mW. What is the output power?
Ap = A, X A 2 X A 3 = 5 X 2 X 17 = 170
_ Pout

Ap-

therefore

P;n

P out = 170(40 X

10- 3) = 6.8 W

Example 2-4
A two-stage amplifier has an input power of 25 ~-tW and an output power of 1.5 mW.
One stage has a gain of 3. What is the gain of the second stage?
P oul

Ap = -

P;n

=

15 X

10-J

.
= 60
25 X 10- 6

Ap = A 1 X A 2

If A 1

32

=

3. then 60
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= 3 X A 2 and A 2 = 60/3

= 20.

Figure 2-3

A voltage divider introduces attenuation.

v.,
200!1

R2 ) 100 = 0.3333
A =( -- = R 1 + R2
300

Attenuation
Allemwrion refers 10 a l o~~ introduced by a circuil or component. Many clcc1ronic circuits, sometimes called stage!>, reduce the amplitude of a signal rather lhan increase it. If
the ou1pu1 signal is lower in amplitude than the input, the circuit ha1> loss, or attcnumion.
Like gain. attenuation is !>imply the ratio of the output to the input. The letter A is used
to represent attenuation as well as gain:

Attenuation

OUtpUt
v<>Ul
.
Attenuauon A = - - - = - input
v,rl
Circuit!> that introduce auenuation have a gain that is less than I . I n olhcr word'>.
the output i'> some frac1ion of 1he input.
An example of a !>imple circuit with attenuation is a voltage divider such a., that
sho~ n in Fig. 2-3. The output \Oitage is the input voltage multiplied by a ralio based on
the resistor \'alues. With the resistor values shown. 1he gain or attenumion factor of the
circuit is A = R2/(R 1 + R~) = 100/(200 + 100) = 100/300 = 0.3333. I f a -.ignal of
10 V is applied 10 1he attenuawr. the output is V0 u 1
VonA
10(0.3333)
3.333 V .
When several circuil s with auenuation are cascaded. the total attenualion is. again,
the product of the individual attenuations. The circuit in Fig. 2-4 is an example. The
attenuation factors for each circuit arc shown. The overall attenuation is

=

A1

= A1 X

=

=

A2 X AJ

With the values shown in Fig. 2-4. the overall attenuation is

A-t = 0.2 X 0.9 X 0.06

= 0.0 I08

Given an input of 3 V, the output voltage is

V,lU( = At Von

= 0.0108(3) = 0.0324 = 32.4 mY

It is common in communication systems and equipment to cascade circuit.., and components that have gain and attenuation. For example. loss introduced by a circuit can be

Figure 2-4

v,

3V

Total attenuation is the product of individual attenuations of each cascaded
circuit.
Loss
stage

A,

0.2

I

Loss
circuit
~

Ar

A1 X

V001

Ar V:n

~ X ~ =

= 0.9

I

0.2 X 0.9

X

Loss
component

0.06

A3
0.0108

vou,

0.06

0.0324 = 32.4 mV
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Figure 2-5

Gain exactly offsets the attenuation.

250
A, = 750 + 250

Ar = A 1 ~ = 0.25(4)

=1

250
A 1 = 1000 = 0.25

compensated for by adding a stage of amplification that oft:sets it. An example of this is
shown in Fig. 2-5. Here the voltage divider introduces a 4-to-1 voltage loss. or an attenuation of 0.25. To offset this. it is followed with an amplifier whose gain is 4. The overall gain or attenuation of the circuit is simply the product of the attenuation and gain
factors. In this case, the overall gain is AT = A 1A2 = 0.25(4) = I.
Another example is shown in Fig. 2-6. which shows two attenuation circuits and two
amplifier circuits. The individual gain and attenuation factors are given. The overall circuit gain is Ar = A 1 A2 A3 A4 = (0.1 )(I 0)(0.3)( l 5) = 4.5.
For an input voltage of 1.5 V, the output voltage at each circuit is shown in
Fig. 2-6.
ln this example, the overall circuit has a net gain. But in some instances. the overall
circuit or system may have a net loss. In any case. the overall gain or Joss is obtained
by mu ltiplying the individual gain and attenuation factors.

Example 2-5
A voltage divider such as that shown in Fig. 2-5 has values of 1? 1

1?2 = 470!1.

10 kfl and

a. What is the attenuation?
470

A1

10,470

= 0.045

b. What amplifier gain would you need to offset the loss for an overall gain of 1?
Ar = A 1A 2
where A 1 is the attenuation and A 2 is the amplifier gain.
I = 0.045A2

A2

I

= _045 = 22.3
0

Note: To find the gain that w ill offset the loss for unity gain, just take the
reciprocal of auenuation: A 2 = l/A 1•
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Figure 2-6

v.,

The total gain is the product of the individual stage gains and attenuations.

1.5 v

0.15 v

Loss
stage
A,

0.1

'

A2
Ar

1.5V

10

A 1A2A3A4

045V

Loss
stage
A3

-

•

A., = 15

0.3

(0.1 )(1 0)(0.3)(15)

'

v..,. = 6.75V

4.5

Example 2-6
An amplifier has a gain of 45.000. which is too much for the application. With an
input voltage of 20 J.LV. what aucnuation factor is needed to keep the output voltage
from exceeding LOO mY'! Let A 1 = amplifier gain = 45,000: A~ = attenuation factor;
A 1 = tolal gain.
AT

-

VUUI

-

-

-

V;n

I00 X I 0 ~
20 X 10

= 50()()

C>

therefore

Ar

=- =

A-.

-

At

5000
= 0.1111
-t.S.OOO

Decibels
The gain or loss of a circuit is u-,ually expressed in decibels (t/8). a unit of mea....urement
that was originally created a., a \\UY of expressing the hearing rc-.ponse of the human car
to \arious sound Jeveb. A decibel i!, one-tenth of a bel.
When gain and attenuation arc both converted to decibels. the overall gain or attenuation of an electronic circuit can be computed by ~imp l y adding the individual gains or
attenuations, expressed in decibels.
It is common for electronic circuits and systems to have extremely high gains or
attenuations, often in excess of I million. Converting these factors to decibels and using
logarithms result in smaller gain and aucnuation figure~. which arc easier to usc.

Decibel (dB)

Decibel Calculations. The formula'> for computing the decibel gain or loss of a
circuit are

v

dB = 20 log~

(I)

v'"

dB

= 20 loa
0

10
"'
/ ;,

(2)

p

dB - IOioo ~
e

p'"

(3)

Formula (I) is used for expressing the voltage gain or attenuation of a circuit: formula (2). for current gain or auenuation. The ratio of the output \Oilage or current to
the input \Oitage or current i-, determined a. usual. The ba'>e- 1() or common log of the
input/output ratio is then obtained and multiplied by 20. The resulting number is the gain
or attenuation in decibels.
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Formula (3) is used to compute power gain or anenuation. The ratio of the power
output to the power input is computed, and then its logarithm i~ multiplied by I 0.

Example 2-7
a. An amplifier has an input of 3 mY and an output of 5 Y. What is the gain in
decibels?

.

5

dB = 20 log 0.00
3

= 20 log

= 20(3.22)

1666.67

- 64.4

b. A filter has a power input of 50 mW and an output of 2 mW. What is the gain
or attenuation?

2
50

dB = IOiog -

= 10log0.04 = 10( -

1.398)

=

- 13.98

Note that when the circui t has gain. the decibel figure is posi tive. Tf the gain i~
less than I, which means that there i'i an attenuation. the decibel figure is negative.

Now. to calculate the overall gain or attenuation of a circuit or system. you simply add
the decibel gain and attenuation factors of each circuit. An example i-; shown in Fig. 2-7.
where there are two gain <,tage<. and an attenuation block. The overall gain of thi~ circuit i'>
A r - A 1 + A~

+ A~

15

=

+

20

35

=

30 d 8

Deciheb are widely used in the expression of gain and attenuation in communication circuih. The table on the next page show~ some common gain and attenuation factors
and their corresponding decibel figure:-.
Ratios less than I give negative decibel values. indicating attenuation. Note that a
2: I ratio represents a 3-dB power gain or a 6-dB voltage gain.

Antilogs. To calculate the input or output \Oitage or power. given the decibel gain or
Antilog

attenuation and the output or input. the amilog is used. The antilog is the number
obtained when the base is raised to the logarithm which is the exponent:
dB = I 0 loo p 001
e P.o

dB
P.,..,
- = log

and

10

P, 11

and

P.,..,
.
-= anttlon
P
e
10

dB
- loo
I()
e

I

dB
I0

The antilog i!.> simply the ba~c 10 raised to the dB/10 power.

Figure 2-7

___, . ___

Total gain or attenuation is the algebraic sum of the mdividual stage gams
in decibels.
A1

15 dB
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A:! = 35 dB

~----•,

Loss
stage

A,

A3

Ar = 15 - 20

35

Ar = A1
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20 dB

A2

30 dB

......__ _

d 8

0 R

GAIN

ATTENUATION

Power

Voltage

0.000001

- 60

- 120

0.00001

- 50

- 100

0.0001

- 40

- 80

0.001

- 30

- 60

O.Q1

- 20

- 40

0.1

- 10

- 20

0.5

-3

-6

0

0

2

3

6

10

10

20

100

20

40

1000

30

60

10,000

40

80

100,000

50

100

Ratio (Power or Voltage)

Remember that the logarithm y of a number N is the power to which the base I 0
must be raised to get the number.
N

=

10 ''

.v

and

= looN
e

Since

dB

=

10 loo

Pout

e

dB

-

10

P;.,

PouL

= loo - -

"' P;n

Therefore
IOdfl/10

= loa- I dB
""

10

The antilog is readily calculated on a scientific calculator. To find the antilog for
a common or base-JO logarithm. you normally press the(§) or~ function key on
the calculator and then the@ key. Sometimes the log key is marked with 10....
which is the antilog. The antilog with base e is found in a similar way, by using the (§)
or ~ function on Lhe

®

key. It is sometimes marked e r. which is the same as

the antilog.
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Example 2-8
A power amplifier with a 40-dB gain has an output power of 100 W. What is the
input power?
dB

= 10 loo P oul

antilog - log

Pm

e

1

dB
POUI
= loo - -

°

10

P,n

P oul
-40
= looe 10
P,
11

P nul

4 = log - P,n

·
anttlog
4

Ioo

- 14

:;:.
P oul

P;,
p.
'"

•
( log p,(>UI)
= anttlog

''"

= -POUI
P ;n
4

= 10 = 10,000

=

P nul

10.000

=

I00
10.000

= O.OI W = I O mW

Example 2-9
An amplifier ha<; a gain of 60 dB. If the input voltage i!> 50 1-L V. what is the output
voltage?
Since
dB
dB
20

= 20 log -

VUUI

v,,

v.,..,

= log - V,n

Therefore

V OUI

V;n

VOUI
-- =
V""' = IOOOV10
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=

1000(50

x

10

6

) -

0.05

v

= 50 mV

dBm. When the gain or attenuation of a circuit is expres!>ed in decibels. implicit is a
comparison between two value~. the output and Lhe input. When the ratio is computed.
the units of voltage or power are canceled. making the ratio a dimenl.ionless. or relative,
figure. When you see a decibel value. you really do not !..now the actual voltage or
power values. In some ca~e1-.. thil> il> not a problem: in others. it is useful or necessary to know the actual values involved. When an absolute value is needed. you can
use a reference value to compare any other value.
An often used reference level in communication is I rnW. When a decibel value is
computed by comparing a power value to I rnW, the result is a value called the dBm. It
is computed wilh tl1e c;tandard power decibel formula with I mW as the denominator of
the ratio:
dBm = 10 loo Pour(W)
"O.OOI(W)
Here P0 .,1 is the output power. or some power value you want to compare to I mW. and
0.00 I is I mW expressed in watts.
The output of a 1-W amplifier expressed in dBm is, e.g.,
dBm = 10 log

I

= 10 log 1000 = 10(3)

0.001

= 30 dBm

Sometimes the output of a circuit or device is given in dBm. For example. if a
microphone has an output of 50 dBm. the actual output power can be computed as
follows:
50dBm=lOI

Pour
og 0.00 1

Pour
50 dBm
- - = loo - 10
° 0.00 1
Therefore
Pour = 10 0.001
p(JUI

50dBm/ W

= 0.001

= 10 -

5

= O.OOOOJ

= 10- 3 X

X 0.00001

10- 5 = 10

11

W - 10 X 10- \1 = 10 nW

Reference value
dBm

6000 TO KNOW
From the standpoint of sound
measurement, 0 dB is the least
perceptible sound (hearing
threshold), and 120 dB equals
the pain threshold of sound. This
list shows intensity levels for
common sounds. (Tippens,
Physics, 6th ed., Glencoe/
McGraw-Hill, 2001, p. 497)
Intensity
Sound
level, dB
Hearing threshold
0
Rustling leaves
10
Whisper
20
Quiet radio
40
Normal conversation
65
Busy street corner
80
Subway car
100
Pain threshold
120
Jet engine
140-160

Example 2-10
A power amplifier has an input of 90 mV across 10 k!l. The output is 7.8 V across
an 8-fl speaker. What is the power gain. in decibels? You must compute the input and
output power levels first.

pPon =

R
(90 X 10

1 2
)

4- -

10

(7.8?

Pour = -

8

7

W

= 7.605 W

Ap = Pour

P'"

= 8. 1 X 10

7.605

8.1

Ap(dB) = 10 log Ap

X

=

7

= 9.39 X 106

1010 log 9.39 X 10<> = 69.7 dB
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dBc. This is a decibel gain attenuation figure where the reference is the carrier. The
carrier is the base communication signal, a ~ine wave that is modulated. Often the amplitude's sidebands. spurious or interfering signal<,, are referenced to the carrier. For example, if the spurious signal is 1 mW compared to the 10-W carrier, the dBc is
dBc

=

10 log

p"l!"·''P carncr

dBc

=

10 log

0.001

= 10(

10

4) - - 40

Example 2-11
An amplifier has a power gain of 28 dB. The input power i~ 36 mW. What is the
output power?
Pout
-=

LO<lB; to

= I 02.!!

= 630.96

Pout= 630.96P;., = 630.96(36 X 10

'> = 22.71

W

Example 2-12
A circuit consists of two amplifier' with gain~ of 6.8 and 14.3 dB and two fillers with
attenuations of -16A and - 2.9 dB. If the output voltage is 800 mY. what is the input
voltage'?
A 1 =A,

+ A2 + A 1 + A4

=

= 10<113/ 20 =

Ar

Vout

= 6.8

IOt.x.no

+

14.3

16.4 - 2.9

= IO<l.O<>

V;n

v

~
V;n

V; 0

=

10°"09

=

1.23

= - - = -800
- = 650.4 mY
VOUI

1.23

1.23

Example 2-13
Express Pout = l2.3 dBm in wall)-..

Pout
0.001
P 0111
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=

IO<lHm/ 10

= 0.001

X

= 10 12 Vto =
17 - 17 mW

IOt.:n

=

17

= 1.8 dB

2-2 Tuned Circuits
Virtually all communication equipment contains tuned circuits, circuits made up of
inductors and capacitors that resonate at specilic frequencies. In this section you will
review how to calculate the reactance. resonam frequency. impedance. Q . and
bandwidth of '>Crie~ and parallel rc'>onance circuit'>.

Tuned circuit

Reactive Components
All tuned circuits and many tillers arc made up of inductive and capacitive clements. including discrete compone nt.., ... uch as coils and capacitors and the :-tray
and distributed inductance and capacitance that appear in all electronic circuits.
Both coils and capacitors offer an oppo~ition to alternating-current now l..nown
as reactance. which is expre..,...ed in ohms (abbreviated Q ). Like re...istance.
reactance is an opposition that directly affects the amount of cu1Tent in a circuit. In addition. reactive effects produce a phase shift between the currents
and voltages in a circuit. Capacitance causes the current to lead the applil!d
voltage. whereas inductance causes the current to lag the applied voltage. Coils
and capacitor'> used together form tuned. or resonant. circuit!..

Ca pacitors. A capacitor used in an ac circuit continually charges and di-.charges. A capacitor tends to oppose voltage changes acro..,s it. This translate!.
to an opposition to ulternating currl!nt known as capacitil•e reactance Xc.
The reactance of a capacitor is inversely proporti onal to the value of
capacitance C and operating frequency .f. It is given by the familiar ex pres~ion
I

Xc = - 211/C

The reactance

or a

I 00-pF capacitor at 2 MHz is

Xc

= 6.28(2

X

Chip capacitors.

101')( 100 X 10

11 )

= 796·2 !l

The formula can abo be u-;ed to calculate either frequency or capacitance depending on the applicmion. These formu l a~ are
I

j = -

I
C =--

and

2nXcC

2nfXc

The wire lead!. of a capacitor have resistance and inductance. and the dielectric has
leakage which appears as a rcsi ... tance value in parallel with the capaciwr. Thc~c characteristics. which are illustrated in Fig. 2-8. are !.Ometimes referred to a'> residuals or
parasitics. The -,eries resistance and inductance are very -,mall. and the lcal..agc re..,istance

GOOD TO KNOW
stray and distributed capacitances and inductances can
greatly alter the operation and
performance of a circuit.

Reactance
Capacitor
Capacitive reactance
Figure 2-8

What a capacitor looks like at high frequencies.

Residual

lead resislance ~
lead Inductance ---........
R

L

C

L\

R

~~
I
I
I
I

I
I

~ -vvv- ~
~
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PIONEERS
OF ELECTRONICS
The unit of measure for
capacitance, the farad (F), was
named tor Michael Faraday, an
English chemist and physicist
who discovered the principle of
induction. In 1831 he found that
moving a magnet through a coil
of copper wire caused electricity
to flow in the wire. The electric

is very high, so these factors can be ignored at low frequencic:,. At radio frequencic!>,
however, these residuals become noticeable. and the capacitor functions as a complex
RLC circuit. Most of these effects can be greatly minimized by keeping the capadtor
leads very short. This problem is mostly eliminated by using the newer chip capacitor!>,
which have no leads a.<, such.
Capacitance is generally added to a circuit by a capacitor of a l>pccitic value, but
capacitance can occur between any two conductors separated by an insulator. For example. there is capacitance between the parallel wires in a cable. between a wire and a
metal chassis. and between parallel adjacent copper patterns on a printed-circuit board.
These arc known as .Hray. or distributed. capacitance.\. Stray capacitance~ are typically
small, but they cannot be ignored. especially at the high frequencies used in communication. Stray and distributed capacitances can significantly affect the performance or a
circuit.

generator and electric motor are
based on this principle. A

Inductors. An indunm; also called a coil or choke. i<> simply a winding of multiple

dedicated researcher, Faraday

turns of wire. When current. is passed through a coil. a magnetic field is produced around
the coil. If the applied voltage and current are varying, the magnetic field alternately
expands and collapses. This causes a voltage to be -.elf-induced into the coil winding.
which ha' the effect of opposing current change~ in the coil. Thi:, effect is known as

also formulated two laws of
electrochemistry and discovered
field theory. His work formed
the basis for many modem
advancements in the field of
electricity and electronics.
(Grob/Schultz, Basic Electronics,

9th ed., Glencoe/McGraw-Hill,
2003.)

inductance.
The basic unit or inductance is the henry (H). Inductance is directly affected by the
physical characteristics or the coil. including the number of turns of wire in the inductor, the '>pacing of the turnl>. the length of the coil. the diameter of the coil. and the
type of magnetic core material. Practical inductance values are in the millihenry
(mH = 10- ' H). microhcnry (JLH = 10 6 H). and nanohenry (n H = 10 9 H) regions.
Figure 2-9 shows several different types of inductor coils.
• Figure 2-9(a) is an inductor made of a heavy. self-supporting wire coil.
• In Fig. 2-9(b) the inductor is formed of a copper spiral that i~ etched right onto the
board itself.

Stray (or distributed) capacitance
Inductor (coil or choke)
Inductance

• In Fig. 2-9(c) the coil is wound on an insulating form containing a powdered iron
or ferrite core in the cen ter. to increase its inductance.
• Figure 2-9(d) shows another common type of inductor, one using turns of wire on
a toroidal or doughnut-shaped form.
• Figure 2-9(e) show'> an inductor made by placing a small ferrite bead over
the bead effectively increases the wire's small inductance.

a wire;

• Figure 2-9(/) shows a chip inductor. It is typically no more than 11,11 to 1/ 4 in long.
A coil is contained within the body. and the unit i~ soldered to the circuit board
with the end connections. These devices look exactly like chip resistors and
capacitors.

Inductive reactance

In a de circuit, an inductor will have little or no effect. Only the ohmic resistance
of the wire affects current flow. However. when the current changes. such as during the
tjme the power is turned off or on. the coil will oppose these changes in current.
When an inductor b used in an ac circuit. this opposition becomes continuous and
constant and is known as inductil'e reactance. I nductive reactance X1. is expressed in
ohms and is calculated by using the expression

X1 = 2nfL
For example. the inductive reactance of a 40-JLH coil at 18 M H z i~

X1

= 6.28( 18 X

106 )(40

X 10

6

)

= 4522 !1

I n addition to the resistance of the wire in an inductor. there is stray capacitance
between the turns of the coil. See Fig. 2- 1O(a). The overall effect i'> as if a small capacitor were connected in parallel with the coil. as ...hown in Fig. 2- 1O(b). This i., the
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Figure 2-9

Types of inductors. (a) Heavy self-supporting w1re coil. (b) Inductor made as
copper pattern. (c) Insulating form. (d) Toroidal mductor. (e) Ferrite bead
inductor. (f) Chip inductor.

rmo1

Printed CirCUli (PC)

~··
(b)

(a)

Toroodal

Powdered
oron or fernie
core

core ~

)SSSSSSSSS
_____
\
1

Insulating
form

rJ J J_,,m,

Core moves 10 or
out to vary onductance

Toroidal
Inductor

(C)

of w 1re

(d)

Fernie
bead

Component
lead or wore

~

\

I
(e)

(f)

equivalent circuit of an inductor at high frequencies. At low frequencies. capacitance may
be ignored. but at radio frequencies, it is sufficiently large to affect circ uit operation. The
coil the n functions not as a pure inductor. but as a complex RLC circuit with a selfresonating frequency.
Any wire or conductor exhibits a characteristic inductance. The longer the wire, the
greater the inductance. Although the inductance of a straight wire is only a fraction of

Figure 2-10

Equivalent circu1t of an inductor at high frequencies. (a) Stray capacitance between turns. (b) Equivalent circuit of
an inductor at high frequencies.
Wmding (coil) resostance
A
L

f

---~---~

Inductor

~~--~--

1
I

--)1 ---

---)1 --

~

Stray capaCitance
between tums

y

I
I

t-------------)1 --------------1
C

stray capacotance

(b)

(a)
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Quality factor

a

a microhenry, at very high frequencies, the reactance can be significant. For this reason,
it is important to keep all lead lengths short in interconnecting components in RF circuits. This is especially true of capacitor and transistor leads, since stray or distributed
inductance can significantly affect the perfom1ance and characteristic~ of a circuit.
Another important characteristic of an inductor i'> its quality factor Q. the ratio of
inductive power to rcsi~tive power:

This is the ratio of the power returned to the circuit to the power actually dissipated by
the coil re~istance. For example, the Q of a 3-,u.H inductor with a total resistance of 45 n
at 90 M Ht. i s calculated as follows:

2TrfL

Q = -

Resistor

R

=

6.28(90 X 106 )(3 X 10

6

1695.6

)

!= - -

45

45

= 37.68

Resistors. At low frequencies, a standard low-wanage color-coded resistor offers nearly
pure resistance, but at high frequencies it!> leads have considerable inductance. and stray
capacitance between the leads causes the resistor to act as a complex RLC circuit. as
shown in Fig. 2-11. To minimize the inductive and capacitive effect\, the leads are "ept
very shon in radio applications.
The tiny resistor chips used in surface-mount conl>truction of the electronic circuits
preferred for radio equipment have practically no lead!> except for the metallic end pieces
soldered to the printed-circuit board. They have virtually no lead inductance and little
stray capacitance.
Many resistors arc made from a carbon-compO!>ition material in powdered form
sealed inside a tiny housing to which leads are attached. The type and amount of carbon material determine the value of these re sistor!.. They contribute noise to the circuit in which they are used. The noise is caused by thermal effects and the granular
nature of the resistance material. The noise contributed b) such resistors in an amplifier
used to amplify very low level radio '>ignals may be 'o high as to obliterate the de~ired
signal.
To overcome thi s problem. lilm resistors were devel oped. They are made by
depositing a carbon or metal film in ~piral form on a ceramic form. The size of the
spiral and the kind of metnl film determine the resi\tance value. Carbon film rcsi-.tors
are quieter than carbon-composition rel.istors. and metal film resistors are quieter than
carbon tilm resistors. Metal film resistors should be used in amplifier circuits that mu~t
deal with very low level RF signals. Most surface-mount resi stors are of the metallic
film type.
Skin Effect. The re!>i'>tance of any wire conductor. whether it is a resistor or capaci-

Skin effect

tor lead or the wire in an inductor. is primarily determined by the ohmic resistance of
the wire itself. However, other factors influence it. The most significant one is skin effect,
the tendency of electrons flowing in a conductor to flow near and on the outer surface

Figure 2-11

Equivalent circuit of a resistor at high (radio) frequencies.
Reststor

Lead tnductance

t::T
Stray capacitance
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Figure 2-12

Skin effect increases wire and inductor resistance at high frequencies.

Electrons
flow on or
near surface
No current flow in center of wife

of the conductor frequencie~ in the VHF. UHF. and microwave regions (Fig. 2-12). This
ha~ the effect of greatly decreasing the total cross-sectional area
the conductor, thus
increasing its resistance and signilicantly affecting the performance of the circuit in
which the conductor is used. For example. skin effect lowers the Q of an inductor at
the higher frequencies. cau~ing unexpected and undesirable effects. Thus many highfrequency coils. particularly those in high-powered transmiuers. are made with copper
tubing. Since current does not tlow in the center of the conductor. but only on the surface.
tubing provides the most eflicient conductor. Very thin conductors. such as a copper
pallcm on a primed-circuit board, are also used. Often these conductors are silver- or
gold-plated to funher reduce their re~i-.tance.

or

Tuned Circuits and Resonance
A tuned circuit is made up of inductance and capacitance and resonates at a specific frequency, the resonant frequency. In general, the terms runed circuit and resonallf circuir
arc used interchangeably. Because tuned circuits are frequency-selective. they respond
be!>t at their resonant frequency and at a narrow range of frequencies around the resonant frequency.

Series Resonant Circu1ts

A .\ eries resonam circuil b made up of inductance. capacitance, and resistance. a~ shown in Fig. 2- 13. Such circuits arc often referred to as LCR
circuils or I?LC circui1s. The inductive and capacitive reactances depend upon the frequency of the applied voltage. Resonance occurs when the inductive and capacitive reactance~ are equal. A plot of reactance versus frequency is shown in Fig. 2- 14, where .fr
is the resonant frequency.

Figure 2- 1 3

Series RLC circUit.

Figure 2-14

Tuned (resonant) circuit

Series resonant circuit

LCR circuit
RLC circuit

Vanation of reactance with
frequency.

1

g
u"'

"'"'
a:
f,

Frequency - - -
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The total impedance of the circuit is given by the expression
z = -v~
w + (X, - x,y..,
When XL equals Xc. lhey cancel each other. leaving only the resistance of the circuit
to oppose the current. At resonance. the total circuit impedance is simp!) the value of
all '>cries resistances in the circuit. This include-, the resi'>tance of the coil and the resistance of the component leads. as well as any phy.,ical resistor in the circuit
The resonant frequency can be expressed in term!> of inductance and capacitance. A
formula for resonant frequency can be easily derhed. First. express XL and Xc as an
equi,alence: XL = Xc. Since
and
we have
I

27Tf, L =

217.f~C

Solving for .(,. gives

ln this fomlllla. lhe frequency i'> in hertt. the inductance is in henrys. and the capacitance is in farads.

Example 2-14
What is the resonant frequency of a 2.7-pF capacitor and a 33-n H inductor?

J,
r

I

I

= ---== =

9

27TVLC
6.28\/33 X 10
= 5.33 X lOx Ht or 533 MHt.

X

2.7 X 10

12

It is often necessary to calculate capacitance or inductance, given one of those values and the resonant frequency. The basic resonant frequency formula can be rearranged
to '>Olve for either inductance and capacitance U'> follow-;:

and
For example. lhe capacitance that will resonate at a frequency of 18 MHz with a
12-J.LH inductor is determined as follow'>:
I
C = --

4,?_[/·L

=--

= 39.478(3.24 X
46

Clwpler 2

I

---

39.478(18 X 10tr( 12 X 10- C>)
I

10 14 )(12 X 10

6

)

= 6.5

X 10

12

For6.5 pF

Example 2-1 5
What value of inductance will rel.onate with a 12-pF capacitor at 49 MHt?

L

= 4rr•Jr-c
, '
= 8.79

X I0

(1 ,

39A78{49 X 10')-{ 12 X 10
7

I'

-)

H or 879 nH

As indicated earlier. the basic definition of resonance in a series tuned circuit is
the point at w hich X1 cquab Xc. With this condition, only the resi stance of the circuit
impedes the current. The total circuit impedance at resonance is Z = R. For this rcason, resonance in a sc ri e~ tuned circuit can also be delincd as the [)Oint at which the
circuit impedance is lowest and the circuit current is highest. Since the circuit i s resistive at resonance, the current is in phase w irh the applied voltage. Above the resonant
frequency, the inductive reactance is higher rhan the capacitive reactance and the inductor voltage drop is greater than the capacitor voltage drop. Therefore. the circuit is
inductive and the current will lag the applied volrage. Below resonance. the capacitive
reactance i~ higher than the inductive reactance: the net reactance i' capac itive, thereby
producing a leading current in the circuit. The capacitor voltage drop is higher than
the inductor \Oitage drop.
The respon\e of a \erie" resonant circuit is illustrated in Fig. 2- 15. which is a plot
of the frequenc} and pha.,e ~hift of the current in the circuit with respect to frequency.
A t \Cry low frequencie\. the capacitive reactance is much greater than the inducti,·e reactance: therefore the current in the circuit i s very IO\\ becau\e of the high
impedance. In addition. becau.,e the circuit is predominantly capaciti,e, the current
leads the voltage by nearly 90 . As the frequency increase~. Xc goe' down and X1 goe~
up. The amount of leading phase shift decreases. As the values of reactance~ approach
one another. the current begin~> to ri!>e. When X1• equals Xc. their effect~> cancel and
the impedance in the circuit i~ just that of the resistance. Thi~ produce!> a current peak.
where the current is in phase w ith the voltage (0° ). A~ the frequency continue!. to rise.

Figure 2-1 5

Frequency and phase response curves of a series resonant circuit.

- ~~~::: :--- ---------~-------------- -----

I

-------------

+90 (lead)

0

90 (lag)

Below resonance (capacitive) - - -

r, - - -

Above resonance (InductiVe)
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Figure 2- 16

Bandwidth of a series resonant circuit.

/peak

2 mA -

0.7071.-. = 1.414 mA -

Bandwidth

X1• becomes greater than X, . The impedance of the circuit increases and the current
decreases. With the circuit predominantly inductive, the current lags the applied voltage. I f the output voltage were being taken from across the resi!.tor in Fig. 2- 13. the
response curve and phase angle of the voltage would correspond to those in Fig. 2- 15.
As Fig. 2-15 shows. the current is highest in a region centered on the resonant fre quency. The narrow frequency range over which the current is highest is called the
bandwidth. This area is illustrated in Fig. 2- 16.
The upper and lower boundaries of the bandwidth arc defined by two cutoff frequencies designated / 1 and f2. These cutoff frequencies occur where the current amplitude is 70.7 percent of the peak current. In the figure. the peak circuit current i'>
2 rnA, and the current at both the lower
and upper
cutoff frequency is 0.707
of 2 rnA, or 1.414 rnA.
Current levels at which the response is down 70.7 percent arc cal led the lwlj~power
poinls because the power at the cutoff frequencies is one-half the power peak of the
curve.

u.>

Half-power points

P

<h>

= 12R = (0.707 /pcad 2R = 0.5 lpca/R

The bandwidth BW of the tuned circuit is defined as the difference between the
upper and lower cutoff frequencies:

For example. assuming a resonant frequency of 75 kHz and upper and lower cutoff frequencies of 76.5 and 73.5 J...Ht, respectively. the bandwidth is BW = 76.5 - 73.5 -

3kHz.
The bandwidth of a resonant circuit is determined by the Q of the circuit. Recall
that the Q of an inductor is the rati o of the inductive reactance to the circuit resistance.
This holds true for a series resonant circuit. where Q is the rati o of the inductive reactance to the total circuit resistance. which includes the resistance of the inductor plu~;
any additional series resistance:

Q - XI

R,

Recall that bandwidth is then computed
BW

as

= J,

Q

lf the Q of a circuit resonant at 18 MHz is 50. then the bandwidth is BW
0.36 MH1.
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= 360 k Ht..

=

18/50

=

Example 2-16
What is the bandwidth of a re~onant circuit with a frequency of 28 M l l 7 and a Q of 70?
BW =

Jr
Q

=

28 X 106
70

= 400' 000 Hz. =

4001-.111

The formula cnn be rearranged to compute Q. given the frequency and the
bandwidth:

Q =~
BW

Thus the Q of the circuit whose bandwidth was computed prcviou:-ly is Q =

75

k Hz/3k H ~

25.

Since the bandwidth is approximately centered on the resonant frequency, / 1 is the
\arne di:-tance from J, a!> h. is from fr· This fact allows you to calculate the resonant
frequency by 1-.nowing only the cutoff frequencies:

= VJ:Xh
and h = 178 kHz. the
fr

For example, if / 1

175 kH1
fr

= Vi75 X

103 X 178 X 103

resonant frequency is

= 176.5 kH1

For a linear frequency scale. you can calculate the center or re:-onant frequenc) by
using an average of the cutoff frequencies.

I f the circuit Q i!:> very high(> 100), then the response curve is approximately symmetric around the rc!>onant frequency. The cutoff frequencies will then be roughly
equidistant from the resonant frequency by the amount of BW /2. Thu1. the cutoff frequencies can be calculated if the bandwidth and the resonnnt frequency arc known:
.
BW
.It = .{, - 2

and

BW

h = .t;+ 2

For in~tance, if the resonant frequency is 49 M H1. (49,000 kHL) and the bandwidth
is 10 kH1. then the cutoff frequencie~ will be

f1

= -+9.000 kH1 -

h. = .J9.000 kH1. +

2IOk =

49.000 kHz - 5 kH7

= 48.995 kH1

5 kHL = -+9.005 kHz.

Keep in mind that although this procedure is an approxima1ion. it i~> useful in many
applications.
The bandwidth of a resonant circuit defines its selectil·ity. i.e., how the circuit
re!>ponds to varying frequencies. If the response is to produce a high current only over
a narro\.\ range of frequencies. a narrow bandwidth. the circuit is said to be highly selective. If the current is high over a broader range of frequencies. i.e .. the bandwidth is
wider, the circuit is less selective. Jn general. circuits with high .selectivity and narrow
bandwidths arc more desirable. However, the actual selectivity and bandwidth of a circuit
must be optimi1ed for each application.
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The relationship between circuit resistance Q and bandwidth i~ extremely important. The bandwidth of a circuit is inversely proportional to Q. The higher Q is, the
smaller the bandwidth. Low Qs produce wide bandwidths or less selectivity. In turn,
Q is a function of the circuit resistance. A low resistance produces a high Q, a narrow bandwidth, and a highly selective circuit. A high circuit resistance produces a
low Q, wide bandwidth, and poor selectivity. ln most communication circuits, circuit
Qs are at least 10 and typically higher. ln most cases. Q i~ control led directly by the
resistance of the inductor. Figure 2-17 shows the effect of different values of Q on
bandwidth.

Example 2-17
The upper and lower cutoff frequencies of a resonant circuit are found to be 8.07 and
7.93 MHz. Calculate (a) the bandwidth. (b) the approximate resonant frequency.
and (c) Q.

= .f2 - .f1 = 8.07 MHz - 7.93 MHz = 0.14 MHz =
.1; = V[;h = V(8.07 X 10(') (7.93 X 106) = 8 MJ-Iz

a. BW
b.

j,
c. Q = ~
BW

140kHz

8X l06

= -----::-3 = 57.14
140 X 10

Example 2-18
What are the approx imate 3-dB down frequencies of a resonant circuit with a Q of
200 at 16 MHz?
BW

{,

= .Q=

.f1 = J,. -

16

106
200
X

= 80,000 Hz = 80 kHz

2 = 16.000.000 -

BW

80,000
- 2

=

_
1:>.96 MHz

BW
2

80,000
2

=

16.04 MHz

.f2 = fr + - - = 16.000.000 + - -

Resonance produces an interesting but useful phenomenon in a series RLC circuit.
Consider the circuit in Fig. 2- 18(a). At resonance, assume XL = X c = 500 fl. The total
circuit resistance is 10 !l. The Q of the circuit is then

Q = XL = 500 = 50
R

If the appl ied or source voltage

10

v_, is 2 V, the circu it current at resonance will
v, 2

I =~=-=

R

so
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0.2A

be

Figure 2-17

The effect of 0 on bandwidth and selectivity in a resonant circuit.
BW3
BW2

Gaon.dB

Figu re 2-18

Hogh 0 1, narrow
bandwidth

BW1

Resonant step- up voltage in a series resonant circuit.

PA

VL- 100V

}vc

Xc soon

}v,
R

100V
Equal and 180'

/
Vn : v.

'"''''"'""""

}v•

10!1

100V

2V

2V

Vc- IOOV
(a)

(b)

When the reactances. the resistances, and the current are known, the voltage drops
across each component can be computed:

= 100 V

V1

= IX,

Vc

= IXc = 0.2(500) = 100 Y
= !R 0.2(10) 2 v

VR

- 0.2(500)

As you can see. the voltage drops across the inductor and capacitor are significantly
higher than the applied voltage. This is known as the resona/11 step-11p voltage. Although
the sum of the voltage drops around the ~cries circuit is still equal to the source voltage.
at resonance the voltage acros'> the inductor leads the current by 90° and the voltage across
the capacitor lags the current by 90° Isec Fig. 2-18(b)j. Therefore the inductive and reactive voltages are equal but 180° out of phase. As a result. when added, they cuncel each
other. leaving a total reactive voltage of 0. This means that the entire applied voltage
appears across the circuit resistance.
The resonant step-up voltage across the coil or capacitor can be easi ly computed by
multiplying the input or source voltage by Q:

V1
In the example in Fig. 2-18. V1

= Vc

= 50(2) =

Resonant step-up voltage

= QV,

100 Y.
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This interesting and useful phenomenon means that small applied voltages can essentially be l>tepped up to a higher voltage-a form of ltimple amplification without active
circuits that is widely applied in communication circuits.

Example 2-19
A <,cries re~onant circuit has a Q of 150 at 3.5 M Ht.. The applied voltage i<o 3 J.L V.
What is the voltage across the capacitor'?

Vc

Parallel resonant circuit

QV,

=

150(3 X 10

6

= 450

)

X 10

6

= 450 J.LV

Parallel Resonant Circuits. A parallel resonam circuit i11 formed when the inducror
and capacitor are connected in parallel with the applied voltage. as shown in Fig. 2-19(a).
In general. re ...onance in a parallel tuned circuit can abo be defined a<, the point at which
the inductive and capacitive reactances are equal. The resonant frequency i~ therefore
calculated by the resonant frequency formula given earlier. If we a%umc loss less components in the circuit (no resistance). then the current in the inductor equals the current
in the capacitor:

t,. = fc

Tank circuit
Tank current

Although the currents are equal. the) are 180 out of pha-.e. as the phasor diagram
in Fig. 2-19(b) shows. The current in the inductor lags the applied voltage by 90°. and
the current in the capacitor l ead~ the applied voltage by 90°. for a total of I 80°.
Now. by applying Kirchhol1'\ CU!Tent law to the circuit. the o.,um of the individual branch
currents equab the total current drawn from the source. With the inducti\e and capacitive
currents equal and out of pha~e. their sum is 0. TI1Ul>. at resonance, a parallel n111ed circuit
uppears to have infinite resistance. draw-; no current from the source and thus ha~ infinite
impedance. and acts <L'> an open circuit. Howe,er. there is a high circulating current between
the inductor and capacitor. Energy is being '>tored and transferred between the inductor and
capacitor. Because such a circuit acts as a kind of storage vessel for electric energy. it i~ often
rclcrred to a'> a umk cin·uit and the circulating current i-. referred to as the umk curre/11.
In a practical resonant circuit \'<here the components do have los~e.., (resistance). the
circuit still behaves a~ described above. Typically. we can assume that the capacitor has
practically 1ero los~es and the inductor contains a re.,istance. a'> illustrated in Fig. 2-20(a).
At resonance. where X 1 = Xc. the impedance of the inductive branch of the circuit i!>
higher than the impedance of the capacitive branch because of the coil resistance. The
capaciti ve curren t is slightly higher than the inductive current. Even if the reactances are

Figure 2-19

Parallel resonant circuit currents. (a) Parallel resonant circuit. (b) Current
relationships in parallel resonant circuit.
• 90
lc

v.

tit
/L

90
(a)
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(b)

Figu re 2 - 20

A practical parallel resonant circuit. (a) Practtcal parallel resonant circuit wi t h
coil resistance R11 • (b) Phase relationships.
-

lr

Une current

11

(Vector sum of 10 and /t
leads
because 10 > /t)

v,

~-----~ v.

c
IL (lags V by less than
90 because of Rwl
(a)

(b)

equal. the branch currenh wi ll be unequal and therefore there will be some net current
tlow in the suppl y line. The source current w ill lead the supply voltage. as shown in
Fig. 2-20(b). Nevetiheless. the inductive and capacitive currents in most cases will cancel
because they are approximately cqual and of opposite ph a~e. and consequently the line
or -.ource current will be c;igni licantly lower than the indi vidual branch currents. The
resu lt is a very high resistive impedance. approximately equal to

v,

Z =IT
The circuit in Fig. 2-20(a) i-. not ea-.y to analyLe. One way to simpl ify the mathematics invol ved is to convert the circuit to an equivalent circuit in which the coil resistance is
tran!>lated to a parallel re..istance that gives the same overall result)>. as shown in Fig. 2-2 I .
The equivalent inductance Lcq and re~ i stance Rcq are calculated w ith the formul as
L~q

=

L(Q 2

+

Q-,-

I)

and

and Q is determined by the formula

Q

= x~.
R"

'Ahere R11 is the coi l winding resi-.tancc.
If Q is high. usually more than 10. Leq is approximately equal to the actual inductance value L. The total impedance of the circuit at resonance is equal to the equivalent
parallel resistance:

Figure 2-21

An equivalent circUit makes parallel resonant ctrcuits easier to analyze.
Losstess
resonant circwt

c

Actual ctrcwt

c

Equtvalent ctrcwl
Rt<l: Rw(0 2+ t)

Lt<~= L(02~

Z= Req 0

2
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Example 2-20
What is the impedance of a parallel LC circuit with a resonant frequency of 52 MHz
and a Q of 12? L = O.I51J.H.

Xr..

Q= -

Rw

Xr..

= 27rfL = 6.28(52

Xr..
49
R11 = - = - = 4.1

Q

12

6
X 10 )(0.15 X 10

t.) = 490.

n

= 592H

2

Z = Rcq = R w(Q + I) = 4.1 ( 122 + I) = 4. 1( 145)

If the Q of the parallel resonant circuit is greater than 10, the following simplified
formula can be used to calculate the resistive impedance at resonance:
L
Z =-CRw

The value of R w is the winding resistance of the coil.

Example 2-21
Calculate the impedance of the circuit given in Example 2-20 by using the fom1ula
Z = UCR.

.fr - 52 MHz
C=

., .,

471'.:./,~L

= 6.245

X

Rw

= 4. 1 0.

L

= 0. 15 IJ.H

6'

t

39.478(52 X lO )-(0.15 X 10 - ')
10 II
6

L
0.15 X 10z = CRw
== 586[!
(62.35 X 10- 12 )(4.1)
T his is close to the previously computed value of 592 !1. The formula Z
is an approximation.

= UCRw

The bandwidth of a circuit is inversely proportional to the circuit 0.
The higher the the smaller
the bandwidth. Low 0 values
produce wide bandwidths or
less selectivity.

A frequency and phase response curve of a parallel resonant circuit is shown in
Fig. 2-22. Below the resonant frequency. X1 is less than Xc: thus the inductive current
is greater than the capacitive cwTent. and the circuit appears inductive. The line current
lags the applied voltage. Above the resonant frequency. Xc is less than X,: thus the capacitive current i~ more than the inductive current, and the circuit appear:- capacitive. Therefore, the line current lead<; the applied voltage.
At the resonant frequency, the impedance of the circ uit peaks. This means that
the line current at that time is at its minimum. At resonance. the c ircuit appears to
have a very high resistance, and the small line current is in phase with the applied
voltage.
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GOOD TO KNOW

a.

Figure 2-22

Response of a parallel resonant circuit.

--------------- ~ -------- - ; ::: ~ - -- - +90 (lead1ng)
I

,-

z

------------ --0

"'
~e
Vle>
Cl)

Cl)

<1>'0

"' -c:
~

Q.<:>

I

I
I

I
I
I
I

- -- -- - --------~1 - --------

·90 (lagg1ng)

I

Below
resonance
(inductive)

Above
resonance
(capacitive)

f,

Note that the Q of a parallel circuit. which was previously expressed as Q = XJJRw.
can also be computed with the expression
Rp
Q =XL
where R1, is the equivalent parallel resiMance. Rc4 in parallel '' ith any other parallel re~ i 'l
tance. and X~_ is the inductive reactance of the equivalent inductance Leq·
You can set the bandwidth of a parallel tuned circuit by controlling Q. The Q can
be determined by connecting an external resistor across the circuit. This has the effect
of lowering Rp and increasing lhc bandwidth.

Example 2-22
What value of parallel resi'>tor i!t needed to set the bandwidth of a parallel tuned
circuit to I MHz? Assume X1 = 300 !1. Rw = 10 !1, and J, = 10 MHL

x,

300

Q= - = - = 30
Rw
10
2
Rp = Rw{Q + I) = 10(302 + I)= 10(901 )

90100..

(equivalent resistance of the parallel circuit at resonance)
BW =fr
Q

Q

__ __f__ __ 10 MHL __
10 (Q needed for 1-M Ht bandwidth)
BW
I MH t.

RPnew = QXL = I 0(300) = 3000 !1
( thi~ is the total resistance of the circuit
externally connected resistor Rc")
RpR,,.,
R Pno:w =

R.,.,

=

RPncw

made up

or the original

Rp and an

Rp + Rc"
R l'n.:v.RI'

90 I 0(3000)

R,, - R""""

9010 - 3000

-- =

-

-W97.5!1
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2-3 Filters
Filter

Passive filter

A filter i!> a frequency-selective circuit. Filter-. are de!>igncd to pass some frequencie-. and
reject others. The series and parallel resonant circuit!> rc' iewed in Section 2-2 are c.xamples of fi hers.
There arc numerous ways to implement filter circuit1'. Simple liltcr!-1 created by w. ing
resistor~ and capacitors or inductors and capacitors arc called passive .filters because they
use passive component\ that do not amplify. In communication work. many tillers arc
of the pa-.-.ivc LC variety. although many other types are used. Some !-.pecial types of
filters are active filters that use RC networks with feedback in op amp circuits. switched
capacitor filters, crystal and ceramic li tters. surface acoustic wave (SAW) frlters. and
digital fillers implemented with digital signal processing (DSP) techniques.
The five basic kinds of filter circuit-. are as followo,:
Passes frequencie!-.. below a critical frequency called the cwoff
frequency and greatly attenuate!' those above the cutoff frequency.
High-pass filter. Passes frequencies above the cutoff but rejects those below it.
Bandpass filter. Pas~cs frequencies over a narrow range between lower and upper cutoff frequencies.
Band-reject filter. Rejects or !>lop., frequencies 0\ er a narrow range but allow-.
frequencies above and below to pass.
All-pass filler. Pusses all frequencies equally w01l over its design range but has
a fixed or predictable phase shift characteriMic.

Low-pass filter.

RC filter

RC Filters
A low-pass filter allows the lower-frequency component!> of the applied voltage to
develop output voltage across the load resistance. wherea-. the higher-frequency components are attenuated. or reduced. in the output.
A high-pass filter doe., the oppo~ite. allowing the higher-frequency components of the
applied voltage to develop voltage across the output load resistance.
The case of an RC coupl ing circuit is an example of a high-pass filter because the ac
component of the input voltage is developed across R and the de voltage i~ blocked by the
series capacitor. Furthermore. with higher frequenciel. in the ac component. more ac voltage is coupled.
Any low-pass or high-pass filter can be thought of as a frequency-dependent voltage divider. because the amount of output voltage i s a function of frequency.
RC filters use combinations of resi!-.tors and capacitors to achieve the desired
response. Most RC filters are of the low-pass or high-pass type. Some band-reject or
notch filters are also made with RC circuits. Bandpav; filters can be made by combining low-pa'-.:- and high-pass RC section'>. but this i~ rarely done.

Low-pass filter (high cut filter)

low-Pass Filter. A loll'-pass filter is a circuit that introduces no auenuation at frequencies below the cutoff frequency but completely eliminates all signal\ with frequencies above the cutoff. Low-pass filter., arc \Ometimes referred to as lriglr cut jilren.
The ideal response curve for a low-pass filter is shown in Fig. 2-23. This response
curve cannot be realized in practice. In practical circuits. instead of a sharp tran..,ition at
the cutoff frequency. there is a more gradual transition between little or no attenuation
and maximum attenuation.
The '>implest form of low-pass filter i'> the RC circuit shown in Fig. 2-24(a). The
circuit form-; a simple voltage divider with one frequency-sensitive component. in this
case the capacitor. At very low frequencies, the capacitor has very high reactance cornpared to the resistance and therefore the attenuation is minimum. A!-. the frequency
increa!>C!>. the capacitive reactance decrca\cs. When the reactance becomes smaller than
the resistance. the attenuation increase<. rapidly. The frequency response of the ba.,ic
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Figure 2-23

Ideal response curve of a low-pass filter.
Cutoff
frequency

.
I
I

t
Signals in the
passband pass
unattenuated

Signals above f00
aro eliminated

Frequency ---+-

ll

""

Figure 2-24

RC low-pass filter. (o) Circuit. (b) Low-pass filter.
Vool(max)

(0 dB)

f- (

0 . 707

v0\J!
V,.,~

C_I

-

3 dB)

20dB

t

-

9dB

j_

1--- - - -- --

voul(max)

:
I

-6 dB - - -- - - - - - - - - - -

I

-- -t ------------ --- l -

23dB

Hz

Xc R
(b)

(a)

circuit i'> illustrated in Fig. 2-24(/J). The cutoff frequency of thi'> lilter is that point where
R and Xc are equal. The cutoff frequency. also known as the critical frequency. is determined b) the expres~ion

Xc = R
I
-= R

27rj;.

For example. if R

= 4.7 kH and

'::o =

-----

;,

C

= 560 pF. the cutoff frequency

I
27T(..j700)(560 X 10

,
1

-)

= 60,469 Ht

or

is

60.5 kHL

Example 2-23
What is the cutoff frequency of a single-section RC low-pas~ fi lter with R = 8.2 k!l
and C = 0.0033 p.F?

= 21rRC 27i(8.2 x I03)(o.oo:n x ~
!co = 5881.56 Ht or 5.88 kHz
f ..,"
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Figure 2-25

Two stages of RC filter improve the response but increase signal loss. (o) Circuit. (b) Response curve.
Buffer amplifier to Isolate
Resections

v.,

I

Voot(max) 1---.....;.;;,..;;;.;;;...;;;.;;~:.:.__-

---- - v·""'

-r-3

dB

--!---------------12dB

40dB

Hz
t200
(a)

Octave
Decade

(b)

At the cutoff frequency, the output amplitude is 70.7 percent of rhe input ampli tude
at lower frequencies. Thi'> is the so-called 3-dB down point. In other words. this tiller
ha.<, a voltage gain of -3 dB at the cutoff frequency. At frequencie!> above the cutoff frequency, the amplitude decrca!>e'> at a linear rate of 6 dB per octave or 20 dB per decade.
An octtn•e is defined al. a doubling or halving of frequency, and a decade represents a
one-tenth or times-10 relationship. Assume that a filter has a cutoff of 600 Hz. If the
frequency doubles to 1200 l-17, the attenuation will increase by 6 dB, or from 3 dB at
cutoff to 9 dB at 1200 Hz. If the frequency increased by a factor of 10 from 600 Hz to
6 kHz, the anenuation would increase by a factor of 20 dB from 3 dB at cutoff to 23 dB
at 6 kl-11.
I f a faster rate of attenuation i~ required. two RC section~ ~et to the !>ame cutoff frequency can be used. Such a circuit is shown in Fig. 2-25(a). With thi!. circuit, the rate
of attenuation is 12 dB per octave or 40 dB per decade. Two identical RC circuits arc
used. but an isolation or buffer amplifier such as an emitter-follower (gain
I ) is used
between them to prevent the second section from loading the first. Cascading two RC
sections without the isolation will give an attenuation rate less than the theoreticall y ideal
12-dB octave because of the loading effect~.
With a Meeper attenuation curve, the circuit i!> said to be more selective. The disadvantage of cascading such sections is that higher attenuation makes the output ~igna l
considerably smaller. This signal auenuation in the passband or the filter is called

=

Insertion loss

insertion loss.
A low-pass filter can also be implemented w ith an inductor and a resistor. as shown in
Fig. 2-26. The response curve for this RL filter i~ the same ru. that !.hown in Fig. 2-24(b).
The cutoff frequency is determined by using the formula

R

/co= ?L
- 'Tr

Figure 2-26

A low-pass filter implemented w1th an inductor.
L

f

00
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= ...!!.._

21rL

R

Figure 2-27

Frequency response curve of a high-pass filter. (o) Ideal. (b) Practical.
OdB

I

3dB

g_

'5

0

Passband

~------~-------,co~,------------ ~ 2nRC

I

(co

Frequency-

Frequency -

(b)

(a)

The RL low-pass filter~ arc not a~ widely used as RC filter~ because inductors arc
usually larger. heavier. and more expensive than capacitors. Inductors also have greater
los~ than capacitors because of their inherent winding rc~i~tancc.

High-Pass Filter. A high-pass filter passes frequencies above the cutoff frequency with

High-pass filter

liule or no attenuation but greatly attenuates those signab below the cutoff. The ideal
high-pas~ response curve is '>hown in Fig. 2-27(a). Approximation., to the ideal response
curve shown in Fig. 2-27(b) can be obtained with a \aricty of RC and LC filters.
The basic RC high-pass tilter i!. shown in Fig. 2-28(a). Again. it is nothing more
than a voltage divider with the capacitor serving as the frequency-sensitive component
in a voltage divider. At low frequencies. Xc is very high. When Xc is much higher than
R. the voltage divider effect provides high attenuation of the low-frequency signa l~. As
the frequency increases, the capacitive reactance decreases. When the capacitive reactance is equal to or less than the resistance, the vol tage divider gives very little <lllenuation. Therefore, high frequencies pa'>s relatively unauenuated.
The cutoff frequency for thi., filter is the same a<; that for the low-pass circuit and
i~ derh·ed from setting Xc equal to R and solving for frequency:

1

/co= 21TRC
The roll-off rate is 6 dB per octave or 20 dB per decade.
A high-pass filter can also be implemented with a coil and a resistor, as ~hown in
Fig. 2-28(b). The cutoff frequency is

R

/co=?-11'L
The response curve for this filter is the same as that shown in Fig. 2-27(b). The rate of
attenuation is 6 dB per octa\C or 20 dB per decade. "' wa., the case with the low-pa~s
Iiller. Again. improved attenuation can be obtained by ca.,cading filter sectionc;.

Figure 2-28

(a) RC high-pass fi lter. (b) RL high-pass filter.
R

1

2nRC

(a)

L

(b)
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Example 2-24
What i the closest !)tandard EIA resistor value that will produce a cutoff frequency of
3.4 k Hz with a 0.047-,u.F capacitor in a high-pass RC liltcr?
I

}~" = 2TrRC
I
R =--=

2TrfcnC

I

-6= 996!1

2Tr(3.4 X 103 )(0.047 X 10

}

The closest <>tandard values are 910 and LOOO fl. with 1000 being the closest.

RC Notch Filter. Notch .filters arc also referred to as bandstop or band-reject fil-

Notch filter (bandstop or bandreject filter)

ter'>. Band-reject filter" arc used to greatly auenuate a narro\',' range of frequencies
around a center point. otch lilter., accompli.,h the same purpose. but for a '>ingle
frequency.
A simple notch liltcr that i~ implemented with resistor'> and capacitors as \hown in
Fig. 2-29(a) is called a paral/ei-T or nrin-T notch tiller. Thi" filter i'> a \'ariation of a
bridge circuit. Recall that in a bridge circuit the output i"' tero if the bridge is balanced.
If the component values are precisely matched, the circuit will be in balance and produce an aucnuation of an input signal at the design frequency as high as 30 to 40 dB.
A typical response curve b shown in Fig. 2-29(h}.
The center notch frequency i'> computed with the fonnula

Parallei-T (twin-n notch filter

GOOD TO KNOW
Twin-T notch filters are used at
low frequencies to eliminate
power line hum from audio
circuits and medical equipment
amplifiers.

For example. if the value" of resio.,tance and capacitance arc 100 k!l and 0.02 ,u.F, the
notch frequency is

Twin-T notch liltcrs are used primarily at low frequencies. audio and below. A common use is to eliminate 60-Ht power line hum from audio circuits and low-frequency
medical equipment amplifiers. The key to high attenuation at the notch frequency i

Figure 2-29

RC notch filter.
R

R

c
2CI

1
'no•ch = 2-rrRC
(a)
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(b)

Example 2-25
What values of capacitor'> would you use in an RC twin-T notch filter to rcmo\e
120 Ht if R - 220 Ul?
.fnutd> =

l7TRC
I

C=

I

=------~

6.28( 120)(220

27Tfnutc hR

C

= 6.03

X I0

9

= 6.03 nF

or

X

103 )

0.006 JJ.F

2C = 0.012 JJ.F

precise component values. The resistor and capacitor values mu~t be matched to achieve
high attenuation.

LC Filters
RC tilter:-. arc used primarily at the lower frequencies. They are very common at audio
frequencie'> but arc rarely u~cd above about 100 kHt. At radio frequencies. their
pao;sband attenuation i., ju-.t too great. and the cutoff '>lope i~ too gradual. It i-, more
common to \Ce LC filter'> made" irh inductors and capacitor..... Inductor\ for lower frequencieo, arc large. bulk)'. and expensive. but tho. e used at higher frequcncic'> arc \Cry
'>mall. light. and inexpcn!.i\e. 0\cr the years. a multitude of tiller type'> have been
developed. Fi Iter design method!. have also changed over the years. than"., to computer
design.

Filter Terminology. When working with filters. you will hear a variety of terms to
describe the operation and characteristics of filters. The following delinitions will help
you understand filter spccilications and operation.
1. Passbaud. This is the frequency range over which the Iiller passes signab.. It is the
frequency range between the cutoff frequencies or between the cutoff frequency and
zero (for low-pass) or between the cutoff frequency and inlinity (for high-pass).
2. Stop baud. This is the range of frequencies outside the passband. i.e .. the runge of
frequencies that b greatly auenuated by the filter. Frequencies in this range arc
rejected.
3. Aflenuation. This i" the amount by which undesired frequencie~ in the ~top band
are reduced. It can be expressed as a power ratio or voltage ratio of the output to
the input. Attenuation il> u-.ually given in decibels.
4. Insertion loss. ln.,ertion lo<;s is the loss the filter introduces to the .,ignals in the
pa-,.,band. Pas'>i\'e filters introduce attenuation because of the re~i'>tivc Jm.ses in the
component'>. ln'>ertion loss is typically given in decibels.
5. Impedance. I mpedance i' the resistive value of the load and source termination~
of the filter. Filter~ are u<.ually designed for specific dri\ ing source and load impedance~ that mu\t be preo,ent for proper operation.
6. Ripple. Amplitude variation with frequency in the pas~band. or the repetitive rise
and fall of the signal level in the passband of some types of Iiller-;. i~ known a~ ripple. It i<> u!lually \tated in decibels. There may also be ripple in the ~top bandwidth
in some types of fi hers.
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Figure 2-30

Shape factor.
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7. Shape factor. Shape factor. also known as bandwidth ratio, is the ratio of the stop
bandwidth to the pass bandwidth of a bandpass filter. It compares the bandwidth at
minimum attenuation. usually at the - 3-dB points or cutoff frequencies. to that of
maximum attenuation and thus gives a relative indication of attenuation rate or selectivity. The smaller the ratio. the greater the selectivity. The ideal is a ratio of I, which
in general cannot be obtained with practical tilters. The filter in Fig. 2-30 has a bandwidth of 6 kHz at the - 3-dB attenuation point and a bandwidth of 14 kHz at the
-40-dB attenuation point. The shape factor then is 14 kHz/6 kHz = 2.333. The
points of comparison vary with different filters and manufacturers. The points of
comparison may be at the 6-dB down and 60-dB down points or at any other designated two levels.
8. Pole. A pole is a frequency at which there is a high impedance in the circuit It is
also used to describe one RC section of a filter. A s imple low-pass RC filter such
as that in Fig. 2-24(a) has one pole. The two-section filter in Fig. 2-25 has two poles.
For LC low- and high-pass filters. the number of poles is equal to the number of
reactive components in the filter. For bandpass and band-reject filters. the number
of poles is generally assumed to be one-half the number of reactive components
used.
9. Zero. This term refers to a frequency at which there is zero impedance in the
circuit.
10. Envelope delay. Also known as time delay, envelope delay is the time it takes for
a specific point on an input waveform to pass through the filter.

11. Roll-off Also called the attenuation rate. roll-off is the rate of change of amplitude with frequency in a filter. The faster the roll-off, or the higher the attenuation
rate, the more selective the tilter is, i.e .. the better able it is to differentiate between
two closely spaced signals. one desired and the other not.
Any of the four basic filter types can be easily implemented with inductors and
capacitors. Such filters can be made for frequencies up to about several hundred megahertz before the component values get too small to be practical. At frequencies above
this frequency, special tilters made with microstrip techniques on printed-circuit boards,
surface acoustic wave filters. and cavity resonators are common. Because two types of
reactances are used, inductive combined with capacitive. the roll-off rate of anenuation
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Figure 2-31

Low-pass filter configura t ions and response. (o) L section. (b) T section.
(c) -rr section. (d) Response curve.
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Figure 2-32

Low-pass Butterworth fi lter attenuation curves beyond the cutoff
frequency fc.
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is greater with LC filters than with RC filters. The inductor~ make such filters larger and
more expensive. but the need for better selectivity makes them necessary.

Low- and High-Pass LC Filters. Figure 2-3 1 shows the basic low-pass filt er
conligurations. The basic two-pole circuit in Fig. 2-3 1 (a) provides an attenuation rate
of 12 dB per octave or 20 dB per decade. These sections may be cascaded to provide
an even greater roll-off rate. The chart in Fig. 2-32 '>how-; the attenuation rates for
low-pa'>s filters "'ith two through 'even poles. The hori;ontal av..i,f/.fc. is the ratio of
any given frequency in ratio to the Iiller cutoff frequency};. The value n is the number of poles in the filter. A<,sume a cutoff frequency of 20 M H;. The rati o for a frequency of 40 MHz would be 40/20 = 2. This represents a doubling of the frequency,
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Figure 2-33

High-pass filters. (o) l section. (b) T section (b) rr section.
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or one octave. The attenuation on the curve with two pole1> i'> 12 dB. The 7T and T
filter-. in Fig. 2-31 (b) and (c) with three pole~ give an attenuation rate of 18 dB for
a 2: I frequenc) ratio. Figure 2-33 show-, the ba.,ic high-pa-.-. lilter conliguration.,. A
curve -.imilar to that in Fig. 2-32 i~ ai'>O u~ed to determine attenuation for filter~ with
multiple poles. Cascading the-;e sections provide~ a greater attenuation rate. Tho~c filter configurations using the least number of inductors are preferred for l ower cost and
les., !.pace.

Types of Filters
The major types of LC filter!- in use are named after the person who discovered and
developed the analysis and design method for each filter. The most widely u~ed fillers arc Butterworth. Chebyshev. Cauer (ell iptical). and Bessel. Each can be implemented hy using the basic low- and high-pm•., configurations -.hown previously. The
different respon~e curve~ arc achieved by .,electing the component values during the
design.
Butterworth filter

Butterworth. The Bwtent·orth filter effect ha<; maximum tlatne!-~ in response in the
passband and a uniform allenuation with frequency. The attenuation rate just outside the
passband is not as great as can be achieved with other types of filters. See Fig. 2-34 for
an example of a low-pa.,., Bulterworth filter.

Chebyshev filter

filter~ have extremely good selecti,ity: i.e ..
their auenuation rate or roll-ofT is high. much higher than that of the Butterworth Iiiier
(see Fig. 2-34 ). The attenuation just outside the passband is also very high-again.
better than that of the Bullerworth. The main problem wi th the Chebyshev filler i~> that
it lm.., ripple in the passband. a!-. is evident from the figure. The response is not llat or
con'>tant, a~ it is with the Butterworth lilter. This may be a di.,advantage in \Ome
applicationc,.

Cauer (elliptical) filter

Caucr (Elliptical). Cauer filters produce an even greater attenuation or roll-off
rate than do Chebyshev lilters and greater atlenuation out of the passband. However,
they do this with an even higher ripple in the passband as well as outside of the
pa!-sband.

Bessel (Thomson) filter

Cht:byshcv. Cheb.nltel' (or Tchebysche\)

Bessel. Also called Thomson fillers. Be\\el circuits provide the desired frequency
respon~e
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(i.e ..

low-pa~~.

bandpa'>s. etc.) but have a constant time delay in the pa.,-..band.

Figure 2-34

Butterworth, elliptical, Bessel, and Chebyshev response curves.
R1pple 1n passband

I

Frequency -

Bessel tillers have what i!-. known as a .flm group delay: al-. the signal frequency varies
in the passband. the phase shift or time delay it introduce!-. i~ con~tant. In some
applications, constant group dcla) i), necessary to prevent dil-.to1tion of the !-.ignal~ in the
pas~band due to varying pha-.c -.hifh with frequency. Fillers that mu-.t pa'><. pube-. or
wideband modulation arc example),. To achieve this desired re~pon\c. the Be'>\CI filter
ha-; lower auenuation ju<.t outside the pa<.<,band.

Mcchanicf:l Fil c.
An older but <.till useful filter i'> the mechanical filter. Thi'> type
of filter uses re,onant 'ibrations of mechanical disks to provide the <.electivity. The -.ignal to be filtered i'> applied to a coil that interacts with a permanent magnet to produce
vibration., in the rod connected to a sequence of seven or eight di'ks who'e dimen,ions
determine the center frequency of the tilter. The disks vibrate only ncar their re<.onant
frequency. producing mo\'ement in another rod connected to an output coil. Thi' coil
works with another permanent magnet to generate an electrical output. Mechanical tilten, are designed to work in the 200- to 500-kHz range and have very high Qs. Their
performance is comparable to that of cry!.ral filters.
Whatever the type. passive filters are usually designed and built with discrete components although they may also be put into integrated-circuit form. A number of liltcr
design software packages arc available to simplify and speed up the design process. The
design of LC filters is speciali~.:ed and complex and beyond the scope of this text. However. filters can he pun.:ha~ed as components. These 1ihers are prcdesigncd and packaged
in small ~ealcd housings with only input. output. and ground terminals and can be used
just a~ integrated circuits arc. A wide range of frequencies. re~pon~e characteri~tic~. and
attenuation rates can be obtained.

Bandpass Filters. A handpa\.\ filter is one that allows a narrm.., range of frequencies
around a center frequenc) f. to pa-.~ v. ith minimum attenuation but reject-. frcquencie-.
abo\e and below thi\ range. The ideal rc),ponse curYc of a bandpa),\ tiltcr is '>hown in
Fig. 2-35(a). It ha-. both upper and lower cutoff frequencie-. h. and / 1. a-. indicated. The
bandwidth of thi'> filter i<. the difference between the upper and lower cutoff frequencies,
or BW - .f2 - f 1. Frequencies abo,·e and below the cutoff frequencie .. are eliminated.
The ideal rcspon'>c curve is not obtainable with practical circuit),, but clo'>e approximations can be obtained. A practical bandpa~s filter response curve i' '>hown in Fig. 2-35(b).
The simple !-.er'1es and parallel re<,onant circuits described in the pn.::viou-. -.cction have a
respon'>C curve like that in the figure and make good bandpass filler-.. The cutoff frequencies are thmc at which the output vohage is down 0. 707 percent from the peak output value. These arc the 3-dB attenuation points.
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Figure 2-35

Response curves of a bandpass filter. (a) Ideal. (b) Practical.
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Two types of bandpass filters are shown in Fig. 2-36. In Fig. 2-36(a), a series resonant circuit is connected in series with an output resistor, forming a voltage divider.
At frequencies above and below the resonant frequency, either the inductive or the
capacitive reactance will be high compared to the output resistance. Therefore, the output amplitude will be very low. However, at the resonant frequency, the inductive and
capacitive reactances cancel, leaving only the small resistance of the inductor. Thus
most of the input voltage appears across the larger output resistance. The response
curve for this circuit is shown in Fig. 2-35(b). Remember that the bandwidth of such
a circu it is a function of the resonant frequency and Q: BW = .fc./Q.
A parallel resonant bandpass filter is shown in Fig. 2-36(b). Again, a voltage
divider is formed with resistor R and the tuned circuit. This time the output is taken
from across the parallel resonant circuit. At frequencies above and below the center
resonant frequency, the impedance of the par allel tuned circuit is low compared to that
of the resistance. Therefore, the output voltage is very low. Frequencies above and
below the center frequency are greatly attenuated. At the resonant frequency. the reactances are equal and the impedance of the parallel tuned circuit is very high compared
to that of the resistance. Therefore. most of the input voltage appears across the tuned
circuit. The response curve is simi lar to that shown in Fig. 2-35(b).
Improved selectivity with steeper "skirts" on the curve can be obtained by cascading several bandpass sections. Several ways to do this are shown in Fig. 2-37. As sections are cascaded. the bandwidth becomes narrower and the response curve becomes
steeper. An example is shown in Fig. 2-38. As indicated earlier, using multiple filter sections greatly improves the selectivity but increases the passband attenuation (insertion
loss). which must be offset by added gain.

Figure 2-36

Simple bandpass filters.
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(b)
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Figure 2-37

Some common bandpass filter circuits.

Figure 2-38

How cascading filter sections narrow the bandwidth and improve selectivity.
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Figure 2-39

LC tuned bandstop filters. {a) Shunt. (b) Series. (c) Response curve.
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Figure 2-40

Bridge-T notch filter.

tnoccn -- ~w
4n
R,Rw
Rw

Band-reject filter (bandstop filter)
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Bridge-T filter

L
2C
winding resistance of L

Band-Reject Filters. Band-reject filters. alc;o known as bandstop filters. reject a narrow band of frequencies around a center or notch frequency. Two typical LC bandstop
filters are shown in Fig. 2-39. In Fig. 2-39(a). the series LC resonant circuit forms a voltage divider with input resistor R. At frequencies above and below the center rejection or
notch frequency. the LC circuit impedance is high compared to that of the resistance.
Therefore. signals at frequencies above and below center frequency arc passed with minimum attenuation. At the center frequency. the tuned circuit resonates, leaving only the
small rcsi'>tance of the inductor. This forms a voltage divider with the input resistor. Since
the impedance at resonance is very low compared to the resistor, the output signal is
very low in amplitude. A typical response curve is shown in Fig. 2-39(c).
A parallel version of this ci rcuit is shown in Fig. 2-39(h), w here the parallel resonant circuit is connected in series with a resistor from which the output is taken. At frequencie:-. above and below the resonant frequency. the impedance of the parallel circuit
is very low: there is. therefore. little signal attenuation. and most of the input voltage
appears across the output resistor. At the resonant frequency, the parallel LC circuit has
an extremely high resistive impedance compared to the output resistance, and so minimum voltage appears at the center frequency. LC filters used in this way are often
referred to as rraps.
Another bridge-type notch li lter is the hrid~e-T filter shown in Fig. 2-40. This filler,
which is widely used in RF circuits. uses inductors and capacitors and thus has a steeper
re~ponse curve than the RC twin-T notch filter. Since Lis variable. the notch is tunable.
Figure 2-41 shows common symbols U'>Cd to represent RC and LC filters or any
other type of filter in sy:.tcm block diagrams or schematics.

Active Filters
Active filter

Actil•e filters are frequency-selective circuit'> that incorporate RC network!. and amplifiers
with feedback to produce low-pass. high-pa!>S, bandpass. and bandstop performance.
These filters can replace ~tandard passive LC filters in many application~. They offer the
following advantages over standard passive LC filters.

Figure 2-41

Block diagram or schematic symbols for filters.
Low-pass

ln ~
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~
Out
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High-Pass
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Band-Reject/Notch
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----..._,-

Because active filter<., u~e amplifiers. they can be de~igned to amplify as well
as filter, thus offsetting any in~ertion loss.
No inductors. Inductors arc usually larger. heavier. and more expensive than capacitors and have greater losses. Active filters use only resistors and capacitors.
Easy to tune. Because selected resistors can be made variable. the fi lter cutoff
frequency. center fre4uency. gain. Q, and bandwidth arc ndjustable.
Isolation. The amplifiers provide very high isolation between cascaded circuits
becau!.c of the amplifier circuitry, thereby decrea:.ing interaction between filter
sections.
Easier impedance matching. Impedance matching i., not as critical as with LC
filters.

1. Gain.

2.

3.
4.

5.

Figure 2-42 shows two types of low-pass active filters and two types of high-pass
active filters. Note that these active filters use op amps to provide the gain. The voltage
divider, made up of R 1 and R2, sets the circuit gain in the circuits of Fig. 2-42(a) and
(c) a~ in any noninverting op amp. The gain is set by R, and/or R1 in Fig. 2-42(b) and
by C3 and/or Ct in Fig. 2-42(d). All circuits have what is called a second-order response.
which means that they provide the same filtering action a<., a two-pole LC filter. The rolloff rate i'> 12 dB per octave. or 40 dB per decade. Multiple filters can be cascaded to
provide faster roll-off rates.

Figure 2-42

Second-order response

Types of active filters. (a) Low-pass. (b) Low- pass. (c) High-pass. (d) High-pass.
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Two active bandpass filters and a notch filter are shown in Fig. 2-43. ln Fig. 2-43(a),
both RC low-pass and high-pass sections are combined with feedback to give a bandpass result. fn Fig. 2-43(b). a twin-T RC notch filter is used with negative feedback
to provide a bandpass result. A notch fi lter using a twin-T is illustrated in
Fig. 2-43(c). The feedback makes the response sharper than that with a standard passive twin- T.
A special form of active filter is the variable-state filter, which can simultaneously
provide low-pass. high-pass, and bandpass operation from one circuit. The basic circuit is shown in Fig. 2-44(a). It uses op amps and RC networks and a feedback arrangement. Op amps 2 and 3 are connected as integrators or low-pass filters. Op amp I is
connected as a summing amplifier that adds the input signal to the feedback signals
from op amps 2 and 3. Note the outputs at each op amp. The center and cutoff frequencies are set by the integrator feedback capacitors and the value of R1. And R11 and
R8 set the Q and gain of the circuit. The circuit can be made tunable by simultaneously varying the values of RIA variation of the variable-state filter is the biquad filter shown in Fig. 2-44(b). It,
too, uses two op amp integrators and a summing amplifier. Again. low-pass. high-pass.
and bandpass characteristics are obtained simultaneously. However. the primary use of
the biquad filter is bandpass filtering. Again. the center or cutoff frequencies are set by
the value of the integrator feedback capacitors and tl1e value of R1- And Rb sets tl1e filter bandwidth, and Rg sets the circuit gain.
Active filters are made with integrated-circuit (!C) op amps and discrete RC networks. They can be designed to have any of the responses discussed earlier, such as

Figure 2-43

Active bandpass and notch filters. (a) Bandpass. (b) Bandpass. (c) High-0 notch.
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Figure 2-44

Multifunction active filters. (a) Variable-state filter. (b) Biquad filter.
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Bullerworth and Chcby-.hev, and they arc easily cascaded to provide even greater selectivity. Active liltcn. arc abo available as complete packaged component\. The primary
disadvanrage of active filter!> i-; that their upper frequency of operation is limited by the
frequency rcspon1.c of the op amp., and the practical siLes of resistor-. and capacitor'>.
Mo'>t active filter!> arc u<;ed at frequencies below I MHz. and mo1>t actiYe circuit'> operate in the audio range and slightly abo,·e. However. toda) op amps with frcqucnc) range<>
up to one microwave (> I GHz) mated "'ith chip resistors and capacitor'> have made RC
acti,·e filter<. practical for applications up to the RF range.

Crystal and Ceramic Filters
The ~elcctivity of a filter is limited primarily by the Q of the circuit'>, which i'> generally the Q of the inductors used. With LC circuits, it is difficult to achieve Q values over 200. In fact, most LC circuit Qs are in the range of I 0 to I 00. and as a
result. the roll-off rate is limited. In some applications. however. it is ncces-;ary to
sel ect one de-;ired signal, distinguishing it from a nearby undes ired signal (!>ce
Fig. 2-45). A wnventi onal filter has a slow roll-off rate. and the undesi red signa l is
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Figure 2-45

How selectivity affects the ability to discriminate between signals.

Sharper filter rejects
unwanted signal
Slow roll-off lets

~ undesired signal pass

I,
desired signal
12 = undesired signal
/1 :

Piezoelectricity

Crystal filter

not, therefore, fully attenuated. The way to gain greater selectivity and higher Q, so
that the undesirable signal wi ll be almost completely rejected, is to use tilters that are
made of thin slivers of quartz crystal or certain types of ceramic materials. These
materials exhibit what is called piezoelectricitv. When they are physically bent or otherwise distorted, they develop a voltage across the faces of the crysta l. Alternatively,
if an ac voltage is applied across the crystal or ceramic, the material vibrates at a
very precise frequency. a frequency that is determined by the thickness. shape. and
size of the crystal as well as the angle of cut of the crystal faces. fn general, the thinner the crystal or ceramic element, the higher the frequency of oscillation.
Crystals and ceramic elements arc widely used in oscillators to set the frequency of
operation to some precise value, which is held despite temperature and voltage variations that may occur in the circuit
Crystals and ceramic elements can also be used as circu it elements to form filters.
specifically bandpass filters. The equivalent circuit of a crystal or ceramic device is a
tuned ci rcuit with a Q of I0.000 to 1.000.000. permitting highly selective Jilters w
be built.

Crystal Filters. Clystal filters are made from the same type of quartz crystals normally used in crystal oscillators. When a voltage is applied across a crystal, it vibrates
at a specific resonant frequency, which is a function of the size. thickness, and direction
of cut of the crystal. Crystals can be cut and ground for almost any frequency in the
I00-kHz to I00-MHz range. The frequency of vibration of crystal is extremely stable,
and crystals are therefore widely used to supply signals on exact frequencies with good
stability.
The equivalent circuit and schematic symbol of a quartz crystal are shown in
Fig. 2-46. The crystal acts a~ a resonant LC circuit. The series LCR part of the equivalent circuit represents the crystal itself, whereas the parallel capacitance Cp is the capacitance of the metal mounting plates with the crystal as the dielectric.
Figure 2-47 shows the impedance variations of the crystal as a function of frequency. At frequencies below the crystal's resonant frequency, the circuit appears
capacitive and has a high impedance. However, at some frequency, the reactances of
the equivalent inductance L and the series capacitance Cs are equal, and the circuit
resonates. The series circuit is resonant when XL = Xes· At this series resonant frequency fs, the circuit is resistive. The resistance of the crystal is extremely low, giving the circuit an extremely high Q. Values of Q in the I0.000 to 1.000.000 range are
common. This makes the crystal a highly selective series resonant circuit.
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Figure 2-46

Quartz crystal. (a) Equivalent circuit. (b) Schematic symbol.

---!~l--or

-----1011--(a)

Figure 2-47

(b)

Impedance variation with frequency of a quartz crystal.

I f the frequent) of the ~ignal applied to the crystal is above}~. the crystal appear~
inductive. At some higher frequency, the reactance of the parallel capacitance Cp equals
the reactance of the net inductance. When this occurs. a parallel resonant circuit b
formed. At this parallel re~onant frequency fp. the impedance of the circuit is resi<>ti\'e
but extremely high.
Becau-;e the crystal has both series and parallel resonant frequencies which are close
together. it makes an ideal component for use in filters. By combining crystal<, with
selected '>Cries and parallel resonant points. highly selective filters with any desired bandpas!> can be constructed.
The mol>! commonly used crystal filter is the full crystal lattice shown in
Fig. 2-48. It is a bandpas~ tiller. Note that transformers are used to provide the input
to the filter and to extract the output. Crystals Y1 and Y2 resonate at one frequency,
and crystal s Y, and Y4 resonate at another frequency. The difference between the t.wo
crystal frequencies determines the bandwidth of the filter. The 3-d B down bandwidth
is approximately 1.5 times the crystal frequency spacing. For example, if the Y1 to
Y2 frequency is 9 M H;. and the Y3 to Y4 frequency is 9.002 M H.r., the difference is 9.002 - 9.000 = 0.002 M Hz = 2kHz. The 3-dB bandwidth b. then, 1.5 X
2 kHL = 3 kHt..
The crystals arc also chosen so that the parallel resonant frequency of Y~ to Y4 equals
the series re~onant frequency of Y1 to Y2 . The series resonant frequency of Y1 to Y4 is
equal to the parallel rc,onant frequency of Y1 to Y2 . The result i~ a pa.,.,band with

Figure 2-48

Crystal lattice filter.
Y,
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Figure 2-49

Crystal ladder filter.
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GOOD TO KNOW
Ceramic filters are used in most
communication receivers and
transmitters because they are
relatively small and inexpensive.
(For more information on
transmitters and receivers, see
Chaps. 7 and 9.)

Surface acoustic wave (SAW) filter

--

--

extremely steep attenuation. Signals outside the passband are rejected as much as 50 to
60 dB below those inside the passband. Such a filter can easil y discriminate between
very closely spaced desired and undesired signals.
Another type of crystal tiller is the ladder filter shown in Fig. 2-49, which is also a
bandpass filter. All the crystals in this ntrer are cut for exactly the same frequency. The
number of crystals used and the values of the shunt capacitors set the bandwidth. At least
six crystals must usually be cascaded to achieve the kind of selectivity needed in communication applications.

Ceramic Filters. Ceramic is a manufactured crystallike compound that has the same
piezoelectric qualities as quartz. Ceramic disks can be made so that they vibrate at a
fixed frequency, thereby providing filtering actions. Ceramic filters are very small and
inexpensive and are. therefore, widely used in transmitters and receivers. A lthough the
Q of ceramic does not have as high an upper limit as that of quartz. it is typically several
thousand. which is very high compared to the Q obtainable with LC filters. Typical
ceramic filters are of the bandpass type with center frequencies of 455 kHz and
10.7 MHz. These are available in different bandwidths depending upon the application.
Such ceramic titters arc widely used in communication receivers.
A schematic diagram of a ceramic fi lter is shown in Fig. 2-50. For proper operation, the filter must be driven from a generator with an outpm impedance of R8 and be
terminated with a load of R~.. The values of Rf: and R1. arc usually 1.5 or 2 kfl.
Surface Acoustic Wave Filters. A special form of a crystal titter is the surface
acousric wave (SAW) filter. This fixed tuned bandpass filter is designed to provide the
exact selectivity required by a given application. Figure 2-51 shows the schematic design

Figure 2-50

Schematic symbol for a ceramic filter.

Figure 2-51

A surface acoustic wave filter.
lnterdigital
transducers
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lnterdigital
transducers

of a SAW filter. SAW tillers are made on a piezoelectric ceramic substrate such as lithium
niobatc. A pauern of interdigital fingers on the surface converts the signals into acoustic
wave!> that travel acros-. the filter surface. By controlling the shapes. sites. and .;pacing~
of the interdigital linger'>. the response can be tailored to any application. l nterdigital finger~ at the output com·ert the acoustic waves back to electrical signals.
SAW filters are normall) bandpass filters u ed at very high radio frequcncie~ where
selecti\ity is difticuh to obtain. Their common useful range is from 10 M Ht to 3 G HL.
They have a low shape factor. giving them exceedingly good selectivity at such high frequencies. They do have a ~igniticant insertion loss. usually in the I 0- to 35-dB range,
~hich must be overcome with an accompanying ampli fier. SAW tiller<; are widely u~cd
in modem TV receivers, radar receivers. wireless LANs. and cell phone1..

Switched Capacitor Filters
Sn·itched capacitor filters (SCFs) are active I C fil ters made of op amps, capacitors.
and transistor switches. Also known as analog sampled data jitters or comii/Utating
jitters. these device~ an; usually imp lemented w i th M OS or CMOS ci rcuits. They can
be designed to operate as high-pass, low-pass, bandpass. or bandstop li hers. The primary advnntagc of SCFs is that they pr ovide a way to make tuned or selective circuits in an IC without the usc or discrete inductors. capacitors. or resi!>tor!>.
Switched capacitor filters arc made of op amps. M OSFET switches, and capacitors.
All components arc fully integrated on a single chip. making external discrete components unnece~sary. The ~ccrct to the SCF is that all resistors are replaced by capacitors
that are <,witched by MOSFET ~witches. Resistors are more difficult to make in IC form
and take up far more space on the chip than transistors and capacitors. With switched
capacitors. it i.., po..,~ible to make complex active filters on a single chip. Other advantages are selectibilit) of IilLer type. full adjustability of the cutoff or center frequency,
and full adjuMability of bandwidth. One filter circuit can be used for many different
application~ and can be '>et to a wide range of frequencie~ and bandwidths.

Switched Integrators. The basic building block of SCFs b the classic op amp integrator. as shown in Fig. 2-52(a). The input is applied through a resistor and the feedback is provided by a capacitor. With this arrangement, the output i~> a function of the
integral of the input:
Vout

=-

Switched capacitor filter (SCF)
or analog sampled data or
commutating filter

Switched integrator

;C I

V;n dt

With ac signals, the circuit essentially functions as a low-pass li fter with a gain or
1/RC.

Figure 2-52

IC integrators. (o) Conventional integrator. (b) Switched capacitor integrator.

v...

">--+-- VOIII -

t.,f;fv.,dt
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To work over a wide range of frequencies, the integrator RC values must be changed.
Making low and high resistor and capacitor values in fC fom1 is difficult. However, this
problem can be solved by replacing the input resistor with a switched capacitor, as shown
in Fig. 2-52(b). The MOSFET switches are driven by a clock generator whose frequency
is typically 50 to JOO times the maximum frequency of the ac s ignal to be filtered. The
resistance of a MOSFET switch when on is usually less than I000 0. When the switch
is off, its resistance is many megohms.
The clock puts out two phases, designated </> 1 and c/> 2 • that drive the MOSFET
switches. When S 1 is on. S2 is ofT and vice versa. The switches are of the break-beforemake type, which means that one switch opens before the other is closed. When S 1 is
closed, the charge on the capacitor follows the input signal. Since the clock period and
time duration that the switch is on are very short compared to the input signal variation.
a brief "sample" of the input voltage remains stored on C 1 and S 1 turns off.
Now S2 turns on. The charge on capacitor C 1 is applied to the summing junction of
the op amp. ft discharges. causing a current to flow in the feedback capacitor C2. The
resulting output voltage is proportional to the integral of the input. But this time. the
gain of the integrator is

.r(~:)
where f is the dock frequency. Capacitor C 1 • which is switched at a clock frequency of
period T, is equivalent to a resistor value of R
TIC 1•
The beauty of this arrangement is that it is not necessary to make resistors on the
lC chip. Instead, capacitors and MOSFET switches, which are smaller than resistors.
are used. Further. since the gain is a function of the ratio of C 1 to C2 • the exact capacitor values are less important than their ratio. lt is much easier to control the ratio of
matched pairs of capacitors than it is to make precise values of capacitance.
By combining several such switching integrators. it is possible to create low-pass.
high-pass. bandpass, and band-reject filters of the Butterworth, Chebyshev. elliptical, and
Bessel type with almost any desired selectivity. The center frequency or cuwff frequency
of the filter is set by the value of the clock frequency. This means that the Iiller can be
tuned on the tly by varying the clock frequency.
A unique but sometimes undesirable characteristic of an SCF is that t11e output signal is really a stepped approximation of the input signal. Because of the switching action
of the MOSFETs and the charging and discharging of the capacitors. the signal takes on
a stepped digital form. The higher the clock frequency compared to the frequency of the
input signal, the smaller this effect. The signal can be smoothed back into its original
state by passing it through a simple RC low-pass filter whose cutoff frequency is set to
just above the maximum signal frequency.
A variety of SCFs m·e available in IC form. Both dedicated single-purpose or universal SCFs can be purchased ror less than $2 in bulk. One of the most popular is the
MFI 0 made by National Semiconductor. It is a universal SCF that can be set for lowpass, high-pass. bandpass, or band-reject operation. lt can be used for center or cutoff
frequencies up to about 20kHz. The clock frequency is about 50 to 100 times the operating frequency.

=

.f with

Commutating filter

Commutating Filte rs. An interesting variation of a switched capacitor filter is the
com mutating filter shown in Fig. 2-53. lt is made of discrete resistors and capacitors with
MOSFET switches driven by a counter and decoder. The circuit appears to be a lowpass RC filter, but the switching action makes the circuit function as a bandpass filter.
The operating frequency lout is related to the clock frequency .fc and the number N of
switches and capacitors used.
and
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Figure 2-53

A commutating SCF.
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The bandwidth of the circuit is related to the RC value~ and number of capacitors
and switche~ used a~ follows:
I
BW = - - - -

2nNRC

For the fi lter in Fig. 2-53, the bandwidth is BW = l /(81rRC).
Very high Q and narrow bandwidth can be obtained, and varying the rc~islor value
makes the bandwidth adjustable.
The operating waveforms in Fig. 2-53 show that each capacitor i-. switched on and
off sequentially ~o that only one capacitor is connected to the circuit at a time. A sample
of the input voltage is stored as a charge on each capacitor as it i'> connected to the input.
The capacitor voltage b the a\·crage of the voltage variation during the time the switch
connect'> the capacitor to the circuit.
Figure 2-54(a) '>hOw<; typical input and output waveforms. assuming a sine wa\e
input. The output i~ a -.tepped approximation of the input because of the ..ampling action
of the switched capacitors. The Meps are large. but their siLe can be reduced b) '>impl)
w.ing a greater number of -.witche.., and capacitors. I ncreasing the number of capacitors
from four to eight. a<, in Fig. 2-54(b). makes the steps smaller. and thus the output more
closely approximat e~ the input. The steps can be eliminated or greatly minimited by
pa'>sing the output through n ~imple RC low-pass filter who~e cutoiT i!. ~et to the center
frequency value or <.,lightly higher.
One characteristic of the commutating filter is that it is sensitive to the harmonics
of the center frequency for which it is designed. Signals whose frequency is some integer multiple of the center frequency of the filter are also passed by the lifter. although
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Figure 2-54

Input and output for commutating fi lter. (o) Four-capacitor filter.
(b) Eight-capacitor fi lter.
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Figure 2-55

Comb fi lter response of a commutating filter.

t

Frequency - - - . .

Comb response

at a somewhat lower amplitude. The response of the filter, called a comb response, is
shown in Fig. 2-55. If such performance is undesirable, the higher frequencies can be
eliminated with a conventional RC or LC low-pass filter connected to the output.

2- 4 Fourier Theory
The mathematical analysis of the modulation and multiplexing methods used in communication systems assumes sine wave carriers and information signals. This simplifies
the analysis and makes operation predictable. However, in the real world, not all information signals are sinusoidal. Information signals are typically more complex voice and
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video signals that are essentially composites of sine waves of many frequencies and
amplitudes. Information signals can take on an infinite number of shapes. including
rectangular waves (i.e., digital pulses), triangular waves. sawtooth waves, and other nonsinusoidal forms. Such signals require that a non- sine wave approach be taken to determine the characteristics and performance of any communication circuit or system. One
of the methods used to do this is Fourier analysis, which provides a means of accurately analyzing the content of most complex nonsinusoidal signals. Although Fourier
analysis requires the use of calculus and advanced mathematical techniques beyond the
scope of this text, its practical applications to communication electronics are relatively
straightforward.

Fourier analysis

Basic Concepts
Figure 2-56(a) shows a basic sine wave with its most important dimensions and the equation expressing it. A basic cosine wave is illustrated in Fig. 2-56(b). Note that the cosine
wave has the same shape as a sine wave but leads the sine wave by 90°. A harmonic is
a sine wave whose frequency is some integer multiple of a fundamental sine wave. For
example, the third harmonic of a 2-kHz sine wave is a sine wave of 6 kHz. Figure 2-57
shows the first four harmonics of a fundamental sine wave.
What the Fourier theory tells us is that we can take a nonsinusoidal waveform and
break it down into individual harmonically related sine wave or cosine wave components.
The classic example of this is a square wave. which is a rectangular signal with equalduration positive and negative alternations. In the ac square wave in Fig. 2-58, this means
that t 1 is equal to t2 • Another way of saying this is that the square wave has a 50 percent duty cycle D, the ratio of the duration of the positive alteration 11 to tl1e period T
expressed as a percentage:

D

/1

= -

T

X

Harmonic

Square wave

Duty cycleD

100

Fourier analysis tells us that a square wave is made up of a sine wave ar the fundamental frequency of the square wave plus an infinite number of odd harmonics. For
example. if the fundamental frequency of the square wave is I kHz, the square wave can
be synthesized by adding the 1-kHz sine wave and harmonic sine waves or 3 kHz. 5 kHz.
7 kHz, 9 kHz, etc.
Figure 2-59 shows how this is done. The sine waves must be of the correct amplitude
and phase relationship to one another. The fundamental sine wave in this case has a value
of20 V peak to peak (a 10-Y peak). When the sine wave values are added instantaneously,

Figure 2-56

Sine and cosine waves.

1-----T·-----

)1----- T·----~

T = period of one cycle

in seconds

I = frequency in Hz
1

=r
v = instantaneous
value of voflage

0

VP = peak vollage
w = 2Trf
V = Vp COS2-rrfl

v = Vp cos wl
v = Vp sin <o>l
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Figure 2-57

A sine wave and its harmonics.

Fundamental (f)

Second harmomc (2f)

Third harmonic (3f)

Fourth harmonic (4f)

the result approaches a square wave. In Fig. 2-59(a), the fundamental and third harmonic
are added. Note the shape of the composite wave with the third and fifth harmonics
added. a... in Fig. 2-59(b). The more higher harmonics that are added. the more the composite wave looks like a perfect '>quare wave. Figure 2-60 ~hows how the composite wme
would look with 20 odd harmonic... added to the fundamental. The re ... ults very clo-.ely
approximate a square wave.

Figure 2- 58

A square wave.
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II
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Figure 2-59

A square wave is made up of a fundamental sine wave and an infinite number of odd harmonics.
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Figure 2-60

Square wave made up of 20 odd harmonics added to the fundamental.
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The implication of thi ~ i'> that <t :-quare wave should he analyzed as a collection of
harmonically related 'inc wave~ rather than a single square wave entity. This is confirmed
h) performing a Fourier mathematical analysis on the <,quare wave. The result i'> the
following equation. which cxpre.,.,c, voltage as a function of time:

f'(r)
·

= -lV
[sin 27T(_!.),.,.
1r
T

1

3

.,in

5
27T( T3 )t + ~sin
21r( )r
:>
T
The

+

Fundamental~

1

7

'in

27T(7...),
+
T

· · ·]
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where the factor 4Vhr is a multiplier for all sine terms and Vis the square wave peak
voltage. The first term is the fundamental sine wave, and the succeeding terms are the
third, fifth, seventh, etc., harmonics. Note that the terms also have an amplitude factor. ln
this case, the amplitude is also a function of the harmonic. For example. the third harmonic
has an amplitude that is one-third of the fundamental amplitude. and so on. The expression could be rewritten with .f = liT. If the square wave is direct current rather than alternating current, as shown in Fig. 2-58(b), the Fourier expression has a de component:

.f(t) =

4V (
I
I
I
)
2V + -:;sin 27Tjt + 3 sin 27T3ft + S sin 27T5ft + 7 sin 27T7ft + · · ·

In this equation, V/2 is the de component, the average value of the square wave. It is
also the baseline upon which the fundamental and harmonic sine waves ride.
A general formula for the Fourier equation of a waveform is

.f(t)

00

V

4V

2

7T/111 = 1

=- + -

L (sin 27TI~ft)

where n is odd. The de compone nt, if one is present in the waveform. is V/2.
By using calculus and other mathematical techniques. the waveform is defined. analyzed. and expressed as a summation of sine and/or cosine terms. as illustrated by the
expression for the square wave above. Figure 2-61 gives the Fourier expressions for some
of the most common nonsinusoidal waveforms.

Example 2-26
An ac square wave has a peak voltage of 3 V and a frequency of 48 kHz. Find (a) the
frequency of the fifth harmonic and (b) the rms value of the fifth harmonic. Use the
formu la in Fig. 2-61 (a).
a. 5 X 48 kHz

= 240 kHz

b. Isolate the expression for the fifth harmonic in the formula, which is
ksin 27T(5/T)t. Multiply by the amplitude factor 4 V/7T. The peak value of
the fifth harmonic V P is

Vp

= 4V (_!_) =
7T

rms
Vrms

= 0.707

5

4(3) = 0.76
57T

X peak value

= 0.707Vp = 0.707(0.76) = 0.537 V

The triangular wave in Fig. 2-6 1(b) exhibits the fundamental and odd hrumonics. but
it is made up of cosine waves rather than sine waves. The sawtooth wave in Fig. 2-61 (c)
contains ihe fundamental plus all odd and even harmonics. Figure 2-6 1(d) and (e) shows
half sine pulses like those seen at Lhe output of half and full wave rectifiers. Both have an
average de component. as would be expected. The half wave signal is made up of even hru·monks only, whereas the full wave signal has both odd and even harmonics. Figure 2-61(/)
shows the Fourier expression for a de square wave where the average de component is Vr.JT.

Time Domain Versus Frequency Domain
Time domain

Most of the signals and waveforms that we discuss and analyze ru·e expressed in the time
domain. That is. they are variations of voltage, current, or power with respect to time.
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Figure 2-61

Common nonsinusoidal waves and their Founer equations. (a) Square wave. (b) Triangle wave. (c) Sawtooth.
(d) Half cosine wave. (e) Full cosine wave. (f) Rectangular pulse.
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All the signals shown in the previous illustrations are examples of time-domain waveforms. Their mathematical expres~ions contain the variable time 1. indicating that they
are a time-variant quantity.
Fourier theory gives us a new and different way to express and illustrate complex
'>ignals. Here, complex signals containing many sine and/or cosine components are
e.\prel>sed as sine or coo;ine wave amplitudes at different frequencies. I n other words. a
graph of a particular signal is a plot of sine and/or co~inc component amplitudes with
respect to frequency.
A typical frequency-domain plot of the square wave is shown in Fig. 2-62(a). Note
Lhat the straight lines represent the sine wave amplitudes of the fundamental and
harmonics, and these are ploued on a horizontal frequency axis. Such a frequencydomain plot can be made directly from the Fourier expression by simply ll',ing the frequencies of the fundamentals and harmonics and their amplitudes. Frequency-domain
plots for some of the other common nonsinusoidal waves are also shown in Fig. 2-62.
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Figu re

2-62

The frequency-domain plots of common nonsinusoidal waves. (o) Square wave. (b) Sawtooth. (c) Triangle.
(d) Half cosine wave.
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Note that the triangle wave in Fig. 2-62(c) is made up of the fundamental and odd
harmonics. The third harmonic is shown as a line below the axis, which indicates a 180°
phase shift in the cosine wave making it up.
Figure 2-63 shows how the time and frequency domains are related. The '>quare
wave discussed earlier is used as an example. The result is a three-axis threedimensional view.

Figure 2-63

The re lationship between time and frequency domains.
Frequency
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Figure 2- 64

Converting a square wave to sine wave by filtering out all the harmonics.
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Signals and waveforms in communication applications are expressed by using both
time-domain and frequency-domain plots, but in many case!. the frequency-domain plot
is far more useful. This i<> particularly true in the analysis of complex signal waveforms
a.. well as the many modulation and multiplexing method' used 10 communication.
Test instruments for di<,playing ~ignals in both time and frequency domains arc
readily available. You are already familiar with the oscillo.,cope. which displays the voltage amplitude of a signal with respect to a horizontal time axb.
The test instrument for producing a frequency-domain di~play is the spectrum
c111aly::er. Like the o~cilloscope. the spectrum analyzer uses a cathode-ray tube for display, but the horizontal sweep axis is cali brated in hertz and the vertical axis is calibrated in volts or power units or decibels.

1kHz

Spectrum analyzer

The Importance of Fourier Theory
Fourier analysis allows us 10 determine not only the sine wave components in any complex ~ignal but also how much bandwidth a particular -.ignal occupies. Although a ~ine
or cosine wave at a single frequency theoretically occupic!l no bandwidth. complex :-ignals obviously take up more spectrum space. For example. a 1-MH.t square wave with
harmonics up to the eleventh occupies a bandwidth of II Milt. I f this signal is 10 pass
unauenuated and undistortcd, then all harmonics must be passed.
An example is shown in Fig. 2-64. If a 1-kHz square wave is passed through a lowpa~s lilter with a cutoff frequency just above l kHz. all the harmonics beyond the third
harmonic are greatly attenuated or, for the most part, filtered out completely. The result
i~ that the output of the low-pas!. filter is simply the fundamental :-inc wave at the square
wave frequency.
If the low-pass filter were ~et to cut off at a frequenc) above the third ham1onic.
then the output of the filter would consist of a fundamental sine wave and the third
harmonic. Such a waveshape wa-. shown in Fig. 2-59(a). A<, you can sec. when the higher
harmonics are not all pa~scd. the original signal is greatly disHmed. This is why it is
important for communication circuits and systems to have a bandwidth wide enough to
accommodate all the harmonic components with in the signal waveform to be processed.
Figure 2-65 shows an example in which a 1-kHz square wave is passed through a
bandpass filter set to the third harmonic. resulting in a 3-kH' sine wave output. In this
ca'e the tilter used is sharp enough to select out the desired component.

Pulse Spectrum

Pulse spectrum

The Fourier analysi~ of binary pul..,cs i~ especiall y useful in communication. for it gives
a way to analyze the bandwidth needed to transmit <;uch pub-e.'-. Although theoretically
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Figure 2- 6 5

Selecting the third harmonic with a bandpass filter.
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the system must pas.., all the harmonics in the pulse<,. in reality. relatively few must be
passed to preserve the shape of the pulse. In addition, the pulse train in data communication rarely consists of square wave:, with a 50 percent duty cycle. Instead. the pul~e!>
are rectangular and exhibit varying duty cycles, from very low to very high. lThe Fourier
response of such pulses i:- given in Fig. 2-6 1(f).J
L ook back at Fig. 2-61 (f). The period of the pulse train is T and the pulse width
is to. The duty cycle i!> t0 /T. The pulse train consist~ of de pulses with an a,·erage de
value of Vt0 /T. In term<> of Fourier analysis. the pulse train is made up of a fundamental and all even and odd harmonics. The special case of this waveform is where the duty
cycle is 50 percent: in that case all the even harmonics drop out. But with any other duty
cycle the waveform is made up of both odd and even harmonics. Since this is a series
of de pulses, the average de value i., Vt0 /T.
A frequency-domain graph of harmonic amplitudes plotted with respect to frequency
is shown in Fig. 2-66. The horizontal axis is frequency-plotted in increments of the pulse
repetition frequency }: where f = I IT and T is the period. The tirst component is the
average de component at t.ero frequency Vt0 /T. where V is the peak voltage value of
the pulse.
Now, note the amplitudes of the fundamental and harmonics. Remember that each
vertical line represents the peak value of the sine wave components of the pulse train.
Some of the higher harmonics arc negative: that simply means thar their phase is
reversed.

Figure 2-66

Frequency domain of a rectangular pulse train.
Amplitude of average de component at zero frequency
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The dashed line in Fig. 2-66, the outline of the peaks of the individua l components, is what is known as the envelope of the frequency spectrum. The equation for
ll7Tto
the envelope curve has the general form (sin x)lx. where x =
and to is the pulse

Envelope

T

width. This is known a~ the sine function. In Fig. 2-66, the sine function crosses the horizontal axis several times. These times can be computed and are indicated in the figure.
Note that they are some multiple of 1/10 .
The sine function drawn on a frequency-domain curve is used in predicting the harmonic content of a pulse train and thus the bandwidth necessary to pass the wave. For
example. in Fig. 2-66, as the frequency of the pulse train gets higher, the period T gets
shorter and the spacing between the harmonics gets wider. This moves the curve out to
the right. And as the pulse duration to gets shorter, which means that the duty cycle gets
shorter. the first zero crossing of the envelope moves farther to the right. The practical
significance of this is that higher-frequency pulses with shorter pulse durations have more
harmonics with greater amplitudes. and thus a wider bandwidth is needed to pass the
wave with minimum distortion. For data communication applications, it is generally
assumed that a bandwidth equal to the lirst zero crossing of the envelope is the minimum
that is sufficient to pass enough harmonics for reasonable wavcshape:

Sine function

BW = _!_
to

Example 2-27
A de pulse train like that in Fig. 2-61 (f) has a peak voltage value of 5 V, a frequency
of 4 MHz. and a duty cycle of 30 percent.

a. What i s the average de value? l Vwg

=

\ft0 /T.

Use the formula given in

Fig. 2-61(/).]
Duty cycle

to

=T=

30%

I - f-

I
- 2 5 X I 0- 7 s
4 X IO<i - .

T -

or

0.30

T

= 250 ns

10

= duty cycle X T =

v:,vg

\ito

=T =

0 .3 X 250

\f X duty cycle

=

= 250

X I 0- 9 s

= 75 ns

5 X 0.3

=

~

1.)

v

b. What is the minimum bandwidth necessary to pass this signal without
excessive distortions?
Minimum bandwidth BW

I
to

=- =

I
75 X 10- 9
9

= 0.0 13333 X 10

=

=

13.333 X 106

13.333 MHz

Most of the higher-amplitude harmon ics and thus the most significant part of the
signal power are contained within the l arger area between zero frequency and the l/t 0
point on the curve.
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Rise time

The Relationship Between Rise Time
and Bandwidth
Because a rectangular wave such as a square wave theoretically contains an infinite
number of harmonics, we can use a square wave as the basis for detem1ining the
bandwidth of a signal. If the processing circuit should pass all or an infinite number
of harmonics. the rise and fall times of the square wave will be 7ero. As the bandwidth is decreased by rolling off or filtering out the higher frequencies. the higher
harmonics are greatly attenuated. The effect this has on the square wave is that the
rise and fall times of the waveform become finite and increase as more and more of
the higher harmonics are filtered out. The more restricted the bandwidth, the fewer
the harmonics passed and the greater the rise and fall times. The ultimate restriction
is where all the harmonics are filtered out, leaving only the fundamental sine wave
(Fig. 2-64).
The concept of rise and fall times is illustrated in Fig. 2-67. The rise time t,. is the
time it takes the pulse voltage to rise from its I 0 percent value to its 90 percent value.
The fall time t1 is the time it takes the voltage to drop from the 90 percent value to the
10 percent value. Pulse width to is usually measured at the 50 percent amplitude points
on the leading (rise) and trailing (fall) edges of the pulse.
A ..,imple mathematical expression relating the rise time of a rectangular wave and
the bandwidth of a circuit required to pass the wave without distonion is
BW

=

0.35
t,.

Example 2-28
A pulse train has a rise time of 6 ns. WhaL is the minimum bandwidth to pass this
pulse train faithfully?
t,. = 6 ns = 0.006 J.LS

. .
B
Mumnum W

0.35
= 0.00
= 58.3 MHz
6

This is the bandwidth of the circuit required to pass a signal containing the highe~t 
frequency component in a square wave with a ri se time of 1,.. fn this expression, the bandwidth is really the upper 3-dB down cutoff frequency of the circui t given in megahertz.
The rise time of the output '>quare wave is given in microseconds. For example, if the
square wave output of an amplifier has a ri se time of 10 ns (0.01 J.L'>), the bandwidth of
the circuit must be at leaM BW = 0.35/0.01
35 MHz.
Rearranging the formula, you can calculate the rise time of an output signal from the
circuit whose bandwidth is given: 1,. = 0.35/BW. For example, a circuit with a 50-MHz
bandwidth will pas~ a square wave with a minimum rise time of tr = 0.35/50 =
0.007 J.LS = 7 ns.
This simple relationship permits you to quickly determine the approximate bandwidth of a circuit needed to pass a rectangular waveform with a given rise time. Thi~
relationship is widely used to express the frequency response of the vertical amplifier in
an o<>cilloscope. Oscillo!>cOpe specifications often give only a rise time figure for the
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Figure 2-67

Rise and fall times of a pulse.
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vertical amplifier. An oscilloscope with a 60-MHt. bandwidth would pas~ rectangular
waveforms with rise time~ as short as lr = 0.35/60 = 0.00583 J.L~ = 5.83 ns.

Example 2-29
A circuit hac; a bandwidth of 200 kHz. What is the fastest rise time this circuit
will pa~s?
0.35
200 kH7 = 0.2 MHz
and
)
fr(J.LS = J(MHz)
fr

=

0.35

0.

2

= 1.75 J.LS

Similarly. an oscilloscope whose vertical amplifier is rated at 2 ns (0.002 J.LS) has a
bandwidlh or upper cutoff frequency of BW = 0.35/0.002 = 175 M Ht.. What this means
is that the vertical amplifier of the oscilloscope has a bandwidth adequate to pass a sufficient number of harmonics so that the resulting rectangular wave h~ a ri'>e time of
2 ns. This docs not indicate the rise time of the input square wave itself. To take thi!.
into account. you use the formula
fr

where tn
f,0
fr

= l.lVt~ + (~0

= rise time of input square wave
= rise time of amplifier

= composite ri se time of amplifier output

The expression can be expanded to include lhe effect of additional stages of amplification
by simply adding the squares of the individual rise times to the above expression before
taking the square root of it.
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Example 2-30
A n oscilloscope has a bandwidth of 60 MHL The input square wave has a rise time of
15 ns. What i s the ri se time of the displayed square wave?
Ira

.

(osctlloscope)
lr;

Ira

=

0.35
60

= 0.005 833 J.I.S = ).- 833 ns

= 15 ns

(composite) = 1.1

1.1

\ft"r+ 1;, -

1.1 V(l5) 1

+ (5.833f

V259 = 17.7 ns

Keep in mind that the bandwidth or upper cut-off frequency derived from the ri se
time formula on the previous page pa~ses only the harmonics needed to support the ri se
time. There are harmonics beyond this bandwidth that nlso contribute to unwanted emissions and noise.

The spectrum analyzer shows a frequency-domain plot of electronic
signals. It is the key test instrument in designing, analyzing, and
troubleshooting communication equipment.
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CHAPTER REVIEW
Summary
It is common in communication -.ystems to cascade components that have gain and los'> so that loss can be offset by
adding a gain <,tage. and 'icc ver-.<1. The formulas for voltage.
current. and power gain and los'> are commonly expressed in
terms of decibels, or in dBm. Tuned pamllel or series circuits
are made up of inductor<, and capacitors that resonate at
c;pecilic frequencies. Both coib and capacitors offer an opposition to alternating current known as reactance. Like resistance. it is an oppo'>ition that directly affects the amount of
current in the circuit. Another reactive effect is capacitance.
Combining rcsi'>tancc, inductance. and capacitance produces
a total opposition of the combined components known as
impedance.
A filter is a frequency-'>elcctive circuit designed to pas~
some frequencies and reject others. There are both active and
passive filters. The five basic kinds or filter circuits are low-

pass. high-pa.,.,, bandpa'>'>. band-reject. and all-pass. The type
of tilter material (e.g., crystal or ceramic) affects selecti' ity.
Filter'> are made with resistor-capacitor (RC) or inductorcapacitor (LC) networks. RC filters are uc;ed at frequencie-.
below I 00 k Ht, and LC fi hers are used at frequencies to se\'eral hundred megahcnz. Crystal, ceramic. and <,urfacc
acoustic wave (SAW) filters arc used to provide high selectivity at high frequencies from I MHt. to 5 GHz. Switched capacitor liltcr!-1 and active fi lters offer a way to get very high
~elcctivity without inductors in integrated circuits.
The Fourier theory provide., a way to analyze complex
(nonsinu~oidal) signal s to determine their harmon ic frequency content. Fourier theory allows you to determine the
bandwidth needed to pass a rectangular wave of given frequency and duty cycle. The bandwidth of a pulse signal i~
related to its rise time.

Quest ions
1. What happen'> to capacitive reactance as the frequency of
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

operation incrca.,e-.?
As frequency decrea...es. ho'' does the reactance of a coil
vary?
What is c;kin effect, and how does it affect the Q of a coil?
What happen'> to a wire when a ferrite bead is placed
around it'?
What i!, the name given to the widely used coil form that
is shaped like a doughnut?
Describe the current and impedance in a series RLC circuit at resonance.
Describe the current and impedance in a parallel RLC
circuit at resonance.
State in your own words the relationship between Q and
the bandwidth
a tuned circuit.

9. What kind of filter i<; used to select a single signal frequency from many .,ignals?
10. What l..ind of filter would you usc to get rid of an annoying 120- llt hum?
11. What docs 'electi' ity mean?
12. State the Fourier theory in your own words.
13. Define the terms time domain and .frequency domain.
14. Write the first four odd harmonics of 800 Hz.
IS. What waveform is made up of even har monics only?
What waveform is made up of odd harmonics only?
16. Why is a nonsinusoidal signal distorted when it passes
through a li Iter'?

or

Problems

• 1. What i' the gain of an amplifier with an output of 1.5 V
and an input of 30 J.L V? •
2. What i., the attenuation of a voltage divider like that in
Fig. 2-3. where R1 is 3.3 k!l and R'l is 5.1 kO?
3. What i., the overall gain or attenuation of the combination formed by ca<;cading the circuits described in Problems I and 2? •
4. Three amplifier~ with gains of 15. 22. and 7 are cascaded; the input voltage is 120 J.L Y. What are the overall
gain and the output voltages of each stage?

5. A piece of communication equipment has two <,tages of
amplilication with gains of 40 and 60 and two loss stages
with attenuation factors of 0.03 and 0.075. The output
voltage is 2.2 V. What are the overall gain (or attenuation) and the input voltage? •
6. Find the voltage gain or attenuation. in decibels, for each
of the circuit!-. described in Problems I through 5.
7. A power amplifier has an output of 200 Wand an input
of 8 W. What is the power gain in decibels? •
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8. A power amplifier has a gain of 55 dB. The input power
i'> 600 mW. What is the output power?
9. An amplifier has an output of 5 W. What is its gain in
dBm'? •
10. A communication system has five stages, with gains and
attenuations of 12. - 45, 68, - 31, and 9 dB. What is the
overall gain?
J 1. What is the reactance of a 7-pF capacitor at 2 GHz?
12. What value of capacitance is required to produce SO !1 of
reactance at 450 MHz?
13. Calculate the inductive reactance of a 0.9-p.H coil at
800 MHt.
14. At what frequency will a 2-p.H inductor have a reactance
of 300 H?
15. A 2.5-p.H inductor has a re~istance of 23 !1. At a frequency of 35 MHz, what is its Q?
16. What is the resonant frequency of a 0.55-p.H coil with a
capacitance of 22 pF?
17. What is the value of inductance that will resonate with an
80-pF capacitor at 18 MH7?

18. What is the bandwidth of a parallel resonant circuit that
has an inductance of 33 p.H with a resistance of 14 0 and
a capacitance of 48 pF?
19. A series resonant circuit has upper and lower cutoff frequencies of 72.9 and 70.5 MHL. What is its bandwidth?
20. A resonant circuit has a peak output voltage of 4.5 mV.
What is the voltage output at the upper and lower cutoff
frequencies?
21. What circuit Q is required to give a bandwidth of
36 MHz at a frequency of 4 GHt?
22. Find the impedance of a parallel re!>onant circuit with
L = 60 p.H, R11 = 7 0. and C = 22 pF.
23. Write the first four term!> of the Fourier equation of a
sawtooth wave that has a peak-to-peak amplitude of 5 V
and a frequency of I00 kHt.
24. An oscilloscope has a rise time of 8 ns. What is the
highest-frequency sine wave that the scope can display?
25. A low-pass !i Iter has a cutoff frequency of 24 MHz. What
b the fastest rise time that a rectangular wave that will
pass through the filter can have?
•Ans11en wSeleued Pmhlenu f olloll Chap. 22

Critical Thinking
l. Explain how capacitance and inductunce can exist in a

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.
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circuit without lumped capacitors and inductor components being present.
How can the voltage across the coil or capacitor in a series resonant circuit be greater than the source vollage at
resonance'!
What type of filter would you u\e to prevent the harmonic~ generated by a transmiuer from reaching the antenna?
What kind of filter would you use on a TV set to prevent
a ~ignal from a CB radio on 27 MHz from interfering
with a TV signal on channel 2 at 54 MHz?
Explain why it is possible to reduce the effective Q of a
parallel resonant circuit by connecting a resistor in parallel with it.
A parallel resonant circuit has an inductance of 800 nH.
a winding resistance of 3 !1, and a capacitance of 15 pF.
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7.

8.

9.

10.

Calculate (a) resonant frequency, (b) Q. (c) bandwidth.
(d) impedance at resonance.
For the previous circuit, what would the bandwidth be if
you connected a 33-k!l resistor in parallel with the tuned
circuit?
What value of capacitor would you need to produce a
high-pass filter"' ith a cutoff frequency of -+8kHz with a
resistor value of 2.2 k!1?
What is the minimum bandwidth needed to pass a periodic pulse train whose frequency is 28.8 kHz and duty
cycle is 20 percent? 50 percent?
Refer to Fig. 2-61. Examine the various wavefom1s and
Fourier expressions. What circuit do you think might
make a good but simple frequency doubler?

Amplitude Modulation
Fundamentals
•

l

n the modulation process, the baseband voice, video, or digital signal modifies
another. higher-frequency signal called the carrier, which is usually a sine wave.
A sine wave carrier can be modified by the intelligence signal through amplitude modulation, frequency modulation, or phase modulation. The focus of this
chapter is amplitude modulation (AM).

Objectives
After completing this chapter. you will be able to:

• Ca lcu late the modulation index and percentage of modulation of an AM
signal, given the amplitudes of the carrier and modulating signa ls.
•

Define overmodulation and explain how to alleviate its effects.

•

Explain how the power in an AM signa l is distributed between the carrier
and the sideband, and then compute the carrier and sideband powers,
given the percentage of modulation.

• Compute sideband frequencies, given carrier and modulating signal
frequencies.
• Compare time-domain, frequency-domain, and phasor representations of
an AM signal.
•

Explain what is meant by the terms 058 and 558 and state the main
advantages of an SSB signal over a conventional AM signal.

• Calculate peak envelope power (PEP}, given signal voltages and load
impedances.

Carrier

Amplitude modulation (AM)

3-1 AM Concepts
As the name suggests. in AM, the infom1ation signal varies the amplitude of the carrier
sine wave. The instantaneous value of the carrier amplitude change., in accordance with
the amplitude and frequency variations of the modulating signal. Figure 3-1 shows a singlefrequency sine wave intelligence signal modulating a higher-frequency carrier. The carrier
frequency remains constant during the modulation procc~)). but it~ amplitude varies in
accordance with the modulating signal. An increase in the amplitude of the modulating
signal cau!>es the amplitude of the carrier to increase. Both the po~itive and the negative
peal-..s of the carrier wave vary with the modulating ~ignal. An increa~e or a decrease in
the amplitude of the modulating ~ignal causes a corresponding increa<,e or decrease in both
the positi\'e and the negati\e peal-..<, of the carrier amplitude.
An imaginary line connecting the po~itive peah and negative peah of the carrier
waveform (the dashed line in Fig. 3-1) gives the exact <,hape of the modulating
information signal. Thi!> imaginary line on the carrier waveform i~ known as the
Envelope

envelope.

Because complex waveforms such as that shown in Fig. 3- 1 arc difficult to draw,
they are often simplified by representing the high-frequency carrier wave as many equally
spaced vertical lines whose amplitudes vary in accordance with a modulating signal. a~
in Fig. 3-2. This method of repre~o,entation is used throughout this book.
The signals illustrated in Figs. 3- 1 and 3-2 show the ,·ariation of the carrier amplitude with respect to time and arc .,aid to be in the time domain. Time-domain signalsvoltage or current variation~ that occur over time-are di-,played on the ~creen of an
o~ci lloscope.
Using trigonometric functions. we can express the sine wave carrier with the simple
ex pres~ ion
11,

= V, sin 27rJ;.t

In this expression. uc represents the instantaneous value of the carrier sine wave voltage
at some specilic time in the cycle: V, represents the peak value of the constant unmodulated carrier sine wave a., mea..,urcd between zero and the maximum amplitude of either
the po'>itive-going or the negati,c-going alternations (Fig. 3- I): J;. is the frequency of the
carrier sine wave: and t is a particular point in time during the carrier cycle.
A sine wave modulating !>ignal can be expressed with a 'oimilar formula
U111

=V

111

sin 27Tj,,t

= instantaneous value or information signal
v, = peak ampl illldc or information signal
J,, = frequency of modulating signal

where ulll

Figure 3-1

Amplitude modulation. (o) The modulating or information signal. (b) The modulated carrier.
Carner peak IS
zero reference
for modulat1ng signal

AM

Vc

\

wave

Envelope

I

v.
0 .....%..#+H#H+++Ir++f-H-+fli-A-I+-4++'1+++H+tt+t+t- Time

Time
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Unmodulated
earner wave

Figure 3-2

A simplified method of representing an AM high-frequency sine wave.
Equally spaced verttcal hnes
represent constant-frequency
carrier sme wave

In Fig. 3- 1. the modulating '>ignal U!\es the peak value of the carrier rather than tero
as it~; reference point. The envelope of the modulating signal \arie~ abO\c and below the
peal- carrier amplitude. That is. the zero reference line of the modulating "ignal coincides with the peal-. value of the unmodulated canier. Becau<-.e of this. the relative amplitudes of the carrier and modulating o;ignal <ue important. I n general. the amplitude of the
modulating signal '-.hould be less than the amplitude of the carrier. When the amplitude
of the modulating signal i). greater than the amplitude of the carrier. distortion wi ll occur.
causing incorrect information to be transmitted. In amplitude modulation. it is parlicularly important that the peak value of lhe modulating signal be less thun the peak value
of the carri er. M athematically,

GOOD TO KNOW
In this text, radian measure will
be used for all angles unless
otherwise indicated. One radian
is approximately 57.3°.

Value<-. for the carrier signal and the modulating signal can be used in a formula
to express the complete modu lated wave. First, keep in mind that the peal-. value of
the carrier is the n.:ference point for the modulating signal: the value of the modul ating
:-..ignal is added to or subtracted from the peak value of the carrier. The instantaneou:-..
value of either the top or the bottom voltage envelope tit can be computed by u'>ing
the equation
tit

= V,

+

tl,

= V<.

+ V,

-;in 21Tf,,.t

\\hich c~prcs'>C'- the fact that the instantaneou~ value of the modulating signal algebraicall) add.., to the peak value of the can·ier. Thus we can write the instantancou<. \'alue
of the complete modulated wa'e t11 by substituting Vt for the peak value carrier \Oitage

or

V,.

a-,

folio\'.~:

v2

= t11 sin 2r.f..t

Now )-.Ub'-.tituting the previou<;ly derived expression for "t and expanding, we get the
following:
t~2 -

( V,

+

V111 sin 27r/ 111t) sin 21r};1

=

V'" sin 27Tf, t

GOOD TO KNOW
If the amplitude of the modulating signal is greater than the
amplitude of the carrier,
distortion will occur.

+ (V, sin 21Tj;,t) (~in 2-rr;{;.r)
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Figure 3-3

Amplitude modulator showing input and output signals.
lnlormatlon
or
modulating
signal

Output

•

Modulator

Vc son 2o.fcl +
V., sin 2r.fmt (s1n 2r.fcl)

Carrier
signal

Modulator

where u2 i!l the instantaneous value of the AM wave (or uAM). v.. sin 27T_ft.t is the carrier
waveform, and (V, sin 2Trj,,t) (~in 2Trfcl) is the carrier waveform multiplied by the modulating signal waveform. It i!> the second part of the expre~sion that i'> characteri~tic of
AM. A circuit must be able to produce mathematical multiplication of the carrier and
modulating signals in order for AM to occur. The AM wa,·e is the product of the carrier
and modulating signab.
The circuit used for producing AM is called a modulat01: Its two inputs. the carrier
and the modu lati ng signal, and the resu lting outputs are shown in Fig. 3-3. Amplitude
modulators compute the product of the carrier and modulating signals. Circuits that compute the product of two analog signals are also known as analog multipliers. mixers.
converters. product detector... and phase detector<,. A circuit that change'> a lower-frequenC)
ba-;eband or intelligence ~ignalto a higher-frequency '>ignal i~ usually called a modulator.
A circuit used to recover the original intelligence ~ignal from an AM wave is known a~
a detector or demodulator. Mixing and detection applications are discussed in detail in
later chapters.

3-2 Modulation Index and Percentage
of Modulation

Modulation index m

As stated previously. for undi:-torted AM to occur. the modulating signal voltage V, must
be less than the carrier voltage V,. Therefore the relationship between the amplitude of
the modulating signal and the amplitude of the carrier signal i'> important. This relationo;hip. 1-.nown as the modulation index 111 (al<>o called the modulating factor or coefficient, or the degree of modulation). is the ratio
Ill -

Percentage of modulation

VIII

v,

These arc the peak values of the signals. and the carrier voltage i'> the unmodulatcd
Yalue.
Multiplying the modulation index by 100 gives the percemage of modulation. For
example. if the carrier voltage is 9 V and the modulating signal voltage is 7.5 V. the
modulation factor is 0.8333 and the percentage of modulation is 0.833 X 100 = 83.33.

Overmodulation and Distortion
The modulation index should be a number between 0 and I. If the amplitude of the
modulating voltage i~ higher than the carrier voltage, m will be greater than I. causing
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Figure 3-4

Distortion of the envelope caused by overmodulation where the modulating
signal amplitude Vm is greater than the carrier signal Vr.
Envelope tS no longer the same shape as
ongtnal modulattng stgnal

diswrtion of the modulated waveform. I f the distortion is great enough. the intelligence
signal become~ unintelligible. Distortion of voice transmission~ produce~ garbled. harsh,
or unnatural \Ound<; in the speaker. Distortion of video signals produces a scrambled und
inaccurate picture on a TV \Creen.
Simple di-;tortion i'> illustrated in Fig. 3-4. Here a sine wa\C information signal
i<. modulating a '>ine wave carrier, but the modulating voltage is much greater than
the carrier voltage, resulting in a condition called o1·ermodulation. A~ you can sec,
the waveform is nattencd at the t.ero line. The received signal will produce an ou tput waveform in the '>hape of the envelope, which in this case is a sine wave whose
negative peaks have been clipped off. I f the amplitude of the modulating signal is less
than the carrier amplitude. no distortion w ill occur. The ideal conditi on for AM is
when V, - V,, or 111 = I , which gives 100 percent modulation. This resu lts in the
greatest output power at the transmitter and the greatest output voltage at the receiver,
with no distortion.
Preventing overmodulation is tricky. For example, at different times during voice
transmission voices will go from low amplitude to high amplitude. Normally, the amplitude of the modulating signal is adjusted so that only the voice peaks produce 100 percent modulation. This prevents overmodulation and distortion. Automatic circuits called
compression circuits solve this problem by amplifying the lower-level signals and suppressing or compressing the higher-level signals. The result is a higher average power
output level without overmodulation.
Di'>tortion caused by overmodulation also produces adjacent channel interference.
Distortion produces a nonsinusoidal information signal. According to Fourier theory,
any nonc;inusoidal '>ignal can be treated a. a fundamental sine wave at the frequency
of the information signal plus harmonics. Obviously. these harmonics al-.o modul ate
the carrier and can cau-.e interference with other signals on channeb adjacent to the
earner.

Distortion

Overmodulation

GOOD TO KNOW
Distortion caused by overmodulation also produces adjacent
channel interference.
Compression circuit

Percentage of Modulation
The modulation index can be determined by measuring the actual values of the modulation voltage and the can·ier voltage and compuling the ratio. However, it is more common
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Figure 3-5

An AM wave showing peaks Wmaxl and troughs (Vm; 0 ).

-----------------,-----1--------------

'

v,.,..

if

I

0

u

)J

\

I

to compute the modulation index from measurements taken on the composite modulated
wave itself. When the AM signal is displayed on an oscilloscope. the modulation index
can be computed from Vmax and Vmin· as shown in Fig. 3-5. The peak value of the modulating signal V111 is one-half the difference of the peak and trough values:

V

=

vma~ - vmin
2

Ill

As shown in Fig. 3-5, Vmax is the peak value of the signal during modulation, and V 111 ; 11
is the lowest value, or trough, of the modulated wave. The Vmax is one-half the peak-to-peak
value of the AM signal. or Vmax c,,-p/2. Subtracting V,n;n from Vmux produces the peakto-peak value of the modulating signal. One-half of that, of course, is simply the peak
value.
The peak value of the carrier signal Vc is the average of the V,nux and V111; 11 values:

v..= v""" +

Vmin

2

The modulation index is

m=

Vmax vmax

+

Vmin
vmin

The values for Vmux(p- p) and Vmin (,-,•) can be read directly from an oscilloscope screen
and plugged directly into the formula to compute the modulation index.
The amount. or depth. of AM is more commonly expressed as the percentage of
modulation rather than as a fractional value. In Example 3-1. the percentage of modulation
is I 00 X 111. or 66.2 percent. The maximum amount of modulation without signal
distortion, of course, is 100 percent. where V,. and V, are equal. At this time. Vmin = 0
and Vmax = 2 V111 , where V111 is the peak value of the modulating signal.
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Example 3-1
Suppose thal on an A M signal, the Vmax("- '') value read from the graticulc on the
oscilloscope screen is 5.9 divisions and Vmm<p-11 ) is 1.2 divisions.
a. What is the modulation index'?
Ill

Vmax - V"""
Vmax + Vnun

-

5.9 - 1.2
5.9 + 1.2

= 4.7 7.1

O
.662

b. Calculate V,., V,, and m if the vertical scale is 2 V per division. (Him:
Sketch the signal. )
V

'

= vm"' +2 \!"'"' = 5.9 +2

1.2

= -7.2 1 = ·3 ·5S· @ -2divv

V, . = 3.55 X 2 Y = 7.I V

~n=

Vma' - V"'"'
2

= 2.35@
v,

= -

v,.

5.9- 1.2
2

=

4.7
2

2Y
.

dJV

V, = 2.35 X 2 Y
Ill

=

4.7
7.1

=-

= 4.7 Y
0.662

3-3 Sidebands and the
Frequency Domain
Whenever a carrier i~ modulated by an information signal. new signab at different
frequencies arc generated as part of the process. Thc!>c new frequencies. which arc called
side frequencies. or sidebands, occur in the frequency spectrum directly above and
directly below the carrier frequency. More specifically. the sidebands occur at frequencies
that are the sum and difference of the carrier and modulating frequencies. When signals
of more than one frequency make up a wavefom1. it i'> often better to show the AM
'>ignal in the frequency domain rather than in the time domain.

Sideband

Sideband Calculations
When onl y a single-frequency !-.inc wave modulating ~igna l is used. the modulation
process generates two sidebands. I f the modulating '>ignal b a complex wave. such as
Yoice or video. a whole range of frequencies modulate the carrier. and thus a whole range
of ..,ideband<; are generated.
The upper sideband ksu and lower <,ideband J. sn arc computed as
/usa

= .f.. + .1;"

and

Ji_•m - ;;. - J,"

where J,. is the can·ier frequency and ;;" is the modulating frequency.
The cxi~tcncc of sidebands can be demonstrated mathematically, starting with the
equation for an AM '>ignal described pre\ iously:

u",1 = V,. !>in 27r.f;r + (V, sin 27Tj,,r) ('in 27rf, t)
Amplitude Modulation rundamcntals
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By using the u·igonometric identity that says that the product of two -,inc waves is
.
.
cos (A - B)
cos (A + 8)
Stn A Stn 8 =
2
2
and sub'ltituting this identity into the expression a modulated wave, the instantaneous
amplitude of the signal becomes

uAvt

=

.
V< stn 27Tfc./

V"'

+ 2 em. 2m(fc

2V, cos 2m(/,

- /,,) -

+ fm)

where the first term i~ the carrier: the ~econd term, containing the difference f. - ,f,,, i..,
the lower i>ideband: and the third term, containing the sum fc. + ,{,,. is the upper
sideband.
For example. assume that a 400-Ht tone modulates a 300-k Ht carrier. The upper
and lower '>ideband'> are

.fuso

.fum

= 300.000 + 400 = 300.400 Ht
= 300.000 - 400 = 299.600 Ht

or

300.4 k ilt

or

299.6 kHt.

Observing an AM signal on an oscilloscope. you can see the amplitude varimion<;
of the carrier with respect to time. Thi~ time-domain di<>play give' no ob\ious or outward indication of the existence of the sidebands, although the modulation proces~ docs
indeed produce them, as the equation above shows. An AM signal is really a composite
signal formed from several components: the carrier sine wave is added to the upper and
lower sidebands. as the equation indicates. This is illustrated graphically in Fig. 3-6.

Figure 3-6

The AM wave is the algebraic sum of the carrier and upper and lower sideband sine waves. (a) Intelligence or modulating signal. (b) Lower sideband.
(c) Carrier. (d) Upper sideband. (e) Compostte AM wave.
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These instantaneous

amplitudes are added

r

~/produce this sum

Figure 3-7

A frequency-domain d1splay of an AM signal (voltage).
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fc

fuse
fc I fm

Frequency -

Adding these 'ignab together algebraically at every in~tantaneous point along the time
axi!> and plotting the result yield the AM wave shown in the figure. It i'> a 'ine wave at
the carrier frequency whose amplitude varies as determined by the modulating ~ignal.

Frequency-Domain Representation of AM
Another method of showing the <;ideband signals i!> to plot the carrier and !>idcband
amplitudes with re~pect to frequency, as in Fig. 3-7. Here the horizontal axi'> n.:prescnts
frequenc). and the \erticaJ axi-. reprc.,cnt~ the amplitude!> of the -;ignal<.. The 'ignals may
be voltage, current. or power amplitudes and may be given in peak or nn!> values. A plot
of signal amplitude versu~ frequency i:-. referred to as a ji·equency-domain display. A test
instrument known as a spectru111 ana/yz.er is used to display the frequency domain of
a signal.
Figure 3-8 '>how<, the relation-.hip between the time- and frequency-domain display'>
of an AM signal. The time and frequency axes arc perpendicular to each other. The
amplitude'> shov.n in the frequency-domain displa) arc the peak values of the carrier and
c;idcband sine waves.
Whenever the modulating signal is more complex than a !>ingle sine wave tone. multiple upper and lower sidebands arc produced by the AM process. For exampll.!. a voice

Figure 3-8

Frequency-domain display
Spectrum analyzer

The relationship between the time and frequency domains.
Upper
Sideband
(fc t fm )

~

Peak
amplitudes
ol

fc

f,

f.,.

\

AM wave (frequency doma1n)
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Figure 3-9

The upper and lower sidebands of a voice modulator AM signal.
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signal consists of many sine wave components of different frequencies mixed
together. Recall that voice frequencies occur in the 300- to 3000-Hz range. Therefore.
\'Oice signal:o. produce a range of frequencie~ above and below the carrier frequency. as
shown in Fig. 3-9. These sidebands take up spectrum space. The total bandwidth of an
AM signal is calculated by computing the maximum and minimum sideband
frcquencie~. This is done by finding the ~um and difference of the carrier frequency and
maximum modulating frequency (3000 H 1., or 3 kHt. in Fig. 3-9). For example, if the
carrier frequency is 2.8 M Hz (2800 k H 1.). then the maximum and minimum sideband
frequencies are

.fusu

= 2800 + 3 = 280:1 kHz

and

.fi.sB

= 2800 -

3

= 2797 k Hl

The total bandwidth is <;imply the difference between the upper and lower sideband
frequencies:
BW =/usn - fLsa

2803 - 2797 = 6 kHz

As it turn.., out. the bandwidth of an AM signal i.., twice the highest frequency in the
modulating signal: BW = 2/,,., where .fm i~ the maximum modulating frequency. In the
case of a voice signal whose maximum frequency i~ 3 k H z, the total bandwidth is simply
BW

= 2<3 kHz) = 6 I..Hz

Example 3-2
A <;tandard AM broadcast station is allowed to transmit modulating frequencies up to
5 kHz. I f the AM station is tran~mining on a frequency of 980 kHz. compute the
maximum and minimum upper and lower sidebands and the total bandwidth occupied
by the AM station.

Jess

= 980 + 5 = 985 I..Hz

Asn

= 980 = fuss -

BW
BW

A~

= 975 kHz
fum = 985 = 2(5 kH1.) = 10 I..H7
5

975

=

10 kHt

or

Example 3-2 indicates, an AM broadcast station has a total bandwidth of 10 kHz.
In addition. AM broadca<;t stations are spaced every 10 k H t acros~ the <,pectrum from
540 to 1600kHz. Thi~ is illustrated in Fig. 3-10. The ~ideband~ from the fir tAM broadcast frequency extend down to 535 kHz and up to 545 kHz, forming a 10-kHz channel
for the signal. The highest channel frequency is 1600 kH£. with sidebands extending
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Figure 3-10

Frequency spectrum of AM broadcast band.
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from 1595 up to 1605 kH7. There are a total of 107 I 0-kH;-wide channels for A M
radio ~lations.

Pulse Modulation

Pulse modulation

When complex s i gnal ~ such as pulses or rectangu lar waves modulate a carrier. a broad
spectrum of sidebands are produced. According to Fourier theory, complex signals such
as square waves. triangular waves, sawtooth waves, and distorted sine waves arc simply
made up of a fundamental sine wave and numerous harmonic signals at different amplitudes. A~sume that a carrier i~ amplitude-modulated by a square wave which il- made up
of a fundamental sine wave and all odd harmonics. A modulating square wave will produce sideband!-. at frequencies based upon the fundamental ~inc wave a~ well a<, at the
third. fifth. seventh. etc .. harmonics. resulting in a frequency-domain plot like that shown
in Fig. 3-11. A'> can be seen. pulses generate extremely wide-bandwidth signall.. In order
for a square wa\'C to be transmitted and faithfully received without distortion or degradation. all lhe mO\t '>ignilicant sidebands must be passed by the antenna'> and the tran\mitting and receiving circuits.
Figure 3-12 show., the AM wave resulting when a square wave modulates a <,ine
wave carrier. In Fig. 3-12(a). the percentage of modulation is 50; in Fig. 3-12(/J). it i'>
100. In this ca~e. when the square wave goes negative. it drives the carrier amplitude to
tero. Amplitude modulation by !>quare waves or rectangular binary pul\es i!-. referred to
as amplitude-ship keying (ASK). ASK is used in some types of data communication when
binary information i:- to be transmitted.
Another crude type of amplitude modulation can be achieved by simply turning the
carri er off and on. An example is the transmitti ng of M orse code by using dots and dashes.

Figure 3-1 1

Amplitude-shift keying (ASK)

Frequency spectrum of an AM signal modulated by a square wave.
Carrier

Sidebands
produced by the
fundamental and
11s harmonocs
Fundamental

Seventh
harmon1c
Third
Fifth
harmonic
harmon1c

1
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Figure 3-12

Amplitude modulation of a sine wave carrier by a pulse or rectangular wave
is called amplitude-shift keying. (a) Fifty percent modulation. (b) One hundred
percent modulation.

\

(a)
'-.. earner

f
(b)

Continuous-wave (CW)
transmission
ON/OFF keying (OOK)

Splatter

A dot i., a short burst of carrier. and a dash is a longer burst of carrier. Figure 3- I 3 show\
the tran~mission of the letter P. which is dot-da~h-dash-dot (pronounced "dit-dah-dahdit"). The time duration of a dash is 3 times the length of a dot, and the spacing between
dots and dashes is one dot time. Code transmissions such as this arc usually called
continuous-wave (CW) rra11.wnissions. This kind of transmission i!> also referred to as
ON/OFF keying (OOK). Oe!>pite the fact that only the carrier is being tran..,miucd,
sideband\ arc generated by '>uch ON/OFF -.ignals. The sideband!> re!>ult from the
frequency or repetition rate of the pulse!. themselves plus their harmonic!>.
As indicated earlier. the distortion of an analog signal by overmodulation also
generates harmonics. For example, the spectrum produced by a 500- 11 ~: sine wave modulating a carrier of I MHz is shown in Fig. 3- 14(a). The total bandwidth of the signal
is I kJ-IL However, if the modulating signal is distorted, the second. third, fourth, and
higher harmonics are generated. These harmonics also modulate the carrier. producing
many more '>idcband!.. as illustrated in Fig. 3-14(/J). Assume that the distortion is such
that the harmonic amplitudes beyond the fourth harmonic are in~igniticant (usually less
than I percent); then the total bandwidth of the resulting signal is about 4 kHz instead
of the I -kH1.. bandwidth that would result without overmodulation and distortion. The
harmonics can overlap into adjacent channels. where other signals may be present and
interfere with them. Such harmonic sideband interference is sometimes called splarrer
becau'>C of the way it soun<.Jo.. at the receiver. Ovcrmodulation and splatter are easily
eliminated simply by reducing the level of the modulating signal by using gain control
or in some cases by using amplitude-limiting or compression circuit'>.

Figure 3-13

Sending the letter P by Morse code. An example of ON/OFF keying (OOK).
Dash time = three dot hmes

I
I
I

Dot:
II

:
I
I

Onedotllme
spacmg beiWeen
dots and dashes
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Dash

Dash
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Figure 3- 14

The effect of overmodulation and distortion on AM signal bandwidth. (a) Sine wave of 500 Hz modulating a
1- MHz carrier. (b) Distorted 500-Hz sine wave with significant second, third, and fourth harmonics.
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3-4 AM Power
In radio lran<;mi).sion, the AM signal i~ amplified by a power amplifier and fed to the
antenna with a characteristic impedance that is ideally, but not neces~arily, a lmo~t pure
re~isrance. The AM -.ignaJ is reall) a composite of ...cveral !>ignal voltage).. namely.
the carrier and the two sideband<;, and each of these '>ignals produces power in the
antenna. The total transmitted power P r is simply the sum of the carrier power P'" and
the power in the two sidebands Pus11 and PLSn:

P,

=

Pr + Pum + Pusn

You can sec how the power in an AM signal is di!'.tributed and calculated by going
back to the original AM equation:
UAM

.
v,
= V,.!>Ill 2r..ftl + 2 COS 27il{fr -

v,

Z

fm)

cos 2m(fr

.

+}

111 )

where the tirst term is the can·ier, the second term is the lower sideband. and the third
term is the upper sideband.
Now. remember that V, and V111 arc peak valuel. of the carrier and modulating sine
waves. respective!). For power calculations. rms values must be used for the voltages.
We can convert from peak to rm., b) dividing the peal,. 'aluc by v'2 or multiplying by
0. 707. The rms carrier and sideband voltages are then

v, S .ill 27T,{../ + 2VIII
V2
V2 cos 2 Til (J,.

VAM -

-

/')

. Ill

The power in the carrier and sidebands can be calculated by using the power formula P = V 2/R. where Pis the output power. Vis the rm<, output voltage. and R is the
resistive part of the load impedance. which is usually an antenna. We just need to use
the coefficient!> on the sine and cosine terms above in the power formu la:

Pr

=

(VJ\12f

(V,/2VZf

-R
- - + - -R

(V,/2VZ)2
V/
V,/
V,}
+
R
- 2R + 8R + 8R

Remembering that we can cxprcs\ the modulating !>lgnal V, in tem1<. of the carrier V,.
by using the exprc!>~ion given earlier for the modulation index 111 = V,IV,.; we can \\rite

V,

= mV..

if we CXprCSS the Sideband powers in term s Of the CWTiCr power. the total power
becomes
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Since the term V}12R is equal to the rms carrier power P,., it can be factored out.
giving

2(

., 2)

Vc
mIll
P = -1+- +4

2R

1

4

Finally, we get a handy formula for computing the total power in an AM signal when
the carrier power and the percentage of modul ation are known:

(

')

mPr= P, I+ 2

For example. if the carrier of ~m AM transmitter is 1000 Wand it ic; modulated 100 percent
(Ill = I). the toraJ AM power i"
2

P1

= 1000( I + ~ ) =

1500 W

Of the total power. 1000 W of it i~ in the carrier. That leaves 500 W in both ~ide
bands. Since the sidebands are equal in size. each -,ideband has 250 W.
For a 100 percent modulated AM transmitter. the total -.ideband power i~ always
one-half that of the carrier power. A 50-k W transmitter carrier that is I 00 percent modulated will have a sideband power of 25 kW, with 12.5 kW in each sideband. The total
power for the AM signal is the sum of the carrier and "ideband power. or 75 kW.
When the percentage of modulation i ... lc...s than the optimum 100. there is much less
power in the ...idebands. For example. for a 70 percent modu lated 250-W carrier, the total
power in the composite AM signal is
1

PT - 250 ( I

07 )
+~

=

250(1

+ 0.245) = 311.25 w

Of the total. 250 W i ... in the carrier. leaving 311.25 - 250
There is 61.25/2 or 30.625 W in each :-ideband.

= 61.25 W

in the sidebands.

Example 3-3
An AM tran'>rnitter ha!> a carrier power of 30 W. The percentage of modulation is
85 percent. Calcu late (a) the total power and (b) the power in one sideband.

a. Pr = P, (I +
Pr

11 2

~ ) = 30 [ I + (O.~Sf] = 30( I + 0·7~25 )

= 30( I .36125) = 40.8 W

b. P58 (both) = P 1
Ps8 (one) =

-

P,

= 40.8 -

30

=

10.8 W

Psu
10.8
= - - = 5.4 W
2
2

I n the real world, it i!' diflicult to determine AM power by measuring the output
voltage and calculating the power wirh the expression P = V 2/R. However, it is easy to
measure the current in the load. For example. you can use an RF ammeter connected in
<,cries with an antenna to observe antenna current. When the antenna impedance is
known, the output power is easily calculated by using the formula

P 1 = f/R
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where l r = IcY( I + m2/2). Here fc is the unmodulated carrier current in the load. and
m is the modulation index. For example. the total output power of an 85 percent modulated AM transmitter, whose unmodulated carrier current into a 50-0 antenna l oad
impedance i s 10 A, is

I( + o

2

lr

=

10\j 1

85 )
~

Pr

=

11.67 2 (50)

=

=

10Yl.36 J25

136.2(50)

=

=

I 1.67 A

6809 W

One way to lind the percentage of modu lation is to measure both the modulated and
the unmodu lated antenna currents. Then, by algebraically rearranging the formula above,
111 can be calculated directly:

Suppose that the unmodulated antenna current is 2.2 A. That is the current produced
by the carrier only. or fc. Now, if the modulated antenna current is 2.6 A. the modulation index is

m =

)2[G:~J I] =Y2[(1.18f -

I ]=

\10.7934 =0.89

The percentage of modulation i~ 89.
As you can see. the power in the sidebands depends on the value of the modulation
index. The greater the percentage of modulation, the higher the sideband power and the
higher the total power transmitted. Of course, maximum power appears in the sidebands
when the carrier is I 00 percent modulated. The power in each sideband Psn is given by
Pss

=

PLss

= Puss

P,.m2
= --

4

An example of a time-domain display of an AM signal (power) is as follows.

Assuming 100 percent modulation where the modulation factor 111 = I. the power in
each sideband is one-fourth, or 25 percent, of the carrier power. Since there are two sidebands, their power together represents 50 percent of the carrier power. For example, if the
carrier power is I 00 W, then at I 00 percent modulation, 50 W wi II appear in the sidebands. 25 W in each. The total transmitted power. then, is the sum of the carrier and sideband powers. or 150 W. The goal in AM is to keep the percentage of modul ation as high
as possible without overmodulation so that maximum sideband power is transmitted.
The carrier power represents two-thirds of the total transmitted power. Assuming
I 00- W carrier power and a total power of I 50 W, the carrier power percentage is
I 00/ 150 = 0.667. or 66.7 percent. The sideband power percentage is thus 50/ ISO = 0.333,
or 33.3 percent.
The carrier itself conveys no information. The carrier can be transmitted and received.
but unless modulation occurs. no information wi ll be transmitted. When modulation occurs.
sidebands are produced. lt is easy to conclude, therefore, that all the transmitted information is contained within the sidebands. Only one-third of the total transmitted power is
allotted to the sidebands. and the remaining two-thirds is literally wasted on the carrier.
Amplilllde Modu lation Fundamentals
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At lower percentages of modulation. the power in the sidebands is even less. For
example, assuming a carrier power of 500 W and a modulation of 70 percent. the power
in each sideband is

Psa

P<m

500(0.7) 2
4

2

= -~- = -

=

500(0.49)
4

= 61.25 W

and the total sideband power is 122.5 W. The carrier power. of course. remain~ unchanged
at 500 W.
As stated previously. complex \Oice and video !>ignals vary over a wide amplitude and frequency range. and 100 percent modulation occurs onl) on the peaks of
the modulating signal. For this rea<,on. the average sideband power is considerably
lower than the ideal 50 percent that would be produced by I 00 percent modulation.
With less sideband power tran~miued. the received signal i~> weaker and communication is less reliable.

Example 3-4
An antenna has an impedance of 40 n. An unmodulated AM signal produces a current
of 4.8 A. The modulation is 90 percent. Calculate (a) the carrier power. (b) the total
power. and (c) the sideband power.

a.

P,. = 12R

b.

1-r = I .

= (~.8f{40) = {23.~){40)

= 921.6 W

8 ~ (0. )2- 48JI
'V~
-r2 = 4·\j'
-t 2
.

lr

+ 0·81
2

= 4.8 v'fA05 = 5. 7 A

Pr = 1/ R
c. Psa

9

1

= P1 -

= {5.7f{40) = 32.49{40) =
Pc = 1295 - 921.6

1295 W

= 373.4 W ( 186.7 W each sideband)

Example 3-5
The transmitter in Example 3-4 experiences an antenna current change from 4.8 A
unmodulated to 5.1 A. What is the percentage of modulation?

m

=

j2[C:Y 1]

-~~:~Y -~
= \ h[ { 1.0625f
- \12(TI3

= v'2(0.13)
= vo:26
Ill

= 0.51

The percentage of modulation is 51.
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Example 3-6
What i~ the power in one sideband of the transmitter in Example 3-4?

p

SB

-

, P,
4

Ill-

(0.9):!(921.6)
4

746.5
4

=-

= 186.6 w

De~pite its inefficiency. AM i<. <>till widely used becam.. e it i\ \implc and effective.
It is u~ed in AM radio hroadca~ting, CB radio, TV broadcal-ting. and aircraft tower communication. Some simple control radio~ use ASK because of it~ simplicity. Examples are
garage door opener!.. and remote keyle&s entry devices on cars. AM is also widely u~ed
in combination with pha!-.e modulation to produce quadrature amplitude modulation
(QAM) which facilitates high-speed data transmissions in modems. cable TV. and some
wireless application'>.

3-5 Single-Sideband Modulation

Single-sideband modulation

In amplitude modulation. two-third-. of the transmitted power b in the carrier. which
itself conveyl- no information. The real information i.., contained within the <,idcbandc,.
One way to improve the efficiency of amplitude modulation is to '>Uppres<, the carrier
and eliminme one -.idcband. The result is a single-sideband <SSB> stgnal. SSB i" a form
of AM that olfer" unique benefit-. in -..ome types of electronic communication.

DSB Signals
The first '>tep in generating an SSB l-igna! is to suppress the carrier. leaving the upper
and lower sidebands. This type of signal is referred to al- a douhle-.~ideband \·uppresJed
mrrier ( DSSC or DSB) '\ignal. The benelit. of course. is that no power is wasted on the
carrier. Double-sideband l-Uppressed carrier modulation i'\ simply a :-pedal ca-;e
AM
with no carrier.
A typical DSB signal is !>hown in Fig. 3- 15. This signal. the algebraic sum of the
two sinu~oida l sidebands. is the signal produced when a carrier i~ modulated by a
single-tone sine wave information signal. The carrier is supprel>sed. and the timedomain DSB signal b a sine wave at Lhe carrier frequency. varying in amplitude a' shown.
Note that the envelope of this waveform is not the same as that of the modulating signal, as

or

Figure 3-1 5

A time-domain dtsplay of a 058 AM signal.

Double-sideband suppressed carrier (OSSC or OSB)

Time-domain display

Carrier frequency sine wave

Time -
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Figure 3-16

A frequency-domain display of DSB signal.
Suppressed
carrier

Sideband

Sideband

Frequency

Frequency-domain display

it is in a pure AM signal with carrier. A unique characteristic of the DSB signal is the
phase transitions that occur at the lower-amp! itude portions of the wave. ln Fig. 3-1 5,
note that there are two adjacent positive-going half-cycles at the null points in the wave.
That is one way to tell from an oscilloscope display whether the signal shown is a true
DSB signal.
A ji·equency-domain display of a DSB signal is given in Fig. 3-16. As shown, the
spectrum space occupied by a DSB signal is the same as that for a conventional AM
signal.
Double-sideband suppressed carrier signals are generated by a circuit called a
balanced 11/0dulat(>l: The purpose of the balanced modulator is to produce the sum and
difference frequencies but to cancel or balance out the carrier. Balanced modulators are
covered in detail in Chap. 4.
Despite the fact that elimination of the carrier in DSB AM saves considerable power,
DSB is not widely used because the signal is difficult to demodulate (recover) at the
receiver. One important application for DSB. however, is the transmission of the color
information in a TV signal.

SSB Signals

Single-sideband suppressed
carrier (SSSC or SSB)

GOOD TO KNOW
Although eliminating the carrier in
DSB AM saves a great deal of
power, DSB is not widely used
because the signal is difficult to
demodulate at the receiver. DSB
is, however, used to transmit the
color information in a TV signal.
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In DSB transmission, since the sidebands are the sum and difference of the ca1Tier and
modulating signals. the information is contained in both sidebands. As it turns out. there
is no reason to transmit both sidebands in order to convey the information. One sideband can be suppressed: the remaining sideband is called a single-sideband suppressed
carrier (SSSC or SSB) signal. SSB signals offer four major benefits.

L. The primary benefit of an SSB signal is that the spectrum space it occupies is only
one-half that of AM and DSB signals. This great ly conserves spectrum space and
allows more signals to be transmitted in the same frequency range.
2. All the power previously devoted to the carrier and the other sideband can be channeled into the single sideband. producing a stronger signal that should carry farther
and be more reliably received at greater distances. Alternatively, SSB u·ansmillers
can be made smaller and lighter than an equivalent AM or DSB transmitter because
less circuitry and power are used.
3. Because SSB signals occupy a narrower bandwidth, the amount of noise in the signal is reduced.
4. There is less selective fading of an SSB signal over long distances. An AM signal is
reaLly multiple signals, at least a canier and two sidebands. These are on different
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Figure 3- 17

An SSB signal produced by a 2-kHz sine wave modulating a 14.3-MHz sme wave earner.
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frequencies. so they are affected in slightly different ways by the ionosphere and
upper atmosphere. which have a great influence on radio l>ignals of less than about
50 M Hz. The carrier and l>idebands may arrive at the receiver at slightly different
times. causing a phase '>hift that can. in tum. cause them to add in 1>uch a wa) a~
to cancel one another rather than add up to the original AM !.ignal. Such cancellation. or selecti1·e fading. i~ not a problem with SSB ~incc only one ~ideband is being
transmiucd.

Selective fading

An SSB signal has some unusual characteristics. First. when no information or modulat ing signal is present. no RF signal is transmi tted. In a :-.tandard A M transmiller. the
carrier is still transmitted even though it may not be modu lated. T his is the condition
that might occur during a voice pau~e on an AM broadcast. But ~ince there is no carrier
tran ... mitted in an SSB syMem, no 'ignals are present if the information signal is Lero.
Sidebands are generated only during the modulation proce~'>. e.g .. when someone speak.,
into a microphone. This explains why SSB is so much more efficient than AM.
Figure 3-17 shows the frequency- and time-domain di-.ph.ty., of an SSB signal produced when a steady 2-kHt -.inc wave tone modulate~ a 14.3-M II; carrier. Amplitude
modulation would produce sideband~ of 14.298 and 14.302 Mil;. In SSB. only one sideband is used. Figure 3-17(a) show!> that only the upper ~idcband is generated. The RF
sign:.~l is simply a constant-power 14.302-MHz sine wave. A time-doma in displ ay of this
SSB !>ignal is shown in Fig. 3-17(h).
or course. most information signals transmitted by SSB arc not pure sine waves. A
more common modulation signal is voice. with its varying frequency and amplitude content. The voice signal creates a complex RF SSB signal that \aries in frequency and
amplitude over the narrO\\ spectrum defined by the voice '>ignal bandwidth. The waveform at the output of lhe SSB modulator has the same '>hapc as the ba...eband waveform.
hut it i<: \hifted in frequency.

Disadvantages of DSB and SSB
The main disadvantage of DSB and SSB signal s is that they arc harder to recover.
or demodulate. at lhe receiver. Demodulation depends upon the carrier being present. I f
the carrier is not present. then it mu\t be regenerated at the receiver and reinserted into the
.,ignal. To faithfully recover the intelligence ~ignal. the reinserted carrier must have the
-.arne phase and frequency as tho<.e of the original carrier. Thi'> i., a difficult requirement.
When SSB is used for voice tran\mi~<,ion. the reinserted carrier c:.~n be made variable in
frequency so that it can be adju~tcd manuaJiy while li~tening to recover an intelligible
.,ignal. This is not possible with \Ome kinds of data signal!-..
Amplitude Modulation Fundamentals
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Pilot carrier

To solve this problem, a low-level carrier signal is sometimes transmitted along
with the two si debands in DSB or a single sideband in SSB. Because the carrier has
a low power level, the essential benefits of SSB are retained, but a weak carrier is
received so that it can be amplified and reinserted to recover the original information.
Such a low-level carrier is referred to as a pilot carrie1: This technique is used in FM
stereo transmissions as well as in the transmission of the color information in a TV
picture.

Signal Power Considerations
In conventional AM. the transmitted power is distributed among the carrier and two
sidebands. For example. given a carrier power of 400 W with I 00 percent modulation.
each sideband will contain I 00 W of power and the total power transmitted will be
600 W. The effective transmission power is the combined power in the sidebands. or

200

Peak envelope power (PEP)

w.

An SSB transmitter sends no carrier, so the carrier power is zero. A given SSB
transmitter will have the same commun ication effectiveness as a conventional AM unit
running much more power. For example, a I 0- W SSB transmitter offers the performance
capabilities of an AM transmitter running a total of 40 W. since they both show I0 W
of power in one sideband. The power advantage of SSB over AM is 4: I.
In SSB . the transmitter output is expressed in terms of peak envelope poll'er (PEP).
the maximum power produced on voice amplitude peaks. PEP is computed by the equaV2/ R. For example, assume that a voice signal produces a 360-V, peak-to-peak
tion P
signal across a 50-0 load. The nns voltage is 0.707 times the peak value, and the peak
value is one-half the peak-to-peak voltage. In this example, the rms voltage is

=

0.707(360/2)

=

127.26 Y.

The peak envelope power is then

PEP = V,.,11, 2/R =

( 127.26) 2

SO

= 324 W

The PEP input power is simply the de input power of the transmitter's final amplifier stage at the instant of the voice envelope peak. It is the tina! amplifier stage de supply
voltage multiplied by the maximum ampUfier current that occurs at lhe peak. or

PEP= VJma>.
where V,,
lmax

=
=

amplifier supply voltage
current peak

For example, a 450-V supply with a peak current of 0.8 A produces a PEP of

450(0.8)

GOOD TO KNOW
Because DSB and SSB signals are

= 360 w.

Note that voice amplitude peaks are produced only when very loud sounds are generated during certain speech patlerns or when some word or sound is emphasized. During normal speech levels. the input and output power levels are much less than the PEP
level. The average power is typically only one-fourth to one-third of the PEP value with
typical human speech:

difficult to demodulate, a low-

PEP
Pavg = - 3-

level carrier signal is sometimes
transmitted along with the
sideband(s). Because the carrier
has a low power level, the
benefits of SSB and DSB are
retained. The carrier is then
amplifed and reinserted to
recover the information.
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or

Pavg

PEP

= - 4-

With a PEP of 240 W. the average power is only 60 to 80 W. Typical SSB transmitters
are designed to handle only the average power level on a continuous basis, not the PEP.
The transmitted sideband will. of course, change in frequency and amplitude as a
complex voice signal is applied. This sideband will occupy the same bandwidth as one
sideband i n a fully modul ated AM signal with can·ier.
Incidentally, it does not matter whether the upper or lower sideband is used, since
the information is contained in either. A filter is typically used to remove the unwanted
sideband.
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Example 3-7
An SSB transminer produces a peak-to-peak voltage of 178 V across a 75-0 antenna
load. What is the PEP?

vI'

v,,_" 178
= - = - = 89
2
2

vrn" =
P=

v, = 0.707(89)

0.707

v

2

li =

v

(62 .9)
75

= 62.9

v

2

= 52.8 w

PEP = 52.8 W

Example 3-8
An SSB transmitter has a 24- V de power supply. On voice peaks the current achieves
a maximum of 9.3 A.

a. What is the PEP?
PEP = V, ! , = 24(9.3) = 223.2 W
b. What is the average power of the transmitter?

PEP
3

223.2
3

= 74.4 W

223.2
4

= 55.8 W

Pavg

=-

Pnvr;.

=4

Pavg

= 55.8 to 74.4 W

PEP

=-

=-

Applications of DSB and SSB
Both DSB and SSB techniques are widely used in communication. SSB signals are sti ll
used in some two-way radios. Two-way SSB communication is used in marine applications. in the military. and by hobbyists known as radio amateurs (hams). DSB signals
are used in FM and TV broadcasting to transmit two-channel !.tereo signals and to transmit the color information for a TV picture.
An unusual form of AM is that used in TV broadcasting. A TV signal consists of
the picture (video) signal and the audio signal. which have different carrier frequencies.
The audio carrier is frequency-modulated, but the video information amplitude-modulates
the picture carrier. The picture carrier is transmitted, but one sideband is partially
suppressed.
Video information typically contains frequencies as high as 4.2 MHz. A fully
amplitude-modulated TV signal would then occupy 2(4.2) = 8.4 MHz. This i ~ an
excessive amount of bandwidth that is wasteful or spectrum space because not all of it
i:, required to reliably transmit a TV signal. To reduce the bandwidth to the 6-M Hz

Amplitude Modulation Fundamentals

GOOD TO KNOW
For SSB transmissions, it does
not matter whether the upper or
lower sideband is used, since the
information is contained in both.
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Figure 3-18

Vestigial sideband transmission of a N picture signal.
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.-------

-
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carrier
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Upper
video
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fc- 0.75 MHZ fc

fc+ 4.2 MHZ

t

fc + 4.5 MHz

Vestigial sideband (VSB) signal

maximum allowed by the FCC for TV signals, a portion of the lower sideband of the TV
signal is suppressed, leaving only a small pru1. or vestige, of the lower sideband. This
arrangement, known as a vestigial sideband (VSB) signal. is illustrated in Fig. 3-18. Video
signals above 0.75 MHz (750kHz) are suppressed in the lower (vestigial) sideband, and
all video frequencies are transmitted in the upper sideband.
The newer high-definition or digital TV also uses VSB but with multilevel digital
modulation called VSB.

3-6 Classification of Radio Emissions
Figure 3- L9 shows the codes used to designate the many types of signals that can be
transmitted by radio and wire. The basic code is made up of a capital letter and a number. and lowercase subscript letters are used for more specific definitions. For example.
a basic AM voice signal such as that heard on the AM broadcast band or on a CB or
aircraft radio has the code A3. All the variations of AM using voice or video intelligence
have the A3 designation. but subscript leuers are used to distinguish lhem. Examples of
codes designating signals described in this chapter are as follows:
DSB two sidebands, full carTier = A3
DSB two sidebands. suppressed carrier = A3b
SSB single sideband, suppressed carrier = A3j
SSB single sideband, I0 percent pilot carrier = A3a
Vestigial sideband TV = A3c
OOK and ASK= A I
Note that there are special designations for fax and pulse transmissions, and that the
number 9 covers any special modulation or techniques not covered elsewhere. When a
number precedes the letter code. the number refers to bandwidth in kilohertz. For
example. the designation I OA3 refers to a I0-kHz bandwidth voice AM signal. The
designation 20A3 11 refers to an AM SSB signal with full carrier and message frequency
to 20kHz.
Another system used to describe a signal is given in Fig. 3-20. It is similar to the
method just described, but with some variations. This is the definition used by the standards organization International Telecommunications Union (ITU). Some examples are
A3F
J3E
F2D
G7E
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amplitude-modulated analog TV
SSB voice
FSK data
phase-modulated voice, multiple signals

Figure 3-19

Letter

Radio emission code designations.

A
F

Number

p
0
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Amplitude modulation
Frequency modulation
Phase modulation
Carrier ON only, no message (radio beacon)
Carrier ON/OFF, no message (Morse code, radar)
Carrier ON, keyed tone ON/OFF (code)
Telephony, message as voice or music
Fax, nonmoving graphics (slow-scan TV)
Vestigial sideband (commercial TV)
Four-frequency diplex telegraphy
Multiple sidebands each with different message
General (all others)

Subscripts
None
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h

Figure 3-20

Type
N
A
J
F
G
P
Type
0
1
2
3
7
8
9
Type
N
A
B
C
D
E
F
W

Double sideband, full carrier
Single sideband, reduced carrier
Double sideband, no carrier
Vestigial sideband
Carrier pulses only, pulse amplitude modulation
(PAM}
Carrier pulses only, pulse width modulation (PWM)
Carrier pulses only, pulse position modulation (PPM)
Quantized pulses, digital video
Single sideband, full carrier
Single sideband, no carrier

ITU emissions designations.

of Modulation
Unmodulated carrier
Amplitude modulation
Single sideband
Frequency modulation
Phase modulation
Series of pulses, no modulation
of Modulating Signals
None
Digital, single channel, no .modulation
Digital, single channel, with modulation
Analog, single channel
Dig1tal, two or more channels
Analog, two or more channels
Analog plus digital
of Intelligence Signal
None
Telegraphy, human
Telegraphy, machine
Fax
Data, telemetry, control signals
Telephony (human voice)
Video, TV
Some combination of any of the above
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CHAPTER REVIEW
Summary
ln amplitude modulation. an increase or a decrease in the
amplitude of the modulating signal causes a corresponding
increase or decrease in both the positive and the negative
peaks of the carrier amplitude. Interconnecting the adjacent
positive or negative peaks of the carrier waveform yields the
shape of the modulating information signal. known as the
envelope.
Using trigonometric functions, we can form mathematical expressions for the carrier and the modulating signal. and
we combine these to create a formula for the complete modulated wave. Modulators (circuits that produce amplilllde
modulation) compute the product of the carrier and modulating signals.
The relationship between the amplitudes of the modulating signal and the carrier is expressed as the modulation
index 111. a number between 0 and I. If the amplitude of the
modulating voltage is higher than the carrier voltage m > I.
then distortion. or overmodulation, will result.
When a carrier is modulated by an information signal,
new signals at different frequencies are generated. These side
frequencies, or sidebands, occur in the frequency spectrum
directly above and below the carrier frequency. An AM signal
is a composite of several signal voltages, the carrier. and the
two sidebands, each of which produces power in the antenna.

Total transmitted power is the sum of the carrier power and
the power in the two sidebands.
AM signals can be expressed through time-domain displays or frequency-domain displays.
fn AM transmission, two-thirds of the transmitted power
appears in the carrier, which itself conveys no information.
One way to overcome this wasteful effect is to suppress the
carrier. When d1e carrier is initially suppressed, both the upper
and the lower sidebands are left. leaving a double-sideband
suppressed (DSSC or DSB) signal. Because both sidebands
are not necessary to transmit the desired information, one of
the remaining sidebands can be suppressed, leaving a singlesideband (SSB) signal. SSB signals offer important benefits:
they conserve spectrum space, produce strong signals, reduce
noise, and result in less fading over long distances.
fn SSB, the transmitter output is expressed as peak envelope power (PEP), the maximum power produced on voice
amplitude peaks.
Both DSB and SSB techniques are widely used in communication. Two-way SSB communication is used in marine
applications, in the military, and by hams. ln some TV applications, to reduce the signal bandwidth to the 6-MHz maximum allowed by the FCC for TV signals, a vestigial sideband
signal is used to suppress the lower sideband of the TV signal.

Qu estions
l. Define modu lation.
2. Explain why modulation is necessary or desirable.
3. Name the circuit that causes one signal to modulate another, and give the names of the two signals applied to
this circuit.
4. In AM. how does the carrier vary in accordance with
the information signal?
5. True or false? T he carrier frequency is usually lower
than the modulating frequency.
6. What is the outline of the peaks of the carrier signal
called, and what shape does it have?
7 . What are voltages that vary over time called?
8. Write the trigonometric expression for a sine wave carrier signal.
9. True or false? The carrier frequency remains constant
during AM.
10. What mathematical operation does an amplitude modulator perform?
11. What is the ideal relationship between the modulating
signal voltage V, and the carrier voltage Vc?
12. What is the modulation index called when it is expressed as a percentage?
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13. Explain the effects of a modulation percentage greater
than 100.
14. What is the name given to the new signals generated by
the modulation process?
15. What is the name of the type of signal that is displayed
on an oscilloscope?
16. What is the type of signal whose amplitude components are displayed with respect to frequency called,
and on what instrumem is this signal displayed?
17. Explain why complex nonsinusoidal and distorted signals produce a greater bandwidth AM signal than a
simple sine wave signal of the same frequency.
18. What three signals can be added to give an AM wave?
19. What is the name given to an AM signal whose carrier
is modulated by binary pulses?
20. What is the value of phasor representation of AM signals?
21. True or fa lse? The modulating signal appears in the
output spectrum of an AM signal.
22. What percentage of the total power in an AM signal is
in the carrier? One sideband? Both sidebands?
23. Does the carrier of an AM signal contain any information? Explain.

24. What is the name of a signal that has both sidebands but
no carrier?
25. What ic, the name of the circuit used to eliminate the
carrier in DSB/SSB transmissions?
26. What is the minimum bandwidth AM signaJ that can be
transmitted and '>till convey all the necessary intelligence?
27. State the four main benefits of SSB over conventional
AM.
28. arne two applications for SSB and two applications
for DSB.

29. Name tJ1e type of AM used in TV picture transmission.

Why is it used? Draw the frequency-domain spectrum of
the TV signal.
30. Using Figs. 3- 19 and 3-20. write the designations for
a pul'-te-amplitude-modulated radio signal and an
amplitude-modulated (V58) analog fax signal.
31. Explain the bandwidth requirements of a ,·oice signal
of 2 kHt and a binary data signaJ with a rate of 2 kHz.

Problems
it~

11. An AM signal has a 12-W carrier and 1.5 Win each

terms. •
An AM wave displayed on an oscilloscope has value!>
of v""" = 4.8 and vll1 111 = 2.5 as read from the graticule. What is the percentage of modulation?
What is the ideal percentage of modulation for maximum amplilllde of information transmission? •
To achieve 75 percent modulation of a carrier of
V, - 50 V, what amplitude of the modulating signal
V, is needed'?
The maximum peak-to-peak value of an AM wave is
45 V. The peak-to-pea"- value of the modulating signal
is 20 V. What b the percentage of modulation? •
What i'\ the mathematical relationship of the carrier and
modulating '>ignal voltage<., when ovcrmodulation occurs?
An AM radio tram.mitter operating on 3.9 MH7 is
modulated by frequencie~ up to 4 kHz. What are the
maximum upper and lower side frequencies? What i'>
the total hand width of the AM signal? •
What is the bandwidth of an AM signal whose carrier i:-;
2.1 M Ht modulated by a 1.5-kHz square wave with
-,igniticant harmonics up to the fifth? Calculate all the
upper and lower sidebands produced.
How much power appears in one sideband of an AM signal of a 5-kW transmitter modu lated by 80 percent? •
What is the total power supplied by an AM transm iuer
with a carrier power of 2500 W and modulation of
77 percent?

sideband. What is the percentage of modu lation?
.12. An AM transmitter puts a carrier of 6 A into an antenna
whose resistance is 52 fl. The transmitter is modulated
by 60 percent. What is the total output power?
13. The antenna current produced by an unmodulated carrier is 2.4 A into an antenna with a resistance of 75 n.
When amplitude-modulated. the antenna current rio.,es
to 2.7 A. What is the percentage of modulation?
14. A ham transmitter has a carrier power of 750 W. HO\\
much power is added to the signal when the transmitter
is I 00 percent modulated?
15. An SSB tran-,mitter ha<; a power supply voltage of250 V.
On \'Oice peaks, the final amplifier draws a current of
3.3 A. What i'> the input PEP?
16. The pea"--to-peak output voltage of 675 V appears
across a 52-Sl antenna on voice peaks in an SSB trammiller. What i!-. the output PEP?
17. What is the average output power of an SSB transmitter rated at I 00-W PEP?
18. An SSB transm itter with a carrier of 2.3 MHz is modulated by an intelligence signal in the 150-Hz to 4.2-kH;
range. Calculate the freq uency range of the lower
sideband.

1. Give the formula for modulation index and explain
2.

3.
4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

9.

10.

• A11.1u-ers to St>leCted Problems folio II' Chap. 22.

Critical Thinking
1. Can intelligence be sent without a carrier? If so, how?
2. How is the output power of an SSB transmitter
expre<.,sed?
3. A '>ubcarrier of 70 kH7 is amplitude-modulated by
tone., of 2.1 and 6.8 kHt.. The resulting AM signal i1.
then u~ed to amplitude-modulate a carrier of
12.5 MHt. Calculate all sideband frequencies in the
compo~itc '>ignal. and draw a frequency-domain display of the signal. Assume I 00 percent modulation.
Whnt i~ the bandwidth occupied by the complete signal?

4. Explain how you could transmit two independent ba'>eband information '>ignal<; by using SSB on a common
carrier frequency.
5. An AM '>ignal with 100 percent modulation has an
upper '>ideband power of 32 W. What is the carrier
power?
6. Can an information signal have a higher frequency than
that of the carrier signal? What would happen if a
1-kHt signal amplitude-modulated a 1-kHz carrier
signal?
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Amplitude Modulator and
Demodulator Circuits
D

ozens of modulator circuits have been developed that cause the carrier

amplitude to be varied in accordance with the modulating information signal.
There are circuits to produce AM, DSB, and SSB at low or high power levels. This
chapter examines some of the more common and widely used discretecomponent and integrated-circuit (IC) amplitude modulators. Also covered are
demodulator circuits for AM, DSB, and SSB.

Objectives
After completing this chapter, you will be able to:

•

Explain the relationsh ip of the basic equation for an AM signa l to the
production of ampl itude modulation, mixing, and frequency conversion
by a diode or other nonlinear frequency component or circuit.

•

Describe the operation of diode modulator circuits and diode detector
circuits.

• Compare the advantages and disadvantages of low- and high-level
modulation.
• Explain how the performance of a basic diode detector is enhanced by
using full wave rectifier circuits.
• Define synchronous detection and explain the role of clippers in synchronous detector circuits.
• State the function of balanced modulators and describe the differences
between lattice modulators and IC modulator circuits.
• Draw the basic components of both filter-type and phase-shift-type
circuits for generation of SSB signals.

4-1 Basic Principles of Amplitude

Modulation
Examining the ba<;ic equation for an AM !-.ignal. introduced in Chap. 3, give., u-. <,cveral
clue ... a., to how AM can be generated. The equation is
VA \1

= V,.-,in27rf./

+

{ V,sin27if,,l)(sin27Tf./)

where the lir<,t term i'> the '>inc wave carrier and second term i' the product of the \ine
wave carrier and modulating <;ignal'>. (Remember that v\\1 is the instantancou~ value of
the amplitude modulation voltage.) The modulation index 111 is the ratio of the modulating \ignal amplitude to the carrier amplitude, or 111
V,IV,. and !-.O V111 - mV,.
Then Mtb'>tituting thi~ for V, in the basic equation yield!> vi\ \ 1 - V, sin 27rf.t +
(111V, sin 277/,,t)(~in 27T.f;t). Factoring give~ vAM = V,. sin 27Tj,J(l + 111 sin 27r./;,1).

=

AM in the Time Domain
When we look at the expression for vAM· it is clear that we need a circuit that can multiply the carrier by the modulating signal and then add the carrier. A block diagram of
l.UCh a circuit i'> shown in Fig. 4-1. One way to do this is to develop a circuit whose gain
{or attenuation) i!-. a function of I + m sin27Tj,,J. If we call that gain A. the expres..,ion
for the AM l>ignal becomes

vi\~1

= A(vr)

"here A is the gain or attenuation factor. Figure .t-2 show.., .,imple circuit'> ba'>ed on
thi., exprcs... ion. In Fig. 4- 2(a). A i., a gain greater than I prO\ ided by an amplifier.
In Fig. 4-2(b). the carrier ic, auenuatcd by a \Oltage divider. TI1e gain in thi., ca'c i-. lel.s
than I and is therefore an auenuation factor. The canier i'> multiplied by a fixed fraction A.
ow. if the gain of the amplifier or the attenuation of the voltage di,.ider can be \'aried in accordance v. ith the modulating signal plul. I. AM will be produced. In
Fig. 4-2(a) the modulating ~ignal would be used to increase or decrca~e the gain
the
amplilier as the amplitude of the intelligence changed. In Fig. 4 -2(h). the modulating

or

Figu re 4-1

Block diagram of a circuit to produce AM.
Analog
Modulating mulliplier
stgnal
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r
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Figure 4-2

Multiplying the carrier by a fixed gain A

v..- - --,
R,
Gatn

v..

A ( 1)

- ---- ' - - - AVc
A •s proporttonalto or
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A
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Figure 4-3

linear and square-law response curves. (a) A linear voltage-current relationship.
(b) A nonlinear or square-law response.

Voltage---

Voltage---

(a)

(b)

signal could be made to vary one of the resistances in the voltage divider, creating a
varying attenuation factor. A variety of popular circuits permit gain or attenuation to be
varied dynamically with another signal. producing AM.

AM in the Frequency Domain

Square-law function

Another way to generate the product of the carrier and modulating signal is to apply both
signals to a nonlinear component or circuit ideally one that generates a square-Jaw function. A linear component or circuit is one in which the current is a linear function of the
voltage [see Fig. 4-3(a)]. A resistor or linearly biased transistor is an example of a linear
device. The current in the device increases in direct proportion to increa<;es in voltage. The
steepness or slope of the line is detem1ined by the coefficient a in the expression i = au.
A nonlinear circuit is one in which the current is not directly proportional to the
voltage. A common nonlinear component is a diode which has the nonlinear parabolic
response shown in Fig. 4-3(b). where increasing the voltage increases the current but not
in a straight line. Instead, the current variation is a square-law function. A square-law
functioll is one that varies in proportion to the square of the input signals. A diode gives
a good approximatjon of a square-law response. Bipolar and tleld-effect transistors
(FETs) can also be biased to give a square-law response. An FET gives a near perfect
square-law response, wherea-; diodes and bipolar transistors. which contain higher-order
components. only approximate the square-law function.
The current variation in a typical semiconductor diode can be approximated by the
equation

i = au+ bu2
where au is a linear component of the current equal to the applied voltage multiplied by
the coefficient a (usually a de bias) and bu2 is second-order or square-law component of
the current. Diodes and transistors also have higher-order terms. such as cu3 and du4 ;
however, these are smaller and often negligible and so are neglected in an analysis.
To produce AM, the canier and modulating signals are added and applied to the nonlinear device. A simple way to do this is to cmmect the carrier and modulating sources in series
and apply them to the diode circuit, as in Fig. 4-4. TI1e voltage applied ro the diode is then
U

=

U,.

+U

111

The diode current in the resistor i~

i

= C1(u,. + v,) + b(vc + vmf

Expanding, we get
i
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= a(uc +

U111 )

+ b(v/ + 2v,.vm + v,/)

Figure 4-4

A square-law circuit for producing AM.
Diode

v. f'\;

Carner

Modulating
stgnal and
harmomc

t,

AM wave

-=b

vm } . """'""""
stgnal fm

1

Output spectrum

Substituting the trigonometric expressions for the carrier and modulating signals, we
let u, sin 2Trj;t = u, sin w,. t. where w = 2rrf.., and V111 = sin 27'T'./;.,t = V111 sin w,,t. where
w 111 = 21'T'j,,. Then
.

1

. w,. t + aV
= a V~ srn

111

+ hu,}

.

Sill W 111 1

. ? w,.t + ?bV
+ bV,.-? sm- ,.V

111

. w,.t <.,Jn
.
sm

W 1111

2

sin W1111

Next. substituting the trigonometric identity sin 2 A = 0.5( I - cos 2A) into the
preceding expression give~ the expression for the current in the load re<.,i•.tor in
Fig. 4-4:

i

= au, sin w, 1

-t-

au, <.,in w, t + 0.5bu, 2( I - cos 2wct)
+ 2bu, u, sin wet sin w,t + 0.5bu,/( I

CO\

W,t )

The fir~t term i'> the carrier sine wave. which is a key part of the AM wa,e: the second term is the modulating !>ignal sine wave. Normally. this i s not part of the AM
wave. It is substantially lower in frequency than the carrier, so it is easily filtered out.
The fourth term. the product of the carrier and modulating signal sine waves, defines
the AM wave. If we make the trigonometric substitutions explained in Chap. 3. we
obtain two additional terms- the sum and difference frequency sine waves. whi ch arc,
of course. the upper and lower sidebands. The third term cos 2w,.t is a sine wave at
2 times the frequency of the carri er, i.e., the second harmonic of the carri er. The term
cos 2w,,t is the second harmonic of the modulating sine wave. These components arc
unde::.irable. but arc relatively easy to filter out. Diodes and transi stors whose function
is not a pure square-law function produce third-, fourth-. and higher-order harmonics,
which are somet imes referred to as intermodulation products and which arc abo easy
to filter out.
Figure 4-4 '>how!. both the circuit and the output spectrum for a simple diode modulator. The output waveform is shown in Fig. 4-5. This waveform i!. a normal AM wave
to which the modulating 5.ignal has been added.
I f a parallel re<;onant circuit is substituted for the resistor in Fig. 4-4. the modulator
circuit '>hown in Fig. 4-6 result<;. This circuit is resonant at the carrier frequency and ha<.,
a bandwidth wide enough to pass the sidebands but narrow enough to filter out the modulating '>ignal a<; well as the second- and higher-order harmonics of the carrier. The re!-.ult
is an AM wa\'e across the tuned circuit.
This analysis applie'> not only to AM but also to frequency translation device" ...uch
as mixer!.. product detectors, phase detectors. balanced modulator:,, and other heterodyning circuits. In fact. it applies to any device or circuit that has a square-law function.
It explains how 1-.lllll and difference frequencies are formed and also cxpluins why most
mixing and modulation in any nonlinear circuit are accompanied by undesirable components such as harmonics and intermodulation products.
Amplitude Modulator and Demodulator Circuits
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Figure 4-5

AM signal containing not only the carrier and sidebands but also the modulating signal.
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4-2 Amplitude Modulators
Amplitude modulators are generally one of two types: low level or high level. Low-level
modulators generate AM with small signals and thus must be ampl ified considerably if
they are to be transmitted. High-level modulators produce AM at high power levels, usually in the final amplifier stage of a transmitter. Although the discrete component circuits discussed in the following sections are still used to a limited extent, keep in mind
that today most amplitude modulators and demodulators are in integrated-circuit form.
Low-level AM

low-level AM

Diode modulator

Diode Modulator. One of the simplest mnplitude modulators is the diode modulator
described in Sec. 4-1. The practical implementation shown in Fig. 4-7 consisb of a resistive mixing network, a diode rectifier, and an LC tuned circuit. The carrier is applied to
one input resistor and the modulating signal to the other. The mixed signals appear across
R3 . This network causes the two signals to be linem·Jy mixed, i.e., algebraically added.
lf both the C<UTicr and the modulating signal are sine waves, the waveform resulting at
the junction of the two resistors will be like that shown in Fig. 4-8(c), where the carrier
wave is riding oo the modulating signal. This signal is not AM. Modulation is a multiplication process, not an addition process.
The composite waveform is applied to a diode rectifier. The diode is connected so
that it is forward-biased by the positive-going half-cycles of the input wave. During the
negative portions of the wave. the diode is cut off and no signal passes. The current
through the diode is a series of positive-going pulses whose amplitude vm·ies in proportion to the amplitude of the modulating signal (see Fig. 4-8(d)J.
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Figure 4- 7

Amplitude modulation with a diode.
R,

Fig. 4·8(a)
Modulating
signal

Fig. 4·8(c) Fig. 4·8(d)

Fig. 4·8(b)
Carrier _ _ _
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Fig. 4·8(e)

L

Figure 4-8

Waveforms in the diode modulator. (o) Modulating signal. (b) Carrier.
(c) Linearly mixed modulating signal and carrier. (d) Positive-going signal
after diode 0 1• (e) AM output signal.
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These positive-going pulses are applied to the parallel tuned circuit made up of L
and C. which are resonant ar lhe canier frequency. Each time the diode conducts. a pulse
of current nows through the tuned circuit. The coil and capacitor repeatedly exchange
energy. causing an oscillation, or "ringing;· at the resonant frequency. The oscillation of
the tuned circuit creates one negative half-cycle for every positive input pulse. Highamplitude positive pulses cause the tuned circuit to produce high-amplitude negative
pulses. Low-amplitude positive pulses produce corresponding low-amplitude negative
pulses. The resulting waveform across the tuned circuit is an AM signal, as Fig. 4-8(e)
illustrates. The Q of the tuned circuit should be high enough to eliminate the harmonics
and produce a clean sine wave and to filter out the modulating signal. and low enough
that its bandwidth accommodates the sidebands generated.
Amplitude Modulator and Demodulator Circuits
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figure 4-9

Simple transistor modulator.

Thil> signal produces high-quality AM, but the amplitudes of the ignals are critical
to proper operation. Because the nonlinear portion of the diode's characteristic curve
occur~ only at low voltage levels, signal levels must be low. less than a volt, to produce
AM. A t higher voltages, the diode current response is nearly linear. The circuit works
best with millivolt-level signals.
Transistor modulator

Transistor Modulator. An improved version of the circuit just described is
shown in Fig. .f-9. Because it uses a transiMor instead of the diode. the circuit has
gain. The emitter-base junction is a diode and a nonlinear device. Modulation occurs
as described previously, except that the base current controls a larger collector current. and therefore the circuit amplifies. Rectification occurs because of the emitterbase j unction. This causes larger half-sine pu lses of current in the tuned circuit. The
tuned ci rcu it oscillates (rings) to generate the missing half-cycle. The output is a
classic AM wave.

PIN diode

GOOD TO KNOW
PIN modulators are widely used
because they are one of the few
methods available for producing

AM at microwave frequencies.
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PIN Diode Modulator. Variable attenuator circuits for producing AM are shown
in Fig. 4-10. These circuits use PIN diodes to produce AM at VHF, UHF. and
microwave frequencies. The PIN diodes arc a special type of silicon junction diode
des igned for use at frequencies above approximatel y I 00 MHz. When forward-biased,
these diodes act as variable resistors. The resistance of the diode varies linearly with
the amount of current flowing through it. A high current produces a low resistance.
whereas a low current produces a high resistance. As the modulating signal varies the
forward-bias current through the PIN diode, AM is produced.
In Fig. 4-lO(a}. two PIN diodes are connected back to back and are forward-biased
by a lixed negative de voltage. The modulating signal is applied to the diodes through
capacitor C 1• This ac modulating signal rides on the de bias. adding to and subtracting
from it and thus varying the resistance of the PIN diodes. These diodes appear in series
with the carrier oscillator and the load. A positive-going modulating signal reduces the
bias on the PI diode'>. causing their resistance to go up. This causes a reduction in
amplitude of the carrier across the load. A negative-going modulating signal add!. to the
forward bias, causing the resistance of the diodes to go down. thereby increasing the
carrier amplitude.
A variation of the PIN diode modulator circuit is shown in Fig. 4-IO(b). where the
diodes are arranged in a 7T network. This configuration is used when it is necessary to
maintain a constant circuit impedance even under modulation.
In both circuits of Fig. 4-10. the Pl diodes form a variable attenuator circuit who<.c
attenuation varies with the amplitude of the modulating signal. Such modulator circuits
Chaprer4

Figure 4-10

High-frequency amplitude modulators using PIN diodes.
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introduce a considerable amount of loss and must therefore be followed by amplilicrs to
increase the AM signal to a usable level. Despite this disadvantage, PI N modulator'> arc
widely used becau<,c they are one of the few methods available for producing AM at
microwave frequencies.

Differential Amplifier. A di.fferemial amplifier modulator makes an excellent
amplitude modulator. A t) pical circuit is shown in Fig. 4-11 (a). Transistor<: Q 1 and Q1
form the differential pair. and Q3 is a constant-current source. Transistor Q, supplies a
fixed emitter current If to Q 1 and Q1 . one-half of which flows in each transistor. The
output is developed across the collector resistors R 1 and R1 .
The output is a function of the difference between inputs V 1 and V2; that is,
vtlUI
A ( v2
v, ). where A is the circuit gain. The amplifier can also be operated with
a single input. When this is done, the other input is grounded or set to zero. In Fig. 4-1 I (a).
if V1 is t.ero. the output is V0 u1 = A ( V2 ). If V2 is zero. the output is V.,.,, =
A(- V 1) = - AV 1• This means that the circuit inverts V1•
The output voltage can be taken between the two collectors. producing a balanced.
or differential, output. The output can also be taken from the output or either collector
to ground. producing a single-ended output. The two outputs are 180° out of phase with
each other. H the balanced output is used. the output voltage across the load is twice the
single-ended output voltage.
No special biasing circuits are needed. since the correct value of collector cun·ent is
c;upplied directly by the constant-current source Q3 in Fig. 4-1 I (a). Resistors R 1• Rot. and
R~. along with V11 • bia'> the constant-current source Q3 . With no inputs applied. the current in Q1 equal'> the current in Q1. which is /E/2. The balanced output at thic., time is
1ero. The circuit formed by R 1 and Q1 and R2 and Q2 is a bridge circuit. When no input'>
are applied, R 1 equab R2 • and Q 1 and Q2 conduct equally. Therefore. the bridge ic; balanced and the output between the collectors is zero.
ow, if an input c.,ignal V1 is applied to Q1, the conduction of Q1 and Q2 i~ affected.
Increasing the voltage at the ba~c of Q1 increases the collector current in Q1 and
decrease!> the collector cun·ent in Q2 by an equal amount. so that the two currents sum
to h.· Decreasing the input voltage on the base of Q1 decreases the collector current in
Q 1 but increases it in Q2• The sum of the emitter currents is always equal to the current
supplied by Q,.

Differential amplifier modulator

=

Amphtude Modulator and Demodulator Circuits

Bridge circuit
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Figure 4-11

(a) Basic differential amplifier. (b) Differential amplifier modulator.
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The gain of a differential amplifier i~ a function of the emitter current and the value
of the collector resistors. An approximation of the gain i'> given by the expression
A - Rc lr/50. This is the single-ended gain. where the output i~ taken from one of the
collectors with respect to ground. If the output i s taken between the collectors. the gain
is 2 times the above value.
Resistor Rc is the collector rcs i ~tor value in ohms, and I~; is the emitter current in
milliamperes. If Rc = R 1 = 1?2 - 4.7 kfl and /£ = 1.5 mA. the gain will be about

A = 4700(1.5)/50

= 7050/50 =

141.

In most differential amplifier~. both Rc and f e are fixed, providing a constant gain. But
a'> the fonnula above show~. the gain i'> directly proportional to the emitter current. Thus if
the emitter current can be \'aried in accordance with the modulating signal. the circuit will
produce AM. This is ea<;ily done b} changing the circuit only '>lightly, as in Fig. 4- I l(b).
The carrier i~ applied to the ba'>e of Q1• and the bac;e of Q1 i~ grounded. The output, taken
from the collector of Q2• i~ ~inglc-ended. Since the output from Q1 is not used. its collector re~i~tor can be omitted with no effect on the circuit. The modulating signal is applied
to the base of t11e constant-cun·ent source Q 3. As the intelligence ~igna l varies. it vruies the
cmiucr current. This changes the gain of the circuit, amplifying the carrier by an amount
detennincd by the modulating signal amplitude. The result is AM in the output.
Thi ~ circuit. like the ba'>ic diode modulator. has the modulating signal in the output
in addition to the carrier and !>idebands. The modulating ~ignal can be removed by using
a ~imple high-pass filter on the output. since the carrier and sideband frequencie!> arc
usual!) much higher than that of the modulating signal. A bandpass filter centered on
the carrier wi th sufficient bandwidth to pass me sideband~ can also be used. A parallel
tuned circuit in t11e collector of Q1 replacing Rc can be u~cd.
The differential amplifier makes an excellent amplitude modulator. It has a high gain
and good linearity. and it can be modulated I 00 percent. And if high-frequency tran~>i stors
or a high-frequency rc differential amplifier is used. thil. circuit can be used to produce
low-level modulation at frequencies well into the hundreds or megahertz. MOSFETs may
be u~cd in place of the bipolar transistors to produce a similar rc~ult in JCs.

GOOD TO KNOW
Differential amplifiers make
excellent amplitude modulators
because they have a high gain
and good linearity and can be
100 percent modulated.

Amplifying Low-Level AM Signals. In low-level modulator circuits such as those
discu,sed above. the signals arc generated at very low vol!agc and power ampl itudes.
The \Oitage is typically les.., than I V, and the power is in milliwatts. I n systems U!.ing
low-level modulation. the AM '>ignal is applied to ooe or more linear amplifiers. as shown
in Fig. 4- 12, to increa~e its power level without distorting the signal. These amplifier

Figure 4- 12

Low-level modulation systems use linear power amplifiers to increase the AM signal level before transmission.
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Figure 4-13

A high-level collector modulator.
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circuits--class A, c lass AB. or class B-raise the level of the signal to the desired power
level before the AM signal is fed to the antenna.
High-level AM

High-level AM
In high-level AM. the modulator varies the voltage and power in the final RF amplifier
stage of the transmitter. The result is high efficiency in lhe RF amplifier and overall highquality performance.

Collector modulator

Collector Modulator. One example of a high-level modulator circuit is the collector
modulator shown in Fig. 4-13. Tbe output stage of the transmitter is a high-power class C
amplifier. Class C amplifiers conduct for only a portion of the positive half-cycle of their
input signal. The collector current pulses cause the tuned circuit to oscillate (ring) at the
desired output frequency. The tuned circuit. therefore. reproduces the negative portion of
the carrier signal (see Chap. 7 for more details).
The modulator is a linear power an1plifier that takes the low-level modulating signal and
amplifies it to a high-power level. The modulating output signal is coupled through modulation transformer T 1 ro the class C amplifier. The secondary winding of the modulation transfom1er is connected in series with the collector supply voltage Vcc of the cla<;s C amplifier.
With a zero-modulation input signal, there is zero-modulation voltage across the secondary of r., the collector supply voltage is applied directly to the class C amplitier. and
the output carrier is a steady sine wave.
When the modulating signal occurs, the ac voltage of the modulating signal across
the secondary of the modulation transformer is added to and subtracted from the de
collector supply voltage. This varying supply voltage is then applied to the class C
amplifier. causing the ampl itude of the current pulses through transistor Q 1 to vary. As a
result. the amplitude of the catTier sine wave varies in accordance with the modulated
signal. When the modulation signal goes positive, it adds to the collector supply voltage.
thereby increasing its value and causing higher current pulses and a higher-amplitude
carrier. When the modulating signal goes negalive, it subtracts from the collector supply
voltage, decreasing it. For that reason, the class C amplifier current pulses are smaller.
resulting in a lower-amplitude carrier output.
For I 00 percent modulation. lhe peak of the modulating signal across the secondary
of T 1 must be equal to the supply voltage. When the positive peak occurs, the voltage
applied to the collec.:tor is twice the collecwr supply voltage. When tl1e modulating signal
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goes negative. it subtracts from the collector supply voltage. When the negative peak is
equal to the supply voltage. the eiTective voltage applied to the collector of Q1 is Lero.
producing Lero carrier output. Thi!> i~ illustrated in Fig. 4-14.
I n practice, 100 percent modulation cannot be achieved with the high-level collector modulator circuit shown in Fig. 4-13 because of the transistor's nonlinear response
to small -;ignals. To overcome this problem, the ampli tier driving the final class C amplifier is collector-modulated simultaneously.
High-level modulation produces the best type of AM, but it requires an extremely
high-power modulator circuit. I n fact, for I 00 percent modulation. the power supplied
by the modulator must be equal to one-half the total class C amplifier input power. If
the class C amplifier ha~ an input power of 1000 W. the modulator must be able to deliver
one-half this amount. or 500 W.

Example 4-1
An AM transmitter uses high-level modulation of the tina! RF power amplifier. which
ha\ a de supply voltage Vee of 48 V with a total current I of 3.5 A. The efficiency is
70 percent.
a. What i s the RF input power to the final stage?
DC input power= P,

= Vccf

P = 48 X 3.5 = 168 W

b. How much AF power is required for 100 percent modulation? (Hint : For 100 percent
modulation, AF modulating power P, is one-half the input power.)

= P; =

p

168
2

2

Ill

= 84 W

c. What is the carrier output power'?

= -- X

.

P oul

% effic1ency

Pm

pOUI-

I

00

'k efficiency X P; 11

JOO

=

70( 168)
100

=

11 7.6

w

d. What is the power in one sideband for 67 percent modulation?

P,

p

'
m

= sideband power
P,. (m 2 )
= __:....;__..:..
4

= modulation percentage ( <k) = 0.67

P, - 168

p

'

=

168(0.67) 2

- - = 18.85W
4

e. What is the maximum and minimum de supply voltage swing with 100 percent
modulation? (See Fig. 4-14.)
Minimum swing = 0
Supply voltage
Maximum c;wing 2 X

vee= 48 V
Vee= 2 X 48

= 96 V

Amplitude Modulator nnd Demodulator Ci rcuits
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Figure 4-14

For 100 percent modulation the peak of the modulating signal must be
equal to Vee·
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2Vcc -----

Figure 4-15

Series modulation. Transistors may also be MOSFETs with appropriate biasing.
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Series M odulator. A major disadvantage of collector modulators is the need for a
modulation transformer that connects the audio amplifier to the class C amplifier in the
transmitter. The higher L11e power, the larger and more expensive the transfom1er. For
very high power applications. the transformer is eliminated and t11e modulation is
accomplished at a lower level with one of t11e many modulator circuits described in previous sections. The resulting AM signal is amplified by a high-power linear amplifier.
This arrangement is not preferred because linear RF amplifiers are less efficient than
class C amplifiers.
One approach is to use a transistorized version of a collector modulator in which a
transistor is used to replace the transformer, as in Fig. 4-15 . This series modulator
replaces the transformer with an emitter follower. The modulating signal is applied to
the emitter follower Q 2 , which is an audio power amplilier. Note that the emitter follower
appears in series wim me collector supply voltage + Vcc· This causes the amplified audio
modulating signal to vary the collector supply voltage to the class C amplifier Q 1, as
illustrated in Fig. 4-14. And Q2 simply varies the supply voltage to Q 1• If the modulating signal goes positive. me supply voltage to Q 1 increases; thus the carrier an1plitude
increases in proportion to the modulating signal. Tf me modulating signal goes negative,
the supply voltage to Q1 decreases. thereby decreasing the carrier amplitude in proportion to the modulating signal. For 100 percent modulation, the emitter follower can
reduce the supply voltage to zero on maximum negative peaks.
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U\ing this high-leYel modulating :-.cheme eliminatel> the need for a large. hea' y. and
cxpcn\1\'e transformer. and con ... iderabl) improves frequency rc<.ponse. However. it i-,
\CI) inefficient. The emitter-follower modulator mu"t di ... -.ipate a'> much power a\ the
cia'>'> C RF amplifier. For example. a..,,ume a collector 'uppl) \Oltagc of 24 V and a collector cun·ent of 0.5 A. With no modulating signal applied, the percentage of modulation
i'> 0. The emitter follower i" bia,cc.l Ml that the ba<>e and the emi tter arc at a de voltage of
about one-half the supply voltuge. or in thi~ example 12 V. The collecLOr supply voltage
on the c l a~l> C amplifier i~ 12 V, and the input power is therefore
P111

Ve<J, = 12(0.5)

=6W

To produce 100 percent modulation. the collector \'Oltage nn Q1 must double. a">
mu-.t the collector current. TI1i., <x:cur"> on positi,·e peaks of the audio input. as described
abO\c. At this time mo~t of the audio .,ignal appears at the emitter of Q1; \cry Jiule of
the '>ignal appears between the cmttter and collector of Q1. and '>0 at I00 percent modulation. Q 1 di~sipate~ very little power.
When the audio input i~ at it'> negative peak, the voltage at the emitter of Q 2 i!> reduced
to 12 V. This means that the rei'tt of the supply voltage, or another 12 V. appears bet ween
the emiuer and collector or Q 1 . Since Q 2 must also be able to dissipate 6 W. it has to be
a very large power transistor. The elliciency drops to lc!-' than 50 percent. With a modulation tran'>fomler. the efficicm;y i'> much greater. in some cases a" high as 80 percent.
Thi'> arrangement i' not practical for very high power AM. but it does maJ...e an
effecti\'e higher-level modulator for pO\\er levels below about 100 W.

4-3 Amplitude Demodulators
Demodulators, or detectors, arc circuits that accept modulated signals and recover the
original modulating information. The c.lemodulator circuit is the key circuit in any radio
receiver. In fact. demodulator circuits can be used alone as -.implc radio receivers.

Demodulator (detector)

Diode Detectors
The 'imple'>t and most widel} U'>Cd amplitude demodulator i'> the diode detector (sec
Fig. 4-16). A!- ~hown. the AM signal b usually tran'>former-coupled and applied to a
ba..,ic half wave rectifier circuit consi•aing of 0 1 and R 1• The diode conducts when the
positive half cycles of the AM ~ignab occur. During the negative half cycles, the diode
is reverse-biased and no current !lows through it. As a result, the voltage across R 1 is a
seric!. of positive pulses whose amplitude varies with the modulating signal. A capacitor
C 1 i'> connected across rc~i~tor R1• effectively filtering out the carrier and thus recovering the original modulating signal.
One wa) to look at the operation of a diode detector i-. to analyte its operation in
the time domain. The wa\'eform" 111 Fig. 4-17 illustrate thi .... On each positive alternation
of the AM '>ignal. the capacitor charge'> quicJ...Iy to the peaJ... ,·alue of the pulses pa<,sed

Figure 4-16
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Figure 4-1 7
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by the diode. When the pulse voltage drops to ; ero. the capacitor discharges into resistor R1• The time constant or C 1 and R1 is chosen to be long compared to the period of
the carrier. As a result. the capacitor discharges onl) slightly during the time lhat the
diode is not conducting. When the next pul-,e comes along, the capacitor again charges
to its peak value. When the diode cuts off. the capacitor again discharges a small amount
into the resistor. The resulting waveform across the capacitor is a close approximation
to the original modulating signal.
Because the capac itor charges and discharges, the recovered signal bas a small
amoum or ripple on it. causing distortion of the modulating signal. However. because
the carrier frequency i-, u-.ually many times higher than lhe modulating frequency. these
ripple variations are barely noticeable.
Because lhe diode detector recovers the emclope of the AM signal, which is the
original modulating signal. the circuit is sometimes referred to as an envelope derect01:
Distorti on of the original signal can occur if the time constant of the load resistor R 1 and
the shulll tiller capacitor C 1 is too long or too '>hort. If the time constant is too long. the
capacitor discharge will be too slow to follow the faster changes in the modulating signal. Thi'> i!> referred to as dia.~onal distortion. If the time constalll is too short, the capacitor wi ll discharge too fa'>t and the carrier will not be sufficiently filtered out. The de
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Figure 4-18

Output spectrum of a diode detector.
Low·pass f11ter (C1) response
allows only the modulating
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fm
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component in the output is removed with a series coupling or blod,ing capacitor. C1 in
Fig. 4- I 6. which is connected to an amplifier.
Another way to view the operation of the diode detector is in the frequency domain.
In thi~ case, the diode is regarded as a nonlinear device to which arc applied multiple signals where modulation will take place. The multiple signals arc the carrier and -.idebands,
which make up the input AM signal to be demodulated. The components of the AM signal are the carrier ;; . the upper sideband .fc. + !,, and the lower sidcbnnd .f,
.1;,. The
diode detector circuit combines these signals, creating the sum and differem;c signal~:

1c +

u;. + ;;") = 2.r..

J, - (/, + j,,)

+ 1;,

= - J,,

;; + (j, - j,,) = 2J...- J,,
J. - u; - J.,> = J.,
All thc~e component'> appear in the output. Since the carrier frequency i-. very much
higher than that of the modulating -.ignal. the carrier signal can easily be filtered out "ith
a -.imple low-pa)'> filter. In a diode detecror. this low-pass filter is just capacitor C1 aero'~
load resistor R1• Rcmm ing the carrier leaYes only the original modulating '>ignal. The
frequency spectrum of a diode detector is illustrated in Fig. 4-18. The low-pa-..., filter. C 1
in Fig. 4- 16, removes all but the desired original modulating signal.

Crystal Radio Receivers
The crystal component of the CI)'S/lll radio receil'ers that were widely used in the past
is simply a diode. I n Fig. 4-19 the diode detector circuit of Fig. 4-16 is redrawn. -.howing an antenna connection and headphone~. A long wi re antenna picks up the radio signal. which i~ inductively coupled to the secondary winding of T 1, which l'orms a series
resonant circuit with C 1• Note that the secondary is not a parallel circuit, because the
voltage induced into the secondary winding appears as n voltage source in series with
the coil and capacitor. The variable capacitor C 1 is used to select a station. At resonance,
the voltage acro!.s the capacitor is stepped up by a factor equal to thl! Q of the tuned
circuit. This resonant voltage rise is a form of amplification. Thi::. higher-voltage signal

Figure 4-19
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A crystal radio receiver.
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is applied to the diode. The diode detector D 1 and its filler C2 recover the original modulating information, which causes current tlow in the headphones. The headphones serve
as the load resistance, and capacitor C2 removes the carrier. The result is a simple radio
receiver; reception is very weak because no active amplification is provided. Typically,
a germanium diode is used because its voltage threshold is lower than that of a silicon
diode and permits reception of weaker signals. Crystal radio receivers can easily be built
to receive standard AM broadcasts.

Synchronous Detection
Synchronous detector

GOOD TO KNOW
Synchronous detectors or coherent detectors have less distortion
and a better signal-to-noise ratio
than standard diode detectors.

Synchronous detectors use an internal clock signal at the carrier frequency in the receiver
to switch the AM signal off and on, producing rectification similar to that in a standard
diode detector (see Fig. 4-20.) The AM signal is applied to a series switch that is opened
and closed synchronously with the carrier signal. The switch is usually a diode or transistor that is turned on or off by an internally generated clock signal equal in frequency to
and in phase with the carrier frequency. The switch in Fig. 4-20 is turned on by the clock
signal during the positive half-cycles of the AM signal, which therefore appears across the
load resistor. During the negative half-cycles of the AM signal, the clock LUrns the switch
off, so no signal reaches the load or filter capacitor. The capacitor filters out the carrier.
A full wave synchronous detector is shown in Fig. 4-21. The AM signal is appbed
to both inverting and noninverting amplifiers. The internally generated carrier signal
operates two switches A and B. The clock turns A on and 8 off or turns 8 on and A
off. This arrangement simulates an electronic single-pole, double-throw (SPDT) switch.
During positive half-cycles or the AM signal, the A switch feeds the noninverted AM
output of positive half-cycles to the load. During the negative half-cycles of the input,
the B switch connects the output or the inverter to the load. The negative half-cycles are
inverted, becoming positive, and the signal appears across the load. The result is full
wave rectification of the signal.
The key to making the synchronous detector work is to ensure that the signal producing the switching action is petfectly in phase with the received AM carrier. An intemally
generated carrier signal from, say, an osci llator will not work. Even though the frequency

Figure 4-20
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Figure 4- 21

A full-wave synchronous detector.
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and pha\e of the switching signal might be close to tho!>e of the carrier. they would not
be perfectly equal. Ho" e\'er, there are a number of technique!>. collectively referred to
a~ carrier recm·e1T circui1s. that can be used to generate a ~w itching signal that ha" the
correct frequency and pha<>e relationship to the carrier.
A practical ~y nchronou~ detector is shown in Fig. 4-22. A center-tapped tran~ fonncr
provides the two equal but inverted signals. The carrier :,ignal i:-. applied to the center
tap. Note that one diode is connected oppositely from the way it would be if u ~ed in a
fu ll wave rectifier. T hese diodes are used as switches. which arc turned off and on by
the clock. which is used as the bias voltage. The can·ier is usually a square wave deri ved
by cl ipping and ampli fying the A M signal. When the clock is po!>iti ve. diode Dr is

Figure 4- 22
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A practtcal synchronous detector.
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Figure 4- 23

A simple carrier recovery circuit
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GOOD TO KNOW
Demodulator circuits can be used
alone as simple radio receivers.
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forward-biased. It acts as a short circuit and connects the AM signal to the load resistor. Positive half-cyc..:les appear across the load.
When the clock goes negative. D 2 is forward-biased. During this time, the negative
cycles of the AM signal are occurring, which makes the lower output of the secondary
winding positive. With D 2 conducting. the positive half-cycles are passed to the load.
and the circuit performs full wave rectification. As before. the capacitor across the load
filters out the carrier, leaving the original modulating signal across the load.
The circuit shown in Pig. 4-23 is one way to supply the can·ier to the synchronous
detector. The AM signal to be demodulated is applied to a highly selective bandpass filter
that picks out the carrier and suppresses the sidebands. thus removing most of the amplitude variations. This signal is amplified and applied to a clipper or limiter that removes
any remaining amplitude variations from the signal. leaving only the carrier. The clipper
circuit typically converts the sine wave carrier into a square wave that is amplified and
thus becomes the clock signal. In some synchronous detectors. the clipped carrier is put
through another bandpass filler to get rid of the square wave harmonics and generate a
pure sine wave carrier. This signal is then amplified and used as the clock. A small phase
shifter may be introduced to correct for any phase differences that occur during the carrier recovery process. The resulting catTier signal is exactly the same frequency and phase
as those of the original carrier. as it is indeed derived from it. The output of this circuit
is applied to the synchronous detector. Some synchronous detectors use a phase-locked
loop to generate the clock. which is locked to the incoming carrier.
Synchronous detectors are also referred to as coherent de1eclors, and were known
in the past as homodyne detectors. Their main advantage over standard diode detectors
is that they have Jess distortion and a better signal-to-noise ratio. They are also less prone
to selective fading, a phenomenon in which distortion is caused by the weakening of a
sideband on the carrier during transmission.

4-4 Balanced Modulators
Balanced modulator

A balanced modulator is a ci rcuit that generates a DSB signal. suppressing the carrier
and leaving only the sum and difference frequencies at the output. The output of a balanced modulator can be further processed by filters or phase-shifting circuitry to eliminate one of the sidebands, resulting in an SSB signaL

lattice Modulators
lattice modulator (diode ring)
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One of the most popular and widely used balanced modulators is the diode ring or
lattice modulator in Fig. 4-24. consisting of an input transformer 7 1, an output
transformer 72 • and four diodes connected in a bridge circuit. The carrier signal is applied
to the center taps of the input and output transformers. and the modulating signal is applied
to the input u·ansformer T 1• The output appears across the secondary of the output
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Figure 4-24

Lattice-type balanced modulator.
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transformer T2• The connections in Fig. 4-24(a) are lhe same as those in Fig. 4-24(h), bur
the operation of the circuit is perhaps more easily visualized as represented in part (b).
The operation of the lattice modulator is relatively simple. The carrier sine wave.
which is usually considerably higher in frequency and amplitude than the modulating
signal. is used a!> a source of forward and reverse bias for the diodes. The cr~rrier turns
the diodes off and on at a high rate of speed. and the diodes act as switches that connect the modulating signal at the secondary ofT, to the primary of T 2•
Figures 4-25 and 4-26 ~how how lattice modulators operate. Assume that the modulating input b ~:ero. When the polarity of the carrier is positive. a~ illustrated in Fig. 4-26(a),
diodes D 1 and D2 arc forward-biased. At this time. D3 and D4 are reverse-bia~ed and act
as open circuits. As you can see. current divides equaJly in the upper and lower portions
of the primary winding of T2• The current in lhe upper part of the "'inding produces a
magnetic field that is equal and opposite to the magnetic field produced by the current
in the lower half of the ~econdary. The magnetic fields thu~ cancel each other out. No
output is induced in the secondary. and the carrier is effectively suppres.,ed.
When the polarity of the carrier reverses. as shown in Fig. 4-26(b). diode!> 0 1 and
D 2 are rever<,e-bia!>ed and diodes 0 3 and D4 conduct. Again. the ctment now<., in the secondary winding of T 1 and the primary winding of T2 . The equal and oppo~ite magnetic
field~ produced in T1 cancel each other out. The carrier is effectively balanced out. and
its output i-; t.ero. The degree of carrier suppression depends on the degree of precision
with which the tran!>formers are made and the pl acement of the center tap: the goal is

Amplitude Modulator and Demodulator Circuits
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Figure 4-25

Operation of the lattice modulator.
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exactly equal upper and lower currents and perfect magnetic field cancellation. The
degree of carrier attenuation also depends upon the diodes. The greatest carrier suppression occurs when the diode characteristics are perfectly matched. A carrier suppression or 40 dB is achievable with well-balanced components.
Now assume that a low-frequency sine wave is applied to the primary of T 1 as
the modulating signal. The modulating signal appears across the secondary of T 1•
The diode switches connect the ~econdary of 7 1 to the primary of T1 at different times
depending upon the carrier polarity. When the carrier polarity is as shown in Fig. 4-26(a).
diodes D 1 and D 2 conduct and act as closed switches. At this time, 0 3 and 0 4 are reversebiased and are effectively not in the circuit. As a result, the modulating signal at the secondary of T 1 is applied to the primary of T2 through D 1 and 0 2 .
When the catTier polarity reverses. 0 1 and D 2 cut off and D.~ and D4 conduct. Again,
a porrion of the modulating signal at the secondary of T 1 is applied to the primary of
T2 , but this time the leads have been effectively reversed because of the connections of
D:. and 0 4 • The result is a 180° phase reversal. With this connection, if the modulating
signal is positive. the output will be negative, and vice versa.
In Fig. 4-26. the carrier is operating at a considerably higher frequency than the modulating signal. Therefore. the diodes switch off and on at a high rate of speed. causing
ponions of the modulating signal to be passed through the diodes at different times. The
DSB signal appearing across the primary of T2 is illustrated in Fig. 4-26(c). The steep
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Figure 4-26

~

Waveforms in the lattice-type balanced modulator. (a) Carrier. (b) Modulating signal. (c) DSB signal - primary
(d) DSB output.
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rise and fall of the waveform arc caused by the rapid switching of the diodes. Because
of the !>Witching action the waveform contains harmonics of the carrier. Ordinarily, the
c;econdary of T2 i'> a re'>onant circuit as shown, and therefore the high-frequency harmonic
content is filtered out, leaving a DSB signal like that shown in Fig. 4-26(d).
There are several important things to notice about this signal. Fir'>!, the output waveform occurs at the carrier frequency. Thi'> is true even though the carrier has been removed.
If two sine waves occurring at the sideband frequencies are added algebraically. the result
is a sine wave signal at the carrier frequency with the amplitude variation shown in
Fig. 4-26(c) or (d). Observe that the envelope of the output signal is not the shape of the
modulating :-.ignal. Note also the phase reversal of the signal in the very center of the
waveform, which is one indication that the signal being observed is a true DSB signal.
A lthough lattice modulators can be constr ucted of discrete components, they arc usually avail able in a single module containing the transformers and diodes in a scaled package. T he uni t can be used as an individual component. T he transformers arc carefully
balanced, and matched hot-carrier diodes are used to provide a wide operating frequency
range and superior carrier suppression.
The diode lattice modulator shown in Fig. 4-25 uses one low-frequency iron-core
transformer for the modulating signal and an air-core transformer for the RF output. T his
is an inconvenient arrangement because the low-frequency transformer is large and
expensive. More commonly, two RF transformers are used. a!> shown in Fig. 4-27. where
the modulating <,ignal i<; applied to the center taps of the RF transfonners. The operation of this circuit i., !>imilar to that of other lattice modulators.

GOOD TO KNOW
In DSB and SSB, the carrier that
was suppressed at the DSB and
SSB transmitter must be reinserted at the receiver to recover
the intelligence.

IC Balanced Modulators
Another widely used balanced modulator circuit uses differential amplifiers. A typical
example, the popular 1496/1596 IC balanced modulator. is seen in Fig. 4-28. This ci rcuit can work at carrier frequencies up to approximately 100 M Ht. and can achieve a
carrier suppression of 50 to 65 dB. The pin numbers shown on the inputs and outputs
of the l C arc tho~e for a standard 14-pin dual in-line package (DI P) lC. The device is
also avai lable in a 10-lcad metal Call.
A mplitude Modu lator and Demodu lator Circuits
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Figure 4-27

A modified version of t he lattice modulator not requiring an iron-core
transformer fo r t he low- frequency modulating signaL
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In Fig. 4-28. u·an!>i!>tor'> Q7 and Q11 are constant-current \Ource., that are biased with
a 'ingle external resistor and the negative supply. They suppl) equal values of current to
the two differential amplifier-.. One differential amplifier i' made up of Q1• Q2 • and Q5 •
and the other of Q3 . Q4 • and Q(>. The modulating '>ignal i., applied to the ba.,es of Q5 and
Q6 . These tran.,istors are connected in the current paths w the differential transistors and
vary the amplitude of the current in accordance with the modulating signal. The current
in Q5 is 180° out of phase with the CUJTent in Q6 . A-:. the current in Q5 increases, the
current through Q6 decreases. and vice versa.
The differential transistor!-. Q1 through Q... which arc controlled by the carrier, operate a~ !>Witches. When the carrier input i~ such that the lower input terminal i~ positive with re:..pect to the upper input terminal. transis10r~ Q 1 and Q4 conduct and act
a<. clo!.ed !.Witches and Q~ and Q, are cut ofT. When the polarity of the carrier signal
revcr~es. Q1 and Q4 are cut off and Q~ and Q;~ conduct. acting as closed switche....
The<.e differential tran~istor<;. therefore. serve the same switching purpose as the
diode~ in the latrice modulator circuit discussed previously. They switch the modulating !.ignal off and on at the carrier rate.
As~ume that a high-frequency carrier wave is applied to ~witching transistors Q1
and Q... and that a low-frequency sine wave is applied to the modul ati ng signal input
at Q5 and Q(,· Assume that the modulating ~ignal is positive-going so that the current
through Q5 increases while the current through Q6 decrease~. When the carrier polarity
i' po~itive. Q1 and Q~ conduct. A' the.; current through Q~ increa!'>es. the current through
Q 1 and R2 increases proportionately: therefore. the output \Oitagc at the collector of
Q 1 goes in a negative direction . A<. the current through Q6 decreases. the current
through Q... and R 1 decrease\. Thus the output voltage at the collector of Q... increa~c ....
When the carrier polarity rever~cs. Q 2 and Q 3 conduct. The incrca~ing current of Q5
i-:. passed through Q2 and R 1 and therefore the output voltage begin~ to decrease. The
decreasing current through Q6 is now passed through Q, and 1?2 • causing the output
voltage to increase. The result of the carrier swi tch ing off and on and the modulating
signal varying as indicated produces the classical DSB output signal described before
l'>ee Fig. 4-26(c)j. The signal at R 1 is the same as the ~ignal al R2 , but the two arc
180° out of phase.
Figure 4-29 shows the 1496 connected to operate a\ a DSB or AM. The additional
components are included in the circuit in Fig. 4-28 to provide for ~ingle-ended rather
than balanced inputs to the carrier, modulating signal input<.. and a way to fine-tune the
carrier balance. The potentiometer on pins I and 4 allow~ tuning for minimum carrier
output. compensates for minor imbalances in the internal balanced modulator circuit!>,
and corrects for parts tolerance., in the resistors. thus giving maximum carrier supprcs~ion. The carrier suppression can be adjusted to at least 50 dB under most cond itions
and a~ high as 65 dB at low frequencies.

Applications for 1496/ 1596 ICs. The 1496 IC i.., one of the most versatile circuit'> available for communication applications. I n addition to it" u<oe a!> balanced modulator. it can be reconfigured to perform as an amplitude modulator or a~ a synchronou<;
detector.
In Fig. 4-29. the 1-kO resiMors bia" the differential amplilier.., into the linear region
<oo that they amplify the input carrier. The modulating signal i;, applied to the series emitter transistors Q5 and Q6 . An adju!ltable network u!.ing a 50-k.{l potentiometer allow!>
control or the amount of modulating signal that is applied to each internal pair of differential amplifiers. l f the potentiometer is set near the cen ter. the carrier balances out
and the circuit functions as a balanced modulator. When the potentiometer is fine-tuned
to the center position. the carrier i'> !-.uppressed and the output i~ DSB AM.
If the potentiometer i<o off'>ct one way or another, one pair or differential amplifier.., receive~ little or no carrier amplification and the other pair get\ all or mo~t of the
carrier. The circuit become!> a ver~ion of the differential amplifier modulator sho" n in
Fig. 4- 11 (b). This circuit wort..<. quite nicely. bur ha!> very low input impedances. The
carrier and modulating signal input impedances are equal to the input resistor vulues
Ampl itude Modu lator and Demodulator Circuit!.

GOOD TO KNOW
The 1496 IC is one of the most
versatile circuits available for
communication applications.
In addition to being a balanced
modulator, it can be reconfigured
to pertorm as an amplitude
modulator, a product detector,
or a synchronous detector.
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Figure 4-29
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of 51 H. This means that the carrier and modulating signal sources must come from
circuits with low output impedances, such as emitter followers or op amps.
Figure 4-30 shows the 1496 connected as a synchronous detector for AM. The AM
signal is applied to the series emitter transistors Q5 and Q6 . thus varying the emitter currents in the differential amplifiers, which in thi., case are used a<; switches to tum the AM
signal off and on at the right time. The carrier must be in phase with the AM signal.
In this circuit, the carrier can be derived from the AM signal itself. fn fact, connecting the AM signal to both inputs works if the AM signal is high enough in amplitude.
When the amplitude is high enough. the AM signal drives the differential amplifier transistors Q 1 through Q4 into cutoff and saturation. thereby removing any amplitude variations. Since the carrier is derived from the AM signal. it is in perfect phase to provide
high-quality demodulation. The carrier variations are filtered from the output by an RC
low-pass filter. leaving the recovered intelligence signal.

Analog multiplier

Analog Multiplier. Another type of IC that can be used as a bal anced modulator is
the analog multiplia Analog multipliers arc often used to generate DSB signals. The
primary difference between an IC balanced modulator and an analog multiplier is that
the balanced modulator is a switching circuit. The carrier. which may be a rectangular
wave, causes the differential amplifier transistor\ to tum off and on to switch the modulating signal. The analog multiplier uses differential amplifiers, but they operate in the
linear mode. The carrier must be a sine wave, and the analog multiplier produces the
true product of two analog inputs.

IC devices

IC Devices. In large-scale integrated circuits in which complete receivers are put on a
single silicon chip, the circuits described here are applicable. However. the circuitry is
more likely to be implemented with MOSFET~ instead of bipolar transistors.
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Figure 4-30

Synchronous AM detector using a 1496.
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4-5 SSB Circuits
Generating SSB Signals: The Filter Method
The simplest and most widely used method of generating SSB signals is the tiller method.
Figure 4-31 shows a general block diagram of an SSB transmillcr using the filter method.
The modulating signnl. usually voice from a microphone, is applied to the audio amplifier. the output of which is fed to one input of a balanced modulator. A cry~ta l o~cillator
provides the carrier signal, which is also applied to the balanced modulator. The output
of the balanced modulator is a double-sideband (DSB) signal. An SSB !>ignal i'> produced
by pas!>ing the DSB ~ignal through a highly selective bandpas'> filter that ~>elect~ either
the upper or lower -.ideband.
The primary requirement of the filter is. of course. that it pa~!-. only the desired sideband. Filters are usually designed with a bandwidth of approximately 2.5 to 3 kll1.. making them wide enough to pa~~ only standard voice frequencies. The ~ides of the filter
response curve are extremely steep, providing for excellent selectivity. Filter-. arc lixed
tuned device~: i.e .. the frequencies the) can pass are not alterable. Therefore. the carrier
oscillator frequenc) muM be chosen so that the sideband'> fall within the filter bandpas~.
Many commercially available filters are tuned to the 455-kH£. 3.35-M H/. or 9-MH/
frequency range!>, although other frequencies are also used. Digital signal proce'>:-ing
(DSP) lilte~ arc al'>o used in modern equipment.
With the filter method, it is necessary to select either the upper or the lower sideband. Since the <,ame information is contained in both sidebands. it generally make!. no
difference which one is selected, provided that the same ~ideband is used in both
Amplitude Modulator and Demodulator Circuits
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Figure 4-31

An SSB transmitter using the filter method.
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transmitter and receiver. However. the choice of the upper or lower sideband as a standard varies from service to service. and it is necessary to know which has been used to
properly receive an SSB signal.
There are two methods of sideband selection. Many transmitters simply contain two
(jlters. one that wil l pass the upper sideband and another that wi ll pass the lower sideband, and a switch is used to select the desired sideband [Fig. 4-32(a)l. An alternative
method is to provide two carrier oscillator frequencies. Two crystals change the carrier

Figure 4-32

Methods of selecting the upper or lower sideband. (a) Two filters. (b) Two
carrier frequencies.
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SSB
1----~ output

oscillator frequency to force either the upper sideband or the lower ~ideband to appear
in the filter bandpas" (-;ee Fig. 4-32(b)j.
As an example, a\\ume that a bandpass filter is fixed at 1000 kH1 and the modulating signal .f., is 2 kH1. The balanced modulator generate~ the •;um and difference frequenciec;. Therefore, the carrier frequency J., must be chosen \0 that the USB or LSB
ic; at I000 kl-!1. The balanced modulator outputs are USB = f. + J., and LSB -.f.. - J.,.
To set the USB at 1000 kHL the carrier must be f.. + J., = IOOO.J. + 2
1000.
and .f. = I 000 - 2 = 998 kHL. To set the LSB at I 000 kHz, the carri er mu'>t be
f..- f.,= 1000.}; 2 = 1000. and f..= 1000 + 2 = 1002 kH7.
Cry~tal filter\. which are low in co~t and relatively simple to de~ign . arc by far the
moM commonly u!-.ed filter!\ in SSB transmillers. Their very high Q provide-. extremely
good <;electivity. Ceramic filter!> are used in some designs. Typical center frequencies are
455 kH1 and 10.7 Mill. DSP filters arc also used in contemporary designs.

Example 4-2
An SSB transmiller using the Iiller method of Fig. 4-31 operates at a frequency of
4.2 M Hz. The voice frequency range is 300 to 3400 Hz.

a. Calculate the upper and lower sideband ranges.
Upper sideband

+ 300 = 4.200.000 + 300 = 4.200.300 1!1
= .fc + 3400 = 4,200.000 + 3400

Lower limitfLL = f.
Upper limit.fu

- 4.203.400 Hz
Range. USB = 4.200.300 to 4.203.400 Hz

L01rer sideband
Lower limitfi

1

Upper limitfu1
Range, LSB

= 4.200.000 - 300 = 4.199.700 H1
=.f.. - 3400 = 4,200.000 - 3400
= 4, 196,600 Ht.
= f. - 300

= 4, 196.000 to 4,199.700 Hz

b. What should be the approximate center frequency of a bandpass tiller to select the
lower sideband? The equation for the center frequency of the lower sideband .li.sn is

./i.<;B

= V.fu..fuL = V4, 196,660 X

4.199,700

= 4,198,149.7 Hz

An approximation i'>

li

. I SB

.fu. + f uL = 4,196,600 + 4.199.700
2

2

_
ISO H
- 4 · 198 . ·
7

Generating SSB Signals: Phasing
The pha.,ing method of SSB generation u!.es a phase-shift technique that causes one of
the sideband'> to be canceled out. A block diagram of a phasing-type SSB generator i-.
shown in Fig. 4-33. It uses two balanced modulators. which effectively eliminate the carrier. The carrier oscillator b applied directly to the upper balanced modulator along with
the audio modulating signal. The carrier and modulating signal arc then both shifted in
pha~e by 90° and applied to the second, lower, balanced modulator. The phase-shifting
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Figure 4-33

An SSB generator using the phasing method.
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action causes one sideband to be canceled out when the two balanced modulator outputs
are added to produce the output.
The carrier signal is Vc sin 27rfcr. The modulating signal is V, sin 27r/,,t. Balanced
modulator I produces the product of these two signals: ( V111 sin 27Tj,,.1) ( Vc sin 27Tfcl ).
Applying a common trigonometric identity

= 0.5[cos(A- B)- cos(A +B) ]

s in A sin B
we have

(V, sin 27Tj,,r) (Vc sin 27Tfcr)

= 0.5V

111

Vc[cos(27Tfc - 27Tf,,)t- cos(27rJ,. + 27Tj,,)t]

Note that these are the sum and difference frequencies or the upper and lower sidebands.
It is important to remember that a cosine wave is simply a sine wave shifted by 90°:
that is, it has exactly the same shape as a sine wave, but it occurs 90° earlier in time. A
cosine wave leads a sine wave by 90°, and a si ne wave lags a cosine wave by goo.
The goo phase shifters in Fig. 4-33 create cosine waves of the carrier and modulating signals that are multiplied in balanced modulator 2 to produce (Vm cos 27Tj,,t) X
(Vc cos 27rj,.l). Applying another common trigonometric identity
cos A cos B

= 0.5[ cos(A

- B) + cos(A

+ B)]

Carrier phase shift

we have

GOOD TO KNOW

When you add the sine expression given previously to the cosine expression just above,
the sum frequencies cancel and the difference frequencies add, producing only the lower
sideband cos [ (27Tfc - 27rj,n)t).

When the filter method is used to
produce SSB signals, either the
upper or the lower sideband is selected. The choice of upper or
lower sideband varies from service
to service and must be known to
properly receive an SSB signal.
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Carrier Phase Shift. A phase shifter is usually an RC network that causes the output to either lead or lag the input by 90°. Many different kinds of circuits have been
devised for producing this phase shift. A simple RF phase shifter consisting of two RC
sections, each set to produce a phase shift of 4SO, is shown in Fig. 4-34. The section
made up of R 1 and C 1 produces an output that lags the input by 45°. The section made
up of C2 and R2 produces a phase shift that leads the input by 45°. The total phase shift
between the two outputs is goo. One output goes to balanced modulator I. and the other
goes to balanced modulator 2.
Chapter4

Figure 4-34

A single-frequency 90° phase shifter.
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Since a phasing-type SSB generator can be made with IC balanced modulators such
al. the 1496 and since these can be driven by a square wave carrier frequency signal, a
digital phase shifter can be used to provide the two carrier signals that are 90° out of
phase. Figure 4-35 shows two D-typc flip-flops connected as a simple shift register with
feedback from the complement output of the 8 flip-flop to the D input of the A flip-flop.
Also JK flip-flops could be used. It is assumed that the flip-flops trigger or change state
on the negative-going edge of the clock signal. The c lock signal is set to a frequency
exact ly 4 times higher than the carrier frequency. With this arrangement, each flip-flop
produces a 50 percent duty cycle square wave at the carrier frequency, and the two signals arc exactly 90° out of phase with each other. These signals drive the differential
amplifier switches in the 1496 balanced modulators, and this phase relationship is maintained regardless of the clock or carrier frequency. TTL flip-flops can be used at frequencies up to about 50 MHt.. For higher frequencies, in excess of 100 MHz, emitter

Figure 4-35
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Figure 4-36

A phase shifter that produces a 90° shift over the 300- to 3000-Hz range.
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coupled logic (ECL) flip-flops can be used. In CMOS integrated circuits. this technique
is useful to frequencies up to 10 GHL.

Audio Ph ase Shift. The most difficult part of creating a phasing-type SSB generalor is to design a circuit that maintains a constant 90° phase shift over a wide range of
audio modulating frequencies. (Keep in mind that a phase shift is simply a time shift
between sine waves of the same frequt:ncy.) An RC network produces a specilic amount
of phase shift at only one frequency because the capacitive reactance varies with frequency. In the carrier phase shifter, this is not a problem. since the catTier is maintained
at a constant frequency. However. the modulating signal is usually a band of frequencies, typically in the audio range from 300 to 3000 Hz.
One of the circuits common ly used to produce a 90° phase sh ift over a wide bandwidth is shown in Fig. 4-36. The phase-shift difference between the output to modulator I and the output to modulator 2 is 90° ± 1.5° over the 300- to 3000-Hz range.
Resistor and capacitor val ues must be carefu lly selected to ensure phase-shift accuracy,
since inaccuracies cause incomplete cancellation of the undesired sideband.
A wideband audio phase sh ifter that uses an op amp in an active filter arrangement
is shown in Fig. 4-37. Careful selection of component:, will ensure that the phase shift
of the output will be close to 90° over the audio frequency range of 300 to 3000 Hz. Greater
precision of phase shift can be obtained by using multiple stages. with each stage having different component values and therefore a different phase-shift value. The phase
shifts in the multiple stages produce a total shift of 90°.

Figure 4-37

An active phase shifter.
10k!l
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The phasing method can be used to select either the upper or the lower 'ideband.
This is done by changing the phase shift of either the audio or the carrier signab to the
balanced modulator inputs. For example. applying the direct audio signal to balanced
modulator 2 in Fig. ~-33 and the 90° phase-shifted signal to balanced modulator I will
cause the upper \ideband to be selected instead of the lower sideband. The phase relation.,hip of the carrier can abo be switched to make this change.
The output of the phasing generator is a low-level SSB signal. The degree of supprelt...ion of the carrier depends on the configuration and precision
the balanced modulators.
and the preci<,iOn
the phase <,hifting detennines the degree Of i-Uppression Of the llll\\anted
l>ideband. The de~ign of phasing-type SSB generators is critical if complete ..,uppn!~>sion of
the undesired '>ideband is to be achieved. 1l1e SSB output is then applied to linear RF amplifiers. where it' power le\el b increased before being applied to the transmitling antenna.

or

or

DSB and SSB Demodulation
To recover the intelligence in a DSB or SSB signal. the carrier that was suppressed at
the receiver must be reinserted. Assume. e.g .. that a 3-k Hz sine wave tone is transmitted by modulating n I 000-kHz carrier. With SSB transmission of the upper sideband. the
transmitted signal is 1000 + 3 = 1003kHz. Now at the receiver. the SSB signal (the
1003-kHt. USB) is used to modulate a carrier of 1000kHz. Sec Fig. 4-38(a). I f a balanced modulator is used. the l 000-kHz carrier is suppressed. but the sum and difference
signals arc generated. The balanced modulator is called a pmduct detector because it i!used to recover the modulating ~ignal rather than generate a carrier that will transmit it.
The <,urn and diiTcrence frequencies produced are
Sum:
Difference:

l 003 + 1000
1003 - 1000

Product detector

= 2003 kHL
= 3 kHL

The difference i'>. of cour'>C. the original intelligence or modulating !.ignal. The sum.
the 2003-kHL '>ignal. ha!. no importance or meaning. Since the two output frcqucncic., of
the balanced modulator are so far apart, the higher undesired frequency i!. easily lihcrcd
out by a low-pm,, Iiller that keep' the 3-kHL. ~ignal but \uppre-;sclt e\'erything above it.

Figure 4-38

1003kHz
USB

A balanced modulator used as a product detector to demodulate an SSB signal.

Balanced
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(a)
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~I

>0

l

I
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Any balanced modulator can be used as a product detector to demodulate SSB signals. Many special product detector circuits have been developed over the years. Lattice
modulators or ICs such as the 1496 both make good product detectors. All that needs to
be done is to connect a low-pass filter on the output to get rid of the undesired highfrequency signal while passing the de!>ired difference l>ignal. Figure 4-38(b) shows a
widely accepted convention for representing balanced modulator circuits. ote the special symbols used for the balanced modulator and low-pac;s filter.

CHAPTER REVIEW
Summary
One type of AM circu it varies the gain of the amplifier or the
attenuation or the voltage divider according to the modulating signal plu\ I. Another applies the product of the carrier
and modulating signals to a nonlinear component or circuit.
A parallel tuned circuit resonant at the carrier frequency. with
a bandwidth wide enough to filter out the modulating signal
as well a!. the ~econd and higher harmonics of the carrier. can
be used to produce an AM wave.
Low-level AM can be produced by many types of circuits. I n high-le,el modulation. the modulator varies the voltage and power in the tran\mitter'c; tinal RF amplifier stage.
Demodulator (detector) circuits accept a modulated
signal and recover the original modulating information. The

basic AM detector is a half wave rectifier. Synchronous detectors u~c an internal clock signal to !>witch the AM signal
off and on. producing rectification.
A balanced modulator is a circuit that generates a DSB
signal. The diode ring or lattice modulator is a widely used
balanced modulator.
Filters used to generate SSB signals muc;t have high
selectivity. Crystal filter\ are the most common but DSP is
becoming more widely u<,ed.
Product detector:.. which are circuits for demodulating or
detecting DSB or SSB l>ignah. generate the mathematical
product of the SSB '>ignal and the carrier.

Questions
1. What mathematical operation docs an amplitude modulator perform?
2. A device that produces amplitude modulation must
have what type of response curve?
3. Describe the two basic ways in which amplitude modulator circuits generate AM.
4. What type of c;emiconductor device gives a near-perfect
square-law respon<>c?
5. Which four signals and frequencies appear at the output of a low-le\cl diode modulator?
6. What component doe~ a PIN diode appear ro be when
it i\ used in an amplitude modulator?
7. Name the primary application of PIN diodes as amplitude modulator!..
8. What kind of amplifier must be used to boo t the power
of a low-level AM signal?
9. How doe!. a differential amplifier modulator work?
10. To what stage of a transmitter does the modulator connect in a high-level AM transmitter?
1 I. What is the simplest and most common technique for
demodulating an AM signal?
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12. What is the most cri tical component value in a diode
detector circuit ? Explain.
13. What is the basic component in a synchronous detector?
What operates this component?
14. What signals docs a bal anced modulator generate'?
Eliminate?
15. What type of balanced modulator uses transformer~
and diodes?
16. What is the mO!-.t commonly used filter in a filter-type
SSB generator?
17. What i' the most difficult part of producing SSB for
voice signals by using the phasing methods?
18. Which type of balanced modulator gives the greatest
carrier <,upprcs\ion'!
19. What i., the name of the circuit used to demodulate an
SSB ~ignal?
20. What signal must be present in an SSB demodulator
beside!-> the signal to be detected?

Problems
I. A collector modulated transmitter has a supply voltage
of 48 V and an a\erage collec!Or current of 600 mA.
What io, the input power to the transmiuer? H ow much
modulating !.ignal power is needed to produce 100 percent modulation? •
2. An SSB generator ha!. a 9-MHl carrier and is used to
pal>s voice frequencie~ in the 300- to 3300-H7 range.
The lower sideband i~ 'elected. What is the approximate

center frequency of the filter needed to pass the lower
sideband?
3. A 1496 IC balanced modulator has a carrier-level input of
200 mV. The amount of suppression achieved is 60 dB.
How much carrier voltage appears at the output? •
• An1wen 10 Selec1ed Prob/emsfolloll' Chap. 22.

Critical Thinking
J. State the relative advantages and disadvantages of
~ynchronC)ll!. detectors versu!> other types of amplitude

demodul ators.
2. Could a balanced modulator be used as a synchronous
detector'? Why or why not?
3. An SSB signal is generated by modulating a 5-MHz
carrier with a 400-Ht sine tone. At the receiver. the

carrier is reinserted during demodulation, but its frequency is 5.00015 MHz rather than exactly 5 M Hz.
How doc~ this affect the recovered signal'? How would
a voice signal be affected by a carrier that is not exactly
the same as the original?

Amplitude Modulator and Demodulator Circuits
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Fundamentals of
Frequency Modulation
A

sine wave carrier can be modulated by varying its amplitude, frequency, or

phase shift. The basic equation for a carrier wave is
u ;::;:: \{!>in (21Tft ± 0)

Angle modulation

where \{ ;::;:: peak amplitude, f ;::;:: frequency, and 0 = phase angle
Impressing an information signal on a carrier by changing its frequency produces FM. Varying the amount of phase shift that a carrier experiences is known
as phase modulation (PM). Varying the phase shift of a carrier also produces FM.
FM and PM are collectively referred to as angle modulation. Since FM is generally superior in performance to AM, it is widely used in many areas of communication electronics.

Objectives
After completing this chapter. you will be able to:
• Compare and contrast frequency modulation and phase modulation.
• Calculate the modulation index given the maximum deviation and the
maximum modulating frequency and use the modulation index and Bessel
coefficients to determine the number of significant sidebands in an FM
signal.
• Calculate the bandwidth of an FM signal by using two methods and
explain the difference between the two.
• Explain how preemphasis is used to solve the problem of the interference
of high-frequency components by noise.
• List t he advantages and disadvantages of FM as compared to AM.
Give the reasons for FM's superior immunity to noise.

5-1 Basic Principles of Frequency

Modulation
In FM. the carrier amplitude remains constant and the carrier frequenc) i~ changed by
the modulating -,ignal. A.., the amplitude of the infom1ation signal varie.,. the carrier
frequency shift.., proportionately. A.., the modulating signal amplitude increa<.,e.,. the carrier
frequency increa..,c.,. If the amplitude of the modulating signal decrca!\e.,. the carrier frequency decrease .... T he re,er...e relationship can a lso be implemented. A decrea<,ing
modulating '>ignal increa"e" the carrier frequency aboYe ih center value. wherea"
an increasing modulating !\ignal decrea...,es the carrier frequency below its center value. A.,
the modulating '>ignal amplitude varie~. the carrier frequency varie~ above and below it<.
nomml center. or re.HinR. frequency with no modulation. The amount of change in carrier
freq uency produced by the modulating signal is known a., theji-equenn• de1·imion .{,1• Maximum frequency deviation occur., at the maximum amplitude of the modulat ing signal.
T he frequency of the modulating signal determines the frequcm:y deviation ra te. or
how many times per second the carrier frequency deviates above and below its center
freque ncy. If the mod ulating signal is a 500-Hz sine wave. the carrie r fn.:qucncy '> hifts
above and below the center freq uem:y 500 times per ~eco nd .
An FM signal i., illuwmed in Fig. 5- 1(c). Normally the carrier I Fig. 5- l(a)l is a sine
wave. but it i.., shown a .. a tria ngular wave here to :-.impli fy the illustration. With no
modulating signal applied. the carrier frequency is a <.:on~ta n t-ampl itude !>inc wave at it~
normal rc.,ting frequency.
The modulating information signal [Fig. 5-1 (b)] i~ a low-frequency ..,inc wave. A'>
the '>ine wave goe., po.,itive. the frequency of the carrier increase'> proportionate!). The
highest frequency occur' at the peak amplitude of the modulating '>ignal. A.., the modulating -,ignal amplitude decreases. the carrier frequency decreases. When the modulating
~ignal i~ at tero amplitude. the carrier i., at its center frequency point.
When the modulating signal goes negative. the carrier frequency decrca\Cs. It continue'> to dec rca<,c until the peak of the negative half-cycle of the modulating '>inc wave
i.., reached. T hen as the modulating :-.ignal increases toward 1ero, the carrier frequency
again increa'>C'>. Thi'> phenomenon is illustrated in Fig. 5-1 (c), w here the carrier <,inc
waves seem to he firq compres.,ed and the n stretched by the mod ulating signal.
Assume a carrier frequency of ISO MJ-11.. If the peak amplitude of the modulating
signal cau-;cs a maximum freq uency shift of 30 kl-11., the carrier frequency will deviate
up to 150.03 Mll1 and down to 149.97 MHz. The total frequency deviation is 150.03 60 kll1. In practice. however, the frequency deviation is expressed
149.97 - 0.06 M H1.
as the amount of frequem:y shift of the carrier above or below the center frequency. Thus
the frequency deviation for the 150-MJ-Iz carrier frequency i., represented as .:t 30 !..Hz. This
means that the modu lating signal varies the can·ier above and below its center frequency by

Frequency modulation

Frequency deviation fd

GOOD TO KNOW
The frequency of the modulating
signal determines the frequency
deviation rate, or how many
times per second the carrier
frequency deviates above and
below its center frequency.

=

Example 5-1
A tran ... millcr operate~ on a freque ncy of 9 15 MHz. The maximum FM deviation i"
.:t 12.5 l..l-11.. What arc the maximum and mini mum frequencies that occur du ring
modulation?
915 M H1
Maximum deviation
M inimum deviation

= 915,000 kH z
= 915.000 + 12.5 = 915.012.5 kl-11
= 9 15,000 - 12.5 = 9 14.987.5 kl-11

Fundamcntab or Frequency Mndul ntion
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Figure 5-1

FM and PM signals. The carrier is drawn as a triangular wave for simplicity,
but in practice it is a sine wave. (o) Carrier. (b) Modulating signal. (c) FM signal.
(d) PM signal.
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30 kHz. Note that the frequency of the modulating signal has no effect on the amount of
deviation, which is strictly a function of the amplitude of the modulating signal.
Frequently, the modulating signal is a pulse train or series of rectangular waves. e.g.,
serial binary data. When the modulating signal has only two amplitudes, the carrier
frequency. instead of having an infinite number of values. as it would have with a continuously varying (analog) signal, has only two values. Thi s phenomenon is illustrated
in Fig. 5-2. For example, when the modulating signal is a binary 0, the carrier frequency
is the center frequency value. When the modulating signal is a binary I, the carrier frequency abruptly changes to a higher frequency level. The amount of the shift depends
on the amplitude of the binary signal. This kind of modulation, called frequency-sh~ft
keying ( FSK), is widely used in the transmission of binary data in digital cell phones and
in some types of low-speed computer modems.
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Figure 5-2

Frequency-modulating of a carrier with binary data produces FSK.
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5-2 Principles of Phase Modulation
When the amount of phase shift of a constant-frequency carrier is varied in accordance
with a modulating signal, the resulting output is a phase modulation (PM) signal Lsee
Fig. 5-l(d)]. Imagine a modulator circuit whose basic function is to produce a phase
shift. i.e.. a time separation between two sine waves of the same frequency. Assume that
a phase shifter can be buill that will cause the amount of phase shift to vary with the
amplitude of the modulating signal. The greater the amplitude of the modulating signal,
the greater the phase shift. Assume further that positive alternations of the modulating
signal produce a lagging phase shift and negative signals produce a leading phase shift.
If a constant-amplitude. constant-frequency carrier sine wave is applied to the phase
shifter whose phase shift is varied by the intelligence signal, the output of the phase
shifter is a PM wave. As the modulating signal goes positive, the amount of phase lag,
and thus the delay of the carrier output, increases with the amplitude of the modulating
signal. The result at the output is the same as if the constant-frequency carrier signal had
been stretched out, or had its frequency lowered. When the modulating signal goes negative, the phase shift becomes leading. This causes the carrier sine wave to be effectively
speeded up. or compressed. The result is the same as if the carrier frequency had been
increased.
Note that it is the dynamic nature of the modulating signal that causes the fre4uency
variation at the output of the phase shifter: FM is produced only as long as the phase shift
is varying. To understand this better, look at the modulating signal shown in Fig. 5-J(a),
which is a triangular wave whose positive and negative peaks have been clipped off at a
fixed amplitude. During time t0 , the signal is zero, so the carrier is at its center frequency.
Applying this modulating signal to a frequency modulator produces the FM signal
shown in Fig. 5-3(b). During the time the waveform is rising (t 1), the frequency increases.
During the time the positive amplitude is constant (t 2). the FM output frequency is constant. During the time the amplitude decreases and goes negative (t3 ), the frequency
decreases. During rhe constant-amplitude negative alternation (t4 ), the frequency remains
constant, at a lower frequency. During t5 , the frequency increases.
Now, refer to the PM signal in Fig. 5-3(<.'). During increases or decreases in amplitude
(11 , r3 • and t 5 ), a varying frequency is produced. However, during the constant-amplitude
positive and negative peaks, no frequency change takes place. The output of the phase modulator is simply the carrier frequency which has been shifted in phase. This clearly illustrates that when a modulating signal is applied to a phase modulator, the output frequency
changes only during the time that the amplitude of the modulating signal is varying.
The maximum frequency deviation produced by a phase modulator occurs during
the time that the modulating signal is changing at its most rapid rate. For a sine wave
modulating signal, the rate of change of the modulating signal is greatest when the modulating wave changes from plus to minus or from minus to plus. As Fig. 5-3(c) shows,

Fundamentals of Frequency Modulation

Phase modulation {PM)

GOOD TO KNOW
The maximum frequency deviation
produced by a phase modulator
occurs when the modulating
signal is changing most quickly.
For a sine wave modulating signal,
that time is when the modulating
wave changes from plus to minus
or from minus to plus.
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Figure 5-3

A frequency shift occurs in PM only when the modulating signal amplitude
varies. (a) Modulating signal. (b) FM signal. (c) PM signal.
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the maximum rate of change of modulating voltage occurs exactly at the zero crossing
points. ln contrast, note that in an FM wave the maximum deviation occurs at the peak
positive and negative amplitude of the modulating voltage. Thus, although a phase modulator does indeed produce FM. maximum deviation occurs at different points of the
modulating signal.
In PM. the amount of carrier deviation is proportional to the rate of change of the
modulating signal, i.e .. the calculus derivative. With a sine wave modulating signal. the
PM carrier appears to be frequency-modulated by the cosine of the modulating signal.
Remember that the cosine occurs 90° earlier (leads) than the sine.
Since the frequency deviation in PM is proportional to the rate of change in the
modulating signal. the frequency deviation is proportional to the modulating signal frequency as well as its amplitude. This effect is compensated for prior to modulation.

Relationship Between the Modulating Signal
and Carrier Deviation
In FM, the frequency deviation is directly proportional to the amplitude of the modulating signal. The maximum deviation occurs at the peak positive and negative amplitudes
of the modulating signal. In PM. the frequency deviation is also directly proportional to
the amplitude of the modulating signal. The maximum amount of leading or lagging
phase shift occurs at the peak amplitudes of the modulating signal. This effect. for both
FM and PM. is illustrated in Fig. 5-4(a).
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Figure 5-4

Frequency deviation as a function of (o) modulating signal amplitude and
(b) modulattng stgnal frequency.

Modulating signal amplitude ( Vml

-

Modulating signal frequency (f,.J -

(a)

(b)

Now look at Fig. 5-4(/)). which shows that the frequency deviation of an FM 'ignal
is constant for any value of modulating frequency. Only the amplitude of the modulating signal determine:-. the amount of deviation. But look at how the deviation varie:-. in
a PM signal with different modulating signal frequencies. The higher the modulming
signal frequency. the '>horter it~ period and the faster the vollage changes. lligher modulating voltages rc~ult in greater phase shift. and this. in tum. produce~ greater frequenc)
deviation. However. higher modulating frequencies produce a fa~ter rate of change of the
modulating \Oltagc and thu-. greater frequency deviation. In PM. then. the carrier frequency deviation i'> proportional to both the modulating frequency (\lope of modulating
voltage) and the amplitude. In FM, frequency deviation is prop011ional only to the amplitude of the modulating ... ignal. regardless of its frequency.

Converting PM to FM
To make PM compatible with FM. the deviation produced by frequency variatiOn!> in the
modulating signal must be compensated for. This can be clone by passing the i111clligence
signal through a low-pass RC network. as illustrated in Fig. 5-5. This low-pass lilter.

Figure 5-5
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Figure 5-6

Phase modulation of a carrier by binary data produces PSK.

:::::::::: --------.~------,r
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Frequency-correcting network
(predistorter or 1/f filter)

Indirect FM

called a frequency-correcting network, predistorter; or 1/ffi/te,; causes the higher modulating frequencies to be attenuated. Although the higher modulating frequencies produce a greater rate of change and thus a greater frequency deviation. this is offset by the
lower amplitude of the modulating signal, which produces less phase shift and thus less
frequency deviation. The predistorter compensates for the excess frequency deviation
caused by higher modulating frequencies. The result is an output that is the same as an
FM signal. The FM produced by a phase modulator is called indirect FM.

Phase-Shift Keying

Phase-shift keying (PSK)
Binary phase-shift keying (BPSK)

Sideband

GOOD TO KNOW
In FM, only those sidebands with
the largest amplitudes are
significant in carrying information. Sidebands containing less
than 2 percent of the total power
have little overall effect on the
intelligibility of the signal.
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PM is also used with binary signals. as Fig. 5-6 shows. When lhe binary modulating signal is 0 V, or binary 0, the PM signal is simply the carrier frequency. When a binary J
voltage level occurs, the modulator, which is a phase sh ifter, simply changes the phase
of the carrier, not its frequency. In Fig. 5-6 the phase shift is 180°. Each time the signal
changes from 0 to I or I to 0. there is a 180° phase shift. The PM signal is still the carrier frequency, but the phase has been changed with respect to the original carrier with
a binary 0 input.
The process of phase-modulating a carrier with binary data is called phase-shift
keying (PSK) or binary phase-shift keying (BPSK). The PSK signal shown in Fig. 5-6
uses a 180° phase shift from a reference, but other phase-shift values can be used, for
example, 45°,90°. 135°, or225° . The important thing to remember is that no frequency
variation occurs. The PSK signal has a constant frequency, but the phase of the signal
from some reference changes as the binary modulating s ignal occurs.

5-3 Modulation Index and Sidebands
Any modulation process produces sidebands. When a constant-frequency sine wave modulates a carrier. two side frequencies are produced. The side frequencies are the sum and
difference of the canier and the modulating frequency. In FM and PM. as in AM, sum
and difference sideband frequencies are produced. ln addition, a large number of pairs
of upper and lower sidebands are generated. As a result, the spectrum of an FM or a PM
signal is usually wider than that of an equivalent AM signal. It is also possible to generate a special narrowband FM signal whose bandwidth is only slightly wider than that
of an AM signal.
Figure 5-7 shows the frequency spectrum of a typical FM signal produced by modulating a canier with a si ngle-frequency sine wave. Note that the sidebands are spaced
from the carrier j;. and from one another by a frequency equal to the modulating frequency/,,. [f the modulating frequency is I kHz, the first pair of sidebands is above and
below the carrier by 1000 Hz. The second pair of sidebands is above and below the
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Figure 5-7

Frequency spectrum of an FM signal. Note that the carrier and sideband amplitudes shown are just examples.
The amplitudes depend upon the modulation index m,.
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2000 Hz. or 2 kHz. and so on. ote also that the amplitude~
of the ~ideband~ \'ary. If each ~ideband is assumed to be a \ine wave, with a frequency
and an amplitude as indicated in Fig. 5-7. and all the sine wave.., are added, then the FM
signal producing them will be created.
As the amplitude of the modulating signal varies. the frequency deviation changes.
The number of sidebands produced. and their amplitude and spacing, depend on the frequency deviation and modulating frequency. Keep in mind that an FM signal has a constant ampliLUde. Since an FM signal is a summation of the sideband frequencies. the
sideband amplitudes must vary with frequency deviation and modulating frequency if
their sum is to produce a constant-amplitude but variable-frequency FM signa l.
Theoretically. the FM process produces an infinite number of upper and lower sidebands and. therefore. a theoretically infinitely large bandwidth. However, in practice, on ly
those sidebands with the largest amplitudes are significant in carrying the information.
Typically any sideband whose amplitude is less than I percent of the unmoduluted carrier
is considered insignificant. Thus FM is readily passed by circuits or communication
media with finite bandwidth. Despite this. the bandwidth of an FM signal b u:-.ually much
wider than that of an AM signal with the same modulating !.ignal.

Modulation Index
The ratio of the frequency deviation to the modulating frequency i~ l..nown a~ the
Modulation index

modulation index Ill/

where .{,1 is the frequency deviation and J,, is the modulating frequency. Sometime<;
the lowercase Creel.. letter delta (8) is used instead of _r;, to represent deviation:
then 1111 - 8/J,,. For example, if the maximum frequency deviation of the carrier
Fundamcntall. of Frequency Modulation
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is ±12kHz and the maximum modulating frequency is 2.5 kHz, the modulating index
is m1
12/2.5
4.8.
In most communication systems using FM, maximum limits are put on both the frequency deviation and the modulating frequency. For example. in standard FM broadcasting. the maximum permitted frequency deviation is 75 kHz and the maximum
permitted modulating frequency is 15 kHz. This produces a modulation index of

=

=

m1 = 75/15 = 5.
Deviation ratio

When the maximum allowable frequency deviation and the maximum modulating
frequency are used in computing the modulation index, 111; is known as the del'iation
ratio.

Example 5-2
What is the deviation ratio of TV sclllnd if the maximum deviation is 25 kHz and the
maximum modulating frequency is 15 kHz?

J;, 25
=J;, 15

lilt = -

= 1.667

Bessel Functions

Bessel function

Given the modulation index, the number and amplitudes of the significant sidebands can
be detcm1ined by sol ving the basic equation of an FM signal. The FM equation. whose
derivation is beyond the scope of this book, is uFM = \{. sin [27Tfct + m1 sin (27Tf,11t) ],
where vFM is the instantaneous value of the FM signal and m1 is the modulation index.
The term whose coefficient is 111/ is the phase angle of the carrier. Note that this equation expresses the phase angle in terms of the sine wave modulating signal. This equation is solved with a complex mathematical process known as Bessel functions. It is not
necessary to show this solution. but the result is as follows:
vFM

= V,.{J0 (sin w,.r) + J 1[ sin (w,. + w,)r-

sin(w.:- - w111 )t]

+ h [sin(w,. + 2cv,)r + sin(cve - 2w,)r]
+ h[sin(wc + 3w,)r - sin(w,. - 3w,)t]
+ J4 [sin(wc + 4w,)r + sin(w(. - 4w,)r)

+ J 5 [ sin · · ·] + · · ·}
where w,.

= 2'TT.fr = carrier frequency

w,. ::: 27Tj,,

=

modulating signal frequency
\{. ::: peak value of unmodulated carri er

The FM wave is expressed as a composite of sine waves of different frequencies
and amplitudes that. when added. give an FM time-domain signal. The first term is the
carrier with an ampli tude given by a J, coefficient. in this case J 0 . The next term represents a pair of upper and lower side frequencies equal to the sum and difference of the
carrier and modulating signal frequency. The amplitude of these side frequencies is J 1•
The next term is another pair of side frequencies equal to the carrier ± 2 times the modulating signal frequency. The other terms represent additional side frequencies spaced
from one another by an amount equal to the modulating signal frequency.
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The amplitude.., of the sideband.., arc determined by the J, coefficient'>. which are.
in tum, determined by the value of the modulation index. These amplitude coefficients
are computed by w. ing the expression

(ml ?
2(2n + 2)

-----=-- - +

(ny)4
2 · -+(2n + 2)(211

-1 4)

(m,t
2 . 4 . 6(211 + 2){111 + 4)(211 + 6)

+ .. ·]

where ! = factorial

n
11

= ~ideband number (I , 2 . .1. etc.)
= 0 is the carrier
!J

" 'I= J,,

frequency deviation

In practice. you do not have to know or calculate thc~c coefficients, since tables giving them are widely available. The Bc~:-.cl coefficients for a range of modulation indexes
arc given in Fig. 5-8. The leftmost column gives the modulation index
The remaining columns indicate the relative amplitudes of the carrier and the various pairs of sidebands. Any sideband with a relative carrier amplitude of lcs-. than I percent (0.0 I ) has
been eliminated. Note that '>Ome of the carrier and '>idcband amplitudes have negati\e
'>igns. This mean:-. that the signal repre..,cntcd by that amplitude i:-. :-.imply shifted in phase
180° (phase invcr<,ion ).
Figure 5-9 :-bows the curves that arc generated by plotting the data in Fig. 5-8. The
carrier and sideband amplitudes and polarities arc plotted on the vertical axis; the
modulation index i'> plotted on the horizontal axis. As the tigures illustrate. the carrier
amplitude J0 varies with lhe modulation index. In FM. the carrier amplitudt.: and the
ampliwdes of the '>idebands change a-. the modulating '>ignal frequency and deviation
change. In AM. the carrier amplitude remains constant.
Note that at several points in Fi gs. 5-8 and 5-9. at modulation indexes of about
2.4, 5.5. and 8.7. the carrier amplitude J0 actually drops to tero. At those points, all
the signal power is completely distributed throughout the sidebands. And as can be
!-teen in Fig. 5-9, the sidebands also go to zero at certain values of the modulation
index.

'"r.

Figure 5-8

GOOD TO KNOW
The symbol ! means factorial.
This tells you to multiply all
integers from 1 through the
number to which the symbol is
attached. For example, 5! means
1 X 2 X 3 X 4 X 5 = 120.

Carri er and sideband amplitudes for different modulation indexes of FM signals based on the Bessel functions.

Modulation
Carrier
Index

0.00
0.25
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.0
8.0
9.0
10.0
12.0
150

1.00
0.98
0.94
0.77
0.51

Sidebands (Pa1rs)
1st

2d

3d

4th

5th

6th

-

-

-

--

-

-

0.12
0.24
0.44
0.56

0.03
0.11
0 23

0.02
0.06

O.Ql

0.58
0.22
0.05 0.50
- 0.26 0.34
0 .40 - 0.07
0.18 - 0.33

035
0.45
0 49
0 .36
005

0.13
0.22
0 .31
0.43
0.36

0.03
0.07
0.13
0.28
0.39

-

002
0.04
013
0.26

0.36
0.15 - 0.28 - 0.24 0.11
0.30 0.00 0.30 0.17 0.16
0.17
0.29 - 0.10
0.23 011
0.24 014 - 0. 18 - 0.27 0.09
0.25 0 .04 0.25 0.06 0.22 - 0.05 - 022
0.01
0.21

008
0 04

0.20
0. 19

0.18
0.12

0.36
0.35
0. 19
0.06
0.23
007
01 3

0.01
005
0.13

7th

8th

9th

10th

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

0.02
0.05

0.13
0.23
0.32
0.33
O.ot
0.22
0 24 - 0.17
021 0.03 025
0.34
0.34
0.20

Fundamental~

-

0.02

-

0.06
0.13
0.22
0.30
0.31

0.02
0.06
0.13
0.21
029

0.05
0.17

0.23
0.22

-

-

-

-

-

11th 12th 13th 14th 15th 16th

-

-

-

-

-

- -- - - - - - - - - - -- -0.02 0.06 0.03 0.12 0.06 0.03 O.ot

--

-

-

-

-

-- --

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

0.20 0.12 0.06 003 001

-

-

-

-

-

0.30 0.27 0.20 0.12 0.07 0 .03 0.01
0.09 0.10 0.24 0 28 0.25 0 18 0 .12
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Figure 5-9

Plot of the Bessel function data from Fig. 5-8.
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Modulation index

Example 5-3
What is the maxi mum modulating f requency that can be used to achieve a modulation
index o f 2.2 w ith a deviation of 7.48 kHz?

.
} 111

Narrowband FM (NBFM)
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=

};,
1111

7480

,.,

= 22 = ,400 Hz = 3.4 kHz

Figure 5-10 shows several examples or an FM signal spectrum wi th di fferent modulation indexes. Compare the examples to the entries in Fig. 5-8. The unmodulated carri er in Fig. 5- IO(a) has a relati ve amplitude of 1.0. With no modulation, all the power is
in the carri er. Wi th modulation, the carrier amplitude decreases while the amplitudes of
the vari ous sidebands increase.
I n Fig. 5- lO(d), th e modulation index is 0.25. T his is a special case of FM i n which
the modulation process produces only a single pair o f significant sidebands like those
produced by A M. With a modulation index of 0.25. the FM signal occupies no more
spectrum space than an A M si gnal. This type of FM is called narrowband FM, or
NBFM . T he formal defmWon of NB FM is any FM system in which the modulation
index is l ess than 7r/2 = 1.57, or m1 < 'TT'/ 2. However, for true NBFM with only a single
pair of sidebands, m1 must be much less than 'TT'/2. Values of m1 in the 0.2 to 0.25 range
will give true NBFM . Common FM mobile radios use a maximum deviation of 5 kHz,
wi th a maxi mum voice frequency o f 3 k Hz, gi ving a modulation index of
"'IJ = 5 kH7J3 kH z = 1.667. Although these systems do not fall w ithin the formal definition of N BFM , they are nonetheless regarded as narrowband transmissions.
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Figure 5- 10

Examples of FM signal spectra. (a) Modulation index of 0 (no modulation
or sidebands). (b) Modulation index of 1. (c) Modulation index of 2.
(d} Modulation index of 0.25 (NBFM).
1.0

(a)

0.77

044

0.44

01 1

0. 11
0.02

I

0.02
(b)

0.58

0.58

0 .35

035
0.22

0.03

0.13

0.13

I

I

0.03

(c)

0.98

0. 12

0.12

(d)
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Example 5-4
State the amplitudes of the carrier and first four
modulation index of 4. (Use Figs. 5-8 and 5-9.)

lu

of an FM signal with a

= - 0.4
0.07

Jl -

h

~ideband~

=

0.36

h - 0.43
}~

= 0.28

The primary purpose or NBFM is to conserve spectrum space. and NBFM is widely
used in radio communication. Note. however, that NBFM conserves spectrum space at
the expense of the signal-to-noise ratio.

FM Signal Bandwidth
A~ ~tated

previou ly, the higher the modulation index in FM. the greater the number of
sidebands and the wider the bandwidth of the "ignal. When spectrum conservation is necessary, the bandwidth of an FM signal can be deliberately restricted by
putting an upper limit on the modulation inde\.
The total bandwidth of an FM \ignal can be detennined by knowing the modulation
index and using Fig. 5-8. For example. as-,ume that the highe'>t modulating frequency of a
'>ignal i'> 3 kH1. and the maximum deviation i.., 6 kHt. This gives a modulation index of
m1 = 6 kHtJ3 kHL = 2. Referring to Fig. 5-8. you can see that this produces four significant
pair'> of sidebands. The bandwidth can then be determined with the simple formula

~ignilicant

BW -

~{,,N

where N is the number of :-.ignificant :-.ideband~
formula, the bandwidth of our FM signal i!-1
BW

Carson's rule

111

the ..,ignal. According to this

= 2{3 kl-1 1.)(4) = 24 kllz

In general terms. an FM s ignal with a modulation index of 2 and a highest modulating frequency of 3 kHz will occupy a 24-kHi' bandwidth.
Another way to determine the bandwidth of an FM signal is to use Carson's rule.
This rule recognizes only the power in the most significant ~idebands with amplitudes
greater than 2 percent of the carrier (0.02 or higher in Fig. 5-8). This rule is
BW

= 2[/,,<••""l + /,,(ma,l)

According to Carson's rule, the bandwidth of the FM \ignal in the previous example
would be
BW

= 2(6 kH1

..... 3 J...Ht)

= 1(9 kHz)=

18kHz

Carson ·s rule will always give a band\\ idth lower than that calculated with the formula BW = 2J,,N. Howe, cr. it hm. been proved that if a circuit or system has the bandwidth calculated by Can.on·s rule. the -.idcband-. will indeed be passed well enough to
ensure full intelligibility of the ~ignal.
So far. all the examples of FM have a~~lllned a !-lingle-frequency sine wave modulating signal. However. as you !-now. most modulating !>ignals are not pure sine waves.
but complex waves made up of many different frcquencie!>. When the modulating signal
i~ a pulse or binary wave train. the carrier is modulated by the equivalent signal. which i~
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a mix of a fundamental sine wave and all the relevant harmonic~. a<., detem1ined by Fourier
theory. For example. if the modulating ~ignal is a square wave. the fundamental sine wa'e
and all the odd ham1onics modulate the canier. Each hannonic produces multiple pairs of
-.idebands depending on the modulation index. As you can imagine. FM by a square or
rectangular wave generates many sidebands and produces a "ignal with an enormous bandwidth. The circuits or systems that will carry. process. or pass such u signal must have the
appropriate bandwidth so as not to distort the signal. In most equipment that u·ansm its digital or binary data by FSK. the binary signal is fi ltered to remove higher-level harmonics
prior to modulation. Thi:, reduces the bandwidth required for tntn">mission.

Example 5-5
What is the maximum bandwidth of an FM signal with a deviation of 30 k Hz
and a maximum modulating signal of 5 kHz as determined by (a) Fig. 5-8 and
(h) Carson's rule?
a.

1111

= .fd = 30kHz = 6
j;,

5 kH7
Figure 5-8 shows nine !>ignilicant sidebands spaced 5 ld It apart for m1
BW = 2/,,N

h. BW

= 6.

= 2(5 kHz) 9 = 90 ld-lt

+ J,,(m~,d
= 2(30 kHz + 5 kHt.)

=

2[/d ( max )

=

2(35 kHz)

BW = 70kHz

5-4 Noise Suppression Effects of FM
Noise is interference generated by lightning. motors. automotive ignition systems. and

Noise

any power line switching that produces transient signals. Such noise is typically narrow
spikes of voltage with very high frequencies. They add to a signal and interfere with it.
The potential effect of such noi~c on an FM signal i~ shown in Fig. 5- 11. If the noise
signals were strong enough. they could completely obliterate the information signal.
FM signals. however. have a constant modulated carrier amplitude. and FM receivers
contain limiter circuits that deliberatel) reo;trict the amplitude of the received signal. Any

Figure 5-1 1

An FM signal with noise.
Noise spikes
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amplitude variations occurring on the FM signal are effectively clipped off, as shown in
Fig. 5- 1J. This does not affect the information content of the FM signal. since it is contained solely within the frequency variations of the carrier. Because of the clipping action
of the limiter circuits, noise is almost completely eliminated. Even if the peaks of the
FM signal itself are clipped or flattened and the resulting signal is distorted, no information is lost. ln fact. one of the primary benefits of FM over AM is its superior noise
inununity. The process of demodulating or recovering an FM signal actuaJiy suppresses
noise and improves the signal-to-noise ratio.

Noise and Phase Shift
The noise ampl itude added to an FM signal introduces a small frequency variation. or phase
shift, which changes or distot1s the signal. Figure 5-12 shows how this works. The carrier
signal is represented by a fixed-length (ampl itude) phasor S. The noise is usually a shortduration pulse containing many frequencies at many ampli[Udes and phases according to
Fourier theory. To simplify the analysis, however, we assume a single high-frequency noise
signal varying in phase. In Fig. 5-12(a), this noise signal is represented as a rotating phasor
N. The composite signal of the carrier and the noise, labeled C. is a phasor whose amplitude is the phasor sum of the signal and noise and a phase angle shifted from the carrier
by an an1ount <p. If you imagine the noise phasor rotating, you can also imagine the composite signal varying in amplitude and phase angle with respect to the carrier.
The maximum phase shift occurs when the noise and signal phasors are at a right
angle lo each other. as illustrated in Fig. 5-12(b). This angle can be computed with the
arcsine or inverse sine according to the formula
. = .Sill

""
'I'

t

-N

s

lt is possible to determine just how much of a frequency shift a particular phase shift
produces by using the formula

8
where

o=

= </>(/,,)

frequency deviation produced by noise

</> = phase shift, rad
};11

=

frequency of modulating signal

Assume that the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) is 3 : l and the modulating signal frequency is
800Hz. The phase shift is then</> = sin 1 (N!S) = sin_ , (1/3) = sin - 10.3333 = 19.47°.

Figure 5-12

How noise introduces a phase shift.
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$ = sin- •.!::!..

Q ,'

I

(a)

,'c
,,

I

I
I
I
I

I

I

I

I

I
I

(b)

Since there is 57.3° per radian, this angle is 1> = 19.47157.3 - 0.34 rad. The frequency
deviation produced by this brief phase ~hift can be calculated as

5

= 0.34(800) = 271.8 HL

Just how badly a particular pha!-.e <>hift will distort a signal depends on several factors.
Looking at the formula for deviation, you can deduce that the worst-case phase shift and
frequency deviation will occur at the highest modulating signal frequency. The overall effect
of the shift depends upon the maximum allowed frequency shifl for the application. If very
high deviations are allowed, i.e.. if there is a high modulation index. the shift can be small
and inconsequential. If the total allowed deviation is small. then the noise-induced deviation can be severe. Remember that the noise interference is of very '>hon duration: thu.<; the
phase !-.hift is momentary, and intclligibilit) is rarely severe!) impaired. With heavy noise.
human c,peech might be temporarily garbled. but so much that it could not be understood.
Ac;sume that the maximum allowed deviation is 5 kH1 in the example above. The
ratio of the shift produced by the noise to the maximum allowed deviation is
Frequency deviation produced by noise
Maximum allowed deviation

27 1.8

=

5000 =

0 0544
·

This is only a bit more than a 5 percent shift. The 5-kHL deviation represents the maximum modulating signal amplitude. The 271.8-Hz shift i!-. the noise amplitude. Therefore
this ratio is the noise-to-signal ratio NIS. The reciprocal of thi'> ntlue gives you the FM
'>ignal-to-noise ratio:

s

I

N

NIS

=

I
0.0544 = IS.4

For FM, a 3: I input SIN translates to an 18.4: I output SIN.

Example 5-6
The input to an FM receiver ha' an SIN of 2.8. The modulating frequency is 1.5 kHt.
The maximum permiued deviation is 4 kHz. What arc (a) the frequency deviation
caused by the noise and (b) the improved output SIN?

a. 4>

= sin -

t

s = sin

N

1

_!_ = sin
2. 8

1

0.3571

= 20.92°

or

0.3652 rad

5 = f/>(f,,) = (0.3652)(1.5 ki-lt.) = 547.8 Hz
frequency deviation
by_
noise
b. N = _..:.._____::...__
_ ___:..produced
_ ____:
_
S
maximum allowed deviation
N
= 0.13695

547.8
4000

s

S =_I_= 7.3

N

NIS

Preemphasis
oi-,c can interfere with an FM !>ignal. and particularly with the high-frequency components of the modulating signal. Since noise is primarily sharp spikes of energy, it
contains u lot of harmonics and other high-frequency components. These frequencies can
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be larger in amplitude than the high-frequency content of the modulating signal, causing frequency distortion that can make the signal unintelligible.
Most of the content of a modulating signal. particularly voice. is at low frequencies.
Ln voice communication systems, the bandwidth of the signal is limited to about 3 kHz.
which permil'i acceptable intelligibility. ln contrast. musical instruments typically generate signals at low frequencies but contain many high-frequency harmonics that give them
their unique sound and must be passed if that sound is to be preserved. Thus a wide
bandwidth is needed in high-fidelity systems. Since the high-frequency components are
usually at a very low level, noise can obliterate them.
To overcome this problem. most FM systems use a technique known as preemphasis that helps offset high-frequency noise interference. At the transmitter. the modulating signal is passed through a simple network that amplifies the high-frequency
components more than the low-frequency components. The simplest form of such a
circuit is a simple high-pass filter of the type shown in Fig. 5-13(a). Specifications

Preemphasis

Figure 5-13

Preemphasis and deemphasis. (a) Preemphasis circuit. (b) Preemphasis curve. (c) Deemphasis circuit.
(d) Deemphasis curve. (e) Combined frequency response.
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dictate a time con~tant 1 of 75 f.J.~. where 1 = RC. Any combination of rc~i~tor and
capacitor (or re~istor and inductor) giving this time constant will work.

I
I
r,=--=-=

JJ

?-1T

RC

? I
-1T

I
?-1T(7) f.J.S )

="> 123Ht

-

.

Such a circuit ha'> a cutoiT frequenc} of 2122 Hz: frequencie., higher than 2122 Ht will
be linearly enhanced. The output amplitude increases \\ ith frequency at a rate of 6 dB
per octave. The preempha\i\ circuit increases the energ) content of the higher-frequcnc)
'>ignab so that they become \tronger than the high-frequency noise components. Thi'
improves the signal-to-no1se ratio and increases intelligibility and fidelity.
The preempha\i<, circuit also ha<, an upper break frequency .{,. at which the ~ignal
enhancement tlalten~ out [~ee Fig. 5-13(b)J. which is computed with the formula

R1 + R2

J,,

= ?-1TR I R2C

The value of J,, i~> usually set well beyond the audio range and is typically greater than

30kHz.
To return the frequency response to its normal. ''flat'' level. a dee111plwsis circuit.
a simple low - pm.~ filter with a time constant of 75 f.J.S. is Ui>Cd at the receiver [i>CC
Fig. 5-13(c)l. Signals above its cutoff frequency of 2 123 H1 arc auenuatcd m the rate
of 6 dB per octave. The response curve is shown in Fig. 5-13(d). As a result. the prcemphasi ... at the tran ..mitter i<; exacrly offset by the deempha'>ii> circuit in the receiver.
providing a flat frequency re!->pono;e. The combined effect of prcempha\ii> and dcemphasi!'> i!'> to increa-,e the -,ignal-to-noise ratio for the high-frequenc) componenl'> during tran~
mission !'>O that the) will be '>tronger and not masked b) noi'>e. Figure 5-13(e) ~how!\ the
o,·crall effect of preempha~b and deemphasis.

Oeemphasis circuit

5-5 Frequency Modulation Versus
Amplitude Modulation
Advantages of FM
ln general. FM b con~idered to be ~uperior to AM. Although both AM and FM ~ignah
can be u~ed to transmit informat ion from one place to another. FM typically offers i>Ome
significant bcnelits over AM.

Noise Immunity. The main benefit of FM over AM is its superior immunity to noise,
made possible by the clipper limiter circuits in the receiver. which ctTectivcly strip off
all the nobe variations. leaving a constanr-amplitude FM ~ignal. Although clipping does
not result in total recovery in all case~. FM can nevertheless tolerate a much higher noise
level than AM for a given carrier amplitude. Thi~ is abo true for phase-shift-induced
di-.tortion.
Capture Effect. Another major benefit of FM is that interfering signal., on the same
frequency are effectively rejected. Because of the amplitude limiters and the demodulating method., U'>ed b) FM recei\·ers. a phenomenon known a.<, the cap111re effect taf..cs
place \\hen two or more FM '>ignab occur simultaneously on the -;ame frequenc). If
one .,ignal is more than twice the amplitude of the other, the stronger signal capture'> the
channel. totally eliminating the weaker signal. With modern receiver circuitry. a difference in .,ignal amplitude<> of only I dB is usually sufficient to produce the capture effect.
In comra'>t. when two AM -.ignab occupy the same frequency. both ~ignab arc generally heard. rcgardlc~' of their relative signal strengths. When one AM ~ignal i'> 'ignilicantly stronger than another. naturally the srronger :,ignal is intelligible: however. the
weaker signal i" not eliminated and can still be heard in the background. When the .,ignal
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strengths of given AM signals are nearly the same, they will interfere with each other,
making both nearly uninteUigible.
Although the capture effect prevents the weaker of two FM signals from being
heard, when two stations are broadcasting signals of approximately the same amplitude, first one may be captured and then the other. This can happen, e.g., when a driver moving along a highway is listening to a clear broadcast on a particular frequency.
At some point. the driver may suddenly hear the other broadcast. completely losing
the first, and then , just as suddenly, hear the original broadcast again. Which one
dominates depends on where the car is and on the relative signal strengths of the two
signals.

Transmitter Efficiency. A third advantage of FM over AM involves efficiency.
Recall that AM can be produced by both low-level and high-level modulation techniques. The most efficient is high-level modulation in which a class C amplifier is used
as the final RF power stage and is modulated by a high-power modulation amplifier.
The AM transmitter must produce both very high RF and modulating signal power. In
addition, at very high power levels. large-modulation amplifiers are impractical. Under
such conditions, low-level modulation must be used if the AM infom1ation is to be preserved without distortion. The AM signal is generated at a lower level and then amplified with linear amplifiers to produce the final RF signal. Linear amplifiers are either
class A or class B and are far less efficient than class C amplifiers.
FM signals have a constant amplitude, and it is therefore nor necessary to use linear amplifiers to increase their power level. In fact, FM signals are always generated at
a lower level and then amplified by a series of class C amplifiers to increase their power.
The result is greater use of avai lable power because of the high level of efficiency of
class C amplifiers. Even more efticient class D, E. or F amplifiers are also used in FM
or PM equipment.

Disadvantages of FM
Excessive Spectrum Use. Perhaps the greatest disadvantage of FM is that it simp ly uses too much spectrum space. The bandwidth of an FM signal is, in general, considerably wider than that of an AM signal transmitting similar information. Although it
is possible to keep the modulation index low to minimize bandwidth, reducing the modulation index also reduces the noise immunity of an FM signal. In commercial two-way
FM radio systems, the maximum allowed deviation is 5 kHz, with a maximum modulating frequency of 3 kHz. This produces a deviation ratio of 5/3 = 1.67. Deviation
ratios a1> low as 0.25 are possible, although they resu][ in signals that are much less
desirable than wideband FM signals. Both of these deviation ratios are classified as
narrowband FM.
Since FM occupies so much bandwidth. it is typically used only in those portions
of the spectrum where adequate bandwidth is available, i.e. , at very high frequencies. In
fact, it is rarely used below frequencies of 30 MHz. Most FM communication work is
done at the VHF, UHF, and microwave frequencies.
Circuit Complexity. One major disadvantage of FM in the past involved the complexity of the circuits used for frequency modulation and demodulation in comparison
with the s imple circuits used for amplitude modulation and demodulation. Today, this
disadvantage has almost disappeared because of the use of integrated circuits. Although
the ICs used in FM transmission are still complex, they require very little effort to use
and their price is just as low as those of comparable AM circuits.
Since the trend in electronic communication is toward higher and higher [requencies and because ICs are so cheap and easy to use, FM and PM have become by far the
most widely used modulation method in electronic communication today.
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FM and AM Applicatio11s
Here are <;Orne of the major applicmion-, for AM and Fl\1.

Application

Type of Modulation

AM broadcast radio
FM broadcast radio
FM stereo multiplex sound
lV sound
lV picture (video}
lV color signals
Cellular telephone
Cordless telephone
Fax machine
Aircraft radio
Marine radio
Mobile and handheld radio
Citizens band radio
Amateur radio
Computer modems
Garage door opener
lV remote control
VCR
Family Radio service

AM
FM
DSB (AM} and FM
FM
AM,VSB
Quadrature DSB (AM)
FM, FSK, PSK
FM,PSK
FM, QAM (AM plus PSK}
AM
FM and SSB {AM)
FM
AM and SSB (AM}
FM and SSB {AM)
FSK, PSK, QAM (AM plus PSK)
OOK
OOK

FM
FM

CHAPTER REVIEW
Summary
Frequenc) deviation in FM i'> proponional only to the amplitude of the modulating signal regardb,s of its frequency. In
FM. the frequency of the modulating ~ignal determines how
many times per second the carrier frequency deviates above
and below its nominal center frequency. In frequency-shirt
J...eying <FSK), as in transmission of serial binary data. the
modulating signal is a pul.,e train or serie~ of rectangular
wave-.. I n PM, the amount of pha'>c shift of a con'>tantfrequcncy carrier is varied in accordance with a modulating
-.ignal. and the carrier frequenc> de\ iation is proponional to
both the modulating frequenc) and the amplirude. Since FM
'"produced by PM. often PM i' referred to as indirect FM.
Tran-.rnission of binary dma by pha'>e modulation i'
1-nown a<, phase-shift keying (PSK).
To make PM compatible with FM, the deviation produced by frequency variation'> in the modulating signal must
be compen<;ated for. The ratio between the maximum permitted frequency deviation and the ma>..imum permitted modulating frcquenC) i'> lhe modulation index. or the deviation ratio.
Given the modulation index. the number of significant sideband .... and the '>ideband amplitude cocflicents as determined
by Be.,-,cl functions. lhe basic cquat ion of an FM signal can be
-.ohcd. The FM wave is expre .....,ed a' a composite of -,inc

waves of different frequencie-. and amplitudes that when
added will give an FM time-domain !-.ignal.
The bandwidth of an FM ~ignal can be calculated by u<;ing
the modulation index and Bc~!>cl fum: tions or by Carson\ ru le.
One of the primary benefi ts of FM over A M is its superior immunity lo noise. FM receivers contain limiter circuit~
that restrict the amplitude of the received signal, clipping off
any amplitude variation-. and almo'>t complete!) eliminating
noise. Certain kind~ of high-frequenc) component-, in the
modulating -;ignal can. howe\cr. interfere with FM tran-.mi-.c,ion. To O\'ercomc thi-, problem, most FM system~ u'>c a
technique known as preempha-.i'>. At the transmitter. the
modulating signal is pa'>\Cd through a simple network that
amplifies the high-frequency components more than the lowfrequency components.
In FM . the stronger of two signals on the same frequency
will reject the weaker. through a phenomenon known as the
capture effect. I n contra'>!. when one AM signal i~ 'ignificantly stronger than the other. the weaker signal can be heard
in the background. A final advantage of FM O\'er AM i-. efficiency of transmission. FM '>ignal., are always generated at a
low level and then amplified b) a '>cries of highly efficient
cia-;-, C, D. E. or F amplifier\.
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Questions
1. What is the general name given to both FM and PM?
2. State the effect on the amplitude of the carrier during
FM or PM.
3. What are the name and mathematical expressions for
the amount that the carrier varies from its unmodulated
center frequency during modulation?
4. State how the frequency of a carrier varies in an FM
system when the modulating signal amplitude and
frequency change.
5. State how the frequency of a carrier varies in a PM
system when the modulating signal amplitude and
frequency change.
6. When does maximum frequency deviation occur in an
FM signal? A PM signal?
7. State the conditions that must exist for a phase modulator to produce FM.
8. What do you call FM produced by PM techniques?
9. State the nature of the output of a phase modulator during
the time when the modulating signal voltage is constant.
10. What is the name given to the process of frequency
modulation of a carrier by binary data?
11. What is the name given to the process of phase modulation of a carrier by binary data?
12. How must the nature of the modulating signal be
modified to produce FM by PM techniques?
13. What is the difference between the modulation index
and the deviation ratio?
14. Define narrowband FM. What criterion is used to indicate NBFM?
15. What is the name of the mathematical equation used to
solve for the number and amplitude of sidebands in an
FM signal?

16. What is the meaning of a negative sign on the sideband
value in Fig. 5-8?
17. Name two ways that noise affects an FM signal.
18. How is the noise on an FM signal minimized at the
receiver?
19. What is the primary advantage of FM over AM?
20. List two additional advantages of FM over AM.
21. What is the nature of the noise that usually accompanies a radio signal?
22. In what ways is an FM transmitter more efficient than a
low-level AM transmitter? Explain.
23. What is the main disadvantage of FM over AM? State
two ways in which this disadvantage can be overcome.
24. What type of power amplifier is used to amplify FM
signals? Low-level AM signals?
25. What is the name of the receiver circuit that eliminates
noise?
26. What is the capture effect and what causes it?
27. What is the nature of the modulating signals that are
most negatively affected by noise on an FM signal?
28. Describe the process of preemphasis. How does it
improve communication performance in the presence
of noise? Where is it performed, at the transmitter or
receiver?
29. What is the basic circui t used to produce preemphasis?
30. Describe the process of deemphasis. Where is it
performed. at the u·ansmitter or receiver?
31. What type of circuit is used to accomplish deemphasis?
32. What is the cutoff frequency of preemphasis and deemphasis circuits?
33. List four major applications for FM.

Problems
1. A 162-MHz carrier is deviated by 12kHz by a 2-kHz
modulating signal. What is the modulation index? •
2. The maximum deviation of an FM carrier with a
2.5-kHz signal is 4kHz. What is the deviation ratio?
3. For Problems I and 2, compute the bandwidth occupied by the signal, by using the conventional method
and Carson's rule. Sketch the spectrum of each s ig nal.
showing all s ignificant sidebands and their exact
amplitudes.
4. For a single-frequency sine wave modulating signal of
3 KHz with a c~uTier frequency of 36 MHz, what is the
spacing between sidebands?
5. What are the relative amplitudes of the fourth pair of
sidebands for an FM signal with a deviation ratio of 8? •
6. At approximately what modulation index does the amplitude of the first pair of sidebands go to zero? Use
Fig. 5-8 or 5-9 to find the lowest modulation index that
gives this result.
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7. An available channel for FM transmission is 30 kHz
wide. The maximum allowable modulating signal frequency is 3.5 kHz. What deviation ratio should be
used? •
8. The signal-to-noise ratio in an FM system is 4: I . The
maximum allowed deviation is 4kHz. How much frequency deviation is introduced by the phase shift
caused by the noise when the modulating frequency is
650Hz? What is the real signal-to-noise ratio?
9. A deemphas is circuit has a capacitor value of 0.02 J..LF.
What value of resistor is needed? Give the closest standard EIA value. •
10. Use Carson's rule to determine the bandwidth of an FM
channel when the maximum deviation allowed is 5 kHz
at frequencies up to 3.333 kHz. Sketch the spectrum.
showing carrier and sideband values.
• Answers 10 Selec!ed Problems follow Chap. 22.

Critical Thinking
1. The AM broadcast band con'>i\ts of I 07 channels for sta-

b. Draw the frequency spectrum of the FM band,

tions I 0 kHz wide. The maximum pennitted modulating
frequency is 5 kHz. Could FM be used on this band? I f
so, explain what would be nece!>'>ary lo make it happen.
2. A carri er of 49 MHL i., frequency-modulated by a
1.5-kH z square wave. The modulation index is 0.25.
Sketch the spectrum of the resuhing signal. (As!>ume
that only harmonic!> le.,., than the sixth are pas.,ed by
the -.ystem.)
3. The FM radio broadca.,t band i., allocated the frequency
'>pcctrum from 88 to 108 MH1. There are 100 channel.,
spaced 200kHz apart. The fifl>t channel center frequency
is 88. 1 MHz; the la<>t. or I OOth, channel cen ter
frequency is 107.9 Ml-1!.. Each 200-kH z channel has a
150-k HL modulation bandwidth with 25-k.Hz "guard
bands" on either side of it to minimize the effects of
overmodulation (overdeviation). The FM broadca~t
band penn its a maximum deviation of :!: 75 kH z and a
maximum modulating frequency of 15 kHz.
a. Draw the frequency o;pcctrum of the channel centered on 99.9 M H7, 'ihov. ing all relevant frequencic.,.

showing details of the three lowest-frequency channels and the three highest-frequency channels.
c. Determine the bandwidth of the FM signal by using
the deviation ratio and the Bessel table.
d. Determine the bandwidth of the FM signal by using
Carson's rule.
e. Which of the above bandwidth calculation., best fit'>
the available channel bandwidth?
4. A 450-MH z radio transmitter u<.,es FM with a maximum
allowed deviation of 6 kH7 and a maximum modulating frequency of 3.5 kHt.. What i s the minimum
bandwidth required? Use Fig. 5-14 to determine the
approximate amplitudes of the carri er and first three
significant sidebands.
5. Assume that you could transmit digital data over the FM
broadcast band radio station. The maximum allowed
bandwidth is 200 kHt.. The maximum deviation is
75 kHz. and the deviation ratio i<; 5. Assuming that you
wished to preserve up to the third hannonic. \\hat i., the
highest-frequency square wave you could transmit?

Figure 5-14
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FM Circuits
•
M
any different circuits have been devised to produce FM and PM signals.
There are two different types of frequency modulator circuits, direct circuits and
circuits that produce FM indirectly by phase modulation techniques. Direct FM
circuits make use of techniques for varying the frequency of the carrier oscillator in accordance with the modulating signal. Indirect modulators produce FM
via a phase shifter after the carrier oscillator stage. Frequency demodulator or
detector circuits convert the FM signal back to the original modulating signal.

Objectives
After completing this chapter. you will be able to:

• Compare and contrast FM using crystal oscil lator circuits with FM using
varactors.
• Explain the general principles of phase modulator circu its and list the basic
techniques for achieving phase shift.
• Calculate the total frequency deviation of an FM transmitter given the
original oscillator frequency and the frequency multiplication factor.
• Describe the operation of slope detectors, pulse-averaging discriminators,
and quadrature detectors.
•

Draw a block diagram of a phase-locked loop (PLL), state what each
component does, explain the operation of the circuit, and define the
capture range and the lock range of a PLL

• Explain the operation of a PLL as a frequency demodulator.

6-1 Frequency Modulators
A frequency modulator i~ a circuit that \aries carrier frequency in accordance with the
modulating signal. The carrier is generated by either an LC or a cry.,tal oscillator circuit.
and '>O a way mu\t be found to change the frequency of oscillation. In an LC O\cillator.
the carrier frequency i' fhed b) the values of the inductance and capacitance in a tuned
circuit. and the carrier frequenc) can therefore be changed b) var) ing either inductance
or capacitance. The idea is to find a circuit or component that converts a modulating
voltage to a corre-.ponding change in capacitance or inductance.
When the carrier i., generated by a crystal oscillator. the frequency is fixed b)' the
crystal. However. keep in mind that the equivalent circuit of a crystal i'> an LCR circuit with both series and parallel resonant points. Connecting an external capacitor to
the crystal allows minor variations in operating frequency to be obtained. Again. the
objective is to find a cin:uit or component whose capacitance will change in respon\e
to the modulating signal. The component most frequently used for this purpose is a
1•aracror: Also known as a voltage variable capacitor, variable capacitance diode, or
varicap. th is device is basically a ~emiconductor junction diode operated in a rcver:-.ebias mode.

Frequency modulator
Carrier frequency

Varactor

Varactor Operation
A junction diode is created when P- and N-type semiconductor~ arc formed during
the manufacturing proccs,. Some electron~ in the N-type material drift over into
the P-type material and neutralit.c the holes there [see Fig. 6-1 (a)l. forming a thin
area called the deplnion region. where there are no free carriers. holes. or electron ....

Figure 6-1
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Figure 6- 2

Schematic symbols of a varactor diode.

(a)

GOOD TO KNOW
Varactors are made with a wide
range of capacitance values, most
units having a nominal capacitance
in the 1- to 200-pF range. The
capacitance variation range can be
as high as 12:1.

(b)

This region acts as a thin insu lator that prevents current from flowing through the
device.
[fa forward bias is applied to the diode. it will conduct. The external potential forces
the holes and electrons toward the junction, where they combine and cause a continuous
current inside the diode us well as externally. The depletion layer simpl y disappears fsee
Fig. 6-l(b)]. If an external reverse bia~ i~ applied to the diode. as in Fig. 6-l(c). no current will flow. The bias increases the width of the depletion layer, with the amount of
increase depending on the amount of the reven.e bias. The higher the reverse bias. the
wider the depletion layer and the les" chance for current flow.
A reverse-biased junction diode aw. a'> a small capacitor. The P- and -type materials act as the two plates of the capacitor. and the depletion region acts as the dielectric. With all the active current carrien. (electron'> und holes) neutraJized in the depletion
region, it functions just as an insulating material. The width of the depletion layer determines the width of the dielectric and. therefore, the amount of capacitance. If the reYerse
bias is high. the depletjon region will be wide and the dielectric will cause the plates of
the capacitor to be widely spaced. producing a low capacitance. Decreasing the amount
of reverse bias narrows the depletion region; the plates of the capacitor are effectively
closer together, producing a higher capacitance.
All junction diodes exhibit variable capacitance as the reverse bias is changed.
However, varactors are designed to optimi/e this particular characteristic. so that the
capacitance variations are as wide and linear a~ possible. The symbols used to represent varactor diodes are shown in Fig. 6-2.
Yaractors are made with a wide range of capacitance values, most units having a
nominal capacitance in the 1- to 200-pF range. The capacitance variation range can
be as high as 12 :I. Figure 6-3 shows the curve for a typical diode. A maximum

Figure 6- 3

Capacitance versus reverse junction voltage for a typical varactor.
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50
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Figure 6-4

A direct-frequency-modulated carrier oscillator using a varactor diode.
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capacitance of 80 pF is obtained at I V. With 60 V applied. the capacitance drops to
20 pF. a 4: I range. The operating range is usually re!>trictcd to the linear center portion of the curve.

Varactor Modulators

Varactor modulator

Figure 6-4. a carrier oscillator for a transmitter, show~ the ba'>ic concept of a varactor frequency modulator. The capacitance of varactor diode /) 1 and L 1 form the
parallel tuned circuit of the o~cillator. The value of C 1 is made very large at the
operati ng frequency so that its reactance is very low. As a re~ult. C 1 connects the tuned
circuit to the osci llator ci rcuit. Also C 1 blocks the de bias on the base of Q1 from
being '>horted to ground through L 1• The values of L 1 and 0 1 lix the center carrier
frequency.
The capacitance of /) 1 i-. controlled in two ways. through a fixed de bias and
by the modulating signal. In Fig. 6--L the bias on D 1 i., \et by the voltage divider
potentiometer R4 . Varying R4 allow' the center carrier frequency to be adjusted over
a narrow range. The modulating signal il- applied through c~ and the radio frequency
choke (R FC); C5 is a blocking capacitor that keeps the de varactor bias out of the
modulating-signal circuits. The reactance of the RFC is high at the carrier frequency
to prevent the carrier signal from getting back into the audio modulating-signal
circuits.
The modulating signal derived from the microphone is amplified and applied to the
modulator. As the modulating ~ignal varies, it adds to and subtracts from the fixed-bia.,
\Oltage. Thus the effective voltage applied to D 1 causes its capacitance to vary. This. in
turn. produces the desired deviation of the carrier frequency. A po'>itive-going signal at
point A adds to the rever~e bia'>. decreasing the capacitance and incrca'>ing the carrier
frequency. A negative-going '>ignal at A o;ubtracts from the bia-... increasing the capacitance and decreasing the carrier frequency.

FM Circuits
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Example 6-1
The value of capacitance of a varactor at the center of it'> linear range is 40 pF. This
varactor will be in parallel with a fixed 20-pF capacitor. What value of inductance
should be used to resonate this combination to 5.5 MHt in an o'>cillator? Total
capacitance C r = 40 + 20 = 60 pF.
/0

= 5.5 MH7

J
L =---

L

=

I

= -

-

27TVLC1

(27Tj/C1

(6.28

13.97 X I 0

6

X

1-1 or

5.5

X

106 )!

X

60

X

10 1 ~

14 pJ I

The main problem with the circui t in Fig. 6-4 b that most LC oscillators are simply not stable enough to provide a carrier '>ignal. Even with high-quality components and
optimal design. the frequency of LC <N:illators will vary because of temperature changes,
variations in circuit voltage. and other factor'>. Such instabilities cannot be tolerated in
most modern electronic communication sy-,tcm'>. where a transmiller mu!\t stay on frequency a\ precisely as possible. The LC oscillator'> -.imply are not stable enough to meet
the stringent requirements impo.,ed by the f·CC. A., a re<,ult. crystal oscillators are
normally used to set carrier frequency. Not only do cry-,tal O!>cillators provide a highly
accurate carrier frequency. but also their frequency -.Lability is superior over a wide
temperature range.

Frequency-Modulating

~

Crystal Oscillator

It is possible to vary the frequency of a cry.,tal O\cillator by changing the value of capacitance in serie<; or in parallel with the crystal. Figure 6-5 show-. a typical crystal oscillator.
When a small value of capacitance is connected in -,cries with the crystal. the crystal

Figure 6-5

Frequency modulation of a crystal oscillator with a WC.
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Figure 6- 6

How frequency multtpllers mcrease carrier frequency and deviation.
Frequency multipliers

Crystal

6.5~z
'

1

,...-----{fr\)f------{[>>---~[>>----1[>>-----156 MHz
\_.:::!)
4.8·MHz deviation

r::::::J

_l

X4

X3
4 X 3 X 2 : 24

X2

frequency can be ··pulled·· 'lightly from its natural resonant frequency. By making the
series capacitance a varactor diode. frequency modulation of the cryMal oscillator can
be achieved. The modulating -.ignal is applied to the varactor diode D~> which change:,
the oscillator frequency.
It is impottant to note that only a very :,mall frequency deviation is possible with
frequency-modulated crystal oscillators. Rarely can the frequency of a crystal oscillator be
changed more than several hundred hertz from the nominal crystal value. The resulting deviation may be less than the total deviation desired. For example. to achieve a total frequency
shift of 75 kHz. which is neccs.,ary in commercial FM broadca'lting. other technique:, must
be used. fn 1 BFM communication system-.. the narrower deviations arc acceptable.
Although it is po,sible to achieve a de' iation of only -.e,cral hundred cycles from
the cryo;tal o<>cillator frequenC). the total deviation can be incrca-.ed by using frequency
multiplier circuits after the carrier oscillator. A frequency multiplier circuit is one whose
output frequency is -;orne integer multiple of the input frequency. A frequency multiplier
that multiplies a frequency by 2 is called a doubler; a frequency multiplier circuit that
multiplies an input frequency by 3 i!. called a trip!er; and so on. Frequency multipliers
can also be cascaded.
When the FM signal is applied to a frequency multiplier, both the carri er frequency
of operation and the amount of deviation are increased. Typical frequency multiplier-;
can increa<,e the carrier oscillator frequency by 24 to 32 times. Figure 6-6 shows how
frequency multiptiers incre~L'>e carrier frequency and de' iation. The desired Oll(put frequency from the FM transmiuer in the figure is 156 MHt. and the desired maximum
frequency deviation is 5 kHt. The carrier is generated by a 6.5-MHt crystal oscillator.
which is followed by frequency multiplier circuits that increase the frequency by a factor of 24 (6.5 MHz X 24 = 156 MHt ). Frequency modulation of the crystal osci llator
by the varactor produces a maximum deviation of only 200 lli' . When multiplied by a
factor of 24 in the frequency muliiplicr circuits. this deviation is increased to
200 X 24 = 4800 Ht. or 4.8 kHt., which is close to the desired deviation. Frequency
multiplier circuits are discussed in greater detail in Chap. 8.

Frequency multiplier circuit
Doubler
Tripier

Voltage-Controlled Oscillators
Oscillator' whose frequencies are controlled b) an extemal input voltage are genemlly
referred to as mltage-contmlled osci/la10rs ( VCOs). Volrage-crmtrolled cryswl oscillawn
are generally referred to as VX01'. A lthough some VCOs are used primarily in FM. they
arc also used in other applications where voltage-to-frequency conversion is required. A:,
you will see, their most common application is in phase- locked loops. discussed later in
thi!. chapter.
A lthough VCOs for VHF. UHE and microwaves <u·c still implemented with discrete
component'>. more and more they arc being integrated on n single chip of silicon
along with other transmiuer or recci,er circuits. An example of \UCh a VCO is shown in
Fig. 6-7. This circuit uses !.ilicon-germanium (SiGe) bipolar transi-;tor to achieve an operating frequency centered near 10 GHt. The oscillator uses cro'><.-couplcd transistor., Q1
and Q2 in a multivibrator or tlip- flop type of design. The signal is a sine wave whose
frequency is set by the collector inductances and varactor capacitances. The modulating
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Voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO)
Voltage-controlled crystal
oscillator (VXO)
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Figu re 6-7

A 10-GHz SiGe integrated VCO.
DC control or
modulating
voltage

+ Voo

L

o,
o.

Out

Out

o,

Current source
+V

Typical
current
source

voltage. usually a binary signal to produce FSK. is applied to the junction of D 1 and D 2 •
Two complementary outputs arc available from the emitter followers Q3 and Q4 . In this
circuit. the inductors are actually tiny spirals of aluminum (or copper) inside the chip.
with inductance in the 500- to 900-pH range. The varactors are reverse-biased diode!>
that function as variable capacitor!>. The tuning range i~ from 9.953 to I 0.66 GHt.
A CMOS version of the VCO i!> shown in Fig. 6-8. Thi'> circuit also uses a cros'>coupled LC resonant circuit de~ign and operates in the 2.4- to 2.5-GHt range. Variation<,
of it are used in Bluctooth tran-.cciver" and wireless LAN applications. (See Chap. 20.)
There are also many different types of lower-frequency VCOs in common u~e.
including l C VCOs w.. ing RC muhivibrator-type oscillators whose frequency can be
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Figure 6-8

A CMOS VCO for a 2.4-GHL FSK.
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Figure 6-9

Frequency modulation with an IC VCO. (o) Block diagram with an IC VCO.
(b) Basic frequency modulator using the NE566 VCO.
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controlled over a wide range by an ac or de input voltage. The<,e VCOs typically have
an operating range of le~~ than I Ht. to approximately I MHt. The output i., either a
square or a triangular wave rather than a l-ine wave.
Figure 6-9(a) i1> a block diagram of one widely used /C VCO. the popular N£566.
External resi'>tor R 1 at pin 6 ~cts the ntlue of current produced by the internal current
FM

Circuit~

NE566 IC VCO

HH

<;ource~.

The current sources linearly charge and discharge external capacitor C 1 at pin 7.
An external voltage Vc applied at pin 5 is used to vary the amount of current produced
by the current sources. The Schmiu trigger circuit i~ a level detector that control<; the
current source by switching between charging and discharging when the capacitor
charges or discharges to a specific voltage level. A linear sawtooth of voltage is developed across the capacitor by the current source. This is buffered by an amplifier and
made available at pin 4. The Schmitt trigger output is a square wave at the same frequency available at pin 3. If a sine wave output is desired, the triangular wave is usually filtered with a tuned circuit rc<;onant to the desired carrier frequency.
A complete frequency modulator circuit using the NE566 is <;hown in Fig. 6-9(b).
The current sources are biased with a voltage divider made up of R2 and R3. The modulating signal is applied through C2 to the voltage divider at pin 5. The 0.001-J.LF
capacitor between pins 5 and 6 i~ used to prevent unwanted o~cillations. The center
carrier frequency of the circuit is set by the values of R 1 and C 1• Carrier frequencies up to I MHz may be u<>cd with thi~ lC. 1f higher frequencies and deviations arc
necessary, the outputs can be liltered or used to drive other circuits. such as a frequency
multiplier. The modulating signal can vary the carrier frequency over nearly a I 0: I
range, making very large deviations possible. The deviation is linear with respect to the
input amplitude over the entire range.

Schmitt trigger circuit

Reactance Modulators
Anmher way to produce direct FM i~ to use a reactance modulator. This circuit U\es a
tran~istor amplifier that acts al-. either a variable capacitor or an inductor. When the circuit
is connected across the tuned circuit of an oscillator, the oscillator frequency can be
varied by applying the modulating signal to the amplilier.
Figure 6-1 0 shows a standard reactance modulator. whid1 is basically a commonemitter class A amplifier. Resistors /? 1 and R2 form a voltage divider to bias the transistor
into the linear region. Resistor R, is an emitter bias resistor that is bypassed with capacitor
C1 • An RF choke (RFC 2 ), rather than a collector resistor, is used to provide a highimpedance load at the operating frequency. The collector of the transistor is connected to
the tuned circuit in the carrier oscillator. Capacitor C4 hac; a very IO\\ impedance at the
O'>cillator frequency. IL" main purpo'>c is to keep the direct current from the collector of Q1
from being shorted to ground through the osci!Jator coil Lo. The reactance modulator circuit
is connected directly across the parallel tuned circuit that \CIS the oscillator frequency.

Reactance modulator

Figure 6-10

A reactance modulator.
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The oscillator signal from the IUned circuit V0 is connected back to an RC phase-shift
circuit made up of C, and R,. Capacitor C1 in series with R, ha!. a very low impedance
a1 the operating frequency. so it doc-. not affect the phase shift. llowever. it does prevent
R, from disturbing the de bia-. on Q1• The value of C, is cho:-en so that its reactance at
the osci llator frequency is about 10 or more times the value of R,. If the reactance is much
greater than the resistance. the circuit acts predominantly capacitively, and therefore the
current through the capacitor anti R, leads the applied voltage by about 90° . This means
that the voltage acro~s R, that i~ applied to the base of Q1 leads the voltage from the
osci llator. Since the collector current in Q1 i s in phase with the base current, which, in
turn, is in phase with the ba~e voltage. the collector current in Q1 leads the oscillator
voltage V0 by 90°. Of cour'ie. any circuit whose current lead' its appl ied voltage by 90°
look<; capacitive to the source voltage. This means that the reactance modulator look~
like a capacitor to the o~cillator tuned circuit.
The modulating ~ignal i\ applied to the modulator circuit through cl and RFCI. The
RFC helps keep the RF signal from the oscillator out of the audio circuits from which
the modulating signal i~ derived. The audio modulating ~igna l varies the base voltage
and current of Q1 according to the intelligence to be transmitted, and the collector current
vari es proportionally. As the collector current amplitude varic~. the phase-shift angle
changes w ith respect to the oscillator voltage, which is interpreted by the oscillator as a
change in the capacitance. Thus, as the modulating signal changes. the effective capacitance of the circuit varie:- and the oscillator frequency varie~ accordingly. An incrca~c
in capacitance lowers the frequency. and a decrease in capacitance increases the
frequency. The circuit produce' direct FM.
If the positions of R, and C, in the circuit of Fig. 6-10 arc reversed. the current in
the phase shifter still leads the oscillator voltage by 90 . However. voltage from acro~s
the capacitor is now applied lO the base of the transistor. and that voltage lags the oscillator voltage by 90°. With thi ~ configuration. the reactance modulator acts as an inductor.
The equivalent inductance changes as the modulating signal is applied. Again, the oscillator frequency varies in proportion to the amplitude of the intelligence signal amplitude.
Reactance modulator circu its can produce frequency deviation over a wide range. They
arc highly linear. and so di~>tortion i-. minimal. These circuit:-. can al"o be implemented with
lield-effect transistors (FETs) in-.tead of the NPN bipolar component shown in Fig. 6-10.
Despite these advantages. reactance modulators are now ahno'>t entirely obsolete.

6-2 Phase Modulators

Phase modulator

Most modem FM transmitters usc some form or phase modulation to produce indirect FM.
The rea:-.on for using PM instead of direct FM is that the carrier oscillator can be optimized
for frequency accuracy and stability. Crystal oscillators or crystal-controlled frequency
o;ynthcsi.wrs can be u!>ed to set the carrier frequency accurately and maintain solid stabi lity.
The output of the carrier oscillator is fed to a pha~e modulator where the phase shift
i" made to vary in accordance '' ith the modulating signal. Since phase variations produce
frequency variations. indirect FM i<; the result.
Some phase modulator~ arc ba..,ed upon the phase '>hift produced by an RC or LC
tuned circuit. It should be pointed out that ~imple pha!-.e :-hiftcr~ of this rype do not produce linear response over a large range of phase shift. The total allowable phase shift
must be rcsuicted to maximi7..c linearity. and multipliers must be used to achieve the
desired deviation. The !-.implest phase shifters are RC networks like those shown in
Fig. 6-11 (a) and (b). Depending on the values of Rand C. the output of the phase shifter
can be set to any phase angle between 0 and 90°. In (a), the output leads the input by
~ome angle between 0 and 90 . For example. when X, equal-. R. the phase shift i'l 45 .
The pha<>e shift is computed by u<,ing the formula
</>

=

tan

I

GOOD TO KNOW
Simple phase shifters do not
produce a linear response over a
large range of phase shift. To
compensate for this, restrict the
total allowable phase shift to
maximize linearity. Multipliers
must also be used to achieve the
desired deviation.
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Figure 6-11

RC phase-shifter basics.
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A low-pass RC fil ter can also be used, as shown in Fig. 6-11 (b). Here the output i s
taken from across the capacitor, so it lags the input voltage by some angle between 0
and 90°. The phase angle is computed by using the formula

cp
Varactor phase modulator

= tan

- 1-R
Xc

Varactor Phase Modulators
A simple phase-shift circuit can be used as a phase modulator if the resistance or capacitance can be made to vary with the modulating signal. One way to do this is to replace
the capacitor shown in the circuit of Fig. 6-1 I (b) with a varactor. The resulting phaseshift circuit is shown in Fig. 6-12.
l n this circuit. the modulating signal causes the capacitance of the varactor to change.
If the modulating signal amplitude at the output of amplifier A becomes more positive, it
adds to the varactor reverse bias from R 1 and R2, causing the capacitance to decrease.
This causes the reactance to increase: thus the circuit produces less phase shift and less
deviation. A more negative modulating signal from A subtract" from the reverse bias on
the varactor diode. increasing the capacitance or decreasing the capacitive reactance. This
increases the amount of phase shift and the deviation.
With this arrangement. there is an inverse relationship between the modulating signal
polarity and the direction of the frequency deviation. This is the opposite of the desired
variation. To COITect this condition, an inve1ting amplifier A can be inserted between the
modulating signal source and the input to the modulator. Then when the modulating
signal goes positive. the inverter output and modulator input go negative and the deviation
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figure 6-12

A varactor phase modulator.

Output

Inverting amphf1er
Modulating signal

inc:rca.,c~. In Fig. 6-12 C 1 and C2 arc de blocking capacitor~ and have very low reactance
at the carrier frequency. The phase shift produced is lagging. and as in any pha-.e
modulator. the output amplitude and phase vary with a change in the modulating signal
amplitude.

Transistor Phase Modulators
Figure 6-13 shows a bipolar transistor used as a variable resi~tor to create a phase modulator. FETs may also be used. The circuit is simply a standard common emiller class A
amplifier biased into the linear region by resistors R1 and R2 . With no modulation, the
collector current is 1.22 mA. The voltage from the collector to ground i!> 6.28 V. Thi!
tran..,istor from collector to ground i-. acting as a resistor. and has a resistance value of
R = Velie = 6.2811.22 X 10 '= 5147 !l. Thi!> resi~tancc fonm part of the phase
shifter. with Ct = 22 pF. With a carrier frequency of 1.4 M l-V. the capacitive reactance
i' Xc = I/27Tf..C 1 = 1/6.28( 1.4 X Io~>) (22 X 10- 12) = 5170 H. The phase shift produced by the circuit is <b = tan 1 (5 170/5147) = tan - 1 1.00~ = 45°.
Now assume that a modulming signal is applied to the circuit through de blocking capacitor C2. The RFC ki!ep~ the RF out of the audio modu lating circuits. If the

figure 6-13

A transistor phase shifter.
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signal goes positive, it inc reases the base current; this increases the collector current
which, in turn, increases the voltage across the collector and decreases the voltage
between the collector and ground. ff the collector current rises by 0.5 mA to 1.72 mA,
the voltage at the collector drops to 3.9 Y. T he transistor now represents a resistance
value of R = 3.9/0.00172 = 2267 fl. The new value of phase shift with C 1 is now
<P = tan- 1 (5170/2267) = tan - 1 2.28 = 66.3°.
[f the input signal goes negative, the base curTent decreases and the collector
current decreases proportionately. lf the collector current goes down by 0.5 mA , to
0.72 rnA, the new output voltage at the collector is 8.6 Y. The new value of resistance
represented by the transistor is R = 8.6/0.00072 = 11 .944 fl. The new phase shift is
<P = tan- 1 (5 170111944) = 23.4°. The total phase shift produced by the circuit is
66.3 - 23.4 = 42.9°.
A phase shift of 43° can also be represented as ::':2 1.5°. Expressed in radians. this
is a total shift of 43/57.3 = 0.75 rad or ::': 0.375 rad.

Example 6-2
A transmitter must operate at a frequency of 168.96 MHz with a deviation of ::': 5 kHz.
It uses three frequency multipliers-a doubler, a tripler, and a quadrupler. Phase modulation is used. Calculate (a) the frequency of the carrier crystal oscillator and (b) the phase
shift tl<f> required to produce the necessary deviation at a 2.8-kHz modulation frequency.
X 3 X 4 = 24.
The crystal oscillator frequency is multiplied by 24 to obtain the final
output frequency of 168.96 MHz. Thus the crystal oscillator frequency is

a. The frequency multiplier produces a total multiplication of 2

168.96

.fo = 24 = 7.04 MHz
b. The frequency multipliers multiply the deviation by the same factor. To

achieve a deviation of :!: 5 kHz, the phase modulator must produce a
deviation of .ft~ = 5 kHz/24 = ::': 208.33 Hz. The deviation is computed
with .f" = tl<J>J,,;J,, = 2.8 kHz .
.fd
t::.<P = .fm

208.33

= - - = :!: 0.0744 rad
2800

Converting to degrees gives
0.0744(57.3°)

= ::':4.263°

The total phase shift is
::':4.263° = 2

X

4.263° = 8.526°

A simple formula for determining the amount of frequency deviation fu represented
by a specific phase angle is

fd
where

!14J = change

=

t::.cp J,,

in phase angle, rad

/,, = modulating signal frequency

Assume that the lowest modu lating frequency for the circuit with the shift of 0.75 rad
is 300 Hz. The deviation is !,1 = 0.75(300) = 225Hz or ::': 112.5 Hz. S ince this
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i<> PM, the actual deviation i'> al<.o proportional to the frequency of the modulating
... ignal. With the same maximum deviation of 0.75 rad. if the modulating frequency i~
3 kH7 (3000 Hz). the deviation io, !,1 = 0.75(3000) = 2250 Ht or + 1125 Hz.
To eliminate this effect and to generate real FM. the audio input frequency must be
applied to a low-pass filter to roll off the signal amplitude at the higher frequencies. In
Fig. 6-13, this is the function of C,, which, with the output impedance of the driving
audio ampliiier. creates a low-pass filter.

Example 6-3
For the transmitter in Example 6-2, a phac;e shifter like that in Fig. 6-11 is used. where
Cis a varactor and R = I kn. As-,ume that the total phase-l->hift range is centered on _.5°.
Calculate the two capacitance value~ required to achieve the total deviation.
The phase range is centered on 45°, or 45° :t 4.263° = 40.737° and 49.263°. The
total phase range is 49.263 - 40.737 = 8.526°. If <f> = tan 1 (R!Xc). then
R!Xc.
tan <f>

=

R
xc--tan<!>
- tan 1000
40.737
C

Xc

I

=-=
2TTfXc 6.28 X
= __.!!__

-

tan <f>

I
C =2TT/Xc

- 1161
-

n

I

7.~ X 10<' X 1161

IOOO

= 19.48 pF

= 861 0

tan -i9.263
6.28 X 7.04 X 106 X 861

26.26 pF

To achieve the desired deviation. the voice signal must bia' the varactor to vary over
the 19.48- to 26.26-pF range.

Tuned-Circuit Phase Modulators
Most phase modulators are capable of producing only a small amount of phase shiftthe total being essentially limited to :.t: 20° because of the narrow range of linearity of
the transistor or varactor. The limited phase shift producel-.. in turn. a limited frequency
!-.hil"t. One technique for solving this problem is to use a parallel tuned circuit to produce
the phase shift. At resonance. a parallel re<;onant circuit acts a., a very high-value resistor. Off re<>onance. the circuit act<, inductively or capacitive)} and. ac; a result. produces
a pha<.c "hift between its current and applied voltage.
Figure 6-14 shows the bn!>ic impedance response curve and the phase variation of a
parallel resonant circuit. At the resonant frequency fr· the inductive and capacitive
reactances are equal and their effects cancel each other. The resu lt is an extremely high
resistive impedance at ./~. The circuit acts resistively at this point. and the phase angle
between the current and the applied voltage is therefore t.ero.
At frequencies below rc~onance. XL decreases and Xc increases. This causes the
circuit to act as an inductor. and the current lags the applied \Oiwge. Above resonance.
X1 increases and Xc decrea'>es. This causes the circuit to act a<; a capacitor. and the
current lead!> the applied voltage. If the Q of the resonant circuit is relatively high. the
pha"e !.hift will be quite pronounced. a\ shown in Fig. 6-14. The ~ame effect is achieved
if the frequency is constant and either L or C is varied. A relatively small change in L
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Figure 6-14

Impedance and phase shift versus frequency of a parallel resonant circuit.
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GOOD TO KNOW
Another disadvantage of phaseshift circuits is that they always
produce amplitude variations as
well as phase changes.

.,_

or C can produce a sign ilicant phase shift. The idea. then, is to cause the inductance or
capacitance to vary with the modulating voltage, producing a phase shift.
One of the variety of circuits that have been developed based on this technique is
illustrated in Fig. 6-15. In this type of c ircuit. the parallel tuned circuit is usually part
of the output c ircu it of an RF amplifier driven by the carrier osci llator. A varactor diode
D 1 is connected in parallel with the tuned circuit. thereby providing a capacitance
change with the modulating signal. The voltage divider, made up of R1 and R2 • sets
the reverse bias on 0 1• And C2 acts as a de blocking capacitor, preventing bias from
being applied to the tuned circuit. Irs value is very large. so it is essentially an ac short
circuit at the carrier frequency, and the capacitance of 0 1 controls the resonant frequency.
The modulating signal is first passed through a low-pass network, made up of R3
and C3 . which provides the amplitude compensation necessary to produce FM. The

Figure 6-15

One form of phase modulator.
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modulating o,ignal appear\ acro.,., potentiometer R-l. allowing the desired amount of modulating '>ignal to be tapped otT and applied to the pha'>e-..,hifl circuit. Potentiometer R 1
act' a<, a deviation control. The higher the modulating voltage. the greater the frequency
de\iation. The modulating ..,ignal i., applied to the varactor diode through capacitor C-l.
With tcro modulating voltage. the value of the capacitance of 0 1• along with capacitor
c, and inductor L. ...eh the t'C!-.011~1111 frequency of the tuned circuit. Capacitor c2 is a
de blocking capacitor with a near-tero impedance at the carrier frequency. The indirect
FM output across L is inductively coupled to the output.
When the modulating .,ignal goes negative. it ~ubtract!. from the reverse bia~ of /h
Thi'> increa\e!-1 the capacitance of the circuit and lower., the reactance. making the circuit appear capacitive. Thus ~~ leading phase shift is produced. The parallel LC circuit
I<Xlk.., like a capacitor to the output re.,i.,tance of the carrier amplifier. !'IO the output lags
the input. A positive-going modulating voltage decrea"c' the capacitance; the tuned
circuit then becomes inducti\C. producing a lagging pha-.e -.hift. The LC circuit look..
lif..e an inductor to the output re ... istance of the carrier amplifier. <.,o the output leads the
input. The re1>ult at the output i-. a relatively wide phase \hift. which. in tum, produces
excellent linear frequency deviation.
Pha..,e modulatorl. are relatively easy to implement. but they have two main
disadvantage'>. First. the amount of pha!>e \hift they produce and the resulting frequency
deviation are relatively l<m. For that rea\on. the carrier i" U\ually generated at a lower
frcqucnc). and frequency multiplier.., arc u~ed to increa~e the carrier frequency and the
amount of frequenc} de\ iation. Second. all the pha'>e--.hift circuit~ described abO\ e.
mduding the tuned-circuit pha"e -.hifter. produce amplitude variation.., as well as phase
change..,. When the \·alue of one of the component'> is changed. the phase shifts but the
output amplitude change" a' well. Both of these problem.., arc \Olved by feeding the output of the phase modulator to class C amplifiers used a'> frequency multiplierl>. Thc\e
amplifiers eliminate amplitude variation" at the same time as they increase the carrier
frequency and deviation to the desired fina l value'>. (Figure 6-6 il lustmtecl how frequency
multipliers increase both carTicr frequency and deviation.)

6-3 Frequency Demodulators

Frequency demodulator

An) circuit that wiU convert a frcquenc) variation in the carrier back to a proportional
\oltag.e \ariation can be ttl.ed to demodulate or detect FM '>ignat .... Circuits used to recover
the original modulating <:>ignal from an FM transmission arc called demodulators. detectors,
or discri mi nmors.

Slope Detectors
The \impleM frequency demodulator. the \lope detectOJ: maf..c\ u\e of a tuned circuit and
a diode detector to convert frcquenc) variations to voltage variation\. The basic circuit
i.., \hO\vn in Fig. 6-16(a). Thi'> ha" the '>ame configuration as the ba,ic AM diode detector
dc,cribed in Chap. -L although it ,., tuned different!).
111c FM signal is applied to tran<,former T 1 made up of L 1 and LJ.. Together L~ and
C 1 form a ..,erie1-. re1>onant circuit. Remember that the ..,ignal \Oitage induced into ~appear"
in serie~ with L"1 and C 1 and the output voltage i~ taf..en from aero~~ C 1• The re..,pon~e
curve of thi~ tuned circuit i!> shown in Fig. 6-16(b). Note that at the resonant frequency J,
the voltage across C 1 peah. At lower or higher frequencies. the voltage falls off'.
To use the circuit to detect or recover FM. the circuit i~ tuned so that the center or
carrier frequency of the FM .,ignal' i'> approximately centered on the leading edge of the
re-.pon ...e curve. a'> '>hown in Fig. 6-16(b ). A' the carrier frequency varie~ above and belov.
it., center frequenC}. the tuned circuit rc<>ponds a<. shown in the ligure. If the frequency
g<ll.!'- lower than the carrier frequency. the output \Oitage acnN;, C 1 dccrea<,ec.,. If the frequent) goc ... higher. the output aero.,~ C 1 goes higher. Thu' the ac voltage acros.., C 1 i..,
proportional to the frequency of the FM '>ignal. The voltage aero..,.., C 1 ic., rectified into
FM Circuits
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Figure 6-16

Slope detector operation.
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de pulses that appear across the load R1. These are filtered into a varying de signal that
is an exact reproduction of the original modulating signal.
The main difficulty with slope detectors lies in tuning them so that the FM signal
is correctly centered on the leading edge of the tuned circuit. In addition. the tuned circuit does not have a perfectly linear response. lt is approximately linear over a nanow
range, as Fig. 6-16(b) shows, but for wide deviations, ampl itude distortion occurs because
of the nonlinearity.
The slope detector is never used in practice, but it does show the principle of FM
demodulation. i.e., converting a frequency variation to a voltage variation. Numerous practical designs based upon these principles have been developed. These include the FosterSeeley discriminator and the ratio detector, neither of which is used in modern equipment.

Pulse- Averaging Discriminators
Pulse-averaging discriminator

A simplified block diagram of a pulse-averaging discriminator is illustrated in
Fig. 6-17. The FM signal is applied to a zero-crossing detector or a clipper-limiter
which generates a binary voltage-level change each time the FM signal varies from

Figure 6-17
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Figure 6-1 8

(o) FM input. (b) Output of zero-crossing detector. (c) Output of one shot.
(d) Output of discriminator (original modulating signal).
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minus to plus or from plus to minus. The result is a rectangular wave containing all
the frequency variations of the original signal but without amplitude variations. The
FM square wave is then appl ied to a one-shot (monostablc) mu ltivibrator which
generates a fixed-amplitude. tixed-width de pulse on the leading edge of each FM
cycle. The duration of the one !>hot is set so it is les~ than one-half the period of the
highest frequency expected during maximum deviation. The one-!>hot output pul~e~
arc then fed to a simple RC low-pas'> filter which average.., the de pulses to reco\'er
the original modulating !>ignal.
The waveforms for the pube-avcraging discriminator arc illu!>trated in Fig. 6-18. At
low frequencie~. the one-shot pui~C!> are widely spaced: at higher frequencies. they occur
very close together. When these pubes are applied to the averaging filter, a de output
voltage is developed, the amplitude of which is directly proportional to the frequency
deviation.
When a one-shot pulse occurs. the capacitor in the filter charges to the ampli tude
of the pulse. When the pulse turns otT. the capacitor discharges into the load. If the RC
time constant is high. the charge on the capacitor doc!> not decrease much. When the
time interval between pulse~ i!, long. however. the capacitor lo~c., !-tOme of its charge into
the load so the average de output is low. When the pube!> occur rapidly. the capacitor
has little time between pul!>es to discharge: the average voltage acros\ it therefore remains
higher. A:. the figure show!.. the filter output voltage varie' in amplitude with the frequency deviation. The original modulating signal is developed across the filter output.
The fi Iter components are carefully selected to minimii'e the ripple caused by the charging and discharging of the capacitor whi le at the same time providing the necessary highfrequency response for the original modulating signal.
Some pulse-averaging di~crim i nators generate a pulse every half-cycle or at every
;ero crossing instead of every one cycle of the input. With a greater number of pulses
to average, the output signal i<, ca-.ier to filter and contain-. lc~s ripple.
The pulse-averaging discriminator is a very high-quality frequency demodulator. In
the pa!>t. its use was limited to expensive telemetry and indu'>trial comrol application!>.
Today, with the aYailability of low-cost res, the pulse-averaging di!.criminator is easily
implemented and is used in many electronic products.
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Figure 6-19

A quadrature FM detector.
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Quadrature Detectors
Quadrature detector

GOOD TO KNOW
The term quadrature refers to a
90° phase shift between two
signals.

The quadrature detector is probably the si ngle most widely used FM demodulator. lis
primary application is in TV audio demodulation. although it b also used in some PM
radio systems. The quadrature detector uses a phase-shift circuit to produce a phase shift
of 90° at the unmodulated carrier frequency. The most common ly used phase-shift
arrangement is shown in Fig. 6-19. The frequency-modulated signal is applied through
a very small capacitor ( C 1) to the parallel tuned circuit, which is adjusted to resonate at
the center carrier frequency. At resonance, the tuned circuit appears ac; a high value of
pure resistance. The small capacitor has a very high reactance compared to the tuned
circuit impedance. Thus the output across the tuned circuit at the carrier frequency is
very close to 90° and leads the input. When frequency modulation occurs, the carrier
frequency deviates above and below the resonant frequency of the tuned circuit, resulting
in an increasing or a decreasing amount of phase shift between the input and the output.
The two quadrature signals are then fed to a phase detector circuit. The most commonly used phase detector is a balanced modulator using differential amplifiers like those
discussed in Chap. 4. The output of the phase detector is a selies of pulses whose width
varies with the amount of phase shift between the two signals. These signals are averaged in an RC low-pass filter to recreate the original modulating signal.
Normally the sinusoidal FM input signals to the phase detector are at a very high
level and drive the differential amplifiers in the phase detector into cutoff and saturation.
The differential transistors act as switches. so the output is a series of pulses. No limiter is needed if the input signal is large enough. The duration of the output pube is
determined by the amount of phase shift. The phase detector can be regarded as an AND
gate whose output is ON only when the two input pulses are ON and is OFF if either
one or both of the inputs are OFF.
Figure 6-20 shows the typical waveforms involved in a quadrature detector. When
there is no modulation, the two input signals are exactly 90° out of phase and therefore
provide an output pulse with the indicated width. When the PM signal frequency
increases, the amount of phase shift decreases, resulting in a wider output pulse. The
wider pulses averaged by the RC filter produce a higher average output voltage. which
corresponds to the higher amplitude required to produce the higher catTier frequency.
When the signal frequency decreases. greater phase shift and narrower output pulses
occur. The narrower pulses, when averaged, produce a lower average output voltage,
which corresponds to the oliginal lower-amplitude modulating signal.
Quadrature detectors are usually built into other lCs, such as intermediate-frequency
amplifiers and complete receiver ICs, which are discussed in Chap. 9.

Phase-Locked Loops
Phase-locked loop (PLL)

A phase-locked loop (PLL) is a frequency- or phase-sensitive feedback control circuit
used in frequency demodulation. frequency synthesiz.ers. and various filtering and
signal detection applications. All phase-locked loops have the three basic elements,
shown in Fig. 6-21.
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Error signal
Free-running frequency

GOOD TO KNOW
The ability of a phase-locked loop
to provide frequency selectivity
and filtering gives it a signal-tonoise ratio superior to that of any
other type of FM detector.

Lock range

Capture range

The primary job of the pha!>e detector is to compare the two input signals and generate an output signal that. when filtered, will control the VCO. If there is a phase or
frequency difference between the FM input and VCO signab, the phase detector output
varies in proportion to the difference. T he filtered output adjust!> the VCO frequency in
an attempt to correct for the original frequency or phase difference. This de control voltage, called the error signal. is also the feedback in this circuit.
When no input signal is appl ied, the phase detector and low-pass filter outputs w·c
tero. The VCO then operates at what is called the ji-ee-runnin~: freqtteiiC)~ its normal operating frequency as determined by internal frequency-determining components. When an
input signal close to the frequency of the VCO is applied. the phase detector compares
the VCO free-running frequency to the input frequency and pro<.luce<., an output voltage
proportional to the frequency difference. Most PLL phase detectors operate just as the one
discus-.ed in the section on quadrature detectors. The pha<,e detector output is a series of
pulses that vary in width in accordance with the amount of phase shift or frequency difference that exists between the two inputs. The output pulses arc then filtered into a de
voltage that is applied to the VCO. This de voltage is such that it forces the YCO frequency to move in a direction that reduces the de error voltage. The error voltage forces
the VCO frequency to change in the direction that reduces the amount of phase or frequency difference between the VCO and the input. At some point, the error voltage causes
the VCO frequency to equal the input frequency: when this happens. the PLL is said to
be in a locked condition. Although the input and VCO frequencies are equal. there is a
phase difference between them. u-.ually exactly 90°. which pro<.luces the de output ,·oilage that will cause the VCO to produce the frequency that keeps the circuit locked.
I f the input frequency changes. the phase detector and low-pass filter produce a
new value of de control voltage that forces the VCO output frequency to change until
it i :-. equal to the new input frequency. Any variation in input frequency is matched
by a VCO frequency change, so the circuit remains locked. Th~: VCO in a PLL it.,
therefore, capable of trackint: the input frequency over a wide range. The range of
frequencies over which a PLL can track an input signal and remain locked is known
as the lock range. The lock range is usually a band of frequencies above and below
the free-running frequency of the VCO. lf the input signal frequency is out of the
lock range. the PLL will not lock. When this occurs. the VCO output frequency jump'>
to ih free-running frequency.
If an input frequency within the lock range is applied to the PLL. the circuit
immediately adjusts itself into a locked condition. The phase detector determines the phase
difference between the free-running and input frequencies of the VCO and generates the
error signal that forces the VCO to equal the input frequency. Thb action is refetTed to
as capturi11g an input signal. Once the input signal is captured, the PLL remains locked
and will track any changes in the input signal as long as the frequency i s within the lock
range. The range of frequencies over which a PLL will capture an input signal. known as
the capture range, is much narrower than the lock range. but. like the lock range. is generally centered on the free-running frequency of the VCO (sec Fig. 6-22).

Figure 6-22

Capture and lock ranges of a PLL.
Lock range

Capture
range

fo
10
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VCO free-running frequency

The characteristic that causes the PLL to capture signah. within a certain frequenq
range causes it to act as a bandpass filter. Phase-locked loops are ofte n used in signal
conditioning applications, where it is desirable to pass signals only in a certain range
and to reject signals out~ide of that range. The PLL is highly effective in eliminating the
noise and interference on a signal.
The ability of a PLL to respond to input frequency variations makes it useful in FM
applications. The PLL's tracking action means d1at the YCO can operate as a frequ ency
modulator that produces exactl y the same FM signal as the input. In order for this to happen. however. the YCO input must be identical to the original modulating signal. The YCO
output follows the FM input signal because the error voltage produced by the phase detector and low-pass filter forces the YCO to track it. Thus the YCO output must be identical
to the input signal if the PLL is to remain locked. The error signal must be identical to the
original modulating signal of the FM input. The low-pass filler cutotT frequency is designed
in such a way that it i capable of passing the original modulating signal.
The ability of a PLL to provide frequency selectivi ty and filtering g ives it a signalto-noise ratio superior to that of any other type of FM detector. The linearity of the VCO
ensures low distortion and a highly accurate reproduction of the original modulating
signal. Although PLLc; arc complex, they are easy to apply because they are readily available in low-cost TC form.
Figure 6-23 is a block diagram of a popular and widely used IC PLL. the 565. The
565 is connected ac; an FM demodulator. The 565 circuit ry is shown inside the dashed
lines; all components outside the dashed lines are discrete components. The numbers on
the connections are the pin numbers on the 565 IC. which is housed in a standard
14-pin dual-in-line package (DIP). The circuit is powered by :t 12-Y power supplies.
The low-pass ftlter is made up of a 3.6-k.fl resistor inside the 565 that terminates at
pin 7. A 0. 1-J.LF exrernal capacitor C2 completes the filler. Note that I he recovered original modulating signal is taken from the filler output. The free-running frequency of the
YCO (.{0 ) is set by external components R 1 and C 1 according to the formula
fo = 1.2/4R 1C 1 = 1.2/4(2700)(0.0 1 X 10 6 ) = 11 , 111 Hl or II. II kHz.

Figure 6-23
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GOOD TO KNOW
The capture range f0 of
a phase-locked loop is smaller
than the lock range. Once the
input frequency is captured, the
output frequency will match it
until the input frequency goes
out of the lock range. Then the
phase-locked loop will return to
the free-running frequency of
the vco.

PLL demodulator

A Pll FM demodulator using the 565 IC.
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The lock range fL can be computed with an expression supplied by the manufacturer for this circuit fL = 16f0 1Vs. where Vs is the total supply voltage. In the
ci rcuit of Fig. 6-23. Vs is the sum of the two 12-V supplies. or 24 Y. so the total
16( I I. II X I 03 )/24 =
lock range centered on the free-running frequency is fL
7406.7 Hz. or ±:3703.3 Hz.
With this ci rcuit. it is assumed that the unmodulated carrier frequency is the same
as the free-running frequency. 11.1 I kHz. Of course, it is pos::.ible to set this type of circuit to any other desired center frequency simply by changing the values of R1 and C 1•
The upper frequency limitation for the 565 l C is 500 kHz.

=

No one likes static on the radio. But until Edwin Armstrong (1890- 1954) came along, people
just lived with it. Listening to AM radio was an exercise in patience, but no one considered
any other method viable. The public learned to live with static caused by storms, vacuum
cleaners, and oil burners.
Armstrong took the idea of frequency modulation (conceived by others around 1904) and
between 1928 and 1933 turned it into clear FM radio. Armstrong figured out that narrowband FM (which was where FM research had focused until Armstrong) was the wrong path,
and that broadband FM would work.
Today it is hard to imagine a world without FM. It was used for mobile military radio (for
tanks during World War II). for FM radar, and the audio for TV. By 1940 there were 40 FM
broadcast stations, and FM was used widely in buses, in taxis, and by firefighter and police.
In addition to numerous other contributions to technology, Armstrong developed a system
for multiplexing FM radio so that more than one program could be broadcast concurrently on
the same wavelength.
Although Armstrong did not live to see it, by the 1960s there were almost 2000 U.S. FM
stations. Almost all radio sets are FM, all microwave links are FM, and FM is used in communicating in space. Armstrong's old 1936 station and tower were eventually turned into a
pager and repeater site for New York City.
Today FM is being replaced with digital methods. The first cell phones were FM, but quickly
most manufacturers went to digital. Radio is headed in that direction, too, with the new
satellite digital radios; TV is headed for digital; satellite TVs are digital, as are the new digital
high- definition TVs. Before long, virtually everything will be digital! Strangely enough, some
digital will be transmitted by a digital version of FM called frequency-shift keying (FSK).
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CHAPTER REVIEW
Summary
Frequency-modulating circuit'> are de-.igned to con\'ert a
modulating voltage to a corre-,ponding change in capacitance
or inductance. The \aractor is often used in this application.
It i~> basically a semiconductor junction diode operated in a
reverse-bias mode.
Because LC oscillator-; are not stable enough to meet the
stringent frequency \tability requirement~ imposed by the FCC.
crystal oscillators, or oscillators combined with frequencymultiplier circuits. are used to set the cw-ricr frequency.
Simple phase--.hift circuit., can be U'>ed a\ phase modulators if the resistance or capacitance can be made to vary with

the modulating signal. This can be achieved by adding a
varactor pha.,e modulator to the circuit.
Any circuit that will convert a frequency variation in the
carrier back to a proportional voltage variation can be used for
frequency demodulation. The most "'idely used FM demodulaton, today arc quadrature detector!> and phase-locked loop<,.
All PLLs have three basic elements: a phase detector, a
voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO), and a low-pass tiller.
The range of frequencies over which the PLL will track an
input signal and remain locked is known a., the lock range.
and the range of frequencies over which the PLL \\ill capture
an input signal is known as the captu re range.

Questions
1. What parts of the varactor act as the plates of a capacitor?
2. How does capacitance vary with applied voltage?

3. Do varactors operate with forward or re\'erse bias'?
4. What is the main reason why LC oscillators are not used
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

in transmitters today?
Can the mo!-t widel) u-;ed type of carrier oscillULor be
frequcnc) -modulated b) a varactor'?
How would the reactance modulator in Fig. 6-10 act if capacitor Cs were replaced by an inductor'?
What is the main advantage of using a phase modulator
rather than a direct frequency modulator'?
What is the term for frequency modulation produced by
PM?
What i~ the advantage of a parallel tuned circuit a!> a
pha'>e shifter over a simple RC circuit?

10. What components in Fig. 6-15 compensate for the

1 I.

12.

13.
14.

15.
16.

greater frequency deviation at the higher modulating
'iignal frequencies?
What arc the primary applications for quadrature detectors?
What two !C demodulators use the concept of averaging
pulses in a low-pas'> filter to recoYer the original modulating signal'?
Which is probably the best FM demodulator of all tho'>e
discussed in this chapter'!
What i!- a capture range? What i., a lock range?
What frequency docs the VCO assume when the input i"
outside the capture range?
What type of circuit docs a PLL look like over its lock
range?

Problems
1. A parallel tuned circuit in an oscillator con.,i-;ts of a
-W-J.LH inductor in parallel with a 330-pF capacitor. A
varactor with a capacitance of 50 pF is connected in
parallel with the circuit. What is the resonant frequency
of the tuned circuit and the o:.cillator operating frequency? •
2. II" the varactor capacitance of the circuit in Prob. I is
decreased to 25 pF. (a) how does the frequency change
and (b) what is the ne\\ rcc..onant frequency?
3. A pha5e modulator produces a maximum phase shift
of 45°. The modulating frequency range i s 300 to
4000 Hz. What is the maximum frequency deviation
possible? •
4. The FM input to a PLL demodulator has an unmodulated center frequency of 10.7 MI-lt . (a) To what frequency mu\t the VCO be set? (b) From which circuit is
the recovered modulating signal taken?

5. A 565 IC PLL has an external re-.i'>tor R 1 of 1.2 kO ami
a capacitor C 1 of 560 pF. The power supply is 10 V.
(a) What io,; the free-running frequency? (b) What is the
total lock range? •
6. A varactor phase modulator like the one in Fig. 6-12
has a resi~tance value of 3.3 k!l. The capacitance of the
varactor at the cen ter unmodulatcd frequency is 40 pF
and the carrier frequency is I MHz. (a) What i!> the
pha-,e -,hift? (b) If the modulating signal change-.
the varactorcapacitance to 55 pF. what is the new pha.,e
shirt? (c) If the modulating signal frequency is 400 l-I t.,
what is the approximate frequency deviation represented b) this pha'>e \hift'?
• Alll\1"1'1"1

PM Circuits
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Crit ical Thinking
1. What circuit must be used ahead of the Foster-Seeley
discriminator in order for it to work properly? Explain.
2. Name the three key components of a phase-locked loop
and write a brief explanation of how each component
works.
3. What happens to an FM signal that has been passed
through a tuned circuit that is too narrow, resulting in
the higher upper and lower sidebands to be eliminated?
What would the output of a demodulator processing
this signal look like compared to that of the original
modulating signal?
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4. A direct-frequency (OF) modulated crystal oscillator
has a frequency of 9.3 MHz. The varactor produces a
maximum deviation of 250 Hz. The oscillator is fo llowed by two triplers, a doubler, and a quadrupler.
What are the final output frequency and the deviation?
5. Refer to Fig. 6-4. To decrease oscillator frequency.
would you adjust potentiometer R4 closer to + Vee or
closer to ground?
6. Refer to Fig. 6-15. lf R 1 became open, would the circuit
still operate? Explain.

Digital Communication
Techniques
•
S ince the mid-1970s, digital methods of transmitting data have slowly but
surely replaced the older, more conventional analog ones. Today, thanks to the
availability of fast, low-cost analog-to-digital (A/0) and digital-to-analog (D/A)
converters and high-speed digital signal processors, most electronic communications is digital.
This chapter begins with the reasons for using digita l transmission. Then the
concepts and operation of A/0 and 0 /A converters are summarized. Next, pulse
modulation techniques are described, and the chapter concludes with an introduction to digital signal processing (DSP), techniques.

Objectives
After completing this chapter. you will be able to:
• Give a step-by-step account of the transmission of analog signals using
digital techniques.
•

Explain how quantizing error occurs, describe the techniques used to
minimize it, and ca lcu late the minimum sampling rate given the upper
frequency limit of the analog signal to be converted.

•

List the advantages and disadvantages of the three most common types of
analog-to-digital converters.

•

Explain why pulse-code modulation has superseded pulse-amplitude
modulation (PAM), pulse-width modulation (PWM), and pulse-position
modulation (PPM).

• Draw and fully label a block diagram of a digital signal-processing (DSP)
circuit.

7-1 Digital Transmission of Data
Data

The term data refers to information to be communicated. Data is in digital form if it
comes from a computer. if the information is in the form of voice, video. or some other
analog signal. it can be converted to digital form before it is rnmsmiued.
Digital communication was originally limited to the transmission of data between
computers. Numerous large and small networks have been formed to suppo1t communication between computers. e.g .. local-area networks (LANs), which permit PCs to
communicate (see Chap. 12). The use of modems to allow PCs and larger computers
to communicate via the telephone system is another example. Now. because analog signals can be readily and inexpensively converted to digital and vice versa, data communication techniques can be used to transmit voice, video, and other analog signals in
digital form.
There are three primary reasons for the growth of digita l communication systems.
First. the increased use of computers has made it necessary to find a way for computers to communicate and exchange data. Second, digital transmission methods offer
some major benefits over analog communication techniques. Third. the telephone system. the largest and most widel y used communication system. has been converting
from analog methods to digital over the years. These reasons are discussed in the
following sections.

Proliferation of Computers
Since PCs were introduced during the 1970s, their numbers have increased by several
orders of magnitude so that hundreds of millions of PCs are now in use worldwide. Most
white-collar workers have PCs on their desks. PCs have speeded up and simplified our
work and increased our productivity.
At the same time. the need has arisen for users to share or exchange data and
programs. At a simple level, data can be transferred by handing a diskette to another person or by mail. But it is far easier if computers can communicate directly. When computers are connected via some communication medium and programmed approptiately,
they can exchange data or share programs and peripherals as well as other resources.
The resul t is increased convenience and usefulness of computers.
Some common examples of computer data communication are as follows:
File transfer

1. File transfer. The transfer of tiles. records. or whole databases such as company
accounting records, customer orders from a sales office to the main office. or bank
data transfers.

Electronic mail (e-mail)

2. Electronic mail (e-mail). Communication between and among individuals by
means of a computer. Users send messages to one another as they would letters or
memos in printed form.
3. Computer-peripheral links. The use of data communication techniques to send
data between a main computer and peripherals. Data is keyed into the computer, sent
to and from tloppy and hard disk drives for data storage or retrieval, and then sent
to a printer.
4. In ternet access. Tapping into remote databases, websites, or other sources of information by way of the telephone system or a cable TV network. Online services and
the Internet are examples.
5. Local-area networks (LANs). Groups of PCs in an office or company that are
connected in order to share data and other resources. This is the fastest-growing
segment of data communication.

Local-area network (LAN)
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Noncomputer Uses of Digital Communication
Among the noncomputer applications of digital techniques is remote control, for
example:
1. TV remote coutrol. Binary signals generated by pushbuttons modulate an infrared
light beam for the purpose of changing channels or volume.

2. Garage door opener. Depressing a button on a remote control unit generates a
unique binary code that modulates a VHF or UHF radio transmitter for the purpose
of opening or closing a garage door.
3. Carrier current controls. These systems generate binary codes that modulate a carrier signal that is then superimposed on a 60-Hz power signal. The ac power lines
in a house or building become the transmission medium for control signals from one
room or area to another. An example is the X-1 0 system widely used in homes for
the remote control of lights and appliances and powerline networking.
4. Radio control of models. Hobbyists build model airplanes, boats. and cars and control them remotely by radio transmission of binary control codes.
5. Remote keyless entry.
automobiles.

Wireless door locks and other accessories are used in

Benefits of Digital Communication
Transmitting information by digital means offers several important advantages over analog methods, a:-. discussed in the next section and in Sec. 7-5.

Noise Immunity. When a signal is sent over a medium or channel. noise is invariably added to the ~ignal. The SIN ratio decreases, and the signal becomes harder to
recover. Noise. which is a voltage of randomly varying amplitude and frequency. easily corrupts analog signals. Signals of insufficient amplitude can be completely obliterated by noise. Some improvement can be achieved with preemphasis circuits at the
transmitter and cleemphasis circuits at the receiver. and other similar techniques. If the
signal is analog FM. the noise can be clipped off at the receiver so that the signal can
be more readily recovered. but phase modulation of the signal by the noise will still
degrade quality.
Digital signals, which are usually binary. are more immune to noise than <malog signals because the noise amplitude must be much higher than the signal amplitude to make
a binary I look like a binary 0 or vice versa. If the binary amplitudes for binary 0 and
I are sufficiently large. the receiving circuitry can easily distinguish between rhe 0 and
I levels even with a significant amount of noise (see Fig. 7-1 ).

Figure 7-1

lb)

Noise immunity

GOOD TO KNOW
Digital signals, which are usually
binary, are more immune to noise
than analog signals are.

(a) Noise on a binary signal. (b) Clean binary signal after regeneration.
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Signal regeneration

Error

At the receiver, circuits can be set up so that the noise is clipped off. A threshold
circuit made with a line receiver circuit, an op amp comparator. or a Schmitt trigger will
trigger above or below the thresholds to which it is set. If the thresholds are set carefully, only the logic levels will trigger the circuit. Thus a clean output pulse will be generated by the circuit. This process is called signal regeneration.
Digital signals, like analog signals, experience distortion and attenuation when transmitted over a cable or by radio. The cable acts as a low-pass filter and thus filters out
the higher harmonics in a pulse signal, causing the signal to be rounded and distorted.
When a signal is transmitted by radio, its amplitude is seriously reduced. However, digital signals can be transmitted over long distances if the signal is regenerated along the
way to restore the amplitude lost in the medium and to overcome the noise added in the
process. When the signal reaches its destination, it has almost exactly the same shape as
the original. Consequently, with digital transmission, the error rate is minimal.

Error Detection and Correction. With digital communication, transmission
errors can usually be detected and even corrected. Lf an error occms because of a very
high noise level. it can be detected by special circuitry. The receiver recognizes that an
error is contained in the transmission, and data can be retransmitted. A variety of techniques have been developed to find en·ors in binary transmissions; some of them are discussed in Chap. II. In addition, elaborate error detection schemes have been developed
so that the type of error and its location can be identified. This kind of information makes
it possible to correct errors before the data is used at the receiver.
Compatibility with Time-Division Multiplexing. Digital data communication

Multiplexing

is adaptable to time-division multiplexing schemes. Multiplexing is the process of transmitting two or more signals simultaneously on a single communication channel or
medium. There are two types of multiplexing: frequency-division multiplexing, an analog technique using modulation methods, and time-division multiplexing, a digital technique. These techniques are discussed further in Chap. I0.

Digital ICs. A further benefit of digital techniques is that digital ICs are smaller and
easier to make than linear ICs so therefore can be more complex and provide a processing capability greater than what can be accomplished with analog ICs.
Digital signal processing (DSP)

GOOD TO KNOW
With binary techniques, the bandwidth of a signal may be 2 or
more times greater than it would
be with analog methods.
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Digital Signal Processing (DSP). DSP is the processing of analog signals by
digital methods. This involves converting an analog signal to digital and then
processing with a fast digital computer. Processing means ti tte ring, equalization, phase
shifting, mixing, and other traditionally analog methods. Processing also includes data
compression techniques that enhance the speed of data transmission and reduce the
digital data storage capacity required for some applications. Even modulation and
demodulation can be accomplished by DSP. The processing is accomplished by executing unique mathematical algorithms on the computer. The digital signal is then converted back to analog form. DSP permits significant improvements in processing over
equivalent analog techniques. But best of all. it permits types of processing that were
never available in analog form.
Finally, processing also involves storage of data. Analog data is difficult to store.
But digital data is routinely stored in computers by using a variety of well-proven digital storage methods and equipment such as RAM: ROM; flash. floppy. and hard disk
drives: optical drives; and tape units.

Disadvantages of Digital Communication
There are some disadvantages to digital communication. The most important is the
bandwidth size required by a digital signal. With binary techniques, the bandwidth of
a signal can be 2 or more times greater than it would be with analog methods. Also,
digital communication circuits are usually more complex than analog circuits. However,
Chapter 7

although more circuitry i~ needed to do the same job. the circuits are usually in IC
form. are inexpensi,·e. and do not require much experti-.e or attention on the part of
the u ...er.

7-2 Parallel and Serial Transmission
There are two ways to move binary bits from one place to another: transmit all bits of
a word simultaneously or send only I bit at a time. These methodl> are referred to. respectively. a-. parallel transfer and -.erial transfer.

Parallel Transfer
In parallel data transfers. all the bit~ of a code word are tran!-.ferred simultaneously (see
Fig. 7-2). The binary word to be transmitted is usually loaded into a register containing
one flip-flop for each bit. Each flip-flop output is connected 10 a wire to carry that bit to
the receiving circuit. which is usually also a storage register. As can be seen in Fig. 7-2,
in parallel data transmission. there is one wire for each bit
information to be transmitted. This means that a multiwire cable must be used. Multiple parallel line!> that carry
binary data are usually referred to th a data bus. All eight line~ arc referenced to a
common ground wire.
Parallel data transmission i'> extremely fast because all the bits of the data word are
tran'>fcrred simultaneously. The !.peed of parallel transfer depend., on the propagation
delay in the sending and receiving of logic circuiu; and any time delay introduced by the
cable. Such data transfers can occur in only a few nano~econd~ in many applications.
Parallel data transmission is not practical for long-distance communication. To transfer an 8-bit dma word from one pl ace to another, eight separate communication channels are needed. one for each bit. Although multiwire cabl e~ can be used over limited
distances (usually no more than a few feet), for long-distance data communication they
arc impractical because of co!>t and ..,ignal anenuation. And, of course. parallel data tran~
mi-.c;ion by radio would be even more complex and cxpcn'>ivc. because one transmitter
and receiver would be required for each bit.

Parallel transfer

or

Figure 7-2
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Figu re 7-3

Serial data tra nsmission.
LSB

MSB
0

0

0

T1me---...

GOOD TO KNOW
As data rates have increased, bus
line lengths have had to be shortened to eliminate inductance and
capacitance cable effects.

Over the years. data tran~fer rates over parallel bu!.e!. have continued to increase.
For example. in per,onal computer' bus transfer rate!. have increased from 33 to 66 to
133 MHL and now to 400 MHt and beyond. However. to achieve these speeds. the bus
line length!. have had to be con~iderably shortened. The capacitance and inductance of
the bus lines severely distort the pulse signa l ~. Furthermore. cro~:-. talk between the lines
also limits the speed. Reducing the line length decreases the inductance and capacitance.
permilling higher speeds. To achieve speeds up to 400 MHz, bus lengths must be limited to only a few inche~. To achieve higher rate),. ~e rial data transfers are being used.

Serial Transfer
Da1a u·am.fer~ in communication '>}Mem-. arc made serially: each bit of a word is tram,mitted one after another bee Fig. 7-3). This figure !.hows the code 10011101 being
tran-.mitted l bit at a time. The lea\t ... igni~icant bit (LSBl is transmitted tirst. and the
mo'>t .,igniticant bit (MSB) 1.1'-l. The MSB i., on the right. indicating that it was transmitted later in time than the LSB. Each bit i., tran.,mittcd for a fixed interval of time r.
The Yoltage levels repres.enting each bit appear on a '>ingle data line <~ ith respect to
ground) one after another until the entire word ha'> been tr.tn!.miued. For example. the
bit interval may be I 0 JJ.S.. "h1ch mean'> that the voltage level for each bit in the word
appear5. for 10 JJ.'->. It would therefore tal-e 80 W• to tran,mit an 8-bit word.

Serial-parallel conversion

Shift register

Serializer/deserializer (SERDES)
devices
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Serial-Parallel Conversion
Becau<;e both parallel and serial tran:-.mission occur in computers and other equipment.
there must be techmque~ ror con\'el1ing between parallel and serial and vice versa. Such
data convers ions are usually taken care of by shi ft registers (sec Fig. 7-4).
A shift register i!> a !.cquent ial logic c ircuit made up of a number of flip-flops connected in cascade. The flip-flop" arc capable of storing a multibit binary word. which is
usually loaded in parallel into the transmitting register. When a clock pulse (CP) is
applied to the tlip-!lops. the hits of the word arc !.h ifted from one flip-flop to another in
sequence. The last (right-hand) !lip-flop in the trun!.mitting register ultimately stores each
bit in sequence as it i'> shifted out.
The serial data 'A'Ord i!-> then tran-,miued over the communication link and is received
b) another shift register. The b11\ of the word arc :-hi fled into the flip-llops one at a time
until the entire word is contained ""ithin the rcgi'>tcr. The tlip-tlop outputs can then be
ob.,erved and the data stored 111 them tran.,ferred in parallel to other circuits. These serialparallel data transfers take place in.,idc the interface circuit<> and are referred to a'>
seriali::er!deseriali::er ( SERDLSJ cle•·ice\.
Serial data can typically be tran ... mittcd fa-.ter over longer dil>mnce!> than parallel data.
If a tv\o-wire transmission line. rather than multiple interconnecting wires. is used. speed.,
over 2 GHL cm1 be achieved over a serial link up to ...evcral feet long. If the serial data
i., conve11ed to infrared light pubes. fiber-optic cable can be used. Serial data rates up
to ~0 GHL can be achieved at d1stanccs of many kilometers. Serial buses are now replacing parallel buses in computers, ~toragc system~. and telecommunication equipment
where very high speedl' are requir..:d.
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Figu re 7-4
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Parallel-to-serial and serial-to-parallel data transfers with shift registers.
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For example. suppose that you rnu~t transmit data at a rate of 400 Mbytes/s. I n a
parallel system you could transmit 4 bytes at a time on a 32-bit I 00-M H7 parallel bu-,.
Bus length would be limited to a fe\\ inc hc~ .
You could also do this <;eri ally. Remember that 400 Mbyte~/~ i!. the ~ame a!.
8 X 400 Mbytes/s or 3.2 gigabits per !.Ccond (Gbp~) or 3.2 GHL. Thi!> rate il.> eac,ily
obtained serially for ~cveral feet with a copper tra n~mi ssion line or up to many kilometers with a liber-optic cable.

Delta Modulation. Delta modulation is a specJal form of analog-to-digital conversion that results in a continuous <>erial data signal hcing tram.mitted. The delta modulator looks at a sample of the analog input signal. compare). it Lo a previous sample, and
then transmits a 0 or a I if the sample is less than or more than the previous sample.

Delta modulation

7-3 Data Conversion
The key to digital communication is to convert data in analog form to digital fonn. Special
circuib arc available to do this. Once it is in digital form the data can be processed or
stored. Data mu<;t usually be reconvened to analog fonn for final con).umption by the U'>er:
e.g.. voice and video must be in analog form. Data cmwer.1ion is the l>Ubjcct of this section.
Digital Communication Technique~
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Figure 7-5
Analog signal
input

AID converter.
Analog-to-digital
converter
(AID converter)

Figure 7-6

D/A converter.
Digital-to-analog
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(0/A converter)
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'
-

Analog outpu, t
-

tttt tttt
8-bit parallel binary input

Basic Principles of Data Conversion
Analog-to-digital (AI D) conversion

Digital-to-analog (0/A) conversion

Translating an analog signal to a digital signal is called analog-to-digital (AID) conversion, digitizing a signal. or encoding. The device used to perform this translation
is known as an analog-to-digital (AID) converter or ADC. A modern AID converter is
usually a single-chip IC that takes an analog signal and generates a parallel or serial
binary output (see Fig. 7-5).
The opposite process is called digital-to-analog ( DIA) conversion. The circuit used
to perform this is called a digital-to-analog (DIA) converter (or DAC) or a decoder. The
input to a D/ A converter is usually a parallel binary number, and the output is a
proportional analog voltage level. Like the A/D converter, a DIA converter is usually a
single-chip lC (see Fig. 7-6) or a part of a large IC.

A/D Conversion. An analog signal is a smooth or continuous voltage or current vari-

GOOD TO KNOW
To calculate the minimum
sampling rate used to represent a
signal, multiply the highest signal
frequency component by 2.

ation (see Fig. 7-7). It could be a voice signal, a video waveform. or a voltage representing a variation of some other physical characteristic such as temperature. Through AID
conversion these continuously variable signals are changed to a series of binary numbers.
AID conversion is a process of sampling or measuring the analog signal at regular
time intervals. At the times indicated by the vertical dashed lines in Fig. 7-7, the instantaneous value of the analog signal is measured and a proportional binary number is generated to represent that sample. As a result, the continuous analog signal is translated
to a series of discrete binary numbers representing samples.
A key factor in the sampling process is the frequency of sampling f, which is the
reciprocal of the sampling interval t shown in Fig. 7-7. To retain the highfrequency information in the analog signal. a sufficient number of samples must be taken
so that the waveform is adequately represented. Tt has been found that the minimum
sampl ing frequency is twice the highest analog frequency content of the signal. For
example. if the analog signal contains a maximum frequency variation of 3000 Hz. the

Figure 7- 7

Sampling an analog signal.
Each sample
results in a
binary number

This voltage is
measured and
converted into a

r

G)

0>

"'

~

>

I

:\:

Sampling time or interval
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Time -

High-speed A/D converter for software-defined radios using DSP.

analog wave mu~t be -.ampled at a rate of at least twice this, or 6000 Ht. This minimum
<>ampling frequency i-. known as the Nyquisr frequency fv. (And fv ~ 2/,,. where J,, is
the frequency of the input signal.) For bandwidth limited signal<; with upper and lower
limit~ of / 2 andf1• the yquist -.ampling rate is just twice the bandwidth or 2(12
f 1).
Although theoretically the highest frequency component can be adequately represented by a sampling rate of twice the highest frequency. in practice the \ampling rate
is much higher than the yquiM minimum. typically 2.5 to 3 times more. The actual
sampling rate depends on the application as well as factors such as cost. complexity.
channel bandwidth. and availability of practical circuits.
Assume, e.g .. that the output of an FM radio is to be digitiLed. The maximum
frequency of the audio in an FM broadcast is 15 kHz. To ensure that the highest
frequency is represented. the sampling rate must be twice the highest frequency:
f = 2 X 15 kHt. = 30k Hz. But in practice, the sampling rate is made higher. that is. 3
to 10 times higher, or 3 X 15 kHl = 45kHz to 10 X 15 kHl = 150kHz. The sampling
rate for compact disk players that store music signals with frequencies up to about
20 kHL is 44.1 kHz or 48 kHz.
Another important factor in the conversion process is that. because the analog signal
is smooth and continuous. it represents an infinite number of actual voltage values. In a
practical AID converter, it is not possible to convert all analog samples to a precise proportional binary number. Instead, the AID converter is capable of representing only a finite
number of \'Oltagc values over a specific range. The samples are converted to a binary number whme value i.., clo'>e to the actual sample value. For example. an 8-bit binary number
can represent only 256 ~tate<>. which may be the converted value~ from an analog waYeforrn having an infinite number of positive and negative value~ between +I V and I V.
The physical nature of an AID converter is such that it divide~ a voltage range into
discrete increment'>. each of "'hich is then represented by a binary number. The analog
voltage measured during the \ampling process is assigned to the increment or voltage
closest to it. For example, a-..,ume that an AID converter produces 4 output bit'>. With 4 bits,
4
2 or 16 voltage levels can be represented. For simplicity, assume an analog voltage range
of 0 to IS Y. The AID converter divides the voltage range as shown in Fig. 7-8. The binm)'
number represented by each increment is indicated. Note that although there arc 16 levels,
there arc only 15 increment~. The number of levels is 2N and the number of increments
is 2N - I. where N is the number of bits.
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GOOD TO KNOW
MSPS means millions of samples
per second. SFDR is spurious
free dynamic range. SNR refers
to signal-to-noise ratio.
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Figure 7-8 The A/0 converter divides the input voltage range into discrete voltage increments.
~Binary equivalent

~

~

I

Analog voltage

1111 15
111014
1101 13
1100 12
1011 11

11.7V

101010
1001 9
1000 8
0111 7
0110 6
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0011 3
0010 2
0001 1
0000 0

8

0

Oo

8.,-

0
0

~
0

§

8

~

8

8

0
0

Binary numbers generated by /VO converter at each sampling point

Quantizing error

Now assume that the AID converter samples the analog input and measures a voltage
of 0 V. The AID convener will produce a binary number as close as possible to this value.
in this case 0000. If the analog input is 8 Y. the AID converter generates the binary number 1000. But what happens if the analog input is 11.7 Y. as shown in Fig. 7-8? The AID
converter produces the binary number 101 I. whose decimal equivalent is 11. In fact, any
value of analog voltage between I 1 and 12 V will produce this binary value.
As you can see, there is some error associated with the conversion process. This i.
referred to as quantizing error.
The quantizing en-or carl be reduced, of course, by simply ctividing the analog voltage
range into a larger number of smaller voltage increments. To represent more voltage increments, a greater number of bits must be used. For example, using 12 bits instead of 10
allows the ~malog voltage range to produce 2 12 or 4096 vollage increments. This more finely
divides the analog voltage range and thus permits the AID converter to output a proportional binary number closer ro the acrual anal og value. The greater the number of bits. the
greater the number of increments over the analog range and the smaller the quantizing error.
The maximum amount of error can be computed by dividing the voltage range over
which the AID converter operates by the number of increments. Assume a 10-bit AID
converter, with 10 bits. 2 10 = 1024 voltage levels. or 1024 - 1 = 1023 incremenrs.
Assume that the input voltage range is from 0 to 6 V. The minimum voltage step increment then is 6/1023 = 5.86 X 10- 3 = 5.865 mY.
As you can see. each increment has a range of less than 6 mY. This is the maximum error that can occur: the average error is one-half that value. The maximum error
is said to be :±: 1/2 LSB or one-half the LSB increment value.
The quantizing error can also be considered as a type of random or white noise.
This noise limits the dynamic range of an AID converter since it makes low-level signals difficult or impossible to convert. An approximate value of this noise is

v

11

q

=--

-VT2

where V, is the rms noise voltage and q is the weight of the LSB. This approximation is
valid only over the bandwidth from direct current to JJ2 (called the Nyquist bandwidth).
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Figure 7-9

A 0/A converter produces a stepped approximation of the original signal.
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\1 - _!L - 0.005865
" Vi2
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l O-bit eAample above. the LSB i ... 5.865 111 v.

= 0.0017 v

or

1.7 mV

The '>ignal to be digitited '>hould be 2 or more times this noise level to en\urc a reasonably error-free conver.,ion.
lt can be !->ho-.vn that the overall quantization noise can be reduced by ovcro;ampling,
i.e.. sampling the !->ignal at a rate that i~ many times Lhe Nyquist sampling rate of 2 timel>
the highest signal frequency. Oversampling reduces the quantizing noise by a factor
equal to the square root of the oversampling ratio. which is .fJ2J,w

D/A Conversion. To retain an analog signal convened to digital, some form of binary
memory mu~t be u<.,ed. The multiple binru·y numbers representing each of the -.amples
can be qored in random access memory (RAM). on di!.k. or on magnetic tape. Once
they arc in this form. the '>amples can be processed and u~ed as data by a microcomputer which can perform mathematical and logical manipulatiOn!->. Thi!-> i-. called digital
signal proces<,ing ( DSP) and i'> di,cu... scd in Sec. 7-5.
At some point it i.., U'>Ually de.,irable to translate the multiple binar) number., back
to the equivalent analog voltage. This is the job of the D/ A converter. "hich receive.,
the binary number'> '>equentiall) and produces a proportional analog \oltage at the output. Because the input binary numbers represent specific voltage level..,. the output of
the D/A com·cner ha., a '>tair.,tcp characteristic. Figure 7-9 -.how" the proce-.., of
convening the 4-bit binary number~ obtained in the conversion of the waveform in
Fig. 7-8. I f the!->C binary number~ are fed to a D/A converter. the output i-; a \tair..,tcp
voltage a.., ..,hown. Since the Mcp!-> are very large. the re-.ulting voltage i<, only an
approximation to the actual analog signal. However, the stairstep~ can be filtered out
by pas!'.ing the D/A converter output through a low-pass filter with an approprime cutoff
frequency.
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Example 7-1
An information signal to be transmitted digitally is a rectangular wave with a period
of 71.4 f.-iS. Jt has been detem1ined that the wave will be adequately passed if the
bandwidth includes the fourth harmonic. Calculate (a) the signal frequency, (b) the
fourth harmonic. and (c) the min imum sampling frequency (Nyquist rate).

a.

b.

I

f - -I -- 71.4

. -

/41h harmonic

I
X 10-

=4

6

= 14.006 Hz = 14 kHz
= 56 kHz

X 14 kHz

=2

c. Minimum sampling rate

X 56 kHz

=

I J2kHz

If the binary words contain a larger number of bits, the analog voltage range is
divided into smaller increments and the output step increments will be smaller. This leads
to a closer approximation to the original analog signal.

Pulse-amplitude modulation (PAM)

Ali asing. Whenever an analog waveform is sampled, a form of modulation called
pulse-amplitude modulation (PAM) takes place. The modulator is a gating circuit that
momentarily allows a portion of the analog wave to pass through, producing a pulse for
a fixed time duration and at an ampl itude equal to the signal value at that time. The
result is a series of pulses as shown in Fig. 7-10. These pulses are passed to the AID
conve11er. where each is converted to a proportional binary value. PAM is discussed in
greater detail later in this chapter, but for now we need to analyze the process to see
how it affects the AID conversion process.
Recall from Chap. 3 that amplitude modulation is the process of multiplying the carrier by the modulating signal. In this case, the carrier or sampling signal is a series of
naiTOW pulses that can be described by a Fourier series:
Vc

sin 27TD
sin 37TD
)
sin 1rD
= D + 2D ( ---cos
w,t +
COS 2tus l +
cos 3wsf + · · ·
1rD
27TD
37TD

Here, v ,. is the instantaneous canier voltage. and D is the duty cycle. which is the ratio of
the pulse duration t to the pulse period T. or D = tiT. The tenn w .• is 27Tj,. where f, is the
pulse-sampli11g frequency. Note that the pulses have a de component (the D term) plus
sine-cosine waves representing the fundamental frequency and its odd and even harmonics.

Figure 7-10

Sampling and analog signal to produce pulse-amplitude modulation.
Analog signal

/
Sample pulses

I

-1

Sampling
interval

1

I

11

Ti me ---~
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figure 7-11

Spectrum of PAM signal.
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When you multiply thb by the analog modulating or information !.ignal to be digitized.
you get a messy-looking equation that is remarkably easy to decipher. Assume that the analog wave to be digitized is a sine wave at a frequency of};, or V111 sin (2/,,t). When you
multiply th::tt by the Fourier equation describing the carrier or sampling pulses. you get

v

=V

111

D sin w,t

-.in 11D

+ 2V,D ( - - - sin ctJ"'/ cos w,t + V

sin 27TIJ

111 - -

11D

+V

111

211D

'>in 3710

3710

sin W 111 1 cos w,t

sin w,t cos w ,t

+ · · ·)

The lir\t term in this equation i.., the original information '>inc !.ignal. If we put this complex !>ignal through a low-pas~ filter ~ct to a frequency a bit above the modulating \ignal. all the pulses will be filtered out. leaving only the de!>ired information signal.
Looking at the complex \ ignal again. you should see the familiar AM equations
showing the product of sine and cosine waves. I f you remember from Chap. 3, these
sine-cosine expressions convert to sum and difference frequencies that form the sideband!> in AM. Well. the same thing happens here. The modulating signal forms sideband:. with the sampling fre4ucncy
or j~ + f,, and j~ - /,,. Furthermore. sideband\
are also formed with all the harmonics of the carrier or sampling frequency
(2J: ::!: .fm, 3.f, :±: /,,. 4/. ::!: ];,. etc.). The resulting output i\ bc'>t -.hown in the frequenC)
domain as in Fig. 7-11. We arc not generally concerned about all the higher harmonicl.
and their '>idebands. for they will ultimately get filtered out. But we do need to look at
the '>idebands formed with the fundamental sine wave.
All is well with this arrangemem as long as the frequency (.(,) or carrier is 2 or
more times the highest frequency in the modulating or information signal. However. if
the sampling frequency is not high enough. then a problem cal led aliasing arises. Alia~
ing causes a new signal near the original to be created. This ~ignal has a frequency of
- };,.When the sampled ~ignal ill evemually converted back to analog by a 0/A converter. the output will be the alia~ f. - /,,, not the original -.ignal };,. Figure 7-12(a)
-.hO'-"'> the '>pectrum. and Fig. 7-12(h) shows the original analog '>ignal and the recovered alias signal.
A~sume a desired input '>ignal of 2 kHz. The minimum -.ampling or Nyquist frequency is 4 kHz. But what if the l>ampling rate is only 2.5 kHt? This results in an alia.'>
l.ignal of 2.5 k Hz - 2kHz = 0.5 kl-11 or 500Hz. It is this alias signal that will be recovered by a 0/ A converter. not the de~ ired signal of 2 kHz.
To eliminate this problem. a low-pass filter called an cmtialiasing filter is usually
placed between the modulating signal source and the AID converter input to ensure that
no <.ignal with a frequency greater th<m one-half the sampling frequency i:-. passed. This
filter must have extremely good !.elcctivity. The roll-off rate of a common RC or LC lowpac,s filter b too gradual. Mo'>t antialia..,ing filters use multiple--.tage LC filters. an RC
active filter. or high-order switched capacitor filters to give the steep roll-off required to
eliminate any aliasing. The filter cutoff is usually set just \lightly above the highestfrequency content of the input ~ignal.

1:

1:
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GOOD TO KNOW
An alias is a signal that is
mistakenly sampled when the
sampling frequency is less than
twice the input frequency. An
antialiasing filter is used to
ensure that the correct signal
is used.

Aliasing
Antialiasing filter

2 11

Figure 7-12

Aliasing.
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D/A Converters
There are man) ways to convert digital code., to proportional analog voltages. However.
the most popular method'> are the R-2R. '> tring. and weighted current source converters.
These are available in integrated-circuit form and are also integrated into other larger
systems on a chip (SoC).

R-2R Converter. The R-2R convener consiM:o. of four major sections. as shown in
Fig. 7-13 and described in the next paragraphs.

Reference regulator

Reference Regulators. The preci se reference 11oltage regulator. a zener diode,
receive!. the de supply voltage as an input and translates it to a highly precise reference
voltage. This voltage is passed through a resistor that establishes the maximum input

Figure 7- 13

1

1

Major components of a D/A converter.
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R,

Vo

- 1,0 R,

Analog voltage output

current to the re..,i,tor network anti 'et-. the precision of the circuit. The current '' called
the .full-scale current. or fu;:

where VR

= rclcrem:c , -ohage

RR = reference rcsi-.tor
Resistor Netwe rks The preci,ion resi.1tor nefll'ork i' connected in a unique conligu-

Resistor network

ration. The voltage from the reterem:c i~ applied to thi~ rc~btnr network. which converts
the reference voltage to a current proportional to the binary input. The output of the resistor network i~ a cun·ent that is directly proportional to the bina1y input value anti rhe full'cale reference current. IL\ maximum n1lue b computed a-. follow':

ln(2'- I)
For an 8-bit 0/A converter, N = 8.
Some modern [)/A converter<.. usc a capacitor network in">tead of the rc~istor network to perform the converc;ion from a binary number to a proportional current.
1 : L . ~ ut Arr pi f "- rs The proportional current is then converted by an op amp to a
proportional voltage. The output of the re">istive networl-. i' connected to the \Umming
junction of the op amp. The output voltage of the op amp i:-. equal to the output current
of the resistor network multiplied by the feedback resistor value. If the appropriate value
of feedback resi-.tancc is selected. the output voltage can be scaled to any de">ircd value.
The op amp invert-. the polarity of the 'ignal:

V0

=

- ! 0 R1

Electronic Switc·hes. TI1e re~i!-.l<.ll' network is modified b) a set of electronic switches
that can be either current or voltage switches and are u~ually implemented with diodes
or transistor~. Thc~c c;witches arc controlled by the parallel binary input bit-; from a
counter. a regbter. or a microcomputer output port. The ~''itches turn on or off to configure the resi">tor nctworl-..
All the components shown in Fig. 7-13 are usuall) integrated onto a o,ingle IC chip.
The only exception may be the amp. \\ hich is often an external circuit.
D/A converter!-. of this type arc awlilable in a variety of configuration~> and can convert 8-. I 0-, 12-. 14-, and 16-bit binary words.
The implementation of D/A converter circuitry varic~ widely. One of the mo~t popular configuration'> is ~hown in detail in Fig. 7-1-t Onl} ~ bits is shown. to -.implif)
the drawing. Of particular interc!-.t i' the re~istor nctworl-.. '"hich uses onl) two ,·alues
of re!-.istance and thu<.. i-. known "' an R-2R ladder networl-.. More complex networks
have been devl'>ed but use a wider range of rcsi~tor value<, that arc difficult to make
with precise values in IC form. In Fig. 7- 14 the swit(;he~ arc shown a~ mechanical
devices. whereas in reality they an.: tr:tn'>istor switche-. controlled by the binary input.
Many newer D/A converters and A/0 converters usc a capacitive networl-. instead of
the R-2R networl-...
rang DAC. The '>tring DAC get' it'> name from the fact that it i.., made up of a -.erie:.
\Iring of equal-value resistors forming a voltage divider. Sec Fig. 7-15. This \Oitage
divider divides the input reference voltage into equal Meps of voltage proportional to the
binary input. There arc 2N resistors in the string. where N is the number of input bits
that determines resolution. In Fig. 7-12 the re~olution is 2.1 - 8, so eight resi.,tors are
U'-.ed. Higher resolutions of 10 and 12 bits are available in thi!-. configuration. If the input
reference is 10 V. the re.,olution i'> 10/2~
10/8 = 1.25 V. The output Yaric' in increments of 1.25 V from 0 to 8.75 V.
Digital Communication Techniques
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Figure 7-14

D/A converter with R-2R ladder network.
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A string DAC.
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Figure 7- 16

Weighted current source DAC.
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f

f

f
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Binary tnput

The output volrage is determined by a set of enhancement mode MOSFET switches
controlled by a standard binar) decoder. With 3 bits in. there arc eight decoder output~.
each dri\ ing one MOSFET switch. If the input code is 000. \\\itch SO i!> turned on and
the output is ground or 0 V. All other MOSFETs arc otT at this time. If the input code
ic, Ill. then S7 is rumed on and the output voltage is 8.75 V. The output is a voltage
and may be further conditioned by an op amp with gain and a lower output impedance
a<; needed by the application.

Weighted Current Source DAC. A popul ar conliguration for very high-speed
DACs is the weighted cun·ent -;ourcc DAC shown in Fig. 7-16. The current sources ~up
ply a fixed current that is determined by the external reference voltage. Each current
~ource supplies a binary weighted value of /, 1/2, 114. //8. etc. The current sources arc
made up of some combination of rcsi-;tors. MOSFETs. or in some cases bipolar transistorc;. The switches are usually fa<,t enhancement mode MOSFET..,, but bipolar transistors
arc used in some models. The parallel binary input is usually stored in an input register,
and the register outpuL<> tum the switches off and on a.<o dictated by the binary value.
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The current source outputs are added at the summing junction of an op amp. The output
voltage V0 is the surn of the currents /1 multiplied by the feedback resi stor R1.
\lo

=

ltRr

In Fig. 7- 16, with 4 bits of resolution, there are 2N = 2-1 = 16 increments of cunent.
Assume I = I 00 p.A. If the input binary number is 0 I 01. then switches S2 and S4 are
closed and the current is 50 + 12.5 = 62.5 p.A. With a I 0-kfl feedback resistor. Lhe output voltage would be 62.5 X 10 6 X 10 X 103 = 0.625 Y.
Current source DACs are u~ed for very f<L'>t conversion~ and ru·e available in resolutions of S, I 0. 12. and 14 bits.

Resolution

Error

Settling time

GOOD TO KNOW
Settling time is usually equal to the
time it takes for the output of the
0/A converter to settle to ±% least
significant bit (LSB) change.
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D/A Converter Specifications. Three important !.pecilications are associated with
D/A converters: resolution. error. and settling time.
Resolwion is the smallest increment of voltage that the D/ A converter produces over
its output voltage range. Resolution is directly related to the number of input bits. It is
computed by dividing the reference voltage Vu by the number of output steps 2N - I.
There is I fewer increment than the number of binary states.
For a I 0-Y reference and an 8-bit D/A converter the resolution is I 0/(i' - I ) =
10/255 = 0.039 Y = 39 mY.
For high-precision applications, D/A converters with larger input words should be
used. D/A converters with 8 and 12 bits arc the most common. but D/A converters with
I 0. 14, 16. 20. and 24 bits are available.
Error is expressed as a percentage or the maximum. or full-scale. output voltage. which
is the reference voltage value. Typical en·or ligures are less than :!:0.1 percent. This error
should be less than one-half the minimum increment. The smallest increment of an 8-bit
D/A converter with a 10-Y reference is 0.039 Y. or 39 mY. Expressed as a percentage. this
is 0.039 -+ I 0 = 0.0039 X I 00 = 0.39 percent. One-half of thi1> is 0. 195 percent. With a
10-Y reference. this represents a voltage of 0.00 195 X 10 = 0.0195 Y. or 19.5 mY. A
stated enor of 0.1 percent of full scale is 0.00 I X I 0 = 0.01 Y. or 10 mV
Settling time is the amount of time it takes for the output voltage of a D/ A converter
to stabiliz.e to within a specilic voltage range after a change in binary input. Refer to
Fig. 7- I 7. When a binary input change occurs, a finite amount of time is needed for the
electronic switches to lllrn on and oil and for any circuit capacitance to charge or discharge. During the change. the output rings and overshoots. and contains tnUlsienrs from
the switching action. The output i!> thus not an accurate representation of the binary input:
it is not usable until it settles down.
Settling time is the time it takes for the D/A converter's output to settle to within
:!: 1/2 LSB change. In the case of the 8-bit D/A converter described earlier. when the output voltage settles to less than one-half the minimum voltage change of 39 mY. or 19.5 mY.
the output can be considered stable. Typical settling times are in the 100-ns range. This
specification is important because it determines the maximum speed of operation of the
circuit, called the conversion time. A I 00-ns settling time translates to a frequency of
Ill 00 X 10- 9 = I 0 MHz. Operations faster than this result in output errors.
Monotonicity is another DAC specification. A DAC is monotonic if the output increases
in one increment of resolution voltage for each increment of binary number input. In very
high-resolution DACs with vety small increments, it is possible Lhat circuit inaccuracies
could literally result in a decrease in output voltage for a binary increase. This is often caused
by poorly trimmed and marched resistors or current sources in the DAC.
Another specitication is de operating voltage and current. Older DACs operated from
+ 5 Y. but most of the newer ones operate from 3.3 or 2.5 V. A cun·ent consumption figure is also usually given.
Another consideration is how many DACs there are per chip. JCs with two, four. and
eight DACs per chip are available. In the multi-DAC chip~. the binary input is serial.
Serial input is an option on most DACs today as the serial input greatly reduces the number of pins devoted to input signals. A 16-bit pru·allel DAC has, of course. 16 input pins.
The same DAC with a serial input has on ly one input pin. Typical serial input formats
Chapter 7

Figure 7-17
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arc the serial peripheral interface (SPI) or the ( 2 C interface common on most embedded
controllers and microprocessors.
The binary input voltage is also a specification. Older DACs used a TTL or CMOS
compatible + 5 V input while newer chips use lower input signal voltages of 1.8. 2.5. or
3.3 V. High-speed DAC-. often u.,e current mode logic (CMLJ inputs or low-voltage
differential signaling (LVDS) level., with a differential signal swing of only a few hundred
milli' olt<,.
The reference voltage i., typically from I to 5 V from a temperature-compensated
;encr diode which is usually on the DAC chip.

A/D Converters
AID conversion begins with the process of sampling. which i~ u~ually carried out by a
sample-and-hold (S/H) circuit. The S/H circuit takes a precise measurement of the analog voltage at specified interval .... The AID converter then converts this instantaneom.
value of voltage and translates it to a binary number.

S/ H Circuits. A sample-and-hold (S/H) circuit. also called a trac/Jstore circui1. accept-.
the analog input signal and pas-.cs it through. unchanged. during its ~ampling mode. In
the hold mode. the amplifier remember., or memori;e., n particular voltage level at the
instant of sampling. The output of the S/H amplifier is a lixcd de level whose amplitude
is the value at the sampling time.
Figure 7-18 is a simplified drawing of an S/H ampl i fier. The main clement is a highgain de differential op amp. The amplifier is connected:" a follower with 100 percent
feedback. Any signal applied to the non inverting ( +) input i~ passed through unaffected.
The amplifier has unity gain and no in\'ersion.
A storage capacitor i~ connected acros:o. the very high input impedance of the amplifier. The input signal is applied to the '>torage capacitor and the amplifier input through
a MOSFET gate. An enhancement mode MOSFET that act<, a<. an on/off switch is normally used. As long as the control -.ignal to the gate of the MOSFET is held high. the
input ~ignal will be connected to the op amp input and capacitor. When the gate is high,
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Figure 7-18

An S/H amplifier.
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the transistor turns on and acts as a very low-value resistor. connecting the input signal
to the amplifier. The charge on the capacitor follows the input signal. This is the sample or track mode for the amplifier. The op amp output is equal to the input.
When the S/H control signal goes low. the transistor is cut off. but the charge on
the capacitor remains. The very high input impedance of the amplifier allows the capacitor to retain the charge for a relatively long time. The output of the S/H amplifier, then.
is the voltage value of the input signal ar the instant of sampling. i.e., the point at which
the S/H control pul se switches from high (sample) to low (hold). The op amp output
voltage is applied to the A/D converter for conversion to a proportional binary number.
The primary benefit of an S/H amplifier is that it stores the analog voltage during
the sampling interval. fn some high-frequency signals. the analog voltage may increase
or decrease during the sampli ng interval: this is undesirable because it confuses the A/D
converter and introduces what is referred to as aperture error. The S/H amplitjer. however, stores the voltage on the capacitor; with the voltage constant during the sampling
interval, quantizing is accurate.
There are many ways to translate an analog voltage to a binary number. The next
sections describe the most common ones.
Successive-approximations
converter
Successive-approximations
register (SAR)
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Successive- Approximations

Converters. This converter contains an 8-bi t
successil'e-approximations register (SAR). as shown in Fig. 7-19. Special logic in the register causes each bit to be turned on one at a time from MSB to LSB until the closest
binary value is stored in the register. The clock input signal sets the rate of turning the
bits off and on.
Assume that the SAR is initially reset to zero. When the conversion is started, the MSB
is turned on, producing I 0 000 000 at the output and causing the D/ A conve11er output to
go to half-scale. The D/A converter output is applied to the op amp, which applles it to the
comparator along with the analog input If the D/A converter output is greater than the input
the comparator signals the SARto tum off the MSB. The next MSB is turned on. The D/A
converter output goes to the proponional analog value. which is again compared to the input.
I f d1e D/A converter output is still greater than the input, the bit will be turned off: if the
D/A conve11er output is less than the input, the bit will be left at binary I.
The next MSH is then turned on, and another comparison is made. The process
continues until all 8 bits have been turned on or off and eight comparisons have been
made. The output is a proportiona l 8-bit binary number. With a clock frequency of
200 kHz, the clock period is 1/200 X 103 = 5 p,s. Each bit decision is made during
the clock period. For eight comparisons at 5 p,s each. the total conversion time is
8 X 5 = 40 p,S.
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Figure 7-19
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Succe~sive-approximation'> conveners arc fast and consistent. They are available with
convcr'>ion times from about 0.25 to 200 Jl-S, and 8-, I 0-. 12-. and 16-bit versions are
available. Conversion times are also expressed as megasamples per second (MSPS ).
Succcs~ive-approxi mati on s converters with speeds to 5 MSPS arc avai lable. Most TC N O
con verter~ in use are the successive-approximations type.
Instead of using a 0/A converter with an R-2R network. muny newer successiveapproximations convetters use capacitors instead of resistors in the weighting network.
The moM difficult part of making an integrated-circuit (LC) AID or D/A converter is the
resi,tor network. It can be made wi th laser-trimmed thin-film resistors, but these require
very expensive processing step!. in making the IC. Resistor~ al'>o take up more space on
an IC than any other component. In AID converters. the R-2R network takes up probably I 0 or more times the space of all the re~t of the circuitry. To eliminate these problems. a capacitor network can be used tO replace the resistor network. Capaciwrs arc
easy to make and take up little ~pace.
The basic concept of a capacitive network is shown in Fig. 7-20. This is a simple
3-bit D/A converter. Note that the capacitors have binary weights of C, C/2, and C/4.
The total capcitance of all capacitors in parallel is 2C. The actual capacitor values are
irrelevant since the capacitor ratios determine the outcome of the conversion. This fact
also makes it easy to make the LC. ~incc precise capacitor values are not needed. Only
the ratio must be carefu lly controlled. and this is easier to do when making the LC than
\\ ith laser trimming resistors. The -.witches in this diagram represent MOSFET switche~
in the actual circuit. A 3-bit -.ucces~ive-approximations register operates the switches
hlbclcd S, through 54 •
To start the conversion. switches Sc and S;.. are closed. and switches S1 through
S4 connect V; to the capacitor~. which are in parallel at this time. The comparator is
shorted out temporarily. The input anal og signal to be sampled and converted V1 is
applied to all capacitors. causing each to charge up to the current signal value. Next,
the Sc and Sin switches are opened. -;toring the current value of the signal on the capacitors. Since the capacitors store the input value at sampling time, no separate S/H circuit i'> needed. The successive-approximations regi ster and related circuitry switch the
reference voltage VREI' to the \arious capacitors in a specific sequence. and the comparator looks a\ \he resulting voltage at each step and makes a dcci-,ion about whether
a 0 or I results from the cornpario;on at each step. For example, in the first step S1
conneCt'> VREJ to capacitor C, and all other capacitors are swi tched to ground via S2
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Figure 7- 20

A switched-capacitor D/A converter used in newer successive-approximations A/D converters.
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to S4 . Capacitor C forms a voltage divider with all the other capacitors in parallel. The
comparator looks at the junction of the capacitors (node A) and then outputs a 0 or I
depending upon the voltage. If the voltage at the junction is greater than the comparator threshold (usually one-half of the supply voltage). a 0 bit appears at the
comparator output and is also stored in an output register. If the voltage at the junction is less than the threshold, a I bit appears at the comparator output and is stored
in the output register. If a I bit occurs, capacitor Cremains connected to VREF throughout the remainder of the conversion.
The process continues by connecti ng the Cl2 capacitor from ground to VREF• and
the comparison again takes place and another output bit is generated. This process continues until all capacitor voltages have been compared. Owing this process the initial
charges on the capacitors are redistributed according to the value of the input voltage.
The binary output appears in the successive-approximations register.
The circuit is easily expanded with more capacitors to produce a greater number of
output bits. Both positive and negative reference voltages can be used to accommodate
a bipolar input signal.
A switched-capacitor network makes the A/D converter very small. lt can then be
easily integrated into other circuits. A typical case is an AID converter integrated into a
microcontroller chip with memory.

Flash converter

Flash Converters A flash converter takes an enti rely different approach to the AID
conversion process. It uses a large resistive voltage divider and multiple analog
comparators. The number of comparators required is equal to 2N - I. where N is the num1
ber of desired output bits. A 3-bit AID converter requires 2· - I = 8 - l = 7 comparators
(see Fig. 7-2 1).
The resistive voltage divider divides the de reference voltage range into a number
of equal increments. Each tap on the voltage divider is connected to a separate analog
comparator. All the other comparator inputs are connected together and driven by the
analog input voltage. Some comparators will be on and others will be off. depending on
the actual value of input voltage. The comparators operate in such a way that if the analog input is greater than the reference voltage at the divider tap. the comparator output
will be binary l. For example, if the analog input voltage in Fig. 7-21 is 4.5 V. the outputs of comparators 4, 5. 6. and 7 will be binary I. The other comparator outputs will
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Figure 7-21

A flash converter.
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be binary 0. The encoder logic, which is a special combinationa l logic circuit. convert~
the 7-bit input from the comparators to a 3-bit binary output.
Succe!-.sive-approximations converter<. generate their output voltage after the circuits go
through their decision-making prcx:e-.-.. The flash converter. on the other hand. produce!-. a
bimtl) output almost instantaneou-.ly. Counters do not have to be incremented. and a
...cqucnce of bits in a register doc~ not have to be rumed on and oil ln!>tead, the fla<.h con'encr produces an output as fa-.t a<, the comparators can S\\itch and the <;ignals can be translated to binruy levels by the logic circuit<;. Comparator -,witching and logic propagation
delays arc extremely short. Fla~h converters. therefore. are the l~t-.tcllt type or AID converter.
Conversion speeds of less than I 00 n~ arc typical. and ~peeds or le~s than 0.5 ns arc po~
sible. Fla.-;h speeds are given in MSPS or gigasamples per second (GSPS) or 109 samples
per !-.econd. Flash AID converters arc compl icated and expensive bccuusc of the large number or analog comparators required for large binary number~. The total number of comparators required is based upon the power of 2. An 8-bit flash converter has 28 - I 255 comparator circui~. Obviom.ly. IC' requiring this many components are large and difficult to make. The) aho con~ume much more power than a digital circuit because the compamto~ are linear circuit<,. Yet for high--.peed conversions. they arc the best choice. With
the high -,peed they can achie\e. high-frequency signab such a<, video !-.ignals can he easily digitit.cd. Fla.,h converter!. arc available with outpul word length!- of 6. 8. and 10.
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Example 7-2
The voltage range of an AID converter that uses 14-bit numbers is - 6 to +6 V. Find
(a) the number of discrete levels (binary codes) that are represented. (b) the number of
voltage increments used to divide the total voltage range, and (c) the resolution of
digitization expressed as the smallest voltage increment

a. 2N

= 2 14 =

b. 2N - 1

16.384

= 16.384 -

1

=

16,383

c. The total voltage range is -6 to +6 V, or 12 V: thus,
.
Resolution

=

12
,
16 383

= 0.7325 mY

or

732.5 f.LV

Pipelined Converters. A pipelined converter is one that uses two or more lowresolution tlash converters to achieve higher s peed and higher resolution than s uccessiveapproximations converters but less than a full flash converter. High-resolution flash
converters with more than 8 bits are essentially impractical because the large number of
comparators required makes the power consumption very high. However, it is possible
to use several flash conveners with a smaller bit count to achieve very high conversion
speeds and higher resolution. An example is the two-stage 8-bit pipeline converter shown
in Fig. 7-22. The sampled analog input signal from a sample/hold (S/H) amplifier is
applied to a 4-bit flash converter that generates the 4 most s ign ificant bits. These bits
are applied to a 4-bit DAC and converted back to analog. The DAC output signal is then
subtracted from the original analog input signal in a differential amplifier. The residual
analog signal represents the least significant part of the signal. It is amplified and applied
to a second 4-bit flash converter. fts output represents the 4 least significant bits of the
output.
Figure 7-22

A two-stage 8-bit pipelined converter.
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With just two 4-bit flash converters. only 30 comparators are needed to achieve
an 8-bit resolution. Otherwise, it would take 255 comparators, as indicated earlier. The
tradeoff here is lower speed. A pipelined converter is obviously slower becau~e it has
to undergo a two-step conversion. one in each flash converter. However, the overall
result is still very fast. much faster than that of any successive-approximations con,·erter.
This principle can be extended to three. four. or more pipeline stage., to achieve
resolution., of 12. 14. and 16-bits. Speeds as high as 500 MSPS are possible with this
arrangement.

ADC Specifications
The key ADC specification~ arc re~olution, dynamic range, signal-to-noise ratio. effective number of bits, and spurious free dynamic range.
Resolution is related to the number of bits. Resolution indicated the smallest input
voltage that is recognited by the converter and is the reference voltage VREI' divided by
2N, where N is the number of output bits. A DCs with resolutions of 8, I 0, 12, 14, 16,
18, 20, 22. and 24 arc used in a wide range of applications.
Dynamic range i~ a measure of the range of input voltages that can be converted. It
is expressed a~ the ratio of the maximum input voltage to the minimum rccognitable
voltage and converted to decibels. In any ADC. the minimum input voltage is :-.imply the
value of the LSB voltage or I. The maximum input is simply related to the maximum
output code or 2" - I. where N i-; the number of bits. Therefore you can express the
dynamic range with the expression
dB

20 log 2' -

= ---=---1

20 log(2N - I )

or just

The dynamic range of a 12-bit convener then is
dB

= 20 log (2 12 -

I)

= 20 log (4096-

I)

= 20 log 4095 = 72.24 dB

The greater the decibel \'alue, the better.
The !>ignal-to-noi~c (SIN) ratio (SNR) plays a major pan in the pe1formancc of an
ADC. This i" the ratio of the acwal input signal voltage to the total noise in the ~y:,tcm.
The noise comes from a combination of clock-related noise. power supply ripple, external signal coupling. and quanti1.ing noise. The clock noise can be minimi;.rcd by locating clock wiring away from the ADC and minimizing jitter on the clock signal. Good
bypassing on the power supply should take care of most ripple noise. Then shielding the
converter will reduce signals coupled in by inductive or capacitive coupling. Quantizing
noise is another matter altogether. It is the result of the conversion process itself and cannot be reduced beyond a certain point.
Quantiting noise is an acwal voltage that manifests itself as noise added to the analog input signal as the rcl>ult of the error produced in converting an analog ~ignal to its
closest digital value. You can sec this error if you plot it over the input voltage range.
as shown in Fig. 7-23. This figure i~ a plot showing the input voltage and the related
output code in a <;irnple 3-bit ADC. The 1-LSB resolution i" VR/2N. Below the plot is
the noise or error voltage. When the ADC input voltage i~ exactly equal to the voltage
represented by each output code. the error is Lero. But as the voltage difference between
the actual input 'oltagc and the voltage represented by the code become-. greater. the
error \Oitage increa<,C<,. The result is a sawtoothlike error voltage that in effect becomes
noi-;e added to the input -,ignal. Luc"ily. the maximum noise peak is juM I LSB. but that
can reduce the conver.,ion accuracy depending upon the input signal level. Quantitation
noise can be reduced by using a convener with a greater number of bits. a~ thi<; reclucel>
the maximum noi<.c represented by the LSB value.
Another way to -,how quantiLing noise is given in Fig. 7-24. If you could take the
binary output of the ADC and convert it back to analog in a DAC and then show a
frequency -domain plot of the result, this is what you would sec. The noise, which is
Digital Communication Techniques
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Figure 7-23

Quantizing noise is the error resulting from the difference between the input
signal level and the available quantizing levels.
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Figure 7-24

A frequency-domain plot of the quantizing noise and signal voltages.
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mostl y quanliZJng noise. has multiple frequency components over a wide f requency
range. The large vertical line represents the analog input signal voltage being converted.
This plot also shows the signal- to-noise ratio in decibels. T he rms value of the signal
vol tage and the average rms value of the noise are used i n computi ng the decibel value
of the SNR.
A rel ated specification is Spurious free dynamic range (SFDR). See Fig. 7-25. It is
the ratio of the rms signal voltage to the voltage value of the highest ··spur'' expressed in
decibels. A spur is any spurious or unwanted signal that may result from intermoduJation
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Figu re 7-25

SFDR is the difference between the signal voltage and highest spur voltage.
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Frequency di~tortion. Thi~ i'> the formation of ~ignals that <u·e the re!>ult of mixing or modulation
action cau~ed by any nonlinear characteristic of the converter circuitry. an amplilier, or
related circuit or component. The !>pur~ arc sums or differences between the variou'> '>ignals pre'>ent and their harmonic'>.
As you might \U'>pect. ~\11) noise. harmonics. or spurious '>ignal<, all add together and
ba-;icall)' reduce the resolution of an A DC. Often the combined noise lc,el is greater than
the LSB value. o,o only those more ..,ignificant bits reall) deline the ..,ignal amplitude.
This effect ic, expressed by a mea<.ure known a~ the effecTil·e 1111mber of hiT.\ (£NOB).
ENOB i'> computed with the e.\pre.,sion

EN

OB _ Sl AD - 1.76
6.02

SI NAD i'> the ratio of rhe signal amplitude to all the noise plus harmonic di\tortion
in the circuit. SINAD in a totally noise- and distortion-free ADC is 6.02N
1.76. where
N is the number of bits of resolution. This is the best SINAD figure possible, and it will
be less in a practical wnverter.

+

Example 7-3
1. Calculate the SINAD for a I 2-bit convc11er.
2. Calculate the ENOB for a conve11er with a SI NAD of 78 dB.

Solutio//
I. Sl AD = 6.02( 12)+ 1.76 = 74dB
2. E OB

= (78

-

1.76)/6.02 -

12.66 bits, or just 12 bih.

I n Fig. 7-26. the analog '>ignal is sampled by an S/H circuit. a<, in mo~t other forms
of AID converter. The sample i'> abo applied to a comparator a1o in other AID converter
circuitl>. The other input to the comparator comes from a D/A converter driven by an
up/down counter. The counter counts up (increments) or down (decrements) depending
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Figure 7-26
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on the output state of the comparator. The comparator output is also the serial data signal representing the analog value.
Assume that the counter is initially at zero. This means that the 0/ A converter output will be zero. The analog input and S/H output are at some nonzero value, causing
the comparator output to be binary 1. A binary l output sets the counter to coum up.
The clock increments the counter. causing the 0/A converter output to rise a step at a
time. As long as the 0/A converter output is less than the analog input value. the comparator output will be binary I. the counter will continue to count up, and the 0/A
converter output will rise a step at a time. When the 0/A converter output exceeds the
analog input by one increment, the comparator output switches to binary 0. Figure 7-27
shows the various signals in the circuit.
If the analog input decreases, the comparator output will be binary 0. The comparator compares the current analog sample to the previous sample that appears at the
0/A converter output. The 0/A converter output is always one clock period behind. If
the analog signal continues to decrease. the comparator output remains binary 0. as
Fig. 7-27 shows. If the analog signal is constant. it will not change witll each sample:
therefore, the comparator just switches between 0 and I.
Basically, a delta modu lator is a 1-bit AID converter. It does not transmit the absolute
value of a sample. Instead. it transmits a 0 or l, indicating whether the new sample is

Figure 7-27

Waveforms in a delta modulator AID converter.
Smooth curve = analog input
Stepped curve = D/A converter output
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Figure 7-28

A delta demodulator.
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higher or lower than the previous sample. T he resolution of the 0 /A converter establishes the minimum value of the step.
A delta demodulator is shown in Fig. 7-28. It is really a type of D/A converter. The
serial data signal controls an up/down counter. A clock ~teps the counter, which drive!.
a 0/A converter. The D/A converter reproduces the stepped approximation shown in
Fig. 7-27. A low-pass filter (LPF) on the output of the D/A converter removes the steps
and smoothes the wave to its original form.
The delta moduJator was once used in some early digital telephone systems; today
it is no longer widely used.

Sigma-Delta Converter. A variation of the delta converter is the sigma-delta (L.1)
convener. Also known as a delta-sigma or charge baJance converter, this circuit provides
extreme precision. wide dynamic range, and low noise compared to other converters. l t
is avai Iable with output word lengths of 18, 20. 22, and 24 bits. These converters are
widely uc;ed in digital audio applications. for example. CD. DVD, and M P3 players, as
well as in industria] and geophy.,ical applications where low-speed sensor data is to be
captured and digitized. They are not designed for high speed. nor arc they adaptable to
applications in which many separate channels must be multiplexed into one.
The LA converter is what is known as an oversamplinx converter. It uses a clock
or sampling frequency that is many times the minimum Nyquist rate required for other
types of converters. Conversion rates arc typically 64 to 128 times or more the highest
frequency in the anaJog input signal. For example, assume a music signal with harmonics up to 24 kHz. A successive-approximations converter would have to sample this at a
rate of 2 or more times (more than 48 kHz) to avoid aliasing and loss of data. A L.1
converter would use a clock or sampling rate in the 1.5- to 3-M IIt. range. Sampling rates
of several hundred times the highest input signal have been used. The reason for this is
that the quantizing noise is reduced by a factor equal to the quare root of the oversampling ratio. The higher the sampling frequency, the lower the noise and as a result
the wider the dynamic range. The oversampling techniques used in the sigma-delta converter essentially translate the noise to a higher frequency that can be easi ly fi ltered out
by a low-pass filter. With a lower noise level, lower input levels can be converted, giving the converter extra dynamic range. Remember, the dynamic range is the di fference
between the lowest and the highest ~ignal voltage levels that the converter can resolve,
expressed in decibels. or course. the other benefit of thi s technique is that aliasing is no
longer a big problem. Often only a simple RC low-pass Iiller is needed to provide adequate protection from aliasing effects.
Figure 7-29 shows the basic ::£.1 circuit. The input is applied to a differential amplifier that subtracts the output voltage of a 1-bit D/A converter from the input signal. T his
0/A converter is driven by the comparator output. If the output is a binary 1, the D/A
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Figure 7-29

A sigma-delta (LA.) converter.
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converter outputs + l V. If the comparator output is binary 0. the D/ A converter outputs
a - I V. This sets the input vol tage range to +I V.
The output of the differential amplifier is averaged in an integrator. The imegrator
output is compared to ground (0 Y) in the comparator. The comparator is clocked by an
external clock oscillator so that the comparator produces one output bit decision for each
clock cycle. The resulting bit stream of binary Os and 1s represents the varying analog
input sig11al. This serial bi t stream is fed to a digital filter or decimator that produces the
final binary output word.
As the input signal is applied, the ~~ converter produces a serial bit stream output
that represents the average val ue of the input. The closed-loop circuit causes the input signal to be compared to the D/ A converter output every clock cycle, resulting in a comparator decision that may or may not change the bit value or the D/A converter output.
I f the input signal is increao:;ing, the D/A converter will continually output binary ls so
that the average in the integrator increases. If the input signal decreases. the comparator
switches to binary 0. forcing the 0/A convener output to - J V. What happens is that the
DlA converter output averaged over many cycles, produces an output that equals the input
voltage. The closed loop continually tries to force the differential amplifier output to zero.
To clarify, consider the 0/ A converter output that switches between + I and - I V.
I f the output is all binary ls or + 1- V pulses, the average value at the D/A converter output is just + l. If the 0/A converter input is all binary Os, then a series of - I -V pulses
occur. making the output average - I V over many cycles. Now assume that the D/A
converter input is a series of al ternating binary Os and Is. The 0/A converter output is
+I V for one cycle and - I V for the next cycle. The average over time is zero. Now
you can see that with more binary I s at the 0/A converter input, the average output will
rise above zero. With a stream of more binary Os, the average will become negative. The
density of the Os or I s dete1111incs the average output value over time. The output of the
comparator, then, is a bit stream that represents the average of the input value. Tt is a
continuous nonbinary output.
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Thi<, !-erial bit '>trcam is not very useful as is. Therefore, it is passed through a digital filter called a decimator. Thi-.. filter uses digital signal processing (DSP) techniques
that are beyond the scope of thi.., book. But the overall effect of the filter is to digitally
average the serial bit <.,tream and to produce mullibit sequential output word'> that arc in
effect a rolling average or the input. The filter or decimator produce!. binar) output!. at
!.Ome fraction of the cloct.. rate. T he overall result i!> a!> if the input signal were '>amplcd
at a much lower rate but '' ith a vef) high-resolution converter. The true binar) output
words ma) be in '>erial or parallel form.

Decimator

7-4 Pulse Modulation
Pulse IIIOdulatiOII i~ the proce~s or changing a binary pulse signal to represent the infor111ation to be transmined. The primary benefits of transmilling information by binary
technique!- ari-.c from the great noise tolerance and the ability to regenerate the degraded
signal. Any noi~e that get'> added to the binary signal along the way is usually clipped
off. Further. any distortion of the '>ignal can be eliminated by reshaping the ~>ignal with a
Schmitt trigger. comparator. or similar circuit. Ir information can be transmilted on a carrier con~i~ting of binary pulses. these aspects of binary techniques can be used to improve
the quality of communications. Pulse modulation techniques were developed to take
advantage of these qualities. The information signal. usually analog, i:-. u"ed to modify a
binary (on/off) or pul.,ed carrier in .,ome way.
With pul<.e modulation the caJTicr is not transmiued continuou:-.ly but in !-hort bur!>h
'' ho~e duration and amplitude coJTe:-.pond lo the modulation. The duty cycle of the carrier is u-.uall) made .,hort '>O that the carrier is off for a longer time than the buN\. Thi'>
aJTangement allow., the al'erage carrier power to remain IO\\. e\en \\hen high peal,. powers are invol,ed. For a given merage power. the peak power pul..,e-. can travel a longer
distance and more effectively O\ercome any noise in the sy~tem.
There arc four ba~ic fonm of pulse modulation: Pulse-amplilllde modulation (PAM).
pulse-ll·idth modulation ( P\VM ). pulse-position modulation (PPM). and pul.\e-code
modulation ( PCM ).

Pulse modulation

Pulse-amplitude modulation (PAM)

Comparing Pulse-Modulation Methods
Figure 7-30 show~ an analog modulating signal and the vari ous waveforms produced by
PAM. PWM , and PPM modulators. In all three cases, the analog signal is sampled. as
it would be in A/D conversion. T he sampling points arc shown on the analog waveform.
The '>ampling time interval 1 ii. coll'>tant and subject to the Nyquist condition'> de~cribcd
earlier. The sampling rate of the analog l>ignal must be at lea~t 2 times the highest frequency component of the analog wave.
The PAM <.,ignal in Fig. 7-30 i:-. a series of constant-width pubc<; whose amplitude., vary
in accordance with the analog ~ignal. The pulses are usually narrow compared to the period
of sampling; thi' mean-. that the duty cycle is low. The PWM '>ignal is binary in amplitude
(ha<; only two level\). The width or duration of the pulses varie'> according to the amplitude
of the analog '>ignal: At low analog voltages. the pubes are nruTO\\: at the higher amplirudes. the pul.,es get wider. In PPM. the pulses change position according 10 the amplitude
of the analog signal. The pul-..e-. are ,·cry narrow. These pube signal~ ma) be tnuNniucd in
a baseband form. but in mo~t applicationl. they modulate a high-frequenc) radio caJTier.
They tum the carrier on and oil" in accordance with their i.hape.
Of the four type~ of pul<.,e modulation. PAM is the simplest and lea-.t expcnsin: to
implement. On the other hand. because the pulses vary in amplitude. they are far more
susceptible to noi-,e. and clipping techniques to eliminate noise cannot be u'>ed because
tbey would abo remove the modulation. PWM and PPM are binary and therefore clipping can be u~ed to reduce the noise level.
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Figure 7- 30

Types of pulse modulation.
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Although the techniques of pulse modulation have been known for decades. their
developmem surged in the late 1950s and 1960s as a result of military missile development and the space program. Pulse modulation techniques were widely used in telemetry
systems. Telemetry, a system of monitoring and measuring at a distance, allows scientists
and engineers to monitor physical characteristics such as temperature. speed, acceleration.
and pressure in a remote missile or spacecraft. Pulse modulation techniques are also used
for remote-control purposes, e.g.. in model airplanes, boars. and cars. Pulse-width modulation (PWM) methods are also used in switch mode power supplies (de-de convertors,
regu lators. etc.) as well as in class D audio switching power amplifiers.
Today pulse-modulation techniques have been largely superseded by more advanced
digital techniques such as pulse-code modulation (PCM), in which actual binary numbers representing the digital data are transmined.

Pulse-Code Modulation
Pulse-code modulation (PAM)
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The most widely used technique for digitizing information signals for electronic data
transmission is pulse-code modulation (PCM). PCM signals are serial digital data. There
are two ways to generate them. The more common is to use an S!H circuit and traditional A!D converter to sample and convert the analog signal to a sequence of binary
words, convert the parallel binary words to serial form, and transmit the data serially,
I bit at a time. The second way is to use the delta modulator described earlier.
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figure 7-3 1

Basic PCM system.
AID converter converts samples to B·btt parallel words
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Traditional PCM. ln traditional PCM. the analog signal is sampled and converted to
a sequence of parallel binary words by an AID converter. T he parallel binary output word
is converted to a serial signal by a shift register (see Fig. 7-31 ). Each time a sample is
taken. an 8-bit word is generated by the AID converter. This word must be transmitted
serially before another sample is tal--en and another binary word is generated. The clock
and <,tart conversion -.ignal'> are '>) nchronized so that the resulting output signal is a continuou<, train of binaf) words.
Figure 7-32 shows the timing -,ignals. The stan conver:-.ion signal triggers the S/H
to hold the sampled value and ~tarts the AID convener. Once the conversion is complete,
the parallel word from the A/D converter is transferred to the . hift register. The clock
pulses start shifting the data out I bit at a time. When one 8-bit word has been transmitted, another conversion is initiated and the next word is transmitted. In Fig. 7-32, the
li r<;t word sent is 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I : the <>econd word is 00 I I 00 I I.
At the receiving end of the system, the serial data is -;hi fled into a shift register (see
Fig. 7-33). The clock signal i., derived from the data to ensure exact synchronization with
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the transmitted data. (The process of clock recovery is discussed in Chap. II .) Once one
8-bit word is in the register, the D/A conve11er converts it to a proportional analog output. Thus the analog signal is reconstructed one sample at a time as each binary word
representing a sample is converted to the corresponding analog value. The D/A conve11er
output is a stepped approximation of the original signal. This sig nal may be passed
through a low-pass filter to smooth out the steps.

Companding

GOOD TO KNOW
Companding is the most common
means of overcoming the problems of quantizing error and
noise.

GOOD TO KNOW
The most widely used technique
for digitizing information signals
for electronic data transmission is
pulse-code modulation (PCM).
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Companding. Companding is a process of signal compression and expansion that is
used to overcome problems of distortion and noise in the transmission of audio signals.
The range of voice amplitude levels in the telephone system is approximately 1000 : I.
In other words, the largest-amplitude voice peak is approximately JOOO times the smallest
voice signal or 1000 : I. representing a 60-dB range. If a quantizer with 1000 increments
were used, very high-quality analog signal representation would be achieved. For example, an AID conve11er with a 10-bit word can represent 1024 individual levels. A 10-bit
AID converter would provide excellent signal representation. If the maximum peak audio
voltage were I V, the smallest voltage increment wou ld be 1/1023 of this, or 0.9775 mY.
As it turns out, it is not necessary to use that many quantizing levels for voice, and
in most practical PCM systems, a 7- or 8-bit A/D conve11er is used for quantizing. One
popular format is to use an 8-bit code, where 7 bits represents 128 amplitude levels and
the eighth bit designates polarity {0 = +, I = - ). Overall , this provides 255 levels; onehalf are positive, and one-half negative.
Although the analog voltage range of the typical voice signal is approximately
I000 : I, lower-level s ignals predominate. Most conversations take place at a low level,
and the human ear is most sensitive in the low-amplitude range. Thus the upper end of
the quantizing scale is not often used.
Since most signals are low-level, quantizing error i:-. relatively large. That is, small increments of quantization become a large percentage of the lower-level signal. This is a small
amount of the peak amplitude value, of course. but this fact is irrelevant when the signals
are low in amplitude. The increased quantizing eJTOr can produce garbled or distorted sound.
ln addition to their potential for increasing quantizing error, low-level signals are susceptible to noise. Noise represents random spikes or voltage impulses added to the signal.
The result is static that interferes with the low-level signals and makes intelligibility difficult.
Companding is the most common means of overcoming the problems of quantizing
error and noise. At the transmitting end of the system, the voice signal to be transmitted is compressed: i.e., its dynamic range is decreased. The lower-level signals are
emphasized. and the higher-level signals are deemphasized.
At the receiving end, the recovered signal is fed to an expander circuit that does the
opposite, deemphasizing the lower-level signals and emphasizing the higher-level signals. thereby returning the transmitted signal to its original condition. Companding
greatly improves the quality of the transmitted signal.
Originally, companding circuits were analog, and the concept is most easily understood when described in analog terms. One type of analog compression circuit is a nonlinear amplifier that amplifies lower-level signals more than it does upper-level signals.
Figure 7-34 illustrates the companding process. The curve shows the relationship between
the input and output of the compander. At the lower input voltages. the gain of the amplifier is high and produces high output voltages. As the input voltage increases, the curve
begins to flatten , producing proportionately lower gain. The nonlinear curve compresses
the upper-level signals while bringing the lower-level signals to a higher amplitude. Such
compression greatly reduces the dynamic range of the audio signal. Compression reduces
the customary ratio of 1000 : I to approximately 60 : I. The degree of compression can
be controlled by careful design of the gain characteristics of the compression amplifier,
in which case the 60-dB voice range can be reduced to more like 36 dB.
In addition to minimizing quantizing error and the effects of noise. compression lowers the dynamic range so that fewer binary bits are required to digitize the audio signal.
A 64 : I voltage ratio cou ld be easily implemented with a 6-bit AID converter, but in
practice, a 7-bit AID converter is used.
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Figure 7-34

Compression and expansion curves.
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Two ba!>ic type" of companding are used in telephone sy:-.tem:-.: the J.L-Imt (pronounced ··mu law") compander and the A-fall' cmnpande1: The t\\,O companders differ
slight!) in their compre!>\ion and expan!>ion curves. The J.L-Ia\\ compander i!. lt'.ed in telephone .,ystem., in the United State~ and Japan. and the A-law compander i' U\cd in European telephone networks. The two are incompatible. but conversion circuit' ha,·e been
developed to convert J.L- law to A-law and vice versa. According to international telecommunication regulation .... users of J.L-Iaw companders are respon,ible for the conver..,ions.
The 'oltagc formulas for both are a.s follows:
J.L-Iaw:

A-law:

wlaw compander
A-law compander

V, In ( I + J.1. V; 0 /V,)

Vnut

= ---=1n'-(-I_+_J.L_)_--'-

V""'

=

+

In (A V;n!Vm)
I + InA

where V,)UI - output voltage
V,
maximum po~sible input voltage
V;n
instantaneous value of input voltage

=
=

The value of 1-L is usually 255: A

is usually 87.6.

Example 7-4
The input vollage of a compander with a maximum voltage range of I V and a J.l. of
255 is 0.25. What arc the output voltage and gain?

+ J.LV /V,)
In { I + J.L)
I In I + 255(0.25)/ J )
=- - In ( I + 255)
V,ln { I

Gain

111

In 64.75
4.17
- - - = - -075V

Ln 256

5.55

·

= V.,.,, = 0 ·75 = 3
VIII

0.25
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Example 7-5
The input to the compander of Example 7-4 is 0.8 Y. What are the output voltage
and gain?

v

0111

VOUI

Gain

V, In (I + p.V,"IV,)
= - - -- - - -In (1 + p.)

I In ( I + 255(0.8) )/I
= -.....:......
--,--_ __:____:_:._ =
In ( 1 + 255)

In 205

5.32

In 256

5.55

- - = - = 1.02 v

= Vou1 = 0.96 = l.2
V; 0

0.8

As the examples show, the gain of a compander is higher at the lower input voltages than at the higher input voltages.
Older companding circuits used analog methods such as the nonlinear amplifiers
described earlier. Today, most companding is digital. One method is to use a nonlinear
A/D converter. These converters provide a greater number of quantizing steps at the
lower levels than at the higher levels, providing compression. On the receiving end, a
matching nonlinear D/A conve1ter is used to provide the opposite compensating expansion effect. Compression can also be accomplished by digitizing the signaJ in a Unear
ADC and then using an appropliate algorithm to compute the companded digital output
in an embedded microcontroller.

Codecs and Vocoders. Both ends of the communication link in telephone systems
have transmitting and receiving capability. All ND and D/A conversion and related functions such as serial-to-parallel and parallel-to-serial conversion as well as companding
are usually taken care of by a single large-scale IC chip known as a codec or vocode1:
One codec is used at each end of the communication channel. Codecs are usually combined with digital multiplexers and demultiplexers; clock and synchronizing circuits
complete the system. These elements are discussed in Chap. I0.
Figure 7-35 is a simplified block diagram of a codec. The analog input is sampled
by the S/H an1plifier at an 8-kHz rate. The samples are quantized by the successiveapproximations type of AID converter. Compression is done digitally in the A/D conve11er.

Codec
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Figure 7-35

Simplified block diagram of an IC codec.
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The parallel AfD converter output is sent to a shift register to create the serial data output. which usually goes to one input of a digital multiplexer.
The serial digital input i!> generally derived from a digital demultiplexer. The clock
shifts the binary words representing the voice into a shift register for !>erial-to-parallel
conversion. The 8-bit parallel word is sent to the 0/A convener, which has built-in digital expansion. The analog output is then buffered, and it rna) be filtered externally. Most
vocoders are made with a complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) circuits
and arc pan of large chip'> used in telephone (wired and cellular) systems.

7-5 Digital Signal Processing
As previous chapters have emphasized, communication involves a great deal of signal
processing. To carry out communication, analog signals must be processed in some way;
e.g., they may be amplified or attenuated. Often they must be fi ltered to remove
undesirable frequency components. They must be shifted in phase and modulated or
demodulated. Or they may have to be mixed, compared. or analyzed to determine their
frequency components. Thousands of circuits have been devised to process analog
signals, and many have been described in this book.
Although analog signals arc still widely processed by analog circuits, increasingly they
are being convened to digital for transmission and processing. As described earlier in this
chapter, there are several important advantages to transmitting and u~ing data in digital form.
One advantage i'> that signalc, can now be manipulated by digital signal processing (DSP).

Digital signal processing (DSP)

The Basis of DSP
DSP is the use of a fast digital computer to perforn1 processing on digital signals. Any
digital computer with ~ufficient speed and memory can be used for DSP. The superfa!.t
32-bit reduced-instruction-set computing ( RISC) processor!. are especially adept at
DSP. However, DSP is most often implemented with processors developed specifically
for this application becau!>e they differ in organization and operation from traditional
microprOCe!>SOrS.
The basic DSP technique i!> shown in Fig. 7-36. An analog signal to be processed
il> fed to an AID converter, where it is converted to a sequence of binary numbers which

Figure 7-36
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Figure 7-37

Converting the analog signal to binary data in RAM to be operated upon by the DSP processor
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are stored in a read/write random-access memory (RAM). (See Fig. 7-37.) A program,
usually stored in a read-only memory (ROM), performs mathematicaI and other manipulations on the data. Most digital processing involves complex math ematical algorithms
that are executed in real time; i.e., the output is produced simultaneou sly with the occurrenee of the input. With rea l-time processing. the processor must be extremely fast so
that it can perform all the computations on the samples before the next sample comes
along.
The processing results in another set of data words which are also stored in RAM.
They can then be used or transmitted in digital form. or they may be fed to a D/ A converter where they are converted back to an analog signal. The outpu t analog signal then
looks as though it has undergone processing by an equivalent analog circuit.
Almost any processing operation that can be done with analog circuits can also be
done with DSP. The most common is filtering. but equalization. companding, phase
shifting. mixing, modulation. and demodulation can also be programmed on a DSP
computer.

DSP Processors
When DSP was first developed during the 1960s. only the largest an d fa<;test mainframe
computers were able to handle it. and even then, in some applications real-time processing could nor be achieved. As computers got faster, more soph isticated processing
could be performed. and in real time. However. only the most demanding of applications
could afford a fast mainframe or minicomputer. For example, NASA used DSP to process
and enhance the digital video data from remote exploratory spac ecraft such as the
Voyaget; which passed by Mars and Jupiter. Oil companies used DS P in the 1960s and
I 970s to process geological data to determine whether oi l deposits w ere present in structures beneath the earth.
With the appearance of fast 16- and 32-bit microprocessors the use of DSP became
practical for many applications. and finally in the 1980s special microprocessors optimized for DSP were developed.
Most computers and m i croprocessor~ use an organization known as the Von Neumann
architecture. Physicist John Von Neumann is generally credited with creating the stored
program concept that is the basis of operation of all digital computers. Binary words representing computer instructions are stored sequentially in a memory to fom1 a program.
The instructions are fetched and executed one at a time at high speed. The program usually processes data in the fonn or binary numbers that are stored in the same memory.
The key feature of the Von Neumann an·angement is that both instructions and data are
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stored in a common memory space. That memory space may be read/write RAM or ROM
or some combination thereof. But the important point is that there is only one path
between the memory and the CPU, and therefore only one data or instruction word can
be accessed at a time. This has the effect of greatly limiting execution speed. This shortcoming is generally referred to as the Von Neumann boltleneck.
DSP microprocessors work in a similar way, but they use a variation called the
Harvard architecwre. ln a Harvard architecture microprocessor. there are two memories.
a program or instruction memory, usually a ROM. and a data memory, which is a RAM.
Also, there are two data paths into and out of the CPU between the memories. Because
both instructions and data can be accessed simultaneously, very high-speed operation is
possible.
DSP microprocessors are designed to perform the math operations common to DSP.
Most DSP is a combination of multiplication and addition or accumulation operations
on the data words developed by the A/D converter and stored in RAM. DSP processors
carry out addition and multiplication faster than any other type of CPU. and most combine these operations in a single instruction for even greater speed. DSP CPUs contain
two or more multiply and acctmwlate (MAC ) processors.
DSP microprocessors arc designed to operate at the highest speeds possible. Clock
speeds over I00 MHz are common, and DSP chips with clock rates as high as 1 GHz
are now being used. Some DSP processors are available as just the CPU chip. but others combine the CPU with data RAM and a program ROM on chip. Some even include
the A/D and D/A converter circuits. If the des ired processing program is written and
stored in ROM, a complete single-chip DSP circuit can be created for customized analog signal processing by digital techniques. Many conventional embedded (core) processors such as the ARM, MIPS. and Power PC now have special DSP instructions such as
the MAC operation built in.
Finally, some DSP circuits are embedded or dedicated. Instead of being programmed
in a general-purpose DSP, they are made of logic hardwired to perform only the desired
filtering or other function. Complex programmable loKiC devices (CPLDs) and fieldprogrammable logic arrays ( FPGAs) are widely used to implement custom DSP.

Von Neumann bottleneck
Harvard architecture

GOOD TO KNOW
DSP microprocessors are designed to operate at the highest
speeds possible. Speeds up to
100 MHz are not uncommon.

DSP Applications
Filtering. The most common DSP application is filtering. A DSP processor can be programmed to perform bandpass. low-pass. high-pass. and band-reject filter operations.
With DSP, the filters can have characteristics far superior to those of equivalent analog
filters: Selectivity can be better. and the passband or reject band can be customized to
the application. Further. the phase response of the tilter can be controlled more easily
than with analog filters.

Filtering

Compression. Data compression is a process that reduces the number of binary words

Compression

needed to represent a given analog signal. It is often necessary to convert a video analog
signal to digiral for storage and processing. Digitizing a video signal with an AID
converter produces an immense amount of binary data. If the video signal contains frequencies up ro 4 MHz. the AID converter must sample at 8 MHz or faster. Assuming a
sampling rate of 8 MHz with an 8-bit AID converter, 8 Mbytes/s will be produced. Digitizing l min of video is equal to 60s X 8 Mbytes. or 480 Mbytes of data. This amount
of data exceeds the capacity of most computer RAM. although a larger hard disk could
store this data. In terms of data communication, it would take a great deal of time to transmit this amount of data serially.
To solve this problem. the data is compressed. Numerous algorithms have been developed to compress data. Examples are MPEG-2 and MPEG-4, widely used in digital photography and video. The dara is examined for redundancy and other characteristics. and a
new group of data, based upon various mathematical operations, is created. Data can be
compressed by a factor of up to I00; in other words, the compressed data is Il l 00 its original size. With compression. 480 Mbytes of data becomes 4.8 Mbytes. This is still a lot,
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but it is now within the capabilities of RAM and disk storage components. Audio data is
also compressed. An example is MP3, the algorithm used in portable music players.
A DSP chip does the compressi on on the data received from the A/D converter. The
compressed version of the data is then stored or transmitted. Tn the case of data communication. compression greatly reduces the time needed to transmit data.
When the data is needed, it must be decompressed. A reverse-calculation DSP algorithm is used to reconstruct the original data. Again. a special DSP chip is used for this
purpose.
Spectrum analysis

Spectrum Analysis. Spectrum analysis is the process of examining a signal to

Fast Fourier transform (FFT)

determine its frequency content. Recall that all nonsinusoidal signals are a combination of a fundamental sine wave to which have been added harmonic sine waves of
different frequency, amplitude, and phase. An algorithm known as the discrete Fourier
tran.~form (DFT) can be used in a DSP processor to analyze the frequency content of
an input signal. The analog input signal is converted to a block of digital data. which
is then processed by the DFT program. The result is a frequency-domain output that
indicates the content of the signal in terms of sine wave frequencies. amplitudes, and
phases.
The OFT is a complex program that is long and Lime-consuming to run. ln general.
computers are not fast enough to perform DFT in real time as the signal occurs. Therefore, a special version of the algorithm has been developed to speed up the calculation.
Known as the fiw Fourier transform ( Fl-1), it permits real-time signal spectrum analysis.

Software-defined radios (SORs)

Ot her Applications. As mentioned, DSP can do almost everything analog circuits
can do. e.g.• phase shifting, equalization. and signal averaging. Signal averaging is the
process of sampling a recurring analog signal which is transmitted in the presence of
noise. If the signal is repeatedly converted to digital and the mathematical average of the
samples is taken, the signal-to-noise ratio is greatly improved. Since the noise is random, an average of it tends to be zero. The signal, which is constant and unchanging,
averages into a noise-free version of itself.
DSP can also be used for signal synthesis. Wavefom1s of any shape or characteristics
can be stored as digital bit patterns in a memory. Then when it is necessary to generate a
signal with a specitic shape. the bit pattern is called up and transmitted to the DAC. which
generates the analog version. This type of technique is used in voice and music synthesis.
Modulation, mixing, and demodulation are also easy to implement in DSP.
DSP is widely used in fax machines. CD players, modems, all cell phones. and a
variety of other common electronic products. Tts use in communication is increasing as
DSP processors become even faster. Some fast DSP processors have been used to perform all the normal communication receiver functions from the lF stages through signal
recovery. All-digital or Software-defined radios (SDRs) are a reality now.

Discrete Fourier transform (OFT)

How DSP Works
The advanced mathematical techniques used in DSP are beyond the scope of this book
and ce1tainly beyond the knowledge required of electronics technicians in their jobs. For
the most part, it is sufficient to know that the techniques exist. However, without getting
bogged down in the math. it is possible to give some insight into the workings of a DSP
circuit. For exan1ple, it is relatively easy to visualize the digitizing of an analog signal
into a block of sequential binary words representing the amplitudes of the samples, and
then to imagine that the binary words representing the analog signal are stored in a RAM
(sec Fig. 7-37). Once the signal is in digital form. it can be processed in many different
ways. Two common applications are filtering and spectrum analysis.
Finite impulse response (FIR) filter
or nonrecursive filter

Filter Applications. One of the most popular DSP filters is called a .finite impulse
response (FIR) jilte1: lt is also called a n01zrecursive jilte1: (A nonrecursive tilter is one
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Figure 7-38

A block diagram showing the processing algorithm of a nonrecursive FIR filter.
x(n)

-.e-e-y(n)
N-tap filter

whose output i~ only a function of the sum of products of the current input ~amplcs.) A
program can be written to create a low-pass, high-pass. bandpass. or band-r~jcct litter of
the FI R type. The algorithm of such a litter has the mathematical form Y ~a; h,. In
this expression. Y is the binary output, which is the summation (~) of the prodm;ts of a
and b. T he tCrt11'> a and b represent the binary samples. and i is the number of the -;ample. Usually thc'>e -.amples are multiplied by coefficients appropriate 10 the type of litter. and the result-, summed.
Figure 7-38 i-, a graphical representation of what goes on in!>idc the filter. The
term X<n >. where 11 is the number of the sample. represents the input data samples from
RAM. The boxe-, labeled Delay represent delay line<;. (A deloy line i-, a circuit that
delay'> a signal or '>ample b) \Omc constant time interval. ) In reality. nothing i-, being
delayed. Rather. the circuit generates '>amples that occur one after another at a li\cd
time interval equal to the -.ampling time. which i-. a function of the AID con,ertcr
clock frequenc). In effect. the output'> of the dela) boxes in Fig. 7-38 arc the '>Cqucntial samples which occur one after another at the sampling rate which i., equivalent to
a series of del a)"·
Note that the -,amplcs arc multiplied by some conMant represented by the term h,.
These con~tanh. or coefficients. arc determined by the algorithm and the type of tiller
de-.ired. After the samples have been multiplied by the appropriate coefficient. they are
summed. The lirst two samples arc added, this sum is added to the next-mu ltiplied :-.ample, that <,urn b added to the next sample, and so on. The re:-.ul t is the output Y, which
is a value made up of the sum of products of the other samples. T he DSP solves the
equation: y(n)
ft,,x" + 1! 1x 1 + 1!2x 2 + · · · · The x samples come from the A/D converter. The It values nrc constants or coefticients that de!int: the fu nction (li ltl!ring in this
case) to be performed. Designing DSP software is essentially figuring out what the constants should be. These new data !>amples are also stored in RAM. Thi~ block of new
data is ~ent to the D/A converter at whose output the filtered analog signal appears. The
decimation circuit in the L ..\ converter discussed earlier is a type of FIR filter.
Another type of DSP filter b the infinite impulse response (1/R) jilt a a rccur!.ivc
filter thm u~e-. feedback: Each new output sample is calculated hy u:-.ing both the current output and pa\t samples (input'>).

Delay line

=

DIT/FFT. As indicated earlier. a DSP proce~sor can perform <.,pectrum analysi" by u~ing
the di~crete or fa'>t Fourier transform (FFT). Figure 7-39 illustrates the proce,-,ing that
takes place with FFT. It i., called a decimation in time ( DIT). The x(n) value'> at the input
are the samples. which are proccs~ed in three stages. In the first Mage. a so-called butterfly operation i-, performed on pairs of samples. Some of the samples are multiplied
by a constant and then added. At the second stage. some of the output'> arc multiplied
by constant'>. and new pairs of :-.urns, called gmups. are formed. Then a ~imilar process
is performed to create the final outputs, called stages. These outputs are converted to
new values that can be plotted in the frequency domain.
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Figure 7-39

The fast Fourier transform decimation in time.
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Output plot of an FFT spectrum analysis.
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ln the graph in Fig. 7-40, the horizontal axis in the upper plot is frequency, and
the vertical axis is the amplitude of the de and ac sine wave components that make
up the sampled wave. A 0 frequency component is represented by a vertical line indicating the de component of a signal. The l indicates the amplitude of the fundamental sine wave making up the signal. The other values, at 2. 3. 4. and so on. are the
amplitudes of the harmonics. In the lower plot, the phase angle of the sine waves is
given for each harmonic. A negative value indicates phase inversion of the sine wave

( 180°).
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CHAPTER REVIEW
Summary
Trnm.mining data by U'>ing digitaltechniqut!s offers a number
of advantages over analog proce~sing: high immunit} to
noi<>c, excellent eiTOr detection and error correction capabilities, compatibility with time-division multiplexing techniques. and the usc of digital signal processing (DSP) circu its.
In parallel data transfers. all the biu.. of a code word arc
transferred simultaneously. In serial data transfers. each bit of
the word is transmiued in sequence. The conversion between
parallel and serial and c;erial and parallel i-. accomplished b)
using ~hi ft regi'>ter-..
Before analog signals can be transmitted digitally, they
must be convened to digital signa ls by analog-to-digital
(A/D) convero;ion, in which the signal is translated into a scrie~ of discrete binary number') repre-.enting samples. A -,uflicient number of samples mu5t be tal-..en to retain the highfrequency information in the analog '>ignal.
Modem AID conveners arc usually single-chip LCs that
take an analog signal and generate a parallel binary output.
Since AID converters can represent only a finite number of
voltage values over a -;pecific ran ge. the samples are converted to binary number<> whose values are close to the actual
sample values. The error associated with the com·er'>ion
process. the quantiting error. can be reduced by dividing the
analog voltage range into a larger number of smaller \'Oltage
increments. A process of signal compression and expansion
known as companding i s used to overcome the problems of
quantizing error and noise.

DIA converter<; receive the binal) signal!> sequcntiall)
and produce a proportional analog \'Oltage at the output.
D/ A com crters have four major ~cct ion:.: a regulator. a resistance or capacitor network, an output amplifier. and electronic switches. The three most important specifications
associated with Dl A converters arc resolution, error. and
;;ettling time.
The mo.,t common AID con\'cr~ion circuits arc the
'>UCCeSSi\·c-approximatiOnS COil\'Crtcr. the nash COn\Crter, the
pipelined converter. and the c;igma-dclta converter. For highspeed conversion<>. nash converter:-. arc the circuits of choice,
offering conversion speeds to several gigahertz.
I n pulse modulation. the information signal. usually analog. is used to modify a binary or pul-.ed carrier in 5ome way.
There arc three basic forms of pul'>e modulation: pul<,eamplitudc modulation (PJ\1\;I). pul-,e-width modulation (PWM).
and pulse-po-.ition modulation (PPM ). Today. these techniques have been almost entirely ~uperseded by the more
sophisticated and effective pulse-code modul ation (PCM ).
In digital <;ignal processing (DSP). very fast. specially
designed computers control the con\cr<;ion proces-.. The analog signal to be processed is fed to an AID converter where it
is converted to a \Cries of binary numbers. stored in RAM.
and executed in real time. Programs for liltering. cquali l ation, companding. phase shifting, modulation. and so on arc
written for DSP computers.

Qu estions
benelit~ of using digital techniques in communication. Which of the~e is probably the
most importan1?
What is data cOn\'er-;ion? amc two basic rypes.
What is the name given to the proccs~ of measuring the
value of an analog signal at some point in time?
What is the name given to the process of assigning a specific binary number to an instantaneous value on an analog signal?
What is another name commonly u-.cd for AID comerc;ion?
Describe the nature of the signab and information obtained when an analog signal i~ converted to digital form.
Describe the nature of the output waveform obtained
from a Dl A converter.
Name the four major component<. in a DIA converter.
Define alia'>ing and explain its effect in an AID
COn\'erter.

J. Name the four primary

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10. What types of circuirs are common ly used to tran.,late the
current output from a DIA converter to a voltage output'?
ll. Name three I) pes of AID con\'crters and tate which i-.
the mm.t '' idely used.
12. What AID con\'erter circuit sequentially turns the bit'> of
the output on one at a time in sequence from M SB to
LSB in seeking a vol tage level equal to the input vol tage
level'!
13. What i-. the fa<;test type of AID converter? Bricll) describe the method of conversion u-;cd.
14. What t)pe of AID comerter generates a serial output
data signal directly from the conver<;ion proces.,?
15. What ci rcuit is normally used w perform serial -toparallel and parallel-to-serial data conversion? What i!>
the abbreviation for this process?
16. What circuit perform!> the sampling operation prior to
AID comer.,ion. and why is it -.o important?
17. Where arc -,igma-delta con,erters used'? Why?
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18. What process converts an analog signal to sequential binary numbers and transmits them serially?
19. What is the name given to the process of compressing the
dynamic range of an analog signal at the transmitter and
expanding it later at the receiver?
20. What is the general mathematical shape of a companding
curve?
21. Name the three basic types of pulse modulation. Which
type is not binary?
22. Name the DAC that produces a voltage output.
23. What type of DAC is used for very high-speed conver.
?
SJOnS.

24. True or false? ADC outputs or DAC inputs may be either
parallel or serial.
25. What type of ADC is faster than a successive-approximations converter but slower than a flash converter?
26. Which type of ADC gives the best resolution?
27. Why are capacitor DIA converters preferred over R-2R
D/A converters?
28. What does oversampling mean? What converter uses this
technique? Why is it used?

29. How is aliasing prevented?
30. Name two common noncommunication applications for
PWM.
31. Describe briefly the techniques known as digital signal
processing (DSP).
32. What type of circuit performs DSP?
33. Briefly describe the basic mathematical process used in
the implementation of DSP.
34. Give the names for the basic architecture of non-DSP
microprocessors and for the architecture normally used
in DSP microprocessors. Briefly describe the difference
bet ween the two.
35. Name five common processing operations that take place
with DSP. What is probably the most commonly implemented DSP application?
36. Briefly describe the nature of the output of a DSP processor that performs the discrete Fourier transform or the
fast Fourier transform.
37. Name the two types of filters implemented with DSP and
explain how they differ.
38. What useful function is performed by an FFT computation?

Problems
1. A video signal contains light variations that change at a
frequency a~ high as 3.5 MHz. What is the minimum
sampling frequency for AID conversion? +
2. A Dl A converter has a 12-bit binary input. The output
analog voltage range is 0 to 5 Y. How many discrete output voltage increments are there and what is the s mallest
voltage increment?
3. Compute the alias created by sampling a 5-kHz signal at
8kHz. +

4. Calcu late the quantizing noise on a 14-bit AID converter
with a voltage range up to 3 Y.
5. What is the SINAD for a l5-bit ADC?
6. Calculate the ENOS for a converter with a STNAD of
83 dB.
+Answers ro Selected Problems follow Chap. 22.

Critical Thinking
1. List three major types of communication services that are
not yet digital but could eventually be, and explain how
digital techniques could be applied to those applications.
2. Explain how an all-digital receiver would process the signal of an analog AM radio broadcast signal.
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3. What type of AID converter would work best for video
signals with a frequency content up to 5 MHz? Why?
4. Under what conditions can serial data transfers be faster
than parallel data transfers?

Radio Transmitters
•

A

radio transmitter takes the information to be communicated and converts
it to an electronic signal compatible with the communication medium. Typically
this process involves carrier generation, modulation, and power amplification. The
signal is then fed by wire, coaxial cable, or waveguide to an antenna that
launches it into free space. This chapter covers transmitter configurations and
the circuits commonly used in radio transmitters, including oscillators, amplifiers,
frequency multipliers, and impedance-matching networks.

Objectives
After completing this chapter. you will be able to:
• Calculate the frequency tolerance of crystal oscillators in percent and
in parts per million (ppm).
•

Discuss the operation of phase-locked loop (PLL) and direct digita l
synthesis (DDS) frequency synthesizers and explain how the output
frequency is changed.

•

Calculate the output frequency of a transmitter given the oscillator
frequency and the number and types of multipliers.

•

Explain the biasing and operation of class A. AB, and C power amplifiers
using transistors.

•

Define neutralization and explain how it is implemented.

•

Discuss the operation and benefits of class D. E. and F switching amplifiers
and explain why they are more efficient.

• Explain the basic design of L. 7T, and T-type LC circuits and discuss how
they are used for impedance matching.
•

Explain the use of transformers and baluns in impedance matching.

8-1 Transmitter Fundamentals
Transmitter

The transmitter is the electronic unit that accepts the information signal to be transmitted
and converrs it to an RF signal capable of being transmitted over long distances. Every
transmitter has fow· basic requirements.
1. lt must generate a carrier signal of the correct frequency at a desired point in t11e
spectrum.

2. lt must provide some form of modulation that causes the information signal to modify
the carrier signal.
3. It must provide sufficient power amplification to ensure that the signal level is high
enough to carry over the desired distance.
4. It must provide circuits that match the impedance of the power amplifier to that of
the antenna for maximum transfer of power.

Transmitter Configurations

Continuous-wave (CW)
transmission

The simplest transmitter is a single-transistor osci llator connected directly to an antenna.
The oscillator generates the carrier and can be switched off and on by a telegraph key to
produce the dots and dashes of the International Morse code. Information transmitted
in this way is referred to as continuous-wave (CW) transmission Such a transmitter is
rarely used today. for the Morse code is nearly extinct and the oscillator power is too
low for reliable communication. Nowadays transmitters such as this are built only by
amateur (ham) radio operators for what is called QRP or low-power operation for personal hobby communication.
The CW transmitter can be greatly improved by simply adding a power amplifier to
it, as illustrated in Fig. 8-1. The oscillator is still keyed off and on to produce dots and
dashes. and the amplifier increases the power level of the signal. The result is a stronger
signal that carries farther and produces more reliable transmission.
The basic oscillator-amplifier combination shown in Fig. 8-1 is the basis for virtually all radio transmitters. Many other circuits are added depending on the type of
modulation used. the power level, and other considerations.

High-level AM Transmitters. Figure 8-2 shows an AM transmitter using highlevel modulation. An oscillator, in most applications a crystal oscillator, generates the
final carrier frequency. The carrier signal is then fed to a buffer amplifier whose primary purpose is to isolate the osci llator from the remaining power ampli1ier stages. The
buffer amplifier usually operates at the class A level and provides a modest increase in
power output The main purpose of the buffer amplifier is simply to prevent load

Figure 8-1

A more powerful CW transmitter.
Antenna

Oscillator
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Figure 8-2

An AM transmitter using h1gh-level collector modulation.
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change!. in the power amplitier '>tages or in the antenna from causing frequency variation' in the oscillator.
The signal from the buffer amplifier is applied to a clal-.s C driver amplifier designed
to provide an intem1ediate level of power amplification. The purpose of this circuit is to
generate sufficient output power to drive the final power amplifier stage. The final power
wnp/(fieJ: normally just referred to as tfte .final. also operates at the cla<;s C level at very
high power. The actual amount of power depends on the application. For example. in a
CB transmitter. the power input i'> only 5 W. However. AM radio !.tation~ operate at much
higher powers-say, 250. 500. I 000. 5000. or 50.000 W and the video transmitter at
a TV station operates at e\'en higher power levels. Cell phone base stations operate at
the 30- to -W- W level.
All the RF circuits in the transmitter are usually solid-Mate: i.e.. they are implemented with either bipolar transistors or metal-oxide semiconductor field-effect transi!>tors (MOSFETs). Although bipolar transistors are by far the most common type, the use
of MOSFETs is increasing because they are now capable of handling high power at high
frequencies. Transistors are also typically used in the final as long as the power level
doe!. not exceed several hundred watt!>. Individual RF power transistors can handle up to
about 300 W. Many of these can be connected in parallel or in pu-.h-pull configurations
to increase the power-handling capability to many kilowatts. For higher power leveb.
vacuum tubes are still used in '>ome transmiuers. but rarely in new designs. Vacuum tubes
function into the VHF and UHF ranges, with power leveb of I kW or more.
Now. assume that the AM tran),mitter '>hown in Fig. 8-2 is a voice traiNllitter. The input
from the microphone is applied to a low-level class A audio amplifier, which boosts the
small signal from the microphone to a higher voltage level. (One or more stages of amplification could be used.) The voice signal is then fed to some form of speech-processing
(liltering and amplitude control) circuit. The fi ltering ensures that only voice frequencies in
a ce11ain range are passed. which help!> to minimize the bandwidth occupied by the signal.
Most communication tranl-.millerl-. limit the voice frequency to the 300- to 3000-Hz range.
which is adequate for intelligible communication. However. AM broadcast stations offer
higher fidelity and allow frequencic~ up to 5 kHz to be used. Jn practice. many AM stationo;
modulate with frequencie!> up to 7.5 kHz. and even 10 kHt. -.incc the FCC uses alternate
channel 3),),ignments within a gi,en region and the outer sideband), are very weak. so no
adjacent channel interference occur'>.

Radio Tran~mitters

Final power amplifier

GOOD TO KNOW
AM radio stations can operate at

power levels up to 50,000 W, and
TV video transmissions operate at
even higher levels. In contrast,
the power input of a citizens band
(CB) transmitter is only 5 W.
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Speech processors also contain a circuit used to hold the ampliLUde to some maximum level. High-amplitude signals are compressed and lower-amplitude signals are given
more amplification. The result is that overmodulation is prevented, yet the transmitter
operates as close to I 00 percent modulation as possible. This reduces the possibility of
signal distortion and harmonics, which produce wider sidebands that can cause adjacent
channel interference, but maintains the highest possible output power in the sidebands.
After the speech processor, a driver amplifier is used to increase the power level of
the signal so that it is capable of driving the high-power modulation amplifier. In the AM
transmitter of Fig. 8-2. high-level or collector modulation (plate modulation in a tube) is
used. As stated previously, the power output of the modulation amplifier must be one-half
the input power of the RF amplifier. The high-power modulation amplifier usually operates with a class AB or class B push-pull configuration to achieve these power levels.

Low-Level FM Transmitters. In low-level modulation, modulation is performed
on the carrier at low power levels, and the signal is then amplified by power amplifiers.
This arrangement works for both AM and FM. FM transmitters using this method are
far more common than low-level AM transmitters.
Figure 8-3 shows the typical configuration for an FM or PM transmitter. The indirect method of FM generation is used. A stable crystal oscillator is used to generate the
carrier signal. and a buffer amplifier is used to isolate it from the remainder of the circuitry. The carrier signal is then applied to a phase modulator such as those discussed
in Chap. 6. The voice input is amplified and processed to limit the frequency range and
prevent overdeviation. The output of the modulator is the desired FM signal.
Most FM transmitters are used in the VHF and UHF range. Because crystals are not
available for generating those frequencies directly, the carrier is usually generated at a
frequency considerably lower than the final output frequency. To achieve the desired output fi·equcncy, one or more frequency multiplier stages are used. A frequency multiplier
is a class C amplifier whose output frequency is some integer multiple of the input frequency. Most frequency multipliers increase the frequency by a factor of 2, 3, 4, or 5.
Because they are class C amplifiers. most frequency multipliers also provide a modest
amount of power amplification.
Not only does the frequency multiplier increase the carrier frequency to the desired
output frequency. but also it mu ltiplies the frequency deviation produced by the modulator. Many frequency and phase modulators generate only a small frequency shift. much
lower than d1e desired final deviation. T he design of the transmiuer must be such that
the frequency multipliers will provide the correct amount of multiplication not only for
the carrier frequency. but also for the modulation deviation. After the frequency multiplier stage, a class C driver amplifier is u~ed to increase the power level sufficiently to
operate the final power amplifier. which also operates at the class C level.

Figure 8-3

A typical FM transmitter using indirect FM with a phase modulator.
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Figure 8-4

An SSB transmitter.
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Mo\t FM communication tran-.miuer~ operate at relatively low power levels. typically le'>s than 100 W. All the circuit'>. even in the VHF and UIIF range. use transi'>tor....
For power le,·els beyond -,e,·eral hundred watts. vacuum tube'> must be used. The tina!
amplifier <.,tages in FM broadcaM transmillers typically u<,e large vacuum tube clas'> C
amplifiers. In FM tranc,miuer<, operating in the microwave range. 1-.Jy.,trons. magnetronc,.
and traveling-wave tubes are u'>ed to provide the final power amplification.

SSB Transmitters. A typical sill}!le-sideba11d (SSB J I!Wt.lmiller is shown in Fig. 8-4.
An oscillator signal generate:. the carrier. which is then fed to the buffer amplifier. The
butTer amplifier supplies the carrier input signal to the balanced modulator. The audio
amplilicr and speech-proce!'l!'ling circuit" described prcviou-,Jy provide the other input to
the balanced modulator. The balanced modulator output a DSB signal - i:- then fed to
a c,ideband filter which !-~Ciecl'. either the upper or lower -,ide band. FoliO\\ ing thi~. the
SSB -,ignal is fed to a mixer circuit. \\ hich is u<.,ed to con\'crt the -.Jgnal to it!. final operating frequency. Mixer circuit'>. which operate as simple amplitude modulators. are u<.,ed
to conven a lower frequency 10 a higher one or a higher frequency to a lower one. (Mixers
arc discu~sed more fully in Chap. 9.)
Typically. the SSB signal is generated at a low RF. This mnkcs the balanced modulator and Iiller circuits simpler and easier to design. The mixer translates the SSB signal to
a higher desired frequency. The other input to the mixer i~ derived from a local oscillator
'>et at a frequency that, when mixed with the SSB signal. produces the desired operating
frequency. The mixer can be <,et up so that the tuned circuit at its output selects either the
\Um or the difference frequenc). The oscillator frequency mu\t be \et to provide the de\ired
output frequency. For fixed-channel operation. crystab can be u-.ed in this local oscillator.
HO\\ ever. in some equipment. \UCh a., that w,ed by ham\. a mriable frequency oscillator
( VFO) is used to provide continuou'> tuning over a desired range. I n most modem communication equipment, a frequency synthesizer i!> used to set the linal output frequency.
The output of the mixer in Fig. 8-4 is the desired final carrier frequency containing the SSB modulation. It is then fed to linear driver and power amplifiers to increase
the power level as required. Cla~s C amplifiers distort the !'ligna! and therefore cannot
be uo;cd to transmit SSB or low-level AM of any kind. including DSB. Class A or AB
linear amplifiers must be u\ed to retain the infom1ation content in the AM signal.
Most modern digital radio" <.,uch as cell phones w.e DSP to produce the modulation and related proces-.ing of the data to be transmiucd. Refer to Fig. 8-S. The serial
data rcpre'>enting the data to be transmiued is sent to the DSP which then generates
two data 'ltreams that are then converted Lo RF for tran-.mi'l\ion. The data paths from
Radio Transmitters
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Figure 8-5

Modern digital transmitter.
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the DSP chip are sent to DACs where they are translated to equivalent analog signals.
The analog signals are filtered in a low-pass filter (LPF) and then applied to mixers
that will up-convert them to the final output frequency. The mixers receive l11eir second inputs from an oscillator or a frequency synthesizer that selects the operating frequency. Note that the oscillator signals are in quadrature; i.e., one is shifted 90° from
the other. One is a sine wave, and the other is a cosine wave. The upper signaJ is
referred to as the in-phase (f) signal and the other as the quadrature (Q) signal. The
output signals from the mixers are then added, and the result is amplified and transmitted by the power amplifier (PA). Two quadrature signals are needed at the receiver
to recover the signal and demodulate it in a DSP chip. You will learn more about this
technique in a later chapter.

Carrier generator

8-2 Carrier Generators
The starting point for all transmitters is carrier generation. Once generated. the carrier
can be modulated, processed in various ways. amplified, and fioaHy transmitted. The
source of most carriers in modern transmitters is a crystal oscillator. PLL frequency synthesizers in which a crystal oscillator is the basic stabilizing reference are used in applications requiring multiple channels of operation.

Crystal Oscillators
Crystal oscillator
Crystal
Piezoelectric effect

GOOD TO KNOW
The only oscillator capable of
maintaining the frequency precision and stability demanded by
the FCC is a crystal oscillator.
In fact, the FCC requires that a
crystal oscillator be used in all
transmitters.
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Most radio transmitters are licensed by the FCC either directly or indirectly to operate
not onJy within a specific frequency band but also on predefined frequencies or channels. Deviating from the assigned frequency by even a small amount can cause interference with signals on adjacent channels. Therefore the transmitter carrier generator
must be very precise, operating on the exact frequency assigned, often within very close
tolerances. In some radio services, the frequency of operation must be within 0.001 percent of the assigned frequency. Tn addition, the transmitter must remain on the assigned
frequency. It must not drift off or wander from its assigned vaJue despite the many operating conditions. such as wide temperature variations and changes in power supply voltage, that affect frequency. The only osci!Jator capable of meeting the precision and
stability demanded by the FCC is a crystal oscillator.
A crystal is a piece of quartz that has been cut and ground into a thin, flat wafer
and mounted between two metal plates. When the crystaJ is excited by an ac signal
across its plates, it vibrates. This action is referred to as the piezoelectric ejj'ect. The
frequency of vibration is determined primarily by the thickness of the crystal. Other
factors influencing frequency are the cut of the crystal, i.e., the place and angle of cut
made in the base quartz rock from which the crystal was derived, and the size of the
ChapterS

crystal wafer. Crystals frequencies range from as low a!. 30 kilt. to as high as 150 MHz.
A-.. the crystal vibrates or oscillate!., it maintains a very constant frequency. Once a cr)stal has been cut or ground to a particular frequency. it will not change ro any great
e.xtent even with wide voltage or temperature variation~. Even greater stability can be
achieved by mounting the crystal in ~ealed, temperature-controlled chambers known a~
cryswl ovens. These devices maintain an absolute constant temperature, ensuring a
stable output frequency.
As you saw in Chap. 4, the crystal acts as an LC tuned circuit. It can emulate a series
or parallel LC circuit with a Q as high as 30,000. The crystal is simply substituted for
the coil and capacitor in a conventional oscillator circuit. The end result is a very precise.
stable oscillator. The precision. or '>lability, of a crystal is usually expressed in parts per
million (ppm}. For example. to say that a crystal with a frequency of I MHz has a preci\ion of I 00 ppm means that the frequency of the crystal can vary from 999.900 to
1,000.1 00 Hz. Most crystals have tolerance and stability values in the I 0- 10 I 000-ppm
range. Expressed as a percentage, the precision is ( 10011 ,000.000) X 100 = 0.0001 X
100
0.01 percent.
You can also use ratio and proportion to figure the frequency variation for a crystal
with a given precision. For example, a 24-MI-lz crystal with a stability of :!:50 ppm has
a maximum frequency variation !:J.f of (5011.000,000) X 24.000.000. Thus I:J.f =
50(24.000.000)/1 ,000.000 - 24 X 50 = 1200 Hz or :!: 1200 Ht.

=

Example 8-1
What arc the maximum and minimum frequencies of a 16-M Ht. crystal with a stability

or 200 ppm?
The frequency can vary as much as 200 Hz for every I M Hz of frequency or
200 X 16 = 3200 Hz.
The possible frequency range i'>

=

15.996.800 Ht

+ 3200 =

16,003.200 Ht

16.000.000 - 3200
16.000.000

Expres.;ed as a percentage. this stability is {3200116.000.000) X 100 =
0.0002 X I 00 = 0.02 percent.
In other words, the actual frequency may be different from the designated frequency by as much as 50 Hz for every I MHz of designated frequency. or
24 X 50 = 1200Hz.
A precision value given as a percentage can be converted to a ppm value as follows.
Assume that a I 0-MHz cry:-.tal has a precision percentage of :!:0.00 I percent:
0.001 percent of 10.000,000 i'> 0.00001 X 10.000.000 = 100 Ht.
Thus
ppm/1.000.000
ppm

I 00/1 0,000,000
I 00{ 1,000,000)/1 0.000.000

= I 0 ppm

However, the simplest way to convert from percentage to ppm is to convert the
percentage value to its decimal form by dividing by I 00, or moving the decimal point
two pl aces to the left. and then multiplying by I 06 . or moving the decimal point six
places to the right. For example. the ppm stability of a 5-Milz crystal with a precision
of 0.005 percent is found as follows. First. put 0.005 percent in decimal form:
0.005 percent= 0.00005. Next. multiply by I million:
0.00005 X I ,000.000

= 50 ppm
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Example 8-2
A radio transmitter uses a crystal oscillator with a frequency of 14.9 MHz and a
frequency multiplier chain with factors of 2, 3, and 3. The crystal has a stability of
±300 ppm.
a. Calculate the transmitter output frequency.
Total frequency multiplication factor
Transmitter output frequency

= 2 X 3 X 3 = 18
= 14.9 MHz X 18

= 268.2 MHz
b. Calculate the maximum and min imum frequencies that the transmitter is likely to

achieve if the crystal drifts to its maximum extreme.
±300 ppm

=

300
I.OOO.OOO X 100

=

±0.03%

This variation is multiplied by the frequency multiplier chain. yielding
±0.03 percent X 18 = ± 0.54 percent. Now, 268.2 MHz X 0.0054 = 1.45 MHz.
Thus the frequency of the u·ansmitter output is 268.2 ± 1.45 MHz. The upper
limit is
268.2 + 1.45

= 269.65 MI-Jz

268.2 - J .45

= 266.75 MHz

The lower limit is

Colpitts oscillator

Typical Crystal Oscillator Circuits. The most common crystal oscillator is a
Colpitts type, in which the feedback is derived from the capacitive voltage divider made
up of C 1 and C2 • An emitter-follower version is shown in Fig. 8-6. Again, the feedback
comes from the capacitor voltage divider C 1-C2 . The output is taken from the emitter.
which is untuned.
Occasionally you will see a capacitor in series or in parallel with the crystal (not
both), as shown in Fig. 8-6. These capacitors can be used to make minor adjustments in

fi gure 8-6

An emitter-follower crystal oscillator.

.,.. v

Crystal "pulling•
or •rubbering"
capacitors
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Figure 8-7

The Pierce crystal oscillator using an FET.

R,

the cryMal frequency. A<:. discussed previously. it is not po~sible to affect large frequency
with series or shunt capacitors. but they can be used to make line adjustment<:..
The capacitor~ arc called crystal pulli11g capacitors. and the whole process of line-tuning
a crystal i~ ~ometime!. referred to a~ rubberi11g. When the pulling capacitor i!-. a varactor.
FM or FSK can be produced. The analog or binary modulating ~ignal varil.:~ the varactor capacitance that. in turn. \hilh the cry~tal frequency.
Field-effecl IJWI.\i.\/Ors ( F£Ts) also make good cry~tal O!-.cillator.,. Figure 8-7 show..,
a FET used in the popular Pierce oscilllllor conliguration. Most cryMal o~cillator" are
!-.Ome variation of the<;e ba\ic types. They operate as class A linear amplifier., and generate a clean <;inc "a,·c output signal.
change~

Overtone Oscillators. The main problem with cr}'~tat.. i.., that their upper frequenc)
operation i'> limited. The higher the frequency. the thinner the crystal mu\t be to O!-.cillate at that frequency. At an upper limit of about 50 MHt. the cry.,tal i., \O fragile that
it become;, impractical to U'-C. However. over the years. operating frequencie;, ha\C continued to move upward a<: a result of the quest for more frequency .,pace and greater
channel capacity. and the FCC has continued to demand the same stability and preci!>ion
that are required at the lower frequencies. One way to achieve VHF. UHF, and even
microwave frcquencic~ u:.. ing crystal!-. i~ by employing frequency multiplier circuits. a~
described earlier. The carrier o~cillator operates on a frequency less than 50 M Hz, and
multipliers raise that frequency to the desired level. For example, if the desired operating frequency is I 63.2 Mil;.-. and the frequency multipliers multiply by a factor of 24,
the cry•;tal frequency must be 163.2/24 = 6.8 M Hz.
Another way to achieve crystal precision and stability at frequencies above 50 Mi l L.
i!.. to usc m·erwne cryswls. An overtone crystal i:.. cut in a ))pecial way !-.O that it optimi.les ih oscillation at an overtone of the basic cry'\tal frequency. An overtone b like a
harmonic a~ it i., u\ually !-.Omc multiple of the fundamental vibration frequency. However. the term lwmumic j., U!-.ually applied to electric 1>ignals. and the term m·emme refer~
to higher mechanical 'ibration frequencies. Like a harmonic. an overtone i., u.,uall) <;ome
integer multiple of the base vibration frequency. However. mo!>t overtone'> arc .,light!)
more or slightly les., than the integer value. In a crystal. the second harmonic i-. the liN
overtone. the third harmonic i~ the second overtone. and so on. For e\ample. a cf) stal
with a fundamental frequency of 20 MH1. would have a ~econd harmonic or liN overtone of 40 Ml-11. and a third harmonic or second overtone of 60 MHt.
The term Ol'ertone i., often used as a synonym for harmonic. Mo..,t manufacturer-.
refer to their third overtone cry.,tab as 1hird harmonic crystal.\.
The odd overtones arc far grcnter in amplitude than the even overtones. Mo'>t ove11one
Cl)'!-.tal:o. oscillate reliably at the third or lifth overtone of the li·equency at which the cry~tal
is originally ground. There arc also '\eventh-overtone crystab. Overtone crystals can be
Radio Tran:..miuer~
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GOOD TO KNOW
Overtones refer to multiples of
the harmonic frequency. The
second harmonic is the first
overtone, the third harmonic is
the second overtone, and so on.
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Figure 8-8

An overtone crystal oscillator.

c,

obtained with frequencies up to about 250 MHz. A typical overtone crystal oscillator is shown
in Fig. 8-8. With this design. a crystal cut for a frequency of, say, 16.8 MHz and optimized
for overtone service will have a third-ove1tone oscillation at 3 X 16.8 = 50.4 MHz. The
tuned output circuit made up of L1 and C 1 will be resonant at 50.4 MHz.

Crystal Switching. If a transmitter must operate on more than one frequency. as is
often the case. but crystal precision and stability are required, multiple crystals can be used
and the desired one switched in. The most straightforward way to do this is to use a
mechanical rotary switch. This arrangement works fine at the lower frequencies if the crystals are located close to the switch. The connections between the crystals and the switch
and oscillator must be kept short to minimize stray inductance and capacitance, which can
affect tJ1e feedback and the frequency of operation. At higher frequencies this approach is
unacceptable because of excessive distributed stray inductance and capacitance.
One approach to crystal switching. using diode switches, is shown in Fig. 8-9. The
mechanical switch is used to apply a de bias voltage to the diodes to select the desired
frequency. Note that a silicon switching diode is connected in series with each crystal.
With the switch set to channel A, diode 0 1 is forward-biased by the de voltage applied
by the switch. The diode conducts, acting as a very low-value resistor. The diode connects crystal X1 to ground. The other diode is cut off because no forward bias is applied
to it. The RFCs and the capacitors keep the RF signal out of the de bias circuits.
The diode switching arrangement is fast and reliable and overcomes the problem of
long connecting wires between the crystal, switch, and oscillator circuit. The diodes are
mounted near the crystals, which in turn are close to the oscillator components. usually

___________,
1 1

Figure 8-9

Using diodes to switch crystals.
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on a printed-circuit board. The <.,witch can be located any diMancc away. Since the switch
i-. '>Witching direct current and not high-frequency altemating current at the crystal itself.
the length of the wires between the switch and diode'> i'> not a factor.

Frequency Synthesizers
Frequency synthesizers arc variable-frequency generators that provide the frequency stability of crystal oscillators but with the convenience of incremental tuning over a broad
frequency range. Frequency synthesit.cf', usually provide an output signal that varies in
tixcd frequency increments over a wide range. In a transmitter. a frequency synthesiLer
provide<; ba'>ic carrier generation for channelized operation. Frequency synthesizers are
abo U\ed in receivers as local Ol>cillators and perform the receiver tuning function.
Using frequency synthe'>iters overcomes certain co.,t and site disadvantages a'>'>ociatcd with crystals. Assume. e.g.. that a transmiuer must operate on 50 channels. Crystal
stability i~ required. The most direct approach is simply to U'>e one crystal per frequency
and add a large switch. Although such an arrangement work'>, it has major disadvantages.
Crystals are expensive, ranging from $ 1 to $ 10 each, and even at the lowest price,
50 crystals may cost more than all the rest of the parts in the transmitter. The same
50 crystals wou ld also take up a great deal of space, possibly occupying more than
I 0 times the volume of all the rest of the transmitter parts. With a frequency synthesizer,
onl} one crystal is needed. and the requisite number of channels can be generated by
U\ing a fc\\ tiny ICs.
0\er the years, many techniques have been developed for implementing frequency
'>ynthe'>iLerc; with frequency multipliers and mixers. Today. however. most frequency synthesiters use some variation of the phase-locked loop ( PLL). A newer technique called
digital sig11al symhesis (DSS) i., becoming more popular a'> integrated-circuit technology
ha.~ made high-frequency generation practical.

Phase-Locked Loop Synthesizers

Phase-locked loop (PLL)
Digital signal synthesis (OSS)

Phase-locked loop synthesizer

An elementary frequency synthesi:.-cr based on a PLL is shown in Fig. 8-10. Like all
phase-locked loops, it consi't" of a pha:-e detector. a low-pa<,s lilter, and a VCO. The
input to the phase detector i'> a reference oscillator. The reference oscillator is normally
crystal-controlled to provide high-frequency stability. The frequency of the reference
o-..cillator sets the increment., in which the frequency may be changed. Note that the VCO
output is not connected directly back to the phase detector. but applied to a frequency
divider lirst. A frequency divider is a circuit whose output frequency is some integer submultiple of the input frequency. A divide-by-! 0 frequency synthcsiter produces an output frequency that is one-tenth of the input frequency. Frequency dividers can be easily
irnplcmemcd with digital circuits to provide any integer value of frequency division.
In the PLL in Fig. 8-IO.thc reference oscillator is set to 100 kilt (0.1 MHz). Assume
that the frequency divider i'> initially set for a division of I 0. For a PLL to
become locked or synchroniLed. the '>econd input to the pha'>C detector must be equal in
frequency to the reference frequency: for this PLL to be locked. the frequency divider

figure 8-10
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Figure 8-11

VHF/UHF frequency synthesizer.
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output must be I 00 kHz. The VCO output has to be I 0 times higher than this. or J MI-Iz.
One way to look at this circui t is as a frequency mflltiplier: The I 00-kHz input is multiplied by I 0 to produce the 1-MI-Iz output. In the design of the synthesizer, the VCO
frequency is set to I MHz so that when it is divided. it will provide the I 00-kHz input
signal required by the phase detector for the locked condition. The synthesizer output is
the output of the VCO. What has been created, then. is a 1-MHz signal source. Because
the PLL is locked to the crystal reference source. the YCO output frequency has the same
stability as that of the crystal oscillator. The PLL will track any frequency variations, but
the crystal is very stable and the YCO output is as stable as that of the crystal reference
osci llator.
To make the frequency synthesizer more useful, some means must be provided to
vary its output frequency. This is done by varying the frequency division ratio. Through
various switching techniques, the flip-flops in a frequency divider can be arranged to
provide any desired frequency division ratio. The frequency division ratio is normally
designed to be manually changed in some way. For example, rotary-switch-controlled
logic circuits may provide the correct configuration. or a thumb-wheel switch may be
used. Some designs actually incorporate a keyboard on which the desired frequency division ratio can be keyed in. In the most sophisticated circui ts, a microprocessor generates
the correct frequency divisi on ratio and provides a direct frequency readout display.
Varying the frequency division ratio changes the output frequency. For example, in
the circuit in Fig. 8- 10, if the frequency division ratio is changed from I 0 to II. the
VCO output frequency must change to J .1 MHz. The output of the divider then remains
at 100 kHz (I, I 00,000111 = 100.000). as necessary to maintain a locked condition. Each
incremental change in frequency division ratio produces an output frequency change of
0.1 MHz. This is how the frequency increment is set by the reference oscillator.
A more complex PLL synthesizer. a circuit that generates V HF and UHF frequencies
over the 100- to 500-M Hz range. is shown in Fig. 8-11. This circuit uses a FET oscillator
to generate the carrier frequency directly. No frequency multipliers are needed. The output of the frequency synthesizer can be connected directly to the driver and power amplifiers in the transmitter. This synthesizer has an output frequency in the 390-MHz range.
and the frequency can be varied in 30-kHz increments above and below that frequency.
The VCO circuit for the synthesizer in Fig. 8-11 is shown in Fig. 8- I 2. The frequency of this LC oscillator is set by the values of L 1, C 1, C2 and the capacitances of
the varactor diodes D1 and D2 • Co and C1,. respectively. The de voltage applied to the
varactors changes the frequency. Two varactors are connected back lO back, and thus the
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Figure 8-12

VHF/UHF range VCO.
+V

total cfTcctivc capacitance of the pair i~ less than either individual capacitance. Specificall y. it is equal to the series capacitance c.~·, where Cs = CIICJ,!( ell + c,,). If Dl and
D 2 arc identical. Cs = C,/2. A negative voltage with re::.pcct to ground is required to
reverse-bias the diodes. lncrea..,ing the negative voltage increase~ the reverse bias and
dccrca-.c-. the capacitance. Thi-.. in turn. increases the m.cillator frequency.
U-.ing two varactors allow-. the o-.cillator to produce higher RF voltages without the
problem of the varactor-. becoming forward-biased. If a \aractor. which is a diode.
becomes forward-biased. it is no longer a capacitor. High \Oitagcs in the tank circuit of
the o cillator can sometimes exceed the bias voltage level and cau'ie forward conduction. When forward conduction occur\, rectification take~ place. producing a de voltage
that changes the de tuning \Oltage from the phase detector and loop filter. The result is
ca lled phase noise. With two capacitors in series. the voltage required to forwru·d-bias
the combination is double that of one varac tor. An additional benclit is that two varactor~ in series produce a more linear variation of capacitance wi th voltage than one diode.
The de frequency control voltage is, of course. derived by liltering the phase detector
output with the low-pass loop filter.
In mo<>t PLLs the phase detector i'> a digital circuit rather than a linear circuit. "ince
the input<; to the phase detector arc usually digital. Remember. one input comes from the
output of the feedback frequency di' ider chain. which i~ certainly digi tal. and the other
come~ from the reference o!>ci llator. In <,orne designs. the reference oscillator frequency
is al'io divided down by a digital frequency divider to achieve the desired frequency step
increment. Thi s is the case in Fig. H-1 I . Since the ~ymhcsi t.c r frequency can be stepped
in increme nts of 30 kH ;r,. the reference input to the phase detector must be 30 kHz. This
is derived from a stable 3-M Ht cry~tal o~ci llat or and a frequency divider of I 00.
The de~ign shown in Fig. 8- 11 U'>C~ an exclusive-OR gate a.., a pha'e detector. Recall
that an cxclu<;ive-OR (XOR) gate generates a binary I output onl} if the two inputs are
complementary: otherwi::.e. it produce.., a binary 0 output.
Figure 8-13 shows ho\.\ the XOR phase detector worl..s: Remember that the inputs
to a pha\C detector must have the \ame frequency. This circuit requires that the inputs
haYe a 50 pcrcem duty cycle. The pha<>c relationship between the two ... ignals determine~
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Figure 8-13

Operation of XOR phase detector.
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the output of the phase detector. If the two inputs are exactly in phase with each other.
the XOR output will be zero. as Fig. 8-13(b) shows. Tf the two inputs are 180° out of
phase with each other, the XOR output will be a constant binary I [see Fig. 8- I 3(c)].
Any other phase relationship will produce output pulses at twice the input frequency.
The duty cycle of these pulses indicates the amount of phase shift. A small phase shift
produces narrow pulses; a larger phase sh ift produces wider pulses. Figure 8- 13(d) shows
a 90° phase shift.
The output pulses are fed to the loop filter (Fig. 8-1 1). an op amp with a capacitor
in the feedback path which makes it into a low-pass fi lter. This filter averages the phase
detector pulses into a constant de voltage that biases the YCO varactors. The average de
voltage is proportional to the duty cycle, which is the ratio of the binary I pulse time to
the period of the signal. Narrow pulses (low duty cycle) produce a low average de voltage, and wide pulses (high duty cycle) produce a high average de voltage. Figure 8- I 3(e)
shows how the average de voltage varies with phase shift. Most PLLs lock in at a phase
difference of 90°. Then, as the frequency of the YCO changes because of drift or because
of changes in the frequency divider ratio, the input to the phase detector from the feedback divider changes, varying the duty cycle. This changes the de voltage from the loop
filter and forces a change of the YCO frequency to compensate for the original change.
Note that the XOR produces a positive de average voltage, but the op amp used in the
loop fi lter inverts this to a negative de voltage, as required by the VCO.
The output frequency of the synthesizer f o and the phase detector reference frequency fr are related to the overall divider ratio R as follows:

Jc, = Rfr

or

In our example, the reference input to the phase detector j;. must be 30 kHz to match the
feedback from the YCO output f 0 . Assume a YCO output frequency of 389.76 MHz. A
frequency divider reduces this amount to 30 kHz. The overall division ratio is
R = fo/.fr = 389,760,000/30,000 = 12,992.
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Frequency dividers are u~ually designed to change the division ratio in integer
increments. Programmable or preseuable digital counter and divider ICs of the TIL
or CMOS variety are available for this purpose. They can be programmed by applying un external binary code from thumbwheel switches. a keypad. a ROM , or a
microprocessor.
In some very high-frequency PLL synthesizers. a special frequency divider called a
prescaler is used between the high-output frequency of the VCO and the programmable
part or the divider. The presculer could be one or more e111iffer-coup/ed logic (ECL) tlipllop-. or a low-ratio CMOS frequency divider that can operate at frequencies up to 1 to
2 GHt.. Refer again to Fig. 8-1 1. The prescaler divides by a ratio of M = 64 to reduce
the 389.76-MHz output of the VCO to 6.09 MHz. which is well within the range of moM
programmable frequency divider'>. Since we need an overall divi-,ion ratio of R = 12.992
and a factor of M = 64 is in the prescaler. the programmable portion of the feedback
divider N can be computed. The total division factor is R = MN - 12.992. Rearranging,
we haveN= RIM= 12,992/64 = 203.
Now, to see how the ~y nthcsit.er changes output frequencies when the division
ratio is changed. assume that the programmable part of the divider is changed by
one increment, to N = 204. For the PLL to remain in a locked state. the phase
detector input must remain at 30 kHz. This means that the VCO output frequency
mu~t change. The new frequency division ratio is 204 X 64 - 13,056. Multiplying
this by 30 kHt. yields the new VCO output frequency };, - 30,000 X 13,056 =
391.680.000 Hz = 391.68 MH1.. Instead of the desired 30-kHl increment, the VCO output varied by 391.680.000 - 389.760.000 = 1,920.000 Ht, or a step of 1.92 MHt.. Thi'>
wac; cauc;ed by the prescaler. For a 30-k Hz step to be achieved. the feedback divider
should have changed its ratio from 12,992 to 12,993. Since the prescaler is fixed with a
division factor of 64. tl1e smallest increment step is 64 times the reference frequency, or
64 X 30.000 = 1.920.000 Ht. The prescaler solves the problem of having a divider with
a high enough frequency capability to handle the VCO output, but forces the use of progmmmable dividers for only a portion of the total divider ratio. Because of the prescaler,
the divider ratio is not stepped in integer increments but in increments of 64. Circuit
designers can either live with this or find another solution.
One possible solution i~ to reduce the reference frequency by a factor of 64. In the
example. the reference frequency would become 30 kHzJ64 = 468.75 Hz. To achieve this
frequency at the other input of the phase detector. an additional division factor of 64
mu<it be included in the programmable divider, making it N - 203 X 64 = 12,992.
As!>uming the original output frequency of 389.76 MHL.. the overall divider ratio is
R = MN
12.992(64) = 831.488. This makes the output of the programmable divider
equal to the reference frequency. or fr = 389.760,000/83 1.488 - 468.75 Hz.
This solution is logical. but it has several disauvantages. First, it increases cost and
complexity by requiring two more divide-by-64 res in the reference and feedback path<,.
Second. the lower the operating frequency of the phase detector. the more difficult it is
to litter the output into direct current. Further. the low-frequency response of the filter
slow" the process of achieving lock. When a change in the divider ratio i"> made. the
VCO frequency must change. It take~ a finite amount of time for the filter to develop
the necessary value of corrective \'Oitage to shift the VCO frequency. The lower the phase
detector frequency. the greater this lock delay time. It has been determined that the lowe!>!
acceptable frequency is about I kH1.. and even this is too low in some applications. At
I kHz. the change in VCO frequency is very slow as the tilLer capacitor changes its charge
in response to the different duty-cycle pulses of the phase detector. With a 468.75-Hz phase
detector frequency, the loop response becomes even slower. For more rapid frequency
changes, a much higher frequency mu-;t be used. For spread <;pectrum and in some satellite applications. tbe frequency mu<.t change in a few micro~econds or less. requiring an
extremely high reference frequency.
To solve this problem. del>igner-. of high-frequency PLL -.ynthesi7ers created ~pecial
IC frequency di,iders. such a., the one diagrammed in Fig. 8-14. This is known as afracriona/ N di1•ider PLL. The VCO output ic; applied to a special variable-modulus prescaler
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Figure 8- 14

Using a variable-modulus prescaler in a PLL frequency divider.

Input from VCO
Preset

Down·counters

Output f,
(to phase detector)
Preset N

divider. It is made of emitter-coupled logic or CMOS circuits. It is designed to have two
divider ratios. M and M + I. Some commonly available ratio pairs are lOIII. 64/65. and
1281129. Let's assume the use of a 64/65 counter. The actual divider ratio is determined
by the modulus control input. Jf this input is binary 0. the prescaler divides by M, or 64;
if this input is binary I. the prescaler divides by M + I, or 65. As Fig. 8-14 shows, the
modulus control receives its input from an output of counter A. Counters A and N are
programmable down-counters used as frequency dividers. The divider ratios are preset
into the counters each time a full divider cycle is achieved. These ratios are such that
N > A. The count input to each counter comes from the output of the variable-modulus
prescaler.
A divider cycle begins by presetting the down-counters to A and N and setting the
prescaler to M + I = 65. The input frequency from the YCO is f o· The input to the
down-counters is fo/65. Both counters begin down-counting. Since A is a shorter counter
than N. A will decrement to 0 first. When it does. its detect-0 output goes high, changing the modulus of the prescaler from 65 to 64. The N counter initially counts down by
a factor of A. but continues to down-count with an input of / 0 /64. When it reaches 0.
both down-counters are preset again. the dual modulo prescaler is changed back to a
divider ratio of 65. and the cycle statts over.
The total division ratio R of the complete divider in Fig. 8-14 is R = MN + A. If
M = 64, N = 203. and A = 8, the total divider ratio is R = 64(203) + 8 = 12,992 +
8 = I 3,000. The output frequency is };, = Rj;. = 13.000(30,000) = 390,000.000 =
390 MHz.
Any divider ratio in the desired range can be obtained by selecting the appropriate
preset values for A and N. Further. this divider steps the divider ratio one integer at a
time so that the step increment in the output frequency is 30 kHz. as desired.
As an example, assume that N is set to 207 and A is set 10 51. The total divider
ratio is R = MN + A = 64(207) + 51 = 13.248 + 51 = 13,299. The new output frequency is };, = 13.299(30.000) = 398,970,000 = 398.97 MHz.
lf the A value is changed by I, raising it to 52, the new divide ratio is
R = MN + A = 64(207) + 52 = 13.248 + 52 = 13,300. The new frequency is
j;, = 13,300(3,000) = 399,000.000 = 399 MHz. Note that with an increment change in
A of I, R changed by I and the final output frequency increased by a 30-kHz (0.03-MHz)
increment. from 398.97 to 399 MHz.
The preset values for Nand A can be supplied by almost any parallel digital source
but are usually supplied by a microprocessor or are stored in a ROM. Although this
type of circuit is complex. it achieves the desired results of stepping the output frequency in increments equal to the reference input to the phase detector and allowing
the reference frequency to remain high so that the change delay jn the output frequency
is shorter.
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Example 8-3
A frequency l>ynthesizer has a cry<.tal reference oscillator of 10 MH1 followed by a
divider with a factor of I 00. The variable-modulus pre<,caler has M = 31/32. The A
and N down-counters have factor~ of 63 and 285. respectively. What is the synthesi7er
output frequency?
The reference input signal to the phase detector is
IOMHt
100

- 0.1 MHz

=

100 kHt

The total dh ider factor R b

R

= MN +A = 32(285) +

63

= 9183

The output of this divider mu\t be 100 kHt- to match the 100-1-.Ht- reference signal to
achieve lock. Therefore. the input to the divider. the output of the VCO. is R times
100 kH1, or
.fo - 9 183(0. 1 MHz) = 918.3 MHi'

Example 8-4
Demonstrate that the step change in output frequency for the ~ynthcsizer in
Example 8-3 is equal to the phase detector reference range. or 0.1 MHz.
Changing the A factor one increment to 64 and recalculating the output yield

R

= 32(285) + 64 = 9184

.f..-

9184(0.1 MHz)

The increment is 918.4 - 918.3

= 0.1

= 918.4 MHt

MH~-.

Direct Digital Synthesis
A newer form of frequency -.ynthe~is is known as direct digiral symhesis (DDS). A DDS
generates a sine wave output digitally. The output frequency can be varied in
increments depending upon a binary value supplied to the unit by a counter. a register. or
an embedded microcontroller.
The basic concept of the DDS -.ynthesizer is illustrated in Fig. 8-15. A read-only
memory (ROM) is programmed with the binary representation of a sine wave. These are
the values that would be generated by an analog-to-digital (A/D) converter if an analog
c;inc wave were digitized and stored in the memory. If the:.c binary values are fed to a
digital-to-analog (D/A) converter, the output of the D/A converter wil l be a stepped
approximation of the sine wave. A low-pass fil ter (LPF) i)> used to remove the highfrequency content near the clock frequency. thereby smoothing the ac output into a nearly
perfect '>ine wave.
To operate this circuit. a binar) counter is used to ~upply the address word to the
ROM . A clock signal step!> the counter that supplies a sequentially increasing addres:. to
ROM . The binary number., ~tored in ROM are applied to the D/A converter. and the
... teppcd o;ine wave is generated. The frequency of the clock determine-. the frequency of
the <.,inc wave.

Direct digital synthesis

~ynthe~i7er

Radio Transm itters

GOOD TO KNOW
High-frequency content near the
clock freqency of the 0/A converter must be removed from the
waveform. A low-pass filter is
used to accomplish this, and a
smooth sine wave results.
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Figure 8-15

Basic concept of a DDS frequency source.
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Shifting a sine wave to direct current.
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To illustrate this concept. assume a 16- word ROM in which each storage location has a 4-bit address. The addresses are supplied by a 4-bit binary counter that
counts from 0000 through Jill and recycles. Stored in ROM are binary numbers representing values that are the sine of particular angles of the sine wave to be generated. Since a sine wave i s 360° in length. and since the 4-bit counter produces
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16 addresses or increments, the binary values represent the sine values at 360/ 16 = 22.5°
increments.
Assume further that these sine values are represented wi th 8 bits of precision. The
8-bit binary sine values are fed to the D/ A converter. where they are converted to a proporti onal vol tage. I f the D /A converter is a simple unit capable of a de output voltage
only. it cannot produce a negative value of voltage as required by a sine wave. Therefore. we w ill add to the sine value stored in ROM an offset value that w ill produce a
sine wave output, but shifted so that it is all positi ve. For example. if we wish to produce a sine wave with a 1- V peak value. the sine wave would vary from 0 to + 1, then
back to 0, from 0 to - 1. and then back to 0. as shown in Fig. 8-16(a). We add a binary
I to the waveform so that the output of the D/A converter will appear as shown in
Fig. 8- 16(b). The D/A converter output w ill be 0 at the peak negative value of the sine
wave. This value of I is added to each of the sine values stored in ROM . Figure 8-1 7
shows the ROM address, the phase angle. sine value. and the sine value plus J.
I f the counter starts counting at zero. the sine values will be sequentially accessed
from ROM and fed to the D/A converter. which produces a stepped approximation of
the sine wave. T he resulting waveform (red) for one complete count of the counter is
shown in F ig . 8- 18. ff the clock continues to count, the counter will recycle and the sine
wave output cycle w ill be repeated.
A n important point to note i$ that this frequency synthesizer produces one complete
sine wave cycle for every 16 clock pulses. The reason for this is that we used 16 sine
values to create the one cycle of the sine wave in ROM. To get a more accurate representation of the sine wave. we could have used more bits. For example. if we had used
an 8-bit counter with 256 states. the sine values would be spaced every 360/256 = 1.4°,
giving a highl y accurate representation of the sine wave. Because of this rel ationship.
the output frequency of the sine wave .fo = the clock frequency .fc:1k /2N, where N is equal
to the number of address bits in ROM.
[fa clock frequency of J MHz were used with our 4-bit counter. the sine wave output
frequency would be

fo = I ,000,00012'1 = I ,000.000/ 16

The output frequency t0 equals

= 62.500 Hz

The stepped approximation of the sine wave is then applied to a low-pass ti lter where
the high-frequency components are removed. leaving a low-distortion sine wave.
The only way to change the frequency in this synthesizer is to change the clock frequency. This arrangement does not make much sense in view of the fact that we want our
Figure 8- 17

GOOD TO KNOW
the clock frequency fc1k divided
by 2N, where N is the number of
address bits in ROM.

Address and sine values for a 4- bit DDS.

ADDRESS

AN GLE (DEGREES)

0000
0001
0010
0011
0100
0101
0110
0111
1000
1001
1010
1011
1100
1101
1110
1111
0000

90
112.5
135
157.5
180
202.5
225
247.5
270
292.5
315
337.5
360
22.5
45
67.5
90

SINE

-

1
0.924
0.707
0.383
0
0.383
0.707
0.924
1
0.924
0.707
0.383
0
0.383
0.707
0.924

SIN E +

2
1.924
1.707
1.383
0.617
0.293
0.076
0
0.076
0.293
0.617
1
1.383
1.707
1.924
2
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Output waveforms of a 4-bit DDS.

Figure 8- 18
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synthesizer output to have crystal oscillator precision and stability. To achieve this, the clock
oscillator must be crystal-controlled. The question then becomes, How can you modify this
circuit to maintain a constant clock frequency and also change the frequency digitally?
Tbe most commonly used method to vary the synthesizer output frequency is ro
replace the counter with a register whose content will be used as the ROM address but
also one that can be readi ly changed. For example, it could be loaded with an address
from an external microcontroller. However. in most DDS circuits. this register is used in
conjunction with a binary adder. as shown in Fig. 8-19. The output of the address register is applied to the adder along with a constant binary input value. Thi~ constant value
can also be changed. The output of the adder is fed back into the register. The combination of the register and adder is general ly refened to as an accumulator. This circuit is
ananged so that upon the occurrence of each clock pulse. the constant Cis added to the
previous value of the register content and lhe sum is re-stored in the address register. The
constant value comes from the phase increment register, which in tum gets it from an
embedded microcontroller or other source.
To show how this circuit works. assume that we are using a 4-bit accumulator register and the same ROM described previously. Assume also that we will set the constant
value to 1. For this reason. each time a clock pulse occurs. a 1 is added to the content
of the register. With the register initially set to 0000. the tirst clock pulse will cause the
register to increment to I. On the next clock pulse the register will increment ro 2. and
so on. As a resul t. this arrangement acts just as the binary counter described earlier.
Now assume that the constant value is 2. This means that for each clock pulse. the
register value will be incremented by 2. Starting at 0000, the register contents would
be 0, 2, 4, 6, and so on. Looking at the sine value table in Fig. 8-17, you can see that
the values output to the D/A converter also describe the sine wave. but the sine wave
is being generated at a more rapid rate. Instead of having eight amplitude values
represent the peak-to-peak value of the sine wave, only four values are used. Refer to
Fig. 8- I 8. which il lustrates what the output looks like (blue curve). The output is, of
course. a stepped approximation of a sine wave. but during the complete cycle of the
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Figure 8-19

Complete DDS block diagram.
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Constant
value (c)

1'---...J

Clock

counter from 0000 through II II. two cycles of the output sine wave occur. The output
has fewer \tep'i and i'> a cruder rcpre~entation. With an adequate low-pa~" filter. the output will he a -.inc wave who~e frequency is twice that generated by the circuit with a
con~tant input of I.
The frequenc) of the '>ine wave can funher be adjusted by changing the con-,tant
value added to the accumulator. Setting the constant to 3 will produce an output frequency that i-, 3 time~ that produced by the original circuit. A con~tant value of 4 produces a frequency 4 times the original frequency.
With thi~ arrangement we can now express the output sine wave frequency with the
formula

The higher the constant value C, the fewer the samples used to reconstruct the output
sine wave. When the constant is set to 4. every fourth value in Fig. 8- 17 will be \ent to
the D/A converter, generating the dashed waveform in Fig. 8-18. It!.> frequency b 4 times
the original. This corresponds to two samples per cycle, which is the l ea~ t number that
can be used and still generate an accurate output frequency. Recall the Nyqui~t criterion
which says that to adequately reproduce a sine wave. it must be sampled a minimum of
2 time~ per cycle to reproduce it accurately in a D/ A converter.
To make the DDS effective. then. the total number of sine samples -.tored in ROM
must be a very large value. Practical circuits use a minimum of 12 addn.:s~ bit\. giving
4096 sine sample~. Even a larger number of samples can be m.ed.
The DDS '>ynthc-.i/er dec;cribcd earlier offers some ad\'antages over a PLL '>Ynthcsi7er. Fir!>l. if a ...ullicient number of bits of resolution in ROM word si/e and the accumulator 'iiLe arc prO\ idcd, the frequency can be varied in very tine increment'>. And
becau~e the clod, is cry<,tal-controlled. the resulting sine wa\e output will have the accuracy and preci.,ion of the cry'>tal clock.
A o;econd benefit io, that the frequency of the DDS ~ynthe~iLer can u<.,ually be
changed much faster than that of a PLL symhesi1er. Remember that to change the PLL
:-ynthcsiLer frequency. a new frequency-division factor must be entered into thc frequency
divider. Once thi~ is done. it wke!-. a finite amount of time for the feedback loop to detect
the error and o,ett\e into the new locked condition. The storage time of the loop low-pass
filter considerably delay... the frequency change. This is not a problem in the DDS synthesi/er. which can change frequencies within nanoseconds.

Radio Tran~miucrs

GOOD TO KNOW
For stepped-up constants added
to the 4-bit accumulator register,
the output can be calculated
based on the constant C multiplied by the clock frequency fc1k
divided by 2N. where N is the
number of bits in the register.
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Analog Devices AD9852 DDS chip.
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A downside of the DDS synthesi1er is that it is difficult to make one with very high
output frequencies. The output frequency ic; limited by the '>peed of the available D/A converter and digital logic circuitry. With today'!. components, it is possible to produce a DDS
-.ynthcsi1er with an output frequency a-. high as 200 M Hl. Further development!. in IC
technology will increase that in the future. For applications requiring higher frequencies.
the phase-locked loop (PLL) i), ~till the best alternative.
DDS synthesizers are avai lable from several fC companies. The entire DDS circuitry is
contained on a chip. TI1e clock circuit is usually contained within the chip, nnd its frequency
i" ..,et by an external crystal. Parallel binary input lines are provided to set the constant value
required to change the frequency. A 12-bit D/A converter i-. typical. An example of such a
chip i-. the Annlog Device), AD9852. shown in Fig. 8-20. The on-chip clod. is derived from
a PLL used as a frequency multiplier that can be c;et to multiply by any integer value between
-+ and :!0. With a maximum of 20. a clod. frequency of 300 MH1 i'> generated. To achie'e
thi., frequency. the external reference clock input must be 300/20 = 15 MHz. With a
300-M H1 clock. the synthesiLcr can generate sine wav~ up to 150 MHL
The outputs come from two 12-hit DACs that produce both the c,ine and the cosine waves
-.imultaneously. A 48-bit frequency word is used to step tJ1e frct~uency in 2 4 !! increments.
A 17-bit phase accumulator lets you shift the phase in 2 17 increments.
This chip also has circuitry that lets you modulate the sine wave outputs. AM, FM.
FSK. PM. and BPSK can be implemented.

8-3 Power Amplifiers
The three basic types of power amplifiers used in transmitter!. are linear. class C. and
'witching.
Linear amplifiers provide an output signal that if. an identical, enl arged replica of
the input. Their output is directly proportional to their input. and they therefore faithfully reproduce an input. but at a higher power level. Most audio amplitiers are linear.
Linear RF amplifiers are used to increa!>e the power level of variable-amplitude RF signal\ such a'> low-level AM or SSB ;,ignals. Linear amplifier-. arc class A, AB. or B. The
clas<, of an amplifier indicate-. how it is biased.
Class A ampl(fiers are bia ...ed '>0 that they conduct continuously. The bias is set c,o
that the input varies the collector (or drain) current over a linear region of the transistor·.,
characteristics. Thuc; its output i' an amplified linear reproduction of the input. Usually
we '>ay that the class A amplifier conducts for 360° of an input sine wave.
Class B ampl(fiers an: biased at cutoff so that no collector current nows with zero
input. The transistor conducts on only one-hal f. or 180°. of the sine wave input. This means
that only one-half of the sine wave if. amplified. Normally. two class B amplifiers are connected in a push-pull arr.tngement ~o that both the positive and negative alternations of the
input arc amplified.
Cla.n AB linear amplijien are biased near cutoff with -.ome continuous collector
current now. They conduct for more than 180° but les-. than 360° of the input. The) too
are u-.cd primarily in push-pull amplifier'> and provide better linearity than class B amplilicn•. but with less efficiency.
Cia% A amplifiers arc linear but not very efficient. For that reason. they make poor
power amplifiers. As a result. they arc used primarily as !>mall-signal voltage amplifiers
or for low-power amplifications. The buffer amplifiers described previously are class A
amplifiers.
Class B amplifiers are more erticient than class A amplifiers. because current tlows for
only a portion of the input signal. and they make good power amplifiers. However. they
distort an input signal because they conduct for only one-half of the cycle. Therefore. special techniques are often U!>ed 10 eliminate or compensate for the di!>lortion. For example.
operating class B amplifiers in a pw.h-pull configumtion minimiiC'> the distortion.
Clws C amplifiers conduct for even Jess than one-half of the <.ine wave input cycle.
making them very efficient. The rc'>ulting highly distorted current pulse is used to ring
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Class A amplifier

Class B amplifier

Class AB amplifier

GOOD TO KNOW
Most audio amplifiers are linear
and are therefore class A or AB.

Class C amplifier
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Figure 8-2 1

A linear (class A} RF buffer amplifier.
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a tuned circuit to create a continuous sine wave output. Class C amplifiers cannot be
used to amplify varying-amplitude signals. They will clip off or otherwise distort an AM
or SSB signal. However, FM signals do not vary in amplitude and can therefore be amplified with more efficient nonlinear class C amplifiers. This type of amplifier also makes
a good frequency multiplier as harmonics are generated in the amplitication process.
Switching amplifiers act like on/off or digital switches. They effectively generate a
square wave output. Such a distorted output is undesirable; however, by using high-Q
tuned circuits in the output, the harmonics generated as part of the switching process can
be easily filtered out. The on/off switching action is highly efficient because cutTent flows
during only one-half of the input cycle, and when it does, the voltage drop across rhe
transistor is very low, resulting in low power dissipation. Switching amplifiers are designated class D. E, F, and S.

linear Amplifiers
Linear amplifiers are used primarily in AM and SSB u·ansmitters, and both low- and
high-power versions are used. Some examples follow.

Class A Buffers. A simple class A buffer amplifier is shown in Fig. 8-21. This type
of amplifier is used between tJ1e carrier oscillator and the final power amplifier to isolate the oscillator from the power amplifier load, which can change the oscillator frequency. [t also provides a modest power increase to provide the driving power required
by the final amplifier. Such circuits usually provide milliwatts of power and rarely more
than 1 W. The carrier oscillator signal is capacitively coupled to the input. The bias is
derived from R 1, R2 • and R.,. The emitter resistor R3 is bypassed to provide maximum
gain. The collector is tuned with a resonant LC circuit at the operating frequency. An
inductively coupled secondary loop transfers power to the next stage.
High-Power linear Amplifiers. A high-power class A linear amplifier is shown in
Fig. 8-22. A power MOSFET may also be used in this circuit with a few modifications.
Base bias is supplied by a constant-current circuit that is temperature-compensated. The RF
input from a 50-D source is connected to the base via an impedance-matching circuit made
up of C" C2 • and L 1. The output is matched to a 50-D load by the impedance-matching
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Figure 8-22

A high-power class A linear RF amplifier.
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networJ... made up of~. L3• C 3 • and C-t. When connected to a proper heat sink, Lhe tran~is
tor can generate up to 100 W of power up to about 200 MHt. The amplifier is designed
for a ~pccific frequency Lhat i'> '>Ct by the input and output tuned circuits. Class A amplifier' have a maximum efficiency of 50 percent. Thus only 50 percent of the de power is
converted to RF. with the remaining 50 percent being dissipated in the transistor. For 100-W
RF output, the transistor dissipates I 00 W. Efficiencies of less than 50 percent are typical.
Commonly available RF power transistors have an upper power limit of several hundred watts. To produce more power. two or more devices can be connected in parallel.
in a push-pull configuration. or in some combination. Power le,et-. of up to several thousand watts are possible with these arrangements.

Class B Push-Pull Amplifiers. A class B linear power amplifier u. ing push-pull
i., shown in Fig. 8-23. The RF dri' ing signal is applied to Q1 and Q2 through input tran~
former T 1• It provides impedance-matching and base drive signab to Q1 and Q2 that are
180° out of phase. An output transformer T2 couples the power to the antenna or load.
Bias is provided by Rt and D 1 •
For class B operation. Q1 and Q2 must be biased right at the cutoff point. The
emitter-base junction of a transistor will not conduct until about 0.6 to 0.8 V of forward
bias is applied because of the buill-in potential barrier. Thi'> effect cause!> the transistors to
be naturally biased beyond cutoff. not right at it. A fomard-bia.,ed silicon diode D 1 has
about 0.7 V across it. and this b u<,ed to put Qt and Q 2 right on the conduction threshold.
On the positive half-cycle of the RF input. the base of Qt i-. po~itive and the ba!>e
of Q 2 is negative. The Q2 i!> cut off. but Q1 conducts. linearly amplifying the positive
half-cycle. Collector current flows in the upper half of T2 • which induces an output voltage in the secondary. On the negative half-cycle of the RF input, the base of Q 1 is negative, so it is cut off. The base of Q2 is posit ive. so Q2 amplilies the negative half-cycle.
Current !lows in Q2 and the lower half of T 2• completing a full cycle. The power is split
between the two transistors.
The circuit in Fig. 8-23 is an untuned broadband circuit that can amplify signals over
a broad frequency range. typically from 2 to 30 MHz. A low-power AM or SSB signal
i., generated at the desired frequency and then applied to thi~ power amplifier before being
<,cnt to the antenna. With puo;h-pull circuits. power levels of up to I J.. W are possible.
Figure 8-24 shows another pu!-.h-pull RF power amplifier. It u~es two power
MOSFETs. can produce an output up to I kW over the 10- to 90-M H z range. and has
Radio Transmitters
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Figure 8-23

A push-pull class B power amplifier.
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Figure 8-24

A 1-kW push-pull RF power amplifier using MOSFETs.
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a 12-dB power gain. The RF input driving power must be 63 W to produce the full J-kW
output. Toroidal transformers T 1 and T2 are used at the input and output for impedance
matching. They provide broadband operation over the 10- to 90-MHz range without
tuning. The 20-nH chokes and 20-fl resistors form neutralization circuits that provide
out-of-phase feedback from output to input to prevent self-oscillation.
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Figure 8-25

Using the internal emitter-base threshold for class C biasing.
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Class C Amplifiers
The key circuit in mo~t AM and FM transmillers is the class C amplifier. The~c amplifiers
are u<;ed for power amplification in the form of drivers. frequency multipliers. and linal
amplifier~. Cia~~ C amplifier;, arc bia~ed. so they conduct for less than 180° of the input.
A cia~~ C amplifier typically ha'> a conduction angle of 90 to 15(t. Current flow~ through
it in ~hort pul~c~. and a re~onant tuned circuit is used for complete ~ignal amplification.

Biasing M e · hods Figure 8-25{a) show" one way of bia,ing a cia-,., C amplifier. The
ba<,e of the tran\iMor i.., .,imply connected to ground through a rcsi~tor. No external bia.,
voltage i., applied. An RF '>ignal to be amplified is applied directly to the ba.,c. The transiMor conduct<., on the positive half-cycles of the input wave and is cut otT on the negati"e half-cycles. Although thi<. <.ounds like a clasl. B configuration. that i., not the ca<.e.
Recall that the emittcr-ba'>c junction of a bipolar transistor hal> a forward voltage threshold of approximately 0.7 V. I n other words. the emitter-base junction doe' not reall}
conduct unti\ the ba~e il> more positive than the emitter by 0.7 V. Because of thi~. the
tran~istor has an inherent built-in reverse bias. When the input signal is applied. the
collector current docs not !low until the base is positive by 0.7 V. This is illustrtttcd in
Fig. 8-25(b). The rc~ult is that collector current flows through the transi!>tor in po:-.itive
pulses for les~ than the full 180° of the positive ac al ternation.
Radio Tran~mittcr~
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Figure 8-26

Methods of biasing a class C amplifier. (a) Signal bras. (b) External bias. (c) Self-bias.

(b)

(a)

c,

(C)

GOOD TO KNOW
The 0 of the tuned circuit in
class Camplifiers should be high
enough to attenuate the harmonics sufficiently. The tuned circuit
should also have sufficient bandwidth to pass the sidebands created by the modulation process.

Signal bias

Self-bias method
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I n many low-power driH'!r and multiplier 'tag.e~. no !>pecial bia<>ing provisions other
than the inherent emiuer-bu-.e JUnction voltage arc required. T he resistor between b<L'>e
and ground simply provide' a load for the driving circuit. In some cases. a narrower conduction angle than that pro\ided by the circuit in Fig.. 8-25(a) must be used. In such
calles. some form of bi m, mu'l be applied. A :..imple way of 'upply ing bias is with the
RC network shoVvn in Fig. X-26(a). Here the -;ignal to be amplified i s applied through
capacitor C 1• When the emitter-base junction conducts on the positive half-cycle, C 1
charges to the peak o f the applied voltage les:-. the forward drop across the emitter-base
junction. On the negative half-cycle of the input. the emitter-base junction is reversebiased. so the transistor does not conduct. During this time, however, capaciror C 1 discharges through R 1. producing a negative voltage across R1 which serves as a reverse
bias on the transistor. By properly udjusting the time constalll of R 1 and C 1. an average
de reverse-bias voltage can PC established. The applied voltage causes the transi stor to
conduct. but only on the peaJ..!-.. The higher the average de bias voltage. the narrower the
conduction angle and the ~horter the duration of the collector current pulses. This method
is referred to as signal him
Of course. negative b1a' can also be <., upplicd to a class C ampli fi er from a fixed de
supply voltage. as shov. n in Ftg H-26(/J). A fter the desired conduction angle is established. the value of the rc,·cr:-.c voltage can be determined and applied to the base through
the RFC. The incoming -;ignal 1<. then coupled to the ba~c. causing the transistor to conduct on only the peak!. of the po-.Jlive input alternation.... This is called external bias and
requires a separate negati\e de <.upply.
A nother biasi ng method 1" 'hown in Fig. 8-26(c). A.., in the circuit hown in Fig. 8-26(a).
the bias is deri ved from thl· -.ignal. Thi!> arrangement is known as the self-bias method.
When current fl ow<o in the transl'.. tor. a voltage i s developed across R 1. CapacitOr C 1
is charged and holds the 'oltagc constant. Thi ~ makes the emitter more positive than
the base, which has the -.ame effect as a negative voltage on the base. A strong input
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Figure 8-27

Class C amplifier operation.
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signal is required for proper operation. These ci rcuit~ al"o wort.. with an enhancement
mode M OSFET.

Tuned Output Ctrcuits. All cia~" C amplifier' h<l\'e ~ome form of tuned circuit
connected in the collector. as shown in Fig. 8-27. The primary purpose of thi~
tuned circuit i~ to form the complete ac '>ine wave output. \ parallel runed circuit rings.
or oscillates. at it'> rc'>onant frequenc) whenever it receive'> a de pulse. The pube charges
the capacitor, which, in turn. discharges into the inductor. The magnetic field in the
inductor increases and then collapses. inducing a voltage which then recharges the capacitor in the opposite direction. This exchange of energy between the inductor and the
capacitor. called the jlyll'heel effect. produces a damped '>Inc wave at the re-.onant frequency. If the re'>onant circuit receive.., a pulse of current e\ Cf) half-cycle. the voltage
across the tuned circuit is a constant-amplitude sine wa' e at the fi!'>Onant frequency. Even
though the current nows through the transistor in short pube'. the class C amplifier output is a cont inuou'> sine wave.
A nother way to look at the operation of a cia~'> C amplilier i'> to view the transistor as supplying a highly distorted pulse of power to the tuned circuit. According to
Fourier theory. this distorted signal contains a fundamental \llle \\.ave plus both odd and
e\en harmonics. The tuned circuit act~ a~ a bandpa~., filter to 'dect the fundamental sine
'WU\C comained in the di'>torted compo~ite '>ignal.
The tuned circuit in the collector is al!.o used to filter out unwanted harmonics. The
short pulses in a class C ampli fier arc made up of second. third, fourth, fifth, etc .. harmonics. In a high-power transmitter. signals are radiated at thc:-.e harmonic rrcquencies
a-, well ru. at the fundamental resonant frequency. Such harmonic radiation can cau"e outof-band interference. and the tuned circuit acts a!. a '>electl\ e filter to eliminate these
higher-order harmonics. If the Q of the lllned circuit is made h1gh enough. the harmonic!. will be adequately suppressed.
The Q of the tuned circuit in the class C amplifier should be 'elected so that it provides adequate aLtenuation of the harmonics but also ha~ :-.ufficient bandwidth to pa;,s the
sidebands produced by the modulation process. Remember that the bandwidth and Q of
a tuned circuit m·e related by the expre!>sion
BW - } ;

Q

Q

Tuned output circuit

= [,.

BW
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If the Q of the tuned circuit is too high. then the bandwidth will be very narrow and
some of the higher-frequency sideband'> will be eliminated. This cau!.es a form of frequency distortion called sideband clipping and may make ~ome \ignab unintelligible or
will at least limit the fidelity of reproduction.
One of the main rea!.Ons \\ hy <..:Ia.,., C amplifier\ are preferred for RF power
amplification over class A and clas'> B amplifier\ i!. their high efficienc). Remember.
efficiency is the ratio of the output power to the input power. If all the generated
power. the input power. i<; converted to output power. the efficiency is I00 percent.
Thb doesn't happen in the real world becau\e of lo'>ses. But in a clas!. C amplifier
more of the total power generated is applied to the load. Because the current tlow\
for les~ than 180° of the ac input cycle, the average current in the transistor is fairly
low; i.e., the power di:-sipated by the device is low. A class C amplifier function'>
almost as a transistor switch that i~ off for over 180° of the input cycle. The switch
conducts for approximately 90 to 150° of the input cycle. During the time that it conducts, its emiHer-to-collector resistance i!\ low. Even though the peak current may be
high. the total power dissipation is much less than that in class A and class B circuits. For this reason, more of the de power is converted to RF energy and passed on
to the load, usually an antenna. The efficiency of most class C amplifiers is in the 60
to 85 percent range.
The input power in a cla!.S C amplilicr i-, the average power consumed by the circuit.
which i~ simply the product of the supply voltage and the a\'erage collector currem. or

P,.,

=

"'<-c(/c)

For example. if the ~upply voltage i~ 13.5 V and the meragc de collector current is 0.7 A.
the input power is P,., = 13.5(0.7) = 9.45 W.
The output power i" the power actual!) tran~;miued to the load. The amount of power
depends upon the efticiency of the amplifier. The output power can be computed with
the familiar power expre!-.~ion

v2
P uul -

R,

where V is the RF output voltage at the collector or the ampli1ier and R~_ is the load
impedance. When a class C amplifier i!> set up and operating properly. the peak-to-peak
RF output voltage is 2 times the supply voltage. or 2Vc·c (see Fig. 8-27).
Frequency multiplier

GOOD TO KNOW
Although multipliers can be
constructed to increase the input
frequency by any integer up to
approximately 10, the best results
are obtained with multipliers of 2
and 3.
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Frequency Mult ipliers. Any class C amplilier is capable of performing frequency
mu ltiplication if the tuned circuit in the collector resonates at some integer multiple of
the input frequency. For example. a frequency doubler can be constructed by simply
connecting a parallel tuned circuit in the collector of a class C amplifier that resonates
at twice the input frequency. When the colkctor current pulse occurs. it excites or ring~
the tuned circuit at twice the input frequency. A current pulse tlow~ for every other cycle
of the input. A tripler circuit i!> con-;tructed in exactly the <,ame way. except that the tuned
circuit resonates at 3 times the input frequency. receiving one input pulse for every 3 cycles
of oscillation it produces (see Fig. 8-28).
Multipliers can be con~tructed to increa'>e the input frequency b) any integer factor
up to approximately I0. As the multiplication factor gets higher, the power output of the
multiplier decrea..-,es. For mo\t practical applications. the best result i~ obtained with multipliers of 2 and 3.
Another way to look at the operation of a clas\ C frequency multiplier is to
remember that the nonsinusoidal current pubc i~ rich in harmonics. Each time the pulse
occur!.. the second. third, fourth. fifth. and higher harmonics are generated. The purpo!.e
of the tuned circuit in the collector i., to act a'> a litter to !>elect the desired harmonic.
In many applications, a multiplication factor greater than that achievable with a single multiplier stage is required. In such cases. two or more multipliers are cascaded.
Figure 8-29 show5 two multiplier t.!xample!-<. In the tirst case, multiplier>. o\ '2 and 3 are
cascaded to produce an overall multiplication of 6. ln the second, three multipliers
ChapterR

Figure 8-28

The relationship between transistor current and tuned circuit voltage in a
frequency tripler.
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Figure 8-29

Frequency multiplication with class C amplifiers.
2 X 3- 6

3 MHZ

Class C amplifiers

2 X 3 X5

30

SMHz

provide an overall multiplication of 30. The total multiplication factor is the product of
the multiplication factors of the individual stages.

Neutralization
One problem that all RF amplificrl. have. both linear and clao;s C amplifiers. is selfoscillation. When some of t11c output voltage finds its way back to the input of the
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Parasitic oscillation

Neutralization

amplifier with the correct amplitude and phase, the amplifier oscillates, sometimes at
its tuned frequency and in some cases at a much higher frequency. When the circuit
osci llates at a higher frequency unrelated to the tuned frequency. the oscillation is
referred to as parasitic oscillation. In both cases, the osci llation is undesirable, and it
either prevents amplification from taking place or, in the case of parasitic oscillation.
reduces the power amplification and introduces distortion of the signal.
Self-oscillation at the tuned frequency in an amplifier is the result of positive
feedback that occurs because of the interelement capacitance of the amplifying dev ice, whether it is a bipolar transistor, FET, or vacuum tube. ln a bipolar transistor this
is the collector-to-base capacitance C,c as shown in Fig. 8-30(a). Transistor amplifiers
are biased so that the emitter-base junction is forward-biased and the base-collector
junction is reversed-biased. As discussed previously, a reversed-biased diode or transistor junction acts as a capacitor. This smaiJ capacitance permits output from the collector to be fed back to the base. Depending on the frequency of the signal. the value of
the capacitance. and the values of stray inductances and capacitances in the circuit, the
signal fed back may be in phase with the input signal and high enough in amplitude to
cause oscillation.
This interelement capacitance cannot be eliminated; therefore its effect must be compensated for, or neutralized. ln the neutralization process, another signal, equal in amplitude to the signal fed back through Cb,. and 180° out of phase with it, is fed back. The
result is that the two signals cancel.
Several methods of neutralization are shown in Fig. 8-30. In Fig. 8-30(a). a signal of equal and opposite phase is provided by the inductor Lw Capacitor C 1 is a highvalue capacitor used strictly for de blocking to prevent collector voltage from being
applied to the base. So that irs value can be set to make its reactance equal to the
reactance of C1,c at the osci llation frequency, L, is made adjustable. As a result, Cbc
and L, form a parallel resonant circuit that acts as a very high-value resistor at the
resonant frequency. The result is effective cancellation of the positive feedback. The
type of neutralization shown in Fig. 8-30(b) uses a tapped col lector coil and a neutralization capacitor C,.. The two equal halves of the collector inductance, the junction capacitance C,,., and C, form a bridge circuit [Fig. 8-30(c) j. When C" is adjusted
to be equal to C1,c. the bridge is balanced and no feedback signal V1 occurs. A
variation of this is shown in Fig. 8-30(d), where a center-tapped base input inductor
is used.
Parasitic oscillations are usually eliminated by connecting a low value of resistor in
the collector or base lead. A value of I0 to 22 fl is typical. Parasitic oscillations can also
be eliminated by putting one or more ferrite beads over the collector or base leads.
Another practice is to wind a small inductor on a resistor, creating a parallel RL circuit
which is then placed in the collector or base leads.

Switching Power Amplifiers
As stated previously, the primary problem with RF power amplifiers is their inefficiency
and high power dissipation. To generate RF power to transfer to the antenna, the amplifier must dissipate a considerable amount of power itself. For example. a class A power
amplifier using a transistor conducts continuously. It is a linear amplifier whose conduction varies as the signal changes. Because of the continuous conduction. the class A
amplifier generates a considerable amount of power that is not transferred to the load.
No more than 50 percent of the total power consumed by the amplifter can be transferred to the load. Because of the high-power dissipation, the output power of a class A
amplifier is generally limited. For that reason, class A amplifiers are normally used only
in low-power transmitter stages.
To produce greater power output, class B ampli liers are used. Each transistor conducts for 180° of the carrier signal. Two tra nsistors are used in a push-pull arrangement to form a complete carrier si ne wave. Since each transistor is conducting for
only 180° of any carrier cycle. the amount of power it dissipates is considerably less,
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Figure 8-30

Neutralization circuits. (o) Canceling the effect of Coc with an equivalent inductance Ln. (b) Neutralization using
a tapped collector co1l and a neutralization capacitor Cn. (c) Equivalent circuit of part b. (d) Neutralization
with a tapped input inductor.
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and cfliciencies of 70 to 75 percent are possible. Clas.., C power amplifier!-. are even
more efficient. since they conduct for less than 180° of the carrier signa l. relying on
the tuned circuit in the plate or collector to supply power to the load when they are
not conducting. With current rtowing for less than 180° of the cycle, Class C amplilicrs dis~ipate l ess power and can, therefore. transfer more power to the load. Efficicncic'> as high as about 85 percent can be achieved. and eta~~ C amplifiers are therefore the mo:-t widely used type in power amplifiers when the type of modulation
permits.
Another way to achie\'e high efficiencies in power amplilicrs is to use a switching
amplitier. A switching amplifier is a tran-;istor that is used a!-. a ~witch and is either conducting or nonconducting. Both bipolar transistors and enhancement mode MOSFETs
arc widely used in switching-amplifier applications. A bipolar transistor as a switch is
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Figure 8- 31

Basic configuration of a class 0 amplifier.
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GOOD TO KNOW
Class D, E, and Samplifiers were
originally developed for use in
high-power audio applications,
but they are now widely used in
radio transmitters.

either cut off or saturated. When it is cut off, no power is dissipated. When it is saturated, current flow is maximum. but the emitter-collector voltage is extremely low. usually less than I V. As a result, power dissipation is extremely low.
When enhancement mode MOSFETs are used. the transistor is either cut off or
turned on. In the cutoff state, no current flows. so no power is dissipated. When the transistor is conducting, its on resistance between source and drain is usually very lowagain, no more than several ohms and typically far less than I .n. As a result, power dissipation is extremely low even with high currents.
The use of switching power amplifiers permits efficiencies of over 90 percent. The
current variations in a switching power amplifier are square waves and thus harmonics
are generated. However. these are relatively easy to filter out by the use of tuned circuits
and filters between the power amplifier and the antenna.
The three basic types of switching power amplifiers, class D. class E, and class S,
were originally developed for high-power audio applications. But with the availability of
high-power. high-frequency switching transistors. they are now widely used in radio
transmitter design.

Class 0 Amplifiers. A class D amplifier uses a pair of transistors to produce a square
Class 0 amplifier

wave current in a tuned circuit. Figure 8-31 shows the basic configuration of a class D

amplijie1: Two switches are used to apply both positive and negative de voltages to a
load through the tuned circuit. When switch 5 I is closed, 52 is open; when s2 is closed.
S 1 is open . When S 1 is closed, a positive de voltage is applied to the load. When 5 2 is
closed, a negative de voltage is applied to the load. Thus the tuned circuit and load
receive an ac square wave at the input.
The series resonant circuit has a very high Q. [t is resonant at the carrier frequency.
Since the input waveform is a square wave. it consists of a fundamenta l sine wave and
odd harmonics. Because or the high Q of the tuned circuit, the odd harmonics are filtered out. leaving a fundamental sine wave across the load. With ideal switches, that is,
no leakage current in the off state and no on resistance when conducting, the theoretical efficiency is I 00 percent.
Figure 8-32 shows a class D amplifier implemented with enhancement mode MOSFETs.
The canier is applied to the MOSFET gates 180° out of phase by use of a transformer with
a center-tapped secondruy. When the input to the gate of Q1 is positive, the input to the gate
of Q2 is negative. Thus Q1 conducts and Q2 is cut off. On the next half-cycle of the input,
the gate to Q2 goes positive and the gate of Q 1 goes negative. The Q2 conducts, applying
a negative pulse to the tuned circuit. Recall that enhancement mode MOSFETs are normally nonconducting until a gate voltage higher than a specific threshold value is applied.
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Figure 8-3 2

A class D amplifier made wtth enhancement mode MOSFETs.

Ca~
In~

at which time the MOSFET conducts. The on resistance is very low. In practice. efficiencies of up to 90 percent can be achieved by using a circuit like that in Fig. 8-32.

Class E and F Amplifiers. In class E amplifiers, only a single transistor is used.
Both bipolar and MOSFETs can be u-;ed, although the MOSFET is preferred because of
iL'> low drive requirements. Figure 8-33 shows a typical class E RF amplifier. The carrier.
which may initially be a sine wave, is applied to a shaping circuit which effectively convens it to a square wave. The carrier is usually frequency-modulated. The square wave
carrier signal is then applied to the base of the class E bipolar power amplifier. The Q 1
switches off and on at the carrier rate. The signal at the collector is a square wave which
is applied to a low-pass filter and tuned impedance-matching circuit made up of c,. c2.
and L 1• The odd harmonics are filtered out, leaving a fundamental sine wave which is
applied to the antenna. A high level of efficiency is achieved with this arrangement.
A class F amplifier is a variation of the class E amplifier. It contains an additional
resonant network in the collector or drain circuit. This circuit, a lumped LC or even a
tuned transmission Line at microwave frequencies. is resonant at the second or third
harmonic of the operating frequency. The result is a waveform at the collector (drain)
that more closely resembles a <.quare wave. The steeper waveform produces faster transistor switching and better efficiency.

Class S Amplifiers. Class S amplifiers, whkh use switching techniques but with a
scheme of pulse-width modulation, are found primarily in audio applications but have
al<;o been used in low- and medium-frequency RF amplifier)) such as those used in AM
broadcru.t transmitters. The low-level audio signal to be amplified is applied to a circuit

Figure 8-33

Class E amplifier

Class F amplifier

Class S amplifier

A class E RF amplifier.

Carrier

Rt (Antenna)
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called a pulse-width modulat01: A carrier signal at a frequency 5 to 10 times the highest audio frequency to be amplified is also applied to the pulse-width modulator. At the
output of the modulator is a series of constant-amplitude pulses whose pulse width or
duration varies with the audio signal amplitude. These signals are then applied to a
switching amplifier of the class D type. High power and efticiency are achieved because
of the switching action. A low-pass ftlter is connected to the output of the switching
amplifier to average and smooth the pulses back into the original audio signal waveform.
A capacitor or low-pass tiller across the speaker is usually sufficient. These amplifiers
are usually refen·ed to as class D amplifiers in audio applications. They are widely used
in battery-powered portable units where battery life and efficiency are paramount.

linear Broadband Power Amplifiers
The power amplifiers described so far in this chapter are narrowband amplifiers. They
provide high power output over a relatively small range of frequencies. The bandwidth
of the signal to be amplified is set by the modulation method and the frequencies of the
modulating signals. In so many applications. the total bandwidth is only a small percentage of the carrier frequency, making conventional LC resonant circuits practical.
Some of the untuned push-pull power amplifiers described earlier (Figs. 8-23 and 8-24)
do have a broader bandwidth up to several megahertz. However, some of the newer wireless systems now require much broader bandwidth. The best example is the code division multiple-access (COMA) cell phone standard to be discussed in a later chapter. The
COMA system uses a modulation/multiplexing technique called spread spectrum that
does, as its name implies, spread the signal out over a very wide frequency spectrum.
Signal bandwidths of 1 to 20 MHz are common. Such complex modulation schemes
require that the amplification be linear over a wide frequency range to ensure no amplitude, frequency, or phase distortion. Special amplification techniques have been developed to meet this need. Two common methods are discussed here.

Feedforward Amplifier. The concept behind a feedforward amplifier is that the distortion produced by the power amplifier is isolated and then subtracted from the amplitied
signal, producing a nearly distortion-free output signal. Figure 8-34 shows one comm011
implementation of this idea. The wide-bandwidth signal to be amplified is fed to a power
splitter that divides the signal into two equal-amplitude signals. A typical splitter may be
a transformerlike device or even a resistive network. It maintains the constant impedance,

Figure 8-34
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usually son. but typically also introduces some attenuation. One-half of the signal is then
amplified in a linear power amplifier similar to those broadband clao;s AB amplifiers discus.~cd earlier. A directional coupler is used next to tap off a small portion of the amplified ..,ignal which contain~ the original input information as well a~ harmonics resulting
from di!.lortion. A directional coupler is a simple device that picks up a small amount of
the signal by inductive coupling. It may be just a short copper line running adjacent to the
signal line on a printed-circuit board. At microwave frequencies. a directional coupler may
be a more complex de' icc with a coaxial structure. In any case, the sample of the amplified -,ignal i., al~o passed through a resistive attenuator to further reduce the .,ignal level.
The lower output of the '>ignal <.,plitter is sent to a delay line circuit. A delay line is a
low-pass filter or a section of transmission line such ru, coaxial cable that introduces a ..,pecific amount of dcla) to the '>ignal. It may be a few nanoseconds up to several microseconds depending upon the frequency of operation and the type of power amplifier used. The
delay is u~ed to match the delay encountered by the upper input signal in the power amplifier. This delayed signal is then fed to a signal combiner along with the aucnuatcd signal
sample from the amplifier output. Amplitude and phase controls are usually provided in
both signal paths to ensure that they are of the same amplitude and phase. The combiner
may be resistive or a trunsformerlike device. In either case. it effectively subtracts the original signal from the amplified signal, leaving only tl1e harmonic distortion.
The harmonic distortion is now amplified by another power amplifier with a power
level equal to thm of the upper signal power amplifier. The upper amplifier signal i.., passed
through the directional coupler and into a delay line that compensates for the delay introduced by the lower error signal amplifier. Again. amplitude and phase control<, arc usually provided to adju\t the power levels of the upper and lower -.ignal levels c;o they arc
equal. Final!). the error signal i.., now subtracted from the amplified combined signal in
a signal coupler or combiner. Thi-. coupler. like the input splitter. i'> typical!) a transformer.
The resulting output i-. the original amplified signal less the di~tortion.
Amplifier-. like thi'> are available witJ1 power levels of a few watt\ to over ..,c,cral
hundred watt'>. The system i'> not perfect as the signal cancellations or ~ubtraction~ are
not precise bccau<.,c of amplitude and phase mismatches. Distortion in the lower power
amplifier abo contributes to overall output. Yet with close adjuMments. thc~c differences
can be minimited. thereby greatly improving the linearity of the amplilicr over other
types. The system is aho ineflicicnt because two power amplifier~ arc required. But the
tradeoff i!> wide bandwidth and very low distortion.

Adaptive Predistortion Amplification. This method of amplilicntion uses a
digital signal processing (OSP) technique to predistort the signal in such a way that
when ampli lied the ampli licr distortion will offset the pred istortion characteristics,
leaving a distortion-free output signal. The amplified output signal is continuously
monitored and used as feedback to the OSP so that the predistorion calculations can
be changed on the fly to provide an inverse predistortion that perfectly matche). the
amplifier's di~tortion.
Refer to Figure 8-35 that shows a represemative system. The digititcd information
signal. usually voice. in c;erial format is fed to a digital correction algorithm in a OSP.
Inside the OSP arc computing algorithms that feed corrective logic signals to the digital
correction algorithm to modif) the signal in such a way as to be an inverse match to the
di<.tortion produced by the power amplifier.
Once the corrective action has been taken on the baseband digital .,ignal. it i'> \ent
to a modulator that produces the signal to be transmitted. The modulation is handled by
the OSP chip ihelf rather than a separate modulator circuit. This modulated 'ignal is
then fed to a digital-to-analog converter (OAC) where it produces the desired analog signal to be transmitted.
Next. the OAC output is sent to a mixer along with a sine wave signal from an oscillator or frequency synthesizer. A mixer is similar to a low-level amplitude modulator or
analog multiplier. Its output consists of the sum and difference of the DAC and synthesizer
signals. ln this application. the sum signal is selected by a filter mak ing the mixer an
Radio Transmitter~
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Figu re 8-35

Concept of adaptive predistortion amplification.
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upconverter. The synthesizer frequency is chosen so that the mixer output is at the desired
operating frequency. Any modulation present is also contained on the mixer output.
The predistorted signal is then amplified in a highly linear class AB power amplifier (PA) and fed to the output antenna. Note in Fig. 8-35 that the output signal is sampled in a directiona l coupler, amplified, and sent to another mixer used as a down
converter. The synthesizer also provides the second input to this mixer. The difference
frequency is selected by a fi lter. and the result is sent to an analog-to-digital converter
(ADC). The digital output of the ADC represents the amplified signal plus any distortion produced by the PA. The DSP uses this digital input to modify its algorithm to properly correct for the actual disto11ion. The signal is then modified by the digital correction
algorithm in such a way that most of the distortion is canceled.
While the adaptive-pred istottion method of broadband amplification is complex, it
provides nearly distortion-free output. Only a single power amplifier is needed, making
it more efficient than the feedforward method. Several semiconductor manufacturers
make the predistortion circuits needed to make this work.

8-4 Impedance-Matching Networks

Impedance-matching network

Matching networks that connect one stage to another are very important parts of any
transmitter. In a typical transmitter, the oscillator generates the basic carrier signal,
which is then amplified, usually by multiple stages, before it reaches the antenna. Since
the idea is to increase the power of the signal, the interstage coupling circuits must
permit an efficient transfer of power from one stage to the next. Finally, some means
must be provided to connect the final amplifier stage to the antenna, again for the purpose of transferring the maximum possible amount of power. The circuits used to connect one stage to another are known as impedance-matching networks. In most cases,
they are LC circuits. transformers, or some combination. The bas ic function of a
matching network is to provide for an optimum transfer of power through impedancematching techniques. Matching networks also provide filtering and selectivity. Transmitters ru·e designed to operate on a single frequency or selectable narrow ranges of
frequencies. The various amplifier stages in the transmitter must confine the RF generated to these frequencies. In class C. D, and E amplifiers. a considerable number of
high-amplitude harmonics are generated. These must be el iminated to prevent spurious
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Figure 8-36
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radiation from the transmitter. The impedance-matching networks used for intcrstage
coupling accomplish this.
The ba&ic problem of coupling is illustrated in Fig. 8-36(a). The driving stage appears
as a signal &ourcc with an internal impedance of Z;. The stage being driven represents a
load to the generator with its internal resistance of Z1• Ideally, Z; and Z1 are resistive. Recall
that maximum power transfer in de circuits takes place when Z; equab 21• Thb ba~ic relationship is essentially tnre also in RF circuits. but it is a much more complex relationship. In RF circuit'>. Z, and Z1 are seldom purely resistive and. in fact, usually include a
reactive component of some type. Funher, it is not always necessary to transfer maximum
power from one stage to the next. The goal is to transfer a sufficient amount of power to
the next o;tage '>0 that it can pro\' ide the maximum output of \\ hich it is capable.
In most ca<,es, the two impedance'> in\'olved are con'>iderably different from each
other. and therefore a vef) inefficient transfer of power takes place. To overcome this
problem. an impedance-matching network is introduced between the two, as illu<,trated
in Fig. 8-36(b). There are three bao;ic types of LC impedance-matching networks: the
L network. the T network, and the 7T network.

Networks
L networks consist of an inductor and a capacitor connected in various L-shaped configurations. as shown in Fig. 8-37. The circuits in Fig. 8-37(a) and (b) arc low-pa!>s filters: those in Fig. 8-37(c) and (d) arc high-pass filters. Typically. low-pass networks are
prefe1Ted so that harmonic frequencies are filtered out.
The L-matching network is designed so that the load impedance is matched to the
source impedance. For example, the network in Fig. 8-37(a) cause!-. the load resbtance
to appear larger than it actually is. The load resistance ZL appears in seric~ with the inductor of the L network. The inductor and the capacitor are chosen to resonate at the
transmjtter frequency. When the circuit is at resonance. XL equab Xc. To the generator
impedance Z,. the complete circuit appears as a parallel resonant circuit. At re!'-.onance.
the impedance represented by the circuit is \'ery high. The actual value of the impedance
depends upon the L and C values and the Q of the circuit. The higher the Q, the higher
the impedance. The Q in thi'> circuit is basically determjned by the \·aluc or the load
impedance. By proper '>election or the circuit values, the load impedance can be made
to appear as any desired value to the source impedance as long a<; Z, i., greater than 2~.By u-.ing the L network shown in Fig. 8-37(b). the impedance can be '>tepped down,
or made to appear much smaller than it actually is. With this arrangement. the capacitor
i., connected in parallel to the load impedance. The parallel combination or C and Z1 has
an equivalent ~erie'> RC combination. Both C and ZL appear as equivalent c,erie!> values
C eq and Z cq· The re!.ult is that the overall network appears as a series resonant circui t,
with Cc4 and L resonant. Recall that a series resonant circuit has a very low impedance
Radi o Transmiuers
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Figure 8-37

Four L-type impedance-matching networks. (o) Z1
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at resonance. The impedance is, in fact, the equivalent load impedance Zew which is
resistive.
The design equations for L network!> are given in Fig. 8-38. Assuming that the internal <;ource and load impedances arc re!>i'>tive. Z, = R, and ZL = R1.. The networl- in
Fig. 8-38(a) assume!> R1 < R;, and the network in Fig. 8-38(b) assume~ R; < R~..
Suppo~c we wi~h to match a 6-fl transistor amplifier impedance to a 50-fl antenna
load at 155 MHz. In this case. R; < R1 , so we use the formu las in Fig. 8-37(h).

x,. = vR,R~. - (Ri = V6(so) Q = ) RL- I
R;

Xc

a-;

-)506

(6)2

= V3oo - 36 = v264 = I6.2s n

I = 2.7

50{6)

RLR;

= -XL = -16.25 = 18.46 !1

To find the val ue~ of Land Cat I55 MHz. we rearrange the ba~ic reactance fonnula~
follows:
XL = 2TTfL

x,

16.25

L =- =
27Tf
6.28 X ISS X 106

= 16.7 nH

I

Xc

=

2TTfC
I

C

= 2TTfXc = 6.28

I

XIS_S_X_I_Ot..,.--X-l- 8-A-6

= 55 ·65 pF

In most cases, internal and stray reactances make the internal impedance and load
impednnccs complex. rather than purely resistive. Figure 8-39 shows an example using
the figure" given above. Here the internal resistance is 6 !1. but it includes an internal
inductance L, of 8 nH. There is a stray capacitance C1 of 8.65 pF across the load. The
way to deal with these reactances is ~imply to combine them with the L network values.
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Figure 8-38

The L network design equations.
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Figure 8-39

Incorporating internal and stray reactances into a matching network.
L network
r------------------------,
I

8.7 nH

47 pF

L------------------------J
£n the example above. the calculation calls for an inductance of 16.7 nH. Since the stray
inductance i1. in series with the L network inductance in Fig. 8-39. the values will add.
As a result. the L network inductance must be less than the computed value by an amount
equal to the 1.tray inductance of 8 nH. or L = 16.7 - 8 = 8.7 nH. lf the L network inductance i1. made to be 8.7 nH, the total circuit inductance will be correct when it add-, to
the -.tra) inductance.
A -.imilar thing occurs with capacitance. The circuit calculations above call for a total
of 55.65 pF. The L network capacitance and the stray capacitance add. for they are in parallel. Therefore. the L network capacitance can be less than the calculated value by the
amount of the stray capacitance. or C = 55.65 - 8.65 = 47 pF. Making the L network
capacitance 47 pF gives the towl correct capacitance when it adds to the stray capacitance.

T and

7T

Networks

When one is designing L networks. there is very little control over the Q of the circuit,
which is determined by the values of the internal and load impedances and may not
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-rr

network

T network

alway be what is needed to achieve the de ired . electivity. To overcome this problem.
matching networks using thrc::e reactive elements can be used. The three most widely
used impedance-matching networks containing three reactive components are illustrated
in Fig. 8-40. The network in Fig. 8-40(a) is known as a 7T network because its configuration resembles the Greek teller 7T. The circuit in Fig. 8-40(b) b known as a T network because the circuit clements resemble the lener T. The circuit in Fig. 8-40(c) ic;
also aT network. but it u~c~ two capacitors. Note that all are low-pas!> filters that provide

Figure 8-40

Three-element matching networks. (o) -rr network. (b) T network.
(c) Two-capacitor T network.
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Figure 8-41

Design equations for an LCC T network.
Des1gn Procedure:
1. Select a desired C1rcu1t 0
2 Calculate XL OR,
3 . Calculate Xc,

T network

r----- ---------,

4 Calculate Xc,

Xc,

R. (02 + 1)
0

)< - - - - - , : , - - -

Xc,
1 - ORL

5. Compute final L and C values:

XL
L - 2nf

I

L--------------

c - -12ntXc

maximum harmonic altcnuation. The 7T and T networks can be designed to either step
up or Mep down the impedance as required by the circuit. The capacitors arc usually
made variable so that the circuit can be tuned to resonance and adjusted for maximum
power output.
The most widely u~ed of these circuits is the T network of Fig. 8-40(c). Often called
an LCC network. it is used to match the low output impedance of a transi<,tor power
amplifier to the higher impedance of another amplifier or an antenna. The de-.ign procedure and formulas arc given in Fig. 8-41. Suppose once again that a 6-!l !'.Ourcc R, is
to be matched to a 50-!l load R1 at 155 MHz. As ume a Q of I0. (For cia..,., C operation. where many harmonic~ mu'it be attenuated. it has been determined in practice that
a Q of lO is the absolute minimum needed for satisfactory suppres\ion of the harmonic\.)
To configure the LCC network. the inductance is calculated fiN:

X1

= QR,

x,-

10(6)

= 600

XL
50
L =-=
= 51.4nH
2nf 6.28 X 155 X 106
Next, C:! is calculated:

{6(101) SO - I = 50(3.33) = 166.73 !l

Xc, = 50y
C~ =
~

I

21TfXc

=

6.28 X 155 X 10" X 166.73

= 6.16 X 10

11

-

6.16pF

Finally. C 1 is calculated

Xc, -

6( 101 + 1)
I
10 - - ,6-6-.7-3/-(I_O_X-50-)

c. = - - = - - - - - - -6 - 21T}Xc

6.28 X 155 X 10 X 91

= 60.6(1.5)

"" 91 !l

11.3 pF

Transformers and Baluns
One of the be!.t impedance-matching components is the transformer. Recall that ironcore transformers are widely used at lower frequencies to match one impcdant:e to
another. Any load impedance can be made to look like a desired load impedance by
selecting the correct value of the transformer rurns ratio. I n addition, transformer~ can
be connected in unique combinations called &a!uns to match impedances.
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Figure 8-42

Impedance matching with an iron-core transformer.
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Transformer Impedance Matching.

Refer to Fig. 8-42. The relationship between
the turns ratio and the input and output impedances is

:~ = (~:Y ~ = ~
That is, the ratio of the input impedance Z; to the load impedance ZL is equal to the
square of the ratio of the number of turns on the primary Np to the number of turns on
the secondary N5 . For example, to match a generator impedance of 6
to a 50-!l load
impedance, the tw-ns ratio should be as follows:

.n

Np =

{2; = j6

\)

2;_ \)SO

=

vo.T2 = 0.3464

GOOD TO KNOW

Ns

Although air-core transformers
are used widely at radio frequencies, they are less efficient than
iron-core transformers.

Ns = _ I _ = _1_ = 2.887
Np
Np/Ns
0.3464

Autotransformer

This means that there are 2.89 times as many turns on the secondary as on the primary.
The relationship given above holds true only on iron-core transformers. When aircore transformers are used, the coupling between primary and secondary windings is not
complete and therefore the impedance ratio is not as indicated. Although air-core transformers are widely used at Fs and can be used for impedance matching, they are less
efficient than iron-core transformers.
Ferrite (magnetic ceramic) and powdered iron can be used as core materials to provide close coupling at very high frequencies. Both the primary and the secondary windings are wound on a core of the chosen material.
The most widely used type of core for RF transformers is the toroid. A toroid is a circular, doughnut-shaped core. usually made of a special type of powdered iron. Copper wire
is wound on the toroid to create the primary and secondary windings. A typical an-angement is shown in Fig. 8-43. Single-winding tapped coils called autotransformers are also
used for impedance matching between RF stages. Figure 8-44 shows impedance step-down
and step-up arrangemenLo;. Toroids are commonly used in autotransformers.
Unlike air-core transformers, toroid transformers cause the magnetic field produced
by the primary to be completely contained within the core itself. This has two important
advantages. First, a toroid does not radiate RF energy. Air-core coils radiate because the
magnetic tield produced around the primary is not contained. Transmitter and receiver
circui ts using air-core coils are usually contained with magnetic shields to prevent them
from interfering with other circuits. The toroid. on the other hand, conlines all the
magnetic fields and does not require shields. Second, most of the magnetic field produced by the primary cuts the turns of the secondary winding. Thus the basic turns ratio,
input-output voltage, and impedance formulas for standard low-frequency transformers
apply to high-frequency toroid transformers.
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Toroid

Figure 8-43

A toroid transformer.
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Impedance matching in an autotransformer. (a) Step down. (b) Step up.
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Ln most new RF designs. toroid transformers are used for RF impedance matching
between stages. Further. the primary and secondary winding!> are sometimes used as
inductors in tuned circuit~. Alternatively. toroid inductors can be buil t. Powdered ironcore toroid inductor!> have an advantage over air-core inductors for RF applicat ions
because the high permeabi li ty of the core causes the inductance to be high. Recall that
whenever an iron core is insened inro a coi l of wire. the inductance increases dramatically. For RF application'\. this means that the desired values of inductance can be created by using fewer turnlt of wire. and thus the inductor itself can be :-.maller. Funher.
fewer turns have les., re~btancc. giving the coil a higher Q than that obtainable with aircore coib.
Powdered iron toroid-. are so effective that they have virtually replaced air-core coih
in most modern tran-.mittcr designs. They are available in -.ites from a fraction of an
inch to seventl inche'> in diameter. In most applications. a minimum number of turn" arc
required to create the desired inductance.
Figure 8--lS \hOW'> a toroid transformer T 1 used for intcrstage coupling between two
class C dri,er amplifiers. The primary of transformer T 1 is tuned to resonance by capacitor C 1. The capacitor is adjustable, so the exact frequency of operation can be \Ct. The
relatively high output impedance of the transistor is coupled with the low input impedance of the next class C <>tage by a step-down transformer that provide~ the desired
impedance-matching effects. U\ually. the secondary winding i~ only a few turn!> of wire
and i'> not rc!.onatcd. The circuit in Fig. 8-45 also shows a ~imilar transformer T2 used
for output coupling to the antenna.
Radio Tran!>mitters
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Figure 8-45

Using toroid transformers for coupling and impedance matching in class C
amplifier stages.
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Transmission Line Transformers and Baluns
Transmission line transformer

Balun

A 1ransmission line or broadband transformer is a tmique type of transfonner that is widely
used in power amplifiers for coupling between stages and impedance matching. Such a transfom1er is usually constructed by winding two parallel wires (or a twisted pair) on a toroid.
as shown in Fig. 8-46. The length of the winding is typically less than one-eighth wavelength at the lowest operating frequency. This type of transformer act<; as a I: I transfonner
at the lower frequencies but more as a transmission line at the highest operating frequency.
Transformers can be connected in unique ways to provide fixed impedance-matching
characteristics over a wide nmge of frequencies. One of the most widely used configurations
is shown in Fig. 8-47. With this configuration, a transf01mer is usually wound on a toroid.
and the numbers of primary and secondary turns are equal. giving the trru1sformer a l: I turns
ratio and a I : I impedru1ce-matching ratio. The dots indicate the phasing of the windings.
Note the unusual way in which the windi11gs are connected. A u·ru1sfom1er connected in this
way is generally known as a balun (from ba/aJlced-unbalanced) because such transformers
are normally used to connect a balanced source to ru1 unbalanced load or vice versa. ln the
circuit of Fig. 8-47(a), a balanced generator is connected to ru1 unbalanced (grounded) load.
ln Fig. 8-47(b), an unbalanced (grounded) generator is connected to a balru1ced load.
Figure 8-48 shows two ways in which a I: I turns ratio balun can be used for
impedance matching. With the arrangement shown in Fig. 8-47(a), an impedance step
up is obtained. A load impedance of 4 times the source impedance Zi provides a correct
match. The balun makes the load of 4Z; look like Z;. In Fig. 8-48(b), an impedance step
down is obtained. The balun makes the load ZL look like Z;/4.

Figu re 8-46

A transmission line transformer.

A
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Figure 8-47

Balun transformers used for connecting balanced and unbalanced loads or generators. (o) Balanced to unbalanced.
(b) Unbalanced to balanced.
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Many other balun conligurations. offering different impedance ratios. are possible.
Several common I: I balun~ can be interconnected for both 9: I and 16: I impedance transformation ratios. ln addition. balun\ can be cascaded so that the output of one appears
as the input to the other. and -.o on. Cascading baluns allow impedances to be stepped
up or stepped down b) wider ratio'>.
ote that the windings in a balun are not resonated with capacitors to a particular
frequency. The winding inductance~ are made such lhat the coil reactances are 4 or more
time~ that of the highest impedance being matched. Thi'> design allow~ the transfom1er
to provide the designated impedance marching over a tremendou~ range of frequencies.
This broadband characteristic of balun transformers allows designers to construct broadband
RF power amplifiers. Such amplilicrs provide a specific amount of power amplification over
a wide bandwidth and are thus pa11icularly useful in communication equipment that must
operate in more than one frequency range. Rather than have a separate transmitter for each
desired band, a single lransmiuer with no nming circuits can be used.
When conventional tuned amplitiers are used. l>Ome method of ~witching the correct
tuned circuit into the circuit mu-.t be provided. Such ~witching networks are complex
and expensive. Further. they introduce problems, particular!) at high frequencies. For
them to perform effectively. the !.witche~ must be located very close to the tuned circuit~
so that stray inductances and capacitances are not introduced by the switch and the interconnecting leads. One way to overcome the switching problem is to use a broadband an1plifier, which does not require switching or tuning. The broadband amplifier provides the
necessary amplification as well as impedance matching. However. broadband amplifiers do

Figure 8-48

Using a balun for impedance matching. (a) Impedance step up. (b) Impedance step down.
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Figure 8-49

A broadband class A linear power amplifier.
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not provide the filtering necessary to get rid of harmonics. One way to overcome this
problem is to generate the desired frequency at a lower power level. allowing tuned circuits to tilter out the harmonics, and then provide final power amplification with the
broadband circuit. The broadband power amplifier operates as a linear class A or class B
push-pull circuit so that the inherent harmonic content of the output is very low.
Figure 8-49 shows a typical broadband linear amplifier. Note that two 4: I balun transformers are cascaded at the input so that the low base input impedance is made to look
like an impedance 16 times higher than it is. The output uses a J :4 balun that steps up the
very low output impedance of the final amplifier to an impedance 4 times higher to equal
the antenna load impedance. In some transmitters. broadband amplifier~ are followed by
low-pass filters, which are used to eliminate undesirable harmonics in the output.

8-5 Typical Transmitter Circuits
Many transmitters used in recent equipment designs are a combination of ICs and discrete component ci rcuits. Here are two examples.

Low-Power FM Transmitter. The transmitter shown in Fig. 8-50 incorporates the
most up-to-date techniques. This low-power FM transmitter. which is designed to operate in the 30-MHz range. has an input power of about 3 W and a frequency deviation
of 5 kHz for narrowband operation. The c ircuit is made up of a Freescale MC2833
single-chip FM transmitter JC. a digital shaping circuit. and a pair of power MOSFETs
connected in parallel as a class E amplifier. An IC regulator provides a constant de supply voltage from a battery pack.
The heart of the circuit is the transmitter chip. A more detailed look at this
chip is given in Fig. 8-5 1. l1 is housed in a standard 16-pin DIP. and it contains a microphone amplifier with clipping diodes: an RF oscillator. which is usually crystal-controlled
with an external crystal: and a buffer ampl ifier. Frequency modulation is produced by a
variable reactance circuit connected to the oscillator. Also on the chip are two free transistors that can be connected with external components as buffer amplifiers or as multipliers and low-level power amplifiers. This chip is useful up to about 60 to 70 MHz, and
at higher ranges if external multipliers are used. The chip is widely used in cordless telephones, which operate in the 46- to 49-MHz band with FM.
As shown in Fig. 8-50, the signal starts with a microphone whose signal is sent to
the audio amplifier in the IC at pin 5 through C39. The gain of the amplifier is set with
resistor R 11 on pins 4 and 5. The output of the amplifier is connected to the reactance
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Figure 8-50

Schematic showing the modulator and tripler, class E amplifier, limiter, driver, and low-voltage regulator secttons of the E-Comm
transceiver. The key device is IC1, the FM transmitter chtp. (Courtesy Electronics Now. October 1992.}
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Freescale MC 2833 IC FM VHF transmitter chip.
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modulator via C:11; on pin 3. This circuit connect' to the oscillator whose frequency is
set by the extemal crystal bet ween pin... I and 16. A\\Ume a I0-M Hz crystal. The reactance modulator pulls the CJ)'stal frequency by a small amount during modulation to produce a frequency variation.
The output of the oscillator is buffered and amplilied and appears at pin 14 on the
lC. The buffer amplifier has a resonant circuit (L 1 and C8 ) in its output tuned to the third
harmonic of the crystal or 30 MHz. In addition to multiplying the carrier frequency, the
multiplier multiplies the frequency deviation by a factor of 3 to achieve the desired 5-kHz
deviation. The resulting FM signal is then applied to a linear amplifier made up of one
of the transistors in the IC (pins I I. 12, and 13 ). Its output is tuned by L 2 and C,~. Next.
the FM sine wave signal is applied to one gate of a high-!.pccd CMOS NAND-gate
Schmill trigger. IC 2_" shapes the sine wave into a square wave. Two additional CMOS
gates. IC 2 . b and IC 2.c are connected in parallel to provide a high-power square wave drive
l>ignal to the final amplifier.
The tina! power amplifier u<;c<; two MPF6660 RF power enhancement mode
MOSFETs connected in parallel as a cia-.-, E switching amplifier. Zener diode 0 4
provides protection from overloads cam.ed b) mbmatched antenna impedances. The 7r
network output made up of L.~. L1 • L 5• C 11 • C 2• and C 10 couples the signal to the
antenna. providing impedance matching and low-pa'>s tihering to eliminate the harmonic'>
associated with the square wave output. The input power is about 3 W. and the circuit
gives about 90 percent efficienc). \\hich mean'> that the output power is about
0.9 X 3 = 2.7 W. The antenna i~ a "rubber ducl-.y" vertical.
Finally. the unit is powered by a battery pad. that supplies 9.6 V to IC5. a MAX666
voltage regulator. The regulator give~ a conl>tant voltage of 8 V to the transmitter circuits despite the gradual dropping of the battery voltage during operation. The IC also
contains a component that senses when the baucry is too discharged for proper operation and turns on the LED.
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transmitter is part of a handheld unit with a matching receiver. Receiver circuits are covered in Chap 9.

Short-Range Wireless Transmitter
There are many '>hort-range wireless applications that require a transmitter to ~e nd data
or control 'iignal'-. to a nearby receiver. Some examples are the small tran'-.mitters in
remote keyles.\ ellll)' (RK£) devices used to open car doors. tire pressure !.ensor'-.. remotecontrol light'-. and ceiling fan\ in homes, garage door openers. and temperature sen~ors.
These unlicen.,ed transmitters use very low power and operate in the FCC's industrialscientific-medical (ISM) bands. These are frequencies set aside for unlicensed operation
as defined in Part 15 of the FCC rules and regulations. The most common frequencies
are 315. 433.92. 868 (Europe). and 9 15 MHz.
Figure 8-52 !.hows a typical transmitter IC. the Freescale MC33493/D. This CMOS
device is designed to operate anywhere in the 3 15- to 434-MHz and 868- to 928-MHt. ranges
with the frequency set by an external crystal. TL features OOK or FSK modulation and can
handle a serial data rate up to 10 kbps. Output power is adjustable with an external resistor.
The basic transmitter circuit is simply a phase-locked loop (PLL) used as a frequency
multiplier with un output power amplitier. The internal oscillator XCO uses an external crystal. The PLL multiplies an external crystal frequency by a factor of 32 or 64 to develop a
PLL YCO '>ignal at the desired operating frequency. For example. if the desired output frequency is 315 Milt. the crystal must have a frequency of 315/32 - 9.84375 MHt. For an
output of 433.92 Mi lL.. a 13.56-MHz crystal is needed. The XCO output is applied to the
phase detector along with the feedback signal from the frequency dividers driven by the
PLL YCO output. The divide-by-2 divider may be switched in when divide-by-<H i). needed.
The BAND input .,ignal selects the divide-by-2 divider or take'> it out. If the BAND signal
is low. the divide-by-2 circuit is bypassed and the overall PLL multiply factor i). 32. If BAND
is high. the di,idc-by-2 circuit i'> insened and the overall multiplication factor is 64. Using
a 13.56-MHt cry'>tal gives an output 867.84 MHz when the divide-by-64 factor is u.,ed.
The PLL YCO output drives a class C power amplifier. An external re:-.istor may be
inse11ed in the line between REXT and the de power source to lower the power to the
desired level. Maximum output with no external resistor is 5 dBm (3.1 mW). The de
supply voltage may be anything in the 1.9- to 3.6-V range usually supplied by a battery.

Figure 8-52
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Modulation is selected by the MODE pin. [f MODE is low. OOK modulation is
selected. The serial binary input at the DATA pin then goes to turn the class C PA de
power off and on, on for binary I and off for binary 0. If MODE is high, FSK is selected.
The DATA input line is then used to pull the crystal frequency between the two desired
shift frequencies. A 45-kHz shift is typical. Two external capacitors C 1 and C2 are used
to pull the crystal to the desired frequencies. Either serial or parallel pulling may be used
depending upon the type of crystal.
The PA output is fed to an external LC impedance-matching network as needed to
match the 50-..0. output to the selected antenna, as Fig. 8-52 shows. Usually the antenna
is a loop of copper on the printed-circuit board holding the transmitter lC.
One other feature of this chip is tJ1e data clock DATACLK output line. This output is
the crystal frequency divided by 64. For a 9.84375-MHz crystal, the DATACLK output is
153.8 kHz. With a 13.56-MHz crystal, the DATACLK output is 212 kHz. This clock can
be used with an external embedded microcont:roller to synchronize the data stream.
This transmitter chip is designed to be used with an external microcontroller. Tt gets
its BAND, MODE, and ENABLE signals from the microcontroller.

CHAPTER REVIEW
Summary
The starting point for all transmitters is carrier generation,
which is almost always accomplished by crystal oscillators.
To achieve the frequencies necessary in the VHF, UHF, and
even microwave ranges, transmitters use frequency multiplier
circuits.
Frequency synthesizers are variable-frequency generators using a phase-locked loop that provide the frequency
stability of a crystal oscillator and the convenience of
incremental tuning over a broad frequency range. The output of a frequency synthesizer is varied by using switching
techniques. The two major types of frequency synthesizers
are phase-locked loop (PLL) and direct digital synthesis
(DDS).
The three basic types of power amplifiers used in transmitters are linear (class A, AB, or B), class C, and switching
(class D, class E, class F, and class S). The class of an amplifier is determined by how it is biased. Class A amplifiers are
biased so that they conduct continuously, class B amplifiers
are biased at cutoff so no collector current flows with zero

input, and class C amplifiers conduct for less than one-half of
the sine wave input cycle.
Both linear and class C amplifiers face the problem of
self-osci llation , which is the result of positive feedback that
occurs because of the interelement capacitance of the amplifying device. The process of compensating for this effect is
called neutralization.
Switching amplifiers (classes D. E, and F) are more efficient than linear and class C amplifiers. This is so because
they dissipate li£tle or no power in their off and on states. Two
types of broadband linear amplifier are the feedforward and
adaptive predistortion amplifiers used in broadband services
such as cell phone base stations.
The circuits used to connect one transmitter stage to another, called impedance-matching networks, provide for an
optimum transfer of power as weU as filtering and selectivity
functions. The basic types of LC impedance-matching networks
are the L network, the T network. and the 7r network. Transformers and baluns are widely used for impedance matching.

Questions
1. What circuits are typically part of every radio transmitter?
2. Which type of transmitter does not use cla<;s C amplifiers?
3. For how many degrees of an input sine wave does a
class B amplifier conduct?
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4. What is the name given to the bias for a class C amplifier produced by an input RC network?
5. Why are crystal oscillators used instead of LC oscillators to set transmitter frequency?

6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

16.

17.
18.

19.

arne two ways to select cry!.tals with switche~. Which
is preferred at the higher frequencies?
How is the output frequenc) of a frequency of a PLL
synthesizer changed?
What are prescalers and why are they used in VHF and
UHF synthesizers?
What is the purpose of the loop lilter in a PLL?
What circuit in a direct digital synthesizer (DDS) actually generates the output waveform?
In a DDS. what is stored in ROM?
How is the output for frequency of a DDS changed?
What is the most efficient clac;.., of RF power amplifier'?
What is the approximate maximum power of typical
transistor RF power amplilier<;'?
What are parasitics and how are they eliminated in a
power amplifier?
What is the main reason that switching amplifiers arc
used?
What is the difference between a class D and a class E
amplifier?
What is a major disadvantage of a switching po\\er
amplifier?
Explain how a feedforward power amplifier reduce~
distortion.

20. In a predistortion power amplifier, what is the feedback
signal?
2 1. Maximum power transfer occur!. when what relationship exists between generator impedance Z; and load
impedance Z/?
22. What is a toroid and how is it used? What components
arc made from it?
23. What are the advantages of a toroid RF inductor?
24. In addition to impedance matching, what other important function do LC networks perform?
25. What is the name given to a single winding tran~
former?
26. What is the name given to an RF transformer with a I : I
turns ratio connected so that it provides a I: 4 or 4: I impedance matching? Give a common application.
27. Why are untuned RF transformers used in power amplifiers?
28. How is impedance matching handled in a broadband
linear RF amplifier?
29. What are the common impedance-matching ratios of
transmission line tran\formers used as baluns?
30. Why are 7T and T networks preferred over L network'?

Problems
I. An FM transmitter has an 8.6-MHt crystal carrier o:..cillator and frequency multiplier-. of 2. 3. and -t What

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

il> the output frequency? •
A crystal has a tolerance of 0.003 percent. What is the
tolerance in ppm?
A 25-MHz crystal has a tolerance of ±200 ppm. If the
frequency drifts upward to the maximum toleranc.:e,
what is the frequency of the crystal? •
A PLL frequency synthesi7er ha~ a reference frequency
of 25 kHz. The frequency divider is set to a factor of
345. What is the output frequency?
A PLL frequency synthesi7er has an output frequency
of 162.7 MHz. The reference is a I -MHz crystal o:..cillator followed by a divider of I 0. What is the main frequency divider ratio? •
A PLL frequency synthesit.er has an output frequency
of 4 70 MHz. A divide-by- I 0 prescaJer is used. The reference frequency is I 0 kHt.. What is the frequency srep
increment?
A PLL frequency synrhesiz.er hal> a variable-modulus
prescaler of M = 10/11 and divider ratios of the A and
N counters of 40 and 260. The reference frequency is
50 kHz. What are the VCO output frequency and the
minimum frequency step increment? •
In a DDS. the ROM contains 4096 storage location~
holding one cycle of sine wave values. What is the
pha!.e step increment?

9. A DDS synthesit-er has a 200-MHz clock and a con-

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.
15.

16.

stant value of 16. The ROM address register has 16 bit!>.
What is the output frequency?
A PLL multiplier tranl>mitter is to operate with a
9 I 5 MHz output. With a divide factor of 64, what value
of crystal is needed?
A class C amplifier has a supply voltage of 36 V and a
collector current of 2.5 A. Its efficiency is 80 percent.
What is the RF output power? •
Calculate the Land C values of an L network that is to
match a 9-0 transistor power amplifier to a 75-!1 antenna at 122 MH7.
Calculate what L network components will match a
4-.0 internal resistance in series with an internal inductance of9 nH to a 72-.0 load impedance in parallel
with a stray capacitance of 24 pF at a frequency of
46 MHz.
Design an LCC T network that will match 5-.0 internal
resistance to a 52-D. load at 54 MHz. Assume a Q of 12.
A transformer has 6 turns on the primary and 18 turns
on the secondary. If the generator (source) impedance
is 50 n. what should the load impedance be?
A transformer must match a 2500-D. generator to a
50-0 load. What mu<.,t the turns ratio be?
• All\ll'l'r.l

Radio Transmitters

to Selected Problems follow Chap. 22.
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Crit ical Thinking
l. Name the live main parts of a PLL frequency synthesizer. Draw the circuit from memory. From which circuit is the output taken?
2. Looking at a sine wave, describe how the ROM in a
DDS could use only one-fourth of the memory locations to store the sine look-up table.

3. Design an LCC network like that in Fig. 8-40 to match
a 5.5-!l transistor amplifier with an inductor of 7 nil to
an antenna with an impedance of 50 !l and a shunt capacitance of 22 pf.
4. To match a
amplifier impedance to a
antenna
load. what turns ratio NriNs must a transformer have?

6-n

Most crystal oscillators are packaged in metal cans like this one,
designed for surface mounting.
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Communication
Receivers
l

n radio communication systems, the transmitted signal is very weak when it reaches

the receiver, particu larly when it has traveled over a long distance. The signal, which
has shared the free-space transmission media with thousands of other radio signals,
has also picked up noise of various kinds. Radio receivers must provide the sensitivity and selectivity that permit full recovery of the anginal intelligence signal. The
radio receiver best suited to this task is known as the superheterodyne receiver.
Invented in the early 1900s, the superheterodyne is used today in most electronic
communication systems. This chapter reviews the basic principles of signal reception
and discusses various superheterodyne circuits including direct conversion.

Objectives
After completing this chapter, you will be able to:
List the benefits of a superheterodyne over a TRF receiver and identify the
function of each component of a superheterodyne, mcluding all selectivity
functions.
•

Express the relationship between the IF, local oscillator, and signal frequencies mathematically and calculate any one of them, given the other two.

•

Explain how the design of dual-conversion receivers allows them to
enhance selectivity and eliminate image problems.

• Describe the operation of the most common types of mixer circuits.
• Explain the architecture and operation of direct conversion and softwaredefined radios.
List the major types of external and internal noise and explain how each
interferes with signals both before and after they reach the receiver.
•

Calculate the noise factor, noise figure, and noise temperature of a receiver.

•

Describe the operation and purpose of the AGC circuit in a receiver.

•

Explain the operation of squelch circuits.

Superheterodyne

9-1 Basic Principles of
Signal Reproduction
A communication receiver must be able to identify and select a desired ~ignal from thousands of others present in the frequency spcctnun (selectivity) and to provide sufficient
amplification to recover the modulating signal (sensitivity). A receiver with good selectivity will isolate the desired signal in the RF 1>pcctrum and eliminate or at least greatly attenuate all other signals. A receiver with good ~ensitiviry involves high circuit gain.

Selectivity
Selectivity

Seleclil'ity in a receiver b obtained by u... ing tuned circuits and/or filters. The LC tuned
circuits provide initial selectivity: filters. which are u!>ed later in the process, provide
additional !>electivity.

Bandwidth

GOOD TO KNOW

a

If you know the and the resonant
frequency of a tuned circuit, you
can calculate the bandwidth by

using the equation BW = t,IO.

Q and Bandwidth. Initial selectivity in a receiver is normally obtained by using LC
tuned circuits. By carefully controlling the Q of the resonant circuit. you can l>et the
desired <>electivity. The optimum bandll'idth is wide enough to pas!> the signal and it'>
sidebands but also narrO\\ enough to climinare or greatly attenuate signals on adjacent
frequencies. As Fig. 9- 1 shows. the rate of attenuation or roll-off of an LC tuned circuit
is gradual. Adjacent signals will be attenuated. but in some cases not enough to completely eliminate interference. Increasing the Q will further narrow the bandwidth and
improve the steepness of attenuation. but narrowing the bandwidth in this way can be
taken only so far. At some point. the circuit bandwidth may become !>O narrow that it
starts to allenuate the sidebands, resulting in loss of information.
The ideal receiver selectivity curve would have perfectly vertical sides, as in
Fig. 9-2(a). Such a curve cannot be obtained with tuned circuits. Improved selectivity is
achieved by cascading tuned circuits or by using crystal. ceramic. or SAW filters. At
lower frequencies. digital signal proce~'>ing (DSP) can provide almost ideal respon~c
curves. All these methods arc used in communication receivers.

Figure 9 - 1

Selectivity curve of a tuned circuit

- 3 dB
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Figure 9-2

Receiver selectivity response curves. (a) Ideal response curve. (b) Practical response curve showing shape factor.
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Shape Factor. The 1-ides of a tuned circuit response curve are known a'> skirt.\. The
steepness of the '>kirt-.. or the skirt selectil•i(r, of a receiver i-. expres-,ed a'> the \hape
factOJ: the ratio of the 60-dB down bandwidth to the 6-dB down bandwidth. Thi'> i-. illu<,trated in Fig. 9-2(b). The bandwidth at the 60-dB down points b / 4 fl: the bandwidth
of the 6-dB down point1- i1- h - fl. Thus the shape factor i-; (/4 - f,)l(h - / 1) . A'>'>Ume.
for example. that the 60-dB bandwidth is 8 kHz and the 6-dB bandwidth is 3 kHt. The
shape factor is 8/3
2.67. or 2.67: I.
The lower the -.hape factor, the steeper the skirts and the better the selectivity. The ideal,
shown in Fig. 9-2(a), is I. Shape factors approaching l can be achieved with DSP filters.

Skirt selectivity
Shape factor

Sensitivity
A communication receiver's sensitivity, or ability to pick up weak signals. is mainly a function of overall gain. the factor by which an input signal is multiplied to produce the output
signal. In general. the higher the gain or a receiver. the better irs sensitivity. The greater gain
that a receiver has. the smaller the input signal necessary to produce a desired level of output. High gain in communication receivers is obtained by using multiple amplification stages.
Another factor that affects the sensitivity of a receiver is the signal-to-noi~e (S/N)
ratio (SNR). Noise is the !.mall random voltage variations from external sources and from
noise variation., generated within the receiver's circuits. This noise can sometimes be so
high (many microvollc;) that it masks or obliterates the desired '>ignal. Figure 9-3 shows
what a spectrum analyter display would show as it monitored two input -.ignal<> and the
background noise. The noi<>e is <>mall. but it has random voltage variations and frequency
component!. that are spread over a wide spectrum. The large '>ignal i'> well above the
noise and \O is easily recogni7ed. amplified. and demodulated. The '>maller signal is
barely larger than the noise and '>O may not be successfull) received.
One method of expressing the <>ensitivity of a receiver is to establish the minimum
discernible siwral (MDS). The MDS is the input signal le\el that is approximately equal
to the average intemally generated noise value. This noise value is called the noise floor
or the receiver. MDS is the amount of signal that would produce the same audio power
output as the noise floor signal. The MDS is usually expressed in dBm.
Another often used measure of receiver sensitivity is microvolts or decibels above
I JJ.V or decibels above I JJ.V and decibels above J mW (0 dBm).

Communication Receivers

Sensitivity
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Figure 9-3

Illustrating noise, MDS, and receiver sensitivity.
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1

P
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Now if a receiver has a stated sensitivity of I 0 f.l.Y. then expressing this in decibels yields
dB

= 20 log I 0 = 20 dB

The sensitivity above I mW then is
dBm

= 10 -

107

=-

87 dBm

An input sensiti vity of 0.5 f.l. V translates to a sensitivity of
dB = 20 log 0.5 = -6
dBm

Bit error rate (BER)

= -6-

107

=-

113dBm

There is no one fixed way to define sensitivity. For analog signals. the signal-tonoise ratio is the main consideration in analog signals. For digital signal transmission,
the bit error rare (BER) is the main consideration. BER is the number of errors made in
the transmission of many serial data bits. For example. one measure is that the sensitivity is such that the BER is 10- 10 or 1 bit error in every I 0 billion bits transmitted.
Several methods for stating and measuring sensitivity have been defined in various
communications standards depending upon the type of modulation used and other factors.
For example. the sensitivity of a high-frequency communication receiver is usually
expressed as the minimum amount of signal voltage input that will produce an output
signal that is l 0 dB higher than the receiver background noise. Some specifications stale
a 20-dB SIN ratio. A typical sensitivity figure might be 1-f..LV input. The lower this figUJ·e, the better the sensitivity. Good communication receivers typically have a sensitivity
of 0.2 to I f.l. Y. Consumer AM and FM receivers designed for receiving strong local stations have much lower sensitivity. Typical FM receivers have sensitivities of 5 to I0 fJ. V;
AM receivers can have sensitivities of I00 f.l.V or higher.

Basic Receiver Configuration
Figure 9-4 shows the simplest radio receiver: a crystal set consisting of a tuned circuit,
a diode (crystal) detector. and e~u·phones. The tuned circuit provides the selectivity, the
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Figure 9-4

The simplest receiver-a crystal set.

Secondary

diode and C2 serve a)> an AM demodulator. and the earphonc1> reproduce the recovered
audio signal.
The crystal receiver in Fig. 9-4 does not provide the kind of selectivity and sensitivity necessary f'or modern communication. Only the strongest -;ignals can produce an
output. and selectivity is often insurticient to separate incoming signals. The usc of carphones b al<>o inconvenient. However. a demodulator is the basic circuit in any receiver.
All other circuits in a receiver are designed to improve serl'-;itivity and selectivity. so that
the demodulator can perform better.

TRF Receivers
In the runed-radio frequency (TRFJ receil'er shown in Fig. 9-5 ~m.iti\ it) ha.-. been improved
by adding three \tage.., of RF amplification between the antenna and the detector. follO\\ed
by two '>tages of audio amplification. The RF amplifier stages incre~e the gain of the recei,ed
signal trcmendou.,ly before it io; applied to the detector. The reco,·ered signal i' amplified further by the audio amplifier<;, which provide sufficient gain to operate a loud~pcaker.
Another design improvement is that the RF amplifier<; li'>C multiple tuned circuit\.
Whenever resonant LC circuits tuned to the same frequency are cascaded. overall selectivity is improved. The greater the number of tuned stages cascaded. the nan·ower the bandwidth and the steeper the -.kirts, as shown in Fig. 9-6. A signal above or below the center
resonant frequency is attenuated by one lllned circuit. further attenuated by a second tuned
circuit, and still further by a third and fourth tuned circuit. The effect is to ~tecpcn the skirts.

Figure 9-5
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Figure 9-6

The effect of cascading tuned circuits on selectivity.

~Response of one tuned circuit

Four tuned circuits

The main problem with TRF receivers lies in tracking the tuned circuits. In a receiver.
the tuned circuits must be made variable so that they can be set to the frequency of the
desired signal. In early receivers. each tuned circuit bad a separate capacitor, and multiple
dials had to be adjusted to tune in a signal. The solution wa<> to gang the tuning capacitors
(Fig. 9-5) so that all would be changed simultaneously when the tuning knob was rotated.
Another problem with TRF receivers is that selectivity varies with frequency. As discussed, the bandwidth of a tuned circuit increases with its resonant frequency, since
BW = fr/Q. (Q tends to remain nearly constant because the effective coil resistance
increases slightly with frequency as a result of the skin effect.) Selectivity was good (narrow) at the low frequencies but poor (broader) at the higher frequencies. Not until the development of the superheterodyne receiver, or superhet, were these basic problems solved.
Although TRF receivers are no longer used in general communication applications,
they are still found in some simple, low-cost single-frequency designs.
Figure 9-7 shows an example of a single-chip UHF receiver using multiple untuned
RF amplifiers to obtain the desired gain and an external SAW filter. By operating on a
fixed frequency. the SAW filter can provide the desired selectivity without the problems
mentioned earl ier.

Figure 9-7

A single-IC UHF TRF receiver using a SAW filter.
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9-2 Superheterodyne Receivers
Superheterodyne receivers convert all incoming signals to a lower frequency. known as
the intermediate frequency ( IF), at which a single set of ampl ifiers is used to provide a

Intermediate frequency (IF)

fixed level of <;en!>itivity and selectivity. M ost of the gain and selectivity in a superheterodyne receiver are obtained in the IF amplifiers. The key circuit is the mixer, which
act'> as a !>imple amplitude modulator to produce sum and difference frequencies. The
incoming signal is mixed with a local oscillator '>ignal to produce this conversion.
Figure 9-8 show<; a general block diagram of a superhctrodyne receiver. In the following sections, the basic function of each circuit i s examined.

RF Amplifiers
The antenna picks up the weak radio signal and feed) it to the RF amplijiel: also called
a lo11'-noise amplifier (LNA). Because RF amplifier~ provide some initial gain and selectivity, they are sometimes referred to as preselectors. Tuned circuits help select the
desired signal or at least the frequency ran ge in which the signal resides. The wned circuits in fixed tuned receivers can be given a very high Q. so that excellent selectivity
can be obtained. However. in receivers that must tune over a broad frequency range.
<.,electivity is <;Omewhat more difficult to obtain. The tuned circuits must resonate over a
wide frequency range. Therefore. the Q, bandwidth. and selectivity of the amplilier
change with frequency.
In communication receivers that do not use an RF amplilier, the antenna is connected directly to a tuned circuit, at the input to the mixer. which provides the desired
initial selectivity. This configuration is practical in low-frequency applications where
extra gain is simply not needed. (Mo..,t of the receiver gain i'i in the IF an1plilier !-.ection.
and even if relatively strong signals arc to be received. additional RF gain is not necessary.) Further. omiuing the RF amplifier may reduce the noi"e contributed by such a circuit. In general, however, it is preferable to use an RF amplifier. RF amplifier!> improve
sensitivity. because of the extra gain; improve selectivity. bccau5.e of the added tuned circuits: and improve the S/ N ratio. Further, spurious signals arc more effectively rejected,
minimizing unwanted signal generation in the mixer.
RF amplifier<; al so minimize o!>cillator radiation. The local oscillator signal is relatively strong. and some of it can leak through and appear at the input to the mixer. lf
the mixer input i.., connected directly to the antenna. some of the local oscillatOr signal
radiates, pos:-ibly causing interference to other nearby receivers. The RF amplifier
between the mixer and the antenna isolates the two. !-.ignilicantly reducing any local
oscillator radiation.

Figure 9-8
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GOOD TO KNOW
The key circuit in superheterodyne receivers is the mixer,
which acts like a simple amplitude modulator to produce sum
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Block diagram of a superheterodyne receiver.
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Both bipolar and field-effect transistors. made with silicon. GaAs, or SiGe. can be
used as RF amplifiers. The selection is made based upon frequency. cost, integrated versus discrete, and desired noise performance.

Mixers and Local Oscillators
Mixer
Local oscillator

GOOD TO KNOW
MOSFETs and hot carrier diodes
are preferred as mixers because
of their low noise characteristics.

The output of the RF amplifier is appl ied to the input of the mixe1: The mixer also
receives an input from a local oscillator or frequency synthesizer. The mixer output is
the input signaL the local oscillator signal, and the sum and difference frequencies of
these signals. Usually a tuned circuit at the output of the mixer selects the difference frequency. or intermediate frequency (IF). The sum frequency may also be selected as the
IF in some applications. The mixer may be a diode. a balanced modulator, or a transistor. MOSFETs and hot carrier diodes are preferred as mixers because of their low-noise
characteristics.
The Local oscillator is made tunable so that its frequency can be adjusted over a relatively wide range. As the local-oscillator frequency is changed, the mixer translates a
wide range of input frequencies to the lF.

IF Amplifiers
The output of the mixer is an IF signal containing the same modulation that appeared
on the input RF signal. This signal is amplified by one or more lF amplifier stages. and
most of the receiver gain is obtained in these stages. Selective tuned c ircuits provide
tixed selectivity. Since the intermediate frequency is usually much lower than the input
signal frequency, IF amplifiers are easier to design and good selectivity is easier to obtain.
Crystal. ceramic, or SAW filters are used in most IF sections to obtain good selectivity.

Demodulators
Demodulator (or detector)

The highly amplified IF signal is finally applied to the demodulator, or detect01: which
recovers the original modulating information. The demodulator may be a diode detector
(for AM). a quadrature detector (for FM), or a product detector (for SSB). In modern
digital superheterodyne radios. the IF signal is first digitized by an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) and then sent to a digital signal processor (DSP) where the demodulation
is carried out by a programmed algorithm. The recovered signal in digital form is then
converted back to analog by a digital-to-analog converter (DAC). The output of the
demodulator or DAC is then usually fed to an audio amplifier with ufficient voltage and
power gain to operate a speaker. For nonvoice signab, the detector output may be sent
elsewhere. to a TV picture tube. e.g.. or a computer.

Automatic Gain Control

Automatic gain control (AGC)
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The output of a demodulator is usually the oliginal modulating signal, the amplitude of
which is directly proportional to the amplitude of the received signal. The recovered
signal, which is usually ac, is rectified and filtered into a de voltage by a circuit known
as the auto111atic gain control (AGC) circui t. This de voltage is fed back to the IF ampl ifiers. and sometimes the RF amplifier. to control receiver gain. AGC circuits help maintain a constant output voltage level over a wide range of RF input signal levels: they also
help the receiver to function over a wide range, so that strong s ignals do not produce
performance-degrading disto11ion. Virtually all superheterodyne receivers use some form
of AGC.
The amplitude of the RF signal at the antenna of a receiver can range from a fraction
of a microvolt to thousands of microvolts: th is wide signal range is known as the dynamic
range. Typically. receivers are designed with very high gain so that weak signals can be
reliably received. However, applying a very high-amplitude signal to a receiver causes
the circuits to be overdriven. producing distortion and reducing intelligibility.
Chapter 9

With AGC, the overall gain of the receiver is automatically adjusted depending on
the input signal level. The signal amplitude at the output of the detector is prop01tional
to the amplitude of the input signal; if it is very high. the AGC circuit produces a high
de output voltage, thereby reducing the gajn of the lF amplifiers. This reduction in gain
eliminates the distortion normally produced by a high-voltage input signal. When the
incoming signal is weak. the detector output is low. The output of the AGC is then a
smaller de voltage. This causes the gain of the IF amplifiers to remain high. providing
maximum amplification.

9-3 Frequency Conversion
As discussed in earlier chapters, frequency conversion is the process of translating a
modulated signal to a higher or lower frequency while retaining all the originally transmitted information. In radio receivers, high-frequency radio signal s are regul arly converted to a lower. intermediate frequency, where improved gain and selectivity can be
obtained. This is called down conl'ersion. In satellite communications. the origjnal signal is generated at a lower frequency and then converted to a higher frequency for
transmission. This is called up conversion.

Frequency conversion

Down conversion
Up conversion

Mixing Principles
Frequency conversion is a form of amplitude modulation carried out by a mixer circuit
or converter. The function performed by the mixer is caJled heterodyning.
Figure 9-9 is a schematic diagram of a mixer circuit. Mixers accept two inputs. The
signal j~. which is to be translated to another frequency. is applied to one input, and the
sine wave from a local oscillator .fc, is applied to the other input. The signal to be translated can be a simple sine wave or any complex modulated signal containing sidebands.
Like an amplitude modulator. a mixer essenti ally performs a mathematical multiplication of its two input signals according to the principles discussed in Chaps. 2 and 3. The
oscillator is the carrier. and the signal to be u·anslated is the modulating signal. The output contains not only the carrier signal but also sidebands formed when the local oscillator and input signal are mixed. The output of the mixer. therefore, consists of signals
f ,J, . ft, + f,. and ft,- f , or J, - ./;,.
The local osci llator signal ] ;, usually appears in the mixer output, as does the original input signal f, in some types of mixer circu its. These are not needed in the output
and are therefore filtered out. Either the sum or difference frequency in the output is the
desired signal. For example. to translate the input signal to a lower frequency, the lower
sideband or difference signal ft, - j, is chosen. The local oscillator frequency will be
chosen such that when the information signal is subtracted from it. a signal with the

Figure 9-9
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de~ircd lower frequency i'> obtained. When translating to a higher frequency. the upper

sideband or sum signal J,, + f, is chosen. Again. the local o~cillator frequency determine~ what the new higher frequency will be. A tuned circuit or filter is used at the output of the mixer to select the desired signal and reject all the other~.
For example. for an FM radio receiver to translate an FM signal at 107.1 MHttO an intermediate frequency of 10.7 MHt for amplification and detection. a local
O~>cillator frequency of 96.4 MHL is used. The mixer output ~ignals are f ,
107.1 MHL. /,, = 96.4 MHt, !,, + /, = 96.4 + 107.1 = 203.5 MHz, and f ,- J,,
107.1 - 96.-l = 10.7 MHt.. Then a filter selects the 10.7-MH7 ~ignal (the IF. or.fiF) and
rejects the others.
As another example. suppose a local oscillator frequency is needed that will produce
an IF of 70 MHz for a signal frequency of 880 MHz. Since the IF is the difference
between the input signal and local oscillator frequencies. there are two possibilitie'>:

=}~ + fw = 880 + 70 = 950 MH1.
} ;, = ./: - .ftF = 880 - 70 = 810 MHz

J,,

There are no set rules for deciding which of these to choose. However, at lower frequencies, say, those less than about 100 MHz. the local oscillator frequency is traditionally higher than the incoming signat"s frequency, and at higher frequencies. tho~e
above 100 M Hz. the local oscillator frequency is lower than the input c;ignal frequency.
Keep in mind that the mixing process take~ place on the whole c;pectrum of the input
signal, whether it contain~ only a single-frequency canier or multiple C:UTiers and many complex sideband~. In the above example, the 10.7-MHt output signal contains the original frequency modulation. The result is as if the can·icr frequency of the input signal is changed,
as arc all the sideband frequencies. The frequency conversion process makes it possible to
shift a !.ignal from one pm1 of the spectrum to another. as required by the application.

Mixer and Converter Circuits
Any diode or transistor can be used to create a mixer circuit, but most modern mixers are
sophisticated ICs. This section covers some of the more common and widely used types.

Diode mixer

Diode Mixers. The primary characteristic of mixer circuits is nonlinearity. Any device
or circuit whose output doc' not vary linearly '"'ith the input can be U\ed as a mixer. For
example, one of the moM widely used type~ of mixer is the ~imple but effective diode
modulator described in Chap. 3. Diode mixer.v like this are the mo~t common type found
in microwave applications.
A diode mixer circuit using n single diode is shown in Fig. 9-10. The input signal.
which comes from an RF amplifier or, in some receivers. directly from the antenna. is

Figure 9-10
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A simple diode mixer.

applied to the primary winding of transformer T 1. The signal is coupled to the secondary
winding and applied to the diode mixer. and the local oscillator '>ignal i-.. coupled to the
diode by way of capacitor C 1 • The input and local oscillator signal., arc linearly added
in this way and applied to the diode. which performs its nonlinear magic to produce the
sum and difference frcquencic,. The ourput signals. including both input~. arc dc,·eloped
acros'> the tuned circuit. '' hich act'> as a bandpass filter. selecting either the -..urn or difference frequency and eliminating the others.

Singly Balanced Mixers A popular mixer circuit u<;ing two diodes i-; the \ingly

Singly balanced mixer

balanced mixer illu\lratcd in Fig. 9-11. The input signal i-. applied to the primary of the
transformer. and the local o-.cillator is applied to the center tap of the 'econdary. The
output !ligna! is developed across an RFC and then applied to a bandpass filter or tuned
circuit that -..elects the sum or difference frequency. ln the single- or two-diode mixer,
the local osci llator signal is much larger than the input signal. and so the diodes arc
turned off and on as switches arc by the local oscillator signal.
In small-signal applications, germanium diodes, because or their relatively low turnon voltage, arc used in mixers. Silicon diodes also make excellent RF mixers. The best
diode mixers at VHF. UHF, and microwave frequencies are hot carrier or Schollky barrier
diodes.

Doubly Bal a nced Mixer. Balanced modulators are also widely used "" mixers.
These circuit., eliminate the carrier from the output. making the job of filtering
much ea<;icr. Any or the balanced modulators described pre,iou ... ly can be used in mixing application'>. Both the diode lattice balanced modulator and the integrated
differential amplifier-type balanced modulator arc quite effective in mixing applications. A ver~ion of the diode balanced modulator 1>hm' n in Fig. 4-25. !..nm"n a'> a
doubly balanced mixer and illuo.,trmed in Fig. 9- 12. is probabl) the o;inglc bc..,t mixer
available. especiall) for VHF. UHF. and microwa\e frequencie'>. The tran.,formcro; are
precision-wound and the diode-. matched in characteristic., ~o that a high degree of carrier or local o'>cillator <.,upprc.,.,ion occurs. In commercial product\ the local o<.cillator
auenuation i.., 50 to 60 dB or more.
FET Mixe rs FET'> make good mixer-; because they provide gain. have low noi..,c. and
oflcr a nearly perfect <.,quare-law response. An example is !>hown in Fig. 9- 13. The FET mixer
is bia!>Cd !>O that it operates in the nonlinear portion of its range. The input .,ignul is
applied to the gate. and the local oscillator signal is coupled to the source. Again. the
tuned circuit in the drain selects the difference frequency.

Figure 9-11
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Figure 9-12

A doubly balanced mixer very popular at high frequencies.
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GOOD TO KNOW
Any device or circuit whose output is not a linear variation with
the input can be used as a mixer.
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Another popular FET mixer. one v. ith a dual-gate MOSFET. is shown in Fig. 9-14.
Here the input signal is applied to one gate. and the local oscillator is coupled to the
other gate. Dual-gate MOSFET:-. pro1.ide 'uperior performance in mixing applications
because their drain current 10 is directl) proponional to the product of the two gate voltages. In receivers built for VHF. UHF. and microwave applications. junction FETs and
dual-gate MOSFETs are widely used as mixer-. becau-.e of their high gain and lO\\ noise.
Gallium arsenide FETs arc preferred 0\er '>ilicon FET., at the higher frequencies because
of their lower noise contribution and higher gain. IC mixers use MOSFETs.
One of the best reason!> for u-;ing a FET mixer i' that it!-. characteristic drain current
versus gate voltage curve i:-. a perfect ~quare- law function. (Recall that square-law formulas show how upper and lower ~idebands anti sum and difference frequencies are
produced.) With a perfect square-law mixer respon~e. only second-order harmonics are
generated in addition to the sum and difference frequencies. Other mixers. such as diodes

Chapter 9

figure 9-14

A dual-gate MOSFET mixer.
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and bipolar transistors. approximate a <>quare-law function: however. they are nonlinear.
~o that AM or heterodyning doe' occur. The nonlinearity i~ ~uch that higher-order products such as the third, fourth. fifth, and higher harmonics are generated. Most of these
can be elim inated by a bandpass li lter that selects out the difference or sum frequency
for the IF amplifier. However. the presence of higher-order product\ can cause unwanted
low-level !>ignals to appear in the receiver. These signals produce birdlik.e chirping sounds
k.no\.vn as birdies. which. de11pite their lov. amplitude. can interfere with low-level input
signal'> from the antenna or RF amplifier. FETs do not have thi' problem. and so FETs
arc the preferred mixer in most recehers. except for high-frequency applications. where
diode mixers are used.

IC Mixers. A typical IC mixer. the N£602 mixer. is shown in rig. 9-15(n). The NE602,
also known as a Gilbert transcondllcwnce cell, or Gilbert cell. consi~ts of a doubly balanced mixer circuit made up or two cross-connected differential amplifiers. Although
mo~t doubly balanced mixers are passive devices with diode~. as described earlier. the
NE602 uses bipolar transistor!>. Abo on the chip is an NPN transistor that can be connected as a stable oscillator circuit and a de voltage regulator. The device is housed in
an S-pin DIP. It operates from a .,ingle de power supply voltage of 4.5 to 8 V. The circuit can be used at frequencies up to 500 MHL.. making it u,cful in HF. VHF. and lowfrequency UHF applications. The O'>cillator. which operate~ up to about 200 MHL.. i~
internal!) connected to one input of the mixer. An extt:rnal LC tuned circuit or a crystal
i'> required to set the operating frequency.
Figure 9-l5(b) shows the circuit dctaib of the mixer it1>elf. Bipolar transistors Q1
uncJ Q 2 form a differential amplifier with current source Q 1• and Q~ and Q5 form another
differential amplifier with current source Q6 . Note that the inputs arc connected in parullcl. The collectors are cross-connected: i.e.. the collector of Q1 i1-. connected to the
collector of Q 4 instead of Q3 . a., would be the case for a parallel connection. and the
collector of Q2 is connected to the collector of Q3 . Thi~ connection results in a circuit
that is lik.c a balanced modulator in that the internal oscillator signal and the input signal
are -.uppre<>sed. leaving only the .,urn and difference signah in the outpu!. The output
ma) be balanced or ~inglc-ended. a<, required. A filter or lllncd circuit mu~t be connected
to the output to select the de5ired '>Urn or difference signal.
Commu nication Receiver"

Birdies

NE602 mixer (Gilbert cell)
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Figure 9- 15

NE602 IC mixer. (a) Block diagram and pinout. (b) Simplified schematic.
Top view
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A typical circuit using the NE602 IC mixer is shown in Fig. 9-16. Both R1 and C 1
are used for decoupling. and a resonant transformer T 1 couples the 72-MHz input signal
to the mixer. Capacitor C2 resonates with the transformer secondary at the input frequency,
and C3 is an at.: bypass connecting pin 2 to ground. External components C4 and L 1 form
a tuned circuit that sets the oscillator to 82 MHz. Capacitors C5 and C6 form a capacitive voltage divider that connects the on-chip NPN transistor as a Colpitts oscillator circuit.
Capacitor C7 is an ac coupl ing and blocking capacitor. The output is taken from pin 4 and
connected to a ceramic bandpass filter, which provides selectivity. The output, in this
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figure 9-16
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ca~e the difference ~ignal. or 82 - 72 = 10 MHz. appear~ aero~~ R2 • The balanced mixer
circuit suppre~~e1. the 82-MHz osci ll mor signal, and the sum signal of 154 M Hz is filtered out. The output IF signal plus any modulation that appeared on the input i~o, passed
to IF amplifiers for an additional boost in gain prior to demodulation.

age Reject Mixer. A special type of mixer i~ u~ed in designs in which images
cannot be tolerated. All superheterodyne receivers suffer from images (see Sec. 9-·1->. but
'>ome more than other<; because of the frequency of operation. chosen I F. and interfering
'>ignal frequency. When proper choice of IF and front-end selectivity cannot eliminate
the images. an image reject mixer can be used. It uses Gilbert cell mixers in a configuration like that used in a phasing-type SSB generator. Referring to Chap. 4 and Fig. 4-30.
you can c;ee how thi'> circuit can be u-,ed as a mixer. A balanced modulator io, also a
mixer. With thi~ technique. the desired '>ignal can be pas~ed. but the image will be canceled by the pha~ing technique. Such circuits are sensitin: to adjust, but they re ..ult in
'>uperior image performance in critical applications. This approach is widely u~ed in
modern UHF and microwave JC receivers like those in cell phones.

Image reject mixer

Local Oscillators and Frequency Synthesizers
The local oscillator signal for the mixer comes from either a conventional LC tuned oscillator such a-; a Colpitts or Clapp circuit or a frequency .,ynthe~i;er. The simpler continuously
tuned receivers usc an LC oscillator. Channelized receivers usc frequency synlhcsi;,ers.

I C Oscillators. A representative local oscillator for frequencies up to 100 M Hz is

LC oscillator

-,hown in Fig. 9- I 7. This type of circuit. which is sometime~ referred to as a \ariablefrequency oscillator. or VFO. use~ a JFET Q 1 connected a'> a Colpitts o~cillator. Feedbad. is developed by the voltage divider. which is made up of C5 and C6 . The frequency
i-, -,et by the parallel tuned circuit made up of L 1 in parallel with C 1• which i~ also in
parallel with the series combination of C2 and C3 . The osci llator is set to the center of
its desired operating range by a coarse adjustment of trimmer capacitor C 1• Coarse tuning can also be accomplished by mal-.ing L 1 variable. An adjustable slug-tuned ferrite
core moved in and out of L 1 can set the desired frequency range. The main tuning is
accomplished \\ ith variable capacitor C,. which is connected mechanically to .,ome kind
of dial mechani~m that ha<> been calibrated in frequene).
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Figure 9-17

A VFO for receiver local oscillator service.
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Main tuning can also be accomplished with varactors. For example, C3 in Fig. 9-17
can be replaced by a varactor. reverse-biased to make it act as a capacitor. Then a potentiometer applies a variable de bias to change the capacitance and thus the frequency.
The output of the osci llator is taken from across the RFC in the source lead of Q1
and applied to a direct-coupled emitter follower. The emitter fo llower buffers the output.
isolating the oscillator from load variations that can change its frequency. The emitterfollower buffer provides a low-impedance source to connect to the mixer circuit. which
often has a low input impedance. If frequency changes after a desired station is tuned
in. which can occur as a result of outside influences such as changes in temperature,
voltage, and load. the signal will drift otf and no longer be cemered in the passband of
the IF amplifier. One of the key features of local oscillators is their stability, i.e., their
ability to resist frequency changes. The emitter follower essentially eliminates the effects
of load changes. The zener diode gets its input from the power supply. which is regulated. providing a regulated de to the circuit and ensuring maximum stability of the
supply voltage to Q1•
Most drift comes from the LC circuit components themselves. Even inductors, which
are relatively stable. have slight positive temperature coefficients. and special capacitors
that change little with temperature are essential. Usually, negative temperature coefficient
(NPO) ceramic capacitors are selected to offset the positive temperature coefficient of
the inductor. Capacitors with a mica dielectric are also used.
Frequency synthesizer

Frequ ency Synt hesizers. Most new receiver designs incorporate frequency
synrhesi-:_ers for the local oscillator, which p rovides some important benefits over the

simple VFO designs. First. since the synthesizer is usually of the phase-locked loop
(PLL) design, the output is locked to a crystal oscillator reference. providing a high
degree of stability. Second. tun ing is accomplished by changing the frequency division
factor in the PLL. resulting in incremental rather than continuous frequency changes.
Most communication is channelized: i.e .. stations operate on assigned frequencies that
are a known frequency increment apart, and setting the PLL step frequency to the channel
spacing allows every channel in the desired spectrum lO be selected simply by changing
the frequency division factor.
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The former dbadvamages of frequency synthesizers-higher co~t and greater circuit
complexity- have been offset by the availability of low-co~t PLL synthesit.er IC'>. which
make local o-.cillator de~ign :-.imple and cheap. Most modern receivers. from AM/FM car
radio~. stereo~. and TV c;et~ to military receivers and commercial tran-.cciver-.. u-.e
frequency ~ynthe~i-..
The frequency <;ynthesi7er<> used in receiver'> are large!) identical to thm.e de-.cribcd
in Chap. 8. However. "orne additional techniques. such as the U'>e of a mi\er in the feed back loop. arc employed. The circuit in Fig. 9-18 is a traditional PLL configuration.
with the addition of a mixer connected between the VFO output and the frequency
divider. A cry'>tal reference oscillator provides one input to a pha<,e detector. which b
compared to the output of the frequency divider. Tuning Jl> accompli!>hed by adju:-.ting
the frequency divi~ion ratio by changing the binary number input to the divider circuit
Thi'> binary number can come from a :-witch, a counter. a ROM. or a microprm::es-.or.
The output of the phase detector i'> filtered by the loop Iiller into a de control voltage
to vary the frequency of the variable-frequency oscillator. which generate:-. the final output that i!> applied to the mixer in the receiver.
As stated previously. one of the disadvantages of very high-frequency PLL synthcsi7ers is that the VFO output frequency is often higher in frequency than the upper operating limit of the variable-modulus frequency divider ICs commonly available. One
approach to this problem is to usc a prescaler to reduce the VFO frequency before it is
applied to the variable-frequency divider. Another is to reduce the VFO output frequency
to a lower value within the range of the divider:- by down-converting it with a mixer, as
illustrated in Fig. 9-18. The VFO output is mixed with the signal from another cry'>tal
oscillator. and the difference frequency is selected. With ~orne UHF and microwme
receivers. it is nece:-.sar) to generate the local oscillator o;ignal at a lower frequency and
then u!-e a PLL frequency multiplier to increase the frequent:) to the de'>ired higher level.
The position of thi'> optional multiplier is shown by the dotted line in Fig. 9- 18.
As an example. ti'>'>Ume that a receiver must tune to 190.04 MHt and that the IF i.,
45 MHL The local o-.cillator frequency can be either 45 MHt lower or higher than the
input signal. U'>ing the lower frequency. we have 190.04 - 45
145.04 Milt. ow,
when the incoming 190.04-MHt signal i .. mixed with the 145.(~-M H t '>ignal to be generated by the .,ynthe~itcr in Fig. 9-18. its IF will be the difference frequency of
190.04 - 145.04 = 45 MHL

Figure 9-18

GOOD TO KNOW
Most modem receivers, including
stereos, car radios, and military
and commercial receivers, use
frequency synthesis.

A frequency synthesizer used as a receiver local oscillator.
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The output of the VFO in Fig. 9-18 b 145.04 MHz. hi~ mixed \\ith the signal from
a cry~tal oscillator who~e frequency is 137 MHt. The crystal oscillator. set to 34.25 M Ht.
is applied to a frequency multiplier that mu l tiplie~ by a factor of 4. The 145.04-MHz signal
from the VFO is mixed with the 137-MHt. ~ignal, and the sum and dil'lerence frequencie~
are generated. The difference frequency i:-. selected. for 145.~
137 = 8.04 MHt.. This
frequency is well within the range of programmable-modulus IC frequency divider\.
The frequency di\ider i:-. <,et to divide b) a factor of 268. and <.o the output of the
divider is 8,040.000/268 - 30.000 Hz. or 30 I...Ht. This signal i!. applied to the phaJ.e
detector. It is the same as the other input lO the phase detector. as it should be for a
locked condition. The reference input to the phase detector b derived from a 3-MHt
crystal oscill ator divided down to 30 kHz by a divide-by- ! 00 divider. This means that
the synthesi7er is stepped in 30-kHz increments.
Now. suppose that the di' ider factor i'> changed from 268 to 269 to tune the receiver.
To enc.,urc that the PLL \lay.., locked. the VFO output frequency mu-.t change. To achieve
30 kH7 at the output of the divider with a ratio of 269. the divider input has to be
269 X 30kHz= 8070 kHt. = ~W7 M Hz. Thi:-. 8.07-M Hz signal comes from the mixer.
whose inputs arc the VFO and the crystal osci llator. T he crystal oscillator input remain:-.
at 137 MH.t:. so the VFO frequency must be 137 M Hz higher than the 8.07-M Ht output of the mixer. or 137 + 8.07 = 145.07 MHt. This is the output of the VFO and local
oscillator of the receiver. With a fixed l F of 45 MHl. the receiver will now be tuned to
the IF plus the local O\cillator input. or 1~5.07 + 45 = 190.07 MHt.
Note that the change of the divider factor b) one increment. from 268 to 269.
changes the frequency by one 30-kHz increment, as desired. The addition of the mixer
to the circui t does not affect the step increment. which is still controlled by the frequency
of the reference input frequency.

9-4 Intermediate Frequency and Images

Image

The choice of IF is usually a design compromise. The primary objective is to obtain good
!.elcctivity. Narrowband selectivity is best obtained at lower frequencies. particularly
when conventional LC tuned circuits arc u~ed. Even active RC liltcrs can be used when
IF-. of 500 KHz or les!. arc U\Cd. There arc various design benelits of using a low IF. At
lo\\ frequencies. the circuit" are far more \table with high gain. At higher frequencic-..
circuit layouts must take into account <;tray inductances and capacitances, as well a~ the
need for shielding. if undesired feedback paths arc to be avoided. With very high circuit
gain. some of the signal can he fed back in phase and cause oscillation. Oscillation i~
not as much of a problem at lower frequencies. However. when low IFs are selected. a
different sort of problem b faced. panicularly if the signal to be received is very high
in frequency. This i~ the problem of images. An image is a potentially interfering RF
'>ignal that is spaced from the desired incoming <.,ignal by a frequency that is 2 time!. the
intermediate frequency above or below the incoming frequency, or

fi

GOOD TO KNOW
Crowding of the RF spectrum
tncreases the chance that a signal
on the image frequency will
cause image interference. To help
remedy this, high-0 tuned circuits
should be used ahead of the
mixer or RF amplifier.
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=.f, + 2/u:

and

f, = f.. -

~fw

= image frequency
;: = desired signal frequency
/ 11 = intem1ediate frequency

where};

This i' illustrated graphically in Fig. 9-19. Note that which of the images occurs depend'>
on whether the local oscillator frequency .fa is above or below the signal frequency.

Frequency Relationships and Images
A-, \tatcd previously. the mixer in a superhetod) ne receiver produces the sum and difference frequencie:-. of the incoming signal and the local oscillator 'ignal. ormally. the
difference frequency i~ -.elected as the IF. The frequency of the local o'>cillator is u\ually
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Figure 9-19

Relationship of the signal and image frequenctes.
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Image
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chosen to be higher in frequency than the incoming signul by the IF. However, the loca l
osc illator frequency could also be made lower than the incoming signal frequency by an
amount equa l to the IF. Either cho ice will produce the de).t red di fference frequency. For
the following example. ass ume that the local osci llator freque ncy is higher than the
incoming sig nal frequency.
Now. if an image <:ignal appean, at the input of the mi\cr. the mixer will. of course.
produce the ~um and difference freque ncies regardless of the inputs. Therefore, the mixer
output will again be the difference frequency at the IF value. Ass ume. e.g., a desired sig nal
frequency of90 MH1 and a local oscillator frequency o f 100 MH1.. The IF is the d ifference
100 - 90 = JO MH;. The image frequency is Ji = J: t !.jj1 =90+2( 10) - 90+
20 = 110 MHL.
If an unde~ ired signal. the image. appears at the mixer input. the output will be the
d ifference 11 0 - 100 = 10 MHz. T he IF amplifier will pa~., it. Now look at Fig. 9-20.
which sh ow~ the re lationshi ps between the ~igna l. locul mcillator. and image frequenc ies. The mixer produces the difference between the local o~ci ll ator freque ncy and the
desired signal frequency, or the diffe rence between the local oscillator frequency and the
image frequency. In both cases. the IF is I 0 MHz. Th i~ mean'> that a sig nal spaced from
the desired signal by 2 times the IF can al<>o be picked up by the receiver and converted
to the IF. Whe n thi'> occurs. the image '>ignal interfere~" ith the desired sig nal. In today·s
crowded RF ~pectrum , chances are high that there will be a ' ignal on the image freque ncy. and image interference can even make the de~ired ~ i gna l uninte lligib le. Superheterodyne desig n must, therefore. find a way to solve the image problem.

Figure 9-20

Signal, local oscillator, and image frequencies

111

GOOD TO KNOW
Noise is the static you hear in the
speaker when you tune any AM
or FM receiver to any position
between stations. It is also the
"snow" or "confetti" that is visible on a TV screen. Noise is not
the same as interference from
other information signals.

a superheterodyne.

Local
osc1llator
Desired
signal

!

Image

'·
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Solving the Image Problem
Image interference occurs only when the image signal is allowed to appear at the mixer
input. This is the reason for using high-Q tuned circuits ahead of the mixer, or a selective RF amplitier. If the selectivity of the RF amplifier and tuned circuits is good enough,
the image will be rejected. In a fixed LUned receiver designed for a specific frequency,
it is possible to optimize the receiver front end for the good selectivity necessary to eliminate images. But many receivers have broadband RF amplifiers that allow many frequencies within a specific band to pass. Other receivers must be made tunable over a
wide frequency range. In such cases, selectivity becomes a problem.
Assume, e.g., that a receiver is designed to pick up a signal at 25 MHz. The IF is
500 kHz, or 0.5 MHz. The local oscillator is adjusted to a frequency right above the
incoming signal by an amount equal to the fF, or 25 + 0.5 = 25.5 MHz. When the local
oscillator and signal frequencies are mixed, the difference is 0.5 MHz, as desired. The
image frequency is /; = fs + 2JiF = 25 + 2(0.5) = 26 MHz. An image frequency of
26 MHz will cause interference to the desired signal at 25 MHz unless it is rejected. The
signal, local oscillator, and image frequencies for this situation are shown in Fig. 9-21.
Now. assume that a tuned circuit ahead of the mixer has a Q of I 0. Given this and
the resonant frequency. the bandwidth of the resonant circuit can be calcu lated as
BW = frfQ = 25/10 = 2.5 MHz. The response curve for this tuned circuit is shown in
Fig. 9-21. As shown, the bandwidth of the resonant circuit is relatively wide. The bandwidth is centered on the signal frequency of 25 MHz. The upper cutoff frequency is
f2 = 26.25 MHz, the lower cutoff frequency is f 1 = 23.75 MHz. and the bandwidth is
BW = f2 - / 1 = 26.25 - 23.75 = 2.5 MHz. (Remember that the bandwidth is measured at the 3-dB down points on the tuned circuit response curve.)
The fact that the upper curoff frequency is higher than the image frequency,
26 MHz. means that the image frequency appears in the passband; it would thus
be passed relatively unattenuated by the tuned circuit, causing interference.
lt is clear how cascading tuned circuits and making them with higher Qs can
help solve the problem. For example. assume a Q of 20, instead of the previously
given value of I0. The bandwidth at the center frequency of 25 MHz is then
fsfQ = 25/20 = 1.25 MHz.
The resulting response curve is shown by the darker line in Fig. 9-21. The image is
now outside of the passband and is thus attenuated. Using a Q of 20 would not solve
the image problem completely, but still higher Qs would further narrow the bandwidth,
attenuating the image even more.

Figure 9- 21

A low IF compared to the signal frequency with low-0 tuned circuits causes images to pass and interfere.
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Higher Qs are, however. diflicult to achieve and often complicate the design of receivers
that mu<;t be tuned over a wide range of frequencies. The usual ..,olution to this problem is
to chooc;e a higher IF. Assume. e.g.. that an intermediate frequcnc) of 9 MHz is chosen (the
Q i-. <;till 10). Now the image frequency is fi = 25 + 2(9) = 43 MHz. A signal at a
43-MH7 frequency would interfere with the desired 25-MHt ~ignal if it were allowed to
pass into the mixer. But 43 MHz is well out of the tuned circuit bandpass: the relatively
low-Q selectivity of 10 is suflicient to adequately reject the image. Of course, choosing the
higher intermediate frequency causes some design difficultie'>. as indicated earlier.
To ~u mmarize, the IF is made a<, high as possible for effective elimination of the
image problem, yet low enough to prevent design problems. In most receivers the IF
varies in proportion to the frequencie'> that must be covered. At low frequencies, low value<; of IF are used. A value of 455 kHt is common for AM broadca<,t band receivers and
for other-. covering that general frequency range. At frequencie., up to about 30 MHz.
3385 kHt and 9 MHz are common IF frequencies. ln FM radios that receive 88 to
108 MHz. 10.7 MHz is a standard IF. In TV receivers. an lF in the 40- to 50-MHz range
is common. 'In the microwave region, radar receivers typically u<,c an IF in the 60-M Hz
range. and ~atellite communication equipment uses 70- and l40-MH7 IFs.

Dual-Conversion Receivers
Another way to obtain selectivity while eliminating the image problem is to use a dua/C0/1\'ersion superheterodyne receit•et: See Fig. 9-22. The receiver shown in the figure u~cs
two mixers and local oscillator\, and so it has two lFs. The lir<;t mixer converts the
incoming signal to a relatively high intermediate frequency for the purpo~e of eliminating the images: the second mixer convert'> that IF down to a much lower frequency. where
good selectivity is easier to obtain.
Figure 9-22 shows how the different frequencies are obtained. Each mixer produces
the difference frequency. The first local oscillator is variable and provides the tuning for
the receiver. The second local osci llator is tixed in frequency. Since it need convert only
one fixed IF to a lower IF, this local oscillator does not have to be tunable. In most cases.
its frequency is set by a quart.l cry'>tal. In some receivers, the fir..,t mixer is driven by the
fixed-frequency local oscillator. and tuning is done with the ..,econd local oscillator. Dualconvcrl>ion receivers are relatively common. Most short\\'a\C recei\erc; and many at VHF.
UHF. and microwave frequencie'> u'e dual conversion. For example. a CB receiver operating in the 27-MHz range typically uses a 10.7-MHz first IF and a 455-kHz second IF.
For some critical applications, triple-conversion receivers are u~cd to further minimize
the image problem, although their use is not common. A triple-conversion receiver uses
three mi xers and three different intermediate-frequency values.

Figure 9-22

GOOD TO KNOW
For a dual-conversion superheterodyne, if you have an input
value fs and the two local oscillator values fLo, and fLo2 , you can
determine what the two intermediate frequencies (IFs) are. First,
determine the difference between the input and the first local
oscillator: fs - fLO, = IF1 . Now
the IF1 value is the input for the
second mixer. To determine the
second intermediate frequency,
find the difference between the
first intermediate frequency and
the second local oscillator:
IF 1 - fL0 2 = IF2 •

Dual-conversion receiver
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Example 9-1
A superheterodyne receiver must cover the range from 220 to 224 MHz. The first IF
is 10.7 MHz; the second is 1.5 MHz. Find (a) the local oscillator tuning range, (b) the
frequency of the second local oscillator, and (c) the tirst IF image frequency range.
(Assume a local oscillator frequency higher than the input by the IF.)

a. 220 + 10.7
224

+

10.7

= 230.7 MHz

= 234.7 MHz

The tun ing range is 230.7 to 234.7 MHz

b. The second local oscillator frequency is 1.5 M Hz higher than the first IF.
10.7

+

1.5

= 12.2 MHz

c. The first IF image range is 241.4 to 245.4 MHz.
230.7
234.7

+
+

10.7

= 241.4 MHz

10.7

= 245.4 MHz

Direct Conversion Receivers
Direct conversion (DC) or zero-IF
(ZIF) receiver

A special version of the superheterodyne is known as the direct conversion (DC) or zeroIF (ZIF) receiver. Instead of translating the incoming signal to another (usually lower)
intermediate frequency. de receivers convert the incoming signal directly to baseband. In
other words. they perform the demodulation of the signal as part of the translation.
Figure 9-23 shows the basic Z lF receiver architecture. The low-noise amplifier
(LNA) boosts the signal level before the mixer. The local oscillator (LO) frequency,
usually from a PLL frequency synthesizer .fw, is set to the frequency of the incoming
signal L

.fw

= .fs

The sum and difference frequencies as a result of mixing are

fw- f s = 0

ko + !. = ~fi.o = ~~~
The difference frequency is zero. Without modulation, there is no output. With AM, the
sidebands mix with the LO to reproduce the original modulation baseband signal. In this

f igure 9-23

A direct-conversion (zero-IF) receiver.

LPF

LO
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Demodulated

~ baseband output

in'>tance. the mixer is also the demodulator. The sum i-. t\\ ice the LO frequenc) that is
removed by the low-pa~s filter (LPF).
A~sume a carrier of 21 MHz and a voice modulation !ligna! from 300 to 3000 Hz
and AM. The sidebands extend from 20.997.000 to 2 1.003.000 Hz. At the receiver, the
LO i~ ~et to 21 MHz. The mixer produce!>
21.000.000 - 20,997.000
21 ,003.000 - 21.000.000
21 .000.000 + 21.003.000
21.000.000 + 20,997.000

= 3000 H1
= 3000 HI
= 42.003.000 HI
= 41,997,000 Hz

A low-pass filter at the mixer output who~c cutoff frequency is set to 3 kH7 easi ly filters
out the 42-MH7 components.
The DC receiver has several key benefit~. First. no ...cparate IF filter is needed. Thi!>
i.., u~ually a crystal, ceramic. or SAW filter that is expensive and takes up 'aluable
printed-circuit board space in compact designs. An inexpem.ive RC, LC. or active lowpa'>' filler at the mixer output supplic!l the needed selectivity. Second. no separate detector circuit is needed. because demodulation is inherent in the technique. Third. in
tnln!.ceivers that u~c half duplex and in which the tran~mitter and receiver arc on the
-.ame frequency. only one PLL frequency synthe~izer voltage-controlled oscillator is
needed. All these benefits result in 'iimplicity and it~ attentlant lower cost. Fourth. there
i-. no image problem.
The disad,antage!. of this receiver arc subtle. In de~ign.., with no RF amplifier (LNA),
the LO signal can leak through the mixer to the antenna anti radiate. A LNA reduces
thi!-. likelihood. but even so. careful design is required to minimi1e the radiati on. Second.
an undesired de offset can develop in the output. Unles), all circuits are perfectly balanced, de offset can up~et bia~ arrangements in later circuit-. as well as cause circuit saturation that will prevent amplification and other operation!>. Finall}. the ZTF receiver can be
U'>Cd only with CW. AM. SSB. or DSB. It cannot recogni1c pha..e or frequenc) variations.
To use this type of receiver with FM, FSK. PM. or PSK. or any form of digital modulation. two mixers are required along with a quadrature LO arrangement. Such dclligns
are used in most cell phones and other wireless receivers.
Figure 9-24 shows a dtrect conversion receiver that is typical of those using digital
modulation. The incoming signal is sent to a SAW filter that provides some initial ~elec
tivity. The LNA prO\ ides amplification. The LNA output i' fed to two mixer:-. The local
o'>cillator (LO) '>ignal, usually from a '>ynthesiLcr. is fed directly to the upper mixer (<.,in 6)
and to a 90° phase -.hifter that. in turn. )>Upplies the lower mixer (cos G). Remember. the
LO frequency i~ equal to the incoming ~ignal frequency. The mixers provide baseband
~ignab at their outputs. The double LO frequency signal!-. resulting from mixing are

Figure 9-24

Direct conversion receivers save
circuit board space and do not
require a separate demodulator
circuit. However, in this circuit
the LO signal can sometimes
leak out through the mixer.

A direct conversion receiver for FM, FSK, PSK. and digital modulation.
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removed with the low-pass filters (LPFs). The two ba~eband signals are separated in
phase by 90". The upper signal i'> U\ually referred to a<; the in-phase I signal while the
lower signal is referred to as the quadrature Q <>ignal. (Quadrature means a 90° phac;e
difference.) The I and Q signals are then sent to analog-to-digital converters (ADCs)
where they are convened to binary signals. The binary c.,ignals are then sent to a digital
signal processor (DSP). The DSP comainc., a prestored subroutine that performs the
demodulation. This algorithm require-. the two quadrature signals in order to have enough
data to distinguish phase and frequency changes in the original signal resulting from
modulation. The output from the demodulation l-.ubroutine b fed to an external digitalto-analog convener (DAC) where the original modulating signal is reproduced. This 1-Q
direct conversion architecture is now one of the most common receiver architecrures used
in cell phones and wireless networl,.ing res.

Software-Defined Radio
Software-defined radio

A software-defined radio (SDR) is a receiver in which mo!.t of the functions are performed
by a digital signal processor. Figure 9-25 is a general block diagram of an SDR. While only
one mixer and ADC are shown, keep in mind that the I and Q architecture of Fig. 9-24 is
normally used. As in most receivers, a LNA provides initial amplification and a mixer downconverts the signal to an IF or to baseband in a DC receiver. The IF or baseband signal is
then digitized by an analog-to-digital (AID) converter. The binary words representing the IF
signal with its modulation are Morcd in RAM. A DSP chip then pe1forms addHional filtering. demodulation. and baseband operationc., (voice decoding. companding. etc.).
The fastest AID conveners available today can digitite at a rate of up to 300 MHz. To
meet the Nyquist requirement. this mean<> that the highest frequency that can be digitized
is less than 150 MHt. This is why the SDR mu<;t down-convert the incoming signal to an
tF of less than 150 MHz. Further. the DSP muo;t be fast enough to perform the DSP math
in real time. Although DSP chip~ can operate at clock rates up to I GHL, the time it takes
to execute even at these speed~ limit., the IF to a lower value. A practical value is in the 40to 90-MHz range. where the AID convener and the DSP can handle the computing chores.
An alternative is to use a dual-conver-.ion SDR. The firM mixer converts the signal
to an IF that is then fed to the AID converter. where it digitizes the data. The DSP chip
is then used to down-convert the .;ignal to an even lower IF. This mixing or down
converstion is done digitally. It is <>imilar to the process of aliasing, in which a lower
difference frequency is generated. From there the DSP performs the filtering and
demodulation duties.

Figure 9 - 2 5
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Program
algorithms
stored here

The filtering, demodulation, and other processes are, of course, defined by mathematical algorithms that are in turn programmed with a computer language. The resulting programs are stored in the DSP ROM.
SDR techniques have been known for many years, but only since the early to mid1990s have AID converter circuits and DSP chips become fast enough to perform the
desired operations at radio frequencies. SDRs have already been widely adopted in military receivers, cell phones, and cell phone base stations. As prices continue to drop and
as A/D converters become even faster, these methods will become even more widely used
in other communication equipment.
The benefits of SDRs are improved performance and flexibility. DSP filtering and
other processes are typically superior to equivalent analog techniques. Furthermore, the
receiver characteristics (type of modulation, selectivity, etc.) can be easily changed by
running a different program. SDRs can be changed by downloading or switching to a
new processing program that the DSP can execute. No hardware changes are required.
As AID converters and DSPs get faster, it is expected that more receiver functions
will become software-defined. The ultimate SDR is a LNA connected to an antenna and
whose output goes directly to a fast AID converter. All mixing, filtering, demodulation,
and other operations are performed in DSP software.

CoGNITIVE RADIO
Cognitive radio is the term describing an advanced form of SDR that is designed to help alleviate
the frequency spectrum shortage. While most of the usable frequency spectrum has already been

Cognitive radio

assigned by the various government regulating agencies, at any given time much of that spectrum goes unused, at least for part of the time. The question is, How can that spectrum be more
efficiently assigned and used? A good example is the frequency spectrum assigned to the UHF TV
stations. This spectrum in the 500- to 800-MHz range is essentially vacant except for the occasional UHF TV station. Few people watch UHF TV directly by radio. Instead, most watch by cable
TV which retransmits the UHF TV station on cable. This is a huge waste of precious spectrum
space, yet broadcasters are reluctant to give it up. The cell phone companies which are perpetually short of spectrum for new subscribers covet this unused but unattainable space.
A cognitive radio is designed to seek out unused spectrum space and then reconfigure itself
to receive and transmit on unused portions of the spectrum that it finds. Such radios are now
possible because of the availability of very agile and wide-ranging frequency synthesizers and
DSP techniques. The radio could easily change frequency as well as modulation/multiplexing
methods on the fly to establish communications. Look for future military and government service
radios to take advantage of these techniques.

9-5 Noise
Noise is an electronic signal that is a mixture of many random frequencies at many amplitudes that gets added to a radio or information signal as it is transmitted from one place
to another or as it is processed. Noise is not the same as interference from other information signals.
When you turn on any AM or FM receiver and tune it to some position between
stations, the hiss or static that you hear in the speaker is noise. Noise also shows up on
a black-and-white TV screen as snow or on a color screen as confetti. If the noise level
is high enough and/or the signal is weak enough, the noise can completely obliterate the
original signal. Noise that occurs in transmitting digital data causes bit errors and can
result in information being garbled or lost.
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The noise level in a system is proportional to temperature and bandwidth, and to the
amount of current flowing in a component, the gain of the circuit, and the resistance of
the circuit. Increasing any of these factors increases noise. Therefore, low noise is best
obtained by using low-gain circuits, low direct current, low resistance values, and narrow bandwidths. Keeping the temperature low can also help.
Noise is a problem in communication systems whenever the received signals are
very low in amplitude. When the transmission is over short distances or high-power transmitters are being used, noise is not usually a problem. But in most communication systems, weak signals are normal, and noise must be taken into account at the design stage.
It is in the receiver that noise is the most detrimental because the receiver must amplify
the weak signal and recover the information reliably.
Noise can be external to the receiver or originate within the receiver itself. Both
types are found in all receivers, and both affect the signal-to-noise ratio.

Signal-to-Noise Ratio
Signal-to-noise (SIN) ratio

The signal-to-noise (SIN) ratio, also designated SNR, indicates the relative strengths of
the signal and the noise in a communication system. The stronger the signal and the
weaker the noise, the higher the Sl N ratio. If the signal is weak and the noise is strong,
the SIN ratio will be low and reception will be unreliable. Communication equipment is
designed to produce the highest feasible Sl N ratio.
Signals can be expressed in terms of voltage or power. The SIN ratio is computed
by using either voltage or power values:

s
N

or

s

ps

N

p/1

where V., = signal voltage
V.n = noise voltage
P 5 = signal power
P11 = noise power
Assume, e.g., that the signal voltage is 1.2 J.LV and the noise is 0.3 J.L V. The SIN
ratio is 1.210.3 = 4. Most Sl N ratios are expressed in terms of power rather than voltage. For example, if the signal power is 5 J.L W and the power is 125 nW, the Sl N ratio
is 5 X 10- 6/1 25 X 10- 9 = 40.
The preceding Sl N values can be converted to decibels as follows :
For voltage: dB = 20 log
For power: dB = 10 log

s
N = 20 log 4 =

s=
N

20(0.602) = 12 dB

10 log 40 = 10(1.602) = 16 dB

However it is expressed, if the SIN ratio is less than l , the dB value will be negative and
the noise will be stronger than the signal.

External Noise
External noise

White noise
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External noise comes from sources over which we have little or no controlindustrial, atmospheric, or space. Regardless of its source, noise shows up as a random
ac voltage and can be seen on an oscilloscope. The amplitude varies over a wide range,
as does the frequency. One can say that noise in general contains all frequencies, varying randomly. This is generally known as white noise.
Atmospheric noise and space noise are a fact of life and simply cannot be eliminated.
Some industrial noise can be controlled at the source, but because there are so many sources
of this type of noise, there is no way to eliminate it. The key to reliable communjcation,
then, is simply to generate signals at a high enough power to overcome external noise. In
some cases, shielding sensitive circuits in metallic enclosures can aid in noise control.
Chapter 9

Industrial Noise. Industrial noise is produced by manufactured equipment, such as
automotive ignition systems, electric motors, and generators. Any electrical equipment
that causes high voltages or currents to be switched produces transients that create noise.
Noise pulses of large amplitude occur whenever a motor or other inductive device is
turned on or off. The resulting transients are extremely large in amplitude and rich in
random harmonics. Fluorescent and other forms of gas-filled lights are another common
source of industrial noise.
Atmospheric Noise. The electrical disturbances that occur naturally in the earth's
atmosphere are another source of noise. Atmospheric noise is often referred to as static.
Static usually comes from lightning, the electric discharges that occur between clouds or
between the earth and clouds. Huge static charges build up on the clouds, and when the
potential difference is great enough, an arc is created and electricity literally flows
through the air. Lightning is very much like the static charges that we experience during a dry spell in the winter. The voltages involved are, however, enormous, and these
transient electric signals of megawatt power generate harmonic energy that can travel
over extremely long distances.
Like industrial noise, atmospheric noise shows up primarily as amplitude variations
that add to a signal and interfere with it. Atmospheric noise has its greatest impact on
signals at frequencies below 30 MHz.
Extraterrestrial Noise. Extraterrestrial noise, solar and cosmic, comes from sources
in space. One of the primary sources of extraterrestrial noise is the sun, which radiates
a wide range of signals in a broad noise spectrum. The noise intensity produced by the
sun varies with time. In fact, the sun has a repeatable 11-year noise cycle. During the
peak of the cycle, the sun produces an awesome amount of noise that causes tremendous
radio signal interference and makes many frequencies unusable for communication. During other years, the noise is at a lower level.
Noise generated by stars outside our solar system is generally known as cosmic
noise. Although its level is not as great as that of noise produced by the sun, because of
the great distances between those stars and earth, it is nevertheless an important source
of noise that must be considered. It shows up primarily in the 10-MHz to
1.5-GHz range, but causes the greatest disruptions in the 15- to 150-MHz range.

Internal Noise
Electronic components in a receiver such as resistors, diodes, and transistors are major
sources of internal noise. Internal noise, although it is low level, is often great enough
to interfere with weak signals. The main sources of internal noise in a receiver are thermal noise, semiconductor noise, and intermodulation distortion. Since the sources of
internal noise are well known, there is some design control over this type of noise.

Thermal Noise. Most internal noise is caused by a phenomenon known as thermal
agitation, the random motion of free electrons in a conductor caused by heat. Increasing the temperature causes this atomic motion to increase. Since the components are
conductors, the movement of electrons constitutes a current flow that causes a small voltage to be produced across that component. Electrons traversing a conductor as current
flows experience fleeting impediments in their path as they encounter the thermally
agitated atoms. The apparent resistance of the conductor thus fluctuates, causing the thermally produced random voltage we call noise.
You can actually observe this noise by simply connecting a high-value (megohm)
resistor to a very high-gain oscilloscope. The motion of the electrons due to room
temperature in the resistor causes a voltage to appear across it. The voltage variation is
completely random and at a very low level. The noise developed across a resistor is proportional to the temperature to which it is exposed.
Communication Receivers

Industrial noise
Atmospheric noise
Static
Extraterrestrial noise

GOOD TO KNOW
Low noise is best obtained by
using low-gain circuits, low direct
current, low resistance values,
and narrow bandwidths. Keeping
temperature low can also help.

PIONEERS
OF ELECTRONICS
British physicist Lord Kelvin
(1824-1908) was born William
Thomson. He became Lord Kelvin
when he was knighted by Queen
Victoria for his scientific
achievements. Perhaps his bestknown accomplishment is the
development of the Kelvin
temperature scale. This scale
begins its measurement of
temperature at absolute zero. This
means that zero kelvins (0 K) is the
total absence of thermal energy.
The amount of temperature
measured by 1 K is equal to that
measured by 1 degree Celsius
(1 °C}. The difference between the
scales, however, is that absolute
zero is 0 K and - 273.15°C. One
of the uses of the Kelvin scale is
for the measurement of noise
temperature. Other contributions
of Lord Kelvin include the Kelvin
absolute electrometer and the
Kelvin balance. Lord Kelvin is also
known for his research relating to
the concept of an ideal gas which
can be used to approximate the
properties of real gases.
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Cosmic noise
Internal noise
Thermal noise
White (Johnson) noise

GOOD TO KNOW
White noise or Johnson noise
contains all frequencies and
amplitudes.

Thermal agitation is often referred to as white noise or Johnson noise, after J. B.
Johnson, who discovered it in 1928. Just as white light contains all other light
frequencies, white noise contains all frequencies randomly occurring at random amplitudes. A white noise signal therefore occupies, theoretically at least, infinite bandwidth.
Filtered or band-limited noise is referred to as pink noise.
In a relatively large resistor at room temperature or higher, the noise voltage across it
can be as high as several microvolts. This is the same order of magnitude as or higher than
that of many weak RF signals. Weaker-amplitude signals will be totally masked by this noise.
Since noise is a very broadband signal containing a tremendous range of random frequencies, its level can be reduced by limiting the bandwidth. If a noise signal is fed into
a selective tuned circuit, many of the noise frequencies are rejected and the overall noise
level goes down. The noise power is proportional to the bandwidth of any circuit to which
it is applied. Filtering can reduce the noise level, but does not eliminate it entirely.
The amount of open-circuit noise voltage appearing across a resistor or the input
impedance to a receiver can be calculated according to Johnson's formula
Vn

where vn
k
T
B
R

= Y4kTBR

rms noise voltage
Boltzman 's constant ( 1.38 X 10- 23 J/K)
= temperature, K (°C + 273)
= bandwidth, Hz
= resistance, fl
=

=

The resistor is acting as a voltage generator with an internal resistance equal to the resistor value. See Fig. 9-26. Naturally, if a load is connected across the resistor generator,
the voltage will decrease as a result of voltage divider action.

Example 9-2
What is the open-circuit noise voltage across a 100-kfl resistor over the frequency
range of direct current to 20 kHz at room temperature (25 °C)?
Vn

Vn

= Y4kTBR
= V~
4(l.38 -x1o---=
2 3,-)(-25_
=

3)
+_2_7_3)-(2_o_x_I--,
o 3' )(_I_o o_x_l_0,-

5.74 f.LV

Example 9-3
The bandwidth of a receiver with a 75-fl input resistance is 6 MHz. The temperature
is 29°C. What is the input thermal noise voltage?
T = 29 + 273 = 302 K
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Vn

= Y4kTBR

Vn

=

23,)(-3-02_)_
Y ,4(-1-.3-8 -X- 1o--=
( 6-X-10--;6~
)(75
- ) = 2. 74 f.L v

Figure 9-26

A resistor acts as a t iny generator of noise voltage.

Vn Open circuit
Noise
voltage

TEMPERATURE ScALES AND CoNVERSIONS

Three temperature scales are in common use: the Fahrenheit scale, expressed in degrees
Fahrenheit (oF); the Celsius scale (formerly centigrade), expressed in degrees Celsius (°C); and
the Kelvin scale, expressed in kelvins (K). The Kelvin scale, which is used by scientists, is also
known as the absolute scale. At 0 K (- 273.15°C and - 459.69°F), or absolute zero, molecular
motion ceases.
When calculating noise values, you will frequently need to make conversions from one of
these temperature scales to another. The most common conversion formulas are given here.
Tc = 5(TF- 32)/9
or
Tc = TK- 273
9Tc
TF = 5 + 32

TK= Tc + 273

Since noise voltage is proportional to resistance value, temperature, and bandwidth,
noise voltage can be reduced by reducing resistance, temperature, and bandwidth or any
combination to the minimum level acceptable for the given application. In many cases,
of course, the values of resistance and bandwidth cannot be changed. One thi ng, however, that is always controllable to some extent is temperature. Anything that can be done
to cool the circuits will greatly reduce the noise. Heat si nks, cooling fans, and good ventilation can help lower noise. Many low-noise receivers for weak microwave signals from
spacecraft and in radio telescopes are supercooled; i.e., their temperature is reduced to
very low (cryogenic) levels with liquid nitrogen or liquid helium.
Communication Receivers
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Thermal noise can also be computed as a power level. Johnson's formula is then
P11 = kTB
where P11 is the average noise power in watts.
Note that when you are dealing with power, the value of resistance does not enter
into the equation.

Example 9-4
What is the average noise power of a device operating at a temperature of 90°F with a
bandwidth of 30 kHz?
Tc = 5(TF- 32)/9 = 5(90 - 32)/9 = 5(58)/9 = 290/9 = 32.2°C
TK = Tc

+ 273 = 32.2 + 273 = 305 .2 K

Pn = (1.38

X

10- 23 )(305.2)(30

X

103 ) = 1.26

X

10-

16

W

Semiconductor Noise. Electronic components such as diodes and transistors are

Semiconductor noise
Shot noise

major contributors of noise. In addition to thermal noise, serrticonductors produce shot
noise, transit-time noise, and flicker noise.
The most common type of semiconductor noise is shot noise. Current flow in any
device is not direct and linear. The current carriers, electrons or holes, sometimes take
random paths from source to destination, whether the destination is an output element,
tube plate, or collector or drain in a transistor. It is this random movement that produces
the shot effect. Shot noise is also produced by the random movement of electrons or
holes across a PN junction. Even though current flow is established by external bias
voltages, some random movement of electrons or holes will occur as a result of discontinuities in the device. For example, the interface between the copper lead and the semiconductor material forms a discontinuity that causes random movement of the current
carriers.
Shot noise is also white noise in that it contains all frequencies and amplitudes over
a very wide range. The amplitude of the noise voltage is unpredictable, but it does follow a Gaussian distribution curve that is a plot of the probability that specific amplitudes will occur. The amount of shot noise is directly proportional to the amount of de
bias flowing in a device. The bandwidth of the device or circuit is also important. The
rms noise current in a device 111 is calculated with the formula
111

=

V2tjiij

where q =charge on an electron, 1.6 X 10I = direct current, A
B = bandwidth, Hz

19

C

As an example, assume a de bias of 0.1 rnA and a bandwidth of 12.5 kHz. The noise
current is
ln = \h(1.6 X 10
111 = 0.632 nA

19)(0.0001)(12,500)

=

Y4 X

lO

19

= 0.632

X

10- 19 A

Now assume that the current is flowing across the emitter-base junction of a bipolar transistor. The dynamic resistance of this junction re' can be calculated with the expression
re' = 0.025/le, where le is the emitter current. Assuming an errtitter current of 1 rnA, we
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ha\e r/ = 0.025/0.001
Ohm\ law:

u,.

=

= 25 !l.

The noise voltage across the junction is found with

l,r.,' = 0.623 X 10

11

X 25 = 15.8 X 10 '1 V - 15.8 nV

This amount of voltage may !.eem negligible, but keep in mind that the transistor
has gain and will therefore amplify thi~ variation, making it larger in the output. Shot
noi~c is normally lowered by keeping the transistor currents low since the noise current
is proportional to the acLUal current. This is not true or MOSFETs, in which shot noise
i~ relatively constant despite the current level.
Another kind of noise that occur!> in transistors i~ called transit-time noise. The
term transit time refers to how long it takes for a current carrier '>UCh as a hole or
electron to move from the input to the output. The device.., them~elve~ are very tiny
'><> the di-.tances involved are minimal. yet the time it takes for the current carriers to
move even a short distance is linite. At low frequencies. thi~ time is negligible: but
when the frequency of operation is high and the period of the :-.ignal being processed
is the same order of magnitude as the transit time, problems can occur. Transit-time
noise shows up as a kind of random variation of current carriers within a device,
occurring near the upper cutoff frequency. Transit-time noise is directly proportional
to the frequency of operation. Since most circuits are designed to operate at a
frequency much Jess than the tran'>i\tor':-. upper limit. transit-time noise is rarely a
problem.
A third type of semiconductor noi..,e, flicker noise or exec..,.., noise. also occurs in
rc._,i..,tor<., and conductors. This disturbance is the result of minute random variations of
resiqance in the semiconductor material. I t is directly proportional to current and temperature. However, it is inversely propor1ional to frequency. and for this reason it is sometimes referred to as 1/f noise. Flicker noise is highest at the lower frequencies and thus
i~ not pure white noise. Because of the dearth of high-frequency components, I If noise
is also called pink 11oise.
At some low frequency. flicker noise begins to exceed thermal and shot noise. In
,ome transi<;tors this transition frequency i!> as low as several hundred hertz: in others
the noise may begin to rise at a frequency as high as 100 kHt. Thi'> information is listed
on the transistor data sheet. the bc'>t ~ource of noise data.
The amount of flic!..cr noi..,e present in resistors depcndc., on the type of resistor.
Figure 9-27 shows the range of noic.,e voltages produced by the various types of popular
re!lbtor type!>. The figure~ assume a common resistance, temperature. and bandwidth.
Because carbon-composition resistors exhibit an enormous amount of flicker noise- an
order of magnitude more than that of the other types- they arc avoided in low-noise
amplifiers and other circuits. Carbon and metal film resistors arc much better, but metal
film resistors may be more expensive. Wire-wound resistor~ have the least flicker noise.
but are rarely used because they contribute a large inductance to the circuit. which i~
unacceptable in RF circuits.
Figure 9-28 shO\\ s the total noiM! \Oitage variation in a tran.,istor. which is a compo.,ite of the various noise sources. At low frequencies. noi'>e voltage is high. because
of lfl noise. At very high frequencies. the rise in noise is due to transit-time effects near

Figure 9-27

Transit-time noise

Flicker noise

Flicker noise in resistors.
T YPE OF R ESISTOR

N OISE V OLTAGE RANGE,

Carbon-composition
Carbon film
Metal film
Wire-wound

0.1-3.0
0.05-0.3
0.02-0.2
0.01-0.2

JLV
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Figure 9-28

Noise in a transistor with respect to frequency.
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the upper cutoff frequency of the device. Noise is lowest in the midrange. where most
devices operate. The noise in this range is due to thermal and shot effects. with shot
noi~e ~ometimes contributing more than thermal noi~e.

lntermodulation distortion

Correlated noise
Uncorrelated noise

lntcrmodulation Distortion. lmermodulation distorTion re-.ult<; from the generation of new signals and harmonic!. caused by circuit nonlinearitie\. A<:. stated previou~ly,
circuits can never be perfectly linear. and if bias voltages arc incorrect in a given circuit.
it is likely to be more nonlinear than intended.
Nonlinearities produce modulation or heterodyne effects. Any frequencies in the cir·
cuit mix together. forming ...um and difference frequencies. When many frequencie<, are
involved. or with pulse~ or rectangular \\ave~. the large number of harmonics produce~
an even larger number of !-.Uill and difference frequencies. The resulting product~ arc
small in amplitude. but can be large enough to constitute a disturbance that can be
regarded as a type of noise. This noise. which is not white or pink, can be predicted
because the frequencies involved in generating the intermodulation products are known.
Because of the predictable correlation between the known frequencies and the noi::.e.
intermodulation distortion i~ al<.o called correlated noise. Correlated noise is produced
only when signal arc pre ...cnt. The type~ of noise di,cussed earlier are ~ometimes referred
to a~ uncorrelated noise. Correlated noise i~ manifested as the low-level signals called
birdies. It can be minimi.~cd by good design.

Expressing Noise Levels
The noi"c quality of a rccei,er can be expres!>Cd a~ in terms of noise figure. noi~e factor. noi~c temperature, and SINAD.

Noise factor

Noise figure (NF)

Noise Factor and Noise Figure. The noise factor is the ratio of the SfN power
at the input to the SIN power at the output. The device under consideration can be the
entire receiver or a ~inglc amplifier stage. The noise factor or noise ratio (NR) i~ computed with the expre:.:.ion
NR

GOOD TO KNOW
When the noise factor is
expressed in decibels, it is
called the noise figure.
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=

S/Ninput

SIN output

When the noise factor is expressed in decibel<>. it is called the noise figure ( NF):
NF

= 10 log NR

dB

Amplifiers and receiver-.. always have more noise at the output than at the input
becau<,e of the internal noi-;c which is added to the .,ignal. And even a., the signal is being
amplified along the way. the noise generated in the process i~ amplified along with it.
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The SIN ratio at the output will be less than the S/ N ratio of the input. and so the noise
figure will alway~ be greater than I. A receiver that contributed no noise to the signal
would have a noise figure of I. or 0 dB. which is not attainable in practice. A transistor amplifier in a communication receiver u~ually ha" a noise figure of several decibel<>.
The lower the noi:-,e figure. the better the amplifier or receiver. Noise figurer- of less than
about 2 dB are excellent.

Example 9-5
An RF amplifier ha'> an S/ N ratio of 8 at the input and an S/ N ratio of 6 at the output.
What are the noise factor and noil>e figure ?

8

NR

=

NF

= I0 log 1.3333 -

6

= 1.333

I 0(0.125)

1.25 dB

Noise Temperature. Mo<.t of the noi"e produced in a device i\ thermal noi-.e. which
is directly proportional to temperature. Therefore. another way to express the noi ...e in an
amplifier or receiver is in terms of noise 1e111pera1ure TN. Noise temperature is expressed
in kelvins. Remember that the Kelvin temperature sca le is related to the Celsius scale
by the relationship TA = Tc + 273. The relationship between noi~c temperature and NR
is given by

Noise temperature

TN= 290(NR- I )

For example. if the noise ratio is 1.5. the equivalent noise temperature is
I)
290(0.5)
145 K. Clearly. if the amplifier or receiver contribute~
no noise, then NR will be J. as indicated before. Plugging this value into the expression
above gives an equivalent noi~e temperature of 0 K:
TN = 290( 1.5 -

=

=

T,

= 290(1

- I )= 290(0) - 0 K

If the noise ratio is greater than I. an equil'a!enl noise temperalure will be produced.
The equivalent noise temperature is the temperature to which a resistor equal in value
to Z, of the device would have to be rai<>ed to generate the same V, as the device
generates.
Noise temperature is used only in circuits or equipment that operates at V II F. UHF,
or microwave frequencies. The noise factor or noil.e figure is used at lower frequencie!>.
A good low-noi'>e transistor or amplifier !>tage typically ha!. a noi'e temperature of les<>
than 100 K. The lower the noi'>e temperature. the bcuer the de\ icc. Often you "ill see
the noise temperature of a transistor given in the data ~heeL
SINAD. Another way of expressing the quality of communication receivers is SINADthe composite signal plus the noise and distortion divided by noi'>e and distortion contributed by the receiver. In symbolic form.

STNAD-

S

+N

SINAD

-1 D (compor-.itc signal)

N

+ D (receiver)
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Example 9-6
A receiver with a 75-H input resistance operates at a temperature of 31 C. The
received signal is at 89 MHz with a bandwidth of 6 MHz. The received signal voltage
of 8.3 1.1. V is applied to an amplilicr with a noise figure of 2.8 dB. Find (a) the input
noise power. (b) the input ~ignal power. {c) Sf N. in decibels, (d) the noise factor and
Sf N of the ampljfier. and (e) the noise temperature of the amplifier.

= 273 + 3 1
v, = V4kfiiR
v, = V-t.(1.38 x

a. Tc

(u,f

'

c.

R

75

~ = ~ = 0.918
N

= 0.1 pW

(8.3 X 10- 6 ) 1

= R- =
P,

= 2.75 ~.~.v

6 2
)

15

(u,f

b. P

10- 13)(304)(6 x 106 )(75)

(2.75 X 10 -

P - -- =
"

304 K

= 0.918 pW

= 9.18

0.1

s = 10 lo.g 9.18

dB = 10 loooN
-

-

~ = 9.63 dB
d. NF - I 0 log NR

R

= antilog

NF = 2.8 dB
NR = 102.!!/to
NR

F
10

= I oNF/I(l

= 1002!! =

1.9

S/N input
=--...:._-

S

SIN output

Noutput =

S/Ninput
NR

9.18

= 1.9 = 4.83

~(output)=~ (amplifier)
e. T,v - 290(NR- I}= 290(1.9 - l)

= 290(0.9) = 261

K

Distortion refer!> to the harmonics present in a signal caused by nonlinearities.
The SJNAD ratio is also used to express the sensitivity of a receiver. Note that the
SlNAD ratio makes no auempt to discriminate between or to separate noise and di'>tortion signals.
To obtain the SINAD ratio. an RF signal modulated by an audio signal (usually of
400 Hz or I kHz) is applied to the input of an amplifier or a receiver. The composite
output i~ then rnea~urcd, giving the S + N + D figure. Next. a highly selective notch
(band-reject) filter is u...ed to eliminate the modulating audio signal from the output, leaving the noise and distortion. or N + D.
The SINAD is a power ratio. and it is almost always expressed in decibels:

S1NAD - 10 log
~
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S+N+D
N + D

dB

Noise in the Microwave Region
Noise is an important consideration at all communication frequencies. but it is particularly critical in the microwave region because noise increases with bandwidth and
affects high-frequency signals more than low-frequency signals. The limiting factor in
most microwave communication system!>. such as satellites and radar. is internal noise.
In some special microwave receiver<,. the noise level is reduced by cooling the input
'>tages to the receiver. as mentioned earlier. This technique ill called operming with
cryogenic conditiow,, the term cryogenic referring to very cold conditions approaching absolute zero.

Noise in Cascaded Stages
Noise has its grcatc~t effect at the input to a receiver 1.impl) because that is the point at
which the signal level is lowest. The noise perform ance of a receiver is invariably determined in the very first stage of the receiver. usually an RF amplifier or mixer. Design
of these circuits must ensure the usc of very low-noise component-;, taking into consideration current, resistance, bandwidth, and gain ligures in the circuit. Beyond the first
and second stages, noi!>e is basically no longer a problem.
The formula used to calculate the overall noi se performance of a receiver or of
multiple stages of RF ampufication. called Friis 'formula. i..,

NR
where NR
NR 1

NR2
NR 3
A1
A2
A3

NR 1

+

NR~

A,

-

NR, - I

+

A,A2

+ ... +

Friis' formula

NR,, - I

/\,,/\2. ... ,A, I

= noi<>c
= noise

ratio
ratio of input or first amplifier to receive the signal
= noi'>C ratio of second amplifier
= noise ratio of third amplifier, and so on
= power gain of first amplifier
power gain of second amplilier
= power gain of third amplifier, and so on

=

Note that the noise ratio is used. rather than the noise figure, and so the gain~ arc given
in power ratios rather than in decibels.
As an example. con<;ider the circuit shown in Fig. 9-29. The overall noise ratio for
the combination i'> calculated as follows:

NR = 1.6

4- l

8.5 - I

1.6 + 0.42H6

+ - 7- + (7)(12)

+ 0.0893 = 2. 12

GOOD TO KNOW
Cryogenics is the science of the
behavior of matter at extremely
low temperatures or temperatures approaching absolute zero.

The noise figure i'>
NF

= 10 Jog NR =

10 log 2.12

= 10(0.326) = 3.26 dB

What this calculation means is that the first stage contm/.1 the noise performance for the
whole amplifier elwin. This is true even though stage I h a~ the lowest NR. becau1-.e after
the first stage, the signal is large enough to overpower the noise. This result is true for
almost all receivers and other equipment incorporating multistage ampliticr~.

Figu re 9-29

Noise in cascaded stages of amplification.
NR = 1.6
S1gnal 1npu1

NR

[>
A1 - 7
NR

4

[>
~
2.12

12

NR

8.5

[>
A:!

•

Oulput

10

NF = 3.26dB
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9-6 Typical Receiver Circuits
This section focuse!) on RF and lf amplifiers. AGC and AFC circuit'>. and other special
circuit~ found in receiver-..

RF Input Amplifiers

RF amplifier
MESFET
GASFET

GOOD TO KNOW
MESFETs provide high gain at
high frequencies because
electrons travel through gallium
arsenide more quickly than
through silicon. They are also the
lowest-noise transistor available.

The mo-.t critical part of a communication receiver i!) the front end. which usually consists of the RF amplili\!r. mixer. and related tuned circuit and i'> '>Ometimes simply
referred to as the tuner. The RF amplifier, also called a low-noi),e amplifier (LNA),
proces~es the very weak input signals, increasing their amplitude prior to mixing. It is
essential that low-noise components be used to ensure a sufficiently high S/ N ratio. Further. the ),electivity '>hould be such that it effectively eliminates images.
In -.orne communication receivers. an RF amplifier is not used. e.g .. in receivers
designed for frequenctC'> lower than about 30 MHL. where the extra gain of an amplifier
is not necessary and its only contribution is more noise. In such receivers, the RF amplifier is eliminated. and the antenna is connected directly to the mixer input through one
or more tuned circuits. The tuned circuits must provide the input <,electivity necessary
for image rejection. In a receiver of thi'> kind, the mixer must alc;o be of the low-noise
variety. Many mixers arc MOSFETs. which prO\ ide the lowest noi'>e contribution. Lownoise bipolar transistor mixers are used in rc mixers.
Most LNAs use a single transistor and provide a voltage gain in the 10- to 30-dB
range. Bipolar transiMors are used at the lower frequencies. wherca\ at VHF, UHF. and
microwave frequencie'> FET-; are preferred.
The RF amplifier i~ usually a \imple class A circuit. A typical FET circuit i~ shown
in Fig. 9-30. FET circuits are particularly effective because their high input impedance
minimi1.cs loading on tuned circuits. permitting the Q of the circuit to be higher and
selectivity to be sharper. Most FETs al"o have a lower noise figure than bipolars.
At microwave frequencies (tho-,c above I GHt). metal-semiconductor FET'>. or
MESFt.T\. are used. Abo known a'> GASFETs. the\c de\ ices are junction field-effect
transi!>tor~ made with gallium arsenide (GaAs). A eros~ ~ection of a typical MESFET
is shown in Fig. 9-3 1. The gate junction is a metal-to-semiconductor interface because
it is in a Schottky or hot carrier diode. As in other junction FET circuits. the gate-tosource i-. rcverse-bia.,ed. and the !>ignal \'Oitage between the ource and the gate controls the conduction of current between the !)Ource and drain. The transit time of
electrons through gallium arsenide is far shorter than that through si licon, allowing the

Figure 9-30

A typtcal RF amplifier used in receiver front ends.
+ Voo
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Figure 9-3 1

The MESFET configuration and symbol.
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MESFET to provide high gain at very high frequencies. MESFETs also have an
extremely low noise figure, typically 2 dB or less. Most MESFETs have a noise temperature of less than 200 K.
As semiconductor processing techniques have made transistors smaller and smaller.
both bipolar and CMOS LNAs are widely used at frequencies up to 10 GHz. Silicon
germanium (SiGe) is widely used to make bipolar LNAs. and BiCMOS (a mixture of
bipolar and CMOS circuits) designs in silicon are also popular. Silicon is preferred
because no special processing is required as with GaAs and SiGe.
Although single-stage RF amplifiers are popular, some small-signal applications
require a bit more amplification before the mixer. This can be accomplished with a cascode amplifier. as shown in Fig. 9-32. This LNA uses two transistors to achieve not only
low noise but also gains of 40 dB or more.

Figure 9-32

A cascode LNA.
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Transistor Q1 operates as a normal common source stage. It is directly coupled to
the second-stage Q2 , which is a common gate amplifier. The gate is at ac ground through
C3 . The frequency range is set by the input tuned circuit L2 - C 1 and output tuned circuit
L3-C5 • Bias is provided by R 1•
One of the key benefits of the cascode circuit i' that it effectively minimi1e!. the
effect of the Miller capacitance problem associated with single-stage RF amplifiers. The
transistors used to implement these amplifiers, BJT, JFET, or MOSFET. all exhibit some
form of interelectrode capacitance between collector and base (C,,) in the BJT and
between the drain and gate in FETs (Ct~11 ). This capacitance introduce' 'orne feedback
that makes it appear that a larger equivalent capacitance. called the Miller capacitance.
appears between the hasc or gate to ground. This equivalent Miller capacitance C111 is
equal to the imerelectrodc capacitance multiplied by the gain of the amplifier A les . . I.
or
This capacitance forms a low-pass filter with tJ1e output impedance of the circuit dri' ing
the amplifier. The re~u l t il> that the upper frequency limit of the amplilier is limited.
The cascode circuit of Fig. 9-32 effectively eliminates this problem because the output signal at the drain of Q2 cannot get back to the gate of Q1 to introduce the Miller
capacitance. As a result. the cascode amplifier has a much wider upper frequency range.
Many RF amplifier!-. become unMable especially at VHF. UHF. and microwave frequencies because of positive feedback that occurs in the interelectrode capacitances of
the transistors. This feedback can cau~c oscillation. To eliminate this problem. some kind
of neutralit.ation is normally used. a" in RF power amplifiers. In Fig. 9-32. some of the
output is feedback through neutralitation capacitor c~. This negati\'e feedback cancels
the positive feedback and provides the necessary stability.
Although this ci rcuit is shown with JFETs. it can also be built with BJT!-. or
MOSFETs. This circuit is popular in integrated-circuit cell phones and other wireless
receivers and is implemented with silicon CMOS, BiCMOS. or SiGE bipolar transi\torc;.

IF Amplifiers
As stated previously, most of the gai n and selectivity in a superheterodyne receiver arc
obtained in the IF amplifier. and choosing the right IF il> critical lO good design.

Traditional IF Amplifier Circuits
IF amplifier

IF amp!(fiers. like RF amplifiers, are tuned class A amplifiers capable of providing a
gain in the 10- to 30-dB range. Usually two or more IF amplifiers arc used to provide
adequate overall receiver gain. Figure 9-33 shows a two-stage IF amplifier. The amplifiers may be single-stage BJT. JFET. or MOSFET transistors or a differential amplifier.
Older receivers used discrete component circuits, but today mo~t IF amplifiers arc
integrated-circuit differential amplifiers. usually MOSFETs.

Figure 9-33

A two-stage IF amplifier using double-tuned transformer coupling
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Ferrite-core transformers T, and 7 2 are used for coupling between stages. Because
they are resonant circuits, these transformers also provide the desired selectivity. The
dashed lines around the transformers represent the metal can or enclosure that surrounds
the transformer components to protect against radiation and undesired feedback. Older
transformers were tuned with trimmer capacitors, but newer transformers are tuned with
fixed capacitors and variable inductors. The ferrite cores are threaded, allowing their position to be adjusted within the coil. thus varying its inductance.
The selectivity in the lF ampl ifier is provided by the tuned circuits. As indicated
earlier. cascading tuned circuits causes the overall circui t bandwidth to be considerably
narrowed. High-Q tuned circuits are used. but with multiple tuned circuits, the bandwidth
is even narrower. IF amplifiers should be designed so that the selectivity is not too sharp.
A too-narrow IF bandwidth w ill cause sideband cutting, greatly reducing the ampl itude
of the higher modulating frequencies and thus distorting the received signa l. The exact
nature of the kinds of signals to be received must be well known so that the bandwidth
of the IF amplifier can be appropriately set.

Coupled Circuit Selectivity. When very broadband signals are received, it is sometimes necessary to widen the bandwidth of an IF amplifier. There are several ways of
doing this. One technique is to connect resistors across the parallel tuned circui ts, thereby
lowering their Q to a value that will produce the appropri ate bandwidth.
A nother technique is to use overcoupled tuned circuits. The output voltage versus
frequency curve for double-tuned circuits like those in Fig. 9-34 is strictly dependent on
Lhe amount of coupl ing or mutual inductance between the primary and secondary wi ndings. That is. the spacing between the windings determines how much of the magnetic
tield produced by the primary w ill cut the tums of the secondary. This affects not only
tbe amplitude of the output voltage, but also the bandwidth.
Changing the amount of coupling between the primary and secondary windings in
IF coupling transformers allows the desired amount of bandwidth to be obtained.
Figure 9-34 shows the response curves of a double-tuned transformer for different settings. When the windings are spaced far apan, the coils are said to be undercoup/ed.
With this configuration, the amplitude is low and the bandwidth relatively na1Tow. A t
some particular degree of coupling, known as crilicaf coupling, the output reaches a peak
value. In most JF designs. critical coupling provides the best gain if the bandwidth provided is adequate. Moving the coils closer together and increasing the coupling widen

Figure 9-34

Critical coupling

Response curves of a double-tuned air-core transformer for various degrees
of coupling.
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Crystal filter
SAW filter

the bandwidth further. The output signal amplitude i~ maximum and will not increase
beyond that obtained at critical coupling. This point is usually known as optimum
coupling. Increasing the amount of coupling still further produces an effect known as
overcoupling. The result is a double peak output response curve with a considerably
wider bandwidth.
The tran~former coupling design of Fig. 9-33 i., rarely used today. ln!>tcad. IF amplifie~ usc crystal. ceramic. or SAW filters for selectivity. They are typically smaller than LC
tuned circuits, provide higher selectivity. and require no tuning or adjustment. Today. highperformance communication receivers also u~e DSP filters to routinely achieve selectivity.

Ceramic filter
Limiter

GOOD TO KNOW
Any amplifier will act as a limiter
if the input signal is high enough.

Limiters. In FM receivers, one or more of the IF amplifier stages is used as a limite1:
to remove any amplitude variations on the FM \ignal before the signal is applied to the
demodulator. Typically. limiters are simply convemionaJ class A IF amplifiers. ln fact,
any amplifier will act a\ a limiter if the input \ignal is high enough. When a very large
input signal is applied to a single transistor ~tage, the transistor is alternately driven
between saturation and cutoff. For example, in an NPN bipolar class A amplifier, applying a very large positive input signal to the ampli fier causes the base bias to increase,
thereby increasing the collector current. When a sufficient amount of input voltage is
supplied, the transistor reaches maximum conduction, where both the emitter-base and
the ba~e-collector junction\ become forward-biased. At this point. the transistor is saturated. and the voltage between the emitter and collector drops to \Ome very small value,
typically less than 0.1 V. At this time. the amplifier output is approximately equal to the
de voltage drop across any emitter resistor that may be used in the circuit.
When a very large negative-going signal is applied to the base. the transistor can be
driven into cutoff. The collector current drops to zero. and the voltage seen at the collector is ~imply the supply voltage. Figure 9-35 shows the collector current and voltage
for both extremes.
Driving the transiMor between saturation and cutoff effectively nattens or clips off
the positive and negative peaks of the input signal, removing any amplitude variation!>.
The output signal at the collector is, therefore, a square wave. The most critical part of
the limiter design is to set the initial base bias level to that point at which symmetric
clipping-i.e., equal amounts of clipping on the positive and negative peaks-will occur.
Differential amplifiers are preferred for limiters because they produce the most symmetric clipping. The square wave at the collector, which is made up of many undesirable harmonics, is effectively filtered back into a sine wave by the tuned circuit in the
collector or the output filter.

figure 9-35

Collector current and voltage in a bipolar limiter IF amplifier circuit.
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Automatic Gain Control Circuits
The overall gain of a communication receiver is usually selected on the basis of the
weake~t ~ignal to be received. In mo.,t modern communication receivers. the \Oitage
gain between the antenna and the demodulator is in exec~:- of I 00 dB. The RF
amplitier usually has a gain in the 5- to 15-dB range. The mixer gain is in the 2- to
I 0-dB range. although diode mixers, if used, introduce a loss of several decibels. IF
ampliliers have individual stage gains of 20 to 30 dB. Detector" of the passive diode
type may introduce a loss, typically from - 2 to -5 dB. The gain of the audio amplifier 'itagc i~ in the 20- to 40-dB range. Assume. e.g., a circuit with the following gains:
RF amplifier

10 dB

Mixer

- 2 dB

IF amplifiers (three stages)

27 dB

Demodulator
Audio amplifier

{3 X 27

=

81 total)

3 dB
32 dB

The total gain is simply the algebraic sum of the individual ~tagc gains. or I 0 - 2 +
27 + 27 + 27 - 3 + 32 = 118 dB.
In many cases. gain i., far greater than that required for adequate reception. Excessive
gain u<.,ually causes the received ~ignal to be distorted and the transmitted information
to be less intelligible. One solution to this problem i<> to prO\ ide gain controls in the
receh·er. For example, a potentiometer can be connected at \Orne point in an RF or IF
amplifier stage to control the RF gain manually. In addition, all receivers include a volume control in the audio circuit.
The gain controls cited above are used, in part, so that the overall receiver gain
docs not inte1fere with the receiver\ ability to handle large signal!'>. A more effective
way of dealing with large signals, however, is to include AGC circuits. As discussed
earlier, the use of AGC give .~ the receiver a very wide dynamic range. which is the
rntio of the largest signal that can be handled to the lowest expressed in decibels. The
dynamic range of a typical communication receiver with AGC i'> U!.ually in the 60- to
I 00-dB range.

Controlling Circuit Gain. If the IF and RF amplifier~ arc simple common-emitter
amplifiers as used in older receivers, AGC can be implemented by controlling the collector cun·ent of the transistors. The gain of a bipolar transistor amplifier is proportional
to the amount of collector current flowing. Increasing the collector current from some
very low level causes the gain to increase proportionately. At some point, the gain flattens over a narrow collector current range and then begin~ to decrease as the current
increase~ further. Figure 9-36 '>hows an approximation of the relationship between the
gain variation and the collector current of a typical bipolar tran<>i\tor. The gain peaks at
30 dB over the 6- to 15-mA range.
The amount of collector current in the transistor is. of course. a function of the
ba ...c bias applied. A small amount of ba~e current produces a small amount of
collector current. and vice versa. In IF amplifiers the bia~ level is not usually fixed
by a voltage divider. but controlled by the AGC circuit. In Mlme circuits, a combination of fixed voltage divider bias plus a de input from the AGC circuit controls
overall gain.
J. The gain can be decreased by decreasing the collector current. An AGC circuit
that decreases the current flowing in the amplifier to decrea<>e the gain is called
J'l'l'erse

AGC.

Reverse AGC

2. The gain can be reduced by increasing the collector current. As the signal gets
'>tronger. the AGC voltage incrca.,cs: this increases the base current and. in turn.
increa-.c!'> the collector current. reducing the gain. Thi'> method of gain control i!>
known as fonrard AGC.
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Figure 9-36

Approximate voltage gain of a bipolar transistor amplifier versus
collector current.
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[n general. reverse AGC is more common in communication receivers. Forward AGC,
which is widely used in TV sets, typically requires special transistors for optimum
operation.
Integrated-circuit differential amplifiers are widely used as lF amplifiers. The gain
of a differential amplifier is directly proportional to the amount of e mitter current flowing. Because of this, the AGC voltage can be conven iently applied to the constant-current
source transistor in a differential amplifier. A typical circuit is shown in Fig. 9-37. The
bias on constant-current source Q3 is adjusted by R1• R2 , and R3 to provide a fixed level
of emitter current fc· to d ifferemial transistors Q 1 and Q2 • Normally, the emitter-current

Figure 9-37

An IF differential amplifier with AGC.
+Vee

+ DC
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voltage
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Figure 9-38

A dual-gate MOSFET's gam can be controlled with a de voltage on the
second gate.
+ Voo

OCAGC
control voltage

value in a constant-gain stage is fixed, and the current divides between Q1 and Q2 • The
gain is easy to control by varying the bia-; on Q~. In the circuit shown. increasing the
po..,itive AGC Yoltage increases the emitter currem and increa~es the gain. Decreasing
the AGC voltage decreases the gain.
Figure 9-38 !-.bows another way to control the gain of an amplifier. Here Q1 is a
dual-gate depletion mode MOSFET connected as a clas~ A amplifier. It may be the RF
amplifier or an IF amplitier. The dual-gate MOSFET acwally implements a cascode circuit arrangement which is common in RF amplifiers. Normal bias is applied via R 1 to
the lower gate. Additional bias is derived from the source re~i<;tor R2. The input signal
i'> applied to the lower gate through C 1• The signal is amplified and appear~ at the drain
where it is coupled through R2 to the next stage. If thi-. circuit is the RF amplilier used
ahead of the mixer. LC tuned circuit.., arc nom1ally used at the input and output to provide some initial selectivity and impedance matching. In IF amplifiers, !>Cveral Mages
such as this may be cascaded to provide the gain with the selectivity coming from a single crystal. ceramic. SAW. or mechanical Iiiier at the output of the last stage.
The de AGC control \'Oitage is applied to the second gate through R,. Capacitor C~
i'> a filter and decoupling capacitor. Since both gate~ control the drain current. the AGC
voltage varies the drain current which, in turn. control\ the transistor gain.
In most modern receivers. the AGC circuits arc '>imply integrated along with the IF
amplifier stages inside an IC. Some or these !Cs may also have an integrated mixer or
integrated demodulator. T he AGC is controlled by an input voltage derived from an external circuit. Others incorporate the circuits that develop the AGC control voltage.

Dt:riving the Control Voltage. The de \oltage u'ed to control the gain i., usually
derived by rectifying either the IF !-tignal or the recovered information !-tignal after the
demodulator. One of the simple~t and most widely u<,cd methods of AGC' voltage
generation in an AM receiver is w usc the output from the diode detector, as shown
in Fig. 9-39. T he diode detector recovers the original AM information. The voltage
developed acros'> R 1 is a negative de voltage. Capacitor C 1 filters out the I f o.;ignal.
lea\ ing the original modulating signal. The time con~tant of R 1 and C 1 i~ adju'ited to
eliminate the IF ripple and yet retain the highest-frequenC} modulating 'ignal. The
recovered 'iignal is passed through C2 to remove the direct current. The rc!>ulting ac
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Figure 9-39

Deriving the AGC voltage from the diode detector in an AM receiver.
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signal is further amplified and applied to a loudspeaker. The de voltage acros:-. R1 and
C 1 must be further filtered to provide a pure de voltage. Thi!> is done with R2 and C3.
The time constant of these component'> i!> chosen to be very large so that the voltage
at the output is pure direct current. The de level \'aries. of course. with the amplitude
of the received signal. The resulting negative voltage is then applied to one or more
IF amplifier stage!>.
In an FM receiver, the de \Oitage can usually be derived directly from the demodulator. Both Foster-Seeley di<>criminator and ratio detector circuits provide convenient
starting points for obtaining a dc vol tage proportional to the signal amplitude. With additional RC liltering. a de level proportional to the signal amplitude is derived for use in
controlling the IF amplifier gain. As mentioned previously. some FM receh·ers do not
even use AGC because the limiters provide a crude form of gain control by clipping off
signal levels higher than a specific ampliLUde.
In many receiver'>. a special rectifier circuit devoted strictly to deriving the AGC
voltage is used. Figure 9-40 shows a typical circuit of this type. T he input, which can
be either the recovered modulating signal or the IF :-ignal. is applied to an AGC amplifier. A voltage-doubler rectifier circuit made up of D 1• 0 2 • and C 1 i'> u-.ed to increase
the voltage level high enough for control purposes. The RC filter R1- C2 removes any
signal variations and produce!> a pure de voltage. In some circuits, further amplification of the de control voltage i' necessary; a simple IC op amp such as that shown in
Fig. 9-40 can be u!.ed for this purpose. The connection of the rectifier and any pha~e inversion in the op amp will determine the polarity of the AGC voltage. which can be either

Figure 9-40

An AGC rectifier and amplifier.
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po.,ithe or negative depending upon the types of tran\i\tor!. u-,cd
bia'> connections.

111

the IF and their

Squelch Circuits
Another circuit found in mo~t communications receiver~ i~ a squelch circuiJ. Abo
called a muling circuil, the ~quckh is used to keep the rece iver audio turned off until
an RF signal appears at the receiver input Most two-way communication consists of
o;hort conversations that do not take place continuously. In 1110\t cases. the receiver i~
left on ~o that if a call is received. it can be heard. When there i-. no RF ~ignal at the
recei,er input. the audio output i-, '>imply background noise. With no input signal, the
AGC ~et'> the receiver to ma\imum gain. amplifying the noi-,e to a high level. In AM
.,y.,tem~ ~uch as CB radio'>. the noi.,e level is relati\'CI) high and can be ver) annoying. The noi'>e level in FM ~y'>tenb can al~o be high: in '>Omc ca..es listeners may turn
down the audio volume to avoid li-;tening to the noise and po.,-,ibly mis~ a desired
~ignal. Squelch circuits provide a mean~ of keeping the audio amplifier turned otT during the time that noise i~ received in the background and enabling it when an RF signal appears at the input.

Squelch (muting) circuit

GOOD TO KNOW
Squelch circuits or muting
circuits are used in systems such
as CB radios to keep the receiver
audio turned off until an RF
signal is received.

Noise-Derived Squcich Noi.1e-deri1·ed squelch circuit\. typically used in FM
receiver..,, amplif) the high-frequency background noi..,c when no '>ignal i!. present and
usc it to keep the audio turned off. When a signal is recci' ed. the no i-.e circuit is 0\ erridden and the audio amplifier i'> turned on.
Figure 9-41 show~ a noi~e-derived squelch circuit u~ed in man) communication
receiver~. The background nobc with no signal is tal..en from the demodulator output
and pas~ed through C 1 and potentiometer R 1• which form a high-pa:-.~ filter. Only frequenc ies above 6 kHz are passed (most noise i~ of the high-frequency variety). A l so
R 1 ~erves as a squelch level or muting threshold control. The noi!->e b further amplified by two transistor <.tages and then rectified into a de control voltage by a voltagedoubling rectifier circuit made up of C 2 • C3 • D 1. and 0~. The rectifier output cause~
'>quelch gate Q 1 to saturate v.hcn no '>ignal is present and the receiver io; picking up
noise only.
The Q1 operate' the '>quclch gate, \\ hich is made up of D, and D4 and related components. Voltage divider\ R:! R, and R.1- R5 provide a reverse bia'> to the diodes. With no
signal, the noise is amplified and Q1 saturates as described above. Thi-. places the anodes
of the diodes at a voltage level below the bias voltage: both diodes arc cut off, and so
no signal from the demodu lator reaches the audio amplilicr. When a signal occurs, the
audio i~ not passed by the 6-kHt filter. so Q1 cuts off. The voltage at the anodes of
diodes D , and D4 rises to a level more positive than the him, from the voltage dividers,
\O the diodes conduct. providing a low-resi!>tance path from the demodulator to the audio
amplifier.
Continuous Tone-Control Squdch System. A more -,ophi.,ticated form of
squelch used in some systems il> l..nown as the collliiiii0/1.\ /One-coded squelch sys1em
(CTCSSJ. This ~ystem is activated by a low-frequency tone tnm-,mitted along with the

Continuous tone-coded squelch
system (CTCSS)

audio. The purpose of' CTCSS is to provide some communication privacy on a particular channel. Other types of ~quclch circui ts keep the speaker quiet when no input signal
i' received: however. in communication system!> in which a particular frequency channel is extremely busy. it may be de~irable to activate the ~quclch only when the de~ircd
'1gnal i' received. This is done by having the tran!>mitter send a very low-frequency sine
wave. u'>ually in the 60- to 254-Ht range. that is linearly mixed with the audio before
being applied to the modulator. The low-frequenc) tone appear-, at the output of the
demodulator in the receiver. It is not u-.ually heard in the ...peal..er. :-.ince the audio
re,pon-.e of most communication '>Y'>tem'> rolls off beginning at about 300 Hz. but can
be used to activate the squelch circuit.
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Figure 9- 41

A noise-derived squelch circuit.
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M ost modern transmitters using this system have a choice of multiple tone frequencies, so that different remote receivers can be addressed or keyed up independently.
providing a nearly private communication channel. The 52 most commonly used tone
frequencies (given in hcrtt) arc listed here:
60.0
67.0
69.3
71.9
74.4
77.0
79.7
82.5
85.4
88.5
91.5
94.8
97.4
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100.0
103.5
107.2
110.9
114.8
11 8.8
120.0
123.0
127.3
131.8
136.5
141.3
146.2

151.4
156.7
159.8
162.2
165.5
167.9
171.3
173.8
177.3
179.9
183.5
186.2
189.9

192.8
196.6
199.5
203.5
206.5
210.7
218.1
225.7
229.1
133.6
241.8
250.3
254.1

At the receiver. a highly selective bandpass filler tuned to the desired tone ~elects
the tone at the ourpul of the demodulator and applies it to a rectifier and RC filter to
generate a de voltage that operate'> the squelch circuit.
Signals that do not transmit the desired tone will not trigger the squelch. When the
desired signal come~ along, the low-frequency tone is received and converted to a de
voltage that operates the squelch and turns on the receiver audio.
Digitally controlled squelch systems. known as digital coded squelch ( DCS). are
available in some modern receivers. These systems transmit a serial binary code along
with the audio. There are 106 different codes used. At the receiver. the code is shifled
into a shift register and decoded. If the decode AND gate rccognites the code. the squelch
gate io; enabled and passes the audio.

SSB and Continuous-Wave Reception
Communication receiver!> designed for receiving SSB or continuous-wave signals
have a bui lt-in oscillator that permits recovery of the transmitted information. This
circuit, called the beat frequency oscillator (BFO), is usual ly designed to operate near
the IF and is applied to the demodulator along with the IF signal containing the
modulation.
Recall that the basic demodulator is a balanced modulator (see Fig. 9-42). A
balanced modulator has two input'>. the incoming SSB '>ignal at the intermediate frequency and a carrier which mixe'> with the incoming <.ignal to produce the sum and
difference frequencies. the difference being the original audio. The BFO supplies the carrier ~ignal at the IF to the balanced modulator. The term beat refers to the difference
frequency output. The BFO is set to a value above or below the SSB signal frequency
by an amount equal to the frequency of the modulating signal. It is usually made variable so that its frequency can be adjusted for optimum reception. Varying the BFO over
a narrow frequency range allows the pitch of the received audio to change from low to
high. It is typically adjusted for most natural voice sounds. BFO~ arc also used in receiving CW code. When dots and da~hes are transmitted, the carrier is turned off and on for
c.,hort and long periods of time. The amplitude of the carrier docs not vary. nor does its
frequency; however. the on/off nature of the carrier is. in essence. a form of amplitude
modulation.
Consider for a moment what would happen if a CW signal were applied to a diode
detector or other demodulator. The output of the diode detector would be pulses of de
voltage representing the dots and dashc~. When applied to the audio amplitier. the dots
and dashes would blank the noise but would not be discernible. To make the dots and
da~hes audible. the fF signal is mixed with the signal from a BFO. The BFO signal is
usually injected directly into the balanced modulator, as :-.hown in Fig. 9-42, where the
CW signal at the IF signal is mixed. or heterodyned, with the BFO signal. Since the
BFO is variable. the difference frequency can be adjusted to any desired audio tone.

Figure 9-42

Beat frequency oscillator (BFO)
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~
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usually in the 400- to 900-Hz range. Now the dots and dashes appear as an audio tone
that is amplified and heard in a speaker or earphones. Of course. the BFO is turned off
for standard AM signal reception.

Integrated Circuits in Receivers

IC receiver

3089 IF system

S meters
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In new designs. virtually all receiver circuits are !C~. A complete receiver usually consists of three or four JC., at most. plus tho~e discrete components that cannot be ea\ily
integrated on a chip. The..,e include coils. transformer!.. high-capitance and variable
capacitor!.. and crystal and ceramic filter\. The most modern receivers are contained on
a single IC.
IC receil'ers are typically broken down into three major section~: (I) the tuner. with
RF amplitier. mixer. and local oscillator: (2) the IF !.CCtion. \.\>ith amplifier<;. demodulator. and AGC and muting circuit!.: and (3) the audio power amplifier. The second and
third section~ are entirely implemented with ICs. The tuner may or may not be, for often
the LNA is separate. For low-frequency receivers. say. those below about 200 MHz, the
tuner can be in IC form al<;o. Higher-frequency receivers require special mixer and local
oscillator circuits that arc routinely implemented on a '>ingle chip. including microwa\e
receivers.

3089 IF System. Originally developed by RC A and now second-sourced by several
other !-.emiconductor manufacturer'>. the 3089 IF system is one of the oldest and mO'>t
widely u'oed receiver !C... The 3089 comaim. a three-'otage IF amplifier. an FM demodulator. and AGC and muting circuits. and it i~ packaged in a !>tandard 16-pin DIP. A block
diagram of the system i~ shown in Fig. 9-43 .
The input to this chip comes from the tuner. which consists of the RF amplifier.
mixer. and local oscillator. A ceramic litter is normally used to prm ide the required
selecti\ ity.
In the 3089, all three IF amplifier 'tages use differential amplifier!-. that perform a!.
amplifiers and as symmetric limiters at the higher signal levels. Note that each lF amplifier ha'i a level detector circuit as~ociated with it. These are AGC circuits that derive a
de control 1-ignal from the '>ignal amplitude. The first level detector i'> used to provide
AGC to the RF amplifier in the tuner. It i.., a delayed AGC: i.e., it is not fa<>t-acting. The
AGC circuit cannot re!>pond instantaneously to a significant signal-level change because
of the RC filter usually associated with it. It takes time for the ci rcuit capacitance to
charge or discharge to the new level. whether it is higher or lower. Thi~ AGC response
delay i~ de'>irable becau!-.e it prevent~ noi..,e and interference from maJ..ing fast. unexpected change~ in receiver gain. which might distort the !-oignal or temporarily de-;en.,itize the rcceiYer to a weak !-.ignal.
The level detectors all drive an IF-level meter driver circuit, which can be u~cd to
operate a de panel meter. These meters, called S meters, provide a way to visually display signal ~trength. They also function a' tuning aid\. When you tunc a receiver. you
are <;eeking to maximite the '>ignal to the IF amplifier: and when a peak output i'> tuned
for on the meter, the meter indicate!> that the signal is in the center of the pas:,band and
is producing maximum :-,ignal level.
The demodulator i:-, a standard quadrawrc detector in which an external 22-1-l-H coil
and parallel tuned circuit provide the 90° phase shift required. The quadrature detector
also ha<, a level detector. which can be U'>ed for squelch or muting. As <,hown in Fig. 9-43,
an external potentiometer i<; used for muting sensitivity. The output of the potentiometer goe~> to the audio mute control amplifier, which operates the internal audio amplifier.
The 3089 also has an AFC output derived from the demodulator. which is used to control the local oscillator frequency to prevent drift. The audio amplifier receives it\ '>ignal from the quadrature detector output, and the audio output goes to an IC audio power
amplifier. which drive., the <,peaker.
Chaplcr 9

Figure 9-43

The 3089 IC, an FM receiver IF system.
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The typical VHF receil·er circuit shown in Fig. 9-44 i" designed to receive two-way aircraft communication between planes and airport controller~. which takes place in the
V H F range of 118 to 135 M Hz. Amplitude modulation is used. Like most modern
receivers. the circuit i" a combination of di<>crete component\ and I C!..
The ~ignal is pid.ed up by an antenna and fed through a transmb\ion line to input
jack } 1• The signal is coupled through C 1 to a tuned fi lter consisting of the series and
parallel tuned circuit& made up of L 1-L 5 and C2 -C6 . This broad bandpass filter passes
the entire I 18- to 135-MHz range.
The output of the filter is connected to an RF amplifier through C7 • which i'> made
up of transistor Q1 and its bias resistor /?4 and collector load 1?5 . The signal is then
applied to the NE602 IC. U 1-C'6, which contains a balanced mixer and a local o\cillator. The local oscillator frequency is set by t.he circuit made up of inductor L6 and t.he
related components. And C 1o1 and D 1 in parallel form the capacitor that resonates with
4 t.o set the frequency or the local oscillator. Tuning of the oscillator i'> accompli<;hed
by "arying the de bim. on a varactor 0 1• POtentiometer R 1 ~ct~ the re\'erse bia..,, which
in lllrn variC!. the capacitance to tune the oscillator.
A superheterodyne receiver i' tuned by varying the local oscillator frequency. which
i-. ~et to a frequency abo\'e the incoming '>ignal by the amount of the I F. In thi~ recci,er.
the IF is 10.7 M Ht. a standard value for many VHF receivers. To lllne the 118- to
135-MHz range. the local oscillator i~ varied from 128.7 to 145.7 MHz.
The output of the mixer. which is the difference between the incoming signal frequency and the local O!.cillator frequency, appe<lTh at pin 4 of the NE602 and is fed to a
ceramic bandpass fi lter set to the IF of 10.7 M Ht.. This filter provides most of the
receiver's selectivity. The insertion loss of the filter i'> made up by an amplitier made of
Q:h its bias resistor R IU· and collector load R 11 . The output of this amplifier dri\'eS an
MCI350 IC through C 1fi. An integrated IF amplifier. U2 provides extra gain and selectivity. The ~.clectivity comes from the tuned circuit made up of IF transformer T 1• The
MC 1350 al'>o contain'> all the AGC circuitry.
The :.ignal at the ~econdary of T 1 is then fed to a simple AM diode detector consisting of D 2 • R12• and C10 . The demodulated audio signal appears acros~ R 12 and is then
fed to op amp U3 b. a noninverting circuit biased byRD and R14 that provides extra amplification for the demodulated audio and the average direct current at the detector output.
This amplifier feeds the volume control, potentiometer R2 . The audio signal goes from
there through C25 and R24 to another op amp. U3c- Here the <>ignaJ i!-. further amplified
and fed to the 386 IC power amplifier Uo1. This circuit drive::. the speaker. which i'> connected via jack 12 .
T he audio signal from the diode detector contains the de level resu lting from detection (rectification). Both the audio and the direct current are amplified by U 3b and further liltered into a nearly pure direct current by the low-pass filter made of R 15 and C22 •
This de signal is applied to op amp U3 a, where it is ampli fied into a de control voltage.
Thi<; direct current at the output pin I of U,. is fed back to pin 5 on the MC 1350 IC to
provide AGC control. ensuring a constant comfortable listening level despite wide variations in signal strength.
The AGC voltage from U 1,, i~ also fed 1.0 an op amp comparator circuit made from
amplifier Uld. The other input to this comparator i'> a de voltage from potentiometer R3,
which is used as a ~quelch control. Since the AGC voltage from U_,,. i!. directly proportional to the signal strength. it is used a!. the basb for setting the squelch to a level that
will blank the receiver until a !.ignal of a predetermined strength come!-> along.
If the '>ignal strength is very low or no "ignal i' tuned in. the AGC voltage will be
very low or nonexistent. This causes 0 1 to conduct. effectively disabling amplifier U:~c
and preventing the audio signal from the volume control from passing t.hrough to the
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Figure 9-44

The aviation receiver-a superheterodyne unit built around four ICs-is designed to receive AM signals in the 118- to 135-M Hz
f requency range. (Popular Electronics, January 1991, Gernsback Publications, Inc.)
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power amplifier. If a strong signal exists, D3 wi ll be reverse-biased and thus will not
inte1fere with amplifier U3c- As a result, the signal from the volume control passes to
the power amplifier and is heard in the speaker.

Single-IC FM Receiver
The FM receiver JC chip shown in Fig. 9-45, the popular Motorola MC3363, contains
all receiver circuits except for the audio power amplifier, whic h is a separate chip.
Designed to operate at frequencies up to about 200 MHz, this chip is widely used in
cordless telephones, paging receivers, and other portable applications such as remotecontrolled toys and monitors and short-distance walkie-talkies. The chip is housed in a
28-pin DlP. as shown in Fig. 9-46. This dual-conversion receiver contains two mixers,
two local oscillators, a limiter. a quadrature detector, and squelch circuits. The first local
oscillator has a built-in varnctor that allows it to be controlled by an external frequency
synthesizer.
A complete receiver using the MC3363 is shown in Fig. 9-46. T he receiver operates
in the 30-MHz range and is the compan io n to the transmitter unit described in Chap. 8
and shown in Fig. 8-50. It uses the transmitter's tuned output filters for input selectivity. The output of the tuned circuit in Fig. 8-50 appears at rhe input to Fig. 9-46, where
it feeds into an impedance-matching section made up of L:. and C 10. Diodes D 1 and D2
provide overload protection for the receiver front end. The signal goes to the transistor
internal to the MC3363 on pins 2, 3, and 4, which is the RF amplifier.
The output of the RF amplitier is coupled to the first mixer through R7 and C23 . The
receiver is tuned to a single channel. and this frequency is fixed by an external third-

Figure 9-45

The Motorola MC3363 dual-conversion receiver IC.
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Figure 9-46
Charge

A dual-conversion IC receiver. (Electronics Now, October 1992.)
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overtone-tync crystal (XTALl ) set to a frequency I 0.7 M Hz greater Lhan the incoming
signal. (For example, for an input signal of 27.125 Mhz, the crystal would have a frequency of 10.7 + 27.1 25 = 37.825 MHz.) The crystal is connected to the receiver's first
local oscillaLOr on pins 25 and 26.
The output of the lirst mixer is a I 0.7-MHz IF signal at pin 23. It is connected to
a I 0.7-MH7 ceramic filter designated F 2 in Fig. 9-46. The tilter output feeds into pin 21.
the input to the second mixer. The second mixer is fed by a local oscillator made up
of an internal transi stor and related components on pins 5 and 6. I! too is crystalcontrolled. A I 0.245-MHz crystal (XTAL2) sets the frequency. The first IF and this
oscillator produce the second IF, which is the difference between 10.7 and 10.245,
Communication Receivers
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which is 0.455 MHz or -1-55 kHz. The second mixer output at pin 7 feeds a 455-kHz
ceramic filter, providing additional selectivity. The filter output goes to the limiter input
at pin 9, and the limiter output drives the quadrature detector. The quadrature tank coil
is LIO in the diagram. The quadrature detector output (the recovered audio) is fin,t filtered by an active low-pass filter made up of the internal op amp on pins 15 and 19
and the related resistor~ and capacitors. This filter cuts off frequencies above 3 kHt..
Finally, the audio signal goes to the audio power amplifier IC4. the MC34119. The
squelch circuit in the MC3363 generate~ a carrier detect ~ignal at pin 13. which is used
to mute the IC power amplifier. The carrier detect input is pin I on the MC34ll9. and
R26 is the volume control.

Transceivers
In the past, communication equipment was individually packaged in unit-. based on function, and so transmitter.., and receiver-. were almost always eparatc units. Toda). most
two-way radio communication equipment is packaged so that both transmitter and
receiver arc in a unit known as a transceiver Transceivers range from large, high-power
desktop units to small, pocket-sized. handheld units. Cell phones are transceivers a-. are
the wireless local-area networking units on PCs.
Transceivers prO\ ide many advantages. In addition to having a common housing and
power supply, the transmitters and receivers can share circuits, thereby achieving co!.t
savings and, in some ca~es, smaller size. Some of the circuits that can perform a dual
function arc antennas, oscillators. frequency synthesiters, power supplies. tuned circuits.
filters. and various kind~ of amplifiers. Thanks to modern semiconductor technology.
mo~t transceivers are a single silicon chip.

Transceiver

SSB Transceivers. Figure 9-47 i~ a general block diagram of a high-frequency tram.ceiver capable of CW und SSB operation. Both the receiver and the transmitter make
use of heterodyning techniques for generating the IF and tinal transmission frequencies.
and proper selection of the!>e intermediate frequencie., allows the tran-.miuer and recei\'er

SSB transceiver

Figure 9-47

An SSB transceiver showing circuit sharing.
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Figure 9-48

A frequency synthesizer for a CB transceiver.
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I

M1xer 8

To transm1tter

to !-.hare local oscillators. Local osci llator I is the B FO for the receiver product detector
and the carrier for the balanced modulator for producing DSB. Later. crystal local oscillator 2 drives the second mixer in the receiver and the fir!-.t transmitter mixer used for
up conver<>ion. Local oscillator 3 '>Upplies the receiver fir\t mixer and the second transmiller mixer.
I n transmission mode. the Cl)'>tal filter (another shared circuit) provides sideband
selection after the balanced modulator. In the receive mode. tht.: filter provides selectivity for the IF section of the receiver. Tuned circuits may be shared. A tuned circuit can
be the tuned input for the receiver or the tuned output for the transmitter. Circuit switching may be manual. but is often done using relays or diode electronic switches. ln most
newer designs. the transmitter and receiver share a frequency synthesizer.

CB Synthesizers. Figure 9-48 show'> a PLL synthesi;er for a .tO-channel CB tran:-.ceiver. Using two crystal oscillator' for reference and a 'iingle-loop PLL. it synthesizel. the
tran<>miuer frequency and the two local oscillator frequcncie~; for a dual-conversion receiver
for all 40 CB channels. The reference cl)·stal oscillator. which operates aL 10.24 M Hz.
is divided by 2 with a flip-flop and then a binary frequency divider that divides
by I 024 to produce a 5-kHt frequency (I 0.24 M Hzl2 = 5.12 Mild I 024 = 5 kHz) that
is then applied to the phase detector. The channel spacing i~. therefore, 5 k Hz.
The phase detector drives the low-pass Iil ler and a VCO that generates a signal in
the 16.27- to 16.71-MH z range. Thi~ is the local osci llator frequency for the first receiver
mixer. Assume. e.g .. that it is desired to receive on CB channel I, or 26.965 M Ht.
The programmable divider i~ \et to the correct ratio to produce a 5-kHz output when
the VCO is 16.27. The first receiver mixer produces the difference frequency of
26.965 - 16.27 = 10.695 M H1. Thi'> ic., the first intermediate frequency. The 16.27-MH ;
VCO ... ignal is also applied to mixer A: the other input to thic; mixer is 15.36 MHz. which
i' derived from the 10.24-MH; reference oscillator and a frequency tripler (X3).
The output of mixer A drives the programmable divider. which feed'> the phase detector.
The I 0.24-M Hz reference output i!- al~;o used as the local oscillator signal for the second
Communication Receivers
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receiver mixer. With a 10.695 first IF, the second IF is. then, the difference, or
10.695
10.24 MHz.
0.455 MHz or 455kHz.
The VCO output b also applied to mixer B along with a I 0.695-M HL signal from
a second crystal oscillator. The sum output is selected. producing the tran'>mit frequency
10.695 + 16.27 = 26.965 M Hz. Thi!> \ignal drive!-> the class C driver~ and power
amplifiers.
Channel selection i~ achieved by changing the frequency-divi!>ion ratio on the programmable divider. u!-.ually with a rotary :.witch or a digital keypad that controls a microprocessor. The circuitry in the synthe\i1.er is usually contained on a -.ingle IC chip.
Figure 9-49 show\ an integrated transceiver typical of those used in wireless
local-area networh (WLANs). The transceiver is huilt into PCs. laptops. and other
devices to wi relessly communicate with another computer and a network. Thi~ particular transceiver meets the specification~ set by the IEEEs 802.llb standard for
WLANs. Also known as Wi-Fi for wireless fidelity. it operate' in the indu.,trialscientilic-medical ( ISM) band of 2.4 to 2.483 Gilt. I t is made entirely of \ilicon
CMOS and BiCMOS and contains mo~t of the circuitry needed to form a complete
two-way radio for transmining and receiving digital data. The device which is housed
in a tiny 7 X 7 mm package is accompanied by two other I Cs, the power amplifier
(PA ) for the transmitter. and a ba<,eband proces!>or plm. the support circuits such a'>
the AID and D/A con,erters.
The transceiver can transmit at a '>peed of up to II Mb/s but can also tran .. mit at
lower rates of 5.5. 2, and I Mb/s dependi ng upon the noise level, range, and operating
environment. The modulation is some form of phasc-!>hif'l keying. The maximum range
is about I 00 m although that varieo; with the condition'> of operation. The !.peed of tran\mi!>sion i" adjusted automatically depending upon the em iron mental '>ituation. All the'>e
operation\ are handled automatically by the external processor.
The antenna feeds a bidirectional filter such as a SAW fil ter to provide some ~clcc
tivity in both transmit and receive operations. The filter output is fed to a transmit/receive
switch (T/ R) that is implemented with GaAs tran\i\tOr\ or PI diode<, and pro.,ides automatic S\1. itchover from \COd to receive. A balun external to the chip provides '>Ome impedance matching to the receiver input. The upper part of the transceiver chip b the receiver.
The first stage is a low-noise variab/1' -f.:Oin ampl(fier (VGA). Thi ~ amplifier drives a pair
of mixers that are al~o fed with local oscillator signals that are 90° out of phase. Since
this i!> a t.ero-l F (ZIF) radio. the local O\cillator (LO) .,ignal is at the operating frequenC).
This LO !>ignal is deri,cd from an internal PLL frequency synthe)oiter. The reference
crystal O'>cillator and loop lifter capacitor are off-chip. The I and Q :-.ignal'i generated by
the mixers are filtered by on-chip active low-pass RC filters and amplified by variablegain ampliliers. The amplitied I and Q signals arc sent to analog-to-digital converters
(ADCs) whose output-. feed the ba-,eband processor where demodulation and other operation'> arc performed on the received data.
There are several other features of the receiver to consider. Firo,t, note that all transmission lines between c ircuit~ are two-wire. This means that the signal:.. are balanced to
ground and sent and received differentially. This arrangement help:. minimize noi-;e. Second. note that a digital output from the baseband processor feeds a DAC whose output
is used to control the gain of the \'ariablc gain amplifiers. This is a form of AGC. Third.
note that the frequency synthesizer is controlled by a :..erial input signal from the baseband processor. The operating channel b selected by the processor, and a serial control
world i!> generated and sent via the serial interface to the programming interface which
sets the synthesizer frequency of operation.
The transmitter i'> located at the bonom of the chip diagram in Fig. 9-49. Binary
signah. representing the modulated data to be tran!>mitted are de\eloped by the processor and sent to DAC~ in an I and Q configuration. The signals are all differential. The
DAC output feed ampli fiers and filters in the transceiver chip where they are sent to two
I and Q mixers. Here the baseband 11ignals arc up-converted to the final tran;,mit
frequency. The on-chip synthesiLcr generates the carrier frequenc) for the mixers '" hile
a phase shifter produce-. the quadrature ... ignals. The mixer output arc added and then fed
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Figure 9-49

Single-chip 2.4-GHz transceiver.
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to a low-power amplifier with variable gain. This amplitier feeds an external balun that
provides a match to the power amplifier (PA). The power amplifier is a class AB power
amplifier with an output power of 2 dBm. The power amplifier is a separate chip and
not integrated onto the transceiver chip because it generates too much heat and requires
a separate package. The power amplifier output is fed to the transmit/receive switch and
then the antenna via the filter.
Note that the PA has a power monitoring detector whose output is digitized by a separate ADC, and this output i:-. used in a feedback scheme to control the transmitter power.
The processor computes the desired power and sends a binary 'ignalto a DAC that, in turn,
drives the variable-gain amplifier at the transceiver output. Various mode control register<;
and circuits are also provided to implement the various opemtions dictated by the standard.

CHAPTER REVIEW
Sum mary
The two primary requirement~ for any communications
receiver arc selectivity-the ability to pick out the desired
signal from all others in the frequency spectrum-and
sensilil•i!y- the ability to provide sufficient amplification to
recover the modulating signa l. Superheterodyne receivers
convert all incoming signals to a lower frequency known as
the intermediate frequency (IF). at which amplifiers provide
optimal ~en~itivity and selectivity. A direct-conversion or
Lero- IF receiver converts directly to baseband.
IC receivers have three major sections: (I) the tuner. with
RF amplifier. mixer. and local oscillator: (2) the IF section.
with amplifiers, demodulator. and AGC and muting circuits;
and (3) the audio power amplilier. In modern receivers all
receiver functions are on one or two chips.
Mixers. like amplitude modulators. perform a mathematical multiplication of the two input signals. The output of the
mixer i~ a signal at the IF containing the same modulation
that appeared on the input RF signal: this ~ignal is amplified
by one or more IF amplifier <;tages. Popular types of mixer
circuit' are diode mixers. singly balanced mixers, doubly baJanccd mixers. bipolar transistor mixers. and FET mixers.
Two important circuits in superheterodyne receivers are frequency synthesizers for the local o~cillator and automatic
gain control (AGC) circuits. AGC is a feedback system that

automaticall) adjusts the gain of the receiver based on the
amplitude of the received signal.
Two recent advances in receiver design are direct conversion (or ;.ero IF) and <>oftware-delined radio. In ;.ero-IF
receivers, the mixer also serves as the demodulator for AM
signals. For frequency and phase demodu lation, direct conversion receivers use quadrature mixers O&Q). In softwaredefined radios, most receiver chores such a" filtering and
demodulation are performed by a DSP.
oise i'> random energy that interferes with the desired
'>ignal. An important indicator of noi~c is the SIN ratio. which
indicates the relative c;trengths of the signal and the noise.
The stronger the signal and the weaker the noise, the higher
the SIN ratio. The two major ~ources of noise are external (industrial. atmospheric. and extraterrestrial) and internal (thermal and semiconductor). Three ligures used for a receiver's
noise rating are the noise factor. the ratio of the SIN power at
the input to the SIN power at the output: the noise temperature: and SINAD. signal plus noise and distortion.
Squelch, or muting. circuits keep the audio amplifier turned
otT during the time that noi~e is received in the background.
When an RF signal appears at the input, the audio amplifier i'>
enabled. Two other noise control circuits are continuous tonecoded squelch systems and digital coded squelch systems.

Q uestions
I. How does decreasing the Q of a rc..,onant circuit affect
its bandwidth?
2. How docs cascading tuned circuits affect selectivity?
3. What can happen to a modulated signal if the selectivity of a tuned circuit is too sharp?
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must the coil rec;i..,tance be changed to narrow the
bandwidth of a tuned circuit?
S. A choice is to be made between two 10.7-Mfu IF filters. One has a shape factor of 2.3; the other. 1.8.
Which has the better \Clectivity?

4.

H O\\

6. What type of receiver uses only amplifiers and a
detector?
7. What type of receiver uses a mixer to convert the
received signal to a lower frequency?
8. What two circuits are used to generate the IF?
9. Tn what stage are most of the gain and selectivity in a
superheterodyne receiver obtained?
10. What circuit in a receiver compensates for a wide range
of input signal levels?
11. The mixer output is usually the difference between
what two input frequencies?
12. The AGC voltage controls the gain of what two stages
of a receiver?
13. What do you call an interfering signal that is spaced
from the desired signal by twice the IF?
14. What is the primary cause of images appearing at the
mixer input?
15. What advantage does a dual-conversion superhet offer
over a single-conversion superhet?
16. How can the image problem best be solved during the
design of a receiver?
17. Give the expressions for the outputs of a mixer whose
inputs are / 1 and A
J8. Name the best type of passive mixer.
19. Name the best type of transistor mixer.
20. The process of mixing is sim ilar to what kind of modulation?
21. What is an image reject mixer?
22. What is the primary specification of a VFO used for
local oscillator duty?
23. What type of local oscillator is used in most modern
receivers?
24. Why are mixers sometimes used in frequency synthesizers. as in Fig. 9-!8?
25. Name the three plimary sources of external noise.
26. What is a direct-conversion receiver? What are its main
advantages?
27. Explain the architecture and operation of a softwaredefined radio. What computer technology makes it
possible?
28. Why is it necessary to use quadrature I and Q mixers in
a (Zero-IF) receiver?
29. Name the tive main types of internal noise that occur in
a receiver.
30. What is the primary source of atmospheric noise?
31. List four common sources of industrial noise.
32. What is the main source of internal noise in a receiver?
33. In what units is the s ignal-to-noise (SIN) ratio usually
expressed?
34. How does increasing the temperature of a component
affe<.:t its noise power?
35. How does nan·owing the bandwidth of a circuit affect
the noise level?
36. Name the three types of semiconductor noise.
37. True or false? The noise at the output of a receiver is
less than the noise at the input.

38. What are the three components that make up SINAD'?
39. What stages of a receiver contribute the most noise?
40. What are the advantages and disadvantages of using an
RF amplifier at the front end of a receiver?
41. What is the name of the low-noise transistor preferred
in RF amplifiers at microwave frequencies?
42. What types of mixer have a loss?
43. How is the selectivity usually obtained in a modern IF
amplifier?
44. In a double-tuned circuit, maximum bandwidth is
obtained with what type of coupling?
45. What is the name given to an lF amplifier that clips the
positive and negative peaks of a signal?
46. Why is cl ipping allowed to occur in an lF stage?
47. The gain of a bipolar class A amplifier can be varied by
changing w hat parameter?
48. What is the overall RF-IF gain range of a receiver?
49. What is the process of using the ampl itude of an
incoming signal to control the gain of a receiver?
50. What i~ the difference between forward AGC and
reverse AGC?
51. How is the gain of a different ial amplifier v~u·ied to
produce AGC?
52. What are two names for the ci rcuit that blocks the
audio until a signal is received?
53. Name the type of signal used to operate the circuit
described in Question 52.
54. Describe the purpose and operation of a CTCSS in a
receiver.
55. A BFO is required to receive what two types of signals?
56. What is the source of the signal required at the input to
the 3089 receiver IC?
57. Name the three main sources of selectivity for receiver~
implemented with JCs.
58. In a single chip transceiver, how is the frequency of
operation changed?
59. In an FM transceiver, what is the only circ uitry commonly shared by the receiver and the transmitter?
60. What are the circui ts shared by the transmitter and
receiver in an SSB transceiver?
61. The phase-locked loop is often combined with what circuit to produce multiple frequencies in a transceiver?
62. The synthesizer in a transceiver usually generates what
three frequencies?
63. Can a Z IF receiver demodu late FM or PM? How?
64. Name four functions that can be performed by DSP
in an SDR.
The following questions refer

to

the receiver in Fig. 9-44.

65. What components or circuits determine the bandwidth
of the receiver?
66. As R 1 is varied so that the voltage on the arm of the
potentiometer increases toward +9 V. how does the
frequency of the local oscillator vary?
67. What component provides most of the gain in this
receiver?
Communication Receivers
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68. Is the squelch '>ignal- or noise-derived?
69. Does this recei,er contain a BFO?
70. Could this circuit receive CW or SSB signals?
71. If the de AGC voltage on pin 5 of U2 is decreased, what
happens to the gain of U2?
72. Where would an audio signal be injected to test the
complete audio \CCtion of this receiver?

73. What frequency signal would be u~ed to test the IF
section of this receiver, and where would it be
connected?
74. What component would be inoperable if C31 became
shorted?

Problems
I . A tuned circuit has a Q of 80 at it~ resonant frequency

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

8.

9.

of 480kHz. What i' its bandwidth? •
A paraJlel LC tuned circuit has a coil of 4 JLH and a capacitance of 68 pF. The coil resistance i~ 9 fl. What i~
the circuit bandwidth?
A tuned circuit has a resonant frequency of 18 Milt
and a bandwidth of 120 kHz. What are the upper and
lower cutoff frequencie!>? •
What value of Q is needed to achie\e a bandwidth of
4kHz at 3.6 MHt.?
A filter has a 6-dB bandwidth of 3500 Ht and a 60-dB
bandwidth of 8400 Ht.. What is the shape factor? •
A superhet has an input signal of 14.5 MHz. The local
oscillator is tuned to 19 MH1.. What is the IF?
A desired .,ignal at 29 MH£ is mixed with a local oscillator of 37.5 MHt. What is the image frequency? •
A dual-conversion ~uperhet has an input frequency of
62 MHz and local osci Ilaton' of 71 and 8.6 MHz. What
are the two IFs?
What are the outputs of a mixer with inputs of 162 and
189 MH£'? •

10. What i~ the most likely IF for a mixer with inputs of
162 and 189 MHL?
11. A frequency synthesizer like the one in Fig. 9-18 has a
reference frequency of I00 kHt. The crystal oscillator
and the multiplier supply a ~ignal of 240 MHz to the
mixer. The frequency divider is ~etlo 1500. What is the
VCO output frequency?
12. A frequency ~ynthesizer has a phase detector input reference of 12.5 1-.Ht. The divider ratio is 295. What are the
output frequency and the frequency change increment?
13. The signal input power to a receiver is 6.2 nW. The
noise power i~ 1.8 nW. What i~ the SIN ratio? What is
the SIN ratio in decibels?
14. What i~ the noise voltage produced across a 50-fl input
resistance at a temperature of25 C with a bandwidth of
2.5 MHt'?
15. At what frequencies is noise temperature used to express the noise in a system?
16. The noise ratio of an amplilier b 1.8. What is the noise
temperature in kelvins?
• Answers ro Se/ecred Pmhlems jollo11 Chop. 22.

Critical Thinking
I . Why is a noil>e temperature of 155 K a better rating than

a noise temperature of 210 K?
2. An FM transceiver operates on a frequency of
470.6 MHt. The first IF is 45 MHt. and the second IF is
500 kHz. The transmitter has a frequency-multiplier
chain of 2 X 2 X 3. What three signals must the
frequency synthesizer generate for the transmitter and
two mixers in the receiver?
3. Explain how a digital counter could be connected to the
receiver in Fig. 9-44 so Lhat it would read the frequency
of the signal to which it was tuned.
4. What is the effect on receiver selectivity if a resistor is
connected in parallel with the tuned transformer in
Fig. 9-33?
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5. The circuit-. in a superheterodyne receiver have the following gain\: RF amplifier. 8 dB: mixer. -2.5 dB: IF
amplifier. 80 dB: demodulator. - 0.8 dB: audio amplifier, 23 dB. What is the total gain?
6. A superheterodyne receiver receives a signal on
I0.8 M Hz. It is amplitude-modulated by a 700-HL.tone.
The local oscillator is set to the <,ignal frequency. What
is the IF? What is the output of a diode detector
demodulator?
7. A software-defined radio operate' at 1900 MH/. The
local oJ>cillator is set to 1750 MHz. What is the
minimum s:~mpling frequency required in the A/0
converter?

Multiplexing and
Demultiplexing
A

communication channel, or link, between two points is established whenever

a cable is connected or a radio transmitter and receiver are set up between the
two points. When there is only one link, only one function-whether it involves
signal transmission or control operations-can be performed at a time. For twoway communication, a half duplex process is set up: Both ends of the communication link can send and receive but not at the same time.
Transmitting two or more signals simultaneously can be accomplished by running multiple cables or setting up one transmitter/receiver pair for each channel,
but this is an expensive approach. In fact, a single cable or radio link can handle
multiple signals simultaneously by using a technique known as multiplexing, which
permits hundreds or even thousands of signals to be combined and transmitted
over a single medium. Multiplexing has made simultaneous communication more
practical and economically feasible, helped conserve spectrum space, and allowed
new, sophisticated applications to be implemented.

Objectives
After completing this chapter, you will be able to:
• Explain why multiplexing techniques are necessary in telemetry, telephone
systems, radio and 1V broadcasting, and Internet access.
• Compare frequency division multiplexing with time-division multiplexing.
• Trace the steps in the transmission and reception of multiplexed signals.
• List the major subtypes of time-division multiplexing.
• Define pulse-code modulation, draw the diagram of a typical PCM multiplexer,
and state the primary benefit of PCM over other forms of pulse modulation.
• List the characteristics of the T-carrier system.
• Explain the difference between time and frequency duplexing.

10-1 Multiplexing Principles
Multiplexing

Telemetry

Multiplexer

Multiplexing is the process of simultaneou~ly transmitting two or more individual '>ignals over a <;ingle communication channel. cable or wireless. ln effect. it increa~e~ the
number of communication channels so that more information can be tran<;mitted. Often
in communication it i~ necessary or desirable to tran<.,mit more than one voice or data
signal si multaneously. An application may require multiple signals. or cost saving~ can
be gained by u ing a .,ingle communication channel to send multiple information signals. Four application., that would be prohibitive!) expensive or impossible without
multiplexing are telephone system'>. telemetry. satellite'>. and modern radio and TV
broadcaMing.
The greatest usc of multiplexing is in the telephone system. where millions of calls
are multiplexed on cables. long-diMancc fiber-optic lines. satellite'>. and wireless paths.
Multiplexing increase., the telephone carrier's abilit) to handle more calls \\hilc minimizing sy'>tem costs and spectrum usage.
In telemefl)~ the physical charactcrbtics of a given application arc monitored by sensitive transducers which generate electric signals that vary in response to changes in
the stalll'> of the various physical characteri<;tics. The ...ensor-generated information can
be sent to a central location for monitoring. or can be used as feedback in a closed-loop
control S) stem. Most spacecraft and many chemical plants. e.g.. u-.c telemetry sy-.tcms
to monitor characteristics such as temperature, pressure. speed, light level. flow rate. and
liquid level.
The usc of a ~ingle communication channel for each characterbtic being mea'>ured
in a telemetry system would not be practical. becau~c of both the multiple pos'>ibilities
for !>ignal degradation and the high co-.t. Consider. e.g.• monitoring a ~pace shuttle flight.
Wire cables are obviously out of the question, and multiple transmitters impractical. If
a deep-space probe were used. it would be necessary to use multiple transducers, and
many transmitters would be required to !.end the ~ignaJ<.. back to earth. Because or CO'>l.
complexity. and equipment '>ize and weight. this approach would not be feasible. Clearly.
telemetry is an ideal application for multiplexing. with which the various infom1ation
signal'> can all be sent over a single channel.
Finally. modern FM stereo broadcasting requires multiplexing techniques. as does
the transmission of stereo -;ound and color in TV. Digital TV is multiplexed.
Multiplexing i'> accomplished by an electronic circuit known a-. a multiplexer. A -.imple multiplexer is illustrated in Fig. 10-1. Multiple input signals arc combined by the
multiplexer into a single composite '>ignal that i!> transmitted over the communication
medium. Alternatively, multiplexed signals can modulate a carrier before transmission.

Figure 10-1

Concept of multiplexing.

Multiple
1nput
s•gnals

---------------

Single
commumcations
channel
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MUX

Multiplexer (MUX or MPX)
comb1nes all mputs
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DEMUX

------

Ong1na1
input
s1gna1s

Demultiplexer (DEMUX)
processes •nput signal
by sort1ng 11 out into the
ongmal 1nd1vidual signals

At the other end of the communication link. a demultiplexer i'> U\Cd to proces~ the compo'>itc ~ignal to recover the indh idual ~ignab.
The two most common t) pc~ of multiplexing arc frcqucncy-dh i..,ion multiplexing
CFDM ) and time-division multiplexing (TOM ). Two \ariation~ of the~e basic method~
arc frequency-division multiple acct:~s (FDMA) and time-division multiple access
(TDMA). ln general, FDM systems are used for analog information and TOM systems arc used for digital informati on. Of course, TOM wchniques are also found in
many analog applications because the processes of AID and D/A conversion are !\O
common. The primary difference between these techniques is that in FDM, individual signal s to be transmitted arc a\signed a different frequency wi thin a common
bandwidth. I n TOM. the multiple .,jgnab are transmilled in different time slots on a
... inglc channel.
Another form of multiple aecev.. i~ I...nown as code-diri\ion multiple access (CDMA).
It i~ widely u ~ed in cell phone "Ystem'> to allow many cell phone '>llb~cribers w u~c a
common bandwidth at the same time. This system uses special codes assigned tO each
u'>er that can be identified. COMA u:-.cs a technique called spread spectrum to make this
type or multiplelling possible. Spread spectrum is covered in Chap. 12.

GOOD TO KNOW
FDM systems are used for analog
information, and TOM systems
are used for digital information.
although analog or digital signals
may use either type of
multiplexing.

Code-division multiple
access (COMA)

S PATIAL MULTIPLEXING

Spatial multiplexing is the term used to describe the transmission of multiple wireless signals on
a common frequency in such a way that they do not interfere with one another. One way of doing
this is to use low-power transmissions so that the signals do not interfere with one another. When

Spatial multiplexing
(frequency reuse)

very low power is used, the signals do not travel very far. The transmission distance is a function
of the power level, frequency, and antenna height. For example, these factors may be used to
ensure that the signals do not travel more than, say, 3 mi. Beyond 3 ml, these same frequencies
may be used again to carry different signals.
Another technique is to use carefully controlled antenna radiation patterns to direct the signals to different locations in such a way that signals sharing the same frequency channel do not
interfere with one another. Special antennas using multiple transmit and receive elements and
phase-shifting circuits form the beams of radio energy in such a way as to minimize or in some
cases completely eliminate interference from nearby signals on a common channel.
Spatial multiplexing is sometimes referred to as frequency reuse. This technique is widely
used in satellite and cellular telephone systems.

10-2 Frequency Division Multiplexing
I n frequency-dil·ision multiple.\ing ( FDM ). multiple signal " '>hare the bandwidth of a
common communication channel. Remember that all channels have 'pecilic bandwidths.
and '>ome arc relatively wide. A coaxial cable, e.g., ha~ a bandwidth of about I GHt..
The ban<.lwidths of radio channels vary, and arc usually determined by FCC regulations
and the type of radio service involved. Regardless of the type of channel. a wide handwidth can be shared for the purpose of transmilling many signals at the same time.

Frequency-division
multiplexing (FDM)

Tral1smitter-Multiplexers

or

Figure 10-2 '>hOWS a general bloc!... diagram
an FDM '>):..lem. Each l>ignal lObe tran\miued feed~ a modulator circuit. The carrier for each modulator <J;.) i" on a different
frequency. The carrier frequencies arc usually equally spaced from one another over a
specific frequency range. These can·ier" m·c referred to a:- sul>carrin.\ . Each input signal
Mu ltiplexing and Dcmultiplcxing

Subcarrier
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Figure 10-2

The transmitting end of an FDM system.
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i., ghcn a portion of the bandwidth. The rc ...uhing ~pectrum i~ illustrated in Fig. 10-3.
An) of the !>tandard kind\ of modulation can be used. including AM, SSB. FM. PM. or
any of the various digital modulation method!>. The FDM process divides up the bandwidth of the single channel into smaller. eq ually spaced channels, each capable of
carrying information in sidebands.
The modulator output-. containing the :-.ideband information are added algebraically
in a linear mixer: no modulation or generation of sidebands tal-.e., place. The re~uhing
output -.ignal is a compo-.ite of all the modulated subcarrier:-.. Thi-, -.ignal can be used to
modulate a radio tran~mittcr or can itself be tran~miued over the :-.ingle communication
channel. Alternatively. the composite signal can become one input to another multiplexed
system.

Figure 10-3

Spectrum of an FDM signal. The bandwidth of a smgle channel is d1v1ded mto smaller channels.
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Figure 10-4

The receiving end of an FDM system.
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Receiver-Demultiplexers
The receiving portion of an FDM sy!>tem is shown in Fig. I 0--k A receiver pick-. up the
signal and demodulate-. it. recovering the composite signal. Thi'> i'> '>Cnt to a group of
bandpass filter'>. each centered on one of the carrier frequencies. Each lilter pa..,.,c., only
it'> channel and reject'> all other-;. A channel demodulator then recO\Cr!> l.!ach original
input ~ignal.

FDM Applications
Telemetry.

As indicated earlier, sensors in telemetry system'> generate electric signals
that change in :.omc way in response to changes in physical characteristics. An example
of a sensor i~ a rhermist01: a device used to measure temperature. A thermistor·., resistance varie'> inversely with temperature: A'> the temperature increa..c!>. the rc'>i'>lance
decreases. The them1istor i!> usually connected into l>Ome kind of a resistive network.
such as a voltage divider or bridge, and to a de voltage !>OUrce. The rc.,ult i!> a de output voltage. which varies in accordance with temperature and which is transmitted to a
remote receiver for mea<;urement. readout. and recording. The thermi..,tor become" one
channel of an FDM -;y!>tem.
Other ~en\orc; ha,·e different kinds of outputs. Many have varying de output<.,, and
others have ac output. Each of these signals is t)picall) amplified. filtered. and otherwise conditioned before being used to modulate a carrier. All the carrier\ arc then added
to form a ...ingle multiplexed channel.
The conditioned tran!>ducer outputs are normally used to frequency-modulate a <.,ubcarrier. The var) ing direct or alternating current changes the frequency of an OM.:illator
operating at the carTier frequency. Such a circuit is generally referred to a;. a \'0/WgeCO/lf!VIIed oscillmor ( VCO) or a subcarrier oscillator ( SCO). To produce FDM. each
VCO operate!> at a different center or carrier frequency. The outpuh of the 'ubcarrier
oscillators arc added. A diagram of such a system is shown in Fig. I 0-5.

Mu lt iplexing and Demu ltiplcxi ng
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Figure 10-5

An FOM telemetry transmitting system.
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Figure 10-6(a) show!> a block diagram of a typical VCO circuit. The VCOs are available as single lC chips. T he popular 566 VCO I C con'>i'>IS of a dual-polarity current
~-oourcc that linearly charge!> and di!.charges an external capacitor C. The current value is
\et by an external resistor R1• Together R1 and C set the operating or center carrier
frequency, which can be any value up to about I MHt..
The currenr source can be varied by an external .,ignal. either de or ac. which i ~
the modulating signal from a transducer or other source. The input signal varies the
charging and discharging current. thereby varying the carrier frequency. The result is
direct FM.
The current source output i:-. a linear triangular waveform that i" buffered by an amplifier for external use and fed to an internal Schmitt trigger. The Schmiu trigger generates a
rectangular pulse at the operating frequency that is fed to a buffer amplilier for external u\e.
The Schmitt trigger output i-. al~o fed back to the current source. where it control'>
whether the capacitor is charged or discharged. For example. the VCO may begin by
charging the capacitor. When the Schmitt trigger senses a specific level on the triangular wave. it switches the current source. Discharging then occurs. The waveforms
in Fig. I 0-6(b) show this feedback action, which i'> what create~> a free-running.
a~tablc oi>cillator.
Most VCOs are astable multivibrators whose frequency is controlled by the input
from the signal conditioning circuits. The frequency of the VCO changes linearly in proportion to the input voltage. lncrea'>ing the input voltage causes the VCO frequency to
increase. The rectangular or triangular output of lhe VCO is usually filtered into a sine
wave by a bandpass litter centered on the unmodulated VCO center frequency. This can
be either a conventional LC filter or an active lilter made with an op amp and RC input
and fecdbad. networks. The resulting sinusoidal output i!- applied to the linear mixer.
The linear mixing proces\ in an FDM system can be accomplished with a simple
resistor network. However. such networks greatly attenuate the signal. and some voltage
amplification is usually required for practical systems. A way to achieve the mixing and
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Figure 10-6

(a) Typical IC VCO c1rcu1t. (b) Waveforms.
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amplification at the same time i' to usc an op amp '>ttmmer. :.uch as that shown in
Fig. I 0-5. Recall that the gain of each input is a function of the ratio of the feedback resistor R1 to the input resistor value ( R1• R 2• etc.). The output is given by the expression
Vout = -[ V,(RrfR,) + V2(R1/1?2) + V3(~/R3) + · · · + V,(R,IR,)].
In most cases, the VCO FM output levels are the same. and all input resistors on
the summer amplifier are therefore equal. If variations do exist. amplitude corrections
can be accomplished by making the ~ummer input resiMors adjustable. The output of the
\ummer amplifier does inven the '>ignal: however. this ha~ no effect on the content.
The composite output signal i.., then typically used to modulate a radio transminer.
Again. most telemetry systems U)e FM. although it is po~sible to usc other kinds of modulation schemes. A system that u:-.es FM of the VCO subcarrier~ a') well as FM of the
final carrier is usually called an FM/FM system.
The receiving end of a telemet ry sy:-.tem is shown in Fig. 10-7. A standard superheterodyne receiver tuned to the RF carri er frequency is used to pick up the signal. An
FM demodulator reproduces the ori ginal composite multiplexed signal. which is then
fed to a demultiplexer. The demu ltiplexer divides the signab and reproduces the original inputs.
The output of the first FM demodulator is fed simultaneou'>ly to multiple bandpa'>s
filter:-.. each of which i!, tuned to the center frequency of one of the !>pecified subchanncb. Each filter passes only it'> ..,ubcarrier and related sideband:-. and rejects all the other\. The demultiplexing proce<.,!. i'>. then. essentially one of u~ing fillers to son the
cornpo!>itc multiplex signal back into it:-. original components. The output of each filter
i" the !>ubcarrier o:.cillator frequency wi th it!> modulation.
Multiplex ing anu Demultiplexing

FM/FM system
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Figure 10- 7

An FM/FM telemetry receiver.
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Thc~e <>ignals arc then applied to FM demodulators. A l so known a~ discriminator,\,
the!>c circuits take the FM .,ignal and recreate the original de or ac '>ignal produced by
the tran-,ducer. The ori ginal '>ignals are then mea'>ured or processed to provide the dc~ired
information from the remote transmitting -.ourcc. In most system<,, the multiplexed signal i!> sent to a data recorder where it is Mored for possible future use. The original
telemetry output signals can be graphically displayed on a strip chart recorder or otherwise converted to usable outputs.
The demodulator circu it~ used in typical FM demultiplexers arc of either the pha-;elocked loop (PLL) or the pul~e-averaging type. PLL circuits have superior noise performance over the simpler pubc-averaging types. A PLL discriminator is also used to
demodulate the receiver output.
FDM telemetry '>yMems. which are inexpensive and highly reliable. are still widely
used in aircraft and missile instrumentation and for monitoring of medical devices. such
as pacemakers.

Telephone Systems. For decades. telephone companies uc;ed FDM to send multiple
telephone conversation~ over a minimum number of cables. In this application. the original voice signal. in the 300- to 3000-HL range. is used to modulate a subcarrier. Lower
sideband (LSB) SSB AM wa:-. used. Each subcarri er is on a different frequency, and these
subcarricrs are then added to form a single channel. This multiplexing process was
repeated at several levels. ~o that up to I 0.800 phone calls could be carried over a single
communication channel. a...suming a wide enough bandwidth.
Thi., elaborate FDM '>Y~tem is no longer used. It was replaced by an all-digital
timc-divi<.ion multiple.x ing <TOM > <;ystem that i<; described later in thi<; chapter.

Cable lV. One of the best examples of FDM is cable TV. in which multiple TV signals,
each in its own 6-M Hz channel , are multiplexed on a common coax ial or fiber-optic
cable and sent to nearby homes. TV signal!. include video and audio to modulate carriers
u~ing analog methods. Each channel usc~ a separate set of carri er frequencies. which can
be added to produce FDM. The cable box act<., as a tunable Iiller to select the desired
channel. Figure 10-8 <,how'> the <>pectrum on the cable. Each 6-MHL channel carrie\
the video and voice of the TV ~ignal. Coaxial and fiber-optic cable~ have an enormou:-.
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Figure 10-8

The spectrum on coaxial cable in a cable TV system with 6-MHz-wide channels.
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bandwidth and can carry more than one hundred TV channcb. Many cable TV companies
also use their cable !>Y!>tcm for lnternct access. A special motlem (modulator-demodulator)
permits computer data to be transmitted and received at very high data speed:.. You wi ll
learn more about cable modems in Chap. I I and about cable TV in Chap. 23.

FM Stereo Broadcasting . In recording original \terco. two microphone' are u!>ed

w generate

two -,eparate audio signal,. The two microphones pick up ouml from a common source. :-.uch m. a voice or an orche!>tra. but from tliffercnt direction,. The \eparation of the two microphones provides surticient difference!> in the two audio :-.ignal~ to
provide more realistic reproduction of the origi nal sound. When stereo i s rcproducctl. the
two ~ignals can come from a cassette tape. a CD. or some other ~ource. T hese two independent signals mu'>t ~omehow be tran'>miued by a single transmitter. Thi" i~ done
through FDM techniques.
Figure 10-9 i'> a general block diagram of a stereo FM multiplex modulator. The two
audio signals. generally called the left (L) and right (R) '>ignals. originate at the two microphones shown in the figure. These two signab are fed to a combin ing circuit. where they
are used to form sum (L + R) and difference (L - R) signals. The L + R signal is a li near
algebraic combination of the left and right channels. The composite signal it produces b
the same a<; if a <,inglc microphone were u~ed to pick up the ~ound. 1! is this signal that a
monaural receiver will hear. The frequency response i<. 50 l it to 15 kHz.
The combining circuit invert' the right channel -;ignal. thereby subtracting it from
the left channel 10 produce the L - R "ignal. These two -.ignal'>. the L + R and L - R,
arc transmi tted independently and recombined later in the receiver to produce the individual right- and left-hand channels.
The L - R ~ignal is used to amplitude-modulate a 38-J..Hz carrier in a balanced
modulator. T he balanced modulator <.uppre-.~e., the carrier but generates upper and lower
\idcbands. The re\ulting ~pectrum of the composite modulating ~ignal i' '>hown in
Fig. I 0-10. As shown, the frequenc) range of the L + R signal i'> from 50 H1 10 15 kHz.
Since the frequency re~ponse of an FM signal is 50 to 15 H i t. the sidebands of the
L - R signal arc in the frequency range of 38kHz :!: 15 kilt. or 23 to 53 kHz. This DSB
'-llppressed carrier signal i~ algebraically added to. and tran'>milled along with. the :-:tandard L + I~ audio 'ignal.
Abo transmilled with the L + R and L - R signal!. i-; a 19-kHz pilot carrier. which
1" genemted by an O\cillator whose output al<,o modulate<, the main transmitter. Note that
the 19-kHz oscillator drives a frequenC) doubler to generate the 38-kHL carrier for the
balanced modulator.
Some FM stations also broadca~ t one or more addi tional signals, referred to as
llthsidiary comm1111ications authori:atioll (SCA) signals. The basic SCA signal is a separate
'ubcarrier of 67 kH1 which is frequency-modulated by audio signals. usually mu~ic. SCA
.. ignab are abo u\ed to transmit weather. <.ports. and financial information. Special SCA
FM rccei,·ers can picJ... up these ~.,ignah . The SCA portion of the sy,tem is general!) uc,ed
for broadcaMing background music for elevators. store~. otlice:-.. and restaurant\. If an
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Figure 10-9

General block diagram of an FM stereo multiplex modulator, multiplexer,
and transmitter.
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Spectrum of FM stereo multiplex broadcasl signal. This signal frequency-modulates the RF carrier.
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SCA system is being used, the 67-kHz subcarrier with its mw.ic modulation will also be
added to the L - R and L + R '>ignal'> to modulate the FM tran<.mitter. Not all stations
transmit SCA. but some tran'>mit several channels. using additionaL higher-frequenc)
subcarriers.
Another alternative service provided by some FM station~ is called the Radio Data
System (RDS). It is widely used in car radios and some home stereo receiver1.. lt allows
digita l data to be transmitted to the FM receiver. Some examples of the types of data
tran~mitted include station call lcller~ and location. travel and w~.:ather data, and short
news announcements. A popular usc of RDS is to transmit the name and artist of music
selection~ being played by the <,tation. The transmitted data is di<,played on a liquid-crystal
di~pla:r (LCD) in the receiver.
The data to be transmitted i!> u-.ed to modulate another !>ubcarrier at 57 kHz. This
i., the third harmonic of the 19-kHt pilot carrier and so help'> prevent imeraction with
the !>tereo signals. A form of phase modulation called quadraTure phase-shift keying
(QPSK) is used to modulate the subcarrier. The serial data rate is 1187.5 bits per second (bps).
As in other FDM system!>, all the :-.ubcaniers are added with a linear mixer to form
a single signal (Fig. I 0-10). This signal is used to frequency-mouulate the carrier of the
broadca~t transmitter. Again. note that FOM simply takes a portion of the frequency spectrum. There is sufficient spacing between adjacent FM station.., ~o that the additional
information can be accommodated. Keep in mind that each additional subcarrier reduce!>
the amount by which the main L + R '>ignal can modulate the carrier. .,ince the maximum total modulation voltage is determined by the legal channel width.
At the receiving end, the demodulation is accomplished with a circuit '>imilar to that
illu~trated in Fig. 10-11. The FM <,upcrheterodyne receiver pid.:-. up the signal. amplitie~ it, and translates it to an intermediate frequency, usually I0. 7 MI lL. It i!> then demodulated. The output of the demodulator i~ the original multiplexed signal. The additional
circuits now sort out the various signal!> and reproduce them in their original form.
The original audio L + R signal is extracted simply by passing the multiplex signal
through a low-pass filter. Only the 50- to 15-kHz original audio i~ pa~sed. This signal is
fully compatible with monaural FM receivers without ~tcreo capability. ln a stereo

Figure 10-1 1

Quadrature phase-shift keying

Demultiplexing and recovering the FM stereo and SCA signals.
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system. the L + R audio signal i~ fed to a linear matrix or combiner where it i~ mixed
with the L - R signal to create the two separate L and R channels.
T he multiplexed signal is also applied to a bandpass filler that pa<,ses the 38-k Hz
suppressed ~ubcarrier with its sideband<.,. This is the L - R signal that modulates the
38-kHL carrier. This signal is fed to a balanced modulator for demodulation.
The 19-kH z pilot carrier is extracted by passing the multiplexed signal through a
narrow bandpass filter. This 19-kHz subcarrier is then fed to an ampl i fier and frequency
doubler circuit which produces a 38-kHt carrier signal that is fed to the balanced modulator. The output of the balanced modulator. of cour.,e. i::. the L
R audio signal. Thi'>
is fed to the linear rcsisti'e combiner along with the L + R ignal.
The linear combiner both add& and !>ubtract& the!-.c two signal-.. Addition produces
R) = 2L. Subtraction produces the right-hand
the left-hand channel: (L + R) + (L
channel: (L + R) - (L
R) = 21?. The left- and right-hand audio -.ignals are then sent
to separate audio amplifiers and ultimately the speaker.
I f an SCA signal i" being used. a <,eparate bandpa'>S filter centered on the 67-kHz
subcarrier will extract the signal and feed it to an FM demodulator. The demodulator
output is then sent to a separate audio amplifier and speaker.
If the RDS signal i' used. a 57-kHt bandpass filter selects thi'> signal and sends it to
a QPSK demodulation. The recovered digital data is then displayed on the receiver'., LCD.
Typically. the recovered data is sent to the receiver'' embedded control microprocc.,-;or
that also controls the LCD display where the data is conditioned prior to display.
All the circuitry used in the demultiplexing process is usually contained in a single
IC. In fact, most FM receivers contain a single chip that include~ the IF. demodulator,
and demultiplexer. Note that the multiplexing and demultiplexing of FM stereo in a TV
set arc exactly as de~cribed above. but with a different IF.

Example 10-1
A cable TV service usc~ a single coxial cable with a bandwidth or 860 MHz to
transmit multiple TV signals to sub~cribcrs. Each TV signal is 6 M l it wide. How
many channels can be carried?
Total channeh.

= 860/6 =

143.33 or 143

10-3 Time-Division Multiplexing
Time-division multiplexing
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In FDM. multiple signals are tran~mittcd over a -.ingle channel. each signal being allocated a ponion of the '>pectrum within that bandwidth. In time-dil•iJion multiplexing
(TDM), each signal occupies the entire bandwidth of the channel. However. each \ignal
is transmi!led for only a brief time. In other words. multiple signals take rum!> tran),mitting over the single channel. as diagrammed in Fig. I 0-12. Here. each of the four signaJs being transmitted over a single channel is allowed to use the channel for a lixcd
time. one after another. Once all four have been tran-.miued. the cycle repeats.
TOM can be used with both digital and analog '>ignals. For example. if the data consist!> of sequential byte!>. I byte of data from each '>Ourcc can be transmitted during the
time interval assigned to a particular channel. Each of the time slots shown in Fig. 10-12
might contain a byte from each of four !-ources. One channel would transmit 8 bit'> and
then hall. while the next channel tr<lll\mitted 8 bit\. The third channel would then transmit its data word. and \O on. The cycle \\Ould repeat itself at a high rate of speed. By
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Figure 10-12

The basic TOM concept.
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using thi!> technique. the data bytes of individual channeb can be interleaved. The re:-ulting single-channel signal is a digital bit '>!ream that i~ deciphered and rcas!>embled at the
receiving end.
The tran\mission of digital data by TOM is straightforward in that the incremental
digital data i'> alread) broken up into chunh which cnn ea'>ily be U'>'>igned to diiTercnt
time slot!>. TOM can abo be used to trun!>mit continuou!> analog signals. whether they
are voice. video. or telemetry-derived. This is accomplished by ~amp l ing the analog
signal repeatedly at a high rate and then converting the samples to proportional binary
number~ and transmiuing them serially.
Sampling an analog '>ignal create\ puhe-amplitude modulation (PAM). As shO\\ n in
Fig. I 0-13. the analog signal is com erted to a seric~ of constant-\\ idth pulses who:-c
amplitude follows the shape of the analog signal. The original ana log signal is recovered
by passing it through a low-pass filter. In T OM using PAM. a circuit called a multiplexer
(MUX or MPX) sample<, multiple analog signal sources: the resulting pubes arc interleaved and then transmiued over a single channel.

PAM Multiplexers
The simplest time multiplexer operates ~"' a single-pole multiple-po~ition mechanical or
electronic \Witch that sequentially ~amplcs the multiple analog input\ at a high rate of
speed. A ba'>ic mechanical rotary :-.witch i!-. !-.hown in Fig. I 0-14. The :-witch arm is rotated
by a moter and dwells momentarily on each contact, allowing the input signal to be
passed through to the output. II Lhcn switches quickly to the next channel, allowing that
channel to pa~s for a fixed duration. The remaining channels are sampled in the ~amc
wa). After each signal ha~ been sampled. the cycle repeat .... The result i\ that four analog
~ignal~ arc ~am pled. creating pulse-amplitude-modulated !-.ignals that arc interleaved "'"ith
one another. The speed of sampling is directly related to the speed of rotation. and the
dwell time of the switch arm on each contact depend~ on the speed of rotation and the
duration
contact.

or

Figure 10- 13

Sampling an analog signal to produce pulse-amplitude modulation.
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Figu re 10- 14

Simple rotary-switch multiplexer.
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Figure I0-15 illustrates how four different analog signals arc sampled by this
technique. Signals A and C arc continuously varying analog signal!., signal B ic; a
positive-going linear ramp, and ~ignal 0 is a constant de voltage.

Commutator Switches. Mulliplexer1. in early TOM/PAM telemetry systems used a

GOOD TO KNOW
The commutation rate or multiplex rate is derived by multiplying
the number of samples per frame
by the frame rate.

fonn of rotary switch t...nown as a commutator. Multiple switch segments were attached
to the variou1. incoming signals while a high-.,peed brush rotated by a de motor rapidly
sampled the signals as it passed over the contacts. (Commutators have now been totally
replaced by electronic circuits. which are discussed in the next section.)
ln practice. the duration of the -.ample pulses is shorter than the time that is allocated
to each channel. For example. assume that it tat...es the commutator or multiplexed )Witch
I ms to move from one contact to another. The contacts can be set up so that each sample
is I ms long. Typically. the duration of the sample is set to be about one-half the channel period value. in this example 0.5 ms.

Figure 10-15

Four-channel PAM time division multiplexer.
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One complete revolution of the commutator switch is referred to as a frame. In other
word\. during one frame. each input channel is sampled one time. The number of contacts on the multjplexed switch or commutator sets the number of samples per frame.
The number of frames completed in I s is called the fra me rwe. Multiplying the number of samples per frame by the frame rate yields the commutation rate or multjplex rate,
which is the basic frequency of the composite signal, the final multiplexed signal that is
transmiued over the communication channel.
[n Fig. I 0-15. the number of samples per frame is 4. Assume that the frame
rate il. I 00 frames per second. The period for one frame, therefore, is I II 00
0.0 I s = I 0 ms. During that 10-ms frame peliod. each of the four channels is sampled
once. Assuming equal sample durationl!. each channel is thus allotted 10/4 = 2.5 ms. (As
indicated earlier. the full 2.5-m~ period would not be used. The ~ample duratjon during
that interval might be. e.g.. only I m!>). Since there are four samples taken per frame.
the commutation rate is 4 X I 00 or 400 pulses per second.

Frame rate

=

Electronic Multiplexers. In practical T OM/PAM systems. electronic circuits are used
instead of mechanical switches or commutators. The multiplexer itsel f is usually implemented with FETs. which are nearl y ideal on/off switches and can turn off and on at very
high !>pecds. A complete four-channel TOM/PAM circuit is illustrated in Fig. J0-16.
The multiplexer is an op amp !.ummer circuit with MOSFETs on each input resistor. When the MOSFET is conducting, it has a very low on re..,i tance and therefore acts
as a clol>ed ~witch. When the transistor is off. no current flows through it. and it therefore acts as an open switch. A digital pulse applied to the gate of the MOSFET rums
the transistor on. The absence of a pulse means that the tran~istor is off. The control
pulses to the MOSFET switches are such that only one MOSFET is turned on at a time.
These MOSFETs are turned on in sequence by the digital circuitry illustrated.

Figure 10-16

A time-division multiplexer used to produce pulse-amplitude modulation.
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Figure 10-1 7

Waveforms for a PAM multiplexer.
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All the MOSFET '>Witches are connected in series with re.,i-,tor<; {R1-R4 ) : this. in
combination wilh the feedback resistor (R1) on the op amp circuit. determines the gain.
For the purposes of thi-. example. assume that the input and feedback resistors are all
equal in value: in other words, the op amp circuit has a gain of I. Since thi~ op amp
sum ming circuit inverts the polarity of the analog signals. it i~ followed by another
op amp inverter which again inverts. restoring the proper polarity.
All the circuitry shown in Fig. 10-16 is u'lually contained on a single IC chip. MOSFET
multiplexers are available "ith 4. 8. and 16 input'>. and lhese may be grouped to handle
an e"en larger number of analog inputs.
The digital control pubes are developed by the counter and decoder circuit shown
in Fig. I0-16. Since there are four channels, fou r counter ~tate~ arc needed. Such a
counter cun be implemented w ith two tlip-llop:-.. representing four d iscrete state5- 00,
01. 10. and 11-which arc the binary equivalents of the decimal numbers 0. I. 2. und
3. The four channeb can therefore be labeled 0. I. 2. and 3.
A clock oscillator circuit triggers the two llip-llop counters. The clock and nip-flop
waveforms are illustrated in Fig. 10-17. The llip-llop outputs are applied to decoder AND
gate., that are connected to rccogniLe the four binary combinations 00. OJ. 10. and II.
The output of each decoder gate is applied to one of the muhiph.!xed FET gates.
The one-.\hot multil'ibmtor d iagrammed in Fig. 10-16 is used to trigger all the
decoder AND gates at the clock frequency. It produces an output pul.,e whose duration
ha-. been ~et to the de~ired ~ampling interval. in thi'> case 1 m!-..
Each time the clock pube occurs. the one shot generates it<o pulse. which i~ applied
~imultaneously to all four A D decoder gate:-.. At any given time. only one of the gate\
is enabled. The output of the enabled gate il> a pulse whose duration i'> the same as that
of the one shot.
When the pulse occurs. it tu rns on the a~sociatcd MOSFET and al lows the analog
signal to be sampled and pm,.,ed through the op amp~ to the output. The output of the
linal op amp is a multiplt.:xcd PAM signal like that in Fig. 10-15. The PAM output bused
to modulate a carrier for tram.mission to a recei\'er. FM and PM arc common modulation method~.

Demultiplexer Circuits
Demultiplexer (DEMUX)

Once the composite PAM signal is recovered at the receiver. it is applied to a demultiplexer ( DEMUX). The demultiplexer il>. of course. the reverse or a multiplexer. It ha\ a
single input and multiple outputs. one for each original input \ignal. Typical DEMUX
circuit!) is -.hown in Fig. I0-18. A four-channel demultiplexer ha~ a -.ingle input and four
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Figure 10- 18

A PAM demultiplexer.
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outputs. Most demultiplexers use FETs driven by a counter-decoder. The individual PAM
signals are sent to op amps, where they are buffered and possibly amplified. They are
then sent to low-pass filters, where they are smoothed into the original analog signals.
The main problem encoumered in demultiplexing is synchronization. That is. for the
PAM signal to be accurately demultiplexed into the original sampled signals. the clod.
frequency used at the receiver demultiplexer must be identical to that used at the tram.mitting multiplexer. In addition, the equence of the demultiplexer must be identical to
that of the multiplexer so that when channel I is being sampled at the transmitter. channel I is turned on in the receiver demultiplexer at the same time. Such synchronit.ation
is usually carried out by a special synchronizing pulse included a~ a part of each frame.
Some or the circuits used for clock frequency and frame synchronization are discu~scd
in the following sections.

Clock recovery circuit

GOOD TO KNOW
Clock recovery circuits are used
to remedy the synchronization
problem encountered in
demultiplexing.

Figure 10- 19

Clock Recovery. Instead of using a free-running clock oscillator -,et to the identical
frequency of the transmitter system clock. the clock for the demultiplexer is derived from
the received PAM signal itself. The circuits shown in Fig. L0-19, called clock recovery
circuits, arc typical of those used to generate the demultiplexer clot:k pulses.
In Fig. I0-19(a). the PAM signal has been applied to an amplifier/limiter circuit.
which fiN amplifies all rct:cived pulses to a high level and then clips them off at a tixed
level. The output of the limiter is thus a con'ttant-amplitude rectangular wave whose output frequency is equal to the commutation rate. This is the frequency at which the PAM
pulses occur and is determined by the transmilling multiplexer clock.
The rectangular pulses at the output of the limiter are applied to a bandpass filter,
which eliminates the upper harmonics. creating a sine wave signal at the transmitting
clock frequency. Thjs signal is applied to the phase detector circuit in a PLL along with
the input from a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO). The VCO i-, set to operate at the
frequency of the PAM pulses. However. the VCO frequency is controlled by a de error
voltage applied to its input. This input is derived from the pha<,e detector output, which
is filtered by a low-pas~ Iiller into a de voltage.

Two PAM clock recovery circuits. (a) Closed loop. (b) Open loop.
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The phase detector compares the phase of the incoming PAM sine wave to the VCO
sine wave. If a phase error exists. the phase detector produces an output voltage which
is filtered to provide a varying direct current. The system is stabilized or locked when
the VCO output frequency is identical to that of the sine wave frequency derived from
the PAM input. The difference is that the two are shifted in phase by 90°.
If the PAM signal frequency changes for some reason, the phase detector picks up
the variation and generates an error signal wh ich is used to change the frequency of the
VCO to match. Because of the closed-loop feature of the system. the YCO automatically
tracks even minute frequency changes in the PAM signal, ensuring that the clock frequency used in the demultiplexer will al ways perfectly match that of the original
PAM signa l.
The output signal of the YCO is applied to a one-shot pulse generator which creates
rectangular pulses at the proper frequency. These are used to step the counter in the demultiplexer: the counter generates the gating pulses for the FET demultiplexer switches.
A simpler, open-loop clock pulse circuit is shown in Fig. IO-l9(b). Again, the PAM
signal is applied to an amplifier/limiter and then a bandpass tilter. The sine wave output
of the bandpass filter is amplified and applied to a phase-shift circuit which produces a
90° phase shift at the frequency of operation. This phase-shifted sine wave is then applied
to a pulse generator, which, in turn, creates the clock pulses for the demultiplexer. One
disadvantage of this technique is that the phase-shift circuit is tixed to create a 90° shift
at only one frequency. and so minor shifts in input frequency produce clock pulses whose
timing is not perfectly accurate. However. in most systems in which frequency variations
are not great, the circuit operates reliably.

Frame Syn chronization. After clock pulses of the proper frequency have been
obtained, it is necessary to synchronize the multiplexed channels. This is usually done
with a special synchronizing (sync) pulse applied to one of the input channels at the transmitter. In the four-channel system discussed previously. only three actual signals are
transmitted. The fourth channel is used to transmit a special pulse whose characteristics
are unique in some way so that it can be easily recognized. The amplitude of the pulse
can be higher than the highest-amplitude data pulse, or the width of the pulse can be
wider than those pulses derived by sampling the input signal s. Special circuits are then
used to detect the sync pulse.
Figure I 0-20 shows an example of a sync pulse that is higher in amplitude than the
maximum pulse value of any data signal. The sync pulse is also the last to occur in the
frame. At the receiver. a comparator circuit is used to detect the sync pulse. One input
to the comparator is set to a de reference voltage that is slightly higher than the maximum amplitude possible for the data pulses. When a pulse greater than the reference
amplitude occurs, i.e.. the sync pulse, the comparator immediately generates an output
pulse. which can then be used for synchronization. A lternatively. it is possible not to
transmit a pulse during one channel interval. leaving a blank space in each frame that
can then be detected for the purposes of synchronization.

Figure 10-20
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Figure 10-21

Complete PAM demultiplexer.
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When the sync pulse i-, detected at the receiver. it acts a!. a reset pulse for the
counter in the demultiplexer circuit. At the end of each frame, the counter is reset to
zero (channel 0 is selected). When the next PAM pulse occurs. the demultiplexer will
be sci to the proper channel. Clock pulses then -;lep the counter in the proper sequence
for dcmultiplexing.
Finally, at the output of the demultiplexer. separate low-pass lifters are applied to
each channel to reco,er the original analog .,ignab. Figure I 0-21 shows the complete
PAM demultiplexer.

10-4 Pulse-Code Modulation
Pulse-code modulation (PCM)

The most popular form of TOM uses pulse-code modulation (PCM) (',ee Sec. 7-4). in
which multiple channel., of digital data arc transmined in serial form. Each channel is
assigned a time slot in which to transmit one binary word of data. The data streams from
the various channels arc interleaved and transmitted sequentially.

PCM Multiplexers
When PCM is u~ed to trano;mit analog signalc.,. the signals arc ~amplcd with a multiplexer
as described previously for PAM, and then converted by an AID convener into a l>eries
of binary numbers. where each number is proportional to the amplitude of the analog
signal at the various sampling points. These binary words are convened from parallel to
serial format and then transmitted.
At the receiving end. the variou~ channel., are demultiplexed and the original sequential binary number.., recovered. stored in a digital memory. and then transferred to a D/A
converter that reconstruch the analog signal. (When the original data i<; strictly digital.
D/ A conversion is not rcqui red, of course.)
Any binary data. multiplexed or not, can he transmitted by PCM. Most longdistance space probes have on-board video cameras whose output <>ignals are digitit.cd
and transmitted bacf.. to earth in binary format. Such PCM video systems make possible
the tran<;mis<;ion of graphic images O\er incredible distances. I n computer multimedia
presentations. video data i'> often digiti1ed and transmitted by PCM technique<, to a
remote <;ource.
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figure 10-22

A PCM system.
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Figure I 0-22 '>hows a general block diagram of the major component'> in a PCM
'>ystem. where analog voice signals are the initial inputs. The \Oice '>ignals arc applied
to AID con\'erter.... which generate an 8-bit. parallel binary word (byte) l.!ach time a
sample is taken. Since the digital data must be transmitted seriall). the AID converter
output is fed to a '>hift regi<.,ter. which produces a serial data output from the parallel input. In telephone systems, a codec takes care of the AID parallel-to-serial conversion. The clock osci llator circuit driving the shift register operates at the desired
bit rate.
The multiplexing is done with a simple digital MUX. Since all the signals to be
transmitted are binary. a multiplexer constructed of standard logic gates can be used. A
binary counter drives a decoder that selects the desired input channel.
The multiplexed output is a serial data waveform of the interleaved binary words.
This baseband digital signal can then be encoded and transmitted directly over u twisted
pair or cables. a coaxial cable. or a liber-optic cable. Alternatively. the PCM binary signal can be used to modulate a carrier. A form of phase modulation known as phase-C
shift keying (PSK) b the most commonly used.
Figure I0-23 shows the dctaih of a four-input PCM multiplexer. Typically, the
inputs to ~uch a multiplexer come from an A/D c01werter. The binary input~ arc
applied to a !-hift regi-.ter. which can be loaded from a parallel source .,uch a" the AID
con\'erter or another serial source. fn most PCM sy~teml>. the -.hift regi!>tCr). arc part
of a codec.
The multiplexer itself i-; the familiar digital circuit known a:. a data -.elector. It i-.
made up of gate~ I through 5. The serial data is applied to gates I to 4; only one gate
at a time i-. enabled. by a 1-of-4 decoder. The serial data from the enabled gate is passed
through to OR gate 5 and appears in the output.
Now. a:.sume that all shift rcgistl.!rs are loaded with the bytes to be transmiucd. The
1-bit counter AB is reset. sending the 00 code to the decoder. This turns on the 00 output, enabling gate I. Note that the decoder output also enables gate 6. The clock pulses
begin to trigger shift register I, and the data is shifted out J bit at a time. The serial bits
pass through gates I and 5 to the output. At the same time, the bit counter. which is a
Multiplexing and Dcmultiplcxing

GOOD TO KNOW
PCM video systems make the
transmission of graphic images
over great distances possible.
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Figure 10-23

PCM multiplexer.
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divide-by-8 circuit, keeps track of the number of bits shifted out. When 8 pulses have
occun-ed, all 8 bits in shift register I have been transmitted. After counting 8 clock pulses,
the bit counter recycles and triggers the 2-bit counter. Its code is now 0 I. This enables
gate 2 and gate 7. The clock pulses continue, and now the contents of shift register 2
are shifted out I bit at a time. The serial data passes through gates 2 and 5 to the output. Again, the bit counter counts 8 bits and then recycles after all bits in shift register
2 have been sent. This again triggers the 2-bit counter, whose code is now I0. This
enables gates 3 and 8. The contents of shift register 3 are now shifted out. The process
repeats for the contents of sh ift register 4.
When the contents of all four shift registers have been transmitted once, one PCM
frame has been formed (see Fig. 10-23). The data in the shift registers is then updated
(the next sample of the analog signal convetted), and the cycle is repeated.
If the clock in Fig. 10-23 is 64 kHz, the bit rate is 64 kilobits per second (kbps) and
the bit interval is 1/64,000 = 15.625 j.LS. With 8 bits per word, it takes 8 X 15.625 =
125 f.l.S to transm it one word. This means that the word rate is II 125 X 1o- 6 = 8 kbytes/s.
If the shift registers get their data from an AID converter, the sampling rate is 125 f.l.S
or 8kHz. This is the rate used in telephone systems for sampling voice signals. Assuming a maximum voice frequency of 3kHz, the minimum sampling rate is twice that, or
6kHz, and so a sampling rate of 8 kHz is more than adequate to accurately represent
and reproduce the analog voice signal. (Serial data rates are further explained in
Chap. 11.)
As shown in Fig. I0-23. a sync pulse is added to the end of the frame. This signals
the receiver that one frame of four signals has been transmitted and that another is about
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Figure 10-24

A PCM receiver-demultiplexer.
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to begin. The recei ver uses the sync pulse to keep all its circuits in step ~o that each
original signal can be accurately recovered.

PCM Demultiplexers

PCM demultiplexer

At the receiving end of the communication link, the PCM signal is demultiplcxed and
converted back to the ori ginal data (see Fig. 10-24). The PCM baseband signal may come
in over a cable. in which case the signal is regenerated and reshaped prior to being
applied to the demultiplexer. Alternatively, if the PCM signal has modulated a carrier
and is being transmitted by radio. the RF signal will be picked up by a receiver and then
demodulated. The original serial PCM binary waveform is recovered and fed to a shaping circuit to clean up and rejuvenate the binary pulses. The original signal is then demultiplexed by meam of a digital demultiplexer using AND or NAND gates. The binary
counter and decoder dri ving the demultiplexer are kept in step with the receiver through
a combination of clock recovery and sync pulse detector circuits similar to those used
in PAM sy'>tenh. The <,ync pulse is usually generated and sent at the end of each frame.
The dcmultiplexed serial output ~ignals are fed to a shift register for conversion to parallel data and <,ent to a 0/A converter and then a low-pass filter. The <>hift rcgiMcr and
0/A converter arc usually part of a codec. The result is a highly accurate reproduction
of the original voice ~ignal.
Keep in mind that all the multiplexing and demultiplexing circuits arc usually in
integrated form. I n fact. both MUX and DEM UX circuits are combined on a single chip
to form a TOM transceiver that is used at both ends of the communications link. The
individual circuits arc not accessible: however. you do have access 10 all the inputs and
outputs that allow you to perform tests. measurements. and troubleshooti ng as required.
Multiplexing and Demultiplexing
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Benefits of PCM
PCM is reliable, inexpensive, and highly resistant to noi se. In PCM. the transmitted
binary pulses all have the same amplitude and, like FM signals, can be clipped to reduce
noise. Further, even when signals have been degraded because of noise. attenuation. or
distortion. all the receiver has to do is to determine whether a pulse was transmitted.
Amplitude. width, frequency. phase shape, and so on do not affect reception. Thus PCM
signals are easily recovered and rejuvenated. no matter what the circumstances. PCM is
so superior to other forms of pulse modulation and multiplexing for transmission of data
that it h a~ virtually replaced them all in communication applications.

Example 10-2
A special PCM system uses 16 channel!, or data, one whose purpose is identification
(JD) and synchronization. The sampling rate is 3.5 kHz. The word length is 6 bits.
Find (a) the number of available data channels, (b) the number of bits per frame. and
(c) the serial data rate.
a. 16 (total no. of channels) -

I (channel used for 10) = 15 (for data)

b. Bits per frame= 6 X 16 = 96
c. Serial data rate = sampling rate X no. bits/frame = 3.5 kHz X 96

= 336kHz

Digital Carrier Systems

Customer premises equipment (CPE)
T carrier system

The most widespread use of TOM is in the telephone system. All modern telephone systems use digital transmission via PCM and TOM. The only place where analog signals
are still used is in the local loop-the connection between a telephone company's central oftice (CO) and the subscriber's telephone. known as the customer premises equipmew (CPE). All local and long-distance connections are digital. Years ago, the telephone
companies developed a complete digital transmission system called the T carrier system.
lt is used throughout the United State~ for all telephone call!> and for the transm ission of computer data including Internet access. Similar systems are used in Japan
and Europe.
The T carrier system delines a range of PCM TDM systems with progressively faster
data rates. The physical implementations of these systems are referred to as T- 1. T-2,
T-3. and T-4. The digital signab they carry are deli ned by the terms DS I. OS2, DS3,
and DS4. It begins with the T-1 ~ystem, which multiplexes 24 basic OS I digital voice
signals that are then multiplexed into larger and faster DS2, OS3. and DS4 signals for
transmission. Usually T-1 transmission is by way of a dual twisted-pair cable or coaxial
cable. Wireless transmission is also common today. The T-2, T-3, and T-4 systems use
coaxial cable. microwave radio. or fiber-optic cable transmission.

T-1 Systems
T-1 system

The most commonly used PCM system is the T-1 system developed by Bell Telephone
for transmitting telephone conversations by high-speed digital links. The T-1 system multiplexes 24 voice channels onto a single line by using TOM techniques. Each serial djgital word (8-bit word~. 7 bits of magnitude. and 1 bit representing polarity) from the
24 channels is then transmitted sequentiall y. Each frame is sampled at an 8-kHz rate.
producing a 125-p.s ~ampling interval. During the 125-p.s interval between analog
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Figure 10-25

The T- 1 frame format. serial data.
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sample~ on each channel. 24 words of g bits. each repre1.enting one :-ample from cac.:h
of the inpu11.. arc transmilled. The channel sampling interval is 125 f..L~/24 = 5.2 f..L'>.
which corre.,ponds to a rate of 192 kH1. This represents a total of 24 X 8
192 bits.
An additional bit- a frame :-.ync.: pubc- is added to thi~ stream to keep the tran~milling
and receiving signal!, in ~ynchroni;ation with each other. The 24 word~ of 8 bit'> and the
synchroni;ing bit form one frame of 193 bit~. Thi~ ~equence i., carried out repeatedly.
The total bit rate for the multiplexed .,ignal is 193 X 8 kH; = 15-W ~ H 1 or 1.544 Mi lt.
Figure I0-25 .,how~ one frame of a T-1 <;ignal.
The T- 1 ... ignal can be tran'>rnilled via cable. coaxial cable. twi-,ted-pair cable. or
tiber-optic cable: or it can be used to modulate a carrier for radio tran,rni.,.,ion. For example. for long-di ... tance telephone call'>. T-1 .,ignab are .,ent to microwaqc: relay \tation....
where they frequency -modulate a carrier for transmi~.,ion 0\ er long di'>tance<.,. Abo T-1
.,ignal., arc tran.,milled 'ia ...atellite or fiber-optic cable.

GOOD TO KNOW
Even though electronic multiplexers do not use mechanical parts to
sample inputs, a complete cycle of
input is still called a frame.

T-Carrier Syc;tem\:
The T-1 sy<,tetm tran..,mit each voice -,ignal at a M-kbps rate. But they arc al-;o frequently
used to tran~mit fewer than 2-l inpuh at a faster rate. For in:-.tance. a T-1 line c.:an tram.mit a ~ingle source of computer data at a 1.544-Mbps rate. It can also transmit two datu
source~ at a 722-kbps rate or four ~ou rces at a 386-kbp~ rate and so on. These arc ~nown
as fractional T- 1 lines.

T-2, T-3 and T-4 Systems
To produce greater capacity for voice traffic as well a~ computer data traffic. the OS I
signab may be further mulliplexed into faster signals that carry even more channcb. Figure I0-26 '>hows how four DS I ..,ignul~ arc multiplexed to form a DS2 signal. The rc-.ult
is a 6.312-Mbps <,erial digital ~ignal containing 4 X 24 = 96 \Oice channel ....
The T-2 "Y'>tCill'> arc not \\ idcly u'cd except a<> a stepping'>tone to fonn OS3 -.ignaJ... A'
Fig. 10-26 ~hows .....c,cn DS2 outpuh are combined in a T-3 muhiplexer to generate a DS3
-.ignal. Thi\ -.ignal comain'> 7 X 96 = 672 \Oice channel\ at a data rate of ..W.736 Mbp....
Four DS3 -.ignal' ma:r funher be muhiple.xed to form a DS-1- signal. The T-4 muhiple.\er output data nne i' 274.176 Mbp-..
The T- 1 and T-3 line'> arc widely used by busines., and indw.try for telephone 'er' ice a'> well a'> for digital data tran ... mi . . !-.ion. These arc dedicated circuit'> lca'>cd from
the telephone company and u<.,ed only by the subscriber :,o that the full data rate is
available. Thc-.e lines are abo used in various unmultiplexcd form.; to achieve
fa<.l Internet ac.:ce"' or digital data transmission other than voice traffic. The T-2
and T-4 line:-. arc rarely used by ~ubscribers. but they are used within the telephone
system it-.elf.
Mu lti plexing ami

D~.:mu lt iplcxing
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10-5 Duplexing
Duplexing is the method by which two-way communications arc handled. Remember that
half duplcxing means that the two stations communicating take turns transmitting and
receiving. Mobile, marine. and aircraft radios usc half duplcxing. Full duplcxing means
that the two stations can send and receive simultaneously. Full duplex i<; certainly preferred,
a<> in phone calls. But not all systems require a !-.imultaneous sencVrcceive capability.
As with multiplexing, there are two way<; to provide duplexing- frequency-division
duplexing (FDO) and time-division duplexing (TOO). The simplest and perhaps best way
to provide full duplex is to usc FOO, which utilizes two separate channels, one for send
and another for receive. Figure I 0-27 shows the concept. The communicating parties arc
called station I and station 2. Station I uses the channel around f 1 for receiving only and
the channel around h for tran<,mitting. Station 2 uses/1 from transmitting and f2 for receiving. By spacing the two channels far enough apan, the transmitter will not interfere with
the receiver. Selective litters keep the signals separated. The big disadvantage of this method
is the extra spectrum space required. Spectntm space is scarce and expensive. Yet mo:,t cell
phone systems use this method because it is the easiest to implement and the most reliable.

Figure 10-27

Frequency-division duplexing (FOD).
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Figure 10-28
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Time-division duplexing (TDD).
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Time-division duplexing (TOO) means that signals are transmitted simultaneously
on a single channel by interleaving them in different time slots. For example, alternating time slots are devoted to transmitting and receiving. This is ill ustrated in
Fig. I 0-28. During time slot 1 1 , station I is transmitting (TX) while station 2 is receiving (RX). Then during time slot t2, station I is receiving while station 2 is transmiuing.
Each time slot may contain one data word, such as I byte from an AID converter or a
Dl A converter. As long as the serial data rate is high enough. a user will never know
the difference.
The primary benefi t of TDD is that only one channel is needed. It saves spectrum
space and cost. On the other hand, the TDD method is harder to implement. The key to
making it work is precise timing and synchronization between transmitter and receiver.
Special synchronizing pulses or frame sequences are needed to constantly ensure that
timing w ill not result in collisions between transmit and receive. Several of the newer
third-generation cell phone systems may usc TDD.

CHAPTER REVIEW
Summary
Multiplexing is the process of transmitting multiple signals
simultaneously over a single communication channel. Application:, that wou ld be prohibitively expensive or impossible
without multiplexing are telemetry, telephone systems,
satellites. radio and TV broadcasting. and cable TV.
The two basic types of mu ltiplexing are frequencydivision multiplexing (FDM) and time-division multiplexing
(TOM). In FDM. multiple signals are assigned a different
frequency within a common bandwidth. In TDM. mu ltiple
signals are transmitted in different time slots.
FDM requires both mixing and amplification, which are
accomplished by using a ci rcuit known as an operational amplifier summer. The composite output signal is then typically

used to modulate a radio transmitter. Some telemetry systems use FM modulation. In cable TV systems. the FDM
signal is transmitted directly on the cable. FM and TV
broadcasting use FDM.
TOM can be used with both digital and analog signals.
ln TDM transmission of analog signals, the analog signal is
repeatedly sampled at a high rate. creating pulse-amplitude
modulation (PAM), and then converted to proportional binary nu mbers and transmitted serially. PAM can be used to
time-multi plex severa l analog signals. The PAM signal is
then usually used to modulate an RF carrier. Once the composite PAM signal is received, it is applied to a demultiplexer.
which recovers the origi nal signals.

Multiplexing and Demultiplexing
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Today 'inually all TOM ~y~tem'> U'>C the digital technique kno\\ n a~ pulse-code modulation (PCM). a popular
example of \\<hich is the T carrier '>Y'>tem developed for
tran.,miuing telephone conversations by high-!-.peed digital
link'>. PCM is highly immune to noise. reliable. and. thanks
to low-co'>t ICs. relatively inexpen-;ive to implement.

There are two basic ways to implement full duple>.
opcration-frequency-di,ision duple>.ing (FDD) and timedivision duplexing (TOO). FDD i'> the more widely used but
requires more spectrum space. TDD is more economical of
~pectrum space but is harder to implement as precise timing
and synchronization is required.

Questions
1. 1'> multiple.\ing the procev., of tran..,miuing multiple
<,tgnal.., over multiple channel.,'!
2. State the primary benelit of multiplexing.
3. What i-, the name of the circuit u.,ed at the receiver to
recover multiplexed signals?
4. What is the basic principle of FDM?
5. What circuit combines the multiple signals in an FDM
.,yMem?
6. What is the name of the circuit to which the signab to
be frequency-multiplexed are applied?
7. What kind of modulation do most telemetry multiplex
\) \tCm\ U<.,e?
8. Name three places ,.,here telemetry is used.
9. Define -;patial multiplexing. Where i., it used?
10. What is the mathematical designation of the monaural
signal in FM stereo multiplexing'?
11. Name the four signals transmiued in FM stereo
multiplex.
12. What type of modulation i~ used on the L - R channel?
13. What type of modulation is U'>Cd by the SCA signals in
'olen::o '>ystem-,?
14. What i'> the basic circuit U'oed for demultiple>.ing in
FDM '>y<.tems?
15. In TDM. how do multiple .,ignals share a channel?
16. What type of modulation is produced when an analog
signal is sampled at high speed?
17. What type of circuit i., used to recreate the clock
pul,es at the receiver in a PAM system?

18. In a PAM ~ystem. hO\\ are the multiplexer and demultiplexer kept in step with each other?
19. What is the time period called in a PAM or PCM
c;ystem when all channeh. arc sampled once?
20. What circuit is used to demodulate a PAM signal?
2 1. What type of switch is used in an electronic
multiplexer?
22. How is the desired input to a time-division multiplexer
selected?
23. I low is a PAM signal tran<,miued?
24. What t) pe of clock recovery circuit tracks PAM frequency variation-,?
25. How are analog signal'> tran.,mittcd in a PCM system'?
26. What is the name of the IC that convert~ A/D and D/A
signals in a PCM telephone sy'>tem?
27. What is the standard audio sampling rate in a PCM
telephone system?
28. What i'i the standard word si7c in a PCM telephone
. . ystem'?
29. What i~ the main benefit of PCM over PAM. FM. and
other modulation techniques?
30. What is the total number of bit" in one T-1 frame?
3 1. Docs a T-1 sy~tem use ba<.,eband or broadband techniques? Explain.
32. Deline half and full duplcxing.
33. Explain the difference between FDD and TDD.
34. Discuss the pros and cons of FDD versus TDD.

Problems
1. I low many 6-MHz-wide TV channeb can be multiplexed on an 800-MHt coaxial cable? •
2. What b the minimum sampling rate for a signal with a
14-kH7 bandwidth?

3. State the bit rate and maximum number of channels in
T-1 and T-3 telephone TOM systems. •
• An.l ll'en to Selected Pmhlems.folloll' Chap. 22.

Critical Thinking
I. Hov. long does it take to tran.,mit one PCM frame with
16 byte'>. no synchroni tat ion. and a clock rate of
~6 MH1'?
2. A special PCM system U!>e~ 12-bit words and 32 channels. Data is transmilled serially with no sync pulse.
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The time duration for I bit i" .l88.28 ns. How many
hits per frame is transmitted and at what rate?
3. Can FDM be used with binary information signal!.?
Explain.

The Transmission
of Binary Data in
Communication Systems
S ince the mid-1970s, the proliferation of applications that send digital data
over communication channels has resulted in the need for efficient methods of
transmission, conversion, and reception of digital data. As with analog data, the
amount of digital information that can be transmitted is proportional to the bandwidth of the communication channel and the time of transmission. This chapter
further develops some of the basic concepts and equipment used in the transmission of digital data, includ ing some mathematical principles that apply to transmission efficiency, and discusses the development of digita l modulation, standards,
error detection and correction methods, and spread spectrum techniques.

Objectives
After completing this chapter, you will be able to:

•

Explain the difference between asynchronous and synchronous data
transmission.

• State the relationship between communication channel bandwidth and
data rate in bits per second.
• Name the four basic types of encoding used in the serial transmission of data.
•

Describe the generation of FSK, PSK, GAM, and OFDM.

•

Name three types of data modems and explain how they operate.

•

Explain the need for and types of communication protocols.

• Compare and contrast redundancy, parity, block-check sequences, cyclica l
redundancy checks, and forward error correction.
•

Explain the operation and benefits of spread spectrum systems.

11-1 Digital Codes
Data processed and stored by computers can be numerical (e.g., accounting records,
spreadsheets, and stock quotations) or text (e.g., letters, memos, reports. and books).
As previously discussed, the signals used to represent computerized data are digital,
rather than analog. Even before the advent of computers, digital codes were used to
represent data.

Early Digital Codes
Morse code

Continuous-wave (CW)
Baudot code

The first digital code was created by the inventor of the telegraph, Samuel Morse.
The Morse code was originally designed fo r wired telegraph communication but was
later adapted for radio communication. It consists of a series of "dots" and "dashes"
that represent letters of the alphabet, numbers, and punctuation marks. This on/off
code is shown in Fig. I L- 1. A dot is a short burst of RF energy, and a dash is a burst
of RF that is 3 times longer than a dot. The dot and dash on periods are separated
by dot-length spaces or off periods. With special training, people can easily send and
receive messages at speeds ranging from 15 to 20 words per minute to 70 to 80 words
per minute.
The earliest radio communication was also carried out by using the Morse code of
dots and dashes to send messages. A hand-operated telegraph key turned the carrier of
a transmitter off and on to produce the dots and dashes. These were detected at the
receiver and mentally converted by an operator back to the letters and numbers making
up the message. This type of radio communication is known as continuous-wave (CW)
transmission.
Another early binary data code was U1e Baudot (pronounced baw-dough) code used
in the early teletype machine. a device for sending and receiving coded signals over a
communication link. With teletype machines, it was no longer necessary for operators to
learn Morse code. Whenever a key on the typewriter keyboard is pressed, a unique code
is generated and transmitted to the receiving machine, which recognizes and then prints
the corresponding letter, number, or symbol.
The 5-bit Baudot code is shown in Fig. 11 -2. With 5 bits, 2 5 = 32 different symbols can be represented. The different 5-bit combinations, together with two shift codes,
can generate the 26 letters of the alphabet, 10 numbers, various punctuation marks, and
control functions. lf the message is preceded by the letter shi ft code ( 110 I I), all Ule fol lowing codes are interpreted as leuers of the a lphabet. Sending the figure shift code
(I I I l l) causes all the following characters to be interpreted as numbers or punctuation
marks. The Baudot code is rarely used today, having been supplanted by codes that can
represent more characters and symbols.

Figure 11-1

Th e Morse code. A dot (.) is a short click; a dash (-) is a long click.
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Figure 11-2
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Modern Binary Codes

Binary code

For modern data communication. information is transmitted by using a system in which
the numbers and letters to be represented are coded, usually by way of a keyboard, and
the bi nary word representing each character is stored in a compu ter memory. T he message can also be stored on magnetic tape or disk. The following sections describe some
widely used codes for transmbsion of digitized data.

Amencan Standard Code for Information Interchange. The most widely
u'>ed data communication code ic; the 7-bit binary code known a'> the American Standard
Code for Information Interchange (abbreviated ASCII and pronounced ass-key). which
can represent 128 numbers. letters, punctuation marks, and other symbob (see Fig. 11-3).
With ASCII , a sufficient number of code combinations is available to represent both
uppercase and lowercase letters of the alphabet.
The first ASCJl codes listed in Fig. l l -3 have two- and three-letter designations.
These codes initiate operations or provide responses for inquiries. For example, BEL or
0000 I I I will ring a bell or a buner; CR is carriage return; SP is a space. such as that
between words in a sentence; ACK means "acknowledge that a transmission was
received .. : STX and ETX are '>tart und end of text, respectively: and SYN is a synchronitation word that provides a way to get transmission and reception in step with each
other. The meanings of all the letter codes are given at the bottom of the table.
Hexadecimal Values. Binary codes are often expressed by u-;ing their hexadecimal.
rather than decimal. values. To convert a binary code to its hexadecimal equivalent, first
divide the code into 4-bit groups, ~tarting at the least significant bit on the right and
worJ..ing to the left. (Assume a leading 0 on each of the codes.) The hexadeci mal equivalent<, for the binary code!. for the decimal numbers 0 through 9 and the letters A through
F arc given in Fig. 11-4.
Two examples of ASCII-to-hexadecimal conversion arc as follows:

1. The ASCII code for the number 4

0 II 0 I 00. Add a leading 0 to make 8 bits and
then di,ide into 4-bit group~: 00110100 = 0011 0100 = hex 34.
j.,

2. The letter win ASCII is 1110111. Add a leading 0 to get 01110111: 0111011 I
0 I I I 0 I I I = hex 77.

=
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American Standard Code for
Information Interchange (ASCII)

Hexadecimal

GOOD TO KNOW
The transmitters used in garage
door openers are modulated by
binary-coded pulses.
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Extended Binary Coded Dccintnl Interchange Code. The £'<tended Binar_,
Coded Decimal Interchange Code (EBCDIC. pronounced ehh-see-dick). developed by
IBM . i~ un 8-bit code similar to ASCII allowing a maximum of 256 characters to be rep-

Extended Binary Coded Decimal
Interchange Code (EBCDIC)

re~ented. Its primary use is in IBM and IBM-compatible computing '>ystems and equipment. It is not as widely u~ed as ASCII.

11-2 Principles of Digital Transmission
A'> indicated in Chap. 7. data can be transmitted in two way-.: parallel and serial.

Serial Transmission
Parallel data transmission is not practical for long-di~tance communication. Data transfer'>
in long-distance communication systems are made serially: each bit of a word is transmitted one after another (see Fig. 11 -·l). The figure shows the ASCII form for the letter M
(I 00 II 0 I ) being transmilled I bit at a time. The LSB is transmitted first. nnd the MSB
ln'>t. The MSB is on the right. indicating that it wa.;; transmitted later in time. Each bit is
transmitted for a fixed interval of time 1. The voltage level.., rcprc ...enting each bit appear
on a .,ingle data line one after another umilthe entire word ha., been transrni!led. For example. the bit interval may be I 0 fJ.'· which means that the voltugc level for each bit in the
word appears for I0 fJ.'· It would therefore take 70 11' to tran.,mit a 7-bit ASCII word.

Exprcssmg the Serial D H< Rate. The speed of data transfer is usually indicated as number of bit~ per second (bp~ or b/s). Some data rates take place at relatively
slow speeds, usually a few hundred or several thousand bits per second. Personal
computers. communicate at rates up to 5].000 bps with a conventiona l modem or up to
8 Mhp~ with special digital modem~ over the telephone line .... I lowever. in some data
communication system., ~uch a-, local-area networks. bit rate\ a\ high as tens of billion'>
bit' per second are used.
The .;;peed of serial tran.,mi.,,ion i.... of cour<;e. related to the bit time of the serial data.
The '>peed in bit!-. per second. denoted b) bps. i:-. the reciprocal of the bit timet. or bps = 1/t.
For example. a\sume a bit time of I ().l. I 7 JlS. The ..,peed is bp., = I I I 04.17 X I 0 ~> =
9600 bp....
Ir the speed in bits per ~econd is known. the bit time can be found by rearranging
the formula: t = I/bps. For example. the bit time at 230A \..bps (230.400 bps) is
1/230,4()(} = 4.34 X 10 6 = 4.34 fJ.S.
Another term used to expres\ the data speed in digiwl commu nication systems is
baud raJe. Baud rate is the number of signaling element\ or symbols that occur in a
given unit of time. such a., I "· A signaling elemellf i:-. simply -,ome change in the binary
.,ignal tran.,mitted. ln many ca-.e' it i., a binar) logic voltage level change. either 0 or I.
in v.hich cac;e. the baud rate b equal to the data rate in bit., per .,ccond. In summary. the
baud rate is the reciprocal of the .,mallest <;ignaling interval.
Bit rate

baud rate

X

Baud rate

bit per \)'lllbol

Bit rate - baud rate X log 2 S
where S

= number of states per :-.ymbol

The '>ymbol or signaling clement can abo be one of \everal di~crete signal ampl itude,. frequencies. or phase shith. each of \\hich represent\ 2 data bih or more. Several
untquc modulation scheme., have been dc\eloped so that each '>ymbol or baud can repre\Cnt multiple bit~. The number of'>) mbol changes per unit of time i.., no higher than the
.,traight binary bit rate. but more bih per unit time arc tran ... mittcd. Multiple symbol
change:-. can be combined to further increase transmi:.sion -,peed. For example. a popular
form of modulation known as quadrmure ampli111de modulation (QAM) combines
The Tra1Nni~sion or Binary Data in Communication Systems

Quadrature amplitude modulation
(QAM)
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multiple amplitude levels with multiple phase shifts to produce many bits per baud.
(QAM is discussed later in this chapter.) Each symbol is a unique amplitude level combined with a unique phase shift that corresponds to a group of bits. Multiple amplitude
levels may also be combined with different frequencies in FSK to produce higher bit
rates. As a result, higher bit rates can be transmitted over telephone lines or other severely
bandwidth-limited communication channels that would not ordinarily be able to handle
them. Several of these modulation methods are discussed later.
Assume, e.g., a system that represents 2 bits of data as different voltage levels. With
2 bits there are 22 = 4 possible levels. and a discrete voltage is assigned to each.
00
01
10
I1

0

v

I

V

2
3

v
V

In this system, sometimes called pulse-amplitude modulation (PAM). each of the four
symbols is one of four different voltage levels. Each level is a different symbol representing 2 bits. Assume, e.g., that it is desired to transmit the decimal number 201, which
is binary II 00 I00 I. The number can be transmitted serially as a sequence of equally
spaced pulses that are either on or off fsee Fig. I 1-S(a)]. Tf each bit interval is I fJ-S. the
bit rate is 1/1 X L0- 6 = 1,000,000 bps ( I Mbps). The baud rate is also I million bps.
Using the four-level system, we could also divide the word to be traJlSmitted into 2-bit
groups and transmit the appropriate voltage level representing each. The number 1100100 I
would be divided into these groups: II 00 10 01. Thus the transmitted signal would be voltage levels of 3, 0, 2 and I V, each occurring for a ftxed interval of, say, I fJ-S [see Fig.
1 1-S(b)]. The baud rate is still 1 million because there is only one symbol or level per time
interval (1 j.LS). However. the bit rate is 2 million bps- double the baud rate-because each
symbol represents 2 bits. We are transmitting 2 bits per baud. You will sometimes see this
referred to as bits per hertz or bits/Hz. The total transmission time is also shorter. It would
take 8 j.LS to transmit the 8-bit binary word but only 4 j..l.S to transmit the four-level signal.
The bit rate is greater than the baud rate because multiple levels are used.
The PAM signal in Fig. ll -5(b) can be transmitted over a cable. ln wireless applications, this signal would first modulate a carrier before being transmitted. Any type of
modulation can be used. but PSK is the most common.
Figure 11 -5

The bit rate can be higher than the baud rate when each symbol represents
2 or more bits. (a) Bit rate = baud rate
1 bit/J.I.S = 1,00,000 bps
1 Mbps.
(b) Baud rate
1 symboi/J-1-S = 1,000,000 baud rate; bit rate = 2
bits/Baud = 2,000,000 bps.
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Figure 11-6

Asynchronous transmission with start and stop bits.
7-bit

ASCII code
for u
Mark---,

Stop
bit

t

Space

Because of the sequential nature of serial data transmission, naturally it takes longer
to send data in th.is way than it does to transmit it by parallel means. However, w.ith a
high-speed logic circuit, even serial data transfers can take place at very high speeds.
Currently that data rate is as high as 10 billion bits per second (10 Gbps) on copper wire
cable and up to I00 billion bits per second (I 00 Gbps) on fiber-optic cable. So although
serial data transfers are slower than parallel transfers, they are fast enough for most communication applications.

GOOD TO KNOW
With a high-speed logic circuit,
even serial data transfers can
take place at very high speeds.
Data on copper wire cable can
travel at speeds up to 1 billion
bits per sec, and fiber-optic cable
can transport data speeds up to
40 Gbps.

Asynchronous Transmission
In asynchronous transmission each data word is accompanied by start and srop bits that
indicate the begiru1ing and ending of the word. Asynchronous transmission of an ASCll
character is illustrated in Fig. I I-6. When no infom1ation is being transmitted, the communication line is usually high. or binary I. fn data communication terminology. this is referred
to as a mark. To signal the beginning of a word. a start bit. a binary 0 or space. as shown
in the figure. is transmitted. The start bit has the same durat.ion as all other bits in the data
word. The transmission from mark to space indicates the beginning of the word and allows
the receiving ci1·cuits to prepare themselves for the reception of the remainder of the bits.
After the start bit. the individual bits of the word are transmitted. In this case. the
7-bit ASCll code for the letter U. 1010101. is transmitted. Once the last code bit has
been transmitted, a stop bit is .included. The stop bit may be the same duration as a ll
other bits and again is a binary l or mark. In some systems, 2 stop bits are transm itted.
one after the other, to signal the end of the word.
Most low-speed digital transmission (the 1200- to 56,000-bps range) is asyncllronous. This technique is extremely reliable, and the start and stop bits ensure that the
sending and receiving circuits remain in step with each other. The minimum separat ion
between character words is I stop plus I start bit. as Fig. I 1-7 shows. There can a lso be
time gaps between chaJacters or groups of characters. as the illustration shows. and thus
the stop "bit'. may be of some indefinite length.
The primary disadvantage of asynchronous communication is that the extra start and
stop bits effectively slow down data transmission. This is not a problem in low-speed
applications such as those involving certain printers and plotters. But when huge volumes of information must be transmitted, the start and stop bits represent a significanr
percentage of the bits transmitted. We call that percentage the overhead of transm.ission.
A 7-bit ASCil character plus start and stop bits is 9 bits. Of the 9 bits. 2 bits are not
data. This represents 2/9 = 0.222, or 22.2 percent inefficiency or overhead. Removing
the start and stop bits and stringing the ASCTI characters end to end allow many more
data words to be transmitted per second.

Figure 11 - 7

Asynchronous transmission
Start and stop bits

Sequential words transmitted asynchronously.
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Figure 11 -8

Synchronous data transmission.
Two S·bit

synchronization
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Second
data
byte

First
data
byte
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Synchronous Transmission
Synchronous data transmission

The technique of transmitting each data word one after another without <..tart and ~top biL'>.
usually in multiword block<.., i<.. referred to a'> synchronous data tran.vni.u ion. To maintain
synchronit.ation between transmitter and receiver. a group of synchronitation bits is placed
at the beginning of the block and the end of the block. Figure I 1-8 shows one arrangement.
Each block of data can represent hundreds or even thousands of 1-byte characters. At the
beginning of each block is a unique series of biL'> that identific.s the beginning of the block.
In Fig. 11-8, two 8-bit synchronou<; (SYN) code~ signal the start of a transmission. Once
the receiving equipment lind'> these characte~. it begins to receive the continuoul> data. the
block of sequential 8-bit wort.ls or bytes. At the end of the block. another ~pecial ASCII
code chamcter, ETX. signals the end of transmission. The receiving equipment looks t(lr the
ETX code; detection of this code is how the receiving circuit recognizes the end of the transmission. An etTor detection code usually appears at the very end of the transmission.
The <;pecial synchroni'lation codes at the beginning and end of a bl<x:k. represent a very
small percentage of U1e total number of biL'i being transmitted. espcciall) in relation to the
number of start and stop bits u'\Cd in ac;ynchronou!. tmnsmission. Synchronou<. transmis-;ion
is therefore much fa\tcr than asynchronous trall',mis!.ion because of the lower overhead.
An important consideration in synchronouo; transmission is how the receiving station keeps track of the individual bits and bytes, especially when the signal is noisy.
since there is no clear separation between them. This is done by transmitting the data at
a fixed, known. precise clock rate. Then the number of bits can be counted to keep track
of the number of bytes or characters tram.mitted. For every 8 bit'> counted, I b) te i-,
received. The number of received bytes is al<,o counted.
Synchronous transmission assumes that the receiver knows or has a clock frequency
identical to that of the transmitter clock. Usually, the clock at the receiver is derived from
the received signal. so that it is precisely the same frequency as. and in synchronization
with. the transmitter clock.

Example 11-1
A block of 256 sequential 12-bit data words is transmitted serially in 0.016 s.
Calculate (a) the time duration of I word, (b) the time duration of I bir. and (c) the
speed of transmission in bit'> per second.

a.

lwunJ

b.

/hil

0.016
256
625

=

625

j..l.!.

j..l.S

= -I 2 -btts
. - = 52.()833 j..l.S
I

I

I

52.0833

c. bp'> - - =
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X 10 c.

19.200 bp<,

or

19.2 kbp~

Encoding Methods
Whether digital -,ignal!. arc being tran~mined by baseband method<, or broadband methods (see Sec. 1-4). before the data is put on the medium. it is usually encoded in \Ome
way to make it compatible with the medium or to facilitate some dc~ircd operation connected '' ith the tran-,rni-.-.ion. The primary encoding methods used in data communication are '>Ummarited below.

Non return to Zero. In the 11011retum to ~ero (NRZ) method l~{ encodinK the signal
remains at the binar) le,el a...signcd to it for the entire bit time. Figure ll -9(a). which
shows unipolar NRZ. is a slightly different version of Fig. ll-4. The logic levels arc 0
and + 5 V. When a binary I is to be transmitted, the signal stay<> at + 5 V for the entire
bit interval. When a binary 0 is to be sent, the signal stays at 0 Y for the total bit time.
In other words. the voltage docs not return to zero during the binary I interval.
In unipolar NRZ. the signal has only a positive polarity. A bipolar NRZ signal has
two polarities. positive and negative, a!-. shown in Fig. 11 -9(17). The voltage levels arc
+ 12 and - 12 Y. The popular RS-232 serial computer interface uses bipolar NRZ, where
a binary I is a negative voltage between - 3 and - 25 V and a binary 0 is a voltage
between + 3 and + 25 V.
The NRZ method is normally generated inside computers, at low speeds. when asynchronou-, tran-.mi~sion is being used. It is not popular for synchronous transmission
because there is no voltage or level change when there are long Mrings of sequential
binary ls or Os. If there is no signal change. it is difficult for the receiver to determine
just where one bil ends and the next one begins. I f the clock i!> to be recovered from the
transmined data in a <,ynchronou'> '-Y'item. there must be more frequent changes. preferably one per bit. NRZ i., u<,ually con\'ertcd to another format. ~uch as RZ or Manche~
ter. for -,ynchronous transmis~ions.

Figure 11-9

Nonretum to zero (NRZ) encoding

Serial bmary encoding methods. (a) Unipolar NRZ. (b) Bipolar NRZ.
(c) Unipolar RZ. (d) Bipolar RZ. (e) Bipolar RZ-AMI. (f) Manchester or biphase.
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Return to zero (RZ) encoding

Return to Zero. In return to zero ( RZ) encoding [see Fig. ll-9(c) and (d)] the

Unipolar RZ

voltage level assigned to a binary I level returns to zero during the bit period. Unipolar RZ is illustrated in Fig. ll-9(c). The binary I level occurs for 50 percent of the
bit interval, and the remaining bit interval is zero. Only one polarity level is used.
Pulses occur only when a binary 1 is transmitted; no pulse is transmitted for a
binary 0.
Bipolar RZ is illustrated in Fig. ll-9(d). A 50 percent bit interval + 3-V pulse is
transmitted during a binary I, and a -3- V pulse is transmitted for a binary 0. Because
there is one clearly discernible pu lse per bit, it is extremely easy to derive the clock from
the transmitted data. For that reason, bipolar RZ is preferred over unipolar RZ.
A popular variation of the bipolar RZ format is caJJed alternative mark inversion
(AMI) [see Fig. ll-9(e)]. During the bit interval. binary Os are transmitted as no pulse.
Binary Is, also called marks, are transmitted as alternating positive and negative pulses.
One binary 1 is sent as a positive pulse, the next binary I as a negative pulse, the next
as a positive pulse, and so on.

Bipolar RZ

Alternative mark inversion (AMI)

Manchester encoding

Manchester. Manchester encoding, also referred to as biphase encoding. can be
unipolar or bipolar. lt is widely used in LANs. In the Manchester system a binary I is
transmitted first as a positive pulse, for one half of the bit interval, and then as a negative pulse. for the remaining part of the bit interval. A binary 0 is transmitted as a negative pulse for the first half of the bit interval and a positive pulse for the second half
of the bit interval fsee Fig. I 1-9(! )l The fact that there is a transition at the center of
each 0 or 1 bit makes clock recovery very easy. However. because of the transition in
the center of each bit, the frequency of a Manchester-encoded signal is 2 times an NRZ
signal, doubling the bandwidth requirement.
Choosing a Coding Method. The choice of an encoding method depends on the
application. For synchronous transmission, RZ and Manchester are preferred because the
clock is easier to recover. Another consideration is average de voltage buildup on the transmission line. When unipolar modes are used. a potentially undesirable average de voltage
builds up on the line because of the charging of the line capacitance. To eliminate this
problem, bipolar methods are used, where the positive pulses cancel the negative pulses
and the de voltage is averaged to zero. Bipolar RZ or Manchester is preferred if de
buildup is a problem.
DC buildup is not always a problem. In some applications the average de value is
used for signaling purposes. An example is an Ethernet LAN. which uses the direct current to detect when two or more stations are trying to transmit at the same time.
Other encoding methods are also used. The encoding schemes used to encode the
serial data recorded on magnetic floppy and hard disks are an exan1ple. Other schemes
used in networking will be discussed later.

11-3 Transmission Efficiency
Transmission efficiency- i.e.. the accuracy and speed with which information, whether
it is voice or video, analog or digital, is sent and received over communication mediais the basic subject matter of a field known as information theory. 1nformation theorists
seek to determine mathematically the likelihood that a given amount of data being transmitted under a given set of circumstances (e.g.. medium, bandwidth, speed of transmission, noise, and distortion) will be transmitted accurately.

Hartley's law
The amount of information that can be sent in a given transmission is dependent on
the bandwidth of the communication channel and the duration of transmission. A
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bandwidth of only about 3 1-.Ht is required to transmit voice \0 that it is intelligible
and recogni7able. However. becau~e of the high frequencic-, and harmonics produced
by musical instruments, a bandv.idth of 15 to 20kHz i'> required to transmit music
with full fidelity. Music inherently contains more information than voice, and so
requires greater bandwidth. A picture ~ignal contains more information than a voice
or music signal. Therefore. greater bandwidth is required to tran~mil it. A typical TV
signal contains both voice and picture: therefore. it is allocated 6 M Hz of spectrum
space.
Stated mathematically, Hartley's law is

C= 28
Here C is the channel capacity expre-.sed in bits per second and 8 is the channel bandwidth. It is also assumed that there is a total absence of noise in the channel. When noise
becomes an issue. Hartley"s law i., expressed as

where SIN is the signal-to-noise ratio in power. These concepts are expanded upon in the
coming sections.
The greater the bandwidth of a channel. the greater the amount of information that
can be transmitted in a given time. It i~ possible to transmit the same amount of information over a narrower channel. but it must be done O\Cr a longer time. This general
concept is known as Hartley '.\ /a11: and the principles of Hartle) 's Ia\\ also apply to the
transmission of binary data. The greater the number of bits transmitted in a given time.
the greater the amount of information that is conveyed. But the higher the bit rate, the
wider the bandwidth needed to pass the signal with minimum distortion. Narrowing the
bandwidth of a channel causes the harmonics in the binary pulses to be filtered out.
degrading the quality of the transmiucd signal and making CITOr-frce transmission more
difficult.

Hartley's law

Transmission Media and Bandwidth
The two most common types of media used in data communication are wire cable
and radio. Two types of wire cable are used. coaxial and twisted-pair (see
Fig. I 1-1 0). The coaxial cable ~hown in Fig. Il-l O(a) has a center conductor !>Ur-

Figure 11-10

Types of cable used for digital data transmission. (a) Coaxial cable.
(b) Twisted-pair cable, unshielded (UTP).

Outer .nsulatlon (PVC)
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GOOD TO KNOW
The insulator in coaxial cable can
sometimes break if the cable is
bent sharply. This can cause loss
of signal from contact between
the grounded shield and the
copper conductor.

GOOD TO KNOW
The rectangular shape of binary
data should be preserved as
much as possible. Although the
data can usually be recovered if
it is degraded to a sine wave,
recovery is far more reliable if the
original waveshape is maintained.

rounded by an insulator over which is a braided shield. The entire cable is covered
with a plastic insulation.
A twisted-pair cable is two insulated wires twisted together. The one shown in
Fig. Il-l O(b) is an unshielded twisted-pair ( UTP) cable. but a shielded version is also
available. Coaxial cable and shielded twisted-pair cables are u<.ually preferred. as they
prodde some protection from noise and eros., talk. Cross talk is the undesired tran.,fer
of .,ignals from one unshielded cable to another adjacent one cau...ed by inducti'e or
capacitive coupling.
The bandwidth of any cable is determined by its physical characteristics. All wire
cables act as low-pass lilters because they arc made up of the wire that has inductance.
capacitance, and resistance. The upper cutoff frequency of a cable depends upon the cable
type. its inductance and capacitance per foot. it., length, the si7es of the conductor. and
the type of in'>tllation.
Coaxial cables ha\C a wide usable bandwidth. ranging from 200 to 300 MHt for
smaller cables to 500 MH; to 3 GHt. for larger cable!.. The bandwidth decreases drastically with length. Twisted-pair cable ha-; a narrower bandwidth, from a few kilohertt.
to over I00 MHz. Again. the actual bandwidth depends on the length and other physical characteristics. Special processing techniques have extended that speed to 10 GH;
over short distances (<100 m ).
The bandwidth of a radio channel is determined b) how much <.pectrum space i'>
allolled to the application by the FCC. At the lower frequencies, limited bandwidth i~
available, u!.ually several kilohertz. At higher frequencies, wider bandwidths are available. from hundreds of kilohem. to many megahertz.
As discussed in Chap. 2, binary pulses arc rectangular waves made up of a fundamental -;ine wave plu!. many harmonics. The channel bandwidth mu\1 be wide enough
to pa~s all the harmonic., and preserve the waveshape. Most communication channels or
media act as low-pass filter.,. Voice-grade telephone lines. e.g.. act as a low-pass filter
with an upper cutoff frequency of about 3000 Hz. Harmonics higher in frequency than
the cutoff are filtered out. resulting in signal di~tortion. Eliminating the harmonics rounds
the signal off (see Fig. I 1- 1I ).
If the filtering is particularly severe. the binary signal i!> essentially converted to
its fundamental sine wave. If the cutoff frequency of the cable or channel is equal to
or le"' than the fundamental <>ine wave frequency of the binary '>ignal. the ~ignal at
the recei\ ing end of the cable or radio channel "ill be a greatly attenuated ~ine wa\C
at the -.ignal fundamental frequency. However. the data is not lost. assuming that the
SIN ratio is high enough. The infom1ation is still transmitted reliably, but in the
min imum possible bandwidth. The sine wave signal shape can easi ly be restored to a

Figure 11-11

Bandwtdth limitations filter out the higher harmonics 111 a binary signal,
distorting it. (o) Original binary signal. (b) Distortion or rounding due to
filtering (bandwidth limiting). (c) Severe distortion.

(c)

One cycle
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rectangular wave at the receher ny amplifying it to offset the auenuation of the tran!>mi~.,ion medium and then squaring it with a Schmitt-trigger comparator or other wave'>haping circuit.
The upper cutoff frequency of any communication medium i~ approximately equal
to the channel bandwidth. It is this bandwidth that determine!> the information capacity
of the channel according to Hanley's law. The channel capacity C. expressed in bits per
second. is twice the channel bandwidth B. in hertz:
C

= 2B

The bandwidth B is usually the <.,ame as the upper cutoff (3-dB down) frequency of
the channel. This is rhe maximum theoretical limit. and it ~"'sumc!-t that no noise i'
prc-.ent.
For e.\ ample. the maximum theoretical bit capacity for a 10-I..Ht bandwidth channel
i' c 28 = 2( 10.000) = 20.000 bp ....
You can see why this is M> by con~idering the bit time in comparison to the period
of the fundament.'ll sine wave. A 20,000-bps (20-kbps) binary ~ignal has a bit period of
1/20,000 = 50 X 10 6 = 50 JJ..S.
It take~ 2 bit interval~ to represent a full sine wave with alternating binary Os and
1s. one for the positive alternation and one for the negative alternation (sec
Fig. I 1- t I). The 2 bit interval-, malo.e a period of 50 + 50 = I 00 JJ..S. This sine wave
period translates to a sine wave frequency off= lit = 1/100 JJ.." = 1/100 X 10 1\ =
I 0.000 Ht (I 0 kHz). '' hich i'-. exactly the cutoff frequency or band\\ idth of the channel.
ltleall). the ~hape of the binary data should be prc,cnctl a., much as possible.
Although the data can usually be recovered if it is degraded to a sine wave. recovery is
far more reliable if the rectangular waveshape is maintained. Thi~ means that the channel must be able to pass at least ~ome of the lower harmonic~ contained in the signal.
A':. a general rule of thumb, if the bandwidth is roughly 5 to 10 times the data rate, the
binary signal i:- passed with lillie distortion. For example. to transmit a 230.4-kbps serial data signal, the bandwidth should be at least 5 X 230.4 kHL ( 1.152 MHz) to
I 0 X 230.4 kHz (2.304 MHt).
The encoding method uc,ed ab. o affects the required band\\ idth for a given c;ignal.
For RZ encoding. the band\\ idth required is as described abO\ c. Howe,·er. the bandwidth requirement for RZ i<; twice that for RZ. This is '>0 becau'>C the fundamental frequcnc) contained in a rectangular waYefonn is the reciprocal of the duration of one cycle
of the highest-frequency pulse. regardless of the duty cycle. The dashed lines in Fig. I 1-9
show the highest fundamental frequencies for NRZ. RZ. RZ-AMI. and Manchester. AMI
has a lower fundamental frequency than does RZ. The rate for Manchester encoding is
twice that for NRZ and AMI.
As an example, assume an NRZ bit interval of 100 ns. which results in a bits per
9
~ccond-data rate of 1/t = 1/100 n'i - 1/100 X 10- = 10 Mbps.
Alternating binary I., anti ()., produces a fundamental -..inc wave period of twice the
bit time. or 200 ns. for a bandwidth of 1/t = 1/200 X 10 '' 5 MHt. This is the '>arne
a<. that computed with the formula
8 -

c

10 Mbps

2

2

= 5 MHt

Looking at Fig. I 1-9. you can sec that the RZ and Manche~ter pulses occur at a
fac,ter rate. the cycle time being I 00 ns. The RZ and Manchester pulses are one-half
the hit time of 100 ns. or 50 ns. The bit rate or channel capacity as\ociated with this time
i., 1/50 n'> = 1/50 X 10- 9 - 20 Mbp.,. The bandwidth for this bit rate is C/2 =
20 Mbp.,/2 = 10 MHL
Thu., the RZ and Manchcc,tcr encoding schemes require twice the bandwidth. This
tradeoff of bandwidth for c;ome benelit. '>UCh as ease of cloclo. rccoYcry. may be desirable in certain application'>.
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Multiple Coding levels
Channel capacity can be modified by using multiple-level encoding schemes that permit
more bits per symbol to be transmitted. Remember that it is possible to transmit data
using symbols that represent more than just l bit Multiple voltage levels can be U\ed,
as illustrated earlier in Fig. ll-5(b). Other schemes. ~uch as using different phase <>hiftl>
for each symbol, are used. Consider the equation
C

= 28 log2 N

where N i~ the number of different encoding levels per time inrerval. The implication i!>
that for a given bandwidth, the channel capacity. in bit~ per second. will be greater if
more than two encoding levels arc used per time interval.
Refer to Fig. l 1-5, where two leveb or symbol& (0 or I) were used in transmitting
the binary signal. The bit or symbol time is I IJ.S. The bandwidth needed to transmit this
2B, or 8 = C/2. Thus a minimum
1.000,000-bps signal can be computed from C
bandwidth of I ,000.000 bps/2 = 500,000 Hz (500 kH~:) is needed.
The same result i~ obtai ned with the new exprcs:,ion. If C 28 log2 N, then
8 = C/(2 log2 N).
The logarithm of a number to the ba<,e 2 can be computed with the expression

=

=

loo~N

o-

log 10 N
= --log 2
10

log

N

10
=---

0.301

log2 N

= 3.32 log1 0 N

where N is the number whose logarithm is to be calculated. The base- I 0 or common
logarithm can be computed on any '>Cicnlific calculator. With two coding leveJ... (binary
0 and I voltage le,eb). the bandwidth is

8

=

c

I ,000,000 bps

2 log2 N

500,000 J-IL

2(1)

Note that log2 2 for a binary signal i~ '>imply l.
Now we continue, u~ing C = 28 log2 N. Since log2 N = log2 2

= I,

c = 28(1) = 28
No'' let'<> see what a multilevel coding scheme docs. Again. we start with 8 =
C/(2 log2 N). The channel capacity is 2.000.000 bps. as shown in Fig. ll-5(b). because
each symbol (level) interval is I !J.S long. But here the number of levels N = 4. Therefore 2 bits is transm itted per symbol. The bandwidth is then (2.000,000 bps) /2log1 4.
Since log~ 4 = 3.32 log 10 4 = 3.32/(0.602) = 2.

B

= 2,000,000 = 2.000.000 = 500 000 H z = 500 1- Ht
2(2)

4

'

By using a multilevel (four-level) coding scheme. we can transmit at twice the
speed in the same bandwidth. The data rate is 2 Mbps with four levels of coding in
a 500-kH~: bandwidth compared to I Mbps with only two symbols (binary).
To transmit even higher rates within a given bandwidth, more voltages level!-. can
be used, where each level represents J. 4, or even more bits per symbol. The multilevel approach need not be limited to vohage changes; frequency changes and phase
cbanges can also be u\ed. Even greater increases in '>peed can be achieved if change-.
in voltage levels arc combined with changes in phase or frequency.
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Impact of Noise in the Channel
Another important ac.,pect of infom1ation theory is the impact of noise on a -.ignal. As
di'>cussed in earlier chapters. increasing bandwidth increases the rate of transmission but
also allows more nobe to pass, and so the choice of a bandwidth is a tradeoff.
The relationship between channel capacity. bandwidth. and noise is summarited in
what is known a<; the Shannon-Hartley theorem:

C

= 8 log 1

Shannon-Hartley theorem

(I + ~)

where C = channel capacity. bp~
8
bandwidth. Ht.
SIN = signal-to-noise ratio
Assume. e.g .. that the maximum channel capacity of a voice-grade telephone line
with a bandwidth of 3100 H:r and an SIN of 30 dB is to be calculated.
First, 30 dB is converted to a power ratio. I f dB = 10 log P. where P is the power
ratio. then P = antilog (dB/10). Antilogs are easily computed on a scientilic calculator.
A 30-dB SIN ratio translates to a power ratio of

P- log
The channel capacity

C

= 8 log2 (I

i~>

1

30
= loo- 1 3 = 1000
10
"'

-

then

+ ~) = 3100 log2 (I + I 000) = 3100 log2 I 00 I

The base-2 logarithm of I 00 I i~
log 2 1001

= 3.321og 111 1001

= 3.32(3)

= 9.97 or about 10

Therefore. the channel capacity is

C

= 3100{10) = 31.000bps

A bit rate of 31.000 bps i-, surprisingly high for such a narrow bandwidth. I n fact.
it appears to connict with what we learned earlier. i.e., that maximum channel capacity is twice the channel bandwidth. If the bandwidth of the voice-grade line is 3100Hz,
then the channel capacity is C = 28 = 2(31 00) = 6200 bps. That rate is for a binary
(two-level) sy..,tem only, and it as<;umes no noise. How, then, can the Shannon-Hartley
theorem predict a channel capacity of 31.000 bps when noise is present'?
The Shannon-llartlcy expression says that it is theoretically possible to achieve a
31.000-bps channel capacity on a 3 100-Hz bandwidth line. What it doesn't say is that
multilevel encoding is needed to do so. Going back to the basic channel capacity expre~
sion C = 28 log 2 N, we have a C of 3 1,000 bps and a B of 3100 Hz. The number of coding or symbol levels has not been specified. Rearranging the formula. we have
log2 N

c 31.000 31.000
= 28 = 2(3100) = 6200 = 5

Therefore,

N

= antilog2 5

The antilog of a number is c;imply the value of the base rai~ed to the number. in thic;
case. 2~. or 32.
Thu~ a channel capacity of 31,000 can be achieved by using a multile\'cl encoding
...cheme. one that u<.cc., 32 different levels or symbols per interval. in..,tead of a two28 2{3100) =
level (binary) "Y"tem. The baud rate of the channel i<> still C
6200 Bd. But becau<>e a 32-level encoding scheme has been used. the bit rate i-,
31.000 bp!.. A~ it turns out, the maximum channel capacity is very diflicult to achieve in
practice. Typical ~ysterm limit the channel capacity to one-third to one-half the maximum to ensure more reliable transmission in the presence of noise.
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Example 11 -2
The bandwidth of a communication channel is 12.5 kHz. The SIN ratio is 25 dB. Calculate (a) the maximum theoretical data rate in bits per second. (b) the maximum
theoretical channel capacity, and (c) the number of coding levels N needed to achieve
the maximum speed. I For part (c), use the
key on a scientific calculator.]

IZJ

a. C = 28 = 2{12.5 kHz) = 25 kbps
b. C = 8 l og 2 ( I + SIN) = 8(3.32) log 10 ( I + SIN)
25 dB

=

I 0 log P

where P = SIN power ratio

25

Joo P = - = 2.5
~::
I0
P = antilog 2.5 = log - I 2.5 = 3 16.2

or

p

=

102·5 = 316.2

C = 12.500(3.32) 1og 10 (3l6.2 +I)
= 41.500 log 10 317.2
= 4 I ,500(2.5)

C

= I 03.805.3 bps or I 03.8 kbps

c. C = 28 log2 N
log2 N

= C/(28)

N = antilog 2 C/2(8)
N

= antilog2 { 103.805.3 )/2( 12.500) =

N =

2'1· 152

anti log2 4.152

= 17.78 or 17levels or symbols

11-4 Modem Concepts and Methods

Modem

GOOD TO KNOW
If a binary signal were applied
directly to a telephone network,
it simply would not pass.
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Telephone networh. originally designed to cmTy voice signals. are now widely used to
cany digital informati on as well, linking computers and computer networks across the
globe. Cable TV networks designed to carry analog TV signals now also routinely carry
digital data for Internet access.
Binary signal s are switched de pulses, whereas telephone and cable TV lines are
designed to carry only ac analog signals. lf a binary signal were applied directly to the
telephone or cable TV network. it simply would not pass. The transformer!>, capacitor!>,
and other ac circuitry virtually ensure that no de signals get through in a recognizable
form . Furthermore. high-speed data would be filtered out by the limited-bandwidth
media.
The question is, then. How does digital data get transmitted over the telephone network? The answer is by using broadband communication techniques invol ving modulation, which are implemented by a modem, a device containing both a modulator and a
demodulator. Modems convert binary signals to analog signals capable of being transmitted over telephone and cable TV lines and by radio and then demodulate such analog signals. reconstructing the equivalent binary output. Figure 11 - 12 shows two ways that
modems are commonly used in digital data transmission. In Fig. ll-12(a). two computers exchange data by speaking through modems. While one modem is transmitting, the
other is receiving. Full duplex operation is also possible. In Fig. ll-1 2(b), a remote video
terminal or personal computer is using a modem to communicate with a large server computer. Modems are also the inte1t'ace between the millions of personal computers and
servers that make up the Internet.
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Figure 11 - 12

Computer

How modems permit digital data transmissi on on the telephone network.
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There are four widely used modem types: conventional analog dia l-up modems, digital !>ubscriber line (DSL) modems. cable TV modems, and wireless modems. The first
three are discussed in the following sections.

Modulation for Data Communication
Four main types of modulation are used in modern modems: frequency-shift keying
(FSK), phase-shift keying (PSK). quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM), and orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM). FSK is used primarily in lower-speed
(<500 kbps) modems in a noisy environment. PSK operates in narrower bandwidths over
a wide range of speeds. QAM is a combination of both amplitude modulation and PSK.
It can produce very high data rates in narrow bandwidths. OFDM operates over a very
wide bandwidth and can achieve very high rate~ in a noisy env ironment.

FSK. The oldest and simplest form of modu lation used in modems is .frequency-sh(ft
keying ( FSK). I n FSK, two sine wave frequencies are used to represent binary Os and
Is. For example, a binary 0. usually called a space in data communication jargon. has a
frequency of I 070 Hz. A binary I . referred to as a 111ark. is 1270 Hz. These two frequencie~

are alternately transmitted to create the serial binary data. The resulting signal
looks something like that shown in Fig. 11 - 13. Both of the frequencies are well within

Figure 11-13

Frequency-shift keying (FSK)
Space
Mark

Frequency-shift keying. (a) Binary signal. (b) FSK signal.
0

0

0

(a)

- - - - - - 1070 Hz ------....

-----127b

Hz -------~
(b)
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Figure 11-14

The FSK signals within the telephone audio bandpass.
I

I
I
I

1070Hz

1

2225Hz :

l

I I

I I

I
I

I
I

2025Hz

1270Hz

3kHz

300Hz

the 300- to 3000-Hz bandwidth normally associated with the telephone syMem. as illustrated in Fig. 11-14.
The simultaneous tran\mit and receive operations that arc carried out by a modem,
known as full duplex operation. require that another set of frequencies be defined. These
are al&o indicated in Fig. 11 - 14. A binary 0 or space is 2025 Ht: a binary I or mark is
2225 Hz. These tones are also within the telephone bandwidth but arc spaced far enough
from the other frequencies so that selecti ve filters can be used to distinguish between the
two. The I 070- and 1270-Ht tones are used for transmitting (originate). and the 2025and 2225-Ht tones are u cd for receiving (an!>wer).
Figure 11-15 is a block diagram of the modulator and demodula10r section<; of
an FSK modem. Each modem contains an FSK modulator and an FSK demodulator
so that both send a11d re<.:civc operations can be achieved. Bandpass filters at the input!.
to each modem separate the two tones. For example. in the upper modem. a bandpass
filter allows frequencies between 1950 and 2300 H.c to pass. Thi<; means that 2025and 2225-Hz tones will be passed. but the I 070- and 1270-HL tones generated by the

Figure 11 - 15

Block diagram of the modulator-demodulator of an FSK modem.
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internal modulator will be rejected. The lower modem has a bandpass filter that
accepts the lower-frequency tones whi le rejecting the upper-frequency tones generated internally.
A wide variety of modulator and demodulator circuits are used to produce and
recover FSK. Virtually all the circuits described in Chap. 6 have been or could be
used. A typical FSK modulator is simply an oscillator whose frequency can be
switched between two frequencies. A typical demodulator is a PLL. Most modems now
use digital techniques because they are simpler and more adaptable to JC implementations. A large portion of modem operations if not all operations are now implemented
with DSP.
FSK signals typically occupy a wide bandwidth because of the multiple sidebands
produced by the FM process. Higher orders of sidebands are also generated by the
harmonics contained in the fast binary modulating signal. Any abrupt signal changes
fUJther aggravate the problem. Several techniques have been developed to improve the
spectral efficiency of FSK. The term spectral efficiency refers to how well a specific
modulation technique produces a maximum data rate in a minimal bandwidth.
When the mark and space frequencies are arbitrarily chosen, they will not be phasecoherent. That is, there will be abrupt signal changes during 0-to-1 or 1-to-0 transitions.
This is illustrated in Fig. ll-16(a). The "glitches" or phase discontinuities produce even
more harmonics and wider bandwidth. In addition, such discontinuities make demodulation more difficult and produce more bit errors.
To overcome this problem, the mark and space frequencies can be chosen so that
the periods of the sine waves both cross tero at the mark-to-space and space-to-mark
transitions. This is illustrated in Fig. ll-16(b). No phase discontinuities exist, so the

Figure 11-16

(o) FSK with frequencies that produce phase discontinuities. (b) Continuousphase FSK with smooth transitions at the zero crossings.
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Continuous-phase frequency-shift
keying (CPFSK)

Minimum shift keying (MSK)

re<;ulting bandwidth is less. Thi<., type of modulation i., called cominuous-plune
frequency-shift keying (CPFSK).
Another tenn for signals that <;tart and <;top at the tero crossing points is coherent.
You could call this form of modula1ion coherent FSK. You can al!-.o have coherent ASK
or OOK. Coherent versions usc lc~~ bandwidth and perform better in the presence of noise.
An improved variation of CPFS K is minimum sh{/i keying (MSK). As in CPFSK. the
mark and space frequencies arc ~ome integer mu ltiple of the bit clock frequency. This
ensures that the signals arc fu ll y synchronized with one another and that no phase di~
continuities occur.
MSK further improve~ '>pcctral clliciency by using a low modulation index. Recall
from Chap. 5 that the number of pair'> of sidebands produced (and therefore the wider
the band\\ idth) is proportional to the modulation index. With analog FM. the modulation index is

where /,1 i s the frequency dev iation and J,, is the modulating signal frequency. With FSK.
the modulation index 111 i!-.

m

= .1J(T)

where .1f i<> the deviation or frequency shift between the marl.. frequency
'>pace frequency fs·

J:"

and the

.).J= fs- J:,t
Also Tis the bit time or the reciprocal of the data rate.
I

T =bps
MSK generally specitie!-. that 111 mu~t be 0.5. However. other value!-. (0.3) are used.
For example. assume a MSK modem witl1 / 11 = 1200 and f, = 1800 HL. The bit
rate i'> 1200 bps. T he modulation index is

.).j = .1\ - .fl1

Gaussian filtered MSK (GMSK)

Phase-shift keying (PSK)

Binary phase-shift keying (BPSK)
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=

1800 - 1200

= 600 l it

T

= bp~I

I
= - ? - = 0.0008333 !>

111

= t:..f(T) = 600(0.0008333) = 0.5

I_()()

M SK is a very spectrally efficient form of FSK. B ut the MS K signal bandwidth can be
further reduced by prcliltcring the binary modulating ~ignal. Thi!-. titter removes ~omc of
the higher-level harmonic~ that arc rc!-.ponsible for the added sidebands and wider bandwidth. One of the beM pre tiller., i'> called a Gaussian low-pau filter. It rounds the edge'
and somewhat lengthens the ri:.c and fall times. This in turn reduces harmonic content.
And that decreases overall '>ignal bandwidth. Gaussian filtered MSK is referred to ao;
GMSK. It is widely used in data communication and is the ba!>is of the popular GSM
digital cell phones.

PSK. In phase-sh{fi keyi111-1 ( PSK). the binary signal to be transmitted changes the phase
shift of a sine wave character depending upon whether a binary 0 or binary I is to be
tran!-.miued. (Recall that phm.e '>hift io., a time difference between two sine waves of
the same frequency.) Figure I I - 17 illustrates several example.., of phase shift. A pha'>e
'>hift of 180 . the maximum pha'>c difference that can occur. j.., known as a phase re1·er.wl. or phase illl"ersion.
Figure 11-18 illu~tratc!> the simplc~t form of PSK. binw:r plw.\e-sllift keying ( BPSK).
During the time that a binar") 0 occur.... the carrier signal is transmitted with one pha!>e:
when a binary I occurs. the carrier is transmitted with a I 80° phase shift.
Cltaprer II

Figure 11-17

Examples of phase shift.

0
-- (in
phase)

45°
shift

90"
shift

180°
------- (phase
inversion)

Figure 11 - 18

Binary phase-shift keying.
0
Serial
binary
data

0

0

I

BPSK

Binary 1 = o
Binary 0 = 180

Figure I I - 19 shows one kind of circuit used for generatin g BPSK, a standard lattice ring modulator or balanced modulator used for generating DSB si gnals. The carrier
sine wave i s applied to the input transformer T 1 while the binary signal is applied to the
transformer center taps. The binary signal provides a switching signal for the diodes.
When a binary 0 appears ar the input, A is + and B is - . so diodes D 1 and D 4 conduct.
They act a:. closed switches. connecting the secondary of T 1 to the primary of T2 • The
windings are phased so that the BPSK output is in phase with the catTier input.
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Figure 11-19

A BPSK modulator.

o,

ca:1

S:sK

t

mpuJ
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A

B
B>nary >nput
(serial data)

When a binary I appears at the input. A is - and B is +. ~o diodes D 1 and D4 are
cut off while diodes 0 2 and D, conduct. Thi~ causes the secondary of T 1 to be connected
to the primary of T1 but with the interconnection!> reversed. This imroduces a 180 pha<,eshift carrier at the output.
Demodulation of a BPSK signal is also done with a balanced modulator. A ver!>ion
of the diode ring or lattice modulator can be used, as shown in Fig. 11 -20. This is actually the same circuit as that in Fig. 11 -19. but the output is taken from the center taps.
The BPSK and carrier signals are applied to the transformers. IC balanced modulator~
can abo be used at the lower frequencie~. The modulator and demodulator circuits arc
identical to the doubly balanced modulator., u<.,ed for mixers. They are a,•ailable a'> fully
wired and tested component\ for frequencie~ up to about I GH1.
The key to demodulating BPSK is that a carrier with the con·ect frequency and phase
relationship must be applied to the balanced modu lator along with the BPSK signal. Typically the carrier is derived from the BPSK !ligna! itself. using a carrier recovery circuit
like that shown in Fig. 11 -21. A bandpass filter ensures that onl y the desired BPSK '>ignaJ is pa~sed. The signal i~ then squared or multiplied by itself by a balanced modulator or analog multiplier by applying the same !.ignal to both input'>. Squaring remove~
all the 180° phase shifts. re!.ulting in an output that is twice the input signal frequency
(2/). A bandpass tilLer set at twice the carrier frequency passes this signal only. The
resulting signal is applied to the phase detector of a PL L. Note that a X2 frequency

Figure 11-20

A BPSK demodulator.
T,

~:;~ ~ r-- - --------,
B1nary
output
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Figure 11-21

A BPSK carrier recovery circuit.

Recovered earner
(To demodulalor) _ _.,.,_____ .;

multiplier is used between the VCO and phase detector, ensuring that the VCO frequency
is at the carrier frequency. Usc of the PLL means that the VCO will track any carrier
frequency shifts. The resul t is a signal with the correct frequency and phase relationship
for proper demodulation. The carrier is applied ro the balanced modulator-demodulator
along with the BPSK signal. The output is the recovered binary data stream.

DPSK. To simplify the demodulation process, a version of binary PSK called differenlial
phase-shift keying (DPSK) can be u'>ed. In DPSK. there

i~

no ab-,olute carrier phac;e reference. lnMead. the transmitted signal it'ielf becomes the pha'e reference. In demodulating DPSK. the phase of the received bit is compared to the pha~e or the previously
received bit.
For DPSK to work, the original binary bit stream must undergo a process known as
d!fl'erential phase coding. in which the serial bit stream passes through an inverted
exclusive-NOR circuit (XNOR), as shown in Fig. ll-22(a). Note thai the XNOR output
is applied to a I -bit delay circuit before being applied bad.. to the input. T he delay can
simply be a clocked flip-flop or a delay line. The resulting bit paHern permits the signal to be recovered becau.,e the current bit phase can be compared with the previously
received bit phase.
In Fig. ll-22(b). the input binary word to be transmiHed is shown along with the
output of the XNOR. An XNOR circuit is a 1-bit comparator that produces a binary I
output when both inputs are alike and a binary 0 output when the two bits are diflerent.
The output of rhe circuit is delayed a 1-bit interval by being stored in a nip-Oop. Therefore. the XNOR inputs are the current bit plus the previous bit. The XNOR signal is then
applied to the balanced modulator along with the carrier to produce a BPSK signal.
Demodulation is accomplished with the circuit shown in Fig. I
The DPSK signal is applied to one input of the balanced modulator and a ! -bit delay circuit. either a
nip-Oop or a delay line. The output or the delay circuit is u...cd a" the carrier. The
resulting output is filtered by a lov.-pas<, filter to recover the binary data. Typically the

Differential phase-shift keying
(OPSK)

1-n.

Figure 11-22

The DPSK process. (a} DPSK modulator. (b) Differential phase encoding.
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Figure 11-23

A DPSK demodulator.
Balanced
modulator

low-pa~~

litter output i'> ~haped with a Schmitt trigger or comparator to produce clean.
binary levcb.

high-~peed

OPSK. The main problem with BPSK and DPSK is that the speed of data

Quadrature (quarternary or quadra)
phase PSK (QPSK or 4-PSK)

transmis~ion

in a given bandwidth is limited. One way to increase the binary data rate while not increasing the bandwidth required for the signal transmission is to encode more than I bit per
phac;e change. There i~ a ~ymbol change for each bit change with BPSK and DPSK. so
the baud (symbol) rate is the ...ame as the bit rate. In BPSK and DPSK. each binary bit
produces a specific phase change. An alternative approach i~ to use combinations of
two or more bits to specify a particular phase shift. so that a symbol change (pha~e
shift) represents multiple bits. Because more bits per baud arc encoded. the bit rate of
dma transfer can be higher than the baud rate, yet the signal will not take up additional
bandwidth.
One commonly used S) '>tern for doing thi'> i-. known as qtwdrmure. quarreman, or
quadra phase PSK (QPSK or .J-PSK ). In QPSK, each pair of '>uccessive digital bit'> in
the transmiued word is assigned a particular phase. as indicated in Fig. ll-24(a). Each
pair of serial bits, called a dihit, is represented by a specilic phase. A 90° phase shirt
exists between each pair of bits. Other phase angles can also be used as long as they
have a 90° separation. For example. it is common to use phase shifts of 45°. 135°, 225°.
and 315°, as shown in Fig. ll-24(b).
The diagram in Fig. ll-24(b) is called a com.tellation diagram. It shows the modulation signal in the form of phasors. The length of the arrow or phasor indicates the
peak voltage level of the signal while it:. angle to the axis i~ the phase shift. Sometimes the constellation diagram is simplified by just showing dots on the axis indicating the location of the phasor arrowhead. as in Fig. I l-24(c). This simplifies the
diagram. but you should always imagine a phasor drawn from the origin of the axis to
each dot. Constellation diagram:. are widely u'>ed to ~how pha-.e-amplitude modulation
scheme-..

Figure 11-24

Quadrature PSK modulation. (a) Phase angle of carrier for different pairs of
bits. (b) Phasor representation of carrier sine wave. (c) Constellation diagram
of QPSK.
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Figure 11 -25

A QPSK modulator.
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You will often hear the term M-a1~r used in discussing higher coding leveb of PSK.
lt is deri,cd from the word binary \\here in binary M = 2 so 2-ary indicatl!'> two phase
shifts. QPSK i-, thl! same a-, _.-PSK or 4-ary PSK; 8-PSK ''ould be called ~-ary PSK
'' ith 8 pha~c po'>ition<,.
A circuit for producing QPSK is ~hown in Fig. 11-25. It con<.ish of a 2-bit -,hift register implemented with nip-flop'>. commonly known as a hit splilte1: The 'erial binary
data train is <,hirted through thi.., register. and the bits from tl1e two flip-flop<, arc applied
to balancl!d modulator<.,. The carrier oscillator is applied to balanced modulator I and
through a 90° ph:hc -.hiftcr to balanced modulator 2. The outpuh of the balanced modulators arc linearly mixl!d to produce the QPSK signal.
The output from each balanced modulator is a BPSK ),ignal. With a binary 0 input,
the balanced modulator produces one phase of the carrier. With a binary I input. the carrier phase is -;hi fled 180°. The output of balanced modulator 2 also has two pha~e slates.
180° out of pha'>C with each other. The 90° carrier phase shift at the input causes the
outputs from balanced modulator 2 to be shifted 90° from those of balanced modulator I.
The result is four different carrier phases. which are combined two at a tim\! in the linear mixer. The result i:-. four unique output phase states.
Figure 11-26 \hOW\ the outpUt!-. or one pO!-.!.ible :>et or pha:,e shift!>. Note that the
carrier output-. from the two balanced modulator!> are shifted 90 . When the two carriers are algebraically -.ummcd in the mixer. the result i~ an output :,inc wave that ha-. a
ph<t'"IC -.hift of 225 . which i'"l hulfway between the phase shift~ of the two balanced modulator '>ignal-..
A dl!modulmor for QPSK i' illu!>trated in Fig. 11 -27. The carrier recovery circuit i-.
-.imilar to the one dc..,cribcd pre\ iousl). The carrier is applied to balanced modulator I
and i., .,hiftcd 90 before being applied to balanced modulator 2. The output-. of the two
balanced modulator-, arc filtered and \haped into bits. The 2 bits are cornbinl!d in a ..,hift
regi~ter and ..,hiftcd out to produce the originally transmitted binary -.ignal.
Encoding '>till more bih per pha).e change produce:, higher data rate<,. In X-PSK.
for example. 3 serial bits arc used to produce a total of 8 different pha'>\! change-.. I n
16-PSK. 4 -.erial input bit!. produce 16 different phase change:-.. for an even higher
data rate.
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Figure 11-26

How the modulator produces the correct phase by adding two signals.
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GOOD TO KNOW
In QAM, the most critical part of
the circuit is the level converters.
These must have very precise
output amplitudes so that the
correct output and phase
combinations are produced.
Quadrature amplitude modulation
(QAM)

Figure 11-28 shows the constellation diagram of a 16-PSK signal. The phase increment
is 22.5°. Each phasor or dot on the diagram represents a 4-bit number. Note that since all
the dots fall on a circle. the amplitude of the 16-PSK signal remains constant while only
the phase changes. The radius of the circle is the peak amplitude of the signal. It is said
that the signal has a constant "envelope," where the envelope is simply the line or curve
connecting the peaks of the carrier sine waves. It is flat or constant, as is an FM signal.

OAM. One of the most popular modulation techniques used in modems for increasing
the number of bits per baud is quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM). QAM uses both
amplitude and phase modulation of a can·ier; not only are different phase shifts produced,
but also the amplitude of the carrier is varied.
Figure 11-27

A OPSK demodulator.
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Figure 11-28

Constellation diagram of a 16-PSK signal.
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In 8-QAM, there are four possible phase shifts, as in QPSK. and two different carrier amplitudes. so that e ight different states can be transmitted . With eight states, 3 bits
can be encoded for each baud or !>ymbol transmitted. Each 3-bit binary word transmitted uses a different phase-amplitude combination.
Figure 11-29 is a consre/lmion diagram of an 8-QAM signal ~howing all possible phase
and amplitude combinations. The point~ in the diagram indicate the eight possible phaseamplitude combinations. ote that there are two amplitude levcb for each phase position.
Point A ~hows a low earner amplitude with a phase shift of 225 . It represents 100. Point B
shows a higher amplitude and a phase shift of 3 15°. This sine wave represents 0 II.
A block diagram of an 8-QAM modulator is shown in Fig. 11 -30. The binary data
to be transmitted is shifted serially into the 3-bit shift register. These bits are applied in
pairs to two 2-to-4 level conven ers. A 2-to-4 level converter circuit. basically a simple
D/ A converter. translates a pair of binary inputs into o ne of four possible de output voltage levels. The idea is to produce four voltage levels corresponding to the different combinations of 2 input bits, i.e.. four equally spaced voltage levels. These are applied to the
two balanced modula1ors fed by the carrier oscillator and a 90 phase shifter. as in a
QPSK modulator. Each balanced modulator produces four different output phaseamplitude combinations. When the!.e are combined in the linear mixer. eight different
phase-amplitude combinations arc produced. The most critical part of the circuit is the
2-to-4 level converters: these must have very precise output amplitudes so that when they
arc combined in the linear summer, the correct output and phase combinations are produced.
Figure 11-29

Constellation diagram

A constellation diagram of a OAM signal.
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Note: Each vector has a spectfic amplitude and phase shift
and represents one 3-bit word.
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Figu re 11- 30

An 8-0AM modulator.
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A 16-QAM signal can abo be generated by encoding 4 input bits at a time. The rc.,ull
is 8 different phase shifts and 2 ampliwde levels. producing a total of 16 different
pha:.e-amplitude combinations. Even higher data rates can be achieved with 64-QAM
and 256-QAM. These signals are used in cable TV moderns. satellites, and high-~pced
fixed broadband wireless applications.

Spectral Efficiency and Noise
As indicated earlier in this section. spectral efficiency is a measure of how fast data can
be transmitted in a given bandwidth. The measure is bits per second per hertz (bps/Ht).
As you have seen, different modulation methods give different efficiencies. The table
shows the common efficiencies for several common types of modulation.
Spectral efficiency, bps/Hz

Modulation
FSK
GMSK
BPSK
QPSK
8-PSK
16-QAM

< I

1.35
I
2

3
4

With a modulation method like BPSK \\here the efficiency is I bps/H7, you can actually transmit data at a rate equal to the bandwidth or
I

BW = jj, =th

Bit error rate (BER)

where Ji, i'> the data rate in bit~ per second and t, is the bit time.
Another factor that clearly innuences the ~pectral efficiency is the noise in the channel or the signal-to-noise (SIN) ratio. Ob\ iously the greater the noi1>c. the greater the
number of bit errorl.. The number of error'> that occur in a given time is called the bit
ermr rate (BER). The BER is simply the ratio of the number of errors that occur in I s
of a 1 -~ interval of data transmission. For example, if 5 errors occur in I s in a J 0 Mbps
transmission. the BER is
BER
Some modulation
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Figure 11 -3 1

BER versus C/N for popular digital modulation methods.
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The SIN covered in previous chapters was the ratio of signal rms voltage to noise
nns voltage. You can also use the ratio of the average signal power of the canier plus
the sidebands to the noise power. usually the thermal noise. This is called the carrierto-noise (CIN) ratio. Generally C/N is expressed in decibels.
Figure 11-31 shows the relationship between the CIN and BER for different modulation methods. What this graph shows is that for a given BER. the modulation methods
with the fewest symbol changes or the smaller bits per hertz give the best performance
at the lower C/N ratios. For a BER of 10- 6 . BPSK needs only a CIN of I I dB. while
for 16-QAM a C/N of 20 dB is needed. Amplitude-modulated signals are a lways more
susceptible to noise than are constant-envelope forms of modulation such as PSK and
FSK; so you need more signal power to overcome the noise to get the desired BER.
Such a graph lets you compare and evaluate different modulation schemes. Just keep in
mind that bandwidth does not enter the picture here. When comparing methods, you must
remember that noi e increases with bandwidth.
A better measure of signal-to-noise ratio for digital data is the ratio of energy per
bit transmitted to the noise power density. or Eh/No. usually pronounced "£ sub b over
N sub zero." Remember that energy is expressed in joules (J), where one joule per second (J/s) is equal to one wall (I W). or I W = I J/s. Therefore. £, is the power in I bit
P multiplied by the bit time t,. or £, = Pt,.
The noise power density in watts per hertz (W/Hz), which we call No, is the thermal noise power N divided by the bandwidth of the channel B. Recall that thermal noise
power is N = kTB, where k is Boltzmann's constant 1.38 X 10- 23 • Tis the temperature
in kelvins, and B is the bandwidth in hertz. Room temperature is about 290 K.
N0

Carrier-to-noise (C/N)

kTB

= - - = kT
13

The overall result is

No

kT
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Figure 11- 32
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BER vs. Eb/N0 for different modulation methods.
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This relationship can be further manipulated to show EJ)N0 in terms of C/N. This relationship is

!:

=

(~)C:)

Here 8 is the bandwidth in hertz and Ji, i~ the bit rate or bit frequency (fb) where Ji, =
llt 1,. Given CIN and the other factors. you can calculate E1/N0 . What Eb!N0 does is to
take bandwidth out of the comparison. It normali;;es all the different multiphase/amplitude schemes to a noise bandwidth of I Ht.. giving you a better wuy to compare and
contra'>t the various modulation method~ for a given BER. You will often see curve<, like
that in Fig. 11-31 plotted with BER on the vertical axis and £,/No rather than CIN on
the hori;;omal axi~. Figure 11-32 is an example. Note the role that coherency plays
(carrier sine waves start and stop on the ;;ero crossing). Coherent OOK needs a lower
signal-to-noise ratio than incoherent OOK for a given BER.

11-5 Wideband Modulation
Mo~t modulation method'> are designed to be spectrally efficient. i.e.. to transmit a' many
bits per hertz as possible. The goal is to minimi;;e the use of spectrum space and to transmit the highest speed possible in the given bandwidth. However. there is another class
of modulation methods that do just the opposite. These methods arc designed to use more
bandwidth. The transmitted signal occupies a bandwidth many time~ greater than the
information bandwidth. Special benefit~ derive from such wideband modulation techniques. The two most widely used wideband modulation methods are spread spectrum
and orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing.

Spread Spectrum
Spread spectrum (SS)

Spread spectrum (SS) is a modulation and multiplexing technique that distributes a signal
and it~ \idebands over a very wide bandwidth. Traditionally. the efficiency of a modulation
or multiplexing technique is determined by how little bandwidth it U!>Cs. The continued
gro\\ th of all types of radio communication, the resulting crowding. and the finite bound<>
of u~able spectrum space have made everyone in the world of data communication
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-,cn-.itive to how much band\\ idth a given !>ignal occupies. Dc!>igner-, of communication
c;y<.tcms and equipment typically do all in their power to mini mite the amount of bandwidth a signal takes. How. then, can a -,cheme that spreads a !>ignal over a very wide piece
of the 1-.pectrum be of value? The an-.wer to this question is the -.ubject of this section.
After World War II. spread spectrum was developed primarily by the military
bccau:,e it is a secure communication technique that is essentia lly immune to jamming.
I n the mid- 1980s. the FCC authorized usc of spread spectrum in civil ian applications.
Currently, unlicensed operation is permitted in the 902- lo 928-M H z, 2.4- to 2.483-GHz,
and 5.725- to 5.85-GH z range!>. with I W of power. Spread spectrum on these frequencies i., being widely incorporated into a \ariety of commercial communication systems.
One of the mo<;t important of the-.e new applications is wircle-.-. data communication.
umcrou~ LANe; and portable pcr-.onal computer modem-; u<,c SS techniques. as does a
cla'>S of cordle!>!> telephone!> in the 900-M Ht. 2.4-. and 5.8-G Ht ranges. The most widespread u!>e of SS is in cellular telephones in the 800- to 900-M Ht and 1800- to 1900-MHt
range~. It is referred lO as code-dit'i.lion multiple access (CDMA).
There are two basic types of :-pread spectrum: .fi·equency-hoppinR ( FH) and directsequence ( DS). In frequency-hopping SS. the frequency of the carri er of the transmitter
is changed according to a predetermined sequence. called pseudorandom, at a rate higher
than that of the serial binary data modulating the carrier. In direct-sequence SS, the <;erial binary data is mixed with a higher-frequency pseudorandom binary code at a faster
rate, and the result is used to pha<,c-modulate a carrier.

Code-division multiple access
(COMA)

Frequency-Hopping Spread Spectrum
Figure I 1-33 shows a block diagram of a frequency-hopping SS transmitta The serial
bi nary data to be transmitted is applied to a conventional two-t<>ne FS K modulator. and
the modu lator output is applied to a mixer. Also driving the mixer is a frequency synthesizer. The output signal from the bandpass filter after the mixer is the differen ce
between one of the two FSK sine waves and the frequency of the frequency synthesi zer.
As the ligure shows, the synthesitcr is driven by a pseudorandom code generator. which
is either a special digital circuit or the output of a microprocc.,.,or.
The p:,eudorandom code is a serial pattern of binary Os and Is that changes in a random fa.c;hion. The randomness of the I<> and Oc; makes the serial output of this circuit appear
a... digital noi~e. Sometimes the output of this generator is called pseudorandom noise ( PSN ).
The binary sequence is actually predictable. since it does repeat after many bit changes (hence
·'pseudo''). The randomness i~ sufficient to minimize the possibility of someone accidentally
duplicating the code. but the predictability allows the code to be dupl icated at the receiver.
PSN sequences are usually generated by a shift register circuit similar to that shown
in Fig. 11 -34. In the figure. eight llip-!lops in the shift register arc clocked by an external clock oscillator. The input to the <>hift register is derived by X-ORing two or more of
Figure 11-33
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A frequency-hoppmg SS transmitter.
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Figu re 11-34

A typical PSN code generator.
X·OR

1-------

PSN code

Out

Clock

the nip-flop out put~. It i:-. thi.., connection that produces the p'>eudorandom sequence.
The output b taken from the last llip-tlop in the register. Changing the number of 11ip-11ops
in lhe rcgi!.ter aocl/or which outputs are X-ORed and fed back change'> the code sequence.
Alternatively. a microproce~sor can be programmed to generate p~eudorandom sequences.
I n a frequency-hopping SS system. the rate of synthesi zer frequem.:y change is higher
than the data rate. Thi~ means that although the data bit and the FSK tone it produce!>
remain constant for one data interval. the frequency synthesi; er switches frequencies
many times during this period. See Fig. 11-35. where the frequency synthesi7er changes
frequencies ~ time!> for each bit time of the serial binary data. The time lhat the '>ynthesi;er remains on a single frequency is called the d11·ell time. The frequency synthesizer puts out a random sine wave frequency to the mixer. and the mixer creates a new
carrier frequency for each dwell interval. The resulting signal , whose frequency rapid ly
jumps around, effectively scatters pieces or the signal all over the band. Specifically, the
carrier randomly switches between dozen:-. or even hundreds of frequencies over a given
bandwidth. The actual dwell time on any frequency varies with the application and data
rate. but it can be as ..,hort as 10 ms. Current!). FCC regulations '>pecif) that lhere be a
minimum of 75 hoppi ng frequencies and that the dwell time not exceed 400 1-L~·
Figure I 1-36 shows a random frequency -hop sequence. The hori7ontal axis ill divided
into dwell time increment~. The vertical axis is the u·ansmitter output frequency. divided
into step incremento;; or the PLL frequency ~ynthesizer. As shown. rhe signal is spread out
over a very wide bandwidth. Thus a signal that occupies only a few kilohertz of spectrum
can be spread out o,·er a range that is I 0 to I 0.000 times that wide. Because an SS '>ignal does not remain on any one frequency for a long time. but jumps around randomly. it
does not interfere with a traditional signal on any of lhe hopping frequencies. An SS !ligna!
actually appears to be more like background noise to a conven tional narrow-bandwidth
receiver. A conventional receiver picking up such a signal wiiJ not even respond to a signal
of tens of milliseconds duration. Tn addition. a conventional receiver cannot receive an SS
signal because it doe~ not have a wide enough bandwidth and it cannot follow or trad. it..,
random-frequency changes. Therefore. the SS signal is as secure all if it were scrambled.
Two or more SS transmitters operating 0\er the same bandwidth but with difl'erent
pseudorandom codes hop to different frequencies at different times. and do not typically

figure 11-3 5
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Figure 11-36

A pseudorandom frequency-hop sequence.
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occupy a given frequency simultaneously. Thus SS is also a kind of multiplexing. as it
permits two or more signals to use a given bandwidth concun·ently without interference.
In effect, SS permits more signals to be packed in a given band than any other type of
modulation or multiplexing.
A frequency-hopping receiver is shown in Fig. 11-37. The very wideband signal
picked up by the antenna is applied to a broadband RF amplifier and then to a conventional mixer. The mixer, like that in any superheterodyne receiver, is driven by a local
oscillator. ln this case the local oscillator is a frequency synthesizer like the one used at
the transmitter. The local oscillator at the receiving end must have the same pseudorandom code sequence as that generated by the transmitter so that it can receive the signal
on the correct frequency. The signal is thus reconstructed as an IF signal that contains
the original FSK data. The signal is then applied to an FSK demodulator, which reproduces tbe original binary data train.
One of the most impo1tant parts of the receiver is the circuit that is used to acquire and
synchronize the transmitted signal with the intemally generated pseudorandom code. The
problem of getting the two codes into step with each other is solved by a preamble signal
and code at the beginning of the transmission. Once synchronization has been established.
the code sequences occur in step. This characteristic makes d1e SS technique extremely
secure and reliable. Any receiver not having the COJTect code cannot receive the signal.

Figure 11-3 7

A frequency-hopping receiver.
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Figure 11 -38

A direct-sequence SS transmitter.
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Many stations can share a common band if, instead of assigning each station a single frequency to operate on. each is given a different pseudorandom code within the same
band. This permits a transmitter to selectively transmit to a single receiver without other
receivers in the band being able to pick up the signal.

Direct- Sequence Spread Spectrum
Direct-sequence SS

Chipping rate

A block diagram of a direct-sequence SS (DSSS) transmitter is shown in Fig. 11-38. The
serial binary data is applied to an X-OR gate along with a serial pseudorandom code that
occurs faster than the binary data. Figure 11-39 shows typical waveforms. One bit time
for the pseudorandom code is called a chip, and the rate of the code is called the chipping
rate. The chipping rate is faster than the data rate.
The signal developed at the output of the X-OR gate is then applied to a PSK modulator. typically a BPSK device. The carrier phase is switched between 0 and 180° by
the 1s and Os of the X-OR output. QPSK and other forms of PSK can also be used. The
PSK modulator is generally some form of balanced modulator. The signal phase modulating the carrier, being much hig he r in frequency than the data signal, causes the
modulator to produce multiple. widely spaced sidebands whose strength is such that the
complete signal takes up a great deal of the spectrum. Thus the resulting signal is spread.
Because of its randomness, the signal looks like wideband noise to a conventional narrowband receiver.

Figure 11 -39
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Phase changes

Figure 11 - 40

Comparison between narrowband and spread spectrum signals.
Narrowband
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Figure ll-40 show!> a ~tandard narrowband signal and a spread spectrum "ignal.
Assume a binary information signal that is occurring at a rate of 13 kbps. If we usc
BPSK with its I bit/H7 efficiency. we could transmit this signal in a bandwidth of about
13 kH1.. No"'. if we use DSSS with a chipping signal of L.25 Mbps. the resulting '>ignal will be -.pread o'er about 1.25 MH7 of bandwidth if we use BPSK. The spread '>ignal
has the ..ame power as the narro\.\ band o;ignal but far more sideband'>. so the amplitudes
of the carrier and '>idcband~ arc \'Cry low and just abO\·e the random noi<.,e le\'el. To a
narrowband receiver. the signal just looks like a part of the noise level.
The effect of spreading the .,ignal is to provide a type of gain called processing gain
to tbe signal. This gain help::. to improve the overall signal-to-noise ratio. The higher the
gain. the greater the ability of the system to fight interference. This proce!>sing gain G i"
BW

G= -

h>

where BW is the channel bandwidth and .fi, is the data rate. For the example in Fig. 11-40,
the process gain i~

G

= 1.25 M Hz
13 kbps

=

96 . 15

In terms of decibels. this is a power gain of 19.83 dB.
One type of direct-sequence receiver is shown in Fig. 11-41. The broadband SS ~ig
nal is amplilied, mixed with a local oscillaLOr. and then translated down to a lower IF in
mixer I. For example. the SS signal at an original carrier of 902 MHt might be translated
down to another IF of 70 MHt. The IF signal is then compared to another IF signal that
is produced in mixer 3 using a PS sequence that is -;imilar to that transmitted. The output
of mixer 3 '>hould be identical to the output of mixer I but shifted in time. Thi., comparison proce.,~. called correlation. take<., place in mixer 2. lf the two -.ignal'> are identical. the
correlation i-; 100 percent. If the two signals are not alike in any way. the correlation i-; 0.
The con·elation proce~c; in the mixer produces a signal that is averaged in the low-pas~
filter at the output of mixer 2. The output .,ignal will be a high average value if the tran-;mitted and received PSN codes are alike.
The signal out of mixer 2 is fed to a synchroni.lation circuit. which mu~t recreate
the exact frequency and phase of the carrier so that demodulation can take place. The
<>ynchronitation circuit varies the clock frequency so that the PSN code output frequency
varies, seeking the same chip rate as the incoming signal. The clock drives a PSN code
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Figure 11 - 41

A direct-sequence receiver.
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generator containing the exact code used at the transmitter. The PSN code in the receiver
i.., the same as that of the received signal. but the two are out of sync \\'ith each other.
Adjusting the clock by speeding it up or !>lowing it down eventually cause the two to
come into synchroniLation.
The PSN code produced in the receiver is used to phase-modulate a carrier at the IF
in mixer 3. Like all the other mixers. this one is usually of the double balanced diode ring
type. The output of mixer 2 is a BPSK signal similar to that being received. It is compared
to the received signal in mixer 3. which acts as a correlator. The output of mixer 3 is then
filtered to recover the original serial binary dat<l. The received signal is said to be despread.
Direct-sequence SS is also called code-division multiple access (CDMA), or SS multiple access. The term multiple access applies to any technique that is used for
multiplexing man) signa(<.. on a \ingle communication channel. CDMA is used in
'>atellitc systems so that many .,ignals can use the same tran<;ponder. It is also widely
used in cellular telephone '>Y"tems. for it permits more u-,er'> to occupy a given band than
other methods.

Benefits of Spread Spectrum
Spread spectrum is being u!>cd in more and more applications in data communication as
its benefits are discovered and as new components and equipment become available to
implement it.
• Security. SS prevent~ unauthorized listening. Unle~., a receh·er ha-, a ver) wide bandwidth and the exact p!>eudorandom code and type of modulation. it cannot intercept
an SS signal.
• Resistance to jamming and interference. Jamming !>ignals are typically restricted to
a single frequency. and jamming one frequency does not interfere with an SS signal. Similarly. unintentional interference from a signal occupying the same band is
greatly minimized and in most cases virtually eliminated.
• Baud sharing. Many users can share a single band with little or no interference. (A\\
more and more ~ignall> u!>e a band, the background noise produced by the switching
of many signals increase~. but not enough to prevent highly reliable communication.)
• Resistance to fading and multipatll propagation. Frequency--.elective fading occurs
during signal propagation becau~e signals of different frequencies arrive at a receiver
at slightly different times due to reflections from other objects. SS virtually eliminate!> wide variations of !'.ignal ~trength due to reflections and other phenomena during propagation.
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• Precise timing. U~c of the pseudorandom code in SS provides a way to precisely
determine the ~tan and end of a transmission. Thus SS is a superior method for radar
and other applications that rely on accurate knowle::dge of tran.,mi.,.,ion time to
determine di.,tancc.

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM)
Another '' ideband modulation method growing in popularity i'> called OFDM. Abo
known a~ multicarrier modulation (MCM). this relatively new form of modulation was
tirst propo!>ed in the 1950~ but wa ... not seriously considered until the 1980~ and early
1990s. OFDM wa~ not widely implemented until the late 1990s becau<>e of it~ complexity
and co~t. Today. fa'>t DSP chips make OFDM practical.
Although OFDM i!-. known as a modulation method as opposed to a multiplexing
method. the term frequency-division multiplexing is appropriate bccau)>e the method
transmits data by simultuneously modulating segments of the hi gh-~peed serial bit !>!ream
onto multiple ca1Ticrs spaced throughout the channel bandwidth. The carriers arc
frequency-multiplexed in the channel. The data rate on each channel is very low, making
the symbol time much longer than predicted transmission delays. This technique spreads
the signals over a wide bandwidth, making them less sensitive to the noise, fading. refl ections, and multipath tran.,mis!>ion effects common in microwave communication. Because
of the very wideband nature of OFDM. it is considered to be a hybrid of spread spcctnm1.
Figure I 1-42 show!> the concept of an OFDM modem. The !-.ingle serial data <., tream i!>
divided into multiple .,)ower but parallel data paths. each of which modulates a -.cparate :-.ubcarrier. For example. a I O-M bps data signal could be split into I 000 data signaJ... of I 0 kbp~
transmitted in pamllel. A common fonnat is to space the subcarrief!-. equally aero.,., the channel by a frequency that i-. the reciprocal of the subcarrier symbol rate. In the '>ituation de'>cribcd
here. the ~pacing would be 10 I..HL. This is what makes the carrie.-... orthogonal. Onhogonal
mean.'> that each carrier has an integer number of sine wave cycle~ in one bit period.
A plot of the bandwidth of each modulated carrier i'> the familiar ('in x)/.\ cur\'e
discu!-.~ed in Chap. 2. (See Fig. 11--B.) ulls occur at those point~ equal to the ... ymbol
rare. With thi~ arrangement. all carriers lie at the null frequencie'> of the adjacent carrier-..

Figure 11-42
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Figure 11-43

Subcarrier spectrum in OFDM.
Subcamer center
frequencies

r,

symbol period

This pennits simplified dcmuhiplexing. Typically. BPSK. QPSK. or some form of QAM
il> used as the modulation method. In using QPSK or QAM. multiple bits per symbol are
transmitted to pennit a higher overall data rate. The subcarrier.; are algebraically added, and
the resulting composite transmiued. Again referring to Fig. I 1-42, note that the demodulator or receiver uses lihers to separate out the individual subcarriers, anc.l demodulators 10
recover the individual bit streams. which are then reassembled into the original serial data.
When tens. hundreds, or even thousands of subchanneb are used, as is the case in
modem systems. obviously traditional modulator. demodu lator, and fil ter circuits are
impractical because of size. complexity. and cost. However. all of these functions can be
readily programmed into a faM DSP chip.
A simplified version of the proceso; is shown in Fig. 11 -<W. At the transmitter or
modulator. the serial data il> modulated; then a serial-to-parallel conversion is performed.
The inverse fast Fourier tra n ~form (lFFf) is then impleme nted. This process produce<;

Figure 11 -44
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all the orthogonal subcarriers. The D/A converter convert!> the OFDM signal to analog
form and transmits it over the communication medium.
At the receiver or demodulator, the OFDM signal is digititcd by the AID converter.
and then an FFf is performed. Recall that an FFf essentially docs a spectrum analysi!>
of a time-domain signal. A sampled time-domain analog signal is translated to a
frequency-domain plot of spectral content by the FFT. The receiver FFT DSP sorts out
the subcarriers and demodulates the original data, which is then reassembled into the
original high-speed data stream.
Like most other modems. the OFDM modem is a fast DSP chip programmed with
all the mathematical algorithms that produce the functions dclined by the blocks in
Figs. I 1-42 and ll-44.
Toda). OFDM is widely used in wireless local-area networJ...s (LANs). A version of
OFDM for wired communication '>ystems. known as discrete multirone ( DMT), used in
ADSL modems is discu::.sed later in thil> chapter. lt is also the method chosen for transmitting high-quality audio in digital satellite radio broadcasting systems. More recently.
it has been proposed as an alternative to the 8-VSB AM used in digital high-definition
TV systems. OFDM is also used in the high speed version of wireless LANs (802. 11 or
Wi-Fi) and in the new broadband wireless system called WiMAX. It is also being considered for future cell phone systems. When the digital data to be transmitted is accompanied by !>Ome fonu of forward error correction (FEC) scheme (Trellis code, etc.), the
method i-; called coded OFDM or COFDM.

11-6 Broadband Modem Techniques
A modem or modulator-demodu lator is the circuitry used to translate a baseband signal,
usually digital, to a higher transmission frequency that is bcller sui ted to the transmission
medium. A good example is that digital data is not that compatible with the twisted-pair
cable used in telephone systems. The bandwidth is too limited. llowever. modulating the
data onto a carrier provides a way to transmit the data over a '>ystem originally designed
for analog voice. Modems arc u-.ed with all types of cables -.uch a<; the telephone lines
and the coaxial cable of cable TV. And modems can be of the radio variety "here they
are used to transmit data wireles.,Jy. Thi-, section provide~ an overview of several types
of popular modems.

Analog Telephone Modem
The most commonly used modem is one that connects personal computers to the telephone line. Figure 11-44 is a complete block diagram of a typical dial-up analog modem.
It consi!>t:-. of both transmiller and receiver sections. Most modern modems are implemented by u!.ing digital signal processing techniques. and thu' com.i'>t of only one or
two chip::..
Physically. modems were originally packaged on a single small printed-circuit board
and de-.igned to plug into the PC bu-;. The modem takes il'; power from the PC power
supply. and an RJ-11 modular connector auaches the modem to the telephone line. No
additional interfacing is needed.
Mol>t modern PCs and laptop computers have a single IC modern built right into the
motherboard of the computer. Earlier modems plugged into portable computers by way
of a special interface called the PCMCIA or card bus.

Modem Operation. The data to be tnm:.mined is stored in the computer's RAM. It
i'> formatted there by the communication :~oftware installed v. ith the computer. It is then
sent I byte at a time to the modem. MoM data transfer:. and operations inside a computer are paralleL but since long-dbtance data communication is done by using serial
binary data, the modem's first job ill to convert parallel data to serial data. This is done
The Transmission of Binary Data in Communication Systems
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Figure 11- 45

General block diagram of a UART.
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with shift registers. as described earlier. Jt is u-;ually carried out by a special large-scale
IC called a universal a.~_mchronous receirerlmmsmitter ( UART). a digital IC that perform<, parallel-to-serial conver<,ion for transmi.,-,ion and serial-to-parallel conversion for
reception.
Figure 11-45 shows a general block diagram of a UART. Parallel data from the computer <.lata bus is fed into and out of a bidirectional data buffer. which is usually a storage register with appropriate level-shifting circuits. The data. u~ually parallel 8 bits. is
then put on an internal data bus. Before tran'>mis'lion. this data i~ first stored in a buffer
storage register and then '>Cnt to a shift register. The internal circuitry adds start and stop
bit.<.. which signal the beginning and end of the word. making modem operation strictly
asynchronous. The parity bit is used for error detection. A clock signal shifts the data
out serially. I bit at a time.
The receive section of the UART is at the bottom of Fig. I l-45. Serial data is shifted
into a shift register. where the start. stop, and parity bits are stripped off. The remaining
data is transferred to a buffer register. to the internal data bus. and through the bidirectional data buffer to the computer in parallel form. The clock and control logic circuits
in the UART control all internal <>hifting and data transfer operation!. under the direction
of control signals from the computer.

Chapter II

Referring again to Fig. 11-44. you can see that the serial data from the UART i">
passed through a -.crambler circuit. This is not to encrypt the data for ~ecurity. but ~im
ply to en.,ure that the data is random. with plenty of 0-to-1 and 1-to-0 tran..,ition'>. This
ensures that <,ufficient tran~ition ... occur so that clocking operations are reliable when long
'>Iring<. of binary
or h occur. Some circuits. especially adaptive equaliter.., and echo
'>uppres<,or'-t, rely on the randomness of the binary data for proper operation. The scrambler is a shift register with feedback that takes the serial data and <,crambles it into a ran dom binar) pulse train.
The random ...erial data is <,ent to the modulator. The -,erial data, u-,ually in NRZ
form. modulates a low-frequency '>ine \\ave carrier inside the telephone bandwidth that
extend\ from about 300 to 3000 Hz. Typical carrier frequencies are in the 1700-Ht range.
The output of the modulator is filtered to band-limit it and then fed to an equali:_er
circuit, which precompcnsates for the attenuation and distortion that the signal will receive
as it is passed through the telephone system. Since the characteristics of the telephone arc
predictable (within limits), the equalizer processes the modulated 'oignal in such a way to
overcome auenuation and distortion so that it will appear normal at the receiving end.
(The equalizer used in modems is what is cal led a compromise equalizer: it only partially
corrects the problems because the exact extent of the distortion is not known.) The equalizer output is sent to the interface circuits that connect the signal to the telephone line.
During receive operations. the signal is picked off the telephone line, passed through
the interface circuits, and fed to the receiver section. It tirst encounters an adaptive equalizer. The adaptive equali;er adjusts itself automatically to compensate for the amplitude
attenuation and di'>tortion of the signal. AGC circuits arc normally u~ed in the receiver
to keep the gain constant over what can be a wide range of received '>ignal amplitudes.
The '>ignal is then demodulated. resulting in an NRZ serial digital ..,ignal. Thi-. is
pa<,sed through a dc..,crambler. which produces the opposite effect of the tran-.mit '>crambier. The descramblcr output is the original serial data signal. This i., sent to the UART.
where it i., tran~lated to a parallel byte that the computer can store and use.
Although not '>hown in Fig. 11-M. data compression and decompression circuit'> are
now being used in \Ome modem.... A digital signal processing (OSP) circuit tal-.e~ the
binary data and comprc~!>e'> it prior to modulation so that the tran~mittcd .,ignal i!> many
bits Jess than the actual me~sage length. Because fewer bits are transmitted in a given
time. the overall transmission speed is higher. At the receiver. a DSP decomprcssor
restores the shoner signal to its original length after it i!\ demodulated.
Another feature not depicted in Fig. 11-44 is error detection and correction. All the
newer modem types incorporate circuitry that can detect bit transmission errors and correct them as they occur. Such schemes, although complex and expensive. greatly increase
the reliability of transmission, especially high-speed transmission in a noisy environment.
A modem is typically controlled by its own internal microproce~sor-based controller.
This miniature single-chip computer executes commands given through the communications software in the computer, which <mive over the computer bus. In external modems,
the commands arrive serially, via the UART. The microcontroller lets the user tell the
modem exactly what to do. It also implements automatic function~ such as auto-dial and
auto-answer operations, which most modems are capable of.

o.,

Equalizer

GOOD TO KNOW
Modem Classification and Standards. The International Telecommunication.,
Union (ITU). formcrl) called the CCITT, sponsors. negotiates. and maintain!. modem and
man) other communication -.tandards. Modem standards are de~ignatcd by a special Y. \X
symbol. The more common one~ are described in Fig. 11-46.
Modems are u~ually capable of operating in several different Y.xx modes. The
modem will automatically adjust itself to the highest speed possible but will drop back
to a lower '>peed or different mode if the receiving modem cannot handle the highest
speed. Most modems in usc today are the V.90 or V.92 type and arc capable or speeds
up to 56 kbps. In practice. the maximum speed is 53 kbps. but this is rarely achieved.
Long telephone lines and noise force the modem to lower speeds to minimi;e errors.
Typical -.peeds arc in the 24-kbps to 50-kbps range.
The Transmission of Binary Data in Communication Systems
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Figure 11-46

Popular modem standards.

Bell 103 and 212A- Original Bell Telephone modems. The 103 used
FSK at 300 bps. The 212A used PSK at 1200 bps.
V.22bis- First to use QAM. 2400 bps with fallback to 1200 bps.
V.24 -

Same as EIA RS-232C/ E serial intertace standard.

V.32bis- 14,400 bps using TCQAM.
V.34 - Very popular and long-lived standard. TCQAM. 28,800 bps
originally but extended to 33,600 bps. Automatic fallback to 31 ,200,
28,800, 26,400, 19,200, or 14,400 bps.
V.42 -

An error correction standard used with dial-up modems.

V.42bis - An extension of V.42 that adds data compression that
can further speed up transmission.
V.44 -An even better data compression standard .
V.90 - Current standard. Uses pulse-code modulation (PCM).
Extends download speed to 53,000 bps (not 56,000 bps). Upload
speed is 33,600 bps maximum.
V.92 - Most recent standard. Download speed remains at 53,000 bps
maximum, but upload speed is increased to 48,000 bps. Shorter
initial connection time during dial-up. Adds the ability to answer the
telephone without losing the data connection.

xDSL Modems

xDSL modem
Asymmetric digital subscriber line
(ADSL)
Asymmetric

Discrete multitone (DMT)
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Although the twisted-pair tele phone line to the central office is normally said to have a
maximum bandwidth of 4 kHz, the truth is that the bandwidth of this line varies with
its length, and it can handle higher frequencies than expected . Because of the line characteristics. the higher frequenc ies are greatly attenuated. However, by transmitting the
higher frequenc ies at higher voltage levels and using line compensatio n techniques, it is
possible ro achieve higher data rates than the 53 kbps of a standard analog dial-up
modem. New modulation methods also permit previously unachievable line rates. The
d ig ital subscriber line (DSL) describes a set o f standa rds set by the International
Te lecommunications Union that greatly exte nd the speed potential of the com mon
twisted-pair te lephone lines. In the term xDSL. the x designates o ne of several letters that
define a specific DSL standard.
T he most widely used form of DSL is called asymmerric digital subscriber line
(ADSL). T his system permits downstream data rates up to 8 Mbps and upstream rates
up to 640 kbps using the existing telephone lines. (Asymmerric means unequal upstream
and downstream rates.)
The connection between a telephone subscriber and the nearest tele phone cenlral
office is twisted-pair cable using size 24 or 26 copper wire. lts length is usually anywhere between 9000 and 18.000 ft (2.7 to 5.5 km). T his cable acts as a low-pass fi lter.
Its attenuation to very high frequencies is enormous. Dig ita l signals are seriously delayed
and distorted by such a line. For this reason, only the lower 0- to 4-k.Hz bandwidth is
used for voice. Traditional modems operate in the center o f this voice band at 1700 to
1800Hz using QAM.
ADSL employs some special techniques so that more of the line bandwidth can be
used to increase data rates. E ven though a 1-MHz signal may have an attenuation of up
to 90 dB on an 18,000-ft line, special amplifiers and frequency compensation techniques
make the line usable.
The modulation scheme used with ADSL modems is called d iscrere multitone ( DMT),
another name for OFDM, discussed earlier in this chapter. It divides the upper frequency
Chapter/ /

Figure 11-47
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spectrum of the telephone line into 256 channels. each 4 kl-17 wide. Sec Fig. 11-47. Each
channel, called a hi11. i~ dc!->igned to transmit at speeds up to 15 k.bps/Bd or 60 kbps.
Each channel contain!> a carrier that is simultaneously phase-amplitude-modulated
(QAM) by some of the bits to be transmitted. The serial data stream is divided up so
that each carrier transmit~ ~ome of the bits. All bits are transm itted simultaneously. Also.
all the carri ers arc l'requcncy-multiplexccl into the line bandwidth above the normal voice
telephone channel. as Fig. I 1-47 shows.
The up!>tream !>ignal use~ the 4-kl-1;: bins from 25.875 to 138.8 kHt., and the downMream signal usc!> bin~ in the 138-kH;: to 1.1-MHz range.
The number of bih per baud and the data rate per bin vary according to the noise
on the line. The lese, noise there is in each bin. the higher lhc data rate. Very noi!>y bins
will carr} few or no bits. \\ hercas quiet bins can accommodate the maximum 15 t...hp-,/Bd
or 60 kbps.
Thi!-> !>ystem i' very complex and is implemented with a digital ~ignal processor. The
DSP chip handles all modulation and demodulation functions by <>imulating them digitally.
Figure 11-48 'how-, an A DSL modem. All DMT/OFDM modulation/demodulation
is handled by the DSP chip. The digital output of the DSP is convened to analog by the
DIA converter. The resulting ~ignal is amplified. filtered. and sent to a line driver that
applies a high-level signal to the line. The hybrid is a circuit or transformer that permits
simultaneou~ transmit and receive operations on the telephone line. The tran<>former
matches the circuit impedance to the line.
In the receive mode. the incoming DMT analog signal is amplified. filtered. and
applied to a PGA for AGC. The signal is digitized by the A/D converter and applied to
the DSP for recovery of the digital data.

Figure 11-48
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Several different levels of ADSL are available. The data rate for each depends upon
the length of the subscriber twisted-pair cable. The shoner the cable, the higher the data
rate. The highest standard rate is 6.144 Mbps downstream and 576 kbps upstream at a line
distance not to exceed 9000 fl. The minimum rate is 1.536 Mbps downstream and 384 kbps
upstream at line distances up to 18,000 ft. This i!> the most common form of ADSL.
ADSL is available in most large cities. Small and midsiLe cities many not have it
yet. Many areas in large cities cannot !>Upport ADSL becau!>e of line lengths O\er
18,000 ft and high noise conditions. Most PC users who have access to A DSL are thri lied
with the higher performance over conventional dial-up modems. ADSL is the widely used
form of high-speed Internet access throughout the world. ADSL i!> in second place to
cable TV modem broadband access.
Other forms of DSL have also been defined. Few of these arc actually in U!>e. but
development continues for future applications. The most popular new version<. are
G.shdsl and VDSL. G .. hdsl. or SHDSL. ha.-. fully symmetric up and down speed!'> from
192 kbps to 6 Mbps on twi!>ted pair. It uses trellis-coded pulse-amplitude modulation
(TC-PAM). The speed progressively degrades with distance down to 192 kbps at
20,000 ft. This version of DSL is expected to be popular with small businesses.
1\vo of the most recent versions of ADSL arc ADSL2 and ADSL2+. ADSL2 extends
the upper download speed to the 8- to 12-Mbps range at a distance of about 8000 ft.
ADSL2+ further boosts speeds to 20 Mbps at a distance to about -lOOO ft. Some newer
standards referred to as bonding standards make use of two twisted pairs in the telephone
cable 10 carry parallel data streams that effectively double the data rate for a given distance.
VDSL. or very high-speed DSL. offers a data rate of up to 52 Mbps one way (download) or 26 Mbps fully symmetrical using QAM. VDSL permits digital video to be transmitted and thus offers an alternative to cable TV systems. However, to get this speed,
the twisted-pair length i!> limited to 1000 rt or less at 52 Mbpl> and lcsl> than 3500 ft at
26 Mbp!>. VDSL is expected to be popular in multitenam units (MTUs) such as office
and apanment buildings and hotels.

Cable Modems
Many cable TV systems arc set up to handle high-speed digital data transmission. The
digital data is used to modulate a high-frequency carrier that is frequency-multiplexed
onto the cable that also carries the TV signal.
Cable TV systems use a hybrid fiber coaxial (HFC) cable with a bandwidth of
approximately 750 MH1... This spectrum is divided into 6-MHL-widc channels for TV
signals. The standard VHFs and UHFs normally assigned to wireless TV are used on the
cable. along with some special cable frequencies. The TV signals arc therefore frequencydivision-multiplexed onto the cable.
Figure I 1-49 shows the spectrum of the cable. Television channels extend from
50 MHt (Channel 2) up to 550 MHz. In thi'> 500 MHz of bandwidth, up to 83 channel!.
of 6 MH7 can be accommodated.

Figure 11 - 49

Cable lY spectrum showing upstream and downstream data channels
on the cable.
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The spectrum above the TV channels, from 550 to 850 MHz, is available for digital
data transmission. Standard 6-MHz channels are used, giving approximately 50 channels. These channels are used for downstream data transmission (from the remote computer down to the user).
The spectrum from 5 to 50 MHz, as you can see from Fig. 11-49, is divided into
seven 6-MHz. channels that are used for upstream data transmission (from the user up to
the server). This frequency range may be 5 to 42 MHz in some systems or 5 to 65 MHz
in other systems.
Cable modems use 64-QAM for downstream data. Using 64-QAM in a 6-MHz channel provides a data rate up to 3 1.2 Mbps. T his method of modulation uses 64 different
phase-amplitude combinations (symbols) to represent multiple bits. Because each channel is shared by multiple users. the 31.2-Mbps rate is not achieved. Typical rates are in
the 500-kbps to 2-Mbps range for downloads. ln some systems, 256-QAM is available
to provide a maximum data rate of 4 1.6 Mbps in a 6-MHz channel. Higher subscriber
download speeds can then be achieved.
Standard QPSK is used in the upstream channels to achieve a data rate of about
10 Mbps. With multiple users, an upstream rate of 300 to 400 kbps is normal.
Figure 11-50 shows a typical cable modem. lt is basically a VHFfUHF receiver connected to the cable for downloads and a modulator/transmitter for uploads. The signal
from the cable passes through the diplexer, which is a titter circuit that permits simultaneous transmit and receive operations. The signal is amplilicd and mixed with a local
oscillator signal from the frequency synthesizer to produce an IF signal. The frequency
synthesizer selects the cable channel. The IF signal is demodulated to recover the data.
Reed Solomon error detection circuitry (see Sec. 11-7) tlnds and corrects any bit errors.
The digital data then goes to an Ethernet interface to the PC. Ethernet is a popular networking system to be discussed in Chap. 12.
For transmission, the data from the computer is passed through the interface, where
it is encoded for error detection. The data then modulates a carrier that is up-converted
by the mixer to the selected upstream channel before being amplified and passed through
the diplexer to the cable.
Cable modems provide significantly higher data rates than can be achieved over the
standard telephone system. The primary limitation is the existence or availability or a
cable TV system that offers such data transmission services.
Cable modern standards are set by an industry consortium called Cable Labs. The
specification is referred to as the Data over Cable Service Interface Specitlcation
(DOCS IS).

Figure 11-50
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11-7 Error Detection and Correction

Bit error rate (BER)

When high-speed binary data is transmitted over a communication link. whether it i~ a
cable or radio, errors will occur. These error!> arc changes in the bit pattern caused by
interference, noise, or equipment malfunctions. Such errors will cau<,e incorrect data to
be received. To ensure reliable communication. <;chemes have been developed to detect
and correct bit errors.
The number of bit errors that occur for a given number of bits transmitted is referred
to a:-. the bit error rate ( BER). The bit error rate is similar to a probability in that it is the
ratio of the number of bit errors to the total number of bits transmitted. If there is I error
for I 00,000 bits transmitted, the BER is I :I 00,000 = 10- 5 . The bit error rate depend'>
on the equipment, the environment. and other considerations. The BER is an average
over a very large number of bits. The BER for a given transmission depends on specific
condition ... When high speeds of data transmission are used in a noisy environment, bit
errors arc inevitable. However, if the SIN ratio is favorable, the number of errors will be
extremely small. The main objective in error detection and correction is to maximize the
probability of I 00 percent accuracy.

Example 11-3
Data is transmitted in 5 12-byte blocks or packets. Eight sequential packets are transmitted. The system BER is 2: I 0,000 or 2 X I 0 4 • On average, how many errors can
be expected in this lransmis.,ion?

= 4096 bytes
4096 bytes X 8 bits = 32.768 bits
32,768/10,000 = 3.2768 sets of I 0,000 bits
Average number of errors = 2 X 3.2768 = 6.5536
8 packets X 512 bytes

The process of error detection and correction involves adding extra bits to the data
characters to be transmitted. This process is generally referreu to as channel encoding.
The data to be transmitted is processed in a way that creates the extra bits and adds them
to the original data. At the receiver. these extra bits help in identifying <my error<> that
occur in transmission cau<;ed by noise or other channel effects.
A key point about channel encoding is that it takes more time to transmit the data
because of the extra bit~. For example. to tran~mit I byte of data, the encoding proce~'>
may add 3 extra bits for a total of II bits. These extra bits are called overhead in that
they extend the time of transmission. If the bit time is I 00 ns, then it takes 800 ns to
send the data bits but I I 00 ns to send the encoded data. The extra overhead bits add
37.5 percent more time to the transmission. As a result, to maintain a desired data rate.
the overall clock speed mu<.,t be increased or the lower data rate muM be accepted. While
the extra bits decrease the overall efficiency of transmission, remember that the benefit
is more reliable data tram.mis<;ion because errors can be detected and/or corrected. Speed
is traded off for higher-quality data transmission.
Channel encoding methods fall into to two separate categories, error detection codes
and error con·ection codes. En·or detection code'> just detect the en·ors but do not take <my
corrective action. They simply let the system know that an error ha5. occurred. Typically,
these codes simply initiate retransmission until the data is received correctly. The other form
of channel coding is error correction or forward error correction (FEC). These coding
schemes eliminate the time-wa.c,ting retransmi.,.,ion and actually initiate self-correcting action.
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Error Detection
Many different methods have been u~ed to ensure reliable error detection. including
redundancy. special coding and encoding schemes. parity ched .... block checks. and
cyclical redundancy check.

Redundancy. The simplest way to en~ure error-free transmission i s to send each character or each message multiple times until it is properly received. This i s known as
redundancy. For example, a system may specify that each character be transmitted twice
in succe~sion. Entire blocks or messages can be treated in the \ame way. These retran~
mi..,-,ion techniques are referred to a.., automatic repeat request (ARQ ).

Redundancy

Encoding Methods. Another approach is to use an encoding <,cheme like the RZAM I described earlier. whereby ...uccessive binary I bit\ in the bit stream are transmitted with alternating polarity. If an error occurs somewhere in the bit stream. then 2 or
more binary I bits with the !-.nmc polarity are likely to be transmitted successively. ff the
receiving circuits are set to rccogni;e this characteristic. single bit errors can be detected.
The lllrbo codes and trellis codes arc another example of the use of special coding
to dl.!tect errors. These codes develop unique bit patterns from the data. Since many bit
pattern., are invalid in trellis and turbo codes. if a bit error occur'>. one of the invalid
code'> will appear. signaling an error that can then be corTected. These codes are covered
later in thi!-. section.

Parity. One of the most widcl) U'>ed '>ystems of error detection i'> known m. parif); in which
each character transmitted contain.., one additional bit. known a' a parity hit. The bit may be
a binary 0 or binary I , depending upon the number of li. and 0~ in the character itself.
Two systems of parity arc normally u~ed. odd and even. Odd parity means that the
total number of binary I bits in the character. including the parity bit. is odd. Even parity
means that the number of binary I bit'> in the character, including the parity bit is even.
Examples of odd and even parity arc indicated below. The seven left -hand bits are the
ASCI! character. and the right-hand bit i!-. the pmity bit.
Odd parity:
En!n parity:

Parity

10 11 0011
0010100 1
10110010
00101000

The parity of each character to be tran!-.mitted is generated by a parity generator circuit. The parity generator is made up of ~evera l l eve l~ of exclusive OR (X-OR )
circuits. as shown in Fig. 11 -5 1. Normally the parity generator circuit monitors the shift

Figure 11 - 51
7·btt ASCII
character
stored m
a regtsler

l

A parity generator c1rcuit.

Exclustve OR
(XOR) ctrcuil

Truth Table

A 8

c

0 0
0 1
1 0
1 1

0
1
1
0
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Figure 11-52

Figure 11-53

How parity is transmitted.

Parity checking at the
receiver.

7-bit ASCII code
Reoeeved parity bit

1·blt comparator

.-----)D-

Panty error

I

Parity bit (even)

Parity
generator
(Feg. 11-51 )
Receeved 7-bit data word

Vertical redundancy check (VRC)

Cyclical redundancy check (CRC)

register in a UART in the computer or modem. Just before transmitting the data in the
register by shifting it out. the parity generator circuit generates the correct parity value.
inserting it as the last bit in the character. In an asynchronous system. the start bit comes
first, followed by the character bits, the parity bit, and finally one or more stop bits
(see Fig. 11 -52).
At the receiving modem or computer. the serial data word is transferred into a shift
register in a UART. A parity generator in the receiving UART produces the parity on the
received character. Jt is then compared to the received parity bit in an XOR circuit, as
shown in Fig. 11 -53. If the internally generated bit matches the transmitted and received
parity bit. it is assumed that the character was transmitted correctly. The output of the
XOR will be 0, indicating no error. If the received bit does not match the parity bit generated from the received data word, the XOR output will be I. indicating an error. The
system signals the detection of a parity error to the computer. The action taken will
depend on the result desired: The character may be retransmitted, an entire block of data
may be transmitted, or the error may simply be ignored.
The individual-character parity method of error detection is sometimes referred to
as the vertical redundancy check ( VRC). To display characters transmitted in a data communication system, the bits are written vertically (sec Fig. I 1-54 ). The bit at the bottom
is the parity, or VRC, bit for each vertical word. Horii'ontal redundancy checks arc di)>cussed later.
Parity checking i' useful only for detecting single-bit errors. If two or more bit errors
occur, the parity circuit may not detect it. If an even number of bit changes occur, the
parity circuit will not give a correct indication.

Cyclical Redundancy Check. The cyclical redundancy check (CRC) is a mathematical technique used in synchronous data transmission that effectively catches 99.9 percent
or more of transmission errors. The mathematical process implemented by CRC i~ e~sen
tiaJJy a division. The entire string of bit~ in a block of data is considered to be one giant

Rgure 11-54

Vertical and horizontal redundancy checks.
LRC or
BCC
Character
(LSB)
ASCII
Code
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0

A T

0 t
0 0
1 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

A

c

0

M

1
0 1 0 1
0
0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 1 1
o@o 0 1 1
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
1 1 0 1 1 1

(MSB)

1

1

Panty orVRC
(odd)

1

1 0

1 0 0 0

1

!
1
1
0
0
1
1

1
0

binary number which is divided by some preselected constant. CRC is expressed by the
equation

M(.\)
G(x)

= Q(x) + R(x)

where M (x) is lhe binary block of data. called the m essa[!.e function, and G (x) i s the generating fun ction. The general hiM.filllctinn is a special code that is divided into the binary
message string. The outcome of the division is a quotient function Q(x) and a remainder function R(x). The quotient resulting from the division is ignored; the remainder is
known as the CRC character and is tran~milled along with the data.
For conYenience of calculation. the message and generating functions are usually
expre-.sed as an algebraic polynomial. For exampl e. assume an 8-bit generating function
of I 0000 I 0 L The bits are numbered such that the LSB is 0 and the MSB i s 7.

7

6

5

4

3

0

0

0

0

2

0

()

The polynomial is derived by expressing each bit position as a power of x, where
the power is the number of the bit position. Only those terms in which binary I s appear
in the generating function arc included in the polynomial. The polynomial resulting from
the above number is

G(x)

= x7 +

r -' + x(I

or

The CRC mathematical proce.,., can be programmed by using a computer's instruction set. It can also be computed by a special CRC hardware circuit consisting of sevenll shift registers into which XOR gates have been inserted at specific points (see
Fig. I 1-55). The data to be checked is fed into the registers seriall y. There is no output,
since no output is retained. The data is simply shifted in I bit at a time; when the data
has all been transmitted, the contents will be the remainder of the division, or the desired
CRC character. Since a total of 16 nip-nops are used in the shift register, the CRC is
16 bits long and can be tran!>mittcd as two sequential 8-bit bytes. The CRC is computed
as the data is transmitted, and the rc~uhi ng CRC is appended to the end of the block.
Because CRC is used in synchrono u ~ data transmission. no start and stop bits are
involved.
At the receiving end, the CRC i~ computed by the receiving computer and compared
to the received CRC characters. If the two are aljke, the me~sagc has been correctly
received. Any difference indicates an error, which triggers retran~mission or some other
form of corrective action. CRC is probably the most widely used error detection scheme
in synchronous systems. Both 16- and 32-bit CRCs arc used. Parity methods arc used
primarily in asynchronous systems.

Figure 11 -55

A CRC error detectiOn circuit made with a 16-bit shift register and XOR gates.
XOR

SenaI
data

CRC character

mput
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Error Correction

Forward error correction (FEC)

As stated previously, the easiest way to correct transmission errors -to retran~mil any
character or block of data that bas an error in it- i'> time-con~uming and wa~teful. A
number of efficient error correction ~chemes have been devi!>ed to complement the parity and BCC method~ described above. The proce:,:, of detecting and correcting error~ at
the receiver so that retransmission i~ not necessary is called fonvard envr correuion
( FEC). There are two basic types of FEC: block codes and convolutional codes.
a~ a
or longiwdinal redundancy check ( LRC). It is the process of logically adding.
by exclusivc-ORing, all the characters in a specilic block of transmitted data. Refer to
Fig. 11 -54. To add the characters. the top bit of the lir<,t vertical word is exclusive-ORed
with the top bit of the <,econd word. The result of thi!-1 operation is exclu!-.i\'e-ORed with
the top bit of the third word, and \0 on until all the bit., in a particular horizontal row
have been added. There are no carries w the next bit position. The tina! bit value for
each horizontal row then becomes one bit in a character known as the hlock-check character (BCC), or the !J/ock-check sequence ( BCS). Each row of bits i-, done in the -;a me
way to produce the BCC. All the characters transmitted in the text. as well as any control or other character\. arc included a~ part of the BCC. Exclusive-ORing all bib of all
character!> is the same as binary addition without a carry of the codes.
The BCC is computed by circuits in the computer or modem as the data is transmitted. and its length is u~ually limited to 8 bits, so that caiTics from one bit position to the
next are ignored. It is appended to the end of a series of bytes that make up the message to
be transmitted. At the receiving end. the computer compute~ its O\\ n ver.ion of the BCC on
the received data and compares it to the received BCC. Again. the two !-.hould be the same.
When both the parity on each character and the BCC are known. the exact locat ion
of a faulty bit can be determined. The individual character parity bit-; and the BCC bits
provide a form of coordmate system that allows a particular bit error in one character to
be identified. Once it b identified. the bit i!-. simply complemented to correct it. The VRC
identitie~ the character containing the bit error. and the LRC identifie!-. the bit that contains the error.
Assume. e.g.. that a bit error occurs in the fourth vertical character from the left in
Fig. 11-54. The fourth bit down from the top should be 0. but because of noi~e. it is
received as a I. This cau<,cs a parity error. With odd parity and a I in the fourth bit. the
parity bit .,hould be 0. but it is a I.
Next. the logical sum of the bit~ in the fourt h horiL.ontal row from the top will
be incorrect because of the bit error. Instead of 0 it wi ll be I. All the other bits in the BCC
wiiJ be correct. It is now possible to pinpoint the location of the error because both the
vertical column where the parity error occurred and the horizontal row where the BCC
error occurred are known. The error can be corrected by ~imply complementing (inYcrting) the bit from I to 0 . This operation can be programmed in software or implemented
in hardware. One important characteristic of BCC is that multiple errors may not be
detected. Therefore. more <;ophisticated techniques are needed.

Block-Check Character. The block-check character (BCC) i., abo known

Longitudinal redundancy check

Block-check character (BCC)
Block-check sequence (BCS)

Hamming bits
Hamming code

hori~omal

Hammmg Code. A popular FEC is the Hamming code. Hamming was a researcher
at Bell Labs who discovered that if extra bits were added to a transm itted word. these
extra bits could be processed in such a way that bit crrors could be identilied and corrected. These extra bit!>. like several types of parity bit~. are known as Hamming bit.~ and
together thC) form a Hamming code. To determine exact!) where the error is. a sufticient number of bits mu~t be added. The minimum number of Hamming bits i~ computed with the expres,ion
2''
where 111
11
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number of bit\ in data word
Hamming code

= number of bit\ in

Chapter II

~ 111

Assume, e.g., an 8-bit character word and some smaller number of Hamming bits
(say. 2). Then

+n+
~ 8+2+

2" ~
2

2

4

2=

111

I

lI

Two Hamming bits are insufficient. and so are three. When
4

2 2: 8

11

= 4,

+4 +

16 2: 13
Thus 4 Hamming bits must be transmiued along with the 8-bit character. Each character requires 8 + 4 = 12 bits. These Hamming bits can be placed anywhere within the
data string. Assume the placement shown below, where the data bits are shown as a 0
or I and the Hamming bits are designated with an H. The data word is 01101010.
12
H

II

10

0

9

8

H

7
0

6
H

5

4
0

3
H

2

1

0

One way to look at Hamming codes is simply as a more sophisticated parity system. where the Hamming bits are parity bits derived from some of but not all the data
bits. Each Hamming bit is derived from different groups of the data bits. (Recall that
parity bits are derived from the data by XOR circuits.) One technique used to determine
the Hamming bits is discussed below.
At the transmitter. a circuit is used to determine the Hamming bits. This is done by
first expressing the bit positions in the data word con taining binary I s as a 4-bit binary
number (n = 4 is the number of Hamming bits). For example. the first binary I data bit
appears at position 2, so its position code is just the binary code for 2, or 00 I 0. The
other data bit positions with a binary I are 5 = 0101.8 = 1000. and 10 = 1010.
Next. the transmitter circuitry logically adds (XORs) these codes.
Position code 2

0010

Position code 5

0101

XOR sum

0111

Position code 8

1000

XOR sum

Ill I

Position code 10

1010

XOR sum

010 1

This final sum is the Hamming code bits from left to 1ight. Position code 12 is 0,
position code 9 is I, position code 6 is 0, and position code 3 is 1. These bits are interested in their proper position. The complete 12-bit transmitted word is
12
H

12
0

II
0
II
0

9

8

H

I

10

9

8

I

1

10

6

7
0

H

7
0

0

6

5
5
I

3

4
0

H

4

3

0

1

2

2

I
0
I

0

The Hamming bits are shown in boldface type.
Now assume that an error occurs in bit position 10. The binary I is received as a
binary 0. The received word is

12
0

II
0

10

9
1

8

7

0

6
0

5
1

4
0

3
1

2

I
0

The receiver recognizes the Hamming bits and treats them as a code word. in this case
010 I. The circuitry then adds (XORs) this code with the bit number of each position in
the word containing a binary I, positions 2, 5, and 8.
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The Hamming code i~ then added to the binary numbers repre~enting each position
with a I.
Hamming code

0101

Po~i tion

0010

code 2

XOR sum
Po~ition

01 11

code 5

XOR sum

0101
0010

Position code 8

1000

XOR sum

1010

This final sum is a code that identifies the bit position of the error. in this case bit I 0
(1010). To correct the bit. it is ~imply complemented from 0 to I. If there are no bib in
error. then the XOR sum at the receiver will be Lero.
Note that the Hamming code method does not work if an error occurs in one of the
Hamming bits itself.
For the Hamming code method of error detection and correction to work when 2 or
more bit errors occur, more I lamming bits must be added. This increases overall transmission time, storage requirements at the transmitter and receiver. and the complexity of
the circuitry. The benefit, of course. is that errors are reliably detected at the sending
end. The transminer never has to resend the data, which may in fact be impossible in
some applications. Not all applications require such rigid data correction practices.

Reed Solomon Code. One of the most widely used forward error correction codes
Reed Solomon (RS) code

is the Reed Solomon (RS) code. Like Hamming codes. it adds extra parity bits to the
block of data being tran~mitted. It uses a complex mathematical algorithm beyond the
scope of this book to determine the codes. The beauty of the RS code i'> that it permit<,
multiple errors to be detected and corrected. For example. a popular form of the RS code
is de~ignated RS (255,223). A block of binary data contains a total of 255 bytes; 223 bytes
is the actual data and 32 bytes is parity bits computed by the RS algorithm. With this
mTangcmcnt, the RS code can detect and correct erTors in up to 16 corrupted bytes. An
RS encoder is used on the data to be transmitted. At the receiver, the recovered data is
sent to an RS decoder that corrects any errors. The encoders and decoders can be implemented with <>oftware, but hardware ICs are also available. Some common applications
of the RS FEC are in music and data compact di~h (COs), cell phones, digital TV, ~atel
lite communication, and xDSL and cable TV modem!>.

Interleaving. Interleaving is a method u~ed in wireless systems to reduce the effects
of bur!.! errors. Most errors in wireless transmission are caused by bursts of noise that
de~troy a single bit or multiple sequential bits. I f we take the bits and interleave them.
we have a bener chance of recognizing and recovering the lost bits.
One common way of doing this is to firM use an error-correcting scheme such a~
the Hamming code to encode the data. The data and the Hamming bits are then stored
in consecutive memory locations. For example, assume four 8-bit words consisting of
the data and the Hamming bits. The data word~ if transmitted sequentially would look
like this.
12345678

12345678

12345678

12345678

Then instead of transmitting the encoded words one at a time, all the first bits of each
word arc transmitted. followed by all the second bits, followed by all the third bits. and
so on. The result would look like this.
1111

2222

3333

4444

5555

6666

7777

8888

7777

8888

Now if a burst error occur<,, the result may loot.. like this.
II II
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2222

3333

5555

4218

At the receiver. the de-interleaving circuits would attempt to recreate the original data,
producing

12345278

12345478

12345178

12345878

ow with only I bit in each word in error, a Hamming decoder would detect and correct the bit.

Convolutional Codes
Convolutional encoding create!. additional bits from the data as do Hamming and Reed
Solomon codes. but the encoded output is a function of not only the current data bits
but also previously occurring data bits. Like other forms of FEC. the encoding process
adds extra bits that are derived from the data itself. This is a form of redundancy that
leads to greater reliability in the transmission of the data. Even if errors occur, the redundant bit~> allow the error~ to be corrected.
Convolutional codes arc beyond the scope of this text. but essentially what they do
is to pass the data to be transmitted through a special shift register like that shown in
Fig. 11 -56. As the serial data is shifted through the shift register flip-fl ops. some of the
nip-flop outputs arc XORcd together 10 form two outputs. These two outputs arc the
convolutional code. and this is what is transmitted. There are numerous variations of this
scheme, but note in every case the origi nal data itself is not transmitted. Instead. two
separate streams or continuously encoded data are sent. Since each output code is different. the original data can more likely be recovered at the receiver by an inver:-.e
proces~. One of the more popular convolutional codes is the trellis code which is widely
used in dial-up computer modems. The Viterbi code is another that is widely u~cd in
high-speed data access 'ia satellites.
Another type of convolutional code uses feedback. These are called recursive codes
because the output of the shift regi ster is combined with the input code to produce the
output stream.... Figure I 1-57 is an example. Recursion means taking the output from a

Figure 11-56

Convolutional encoding uses a shift register with exclusive-OR gates to
create the output.
Shih register

FF2

FF3

Serial data
to be

encoded

XOR

Figure 11-57

A convolutional encoder using recursion.
Recurs1on path

FF1

1n
Encoded
output
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Figure 11 - 58

One form of turbo encoding.

Serial
data
1nput

FF1

FF3

FF1

FF3

process and applying it back to the input. This procedure has been further developed to
create a new class of convolutional codes called turbo codes. The turbo code is a combination of two concurrent recur~ivc coding processes where one i:-. derived directly from
the data and the other is derived from the data that has been imerleaved first. See Fig.
11-58. The result is a far more robu\t FEC that catchel> virtually all errors. Most forms
of wirele:-..., data transmission today U\e \Orne form of convolutional coding to ensure the
robustness of the transmission path.

11-8 Protocols
Protocol

Prowcols are ru les and procedures uf.cd to ensure compatibility between the sender and
receiver of serial digital data regardless of the hardware and -,oftware being used. They
are u!-.ed to identify the start and end of a message, identify the !-.Coder and the receiver.
slate the number of bytes to be tran<;miued. state a method of error detection. and for
other functions. Various protocol'>. and various leveb of protocol!.. are used in data
communication.
The simplest form of protocol i~ the asynchronous transmb~ion of data using a Mart
bit and a ).top bit (refer to Fig. 11-6) framing a single character. with a parity bit between
the character bit and the stop bit. The parity bi t is part of the protocol, bm may or may
not be used. I n data communication, however. a message is more than one character. As
discussed previously. it i~ compo!>ed of blocks. groups of leuer~ of the alphabet, number!-.. punctuation marks, and other symbols in the desired sequence. In synchronous data
communication application'>. the block is the basic transrnis'>ion unit.
To identify a block. one or more special characters are tranc;miued prior to the block
and after the block. These additional characters. which are u<,ually represented by 7- or
8-bit codes, perform a number of functions. Like the start and '>lOp bits on a character,
they ~ignal the beginning and end of the transmission. But they arc also used to identify
a -;pecitic block of data. and they provide a means for error checking and detection.
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Figure 11-59

The handshaking process in data communication.
/

Handshaking lines
Ready
Busy

Transmitter

Rece1ver

Data line

Some of the character-. at the beginning and end of each block are li'>Cd for handshaking purpO'>C~. The~e character., gi'e the transmitter and receiver ~latus information.
Figure 11-59 illu!>trate:-, the ba~ic handshaking process. For example. a tran!>mitter may
send a character indicating that it i:-, ready to send data to a receiver. Once the receiver
has identified that character. it re:-,ponds by indicating its statu!>. e.g.. by sending a character representing "bu~y" back to the transmitter. The transmitter will continue to send
its ready signal until the receiver signals back that it is not busy, or is ready to receive.
At that point. data transmission takes place. Once the transmission is complete. some
addi tional hand:-.haking takes place. The receiver acknowledges that it has received the
information. The transmiller then sends a character indicating that the tran:-,mi.,:-,ion is
complete. which i~ usually acknowledged by the receiver.
A common example or the u:-,e of such control characters i:-, the XON and XOFF
protocol u!-.ed between a printer and a computer. XON is usually the ASCII character
DC I, and XOFF i!-. the ASCII character DC3. A printer that i:-, ready and able to receive
data will '>end XON to the computer. I f the printer is not able to receive data. it -.ends
XOFF. When the computer detects XOFF. it immediately Mop., sending data until XON
i'> again received.

Handshaking

Asynchronous Protocols
Three popular protocol!- u!.ed for a!-ynchronous ASCII-coded data tran:-.miv.,ion between
personal computer-.. via modem. are Xmodem. Kermit. and MPN.

Xmodem. In Xmodem, the data tran!-.mission procedure begin~ with the rccei\'ing computer tran:.-.mitting a negative acknowledge (NAK ) character to the transmitter. NA K i~ a
7-bit ASCII character that is transmirtcd serially back to the tran:-.mitter every 10 s until
the transmitter recogni..:e~ it. Once the transmitter recognizes the NAK character, it begin~
sending a 128-byre block of data. known as a fi'ame (packet) or information (:-.ee
Fig. 11 -60). The frame begins with a start-oFheader (SOH) characte1; which is another
ASCLI character meaning that the transmission is beginning. This is followed by a header.
which usually consi~t~ of two or more characters preceding the actual data block which
give auxi liary information. In Xmodem, the header consist:.. of 2 bytes designating the
block number. In moM messages. several blocks of data are transmitted and each i!\ numbered sequentially. The first byte i!. the block number in binary code. The second byte
i!-. the complement or the blocJ... number: i.e .. all bits have been inverted. Then the
128-byte block is tran<.mitted. At the end of the block. the tran-.mitting computer '>end.,
a check-~um byte. which is the BCC. or binary sum of all the binary information -.ent
in the block. (Keep in mind that each character is sent along with it<, '>tart and <,top hih.
since Xmodem i'> an a'>ynchronous protocol.)

Figure 11-60

Xmodem protocol

Frame

Xmodem protocol frame.
Complement of
block number

128·byte block

Start, stop, and parity bits not shown
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Figure 11-61

Kermit asynchronous protocol.
Start, stop. and parity bits not shown

SOH

I

LEN

I

SEQ

I

TYPE

I 94-byte DATA BLOCK I ERROR I

1 or 2 byte BCC or CRC

Acknowledge (ACK) character

End-of-transmission (Eon
character

Kermit protocol

GOOD TO KNOW
Kermit is a very reliable protocol
because it requires that every
packet which is sent be
acknowledged by the receiver
as read correctly.

Microcom Networking Protocol
(MNP)

The receiving computer looks at the block data and also computes the check sum.
If the check sum of the received block is the same as that transmitted, it is assumed that
the block was received correctly. lf the block was received correctly, the receiving computer sends an acknowledge (ACK) character-another ASCII code-back to the transmitter. Once ACK is received by the transmitter. the next block of data is sent. When a
block has been received incorrectly because of interference or equipment problems. the
check sums will not match and the receiving computer will send a NAK code back to
the transmitter. A transmitter that has received NAK automatically responds by sending
the block again. This process is repeated until each block, and the entire message, has
been sent without enors.
When the entire message has been sent, the transmitting computer sends an end-oftransmission (EOT) characte1: The receiving computer replies with an ACK character.
terminating the communication.

Kermit. Another popular asynchronous protocol is Kermir (see Fig. 11-61 ). The transmission begins with an SOH character followed by a length (LEN) character, which tells
how long the block of data is. A block can be up to 94 bytes long. Next is a packet
sequence number (SEQ). There can be up to 63 blocks, and these are given a sequence
number so that both transmitter and receiver can keep track of long messages.
Next in the packet is a data-type (TYPE) designator. This byte may contain an ASCIT
control code such as ACK, NAK, EOT. EOF. or any one of a number of special codes
used in the send-receive handshaking process.
The data block, which can be up to 94 bytes long, comes next. At the end of the
packet is an error detection code. It can be a 1-byte check sum, a 2-byte check sum, or
a 16-bit CRC.
Kermit is a very reliable protocol, since it requires that every packet sent be
acknowledged by the receiver as being read correctly.

MNP. Microcom Networking Protocols (MNPs) are a series of protocols developed by
the manufacturer Microcom to be used with a<;ynchronous modems. They specify ways
to handle error detection and correction and how to specify whether or not data compression is used. There are 10 classes of protocols. Not all modems support these protocols, but in recent years, most manufacturers have adopted them. They are reasonably
easy to implement because they can be programmed into the control microcomputer
used in most modems. The Microcom protocols are subdivided into classes.
The MNP class 3 protocol strips the start and stop bits from the characters in the
message, which speeds up the transmission by a factor of about 8. The
receiving modem puts the stan and stop bits back in.
The MNP class 4 protocol uses data compression to speed up transmission. It also
checks for a noisy line, and if the noise is low, sends larger blocks of data. lf
the noise is high, smaller blocks are sent.
The MNP class 5 protocol uses data compression.
The MNP class 6 protocol offers automatic speed increases if the line can handle
it w ithout error.
The MNP class 9 protocol offers an improved error correction method.
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Figure 11-62

Bisync synchronous protocol.
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Synchronous Protocols
Protocols u!.ed for synchronous data communication are more complex than a!.ynchronous protocols. However, like the asynchronous Xmodem and Kennit systems, they usc
various control characters for signali ng purposes at the beginning and endi ng of the block
of data to be transmillcd.

Bisync. IBM 's Bisync protocol. which is widely used in computer communication,
usually begins with the transmission of two or more ASCII sync (SYN) characters (sec
Fig. 11 -62). These characters signal the beginning of the transmission and arc also u ~ed
to initiali:rc the clock timing circuits in the receiving modem. This ensures proper synchronization of the data transmitted a bit at a time.
After the SYNC characters. a start-of-header (SOH) character is transmitted. The
header is a group of characters that typically identifies the type of message to be sent.
the number of characters in a block (usually up to 256). and a priority code or some specific routing destination. The end of the header is signaled by a start-of-text (STX) character. At this point, the desired me!.sage is transmitted. I byte at a time. No !.tart and
stop bits are sent. T he 7- or 8-bit words are simply strung together one after another,
and the receiver mu<,t '>Ort them into individual binary words which are handled on a parallel basis farther along on the receiving circuit in the computer.
At the end of a block an end-of-transmission-block (ETB) character is tntn'>mitted.
If the block is the last one in a complete message. an end-of-text (ETX) character is
tran~mitted. An end-of-transmission ( EOT) charactet; which signals the end of the transmi~sion. is followed by an error detection code, usually a 1- or 2-byte BCC.
SDLC. One of the most ncxiblc anti widely used synchronous protocols is the
sync/11vnou.\· dawlink comrol (SDLC) protocol (see Fig. 11-63). SDLC is used in networks
that arc interconnections of multiple computers. All frames begin and end with a llag
byte with the code 011111 10 or hex 7E, which is recognized by the receiving computer.
A sequence of binary I s starts the clock synchronous process. Next comes an addrcs~
byte that specifics a specific receiving station. Each station on the network is assigned
an address number. The address hex FF indicates that the message to follow i~ LO be sent
to all station~ on the network.
A control byte following the address allows the programmer or user to !-.pccify how
the data will be sent and how it will be dealt with at the receiving end. It allows the u~er
to -;pecify the number of frame'>, how the data will be received. and so on.

Figure 11- 63

Bisync protocol

Start-of-header (SOH) character

Start-of-text (STX) character

End-of-transmission-block (ETB)
character
End-of-transmission (Eon
character

Synchronous data link control
(SOLC) protocol

The SDLC and HDLC frame formats.

DATA BLOCK
Flag
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Any length
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(EBCDIC or ASCII)
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High-level data link control (HDLC)
protocol

The data block (all codes are EBCDIC. not ASCII) come~ ncxl. II can be any length.
but 256 bytes is typical. The data is followed by a frame-check sequence (FCS), a 16-bit
CRC. A nag ends the frame.
A variation of the SDLC system, which permits inte1i'ace between a larger number
of different software and hardware configuration~. is called high-lewd data link comrol
(HDLC). Its format is similar to that shown in Fig. 11-63. ll may at ...o usc ASCII data
and often has a 32-bit CRCIFCS.

The Open Systems Interconnection Model

lnteroperability

International Organization for
Standardization
Open systems interconnections
(OSI) protocol

As you have seen, there arc many types and variations of protocols. If there is to be
wide~pread compatibility between different systems. then -.orne industrywide
standardi1ation is necessary. The ability of one hardware-software configuration to communicate with another, different <>y'>tem is known as imeroperability. Only if all manufacturer~ and users adopt the ~ame ~tandards can true interoperability be achieved. One
organi1ation that has allcmpted to standardi.le data communication procedures is the
lntemational Organi;;ation .for Swndardi::ation. It has come up with a framework. or
hierarchy, that defines how dara can be communicated. This hierarchy, known as the
open systems interconnection (OS/) model. is designed to establish general interoperability guidelines for developers of communication syo;tems and protocols. Even though
the OSI model is not implemented by all manufacturers. the functions of each level in
the OSI model outline must be accomplished by each protocol. In addition the OSI
model serves as a common reference for all protocols.
The OS I hierarchy is made up of seven levels, or layers (sec Fig. 11-64). Each
layer is defined by software (or, in one case, hardware) and is clearly distinct from
the other layers. These layer!. are not really protocols themselves, but they provide a
way to define and partition protocols to mat...c data transfers in a standardized way.
Each layer is designed to handle message~ that it receives from a lower layer or an
upper layer. Each layer abo sends messages to the layer above or below it according
to !>pccilic guidelines. Diffcrem protocols accomplish each layer and refer to the ta~h
they perform by referencing the OS! model. Tasks are referred to a~ a layer I. layer 2,
efc. task.
A~ ~hown in the figure. the highest level is the application layer. which interface~
with the user's application program. The lowe~t level is the physical layer. where the
electronic hardware. interfaces. and transmission media are defined.
The physical connections and electrical standards for
the communication system arc defined here. This layer specilies interface
characteristics such as binary voltage levels, encoding methods, data transfer
rates. and the like.
Lttyer 2: Data lin k. This layer define<, the framing information for the block of
data. It identilie~ any CJTOr detection and correction methods as well as any
Layer 1: Physical layer.

Figure 11 -64

The seven 0$1 layers.
User application software

7 Applocatoon
6 Presentation
5. Session
4. Transport
3 Network

Most commonty used

2. Data link
1 Physacal
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Hardware

synchronizing and control code~ relevant to communication. The data link
layer includes basic protocol'. '>uch as HDLC and SDLC.

Layer 3: Network.

Thi<. layer determines network configuration and the route the
can take. I n '\ome '>yMems. there may he several path!-. for the
data to traver!.e. The network layer determine!> the '>pccific data routing and
switching method!> that can occur in the system. e.g.. ),election of a dial-up
line. a private leased line. or sonlC other dedicated path.
tran~mission

Lctyer 4: Transp ort.

Included in this layer are multiplexing.. if any: error recovery: partitioning of data into smaller units so that they can be handled more
efficiently: and addres.,ing and llow control operation'>.

Layer 5: Session.

Thi<. layer handle!> such things a' management and synchroniLation of the data tran'>mi ...-.ion. II typically include-. network log-on and
log-off procedures. as well a!> u'>er authoritation. and detem1ine!. the availability of the network for proccs<.,ing and storing the data to be transmitted.

Layer 6: Presentation. This layer deab with the form and symax of the message. It defines data formatting. encoding and decoding. encryption and
decryption. synchroni1.ation. and other characteristics. It defines any code
translations required. and sets the parameters for any graphics operations.

Layer 7: Applications.

Thb layer is the overall general manager of the network
or the communication procc~~. lt-. primary function i'> 10 format and transfer
files between the communication message and the u-.er\, applications
'oOftware.

The ba'>ic process i~ that information i~ added or removed a'> data i!> transmiued from
one layer to another (see Fig. I 1-65 ). A~!>ume. e.g .. that the applications program you
arc using contains some data that you wish to send to another computer. That data will
be transmitted in the form of' some kind of serial packet or frame, or a seyuence of
packets. The applications layer allaches the packet to some kind of header or preamble before !>ending it to the next level. At the presentation level. more headers and other
information are added. At each of the lower levels. headers and related information arc
appended until the data mes~age i'> alnHhl completely encao:,ed in a much larger packet.
Finally. at the physical level. the data i'> transmitted to the other .,ystern. A-. Fig. 11-65
<,hOW'>. the message that b actual!) ...ent may contain more header information than
actual data.
At the receiving end. the header information gets <>tripped off at the various levels
as the data is transferred to 1.uccessive levels. The header!> tell the data where to go and
what to do next. The data comes in at the physical level and goes up through the variou~ layers until it gets to the appl ications layer. where i t i~ finally used.
Note that it is not necessary 10 u~c all seven layers. Many modern data communication applications need only the first two or three layers to fully define a given data
exchange.
The primary benefit of the OSI <.tandard j., that if it i-. incorporated into data
communication equipment and .,oftware, compatibilit) between '>)'terns and equipment
i., more likely to be achieved. As more and more computers and nctworh are interconnected, e.g .. on the Internet. true intcropcrability become<, more and more important.

Figure 11-65
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CHAPTER REVIEW
Summary
Data stored and processed by computers is encoded in binary
digital form according to some standardized system, such as
the American Standard Code for Information Interchange
(ASCU). The signaling elements (bits, bauds, or symbols)
that comprise digitally stored information can be transmitted
synchronously or asynchronously. In asynchronous communication, each data word is accompanied by stop and start bits
that identify the beginning and ending of the word. In synchronous transmission. start and stop bits are not used: data is
transferred in multiword blocks in step with a master clock
oscillator.
The speed of data transfer ranges from less than 10,000 bps
(for the slower personal computers) to billions of bits per
second. Data speed in digital communication systems can
also be expressed in terms of baud rate. Several unique modulation schemes have been developed so that multiple bits
can be included in a given symbol.
As with analog data. the amount of digital information
that can be transmitted is proportional to the bandwidth of the
communication channel and the time of transmission. Information theorists seek to determine. mathematically. the likelihood that a given amount of data being transmitted under a
given set of circumstances (e.g.. medium, bandwidth. speed
of transmission, noise, and disLOrtion) will be transmitted
accurately.
Before digital serial data is sent, it is usually encoded according to the system that will facil itate the desired result.
Some common encoding techniques are nonretum to zero. return to zero, and Manchester.
Digital data is transmitted over the analog telephone network by using a modem. which both converts binary signals
to analog signals and demod ulates analog signals to reconstruct the equivalent binary output. The three most common
modulation and demodulation techniques used in today's
modems are frequency-shift keying (FSK): phase-shift keying

(PSK), including binary phase-shift keying. differential
phase-shift keying, and quadrature phase-shift keying; and
quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM), including
8-QAM, 16-QAM and 64-QAM. One way to deal with bandwidth limitations is spread spectrum (SS), a technique that
distributes a signal and its sidebands over a very wide bandwidth and offers the benefits of improved security, resistance
to jammi ng, efficient band sharing, and resistance to fading.
T he two basic SS types are frequency-hopping and directsequence. Direct-sequence SS is the more common of the
two. It is also called code-division multiple access (CDMA)
and is widely used in cell phones. Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is another widely used broadband
technique. The three most widely used modems are analog
dial-up, ADSL, and cable.
To reach a goal of I00 percent accuracy in transmission,
both error detection and error correction methods must be
used. Common detection techniques are redundancy, various
special encoding schemes, parity, and cyclical redundancy
checks. Forward error correction is the process of detecting
and coiTecting errors at the receiver without retransmission; the
most popular FEC methods are block-check sequences, Hamming codes, and Reed Solomon codes. Convolutional codes
ensure nearly error-free transmission in the presence of noise.
Protocols are designed to ensure hardware and software
compatibility between the sender and receiver of serial digital data. All asynchronous protocols use start and stop bits.
and some include procedures such as hardware handshaking
and the transmission of ASCII contro l characters. Three popular asynchronous protocols are Xmodem. Kermit, and MNP.
Synchronous protocols, e.g., IBM's Bisync and synchronous
data link control (SDLC). do not use start and stop bits. The
open systems interconnection (OSJ) model has been developed to provide a way to define and partition protocols so that
data transfer can be truly standardized.

Questions
l. Name the earliest form of binary data communication.
2. What do you call dot-dash code transmission by radio?
3. How do you distinguish between uppercase and lowercase letters in Morse code?
4. What is Morse code for the characters C. 7, and ??
5. What 5-bit code was once used in teletype systems?
6. If the Baudot character II 0 I I is sent, and then 00 1 I0,
what character is received?
7. What is the most widely used binary data code that uses
7 bits to represent characters?
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8. What ASCII character is transmitted to ring a bell?
9. Name the two ways that bits are transmitted from one
place to another.
10. What is used to signal the beginning and end of the
transmission of a character in asynchronous transmis.
')
SIOI1S.
11. What is the name given to the number of symbols oc-

cuning per second in a data transmission?
12. How can there be more than I bit per baud in data
transmissions?

13. How many bits per baud (symbol ) can be transmitted
by a four-level FSK signal?
14. Which is fa'>ter. a'>ynchronous rransmission or synchronou.., tran,mission? Explain.
15. How i'> a message sent using synchronous data lran~. . •)
mt~~·on.

~erial data tran~mi~sion. what are the special names
given to a binal) 0 and a binary I?
What encoding method is used in most standard digital
logic signal~?
What occurrence in 'erial data transmission makes it
difficult to detect the cloc!... rate when NRZ is used?
What two encoding methods are best for clock recovery?
What is a benefit of rhe RZ-AMI method of encoding?
Give two names for the encoding system that makes
usc of a transition at the center of each bit.
Explain how GMSK permits higher data rates in a
smaller bandwidth.
What two factors doe!> the amount of information that
can be sent in a given transmission depend on?
True or false? Multilevel or multisymbol binary encoding schemes permit more data to be transmined in less
time. a~l.uming a con!\tant symbol interval.
For a given bandwidth c;yMem. what is the advantage of
using a multisymbol encoding scheme?
Name the major components and circuits of a modem.
What ill the function of a modem?
What is the maximum dO\\ nload speed of a V.90 dialup modem?
What kind of modulation i' u~cd on an A DSL modem?
What is its mo<,t common download speed?
What factor determines the maximum speed of an
ADSL modem?
Why i'> u ~crambl cr needed in a modem?
What is the name of the IC used to perform serial-toparallel and pilrallel-to-scrial conversions and other
operati ons in a modem?
What is the bandwidrh of a cable TV data channel?
What kind of modulation i s used for downloads and uploads in cable TV. and what are the maximum theoretical data rates'?
What basic circuit is used to produce BPSK?
What circuit is used to demodu late BPSK?
What circuit i ~ used to generate the carrier to be used in
demodulating a BPSK signal?
What l) pe of PSK docs not require a carrier recover)
circuit for demodulation'?
amc the key circuitu-;cd in a DPSK modulator.
How man) different phase <~hifts are used in QPSK?
I n QPSK. how many bit'> arc represented by each phase

16. In
17.
18.

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

33.
34.

35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.

~hift?

42. How many bih arc reprc~ented by each phase shift in
16-PSK?
43. b carrier recovery required in a QPSK demodulator?
44. When QPSK is used. is the bit rare faster than the baud
(symbol) rate?

45. What circuit is used to create a dibil in a QPSK modulator'?
46. What do you call a circui t that converts a 2-bit binary
coclc into one of four de voltage levels?
47. QAM i-. a combination of what two types of modulation'?
48. With QAM. can a 53-kbps signal be transmitted within
a 3000-Ht bandwidth?
49. What i'> trelli'> code modulation? Why is it usecl?
50. What organitation e<,tablishes and maintains modem
'>tandards?
51. What arc the two key specifications given by modem
standards'?
52. State the maximum bit and baud rate and modulation
method used by a modem with a V.32bis standard.
53. What is spread spectrum'?
54. Name the two main types of spread spectrum.
55. What circui t generates the transmitrer frequency in a
frequency-hopping SS sysrem?
56. I n a frequency-hopping SS system. what circuit selects
the frequency produced by the synthesizer?
57. True or false? The hop rate is slower than the bit rate of
the digital data.
58. How does an SS -.ignal appear to a narrowband receiver?
59. How arc two or more stations using spread spectrum
and '>haring a common band identified and distinguished from one another?
60. What do you call the length of time that a frequencyhopping SS transmiller c;tays on one frequency?
61. What circuit i., used to generate a PSN signaJ?
62. What is the purpo<,e of a PSN signal?
63. In a clircct-sequence SS transmiuer. the data signal i~
mixed with a PSN signal in what kind of circuit?
64. True or fabe? In a direct-sequence SS system. the chip
rate is faster than the data rate.
65. What type of modulation is used w ith direct-sequence SS?
66. What is the most diflicult patt of spread spectrum communication'!
67. What do you cal l the process of comparing one signal
to another in an effort to obtain a march?
68. Name the t wo main benefits of spread spectrum.
69. How i~ OFDM generated and demodulated?
70. Name four applications of OFDM.
71. Name the mo... t common application for <;pread
"pcctrum.
72. I 10\" arc \Oice '>ignals transmitted via spread spectrum'?
73. What i<. another name for direct-sequence SS?
74. Li~t two method'> of error detection.
75. Name one '>implc but time-consuming way to ensure an
error-free rran!-mis-.ion.
76. What i!-1 the most common cause of error in data tran<,mission?
77. What is the name given to the ratio of the number of bit
error!> to rh e total number of bits transmitted?
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78. What ...erial bit encoding method makes it possible to
detect -.ingle-bit errors?
79. What i.., the bit added to a tranc,mitted character to help
indicate an error called?
80. What i<, the name of a number added to the end of a
data block to assist in detecting error~ . and how is it
derived?
81. What is another name for parity?
82. What logic circuit is the basic building block of a parity generator circuit?
83. What error detection system u<.,c~ a BCC at the end of a
data block'?
84. Dc.,cribe the process of generating a CRC.
85. What ba<,ic circuit generate~ a CRC'?
86. True or fabe? If a bit error can be identified. it can be
corrected.
87. Describe the procedure for checking the accuracy of a
block transmission at the receiver using a CRC.
88. What is the name of the most popular error-correcting.
code?
89. What" ill be the outcome of X-ORing Hamming bits if
no error occur... in the data word during transmission?

90. Name three types of convolutional code<,.
91. What is the name given to the rule~ and procedure<, that
describe how data will be transmitted and recei,ed'?
92. What is the process of exchanging signals between
transmiller and receiver to indicate !-.tH~u s or availability?
93. What is a popular protocol used with PCs and printers?
What control characters arc used?
94. Name two popular asynchronous protocols used in PC
communication via modem.
95. What do MNP protocol\ define. and where are they
used?
96. What is the string of character'> making up a message or
part of a message to be transmitted called?
97. What do synchronou<, protocob U!-.ually begin with?
Why?
98. Name two common synchronou!-1 protocols.
99. What appears at the very end of most protocol packets?
100. What does interoperability mean?
101. Name one way to achieve interoperability.
102. Name the seven OSI leveb in order from higheM to
lowest.
103. What are the three or four mo'>t uc;ed OSI levels?

Problems
1. What is the name of the 8-bit character code used in
IBM systems? •
2. A serial pulse train hac; a 70-tJ.'> bit time. What is the
data rate in bit'> per second?
3. The data rate of a serial bit '>trcam i.., 1-tAOO bps. What
IS the bit interval? •
4. The .,peed of a serial data tran<,mi..,c,ion is 1.5 Mbp'>.
What is the actual number of bit\ that occur in I <,?
5. What i<, the channel capacity, in bit<, per second. of a
30-kliL-bandwidth binary l.y~tcm, a<,.,uming no noise? •
6. If an eight-level encoding scheme i., used in a 30-kHtbandwidth system. what i., the channel capacity in bits
per!-.econd?
7. What i<, the channel capacity. in bit'> per second. of a
15-MH7 channel with an SIN ratio of 28 dB? (Assume
a noiseless channel.) •

8. What is the minimum allowable bandwidth that can
transmit a binary signal with a bit rate of 350 bps?
9. What is the BER if 4 errors occur in the transmission of
500.000 bits? •
10. Write the correct parity bit\ for each number.
a. Odd 1011000
b. Even 1011101
c. Odd 0 I I II 0 I
d. Even 1001110
II. Determine the 4 Hamming bits for the 8-biL number
11010 110. Use the format illustrated in the text.
12. What i!> the processing gain in a DSS system with a 20MHt channel and a data rate of II Mbps?
• An111·en to St•leaed Pmblems folloll' Chap. 22.

Crit ical Thinking
I. Describe in detail a si mple data communication system
that will monitor the temperature of a remote inaccessible location and display temperature on a personal
computer.
2. Sugge~t a future application for ..,pread spectrum technique<, and explain why SS would be appropriate for
that application.
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3. Name three or more common data communication applications that you may use.
4. Why i'> DSP nece<,sary to implement OFDM in an
ADSL modem?
5. Arc .,pread <;pectrum and OFDM '>pectrally efficient?

Introduction to Networking
and Local-Area Networks
The

first computers were stand-alone machines that one person used at a time.

Later, timesharing computers were invented that allowed more than one person
to use the machine concurrently. When personal computers (PCs) came along,
the one computer-one user paradigm came back with a vengeance. But all that
is in the past. Today, most computers are networked, i.e., connected to one
another so that they can communicate with one another, share resources, and
access the Internet. Virtually 100 percent of business and industrial computers
are networked. It is estimated that more than 70 percent of all home and personal computers are also networked. This chapter is an introduction to networking and local-area networks (LANs).

Objectives
After completing this chapter. you will be able to:
• Define the terms LAN, MAN, and WAN.
• Explain the basic purposes of LANs and describe some specific LAN
appl ica tions.
• Draw diagrams of LANs arranged according to the three basic topologies:
star, ring, and bus.
• Describe how repeaters, transceivers, hubs, bridges, routers, and gateways
are used in LANs.
• Explain the basic difference between client-server and peer-to-peer LANs
and give the advantages and disadvantages of each.
• Calculate transmission speed given the length of the data to be transmitted and the characteristics of the LAN over which the data is to be sent.

12-1 Network Fundamentals

GOOD TO KNOW
If you know how many PCs will
be In the network, you can calculate the number of links (connecting cables) needed to make an
inexpensive network by using the
formula
= N(N- 1)
L

---'--2 ___;,

A nerwork is a communication system with two or more stations that can communicate
with one another. When it is desired to have each computer communicate with two or
more additional computers. the interconnections can become complex. As Fig. 12-1 indicates. if four computer)> are to be interconnected. there must be three links to each PC.
The number of links L required between N PCs (nodes) is determined by using the
formula

N(N - I)
L= 2
Assume, e.g.• there are '>ix PCs. The number of links is

L

= 6(6

- I )/2

= 6( 5)/2- 30/2 = 15.

The number of link!. or cables increases in proportion to the number of nodes
involved. The type of arrangement shown in Fig. 12-l is obviously expensive and impractical. Some special type of network wiring must be used, a combination of hardware and
software that permits multiple computers to be connected inexpensively and simply with
the minimum number of link-. necessary for communication.

Example 12-1
An office with 20 PCs i'> to be wired so that any computer can communicate with any
other. How many interconnecting wires (or link<., L) are needed'?

L =

N(N - I)

2

=

20(20 - l)
20(19)
= - - = 190
2
2

Types of Networks
Node

Each computer or user in a network is referred to as a node. The interconnection between
the node:- is referred to as the comlllunication fink. In most computer networks. each
node is a personal computer. but in some cases a peripheral device such as a laser printer
Figure 12-1

A network of four PCs.
PC

PC

Q
PC
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or an embedded controller built into another piece of equipment can be a node. There
are four basic type~ of electronic network!> in common use: wide-area network!> (WAN'>).
metropolitan-area networks (MAN'>). local-area network!. (LAN!>). and pcr!>onal-area networks (PANs). Let''> take a brief look at each.

Wide-Area Networks (WANs). A WAN covers a signilicant geographic area.
Local telephone '>)<,tern.., are WAN-.. as are the many long-di..,tancc telephone '>YStcrn<.
linked together aero.,., the country and to WANs in other countries. Each telephone
set is. in effect. a node in a network that links local offices and central oflice~. Any
node can contact any other node in the ~y!.tem . Telephone sy!>term. U!.C twisted-pair
wire and coaxial cable. a~ well as microwave relay networks. !>atellites, and fiber-optic
cabling.
There arc ai!.O WANs that are not part of the public telephone network s, e.g .. corporate LAN~ set up to permit independent intercompany communication regardle!.!> of
where the various ~ubsidiariC!. and company divisions, sales oflicef>, and manufaclllring
plants may be. The ~pecial communication. command. and control networb set up by
the military are also WANs.
T he nationw ide and worldw ide fiber-optic networks set up since the mid- 1990s to
carry Internet trartic are also WANs. Known as the lnlernel core or backbone, these highspeed interconnection!> arc conligured as either direct point-to-point links or large rings
with multiple acccf>s points. WANe; make it possible for any PC or other Internet-enabled
device such as a cell phone ro access the World Wide Web or any entity connected to
the Internet.

Wide-area network (WAN)

Metropolitan-Area Networks (MANs). MANs are i>maller network" that
generally cover a city. wwn, or village. Cable TV systems are MANs. The cable TV
company recei\'es signab from multiple sources. including local TV !>lation.,. a~ well ac;
special programming from <.,atellites. and it assembles all these signal!> into a <.,inglc composite signal that i" placed on liber-optic and coaxial cable!>. T he cables arc then channeled to each subscriber home. The cable TV channel selector boxe!. arc all nodes in the
system. Most exi.,ting cable '>Y'>tems are simplex or one-way transmission -.y-,term: howe,·er, many cable companies now incorporate two-way communication capability.
Another type of MAN carries computer data. MANs arc u~mt ll y liber-optic rings
encircling a city that provide local access to user~. Businesses. governments. schools,
ho!-.pitals, and others connect their internal LANs to them. MANs al!>o connect to local
and long-diiotance telephone companies. The MANs. or melro nefH'orks as they are typicall y called, a l ~o provide fast and convenient connections to WANs for global Internet
connectivity.

Metropolitan-area network (MAN)

GOOD TO KNOW
The earliest LANs were developed to provide an inexpensive
way to use a single printer for all
the computers in an office and
avoid the cost of purchasing a
separate printer to operate with
each PC.

Internet core or backbone

Metro networks

Local-Area Networks (LANs). A LAN is the smallest type of network in general
use. It con~istc; primarily of personal computers interconnected wi thin an oflicc or building. LAN~ can have as few as 3 to 5 users. al though most systems connect I 0 to !>everal thou~and users.
Small LANs can be Uioed by a company to interconnect :-,everal office!> in the same
building: in \uch cases wiring can be run between different tloor:-, of the building to make
the connection. Larger LA ., can interconnect several building~ within a complex, e.g.,
large companies "ith multiple buildings. military installations, and college campuses.
Some L AN!. con'>i'>t of multiple PC!> that are linked bOLh to each other and to a minicomputer or mainframe. This allows each user on the LAN to have acccs., to the big
computer a<, well a., continue to operate independent!).
Home network~ of two or more PCs are also LANs and today most home LAN., arc
fully wirele~s or incorporate wireless segments.

Personal-Area Networks (PANs). A PAN is a short-range wireless network that
i~

!-.Ct up automatically between two or more devices such as laptop computer-.. personal
digital assistanti. (PDA!>), peripheral devices. or cell phones. The di!>tancc between the
Introduction to Networking and Local-Area Networks
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de\' ices is \'cry short. no more than about I 0 m and usually much less. PANs are referred
to as ad hoc networks that are set up for a specific ~ingle purpo-.e. -.uch as the transfer
of data between the devices as required by some application. For example. a laptop computer may link up with a printer, or a PDA may need to download data from a PC. Most
PAN!- just involve two nodes. but some have been set up to handle up to eight node!> and
sometimes more.

Storage-Area Networks (SANs). SANs are an outgrowth of the massive data
"torage requirements developed over the years thanks to the l nterncL These networks
u-.ually attach to a LAN or Internet server and are de!-.igned to More and protect huge
da1a tiles. The SA al..,o pro' ide., u\er~ on the network acce-.-. to ma'><;ive data files '>tored
in mao,s memory units. called redundant arrays of independem di.\J..S (RAIDs). RAIDs
U'>c man) hard drives interconnected to the network. RAID., ha\'C been available for
year<.. but they had to be located close to the computer<> they served to provide adequate
access i>peed. Today. with high-!-.peed fiber-optic links. the RAIDs may literally be located
anywhere, even across the country. since access can be via the I nternet or a fiber-optic
WAN or MAN.
Network Hierarchy. Figure 12-2 shows a highly simplified view of how LANs.
MANs. and WANs are interconm:cted. LANs inside a building arc U!>ually connected to
a MAN that may be a local telephone central office or a special MAN set up by the
organi1.~11ion itself or one managed by a company that lea\C\ lines to the organization.
The MAN<> connect to the WA '>. "'hich may be a long-di<,tancc telephone network or
a special optical WAN l-.et up for Internet access or other data transmi\sion application-;.
Some WANs are hierarchies of rings and direct connection points. MANi> and WANs are
virtually all fiber-optic networks. The interconnection points of the networks may be
special computers called sen·ers. ro11ters, or switching equipment such as an add-drop
multiplexer (ADM) that allows data to be added to or extracted from a ring network.

Servers, routers

Figure 12-2

Networking hierarchy.
LAN

Key:

0 PC

0

Node: server,
router, add·
drop multiplexer
Potnt·to·potnt

WAN (backbone)

Telephone
central
office
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Network Topologies
The topology of a network dc~cribe~ the basic communication path<> between. and methods used to connect, the node" on a network. The three mo~t common topologie~ u\ed
are star. ring. and bu~. These topologie!> apply to the LAN. MAN. and WAN.

Topology

Star Topology. A ba~ic .1 tar configuration conc;is~ of a central controller node and
multiple indhidual \tation~ connected to it (Fig. 12-3). The resulting !>Y~tem re<,emble'>
a multipointed '>tar. The central or controlling PC. often referred to a., the fen•et: i'> typically larger and faster than the other PCs and conrains a large hard drive where shared
data and program'> are '>torcd. Any communication between two PC!-. pa!.se., through the
server. The server and its software manage the linkup of individual computer~> and the
transfer of data between them.
A star-type LAN is extremely simple and straightforward. New nodes can be quickly
and easily added to the system. Further. the failure of one node does not disable the entire
system. or course. if the server node goes down. the network is disahled. although the individual PCs will continue to operate independently. Star networks generally require more
cable than other network topologies. and the fact that all communication must pass through
the node docs place some speed restrictions on the lransfer of duta.

Star topology

Ring Topology. In a rinK configuration. the server or main con trol computer and
all the computers urc simply linked in a single closed loop (Fig. 12-4). Usually. data
is tran'>ferred around the ring in only one direction. passing through euch node. Therefore. there i., \Ome amplification and regeneration of the data at each node. permitting
long transmi-.sion di~tances between nodes.
The ring topology i~ easily implemented and is low in cost. Expansion i~ generally
'>imple. ~im.:e a new node can be inserted in the ring at almost any point. The computer
that has a me-.-,agc to '>Cnd identifie., the message with a code or addres'> idcntif)ing the
destination node. places it on the ring. and sends it to the next computer in the loop.
Es'>entially. each PC in the ring receives and retransmits the me!Ntgc until it rcadlC'> the
target PC. At that point. the receiving node accepts the message.

Ring topology

Figure 12-3

A star LAN configuration with a server as the controlling computer.

Optional

gateway lo ...,_ _ _ __,
ma1nframe
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Figure 12-4

A ring LAN configuration.

The downside of a 1ing network is that a failure in a single node generally causes
the entire network to go down. It is also somewhat difftcult £O diagnose problems on a
ring. Despite these l imitations, the ring configuration is widely used.
Bus topology

Bus Topology. A bus is simply a common cable to which all the nodes are attached.
Figure 12-5 shows the bus configuration. The bus is bidjrectional in that signals can be
transmjtted in either direction between any two of the nodes: however, only one of the
nodes can transmit at a given time. A signal to be transmitted can be destined for a single node or broadcast to all nodes simultaneousl y.
The primary advantage of the bus is that it is faster than any of the other topologies. The wiring is simple. and the bus can be easily expanded.

Mesh

Mesh Topology. A mesh network is one in which each node is connected to all other
nodes. You saw this in Fig. 12-1. This is called a full mesh in that every node can talk
directly to any other node. Of course this leads to major costs and complications as the
number of nodes increases. This problem is somewhat mitigated by the use of wireless
interconnections between nodes where there is no expensive wiring and the attendant
routing and maintenance problems. A variation of the full mesh is the partial mesh in
which all nodes can communicate with two or more other nodes. This reduces the number of interconnections. making it more practical.
The primary value of the mesh network is that there are multiple paths for data to
take from one node to another. This provides for redundancy that can provide a continuous connection when one or more of the links are broken. The lack of one link does
not keep the data from reaching its destination by another path. This redundancy provides increased network rel iability. Most panial mesh networks are implemented with
wireless links.
Other Topologies. There are many variations and combinations of the basic topolo-

Daisy chain topology

Tree topology
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gies discussed above. For example, the daisy elwin topology is simply a ring that has
been broken. Another variation is called the tree topology. This topology is simply a bus
design in which each node has mul tiple interconnections to other nodes through a star
interconnection. In others, the network consists of branches from one node to two or
more other nodes.

Chapter 12

l OGICAL V ERSUS PHYSICAL T OPOLOGY

The topologies illustrated in Figures 12-1, 12-3, 12-4, and 12-5 are what we call logical topologies as they show the connections in a formal logical sense. The connections are made in a theoretical sense that describes how the data flows and how the nodes are connected. However, in
the real world, networks do not appear physically as their logical connections. Because of the
random locations of the computers and other nodes and the fact that cabling must be run in patterns restricted and dictated by the buildings, the physical appearance of a network usually bears
no relationship to the logical structure.
For example, logical bus-connected computers are usually of the physical star form because
cables from each PC go to a central location and are terminated at a hub or switch. The bus is actually implemented inside the hub. But the physical arrangement is more of an irregular star.
The same is true for ring networks. The cable to/from each PC terminates at some central
connection point, but the ring logical format is still implemented because the wires in the cables
take the signals Into and out of each PC to the central connection point. The ring is still there, but
it looks like a star physically. Keep this key point in mind when you are working on LANs and other
networks.

Figure 12-5

A bus LAN configuration.

Opt1onal
bridge to
another
LAN

- - - --1
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LAN Applications
The common denominator of alJ LANs is the communication of information. Nodes are
linked to transmit and receive information, software. databases. personal messages, or
anything else that can be pur in binary form.
The earliest LANs were developed p1imarily as a way to control costs. For example, in an office with multiple PCs. the cost of permitting each computer to have its own
printer was prohibitive. Networking is an inexpensive way to link all the computers in
the office to a single computer to which the printer is attached. Users share the printer
by transmitting information to be printed to the server, which controls print operations
for all the office computers.
Another example is the sharing of large files and databases. Networks can be used
to connect all the PCs in an office to a central server with a large hard drive containing
the data to be shared. so that any computer can access ii. Today, networks are used for
many applications other than centralizing and sharing expensive peripherals such as printers and for permitting many users access to a large database.
E-mail

E-mail. By far the most popular networks application is e-mail, the sending and receiving of electronic messages and memos. Users simply key memos on their computers and
send them to other users over the network. In many organizations e-mail has all but
replaced interoffice paper and telephone messages. In others. e-mail supplements the normal interoffice communication procedures.

Internet Access. PC users in organizations with LANs also access the Internet via
the LAN. Rather than connect each individual PC separately to a phone line or digital
subscriber line (DSL) or cable TV of Internet connection, the organization provides a
LAN server that lets anyone connect to the Internet.
Groupware

Groupware. Groupware is a set of programs that facilitate the efforts of two or more
individuals working on a single project. Groupware provides ways to share common databases, exchange messages related to a particular group task, manage work flow (e.g .. for
project management), and maintain a common calendar. The most popular and widely
used groupware program is Lotus Notes.

Client-Server and Peer-to-Peer lANs
Client-server configuration

Peer-to-peer configuration
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Most LANs conform to one of two general contigurations: client-server or peer-to-peer. In
the client-server configuration one of the computers in the network. the server, essentially
runs the LAN and determines how the system operates. The server. which is the largest and
fastest computer in the network, manages printing operations of a central printer and controls access to a very large hard drive or bank of hard drives containing databases. Iiles. and
other information that the clients-the other computers on the network-can access. The
server also provides Internet access.
The server control s clients· access to the printer. the hard drive. the files and
databases, other nodes. and various other services. In many client-server systems, the
server is a minicomputer such as an IBM AS/400. The server can also be a large, fast
server PC.
In a peer-to-peer configuration. any PC can serve as e ither client or server. Any PC
on a peer-to-peer network can have access to any other PC's files and connected peripherals. For example. a laser printer connected to any one of the PCs can be u ed by any
of the others on the network.
Peer-to-peer LANs are smaller and less expensive than the client-server variety.
and they provide a simple way to provide network communication in a small office
or home. The total number of interconnected PCs is generally small, usually less than
20 machines. and the system is relatively easy to set up. Peer-to-peer networks also
have some disadvantages. They usually have lower performance, meaning lower-speed
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transmission capabi lit y. There are also manageability and security problems related to
the abi lity of any user to access any other user'<> files. Protecting indi vidual users·
:,oftware and private files from access is more difficult with peer-to-peer networks
than it i' ""ith client-..,crver '}stem ....

12-2 LAN Hardware
All LANs arc a combination of hardware and software. The primary hardware de' ices arc
the computers themsehcs and the cables and connectors thaL link them. Additional pieces
of hardware unique to networks include network interface cards, repeaters. hubs and
concentrators. bridges. routers. gateways. and many other special interfacing devices. This
section provides an overview of the specific types of hardware involved in networking.

Cables
Most LANs usc some type of copper wire cable to carry data from one computer to
another via baseband transmission. The digital data stored in the computer is converted
to serial binary data, and voltages representing binary Is and Os are transmitted direct ly
over the cable from one computer to another. The three basic cable types U'>Cd in LANs
are coaxial cable. twiMed-pair. and fiber-optic cable. Mo~t local-area networl-.s \tarted
out using coaxial cable, but today twisted-pair cable dominate:.. Fiber-optic cable i'> u'>ed
in higher-speed. secure networks, which are nor as widespread.
Coaxial Cable. Coaxial cable is far c;uperior to twic;ted-pair cable a<. a communication medium. It-. e\trcmcly ''ide bandwidth permits ' 'ef} high-speed bit rate<,. Although
loss is generall} high, attenuation i' u<.uall} offset by w.ing repeaters that boo<.,t the signal
level and regenerate the signal waveshape. The major benefit of coaxial cable i'> that it
is completely '>hielded. so that external noise has lirtJe or no effect on it.
Coaxial cable is <,hown in Fig. 12-6. It consists of a thin center conductor '>urrounded
by an insulating material that i!>, in turn, completely encircled by a shield. The shield can
be crisscrossed wire braid or solid metal foil. Surrounding the
o;hield is an outer <.,heath. usually made of PVC.
Coaxial cable comes in a wide variety of s i~:es and
shapes. which arc usually de~ignatcd by a letter-number
combination such as RG-8/U. (Chapter 13 provides more
details on coaxial cable.)

Coaxial cable
Twisted-pair cable
Unshielded twisted-pair (UTP)
Shielded twisted-pair (STP)

Twisted-Pair Cable. Tll'isred-pair cable. as the name
implies. is two in~ulated copper wires twisted together
loosely to form a cable IFig. 12-7(a)j. Telephone companies use twisted-pair cable to connect individual telephone~
to the central office. The wire ic; c;olid copper. 22-. 24-. or
26-gaugc. The insulation is usually PVC. Twisted-pair
cable by itself ha' a charactcri'>tic impedance of about
100ft but the actual impedance depends on how tight!) or
ho~ loo-,ely the cable is twisted and can be anywhere from
about 70 to I 50 H.
There are two ba ic types of twisted-pair cables in usc
in LANs: umhielded ( UTP) !Fig. 12-7(a)J and shielded
(STP) IFig. 12-7(/J)I. UTP cables are highly susceptible to
noi~c. particularly over long cable runs. Most twisted pairs
are contained within a common cable sheath along with several other twisted pairs, and crosstalk. the coupling between

Fiber-optic cables must be tested to make sure that they meet
specifications.
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Figure 12-6

Coaxial cable.
Insulator (e.g., Teflon
or poly foam)

Outer insulation (PVC)

~
Stranded braid shield

Figure 12-7

7

Solid copper wire

Types of twisted-pair cable. (a) Twisted-pair unshielded (UTP) cable. (b) Multiple shielded twisted-pair (STP) cable.
Insulation
PVC insulation

.......-Ground

Solid copper wires (22-, 24-, or 26-gauge)
/

~
--~~

'-._T
. d .
/
WISte pairS
.......-Ground

(a)

GOOD TO KNOW
Networks have become a factor
in the construction of new office
buildings because channels or
chambers called plenums,
through which cables are run between floors or across ceilings,
are often included.

(b)

adjacent cables, can also be a problem: again, this is especially true when transmission
distance is great and switching speeds are high.
STP cables. which are more expensive than UTP cables, have a metal foil or braid
shield around them, forming a third conductor. The shield is usually connected to ground
and, therefore, provides protection from external noise and crosstalk. STP cables are,
therefore, routinely used for long cable nms.
STP cables are also typically grouped together, and two, four, or more pairs can be contained within a single cable housing [Fig. 12-7(b)l. When multiple lines must be run between
computeL-; and connecting devices. multiple cables are the linking medium of choice.
Twisted-pair cable is available in standard types and sizes that are specified and regulated by the standards organizations the American National Standards Institute (ANST).
the Electronic Industries Alliance (ElA), and the Telecommunications Industry Association (TIA). The most often used standard is TIA 568A/568B. This standard defines several categories of twisted-pair cable. These are summarized in Fig. 12-8. Categories 2
and 4 are rarely used.
The most widely used UTP is category 5 (CATS). It can carry baseband data at
rates up to I 00 Mbps at a range up to I 00 m. It contains four twisted pairs with in the
cable and is usually terminated in RJ-45 modular connectors. A newer enhanced

Figure 12-8

Common types of twisted-pair cable.

CATEGORY

MAXIMUM DATA
RATE*

IMPEDANCE

1
2
3
4
5

Voice only

75-100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

5E

6
7
·cable length is 100 m.
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4 Mbps
10-16 Mbps
16-20 Mbps
100 Mbps
155 Mbps
200-250 Mbps
600 Mbps

(fl)

version (CAT5E) is al<>o available. It has improved performance and a data rate up to
155 Mbps.
The category 6 and category 7 cables are now widely available. Maximum cable
lengths of CAT6 and CAn arc u~ually les~ than I 00 m, and a different l-ind of connector will be u~ed to handle the very high frequencie~ involved.
Twi'>ted-pair cable ~pecificatiom. also include attenuation and ncar-end cro'>~ talk
figure!.. Attenuation means the amount by which the cable attenuates the '>ignal. The
value for 100m of CATS cable i~ -6.5 dB at 10 MHz and - 22 dB at 100 M Ht. The
longer the cable, the greater the amount of loss in the cable and the smaller the output.
The cable acts a'> a low-pass filter and also distorts digital signals. See Chap. 13 for
more detaib.
The other key specification is near-end cross talk (NEXT). Cross w/1.. refer~ to the
signal that is transferred from one twisted pair in a cable to another by way of capacitive and inductive coupling. Near-end cross talk b the signal appearing at the input to
the receiving end of the cable. Like noise, NEXT can interfere with the received signal
on the cable. The NEXT specification indicates the level of cross tall- signal attenuation.
In 100m of CATS cable, it can range from - 62 dB at I M Hz to -32 dB at 100 Ml-11.
Many newer office buildings are constructed with special ver1ical channel~ or chambers. called plenums. through which cables are run between tloors or across ceilings. Cable
used this way. called plenu111 cable, must be made of tireproof material that will not emit
toxic fumes if it catches lire. Plenum cable can be either coaxial or twisted-pair.

Fiber-Optic Cable. Fiber-op1ic cable is a nonconducting cable con'>isting of a gla~s
or pla~tic center cable !.urrounded by a plru,tic cladding encased in a plastic outer .,heath
(Fig. 12-9). Mol>t fiber-optic cables are extremely thin glas~. and many arc U'>Ually bundled tOgether. Special fiber-optic connectors are required to anach them to the network
equipment. Fiber-optic cable'> are covered in greater detail in Chap. 19. Speed<. of up to
I Tbps (terabits per '>econd) arc achievable by using fiber optics.

Near-end cross talk (NEXT)

Plenums
Plenum cable
Fiber-optic cable

Connectors
All cables used in networks have special terminating connectors that provide a fast and
easy way to connect and disconnect the equipment from the cabling and maintain the
characteristics of the cable through the connection.

Coaxial Cable Connectors.

Coaxial cables in networks use two types of connectors, N connectors and BNC connectors. as Fig. 12-1 0 shows. The N connector~ are
widely used in RF applications, and BNC connectors are common ly used for attaching
test leads to measuring instruments such as oscilloscopes. N connectors arc used on larger
cables, such as RG-8/U. BNC connectors are used on smaller cables, such as RG-58/U
and RG-59/U. The BNC plug anaches to a mating jack with a simple twist of the outer
housing; the N connector has continuous threads.
A variety of connector acce~sories are also available to facilitate connection'>. One
of the moM popular i!> the BNC T connectOJ; which is used to interconnect two cable1.
to the network hardware [Fig. 12-J l(a)]. T connectors provide a convenient way to break
into an exi...ting coaxial cable for auaching an additional node.

Figure 12-9

Coaxial connector
N connector
BNC connector

T connector

Fiber-optic cable.
Glass or
plastic core

Plastic jacket

!

l

t

Plasllc cladding
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Figure 12-10 Common coaxial connectors.
RG-58/U, RG-59/U, or RG-62/U coaxial cable

BNC
connector

Yellow RG·81U coaxial cable

N connector-

Terminator

The barrel connector shown in Fig. 12-1 I (b) also provides a convenient way to connect two coaxial cables. This is usually done to extend a cable's length or to interconnect two existing cables end to end.
A terminator is a special connector containing a resistor whose value is equal to the
characteristic impedance of the coax ial cable. In LANs, the characteristic impedance of
the coaxial cable i~ about 50 D. Thus the terminator is a 50-0 resistor. Providing the
correct termination val ue prevents reflection on the cable.

RJ-1 1 connector

Twisted-Pair Connectors. Most telephones anach to an outlet by way of an RJ-1 1

Barrel connector

connector or modular plug [Fig. 12-l2(a)l RJ-11 connectors are used to connect PC
modems to the phone line but are not used in LAN connections.

Figure 12-1 1

BNC connector accessories and adapters. (a) T connector. (b) Barrel connector.
Coaxial cable " through" connection with tap

-~-~l!--.--J
In/out

-

In/out
(a)

(b)
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In/out

Figure 12-12

Modular (telephone) connectors used with twisted-pair cable. (a) RJ-11. (b) RJ-45.
Regular telephone TP cable connector

Up to 6 connecttons

A l arger modular connector known as the RJ-45 connector is widely u ~cd in tcnni nating twisted pairs [sec Fig. 12- 12(b)]. The RJ-45 contain ~ eight connectors. so it can
be used to terminate four twisted pairs. M atching jacks on the equ ipment or wall outlets
are used with these connectors. Most LANs today use RJ-45 connectors.

RJ-45 connector

Fiber-Optic Connectors.

Fiber-optic connector

A wide range of connectors arc available to termi nate
fiber-optic cable:-.. Like electrical connectors. these are designed to provide a faM and
easy way to auach or remove cables.

Network Interface Cards and Chips
A nelll"ork intetface card (NIC) provides the L/0 interface between each node on a network and the networl.. \\iring. These cards can plug into the PC bus or PCMCIA '>lot.
or are often integrated into the motherboard of the PC and provide connector'> at the rear
of the computer for auaching the cable connector!> (see Fig. 12-13 ). N IC!> perform a

Figure 12-13

Network interface card (NIC)

A network interface card.
Socket for remote
boot ROM

Jumper
blocks

Network
connector

Bracket (attaches to
rear frame of cabinet)

0--,
RJ45
connector

I

I

I

ISA bus connectors
PC motherboard
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variety of tasks. For example, when the PC wishes to transmit information over the network. it takes data stored in RAM to be transmitted and converts it to a serial data format.
This serial information is usually stored within RAM on the NTC. Logic circuitry in the
NlC then groups the information into frames or packers, the format of which is defined
by the communication protocol used by the LAN. Once the packet or frame has been
formed. the binary data is encoded, normally by using the Manchester code, and then
sent to a logic-level converter which generates the proper binary 0 and binary 1 voltage
levels that are sent over the coaxial or twisted-pair cables.
Upon reception. the destination NIC recognizes when it is being addressed, i.e., when
data is being sent to it. The NlC pe1forms logic-level conversion and decoding, recovering the serial frame or packet of infonnation: performs housekeeping functions such
as error detection and correction: and places the recovered data in a buffer storage memory. The data is then converted from setial to parallel. where it is transferred to the computer RAM and used by the software.
The NIC is the key hardware component in any LAN. It completely defines
the protocols and performance characteristics of the LAN. Despite their sophistication.
NICs are relatively low in price and available from many manufacturers. Today, most
NICs have been compressed into a single chip thanks to advanced semiconductor processing. The exception is the transformer and selected discrete components. Because
most PCs are networked. NIC chips are built into all PC and laptop motherboards.

Repeaters

Repeater

When signals from a NIC must travel a long distance over coaxial cables or twisted-pair
cables. the binary ~ignal is greatly attenuated by the resistance of the wires and distorted
by the capacitance of the cable. ln addition, the cable can pick up noise along the way.
As a result, the signal can be too distorted and noisy to be received reliably.
A common solution to this problem is to use one or more repeaters along the way
(see Fig. 12-14). A repealer is an electronic circuit that takes a partially degraded
signal, boosts its level, shapes it up, and sends it on its way. Over long transmission distances, several repeaters may be required.
Repeaters are small. inexpensive devices that can be inse1ted into a line with appropriate connectors or built into other LAN equipment. Most repeaters are really transceiversbidirectional circuits that can both send and receive data. Transceiver repeaters can receive
signals from either direction and transmit them in the opposite direction.

Hubs
Hub

A hub is a LAN accessory that faci litates the interconnections of the cables to the nodes.
Whether the network topology used by a LAN is bus. ring, or star, the wiring usua lly resembles a star. This is so because the cabli ng for most networks today is
permanently installed in walls, ceilings. and plenums. Bus and ring topologies. where
cables logically run between individual PCs, arc not convenient for plenum wiring, as
they do not provide an easy way to modify the network to add or remove nodes in different parts of the office or building.
The device that faci litates such w iring is the hub, a central connecting box designed
to receive the cable inputs from the various PC nodes and to connect them to the server
(see Fig. 12-15). In most cases, hub wiring physically resembles a star because all the
cabling comes into a central point. or hub. However, the hub wiring is such that it can

Figure 12-14

Concept of a repeater.
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Figure 12-15

A hub facilitates interconnections to the server.

Hub

PCnodes

~

logically implement either the bus or the ring configuration. That is, inside the hub the
wiring connects the nodes into a miniature ring or bus.
Hubs are usually active devices containing repeaters. Hubs amplify and reshape the
signal and transmit it to all connection parts. Hubs are available with 8, 12, 16, 24, 32,
and 48 parts. All signals received at the hub are repeated to all nodes connected to
the hub.

Bridges
A bridge is a network device that is connected as a node on the network and performs
bidirectional communication between two LANs (see Fig. 12- 16).
A bridge can also be used when one LAN becomes too big. Most LANs are designed
for a maximum upper limit of nodes. The reason for this is that the greater the number
or nodes, the longer and more complex the wiring. Further, when many individuals
attempt to use a LAN simultaneously, performance deteriorates greatly. leading to network delays. One way to deal with this problem is to break a large LAN into two or
more smaller LANs. First it is determined which nodes communicate with other nodes
the most, and then a logical breakdown into individual LANs is made. Communication
between all users is maintained by inte rconnecting the separate LANs with bridges. The
result is improved overall performance.
A bridge is generally designed to interconnect two LANs with U1e same protocol,
e.g.. two Ethernet networks. However, there are bridges that are able to accomplish protocol conversion so iliat two LANs with different protocols can converse.
Remote bridges are special b1idges used to connect two LANs that are separated by
a long distance. A bridge can use the telephone network to connect LANs in two different parts of the country, or can connect two LANs on a large campus or the grounds
of a big military base through a fiber-optic cable or wireless connection.

Figure 12-16
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Switches
Switch

A switch is a hublike device used to connect individual PC nodes to the network wiring.
Unlike a hub, a switch provides a mean!> to connect or disconnect a PC from the network wiring. Switches have largely replaced hub~ in most large LANs because switches
greatly expand the number of possible nodes and improve performance.
As a network grows. more and more nodes are connected to the wiring. This has
the effect of slowing down data transfers as all node~ must share the media. The longer
cables restrict the data rate. And the greater number of users vying for the cable makes
access times longer. These problems are overcome with a switch. The switch can be used
to divide the LAN into smaller segments. This immediately improves performance.
LAN switches recognize individual node addresses. When transmitting data from
one PC to another, the switch detects the addre!>S of the receiving PC and connects it to
the wiring. Otherwise, a PC is disconnected from the wiring by the switch until it is
ready to send or receive data. By reducing the loads imposed by all the unused PCs. the
switch allows the network to be significantly faster.

Routers
Routers

Like bridges, routers are designed to connect two networks. The main difference between
bridges and routers is that routers are intelligent devices that have decision-making and
switching capabilities.
The basic function of a router is to expedite traffic flow on both networks and maintain maximum performance. When many users access a network at the same time, conflicts occur and speed performance is degraded. Routers are designed to recognize traffic
buildup and provide automatic switching to reroute transmissions in a different direction,
if possible. If transmission i'> blocked in one direction, the router can switch transmission through other nodes or other path'> in the network.
Some routers are a combination of a bridge and a router. There are many different
types of routers for the wide variety of network!> in use. They can switch. perform protocol conversion. and serve as communication managers between two LANs or between
a LAN and the Internet.

Gateways
Gateway

Gateway servers

A gateway is another internetwork device that acts as an interface between two
LANs or between a LAN and a larger computer system. The primary benefit of a gateway
is that it can connect networks with incompatible protocols and configurations. The gateway acts as a two-way translator that allow!> systems of different types to communicate.
Figure 12- I 7 shows a typical gateway system. one designed to interconnect one
or more PC-based LANs to a mainframe. There arc many different types of gateways
available depending upon the equipment and protocols involved. Most gateways are
computers and are sometimes referred to as gateway servers.
Figure 12- 17

A gateway commonly connects a LAN to a larger host computer.
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A~ the number of companie!\ that provide hardware increase~. the functions of each
de,ice vary and devices labeled a.., routers may perform the function~ of the switch.
router. and gateway.

Modems
As di~cussed in Chap. I I, modems are interfaces between PCs and standard telephone
systems. They convert the binary signal!> of the computer to audio-frequency analog signals compatible with the telephone system and, at the other end, convert the analog
signals back to digital signals.
Modems are widely used in home networking. The mo!\t common application is one
in v.hich remote PCs use modem'> to connect to an Imemet ~en·ice prol'ider (ISP) which
provide!> services such as Internet access and e-mail. Modem<; arc aho used in DSL and
cable boxes.

Modem

Internet service provider (ISP)

Wireless LANs
One of the most complex and expensive parts of any LAN is the cabling. The cab le~
themselve~. as well as their installation and maintenance. are expensive. especially when
the LAN is being installed in an exi!\ting building. In addition. in large, growing organitations. LAN needs change regularly. New users must be added. and the network must
be reconfigured during expansion. reorganizations. and move'>. One way to avoid the
expen'>e and headache of running and maintaining LAN cabling i!\ to use 1vireless LANs.
which communicate via radio.
Each PC in a wireless LAN must contain a wireles:-. modem or transceiver. This
device is like a NlC that plugs in the computer. an external device that communicates
through the standard USB 1/0 ports on a computer, or one or more chips buil t into the
motherboard. In any case. the radio modem transceiver converts the serial binary data
from the computer to radio signals for transmission and converts the received radio signals back to binary data. Wirele~s LANs operate as cable-connected LANs in that any
node can communicate with any other node. Most wirele~., LANs have a top speed of
II to 54 Mbps. See Chap. 21 for details.

Wireless LAN

12-3 Ethernet LANs
One of the oldest and by far the most widely used of all LANs is Erhemer. Ethernet.
which was developed by Xerox Corporation at Palo Alto Research Center in the 1970s,
wa' based on the Aloha wide-area satellite network implemented at the University of
Hawaii in the late 1960s.
In 1980. Xerox joined '' ith Digital Equipment Corporation (now part of HewlettPackard) and Intel to sponsor a joint Mandard for Ethernet. The collaboration resulted in
a definition that became the basis for the IEEE 802.3 standard. !The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) establishes and maintain~ a wide range of electrical. elccu·onic. and computing ">tandards. The 802.X series relate!> to LANs.]
Today, there are numerou1-1 variants of Ethernet. More than 95 percent of all LANs
U\e ~mnc rorm of Ethernet.

Ethernet LAN

Topology
The original versions of Ethernet u~ed a bus topology. Today. mo<.,t U'-C a physical star configuration (sec Fig. 12-18). Each node u<,es a twisted-pair cable to connect into a centrally
located hub or switch. The switch i\ then connected to a router or gateway which provides
acce~., to the services needed by each user. lnfom1ation to be transmitted from one user to
another can move in either direction on the bus. but only one node can transmit at any
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Figure 12-18 The Ethernet bus.
PC node
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given time. The bus t:oaxial cable ha~ a special terminating connector at each end containing a resistor whose value is equal to its characteristic impedance. This prevent'> signal renections. which cau!.e signal lo!.~ and significant data errors.

Encoding

Manchester code

Unipolar NRZ

Ethernet uses baseband data lransmission methods. This means that the serial data to be
transmiued is placed directly on the bus media. Before transmission. however. the binary
data is encoded into a unique variation of the binary code known as the Manchester code
(Fig. 12-19).
Figure 12-19(a) shows normal serial binary data made up of standard de binary pulses.
This serial binary data. which is developed internally by the computer, is known as unipolar NRZ. This data is encoded by using the Manchester format by circuits on the NlC. Manchester coding can be altemating or direct current. In ac Manchester, shown in Fig. 12- 19(b).
the !>ignal YO!tage is ~witched between a minus level and a plus level. Each bit. whether it
is a binary 0 or binary I, i!. transmitted a), a combination of a positive pulse followed by a
negative pulse or vice versa. For example. a binary I is a positive pulse followed by a negative pulse. A binary 0 is a negative pulse followed by a positive pulse. During each bit
interval a positive-to-negative or negative-to-positive voltage transition takes place.
Thb method of encoding prevenh the de voltage level on the transmission cable
from building up to an unacceptable level. With standard binary pulses. an average de
voltage will appear on the cable. the value of which depends on the narure of the binary
data on the cable, especially the number of binary I s or Os occurring in ~equence. Large
number., of binary I bit~ will cau~e the a,·erage de level to be very high. Long •Mings
of binary Os will cau~e the average voltage to be lov.. The resulting binary signal rides
up and down on the average de level. which can cause transmission errors and signal
interpretation problems. With Manchester encoding. the positive and negative switching
for each bit interval causes the direct current to be averaged out.
Ethernet uses de Manchester [Fig. 12-19(c)]. The average de level is about - IV.
and the maximum sv. ing is about 0 to 2 V. The average direct current is used to detect
the presence of two or more signals transmitting simultaneously.
Another benelit of Manchester encoding is that the transition in the middle of each
bit time provides a means of detecting and recovering the clock signal from the tran<>mitted data.

Speed
The standard tran!:.mission speed for Ethernet LAN~ is 10 Mbps. The time for each bit
interval is the reciprocal of the speed. or 1/j: where f is the transrni<,sion speed or frequency. With a 10-Mbpo; speed. the bit time is 1/10 X 106 = 0.1 X 10-6 = 0.1 J.LS
(100 ns) lsee Fig. 12- 19(a)j.
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Figure 12-19

Manchester encoding eliminates de shift on baseband lines and provides a
format from which a clock signal can be extracted. (o) Standard de binary
coding (unipolar NRZ). (b) Manchester ac encoding. (c) DC Manchester.
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The mo~t widely u~ed ver~ion of Ethernet is called Fast Ethernet. It has a speed of
I 00 Mbp~. Other versions of Ethernet run at speeds of I Gbps or I 0 Gbps. typically over
libcr-optic cable but aJso on ~hortcr lengths of coaxial or twisted-pair cable.

Fast Ethernet

Transmission Medium
The original transmis~ion medium for Ethernet wa~ coa\ial cable. However. today
l\\i'>ted-pair versions of Ethernet arc more popular.
type~ of coaxial cable U\ed in Ethernet networks are
RG-8/U and RG-58/U. RG-8/U cable has a characteri.,tic impedance of 53 0 and has
approximately a 0.405-in diameter. This large coaxial cable. referred to as thick cable.
wa., origi nally designed for antenna tran~miss ion Jines in RF -;y~tcms but is now widely
U!>Cd in Ethernet LANs. It i~ usually bright yellow. Large typc-N coaxial connectors are
u ...ed to make the interconnections.
Figure 12-20 shows an Ethernet LAN using thkk coaxial cable. Transceivers connect the nodes to the bus cable by way of NICs. A repeater extend'> the bus cable. Note
the terminator' at the end of the cable.
When thick network cable i., u.,cd. it does not attach directly to the NlCs. Instead.
the input'> and outputs from the IC terminate in an ottachtiiC'IIt uwr i11tetjace (AU!}.
Thi., 15-pin connector. known a., a DB- 15 or DIX comzectm: plug~ into a matching connector on the N IC. The other end of the cable attache~ to a transceiver unit, which i!>

Coaxial Cable. The two main
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RG-8/U coaxial cable
RG-58/U coaxial cable

Attachment user interface (AUI)
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Figure 1 2-20
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connected to the bus. The transceiver takes care of amplification and signal shaping in
both transmit and receive operations.
Ethernet systems using thick coaxial cable are generally referred to as JOBase-5 systems, where 10 means a I O-M bps speed, Base means baseband operation. and the 5 designates a 500-m maximum distance between nodes, transceivers. or repeaters. Ethernet
LANs using thick cable are also referred to as Thickn et.
In I OBase-5 Ethernet L ANs. the cable is generally one long continuous bus that is
routed from node to node. The availability of a wide variety of coaxial connectors permits shorter cables to be interconnected from computer to computer. The cable between
the PC node and the transceiver can be up to 164ft long, making node placement and
wiring ea~y to implement. Depending on the distance between nodes. repeaters may have
to be inserted to boost and rejuvenate the signal along the way. The bus is relatjvely easy
to reconfigure; adding new nodes is not even difficult. The bus cable can be cut and new
connectors installed, allowing the bus to pass through willie at the same time connecting to the new NICs. Special connectors referred to as "vampire" taps can pierce the
coaxial cable without cutting it.
Ethernet systems implemented with thinner coaxial cable are known as /OBase-2.
or Thinner systems: here the 2 indicates the maximum 200-m (actually, 185-m) run
between nodes or repeaters. The most widely used thin cable is RG-58/U. It is much
more flexible and easier to work with than RG-8/U cable.
Figure 12-21 shows a IOBase-2 LAN with RG-58/U. Transceivers are not used.
The cable is attached directly to the NIC in each node by way of a BNC T connector, which Jets the bus pass through while making the connection to the NI C.
Repeaters can be used over long distances. The cable is terminated at each end with
resistor terminators.
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Figure 12-21

lOBase-2 coaxial Ethernet bus.
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Coaxial ver~ion~ of Ethernet are no longer widely used. Most LANs today usc
twisted-pair cable because it is s impler and less expensive. Some older legacy coaxia l
systems may still exist, and some special industrial appl icat ions may usc them because
of the interference rejection provided by the coaxial cable.

Twisted-Pair Cable. More recent versions of Ethernet use twisted-pair cable. The
twisted-pair version of Ethernet is referred to as a JOBase-T nelll'ork. where the T stand~

10Base-T network

for twisted-pair. The twi~ted-pair cable used in 10Base-T systems i~ ~tandard 22-. 24-. or
26-gauge solid copper wire with RJ-45 modular connectors. The PC node~ connect to a
hub. a~ shown in Fig. 12-22. which provides a convenient way to connect all nodes. Each
pon contains a repeater that reju\'enatel. the signal and buffer' it for n.!transmio,~ion. Phy\icall). a 10-Base-T LA ' looks like a star. but the bus is implemented inside the hub itself.
It is usually eac;ier and cheaper to install I OBac;e-T LANs than it is to install coaxial Ethernet '>Y!.tcm!.. but the transmio;sion distances arc often limned to IC!.!. than I 00 m.

100-Mbps Ethernet. Several 100-Mbps versions have been developed including
lOOBasc-T or IOOBa-,e-TX. also called Fast Ethernet, IOOVG-AnyLAN. 100Basc-T4. and
I OOBase-FX. All usc twisted-pair cable except the FX version, which uses fiber-optic cable.
The TX and FX methods use the carrier sense multiple access with collision detection
(CSMA/CD) access method (described later in this chapter) and have the same packet ~i.te.
The IOOVG-AnyLAN and -T4 versions use unique access methods. The IOOVG-AnyLAN
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Figure 12-22
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version has the TEEE standard number 802.12. and the other versions are subsets of the
IEEE 802.3 standards. Most. if not all. NICs support both 10- and lOO-Mbps rates.
By far the most popular version of 100-Mbps Ethernet is JOOBase-TX. or Fast Ethernet. It uses two unshielded twisted pairs instead of the single pair used in standard
IOBase-T. One pair is used for transmitting, and the other is used for receiving, permitting full duplex operation, which is not possible with standard Ethernet. To achieve such
high speeds on UTP. several important technical changes were implemented in Fast Ethernet. First. the cable length is restricted to I00 m of category 5 UTP. This ensures minimal inductance. capacitance. and resistance. which distort and attenuate the digital data.
Second. a new type of encoding method is used. Called MLT-3, this coding method
is illustrated in Fig. 12-23. The standard NRZ binary signal is shown at (a), and the
MLT-3 signal is illustrated at (b). Note that three voltage levels are used: + I, 0, and
- I V. If the binary data is a binary 1, the MLT-3 signal changes from the curTent level
to the next level. If the binary input is 0, no transition takes place. If the signal is currently at + 1 and a Ill! bit sequence occurs. the MLT-3 signal changes from + I to 0
to - I and then to 0 and then to + l again. What this coding method does is to greatly
reduce the frequency of the transmitted signal (to one-quarter of its original signal). making higher bit rates possible over UTP.
As for access method, IOOBase-T uses CSMA/CD. Most I00-Mbps Ethernet systems use the IOOBase-T format described here.
100Base-T4 is a less-used fom1 of IOOBase-T. It uses category 3 or 5 UTP up to
100 m from PC to hub. This version of Ethernet uses four twisted pairs. Three pairs are
used to transmit the data in a parallel format, and the fourth pair is used for access determination. A version of CSMA/CD is used. With this arrangement, lhree pairs essentially
carry 33 Mbps. each in parallel. Full duplex is not supported.
The JOOVG-AnyLAN version of Ethernet was developed by Hewlett-Packard. It is
considerably different from all other versions of Ethernet. It uses category 3 UTP up to
I00 m long. Most versions use all four pairs in the cable, but some use just two pairs.
The topology of IOOVG-AnyLAN is a star. All cables from the PC go into a central hub that is controlled by a server computer. The access method is called demand priority. A proprietary encoding scheme is also used.

Figure 12-23

MLT-3 encoding used with lOOBase-T Ethernet. (a) NRZ. (b) MLT-3.

(a}
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1OOBase-FX i'> a tiber-optic cable version of Ethernet. lt use~ two multimode tiber
to achieve the I00-Mbp-, rate. The acces~ method i~ CSMA /CD. Thil> vcr'>ion of
Ethernet il> u~ed primarily to interconnect individual LAN~ to one another over long di~
tance~. Full duplex operation can be achieved at di!-.tances up to 2 km.

~trands

Gigabit Ethcrnel Gigabit Ethernet ( I GE) is capable of achie\ ing 1000 Mbp-. or
I Gbps O\Cr categor) 5 UTP or fiber-optic cable. The 1-Gbps speed i~ more readily
achieved with libcr-optic cable. but it i;; more expensive. The UTP version of Gigabit
Ethernet i!-. defined b) the IEEE <;tandard 802.3ab and is generally referred to a-.
I OOOBa!-.e- T.
The 1-Gbp'> rate i., achieved by transmitting I byte of dala at a time a!> if in a parallel data transfer !-.Y!-.tem. This i~ done by using four UTP cables plu!-. a coding scheme
that transmits 2 bit!> per baud (b/Bd). The basic arrangement is shown in Fig. 12-24.
One byte of data is divided into 2-bit groups. Each 2-bit group is sent to a D/A converter and an encoder that generates a five-level line code. The rive levels are
+2. + I. 0. I. and - 2 Y. Each 2-bit group needs four coding levels. For example, 00
might be +2. 01 - + I, 10 = - I, and I I = -2 Y. The 0-Y level is not used in coding but is used in clod, !-.ynchronization and in an error detection scheme. You may hear
this encoding scheme referred 10 as PAM5. The resulting five-level code is fed to each
twisted pair ut a 125-MBd rate. Since 2 bits is transmitted for each baud or symbol
level. the data rate on each twisted pair is 250 Mbps. Together. the four pair" produce
a composite data rate of 4 X 250 = 1000 Mbps or I Gbps. Maximum distance i~ 100 rn.
Better and more reliable performance is achieved by restricting the di'>tancc from PC
to hub to 25 m or le~-.. The CSMA/CD access method is used. and communication can
be half or full duplex.
The fiber-optic cable ver..,ion<, of Gigabit Ethernet are defined under the IEEE 802.3t
standard. All data tran ... mi<>sions are ~erial. unlike transmi'>siom. with the IOOOB:he-T
UTP version. The IOOOBalle-LX version uses a single-mode fiber (SMF) cable with a
diameter of 9 J..Un and a trall',mitting la..,er operating at an infrared wavelength of 1310 nm.
lt can achieve I Gbp" on a cable length to I 0 km. When the larger, less e.xpen~ive multilnode fiber (MMF) i" used. the maximum operating distances arc 550 m with 50-j..l..mdiameter liber and 500 m with 62.5-j..Lm-diameter fiber.
A less expensive option is IOOOBase-SX. which uses a lower-cost 780-IJ..m laser and
MMF cable. The maximum cable length is 550 m with 50-IJ..m-diameter tiber and 275 m
with 62.5-j..l..m-diarneter tiber. You will learn the details of fiber-optic cornmunicmion in
Chap. 19.

Figure 12-24
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All the fiber-optic versions of Gigabit Ethernet also use a different data encoding
scheme called 88/108. This method takes each 8-bit byte (also called an octet) of data
and translates it into a 10-bit word. The purpose is to ensure that an equal number of
binary Os and Is are al ways transmitted. This makes clock recovery and data synchronization easier. The 88/IOB encoding scheme also allows a simple way to implement
error detection for 1-bit error~. l n addition. it eliminates any de bias buildup that may
occur if the signal is transmitted through a transformer. Finally. the 88/IOB code also
implements frame delimiting, providing a way to clearly mark the beginning and ending
of a frame of data with unique I O-bit code~.
10-Gbit Ethernet (1 OGE)

Wide-wavelength division
multiplexing (WWOM)

GOOD TO KNOW
The fast 10-Gbps Ethernet can
be used as a fast LAN backbone

to connect slower LANs, even
over distances of up to several
kilometers.
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1 0-Gbit Ethernet. The newest version of Ethernet is 10-G/Jit Ethernet ( 10 GE),
which permits data speed<, up to 10 Gbps over fiber-optic cable. The defining lEEE standard is 802.3ae. As with Gigabit Ethernet. there are several versions as indicated in the
table below. All use 88/IOB coding.
l aser w avelengt h A

Cable type/size (~J.m)

M aximum cable length

850-nm serial
131 0-nm WWDM
131 0-nm WWDM
1310-nm serial
1550-nm serial

MMF/50
MMF 62.5
SMF/9
SMF/9
SMF/9

65 m
300 m
10 km
10 km
40 km

Three of the five variations usc serial data transmission. The other two use what is called
wide-wavelength division multiplexing (WWDM). Also known as coarse wavelength division multiplexing (CWDM). these versions divide the data into four channels and transmit it simultaneously over four different wavelengths of infrared light near 1310 nm.
WWDM is similar to frequency-division multiplexing. This technique is described in
greater detail in Chap. 19.
It i~ hard to believe that n 10-Gbp~ pulse signal could be carried over a copper cable,
given the huge attenuation and distortion that the cable capacitance, inductance. and
resistance can cause. Yet. today there is one copper version of I OG E now avai Iable.
Called IOGBase-CX4, this version of Ethernet is standardized by the IEEE standard
802.3ak. The cable is a ~pccial twin axial coaxial cable (called twin-ax) that contains
two conductors inside the outer shield. Four of the~e coaxial cable as<,emblies are combined to make a cable. The data to be tran~mitted i~ divided into four parallel path!. that
transmit at a 3.125-Gbps rate. The encoding is 8B/ IOB. meaning that only 80 percent of
the bits transmitted is actual data. This give!>. an actual data rate of 0.8 X 3.1 25. or
2.5, Gbps. Four paths give an aggregate of I 0 Gbps. The range is limited to roughly 15 m
or about 50 ft. This is sufficient for connecting several servers. routers, Ethernet switches.
and other equipment in wiring closets. data centers. or server farm~. c;uch as those in
Internet companies where the various piece~ of equipment arc located close to one
another.
Another copper cable version of I OGE ha~ been in development for several years.
Designated 802.3an or IOGBase-T, it is designed to use the four pairs of conductors in
CAT5e or CAT6 UTP so that existing cabling can be used. The range is 100m as with
most other versions of Ethernet. Because of the severe cross talk that occurs in UTP at
10 Gbps. extensive DSP filtering and equaliLation is employed.
One final point is in order. Copper cable ver'>ions of Ethernet arc attractive dewite
their complexity simply because they are significantly less expensive than fiber-optic versions. While the cost of libcr-optic equipment has declined over the years, it is still 3 to
I 0 time!> more expensive than a copper solution.
The primary application of 1-Gbps and 10-Gbps Ethernet is sti ll in LANs. Not only
can LANs be fa<;ter and handle more users. but also they can increase in size with these
forms of Ethernet. Distance~ up to several J..ilometers are easily achieved with some versions. The 1-Gbps and 10-Gbp~ Ethernet technology is used to create a fast LAN backbone that links and aggregates slower LANs.
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The speed and distance capabilities also make 1-Gbp-. and 10-Gbp'> Ethernet attractive for MA applications. The 40-km version even make'> I 0-Gbp'> Ethernet appropriate
for '>Orne WAN applications. It may eventually replace the more complex and expensive
synchronous optical network (SONET) fiber-optic equipment now common in moM
MANs and WANs. SONET is covered in Chap. I 9.

Wireless Ethernet. Several versions of Ethernet for transmission by radi o have
been developed. This permits wirclcs<. LANs to be created. The cost and complexity
of buying and installing cables are el iminated, and nodes can be relocated at any time
without regard to where the cable is. Each PC is equipped with a N IC that incorporates a wireless transceiver. Wireles'> L ANs using Ethernet arc described in detail in
Chap. 21.
Ethernet in the First Mile. Also known as Ethernet Pas.1il•e Optical NeiWork
( EPON), Ethernet in the Fir.11 Mile ( EFM) is the fEEE standard 802.3ah. lt is a version
of Ethernet designed to be used in fiber-optic networks that connect homes and businesses to high-speed Internet services. The .first mile. also ca lled the last mile, is a term
used to describe the relatively sho11 connection from a home or office to a local terminal or connection point that distributes data via a tiber-optic link. The EFM system uses
the standard Ethernet protocol'> at a speed of 1.25 Gbps. It permits up to 32 users per
connection, and the maximum range i-. about 20 km. More detaib arc given in Chap. 19
on fiber optics.

Power over Ethernet. Poll'a o1•er Ethernet (PoE) is an addition to Ethernet
LANs that is used to deliver de power to remote devices connected to the network.
Specifically, it supplies about 48 V of unregulated direct current over two or the
twisted pairs in a CATS UTP cable. This el iminates the need for some devices on the
LAN to have their own power supp ly, and it eliminatel. the need for that remote device
to be ncar a 120- or 240- Y ac outlet. Some examples arc wireless acce!.s points u1>ed
to extend the LAN and Voice o1•er lntemet Protocol ( Vo/P) telephone!) which are
rapidly replacing standard ,,.,.itched analog phones. There arc numerous indu.,trial
application:, as well.
Figure 12-25 shows a common PoE arrangement. On the left. a ~8- V de power
supply is connected to the center t:lps of the I/0 transformers in the Ethernet N IC.
These transformers cany the serial Ethernet data. Both wires in each pair carry the

Figure 12-25

Ethernet Passive Optical Network
(EPON), Ethernet in the First Mile
(EFM)

Power over Ethernet (PoE)

Voice over Internet Protocol (VoiP)

Power over Ethernet supplies de power over the LAN cable to eliminate the
need for external power.

r

AJ·45 connectors

Hubs, sw11ch, or ser.ter
~-----------------, 4

l

CAT 5 cable

I
+

'

4

Remote mode
(w1re1ess access po1nt or VoiP telephone)

5

Interface
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direct current. The wires in the twisted pairs are effectively in parallel for direct current. The direct current does not interfere with the data.
On the receiving end. LTansformers accept the signal and pass it along to the NIC
circuitry in that device as usual. The de voltage is captured from the center raps. This
de voltage is then 1ranslared to another de level by a de-de converter or a voltage regulator. Voltages of 24, 12, 6, 5, and 3.3 V are common. This voltage powers the interface
circuits at that end of the cable. thereby eliminating the need for a separate ac line or
power supply.
The choice of 48 V was based on the fact that the wires in a CATS cable are very
small. usually no. 28. Smaller wires have higher de resistance and so can produce a rather
large voltage drop along the cable. By keeping the voltage high, the line current is less
for a given amount of power consumption in the load. thereby producing much less of
a voltage drop. In practice, the maximum range is 100 m. and the voltage can usually
be anything from 44 to 57 V as the de supply is unregulated.
The maximum allowed current is 550 mA, although the current is usually held to a
value of 350 mA or less. At 48 V, this translates to a maximum cuJTent consumption of
16.8 W. The standard states that the maximum desirable load is 15.4 W. Most loads consume much less than that.
Power over Ethernet is designed to work with all UTP versions of Ethernet
including 10-, 100-. and 1000-Mbps systems. Only two pairs are used. The de power
is applied to the cable with a separate piece of equipment called an injector. Sometimes the direcl current is supplied inside a hub or sw itch. Different versions of the
standard vary with the pairs defined to carry the direct curren t and which pins on the
RJ-45 connectors are used. Some companies offer variations that suppl y 12 V instead
of 48 v.

Access Method
Access method
Carrier sense multiple access with
collision detection (CSMA!CD)
Packet (frame)

GOOD TO KNOW
The Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers (IEEE) establishes and maintains electrical,
electronic, and computing
standards.
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Access method refers to the protocol used for transmilling and receiving information on
a bus. Ethernet uses an access method known as carrier sense multiple access with collision detection (CSMA/CD), and the IEEE 802.3 standard is primarily devoted to a
description of CSMA/CD.
Whenever one of the nodes on an Ethernet system has data to transmit to another
node, the software sends the data to the NIC in the PC. The NlC builds a packer, a unit
of data formed with the information to be transmitted. The completed packet is stored
in RAM on the NIC while the sending node monitors the bus. Since all the nodes or
PCs in a network monitor activity on the bus, whenever a PC is transmilling infonnation on the bus. all the PCs detect (sense) what is known as the carrier. The carrier in
this case is the Ethernet data being transmitted at a 10-Mbps (or 100-Mbps) rate. If a
caJTier is present. none of the nodes will attempt to transmit.
When the bus is free. the sending station initiates transmission. The transmitting
node sends one complete packet of information. In a sense, the transmitting node "broadcasts'' the data on the bus so that any of the nodes can receive it. However, the packet
contains a specific binary address defining the destination or receiving node. When the
packet is received, it is decoded by the NIC. and the recovered data is stored in the computer's RAM.
Although a node will not transmit if a carrier is sensed. at times two or more nodes
may attempt to transmit at the same time or almost the same lime. When this happens.
a collision occurs. rf the stations that are atrempting to transmit sense the presence of
more than one carrier on the bus, both will terminate transmission. The CSMA/CD algorithm calls for the sending stations to wait a brief time and then auempt to transmit again.
The waiting interval is determined randomly, making it statistically unlikely that both
will attempt retransmission at the same time. Once a transmitting node gains control of
the bus. no other slation wi ll attempt to transmit until the transmission is complete. This
method is called a contention system because the nodes compete. or contend. for use of
the bus.
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Figure 12-26

Ethernet frame formats.

Ethernet (original)
Data

46-1500 bytes

8 bytes

4 bytes

IEEE 802.3
Data

7 bytes

1 byte

6 bytes

6 bytes

2 bytes

46-1500 bytes

(b)

In Ethernet L ANs w ith few n ode~ and little activity, gaining access to the bus is not
a problem. However, the greater the number of nodes and the heavier the traftic. the
greater the number of message transm issions and potential collisions. The contenti on
procCS)> takes time; when many node)> attempt to usc a bus si multaneously, delays in
trnnsmission are inevitable. Al though the initial delay might be on ly tens or hundreds of
microsecond~ . delay time!-. increase when there are mnny active users. Delay would
become an insum1ountable problem in busy networks were it not for the packet system.
which allows users to transmit in -,hon burst!-.. The contention proccs!-. is worked out completely by the logic in the NICs.

Packet Protocols
Figure 12-26(a) shows the packet ( frame) protocol for the original Ethernet system. and
Fig. 12-26(b) shows the packet protocol defined by IEEE standard 802.3. The 802.3 protocol is desctibed here.
The packet is made up of two ba:-.ic parts: (I) the fmme, which contains the data
plus addre~s ing and error detection codes. and (2) an additional 8 bytes (64 bits) at the
beginning, which contains the preamble and the swrr frame delimiter (SFD). The preamble consi sts of 7 bytes of alternating Os and I s that help to e!-tablish clock synchronitation within the N !C. and the SFD announces the beginning of the packet itself with
the code 101 01011.
The destination address is a 6-bytl.!. 48-bit code that designates the receiving node.
This is followed by a 6-byte source address that identities the sending node. Next is a
2-bytc lield that specilies how many bytes will be sent in the data lield. Finally. the data
itself i~ transmitted. Any integer number of bytes in the range from 46 to 1500 bytes can
be sent in one packet. Longer messages are divided up into a!> many separate packets as
required to send the data.
Finally, the packet and fr.tme end in a 4-byte frame chl.!cJ.. sequence generated by
putting the entire transmitted data block through a cyclical redundancy check (CRC). The
rc<.ulting 32-bit word is a unique number designating the exact combination of bits used
in the datu block. A t the receiving end. the NlC again generates the CRC from the data
block. If the received CRC is the snme as the transmitted CRC, no transmission eiTor
has occurred. If a transmission error occurs. the software at the receiving end will be
notilied. Sometimes when the datu length is short, I or more padding bytes (octets) are
added between the data and CRC.
It io; imponant to point out that data transmission in Ethernet systems is synchronou~: T he bytes of data are transmitted end to end without stan and !-.lOp bits. This speeds
up data transmission but puts the burden of soning the data on the receiving equipment.
The clod.ing signals to be u<;ed by the digital circuit!-. at the receiving end are derived
from the transmitted data it11elf to en<.ure proper synchronization and counting of bits,
bytes. lields. and frames.
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Preamble
Start frame delimiter (SFO)

Cyclical redundancy check (CRC)

GOOD TO KNOW
When you want to determine
how long a packet transmission
will take, first find out how fast
the bit rate is; then find out how
large the packet will be. The
frame size is the total of the data
and the header size. The header
size is different for each different
type of packet (1O-Mbps Ethernet,
Token-Ring, etc.).
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Example 12-2
How fast can a 1500-byte block of data be transmitted on (a) a I O-M bps Ethernet
(IEEE 802.3) packet and (b) a 16-Mbps Token-Ri ng packet? [Note: For the Ethernet
IEEE 802.3 format. use Fig. 12-26(b): for the Token-Ring format. u<;e Fig. 12-30(a)j.

a. Time for I bit =_!_
10

X 106 = 100 ns

Time for I byte = 8 X 100 = 800 ns
Time for 1526 bytes - 1526 X 800 ns = 1220.800 ns ( I .2208 ms)

b. Time for I bit =

I
X 106
16

= 62.5 ns

Time for I byte = 8 X 62.5 = 500 ns
Time for 1521 bytes = 152 1 X 500 = 760,500 ns (0.7605 ms)

Ethernet and the OSI Layers

Media access control (MAC)
logical link control (LLC)

It is helpful to understand how Ethernet relates to the OSI mode l discussed in Chap. II .
Ethernet actually defines the first two layers: layer I is the physical layer (PHY) and
layer 2 is the data link layer. The physical layer defines all the hardware that handle!.
the tran!.fer of bits from one place to another. ll identifies the medium type, connectors.
encoding and decoding, and all the related ~igna ling functions. Any network interface
card or chip includes the physical layer components. Repeaters and hubs are also layer I
devices.
The data link layer is actually divided into to sublayers called the media access colitrot (MAC) sublayer and the logical link co11trol (LLC) sublayer. The MAC layer handles all the encapsulation of the data to be transmined. which includes the wrapping of
the preamble, SOF delimiter. destination and source addresses. and CRC around the data.
Hardware within rhe interface card or chip handles these chores.
The LLC assists the MAC sublayer in dealing wirh the tran!.mined or received data
in the upper layers of the OS ! stack. In the data field shown in Fig. 12-26 (b), several
additional fields are appended to rhe beginning of the data. These fields control the handling of the data, identify services available. and define the protocol to be used in the
upper layers. There are !.everal variations of these additionaJ fields which are beyond the
scope of this text.

12-4 Token-Ring LAN
Token Ring

Another widely used LA configuration is the Token Ring, originally developed by IBM .
lBM \ Token-Ring LAN was announced in 1985; since then. the Token-Ring configuration has been established as a standard. Its IEEE standard number is 802.5. Subsequently
Token Ring has been revised and updated over the years.

Topology
In the Token-Ring conliguration, all the nodes or PCs in the network are connected end
to end in a continuou!> circle or loop (see Fig. 12-27). The data in the network travel!.
only in one direction on the ring. The transmitted information passes through the NIC!.
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Figure 12 - 27

A Token-Ring LAN.
Data or a
circulating
3·byte token

......

Token

I

I

3 bytes

..,...,

of each PC in the loop. Like Ethernet and most other standard networks. Token Ring
uses baseband transmission: the binary data is placed directly on the cable. When the
ring is not transmitting data. a 3-bytc token code. the access key. is passed continuously
around the ring.

Encoding
A modified verc;ion of the MancheMcr coding scheme is U'ied.

Speed
The original Token Ring introduced by IBM ran at a speed of 4 M bps. which is still fast
enough to provide excellent communication in small- to medium-sized LANs. I n 1989
IBM announced and began shipping a 16-Mbps Token-Ring system. h accommodates
more nodes at higher speeds and thu'i provides better performance for large. active networks. Today both the 4- and 16-Mbps versions are in use. Man) NICs contain circuitr)
that can accommodate either '>peed. More recent version'> of Token Ring run at 100 Mbps
and I Gbps.

Transmission Medium
Token-Ring LANs use twisted-pair cable. In general, the smaller, lower-speed systems
are unshielded twisted-pair cable and the larger, faster systems usc shielded twisted-pair
cable. However. either type of cable can be used with either syMern. Connections arc
usually made by using RJ-45 modular connectors.
Because the data transmitted around the ring must pass through the NTC of all PCs
in the loop, two twisted-pair cables arc required for the connection at each node (see
Fig. 12-28). One twisted pair. the ring in ( Rl). comes into the card: another twisted pair.
the rin~ out ( RO ). carries the dar a out to the next node. Both twi'>ted pairs are contained
within a single cable and attach to the N rC by way of a DB-25 or OB-9 connector. The
cable on this connector is usually terminated with the RJ-45 modular connector. which
plugs into a wall jack that attaches to the ring cabling.
It is extremely difficult to run twisted-pair cable around an office area or building in
a ..,inglc continuous loop as required by the ring topology. To make wiring simpler. two
twi<,ted pairs in a single cable, a~ described earlier. are used. These cables terminate at a
wiring hub referred to as a multi.Hation access unit (MAU). The input and the output of
each NIC of each node appear at the MAU. The wiring inside the MAU connects the PCs
in a logical ring, as shO\\ n in Fig. 12-29. The cable from each PC contains two twisted
pair... one for the Rl connections and the other for the RO. which terminate at the MAU.
The Rl and RO connections are made inside the MAU. creating a daisy chain ring.
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Figure 12- 28 Token-Ring wiring.

RO

Rl

l'. _-_ •,1
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---

PC

I

,•

'l -.. -- "

Rl

Two twisted pairs in one cable

RO

Each MAU hub is designed to accommodate eight nodes. In LANs with more nodes,
multiple MAUs can be interconnected to form a larger ring. When MAUs are used as
wiring hubs. the Token-Ring LAN takes on the physical confi.guration of a star. despite
the fact that it is wired as a ring.
The MAU also contains circuitry that detects when a PC node is on. When a PC is
on. the NJC sends a signal to the MAU. lnside the MAU. a relay is activated that connects the PC into the ring. Tf the PC node is off, the MAU does not get a signal. Thus
the relay in the MAU short-circuits the connections to the PC and closes the loop for all
the PCs that are LUrned on.
Because each node is. in effect. a repeater. there are no specific distance limitations
on wiring between nodes or on total ring length. The signals coming in are read and
repeated at each node: thus no dedicated repeaters are required. Despite this. there are
some general guidelines about wiring distances. IBM, e.g., recommends a cable length
between nodes and the MAU of less than 50 m (150ft). Other companies have used cable
lengths between node and MAU of 100 to !50 m (350 to 500 ft). The maximum practical distance between hubs and MAUs seems to be 150m (500 ft).
IBM also recommends that the number of nodes for the 4-Mbps Token Ring be limited to 72, and that the number of nodes for the 16-Mbps system not exceed 250. Higherspeed versions have more severe distance restrictions.

Figure 12-29 Wiring of the Token Ring through the MAU.
Mullistation access unit (MAU)
1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _:___:_--:=====::LRing implemented internally
Modular
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Chapler/2

Each cable has
two twisted pairs,
one tor Rl and
oneforRO

Access Method
The acce<,<.. method used by Token-Ring systems is token passing. A token is a unique
binary word pa~!.ed from one node to another around the ring. When no mes..,age b being
sent, the token \imply rotates around the ring from node to node. Whenever a node de~ires
to transmit information. it captures the token. The NTC builds a packet or fmme of information and transmit'> the data on the ring. Thi~ infonnation passes through the N IC of
each node on the ring. The receiving station designated by an address in the tran-.mitted
information recognites it-. address and captures the transmitted data. After the pad.et of
information ha-. been recei,ed. it continues on around the ring until it come:- bad, to the
transmining node. which takes the data off the ring. (Messages are not permitted to mal-..c
the loop more than once.) The sending :-tation then releases the token. which begins to
circulate again.
The token-passing method of access is completely different from CSMA/CD. There
is no contention. The station desiring to transmit captures the token and then transmits.
Once it has sent one packet of data, the token passes to the next station in sequence. If
the next station docs nm have data to transmit, the token continues to pass on around
the ring unti l a station wanting to transmit captures the token and sends its mcs~age.

Token passing

Packet Protocol
Figure 12-30 shows the packet protocol for a Token-Ring LAN. The token frame format
[Fig. 12-30(a)l consi\ts or 3 bytes: a Harting delimiter ( SD ), an access control (ACJ byte,
and an ending delimifl•r (ED). Each byte contains unique patterns of bih that the NIC
recogni;es. The actual token is I bit in the AC byte.
A typical complete data frame i.., '>ho" n in Fig. 12-30(/J). It begins with the SO and
AC byte'>. followed b) a frame control (FC) byte. a 6-byte de<,Lination addre.,~. and then
a 6-b) te !>Ource addre'"· Some frame.., permit a variable-length block containing routing
information if the LA call-; for it.
The data (me.,sage information) is transmitted next in a synchronous format. The
block of data i'> limited to the number of bytes that can be tran'>rnilled in the maximum
length of time allotted to the node that ha~ the token, or I 0 rm, a relatively long time
within the context of data tran!>mis ...ion rates of 4 or 16 Mbp~.
The data i!> followed by a 4-byte (32-bit) CRC frame check sequence that is generated to catch transmission errors. The packet end' with the ending delimiter and fmme
sratus ( FS) bytes. I f the message is too long to be accommodated in one packet, the N IC
assembles addit ional frames to be transmitted sequenlially until all the data b sent.
Remember, if another node captures the token between packets, there will be a wail
before the next packet can be sent.

Figu re 12-30

Token-Ring packet format. (a) Token. (b) Data frame.

- - - -- - - Phys1cal header
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Token frame format
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Token-Ring Status
For the most part, the majority of LANs today are implemented with Ethernet. It is estimated that more than 90 percent of all LANs are Ethernet. However, some Token-Ring
installations still exist in older legacy systems and in IBM-equipped organizations. Over
the years, Token Ring has been updated. In 1998, a I00-Mbps version of Token Ring
(802.5t) was ratified, giving new life to this type of LAN. Today. a 1-Gbps version
(802.5v) is also available. Overall. these upgrades were too little too late since Ethernet
has virtually captured all the market for LAN equipment and software.

CHAPTER REVIEW
Summary
Networks are formed by computers linked by a communication medium for the purpose of information exchange. The
four basic types of networks are wide-area networks
(WANs), metropolitan-area networks (MANs), local-area
networks CLANs), and personal-area networks (PANs).
WANs and MANs are usually fiber-optic networks that connect a wide area (country. world) or a regional area (city).
MANs are usually the entry point for WANs. LANs are the
entry point for MANs. LANs are used inside an organization for communication with e-mail, filesharing. and Lnternet access.
Two other types of networks are the personal-area network (PAN) and the storage-area network (SAN). PANs connect portable devices to one another over short distances
wire lessly. SANs connect servers to large-scale disk storage
systems by fiber optics or via the Internet.
There are three basic LAN topologies: star, ring, and
bus. The bus is the most popular. It is the topology of

choice for the most widely implemented LAN, Ethernet.
Ethernet can use large coaxial. small coaxial, twisted-pair.
or fiber-optic cable as the transmission medium. Twistedpair cable, especially category 5 (CATS). is by far the
most widely used. Ethernet transmission speeds are I0 and
I 00 Mbps and I Gbps over twisted-pair or 1 or 10 Gbps
over fiber-optic cab le. LANs can also be wireless by
using radio.
There are two special versions of Ethernet, Ethernet in
the First Mile (EFM) and Power over Ethernet (PoE). EFM
uses the version of Ethernet for broadband access by pa-;sive
optical networks to homes and small businesses. PoE is a
method of distributing de power over UTP cable to remote
nodes on the network that need power. such as wireless access points and VolP telephones.
An effective but less popular LAN is the Token Ring. It
uses the ring topology, and different versions run at 4. 16. and
100 Mbps and at 1 Gbps.

Questions
1. What is the main purpose of a LAN?
2. Name an example of a WAN other than the telephone
system.
3. What is a common example of a MAN?
4. What is the upper limit on the number of users on
aLAN?
5. What is the name given to each PC in a network?
6. Name the four common LAN topologies.
7. Which two topologies are the most popular?
8. What is the name given to the main controlling PC in
aLAN?
9. Give two examples of a WAN.
10. What transmission medium is used in most MANs and
WANs?
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11. What is probably the most common application on a
LAN?
12. What is a SAN?
13. What transmission medium is used in a PAN?
14. What is the main advantage of a mesh networks?
15. What is the main advantage of coaxial cable over
twisted-pair cable?
16. Name the two types of twisted-pair cable.
17. What is one of the primary specifications of coaxial
cable?
18. Name the connector most widely used with twistedpair cable in LANs.
19. What is the contro ller board used to connect a PC to
a network?

20. What accessory is added to an Ethernet network if the
di~tance

2 1.

22.
23.

24.
25.

26.
27.

28.

29.
30.
31.

between nodes ill long or if the overall cable
length is long and the ~ignal i~ overly attenuated or
distorted?
What piece of equipment i!> u!>ed to connect two LANs
using the same format~ or protocols'?
What is an Ethernet\\\ itch. and what benefit does it offer?
What is a hub?
What is PoE and why i., it u~ed?
List the four Ethernet tram.mission speeds.
arne the basic topology of Ethernet.
What is the name of the line encoding method used
with Ethernet, and why is it used?
Name the two main types of cables used with Ethernet.
What is the access method used by Ethernet called?
(Give the fu ll name and the abbreviation.)
Explain brielly how a ~tation gains access to the LAN
when Ethernet is used.
What is the maximum length of data that can be transmilled in one Ethernet pucket?

32. What is the speed of Fast Ethernet?
33. In which layers of the OSI model does Ethernet
worl-?
34. Explain the process by which data can be transmitted at
1 Gbp., over copper cable.
35. What i-. the maximum transmission distance of 1-Gbps
and I 0-Gbps Ethernet? What two factors determine this
di'>tancc?
36. Whut arc the main applications of 1-Gbps and J0-Gbp~
Ethernet'!
37. What data encoding scheme is used in 1-Gbps and
I 0-Gbps Ethernet? Why is it used?
38. What tran-;mi%ion medium is used in EFM?
39. What topology does a Token-Ring LAN physically
resemble?
40. What arc the speeds of the Token Ring?
41. What is the maximum size of the data block in a TokenRing frame?
42. What method of error detection is used in Token Ring?
43. What types of connectors are used in Token Ring'?

Problems
1. What are the ba'>ic data transmission rate of Fast Ethernet and its bit rate interval? •
2. What i., the fa'>tcst Ethernet speed'?
3. How man) byte~ can be transmitted in the I 0 ms allowed
by a LA at the Token-Ring '>peed of 16 Mbps? •

4. Using 88/108 encoding. what is the actual line speed
of a network if the actual data rate is I 0 Gbps?

• Anrwen w Selected Problem:. follow Chap. 22.

Critical Thinking
1. Networks are U'>ually thought of in terms of generalpurpo~c

PCs in a LAN. However. other types of devices
and computers arc networked. Give one example.
2. Other than :-.peed of transmission. what three key
factors influence how fast two nodes in a LAN can
communicate?

3. Explain why 1-Gbps/1 0-Gbps Ethernet is slower with
the 881108 FEC.

USB connectors.
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Transmission Lines
•
T ransmission lines in communication carry telephone signals, computer data in
lANs, TV signals in cable TV systems, and signals from a transmitter to an antenna
or from an antenna to a receiver. Transmission lines are critical links in any
communication system. They are more than pieces of wire or cable. Their electrical characteristics are critical and must be matched to the equipment for
successful communication to take place. Transmission lines are also circuits. At
very high frequencies where wavelengths are short. transmission lines act as resonant circuits and even reactive components. At VHF, UHF, and microwave frequencies. most tuned circuits and filters are implemented with transmission lines.
This chapter covers basic transmission line principles-theory, behavior, and
applications.

Objectives
After completing this chapter. you will be able to:
•

Name the different types of transmission lines and list some specific
applications of each.

•

Explain the circumstances under which transmission lines can be used as
tuned circuits and reactive components.

• Define characteristic impedance and calculate the characteristic impedance
of a transmission line by using several different methods.
• Compute the length of a transmission line in wavelengths.
•

Define standing wave ratio (SWR), explain its significance for transmission
line design, and calculate SWR by using impedance values or the reflection
coefficient.

• State the criterion for a perfectly matched line and describe conditions
that produce an improperly matched line.
• Use the Smith chart to make transmission line calculations.
• Define stripline and microstrip and state where and how they are used.

13-1 Transmission line Basics
The two primary requirements of a Transmission line are that (I) the line introduce minimum
attenuation to the -.ignal and (2) the line not radiate any of the l>ignal <l'> radio energy. All
transmiv,ion line-. and connector-. are designed with these requiremenL'> in mind.

Transmission line

Types of Transmission Lines
Parallel-Wire Lines. Parallel-wire line i. made of two paraJlel

conductor~ "eparated
by a space of 1/2 in to several inche~. Figure 13- 1(a) shows a two-wire balanced line in
which in~ulating <,pacers have been used to keep the wires separated. Such line!> are rarely
used today. A variation of parallel line is the 300-!l twin-lead type shown in Fig. 13-1 (b),
where the spacing between the wires is maintained by a continuous pla•nic insulator.
Parall el-wire line~ arc rarely uc;ed today.

Coaxial

Cable. The most widel y used type of

tran s m1 s~ 1on

line is coaxial
cahle, which con s i~ts of a solid center conducror surrounded by a dielectric material ,
usuall y a plastic insulator such as Tenon Isee Fig. 13- 1(c)j. An air or gas dielectric. in
which the center conductor is held in place by peri odic insulating spacers, can a l ~o be
used. Over the insulator is a second conductor. a tubular braid or shield made of fine
wires. An outer plaMic <;heath protects and insulates the braid. Coaxial cable comes in a
variety of siLe<.,. from approximately 1/.t in to several inches in diameter.

Twisted-Pair Cable. TwiMed-pair cable. as the name irnpliel>. U!IC!I two in'>ulated
solid copper wires covered .,.,ith inl>ulation and loosely twisted together. Sec Fig. 13-1 (d).
Thic; type of cable''"" originally u..,ed in telephone wiring and is still u~cd for that toda).

Figure 13-1

Parallel-wire line

Coaxial cable

GOOD TO KNOW
The major benefit of coaxial
cable is that it is completely
shielded so that external noise
has little or no effect on it.

Common types of transmission lines. (a) Open-wire line. (b) Open-wire line called 300-il twin lead. (c) Coaxial cable
(d) Twisted-pair cable.

(a)

(b)

Outer plashc
msulahon

Fme·w1re bra1d
sh1eld

copper wire,
loosely twisled

(c)

(d)
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But it is also used for security system wmng of sensors and other equipment. And
twisted-pair cable, as you saw in Chap. 12, is one of the most widely used types of
wiring in local-area networks (LANs). It is generally known as unshielded twisted-pair
(UTP) cable. There are many grades of twisted-pair cable for handling low-frequency
audio or high-frequency pulses. The size of wire. type of insulation. and tightness of the
twist (twists per inch) determine its characteri<;tics. h is available with an overall braid
shield and is caJied shielded twisted-pair (STP) cable. The mo~t common ver:.ion contains four pairs within a common insulated tubing.

Balanced Versus Unbalanced lines
Balanced transmission line

Unbalanced transmission line

Common-mode rejection

Balun

Transmis!>ion lines can be balanced or unbalanced. A balanced line is one in which
neither wire is connected to ground. Instead. the signal on each wire is referenced to
ground. The same current flow s in each wire with respect to ground. although
the direction of current in one wire is 180° out of phase with the current in the other
wire. In an unbalanced line, one conductor is connected to ground. The twisted-pair line
[Fig. 13-2(d)] may be used in a balanced or un unbalanced am1ngcment. although the
balanced form is more common.
Open-wire line has a balanced configuration. A typical feed arrangement is shown
in Fig. 13-2(a). The dri\ ing generator and the receiving circuit arc center-tapped transformer<, in which the center taps are grounded. Balanced-line wire!. offer significant
protection from noise pickup and cross talk. Because of the identical polarities of the
signab on balanced lines, any external r..ignal induced into the cable appear!> on both
wires simultaneously but cancels at the receiver. This is called com1non-mode rejection.
and noise reduction can be as great as 60 to 70 dB.
Figure 13-2(b) !>how:. an unbalanced line. Coaxial cables arc unbalanced lines: the
current in the center conductor is referenced to the braid. which i:. connected to ground.
Coaxial cable and shielded twisted-pair cable provide significant but not complete protection from noise pickup or cross talk from inductive or capacitive coupling due to external signals. Unshielded lines may pick up signals and cross talk and can even radiate
energy, resulting in an undesirable loss of signal.
It is sometimes necessary or desirable to convert from balanced to unbalanced operation or vice versa. This is done with a device called a balun. from "balanced-unbalanced.'"

Wavelength of Cables
The two-wire cables that carry 60-Hz power line signals into homes are transmission
lines. as are the wires connecting the audio output of stereo receivers to stereo speakers.

Figure 13-2

(a) Balanced line. (b) Unbalanced line.
·- _ __ _ _ __ __ __ __
Transmitter (TX)

jJJ F

:

Open·w1re hne

______________ •

orl/

:

ted pair

Receiver (RX)

: : ~ ~!,.___~!! 311 ~

______________ ,

Voltage on each

: _____________ _

line equal but 180'
out of phase and referenced to ground
(a)

Voltage on line
relerenced to
ground
Coaxial line (or twisted pair)
TX

t -------------------------------

_ [ - -- - - - -

·~;t,~idi; gr~~~d~- - - - ---(b)
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RX

-J ~enter

conductor

At these low frequencies, the transmission line acts as a carrier of the ac voltage. For
these applications, the only characteristic of the cable of interest is resistive loss. The
size and electrical characteristics of low-frequency lines can vary widely without affecting performance. An exception is conductor size. which determines current-carrying
capability and voltage drop over long distances. The electrical length of conductors is
typically shon compared to I wavelength of the frequency they carry. A pair of currentcarrying conductors is not considered to be a transmission line unless it is at least 0.1 ,.\
long at the signal frequency.
Cables used to carry RF energy are not simply resistive conductors but are complex
equivalents of inductors. capacitors. and resistors. Furthermore. whenever the length of
a u·ansmission line is the same order of magnitude as or greater than the wavelength of
the transmitted signal. the line takes on special characteristics and requires a more
complex analysis.
As discussed earlier, wavelength is the length or distance of one cycle of an ac wave
or the distance that an ac wave travels in the time required for one cycle of that signal.
Mathematically. wavelength X. is the ratio of the speed of light to the frequency of the
signal f: ,.\ = 300.000,000/f, where 300 million is the speed of light, in meters per second, in free space or air (300,000.000 m/s
186,400 mils) and.fis in hertz. This is also
the speed of a radio signal.
The wavelength of a 60-Hz power line signal is then

=

A = 300.000.000
60

=5

GOOD TO KNOW

X 106 m

That's an incredibly long distance-several thousand miles. Practical transmission line
distances at such frequencies are, of course, far smaller. At radio frequencies, however,
say 3 MHz or more, the wavelength becomes considerably shorter. The wavelength at
3 MHz is ,.\ = 300,000.000/3.000,000 = 100m, a distance of a little more than 300 ft.
or the length of a football field. That is a very practical distance. As frequency gets higher,
wavelength gets shorter. At higher frequencies, the wavelength formula is simplified to
,\ = 300/f, where frequency is in megahertz. A 50-MHz signal has a wavelength of 6 m.
By using feet instead of meters. the wavelength formula becomes A = 984z{, where f is
in megahertz (,.\ is now expressed in feet).
If the wavelength is known, frequency can be computed as follows:
.
300
j(MHz) = - -

A(m)

or

A pair of current-carrying
conductors is not considered a
transmission line unless it is at
least 0.1 ,.\ long at the signal
frequency.

984
.f(MHz)= A(ft)

The distance represented by a wavelength in a given cable depends on the type of
cable. The speed in a cable can be anywhere from 0.5 to 0.95 times the speed of light
waves (radio waves) in space. and the signal wavelength in a cable will be proportionally

Example 13-1
For an operating frequency of 450 MHz, what length of a pair of conductors is considered to be a transmission line'? (A pair of conductors does nor act as a transmission
line unless it is at least 0.1 ,.\ long.)
984
,.\ = - = 219 fl
450
.
0.1 ,.\

= 2.19(0.1)

= 0.219 ft (2.628 in)
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less than the wavelength of that signal in space. Thus the calculated length of cables is
shorter than wavelengths in free space. This is discussed later.

Example 13-2
Calcu late the physical length of the transmission line in Example 13-1 a -% A long.

3

2.19(3)

8 A= -

8

= 0.82 ft (9.84 in)

Connectors
Connector

Most transmission lines terminate in some kind of connector. a device that connects
the cable to a piece of equipment or to another cable. An ordinary ac power plug and
outlet are basic types of connectors. Speci al connectors are used with parallel lines
and coaxial cable. Connectors, ubiquitous in communication equipment, arc often
taken for granted. This is unfortunate. because they are a common failure point in
many applications.

SMA connector

Coaxial Cable Connectors. Coaxial cable requires special connectors that will
mainrain the characteristics of the cable. A lthough the inner conductor and shield braid
could theoretically be secured w ith screws as parallel lines. the result would be a drastic change in electrical attributes, resulting in signal attenuation. distortion, and other
problems. Thus coaxial connecrors are designed not only to provide a convenient way
to attach and disconnect equipment and cables but also to maintain the physical integrity
and electrical properties of the cable.
T he choice of a coaxial connector depends on the type and size of cable, the frequency of operation, and the application. The most common types are the PL-259 or
UHF. BNC, F. SMA. and N-rype connectors.
The PL-259 connector is shown in Fig. 13-3(a); the internal construction and connection principles for the PL-259 are shown in Fig. 13-3(b). The body of the connector
is designed to fit around the end of a coaxial cable and to provide convenient ways to
attach the shield braid and the inner conductor. The inner conductor is soldered to a male
pin that is insulated from the body of the connector. which is soldered or crimped to the
braid. A coupler tits over the body: it has inner threads that permi t the connector to attach
to matching 5crew threads on a connector called the S0-239, which is mounted on a
female chassis.
T he PL-259, wh ich is also referred to as a UHF connectUJ; can be used up to low
UHF values (less than 500 MHz), although it is more widely used at HF and VHF. rr
can accommodate both l arge (up to 0.5-in) and small (0.25-in) coaxial cable.
Another very popular connector is the BNC connector (Fig. 13-4). BNC connectors are widely used on 0.25-in coaxial cables for attaching test instruments, such as
osci lloscopes, frequency counters, and spectrum analyzers, to the equipment being
tested. BNC connectors are al so widely used on 0.25-in coaxial cables in LANs and
some UHF radios.
ln BNC connectors. the center conductor of the cable is soldered or crimped to a
male pin, and the shield braid is attached to the body of the connector. An outer shell
or coupler rotates and physically attaches the connector to a mating female connector by
way of a pin and cam channel on the rotating coupling [see Fig. 13-4(b)].
One of the many variations of BNC connectors is the barrel connector. which allows
two cables to be attached to each other end to end. and the T coupler. which permits
taps on cables [see Fig. 13-4(a) and (d)]. Another variation is the SMA connectm: which
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Coaxial connector

Pl-259 connector

BNC connector

Figure 13-3

UHF connectors. (o) PL-259 male connector. (b) Internal construction and
connections for the PL-259. (c) S0-239 female chassis connector.
Coax1al cable

I
(a)

-1

l-51161n

~------------~--

Tinned with
solder
Internal
threads

Cop~r

w1re

'-..
Coaxial cable
"""'- stnpped for
attachment 10
connector

Threads
Body

Shdes
over
body

Solder braid
4 (places)
(b)

(c)

Figure 13-4

BNC connectors. (o) Male. (b) Female. (c) Barrel connector. (d) T connector.
Cam slot
for rotating slide
connection

Female -

l

Female

(C)

(a)

Female -

-

Female

Male
(d)

P1n for cam slot

Trnn~m isl>ion

L i nc~
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Figure 13-5

SMA connector.
Hex s1des

!of body

"I

~310!

F-type connector

RCA phonograph connector

N-type connector

mes screw threads instead of the cam l.lot and pin (Fig. 13-5). The SMA connector is
characterized by the hexagonal shape of the body of the male connector. Like the BNC
connector, it is used with smaller coaxial cable.
The least expensive coaxial cable connector is the F-1.\'lJe connect01; which is widely
used for TV sets, VCRs, DVD players, and cable TV. The cable plug and its matching
chassis jack are shown in Fig. 13-6. The shield of the coaxial cable is crimped to the connector, and the solid wire center conductor of the cable, rather than a separate pin. is used
as the connection. A hex-shaped outer ring is threaded to attach the plug to the mating jack.
Another inexpensive coaxial connector is the well-known RCA phonograph connector
(Fig. 13-7), which is used primari ly in audio equipment. Originally designed over 60 years
ago to connect phonograph pick-up arms from turntables to amplifiers. these versatile and
low-cost devices can be used at radio frequencies and have been used for TV set connections in the low VHF range.
The best-performing coaxial connector i<; the N-rype connector (Fig. 13-8). which i-.
used mainly on large coaxial cable at the higher frequencie!-., both UHF and microwave.
N-type connectors are complex and expen-.ive. but do a beuer job than other connectors
in maintaining the electrical characteristic-. of the cable through the interconnections.

Figure 13-6

The F connector used on lV sets, VCRs, and cable lV boxes.
F·Jack on
equipment
(threaded)

\.

F-plug

Figure 13-7

Center wire

RCA phonograph connectors are sometimes used for RF connectors up to VHF.
Center
conductor

Outer
Shield

I

(\ ©J~-.-l____.\
Molded RCA
phonograph plug

\

RCA phonograph
rack on equipment
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Figure 13-8

N-type coaxial connector.

Characteristic Impedance
When the length of a transmission line is longer than several wavelengths at the signal
frequency, the two parallel conductors of the transmission line appear as a complex
impedance. The wires exhibit considerable series inductance whose reactance is significant at high frequencies. In series with this inductance is the resistance of the wire or
braid making up the conductors. which includes inherent ohmic resistance pl us any resistance due to skin effect. Fwther, the parallel conductors form a distributed capacitance
with the insulation, which acts as the dielectric. In addition. there is a shunt or leakage
resistance or conductance (C) across the cable as the result of imperfections in the insulation between the conductors. The result is that to a high-frequency signal, the transmission line appears as a distributed low-pass tilter consisting of series inductors and
resistors and shunt capacitors and resistors [Fig. 13-9(a)j. This is called a lumped model
of a distributed line.
In the simplified equivalent circuit in Fig. 13-9(b), the inductance, resistance, and
capacitance have been combined into larger equivalent lumps. The shunt leakage resistance is very high and has negligible effect. so it is ignored. In short segments of the
line, the series resistance of the conductors can sometimes be ignored because it is so
low as to be insignificant. Over longer lengths. however. this resistance is responsible
for considerable signal attenuation . The effects of the inductance and capacitance are
considerable, and in fact they determine the characteristics of the l ine.
An RF generator connected to such a transmission line sees an impedance that is a
function of the inductance. resistance. and capacitance in the circuit-the characteristic or
surge impedance Z 0 . If we assume that the length of the line is infinite, this impedance is
resistive. The characteristic impedance is also purely resistive for a finite length of line if
a resistive load equal to the characteristic impedance is connected to the end of the line.

Figure 13-9

Characteristic (surge) impedance

A transmission line appears as a distributed low-pass filter to any driving generator. (a) A distributed line with
lumped components. (b) Simplified equivalent circuit.
L

c

L

R

(a)

(b)
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Figure 13-10

A transmission line whose load is resistive and equal to the surge
impedance appears as an equal resistance to the generator.
Any finite length of 300-H hne

Zo

300

n

Determming Z 0 from Inductance and Capacttance. For an infinitely long

transmil'sion line. the characteristic impedance Zo is given by the formula Z0 = ·VLJC.
where Z0 is in ohms. L i\ the inductance of tbe tran\mic;sion line for a given length.
and C is the capacitance for that same length. The formula is valid even for finite lengths
if the transmission line i<; terminated with a load rc,i!.tor equal to the characteri'>tic
impedance (see Fig. 13-1 0). This is the normal connection for a transmission line in any
application. In equation form.

R,

= Zo

If the line. load. and generator impedances arc made equal. as i~ the case with
matched generator and load resistances. the criterion for maximum power transfer
is met.
An impedance meter or bridge can be used to measure the inductance and capacitance of a \ection of parallel line or coaxial cable to obtain the values needed to calculate lhe impedance. A ...<.ume. e.g.. that a capacitance of 0.0022 f.LF (2200 pF) is measured
for 100 ft. The inductance of each conductor is measured separately and then added, for
a total of 5.5 f.LH. (Resistance is ignored because it docs not enter into the calculation of
characteristic impedance: however. it will cause signal attenuation over long distances.)
The surge impedance i'> then

Zo =

- =

~

.5

X

I0

2200 X 10

6
12

•

r::-:;:;:

= v 2500 = 50 .n

In practice, tt ts unnecc.,sary to make these calculations because cable manufacturers
always -.pccify impedance.
The characteri<.tic impedance of a cable is independent of length. We calculated it
by using a value of Land C for I 00 ft. but 50 n is the correct value for I ft or I 000 ft.
Note that the actual impedance approaches the calculated impedance only if the cable is
several wavelength~ or more in length as terminated in its characteristic impedance. For
line length'> less than 1.0 A. characteri'>tic impedance does not matter.
Most transmission line~ come with c;tandard fixed values of characteristic impedance. For example. the widely used twin-lead balanced line [Fig. 13- 1(b)l has a characteristic impedance of 300 0. Open-wire l ine !Fig. 13- 1(n)l. which is no longer widely
used. wa'> made with impedances of 450 and 600 D.. The common characteristic impedances of coaxial cable are 52. 53.5. 75. 93. and 125 H.

Velocity Factor
An important consideration in transmi'>'>IOn line applications is that the speed of the
signal in the transmis.,ion line is slower than the -,peed of a signal in free space. The
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,·elocit) of propagation of a '>ignal in a cable is less than the velocity of propagation of
light in free :,pace b) a fraction called the 1·e/ocity factor (VF). which i-. the ratio of the
velocit) in the trammi!>sion line V1, to the velocity in free <,pace V, :

v,,

VF =

V"

VF = -

or

v,

Velocity factor

c

where V,. = c = 300,000.000 mh..
Velocity factors in transmis~ion line:-. vary from approximately 0.5 to 0.9. The velocity factor of a coaxial cable i~ typically 0.6 to 0.8. Open-wire line ha!> a YF of about
0.9. and 300-fl twin-lead line ha\ a velocity factor of about 0.8.

C 1 cul ating Velocity Fact( r The velocity factor in a line can be computed v.ith
the expression YF = 1/v'E. where e i~ rhe dielectric conMant of the insulating material.
For example. if the dielectric in a coaxial cable is Tetlon, thl.! didectric constant is 2.1
and the velocity factor is I J'\1"2.1 = 1/1.45 = 0.69. That is, the ~peed of the signal in the
coaxia l cable is 0.69 times the speed or light. or 0.69 X J00,000.000
207,000.000 m/s
( 128.616 mi/s).
If a lo~sless (zero-resistance) line i~ assumed. an approximation of the velocity of
propagation can be computed with the expre~sion

=

= -I-

V

"

ft/s

'I([C

where I i!> the length or total di~tance of travel of the -.ignal in feet or some other unit
or length and L and C arc given in that '>mne unit. A~~ume, e.g.. a coaxial cable with a
characteri~tic impedance or 50 H and a capacitance of 30 pF/rt. The inductance per foot
i~ 0.075 f.ll-1 or 75 nH. The velocity of propagation per foot in this cable is
V

=--

" V75X

I
9

10- X 30 X I 0

12

= 6.7

X

IOH ft/s

or 126,262 mil s. or 2o.t X I o(• mfo.•.
The velocity factor i~ then

VF

V"
V,

20-+ X 106
---=
0.68
300 X 106

Ca lcul ating Transmission Lm e Length. The veloci ty factor must be taken into
corv.. ideration in computing the length of a transmission line in wavelengths. lt i'>
-..ometime~ necessary to usc a one-half or one-quarter wavelength of a specific type
of transmission line for a specific purpose. e.g .• impedance matching. filtering. and
tuning.
The formula given earlier for one wavelength of a signal in free :-.pace is A = 98..+/f
Thi' expre~sion. however, mu-.t be modified by the veloctty factor to arrive at the true
length of a transmission line. The new formula is

YF

A(rt) - 984j "( M H;.)
Suppo:..c. e.g., that we want to lind the actual length in feet of a quarter-wavelength
'>egmcnt of coaxial cable with a VF of 0.65 at 30 MHt. U~ing the formula give!>
A 98-+( YF/f) = 98-+(0.65/ 30) - 21.32 ft. The length in feet is one-quarter of thi:... or
21 .32/ 4 = 5.33 ft.
The correct velocity factor for calculating the correct length of a given transmis:-.ion
line can be obtained from manufacturer,· literature and variou-.. handbook5.
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Figure 13-11

The effect of the time delay of a transmission line on signals. (a} Sine wave
delay causes a lagging phase shift. (b} Pulse delay.
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Time Delay

GOOD TO KNOW
Transmission line delay is often
the determining factor in calculating the maximum allowed cable
length in LANs.

nme delay (transit time)

Because the velocity of propagation of a transmis!.ion line is less than the \'elocity of
propagation in free space. it is logical to assume that any line will slow down or delay
any signal applied to it. A signal applied at one end of a line appear)> some time later at
the other end of the line. This is called the time delay or 1ransit time for the line. A transmission line used specifically for the purpose of achieving delay is called a delay line.
Figure 13-11 shows the effect of time delay on a c;inc wave signal and a pulse train.
The output sine wave appears later in time than the input, so it is shifted in phase. The
effect is the same as if a lagging phase shift were introduced by a reactive circuit. In
the case of the pulse train. the pulse delay is determined by a factor that depends on the
type and length of the delay line.
The amount of delay time i s a function of a line's inductance and capacitance.
The opposition to changes in current offered by the inductance plus the charge and
discharge time of the capacitance leads to a linite delay. This del:ly time is computed
with the expression

'" = -vrc
where td is in seconds and L and C are the inductance and capacitance. respectively. per
unit length of line. If Land Care given in terms of feet. the delay time will be per foot.
For example, if the capaci tance of a particular line is 30 pF/ft and irs inductance is
0.075 J..LHII't, the delay time is

t,, = V0.075

X 10 6 X 30 X 10

12

=

A 50-ft length of this line would introduce 1.5 X 50
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1.5 X 10- 9 or 1.5 ns/ft

= 75 ns of delay.

Time delay introduced by a coa\ial cable can also be calculated by using the fom1ula

1.016VE

'" =

ns/ft

where 1,1 is the time delay in nanosecond!> per foot and E is the dielectric constant of the
cable.
For example, the total time delay introduced by a 75-ft cable w ith a dielectric constant of 2.3 is

'" =

= 1.016\12.3 =

1.016VE

1.016(1.517) - 1.54 nslft

for a total delay of 1.54(75) = I 15.6 ns.
To determine the phase -;hift represented by the delay. the frequency and period of
the sine wave must be known. The period or time T for one cycle can be determined
with the well-known formula T
Iff, wherefis the frequency of the -;ine wave. Assume
a frequency of-+ MH1.. The period is

T =

I

4 X l(i'

= 250 X

I0

- '>

= 250 ns

The phase shift of the previously described 50-ft line with a delay of 75 ns is
given by

e

=

360 t,,

T

=

360(75)
250

=

1os·

Transmission line delay i., m.ually ignored in RF applications, and it is virtually irrelevant in radio communication. However. in high-frequency applications where timing is
important, transmission line delay can be significant. For example, in LANs, the time of
transition of the binary pulses on u coaxial cable is often the determining factor in calculating the maximum allowed cable length.
Some applications require exact timing and sequencing of signals. especially
pui'>C'>. A coaxial delay line can be U'>Cd for this purpo!-.e. Obviously. a large roll of
coaxial cable i'> not a convenient component in modern electronic equipment. As a
re~;ult. artificial delay line~; have been developed. The-.e arc made up of individual
inductors and capacitorl. connected a'> a low-pass filter to '>imulate a distributed tran!>mission line. Alternati\ely. a more compact distributed delay line can be constructed
consisting of a coil of insulated wire wound over a metallic form. The coil of wire
provides the distributed inductance and at the same time act!-. a!:o one plate of a di:-.trihuted capacitor. The metallic rorm is the other plate. Such artificial delay lines are
widely used in TV sets. osci llo:-.copes. radar units. and many other pieces of electronic
equipment.

Transmission line SpPcifications
Figure 13-12 summarizes the .,pecifications of several popular types of coaxial cable.
Many coaxial cables are de'>ignmed by an alphanumeric code beginning with the letter"
RG or a manufacturer"s part number. The primary specifications arc characteristic impedance and at tenuation. Other important specifications are maximum breakdown voltage
rating. capacitance per foot. velocity ractor, and outside diameter in inches. The attenuation i~ the amount of power lost per I 00 ft of cable expressed in decibels at I 00 MHt..
Attenuation i!. directly proportional to cable length and increases with frequency. Detailed
cham and graphs of attenuation vcr"u" frequency are also available. so that users can
predict the losses for their application<.. Attenuation ve.-..u!> frequency for four coaxial
cable type'> is plotted in Fig. 13-13. The loss is significant at vel) high frequencies. Ho\o\e\'er, the larger the cable, the lower the IO!:oS. For purpose!'> of comparison, look at the
charactcri'>tic!-. of 300-!1 twin-lead cable listed in Fig. 13-12. Note the low loss compared
to coaxial cable.
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Figure 13-12

Type of
cable
RG-8/ U
RG-8/ U foam
RG-11/ U
RG-11 / U foam
RG-58A/ U
RG-59/ U
RG-62A/ U
RG-214/ U
9913
Twin-lead
(open-line)

Table of common transmission line characteristics.

Zo. n

VF, %

C, pF/ft

Outside
diameter,
in

66
80
66
80
66
66
86
66
84

29.5
25.4
20.6
16.9
28.5
21 .0
13.5
30.8
24.0

0.405
0.405
0.405
0.405
0.195
0.242
0.242
0.425
0.405

82

5.8

52
50
75
75
53.5
73
93
50
50
300

Attenuation,
dB/100ft*

Vmax' rms

4000
1500
4000
1600
1900
2300
750
5000

2.5
1.6
2.5
1.6
5.3
3.4
2.8
2.5
1.3
0.55

* At 100 MHz.

Example 13-3
A 165-ft section of RG-58A /U at I00 MHz is being used to connect a transmitter to
an antenna. Its attenuation for 100 fl at 100 MHz is 5.3 dB. Its input power from a
transmitter is I 00 W. What are the total attenuation and the output power to the
antenna?
Cable attenuation

5.3 dB

= - - = 0.053 dB/ft
100 ft

Total attenuation = 0.053 X 165 = 8.745 dB or - 8.745
dB

= 10 loo P.,u,
o P;n

Pout

P;n =

P0 u1

=

I

og

- I

dB
10

and

100 log - 1 (-8.745)
IO

Pout = 100(0.1335)

(

Pout = P ;11 log-

= 100 log -

I(

1

dB )
10

- 0.8745 )

= 13.35 W

Cutoff frequency

The loss in a cable can be significant. especially at the higher f requencies. In
Example 13-3, the transmitter put I 00 W into the line. but at the end of the lj ne. the output power- the level of the signal that is applied to the antenna- was only 13.35 W. A
maj or loss of 86.65 W dissipated as heat in the transmission line.
Several things can be done tO minimize loss. First. every attempt should be made to
lind a way to shorten the distance between the transmitter and the antenna. l f that i s not
feasible, it may be possible to use a larger cable. For the application in Example 13-3,
the RG-58A/U cable was used. This cable has a characteristic impedance of 53.5 n, so
any value near that would be satisfactory. One possibility would be the RG-8/U, with an
impedance of 52 n and an attenuation of only 2.5 dB/ I 00 ft. A n even better choice would
be the 99 13 cable. w ith an impedance of 50 n and an attenuation of 1.3 dB/1 00 ft.
When you are considering the relationship between cable length and attenuation.
remember that a transmission line is a low-pass filter whose cutojf.frequency depends
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figure 13-13

Attenuation versus frequency for common coaxial cables. Note that both
scales on the graph are logarithmic.
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hoth on distributed inductance and capacitance along the line and on length. The longer
the line, the lower ih cutoff frequency. Thi-. means that higher-frequency ~ignal~ beyond
the cutoff frequency arc rolled off at a rapid rate.
This is illustralcd in Fig. 13-14. which shows attenuation curves for four lengths of
a popular type of coaxial cable. Remember that the cutoff frequency is the 3-dB down
poinr on a frequency-re~ponsc cum.:. I f we a'>sume that an attenuation of 3 dB i'> the
,ame as a 3-dB l<h'>. then we can e-.timate the cutoff frequency of different lengths of
cahle. The 3-dB down level is marked on the graph. No". note the cutoff frequency for
different length-. of cable. The <>horter cable (I 00 fl) ha'> the highest cutoff frequency,

Figure 13-14

Attenuation versus length for RG-58A/U coaxtal cable. Note that both scales on the graph are logarithmic.
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making the bandwidth about 30 MHz. The 200-ft cable has a cutoff of about 8 MHz, the
500-ft cable has a cutoff of approximately 2 MHz, and the 1000-ft cable has a cutoff of
approximately 1 MHz. The higher ti·equencies are passed but are severely attenuated by
the cable as it gets longer. It should be clear why it is important to use the larger. lowerloss cables for longer runs despite cost and hand ling inconvenience.
Finally, a gain antenna can be used to offset cable loss. These antennas are discussed
in Chap. 14.

Example 13-4
A 150-ft length of RG-62A/U coaxial cable is used as a transmission line. Find
(a) the load impedance that must be used to terminate the line to avoid reflections,

(b) the equivalent inductance per foot, (c) the time delay introduced by the cable,

(d) the phase shift that occurs on a 2 .5-MHz sine wave, and (e) the total attenuation
in decibels. (Refer to Fig. 13-12.)

a. The characteristic impedance is 93 !l; therefore the load must offer a resistance of
93

b.

n to avoid reflections.

Zo = \)(:
{I:_
L

c. rd

Z0

= 93 fl

C

=

13.5 pF/ft

= CZ0 2 = 13.5 X 10 12 X (93f = 116.76 nH/ft
= VLC = Yl l6.76 X 10- 9 X 13.5 X J0- 12 =

150 ft X 1.256 ns/ft
I

I

f

2.5 X 10- 6

d. T = - =

e=

188.3(360)
400

1.256 ns/ft

= 188.3 ns
= 400 ns

= 169.47°

.
2.8 dB
ft
e. Attenuation =
100
150 ft X 0.028 dB/ft

= 0.028 dB/ft

= 4.2 dB

13-2 Standing Waves

Standing wave
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When a signal is applied to a transmission line. it appears at the other end of the line
some time later because of the propagation delay. If a resistive load equal to the characteristic impedance of a line is connected at the end of the line. the signal is absorbed
by the load and power is dissipated as heat If the load is an antenna, the signal is converted to e lectromagnetic energy and radiated into space.
If the load at the end of a line is an open circuit or a short circuit or has an impedance other than the characteristic impedance of the line. the signal is not fully absorbed
by the load. When a line is not terminated properly, some of the energy is reflected from
the end of the line and actuall y moves back up the line. toward the generator. This
reflected voltage adds to the forward or incident generator voltage and forms a composite
voltage that is distributed along the line. This pattern of voltage and its related cunent
constitute what is called a srandi11g li'C/Ve.
Standing waves are not desirable. The reflection indicates that the power produced
by the generator is not totally absorbed by the load. In some cases, e.g., a short-ci rcuited
Chapter 13

or open line. no power get<, to the load because all the power is reflected back to the
generator. The following section~ examine in detail how standing wave~ arc generated.

The Relationship Between Reflections
and Standing Waves
Figure 13- 15 ''ill be U\ed to illustrate ho'' reflections are generated and hO\\ they contribute to the formation of Manding waves. Part (a) shows ho" a de pul\c propagates
along a tran!>mission line made up of identical LC section!>. A battery (generator) is used
as the input signal along with a switch to create an on/off de pul!>e.
The transmission line is open at the end rather than being terminated in the characteri..,tic impedance of the line. An open transmission line will. of course. produce a reflection and standing waves. Note that the generator has an internal impednnce of R~:, which
is equal to the characteristic impedance of the transmission line. Assume a transmi~!>ion
line impedance of 75 !l and an internal generator resistance of 75 !1. The I 0 V supplied
by the generator is. therefore. distributed equally across the impedance of the line and
the internal resistance.
Now ac;sume that the switch is closed to connect the generator to the line. As you
know. connecting a de source to reactive components such as inductors and capacitors produce~ transient signab '" the inductors oppose changes in current while the capacitors
oppose changes in voltages. Capacitor C 1 initially act<; as a short circuit when the switch
i~ closed. but soon begin\ to charge toward the battery voltage through L 1 • A~ ~oon as the
voltage at point A begin~ to ri~e. it applies a voltage to the next section of the transmi~
sion line made up of C1 and L2 . Therefore, C2 begin~ to charge through ~· The proce~s
continues on down the line until C4 charges through L4 • and '>0 on. The ~ignal moves down
the line from left to right as the capacitors charge. Lossless (7ero-resistance) component'>
are assumed. and so the la\t capacitor C4 eventually charges to the \Upply \Oitagc.

Figure 13-1 5

How a pulse propagates along a transmission line.
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Reflected wave
Incident wave

For the purposes of thi~ illustration. a~sume that the length of the line and il'> other
characteristics are such that the time delay is 500 ns: 500 ns after the \witch is closed.
an output pulse will occur at the end of the line. At this time. the voltage across the output capacitance C4 is equal to 5 V or one-half of the supply voltage.
The instant that the output capacitance charge., to its final value of 5 V. all current
flow in the line ceases. causing any magnetic lield around the inducwr<. to collapse. The
energy c;tored in the magnetic field of L4 is equal to the energ) \tored in the output capacitance C.~. Therefore. a vollage of 5 V is induced into the inductor. The polarity of thi'>
voltage will be in ~uch a direction that it adds to the charge already on the capacitor.
Thus the capacitor wil l charge to 2 times the applied 5-V voltage. or 10 V.
A ~imilar effect then takes place in L 1 . The magnetic tield aero~!> Ll collapses. doubling the vollagc charge on C,. Next. the magnetic field around L1 collapses, charging
C~ to 10 V. The same effect occur' in L 1 and C 1• Once the signal reache~ the right end
of the line. a reverse charging eiTect takes place on the capacitor\ from right to left. The
effect i!. as if a signal were moving from output to input. This moving charge from right
to left is the retlection. or re.f1ected H'ltl'e, and the input wave from the generator to the
end of the line is the incident H•m·e.
It takes another 500 lb for the reflected wave to get back to the generator. At the end
of I IJ.!I. the input to the transmission line goes more positive by 5 Y. for a total of 10 Y.
Figure 13-15(b) !-how' the waveform~ for the input. output. and reflected voltage'>
with respect to time. Observing the waveform'>. folio\\ the previou!>ly described action
with the closing of the switch at time t 0 . Since both the characteristic impedance of the
line and the internal generator re!.istnnce arc 75
one-half of the baltcry voltage appear-.
at the input to the line at point A. Thir- voltage propagates down the line. charging the
line capacitor~ as it goes. until it reaches the end of the line and fully charges the output capacitance. At that time the current in the inductance begin., to cease. with magnetic field!. collapsing and inducing voltage-. that double the output voltage at the end of
the line. Thus after 500 nc, the output acros.., the open end of the line is I 0 Y.
The rellection begins and now moves back down the line from right to left: after
another 500 ns. it reaches the line input, the input to the line to jump to I 0 Y. Once the
reflection stops. the entire line capacitance is fully charged to I 0 Y. as might be expected.
The preceding description concerned what is known as an open-circuit load. Another
extreme condition is a .\/tort-circuit load. For thi'> -;ituation. assume a o;hon acroso; C4 in
Fig. 13-15(a).
When the switch i.., clo-.,ed. again 5 V i'> applied to the input of the line. which i..,
then propagated down the line a~ the line capacitors charge. Since the end of the line is
short-circuited. inductor L4 ill. in effect, the load for this line. The voltage on C 1 is then
applied to L4 • At this point. the reflection begins. The current in L. 1 collapses. inducing
a voltage which is then propagated down the line in the oppo:-.ite direction. The voltage
induced in L4 is equal and opposite to the voltage propagated down the line. Therefore.
this voltage is equal and opposite to the \Oltagc on CJ. which causes C, to be discharged.
As the reflection work'> its way back down the line from right to left. the line capacitance is continually discharged until it reaches the generator. fttakes 500 ns for the charge
to reach the end of the line und another 500 ns for the reflection to move back to the
generator. Thus in a total of I IJ.S. the input voltage switches from 5 to 0 V. Of courlle.
the voltage across the output !lhort remain~ tero during the entire time.
Open and shorted tran,mi.,.,ion lines are sometimes used to create special effect'>. In
practice. however. the load on a transmis~ion line is neither inlinite nor 0 n: rmher. it i'
typically 'ome value in between. The load may be resil>tive or may have a reactive component. Antennas typically do not have a perfect re~i~tance value. Instead they frequently have
a small capacitive or inductive reactance. Thus the load impedance i!> equivalent to a series
RC or RL circuit with an impedance or the form N :t jX. If the load is not exactly resistive and i"> equal to the characteri!>tic impedance of the line. a rellcction is produced. the
exact voltage levels depending on the complex impedance of the load. Usually ~ome of the
power is absorbed by the resi'>tive part or the line: the mismatch ~till produces a reflection.
but the rellection is not equal to the original .,ignal. a<; in the case of a .,honed or open load.

n.
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In most communication application\. the signal applied to a transmic;sion line b an
ac \ignal. This situation can be analy;cd by assuming the .,ignal to be a .,inc wave. The
effect of the line on a sine wave is liJ..e that described above in the discussion based on
an analysis of Fig. 13- I 5. If the line is terminated in a resistive load equal to the characteristic impedance of the line, the sine wave signal i1- fully absorbed by the load and
no reflection occur'>.

Matched Lines
Ideally. a transmission line should be terminated in a load that hm. a resistive impedance
equal to the charactcri\tic impedance of the line. This is called a marched line. For example. a 50-0 coaxial cable should be terminated with a 50-fl resistance. as \hown in
Fig. 13-16. If the load i'> an antenna. then that antenna ),hould look like a resi'>tance of
50 n. When the load impedance and the characteristic impedance of the line match. the
tran'>mission goe\ ... moothly and ma.ximum power transfer les~ any resi'>tive lm.\es in
the line-tnkC\ place. The line can be any length. One of the key objectives in designing antenna and transmission line !-ystems is to ensure this match.
Alternating-current voltage (or current) at any point on a matched line i), a constant
value (disregarding losses). A cotTCctly terminated transmh.'>ion line. therefore. i'> said to
be j1ar. For example. if a voltmeter i'> moved down a matched line from generator to
load and the rm., voltage \'alue~ arc ploucd. the resulting wa,elcngth versu'> H>ltagc line
will be flat (sec Fig. 13-17). Re~istivc losses in the line would. of course. produce a
~mall voltage drop along the line, giving it a downward tilt for greater lengths.

Figure 13-16

Matched line

GOOD TO KNOW
When the mismatch between
load resistive impedance and line
impedance is great, the reflected
power can be high enough to
damage the transmitter or the
line itself.

A transmission line must be terminated in its characteristic impedance for
proper operation.
Generator
Impedance

~

50·!1 coaxial cable

son

Figure 13- 17

The voltage on a matched line is constant over length.
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Forward (or incident) power
Reflected power

lf the load impedance is different from the line characteristic impedance. not all the
power u·ansmitted is absorbed by the load. The power not absorbed by the load is reflected
back toward the source. The power sent down the line toward the load is called forward
or incidem power; the power not absorbed by the load i<; called reflected power; The signal actually on a line is simply the algebraic sum of the forward and reflected signals.
Reflected power can represent a significant loss. If a line has a 3-dB loss end to end,
only a 3-dB attenuation of the reflected wave will occur by the time the signal reaches
the generator. What happens there depend!', upon the relative impedance of the generator
and the line. Only part or the reflected energy is di!>'>ipated in the line. In cases in which
the mismatch between load resistive impedance and line impedance il-. great, the reflected
power can be high enough to actually cause damage to the transmitter or tl1e line itself.

Shorted lines
The condition for a <,hort circuit is illustrated in Fig. 13-18. The graph below the transmission line shows the plot of voltage and current at each point on the line that would
be generated by using the values given by a voltmeter and ammeter moved along the
line. As expected in the case of a short at the end of a line, the voltage is zero when the
current is maximum. All the power is reflected back toward the generator. Looking at
the plot. you can see that the voltage and current variations distribute themselves according to the signal wavelength. The fixed pattern. which is the result of a composite of the
forward and reflected signals. repeats every half wavelength. The voltage and current levels at the generator arc dependent on signal wavelength and the line length.
The pha!>e of the reflected voltage at the generator end of the line depends upon the
length of the line. If the line is some multiple of one-quarter wavelength. the reflected wave
will be in pha.-,e with the incident wave and the two will add, producing a signal at tl1c generator that is twice the generator voltage. lf the line length is some multiple of one-half
wavelength, the reflected wave will be exactly 180° out of phase with the incident wave
and the two will cancel, giving a zero voltage at the generator. In other words. the eflects
of the reflected wa\e can !>imulate an open or sbort circuit at the gener'cltor.

Open lines
Figure 13-19 shows the standing wave~ on an open-circuited line. With an infinite impedance load, the voltage at the end of the line is maximum when the current is 1ero. All
the energy is reflected. setting up the stationary panern of voltage and current standing
waves shown.

Figure 13-18
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Figu re 13-19

Standing waves on an open-circuit transmission line.
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Mismatched (Resonant) Lines
Most often, line~ do not tenninate in a short or open circuit. Rather, the load impedance
docs not exactly match the transmission line impedance. Further. the load, u:-.ually an
antenna, will probably have a reactive component. ei ther inductive or capacitive, in addition to its resistance. Under these conditions, the line is ~aid to be resonant. Such a mismatch produce~ '>tanding waves. but the amplitude of thC!>C wave~ is lower than that of
the standing wave-. resulting from short or open circuits. The di~tributi on of these !>landing waves looks like that shown in Fig. 13-20. Note that the voltage or current never
goes to zero. as it does with an open or ~horted line.

Figure 13-20

Resonant circuit

Transmission line with mismatched load and the resulting standing waves.
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Calculating the Standing Wave Ratio
Standing wave ratio (SWR)

The magnitude of the standing waves on a transmission line is determined by the ratio
of the maximum current to the minimum current, or the ratio of the maximum voltage
to the minimum voltage, along the line. These ratios are referred to as the standing wave

ratio (SWR).

Under the shorted and open conditions described earlier, the current or voltage
minima are L.ero. This produces an SWR of infinity. It means that no power is dissipated
in the load: all the power is reflected.
In the ideal case. there are no standing waves. The voltage and current are constant
along the line. so there are no maxima or minima (or the maximum and minima are the
same). Therefore, the SWR is I .
Measuring the maximum and minimum values of volrage and cutTent on a line is
not practical in the real world, so other ways of computing the SWR have been devised.
For example. the SWR can be computed if the impedance of the transmission line and
the actual impedance of the load are known. The SWR is the ratio of the load impedance Z1 to the characteristic impedance ~h or vice versa.
If Z1 > Zo:
SWR

= z,
Zo

l f 20

> Z(
SWR = Zo

z,

For example. if a 75-fl antenna load is connected to a 50-0 transmission line. the
SWR is 75/50 = 1.5. Since the standing wave is really the composite of the original
incident wave added to the rellected wave, the SWR can also be defined in terms of
those waves. The ratio of the reflected voltage wave V,. to the incident voltage wave V;
is called the reflection coefticient

r = v,
V;
Reflection coefficient

The reflection coefficient provides information on current and voltage along the line.
Also. f = reflected power/incident power.
If a line is terminated in its characteristic impedance, then there is no reflected voltage. so Vr = 0 and f = 0. If the line is open or shorted, then total rellection occurs.
This means that V,. and V; are the same. so r
I. The reflection coefficient really
expresses the percentage of rellected voltage to incident voltage. If f is 0.5, for example, the reflected voltage is 50 percent of the incident voltage. and the rel1ected power
is 25 percent of the incident power [f 2 = (0.5f = 0.25].
I f the load is not matched but also is not an open or short, the line will have voltage minima and maxima, as described previously. These can be used to obtain the reflection coefiicient by using the formula

=

f =

Vmax Vn><tx

+

Vmin
Vmin

= SWR - I
SWR + I

The SWR is obtained from the retlection coefficient according to the equation
SWR
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I + vr;;Ti);
= -1I +-- rr= ---===
1 - ·vp;Jp,

Example 13-5
An RG-11/U foam coaxial cable ha~ a maximum voltage <>tanding wave of 52 V and a
minimum voltage of 17 V. Find (a) the SWR, (b) the reflection coefficient. and
(c) the value of a resi<.tive load.

a. SWR

= V"'·". = 52 = 3.05
17

vrntn

52 - 17

35

52 + 17

69

r = o.s1
or

+

r
r

= SWR _
SW R +

I
I

SWR

I'

=

1

= 3.05 -

~

3.05

I

c. SWR - 3.05

Z1

= Z0

(SWR)

Zt,

+

=

= 75 .0

2.05
4.05

= 0. 5 l

SWR

= 75(3.05) =

z,

Zo

Zo

Z1

=- =-

228.75

n

or

Zt,
75
z,- - = 3.05
= 24.59.0
SWR

If the load matche~ the line impedance, then f = 0. The preceding formula gives an
SWR of I. as expected. With an open or shorted load, r = I. This produces an SWR
of infinity.
The reflection coefticient can also be determined from the line and load
impedances:

r = z,- ZtJ
Z1 + 20
For the example of an antenna load of 75 0 and a coaxial cable of 50 !1. the reflection
coefficient i~ r = (75
50)/(75 + 50) = 25/125 = 0.2.
The importance of the SWR is that it gives a relative indication of ju<;t how much
power i~ lo'>t in the tran'>mission line and the generator. This assumes that none of the
reflected power is rc-rcflcctcd by the generator. In a typical tran~miuer. some power is
reflected and -.ent to the load again.
The curve in Fig. 13-21 -.hows the relationship between the percentage of reflected
power and the SWR. The percentage of reflected power is also expres'>ed by the term
return los.\ and is given directly in walls or decibels (dB). Naturally, when the standing wave ratio i., I, the percentage of reflected power is 0. But al> a line and load mismatch grows, reflected power increases. When the SWR i~ 1.5. the percentage of
reflected power is 4 percent. This is still not too bad, as 96 percent of the power get~
to the load.
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Figure 13-21

Percentage of reflected power on a transmission line for different
SWR values.
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ll is possible to compute reflected power Pr if given the SWR and the incident power
2
2
= P,.IP;. then Pr = f P;. Knowing the SWR, you can compute f and then
solve by using the preceding equation.

P1. Since f

P, =

P;

r2 =

(SWR - I )
SWR + 1

2

1.5 - 1)
=( +

2

1.5

= (0.2)
= 0.04

I

2

P,

-= 4%

P;

GOOD TO KNOW
To calculate the SWR, first determine the square root of the ratio
of the reflected power to the
forward power ~.Then
SWR

= 1 + VP;JfS,
1-
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VP;7P,

One of the best and most practical ways ro compute the SWR is to measure the forward
power P1 and reflected power P, and then use the formula
1 + VP;JP;
SWR =--.........;...........;.
1 - VP;JP;

Several good circuits have been invented to measure forward and reflected power. And
commercial rest instruments are also available that can be inserted into a transmission
line and make these measurements. The data is read from a front panel meter or digital
display. Then the figures are plugged into the formula above. Some sophisticated test
instruments have a bui lt-in embedded computer to make this calcul ation automatically
and display the SWR value.

Chapter 13

For example, assume that you measure a forward power of 35 W and a reflected
power of 7 W. The SWR is

I +
SWR = I -

V7i35
V7i35

SWR

= 1I +- 0.4472
0.4472

SWR

= 2.618

I

= -

I

+ VQ.2
+ \1[2

1.4472
=-0.5528

You will learn about the most common power-measuring circuits and equipment in
Chap. 22.
For SWR value~ of 2 or less, the reflected power is less than 10 percent, which
means that 90 percent gets to the load. For most applications this is acceptable. For SWR
values higher than 2. the percentage of reflected power increases dramatically, and measures must be taken to reduce the SWR to prevent potential damage. Some !.Oiid-state
sy~tems shut down automatically if the SWR is greater than 2. The most common
approach to reducing the SWR is to add or include a 7T, L. or T LC network to offset
antenna reactance and other resistive components and to produce an impedance match.
Antenna length can also be adjusted to improve the impedance match.

Example 13-6
The line input to the cable in Example 13-5 is 30 W. What i!. the output power?
(See Fig. 13-21; di-.regard attenuation due to length. )
The percentage of reflected power with the SWR of 3.05 is about 25.62.

Pr
Alternatively,

Pr

= 0.2562(30 W) = 7.686 W

- I)
= P; ( SWR
SWR + I
=

2

I)!

30 (3.05 3.05 + I

= 7.686 w
Pout= P; - P,

30 - 7.686 = 22.314 W

13-3 Transmission Lines as
Circuit Elements
The <,tanding wave conditions resulting from open- and '>hort-circuited loads must usually
be avoided in working with transmi~!.ion lines. However. with one-quarter and one-half
wavelength tran!.rnissions. these open- and ~hort-circuited loads can be used as resonant
or reactive circuits.

Resonant Circuits and Reactive Components
Consider the shorted one-quarter wavelength {A/4) line c;hown in Fig. 13-22. At the load
end. voltage i~ ;ero and current is maximum. But one-quarter wavelength back. at the
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Figure 13-22

Figure 13-23

A shorted one-quarter
wavelength line acts as a
parallel resonant circuit.
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generator, the voltage i-; maximum and the current i~ Lero. To the generator. the line
appears as an open circuit, or at lea~t a very high impedance. The key point here is that
this condi tion exi sts at only one frequency. the frequency at which the line is exactly
one-quarter wavelength. Because of thi~ frequency sensitivity. the line acts as an LC
tuned or resonant circuil. in this case. a parallel resonant circuit because of its very high
impedance at the reference frequency.
With a ~horted one-half wavelength line, the standing wave pattern is like that shown
in Fig. 13-23. T he generator sees the same conditions a~ at the end of the line, i.e.. zero
voltage and maximum current. This represents a short. or very low impedance. That condjtion occurs only if the line i::. exactly one-half wavelength long at the generator frequency. In this case. the line looks like a series resonant circuit to the generator.
l f the line length is less than one-quarter wavelength at the operating frequency, the
shorted line looks like an inductor to the generator. I f the shorted line is between onequarter and one-half wavelength. it looks like a capacitor to the generator. All these
conditions repeat with multiple one-quaner or one-half wavelengths of shoned line.
Similar results are obtained v. ith an open line. as shown in Fig. 13-24. To the
generator. a one-quaner wavelength line looks like a series resonant circuit and a one-half

Figure 13-24

One-quarter and one- half wavelength open lines look like resonant circuits
to a generator.
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wavelength line looks like a parallel resonant circuit. just the opposite of a shorted line.
If the line is less than one-quarter wa,clength. the generator -.ccs a capacitance. I f the
line j.., between one-quarter and one-half wavelength. the gencrmor ~cc~ an inductance.
The-.c characteristics repeat for lines that are some multiple of one-quarter or one-half
wavelengths.
Figure 13-25 is a summary of the conditions represented by open and shorted li nes
of lengths up to one wavelength. T he horizontal axis is length, in wavelengths. and the
vertical axis is the reactance of the line. in ohms. expressed in terms of the line's characteristic impedance. The solid curve~ arc shorted lines and the dashed curves arc opencircuit line~.
If the line acts as a -.cries resonant circuit. its impedance i" tero. If the line i-. of
\uch a length that it acrs a ... a parallel resonant circuit. ito; impedance is near infinity. If
the line is -.ome intermediate length, it i'> reactive. For example. con'>ider a shorted oneeighth wavelength line. The horitontal divisions represent one-sixteenth wavelength, so
two of these represent one-eighth wavelength. Assume that the line has a characteristic
impedance of 50 fl.. At the one-eighth wavelength point on the left-hand solid curve is
a reading of I. This means that the line acts as an inductive reactance of I X .20 , or
I X 50 = 50 !1. An open line about three-eighths wavelength would have the same
effect. a<. the leftmost dashed curve in Fig. 13-24 indicate!>.
How could a capacitive reactance of ISO .!1 be created with the !>ame 50-.!1 line?
FiN. locate the 150-!1 point on the capacitive reactance ...calc in Fig. 13-25. Since
150/50 3, the 150-!1 point i'> at Xc - 3. ext. draw a line from this point to the right
until it intersects with two of the curve~. Then read the wa\'elcngth from tl1e horizontal
scale. A capacitive reactance of 150 fl with a 50-!1 line can be achieved with an openline
-,ome\\ hat longer than 1/u wavelength or a '>horted line a bit longer than '%2
wavelength.

=

Figure 13-25

Summary of impedance and reactance variations of shorted and open lines
for lengths up to one wavelength.
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Stripline and Microstrip
At low frequencies (below about 300 MHz), the characteristics of open and shorted lines
discussed in the previous sections have little significance. At low frequencies the lines
are just too long to be used as reactive components or as filters and tuned circuits. However, at UHF (300 to 3000 MHz) and microwave ( I GHz and greater) frequencies the
length of one-half wavelength is less than 1 ft; the values of inductance and capacitance
become so small that it is difficult to realize them physically with standard coils and
capacitors. Special transmission lines constructed with copper patterns on a printedcircuit board (PCB), called microstrip or stripline, can be used as tuned circuits. filters,
phase shifters, reactive components, and impedance-matching circuits at these high
frequencies.
A PCB is a flat insulating base made of fiberglass or some other insulating base
material to wllich is bonded copper on one or both sides and sometimes in several layers. Teflon or ceramic is used as the base for some PCBs in microwave applications. In
microwave ICs, the base is often alumina or even sapphire. The copper is etched away
in patterns to form the interconnections for transistors, ICs, resistors, and other components. Thus point-to-poim connections with wire are eliminated. Diodes, transistors, and
other components are mounted right on the PCB and connected directly to the formed
microstrip or stripline.

Printed-circuit board (PCB)
Microstrip
Stripline

Microstrip. Micros trip is a flat conductor separated by an insulating dielectric
from a large conducting ground plane [Fig. 13-26(a)j. The microstrip is usually onequarter or one-half wavelength long. The ground plane is the circuit common. This
type of microstrip is equivalent to an unbalanced line. Shorted lines are usually
preferred over open lines. Microstrip can also be made in a two-line balanced version
[Fig. 13-26(b)].
The characteristic impedance of microstrip, as with any transmission line. is dependent on its physical characteristics. It can be calculated by using the fom1ula
2
where Z

87

=

YE

+

ln

1.41

5.98h
0.8w

+I

= characteristic impedance

= dielecuic constant
w = width of copper trace
1 = thickness of copper trace
E

h

= distance between trace and ground plane (dielectric thickl1ess) of dielectric

Any units of measurement can be used (e.g., inches or millimeters), as long as all dimensions are in the same units. (See Fig. 13-27.) The dielectric constant of the popular FR-4
fiberglass PC board material is 4.5. The value of E for Teflon is 3.

Figure 13-26

Microstrip. (a) Unbalanced. (b) Balanced.

Dielectric
(b)

Ground plane

(a)
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Figure 13-27

Dimensions for calculating characteristic impedance.

,_____ _j_

~~:1

·-r

h

= dielectric
conslanl
Ground plane

Figure 13-28

Stripline.
Flal
conductor
Top of PCB

Side view

Bottom ot PCB D•electnc

Ground

Dielectric

planes

The characteristic impedance of microstrip with the dimensions h
"' = 0.1 in, 1 = 0.003 in, and e - 4.5 is
Z

=

87

= 0.0625 in.

5.98(.0625)
In _ _
__.;._ ____;_

V4.5 + 1.41

0.8(0.1) + 0.003

= 35.8 In 4.5 = 35.8( 1.5)
z

= s3.9 n

Stripline. Stripline is a flat conductor sandwiched between two ground planes
(Fig. 13-28). It is more difficult to make than microstrip: however. it does not radiale
as microstrip does. Radiation produces losses. The length is one-quarter or one-half
wavelength at the desired operating frequency, and shorted lines are more commonly
used than open lines.
The characteristic impedance of stripline is given by the formula

Z = 60 In

4d

0.671rw(0.8 + tl II)

e

Figure 13-29 shows the dimension'> required to make the calculations.
Even tinier rnicrostrip and striplines can be made by using monolithic. thin-tllm. and
hybrid IC techniques. When these are combined with diodes. transistors. and other components, microwave integrated circuits (M!Cs) are formed.

Figure 13-29

Microwave integrated
circuits (MICs)

Dimensions for calculating stripline impedance.
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Example 13-7
A microstrip transmission line is to be used as a capacitor of 4 pF at 800 MHz. The
PCB dielectric is 3.6. The microstrip dimensions are h = 0.0625 in. 1r = 0. I 3 in. and
1 = 0.002 in. What arc (a) the characteristic impedance of the line and (b) the reactance or the capacitor?

87

a.

Zt>

= YE + 1.41
87
=
V3.6

87
2.24

5.9811
In 0.81V

+

1

5.98(0.0625)
In _ _
__.:.._ __:__
1.41
0.8(0.13) + 0.002

+

0.37~

= --In - ~

b

.

0.106

(38.8)( 1.26) = 48.9 n
I

x .= - - =
'

2-rrfC

I
2-rr(800 X 106 )(4 X 10

12

)

= 49.74 n

Example 13-8
What i'> the length of the transmission line in Example 13-7?
Refer to Fig. 13-25. Take the ratio of Xc to ~~.
Xc

Zo

= 49.76 = J.0 2 ""' I
48.9

Locate I on the Xc vertical region of the graph. Move to the right to encounter the
dashed curve for an open line. Read the wavelength on the lower horiLontal axis of
2/ 16 or 1/ 11 A.

A=

984
800

A

0.15375 ft X 12 in/ft

1.23

8 - - 8- = 0.15375 ft

= 1.23 ft

=

1.845 in

The velocity of propagation is

I

V1,

I

= .Vf.r = .v3.6
r.:;-; = 0.527

SA X V, = 1.845 in X V, =

1.845 X 0.527

= 0.9723 in

13-4 The Smith Chart
The mathematics required to design and analy;c transmission lines i<; complex. whether
the line is a physical cable connecting a tran<;ceiver to an antenna or is being used a!> a
filter or impedance-mULching network. Thjs il> so because the impedances involved arc complex ones. involving both rc!-.istive and reactjve clements. The impedances are in the familiar rectangular fom1 R + jX. Computations with complex numbers such as this are long and
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For every antenna you see here, there is a transmission line. Coaxial cable is the most
common. but waveguides are used for microwaves.

time-con~uming. Funher. many calculations involve trigonometric relationship~. Although
no individual calculmion is difficult. the sheer volume of the calculation~ can lead to CITOr\.
In the 1930'>. one clever engineer decided to do something to reduce the chance of
error in tran<;mis-;ion line calculation-.. The engineer's name was Philip H. Smith. and in
January I 939 he publi.,hed the Smirlt chan. a sophisticated graph that permit<. vi<.ual 'olution~ to transmission line calculation<..
Today. of course. the mathematics of transmission line calculationc.; i-. not a problem.
bccau-.e of the ''ide availability of electronic computing options. Transmisc,ion line equation' can be ca<,ily progmmmed into a scientific and engineering calculator for nt'>t. ea:.y
solution.,. Per-.onal computer.., prO\ ide an ideal way to make the.,e calculation'>. either by
u-.ing -;pecial mathematic., -.oftware packages or by u~ing BASIC. Fortran. C. or another
language to write the '>pccific program~. The math software packages commonly available
today for engineering und scientific computation also provide graphicul outpuh. if de!>ired.
De'>pite the availability of all the computing options today. the Smith chart is ~till
u!>ed. (t., unique format provides a more or less standardized way of viewing and solving
transmission line and relmed problems. Further, a graphical representation of an equation

Tran~mission

Lines

Smith chart
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Figure 13-30

The Smith chart.

"'Smith . .. IS • RtgiS1tred TraOtmant of ANIOO Instruments Compeny.

Prime center
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conveys more information than is gained by a simple inspection of the equation. For
these reasons, it is desirable to become familiar with the Smith chart.
Figure 13-30 is a Smith chart. This imposing graph is created by plotting two sets of
orthogonal (at right angles) circles on a third circle. Smith chart graph paper is available from
the original publisher, Analog lnstmments Company, and from the American Radio Relay
League. Smith chrut graph paper is also available in some college and university bookstores.
The first step in creating a Smith chan is to p lot a set of eccentric circles along a
horizontal line, as shown in Fig. 13-31. The horizontal axis is the pure resistance or zeroreactance line. The point at the far left end of the line represents zero resistance, and the
point at the far right represents infinite resistance. The resistance circles are centered on
and pass through this pure resistance line. The circles are all tangent to one another at
the infinite resistance point. and the centers of all the circles fall on the resistance line.
Each circle represents all the points of some fixed resistance value. Any point on
the outer circle represents a resistance of 0 fl. The other circles have other values of
resistance. The R = I circle passes through the exact center of the resistance line and is
known as the prime cen1e1: Values of pure resistance and the characteristic impedance of
transmission line are plotted on this line.
The most common transmission line impedance in use today is 50 n. For that reason, most of the impedances and reactances are in the 50-!1. range. It is convenient, then,
Chapter /3

Figure 13-31

Resistance circles on a Smith chart.

R
X

0

0
--~---+--+-+--+____.---+---+'..--

R

,.

Axes

to have the value of 50 n located at the prime center of the chart. This means that all
points on the R = I circle represent 50 fl. all points on the R = 0.5 circle represent
25 H. all point'> on the R = 2 circle represent 100 fl. and so on.
Smith charts arc in what is called 110rmalhed form. with R = I at the prime center.
Userc; customit.e the Smith chart for specific applications by assigning a different value
to the prime center.
The remainder of the Smith chart is completed b) adding reactance circles, as
shO\\ n in Fig. 13-32. Like the resistive circles. these are eccentric. with all circles

Figure 13-32

Normalized

Reactance Circles on the Smith chart.
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'

,
I
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I

-------Transmission Lines
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meeting at the intinite resistance point. Each circle represents a constant reactance point,
with the inductive-reactance circles at the top and the capacitive-reactance circles at the
bottom. Note that the reactance circles on the chart are incomplete. Only those segments of the circles within the R = 0 line are included on the chart. Like the resistive
circles, the reactive circles are presented in normalized form. Compare Figs. 13-31 and
13-32 to the complete Smith chart in Fig. I 3-30 before you proceed.

Plotting and Reading Impedance Values
The Smith chart in Fig. 13-33 shows several examples of plotted impedance values:

z, = 1.5 + j0.5
=5-

jt.6

Z3 = 0.2

+ j3

Z2

z4 = 0.4 -

J0.36

Locate each of those points on the Smith chart, and be sure that you understand how
each was obtained.

Figure 13-33

Smith chart with four impedance values plotted.
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The impedance value~ plotted in Fig. 13-33 are normalited value~. Scaling the
Smith chart to a particular impedance range requires muhipl) ing those values by !>Omc
common factor. For example. many Smith chans are plotted "· ith 50 .0 at the prime
center. The above-listed impedance~ for a prime center value of 50 .0 would be as
follow-.:

= 75 + }25
.22 = 250 - }80
.%,

z, =
z-~ =

+ j ISO
20- J 18
25

To solve problem!> '"ith real impedance values. put them into normalized form by
dividing the resistive and reactive number\ by a factor equal to the re!>istance value at
prime center. Then plot the number".
When you are reading values from a normalized Smith chart, convert them to standard impedance fonn by multiplying the resistance and reactance by a factor equal to
the resistance of the prime center.

Wavelength Scales
The three scales on the outer perimeter of the Smith chart in Fig. 13-30 are wavelength 1()\\ard the generator. wavelength toward the load. and angle or renection coefficient in degrees. The scale labeled ..toward generator.. begin-. at the ;.ero-resi~tance
and t.ero-reactance line and moves clockwise around to the infinite re!>istance position . One-half of a circular rotation is 90°. and on the Smith chart scale, it represents
one-quarter wavelength. One full rotation is one-half wavelength. The transmission
line patterns of voltage and current distributed al ong a line repeat every one-half
wavelength.
The scale labeled ..toward load .. also begins at the ;ero-re-.istance. zero-reactance
point and goes in a counterclockwi.,c direction for one complete rotation. or one-half
wavelength. The infinite re!>io:,tance point i<. the one-quarter wavelength mark.
The reflection coefficient (the ratio of the reflected 'ohage to the incident voltage)
ha' a range of 0 to I. but it can also be expressed as an angle from 0 to 3600. from 0
to po-.iti'e 1800. or from 0 to minu~ 180°. The zero marl\er j<, at the infinite resistance
point on the right hand of the re'>i~tance line.

SWR Circle
The SWR of a transmission line plotted on the Smith chnr1 i" a circle. If the load is resistive and matched to the characteri-.tic impedance of the line. the '>tanding wave ratio is
I. Thi'> j., ploned as a single point at the prime center or the Smith chart. The impedance of the line is flat at 50 n or an) other normali;ed \alue. Howe\'er. if the load is
not perfectly matched to the prime impedance. standing wave~ \\ill exist. The SWR in
"uch ca'>e~ i~ represented by a circle who!'.e center ir. the prime center.
To draw an SWR circle. tir1>t calculate the SWR hy using one of the previously given
formula<;. For this example. asMJille an SWR of 2. Starling at the prime center. move to
the right on the resistance line until the value 2 is encountered. Then. using a drawing
compas~. place the point at the center and draw a circle through the 2 mark to the right
or prime center. The circle should also pass through the 0.5 mark to the left of prime
center. The red circle drawn in Fig. I ~-~3 represents a plot or the impedance variations
along an unmatched or resonant tran<;mi-.sion line. The variation-. in the voltage and current \tanding waves mean that there i' a continuous variation in the impedance along the
line. In other words. the impedance at one point on the unmatched line is different from
the impedance at all other point'> on the line. All the impedance values appear on the
SWR circle.

Tr;msrnission Lines

GOOD TO KNOW
The linear scales printed at the
bottom of Smith charts are used
to find the SWR, dB loss, and
reflection coefficient.
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The SWR circle can also be used to determine the maximum and minimum voltage
points along the line. For example, the point at which the SWR circle crosses the resistance line to the right of the prime center indicates the point of maximum or peak voltage of the standing wave in wavelengths from the load. This is also the maximum
impedance point on the line. The point at which the SWR circle passes through the
resistance line to the left of prime center indicates the minimum voltage and impedance points.
The linear scales printed at the bottom of Smith charts are used to find the SWR,
dB loss, and reflection coefficient. For example, to use the linear SWR scale, simply
draw a straight line tangent to the SWR circle and perpendicular to the resistance line
on the left side of the Smith chart. Make the line long enough that it intersects the SWR
scale at the bottom of the chart. This ha<> been done in Fig. 13-33. Note that the SWR
circle for a value of 2 can be read from the linear SWR scale.

Using the Smith Chart: Examples
As discussed above. when the load does nor match the characteristic impedance in a
given application. the length of the line becomes a part of the total impedance seen by
the generator. The Smith chart provides a way to find this impedance. Once the impedance is known, an impedance-marching circuit can be added to compensate for the
conditions and make the line flat and the SWR as close to 1 as possible.

Example 1 for Fig. 13-34. The operating frequency for a 24-ft piece of RG-58AIU
coaxial cable is 140 MHz. The load is resistive, with a resistance of 93 0. What is the
impedance seen by a transmitter?
The first step is to fmd the number of wavelengths represented by 24 ft of cable. A
140-MHz signal has a wavelength of
984
984
A= = f
140

Figure 13-34

= 7.02 ft

Finding the impedance of a mismatched pair. (a) Actual circuit.
(b) Equivalent circuit.

~"""''".-:"_tor

-RG-·58AJ-U-coa-xia-l
ca-ble _

_

____,:

24 It ------~
(S. 1H)

140MHz

(a)

Transmitter

R = 36.4 n

f\;

60.74 pF (Xc

Z = 36.4 - j18.25
(b)
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= 18.725 !!)

t

z, = Q3 n

Remember thai coaxial cable has a velocity factor less than I due to the slowdown of
RF signals in a cable. The velocity facror of RG-58A/U is 0.66. Therefore. one wavelength at 140 MHt i'>

A = 7.02 X 0.66

= 4.6-+ rt

The number of 'Aavelength\ represented by the 24-ft cable is 24/4.64 = 5.17 A.
As indicated earlier. the impedance variations along a line repeat every one-half
wa\elength and therefore e\'el) full wavelength: thus for the purposes of c~1lculat ion, we
need only the 0.17 A of the above value.
Next. we normalite the Smith chart to the characteri<;tic impedance of the coaxial
cable. which is 53.5 !l. The value of the prime center is 53.5 !1. The SWR i" then
computed:
SW R

z,

93

~)

53.5

=- =-

=

1.74

This SWR is now ploued on the Smith chart. See Fig. 13-35. where point X represents
the resistive load of 93 n.

figure 13-35

Finding the generator load with a resistive load.

Transmis~ion

Lines

SIS

To find the impedance at the transmitter end of the coaxial cable, we move along
the line 5.17 A from the load back to the transmitter or generator. Remember that one
full rotation around the Smith chart is one-half wavelength, since the values repeat every
one-half wavelength. Starting at point X, then, move in a clockwise direction (toward the
generator) around the SWR circle for 10 complete revolutions, which represents 5 A.
This brings you back to point X.
Continue the clockwise rotation for an additional 0.17 A, stop there, and mark that
point on the SWR circle. Draw a line from the prime center to the location that
represents 0.17 A. The marking on the right-hand side of point X is the 0.25-A mark.
You need to go 0.17 A from that, or 0.25 + 0.17 = 0.42. Stop at the 0.42 mark on the
lower part of the circle at Y. Draw a line from there to the prime center. Refer again
to Fig. 13-35.
The point at which the line cuts the SWR circle is the impedance that the generator sees. Reading the values from the chart, you have R = 0.68 and Xc = 0.35. Since
the point is in the lower half of the chart. the reactance is capacitive. Thus the impedance at this point is 0.68 - j0.35.
To find the actual value, convert from the normalized value by multiplying by the
impedance of the prime center, or 53.5:

z=

53.5(0.68 - j0.35)

= 36.4- ji8.725 n

The transmitter is seeing what appears to be a 36.4-fl resistor in series with a capacitor with a reactance of 18.725 !l. The equivalent capacitance value is [using Xc = 1/
(2n:f C) or C = l/(27Tf Xc)l

c=

I

6.28(140 X 106)(18.725)

= 60.74 pf

The equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. I 3-34(b).

Example 2 for Fig. 13-36. An antenna is connected to the 24-ft 53.5-!l RG58A/U line described in Example 1. The load is 40 + j30 !l. What impedance does the
transmitter see?
The prime center is 53.5 !l, as before. Before plotting the load impedance on the
chart you must normalize it by dividing by 53.5:

z1 =

40

+ j30
53.5

.

= o.75 + 1 0.56 n

The plot for this value is shown in Fig. 13-36. Remember that all impedances faU on
the SWR circle. You can draw the SWR circle for this example simply by placing the compass on the prime center with a radius out to the load impedance point and rotating 360°.
The SWR is obtained from the chart at the bottom of the figure by extending a line
perpendicular to the resistance axis down to the SWR line. The SWR is about 2: I.
The next step is to draw a line from the prime center through the plotted load impedance so that it intersects the wavelength scales on the perimeter of the curve. Refer again
10 Fig. 13-36. Since our starting point of reference is the load impedance, we use the
"toward generator" scale to determine the impedance at the input to the line. At point X
is the wavelength value of 0. I 16.
Now, since the generator is 5.17 A away from the load and since the readings repeat
every one-half wavelength, you move toward the generator in the clockwise direction
O.l7A: 0.116 and 0.17 = 0.286. This point is marked Yin Fig. 13-36.
Draw a line from point Y through the prime center. The point at which it intersects
the SWR circle represents the impedance seen by the generator. The normalized value
is 1.75 - j0.55. Correcting this for the 53.5 !l prime center, we get

z = 53.5( 1.75 -

j0.55)

This is the impedance that the generator sees.
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= 93.6

- j29.4

n

Figure 13-36

Finding the generator load with a complex load.

"SMun•" It a Rtogttlered Tradern.ark ol Analog lnsttuiT'ttnla Company

Example 3 for Fig. 13- 37. In many cases the antenna or other load impedance
is not known. If it is not matched to the line. the line modifies this impedance !10 that
the transmitter sees a different impedance. One way to tind the overall impedance a!.
well as the antenna or other load impedance is to measure the combined impedance of
the load and the transmission line at the transmitter end. using an impedance bridge.
Then the Smith chart can be used to tind the individual impedance value~.
A 50-ft RG- 11/U foam dielectric coaxial cable with a characteristic impedance of
75 n and a velocity factor of 0.8 has an operating frequenC) of 72 MHt.. The load i;, an
antenna whose actual impedance i!> unknown. A measuremenl at the tran!.mitter end of
the cable give., a complex impedance of 82 + j43. What is the impedance of the antenna?
One wavelength at 72 MH1 is 984/72 = 13.67 ft. Taking the velocity factor into
account yield~

A = 13.67

X 0.8

=

10.93 ft

The length of the 50-ft cable. in wavelengths. is 50/10.93
0.57 A value that is of practical usc.

= 4.57.

A-;, before, it is the

Transmi~sion

Lines
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Figure 13-37

Determining load impedance.

Pnme center 75 ll

First, the measured impedance is normalized and plotted. The prime center is 75 fl.
In Fig. 13-37 Z = (82 + }43)/75 = 1.09 + }0.52 is plotted on the Smith chart. The
SWR circle is plotted through this point from the prime center. A tangent line is then
drawn from the circle to the linear SWR cha.t on the bottom. The SWR is 1.67.
Next, a line is drawn from prime center to the normalized impedance point and
through the wavelength plots on the perimeter of the graphs. It intersects the "toward
load" scale at point X, or 0.346A.. Refer to the figure.
The ploned impedance is what is seen at the generator end, so it is necessary to
move around the graph to the load in the counterclockwise direction to lind the load
impedance. We move a distance equal to the length of the cable, which is 4.57 A. Nine
full rotations from point X represents 4.5A., which brings us back to point X. We then
rotate 0.07 A. more, counterclockwise, to complete the length. This puts us at the
0.346 + 0.07 = 0.416A. point, which is designated point Y in Fig. 13-37. We then draw
a line from Y to the prime center. The point at wh ich this line intersects the SWR circle is the actual antenna impedance. The normalized value is 0.72 + }0.33. Multiplying
by 75 gives the actual value of the antenna impedance:

z = 75(0.72 + }0.33) = 54 + }24.75 {l
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CHAPTER REVIEW
Summary
Transmission lines are two-wire cab les that connect
two ends of a communicatio n syste m. a transmitter to
an antenna. or an antenna to a receiver. At high frequen cies, they also act as resonant circu its and even reactive
components.

The two basic types of wire transmission line are parallel
lines. such as twin-lead wi re. unshielded twisted pair. and
shielded twisted pair. and coaxial cables. Each type is designed tO be used with specific types of connectors. Transmission lines can be balanced or unbalanced.
Transmission Lines
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When cables are u~ed to carry RF energy. calculation of
wavelength becomes important, and the distance represented
by a wavelength in a given transmission depends upon the
type of cable used. When the length of a transmission line is
no longer than several wavelengths at the signal frequency, an
RF generator connected to the transmission line sees a characteri'>tic impedance. which is a function of the inductance.
re-,istance. and capacitance in the circuit. Most transmission
lines come with standard fixed values of characteristic impedance and attenuation. Some applications require exact
timing and sequenci ng of signals, especially pulses. A coaxial delay line can be used for this purpose.
A transmission line that is tem1inated with a load that has
a resistive impedance equal in value to the characteristic
impedance of the line i!-> called a matched line. The forward
and reflected signals on an incorrectly terminated transmis-

sion line produce standing waves. which interfere with signal
transmission. The standing wave ratio (SWR) is the ratio of
the maximum current or voltage along a line to the minimum
current or voltage along the line. The ideal-case SWR for
tran smission is I.
Standing wave conditions can be u'>eful. For example.
one-quarter or one-half wavelength segment<; of transmission
line with an open- or short-circuit load can be used in place of
resonant or reactive circuits.
Calculating impedances for transmission line applications can be complex, as they involve both resistive and reactive elements. The Smith chart offers a graphical method
for obtaining the necessary impedance values. Once the values have been established. some component. such as an
impedance-matching circuit, can be added 10 compensate for
the conditions and bring the SWR as close to I as possible.

Questions
1. Name the two basic types of transmission lines. Which

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
II .
12.

13.

is the more widely used?
What is the name for a transmission line that has one of
its two conductors connected to ground?
Name a popular type of balanced line.
What is the name given to the diMance that a signal
travels during one cycle?
Name a popular UHF connector used for coaxial cable.
What is the coaxial cable connector commonly used on
test equipment and in LANs?
What is the best coaxial cable connector for UHF and
microwave applications?
What type of coaxial connector is widely used for cable
TV and VCR connecti ons?
Describe the equivalent circuit of a transmission line.
What determines the characteristic impedance of a
transmission line?
What is another name for characteristic i rnpedance?
What is the importance of the velocity factor in determining cable lengths?
How does the cutoff frequency of a coaxial cable vary
with its length?

14. Describe the pattern of the current and \'Oltage along a
properly matched transmission line.

15. Describe what happens if a transmission line is not terminated in it~ characteri stic impedance.

16. What is the effect on transmitted power when load and
transmission line impedances arc mismatched?

17. Under which two conditions will all incident power on
a line be rcnected?

18. What is the ratio of the reflected voltage to the incident
voltage on a transmission line called?
19. What do you call a mismatched tran smission line?
20. How doc~ the length of a matched transmission line affect the SWR?
21. Name two ways to implement a -.cries resonant circuit
with a transmission line.
22. How do transmission lines that are less than A/4 or between A/4 and A/2 at the operating frequency act?
23. One complete revolution around a Smith chart represents how many wavelengths?

Problems
I. Compute the wavelength in meters at a frequency of

350 MHz. •
2. At what frequency does a line 3.5 in long represent
one-half wavelength?
3. A coax ial cable has a capacitance of 30 pF/ft and an
inductance of 78 nH/fl. What is the characteristic
impedance? •
4. A coaxial cable has a capacitance of 17 pF/ft. The characteristic impedance i s 75 fl. What is the equivalent inductance per foot?
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5. What is the velocity factor of a coaxial cable with a
dielectric constant of 2.5? •
6. A manufacturer"s data sheet states that the velocity
factor for a specilic coaxial cable is 0.7. What is the
dielectric cons tant?
7. Determine the length in feet of a one-quarter wavelength coaxial cable with a velocity factor of 0.8 at a
frequency of 49 MHz. •
8. What is the time delay introduced by a coaxial cable with
the specifications given in Prob. 7 if the length is 65 ft?

9. What is the time delay of 120ft of a coaxial cable with
a dielectric constant of 0.7? •
10. How much phase shift is introduced by a coaxial cable
IS ft long to a I 0-MHz sine wave signal? The dielectric
constant is 2.9.
11. What i\ the attenuation of 350ft of RG-ll U coaxial
cable at 100 MHt?
12. What is the approximate attenuation of 270ft of type
9913 coaxial cable at 928 MHL?
13. A transmitter has an output power of 3 W that is fed to
an antenna through an RG-58A/U cable 20ft long.
How much power reaches the anLenna?
14. What should be the transmission line impedance for
optimum transfer of power from a generator to a 52-!l
load?
IS. A 52-!l coaxial cable has a 36-!l antenna load. What is
the SWR'?
16. lf the load and line impedances of the cable in Prob. 15
are matched, what is the SWR?
17. The maximum voltage along a transmission line is
170 V, and the minimum voltage is 80 Y. Calculate the
SWR and the rencction cocfticient.
18. The reflection coefficient of a transmission line is 0.75.
What is the SWR?
19. What arc the renection coefficient and SWR of an open
or shorted transmission line?
20. A tran..,mi~'>ion line has an SWR of 1.65. The power
applied to the line is 50 W. What is the amount of
renected power?

21. A power meter inserted into a transmission line reads

22.

23.
24.
25.

26.
27.

28.

29.

30.

I 150 W of forward power and 50 W of reflected power.
What i1. the SWR?
What muM be the value of the load impedance on a
transmission line if the voltage variations along the line
go to tero at regular intervals?
An open-wire transmission line 6 in long acts as a parallel
resonant circuit at which frequency? (The dielectric is air.)
A coaxial cable has a velocity factor of 0.68. How long
is one-half wavelength of this cable at 133 MHt.?
Calculate the impedance of a microstrip line whose
dimensions arc h = 0.05 in, w = 0.125 in, and t =
0.002 in.The dielectric constant is 4.5.
What is the length of one-quarter wavelength of the
microstrip in Prob. 25 at a frequency of915 MHz?
Plot, in normalized form, the following impedances on
a Smith chart: 7. 1
80 + j25 and~ = 35 - j98, assuming a prime center value of 52 n.
Plot the load impedance I 04 - j58 on a coaxial line on
a Smith chan. Assume a charactetistic impedance value
of 75 !l. Then find the SWR.
lf the operating frequency is 230 M Hz and the cable
length is 30ft for Prob. 28, what is the impedance at the
generator if the velocity factor is 0.66? Use the Smith
chart and show all work.
What docs the SWR circle on a Smith chart look like if
a 52-!l load is connected to a 52-!l coaxial cable?

=

• Am11 ers to Selected Problems follow Chap. 22.

Critical Thinking
1. Describe the operation of a transmtsston line, onequarter or one-half wavelength at the operating frequency.
if the line is shorted or open. How can such a line be used?
2. At what frequencies do transmission lines implemented on a printed-circuit board become practical?
3. Compare the characteristics of microstrip and striplinc.
Which is preferred and why?
4. A 22-ft coaxial cable with an impedance of 50 !L hac; a
velocity factor of 0.78. The operating frequency is
400 M Ht.. The impedance of the antenna load combined with the cable impedance as measured at the

generator end of the cable is 74 + j66. What is the antenna impedance a:- determined on the Smith chart?
What is the SWR?
5. Assume that a square wave of J0 MHz is appl ied to a
200-ft-long RG-58AIU coaxial cable. It is properly terminated. Describe the signal at the load, and explain
why the signal appears as it does. (See Fig. 13-13.)
6. Explain how a coaxial transmission line (RG-59/U)
could be used as a filter to eliminate interference at the
input to a receiver. Assume a frequency of I 02.3 MHz.
Design the filter and calculate size.

Transmission Lines
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Antennas and
Wave Propagation
•

l

n wireless communication systems, an RF signal generated by a transmitter is
sent into free space and eventually picked up by a receiver. The interface between
the transmitter and free space and between free space and the receiver is the
antenna.
The incredible variety of antenna types used in radio communication are all
based on a few key concepts. This chapter introduces all the most popular and
widely used antennas in HF, VHF, and UHF applications. Microwave antennas are
covered in Chap. 16. Also discussed are the characteristics of free space and its
ability to propagate signals over long distances. A study of wave propagationhow radio signals are affected by the earth and space in moving from transmitt ing antenna to receiving antenna-is critical to understanding how to ensure
reliable commun ication over the desired distance at specific frequencies.

Objectives
After completing this chapter, you will be able to:

• Describe the characteristics of a radio wave.
• Compute the length of one-quarter wavelength and one-half wavelength
antennas, given frequency of operation.
• Name the basic antenna types and give the characteristics of each.
•

Explain how arrays are used to create directivity and gain.
Describe ways in which antenna design can be modified to produce an
optimal match between the impedances of a transmitter and an antenna.
Describe the characteristics of ground waves, sky waves, and space waves.
Compute signal strength.

•

Define fading and diversity reception.

14-1 Antenna Fundamentals
Radio Waves
A radio ~ignal i'> called an electromagnetic u·a1•e because it is made up of both electric
and magnetic field<;. Whenever voltage is applied to the antenna. an electric field i-.. -..et
up. At the same time. this \Oitage causes current to flow in the antenna. producing a
magnetic field. The electric and magnetic fields are at right angle-. to each other. The<.,e
electric and magnetic field' are emitted from the antenna and propagate through <.,pace
over very long di\lance~ at the ~peed of light.

Electromagnetic wave

MagnetiC Fields. A lllliRnetic .field is an invisible force field created by a magnet.
An antenna is a type of electromagnet. A magnetic field is generated around a conductor when current flows through it. Figure 14- 1 shows the magnetic lield, or flux. around
a wire carrying a current. Although the magnetic field is a continuous force lield. for
calculation and measurement purposes it is represented as individual lines of force. This
is how the magnetic field appears in most antennas. The strength and direction or the
magnetic lield depend upon the magnitude and direction of the currelll llow.
The strength of a magnetic lield H produced by a wire antenna is expressed by

Magnetic field

I
H = 2TTd

where I
d

= current. A
= distance from

wire. m

The Sl unit for magnetic field '>trcngth is ampere-turns per meter.

Electric Field An electric field is al<;o an invisible force field produced by the presence
of a potential diflerence between two conductors. A common e.xample in electronic' i.., the
electric field produced between the plates of a charged capacitor (Fig. 14-2). Of cour-.c. an
electric field exi'>t\ between any two points across which a potential ditTerencc exi-.t ....
The '>trcngth of an electric tield £ is expressed by

Electric field

q

£= - --,

4TTsd-

where q

e
d

Figure 14-1

= charge between the two points, C

= permittivity

= distance between conductors. m
Magnetic field around a current-carrying conductor. Magnetic rield strength
H in ampere-turns per meter = H = 1/(2 -rrd).
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Figure 14-2

Electric field across the plates of a capacitor.

Electric held, fines of force

The Sl unit for electric field strength is volts per meter.
Permillivity is the dielectric conslant of the material between the two conductor),.
The dielectric is usually air or free space. which ha), an e value of approximately
8.85 X 10- 12 e,. where er is the dielectric constant of the medium.

Permittivity

Magnetic and Electric Fields in a Transmission Line Figure 14-3(a) show!-.
the electric and magnetic field!. around a two-wire tran<;mi..,<;ion line. ote that at any
given rime, 1he wires have oppo<>ite polaritiel>. During one-half cycle of the ac
input. one wire is positive and rhe other is negative. During the negative half-cycle,
the polarity reverses. Thi!. means that the direction of the electric field between the
wires reverses once per cycle. Figure 14-3(b) is a detail of an electric field around
conduc tors.
Note also that the direction of cu rrcnr flow in one wire is always opposite that
in the other wire. Therefore. the magnetic fields combine, as !.hown in Fig. 14-3(c).
The magnetic field lines aid one another directly between the conductors. but as the
lines of force <;pread out. the direction of the magnetic netd from one conductor b

Figure 14-3

(a) Magnetic and electric fields around a transmission line. (b) Electric field.
(c} Magnetic fields.
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figure 14- 4

Electric and magnetic fields in a coaxial cable (cross-sectional end view).
(o) Electric field. (b) Magnetic fields.

(a)

(b)

opposite that o f the other conduc tor, so the field::. tend to cancel one ano ther. The cancellation i!> no t complete. but the resu lting magnetic field !>trcngth is extremel y small.
Although the magnetic and electr ic tields are shown !>cparately in Fig. 14-3(b) and
(c) for cl arity. remember that they occur simultancou!>l y and at r ight angles to one
another.
A transmi ssion line. l ike an antenna, is made up of a conductor or conduc tors.
However. transmission l i ne'>, unlike antennas, do not radiate radio signal s effi ciently.
T he configuration of the conduc tors in a transmissi on li ne i-. ~>uc h that the electric and
magnetic fi elds are contained. The closeness of the conductors keeps the electric fi eld
prim aril y concentrated in the transmission line dielectric. The magnetic fields mostl y
cancel one ano ther. T he electric and magnetic fields do extend outward from the
transm is!>ion line. but the '>ma ll amount o f radiation that docs occur i s extremel y
inefficient.
Figure 14-4(a) shows the electric fi elds associated wi th a coaxial cable. and
Fig. 14-4{b) shows the magnetic fields a'>Sociated with a coaxial cable. T he electric field
line'> are fully contained by the outer shield of the cable, 'iO none arc radiated. The direction of the electric field lines reverses once per cycle.
T he magnetic field ar ound the center conductor pas!-.es through the outer shield.
However. note that the magnetic field produced by the outer conductor is in the opposite direction o f the fi eld produced by the inner conductor. Since the amplitude o f the
current in both conductors is the same, the magnetic lield wengths are equal. The inner
and outer magnetic fi elds cancel one another, and so a coaxial cable does not radiate any
electromagnetic energy. That is why coaxial cable is the preferred transmission line for
most appl ications.

GOOD TO KNOW
To determine the direction of the
magnetic field in a conductor,
remember to use the left-hand
rule. Hold your left thumb in the
direction of electron flow (toward
the positive) and point your left
fingers in the direction of the
magnetic field lines.

Antenna Operation
A<::. ~t a ted above, an antenna acts a~ the interface between a tran~ mitter or receiver and
free !-.pace. It either radiates or sense~ an electromagnetic field. But the question is. What
exactl y is an antenna, and what i s the relationship between an antenna and a transmis~ i on line? Further. how are the electric and magnetic fi eld!> produced?

Th e. Nature of an Antenna . I f a parallel -wir e transmi~sion l ine is left open. the
electric and magnetic fields e~cape from the end of the l ine and radiate into space
[Fig. 14-5(a)j. T his radiation. however. i s inefficient and unsuitable for rel iable
tran-.mi..,~ion or reception.
The radiation from a tran~mission li ne can be greatl y improved by bending the transmis-.ion line conductors so they arc :n a right angle to the transmi.,sion line. as shown

Antennas and Wave Propagation
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Figure 14-5

Converting a transmission line into an antenna. (a) An open transmission line
radiates a little. (b) Bending the open transmission line at right angles creates
an efficient radiation pattern.

Transmission line

I

Transmission line

Antenna

(a)

(b)

in Fig. 14-S(b). The magnetic fields no longer cancel and, in fact, aid one another. The
electric field spreads out from conductor to conductor (Fig. 14-6). The result is an
antenna. Optimum radiation occurs if the segment of transmission wire converted to an
antenna is one-quarter wavelength long at the operating frequency. This makes an antenna
that is one-half wavelength long.
An antenna, then, is a conductor or pair of conductors to which is applied the ac
voltage at the desired frequency. In Fig. 14-5. the antenna is connected to the transmitter by the transmission line that was used to form the antenna. I n most practical applications, the antenna is remote from the transmitter and receiver, and a transmission line
is used to transfer the energy between antenna and transmitter or receiver. Lt is sometimes useful, however, to analyze an antenna as if the conductors were connected directly
to the generator or transmitter, as in Fig. 14-7. The voltage creates an electric field and
the current creates a magnetic field. Figure 14-7(a) shows the magnetic field for one
polarity of the generator, and Fig. 14-7(b) shows the accompanying electric field.
Figure 14-7(c) and (d) shows the magnetic and electric fields, respectively, for the opposite polarity of the generator.

Figure 14-6

The electric and magnetic fields around the transmission line conductors
when an antenna is formed.
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Figure 14-7

Electric and magnetic fields around an antenna.

(a)

(b)

(c)

The magnetic fields vary in accordance with the applied signal from the generator,
which is usually a modulated sine wave carrier. The sinusoidal electric field changing
over time is similar to a current that causes the generation of the sinusoidal magnetic
field. A sinusoidally varying magnetic tield produces an electric tield. Thus the two fields
support and sustain each other. The ratio of the electric fi eld strength of a radiated wave
to the magnetic field strength is a constant. It is called the impedance of space. or the
ll'ave impedance. and is 377 fl. The resulting fields are radiated into space at the speed
of light (3 X lOll m/s or 186.400 mils).
The antenna that is radiating electromagnetic energy appears to the generator as an
ideally resistive electrical load so that the applied power is consumed as radiated energy.
In addition to the resistive component, an antenna can have a reactive component. The
resistive component is called the anteww radiation resistance. This resistance does not
dissipate power in the form of heat, as in electronic circuits. Instead, the power is dissipated as radiated electromagnetic energy.

The El ectromagnetic Field. The elewic and magnetic fields produced by the

(d)

Impedance of space
Wave impedance

Antenna radiation resistance

Electromagnetic field

antenna are at right angles to each other. and both are perpendicular to the direction of
propagation of the wave. This is illustrated in . evenu ways in Fig. 14-8. Figure 14-8(a)
shows the basic right-angle relationship. Now, assume that you are looking at a small
area of the space around an antenna and that the signal i s moving either directly out of
the page toward you or into the page away from you. Figure l4-8(b) is a view or the
field lines in Fig. 14-8(a), but the perspective is shifted 90° so that you are getting an
edge view. Figure 14-8(c) shows the variation in strength of the electric and magnetic
fields as they move outward from the antenna. Note that the amplitude and direction of
the magnetic and electric fields vary in a sinusoidal manner depending upon the frequency of the signal being radiated.

Near Fie ld and Far Field. Antennas actually produce two sets of fields, the ncar
field and the far lield. The 11ear field describes the region directly around the antenna
where the electric and magnetic fields are distinct. These fields are not the radio wave.
but they do indeed contain any information transmitted. These fields weaken with the
distance from the antenna. approximately by the quadruple power of the distance. The
near field is also refened to as the Fresnel zone.
The far field which is approximately 10 wavelengths from the antenna is the radio
wave with the composite electric and magnetic fields. For example. at 2.4 GHz, one
wavelength is 984/2400 = 0.4 1 feet. The far field is I 0 times that, or 4. 1 ft or beyond.
Antennas and Wave Propagation
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Figure 14-8

Viewing the electromagnetic wave emitted by an antenna.
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Radio-frequency identification
(RFIO)

Polarization
Horizontally polarized
Vertically polarized

Circular polarization
Right-hand circular polarization
(RHCP)
Left-hand circular polarization
(LHCP)

GOOD TO KNOW
When circular polarization is used
at both transmitter and receiver,
the transmitter and receiver must
both use either left- or right-hand
polarization if the signal is to be
received.
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Inside that 4.1 ft lies the ncar field. The combined fields actually detach them. elves from
the antenna and radiate into space as previously described. Its strength also diminishes
with distance but only at the square of the distance. The far tield is also called the
Fraunhofer zone.
Most wireless applications use the far field wave. And any antenna radiation patterns arc valid only if measurements arc taken on the far field. The ncar field is rarely
used. but applications such as radio-fi"equency identification (RFID) and ncar field communication (NFC) make use of the near lield. Some cell phone manufacturers also build
in a shon-range near field radio for applications such a" wireless building access, ticket
purchases, or automotive functions.

Polarization. Polarization refers to the orientation of magnetic and electric fields
with respect to the earth. I f an electric field is parallel to the earth. the electromagnetic wave is said to be horizontally polarized; if the electric field is perpendicular to
the earth, the wave i~ l'ertically polari~ed. Antennas that are horit.ontal to the earth
produce horizontal polari1.ation. and antennas that are vertical to the earth produce vertical polarization.
Some antennas produce circular polarization, in which the electric and magnetic
fields rotate as they leave the antenna. There can be right-hand circular polarization
( RHCP) and left-hand circular polari:ation ( LHCP); the type depends on the direction
of rotation as the signal leaves the antenna. An electric field can be visualized a!> rotating as if the antenna were connected to a large fan blade. The electric field and the
accompanying magnetic field rotate at the frequency or the transmitter, with one full rotation occurring in one cycle of the wave. Looking from the transmiuer to the di~tant
receiver, RHCP gives a clockwise rotation to the electric field and LHCP gives a counterclockwise rotation.
For optimal transmission and reception, the tran~milling and receiving antennas must
both be of the same polarization. Theoretically. a vertically polarized wave will produce
0 V in a horizontal antenna and vice versa. But during transmission over long distances.
the polari.1.ation of waves changes ~lightly because of the various propagation effects in
free space. Thus even when the polarit.ation of the transmitting and receiving antennas
is not matched, a signal is usually received.
A vertical or horizontal antenna can receive circu lar polarized signals, but the signaJ strength is reduced. When circular polarization is used at both transmitter and
receiver. both must usc either left- or right-hand polarization if the signal ic; to be
received.
Chapter 14

MAXWElL's EouATIONS

A radio wave is an electromagnetic wave, i.e., one made up of both an electric field and a magnetic field. In your earlier electronic studies, you learned that a magnetic field is created when
electrons flow through a conductor. You also learned that an electric field exists between two
oppositely charged bodies. The big question is, How do these two fields get together to form a
radio wave, and specifically how are they propagated through space?
In the 1870s, Scottish physicist James Clerk Maxwell wrote a book predicting the existence
of electromagnetic waves. Using the basic electrical theories of Faraday, Ohm, Ampere, and other
electrical researchers at the time, he postulated that a rapidly changing field of one type would
produce the other type of field and vice versa over time. Since one type of field produces the
other, the two coexist in a self-sustaining relationship. Maxwell's equations express this relationship mathematically.
Later, in the 1880s, German physicist Heinrich Hertz proved Maxwell's theories by generating radio waves, radiating and manipulating them, and detecting them at a distance. Thus the
"wireless" or radio was discovered.
Maxwell defined four basic mathematical relationships between the strength and densities
of the electric and magnetic fields as they vary over time. These relationships involve partial
differential equations and are, therefore, beyond the scope of this text. However. Maxwell's
equations are regularly taught as part of most electrical engineering degree curricula.
Maxwell's equations tell us that an electric field changing with time acts as charges in motion or current flow that, in turn, set up a magnetic field. As the magnetic field changes over time,
it sets up an electric field. The electric and magnetic fields interact with each other and sustain
each other as they propagate through space at the speed of light. This explains how the electromagnetic wave can exist and move through space after it leaves the antenna or other component
or apparatus that initially generates it.

Antenna Reciprocity
The term antenna reciprocity means that the characteristics and performance of an
antenna are the same whether the antenna is radiating or intercepting an electromagnetic
signal. A transmitting antenna takes a voltage from the transmitter and converts it to an
electromagnetic signal. A receiving antenna has a voltage induced into it by the electromagnetic signal that passes across it. The voltage is then connected to the receiver. In
both cases. the properties of the antenna-gain, directivity, frequency of operation. etc.are the same. However, an antenna used for transmitting high power. such as in a radio
or TV broadcast station, must be constructed of materials that can withstand the high
voltages and currents invol ved. A receiving antenna, no matter what the design. can be
made of wire. But a tTansmitting antenna for high-power applications might, e.g.• be
designed in the same way but be made of larger. heavier materi al. such a<> metal tubing.
In most communication systems. the same antenna is used for both trcmsmitting and
receiving. and these events can occur at different times or can be simultaneous. An
antenna can transmit and receive at the same time as long as some means is provided
for keeping the transmitter energy out of the front end of the receiver. A device called a
diple.rer is used for this purpose.

Antenna reciprocity

GOOD TO KNOW
An antenna can transmit and receive at the same time only if a
device such as a diplexer is used
to keep the transmitter energy
out of the receiver.

Oiplexer

The Basic Antenna
An antenna can be a length of wire. a metal rod. or a piece of tubing. Many different
sizes and shapes are used. The length of the conductor is dependent on the frequency
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Cell phones, telephones, and other forms of data transmission are
commonly accomplished by antenna. The design of the antenna
can be varied to make the best match between it and the
impedances of its transmitter. Microstrip technology is used in
these antennas by CSA Wireless. (Courtesy of CSA Wireless.)

of operation. Antennas radiate most effectively when their length is directly related
to the wavelength of the transmitted signal. Most an tennas have a length that is
some fraction of a wavelength. One-half and one-quarter wavelengths are most
common.
An important criterion for radiation is that the length of the conductor be approximately one-half or one-quarter wavelength of the ac signal. A 60-Hz sine wave signal
has a wavelength of A = 300,000.000/60 = 5.000,000 m. Since I mi
1609.34 m, one
wavelength of a 60-Hz signal is about 5,000,000/1609.34 = 3106.86 mi. One-half wavelength is 1553.43 mi. Very little radiation of an electromagnetic tield occurs if antenna
wires are less than this length.
The same is true of wires carrying audio signals. A 3-kHz audio signal has a wavelength of 300,000,000/3000 = 100,000 m, or 62.14 mi. This wavelength is so long
compared to the length of the wire normally carrying such signals that little radiation
occurs.
However, as frequency is increased, wavelength decreases. At frequencies from about
I MHz up to I 00 G Hz, the wavelength is within the range of practical conductors
and wires. It is within this range that long-distance radiation occurs. For example, a
300-MHz UHF signal has a wavelength of I m, a very practical length.
The other factor that determines how much energy is radiated is the arrangement of
the conductors carrying the signal. If they are in the form of a cable such as a transmission line with a generator at one end and a load at the other, as shown in Fig. 14-3.
very little radiation occurs at any frequency.
As seen in Figs. 14-5 and 14-6, an open transmission line can be made into an
antenna simply by bending the conductors out at a right angle with the transmission line.
This concept is illustrated again in Fig. 14-9. Such a line has a standing wave such that
the voltage is maximum at the end of the line and the current is minimum. One-quarter
wave back from the open end are a voltage minimum and a current maximum, as shown
in the figure. By bending the conductors at a right angle to the transmission line at the
quarter-wave point. an antenna is formed. The total length of the antenna is one-half
wavelength at the frequency of operation. Note the distribution of the voltage and
current standing waves on the antenna. At the center the voltage is minimum and the
current is maximum.
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Figure 14- 9

Standing waves on an open transmission line and an antenna.
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14-2 Common Antenna Types
All the most common types of antenna<; used in the communication industry arc ba<,ed
on a basic dipole. and most are some modified form of the one-half -wavelength dipole
discussed in the la<.t ~ection.

The Dipole Antenna

Dipole antenna

One of the mo~t '' idely used antenna types is the half-wave dipole shown in Fig. 14-10.
This antenna is abo formally known as the Herr-;. antenna after Heinrich Hcrv. who first
demonstrated the existence of electromagnetic waves. Also called a doublet. a dipole
antenna is two pieces of wire, rod, or tubing that are one-quarter wavelength l ong at the
operating resonant frequency. Wire dipoles are supported with glass. ceramic, or plastic
insulators at the ends and middle, as shown in Fig. 14-11. Self-supporting dipoles arc
made from a stilT metal rod or tubing.

Radiation Resistance. The transmission line is connected at the center. The dipole
has an impedance of 73 !1 at its center, which is the radimion resiswnce. At the resonant frequency. the antenna appears to be a pure resistance of 73 !1. For maximum
power tram,fer it is important that the impedance of the transmission line ma1ch the load.
A 73-!1 coaxial cable like RG-59/U i~ a perfect transmis'>ion line for a dipole antenna.

Figure 14- 10

Hertz antenna
Doublet

Radiation resistance

The dtpole antenna.

radial~
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Figure 14-1 1

A half-wave dipole of 18 MHz.
- - - - - - - - - - Glass, ceramic, or plastic insulators - - - - - - - - - - .

~-------------------------26«~~-------------~--------~

No. 12 or no. 14
copper wire

Support

73·0
radiation
resistance

Support

RG·1 1/l
75·0
coaxial
cable

-

RG- llfU coaxial cable with an impedance of 75 fl also provides an excellent match.
When the radiation resistance of the antenna matches the characteristic impedance of the
u·ansmission line, the SWR is minimum and maximum power reaches the antenna.
The radiation resistance of the d ipole is ideally 73 fl when the conductor is intinitely thin and the antenna is in free space. lts actual impedance varies depending on the
conductor thickness. the ratio of diameter to length. and the proximity of the dipole to
other objects. especially the earth.
As the conductor thickness increases with respect to the length of the antenna, the
radiation resistance decreases. A typical length-to-diameter ratio is about I0,000 for a
wire antenna, for a radiation resistance of about 65 fl instead of 73 D. The resistance
drops gradually as the diameter increases. With a large tubing conductor, the resistance
can drop to as low as 55 fl.
The graph in Fig. 14-12 shows how radiation resistance is affected by the height of
a dipole above the ground. Curves for both horizontally and vertically mounted antennas
are given. The resistance varies above and below an average of about 73 !l, depending
on height in wavelengths. The higher the antenna. the less effect the earth and surrounding objects have on it. and the closer the radiation resistance is to the theoretical
ideal. Given that radiation resistance is affected by several factors, it often vruies from

Figure 14-12

The effect of dipole height above ground on radiation resistance.
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1.2

1.4

1.6

n.

73
Neverthele\l>. a 75-0 coaxial cable provides a good match. as doe~ 50-0 cable at
lower height'> with thicker conductor-..

Dipole Length An antenna i!. a frequency-sensitive device. In Chap. 13. you learned
that the formula A - 984/f can be u!.ed to calculate one wavelength at a '>pccific frequency. and A = 49'2./f can thw. be used to calculate one-half wa,·elength. For example.
one-half wa,clength at 122 Mi l t i!. 492/122 = -l-.033 ft.
A.., it turn" out. to get the dipole to resonate at the frequenC) of operation. the phy'ical length mu\t be -.ome'' hat ~honer than the one-half waYclcngth computed with the
exprel>l>ion gi,cn abme. -.ince actual length is related to the ratio of length to diameter.
conductor -.hape. Q. the dielectric (when the material i~ other than air). and a condition
known a<> end effect. End e.fl"ect i' a phenomenon caused by any :.upport in\ulator-. u~ed
at the end~ of the wire antenna and has the effect of adding a capacitance to the end of
each wire. At frequencies up to about 30 MHz, end effect '>hortens the antenna by about
5 percent. Thus the actual antenna length is only about 95 percent of the computed length.
The fonnula mu-.t be modified as follows:
492 X 0.95

L =

End effect

468

=-

f

f

where L - length of half-wave dipole antenna.
For half-wave dipole wire antenna!. used belov. 30 MHL. the formula L
468~(
provide!. a ballpark figure. :-.o to speak. Minor adjustments in length can then be made
to tine-tunc the antenna to the center of the desired frequency range.
For example. an antenna for a frequency of 27 MH1 would ha\'e a length of
468/27 - 17.333 ft. To create a half-wave dipole. two 8.666-ft length\ of wire would
be cut. probably 12- or 14-gauge copper wire. Phy-;icall). the antenna would be -.u-.pended between two point\ a~ high a-. po~~ible off the ground hec Fig. 14-11 ). The '"ire
conductorl> them'>eiYe-. would be connected to glas~ or ceramic in-.ulawr' at each end
and in the middle w prO\ ide good im.ulation between the antenna and it'> '>uppon.... The
tran'>mi!'l~ion line would be attached to the two conductor~ at the center in'>ulator. The
tran'>mi.,.,ion line '>hould leave the antenna at a right angle '>O that it does not interfere
with the antenna·~ radiation.
At frequem:ie'> above 30 M Ht, the conductor is usually thicker because thic"er rod.,
or IUbing. rather than wire. is used. Using thicker materials also '>horten~ the length by
a factor of about 2 or 3 percent. As~uming a sh011ening factor of 3 percent. one-half
wavelength would be 492 X 0.97~{

Antenna Resonance. Becau!.e the antenna is one-half wavelength at onl y one

Antenna resonance

frequency. it acts a!. a re~onan t circuit. To the generator. the antenna looks like a series
resonant circuit (~ee Fig. 14-13 ). The inductance represents the magnetic field. anJ the
capacitance reprc~ent!-1 the electric field. The resistance b the radiation rc!.i~tance. A<,
alway!.. thi.., resbtnncc varies depending on antenna conductor thicknel>s and height.
If the '>ignal applied to the antenna is such that the antenna i'> exactly one-half wavelength long. the equivalent circuit will be resonant and the inductive reactance will cancel the capacitive reactance. Only the effect of the radiation re~i~tancc \\ill be prc-.cnt.
and the '>ignal "ill radiate.

Figure 14-13

The eqUivalent circuit of a dipole.
L

s

C

R = 731!
(at resonance)

Transmission hne
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GOOD TO KNOW
If a dipole is used at a frequency
different from its design frequency, the SWR rises and power
is lost, because the antenna impedance no longer matches the
transmission line impedance.

Antenna 0
Antenna bandwidth

lf the frequency of operation and the antenna length do not match, the equivalent
circuit will not be resonant. Instead, like any resonant circuit, it will have a complex
impedance made up of resistive and reactive components. If the frequency of operation
is too low, the antenna will be too short and the equivalent impedance will be capacitive because the capacitive reactance i'> higher at the lower frequency. If the frequency
of operation is too high. the antenna will be too long and the equivalent impedance will
be inductive because the inductive reactance is higher at the higher frequency.
I f the dipole is U'led at a frequency different from its design frequency. the antenna
impedance no longer matches the transmission line impedance. so the SWR rises and
power is lost. However, if the frequency of operation is close to that for which the
antenna wa<; designed. the mismatch will not be great and the antenna will work satisfactorily despite the higher SWR.

Antenna Q and Bandwidth.

The bandll'idtll of an amenna is determined by the
frequency of operation and the Q of the antenna according to the familiar relationship
BW f,!Q. Although it is difticult to calcul ate the exact Q for an antenna. as the above
relationship shows, the higher the Q, the narrower the bandwidth BW. Lowering Q
widens bandwidth. ln resonant circuits a high Q ( > 10) is usually desirable, because it
makeJo. the circuit more selective. For an antenna. low Q. and hence wider bandwidth. is
desirable '>0 that the antenna can operate over a wider range of frequencies with reasonable SWR. As a rule of thumb, any SWR below 2: l is considered good in practical
antenna work. Modern communication tran~ccivcrs rarely operate at just one frequency;
typically they operate on a selected channel inside a broader band of frequencies. Further. the transmitter is modulated, so there arc sidebands. If the antenna has too high a
Q and its bandwidth is too narrow. the SWR will be higher than 2: I and sideband clipping can occur.
The Q and thus the bandwidth of an antenna are determined primarily by the ratio of
the length of the conductor to the diameter of the conductor. When thin wire is used a.<, the
conductor. this ratio is very high. usually in the 10,000 to 30,000 range, resulting in high
Q and narrow bandwidth. A length-to-diameter ratio of 25,000 results in a Q of about 14.
If the antenna conductors are made of larger-diameter wire or tubing, the length-todiameter ratio and Q decrease. resulting in a wider bandwidth. A ratio of 1200 re!>ults
in a Q of about 8.
When larger-diameter conductors are u~ed to construct an antenna, the Larger plate
area cau'>Cl> the inductance of the conductor to decrease and the capacitance to i11crease.
The UC ratio is reduced for a given resonant frequency. Lowering L lowers the inductive reactance, which directly affects Q. Since Q = XJR and BW .f,IQ, lowering X1
reduces Q and increases bandwidth.
At UHF and microwave frequencies. antennas are typically made of short. fat
conductors. such as tubing. It is not uncommon to see conductorl> with diameters as large
as 0.5 in. The result is wider bandwidth.
Bandwidth is sometimes expressed as a percentage of the resonant frequency
of the antenna. A small percentage means a higher Q, and a narrower bandwidth
means a lower percentage. A typical wire antenna has a bandwidth in the range of 3 to
6 percent of the resonant frequency. u· thicker conductors are used, this percentage can
be increased to the 7 to I 0 percent range. which gives lower Q and wider bandwidth.
For example. if the bandwidth of a 24-MH7 dipole antenna i<> given as 4 percent.
the bandwidth can be calculated as 0.0-t X 24 = 0.96 MH7 (960 kHt). The operating
range of this antenna. then. is the 960-kHt. bandwidth centered on 24 MHz. This gives
upper and lower frequency limits of 24 MHt. ::!::480kHz or one-half the bandwidth. The
operating range is 23.52 to 24.48 MHz, where the antenna is sti ll close to resonance.
The Q and bandwidth of an antenna arc also affected by other factors. Tn array-type
antennas with many conductors. Q is affected by the number of conductors used and
their spacing to the dipole. These antennas usually have high Q's and. thus, narrow bandwidths. and so off-frequency operation produce'> greater changes in SWR than it does
with lower-Q antennas.
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The conical dipole and its variation. (o) Conical antenna. (b) Broadside view
of conical dipole antenna (bow tie antenna) showing dimens1ons. (c) Opengnll bow tie antenna.

Figu re 14-14
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Conical Antennas. Another common way to increase bandwidth i'> to U'-e a version
of the dipole antenna known as the conical antenna [Fig. 14-1 •Ha)]. Figure 14-14(b)
shows a flat. broad<;ide view of a conical antenna. The overall length of the antenna i'>
0. 73A or 0.73(984)/f 718.32/f Thi!> is longer than the traditional one-half wmelength
of a dipole antenna, but the phy~ical shape changes the nece.,sary dimension-. for
resonance. The cones are ~haped <,uch that the shaded area is equal to the unshaded
area. When this is done. the distance between the boundaries marked by A and 8 in
Fig. 14-14(h) il> one-half wavelength. less about 5 percent, or approximately 468/f.
where f is in mcgahert1..
The center radiation resistance of a conical antenna is much higher than the 73 D
usually round when straight-wire or tubing conductors are used. This cen ter impedance
is given by Z
120 In (0/2), where Z is the center radiation resistance at resonance and
0 is the angle associated with the cone [see Fig. 14-14(b)J. For an angle of 30°. the center impedance is thus Z = 120tn(30/2) = 120ln 15 = 120(2.7)= 325!1. This is a
reasonably good mmch to 300-H twin-lead transmission line.
To usc coaxial cable, which is usually desirable. ~ome kind or impedancematching network i ... needed to tran ... rorm the high center impedance to the 50 or 75 n
characteristic of mo'>t coaxial cables.
Cone~ are difficult to make and expensive. and a popular and equally effective variation of the conical antenna i.., the bow tie antenna. A two-dimen'>ional cone i'> a triangle: therefore. a llat version of the conical antenna looks like two triangle'> or a bow tie.
One bow tie ver<.ion of the conical antenna in Fig. 14-14(b) would have the '>ame '>hape
and dimen.,iom,, but it would be made of flat aluminum. Bow tie antcnml'> can also be
made of a grillwork of conductor!>, instead of a flat plate. <I!> '>hown in Fig. 14- 14(c): this
conllguration reduces wind re<,btance. If the spacing between the conductor<, j.., made
less than 0.1 wavelength at the highest operating frequency. the antenna appear' to be a
solid conductor to the tram.mitter or receiver.
The primary advantage of conical antennas is their tremendous bandwidth: they can
maintain a constant impedance and gain over a 4: I frequency range. The length of the

Conical antenna
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Bow tie antenna

GOOD TO KNOW
Most half-wave dipole antennas
are mounted horizontally at tow
frequencies because the physical
construction, mounting, and support are easier.
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antenna is computed by using the center frequency of the range to be covered. For example, an antenna to cover the 4: 1 range at 250 MHz to I GHz ( 1000 MHz) would be cut
for a center frequency of (I 000 + 250)/2 = 1250/2 = 625 MHz.

Dipole Polarization. Most half-wave dipole antennas are mounted horizontally to
the earth. This makes the electric field horizontal to the earth; therefore, the antenna is
horizontally polarized. Ho1izontal mounting i s preferred at the lower frequencies
( <30 MHz) because the physical construction. mounting, and support are easier. This
type of mounting also makes it easier to attach the transmission line and route it to the
transmitter or receiver.
A dipole antenna can also be mounted vertically, in which case the electric field will
be perpendicular to the earth, mak.ing the polarization vertical. Vertical mounting is common at the higher frequencies (VHF and UHF). where the antennas are shorter and made
of self-supporting tubing.
Antenna radiation pattern
Antenna directivity

Radiation Pattern and Directivity. The radi(l/ion pa11ern of any antenna is the
shape of the electromagnetic energy radiated from or received by that antenna. Most
antennas have directional characteristics that cause them to radiate or receive energy in
a specific direction. Typically that radiation is concentrated in a pattern that has a recognizable geometric shape.
The radiation pattern of a half-wave dipole has the shape of a doughnut. Figure 14- 15
shows the pattern with one-half the doughnut cut away. The dipole is at the center hole
of the doughnut, and the doughnut itself represents the radiated energy. To an observer
looking down on the top of the dipole. the radiation pattern would appear to be a ligure
8. as 1\hown in Fig. 14-16. This horiwntal radiation pattern is plotted on a polar coordinate graph in the ligure. The center of the antenna is assumed to be at the center of
the graph. The dipole is assumed to be aligned with the 90° to 270° axis. As shown. the
maximum amount of energy is radiated at right angles to the dipole. at
and I 80°. For
that reason. a dipole is what is known as a directional amenna. For optimum transmission and reception, the antenna should be aligned broadside to the signal destination or
source. For optimal signal transmission. the u·ansmitting and receiving antennas must be
para! lei to each other.
Whenever a dipole receiving antenna i s pointed toward a transmitter, or vice
versa, it must be broadside to the direction of the transmitter. If the antenna is at some
other angle. the maximum signal wi ll not be received. As can be seen from the radiation pattern in Fig. 14- 16. if the end of the receivin g antenna is pointed directly at
the transmitting antenna, no signal is received. As indicated earlier, this zero-signal
condition could not occur in practice, because the radiated wave would undergo some

oo

Directional antenna

Figure 14-1 5

Three-dimensional pattern of a half-wave dipole.
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Figure 14-16

Horizontal radiation pattern of a half-wave dipole.
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shifts during propagation and. therefore. some minimal signal would be received from
the end:- of the antenna.
The measure of an antenna\ directivity is beam ll'idth. the angle of the radiation
pattern over which a transmitter's energy is directed or received. Beam width i:-. measured on an antenna's radiation pattern. The concemric circles extending outward from
the pattern in Fig. 14-16 indicate the relative strength of the signal as it moves away
from the antenna. The beam w idth is measured between the points on the radiation curve
that are 3 d B down from the maximum amplitude of the curve. As stated
previously, the maximum amplitude or the pattern occurs al 0" and 180°. The 3-dO down
points are 70.7 percent of the maximum. The angle formed w ith two lines
extending from the center of the curve to these 3-dB points is the beam width. In this
example. the beam width is 90°. The smaller the beam width angle. the more directional
the antenna.

Antenna Gam. Cain was previou~ly defined as the output of an electronic circuit or
device divided by the input. Obviously. passive device!> -.uch a!> antenna<. cannot have
gain in thi'> \en..,e. The power radiated b) an antenna can never be greater than the input
power. However. a directional antenna can radiate more power in a xiren direction than
a nondirectional antenna, and in this .. favored" direction. it act.., a-. if it had gain. Antenna
gain of this t) pc io, expressed as the ratio of the effectil·e radiated output power P 0 u 1 to
the input power P10• Effective radiated power is the actual power that would have to be
radiated by a reference antenna (usually a nondircctional or dipole antenna) to produce
the <.,amc '>ignal i>trength at the receiver as the actual antenna produce!.. Antenna gain is
u!>ually expre!>scd in decibels:
dB

Beam width

Gain

= 10 log Poul
P;n
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The power radiated by an antenna with directivity and therefore gain is called the

Effective radiated power (ERP)

effective radiated power (ERP). The ERP is calculated by multiplying the transmitter
power fed to the antenna P, by the power gain AP of the antenna:

ERP

Isotropic radiator

Near field

= A1,P,

To calculate ERP. you must convert from decibels to the power ratio or gain.
The gain of an antenna is usually expressed in reference to either the dipole or an
isotropic radiator. An isotropic radiator is a theoretical point source of electromagnetic
energy. The £and H tields radiate out in all directions from the point source, and at any
given distance from the point source. the fields form a sphere. To visualize this, think of
a lightbulb at the center of a large world globe and the light that illuminates the im-.ide
of the sphere as the electromagnetic energy.
In what is known a'> the near field of the antenna. defined as the part of the field
less than I 0 wavelength., from the antenna at the operating frequency, a portion of the
surface area on the sphere looks something like that shown in Fig. 14- 17. In the far field.
I 0 or more wavelengths distant from the source, the sphere is so large that a ~mall area
appears to be flat rather than curved, much as a small area of the earth appears flat. Most
far-lield analysis of antennas is done by assuming a flat surface area of radiation with
the electric and magnetic lields at right angles to each other.
In reality. no practical antennas radiate i~otropically: instead. the radiation is concenLrated into a specific pattern, as seen in Figs. 14-15 and 14-16. This concentration of
electromagnetic energy has the effect of increasing the radiation power over a <;urface
area of a given size. In other words. antenna directivity give~ the antenna gajn over an
isotropic radiator. The mathematics involved in determining the power gain of a dipole
over an isotropic source i~ beyond the scope or this book. As it turns out. this power
gain is 1.64; in decibels. I 0 log 1.64 = 2.15 dB.
Most formulas for antenna gain are expressed in terms of gain in decibels over a
dipole (dBd). If the antenna gain is said to be 4.5 dB, this mean!> gain as compared to
a dipole. To compute the gain of an antenna with respect to an isotropic radiator (dBi),
add 2.15 dB to the gain over the dipole (dBi
dBd + 2.15). In general, the more concentrated an antenna's energy, the higher the gain. The effect is as if the transmitter power
were actually increased by the antenna gain and applied to a dipole.
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Figure 1 4-1 7

An isotropic source and its spherical wave front.
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Figure 14-18

Folded dipole. (a) Basic configuration. (b) Construction with twin lead.
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twin lead - -
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300-H
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(b)

Folded Dipoles. A popular variation of the half-wave dipole is the folded dipole,
shown in Fig. 14-l8(a). Like the standard dipole, it is one-half wavelength long. However. it consists of two parallel conductors connected at the ends with one side open at
the center for connection to the transmission line. The impedance of this popu lar antenna
is 300 .0, making it an excellent match for the widely avai lable 300-fl twin lead. The
spacing between the two parallel conductors is not critical, although it is typically
inversely proportional to the frequency. For very high-frequency antennas, the spacing is
less than 1 in; for low-frequency antennas, the spacing may be 2 or 3 in.
The radiation pattern and gain of a folded dipole are the same as those of a standard dipole. However. folded dipoles usually offer greater bandwidth. The radiation resistance impedance can be changed by varying the size of the conductors and the spacing.
An easy way to make a folded dipole antenna is to construct it entirely of 300-11
twin-lead cable. A piece of twin-lead cable is cut to a length of one-half wavelength, and
the two ends are soldered together lFig. 14-18(b)]. When one-half wavelength is calculated, the velocity factor of twin-lead cable (0.8) must be included in lhe formu la. For
example. the length of an antenna cut for I00 MHz (the approximate center of the FM
broadcast band) is }../2 = 492/.f = 492/ J 00 = 4.92 ft. By taking into account the velocity factor of twin-lead cables the tina! length is 4.92 X 0.8 = 3.936 ft.
The center of one conductor in the twin-lead cable is then cut open. and a 300-.fl
twin-lead transmission line is soldered to the two wires. The resu lt is an effective, lowcost antenna that can be used for both transmitting and receiving purposes. Such antennas are commonly used for both TV and FM radio reception.

Folded dipole

The Marconi or Ground-Plane Vertical Antenna
Another widely used antenna is the one-quarler wavelength vertical antenna. also called
a Marconi antenna. lt is similar in operation to a vertically mounted dipole antenna.
However. it offers major advantages because it is one-half the length of a dipole antenna.

One-quarter wavelength vertical
antenna

Radiation Pattern. Most half-wave d ipole antennas are mounted horizontally. but
they can also be mounted vertically. The radiation pattern of a vertical ly polarized dipole
antenna is still doughnut-shaped. but the radiation pattern, as seen from above the
antenna. is a petfect circle. Such antennas, which transmit an equal amount of energy in
the horizontal direction, arc called omnidirectional antennas. Because of the doughnut
shape. the vertical radiation is zero and the radiation at any angle from the horizontal is
greatly diminished.
The same effect can be achieved with a one-quarter wavelength antenna. Figure 14- 19
showl> a vertical dipole with the doughnut-shaped radiation pattern. One-half of the
pattern is below the sutface of the earth. Th is is called a vertical radiation patrern.
Vertical polarization and omnidirectional characteristics can also be achieved by
using a one-quarter wavelength vertical radiator; see Fig. 14-20(a). T his antenna is known
Antennas and Wave Propagation
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Figure 14- 19

Side view of the radiation pattern of a vertical dipole.
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Ground-plane antenna

as a Marconi or ground-pla11e antenna. It is usually fed with coaxial cable; the center
conductor is connected to the vertical radiator. and the shield is connected to earth
ground. With this arrangement. the earth acts as a type of electrical '·mirror."' effectively providing the other one-quarter wavelength of the antenna and making it the
equivalent of a venical dipole. The result is a vertically polarized omnidirectional
antenna.

Ground plane
Radial
Counterpoise

GOOD TO KNOW
If a good electrical connection
(ground plane) cannot be made
to earth, an artificial ground can
be constructed of several onequarter wavelength wires laid
horizontally on the ground or
buried in the earth.

Figure 14-20

Ground Plane, Radials, and Counterpoise. The effectiveness of a vertically
polarized omnidirectional antenna depends on making good electrica l comact with the
earth. This can be tricky. Sometimes. a reasonable ground can be obtained by driving a
copper rod 5 to 15ft long into the earth. If the earth is dry and has high resistance
because of its content. however, even a ground rod is insufficient. Once a good electrical connection to the earth has been made. the earth becomes what is known as a grou11d
plane. If a good electrical connection (low resistance) cannot be made to the earth. then
an artificial ground plane can be constructed of several one-quarter wavelength wires laid
horizontally on the ground or buried in the earth I Fig. 14-20(b)j. Four wires are usually
sufficient. but in some antenna systems. more are used. These horizontal wires at the
base of the antenna are refe1Ted to as radials. The greater the number of radials. the better the ground and the better the radiation. The entire ground-plane collection of radial s
is often referred to as a counterpoise.
At very high frequencies. when antennas are short. any large, flat metallic surface
can serve as an effective ground plane. For example. vertical antennas are widely used
on cars, trucks. boats. and other veh icles. The metallic roof of a car makes a superior
ground plane for VHF and UHF antennas. In any case, the ground plane must be large
enough that it has a radius of greater than one-quarter wavelength at the lowest frequency
of operation.

Ground-plane antenna. (a) One-quarter wavelength vertical antenna. (b) Using radials
as a ground plane.

Radials

(~)

Coaxial cable

Earth ground
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Each telecommunication dish collects electromagnetic energy from a satellite.

Radiation Rc:ststancc The impedance of a vertical ground-plane antenna i" exact!}
one-half the impedance of the dipole. or approximately 36.5 n. Of cour!-.e. thi!-. impedance varie'> depending on the height above ground. the length/diameter rmio of the conductor, and the pre~ence of c:;urrounding objects. The actual impednnce can drop to les!>
than 20 !l for a thick conductor very close to the ground.
Since there i!-. no such thing as 36.5-!1 coaxial cable. 50-!l coaxial cable i'> commonly used to feed power to the ground-plane antenna. Thi., represents a mi!>match. However, the SWR of 50/36.5 - 1.39 is relatively low and docs not cause any ~ignifica nt
power IO!>S.
One way to adjust the antenna's impedance is to usc ..drooping"' radials. as shown
in Fig. 14-21. At some angle depending upon the height or the antenna above the ground.
the antenna\, impedance will be ncar 50
making it a nearly perfect match for most
coaxial cable.

so-n

n.

Antl:nna Length. In addition to ire:; vertical polariLation and omnidirectional characteristics. another major benefit of the one-quarter wavelength vertical antenna is it<;
length. It is one-half the length of a standard dipole. which represent'> a -.ignilicant \a\ ing-.
at lower radio frequencies. For example. a one-half wavelength antenna for a frequency
of 2 MHt would haYe to be -+68/f = -+68/2 =234ft. Con-.tructing. a 234-ft 'ertical
antenna would pre-.ent a major structural problem. a~ it would require a \Upport at lea'>t
that long. An alternative j, to U'-C a one-quarter wavelength \Crtical antenna. the length
of which would on I} have to be '234/f = 117ft. Most low-frequency tran\mitting
antenna~ u!.e the one-quarter wavelength of vertical configuration for thi~ rea ... on. AM
broadca~t ~tation~ in the 535- to 1635-kH? range use one-quarter wavekngth Ycrtical
antenna~ becau).e they arc short. inexpensive, and not visually obtru\ive. Additionally.
they provide an equal amount of radiation in all directions. which i~ w.ually ideal for
broadca~t i ng.
Antennas and Wave Propagation
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Figure 14-21

Drooping radials adjust the antenna's impedance to near

son.

50·fi coaxial cable

Loading coil

For many applications, e.g., with portable or mobile equipment. it is not possible to make the antenna a full one-quarter wavelength long. A cordless telephone operating in the 46- to 49-M Hz range would have a one-quarter wavelength of 234/f =
234/46 = 5.1 ft. A 5-ft whip antenna, or even a 5-ft telescoping antenna, would be
impractical for a device you have to hold up to your ear. And a one-quarter wavelength vertical antenna for a 27-MHz CB walkie-talkie would have to be an absurdly
long 234/27 = 8.7 ft!
To overcome this problem. much shorter antennas are used, and lumped electrical components are added to compensate for the shortening. When a vertical antenna
is made less than one-quarter wavelength, the practical effect is a decreased inductance. The antenna no longer resonates at the desired operating frequency, but at a
higher frequency. To compensate for this. a series inductor, called a loading coil, is
connected in series with the antenna coil (Fig. I 4-22). The loading coil brings the
antenna back into resonance at the desired frequency. The coil is sometimes mounted
external to the equipment at the base of the antenna so that it can radiate along with
the vertical rod. The coil can also be contained inside a handheld unit, as in a cordless telephone.
ln some cases. the loading coil is placed at the center of the vertical conductor (see
Fig. 14-23). CB antennas and cellular telephone antennas use this method. The CB antennas have a large coil usually enclosed inside a protective housing. The shorter cellular
telephone antennas use a built-in self-supporting coil that looks like and serves the dual
purpose of a flexible spring.

Figure 14-22

Using a base leading coil to increase effective antenna length.
/

Vertical antenna
less than ~
/

Coaxial feed

VJ.::::::=~
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loading coil

Figure 14-23

A center-loaded shortened vertical.

Vertecal rods,

roollong<h

~

/

~ ~~ ...,.., ""'

Coaxial feed_ _ j

~
In both types of inductive vertical antennas. the inductor can be made variable.
so that the antenna can be tuneu: or the inductor can be made larger than needed and
a capacitor connected in series to reduce the overall capacitance and tunc the coi l to
resonance.
Another approach to using a shortened antenna is to increase the ciTect ivc capacitance represented by the antenna. One way to do thi!\ is to add conductors at the top
of the antenna. as shown in Fig. 14-24. Sometimes referred to as a top hm. this structure increases the capacitance to surrounding items. bringing the antenna back into resonance. Obviously. such ttn arrangement is too top-heavy and inconvenient for portable
and mobile antennas. However. it is sometimes used in larger fixed antennas at lower
frequencies.
One of the most popular variations of the one-quarter wavelength vertical antenna
i!' the SfR A \Crtical antenna (5A/8. or 0.625..\). Like a one-quarter wavelength ground-plane
antenna. the ~wave length vertical antenna is fed at the base \\ ith coaxial cable and ha..,
four or more one-quarter wavelength radial:, or the equhalcnt (i.e .. body of a car).
A %>-. vertical antenna is one-eighth wavelength longer than one-half wavelength.
This additional length give-. '-UCh an antenna abom a 3-dB gain over a ba'>ic dipole and
one-quarter wavelength vertical antenna. The gain comes from concentrating the radiation into a narrower vertical radiation pattern at a lower angle to the hori.wn. Thu<, %>-.
vertical antenna!> arc ideal for long-distance communication.
Since a %>-. antenna i!> not some integer multiple of a one-quarter wavelength. it
appears too long to the tranMnission line: i.e.. it looks like a capacitive circuit. To compensate for this, a series inductor is connected between the antenna and the transmi~sion
line, making the antenna a very close match to a 50-.!l coax ial transmission line. The
arrangement is similar to that shown in Fig. 14-22.
The % >-. antenna is widely used in the VHF and UHF bands. where its ll.:ngth is
not a problem. It is very u~cful in mobile radio installations, where omnidirectiona l
antennas arc necessary but additional gain is needed for reliable transmission over
longer distances.

Figure 14-24

Top hat

Using a top hat capacitive load to lower the resonant frequency of a shortened vertical antenna.
Top hat loading
rncreases capacrta~

v'""'""'~'~
~

Coaxralfe~
<;;;=

::J_
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Example 14-1
Calculate the length of the following antenna<, and '>tate their radiation resistance at
310 MHL: (a) dipole: (b) folded dipole (twin lead:
300
velocity factor = 0.8):
(c) bow tie (fJ = 35°, 0.73A): (d) ground plane (\cnical).

z

a.

A
2

=

492 X 0.97

f

477.25

= 31'0 =

Dipole radiation resistance

A 492
b. 2 -

f

=

492
310

n.

=

1.54 ft

= 73 n

1.587 ft

Taking the velocit) factor into account give~ 0.8 X 1.587
c.

=

1.27 ft.

\ = 984
= 984
= 1.
16 ft
I
310
•

1\

0.73A = 3.16(0.73) = 2.3 fl

0
35
Z = 1201n 2 = 1201n
2
= 120 ln 17.5 = 120(2.862)
= 343.5

d.

~=

234

f

4

n

= 0.755 ft

z = 36.5 n
The impedance of the ground-plane antenna i~ one-half the impedance of the dipole
(73 ..;.. 2
36.5 !l).

=

Directivity

Bidirectional antenna

In many types of communication -.y~tem~. it is dc!.irablc to use antennas with omnidirec tional characteristics. i.e .. antennas which can send messages in any direction and
receive them from any direction. In other!>, it is more advantageous to restrict the direction in which signals are sent or received. Th is requires an antenna with directivity.
Directivity refers to the ability of an antenna to send or receive signals over a narrow horizontal directional ran ge. In other word!.. the physical orientation of the antenna
gives it a highly directional response or directivity curve. A directional antenna eliminates interference from other !.ignab being received from all directions other than the
direction of the de1.ired signal. A highly directional antenna acts as a type of filter to
provide selectivity based on the direction of the -,ignal. The receiving antenna is pointed
directly at the station to be received. thercb) ciTectively rejecting signah from tram,mitten, in all other directions.
DirectionaJ antenna!. prm ide greater cflicienc) of power transmission. With omnidirectional antennas. the transmiued power radiate!'. out in all directions. Onl) a small
portion of the power i1:. recci,cd by the de~ ired '>tat ion: the re<,t is. in effect. wasted. When
the antenna is made directional. the tran,miuer power can be focused into a narrow beam
directed toward the station of intere:-.1.
The conventional half-wave dipole ha" some directivit) in that it sends or receives signab in directions perpendicular to the line of the antenna. (This is illustrated in Fig. 14-16.
which :-.hows the figure-8 rcspon!'>e curve of a half-wave dipole.) The half-wave dipole
antenna is directional in that no 1.ignal is radiated from or picked up from its ends. Such an
antenna is referred to as bidirectional, since it receives signals best in two directions.
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Directivity

GOOD TO KNOW
Directional antennas provide
great efficiency of power trans-

mission because the transm1tter
power can be focused into a
narrow beam directed toward
the station of interest.

L .-J- _• - -

~ ~~

Figure 14-25

I

_. -

-,

Radiat1on pattern of a highly directional antenna with gain. (o) Horizontal radiat ion
pattern. (b) Three-dimensional radiation pattern.

points

195°

l80"

165°

345•

o·

15•

Beam width
30
(a)

(b)

Antenna<, can abo be de~igned to be unidirectional: unidirectional antenna . . ..,end or
recei\'e '>ignal'> in one direction only. Figure l-l-25(a) show~ the directh ity pattern of a
highly directional antenna. The larger loop repre em~ the main re.,pon'>e cune for the
antenna. Maximum radiation or reception i1> in the direction of 0 . The three ..,mallcr patterns or loops going off in different directions from the main larger pattern arc called
lllillor lobes. A thrce-dimcn..,ional VCr1>iOn or the horizontal radiation pattern !-.hown in
Fig. 14-25(a) b given in Fig. 1-l-25(/J).
Few antenna~ arc perfectly unidirectional. Becau!>e of variow. imperfection!\. '>Omc
power i~ radiated (or received) in other directions (the minor lobe\). The goal i!-- to el iminate or at lea!\t minimi;.e the minor lobes through various antenna adju~tments and
enhancements designed to put more power into the main lobe.
The beam width on a stundard half-wave dipole is approximately 90°. This is not a
highly directional antenna. The narrower the beam width. of course, the better the directivity and the more highly focw.ed the signal. The antenna who!>e pattern i!> shown in
Fig. 14-25 ha.., a beam width of 30°. At microwave frcquencie ... antenna'> with beam
widths of le!\'> than I 0 have been built; these provide pinpoint communication accuracy.

Unidirectional antenna

Minor lobe

Gain
When a highly directive antenna i., u~ed, all the transmitted power i!'. focu.,ed in one
direction. Becau-,e the power is concentrated into a '>mall beam. the effect i ... ;-...., if the
antenna had amplified the tran!>mitted signal. Directi\ it). becau~e it focu'>e'> the PO'-' cr.
cau~c., the antenna to exhibit gain. which is one form of amplification. An antenna cannot. of cour\e. actuall) amplify a !tignal: however. because it can focu., the energy in a
\ingle direction. the effect il> as if the amount of radiated power were l>Ub!tlantiall) higher
than the power output of the tran~mitter. The antenna has power gain.
The power gain of an antenna can be expressed a<> the ratio of the power tratNllitted P 1..,0 , to the input power of the antenna P; 0 • Usually. however. power gain is expres<>ed
in decibeb:
dB = I 0 loa P,r:u"
0

Pin
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The total amount of power radiated by the antenna, the ERP, is, as stated previously, the power applied to the antenna multiplied by the antenna gain. Power gains of
I 0 or more are easily achieved, especially at the higher RFs. This means that a I 00-W
transmitter can be made to perform as a I 000-W transmitter when applied to an antenna
with gain.

Relationship Between Directivity and Gain
The relationship between the gain and the directivity of an antenna is expressed mathematically by the formula
8 =

203

(V!Oy
where 8

= beam width of amenna, deg

x = antenna power gain in decibels divided by 10 (x = dB/ 10)
The beam width is measured at the 3-dB down points on the radiation pattern. It assumes
a symmetric major lobe.
For example, the beam width of an antenna with a gain of 15 dB over a dipole is
calculated as follows (x = dB/10 = 15110 = 1.5):
8 =

203

cvi0)1.5

203 = 203
3.1621.5
s.62

=

36.1 0

lt is possible to solve for the gain. given the beam width. by rearranging the formula and using logarithms:
203
..r = 2Joo
e 8
The beam width of an antenna of unknown gain can be measured in the tield, and then
the gain can be calculated. Assume, e.g .. a measured - 3-dB beam width of 7°. The
gain is
x

Antenna array

= 2log -203
7

= 2log 29 = 2(1.462) = 2.925

Since x = dB/10, dB = lOx. Therefore the gain in decibels is 2.925 X 10 = 29.25 dB.
To create an antenna with directivity and gain, two or more antenna elements are
combined to form an array. Two basic types of antenna arrays are used to achieve gain
and directivity: parasitic arrays and driven arrays.

Parasitic Arrays
Parasitic array
Parasitic elements
Driven element

Reflector
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A parasitic array consists of a basic antenna connected to a transmission line plus one
or more additional conductors that are not connected to the transmission line. These extra
conductors are referred to as parasitic elements, and the antenna itself is referred to as
the driven element. Typically the driven element is a half-wave dipole or some variation.
The parasitic elements are slightly longer than and slightly less than one-half wavelength
long. These parasitic elements are placed in parallel with and near the driven elements.
A common arrangement is illustrated in Fig. 14-26. The elements of the antenna are all
mounted on a common boom. The boom does not have to be an insulator. Because there
is a voltage null at the center of a one-half wavelength conductor at the resonant frequency, there is no potential difference between the elements and so they can all be connected to a conducting boom with no undesirable effect. ln other words, the elements
are not "shorted together.''
The rejlect01: a parasitic elemem which is typically about 5 percent longer than the
half-wave dipole-driven element. is spaced from the driven element by a distance of
0.15>.. to 0.25A. When the signal radiated from the dipole reaches the reflector, it induces

Chap1er 14

Figure 14-26

A parasitic array known as a Yagi antenna.
D~rect1on of max1mum
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a vohage into rhe reflector and the rcnector produces '>orne radiation of ih own. Becau..,e
of the <.,pacing. the rellector\ radiation i., mostly in pha<.,e '' ith the radiation of the driven clement. As a result. the rclkctcd "ignal is added to the dipole signal. creating a
su·onger. more highly focused beam in the direction of the dri\en clement. The reflector
minimii'Cs the radiation to the right of the driven element and reinforces the radiation to
the left of the driven element (~cc Fig. 14-26).
Another kind of parasitic clement is a director. A director is approximately 5 percent
shorter than the half-wave dipole driven element and is mounted in front of the driven
clement. The directors are placed in front or the driven clement and <.,paced by some dblance between approximately one-tenth and two-tenth'> of a wa,elength from the driven
element. The signal from the dri,en clement cause<., a vohage to be induced into the
director. The signal radiated b) the director then add'> in phao.,c to that from the driven
element. The result is increased focu\ing of the signal. a narrower beam width. and a
higher antenna gain in the direction of the director. The o\crall radiation pattern of the
antenna in Fig. 14-16 is very similar to that shown in Fig. 14-25.
An antenna made up of a driven clement and one or more parasitic clements is generally referred to as a Yagi a11ten11a, after one of its inventor,. The antenna elements are
usually made of aluminum tubing and mounted on an aluminum cross member or boom.
Since the centers of the parasitic l!lemcnts are neutral electrically. these elements can
be connected directly to the boom. For the best lightning protection. the boom can then
be connected to a metal mao.,t and electrical ground. An antenna configured in this way
i., often referred to as a beam wuemw because it is high!) directional and has very high
gain. Gain'> of 3 to 15 dB arc po.,,ible '' ith beam angles of 20 to 40°. The three-element
Yagi antenna shown in Fig. 14-26 has a gain of about 8 d B when compared to a halfwave dipole. The simplest Yagi i~ a driven element and a reflector with a gain of about
3 dB over a dipole. Most Yagi~ h~t vc a driven element. a reflector. and from I to
20 directors. The greater the number of directors. the higher the gain and the narrower
the beam angle.
Additional gain and directivity can be obtained by combining two or more Yagis to
form an array. Two example~ arc <.,hown in Fig. 14-27. ln Fig. 14-:!7(a). two nine-element
Yagi., arc <.,tacked. The spacing determine~ overall gain and dirccti\ ity. In Fig. 14-27(/J).
t\\o nine-element Yagis are mounted .,ide by side in the \ame plane. The gain and beam
\\idth depend on the spacing between the two arra)<. and on ho\\ the transmission line
io., connected.
The dri\'e impedance of a Yagi varies widely with the number of clements and the
'>pacing. The parasitic elcmento., greatly lower the impedance of tht.: driven element. making it less than I 0 H in some arrangements. Typically. ~ome kind or impedance-matching
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Figure 14-27

Yagi arrays. (a) Stacked. (b) Side by side.
Transmission line

To lransmitter-receiver

(a)

Front-to-back (FIB) ratio

(b)

circuit or mechanism must be used to attain a reasonable match to 50-!l coaxial cable.
which is the most commonly used feed line.
Despite the focusing action of the reflector and director in a Yagi, so that most power
is radiated in the forward direction. a small amount is lost to the rear, making the Yagi
a less than perfect directional antenna. Thus, in addition to the gain and beam width,
another specification of a Yagi is the ratio of the power radiated in the forward direction
to the power radiated in the backward direction, or the .front-to-back (FIB) ratio:

PI

FIB = IOioo e

pb

dB

where P1 = forward power
Pb = backward power
Relative values of forward and backward power are determined by estimating the sizes
of the loops in the radiation pattern for the antenna of interest. When the radiation patterns
are plotted in decibels rather than in terms of power, the F/B ratio is simply the difference
between the maximum forward value and the maximum rearward value, in decibels.
By varying the number of parasitic elements and their spacing, it is possible to maximize the F/B ratio. Of course, varying the number of elements and their spacing also
affects the forward gain. However, maximum gain does not occur with the same conditions required to achieve the maximum FIB ratio. Most Yagis are designed to maximize
FIB ratio rather than gain, thus minimizing the radiation and reception from the rear of
the antenna.
Yagis are widely used communication antennas because of their directivity and gain.
Ar one time they were widely used for TV reception, but since they are tuned to only
one frequency, they are not good for reception or transmission over a wide frequency
range. Amateur radio operators are major users of beam antennas. And many other communication services use them because of their excellent performance and low cost.
Beam antennas such as Yagis are used mainly at VHF and UHF. For example. at a
frequency of 450 MHz, the elements of a Yagi are only about I ft long, making the
antenna relatively small and easy to handle. The lower the frequency. the larger the elements and the longer the boom. In general, such antennas are only practical above frequencies of about 15 MHz. AI 15 MHz, the elements are in excess of 35 ft long. Although
antennas this long are difficult to work with, they are still widely used in some communication services.

Driven Arrays
Driven array

The other major type of directional antenna is the driven array, an antenna that has two
or more driven elements. Each element receives RF energy from the transmission line.
and different arrangements of the elements produce different degrees of directivity and
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Figure 14-28
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Types of collinear antennas.
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gain. The three basic types of driven arrays are the colli near. the broadside. and the endlire. A fourth type is the wide-bandwidth log-peri odic antenna.

Collinear Antennas. Collinear antennas usually con~io;t of two or more half-wave
dipoles mounted end to end. (See Fig. 14-28.) The lengths of the tran'imission lines connecting the various driven elements are carefully selected ::.o that the energy reaching
each antenna is in phase with all other antennas. Wirh this contiguration. the individual
antenna '>ignab combi ne. producing a more focused beam. Three different tran<.mis<.ion
line connection<, are <,hown in the figure. Like dipole antennas. collinear amenna~ have
a bidirectional radiation pattern, but the two beam widths are much narrower. pro\iding
greater directivity and gain. With four or more half-wave element<;. minor lobes begin to
appear. A typical collinear pattern is ~hown in Fig. 14-29.
The collinear antennas in Fig. 14-28(/J) and (c) use half-wave secti on ~ separated by
<;ho•ted quarter-wave matching !'tubs which ensure that the signals radiated by each halfwave section are in phase. The greater the number of half-wave sections used. the higher
the gain and the narrower the beam width.
Collinear antennas arc generall y used on ly on VHF and UH F hands because their
l eng th becomes prohibitive at the lower frequencies. At high frequencies. collinear
antennas nrc usually mounted vertically to provide an omnidirectional antenna wi th gain .
Antennas and Wave Propagation
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Figure 14-29

Radiation pattern of a four-element collinear antenna.
y

Axis of antenna

Broadside array

Broadside Antennas. A broadside array is, essentially, a stacked collinear antenna
consisting of half-wave dipoles spaced from one another by one-half wavelengths. as
shown in Fig. 14-30. Two or more elements can be combined. Each is connected to the
other and to the transmission line. The crossover transmission line ensures the correct
signal phasing. The resulting antenna produces a highly directional radiation pattern. not
in the line of the elements, as in a Yagi. but broadside or perpendicular to the plane of
the array. Like the collinear antenna, the broadside is bidirectional in radiation. but the
radiation pattern has a very narrow beam width and high gain. Its radiation pattern also
resembles that of the collinear antenna, as shown in Fig. 14-29. The radiation pattern is
at a right angle to the plane of the driven elements.

End-fire array

End-Fire Antennas. The end-fire array. shown in Fig. I 4-3 I (a). uses two half-wave
dipoles spaced one-half wavelength apart. Both elements are driven by the transmission
line. The antenna has a bidirectional radiation pattern. but with narrower beam widths
and lower gain. The radiation is in the plane of the driven elements as in a Yagi. The

Figure 14-30

A broadside array.
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Figure 14-31

End-fire antennas. (o) Bidirectional. (b) Unidirectional.

(a)

<E--->. ----:)~1
2

(b)

end of the fire array in Fig. 1-t-31 (b) uses five driven element~ spaced some fraction of
a wavelength D apart. By careful ~electi on of the optimal number of elements with the
appropri ately related spacing. a highly unidirectional antenna is created. The spacing
causes the lobe in one di rection to be canceled so that it adds to the other lobe. creating high gain and directivity in one direction.

log-Periodic Antennas A special type of driven array b the 'ride-bwuhridrh logperiodic antenna (sec Fig. 14-32). The lengths of the driven elements vary from long to

Log-periodic array

short and arc related logarithmically. The longest element has a length of one-half wavelength at the lowest frequency to be covered. and the !-.hortest element is one-half wavelength at the higher frequency. The spacing i~ also variable. Each element i-. fed with a
special !>hort tn\11\mi-.-.ion line 'egment to properly pha..e the signnl. The tran\mi-.-.ion
line i-.. attached at the -.malic!>! element. The driving impedance rnnges from about 200
to 800 n and depend<. on the length-to-diameter ratio of the driven element. The rc,ult
j., a highly directional antenna with excellent gain.
The great advantage of the log-periodic antenna over a Yagi or other array i\ its
very wide bandwidth. Most Yagis and other driven array-. arc designed for specilic frequency or a narrow band of frequencies. The lengths of the clements set the operating
frequency. When more than one frequency is to be used. of course. multiple antennas
t:an be u~ed. The log-periodic antenna can achieve a 4: I frequency range. giving it a
very wide bandwidth. The driving impedance remain:-. constant over thi~ range. Most
TV antenna~ in usc Imlay arc of the log-peri odic variety so that they can provide high
gain and directivity on both VHF and UHF TV channels. Log-period ic antennas arc
Antenna~
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Figu re 14-32

Log-periodic antenna.
(at lowest frequency)

XI

~-----------------2

~ (at higher lrequency)

200-800~
Direction of radiation
and reception

also used in other two-way communicati on systems where multiple frequencies must
be covered.

Impedance matching

Impedance Matching
One of the most critical aspects of any antenna system is to ensure maximum power
transfer from the transmitter to the antenna. An important part of this, of course, is the
transmission line itself. When the characteristic impedance of the transmission line
matches the output impedance of the transmitter and the impedance of the antenna itself,
the SWR will be I: I and maximum power transfer will take place.
The best way to prevent a mismatch between antenna and transmission line is
through correct design. Ln practice, when mismatches do occur. some corrections are possible. One solution is to tune the antenna, usually by adjusting its length to minimize the
SWR. Another is to insert an impedance-matching circuit or antenna tuner between the
transmitter and the transmission line, such as the balun or LC L, T, or 7T networks
described previously. These circuits can make the impedances equal so that no mismatch
occurs. or at least the mismatch is minimized. The ideal is an SWR of l, but any SWR
value below 2 is usually acceptable.
Today, most transmitters and receivers are designed to have an antenna impedance of
50 fl. Receivers must see an antenna system including transmission line that looks like a
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Example 14-2
An antenna ha!> a gain of I~ dB. It is fed by an RG-8/U transmission line 250 fl long
whol>e auenuation i'> 3.6 dB/100ft at 220 MHz. The transmiuer output is 50 W. Calculate (a) the tran..,mi'>'>ion line loss and (b) the effective radiated power.

a. Total line attenuation: 3.6 dB/100ft
250
IOO
2.5 X 3.6

= ?_.)-Imndreds
= - 9 dB

(minus dB indicates a loss)

dB = IOiogP
1 dB

10 =

P =log

p

=

log

1

(-0.9) = 0.126

Pout

P,,
where P, 11 = power into transmission line
Puut = power out of transmission line to antenna
Pout=

0.126

P,n
P;" =SOW
P uut

b. Gain -

I~

= 0.126(50) = 6.3 W

dB

.
I Power ratto = og

1

dB
lO

= log-

1

1.4

= 25.1

ERP = power to antenna X power ratio

= 6.3(25.1) = 158.2 W

generator with a 50-D resistive impedance. Transmitters mu~t see an ant.enna including
transmission line with a 50-D resistive impedance over the desired operating frequency
range if the SWR is to be close to I and maximum power is to be transferred to the antenna.
For low-frequency applications (< 30 MHz) using wire antennas high above the
ground. the 50-H coaxial cable is a reasonable match to the antenna. and no further
action need be taken. However. if other antenna designs are used. or if the feed poim
impedance is greatly different from that of a 50-fl coaxial cable. some mean'> must be
used to ensure that the impedance!. are matched. For e:\ample. most Yagis and other
multiple-element antenna-; have an impedance that is not even close to 50 n. Further. an
antenna that i.., not the correct length for the desired frequency \\ill haYe a large reacti\e
component that can ..,everely affect the SWR and power output.
In situation., in which a perfect match between antenna. tranl>mi'>sion line. and tran'>miuer is not po'>siblc, .,pecial techniques collectively referred to as wuemw tuninM or
antenna matching arc used to maximize power output and input. Most or these techniques are aimed at impedance matching. i.e., making one impedance look like another
through the use of tuned circuits or other devices. Several of the mo~t popular methods
are described in the following sections.

0 Sections. A Q section. or matching stub. is a one-quarter wavelength of coaxial or
balanced transmil>sion line of a specific impedance that is connc~.:ted between a load and
Antennas and Wave Propagation

GOOD TO KNOW
When impedance mismatch
occurs between an antenna and
transmission line, the problem
might be corrected by adjusting
the antenna's length to minimize
the SWR, or by inserting an
impedance-matching circuit or
an antenna tuner between the
transmitter and transmission line.

0 section (matching stub)
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Figure 14-33

A one-quarter wavelength matching stub or Q section.
Osection
Zo

Transmitter
or
receiver

JLozaLd (antenna)

_
z-'o __,:
Input - - - - - , .
......__ _ _ _ __

~~~

a source for the purpose of matching impedances (see Fig. 14-33). A one-quarter wavelength transmission line can be used to make one impedance look like another according to the relationship

ZQ = ~
where ZQ

= characteristic impedance of quarter-wave matching stub or Q section

Z0

= characteristic impedance of transmission line or transmitter at

ZL

=

input of Q section
impedance of load

Usually ZL is the antenna feed point impedance.
For example. suppose it is desired to use a Q section to match a standard 73-D coaxial transmission line to the 36.5-fl impedance or a quarter-wave vertical antenna. Using
the equation, we have

ZQ = Y36.5

X 73

= Y2664.5 = 51.6

This tells us that a one-quarter wavelength section of 50-fl coaxial cable will make the
73-fl transmission line look like the 36.5-D. antenna or vice versa. In this way maximum
power is transferred.
When open-wire balanced transmission lines are used, a special balanced line can
be designed and built to achieve the desired impedance. lf it is desirable to use standard
coaxial cable, then standard available impedances must be used. This means that the Q
section will have to be 50. 75. or 93 D.. since these are the only three standard values
commonly available.
ln using Q section techniques, it is important to take into account the velocity
factor of the cable used to make the Q section. For example, if a Q section of 93 n
is needed, then RG-62/U coaxial cable can be used. If the operating frequency is
24 MHz. the length of a quarter-wave is 246/f = 246/24 = I 0.25 ft. The velocity factor for this cable is 0.86, and so the correct length for the cable is 10.25 X 0.86 =
8.8 15 ft.
Two or more Q sections can be used in series to achieve the desired match.
with each section performing an impedance match between its input and output
impedances.
Balun

Bifilar windings

554

Baluns. Another common ly used impedance-matching technique makes use of a balun.
a type of transformer used to match impedances. Most baluns are made of a ferrite core,
either a toroid or rod. and windings of copper wire. Baluns have a very wide bandwidth
and. therefore. are essentially independent of frequency. Baluns can be created for producing impedance-matching ratios of 4: I. 9: I. and 16 : I. Some baluns have a 1 : 1
impedance ratio: the sole joh of this type of balun is to convert between a balanced and
unbalanced condition with no phase reversal.
Figure 14-34 shows a 4: I balun made with bifilar windings on a toroid core. Bijilar
windings. in which two parallel wires are wound together as one around the core, provide
maximum coupling between wires and core. The connections of the wires are such as to
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Figure 14-34

A bifilar toroidal balun for impedance matching.
75 H . unbalanced

300 H. balanced

provide a balanced-to-unbalanced transformation. A common example of such a balun is
one that provides a 75-fl unbalanced impedance on one end and a 300-!l balanced
impedance on the other. Balun!-. are full y bidirectional; i.e .. either end can be used a!-. the
input or the output. Such baluns have excellent broadband capabilitie& and work over a
very wide frequency range.
Baluns can al!-.0 be constructed from coaxial cable. A one-half wavelength coaxial
cable is connected between the amenna and the feed line. shown in Fig. 14-35. When
the length of the half-wave section for such a configuration i), calculated. the velocity
factor of the coaxial cable must be taken into account. Baluns of thi!> type provide a 4 : I
impedance tran!'>formation. For example. they can ea~ily convert a 300-0 antenna to a
75-11 load and vice versa.

Antenna Tuners. When baluns and marching section~ cannot do the job. antenna
tuner& are uo,ed. An amenna Ittner i!> a variable inductor. one or more variable capacitors. or a combination of these components connected in various configurations. L. T.
and 7i networh arc all widely used. The inductor and capacitor values are adju:-.tcd until
the SWR indicates that the impedances match.
It i:-. important to mention that using an amenna tuner at the transmitter only "tricks"
the transmitter into seeing a low SWR. In reality, the SWR on the line between the tuner
and the antenna b still high.
One popular variation of the antenna tuner is a transmatch circuit, which u ~e:-. a coil
and three capacitors to tunc the antenna for optimal SWR (see Fig. 14-36). Capacitors

Figure 14-35

GOOD TO KNOW
Using an antenna tuner at the
transmitter only tricks the transmitter into seeing a low SWR,
when in actuality the SWR on the
line between the tuner and antenna is still high.

Antenna tuner

Transmatch circuit

A coaxial balun with a 4 : 1 impedance ratio.
300 !l

75-!l coaxaal cable
(RG-11/U, RG-59/U, etc.)

75H
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Figure 14-36

An antenna tuner.
From transmitter

son

C2 and C3 are ganged together and tuned simultaneously. Transmatch circuits can be
made to work over a wide frequency range, typically from about 2 to 30 MHz. A similar
circuit can be made by using lower values of inductance and capacitance for matching
VHF antennas. At UHF and microwave frequencies, other forms of impedance matching are used.
To use this circuit, an SWR meter is usually connected in series with the antenna transmission line at the transmatch output. Then L 1 is adjusted for minimum SWR, with the
transmitter feeding power to the antenna. Then C 1 and C2- C3 are adjusted for minimum
SWR. This procedure is repeated several times. alternately adjusting the coil and capacitors until the lowest SWR is reached.
A major development in antenna tuners is the automatic tuner. This may be an L, T,
'IT, or other configuration that is self-adjusting. For example. the inductor in Fig. 14-36
would be provided with multiple taps along its length. By selecting the desired tap, the
inductance could be changed. In place of each capacitor would be banks of parallel connected capacitors that could be switched in or out. All the inductor taps and capacitors
are switched in or out by relay contacts. The relays in turn are operated by an embedded microcontroller.
The microcontroller gets its inputs from feedback provided by the outputs of an
RF power meter. Today's power meters measure both forward and reflected power and
provide a de output proportional to those values. These de values are converted to
binary by an analog-to-digital converter and sent to the microcontroller. In the microcontroller resides a program that implements an algorithm that automatically adjusts
the inductor and capacitors until the reflected power is reduced to zero or at least
minimized. The modern antenna tuner can produce an excellent match in a few seconds or less.

Example 14-3
Calculate the length of the impedance-matching section needed for a Q section to
match a 50-!1 transmitter output to a Yagi with a feed impedance of 172 !1. The operating frequency is 460 MHz.
ZQ

= v'Z;h =

VSO(J72)

= V8600 = 92.74 !1

The amount 92.74 !1 is a close match to RG-62 A/U coaxial cable with an impedance
of 93 !1 (see Fig. 13-14). The velocity factor is 0.86.

A

246

4 =f
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-

X

VF

=

246
460

X 0.86

= 0.5347

X 0.86

= 0.46 ft (5.5 in)
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Example 14-4
Calculate the length of the impedance-matching section needed for a A/4 balun to
convert 75 !1 to 300 fl. The operating frequency is 460 MHz. RG-59 A/U coaxial
cable io; the line of choice; the velocity factor of RG-59 AIU cable is 0.66.

~

= 0.5347 X 0.66 = 0.353 ft (4.23 in)

14-3 Radio Wave Propagation
Once a radio signal has been radiated by an antenna. it travels or propagates through
space and ultimately reaches the receiving antenna. The energy level of the signal
decreases rapidly with distance from the transmitting antenna. The electromagnetic wave
is also affected by objects that it encounters along the way such as trees. buildings. and
other large structures. In addition. the path that an electromagnetic signal takes to a
receiving antenna depends upon many factors. including the frequency of the signal,
atmospheric conditione,. and time of day. All these factors can be taken into account to
predict the propagation of radio waves from transmitter to receiver.

Optical Characteristics of Radio Waves
Radio ll"lll'es act ver) much a<> light waves do. Light waves can be reflected, refracted.
diffracted. and focused by other objects. The focusing of waves by antennas to make
them more concentrated in a desired direction is comparable to a lens focusing light
waves into a narrower beam. Understanding the optical nature of radio waves gives a
better feel for how they arc propagated over long distance1..

Radio wave

Reflection. Light waves are reflected by a mirror. Any conducting surface looks like
a mirror to a radio wave. and so radio waves are reflected by any conducting surface
they encounter along a propagation path. All metallic objects rellect radio waves, especially if the metallic object is at least one-half wavelength at the frequency of operation.
Any metallic object on a transmission path. such as building part~. water towers. automobiles. airplanes. and even power lines. causes some reflection. Reflection is al!.o produced by other partially conductive surfaces, such as the earth and bodies of water.
Radio wave reflection followl> the principles of light wave reflection. That is. the angle
of reflection is equal to the angle of incidence. as shown in Fig. 14-37. The radio wave

Reflection

Figure 14-37

How a conductive surface reflects a radio wave.
lncedent wave from lransmetter

Reflecled wave
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is shown as a wave front. To simplify the drawing, only the electrical lines of force, designated by arrows. are shown. The angle of incidence is the angle between the incoming
line of the wave and a perpendicular line to the reflecting surface. The angle of reflection is the angle between the reflected wave and U1e perpendicular line.
A pe1fect conductor wou ld cause total reflection: All the wave energy striking the
surface would be reflected. Since there are no perfect conductors in the real world, the
reflection is never complete. But if the reflecting surface is a good conductor, such a->
copper or aluminum, and is large enough, most of the wave is reflected. Poorer conductors simply absorb some of the wave energy. In some cases, the wave penetrates the
reflecting surface completely.
As Fig. 14-37 shows. the direction of the electric field approaching the reflecting
surface is reversed from Uun leaving the surface. The reflection process reverses the
polarity of a wave. This is equivalent to a 180° phase shift.
Refraction

Index of refraction

Refraction. Refraction is the bending of a wave due to the physical makeup of the
medium through w hich the wave passes. The speed of a radio wave, like the speed of
light. is approximately 300,000,000 m/s ( 186.400 mils) in free space, i.e., in a vacuum
or air. When light passes through anOther medium, such as water or glass. it slows down.
The slowing down as light enters or exits a different medium causes the light waves
to bend.
The same thing happens to a radio wave. As a radi o wave travels through free space,
it encounters air of different densities, the density depending on the degree of ionization
(caused by an overall gain or loss of electrons). This change of air density causes the
wave to be bent.
The degree of bending depends on the index<~/' refraction of a medium n. obtained
by dividing the speed of a light (or radio) wave in a vacuum and the speed of a light (or
radio) wave in the medium that causes the wave to be bent. Since the speed of a wave
in a vacuum is almost the same as the speed of a wave in air, the index of refraction for
air is very close to 1. The index of refraction for any other medium will be greater than 1,
with how much greater depending upon how much the wave speed is slowed.
Figure 14-38 shows how a wave is refracted. The incident wave from a transmitter
travels through air. where it meets a region of ionized air which causes the speed of
propagation to slow. The incident wave has an angle of
to a perpendicular to the
boundary line between air and the ionized air. The bent (refracted) wave passes through
the ionized air: it now takes a different direction, however, which has an angle of 92 with
respect to the perpendicular.
The relationship between the angles and the indices of refraction is given by a formula known as Snell's law:

e,

Snell's law

11J

where

11 1

= index of refraction

sin

e. = 112 sin e2

of initial medium

n2 = index of refraction of medium into which wave passes
fl 1 = angle Of incidence

e2 = angle of refraction

Figure 14-38

How a change in the index of refraction causes bending of a radio wave.
Refracted wave

Ionized air

11:1

= 1.5

-=-----~lc------ Boundary

Air~l
'-lJ

n1 =
lncidenl
wave
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Figure 14-39

Diffraction causes waves to bend around obstacles.
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ote that there will al'>o be <,ome reflection from the boundar) between the two media
because the ionitation causes the air to be a partial conductor. However, thi-. reflection
is not total: a great deal of the energy passes into the ionited region.

Diffraction. Remember that light and radio waves travel in a straight line. If an
obstacle appear~ between a transmitter and receiver. some of the signal is blocked,
creating what is known as a shadnll' -;.one [Fig. 14-39(a)]. A receiver located in the
shadow zone cannot receive a complete signal. However. some signal u~ually gets
through due to the phenomenon of diffraction, the bending of waves around an object.
Diffraction is explained by what is known as Huygens' principle. Huygens' principle
is based on the assumption that all electromagnetic waves. light as well as radio
waves. radiate as spherical wave fronts from a source. Each point on a wave front at
any given time can be considered as a point source for additional spherical waves.
When the waves encounter an obstacle, they pass around it, above it, and on ei ther
side. As the wave front passes the object, the point sourc es of waves at the edge of
the obstacle create additional spherical waves that penetrate and fill in the shadow
.wne. Thi s phenomenon. sometimes called knife-edge diffraction. is illustrated in
Fig. 14-39(b).

Diffraction
Huygens' principle

Radio Wave Propagation Through Space
The three ba-,ic paths that a radio signal can take through space are the ground wave.
the !>ky wave. and the space wave.

Ground Waves. Grow1d or wrface ,,.a,·es leave an antenna and remain close to the
earth (sec Fig. 14-40). Ground wave!> actually follow the curvature of the earth and can.
therefore, travel at distances beyond the horizon. Ground wave), must have vertical polarization to be propagated from an antenna. Horizontally polari1.ed waves arc ab~orbcd or
shorted by the earth.
Ground wave propagation is strongest at the low- and medium-frequency ranges.
That is, ground waves arc the main signal path for radio signals in the 30-kH:t to 3-MHz
Antennas and Wave Propagation
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Figure 14-40

Ground or surface wave radiation from an antenna.
Antenna

Earth antenna

range. The signaJs can propagate for hundred~ and \Ometimes thou:.and:. of milel> at these
low frequencies. AM broadcast signals are propagated primarily by ground wave:. during the day and by sky waves at night.
The conductivity of the car1h determine~ how well ground waves arc propagated. The
better the conductivity, the less the attenuation and the greater the distance the waves can
travel. The best propagation of ground wave~ occurs over saJt water because the water i-;
an excellent conductor. Conducti\ity is usually lowest in low-moi\turc areas such as de~ert'>.
At frequencies beyond 3 MH~:. the earth begins to auenuate radio signals. Object!-.
on the earth and features of the terrain become the same order of magnitude in l>iLe a~
the wavelength of the signal and thus absorb or adversely affect the signaL For thil. reason, the ground wave propagation of signals above 3 MHz is insignificant except within
several miles of the transmitting antenna.

Sky wave
Ionosphere

D layer
E layer
F layer

GOOD TO KNOW
AM broadcast signals are propagated primarily by ground waves
during the day and by sky waves
at night.
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Sky Waves. Sky wa\'e signab are radiated by the antenna into the upper atmosphere.
where they are bent back to earth. This bending of the signal is caw,ed by refraction in
a region of the upper atmosphere known ru, the ionosphere (see Fig. 14-41). Ultraviolet
radiation from the sun causes the upper atmosphere to ioniz.e. i.e.• to become electrically
charged. The atoms take on or lose electrons. becoming positive or negative ions. Free
electrons are also present. At its lowest point, the ionosphere is approximately 30 mi
(50 km) above the earth and extends as far as 250 mi (400 km) from the earth. The ionosphere is generaJly considered to be divided into three layers, the D layet; the £ layet;
and the F layer; the F layer is subdivided into the F 1 and F2 layers.
The D and E layers. the farthest from the sun, are weakly ioniLed. They exist only
during daylight hours. during which they tend to absorb radio signals in the mediumfrequency range from 300 kHz to 3 MHz.
The F 1 and F2 layers. the closest to the sun. are the most highly ionized and have
the greatest effect on radio ~ignaJs. The F layers exist during both day and night.
The primary effect of the F layer is to cause refraction of radio signals when they
eros!. the boundaries between layers of the iono!\phere with different levels of ionization.
When a radio signal goes into the ionosphere, the different leveb of ionization cause the
radio waves to be gradually bent. The direction of bending depends on the angle at wh ich
the radio wave enters the ionosphere and the different degrees of ionization of the layers.
as determined by Snell's law.
Figure 14-41 shows the effects of refraction with different angles of radio signal!.
entering the ionosphere. When the angle is large with respect to the earth, the radio -.ignals are bent slightly. pa),), on through the ionosphere, and are lost in space. Radiation
directly vertical from the antenna, or 90° with respect to the earth, passes through the
ionosphere. As d1e angle of radiation decreases from the vertical, some signals continue
to pass through the ionosphere. But at some critical angle, which varies with signal frequency, the waves begin to be refracted back to the earth. The smaller the angle with
re~pect to the earth. the more likely it is that the waves will be refracted and sent back
to earth. This effect i'\ so pronounced that it actually appear.., as though the radio wave
has been reflected by the ionosphere.
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Figure 14-41

Sky wave propagation.
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In general, the higher the frequency. the smaller the radiation angle required for refraction to occur. At very high frequencies, essentially those above about 50 MHt., refraction
1>eldom occur1> regardless of the angle. V HF, UHF, and microwave 1>ignab usually pass
through the ionosphere without bending. However, during a period of sunspot activity. or
other unusual electromagnetic phenomena. VHF and even UHF waves may be refracted
by the iono'>phere.
Reflected radio waves are sent back to earth with minimum signal los'>. The result
is that the signal ic, propagated over an extremely long distance. This effect is moc,t
pronounced in the 3- to 30-MHz or shortwave range, which permits extremely long
distance communication.
In <;orne ca<;cs. the signal reflected back from the iono~phere strikes the earth, is
rcOected back up to the ionosphere, and is re-retlected back to earth. This phenomenon
is known as 11111ltip/e-.\kip or 11111ltiple-hop transmission. For ::.trong signals and ideal
ionospheric conditions. as many as 20 hops are possible. Multiple-hop transmission can
extend the communication range by many thousands of miles. The maximum distance
of a single hop is about 2000 rni, but with multiple hops. transmissions all the way around
the world arc possible.
Antennas and Wave Propagation
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Figure 14 -42
d

line-of-sight communication by direct or space waves.

=-.!2ii,
..f2h, + ..[2h,
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Skip zone

The distance from the tran!>mitting antenna to the point on eanh where the lir<,t
refracted signal strike1> the earth to be renected is referred to as the skip distance
(sec Fig. 14-41). Lf a receiver lies in that area between the place where the ground wave
is fully auenuated and the point of first reflection from the earth, no signal will be
received. This area is called the skip -;.one.

Direct waves
Space wave

Space Waves. The third method of radio signal propagation is by direct wa1·e.\. or
space wa1•es. A direct wave travels in a straight line directly from the transmiuing antenna

Skip distance

Line-of-sight communication

GOOD TO KNOW
Repeaters are widely used to increase the communication range
for mobile and handheld radio
units.

to the receiving antenna. Direct wave radio signaling is often referred to as line-of·.\i~ht

communication. Direct or space waves are not refracted. nor do they follow the curvature of the earth.
Because of their straight-line nature, direct wave signals travel horizontally from the
transmiuing antenna until they reach the hori7on. at which point they are blocked, as
shown in Fig. 14-42. If a direct wave signal is to be received beyond the horiLOn, the
receiving must be high enough to intercept it.
Obviously, the practical transmitting distance with direct waves is a function of the
height of the transmilling and receiving antennas. The formu la for computing the distance between a transmiuing antenna and the horizon is

d= ~
where h, = height of tran~miuing antenna, ft
d = distance from transmitter to hori;,on, mi

Radio horizon

This is called the radio hori:on.
To tind the practical transmission distance D for straight-line wave transmissions,
the height of the receiving antenna must be included in the calculations:

D

=

~

+ v'2fl;

where fir = height of receiving antenna, ft. For example. if a transmitting antenna is 350ft
high and the receiving antenna is 25 ft high, the longest practical transmission distance is
f)

= Y2(350) + V2(25) = V700 + V50 = 26.46 + 7.07 = 33.53 mi

Repeater

Line-of-sight communication is charactcri1.tic of most radio signals with a frequency above approximately 30 M Hz. particularly VHF. UHF. and microwave 1>ignal'>.
Such signals pass through the ionosphere and are not bent. Transmission djstances at
those frequencies are extremely limited. and it is obvious why very high transmitting
antennas must be used for FM and TV broadcasts. The antennas for transmitters and
receivers operating at the very high frequencies are typically located on top of tall
buildings or on mountains. which greatly increases the range of transmission and
reception.
To extend the communication distance at VHF, UHF. and microwave frequencies.
special techniques ha\e been adopted. The most important of these is the U'>e of
repeater stations (see Fig. 14-43). A repeater i~ a combination of a receiver and a
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Figure 14-43

How a repeater extends the communication distance of mobile radio units at VHF
and UHF.

transmitter operating on separate frequencies. The receiver p1ck<. up a signal from a
remote transmitter, amplifie-. it, and retransmits it (on another frequency) to a remote
receiver. Usually the repeater i.., located between the transmitting and receiving stations. and therefore it extend~ the communication distance. Repeaters have extremely
sensitive receivers and high-power transmitters, and their antennas arc located at high
points.
Repeaters are widely used to increase the communication range for mobile and handheld radio units, the antennas for which arc naturally not very high off the ground. The
limited transmitting and receiving range of such units can be c-:tcndcd considerably by
operating them through a repeater located at some high point.
In high-activity areas, a repeater used for mobile units will become overloaded when
too many users try to access it at the ~ame time. When that happens. some users have
to wait until free time becomes available. continuing to call until they get through. Such
acce-.s delays are only a nuisance in some cases. but are clearly not acceptable when
emergency services are unable to get through.
Although multiple repeaters can be used to ease overcrowding, they are often inadequate because communication activity is not equally distrihutcd among them. This problem is solved by using tmnked repeater systems in which two or more repeaters are under
the control of a computer syMem that can transfer a user from an assigned but busy
repeater to another. available repeater. Thw. the communication load is o;pread around
between !.everal repeaters.
Repeaters can also be u<;ed in <,eric<;, as shown in Fig. 14-44. Each repeater contain!. a receiver and a tranc;mittcr. The original signal I\ pid.cd up, amplified. and
retran\mittcd on a different frequency to a second repeater. which repeat~ the proce~s.
Typically. such relay stations are located 20 to 60 mi apart. mo:-.tly at high elevations
to ensure reliable communication over very long distances. Microwave relay stations
arc u:-.cd by many telephone companies for long-distance communication.
The "ultimate" repeater is. of course. a comm11nication satellite. Most communication -.atcllites are located in a geo!'>tationary orbit 22.500 mi above the equator. Since at
that diMance it takes exactly 24 h to rotate around the earth. communication satellite~
appear -.tationary. They act a!> fixed repeater stations. Signal' :-.ent to a satellite arc amplitied and retran<;mirred to earth long distances away. The receiver-transmitter combination
within the satellite is known a'> a transponder. Most satellite:-. have many transponder~.
\O that multiple signals can be relayed. making pos!.ible worldwide communication at
microwave frequencies. (See Chap. 17.)
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Figure 14-44

Using repeater stations to increase communication distances at microwave
frequencies.

Calculating Received Power
A transmitted signal is radiated at a specific power level. The output power of a transmitter can be accurately determined by calculation or measurement. That power level is
increased if the antenna has gain because of improved directivity. As a signal leaves an
antenna, it immediately begins to become attenuated. Basically, the degree of attenuation is proportional to the square of the distance between the transmitter and receiver.
As discussed previously, other factors a lso affect attenuation. Ground wave signals are
greatly attenuated by objects on the earth, which block the signals and reduce their level
at the receiver. In sky wave propagation, the ionosphelic conditions and the number of
hops determine the signal level at the receiver, with each hop further reducing the signal level. Space wave signals are simply absorbed and attenuated by objects in their path
such as trees or walls.
Despite these factors, it is possible to predict the approximate power level at a
receiver. and such calculations are quite accurate for the short distances characteristic of
direct or space wave transmission.
ln analyzing the transmission of radio waves, it is often useful to start with Lhe concept of an isotropic radiator, or point source of radio waves. That is, the signal racliates
spherically in all directions. The power density at a given distance from an isotropic radiator is predicted by the formula

where Pd = power density of signal, W/m 2
d = distance from point source, m
P, = total transmitted power, W
1

The distanced is really the radius of an imaginary sphere enclosing the source. and 47Td
is the area of that sphere at any given distance. However, since practical antennas are
not purely isotropic sources, this formula must be modified somewhat. For example, if
the transmitting antenna is a dipole, the dipole has a gain of 1.64 (or 2.15 dB) over an
isotropic source, so the result must be multiplied by 1.64.
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Suppose a transmitter puts a 50-W signal into a dipole antenna. The power density
of the signal at a distance of 30 mi (48.3 km. or 48.300 m) i~
l.64P,

1.64(50)

47rcP

4(3.1416)(48.300) 2

p =d

=3

X

10

9

= 3 nW/m ~

Knowing the power density at a given distance b not a particularly U'>eful thing.
However. the formula for power at a given distance can be expanded to derive a general
formula for computing the actual power value of a signal at a receiving antenna:

where A = signal wavelength. m
d = di!-ttance from transmitter. m
Pr. P, = received and transmitted power. respectively
Gr. G, = receiver and transmitter antenna gains expressed as a power
ratio and referenced to an isotropic source
If the gains are those in reference tO a dipole, each mu\t be converted to a power ratio
and multiplied by 1.64 before being U'>ed in the formula.
This formula i'> normally used only for ground wave. direct wave. or ~pace wave
calculations. Tt i'> not u~ed for sky wave signal prediction!> because
the refraction and rcnection that occur make predictions highly inaccurate.
As an example. assume that a transmitter is operating at 150 MHz
with a power of 3 W into a one-quarter wavelength vertical antenna.
The receiver. which i'> 20 mi (32.2 km, or 32.200 m) away. ha!-t an
antenna with a gain of 8 dB. What is the received power'?
The wavelength at 150 MHz is A = 300/f = 3001150 = 2m.
The gai n of the quarter-wave vertical transmitting antenna is the same
as that for a dipole. With a dipole gain of 1. we must multiply this by
1.64 to get the gain over an isotropic -,ource.
The gain of the recei..,ing antenna i'> 8 dB. The gain i-. u-,ually expressed as the gain over a dipole. To conven to gain with respect to
an isotropic source. we add 2.15 dB. This is the same as multiplying
the power ratio represented by the gain in decibels by 1.64. The resu1tis8 + 2.15 = 10.1 5dB.
This must now be converted to an actual power ratio. Since
dB = lO log (P0111 / P10). where P'" and P.,111 are the input and output
power of the antenna, respectively,

Pou•
-=log

1 (dB)
-

10

plll

= log - 1 (10.15)
- - = log10

1(

1.015)

10.35

The received power can now be calculated.
p
r

= 3( 1.64 )(I 0.35)(2f2

203.7
= - -- - 16(9.87)(32.200)
16.37 X JO + IIJ

= 1.24

x w- 9 W or 1.24 nW

The expansive use of telephone networks has resulted in integratively
designed transmission of telephone and data communication. The
antennas are covered with a fiberglass material to protect them from
the weather. The covenng matenal does not impede the RF s1gnals.
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If the receiver antenna, tran!>mission line, and front-end input impedance are 50 D.,
we can calculate the input voltage. given thi~ input power. Since P = V2/ R. V = VPR.
Substituting into V = VPR gives
V = v'(t.24 X 10

9

)(50) = 2.5 X 10

4

= 250 J..LV

This is a relatively strong signal: most good narrowband receiverl> can generate full
intelligible ourput with I 1-L V or les<,.
Path attenuation

Path Attenuation. Another way to predict received power is to estimate the total
power attenuation over a transmission path. Thi-. attenuation in decibels is given by
dB loss
where

= 37 dB +

20 log/ + 20 log d

=

f frequency of operation. MH1.
d = distance traveled. mi

The distance can also be given in kilometers. in which case the 37-dB figure must be
changed to 32.4 dB. I sotropic antennas arc assumed.
The auenuation over a 20-mi path at a frequency of 150 MHz is
dB loss= 37

+ 20 log

150

+ 20 log 20

37

+ 43.52

+ 26 = 106.52

The dB loss formula, then, tell~ u!> that for every doubling of the distance between
transmitter and receiver, the anenuation increases about 6 dB.

Common Propagation Problems

Fading

Shadow fading

Multipath interference
Rayleigh fading
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Although radio waves pass right through most objects on their way from transmitter to
receiver. they are negatively innucnccd by these objects. The result is a common problem called fading. Good design of a communication '>Y'>tem can minimize but not completely eliminate fading. One way to overcome fading i-. to use a diversity system.

Fading. One of the primary effect!> of radio wave propagation is called fading. Fading
is the variation in signal amplitude at the receiver caused by the characteristics of the
signal path and changes in it. Fading causes the received signal to vary in amplitude.
typically making it smaller. Under some conditions the received signal may actually be
larger than a direct path signal depending upon the specific communication situation.
Fading is caused by four factors: variation in di&tance between transmitter and receiver,
changes in the environmental characteristics of the signal path, the presence of multiple
signal paths. and relative motion between the transmitter and receiver.
As a receiver gets farther away from a transm itter, the signal gets weaker just
because the path length is increasing. I f the receiver moves closer to the transmitter, the
signal strength increases. Both types of situations occur when one or perhaps both of the
transceivers are moving with respect to the other. It is especially noticeable in airplanes
and in cars. This type of fading i~ generally gradual and does not result in severe or rapid
swings in signal amplitude.
Fading is also caused by objects coming between the transmitter and receiver.
Known ac; shadow fading, this occurs if a vehicle containing a transceiver moves in such
a way that a large building or a mountain come!-. between it and a base station tram.ceiver. The obstacle causes the signal to be auenuated, resulting in fading. When a car
enters a tunnel. the o;ignal may be greatly attenuated <,o that fading occurs. Even the
movement of a rainstorm or snowc;torm between tran'>mitter and receiver can cause fading. Weather-related effects are e!-.pccially pronounced at the higher microwave frequencies. where the signal wavelengths arc in the same sit.e range as the raindrops or
snowflakes that produce massive signal scattering by reflection.
One of the worst sources of fading is multipmh interference. Sometimes called Rayleigh
fading. this type of fading occun. when a transmitted signal takes multiple paths to the
receiver because of reflections. The term Raylei8h refers to a particular type of statistical
response curve that mathematically Jcscribes the variation of the received signal. As you saw
Chapter 14

Example 14-5
A 275-ft-high tran~mitting antenna ha-. a gain of 12 d B over a dipole. The rc~.:ei' ing
antenna. whi~.:h i" 60ft high. ha~ a gain of 3 dB. The tram.mitter power i" 100 W at
124 MHt. Calculate (a) the maximum transmitting di~tance and (b) the received power
at the distance calculated in part (a). (There is 1.61 km/mi.)

a. D - V2il, + V2h;
= V2{275)

+

= 23.45 +

I0.95

34..+ mi X 1.61

v2(60)

= 34.4 mi
J..m/mi = 55.4 km

55.4 km X I()(X)

b. Pr

P,G,G,A

= V550 + Vt20

55,400 m

1

., ~

=

l67n/-

IOOW
G,

= 12 dB over dipole
12 dB + 2. 15 dB
14.15 dB

=

dB

p

10 loo

""'

"' Pon

Pout
- = log

1

Pon

(d B)
10

loo
e

1

14.15)
( -10

=

loo - 1 ( 1 415)
"'
· -

= 26
G, = 26
G, - 3dB
';;:•

G,

log

+ 2.15dB = 5. 15dB
1

C;~5 ) =

log

1

(0.515)

= 3.27

= 3.27

A=

300

I -

300
224 - 1.34 111

A2 = (U4)2

= 1.8

l 00(26 )(3.27)( I.H)

16(3.14f(55,400)2
15.303.6

= 4.85

X 10

11

3.16 X 10

t!

= 31.6nW

earlier in this chapter. rudio -,ignal-. are em;ily reflected by conducting object-.. The -,ignal i.,
u~ually mdiatcd b) a nondirectional antenna over a wide horizontal range in \Uch a way that
it \\ill \trike the receiver antenna directly by way of the direct line-of-sight -.pace wa,·e. but
it may abo <,trike many obstacles along the way. Buildings. water tower,. hill\ and mountain\. and even moving vehicles all ha,·e reflected surfaces that \\ill direct a '>ignal along a
'>cparate path to the rccei' ing antenna. The signal may also be reflected from the ground or
water. The result i., that multiple signal~ reach d1e receiver antenna at different times.
Renected .,ignal:-. take a longer path than a direct signal. so they are delayed and
arrive at the antenna later than the direct signal. Thi-. time delay i~ seen as a pha!>e shift
whose magnitude is a func tion of the total signal path distance and the wavelength
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(frequency) of the signal. Keep in mind that as you saw earlier in the chapter, reflections
produce a 180° phase shift that worsens the problem. The receiver sees a composite of
all the received signals. The phase shifts are usually such that they cancel the direct path
signal, resulting in an overall weaker signal. But the delays could also be such that the
reflected signals arrive in phase with the direct signal, thereby causing the signals to add
in phase and actually produce a higher-level signal.
Another type of fading is caused by movement of either the transmitter or the receiver.
When the transmitter is in a car, plane, or other vehicle, rapid movement toward or away
from the receiver introduces a signal frequency change called a Doppler shift (to be
described in Chap. 16). Movement that causes the transmitter and receiver to get closer
to each other causes the signal frequency to increase. Movement that increases the distance causes a frequency decrease. Large signal-frequency changes produce lower-level
signals because the signals are partially out of the passband of the receiver's selective filters. Tn digital systems that predominantly use some form of phase-shift modulation, the
Doppler shift confuses the demodulator and produces bit errors.
ln most cases, several types of fading occur simultaneously. Multipath fading and
shadow fading are the worst offenders. If you have ever used a cell phone from a moving car in a changing environment, you know that fading can cause significant signal
variations, including no service at all. Using a cell phone or radio in a large city with
many tall buildings produces extreme multipath interference and shadow fading. Using
cell phones or other wireless equipment inside a building essentially does the same.
When digital communication is involved, multipath fading can cause intersymbol interference. lf high-speed data transmission is used, the symbols are short, and multi path delays
may be of the same order of magnitude. A symbol received directly may be different from
a symbol received from a reflected source. The result is severe bit errors.
Although fading can occur on signals of any frequency, it is most pronounced in UHF
and microwave communication, where the signal wavelengths are very short compared to
the path distances and size of reflective surfaces. Fading is a significant problem with cell
phones and other radio equipment especially when one or more of the transceivers is in
motion. Fading is also a problem in long-distance shortwave commUJ1ication when the
signal can take several bounces olf the ionosphere and the earth to produce canceling or
reinforcing signals. Fading signal variations can be only a few decibels or as much as 20
to 30 dB. A significant amount of fading can make communication unreliable.
To overcome fading, most communication systems have a built-in fading margin.
That is, they have a high enough transmitter power and sufficient receiver sensitivity to
ensure that the weaker reflective signals do not degrade the direct signal as much. A fade
margin of at least 5 dB is built into most systems.
Multipath fading can also be greatly minimized by using highly directive antennas,
either at the transmitter or at the receiver or at both. Nanow transmit and receive beams
virtually eliminate multiple paths and the related fading. However, in most communication systems. nondirectional (i.e., omnidirectional) antennas are the norm. Cell phones,
two-way radios, and even base stations must have broad azimuth coverage to receive or
transmit signals over a wide area.
Broadband signals are much less sensitive to multipath fading than narrowband signals are. If broadband methods such as spread spectrum (CDMA) or OFDM are used,
the signals are spread over a very wide frequency range. Multiple reflections of signals
over a wide range of frequencies are received in such a way that less cancellation or
intersymbol interference occurs. This is a major factor in designing new communication
systems where fading is expected.
Diversity system

Diversity System. Fading can also be minimized by using what is called a diversity
system. A diversity system uses multiple transmitters. receivers, or antennas to mitigate
the problems caused by mullipath signals. Two common types of diversity are frequency
and spatial. With frequency diversity. two separate sets of transmitters and receivers operating on different frequencies are used to transmit the same information simultaneously.
The theory is that signals on different frequencies will react differently to the various
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fading mechanisms, thereby resulting in a least one reliably received signal. To be effective, the frequencies should be widely spaced from one another. Of course. such systems
are very expenc;ive since they require two transmitters, receivers. and antennas. all on
different frequencies. The scarcity of frequency spectrum also makes this type of c;ystem
impractical. It is rarely used except in cases where extreme reliability is a mu l.
Another more widely used form of diversity is called space or spatial dil·ersiry. ft
uses two receiver antennas spaced as far apart as possible to receive the signals. Diversity systems are used mainly at base stations rather than in portable or handheld units.
The basic idea is that antennas at slightly different locations will receive different variations of the signals. with one being better than another. The spacing may be horitontal
or vertical. whichever is the more convenient. However, in some cases one arrangement
will be superior to the other.
Diversity reception is particularly difficult at shortwave frequencies, where the spacing
will typically be many hundreds or even thousands of feet. Only horizontal spacing is used.
At UHF and microwave frequencies, wide antenna spacing is relatively simple because the
wavelengths are short. In general, the wider the spacing (10 or 20 wavelengths or more), the
better. Many system~ usc the relationship hid = I I to determine a minimum and, as it turns
out, optimum spacing for antennas. In this relationship, h is the height of the antenna and d
is the spacing distance. For antennas that are 100 ft high. the minimum spacing would be

100

-

d

Spatial diversity

=II

100
d = = 9.09 ft
11
Figure 14-45(a) c;hows a t) pica! spatial diversity system. The two antennas feed a combiner network. where the two signals are linearly added. The result is a larger signal and

Figure 14-45

Common diverstty reception systems. (a) Signals are combined for maximum
output. (b) Only the strongest signal is switched to the recetver.
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Received signal strength
indicators (RSSls)

minimized fading effects. The signals may be combined at the antenna or almost anywhere in the receiver. Some systems combine after the LNAs. Others combine after the
TF. In still other systems, two completely separate receivers are used and the signals are
combined after demodulation. Experimentation is required to determine the best results.
Another form of spatial diversity is selective or switched diversity. In this system.
shown in Fig. 14-45(b), the two antennas feed separate LNAs whose outputs are monitored
by circuits that measure received signal strength. In cell phone systems. these circuits are
called receil,ed sig11al srrength indicators ( RSS!s). They determine the signal with the greatest strength and switch that signal to the remainder of the receiver circuits. All this is done
automatically at high speed. ensuring that the receiver always has the strongest signal.
Diversity systems are widely used in the newer cell phone systems and in wireless
LANs that work indoors and, in some cases, with mobile wireless units (laptop computers.
PDAs, etc.) that are frequently in motion. New techniques s uch as multiple-input. multipleoutput (MTMO) and smart (adaptive) antennas are now being used to further improve transmission in multipath environments. These techniques will be covered in Chap. 16.

CHAPTER REVIEW
Summary
Radio signals are electromagnetic waves. Signal voltage
applied to an antenna creates an electric field and also
causes current to flow. producing a magnetic field. The electric and magnetic fields propagate through space over very
long distances at the speed of light. The e lectric and magnetic fields are perpendicular to each other and perpendicular to the direction of propagation of the wave.
If the electric field of a signal is parallel to the earth,
the electromagnetic wave is said to be horizontally polarized: if it is perpendicular to the earth, the wave is vertically
polarized. For optimal transmission and reception, both the
transmitting and the receiving antennas must be of the same
polarization.
Antennas m·e some fraction of the signal wavelength,
most commonly one-half or one-quarter wavelength. A onehalf wavelength antenna fed at its center by the transmission line is called a dipole. Most antennas are some
modified form of a basic one-half wavelength dipole. Two
common variations are the folded dipole antenna and the
Marconi or ground-plane vertical antenna. Each type offers
different impedance values. directional radiation patterns.
and gain.
To create an antenna with directivity and gain. two or
more antenna elements are combined to form an array. The
two basic array types are parasitic <UTays. consisting of parasitic elements such as reflectors and directors. and driven
arrays. Driven arrays are s ubdivided into broadside.
collinear. end-fire, and log-periodic arrays. Yagi antennas
are made up of a driven element and one or more parasitic
elements.
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For a given application, the characteristic impedance of
a transmission line must match the output impedance of the
transmitter and the impedance of the antenna itself. Mismatches cause an unfavorable standing wave ratio and a loss
of power. Antenna length, bandwidth. and Q are two characteristics that can be adjusted, through design. to produce
the best match. Specialized components. such as Q sections.
baluns, and tuners, can also be used .
The three basic types of radio wave propagation paths
are ground waves. sky waves. and space waves (direct
waves). Ground waves. which are vertically polarized, follow the curvature of the emth and are strongest at medium
and low frequencies. Sky wave signals are radiated by an
antenna into the upper atmosphere, where they are refracted
in the ionosphere and sent back to ea1th. Direct waves travel
in a straight line from the transmitting antenna to the receiving antenna. and they are limited to what is known as lineof-sight transmission. To extend communication distances at
VHF, UHF, and microwave frequencies, repeater stations
can be used.
For direct and s pace wave transmissions over relatively
short distances, it is possible to use simple formulas to predict attenuation, given distance between transmitter and
receiver. gain. and power figures.
A major problem in many communication systems is
fading. the varying received signal strength caused by distance variation. motion between transmitter and receiver,
obstacles between transmitter and receiver, and multipath
reception caused by unwanted renections. Fading can be
minimized by using diversity reception techniques.

Questions
I. What is the ba~ic makeup of a radio wave?
2. What is the name of the mathematical expressions that
describe the behavior of electromagnetic waves? Give a
general statement regarding what the~c expression~ state.
3. Describe the rclationshjp between the types of field-,
that make up a radio wave. What i'> the orientation uf
these field-. with respect tO the tram-mission direction
of the wave?
4. What part of a radio wave determines its polarit.ation
with respect to the earth·., surface?
5. What i" the polari.mtion of a radio wave w ith a magnetic field that i., horitontal to the earth?
6. Define what b meant by antenna reciprocity.
7. What il> the name of the antenna type upon which
most other antennas are based'? What is the length of
this antenna in terms of wavelength at the operating
frequency?
8. What is the 1110\t commonly U'>ed medium for connecting an antenna to a transmitter or recci,·er?
9. What i<; the length of a dipole?
10. State the theoretical radiation rcsi~tance or drive impedance of a dipole.
11. What factor~ affect the impedance of a dipole and how'!
12. What is the equivalent circuit of a dipole at resonance.
above re,ommce. and below rc-.onance?
13. What factor" influence antenna bandwidth'!
14. Describe the horitontal radiation pattern of a dipole.
What is the three-dimensionall.hape of a dipole radiation pallern'?
15. Define what i-. meant by directivity in an antenna.
16. What unit i., u.,cd to state and mea.,ure an antenna\
directivity?
17. Define antenna gain. What gi,·es an antenna gain'?
18. What is an i<,otropic radiator?
19. What gain docs a dipole have over an isotropic radiator'!
20. State two ways to express antenna gain.
21. Define ERP.
22. What ill a folded dipole? What arc it\ advantages over a
\tandard dipole?
23. What two names are used to refer to a one-quarter
wavelength vertical antenna?
24. What is the horizontal radiat ion pallern of a onequarter wavelength vertical an tenna?
25. What tenn describes an antenna that radiates equally well
in aJI horitontal direction!>?
26. What mu\t a one-quarter \\avclength vertical antenna
have for proper operation. in addition to a vertical conductor radiator?
27. What is the name of a group of conductors connected
to the transmission line at the ba'e of some vertical
ante nnas?
28. ame the moc,t commonly U\ed type of tran.,mis,ion
line for one-quarter wavelength , ·ertical antenna-..

29. What term describes the directivity of an antenna that
transmits or receives equally well in two opposite
directions?
30. What is a unidirectional antenna?
31. Why doc" a directional antenna amplify a signal'?
32. What phy\ical attributes must an antenna have to exhibit gain and directivity?
33. Name the two basic classes of anten na a rrays.
34. Name the three basic elements in a Yag i antenna.
35. Name the two parasitic clements in a Yagi beam
antenna.
36. What i' the upper limit on the number of director' that
a Yagi can have?
37. What is the typical beam width range of a Yagi
antenna?
38. State two factors that affect the beam width of a Yagi.
39. Deline the term front-to-bad. ratio as it applies 10 n
Yagi.
-10. True or false'? A Yagi can be operated with either horiLontal or 'ertical polaritation.
41. Which polaritation is the more common for a Yagi?
42. Ustthree kinds of driven arrays.
43. Describe the radiation pallcrn of the three most common types of driven array.,.
44. Do driven array' have gain over a dipole?
45. What i., the name of a popular wideband driven a1Ta)
with a unidirectional radiation pattern?
46. State one major benefit of a log-periodic antenna over
other types of driven arrays.
-17. What b the most common value of antenna input/ output
impedance for modem transmitters and receivers?
48. Wh} i' impedance matching necessary in ~ome antenna installations?
49. What is the name of a type of tram,former used for impedance matching in antenna installations?
50. What do yo u call a one-quarter wavelength section or
tran~mission line that is u~ed for impedance matching
between antenna and tran~mi.,,ion line'?
51. What i., the impedance-matching ratio of a coaxial
balun?
52. Describe how an antenna tuner works.
53. What is the usual procedure for adjusting an antenna
tuner?
54. What arc the requirements for the reflection of a radio
signal?
55. Will a vertically polari7ed radio wave be rccei\ed b) a
hori70ntally polarized antenna?
56. What is circular polarization? State the two type., of
circular polarization.
57. Will horinmtally and vertically polalized antenna"
picJ... up circularly polariLed signals?
58. What i-, refraction as it refer\ co radio wa,·c~'? What
cau\es refraction of radio ~aves'?
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59. What is diffraction as it refers to radio waves? Is diffraction harmful or advantageous in radio communication?
60. Name the three paths that a radio signal can take
through space.
61. What two names are used to refer to a radio wave that
propagates near the surface of the earth? Are they vertically or horizontally polarized?
62. What is the frequency range of signals that propagate
best over the surface or the earth?
63. State the name of the radio wave that is refracted by the
ionosphere.
64. What is the frequency range of signals that propagate
best by ionospheric refraction?
65. What is the ionosphere? How is it different from atmospheric layers that are closer to the earth? Why does
it differ?
66. What layer of the ionosphere has the greatest effect on
a radio signal?
67. True or false? The ionosphere acts as a mirror. reflecting radio waves back to emth.

•

68. What phenomenon of propagation makes worldwide
radio communication possible?
69. What factors determine whether a radio wave is refracted
by the ionosphere or passes through to outer space?
70. What do you call a radio wave that propagates only
over line-of-sight distances?
71. At what frequencies is line-of-sight transmission the
only method of propagation?
72. How can the u·ansmission distance of a UHF signal be
increased?
73. What technique is used to increase transmission distances beyond the line-of-sight limit at VHF and above?
74. What is a repeater station and how does it work?
75. Which conditions cause the worst kind of fading?
76. What is the name given to multi path fading?
77. Why is frequency diversity undesirable?
78. How does spatial diversity minimize fading?
79. Which produces the fewest fading effects. nan·owband
or wideband signals?

Problems
1. What is the approximate impedance of a dipole that is
O.LA aboveground? 0.3A aboveground? •
2. What is the length of a wire dipole antenna at 16 MHz?
3. A wire dipole antenna has length of 27 ft. What is its
frequency of operation? What is its approximate
bandwidth? •
4. At low frequencies (less than 30 MHz). what is the normal polarization of a dipole?
5. What is the most common transmission line used with
low-frequency dipoles? •
6. The power applied to an antenna with a gain of 4 dB is
5 W. What is the ERP?
7. What is the length of a fo lded dipole made with a
300-0 twin lead for a frequency of216 MHz? •
8. Calculate the length of a one-quarter wavelength vertical antenna at 450 MHz.
9. What is the length of the driven element in a Yagi at
290MHz? •
10. Calculate the length of the coax ial loop used in a coaxial balun for a frequency of 227 MHz. Assume a velocity factor of 0.8.

11. What is the length in inches of a one-quarter wavelength impedance-matching section of coaxial cable
with a velocity factor of 0.66 at 162 MHz?
12. How far away is the radio horizon of an antenna I 00 ft
high?
13. What is the maximum line-of-sight distance between a
paging antenna 250 ft high and a pager receiver 3.5 ft
off the ground?
14. What is the path attenuation between transmitter and
receiver at a frequency of 1.2 GHz and a distance of
II ,000 mi?
15. An antenna has a dBd gain of 6. What is its gain with
respect to an isotropic radiator?
16. A cell phone antenna tower 240 ft high uses spat ial
diversity. What is the minimum desirable antenna
separation?
+Answers 10 Selected Problems follow Chap. 22.

Critical Thinking
1. Of two dipoles, one using wire conductors and one using
thin tubing conductors, wbich has a wider bandwidth?
2. The sun is at an angle of 30° to the horizon and causes
a tall one-quarter wavelength vertical antenna to cast a
shadow 400 ft long. At what frequency does the antenna resonate?
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3. Where are the two conductors of a coaxial transmission
line connected in a one-quarter wavelength vertical antenna installation?
4. Compare and contrast the operation of a one-quarter
wavelength venical antenna to that of a one-half wavelength dipole.

5. What is the feed impedance of a one-quarter wave-

6.
7.

8.

9.

antenna i!-. 2 W. The receher U\CS a one-quarter wm·clength ground plane. The distance between the transmilling and receiving antennas is 3 mi. What is the
power at the receiver? What is the receiver input voltage with a 50-0 input impedance?
10. A 915-MHt. transmitter scnu<; a signal to a receiver.
The tram.mitter output power i-, I W. Both tnm.,mitter
and recei,·er uc;e one-quarter wavelength vertical antennas. The receiver input impedance is 50 fl. What is the
maximum distance that can be achieved and sti ll deliver I 1..\. V into the receiver from end?
11. What is the length of a %A vertical antenna at

length vertical antenna? What factor!. innuence th1~
impedance?
If a vertical antenna is too short, what can be done 10
bring it into resonance?
If a vertical antenna is too long for the desired frequency of operation. \\hat can be done to make it
resonant?
See Fig. 14--l6. What is the beam width of this antenna?
Calculate its gain. CalcuJate the front-to-back ratio of thi!.
antenna in decibels. N01e: Thi~ radiation pattern uses a
logarithmic scale and is calibruted in decibels. The
maximum radiation point on the major lobe at 0 i"
given the \aluc of 0 dB. The 3-dB down point\ arc
clearly identified '>0 that beam width can be uetermined. The center of the plot i:-. I 00 dB.
A transmiller has a directional antenna with a gain of
4 dB. The frequency is 72 Mll:t. The power into the

Figure 14-46

902 Milt'?
12. A very low-power battery-operated transmitter at an inacce!.sihle location is to send telemetry data to a data
collection center. The signal is often too weak for reliable data recovery. List some practical steps that can be
ta!..cn to improve transmission.

Radiation pattern for Critical Thinking question 8.
0

Antennas tUld Wave Propagation
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Internet Technologies
•

The

Internet is a worldwide interconnection of computers by means of many

complex networks. The Internet was established in the late 1960s under the sponsorship of the Department of Defense and later through the National Science
Foundation. It provided a way for universities and companies doing military and
government research to communicate and to share computer files and software.
In the early 1990s, the Internet was privatized and opened to anyone. Today it
is a system with hundreds of millions of users across the world.
This chapter discusses the technology used in transporting data in packets
through large numbers of computers called servers and Internet appliances called
routers and the extensive fiber-optic Internet backbone. Technologies such as
Frame Relay, asynchronous transfer mode (ATM), and SONET are discussed. The
transmission protocol TCP/IP is discussed and the operation of a router is
explained. This chapter also includes an introduction to storage-area networks
(SANs). Finally, the subject of Internet data security is defined, and methods of
encryption and authentication are considered.

Objectives
After completing this chapter. you will be able to:
• Define the Internet.
•

list the main applications of the Internet.

• Explain how data is transmitted over the Internet.
• Name and explain the three main types of transmission systems used in
the Internet including ATM. SONET, and Frame Relay.
Explain the details of the TCP/IP protocol.
Explain the operation of a router.
Identify and explain the major types of storage-area networks and their
transmission technologies including Fibre Channel and iSCSI.
Name the main types of security systems used with the Internet.
Name the most commonly used encryption systems on the Internet.

15-1 Internet Applications

GOOD TO KNOW

The I nternet i'> a communication ~yMcm that accompli,he" one of three broad u~c~:
(I) share resources: (2) share file~ or data: and (3) communication. The primary applicatiom of the Internet arc e-mail. file transfer. the World Widt.: Web, e-commcrce.
~carc:hc~. Voice over Internet Protocol, and video.

E-Mail. E-mail is the exchange of notes, leners, memo'>. and OLher personal communication by way of e-mail '>oft ware anti service companic.,. You write a message to a per'>On and '>Cnd it over the Internet via your e-mail prO\ ider. \\ht<~h. in turn. transfers it to
the e-mail provider of the receidng per...on. That per,on retricn!-. the mes..,age at his or
her conYenicnce. E-mail is one of the mo\t common communication method'> in usc today
and the number one application of the lnternet.
file~ of data or software
from one computer to another. The file may be text, digitited pho10graphic dnta. a computer program, and so on. A file transfer program (FfP) allows you to access files in
remote computers and download them to your computer. where they may be used. Files
can abo be "attached.. to e-mail mc~sages. File transfcr is an excellent research tool
bccau.,c it allows you to acce<..\ ma.,~ive amounts of data in the form of books. article'>.
new<.,paper<.,. brochures. data .,heet'>. and hundreds of other sources. Apple Computer·s
iTune., allow!-. purcha'e and dO\\ nload of music.

File Transfer. File trm1.1jer refers to the ability to transfer

World Wide Web. Whene\er mo-.t people refer to the Internet. they are really tal(.,ing
about the World Wide Web (\VIVW). or the Web for short. The Web i~ a spccialiLed part
of the Internet where cornpanic),. organiLations, the government. or even individuals can
post information for other~ to acce~s and usc. To do this. you establish a website. which
i~ a computer that stores the information you wish to dispense. The information can be
on your own computer or in the computer of a Web service provider. The information is
presented in the form of pages. a logic subunit which may contain text. graphics. animation'>. \Ound. and e\en video.
You access these websites through the Internet by wa) of a -.pccial piece of software
(.,nown a" a broll'ser. The brO\\\Cr allow., you to call up a de-,ired website by name or to
..,earch the I nternet websites containing information of interest to you. The browser is the
.,oftwarc that lets you navigate and explore the Web and acce\s and di~play the infonnation.
The two most widely used browser<; are Nctscape Navigator and Microsoft Internet Explorer.
A key feature of the Web is hypertext. Hypertext is a method that allows different
page-. or websites to be linked. When Web pages are create<.l. usually with a language
called hypertex1 markup languaMe (1/TML). programmer~ can inser1 links to other page-.
on the website. to other parts of the .,ame page. or even to different websites. For example. a page may contain a highlighted word (usually in blue letters). which mean'> that it
i.., a link to some related topic on a different page or different -,itc. Clicking with the mou<.,e
on that word automatically take., you to the related information. This ability to link to
related or relevant information i., one of the most powerful and u..,eful feature~ of the Web.

E-comm e rce. £-commerce or electronic commerce refers

to doing business over the
Internet. usually buying and selling goods and services by way of the Web. Companie:-.
st.:lling products or services '>Ct up websitcs describing their wares anti offering them for
sale. Individuals may buy these items by giving a credit card number or making other
form~ of payment. The product b then shipped by mail or overnight carrier. Online shopping i., expected to grow significantly in the future. T\vo of the larger e-commerce retailer' are Amazon. a book rescller. and cBay. a -;ite ''here '>Ome item\ are ~old by auction.

A company called Bolt, Baranek
& Newman (BBN) started as an
acoustics consulting firm but
ended up writing the protocols
for the ARPANet, the predecessor
to the Internet.

File transfer

World Wide Web

Browser

Hypertext
Hypertext markup language (HTML)

E-Commerce

s. An Internet search allow-. a person to Joo(., for rnfonnation on any gi,en
topic. Several companie.., offer the usc of free search '"engine~:· which are specialiLed
,oftwarc that can look for web~itC'> related 10 the de)>ired ...earch topic. The mo~t
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commonly used search sites are Google, Yahoo, and Microsoft Network (MSN). You simply access the website through your browser and type in one or more keywords that
direct the search engine. Within seconds, the search engine returns a listing of all those
sites it finds containing the keywords. Most searches relllrn hundreds and even thousands
of references such as websites. advertisements. press releases. magazine and newspaper
articles. and many other resources.

Voice over Internet Protocol (VoiP}. VoiP is the technique of replacing standard telephone service with a digital voice version with calls taking place over the Internet . Voice is digitized, compressed, and transmitted over the Internet in packets to the
caJied location. There i t is decompressed and reconverted to analog. VoiP has largely
replaced standard telephone services in companies and governments and has made great
inroads into homes across the United States and other countries. Its growth continues.

Video over Internet Protocol. Video or TV over the Internet (IPTV) is also
becoming more common. The video (and accompanying audio) is digitized, compressed,
and sent via the Internet. It is expected to gradually replace some video transmitted over
the air and by cable television systems. Both fPTV and VoTP make use of the standard
I nternet connections used for data.

How the Internet Works

Packets

The Internet is the ultimate data communication network. I t uses virtually every
conceivable type of data communication equipment and technique. All the concepts you
learned earlier apply to the Internet. Just keep in mind that the information is transmitted as serial binary pulses. usually grouped as bytes (8-bit chunks) of data within larger
groups called packets. All the different types of communication media are used including twisted-pair cable, coaxial cable, fiber-optic cable, satellites. and other wireless
connections.

Internet Addresses. Each individual or computer on the Internet must have some
kind of identifier or address. An addressing system for the Internet uses a simplified
name-address scheme that defines a particular hierarchy. The upper level of the hierarchy is called a top-le1·e/ domain (TLD). A domain is a specific type of organization using
the I nternet. Such domains are assigned a part of the Internet address. The most common domains and their address segments are as follows:

Domain

Address Segment

Commercial companies

.com

Educational institutions

.edu

Nonprofit organizations

.org

Military

.mil

Government

.gov

I nternet service providers

.net

Air transportation

.aero

Business

.biz

Cooperatives
Information sites

.coop
.info

International organiLations
Mobile

.int

Museums
Families and individuals
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.mobi
.museum
.name

Professions

.pro

Travel-related companies

.travel
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Adult sites

.XXX

Country

.u!>.. uk. .fr..j p..de
(United States. United Kingdom. France. Japan.
Germany)

Another part of the addre!>.., is the host name. The host refers to the particular computer connected to the Internet. A host is a computer. device. or user on the networl,.. A
ser\er pro' ides .,en ices '>UCh as e-mail. Web pages. and DNS. The ho'-.1 name i'> often
the name of the company. organiLation. or department sponsoring the computer. For
example. IBM '' host name i., ibm.

Host

E-mail Address. The fir!-.t part of the address is the user's name or \Orne abbreviation, concatenation. or nickname. You might use your name for an e-mail addres<. or some
made-up name that you would recognize. The complete address might look like this:
<billbob@xyt..net>.
The user name is separated from the host by the @ symbol. The host, in this case
xyt., is the e-mail service provider. Note the dot between the ho~t name and the domain
name. This address gets converted to a series of numbers used by computers on the Internet to identify and locate one another.
WWW Addresses. To locate sites on the Web. you use a special address called a
c111ijomz re.Hmrct' toea/Or (URL). A typical URL is <http://www.abs.com/newinfo>.
The tirst part of the URL specifies the communication protocol to be U'>cd. in this
case hypertext trumfer protocol (Imp). The www. of couf',e. de~ignates the World Wide
Web. The abs.com part i'> the domain or the computer on v.hich the website exi\ts. The
item after the ...la..,h (/) indicate' a direcwry within the website software. Most web..,ites
ha\'e multiple directories. \\-hich arc also usually further '>Ubdi\ ided into pages.

Uniform resource locator (URL)
Hypertext transfer protocol (http)

Initial Connections. A PC

i~ connected to the Internet in a ,·ariety of wa)'>. The
common method i'> through a modem that connects to the telephone sy'>tcm. There
are traditional dial-up modem<; ...uch a~ tho~e de<;cribed earlier and the newer
asynchronous digiwl .wbscriber line (ADSL) and cable TV modem!>. Wirele.,.., modem<,
are al'>o available.
A common way of connecting to rhe Internet is to use a L AN to which your PC
may be connected. Most company and organization PCs are almost always connected to
a LAN. The LAN ha'> a server that handles the Internet connection. which may be by
way of a T I line to the telephone system or a fiber-optic connection.
mo~t

Role of the Telephone System. The familiar telephone system is often the first
link to the Internet. Because it is so large and so convenient. it is a logical way to make
connection'> to remote computer!.. A standard telephone line is used with dial-up modems
and DSL modems. In many applications the telephone system is the only connection
between computers. Many corporate computers arc connected in this way, and you can
connect directly to an online -;crvice provider in this way. It~ primary function is to connect you to a facility !,.nown a' an Internet service prol"ider (ISP).

Broadband Connections. Although most connection-; to the Internet occur with a
modem over the telephone lines. more and more indi' iduab are acquiring broadband
connection .... A broadband connection is a fast Internet connect1on provided by a local
telephone cornpan) or <,ome other organi.1.ation. The term fast here mean<., a data transmission 'peed greater than that which can be obtained with a telephone modem. typically
53 kbps. A broadband connection can provide speeds up to many megabits per ...econd.
If you have ever accessed the Internet or World Wide Web by way of a common
telephone modem. you know that it take~ a long time to receive information. Long wait!.
are common. Although most modems arc capable of receiving at up to 53 kbp'>. few m.:tually achieve this speed because their distance to the central office is too long or the noise
Internet Technologies
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Broadband connection
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level on the line is high. More commonly. the connection speed is 19.2 to 40 kbps. If
you are using e-mail regularly and downloading large files from the Web, you are spending a great deal of time waiting. A broadband connection speeds things up significantly.
The most widely used broadband connection is a cable TV modem. Cable TV companies often act as Internet service providers. The cable TV system is ideal for supporting fast data transfers. A special cable modem is provided that connects to a PC by way
of an Ethernet interface. Data transfer rates vary depending upon the amount of traffic
on the line. but they can reach as high as 6 Mbps.
The second most widely used broadband connection is the digital subscriber line
(DSL). It is most often offered by a local telephone company but may be delivered by
an independent supplier. It gives a data rate from I .5 to 6 Mbps. Other fast but Jess used
broadband services are offered by electrical utilities (broadband over power line) and
satellite TV companies. Internet access is also available through cell phones.

Internet Service Provider. An lSP is a company set up especially to tap into the network known as the Internet. It can be an independent company or a local telephone
company or a cable TV company. The ISP has one or more servers to which are connected dozens. hundreds, or even thousands of modems, DSLs. or cable connections from
subscribers. It is usually the ISP that provides the software you use in communication
over the Internet. The ISP al so usually provides e-mail service.
There are thousands of ISPs across the United States. Most are set up in mediumsize to large cities. You access your ISP by dialing its local telephone number. If you
live in a small town or a rural area, you can connect to an lSP in a nearby city, but you
may have to make a long-distance call to do this. The !SP is connected to the Internet
backbone by way of a fast digital interface such as Tl or T3 lines or by a faster method
via a MAN.

15-2 Internet Transmission Systems
The Internet is made up of a huge number of' individual elements. These elements include
the servers. routers. and transmission media that carry the signals. A huge number of
components and interconnections are involved. This section shows the overall operation
of the Internet. the transmission protocols used. as well as the most widely used transmission media.

Frame Relay

Frame check sequence (FCS)

Frame Relay (FR) is a packet-switching protocol standardized by the lTU-T. It packages
data to be transmitted into FR frames that have the stmcture shown in Fig. 15-1. The
8-bit flags signal the beginning and ending of a packet. A two-octet (byte) addres~ field
contains all the details regarding the exact destination of the packet through the network.
The data field is variable and may contain up to 4096 octets. A two-octet.fi'ame check
sequence (FCS) is an error detection code that is compared to the FCS calculated
from U1e received data. lf any transmission error occurs, the receiving unit asks for a
retransmission.

Figure 15-1

A Frame Relay (FR) frame or packet.
Number of octets

2
Flag
01111110
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Address

0 - 4096

2

Data

Frame
Check
Sequence

Flag
01111110

FR i-. protocol-independent in that it can carry the data from any other transmission
method -.uch as Ethernet. Ethernet packets are put into the data field and carried unmodified to the destination. Fmme Relay uses existing dedicated digital ci rcuit~ leased by
telecommunications companie.,. Both Tl and TJ lines arc widely used. The equipment
u<,ed in handling FR is frame relay -.witches that examine the destination address and
forwurd the packets through one swi tch after another unti l the destination is reached. The
most common use of FR is in LAN-to-LAN connections where the L ANs are widely
separated. as in two different compuny locations. The FR service is usually offered by
most local telecommun ication~ carri ers.

Asynchronous Transfer Mode
A'.mclmmom transfer mode (ATMJ ic; also a packet-switching '-Y'>tcm for transmitting
data. It U\Cs Ycry short 53-byte packets with a 48-bytc data pa) load and a 5-byte header
that designates the destination a., well as the type of data to be handled. Any kind of
data may be transmilled in thi!> way including voice. video. and computer data. The

Asynchronous transfer mode (ATM)

packet format is shown in Fig. 15-2.
ATM is transmitted by way of switches that pass the packet" from one to the other
over the network. An ATM network sets up a virtual circuit that gives the appearance of a
.,ingle continuous path for the data from <.ource to destination. In reality, the packets most
like!} take several different path\ through the network and may even arrive out of order.
The ATM '>)'Stem handles these occurrences such that all data arrive'> in the desired order.
The ATM network can u~e alrno-.t any physical layer. but mo<.t often it is some fiberoptic '>Y'>tcm. Early ATM network<. operated at 155 and 622 Mbp!>. Today. ATM uses
2.5- and I 0-Gbps optical networks.

SO NET*
The Synchronous Optical Nelll'ork (SONET) was developed to tran~mit digitized telephone call\ in Tl format over fiber-optic cable at high speed-,. It<> primru·y use is to send
time-multiplexed voice or data over switched networks. SONET is used between telephone central offices. between central offices and long-di ..tance carrier facilities. and for
long-di.,tance transmission. Mo.,t I nternet backbones ru-e SONET point-to-point connection\ or rings.
SONET is by far the most widely used optical data transmission network in the
United States. It is an American National Standards Institute (ANSI ) standru·d as well
as a sub!>et of the broader international standard known a-. the Synchronous Digital
1/ierarchy (SDH). The latter was developed and sanct ioned by the International Telecommunications Union (lTU) and then used throughout the re!-11 of the world.
SONET is a physical (PHY) layer standard that define'> the method for formatting
and tranc;mitting data in sync with a ma<;ter timing sy<,tem keyed to an atomic clock. The
-.wndurd defines different optical-carrier <OC) speed'>. from 51.84 Mbps to 39.812 Gbp'>.
The electric <;ignalto be tran-.mittcd i., called the rync:hronous transport signal (STS) and

Portion' of thi' ~ection arc rcprinlcd '' ith
2000. Copyright 2000. Penton Media Inc.

Figu re 15-2

pcm1is~km

Synchronous Optical Network
(SO NET)

Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SOH)

Synchronous Transport Signal (STS)

from Hl<-ctmnic 1>£-vign. November 20.

An ATM packet.
Number of bytes or octets

5

48

Header

Data
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Figure 15-3

SONET data rates.

Sonet level

STM level

STS-1/0C-1
STS-3/0C-3
STS-1 2/0C-12
STS-48/0C-48
STS-192/0C-192
STS-768/0C-768

STM-1
STM-4
STM-16
STM-64
STM-256

-

Data rate
51.84 Mbps
155.52 Mbps
622.08 Mbps
2.488 Gbps*
9.953 Gbps•
39.812 Gbps*

'Note that when referencing these data rates. they are typically
rounded to 2.5, 10. and 40 Gbps, respectively.

can exist at several levels or speeds. although the base speed (STS-1) is 51.84 Mbps.
In the SOH sy~tem. the signal is also called the synchronous transport mode, or STM.
Figure I 5-3 lists the most common channel speeds.
Earlier systems used OC-3 and OC-12 levels. but today most SONET systems have
been upgraded to operate at OC-48. The OC- 192 and OC-768 levels are gradually being
deployed as technology and economics permir.
SONET is a time-division multiplexing (TOM) transmission scheme that sends timeinterleaved data in fixed-length frames of 810 bytes. The frame format consists of nine
90-byte rows. The bytes are transmitted consecutively from left to right and from top to
bottom. See Fig. 15-4. In each row 4 bytes is for overhead, and 86 bytes per row is for
data payload. The overhead bytes contain framing, control. parity. and pointer in fonnation for managing the payload.
Although SONET can operate in a point-to-point link. the most common topology
is a ring. Multiple nodes make up the ring. with an add-drop multiplexer (A DM) at each
node. One of the key features and benefits of a SONET system is that the ADM permits
data from multiple sources to be added to or extracted from the data stream a<; required.
The ring topology also offers data transmission redundancy. which ensures survivability
when a cable has been cut.

Synchronous transport mode

Add-drop multiplexor

Figure 15-4

SONET frame format
90 bytes (Octets)

3 bytes

Section {
overhead

1--11--11----l-- - - - - - + - - + - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - ;
~1---1--11----l-------+--+--------------------;

Line
overhead

L..,--J
1 byte
path
overh ead

87 bytes
Synchronous payload environment (SPE)
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The basic SONET transmission speed is OC-1. or 51.84 Mbps. This i~ the rate
achieved when one SONET frame is transmitted in 125 fJ.~. If higher-speed tran'>mission
i~ desired, U'> is usually the caM!, multiple frames are tran.,miued in this time period by
a system of byte interlea-. ing.
Most of today·., long-di.,tance telephone service. ~ well a'> the Internet bad.bonc.
is made up of a hierarch) of large and small SO ET rings. Even though SONET W<h
designed to carry '>ynchronous -.oice traffic in a circuit-switched em ironment. it\ primary
function i., data tran\mic,.,ion '' ith no regard to its content. Ac., a result. SO ET can carT)
asynchronous. packet--.witched data from asynchronous tran,.fer-mode (ATM). Frame
Relay. Ethernet. or Tran.,port Control Protocolllntemet Protocol (TCP/IP) equipment.

GOOD TO KNOW
Researchers Partha Mitra and
Jason Stark determined that the
maximum theoretical capacity
of a single optical fiber is
100 terabits (Tbits) equivalent to
20 billion simultaneous one-page
e-mails.

Routers
The router is the single most important piece of equipment in the Internet. You have probably heard of the world's largest router manufacturer. Cisco. Router~ interconnect the various segments of the WAN backbones. Routers are also used to connect MANs to WANs,
LANs to others LAN:-, and LANs to MANs. The routers connect to one another ant! to
the various server<, to form a large mesh network connected usually by fiber-optic cable.
A router is an Intelligent computerlike device that looks at all packets transmitted
to it and examines their Internet protocol (IP) destination addresses. It then determines
the best next path for the dara to take to its destination. The router ~tores information
about the other routers and networks to which it is connected and about any nearby networks. Thi., information i'> '>tored in a routing table that i~ compared to the destination
address on all incoming packet'>. Routing algorithms determine the be:-.t (clo'>e!'lt. ra.,test)
connection and then retram.mit the packet. I n any given Internet transmi ...sion. mo"t pad.ets pass through -.everal router<, before the) reach their final target computer.
Phy'>ically, a router can ha' e several configuration.,. Any high-speed de\' ice can be
u<.,ed that ha'> ...erial inputs and outputs and a way to examine packet addressc., and mal.:e
decision., regarding routing and ""itching. For example. a computer" ith a f<N proce-,..,or.
adequate memory. <.,erial 1/0. and the appropriate software can <;cnc a., a router. Today.
mo<,t router<, are <,pecialited pieces of equipment optimiLed for the routing function.
The ba.<,ic configuration of a modern router is shown in Fig. 15-5. It con'>ists of a group
of line cards that plug into connectors on a printed-circuit board back plane. The back plane
contains the copper interconnecting lines to allow the line cards to transmit and receive data

Figure 1 5-5

General block diagram of a router.
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Serializer/deserializer (SEROES)

from one another. Transfer speeds are typically many gigabits per second. The line cards
communicate with one another through a switch fabric. The switch fabric is a large digital
equivalent of a cross bar switch. A cross bar switch is a matrix of switches in a row-column
format that allows any one of multiple input lines to be connected to any one of multiple
output lines. Superfast electronic switches connect ti1e line cards. See Fig. 15-5.
Each line card has a serial input port and a serial output port. These are usually optical fiber lines, but they could also be RJ-45 Ethernet ports. At the receive input. the optical data is converted to serial electric signals that are then deserialized by a circuit called
a serializ.er/deserializer (SERDES) that peri'orms both serial -to-parallel and parallel-toserial data conversion. The parallel data is then stored in a random-access memory
(RAM). This data is then examined by a special processor to determine its destination
address. The processor uses a routing lookup table and algorithms that decide which output line is to be used. Any input may be routed to any output in this way. The processor then passes the packet to the switch fabric where it is sent to an output port. The
packet is serialized by a SERDES circuit and then sent to the output port by using
SONET. ATM. Ethernet, or other protocol.

The Internet Backbone
Internet backbone

Network access points (NAPs)

The Internet backbone is a collection or companies that install, service. and maintain
large nationwide and even worldwide networks of high-speed fiber-optic cable. The companies own the equipment and operate it to provide universal access to tile Internet. In
many ways, these companies are the Internet, for they provide the basic communication
medium, equipment, and software that permit any computer to access any other.
Although each of the backbone providers has its own nationwide network. the providers
are usually connected to one another to provide many different paths from one computer to
another. There are more than 50 of these interconnection points in the United States. Known
as network access poilus (NAPs), these facilities provide the links between backbones.
Figure 15-6 shows a diagram of the main components of the internet. On the left
are three ways in which a PC is connected for Internet access, to the telephone local

Figure 15-6 Simplified diagram of the Internet.
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office vi a a conventional or DSL modem or by way of a cable modem and cable TV
company. The telephone company central office and cable TV company connect to an
Internet l>ervice provider by way of T I or T3 lines or a local MAN. (Nme: The telephone
company or cable TV company may all>o be the lSP.) The ISP contains multiple <,ervcr:.
that handle the traffic. Each connects to the Internet by way of a router that attaches to
the Internet backbone at one of the many network access point'>. The primary equipment
at network acccs'> points is router<; that determine the destination of packeto.,. The ··cloud"
in Fig. 15-6 represent<, the Internet backbone. This is one of <;e\erallarge tiber-optic nctworkl>, either point-to-point or a ring. that carry the Internet data and interconnect with
one another to exchange data.
On the right in Fig. 15-6 are additional conn ection~. Here a company LAN acce!.'-e!.
the backbone by way of a regional MAN. A company server con tains a website that i!.
regularly accessed by others. Also !.hown is a Web hosting company that ~tores the web-

GOOD TO KNOW
Each packet includes information
about its source, destination, the
sequence of how it should be
reassembled once it reaches its
destination, and some indication
of how large the packet is.

sites and Web page:. of others.

The Packet-Switching Transmission System
The Internet il> a packet-switching system. Data to be sent is divided up into short chunh
ca lled packets and tran smitted one at a time. The term datagram i ~ also used to describe
a packet. Packets arc typically less than 1500 octets long. (Note: In data communication.
a byte is more often called an octet. <m 8-bit word.) Each packet finds its own way
through the complex mate that is the Internet by using addre<>sing information :-.tored in
the packet. Not all packets take the same path through the <>y~tem, and in fact the pud.et!> may arrive at the receiving end out of the order in which they were sent.
Figure 15-7 -.how., a -.implified version of the packet-'>witching concept. The pacl,.cts~ itching network con'>ist<. of multiple exchanges wi th high-:-.peed packet :-.witches that
connect to multiple inpuh and outputs. The multiple interexchange link<. produce many
possible path\ through the network.
Several popular packet-switching sy:.tems are in use in Internet badbones. The<.e
include Frome Relay and a-;ynchronous tmnsfer mode (ATM) sy~tCilll>. ATM '-Y'-temo., are
the faste'>t and mo<,t widely u\ctl. They break down all data into 53-byte packets and transmit them over tiber-optic network<. at speeds of up to 10 Gbps (and soon 40 Gbp-.). ATM
i!. also used to tran-.mit voice and video. ln some instance:-.. the packets arc pm:l,.aged into

Figure 15-7
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Figure 15-8

Comparing the OSI and TCP/IP layers.
OSIIayers

TCP/IP layers

7: Application
6: Presentation

Application

5: Session
4: Transport
3: Network
2: Data link
1: Physical

Packet over SONET (PoS)

TCP/IP protocol

File transfer protocol (FTP)
Simple mail transfer protocol (SMTP)
Hypertext transfer protocol (http)

GOOD TO KNOW
When a packet is sent from a host
to another host over the Internet,
it is first assembled into packets
with TCP format; then the IP layer
adds a new header to send the
packet over the Internet.
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Host-to-host
(TCP)
IP
Network
access

long continuou:-. synchronou' data Mreaml. and tran.,miued by way of the Synchronou'>
Optical Network (SONET). Such transmis~ionl> arc called packet m-er SONET (PoS).
Packet l>witching requires a set of l>Oflware protocols that make sure that the data i~
properly partitioned, transmitted, received, and reassembled. On the Internet, these protocols arc culled TCPIIP. TCP means Transmi~sion Control Protocol, and IP mean~
Internet Protocol. Both protocols are used to send and receive data over the Internet.
TCP/IP wa<; invented in the 1960s. when the Ad\anced Research Project Agcnc) (ARPA)
of the Department of Defen'>e (DoD) tested and e~tablished the lirst packet networf.... It
was firl>t implemented on large computers running the UN IX operating system. Today,
TCP/IP is by far the most widely implemented data communication protocol, and it is
at the heart of the Internet.
TCPIIP is a layered protocol similar to the OST '\even-layer model discu.,sed in
Chap. II. TCP/TP does not implement all seven layers, although the effect is the same.
Some operations of the indi\.idual seven layers are combined to form four layer<,. a<,
shown in Fig. 15-8. The upper. or application'>, layer works with other protocols that
implement the desired application. The mo~t widely used are TELNET. which permit~ a
remote PC to connect via the telephone system to the Internet; the file transfer prowcol
( FTP), which facilitates the transmission of long files of data; the simple mail transfer
protocol (SMTP), which implements e-mail: and the hypertext tran.ifer protocol. (hllp).
which provides access to the World Wide Web.

Transmission Control Protocol. The ho..,t-to-host layer is really TCP. It divides the
data into packets to be ~>ent. To each packet i<, attached a comprehensive header containing source and destination addresses. a !>equcnce number. an acknowledgment number, a check sum for error detection and correction, and other information. The TCP
header is shown in Fig. 15-9. It consists of 20 byte\ or octets, minimum. depending upon
what options are added. At the receiving end, TCP reassembles the packets in the proper
order and <;ends them to the application. lL aJ<..o a'>ks for retransmi<;sion if a packet i.,
received in error.
T CP is used only to prepare the packets for transmission and reassemble the packets when received. It doe:- not implement the actual packet tran~mission over the Internet. Al> you will see, that is the job of IP. TCP's job is to offer some assurance that the
packets arrive in a reliable and high-quality form by providing the error detecting and
correcting check sums. \equcncc number<,. and other features.
The TCP header j., a l>ingle serial bit l>tream in which each of the fields is tran\·
mined one after another. Thil> header is diflicult to draw and print a<, a long single line.
Chapter 15

Figure 1 5-9

TCP headers.
32 bits, 4 octets

·I

Source port

Destination port
Sequence number

Header
20 octets

Acknowledge number
Data
offset

Flags

Reserved

Window

Checksum

Urgent pointer
Options ( + padding)
Data (variable)

the pre~cntation format in Fig. 15-9 is used. This representation is widely u\ed to
illuo.,trate other protocol'> and headers. In reality. data i~ transmitted ~erially from left to
right and from top to bottom. row after rO\\, with 4 octets per row.

\O

Internet Protocol The TCP packet is then sent to the IP layer. where the IP protocol j., used. The IP layer cn-.ure~ that the packet gets to its de\tination O\er the Internet.
In Fig. 15-10. an IP header i'> attached before the resulting new packet is tran!.mitted.

Fig ure 15-10

IP header (1Pv4).
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IHL

24
Type of
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Header
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Protocol
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Source address
Destination address

Options and padding

Data
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1Pv4 (Internet Protocol version 4)

Multicasting

Note in Fig. 15- 10 that the destination address has 32 bits. Every computer has one
of these addresses assigned to it. The addresses are usually expressed in what is called
the dot1ed decimal form. The 32-bit address is divided into four 8-bil segments. Each
segment can represent 256 numbers from 0 through 255. A typical address would look
like this: 125.63.208.7. Dots separate the four decimal segments. These addresses are
assigned by an organization known as the lnterner Assigned Numbers Authority (lANA ).
The addresses are subdivided into classes (A through E) to represent different types and
sizes of networks, organizations. and individual users.
The most widely used IP protocol is called /Pv4 , or Interne/ Protocol version 4. lls primary limitation is that its destination address size is only 32 bits: i.e.. it is limited to 2 32, or
4,294,967,296, locations or users. Alt.hough more than 4 billion addresses would seem to be
enough. as the Internet has grown, this has become a severe limitation. The newer version
is JPv6, which has a 128-bit address field that should provide more than enough destinations (2 12a) for massive future expansion. Also fPv6 provides for authentication and multicasting. Multicasting is the abi lity of [p to move fast audio and video data over the internet
from a single source to multiple destinations. fPv6 is implemented on many computers. but
not all. It is slowly being phased in a" software and hardware are updated in new systems.
Finally. the network access layer that contains the physical layer connection
tra11Sporrs the data. As explained earlier, there are several diffe rent ways that TCP/lP
information is transmitted. For example, the packets may get packaged into
Ethernet packets in a LAN and then delivered to a MAN for ultimate connection to the
packet-switched WAN backbone. Or the TCP/IP packets may be delivered over the telephone line. as with a dial-up modem. Alternatively, the TCP/TP data may travel via a
cable TV modem to an lSP that connects to a MAN via a Tl or T3 line and then to the
WAN. The WAN may carry the data via ATM or SONET through the backbone.

TCP/IP*
Several protocols or sets of rules are used to communicate over a computer network.
Each protocol must accomplish several tasks, such as encapsulation, fragmentation and
reassembly. connection control, ordered delivery. flow control, enor control, addressing.
multiplexing, and transmission services. Perhaps the most common protocol used to
accomplish these tasks is the Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol or TCP!IP.
TCP/IP is the communications protocol that hosts use to communicate over the lntemet,
and it establishes a vinual connection between a destination and source host. TCPffP
uses two protocols to accomplish this task, TCP and lP.
TCP enables two hosts to establish a connection and exchange data. TCP will guarantee both the delivery of data and that the packets will be delivered in the same order
in which they were sent. Remember, packets are sent through a network according to the
best path. This "best path" choice does not guarantee that all packets will take the same
path. nor will they arrive in the same order they were sent. TCP has the job of ensuring
that all the packets are received and put back into the correct order before they are passed
up the protocol stack.
IP determines the format of the packets. The lP packet format is not discussed in detail.
but there are a total of 20 octets in IP version 4 packets. These bits are used to select the
type of service, length of datagram, identification number. flags, time to live, next-higher
protocol. header checksum, and various addresses. The packet rP provides a function similar to the address on a postal letter. You write the address on the letter and put it in the mailbox. You and the receiver know where it is sent from and to whom it is being sent, but the
path is determined by someone else. That someone else is the routers in the network between
the destination and the source. It is TCP/lP that establishes the connection between the destination and the source. TCP steps in and curs the letter up into smaller pieces or packets
and then sends them, ensuring all the packets are received and put back into the proper order.
*Counesy of Walter Currier, Assistalll Professor of Computer and Electrical Engineering at
Liberty University. Lynchburg, VA.
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UDP
The User Dawgram Prowcol ( UDP) i' another protocol U'>ed at the transport le,el.
UDP provides a connectionle"" \ervicc for application'>. UDP provides few error
recovery "en ices. unlike TCP. ll owcvcr. like TCP. UDP u~e" IP to route itl> packet-.
throughout the Internet. UDP i~ used when the arrival or a me.,sage i~ not ab~olutely
critical. You may recall that from time to time you receive letter~ for Current Resident in your mailbox. The ~>~.:ndcr~ of this "junk mail .. are not concerned that everyone receive the package they llend. UDP ill similar to the Current Resident mail and
ill often U!>ed to send broadcast mcs~ages over a net\\orr.... A broadcast message is a
me ....,age that is sent periodically 1<> all hosts on the networr... in order to locate U\Cr'>
and collect other data on the network. UDP mes;,age'> are abo used to reque'>t
rcspon'>C'> from nodes or to di'>'>eminate information. Another application of UDP i~
in the U'>C of real-time applications. With real-time applications. retransmitting and
waiting for arrival of packet!. are not possible so TCP i" not u~ed for these applications. When real-time data (voice or video) is routed. a connectionle~s UDP protocol
is used. If packets get dropped or fail to arrive, the overall message is usually not
corrupted beyond recognition.

User Datagram Protocol (UOP)

Internet and Addressing
You ha\e <,een the componenh that make up a nctworr... and hO\\ infom1ation tra\eb
aero"" a network. but how doe'> a packet find it<; intended dc.,tination? The Internet i~
org~mitcd in a hierarchical '>tructurc. The entire network i., often referred to as the Internet or the World Wide Web. The Internet i~ subdivided into ~evcral smaller networks
which are all imerconnected by routers.
The Internet connects !.evcral separate segments or networks together by using
routers. Routers need some way to identify the destination network to which a packet is
bound. Routers accompli sh thi'> by using the network IP addre'>~. All device!> on that networ[.. -.hare the same networr... addrc~s. but have unique host addrcs'>es. Packets get routed
from network to networr... until they arrive at the networr... that contains the host to \\hom
the packet ha~ been sent.
A good example of a hierarchal "tructure is how large military unit<; are organized.
The largc:-.t structure ill the brigade. The brigade is separated into two regiment~ with
three battalions per regiment. Each battalion has five companic .... Each company then has
platoon~. and each platoon has squad<>. An individual ~oldier or sailor is in a squad. platoon, company, battalion. and so on. If you want to contact all the soldiers or sailors in
a particular company. you can send a me).sage to just that company. The same is true
for a banalion. or platoon. In a computer network. the ability to send messages to an
individual ho\t on a particular networr... i!. also important. Each network i" then connected
into the emire Internet or the so-called Internet cloud.
We can break each connection to the cloud into it<., own networr.... and each network
would be connected to the cloud by uo;ing a router. Every computer connected off the
router i'> considered to be on the ...arne network.
Thi!>. arrangement is similar to a family. The router would represent a single family.
..,ay. the Jones family: and all the '>egmcnts represent children in the Jones family. We
can ea,ily identify who is in the Jones family by looking at the last name. A router can
recognit.e who is in its network by using a set of numbers called an I P address.
When a computer receive!> u packet from the router. the computer first check~ the
de~tination MAC addres'> of the packet at the data link. layer. If it matches. it's then
pa~scd on to the network layer. At the network layer. it cheer..., the packet to see if the
destination IP address matche\ the computer's IP addres.... From there. the packet i'>
proces~ed as required by the upper layerc;. On the other hand. the computer may be generating a packet to send to the router. Then as the packet traveh down the OSI model
and reaches the network layer. the destination and source IP addre).S of this packet are
added in the IP header.
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The format or an IP address is called dotted decimal. and it consists of four numbers from 0 to 255 separated by periods or dots. Each number between the pe1iods is
considered an octet because it represents 8 binary bits.

Example: 35.75.123.250
The dotted decimal format is convenient for people to use. but in reality the router w ill
convert this number ro binary. and it sees the above dotted decimal number as a continuous string of 32 bits. The example below shows an lP address in decimal notation. This
IP address (35.75.123.250) is then converted to binary. which is what the computer understands. Irs easier for us to remember four different numbers than thirty-two Os or Is.

35
.75
.123
.250
00100011.01001011.01111011.11111010

GOOD TO KNOW
The class A IP addresses were
designed for large networks,
class B for medium-size
networks, and class Cfor
smaller networks.

The above IP address would look like 0010001 1010010ll011ll011 I 11 11010 to the
computer. The hexadecimal version is 234B7BFA.
To provide flexibility, the early designers of the IP address standard sat down to sort
out the range of numbers that were going to be used by all computers. They organized
the I P address into five cl asses. and we normally use three of these classes. When people apply for lP addresses, they are given a ce11ain range with in a specific class depending on the size of their network.
I n Table 15-1. you can see the five classes. The first three classes (A. B. and C) are
used to identify workstations, routers. switches. and other devices. whereas the last two
classes (0 and E) are reserved for special use. The lP addresses listed above are not all
usable by hosts!
An IP address consists of 32 bits. which means it is 4 bytes long. The first octet
(first 8 bit<; or first byte) of an IP address is enough for us to determine the class to which
it belongs. And depending on the class to which the I P address belongs, we can determine which portion of the I P address is the network lD and which is the host 10. For
example, if you were told that the first octet of an IP address was 168, then, using the
above table, you would notice that it falls within the 128 to 19 1 range. which makes it
a class B IP address.
Earlier we said that companies are assigned different IP ranges within these classes.
depending on the size of their networks. For instance. if a company required 1000 IP
addresses. it would probably be assigned a range that falls within a class B network
rather lhan a class A or C.
To get the information to the correct host. the lP address is divided into two pans. the
network lD and the host JD. These two parts contain two pieces of valuable information:

J. lt telb us which network the device is pan of (network ID).
2. It identifies that unique device within the network (host TO).

Five Different Classes of IP Addresses

Table 15-1
'

Range of IP Addresses

Class
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A

1.0.0.0

to

127.255.255.255

B

128.0.0.0

to

191.255.255.255

c

192.0.0.0

to

223.255.255.255

D

224.0.0.0

to

239.255.255.255

E

240.0.0.0

to

255.255.255.255
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Figure 15-11 Example showing network and host IDs.
Host A

HostD

202178.02

202.178.0.5

Server

Network 10
Rou1erA

202.178.0.0

-

202178.0.1
202 178.0 6
Host S

HostC

202.178.0.3

)

202.178.0.4

Host 10:3

Figure I 5- I I gi ves you an example to help you understand the concept.
Routers w ill look at the first number or octet to determ ine the class of the IP
add re~s. The class ind icates how many bi ts are used 10 represent the network 10
and how many bits are used to represent the host 10. I n the above pi cture. you can
..ee a <,mall network. We have assigned a class C IP range for this net work . Remember that cia..,., C IP addres-.es arc for small networks. Looking now at host B. you
\\ill <,ee that it'> I P addre~'> i'> 202. 178.0.3. The networJ.. 10 i'> 202. 178. and the ho.,t
10 is 0.3.
Table I S-2 contain'> the range of numbers used to determine the cla'>s of the networJ..
and the number of bit'> a\ailable to assign to a network and the hosts on that networJ...
For example, 140. 179.220.200 i., a class B address. The 1-1-0 falls within the 128 to
I 91 range. which makes it a class B IP address. So. b) default, the networJ.. part of the
address (al<,o known a.; the network address) is defined by the first 2 octet'> ( I 40. I 79.x.x).
and the node part is defined by the last 2 octets (x.x.220.200).
Now we can see how the class determin es. by defauh. which part of the IP address
belong.., to the network (N) and which part belongs to the host (h).
• Class 1\- 0NNN NNNN .hhhhhhhh .hhhhhhhh.hhhhhhhh
• C lass 8-

GOOD TO KNOW
Think of the network 10 as the
suburb you live in and the host 10
as your street in that suburb. You
can tell exactly where someone
is if you have their suburb and
street name. In the same way,
the network 10 tells us to which
network a particular computer
belongs, and the host 10 identifies that computer from all the
rest that reside in the same
network.

JONNNNNN .NNNNNNNN.hhhhhhhh.hhhhhhhh

• Class C- I I ONNNNN .NNNNNNNN.NNNNNNNN.hhhhhhhh
Take a class A I P address as an example to understand exactly what is happening. Any
class A network ha'> a total of 7 bits for the network TO (bit 8 is always set to 0) and
24 bit<> for the host 10. Now all we need to do is to calculate how much i~ 7 bits:
24
2 7 = 128 network-,. while 2 = 16.777,2 16 host'> in each network. Of the 16.777.2 16 hosts

Table 15-2
Class

Identifying Network and Host ID
Range of
First Octet

Number of
Network 10 Bits

Number of
Host ID Bits

A

1- 127

8

24

8

128-191

16

16

c

192-223

24

8
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Table 15-3

IP Addresses Unusable by Hosts

IP Address

Function

Default-Network 0.0.0.0

Refers to the default route. This route simplifies
routing tables used by IP.

Loopback-Network 127.0.0.1

Reserved for loopback. The address 127.0.0.1 is
often used to refer to the local host. Using this
address, applications can address a local host as
if it were a remote host.

Network address-IP address
with all host bits set to 0 (for
example, 192.168.0.0)

Refers to the actual network itself. For example,
network 202.178.0.0 can be used to identify
network 202.178. This type of notation is often
used within routing tables.

Subnet/network broadcastIP address with all node bits
set to 1 (for example,
202.178.255.255)

IP addresses with all node bits set to 1 are local
network broadcast addresses and must not be
used. Some examples: 125.255.255.255 (class A),
190.30.255.255 (class B), 203.31.218.255
(class C).

Network broadcast-IP
address with all bits set to 1
(for example, 255.255.255.255)

The IP address with all bits set to 1 is a broadcast
address and must not be used. These are
destined for all nodes on a network, no matter
what IP address they might have.

in each network. 2 cannot be used. One is the network address, and the other is the
network broadcast address (see Table 15-3). Therefore w hen we calculate the "valid"
hosts in a network. we alwa y~ subtract 2.
lf asked how many valid hosts you can have on a class A network, you should answer
16,777,2 14. 1101 16.777.2 16. The same story applies for the other two classes we use,
cl ass B and class C. The only difference is that the number of networks and hosts changes
because the bits assigned to them are different for each class. So if asked how many
valid hosts you can have on a class B network, you should answer 65.534. 1101 65,536.
And if asked how many valid hosts you can have on a class C network. you should
answer 254, 11 01 256.
Now you've learned that even though we have three classes or IP addresses that we
can use, some IP addresses have been reserved for special use. This doesn' t mean you
can't assign them to a workstation; but if you did, it would create seri ous problems w ithin
your network. For this reason it's best to avoid using these TP addresses. Table 15-3
shows the IP addresses that you should avoid using.
It is imperative that every network, regardless of class and size, have a network
address (first IP address. for example, 202.1 78.0.0 for class C network) and a broadcast
address (last IP address, for ex<lmple. 202.1 78.0.255 for class C network), as mentioned
in Table 15-3 and the diagrams above. which cannot be used. So when you calculate
available IP addresses in a network. always remember to subtract 2 from the number or
IP addresses within that network.

Reserved Host ID Numbers
When you design a network, you will be given a network lD from a controlling authority. The network I D po11ion of your Internet address cannot change, but the host lD
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Table 15-4

Network Classes with Network Masks
Network Masks

Network Range

Class Type
A

1.0.0.0 to 127.255.255.255

8

128.0.0.0 to 191.255.255.255

255.255.0.0

c

192.0.0.0 to 223.255.255.255

255.255.255.0

255.0.0.0

portion of the IP address is the bits you own, and you can assign any I P within the host
I D portion to the computers on your net work. other than the all-0!> or all- I'> ho~t I D mentioned above. Typically designers will assign Lhe first assignable IP to the fi rst host, but
there is no restriction and any number can be assigned.
Just a!> the name Jones identifies the family members. the network ID identifies your
network. but how does the router figure out that the network I D i~ a match? Information
traveb in packet~. and each packet has a header. The header will contain the IP address
of the computer to which the packet is being sent. The router will U!>e a special !>equence
of bits called the network mask to determine if the packet i!. being sent to its network.
The networt.. nu1.,t., ha., all 1-; in the network ID and all Os in the host I D. Thi<; ma~t.. b

Network mask

then logically A Ded to the packet. and the router will !>ee if the de~tination ho-.t i.., on
its networt... In our 35.0.0.0 network, the network mask would be 255.0.0.0. If the network were a cia'>'- B. the network. mask would be 255.255.0.0. and for a cia.,., C the networt.. ma-.t... would be 255.255.255.0.

et-wllrk Mask

"-1

Table 15-4 c.,how., our three network classes with their re<,pcctive network mac;t..-..
An IP addrc.,., con.,i'>t'> of two parts. the network ID and the ho'>t ID. We can \ee
thi'> once agam <,hown below. where the lP address is analyted in binary. becuu.,e thi<, is
the way you ~hould wort... when dealing with network mast..s:

Class C IP Address
IP address:

192.

178.

0.

4

Network mask:

255.

255.

255.

0

.. Conversion to Binary
IP address:

11001010.

1011 0010

0000 0000.

0000 0100

Network mask:

1111 1111.

1111 1111.

1111 1111.

0000 0000

11001010

101 1 0010

0000 0000

Network 10

Host 10

ANOed result
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GOOD TO KNOW
All class C IP addresses have a
24-bit network mask

(255.255.255.0).
All class BIP addresses have a
16-bit network mask

(255.255.0.0).

This class C network uses 21 bits for the network 10 (remember. the first 3 bits in the
first octet is set) and 8 bits for the host lD. The network mask is what splits the network
lD and host ID.
We are looking at an TP address with its network mask for the first time. What we
have done is to take the decimal network mask and convert it to binary. along with the
lP address. It is essential to work in binary because it makes things clearer and we can
avoid making mistakes. The Is in the network mask are ANDed with the IP address, and
the result defines the network ID. If we change any bit within the network 10 of the IP
address. then we immediately move to a different network. So in this example, we have
a 24-bit network mask (twenty-four Is, counting from left to right).

All class A IP addresses have an
8-bit network mask (255.0.0.0).

Subnetting

Subnet Mask
As the network grows, it becomes increasingly difficult to efficientl y route all the traffic. since the router needs to keep track of all the hosts on its network. Let's say that we
have a simple MAN of two routers. Whenever a packet is sent from one host to another
on our network, the router will route the packet to the proper host. When the packet is
sent to a host connected to another router, the network mask will be used to determine
that the packet is not for our network. and the router will send the packet over the communication link to the other network. If each router has only a few hosts connected to
it. then the number of packets that the router has to route is relatively small. As the
network grows, this number of hosts gets quite large. For a class A network there could
24
be 2 , or close to 17 million. hosts. As a means to help the routers more efficiently route
packets and manage the size of their router tables, a technique called subnetling is used.
When we subnet a network. we basically split it into smaller networks. By subnetting the network. we can partition it into as many smaller networks as we need. By
default, all types of classes (A. B. and C) have a network mask. However. a network
mask other than the default cun be used. This is called a subnet mask. The use of an lP
address with a subnet mask other than the network default results in the standard host
bits (the bits used to identify the host 10) being divided into two pmts: a subnet lD and
host 10. Take the same IP address as above. and divide it further into a subnet lD and
host LD. thus changing the default network mask. Then by using the ANDing technique
described earlier, smaller subnets t:an be created and identified as required.

MAC Address Versus IP Address
Media Access Control (MAC)

Recall the media access control (MAC) address discussed earlier. The MAC address is
a unique address assigned to the physical device. The lP address is a logical address used
to determine where in the network a host is located. As in the postal example, the state
could be considered the network. with the city the subnet. and the individual person as
the host in the network. The MAC address is like the Social Security number (SSN) that
each person has. The SSN gives no information about where the person is located, but
does uniquely identify that person. The MAC identifies the manufacturer and ha~ a
unique number associated with it. The IP address is used to find out where the MAC is
so that packets can be routed to the host.

An Example Transmission
Assume an e-mail application in which a message packaged by the SMTP is sent to the TCP
layer for fom1atting. The TCP is then sent to the IP layer, which flllther packages the message for transmission. Also assume that the lP packets are encapsulated into Ethernet LAN
packets and sent to a WAN. At the first WAN node. the router strips off the Ethernet packets. recovers the IP header, and reveals the destination. The router makes iL-; routing decision and then reencapsulntes the packets into the protocol of the WAN for this application
ATM. The ATM packets then travel from router to router. where the same thing occurs. The
packets finally reach the final destination. where the router again recovers the lP packets.
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At the receiving end. the IP layer Yerifics that the pack.ct ha~ come to the right place
and then '>trip~ off the header and pa%es it to the TCP layer. Here any error'> arc detected
and retran~mis-,ion is requested if necessary. Then all the packet:. are rea.,.,emblcd in the
correct order. the header is removed. and the final data is -.ent to the application-. layer.
\\here it i' .,ent to the SMTP protocol that delivers the e-maiL

1 5-3 Storage-Area Networks
Storage-area network\ (SAN\) are one of the fastcr-grO\.,ing ~egments of data communication'>. SAN\ and -;imilar storage systems provide a way to meet the Internet's nearly
in~atiable need for data storage. Besides the need for ma\1> storage of data for wcb-;ites
ami e-mail. there is a growing demand for storage at large companies: also the government need~ storage for ba<.:kup storage, disaster recovery. and retention of files for government regulations such as Sarbanes-Oxley. Add to that the growing usc of databases
for every conceivable need. and the result is a need clearly beyond even the very large
disk drives in the servers. Special storage systems have been created 10 hold these massive data resources, and special networks and communications sy-;tems have been developed to cn\ure rapid access to this data.
Early storage system\ were made up of external disk drives that were not inside the
PC-. or <,erver-•. These external drives were connected to the PC or :-.erver hy way of a
fa'>L parallel tran ... rni~sion bus referred to a~ the Small Compwer Storage h11e1faa (SCSI).
nicknamed the ...,k.u11y" interface. A formali.ted set of binary command-. allowed the
computer to control the disk drh e~ to store or access data. Over the year1>. the parallel
bu., became fa-,ter and fa'>ter. hut the di~tance over which data can be tran~mittcd in parallel format declined to several feet with the increased speed. Thi" form of nw•., storage
,.,a.., referred to a., direct auached ~torage (DAS). While DAS i'> '>till u-;cd toda). larger,
more ncxible ~y-.tcm:-. using fa\t 'erial data transfer are available.
One of thc'>e new "Y'tem<; i<; called netll"ork attached storage (NAS). Thc...c l>Y'tcms
are made up of a rednnda111 array of independent dish (RAJ D) or jnst a hnnch of di.~k.\
(}BOD). These large boxes of disk. drive\ are typically connected to a PC or server by
v.ay of the installed Ethernet LAN. They are assigned an IP addre~:-. so that data can be
accc\scd in a fi le format. Anyone connected to the LAN <.:an access the data on the disks
if authoritation is provided.
Very large ~toragc need1> arc met by storage area networks. These usc the RAID;;
and JBODs that are connected via the SAN to the various network servers, database
servers. or other computers designed to provide access to the data. Figure 15- 12 shows
a typical arrangement. All the various user PCs or workstations arc connected to a central LAN using 100-MH J. or I-GH1. Ethernet over twisted-pair cable to which all the spccialitcd servers (mail. data, application-specific. etc.) arc allached. The servers arc also
connected to the SAN which. in turn. is auached to each disk '>torage unit. Fiber-optic
connection~ are typically m.cd in connecting the SAN to the servers. but in some case<>
a 1-GHt twisted-pair Ethernet connection may be U!>ed. With thi'> arrangement. any indi' idual PC or work'>tation may acce-.s the data in any di-.k -.ystem or establi-,h backup
file-; via the LAN and the SA . That access ma) actuall) be \ ia the Internet. SAN'> U'>C
block tran.,fer'> of data in-.tead of file transfer~. \\here fixed--.itc block'> of data arc transferred rather than complete file'>.
The connection between the -,en Cr!-. and the SA i., made u:-.uall) by a fiber-optic
network. knov.n a-. Fibre Channel ( FCJ. A newer connection sy~tcm called iSCSI or Internet SCSI ("I -.ku11y'") U'>e-. the installed Ethernet LAN plus Ethernet '>Witchc-..

Small Computer Storage Interface
{SCSI)

Direct Attached Storage {DAS)
Network Attached Storage {NAS)
Redundant Array of Independent
Disks (RAID)
Just a Bunch of Disks (JBOD)

Fibre Channel {FC)

Fibre Channel
Fibre Channel i'> an optical libcr transmission standard established by the American
National Standards ln!-.titutc in the late 1980s. The standard dclinc!-. a protocol and a
Internet Tcchnologiell
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Figure 15-1 2

The bas1c architecture of a SAN.

Internet

server

server

In Fiber Channel systems,
this is a separate fiber-optic
network with switches

In iSCSI systems, this may be
the enterprise CATS LAN partitioned
or a separate fiber backbone

Tape drive

Disk system

Disk system

RAID/JBOD

Host Bus Adapter (HBA)
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fiber-optic physical layer (PHY) that can bl.! u~ed to connect computers and !>torage
systems in a loop or ring. point-to-point or through ~witches. Early FC system'> transmitted at a rare of only a fc\.\ hundred megabit'> per second. but today systems tran-.mit
at l. 2. 4. or 10 Gbp'>. Very high data rate i'> cs<;ential in a SA
if any large blocl.. of
data i'> going to be acce.,\ed by a user in a rca<,onable time.
The FC PHY defines the use of a pair of tiber-optic cables. one for transmjt and one
for receive. Most systems usc 50- or 62.5-j..l.m-diameter multimodc fiber (see Chap. 19)
for relatively short connect ion distances up to several hundred meters. Single-mode fiber
can abo be used for longer-range connection'> from 10 to 40 km. The short-range system-; u'>e 850-j..t.m infrared (IR) laser tran!.mittcr<, while the longer-range systems u-.e
either 1310- or 1550-j..t.m IR laser transmitters.
The protocol define.., a 2148-byte packet or frame that is tran ... miued with 881108
coding. A 4-byte (32-bit) CRC is used for error detection. The actual transmission speed-.
are 1.0625, 2. 125, 4.25. or I 0.5 Gbps. The connection to the fiber-optic cable is made
through an interface card known as a host hus adapter (1-JBA). Each HBA plugs into the
bus of the server or the :-.toragc control unit of the RATD or JBOD. The connection~ may
be a direct, point-to-point link or a ring. Today. most connection.., arc made through a
very high-speed electronic cro....., point s"' itching arrangement known a\ a switch fabric.
The switch fabric i., pacl..agcd into a box with the fiber-optic cable connectors. and the
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entire unit is called an FC <,witch. It appear~ inside the SAN "clouu·· '>hown in Fig. 15-12.
Thi\ arrangement essentially let'> an) \ener or di-;k drive node on the network connect
to an} other. Most FC switche-. permit up to i 24 de' ice~ to he connected.
One of the primary advantage'> of the FC SAN i'> that it i-. inherently '>CCure. Since
it i-. not connected to the LAN or the Internet. it is essential!) tmmune to outside hacking. viru'>. !>pam, or other attack~ normally associated with the Internet. The FC SAN i'>
completely separate from any other network connection~.
FC sy'>tcms can also communicate over longer distances via the Internet by using a
new protocol called Fibre Channel orerlntemet Protocol ( FCIPJ developed by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). Thi'> protocol encap.,ulah!'> the FC frames into packet'> am.l transmits them via TCP/IP. With this arrangement. multiple FC SANs can be
interconnected and managed over an IP network. Another arrangement called lmemet
Fibre Cluumel Protocol (iFCPJ allow' FC SA s to be linked b) u..,ing TCP/TP with ~tan
liard Ethernet sv. itches or router-... The -.v.. itch or router become-.. a gateway that take:-. the
place of an FC switch.

Fibre Channel over Internet
Protocol (FCIP)
Internet Fibre Channel Protocol
(iFCP)

Internet SCSI
While FC is used in more than 90 percent of all SAN., becau ... e of it., speed. flexibility.
and reliability, it~ main down.,ide i'> high cost. Recently. a lower-co~t SAN connection
'Y"tem called Internet SCSI ( iSCSI J ha... been developed. It U'>C'> '>tandard off-the-!>helf
Ethernet components and TCP/IP \Oft\\afC !>O widely available. Thi., ~ystcm is also an
lt::TF \tandard. It uses the )lame command and control protocol developed for parallel
bu'> SCSI DAS systems except it U'-C'> '>erial data transrer., over Ethernet.
Figure 15-13 show~ the data flow in a data access operation in an iSCSJ SAN. The
PC reque~ting the data notifie!> the ~erver, and the <;crver operating sy~tcm then produce:-.
an appropriate SCSI command. The iSCSI protocol thai i!> implemented in the Ethernet
nelll'ork i111e1j"ace card (NIC) encapsu late!> the SCSI command into TCP. then into JP packet'> that arc transmitted by u~ing Ethernet on available LAN connections. In Fig. 15-12. the
SAN ..cloud" is usually ju~t the in\talled LAN wiring '' ith Ethernet routers and switche!>.
The connection may also be through a MAN or WAN U'-lllg tht.: Internet. On the receiving end. '"hich is £he target RAID or JBOD. the proces\ j., rc\Cf'>ed, a'> Fig. 15-13 <;how<,.

Figure 15- 13

Internet SCSI (iSCSI)

Network Interface Card (NIC)

The sequence of operations for accessing data by using the iSCSI protocol.
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The NICs used in the servers and the RA!D/JBOD systems are standard Ethernet
interfaces but are iSCSI-enabled. They may even incorporate what is called a TCP/LP
off-load engine. This is a special processor designed to handle the TCP/lP operations in
hardwar e rather than in software on the server as usual. This greatly speeds up all
operations.
The primary benefit of an iSCSI SAN is i ts lower cost and use of existing L AN
wiring or the Internet. The main disadvantage is that such systems are at risk to hacking. viruses. and other such security problems. This can be taken care of by using security software and data encryption methods. but these increase the cost and greatly slow
down all data transmission operations.

15-4 Internet Security
One of the most important aspects of the Internet is security of the data being transmitted.
Security refers to protecting the data from interception and protecting the sending and
receiving parties from unwanted threats such as viruses and spam. And it mean!. protecting the equipment and software used in the networks. The Internet or any networkconnected computer is subject to threats by hackers. individuals who deliberately try to
steal data or damage computer systems and software just for the challenge.
Prior to the Internet. computer security was primaril y limited to sensiti ve government and military data transmissions. Some large companies also used security measures
to transmit critical data. Today the Internet has forced all users and organizations to
employ security measures to protect their computer and data. The Internet greatl y
expanded development in security measures. Wireless systems are also very vulnerable
to hacker attacks simply because radio waves are easily picked up and used by anyone
with an appropriate receiver. Over the past years. security for wireless systems has been
developed and widely deployed.
Most security measures are implemented in software. Some security techniques can
also be implemented in hard ware such as data encryption chips.

Types of Security Threats
The most common form of threat is the ability of a hacker to link to an existing network and literally read the data being transmitted. Some types of connections permit
disk files to be accessed. e-mail files to be read, data to be modified, and new unwanted
data to be added. There are a huge number of specific ways in which data can be read.
stolen, compromised. or corrupted. The other common forms of security threats are
explained below.

Viruses. A virus is a small program designed to implement some nefarious action in
a computer. A virus typically rides along with some other piece of information or program so that it can be surreptitiousl y inserted into the computer's hard drive or RAM.
The virus program is then executed by the processor to do its damage. Any number of
viruses have been created over the years and transmitted by e-mails to unsuspecting
computers. Sometimes viruses arrive by way of a Trojan horse, a seemingly useful and
innocent program that hides the virus. Viruses typically interfere wi th the operating
system, causing it to do unwanted things or not to perform certain functions. Viruses
can affect the executable programs on the computer. the file directory, the data files
themselves, and the boot programs. Besides making the computer unusable, a virus can
erase or corrupt files. cause unknown e-mails to be transmitted. or take other malicious
actions. Like a real virus. computer viruses are designed to spread themselves within
the computer or to be retransmitted to others in e-mails. These viruses are call ed worms
as they automatically duplicate and transmit themselves from network to network and
computer to computer.
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Spam A more recent threat, while not actually damaging. i!\ unwanted ad<, and !\Oiicitation~ via e-mail called spam. Spam clogs up the e-mail system with huge quantities
of unwanted data and u<,e~ transmi.,~ion time and bandwidth that could be U\ed in a
more productive way. Spam i.., not illegal. but you mu'>t remove the "pam your'>clf.
thereby w.ing up valuable time, not to mention memory '>pace in your e-mail "Y'>tem.

S pyv. are Spyware i.., a kind of ..,oftware that monitors a computer and ih u..,er while he
or she accesses the Internet or e-mail. It then collects dma about how that U\Cr U\es the
Internet ..,uch a~> Internet web~ite acces'>. shopping, etc. It uses thi'> information to '>end
un<,olicitcd ad., and spam. Some examples of dangerous practices arc the capture of credit
card number'>. delivery of un<;olicited pop-up ads. and capture of Web-browsing activity
and transmi'>sion to a person or company for use in unauthorited promotion'>.
Dcnial-of-Servtce (DoS) Attacks. This is a proces~ that tran~mit~ errors in the
communications protOcol ami causes the compu ter to crash or hang up. This type of vandali<;m doesn't steal information. but it does prevent the user from accessing the operating system. programs, data files, appl ications programs, or communications link~ . It is
the easiest form of auack that serves no useful purpose other than to hurt others.
One special type of DoS attack is called smw:fing. A smurf anac.:k usually overwhelm!> ISP servers with a huge number of worthless packet~. thereby preventing other
ISP sub~criben.. from using the ~yMem. Smurting make~ u~e of a technique culled pingin~. A ping i.., the transmission of an inquiry by way of the Internet Control Mes~age
Protocol CICMP) that is a part of TCP/lP to see if a particular computer is connected to
the I nternet and active. In response to the ping. the computer send., back a mes~age confirming that it i-. connected. Hackers -,ubstitute the ISP's own addre.,., for the return mes<.age '>O it get'> repeated!) tran'>mitted. thus tying up the S}Stem.

Smurting
Pinging

Security Measures
To protect data and prc\ent the kinds of maliciou!> hacking de..,cribed. special '>oftware
or hardware i.., used. llere is a brief summary of !>Ome of the technique!> u'ed to '>ecure
a computer system or net\'v'ork.

Encryption and D<.:cryption. Encryption is the process of obscuring information
so that it cannot be read by someone else. It involves convc11ing a message to '>ome other
form that makes it useless to the reader. Decryption is the reverse process that translate~
the encrypted message bac" to readable form.
Encryption has been used for cemuries by governments and the mil itary. mainly to protect sensitive material from enemies. Today it is still heavily used by the government and
the military but also by companies and individuals ao; they strive to protect their private information. The Internet has made encryption more imponant than ever as individuals and organitations send inlormation to one another. For example. encryption ensures that a cu-;tomer's
credit card number i'> protected in e-commerce transactions (buying item-. over the Internet).
Other in!'>tanccs are automated teller machine (ATM) accesses and sending private financial
information. Even digititcd voice in a cell phone network can be protected by cnCI) ption.
Figure 15- 14 -.how.., the ba.,ic encryption proce!>s. The information or me~~age to be
tran-..miued i-. called plaintext. In binary form. the plaintext i-. encrypted by u<,ing '>Orne
predetermined computer algorithm. The output of the algorithm i'> called ciphutext. The
ciphertext i'> the secret code that i~ tran!\mitted. At the receiving end. the revcr\e algorithm i'> performed on the ciphertext to generate the original plaintext.
Mo'>t encr)ption procc.,.,e), combine the plaintext with another binary number called
a <;ecret key. The key is u<,cd a'> pan of the algorithmic computing proces..,. To tran.,late
the ciphertext back to plaintext, the receiving computer must al'>o know the secret key.
The '>trength of the encryption (meaning how secure the data i-. from deliberate attempts
at decryption by brute computing force) is determined by the number of bits in the key.
The greater the number or bit~. the more difficult the key is to discover.
Internet Technologi;.:s
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Figure 15-14 The basic encryption/decryption process.
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There are two ba~ic type~ of enCt) ption: secret J...ey CIICI)'ption (SKE). also called
private I.e} encryption. and public key e11cryprion (PKEJ. SKE i" said robe symmetric
bccau'>e both sending and rccei' ing panies must ha'c the same key. The problem with
thi., method lies in sharing the key. How do you tram.mit or di<.,tribute the secret key in
a ~ecure manner? Thi~ problem led to the development of PKE.
PKE is known as asymmetric enn:rption. It uses two keys. a public key and a private key, i n the encryption process. The publ ic key can be openly shared in public. In
fact. the public key is sent by the receiver to the transmitting party, and it is used in the
encryption process. A secret 1-..ey i" abo needed in the decryption process. The original
PKE method used two factor'> of a large prime number for the public and private keys.
Other methods are u<>ed today.
There are litera II} doten) of different types of encr} ption methods. Two of the mo'>t
common SKEc; are the Daltl Lncryption Standard (DES) and the Advanced Encryption
Swndard (AES) developed by the ational Institute of Standard-. and Technology ( 1ST)
for the U.S. government. DES usc~ a 56-bit key for encryption. The key is actually 64 bit<.
or 8 bytes long. where I bit of each byte is a parity bit. The remaining eight 7-bit bytes
make up the key. The plaintext is encoded or encrypted in 64-bit blocks.
DES was found to be insufficient ly secure as the key could actual ly be discovered
by a very fast computer. simply by trying all the related key combinations. This led to
the development of 3DES (pronounced triple-deL) which put-. the plaintext through three
'>epanuc '>equential D ES encryption,, creating a vinuall) unbreakable code.
The AES algorithm wa., dc,clopcd by IST to replace DES v. ith a method better
\llited to network use and hardv.are a-. well as software implementation. The re .. ulting cipher is kno\\ n as the RiJndael algorithm. named after one of its creators. It U'>es
128-. 192-. or 256-bit key.,, mal-.ing it ultrasecure and essenttally impo%ible to break.
There are numerous private key methods. Another one that i'> often uf.ed is Rivest
Cipher #4 (RC4). developed by Ron Rivest atlhe Ma-;sachu<>ells I nstitute of Technology.
The key length can vary from about 40 to 128 bits.
The original public key encryption concept i~ known as the Diffie-Hellman key
exchange, named for its inventor' Whittleld Diffie and Martin Hellman. The Diffie-Hellman
algorithm uses random number generation and logarithm., to create the keys. One of the
most commonly u1.ed is the RSA method developed by Rivc\t. Shamir. and Adleman. It
U'>e' large prime number-. to generate 512-. I 024-. or 2048-bit key'> to ensure maximum
protection.
A newer PKE algorithm i-. the elliptic cww cryptosystem ( ECC). It~ prime advantage is that i!> uses a smaller 160-bit key that provides equivalent protection of a 1024-bit
RSA key. but computation is significantl y faster. Large keys make it more secure.
Here is a step-by-step ~cquencc to show how PKE is used.
I . Two parties X and Y wi'>h to communicate. Party X will transmit infom1ation to Y.
2. Both X and Y have encryption software that generates both public and private key~.
3. The receiving party Y lir"t tran-.mit'> the public key to X. Thi'> can be done by U!>ing
nonsecure or unencf} pted method-..
4. The transmitting party X then U'>Cs the public 1-..ey to encf} pt the message which is
'>ent to Y.
5. Then Y deCt)'pts the message by applying Lhe private key that matches the public key.
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Even though a message is encrypted by whatever method, there is no way to be sure
that it arrives unmodified. It could be changed during transmission due to some form of
interception and attack or just muddled by noise. To prevent tJ1is problem, methods of
ensuring data integrity have been created. These methods are referred to as lzash jimctions.
Hash functions are a kind of one-way encryption. They allow you to determine if the
original message has been changed in any way during transmission.
What a hashing function or algorithm does is to compress the plaintext of any length
into a fixed-length binary number. The hash process may be like a checksum where the
bytes of the message are added or XORed together to create a single byte or longer word.
Generating a CRC is another similar example. Modern hash functions are more complex
to be more secure. The hash function takes plaintext of an arbitry length and maps it to
fixed-length blocks. The algorithm b performed on the block!> of data. The result is a digest
of the message. The two most commonly used hash functions are designated Message
Digest 5 (MDS), which produces a 128-bit hash value, and Secure Hash Algorithm-! (SHA1), which generates a 160-bit hash value. SHA-1 is generally more secure, but both are
available in just about all security software. A newer SHA-2 runher improves security.

Aut henticat ion. Alllhentication is the process of verifying that you are who you say
you are. ll is a way that you or someone you are communicating wi th really can confirm a true identity. Authentication ensures that the transmitting and receiving parties are
really who they say they are and that their identities have not been stolen or simulated.
Digital authentication allows computer users to confidently access the r11ternet, other
networks. computers, software. or other resources such as bank accounts if they can
verify their identities. Authentication is widely used in mo~t Internet transactions such
as c-commerce as it provides a way to control access. keep out unauthorized users. and
keep track of those who are using the resources.
The most common methods of authentication are the use or passwords or personal
identification numbers (PTN). Coded ID cards are another way. More recently, biometric
methods or identification are being used as security tightens with more and more transactions. Some common biometric ID methods are fingerprint scans, retinal eye scam•.
voiceprints. or video facial recognition.
Passwords and PINs are often encrypted before transmission so they cannot be
<,tolen. This is done with the one-way encryption method known as hashing just
described. When you key in your password. a hashing algorithm encrypts it and sends
it to the authorizing computer. which decrypts it and then compares it to the password
you originally created. The process cannot be reversed and so is secure.
The most commonly used process of authentication in network communications is
the use of digital certificate!>. Also known as certificate-based authentication, this method
uses hashing and public key encryption to verify identity in various transactions. A digira! certificate is a message or document created by a computer that has been "signed"
by some trusted authority or third party. Several companies have been established to pro·
vide public and private keys for this purpose. Known as a cenification authority (CA),
these organizations issue public keys to those individual!. or organizations and vouches
for their identity. The digital signature binds the person or company to that public key.
Here is the general process for creating a digital signature.

Hash functions

Authentication

Certification Authority (CA)

1. The message to be sent is first put through the hash process to produce a digest.
2. The digest is then encrypted by using the sender's private key. The encrypted hash
is the signature.
3. That signature is appended as a header (or trailer) to the message to be transmitted.
The combination is transmitted.
4. At the receiving end, the signature is decrypted by using the sender" public key. The
result is the original hash of the message.
5. The message itself is then put through the same hash function. The decrypted hash
and the recreated hash are compared. If the two are the same, authentication is
ensured.
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Secur<. Socket Layer (SSL). The proce\c;e<. of encryption/decryption and authentiSecure socket layer (SSL)

Transport layer security (TlS)

cation arc used together to en!.ure ~ecure tran~actions over the Internet. All these proce~sc!.
are combined into a protocol known as the Secure Socket Layer (SSL). The resulting proce~s
renders the exchange of private information such as credit card numbers safe and secure.
Without such a system, use of the lnternet would be more limited. E-commerce simply
would not exist without the safeguards of SSL. SSL or a more advanced version called
Transport Layer Securi~r (TLS> usually re!.idc., in layers 5. 6. or 7 of the OSI model. The
SSL or TLS protocol is implemented in the brow-,er software such ac; Microsoft Internet
Explorer (IE) or Netscape. It uses public key and private key encryption and authentication via hashing. SSL was originally developed by Netscape. which invented the browser.
To show how all these techniques are u~ed. here is an example of an e-commercc
transaction. This transm:tion i~ handled through the browser ~oftwarc a'> a person we call
client X accesses the desired website-designated server Y via the Internet.
1. Sener X transmit<. its public key to client X. It is signed by a digitaJ signature as
described earlier.

2. The client then generates a secret key.
3. Client X uses the public key to encrypt the secret key. which is sent to server Y.

4. Client X encrypts the mcs.,age, using private key encryption method!>. and !.end-, the
mes-,age to sener Y.
5. Server Y decrypt!> the pri\ate key previou~ly ...ent and then u~e!> it to decrypt the mes!>age.
6. Hashing and digital '>ignatures are u~cd throughout the process to ensure identity.
The encryption. decryption, and authenticat ion processes arc computationally
intense. Even with very high-speed computer-,, the encryption. decryption, and hashing algorithms take con!>iderable time to execute. The longer the key, e.g.. the longer
the calculation time. Thi' adds to the time of tran.,mission 'ia the Internet. The re.\ ull
can be a .,ignificant delay. Thi., ic; the price to be paid for secure tran.,missions. Since
mo'>t of these processe~ arc software. using a fa..,tcr computer will speed up the proce... ~.
In more recent system~. hardware is used to speed up the process. Mo~t security algorithms can be implemented in hardware. Thi!. hardware can be ~pccia l processors or
logic chip~ dedicated to the purpose. All ~ignificantly speed up the security measures.

Firewall

Firewalls. Afirell'a/1 is a piece of software that monitors transmi-,.,ions on a network and
in~pectl. the incoming information to see if it conforms to a set of guidelines establi.,hed
by the software or the organi;ation or per'>on owning the network. The firewall controls
the flow of traffic from the Internet to a LAN or PC or between LANs or other networks.
The most common type of firewaJI operates at the network layer in the OSI model. It
examine'> TCP/IP packets and acts as a filter to block access from inputs that do not match
a ~et of rules set up in the firewall. The firewall -.creens packets for <,pccific IP c;ource<., or
destinations. packet attributes. domain nan1c. or other factors. Firewall., are the first line of
defen!'.e again t intrusion<., by unwanted source<;. Today. any computer connected to the
Internet should have a firewall. 1l1ese are available as a software program loaded into a PC
that screens according to the guidelines ~ct up by the software producer. Some operating
systems such as Microsoft Windows now come with a built-in firewall. More sophisticated
firewall'> are available lor LANs and other networb.. These u~ually can be configured by
the network administrator to filter on special rule., as needed by the organitation.

Antivirus, Antisparn

1nd Antispywarc Software There are commercial
designed to be in~tallcd on a computer to find and eliminate these security
problems. The antivirus and antispyware program~ scan all files on the hard drive either
automatically or on command. to look for viru),es. The antivirus software looks for a pattern of code unique to each virus, and when it i1> identified. the -.oft ware can remove the
viru<, or in some ca"e" quarantine and i'>olate the infected tile '>O that it does no harm.
Anti-,pyware works the ...amc wa) b) scanning all file)>, searching for pattern., that
designate a spyware program. It then remove., the program.
program~
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Antispam ~oflware i~ typically ~et up to monitor incoming e-mail traffic and lool-. for
clue!. to whether it i.., legitimate e-mail or ::.pam. lt then blocks the !>pam from the e-mail
inbox and place!> it in a ::.pecial bulk e-mail file. You will never -;ee the spam unle!-t' your
e-mail !>ystcrn allow-. you to lool-. in a special bulk file normally furnished by the e-mail
provider. Anti'>pam software i'> not pe1fect. and because of its n1les for blocl-.ing -.pam it
can al'>o affect desired e-mail. It i.., \'.onhwhile to examine the bull- files occa..,ionally to
be -.ure legitimate e-mail-, are getting through. Most anti..,pam program.., allO\\ you to
change the filtering rule.., to ensure you get all desired mail while the real -.pam i' rejected.

Virtual Pnvatc Network (VPN). One way to achieve security on a L AN i.., to use
l>Oftware measure' to block off scgmems of a network or create a subnetwork u.,ing software to as~ign acces'> only to authorized u"ers. This is referred to as a l'irtual LAN or
VLAN. Security can also be achieved when you are connecting two remote LANs by
u~ing a leased line. The lease line. such as a Tl or T3 connection. is totally dedicated
to just the connection between the LANs. No one else has access. While this work!. well.
it is very expensive. A popu lar alternative is Lo create a secure connection through the
Internet by usi ng a l'irtual pril'ate nelll'ork ( VPN). In a Y PN. the daw to be transm itted
is encrypted. encapsulated in a special packet. and then sent over the Internet.
Y PNs usc one of two special protocols for the encapsulation and encryption procc~s.
One of these is I P~ec (Internet Protocol secUtity). a protocol created and supported by the
internet Engineering Ta'>k Force. lPsec cnc•ypts the data along with the TCP header and then
add<. another hcudcr that identifies the kind of encryption u~ed plus a trailer that contain' the
authentication. An IP header i'> added to form the datagram or packet to be tran'>rnitted.
Next. thi~ datagram i'> encrypted and encapsulated in one additional I P datagram
which is al'>o encr)'ptcd. The combined packet is tran~mitted. Thi~ proce-.., i.., referred to
as runneli11g. The packet containing the mes~age i~ encrypted. which in turn i-. wrapped
in a second IP packet and encrypted again. This in effect fornv, a -.ccure tunnel through
the otherwi-.e in ...ccure Internet. The router~ at the sending and recci\ ing end-. of the Y P
sort out all the -.ource and de~tination addre~ses for the proper delivery of the data.
While IP-.cc ha~ been \\idcly used for Y PNs. it is gradually being replaced b) SSL.
which i~ abo an IETF '>tandard. Both I Psec and SSL are U!-ually implemented in ,oftware. but hardware vcr<;ion<. are avuilable that greatly speed up tran-;action'>.

Virtual LAN

Virtual private network (VPN)

Tunneling

Wireless Sccunty. Security in wireless systems is important because it i), relatively
easy to capture a radio signal containing important information. A directional antenna
and sensitive receiver de!>igned for the ~pecific w ireless service. such as a wireless LAN
and a computer. arc all you need. Wireless data can be protected by encrypti on. and a
number or special methods have been devel oped especially for wireless !'ystems. T hese
are discussed l ater in the wircle~s chapters, Chaps. 20 anu 21.
Internet security i'> a very broad and complex subject that is far beyond the scope
of thi~ chapter. It i), one of the most critical and fastest-growing segments of the networking induMry.

CHAPTER REVIEW
Summary
The Jnternct i'> a global network made up of multiple networh interconnected. This ..open .. network permit!> anyone
to communicate with any one else by way of email. websites

and file tran-.fers. Today. business is conducted over the
I nternet and the search capability has become one of the
most useful features. Links and connections are made by
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u~ing Internet addres.,cs called uniform rc.,ource locators
(U RLs) and email addrc~se~. URLs usc a '>uflix called a
domain name to indicate the type of website.
Data transmission over the Internet is via packet switching. Most initial linb are by way of some broadband connection such as that pro,idcd by an Jnternct service provider
<JSP). The most typical connection is cable TV or a DSL
line although some links are made via dial-up modems over
the phone lines. The data is eventually transmitted over the
Internet backbone, a complex interconnection of high speed
fiber optic networks. The mo~t common protocol~ u:-.ed are
the asynchronous tran!>fer mode (ATM) and the -.ynchronous
optical network (SONET). Frame relay i'> al\o used. Typical back bone speed\ arc 155,622 Mbp.., and 2.5 or J0 Gbps.
The key piece of equipment of the Internet is the router.
This device examines the destination addresses of the messages and compares them to routing tables of addresses in
the router to determine the optimum path for the message.
The protocol used i., the transmis~ion control protocol and
the Internet protocol (TCP/IP) both packet-ba.,ed. Dedicated
computers known a., '>Cners r-.tore, forward and recei\'e the
data \ia the routers. Internet protocol addresse~ are based
on a 32-bit word and it is formatted into what is called

dotted decimal where each 8-bit \egment is expressed a., a
decimal number from 0 to 255 creating a four number
address such as 168.42.93.57.
Storage area networks (SANs} arc a relatively recent
addition to computer syo;rems as the nee<.! for ma.-.si"e Morage created by the Internet information hac; grO\\ n. The~e
large array., of di'>k dri\'es are w.ually connected to \erver'>
and the Internet by way of Fibre Channel CFC). a fast fiber
optical network de~igned for SANs. Another system i\ an
extension of the older Small Computer Systems Interface
(SCSI) parallel interface for storage. The newer version is
called iSCSI and uses faster serial data tram.fers and o.,tandard Ethernet interfaces.
Internet security ic; a real problem toda) and there arc
many threats to the data and me~sage~ sent. Viruses. worms.
spam, spyware and denial of service allacks are common.
Special hardware and software have been developed to deal
with these problems and provide c;ecurity. Some of these
include data encryption. authentication. pas-.words and PIN
numbers. and the '>ecure socket layer CSSL). Firewall'> and
antivirus. ami~pam. and antispyware software also provide
an added level of security. Virlllal private networks (VPNs)
let you use the Internet ~ecurely as well.

Questions
1. List five common applications of the Internet.

2. In the Internet address 11'\\'ll'.qxlj.ner, what is the type of
<.lomain and what i~ the host?
3. What symbol or character designate~ an e-mai I address?
4. Name the three most common ways that a person accesses the Internet from home.
S. What do you call the company that provides an Internet
connection to subsclibers?
6. What piece of software is nee<.led to access U1e World
Wide Web'!
7. What is the name of the tran:-mis~ion system that send~
data in pad.ets ao., large as 5002 octets by using dedicmed telephone line\?
8. What is the sit.e of the packet U).ed in ATM systems?
9. What piece of equipment is used in the transmi%ion of
ATM packets?
10. What is the transmission medium of rno!>t ATM system~?
11. What does SONET mean?
12. 1ame the two most common applications for
SO ET.
13. What network topologies are common with SONET?
14. What are the designation and speed of the fastest
SONET connection?
JS. What controls the data transfer in a SONET system?
16. Name the equipment used to get data into and out of a
SO NET c;) stem.
17. What is the total number of byte~ or octet\ in a SONET
frame?
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18. True or fal.,c? SONET can be used to carry packctitcd

data.

19. What specifically does a router look for during packet
transmi-;sion?
20. How doe., a router know where to send a packet?
21. What is the name of tbe ba!>ic input/output interface<;
used in router-;?
22. What is the name of the circuit that lets any input be
connected to any output in a router?
23. True or false? A PC with software can be used as a router.
24. What i~ the name of the circuit used for serial-toparallel com·er.,ion?
25. What is the name gi,en to the fiber-optic network making up the Internet?
26. What WAN transmission media and protocol are used
in the Internet?
27. Explain the process of packet switching.
28. What i~ the name of the equipment used to inspect
every packet transmitted over the Internet?
29. What :-oft ware protocol prepare" pad.ets for Lran-,mi'>sion over the Internet?
30. What software protocol actually tran<>mits the packets?
31. What !>Oft ware makes sure that any packets transmillcd
out of sequence get reassembled correctly?
32. h TCP actually called into play during a packet's tran'>mission from source to de!>tination'? Explain.
33. Name the two ba-.ic speed:- of the Internet backbone.
34. What name b given to the format of an IP addre!.~·?

35. H O\\ many different classe~ of IP addresses are lhere?
36. What devices are identified b) !P addresses in classes
A. B. and C?
37. In the IP addres~ 133.46.182.9. identify the clal'.s. network 10. and host 10.
38. What is a mask?
39. What logical process is used wi th the mask and the IP
address?
40. What i!> a subnet?
41. What are the two names given to cluqers of disk drive~
u'>ed for massive storage?
42. What i~ the name given to external disk drive~ connected to a PC or server via the SCS I?
.n. What is SCSI? What i-. it-. nid.name?
~4. Name the two kinds of large-scale !-lorage system networked to PCs. What i~ the main difference between
them?
45. In a SAN. what is the name of the interface and protocol u~ed in connecting the tlisJ.. drive systems to the
server~?
~6.

What i-. the physical medium u-.ed in an FC system?
47. What are the speeds of trarNni-..,ion of an FC system?
48. ame the interface used to attach a ~erver or di~k "Y'tem to the SA .
~9. How are servers and di-.J.. S)''>ll.:rm connected to one another in a SAN?
SO. What i~ the name of the SA N interface used in place of
FC?
5 1. What is the advantage of the SAN interface in Question
43 over FC? Its disadvantage?

52. What protocol and medium are commonly u!>ed wi th
iSCSI?
53. List four common Internet \ccurity threats.
54. What is the name given to a virus that replicate!>
it!>elf?
55. True or false? Spam and spywarc are illegal.
56. What is spyware?
57. How do you detect and get ric.! of spam. spyware. and
viruses?
58. Name lhe two broad type" of encryption and decryption.
59. What are the name!. ghen to the input and output of an
encryption algorithm?
60. What i~ a key?
61. What is the primary problem with secret key encryption?
62. How does public key encryption work?
63. Name four specific method~ of secret key encryption.
64. Name two specific met hod~ of public key e ncryption.
65. What approach is used to make e ncryption stronger and
more resistant to brute-force compming effort~ to brcaJ..
it?
66. What is a ha~h function? Name the two most common
t}j)CS.

67. What is the purpo~c of a digital signature?
68. What protocol i.., u~ed for authentication and encr) ption in e-commerce tram,action!.?
69. What is a firewall?
70. Explain the operation of a YPN.
7 I. What two protocols are used to establish a YPN?
72. True or false? Security procedures may also be implemented in hardware.

Problems
I. What is the c;hortest time for tran~mitting 50 ATM
packets at 2.5 Gbps'!
2. How many bits docs it take to represent an IP addre~s
of 124. 76.190.38?

3. Convert the IP addre..,s 222.155.8.17 to binary and
hexadecimal.
4. Logically AND the number 125 with 128, 0. 15. and
240. Express the result in decimal.

Critical Thinking
Bc~ides its use in SA s. where el-.e could Fibre Channel be used?
2. How many key~ are needed in !.ecret key encryption?
Public key encryption'!

1.

3. Can a RAID be acccs\ed by a PC over the Internet?
Explain.
4. Sugge!>l some ways to avoid wireless <>ecurity problem..,
without encryption.
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Microwave
Communication
•
A

s the use of electronic communication has increased over the years, the

frequency spectrum normally used for radio signals has become extremely
crowded. In addition, there has been an increasing need for more spectrum space
to carry wider-bandwidth video and digital information. One of the primary solutions to this problem has been to move more radio communication higher in the
spectrum, specifically the microwave range, the 1- to 300-GHz range.
In the past, because of the difficulty of generating, transmitting, and receiving microwave signals, only those who truly needed and could afford the special
equipment used this part of the spectrum. Today, thanks to advances in semiconductor technology, microwaves are now being more widely used. This has
opened the microwave spectrum to all sorts of new services which include wireless local-area networks, cellu lar and cordless phones. digita l satellite radio, and
wireless broadband, to name a few. In this chapter we take a look at some of
the components and techniques used in modern microwave radios.

Objectives
After completing this chapter. you will be able to:
• Explain the reasons for the growing use of microwaves in communications.
• Identify the circuits that require the use of special microwave components.
•

Define the term waveguide, explain how a waveguide works, and calculate
the cutoff frequency of a waveguide.

•

Explain the purpose and operation of direction couplers, circulators,
isolators, T sections, cavity resonators, and microwave vacuum tubes.

• Describe the operation of the major types of microwave diodes.
• Name five common types of microwave antennas and calculate the gain
and beam width of horn and parabolic dish antennas.
• Explain the basic concepts and operation of pulsed and Doppler radar.

16-1 Microwave Concepts
Microwaves are the ultrahigh. superhigh. and extremely high frequencies directly above
the lower freque ncy ranges where most radio communication now takes place and below
the optical frequencie., that cover infrared, visible. and ultraviolet light. The out-.tanding
benefits for radio communication of these extremely high frequencies and accompanying short wavelength., more than offset any problems connected \\ith their use. Today.
most new communication ~en• ices and equipment use microwaves.

Microwave

Microwave Frequencies and Bands
The practical microwave region is generally considered to extend from I to 30 GHL.
although some de fi nition~ include frequencies up to 300 GHz. Microwave signals of
I to 30 GHt have wavelengths of 30 em (about I ft) to I em (or about 0.4 in).
The microwave freq uency spectrum is divided up into groups of frequencies. or
band~. as shown in Fig. 16- 1. Frequencies above 40 GHz are referred to a<> millimeter
waves because their wavelength is only millimeters (mm). Note that parts of the L and
S bands overlap part of the UHF band, which is 300 to 3000 MH;.. Frequencies above
300 GHz are in the sul>millimerer band. Currently the only commun ication in either the
mi llimeter or submi llimeter ranges is for research and experimental acti vities.

Millimeter wave

Submillimeter wave

Benefits of Microwaves
Every electronic .,ignal used in communication has a finite bandwidth. When a carrier
is modu lated by an information signal. sidebands are produced. The resulting .,ignal
occupies a certain amount of bandwidth. called a channel, in the radio-frequency ( RF)
spectrum. Channel center frequencies are assigned in such a way that the signab using

Figure 16-1

Channel

Microwave frequency bands.
Band designation

Frequency range

L band

1 to 2 GHz

S band

2 to 4 GHz

C band

4 to 8 GHz

X band

8to 12 GHz

Ku band

12 to 18 GHz

K band

18 to 26.5 GHz

Ka band

26.5 to 40 GHz

Q band

30 to 50 GHz

U band

40 to 60 GHz

V band

50 to 75 GHz

E band

60 to 90 GHz

Wband

75 to 110 GHz

Fband

90 to 140 GHz

D band

110 to 170 GHz

Submillimeter

>300 GHz

-1
Millimeter
waves
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GOOD TO KNOW
Most new communication
services and equipment use
microwaves.
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each channel do not overlap and interfere with signals in adjacent channels. As the number of communication signals and channels increases, more and more or the spectrum
space is used up. Over the years as the need for electronic communication has increased,
the number of radio communication stations has increased dramatically. As a result. the
radio spectrum has become extremely crowded.
Use of the radio-frequency spectrum is regulated by the federal government. In the
United States. this job is assigned to the Federal Communications Commission (FCC).
The FCC establishes various classes of radio communication and regulates the assignment of spectrum space. For example, in radio and TV broadcasting, certain areas of the
spectrum are set aside. and frequency assignments are given to stations. For two-way
radio communication, other portions of the spectrum are used. The various classes of
radio communication are assigned specific area~ in the spectrum within which they can
operate. Over the years, the available spectrum space, especially below 300 MHz. has
essentially been used up. In many cases. communicarion services must share frequency
assignments. fn some areas. new licenses are no longer being granted because the spectrum space for that service is completely full. In spite of this, the demand for new electronic communication channels cominues. The FCC must, on an ongoing basis. evaluate
users' needs and demands and reassign frequencies as necessary. Many compromises
have been necessary.
Technological advances have helped solve some problems connected with overcrowding. For example, the selectivity of receivers has been improved so that adjacent
channel interference is not as great. This permits stations to operate on more closely
spaced frequencies.
On the transmitting side. new techniques have helped squeeze more signals into the
same frequency spectrum. A classic example is the use of SSB, where only one sideband is used rather than two. thereby cutting the spectrum usage in half. Limiting the
deviation of FM signals also helps to reduce bandwidth. In data communication. new
modulation techniques such as PSK and QAM have been used to narrow the required
bandwidth of transmitted information or to transmit at higher speeds in nan·ower bandwidth~. Digital compression methods also transmit more information through a narrow
channel. Multiplexing techniques help put more signals or information into a given bandwidth. Broadband schemes such as spread spectrum and onhogonal frequency-division
mulliplexing (OFDM) allow many radios to share a single bandwidth.
The other major approach to solving the problem of spectrum crowding has been to
move into the higher frequency ranges. Initially, the VHF and UHF bands were tapped.
Today, most new communication services are assigned to the microwave region.
To give you some idea why more bandwidth is avai lable at the higher frequencies,
let's take an example. Consider a standard AM broadcast station operating on 1000kHz.
The station is permitted to use modulating frequencies up to 5kHz. thus producing upper
and lower sidebands 5 kHz above and below the carrier frequency. or 995 and I 005 kHz.
This gives a maximum channel band width of I 005 - 995 = I 0 kHz. This bandwidth represents I 0/ I 000 = 0.0 I or I percent of the spectrum space at that frequency.
Now consider a microwave carrier frequency of 4 GHz. One percent of 4 GHz is
0.0 l X 4,000,000,000 = 40.000.000 or 40 MHz. A bandwidth of 40 MHt is incredibly
wide. Ln fact, it represents all the low-frequency. medium-frequency, and high-frequency portions of the spectrum plus 10 MHz. This is the space that might be occupied by a 4-GHz
carrier modulated by a 20-MHz information signal. Obviously, most information signals do
not require that kind of bandwidth. A voice signal. e.g., would take up only a tiny fraction
of that. A 10-kHz AM signal represents only 10.000/4.000.000.000 = 0.00025 percent of
4 GHz. Up to 4000 AM broadcast stations with 10-kHz bandwidths could be accommodated within the 40-MHz ( I percent) bandwidth.
Obviously, then, the higher the frequency, the greater the bandwidth available for the
transmission of information. This not only gives more space for individual stations. but
also allows wide-bandwidth information signals such as video and high-speed digital data
to be accommodated. The average TV signal has a bandwidth of approximately 6 MHz.
It is impractical to transmit video signals on low frequencies because they use up entirely
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too much spectrum space. That is why most TV transmission is in the VHF and UHF
ranges. There is even more space for video in the microwave region.
Wide bandwidth also makes it possible to use various multiplexing techniques to
transmi t more information. Multiplexed signals generally have w ide bandwidths, but
these can be easily handled in the microwave region. Finally. transmission of high-speed
binary information often requires relatively wide bandwidths, and these are also easily
transmitted on microwave frequencies.

Disadvantages of Microwaves
The higher the frequency, the more difficult it becomes to analyze electronic circuits.
The analysis of electronic circuits at lower frequencies, say, those below 30 MHz. is
based upon current-voltage rel ationships (circuit analysis). Such relationships are simply
not usable at microwave frequencies. Instead, most components and circuits are analyzed
in terms of electric and magnetic fields (wave analysis). Thus techniques commonly used
for analyzing antennas and transmission lines can also be used in designing microwave
circuits. Measuring techniques are, of course, also different. In low-frequency el ectronics.
currents and voltages are calculated. In microwave circu its. measurements are of electric
and magnetic fields. Power measurements are more common· than voltage and CUJTent
measurements.
Another problem is that at microwave frequencies. conventional components become
difticult to implement For example, a common resistor that looks like pure resistance at
low frequencies does not exhibit the same characteristics at microwave frequencies. The
short leads of a resistor, although they may be less than an inch. represent a significant
amount of inductive reactance at very high frequencies. A small capacitance also exists
between the leads. These small stray and distributed reactances are sometimes called
residuals. Because of these effects, at microwave frequencies a simple resistor looks like
a complex RLC circuit. This is also true of inductors and capacitors. Figure 16-2 shows
equivalent circuits of components at microwave frequencies.
To physically realize resonant circuits at microwave frequencies. the values of inductance and capacitance must be smaller and smaller. Physical limits become a problem. Even
a 0.5-in piece of wire represents a significant amount of inductance at microwave frequencies. Tiny surface-mounted chip resistors, capacitors, and inductors have prutially solved this
problem. Furthermore, as integrated-circuit dimensions have continued to decrease, smaller
and smaller on-chip inductors and capacitors have been made successfully.
Another solution is to use distributed circu it elements, such as transmission Jines,
rather than lumped components, at microwave frequencies. When transmission Lines are
cut to the appropriate length, they act as inductors. capacitors, and resonant circuits.
Special versions of transmission lines known as striplines. microstrips. waveguides, and
cavity resonators are widely used to implement tuned circuits and reactances.
In addition, because of inherent capacitances and inductances. conventional semiconductor devices such as diodes and transistors simply will not function as amplifiers,
oscillators, or switches at microwave frequencies.

Figure 16-2

GOOD TO KNOW
The great amount of spectrum
space available in the microwave
region makes multiplexing and
the transmission of binary information, both of which require
wide bandwidths, more easily
achievable.

Equivalent circuits of components at microwave frequencies. (a) Resistor. (b) Capacitor. (c) Inductor.
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Another serious problem is transistor transit time-the amount of time it takes for
the current can·iers (holes or electrons) to move through a device. At low frequencies,
transit times can be neglected; but at microwave frequencies, they arc a high percentage
of the actual signal period.
Thic; problem has been solved by de!>igning '>maller and !>maller microwave diode!>,
transistor'>. and ICs and using special material'> such as gallium ar'>enide <GaAs). indium
pho~phide (lnP). and silicon germanium (SiGe) in which transit time is significantly le~s
than in silicon. In addition, specialized components have been de'>igned for microwave
applications. This is particularly true for power amplification, where special vacuum
tubes known as klystrons, magnetrons, and traveling-wave tubes arc the primary components used for power amplification.
Another problem il> that microwave signals, a., do ljght waves, travel in perfectly
straight lines. This mean!> that the communication distance ic; u<.,ually limited to lineof-sight range. Antennas muc;t be very high for long-distance tran<,mission. Mjcrowave
signals penetrate the ionosphere, so multiple-hop communication is not possible.

Microwave Communication Systems
Like any other communication system. a microwave communication sy-.tem uses tran'>mitten,. receivers. and antennas. The same modulation and multiplexing technique!. U'>ed
at lower frequencies arc al<;o used in the microwave range. But the RF part of the equipment is physically different because of the special circuits and components that are used
to implement the components.
Microwave transmitter

Transmitters. Like any other transmitter. a microwave transmitter starts with a carrier generator and a series of amplifiers. It also includes a modulator followed by more
stages of power amplification. The final power amplifier applies the signal to the transmis!.ion line and antenna. The carrier generation and modulation Mages of a microwave
application are similar to those of lower-frequency transmitters. Only in the later power
amplification stages are special components used.
Figure 16-3 shows several ways that microwave transmitter11 arc implemented. The
special microwave stages and components arc '>haded. In the transmitter circuit c;hown
in Fig. 16-3(a) a microwave frequency is fir'>t generated in the last multiplier stage.
The operating frequency is 1680 MHL. where '>pecial microwaYe components and techniques must be used. In!>tead of tuned circuits made of loops of wire for inductors and
discrete capacitors, microstrip transmission lines are used as tuned circuits and as
impedance-matching circuits. SAW fillers arc the most commonly used filters in lowpower circuits. One or more additional power amplifiers arc then used to boost the
signal to the desired power level. Both bipolar and MOSFET microwave power transistor<, are U\ailable that gin! power le\'els up to about 100 W or more. When FM is
used, the remainjng power amplifiers can abo be class C. which provides maximum
efficiency. If more power i~ desired, several transistor power amplifiers can be paralleled, as in Fig. 16-3(a).
If AM is used in a circuit like that in Fig. 16-3(a), an amplitude modulator can be
used to modulate one of the lower-power amplifier stages after the multiplier chain. When
this ilt done, the remaining power amplifier stages must be linear amplifiers to preserve
the signal modulation.
For very high-power output levels-beyond c;everal hundred wall\- a special amplifier must be used, e.g., the klystron.
Figure 16-3(b) shows another possible transmitter arrangement, in which a mixer is
used to up-convert an initial catTier signal with or without modulation to the final
microwave frequency.
The synthesizer output and a microwave local oscillator signal are applied to the mixer.
The mixer then translate'> the signal up to the desired final microwaYe frequency. A conventional crystal oscillator using fifth-overtone VHF crystals followed by a chain of frequency multipliers can be used to develop the local oscillator frequency. Alternatively. one
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Figu re 16-3

Microwave transmitters- (a) Microwave transmitter using frequency multipliers to reach the microwave frequency.
The shaded stages operate in the microwave region. (b) Microwave transmitter using up-conversion with a mixer to
achieve an output in the microwave range.
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of several special microwave oscillators could be used, e.g.. a Gunn diode, a microwave
semiconductor in a cavity resonator. or a dielectric resonator oscillator.
The output or the mixer is the desired final frequency at a relatively low power
level. usually tens or hundreds of milliwans at most. Linear power amplifier~ are u~ed to
boost the signal to itc; final p0\.\·er level. At frequencies less than about I 0 GI-lL. a microwave
transistor can be u<,cd. At the higher frequencies. special microwave power tube~ are used.
The tuned bandpa'>\ circuits shown in Fig. 16-3(b) can be microstrip transmi.,sion
lines when transistor circuits are used. or caviry resonators when the special microwave
tubes are used.
Modulation could occur at !.C\'Cral places in the circuit in Fig. 16-3(b). An indirect
FM phase modulator might be used at the output of the frequency synthesiler: for '>Ome
application-.. a PSK modulator would be appropriate.

Receivers. Microll'ave receil·ers, like low-frequency receiver.,, are the superheterodyne 1ype. T heir front ends are made up of microwave components. Most receivers use
double conversion. A first down-conversion gets the signal into the UH F or VHF range.
where it can be more easily processed by standard methods. A )>Ccond conversion
Microwave Communication
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reduces the frequency to an IF appropriate for the desired
selectivity.
Figure 16-4 ic, a general block diagram of a double-conversion
micro\\ave recei,er. The antenna is connected to a tuned circuit.
which could be a ca' it) re.,onmor or a microstrip or stripline tuned
circuit. The signal is then applied to a special RF amplifier known
as a lmr-noi!>e amplifier ( LNA). Special low-noise transistors. usually gallium arsenide FET amplifiers. must be used to provide some
initial amplification. Another tuned circuit connects the amplified
input "ignal to the mixer. Mo~t mixer<; are of the doubly balanced
diode type. although \Ome simple \ingle-diode mixers are also used.
The local osci llator signal is applied to the mixer. The mixer
output is usually within the UHF or VHF range. The 700- to 800-MH7
range is typical. A SAW filter !>elects out the difference signal. which
in Fig. 16-4 i ~ 12 GH7
I 1.2 GH7 = 0.8 GHz, or 800 MHz.
The remainder of the receiver is typical of other superheterodynes. Note that the desired :-.elcctivity is obtained with a SAW filter. which is sometimes used to provide a specially shaped IF
response. Many of the newer microwave cell phone and LAN
receivers arc of the direct conversion type. and selectivity is obtained
with RC and DSP filters.
In more recent microwave equipment such as cell phones and
wireless netv.orl-.ing interfaces. the microwave frequencies are generated by a phase-locl-.ed loop (PLL) operating as a multiplier. See
Fig. 16-5. The VCO produccc; the de,ired local oscillator (LO) or
final transmitting frequency directly. The VCO frequency i controlled by the phase detector and it-. low-pass loop filter. The frequenC) di' ider and input crystal determine the output frequency.
Recent advances in quart/ cry'>tal design pennit input oscillator frequencies up to 200 MHt. In Fig. 16-5. the 155-MH7 crystal comEach of these microwave antennas located in Stephen
bined with a frequency divider of 20 produces a VCO output at
Butte, Washington, is specifically designed for long155 X 20 = 3100 MH7, or 3.1 GH7. The +20 divider reduces the
distance telephone signal transmission. They are covered
3.1-GHt output to 155 M l-It to match the input crystal signal at
to reduce weather-related maintenance problems.
the phase detector, as required for closed-loop control. Of course,
the divider can also be part of a microcontroller-bascd frequency
synthesit.er that is designed to permit setting the output to multiple channel frequencies
Low-noise amplifier (LNA)
as required by the application.

Transmission lines. The

tran~m1 S:- 1 o n line most commonly used in lowerfrequency radio communication is coaxia l cable. However. coaxial cable has very
high attenuation at microwave frequencies, and convclllional cable is unsuitable for

Figure 16-4

A m1crowave receiver. The shaded areas denote microwave cirCUits.
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Figure 16-5

A phase-locked loop (Pll) multiplier is the primary signal source in modern
microwave transceivers.
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carrying microwave signals except for very short runs. usual ly several feet or less.
Newer types of coaxial cables permit lengths of up to 100ft at frequencies to I 0 GH1..
Special microwave coaxial cable that can be used on the lower microwave bands- L,
S. and C- is made of hard tubing rather than wire with an immlating cover and a llexiblc
braid shield. The stiff inner conductor is separated from the outer tubing with spacers or
washers, forming low-loss coaxial cable known as hard line cable. The insulation between
the inner conductor and the outer tubing can be air: in some easel> a gas such a~ nitrogen
is pumped into the cable to minimi;.e moisture buildup. which causel> excessive power lol>s.
This type of cable i'> u-;ed for long runs of transmission lines to an antenna on a tower. At
higher microwave frequencies. C band and upward. a special hollow rectangular or circular pipe called H'lll'ef:uide is u'ed for the transmission line (see Sec. 16-3).

Antennas. At low microwave frequencies. standard antenna type!>. including the

~im

ple dipole and the one-quaner wavelength vertical antenna. are :-.till used. At thc~e frequencies antenna .,i;es are very small: e.g .. the length of a half-wave dipole at 2 GHt i.
only about 3 in. A one-quarter wavelength vertical antenna for the center of the C band
is only about 0.6 in long. At the higher frequencies. special antenna~ arc generally used
(see Sec. 16-6 ).

lNAs make use of these
transistors from Agilent. These
transistors, called PHEMTs, are
enhancement-mode "pseudomorphic high-electron-mobility"
transistors.

GOOD TO KNOW

16-2 Microwave Lines and Devices
Today, although vacuum tubes and microwave tubes such as the klystron and magnetron
are stillu~ed. e~pccially for higher-power applications. most microwave systems usc transistor amplifiers. Over the years, semiconductor manufacturers have learned to make
transistor!> worl.. at these higher frequencies. Special geometries are u~ed to make bipolar transistors that provide both voltage and power gain at frequencies up to I 0 G HL.
Microwave FET transistor:-. have also been created such as the MESFET de:-.cribcd in
Chap. 9. The u'e of gallium arsenide (GaAs) and silicon germanium (SiGc) rather than
pure silicon ha" further increased the frequency capabilitie!-. or MOSFET" and bipolar<.,.
Both small-signal and power MOSFETs are available to operate at frequencies up to
about 10 GHt. Since most microwave communication activity takes place in the lowerfrequency range~ (L. S. and C bands). transistors are the primar) active components used.
In the following sections. we discuss both discrete transi:o.tor types with microstrip
tuned circuit'> and monolithic microii'GI'e imegrated circuil\· (MM/Cs).

Microstrip Tuned Circuits

Special microwave coaxial cable
called hard line, which is made
of hard tubing rather than wire
with an insulating cover, can be
used on the lower microwave
bands.

Hard line
Waveguide
Microwave transistor amplifier

Monolithic microwave
integrated circuits (MMICs)
Microstrip tuned circuit

Before specilic amplifier types are introduced. it is important to examine the method by
which tuned circuits arc implemented in microwave amplifiers. Lumped components such
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Figure 16-6 Microstrip transmission line used for reactive circuits. (a) Perspective view. (b) Edge or end view. (c) Side view
(open line). (d) Side view (shorted line).
Copper strip
material
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/
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Side
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(b)

PCB
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- lii!!..iil-

(C)

PCB

""'-._ Ground plane

(d)

as coils and capacitors are still used in some cases at the high UHF and low microwave
frequencies (below about 2 GHz) to create resonant circuits. fi lters. or impedancematching circuits. However, at higher frequencies. standard techniques for realizing such
components become increasingly harder to implement. lnstead, transmission lines,
specifically microsrrip. are used.
Chapter 13 described how transmission lines can be used as inductors and capacitors as well as series and parallel resonant circuits. These are readily implemented at
the microwave frequencies because one-half or one-quarter wavelength transmission
lines are only inches or some fraction thereof at those frequencies. Microstrip is prefelTed for reactive circuits at the higher frequencies because it is simpler and less
expensive than stripline. but stripline is used where shielding is necessary to minimize
noise and cross talk. The tuned circuits are created by using a copper pattern prinredcircuir board (PCB) upon which are mounted the transistors, lCs, and other components of the circuit.
Figure 16-6 shows several views of microstrip transmission line used for a reactive
circuit. The PCB is usually made of G- 10 or FR-4 fiberglass or a combination of fiberglass and Tellon. The bottom of the PCB is a thin solid copper sheet which serves as a
ground plane and one side of the transmission line. The copper strip is the other conductor of the transmission line.
Figure 16-6(a) is a perspective view of a microstrip line; Fig. 16-6(b) is an end view;
and Fig. J6-6(c) and (d) are side views. Both open and shorted segments of line can be
used. although shorted segments are preferred because they do not radiate as much as
open segments. One-quarter wavelength sections are preferred because they are shorter
and rake up less space on the PCB. Figure 16-7 summarizes the open- and shorted-line
possibilities for microstrip.
An important characteristic of microstrip is its impedance. As discussed in Chap. 13,
the characteristic impedance of a transmission line depends on its physical characteristics, in this case. e.g., on the width of the strip and the spacing between the strip and
the copper ground plane, which is the thickness of the PCB material. The dielectric
constant of the insulating material is also a factor. Most characteristic impedances are

Figure 16-7

Equivalent circuits of open and shorted microstrip lines.
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Figure 16-8

~

How a one-quarter wavelength microstrip can transform 1mpedances
and reactances.
Equivalent CirCuli

Actual c1rcu1t
Microstnp

/

(c)

(b)

(a )

.n

less than I 00 .0.: 50 i:-. the most common. followed closely by 75 fl. Values higher than
100 narc used for cases when impedance-matching requirements demand it.
One-quarter wavelength transmission line can be used to make one type of component look like another. For example. in Fig. 16-8(a). the A/4 microstrip line can make a
rcsi<>tor at one end look like a resi'>tancc of another value: specilically.

Zo2

R~=-

-

Rl

Here R1 is the resistance value of the resistor connected to one end of the line. and ~~
i~ the characteristic impedance of the microstrip. such as 50 fl. If R 1 is the characteristic impedance of the microstrip, such as 50 .0., the line is matched and the generator sees
50 .n. I r R 1 is 150 .0., then the other end of the I inc wi II have a value of R2 , or
2

50
150

-

2500 = 16.67 .n
150

Thi'> application is the <,ame as the one-quarter wavelength matching transformer or

Q section discussed in Chap. 14. Recall that two impedance<, can be matched by using
a line of length A/4 according to the relationship Zo = VR 1R1• \\here~~ is the characteristic impedance of the one-quarter wavelength line and R1 and R2 are the input and
output impedances to be matched.
A quarter-wavelength line can also make a capacitor look like an inductor or
an inductance look like a capaci tance !see Fig. 16-8(b) and (c) j. For example. a 75-!l
microstrip A/4 long will make an inductive reactance of 30 !2 look like a capacitive reactance of

Zo2

75

2

5635

xc = x; = 3o = 30 = I87.s n
Figure 16-9 shows the physical configurations for equivalent coils and capacitors
in microstrip form. The thin '>Cgment of microstrip ~hown in Fig. 16-9(a) acts like a
:-.eric~ inductor. Figure l6-9(b) shows a short right-angle ~egmcnt whose end is
grounded: this microstrip acts as a parallel inductor. When series capacitance or
capacitive coupling is needed, u small capacitor can be created by using the ends of
microstrip lines as tiny capacitor plates separated by an air dielectric 1Fig. 16-9(c)l.
A '>hunt capacitor can be created by using a short. fat 1-cgment of microstrip as in
Fig. 16-9(d). As these general form~ demonstrate. it is often po1-.,ible to visualit.e or
even draw the equivalent circuit of a microstrip amplitier by observing the pattern on
the PCB.
Microstrip can also be U'>ed to realize coupling from one circuit. as illustrated in
Fig. 16- 10. One microstrip line i.., !>imply placed parallel to another segment of microstrip.
The degree of coupling between the two depends on the distance of separation and the
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Figure 16- 9

Common microstrip patterns and their equivalents.
Microstrip configuration
(top view)

Lumped equivalent
circuit

~

_s-L
(a)

(b)

I

(c)

(d)

Hybrid ring

GOOD TO KNOW
Microstrip patterns are made
directly onto printed-circuit
boards.

length of the parallel segmenr. The closer the spacing and the longer the parallel run,
the greater the coupling. There is always signal loss by such a coupling method, but it
can be accurately controlled.
Although microstrip performs best when it is a straight line. 90° turns are often
necessary on a PCB. When turns must be used, a straight right-angle turn, like that
shown in Fig. 16-ll(a), is forbidden because it acts as a low-pass filter across the
line. A gradually curved line, like that shown in Fig. 16-1 I (b) (or Fig. I 6- 10), is
preferred when the turn radius is much greater than the width of the line. An acceptable alternative method is shown in Fig. 16- 11(c). The cut on the corner is critical.
Note that the dimensions must be held to A/4, which is one-quarter the width of the
microstrip.
A special form of microstrip is the hybrid ring shown in Fig. 16- 12. The total length
of the microstrip ring is I .SA. There are four taps or porto;; on the line, spaced at onequarter wavelength (A/4) intervals. which can be used as inputs or outputs.

Figure 16- 10

Coupling between microstrips.
Top view of PCB
Signal in

Signal out

~.E:::::::::31--Mtcrostrips ~
-....
Coupling
Signal out
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Figure 16-11

Microstrip 90" turns. (a} Right angles such as this should be avoided. {b) Gradual curves or turns are preferred.
(c) This arrangement is also acceptable.

(a)

Figure 16-12

(b)

(c)

A microstrip hybrid ring.

Now, a signal is applied to port I. and some interesting things happen. Output
signals appear at ports 2 and 4, but their levels are at one-half the power of the input.
Thus the circuit acts as a power divider to supply two signals of equal level to
other circuits. There is no output at port 3. T he effect of applying a signal at port 4
is similar. Equal half-power outputs appear at ports I and 3, but no signal appears at
port 2.
If individual signals are applied simultaneously to ports I and 3, the output at port 2
will be their sum and the output at port 4 will be their difference.
The unique operation of the hybrid ring makes it very useful for splitting signals or
combining them.
Microstrip can be used to create almost any tuned circuit necessary in an amplifier,
including resonant circui ts, filters, and impedance-matching networks. Figure J6-13(a)
shows how a low-pass filter is implemented with microstrip sections. The component
shown is a h ighly selective low-pass filter for use in the 1- to 3-GHz range depending
on the exact dimensions. The lumped constant equivalent circuit is shown in
Fig. 16-13(b). The transmission line segments are formed on the PCB itself and connected end to end as required. The transistors or !Cs are then soldered to the PCB along
with any resistors or larger discrete components that may be needed.
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Example 1 6-1
A one-quarter wave Q-matching c;ection made of microstrip i s designed to match a
source of 50 n to a load of 136 fl at 5.8 GHt.. The PCB dielectric constant Er is 2.4.
Calculate (a) lhe required impedance of the microstrip and (b) its length.

= YZ>OU..:e X Z1uad
= vso( 136) = 82.46 n
= 300
f
MHz

a. Z<!

b•

\
A

5.8 GHz
A=

= 5800 MHt

300
= 0.0517 m
5800

4A = -0.054- 17 = 0.0 1293 1 m
Im

= 38.37 in

,\

4 = 0.012931 (39.37) = 0.51 in
I

Velocity of propagation

= -- =

~ = (0.5 1 in) {0.645)

0.3286 in

VE;

I

--

\12.4

= 0.645

Microwave Transistors
Microwave transistor

Microwaw transistors. whether they are bipolar or FET type:., operate just as other transistors do. The primary differences between standard lower-frequency transistor-. and
microwave rypcs are internal geometry and packaging.

~igure

16-13

A microstrip filter. {a) Microstrip low- pass filter. (b) Lumped constant
equivalent circuit.
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Figure 16-14

Microwave transistors. (a) and (b) Low-power small stgnal. (c) FET power. (d) NPN bipolar power.

(a)

{b)

(C)

To reduce internal inductances and capacitances of transistor element!>, '>pccial chip
configuration!> known as geometries are used that permit the transi-;tors to operate at
higher power Ievell> and at the same time minimize distributed and way inductancei> and
capacitance!>.
Figure 16- 14 shows several types of microwave transistors. Figure 16- 14(a) and (b)
is low-power small-signal microwave transistors; these types arc either NPN silicon or
gallium arsenide FET. Note the very short leads. Both packages arc designed for surface
mounting directly to microstrip on the PCB. The transistor in Fig. 16- 14(/J) has four
leads. usually two emi tter (or source) leads plus the base (or gate) and the collector (or
drain). The two emiucr leads in parallel ensure low inductance. Some tran:-.istor:-. of this
type have two ba.,c or two collector leads instead of two emitter lead~.
Figure 16- 14(c) -.hows an enhancement-mode power MOSFET. The short. fat leads arc
thick strips of copper that arc soldered directly to the microstrip circuitry on the PCB. These
wide load'> also help tran<;fer heat away from the transistor. Figure 16- 14(d) b an NP
power transi.,tor with two emitter leads. The short fat lead<> ensure low inductance and aho
permit high curren1s to be accommodated. The fat copper strips help to di-;<;ipate heat. The
de\ ices in Fig. 16-14(c) and (d) can handle power levels up to several hundred watts.
Transistor\ for small-signal amplification and oscillators are a'ailable for frequency
up to about 100 GHt. For power amplification. transistors are 41\ailable for frequencies
up to 20 GHt.
Most microwave tran<,istOr!> continue to be made of silicon. A!> transistor geometry
sites have decreased below 0.09 j.t..m (90 nm), switching speeds and amplification frequencies have increased well into the microwave region. CMOS digital integrated circuits, which are made with MOSFETs. can operate up to I 0 GHz. RF and linear/analog
circuits made w ith CMOS and used in low-power microwave radios as well as in optical liber transmission circuits can achieve operation up to I 0 GHz. But beyond I 0 GHz,
special devices arc necessary.
You have already seen how GaAs MESFETs, a type of JFET using a Schottky barrier junction. can operate at frequencies in excess of 5 GHz. A variant of the M ESFET
called a high electron mobility transistor ( HEMT) extends the frequency range beyond
20 G Hz by adding an extra l ayer of semiconductor material such as AIGaAs.
A highly popular device known as a heterojunction bipolar 1ransisror (1/BT) is making even higher-frequency amplilication possible in both discrete form and integrated circui\.... A. hc\crojunction i'> formed with two different types of -.emiconductor material<..
Some popular combinations are indium-phosphide (lnP) and <;jJicon-germanium (SiGc).
Other combinations include AIGaA!./GaAs and InGaAsP. The lnP HBT~ operate at frequencies up to 50 GHL. and SiGe HBTs have been developed to operate up to 200 GHt.
Both small-.,ignal and power amplification versions are available.

(d)

High electron mobility transistor
(HEMT)
Heterojunction bipolar transistor
(HBT)

Small-Signal Amplifiers
A small-signal micrOII'tll'e ampl(fier can be made up of a single transistor or multiple
transistors combined with a biasing circuit and any microstrip circuits or components as
required. Most microwave amplifiers arc of the tuned variety. That is, their bandwidth is
set by the application and implemented by microstrip seri es or parallel tuned circuits,
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Figure 16-15 A single-stage class A RF microwave amplifier.
RFC

Multistage integrated-circuit
amplifier

Transistor amplifier

GOOD TO KNOW
Most microwave amplifiers are
designed to have input and output
impedances of 50 n.

RFC

and then microstrip lines arc used to perform the various impedance-matching dutie~
required to get the amplifier to work.
Another type of small-signal microwave ampl ifier is a multistage integrated circuit,
a variety of MMIC. Beside~ amplifiers. other MMIC!> available include mixers. switches,
and phase ~hifters.

Transistor Amplifiers. Figure 16-15 show~ a microwave amplifier for small signals.
This type of amplifier is commonly used in the front end of a microwave receiver to provide initial amplification for the mixer. A low-noise transistor is used. The typical gain
range is I0 to 25 dB.
Mol>t microwave amplifiers are designed to have input and output impedance!.
of 50 n. In the circuit shown in Fig. 16-15. the input can come from an antenna or
another microwave circuit. The blocks labeled TL are microstrip !.ections that act as tuned
circuits, inductors, or capacitors. An input microstrip TLI acts as an impedance-matching
section, and TL2 and TL3 form a tuned circuit. TLA is another impedance-matching section that marches the tuned circuit to the complex impedance of the base input. The tuned
circuits set the bandwidth of the amplifier input.
A similar sequence of impedance-matching -;ections and tuned circuits is used in the
collector to set the bandwidth and to match the transistor collector impedance to the output. And C2 and C3 are variable capacitors that allow ome tuning of the bandwidth.
A lithe other components are of the surface-mounted chip type to keep lead inductances short. The microstrip segments TL9 and TLIO act as inductors. forming part of
the substantial decoupling networks used on the base bias supply Vn 8 and the collector supply Vee- The base !.upply voltage and the value of R 1 set the base bias, thus
biasing the transistor into the linear region for clas A amplification. RFCs are used
in the supply leads to keep the RF out of the supply and to prevent feedback paths
through the supply that can cause oscillation and instability in multi!.tage circuits. Ferrite
beads (FB) are used in the collector supply lead for further decoupling.

Monolithic microwave integrated
circuit (MMIC)

MMIC Amplifiers. A common monolithic microwave illlegrated-circuit (MMIC)
amplifier is one that incorporates two or more !.tages of FET or bipolar transistors made
on a common chip to form a multistage amplifier. The chip also incorporates resistors
for biasing and small bypass capacitors. Physically. these device!> look like the tran!.istors in Fig. 16-14(a) and (b). They are soldered to a PCB containing microstrip circuit!.
for impedance matching and tuning.
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Figure 16-16

A class A m1crowave power amplifier.

son
son

Another popular form of MMIC i s the hybrid circuil. which combines an amplifier
IC connected to microstrip circuits and discrete component!> of various types. All the
components are formed on a tiny alumina substrate which serves as both a base and a
place to form microstrip lines. Surface-mounted chip resistors, capacitors, transistors, and
MMIC amplifiers are connected. The entire unit is packaged into a housing, usually metaJ
for shielding, and connected to additional circuits on a PCB.

Hybrid circuit

Power Amplifiers. A typical class A microwave power amplifier is shown in
Fig. 16- 16. The microstrip lines arc used for impedance matching and tuning. M ost
microstrip circuits simulate L-type matching networks with a low-pass configuration.
Small wire loop inductors and capacitors are used to form the decoupling networks to
prevent feedback through the power supply, which would cause oscillation. The input
and output impedances are 50 fl. Thic; particular stage operates at 1.2 GHz and provides
an output power of 1.5 W. Typical power supply voltages arc 12, 24. and 28 V, but can
go to 36 or 48 V for high-power applications.
Note that bias is not supplied by a resistive voltage divider. Instead, it usuaJiy comes
from a separate bias-current circuit like that shown in Fig. 16-17, which is an ordinary

Class A microwave power amplifier

Fi gure 16-17

A constant-current bias supply for a linear power amplif ier.

c
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Figure 16-18

An FET power amplifier.
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constant-current source. Resistors R" R2 , and R3 form a voltage divider to set the base
voltage on Q1. A voltage is developed across emitter resistor R4 . This voltage divided by
R4 gives the value of the current supplied by Q 1 to the transistor in the microwave amplifier. A diode in series with the voltage divider provides some temperature compensation
for variations in the emitter-base voltage that occur in Q1• Resistor R 1 is adjustable to
set the bia<; current to the precise value for optimum power and minimum distortion.
Most power amplifiers obtain their bias from constant-current sources; this provides a
bias current that is relatively temperature-independent and thus provides superior protection against damage.
The bias is applied to the base of the amplifier in Fig. 16-16 through a small inductor. This and the bypass capacitors keep the microwave energy out of the bias circuit.
The single-stage FET power amplifier shown in Fig. 16-18 can achieve a power
output of I00 W in the high UHF and low microwave region. The u·ansistor is an
enhancement-mode FET; that means that the FET does not conduct with drain voltage
applied. A positive gate signal of 3 Y or more must be applied to achieve conduction.
The gate signal is supplied by a lower-power driver stage. and the gate bias is supplied
by a zener diode. The gate voltage is made adjustable with potentiometer R2• This allows
the bias to be set for linear class B or class C operation. For linear class A operation, a
quiescent value of drain current is set with the bias. This bias circuit can also be used
to adjust the power output over a small range.
In the circuit shown in Fig. 16-18. a combination of LC tuned circuits and
microstrips is used for tuning and impedance matching. Here L 1 is a tiny hairpin loop
of heavy wire, and ~ is a larger inductor made of multiple tums of wire to form a high
impedance for decoupling.

16-3 Waveguides and Cavity Resonators
Long parallel transmission lines, such as 300-fl twin-lead. radiate electromagnetic
energy whi le transporting it from one place to another. As the frequency of operation
gets higher, the amount of radiation from the line increases. At microwave frequen cies. virtually all the energy is radiated: almost no energy ever reaches Lhe end of the
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tran..,mi.,.,ion line. Coaxial cable eliminates the radiation problem. but it has significant
lm,., at the higher frequencie.,. For the lower microwave frequencies. special coaxial
cable\ have been developed that can be u'>ed up to approximately 6 GHL if the length
i~ kept short (less than 100 ft). Above this frequency. coaxial cable loss is too great.
Short lengths of coaxial cable. ~evcral feet or less. can be used to interconnect pieces
of equipment that are close together. but for longer run\ other methods of transmission must be used. To minimit.e los!\, special types of coaxial cables with large inner
conductor!\ and shields have been developed: however, in most cases these cables arc
rigid rather than nexible. which makes them difficult to usc.
Another problem is the power-handling limit or coaxial cables. The larger cables
can carry power levels up to about I kW. Higher power level\ needed in radar and sattelite applications require another '>olution.

Waveguides
MoM microwave energy transmission above about 6 GH;; is handled by waveguides,
which arc hollow metal conducting pipes designed to carry and constrain the electromagnetic waves of a microwave signal. Most waveguides arc rectangular. Waveguides
can be used to carry energy between pieces of equipment or over longer distances to
carry transmitter power to an antenna or microwave signal'> from an antenna to a
receiver.
Waveguides are made of copper. aluminum. or bra..-.. The'>e metals are extruded into
long rectangular or circular pipe.,. Often the insides of waveguides are plated with silver to reduce resistance. keeping transmission losses to a very low level.

Waveguide

Signal Injection and Extraction. A microwave signal to be carried by a waveguide is introduced into one end of the waveguide with an antcnnalike probe that creates an electromagnetic wave which propagates through the waveguide. The electric and
magnetic lields associated with the "ignal bounce ofr the in-.idc walls back and forth a~
the -.ignal progresse~ dO\\ n the waveguide. The waveguide totally contains the signal -..o
that none escapes by radiation.
The probe shown in Fig. 16-19{a) i~ a one-quarter wavelength vertical antenna at
the -..ignal frequency that is in<,crtcd in the waveguide one-quarter wavelength from the
end, which is closed. The signal is usually coupled to the probe through a short coaxial cable and a connector. The probe sets up a vertically polarited electromagnetic wave
in the waveguide. which is then propagated down the line. Because the probe is located
one-q uarter wavelength from the closed end of the wavegu ide. the signal from the
probe is renected from the closed end of the line back toward the open end. Over a
one-quarter wavelength di~tance. the renected signal appears back at the probe in phase

Figure 16-19

Injecting a sine wave into a waveguide and extracting a signal.
Probe

w

D1rec110n
ol s1gnal
(a)

D1rect10n
of s1gnal

(b)
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to aid the signal going in the opposite direction. Remember that a radio signal consists of both electric and magnetic fields at right angles to each other. The electric and
magnetic fields established by the probe propagate down the waveguide at a right angle
to the two fields of the radio signal. The position of the probe determines whether the
signal is horizontally or vertically polarized. In Fig. 16-19(a), the electric field is vertical, so the polarization is vertical. The electric field begins propagating down the line
and sets up charges on the line that cause current to flow. This in turn generates a
companion magnetic tield at right angles to the electric field and the direction of propagation.
A loop can also be used to introduce a magnetic field into a waveguide. The loop
in Fig. 16-19(b) is mounted in the closed end of the waveguide. Microwave energy
applied through a short piece of coax ial cable causes a magnetic field to be set up in the
loop. The magnetic field also establishes an electric field , which is then propagated down
the waveguide.
Probes and loops can also be used to extract a signal from a waveguide. When the
signal strikes a probe or a loop, a signal is induced which can then be fed to other circuitry through a short coaxial cable.

Waveguide cutoff frequency

GOOD TO KNOW
At higher microwave frequencies,
above approximately 6 to 10 GHz,
a special hollow rectangular or
circular pipe called a waveguide
is used for the transmission line.

W aveguide Size and Frequency. Figure 16-20 shows the most important dimensions of a rectangular waveguide: the width a and the height b. Note that these are the
inside dimensions of the waveguide. The frequency of operation of a waveguide is
determined by the size of a. This dimension is usually made equal to one-half wavelength. a bit below the lowest frequency of operation. This frequency is known as the
waveguide cutoff frequency. At its cutoff frequency and below. a waveguide will not
transmit energy. At frequencies above the cutoff frequency, a waveguide will propagate electromagnetic energy. A waveguide is essentially a high-pass filter with a cutoff frequency equal to
.

.fco =

300
2a

where .fco is in megahertz and a is in meters.
For example, suppose it is desired to determine the cutoff frequency of a waveguide
with an a dimension of 0.7 in. To convert 0.7 in to meters, multiply by 2.54 to get centimeters and divide by I00 to get meters: 0.7 in = 0.01778 m. Thus,

.f~o = 2(0.~~~ 78) = 8436 MHz = 8.436 GHz
Normally, the height of a waveguide is made equal to approximately one-half the a
dimension. or 0.35 in. The actual size might be 0.4 in.

Figure 16-20

The dimensions of a waveguide determine its operating frequency range.
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Example 1 6-2
A rectangular waveguide has a width of 0.65 in and a height of 0.38 in. (a) What is
the cutoff frequency'! (b) What i~ a typical operating frequency for this waveguide?

a. 0.65 in

X

2.54

=

1.651 em

651
-= 0.0165 1 m
100

1.

300
2a

leo - -

300
= 2(0.0165
) = 9085 MHz = 9.085 GHz
1

b. .f..:o = 0.7/

J = feu
=
0.7
=

J 4 ?j'

•-

C<l

1.42(9.085)

12.98 GHz and above

Example 1 6-3
Would the rectangular waveguide in Example 16-2 operate in the C band?
The C band i'> approximately 4 to 6 GHz. Since a waveguide acts as a high-pa'>s
fil ter with a cutoff of 9.085 GH1. it \\ ill not pass a C band signal.

Signal Propagation. When a probe or loop launches energy into a waveguide, the signal
enters the waveguide at an angle so that the electromagnetic fields bounce ofr the sidewalls
of the waveguides as the signal propagates along the line. In Fig. 16-2 1(a), a vertical
probe is generating a vertically polarized wave with a vertical electric fi eld and a magnetic
field at a right angle to the electric fi eld. The electJic fi eld is at a right angle to the direction of wave propagation, so it is called a transverse electric (TE) field. Figure 16-2 1(b)
shows how a loop would set up the signal. In this case, t.he magnetic tield is transverse to
the direction of propagation, so it is called a trans,•erse magnetic (7M ) field.
Figure 16-21

Signal propagation

Transverse electric (TE) field
Transverse magnetic (TM) field

(o) Transverse electric field. (b) Transverse magnetic field.
Direction of propagation

Note that

Signal

)'E

enters at .......___.,.'

an angle

Probe

Loop

H

(a)

(b)
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Figure 16-22

Wave paths in a waveguide at various frequencies. (o) High frequency.
(b) Medium frequency. (c) Low frequency. (d) Cutoff frequency.
Topv1ew
Angle of
mcidence

:
:

Angle of
reflect1on

\~t~/~
(a)

(b)

\1\/\1\L~/\!_\!_
(c)

(cl)

The angles of incidence and reflection depend on the operating frequency ('>ee
Fig. 16-22). At high frequencie!>, the angle i~ large and therefore the path between the
opposite wa.lls is relativel y long, as shown in Fig. 16-22(a). As the operating frequency
decreases, the angle also decreases and the path between the sides shortens. When the
operating frequency reaches the cutoff frequency of the waveguide, the signal simply
bounces back and forth between the sidewalls of the waveguide. No energy is propagated.
Whenever a microwave signal is launched into a waveguide by a probe or loop, electric and magnetic fields are created in various patterns depending upon the method of
energy coupling, frequency of operation, and si.1,e of waveguide. Figure 16-23 shows typical fields in a waveguide. In the end view, the lines represent the electric field E line!>.
The dots represent the magnetic field H lines. In the top view the da1.hed lines represenf
the H fi eld, and the Xs and dots represent the E field. The X means that the line is going
into the page; the • means that the line is coming out of the page.
The pattern of the electromagnetic fields within a waveguide takes many forms. Each
form is ca.lled an operating mode. As indicated earlier, the magnetic or the electric field
must be perpendicular to the direction of propagation of the wave. I n the TE mode, the
electric field exists across the guide and no E lines extend lengthwise along the guide. In
the TM mode, the H lines form loops in planes perpendicular to the walls of the guide,
and no part of an H line is lengthwise along the guide.
Subscript numbers arc used along with the TE and TM designations to further
describe the£ and H field patterns. A typical designation is TEo. 1• The first number indicates the number of half-wavelength pattern!> of transverse lines that exist along the !>hort
dimension of the guide through the center of the cross section. Transverse lines are tho!te
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Figure 16-23

Electric (E} and magnetic (H) fields in a rectangular waveguide.
Top view
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perpendicular to the walls of the guide. The second number indicates the number of transverse half-wavelength patterns that exist along the long dimension of the guide through
the center of the cross section. lf there is no change in the field intensity of one dimension, a zero is used.
The waveguide in Fig. 16-23 is TE because the E lines are perpendicular (transverse) to the sides of the guide. Looking at the end view in Fig. 16-23 along the short
Iengtl1, we see no tield intensity change. so the first subscript is 0. A long the long dimension of the end view. the E tines spread out at the top and bottom but are close together
in the center. The actual field intensity is sinusoidal-zero at the ends, maximum in the
center. This is one-half of a sine wave variation, and so the second subscript is I . The
mode of the line in Fig. 16-23 is therefore TE0 • 1• This, by the way, is the main or dominant mode of most rectangular waveguides. Many other patterns are possible, such as
the two shown in Fig. 16-24.

Figure 16-24

Other waveguide operating modes.
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Figure 16-25

A choke joint permits sections of waveguide to be interconnected with
minimum loss and radiation.

Short circuit Stde view
Rectangular waveguide

Rectangular wavegu1de

Flange

Endv1ew

Waveguide Hardware and Accessories
In some ways. waveguides have more in common with plumbing equipment than they
do with the standard transmission lines used in radio communication. And, like plumbing, waveguides have a variety of special parts, such as coupler!-., turns, joints, rotary
connections, and terminations. Most waveguides and their fittings arc precision-made so
that the dimensions match perfectly. Any mismatch in dimensions or misalignment of
piece that tit together will introduce significant los es and ret1ections. Waveguides are
available in a variety of standard lengths which are interconnected to form a path between
a microwave generator and its ultimate destination.
Choke joint

Connection Joints. Figure 16-25 shows a choke joim which is used to interconnect two
sections of waveguide. It consists of two flanges connected to the waveguide at the center.
The right-hand flange is llat, and the one at the left is slotted one-quarter wavelength deep
at a distance of one-quarter wavelength from the point at which the walls of the guide are
joined. The one-quarter waves together become a half wave and reflect a short circuit at the
place where the walls are joined. Electrically. this creates a short circuit at the junction of
the two waveguides. The two sections can actually be separated as much a'> one-tenth wavelength without excessive loss or energy at the j oint. This separation allows room to seal the
interior of the waveguide with a rubber gasket for pressurization. Some long waveguides
are pressurized with nitrogen gas to reduce moisture buildups. The choke joint effectively
keeps the RF inside the waveguide. And it introduces minimum loss. 0.03 dB or les:o,.
Curved Sections. Special curved waveguide sections are available for making 90°
bends. Curved sections introduce re flections and power loss. but these are kept small by
proper design. When the radius of the curved :.ection is greater than 2>.. at the signal frequency. losses are minimiL.ed. Figure 16-26 shows several different configurations.
Flange!. are used to connect curve sections with straight runs.

T Sections. It is occasionally necessary to split or combine two or more sources of
T section (T junction)

microwave power. This i done with T
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section~

or T juncrions (Fig. 16-27). The T can

Figure 16-26

Curved waveguide sections. (a) Right-angle bends. (b) Twisted section.

:< Greater than (>) 2A for minimum loss ):

Rad1us greater than (>) 2A for mimmum loss
(b)

(a)

Figure 16-27

Waveguide T sections. (a) Shunt T. (b) Series T.

(a)

(b)

be fonned on the shon or long side of the waveguide. I f lhe junction is formed on the
short side. it is called a shum T. I f the junction is formed on the long side. it is called
a series T. Each T section has three ports which can be used as inputi> or outputs.
If a signal is propagated along a waveguide connected to the C port of a shunt T
like that in Fig. 16-27(a), equal amounts of the signal will appear in phase at output
pons A and B. The power level of the signals at A and B is one-hal f the input power.
Such a device is cal led a power divide1:
The shunt T can also combine signals. I f the signal input to A is of the same phase
as the signal input to B, they will he combined at the output port C. The output power
is the sum or the individual powers. This is called a poll'er combine1:
In the series T shown in Fig. 16-27(b). a signal entering port D will be split into
two half-power signals which appear at ports A and B but which are 180° out of phase
wilh each other.

Hybrid T's. A <,pccial device called a hybrid T can be fonned by combining the '>cries
and shunt T section'> (sec Fig. 16-28). Sometimes referred to a\ a magic T. thi-. de\ icc

Power divider

Power combiner

Hybrid T

i'> ll'.ed a'> a duplexer to permit -.imuhaneous use of a single antenna by both a transminer and a recei,er. The antenna is connected to port B. Any received signal i" pas.,cd
to pon D. which i'> connected to the receiver front end. Pon A is terminated and not
used. The received signal will not enter port C. which is connected to the tran.,mitter.
A tran'>miucd signal will pass through to the antenna at port B. but will not enter
port D to the receiver. I f a tran~mittcr and receiver operate on the same frequency or
near the same frcqucncicl., and the transmitter output signal i!> at a high power level,
~ome means mu~t be used to prevent the power from entering the receiver and causing
damage. The hybrid T can be used for this purpose.
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Figure 16-28

A hybrid or magic T used as a duplexer.

l

To receiver front end
To and from single shared antenna

D

A

Termination load

Termination

From transmitter output

Terminations. ln many cases it is necessary to terminate the end of an unused port of a
waveguide. For example. por1 A in Fig. 16-28 would be connected to a load of the con·ect
impedance to prevent high reflections. unfavorable SWR. and loss. lf the length of the line
is some multiple of one-quarter or one-half wavelength, it may be possible to open or sh011
the waveguide. In most cases this is not possible. and other means of termination are used.
One approach to termination is to insert a pyramid-shaped metallic section in the
end of the line, as shown in Fig. 16-29(a). The taper provides a correct match. Usually
the tapered section is movable so that the termination can be adjusted for minimum SWR.
It is also possible simply to fill the end of the line with a powdered graphite resistive material, as shown in Fig. 16-29(b). This absorbs the signal and dissipates it as heat
so that no reflections occur.
Termination can be accomplished by using a resistive material shaped as a triangle
or wedge at the end of a closed line [see Fig. 16-29(c)l. The tapered resistive clement is oriented to match the orientation of the electric field in the guide. The magnetic
component of the wave induces a voltage into the tapered resistive material. and current
flows. Thus the signal is absorbed and dissipated as heat.
Directional Couplers. One of the most commonly used waveguide components i!-> the
directional coupler. Directional couplers are used to facilitate the measurement of microwave
power in a waveguide and the SWR. They can also be used to tap off a small portion of a
high-power microwave signal to be sent to another circuit or piece of equipment.
The directional coupler in Fig. 16-30 is simply a short segment of waveguide with coupling joints that are designed to be inserted into a longer run of waveguide between a transmitter and an antenna or between some source and a load. A similar section of waveguide
is physically attached to this short segment of line. It is terminated at one end. and the other
end is bent away at a 90° angle. The bent section is designed to attach to a microwave
power meter or an SWR meter. The bent section is coupled to the straight section by two

Directional coupler

Figure 16-29

Terminating matched loads for waveguides.

Movable
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Tapered resistive
wedge absorbs
signal

(a}
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figure 16-30
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hole~ (X and Y) which are one-quarter wavelength apart at the frequency of operation. Some
of the microwave energy passes through the holes in the straight section into Lhe bent section. The amount of coupling between the two sections depends on the size of the holes.
If energy from the source <tl the left moves through the waveguide from left to right.
microwave energy passes through hole X into the bent section. The energy splits in hair.
Part of the energy goes to the left, where it is absorbed by the terminator; the other half
moves to the right toward hole Y. This is indicated by the da!.hed lines.
Additional energy from the -.traight "ection enters hole Y. lt. too. <,plits into two equal
components, one going to the left and the other going to the right. These components are
indicated by Lhe solid lines. The energy moving from hole Y to the left toward hole X in
the curved section cancels the energy moving from hole X to Y. The signal moving from
hole Y to hole X travels a totul di~tance of one-half wavelength or 180°, so it is out of
phase with the signal at hole X. But between Y and X the signals arc exactly out of phase
and equal in amplitude. so they cancel. Any small residual signal moving to the left is
absorbed by the terminator. The remaining signal moves on to the power or SWR meter.
The term directional coupler derives from Lhe operation of the device. A portion of
the energy of signals mo' ing from left to right will be sampled and measured. Any signal emering from the right and moving to the left will '>imply be absorbed by Lhc terminator; none will pass on to the meter.
The amount of signal energy coupled into the bend section depends on the size of
the holes. Usually onl y a very small portion of the signal, lcs!> than 1 percent, is
extracted or sampled. Thus the primary signal is not materially attenuated. However. a
-;ufficicnt amount of si gnal i:-. present to be measured. The exact amount of si gnal
extracted is determined by the coupling factor C. which is determined by the familiar
formu la for power ratio:

C

Directional coupler

= IOJon-P,ne P out

= coupling factor. dB
where P 10 = amount of power applied to straigbt section
P.,.,1 signal power going to power meter

=
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Most directional couplers are available with a fixed coupling factor, usually I0, 20. or
30 dB.
The amount of power that is actually measured can be calculated by rearranging the
power ratio formula:

p

OUI

= log- P;n
- -P;n
J(C/IO) ctlo
10

For example, if the input power is 2000 W to a directional coupler with a coupling factor of 30, the actual power to the meter is 2000/103 = 2000/1000 = 2 W.
A variation of the directional coupler is the bidirectional coupler. Using two sections of line to sample the energy in both directions allows determination of the SWR.
One segment of line samples the incident or forward power, and the other is set up to
sample the reflected energy in the opposite direction.
One of the most widely used forms of directional coupler today is that made with
microstrip transmission line, such as shown in Fig. 16-10. Directional couplers can be
made right on the printed-circuit board holding the other circuitry. Directional couplers
are also available as separate units with coaxial connectors for inputs and outputs.

Bidirectional coupler

Cavity Resonators
A cavity resonator is a waveguidelike device that acts as a high-Q parallel resonant circuit. A simple cavity resonator can be formed with a short piece of waveguide one-half
wavelength long. as illustrated in Fig. 16-31 (a). The ends are closed. Energy is coupled into
the cavity with a coaxial probe at the cemer, as shown in the side view in Fig. 16-31(/J).
When microwave energy is injected into the cavity. the signal bounces off the shorted
ends of the waveguide and reflects back toward the probe. Because the probe is located
one-quarter wavelength from each shorted end, the rellected signal reinforces the signal
at the probe. The result is that the signal bounces back and forth off the shorted ends.
If the signal is removed, the wave continues to bounce back and forth until losses cause
it to die out.
This effect is pronounced at a frequency where the length of the waveguide is exactly
one-half wavelength. At that frequency. the cavity is said to resonate and acts as a para llel resonant circuit. A brief burst of energy applied to the probe will make the cavity
oscillate; the oscillation continues until losses cause it to die out. Cavities such as this
have extremely high Q, as high as 30,000. For this reason. they are commonly used to
create resonant circuits and filters at microwave frequencies.
A cavity can also be formed by using a sho11 section of circular waveguide such as
that shown in Fig. 16-32. With this shape, the diameter should be one-half wavelength
at the operating frequency. Other cavity shapes are also possible.

Cavity resonator

Figure 16-31

Cavity resonator made with waveguide. (a) A A/2 section of rectangular waveguide used as a cavity resonator.
(b) Side view of cavity resonator showing coupling of energy by a probe.
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Figure 16-32

Circular resonant cavity with input-output loops.
..1
~---- 2 ----~

Input

Typically, cavities arc specially designed components. Often. they arc hollowed out
sections in a block of metal that have been machined to very precise dimensions for specific frequencies. T he internal walls of the cavity arc often pl ated with si lver or some
other low-loss material to ensure minimum loss and maximum Q.
Some cavitie~ arc also tunable. One wall of the cavity is made movable, a~ shown
in Fig. 16-33(a). An adjustment screw moves the end wall in and out to adjust the resonant frequency. The ~rnallcr the cavity. the higher the operating frequency. Cavitie~
can al~o be tuned with adju..,table plugs in the side of the cavity, a~ in Fig. 16-33(b).
As the plug i-. :-,crcwcd in. more of it intrudes into the cavity and the operating frequency goe'> up.

Circulators
A circulator j., a three-port microwave de\'ice used for coupling energy in only one
direction around a clo!-.ed loop. A ~chematic diagram of a circulator i'> '>hov. n in
Fig. 16-34(a). Microwave energy applied to port I i s passed to port 2 with only mi nor
auenuation: however. the signal will be greatly auenuated on its way to port 3. The loss
from port I to port 3 i'> usually 20 dB or more. A signal applied to port 2 will be passed
with liule attenuation to port 3, but little or none will reach port I.
The primary application of a circulator is as a diple:<et; which allow~ a <;ingle antenna
to be ~bared by a tran~mitter and receiver. As shown in Fig. 16-34(a). the signal from
the tran~mittcr i~ applied to por1 I and passed to the antenna. which is connected to por1 2.

Figure 16-33

Circulator

Oiplexer

Adjustable or tunable cavities. (a) Cylindrical cavity with adjustable disk.
(b) Cavity with adjustable plugs.
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Figure 16-34

Circulator. (a) Circulator used as a diplexcr. (b) Construction of a circulator.
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The tranl.mined signal docl. not reach the receiver connected to port 3. The received '>ignal from the antenna comes into port 2 and i~ )>ent to port 3, but is not fed inro the transmitter on port I.
A common way of making a circul ator is to create a microstrip pattern that looks
like a Y. as shown in Fig. 16-34(h). The three ports are 120° apart. These ports. which
are formed on PCBs. can be connected to coaxial connectors.
On top of the Y junction. and sometimel> on the bottom. i1. a ferrite disk. Ferrite-.
are ccramicl. made of compounds such as BaFc20,. They have magnetic properties similar to those of iron or steel, so they support magnetic fields, but they do not cause the
induction of eddy currents. Iron is often mixed with zinc or manganese. A widely used
type of ferrite is yttrium-iron-garnet ( YIG). A permanent magnet is then placed such that
it forces magnetic lines of force perpendicular to the device through the ferrite. This
strong magnetic field interact'> with the magnetic fields produced by any input signal'>.
creating the characteristic action of the circulator.
The type of circulator de~cribed here is for low and medium power levels. For highpower applications, a circulator made with a waveguidelike structure containing ferrite
material is used.

Isolators
Isolator

Isolators arc variation. of circulators, but the) have one input and one output. That i'>.
they are configured like the circulator diagrammed in Fig. 16-34, but only ports I and
2 are used. An input to port I is passed to port 2 with little attenuation. Any reflected
energy, as would occur with an SWR higher than I, is not coupled back into port I.
I solators are often used in situations where a mismatch, or the lack of a proper load.
could cause retlection so large as to damage the source.

16-4 Microwave Semiconductor Diodes
Small-signal diode

Small-Signal Diodes
Diode~ used for signal detection and mixing arc the most common microwave semiconductor devices. Two types arc widely used: the point-contact diode and the Schottky barrier or hot carrier diode.
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The typical semiconductor diode is a junction formed of P- and N-type sem iconductor materials. Because of the relatively large surface area of the j unction. diodes
exhibit a high capacitance which prevents normal operation ai microwave frequencies.
For this reason, standard PN junction diodes are not used in the microwave region.

Point-Contact Diodes. Perhaps the oldest microwave semiconductor device is the
point-contact diode, also called a crystal diode. A point-contact diode comprises a piece
of semiconductor material and a fine wire which makes contact with the semiconductor
material. Because the wire makes contact with the semiconductor over a very small surface area, the capacitance is extremely low. C urrent flows easily from the cathode. the
fine wire. to the anode, the semiconductor materiaJ. However, current does not flow easily in the opposite direction.
Most early point-contact diodes used ge1manium as the semiconductor material, but
today these devices are made of P-type silicon with a tine tungsten wire as the cathode.
(See Fig. 16-35.) The forward threshold voltage is extremely low.
Point-contact diodes are ideal for smaJl-signal applications. They are widely used in
microwave mixers and detectors and in microwave power measurement equipment. They
are extremely delicate and cannot withstand high power. They are also easi ly damaged
and therefore must be used in such a way to minimize shock and vibration.
Hot Carrier Diodes. For the most part, point-contact diodes have been replaced by
Scho11ky diodes. sometimes referred to as hot carrier diodes. Most Schottky diodes are
made with N-type sil icon on which has been deposited a thin metal layer. Gal lium
arsenide is also used. The semiconductor forms the cathode. and the metal forms the
anode. The structure and schematic symbol for a Schottky diode are shown in
Fig. 16-36. Typical anode materials are nickel chromium and aJ uminum, although other
metals, e.g.. gold and platinum. are also used.
Like the point-contact diode. the Schottky diode is extremely small and therefore
has a tiny junction capacitance. It a lso has a low bias threshold voltage. It conducts at
a forward bias of 0.2 to 0.3 V, whereas the silicon junction diode conducts at 0.6 V.
Higher voltage drops across PN silicon diodes result from bulk resistance effects. Schottky
diodes are ideal for mixing, signal detection, and other low-level sig nal operations.
They are widely used in balanced modulators and mixers. Because of their very highfrequency response, Schottky diodes are used as fast switches at microwave frequencies.
The most important use of microwave diodes is as mixers. Microwave diodes are
usually installed as part of a waveguide or cavity resonator tuned to the incoming signal

Figure 16-35

A point-contact diode.
Metal contact
(cathode)

/

Figure 16-36

Semiconductor diode

Point-contact diode (crystal diode)

GOOD TO KNOW
Although they are widely used in
microwave mixers and detectors
and in microwave power measurement equipment, pointcontact diodes are extremely
delicate and cannot withstand
high power.

Schottky diode
Hot carrier diode

Mixer

Hot carrier or
Schottky diode.
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frequency. A local-oscillator signal is injected with a probe or loop. The diode rnixel. the
two signals and produces the sum and difference output frequencie!.. The difference frequency is usually selected with another cavity resonator or with a low-frequency LC
tuned circuit. In a microwave circuit, the mixer is usually the input circuit. This is so
because it is desirable to convert the microwave signal down to a lower-frequency level
as early a'> possible. at a point where amplification and demodulation can take place with
simpler. more conventional electronic circuit!..
Frequency-multiplier diode

Frequency-Multiplier Diodes
Microwave diodes designed primarily for frequency-multiplier service include varactor
diodes and step-recovery diodes.

Varactor Diodes. A l'(lractor diode is basically a voltage variable capacitor. When a
reverse bias is applied to the diode, it acts a., a capacitor. Its capacitance depends upon
the value of the reverse bias. Yaractor diodes made with gallium arsenide are optimi1-ed
for use at microwave frequencies. Their main appl ication in microwave circuits is as fre quency multipliers.
Figure 16-37 shows a varactor frequency-multiplier circuit. When an input signal is
applied across the diode. it alternately conduct\ and cuts off. The result is a nonlinear
or distoned output containing many harmonicl't. When a tuned circuit i used in the output. the desired harmonic is selected and others are rejected. Since the lower harmonic~
produce the greatest amount of energy, varactor multipliers are usually used only for doubling and tripling operations. In Fig. 16-37, the input tuned circuit L 1-C2 resonates at
the input frequency f.n, and the output tuned circuit ~-C3 resonates at 2 or 3 times the
input frequency, as desired. In practice. the tuned circuits are not actually made up of
indjvidual inductors or capacitor:>. Instead. they are microstrip. Mripline, or ca\ity re~
onators. Capacitors C 1 and C4 are used for impedance matching.
A varactor frequency multiplier does not have gajn like that of a class C amplifier
used as a multipJjer. In fact, a varactor introduces a signal power loss. However. it is a
relatively eflicient circuit, and the output can be as high as 80 percent of the input. Typical efficiencies are in the 50 to 80 percent range. No external source of power is required
for this circuit; only the RF input power is required for proper operation. Outputs up to
50 W are obtainable with !.pccial high-power varactors.
Yaractors are used in applications in which it is difficult to generate microwave signals. Usually it is a lot easier to generate a VHF or UHF signal and then use a
selies of frequency multipliers to put it into the desired microwave region. Yaractor diodes
are available for producing relatively high-power outputs at frequencies up to 100 GHz.

Step-recovery diode (snap-off
varactor)

Step-Recovery Diodes. Another diode used in microwave frequency-multiplier
circuits like that in Fig. 16-37 is the step-ree<>l'ery diode or snap-off l'aractor. lt is a PNjunction diode made with gallium arsenide or silicon. When it is forward-biased. it
conducts as any diode. but a charge is stored in the depletion layer. When reverse bias

Figure 16-37

A varactor frequency multiplier.
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is applied, the charge keeps the diode on momentarily. Then the diode turns otT abruptly.
This ~nap-off produces an extremely high-intensity reverse current pube with a duration
of about I 0 ps (I ps = I 0 12 s) or less. It is extremely rich in harmonic-.. Even the higher
harmonic!-. are of relatively high amplitude.
Step-rcco\'Cl) diodes can also be used circuits like that in Fig. 16-37 to produce
multiplier~ with power ratings up to 5 and I 0 W. Power ratings of 50 W can be obtained.
Operating frequencie~ up to 100 GHL are possible with an efficiency of 80 percent or
better.

Oscillator Diodes

Oscillator diode

Three types of diodes other than the tunnel diode that can oscillate due to negativeresistance characteri!>tics are the Gunn diodes and fMPATT and TRAPATT diodes.

Gunn Diodes. Gw111 diodes, also called transferred-electroll devices (TED.v). arc not
diodes in the usual sense because they do not have junction~. A Gunn diode is a thin
piece of N-type gallium arsenide (GaAs) or ind ium phosphide ( lnP) semiconductor
which forms a special resistor when voltage is applied to it. This device ex hibits a
negative-re!>istance characteri stic. That is, over some voltage range, an increase in voltage
results in a decrease in current and vice versa, just the opposite of Ohm ', law. When it
is so biased. the time it takes for electrons to flow acros!-. the material is such that the
current is 180° out or phase with the applied voltage. I f a Gunn diode so bia!-.ed is connected to a cavity re~onant near the frequency determined by the electron transit time.
the resulting combination will oscillate. The Gunn diode. therefore. i s m.ed primarily
as a microwave O\Cillator.
Gunn diode~ are available that oscillate at frequencies up to about 150 GHt. In the
lower microwave range. power outputs from rnilliwats up to <,c\'eral watt\ are po,~ible.
The thickness or the semiconductor detennines the frequenC) or o~ci ll ation. However. if
the cavity is made 'ariable, the Gunn oscillator frequency can be adju~ted over a narrow range.

Gunn diode or transferred-electron
device (TED)

GOOD TO KNOW
Police radar guns use Gunn diode
oscillators to generate microwave
signals, and radar detector
receivers use Gunn diodes
as local oscillators.

IMPATI diode
TRAPATI diode

IMPATI and TRAPATI Diodes. TWo other microwave

diode~ widely used as

osci llator!> ar e the IMPA1T and TRAPATT diodes. Both are PN-junction diodes made
of si licon. GaAs. or l nP. They are designed to operate with a high reverse bia~ that
causes them to avalanche or break down. A high current flows. Over a narrow range.
a negative-resistance characteri stic is produced that causes oscillation when the diode
is mounted in a cavity and properl y biased. IMPATT diodes are available with power
ratings up to about 25 W to frequencies as hi gh as about 300 GHz. Pulsed power of
several hundred waw. is possible. I M PATT diodes are preferred over Gunn diodes if
higher power i~ required. Their primary disadvantages arc their higher noise level and
higher operating voltages.

PIN diode

PIN Diodes
A PIN diode i.., a <,pecinl P -junction diode w ith an I (intrinsic) layer between the P and
section\, as shown in Fig. 16-38(a). The P and
layers urc UMially ~ilicon. although
GaAs i., '>ometimes u-.ed. Tn practice. the I layer is a very lightly doped -type -.emiconductor.
At frequencies les-. than about 100 MHz. the PIN diode acts juM like any other P
junction diode. At higher frequencie~. it acts like a variable re!-.istor or lil-.e a switch.
When the bia-. is ;ero or rever<.,e. the diode acts like a high value of resistance, 51-. n and
higher. If a forward bias is applied. the diode resistance drops to a very low level. typically a few ohm!. or les!.. When the amount of forw<ud bias is varied. the value of lhe
re!-.istancc can be varied over a linear range. The characteristic curve for a PIN diode i)o
shown in Fig. 16-38.
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Figure 16-38

A PIN diode. (o} Construction. (b) Characteristic curve. (c) Tee switch.
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Tee switching configuration

PIN diodes are used as switches in microwave circuits. A typical application is to
connect a PTN diode across the output of a microwave transmission line like microstrip
or stripline. When the diode is reverse-biased, it acts as a very high resistance and has
little effect on the normally much lower characteristic impedance of the transmission
line. When the diode is forward-biased . it shorts the line. creating almost total retlection.
PIN diodes are widely used to switch sections of quarter- or half-wavelength transmission lines to provide varying phase shifts in a circu it.
A populm· switching c ircuit is the tee configuration shown in Fig. 16-38(c). which
is a combination of two series switche~ and a shunt switch. It has excellent isolation
between input and output. A simple saturated transistor switch is used for control. When
the control input is binary 0. the transistor is off. so positive voltage is applied to the
cathodes of diodes D 1 and D2 . Diode D3 conducts; because of the voltage divider, which
is made up of RA and R8 , the cathode of D3 is at a lower positive voltage level than its
anode. Under this condition, the swi tch is off, so no signal reaches the load.
When the conu·ol input is positive. or binary l, lhe u·ansistor conducts, pulling the
cathodes of D 1 and D2 to ground through resistors R3 and R5 . The anodes of D 1 and D2
m·e at positive voltage through resistor R4 • so these diodes conduct. Diode D3 is cut off.
Thus the signal passes to the load.
PIN diodes are also sometimes used for their variable-resistance characteristics.
Varying their bias to change resistance permits variable-voltage attenuator circuits to be
created. PIN diodes can also be used as amplitude modulators (see Chap. 4).

16-5 Microwave Tubes
Microwave tube
Vacuum tube
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Before transistors were invented, all electronic circuits were implemented with vacuum
tubes. Tubes are devices used for controlling a large cun·ent with a small voltage lO produce amplification, oscillation, switching. and other operations. Today, vacuum tubes are
used only for special applications. The cathode-ray tube (CRT) used in TV sets. computer monitors, oscilloscopes. spectrum analyzers. and other display devices is a special
form of vacuum tube that shows no signs of obsolescence. LCDs offer the only alternative to lhe CRT, and their quality has increased significantly over the years.
Vacuum tubes are also still found in microwave equipment. This is particularly true
in microwave transmitters used for producing high output power. Bipolar field-effect

Chapter 16

transistor'> can produce power in rhc microwave region up to approximately several
hundred walls. but many applications require more power. Radio transmitters in the
U HF and low microwave bandl' use standard vacuum tubes designed for power
amplification. These can produce power levels of up to several thousand watt\. At
higher microwave frequencie'> (above 2 GHz) special tubes are used. In \atellite'> and
their earth stations. TV \tat ion<,. and in some military equipment such as radar. very high
output powers arc needed. Special microwave tubes developed during World War lithe kly'>tron. the magnetron. and the traveling-wave tube-are '>till widely u<..c.:d for <,uch
microwave power amplification.

Klystrons
A klystron is a microwave vacuum tube using cavity resonators to produce velocity modulation of an electron beam which produces amplification. Figure 16-39 b a schematic
diagram of a two-cavity klystron amplifier. The vacuum tube itself consists of a cathode
which is heated by a filament. At a very high temperature. the cathode emits electrons.
These negative electrons arc attracted by a plate or collector, which is biased wi th a high
positive vol tage. T hus current now is established between the cathode and the col lector
inside the evacuated tube.
The electrons emitted by the cathode are focused into a very narrow stream by u-,ing
electrostatic and electromagnetic focusing techniques. In electrostatic foc:usinR. special
elements callc.:dfowsin.'l plates to which have been applied high voltages force the electrons into a narrow beam. Electromagnetic focusing makes use of coils around the tube

figure 16-39
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Velocity modulation
Buncher cavity

Density-modulated

through which current is passed to produce a magnetic lield. This magnetic field helps
focus the electrons into a narrow beam.
The sharply focused beam of electrons is then forced to pass through the centers of
two cavity resonators that surround the open center cavity. The microwave signal to be
amplified is applied to the lower cavity through a coupling loop. This sets up electric and
magnetic fields in the cavity which cause the electrons to speed up and slow down as they
pass through the cavity. On one half-cycle, the electrons are speeded up; on the next half
cycle of the input, they are slowed down. The effect is to create bunches of electrons
that are one-hal f wavelength apart in the drift space between the cavities. This speeding
up and slowing down of the electron beam is known as velocity modulation. Since the
input cavity produces bunches of electrons. it is commonly refen·ed to as the buncher

cavity.
Since the bunched electrons are attracted by the positive collector. they move on
through the tube, eventually passing through the center of another cavity known as the
catcher cavity. Because the bunched electrons move toward the collector in clouds of
alternately dense and sparse areas, the electron beam can be referred to as a densitymodulated beam.
As the bunches of electrons pass through the catcher cavity. the cavity is excited
into oscillation at the resonant frequency. Thus the de energy in the electron beam is
converted to RF energy at the cavity frequency, and amplification occurs. The output is
extracted from the catcher cavity with a loop.
Klystrons are also constructed with additional cavities between the buncher and
catcher cavities. These intermediate cavities produce further bunching which causes
increased amplilication of the signal. If the buncher cavities are runed off center frequency from the input and output cavities, the effect is to broaden the bandwidth of the
tube. The frequency of operation of a klystron is set by the sizes of the input and output cavities. Since cavities typically have high Qs. their bandwidth is limited. By lowering the Qs of the cavities and by introducing intermediate cavities, wider-bandwidth
operation can be achieved.
Klystrons are no longer widely used in most microwave equipment. Gunn diodes
have replaced the smaller reflex klystrons in signal-generating applications because
they are smaller and l ower in cost and do not require high de suppl y voltages. The
larger mullicavity klystrons are being replaced by traveling-wave tubes in high-power
applications.

Magnetrons
Magnetron

Interaction chamber
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Another widely used microwave tube is the magnetron. a combination of a simple diode
vacuum rube with built-in cavity resonators and an extremely powerfu l permanent magnet. The typical magnetron assembly shown in Fig. 16-40 consists of a circular anode into
which has been machined with an even number of resonant cavities. The diameter of each
cavity is equal to a one-half wavelength at the desired operating frequency. The anode is
usually made of copper and is connected to a high-voltage positive direct current.
In the center of the anode, called the interaction chamber, is a circu lar cathode that
emits electrons when heated. In a normal diode vacuum tube. the electrons would flow
directly from the cathode straight to the anode, causing a high current to flow. In a
magnetron tube, however, the direction of the electrons is modilied because the wbe
is surrounded by a strong magnetic lielcl. The field is usually supplied by a C-shaped
permanent magnet centered over the interaction chamber. In the tigure, the field is labeled
pet1Jendicular to the page; this means that the lines of force could be coming out of the
page or going into the page depending upon the construction of the tube.
The magnetic lields of the moving electrons interact with U1e strong field supplied
by the magnet. The result is that the path for electron flow from the cathode is not directly
to the anode, but instead is curved. By properly adjusting rhe anode voltage and the
strength of the magnetic lield. the electrons can be made to bend such that they rarely
reach the anode and cause current flow. The path becomes circular loops. as illustrated
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Figu re 1 6-40

A magnetron tube used as an oscillator.
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in Fig. 16-40. Eventually. the electrons do reach the anode and cau.;e current now. By
adju!.ting the de anode voltage and the strength of the magnetic field. the electron path
is made circular. In making their circular passes in the interaction chamber. electrons
excite the rc<;onam cavities into oscillation. A magnetron. therefore. is an oscillator. not
an amplifier. A tal..eoff loop in one cavity provides the output.
MagnetrOn'> are capable of developing extremely high level' of microwa\e power.
Thousand-. and even millions of watts of power can be produced by a magnetron. When
operated in a pul.,ed mode. magnetrons can generate several megawatt ... of power in the
microwave region. Pulsed magnetron-. are commonly used in radar system\. Cominuou<.wave magnetron<. are al'>o used and can generate hundred~ and even thousands of watt'>
of power. A typical application for a continuous-wave magnetron is for heating purposes
in microwave ovens.

Traveling-Wave Tubes
One of the most versatile microwave RF power ampli fiers is the /raveling -wm•e lube
(TW(). which can generate hundreds and even thousands of watts of microwave power.
The main virtue of the TWT is an extremely wide bandwidth. It is not resonant at a single frequency.
Figure 16-4 1 show<. the basic structure of a traveling-wave tube. It consbts of a cathode and filament heater plus an anode that is biased positively to accelerate the electron
beam forward and to focus it into a narrow beam. The electron'> are attracted by a positive plate called the co/lee/or to which is applied a very high de voltage. Traveling-wave
tube~ can be anywhere from I ft to several feet. I n any ca~e. the length of the tube i),
u... ually man) wavelength\ at the operating frequency. Permanent magnet\ or electromagnet\ -.urround the tube, keeping the electrons tight!} focused into a narrow beam.
Encircling the length of a traveling-wave tube is a helix or coil. The electron beam
pa.,..,e.., through the axi'> of the helix. The microwave signal to be amplified i'> applied to
the end of the helix near the cathode. and the output is taken from the end of the helix
near the collector. The purpose of the helix is to provide a path for the RF .,ignal that
will -;lo~ down it<. propagation. The propagation of the RF signal along the helix i1-o made
approximately equal to the velocity of the electron beam from cathode to collector. The
helix is configured ~uch that the wave traveling along it is slightly slower than that of
the electron beam.
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f igure 16-41

A traveling-wave tube (TWT).
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The passage of the microwave signal down the helix produces electric and magnetic
fields that interact with the electron beam. The effect on the electron beam is similar to
that in a klystron. The electromagnetic field produced by the helix causes the electrons
to be speeded up and slowed down. This produces velocity modulation of the beam.
which in turn produces dcn'>ity modulation. Density modulation. of course. cau\e),
bunches of electrons to group one wavelength apart. These bunchc), of electrons tra\'cl
down the length of the tube toward the collector. Since the density-modulated electron
beam is essentially in step with the electromagnetic wave traveling down the helix, the
electron bunches induce voltages into the helix which reinforce the existing voltage.
The result is that the strength of the electromagnetic field on the helix increases as the
wave travels down the tube wward the collector. At the end of the helix. the signal i.,
considerably amplified. Coaxial cable of wa,eguide structures i'> used to extract energy
from the helix.
Traveling-wave tubes can be made to amplify ~ignaJs in a range from UHF to hundreds of gigahertz. Most TWTs have a frequency range of approximately 2: I in the
desired segment of the microwave region to be ampl ified. TWTs can be used in both
continuous and pulsed modes of operation. One of the most common applications of
TWTs is as power ampliliers in satellite tran.,ponders.

Miscellaneous Microwave Tubes
Backward wave oscillator (BWO)

Gyrotron

Crossed-field amplifier (CFA)
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I n a backward wave osciflaror (BWO), a variation of the TWT, the wave travels from
the anode end of the tube back toward the electron gun, where it is extracted. BWOs
can generate up to hundredl> of watts of microwave power in the 20- to 80-GHz. range.
The operating frequency of the BWO can ca~ily be tuned by varying the collector
voltage.
Gyrorrons, which are built and operated a!. klystrons. are u<,ed for amplification at
microwave frequencies above 30 GHz into the millimeter wave range. They can also be
connected to operate as oscillators. Gyrotron~ arc the only devices cun·ently available for
power amplification and signal generation in the mill imeter wave range.
A cmssed-field amplifier (CFA) is similar to a TWT. Its gain is lower but io; somewhat more efficient. For a given power level. the operating voltage of a CFA is u~ually
lower than that of a TWT. The bandwidth i'> about 20 to 60 percent of the design frequency. Power levels up to several megawatt!. in a pulse mode can be achieved.
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16-6 Microwave Antennas
All the amenn<L'> we di.,cu-.:-.ed in Chap. 15 can also be used at microwave frequencie:-.. However. these ~mtenna-. will be extremely small. At 5 GHz a half-wave dipole i-. slightly less
than I in long. and a one-quarter wavelength vertical is slightly less than 0.5 in long. The.,e
antenmLs can. of cour:-.e. radiate microwave signals. but inefficiently. Because of the line-ofsight tran~mi.,sion of microwave signals. highly directive antenna'> arc preferred because they
do not wa!>te the mdiated energy and because they pro\'ide an increa:-.e in gain. which help'>
offset the noise problems at microwave frequencies. For these important rea..om•. "pecial
high-gain. highly directive antennas arc nommlly used in microwa\'c application<,.

Microwave antenna

Low-Frequency Antennas
At low microwave frequencies, le:-.s than 2 GHz. standard antennas are commonly used,
including the dipole and its variati on ~ such as the bow tie. the Yagi. and the groundplane antenna. Another variation is the comer reflector shown in Fig. 16-42. This antenna
is a fat. wide-bandwidth, hal f-wave dipole fed with low-loss coaxial cable. Behind the
dipole is a rell ector made of solid sheet metal, a group of c losely spaced hori1.0nlal rods,
or a line-mesh screen material to reduce wind resistance. T his arrangement gives beuer
reflection than a simple rod rellector as used in a Yagi. so the gain is higher.
The angle of the rellector i-; u<;ually 45°, 60°. or 90°. The spacing between the dipole
and the corner of the reflector il> usually in the range from about 0.25>. to 0.75>.. Within
that spacing range. the gain varies only about 1.5 dB. However. the feed point impedance of the dipole varies considerably with spacing. The spacing is u~ually adjusted for
the be.,t impedance match. It i., common to use 50- or 75-D coaxial cable. which il'l relatively ea'>y to match. A folded dipole can also be used if the antenna is operated in the
U HF or VHF range~. The overall gain of a corner reflector antenna is 10 to 15 dB. Higher
gains can be obtained with a parabolic reflector. but comer rellector<, are ea.,ier to make
and much lcs~ cxpen<.ive.

Corner reflector

GOOD TO KNOW
Special high-gain, highly directive
antennas are used in microwave
applications because ltley do not
waste ltle radiated energy. They
also provide an increase in gain,
which helps offset ltle noise
problems at these frequencies.

Horn Antennas
As discu-.sed previoll'.. ly, waveguide~ arc the most predominant type of tra n smi).~ion line
used with microwave signals. Below approximately 6 GHz. special coaxial cable). can
be used effectively if the distances between the antenna and the receiver or transmitter
are less than 50 ft. In mo~t microwave systems. waveguide~ arc preferred because of
their low loss. Microwave antennas. therefore. must be some exten!>ion or or compatible
with a waveguide. Waveg uide~-. arc, of course. i nefficient radiators if simply left open at
the end. The problem with using a waveguide as a radiator i!, that it provides a poor
impedance match with free l>pace. and the mismatch results in !.tanding waves and
refl ected power. The res.ult is tremendous power loss of the radiated signal. Thi!> rni!,match can be offset by <,imply flaring the end of the waveguide to create a hom amenna.
as shown in Fig. 16-43. The longer and more gradual the flair. the better the impedance
match and the lower the loss. Horn antennas have excellent gain and directivity. The
longer the horn. the greater it., gain and directivity.

Figure 16- 42

Horn antenna

A corner reflector used with a dipole for low microwave frequenctes.
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Figure 16-43

Basic horn antenna.
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GOOD TO KNOW
Most large earth-station antennas
use a Cassegrain feed
arrangement.

Different kinds of horn antennas can be created by flaring the end of the waveguide
in different ways. For example, flaring the waveguide in only one dimension creates a
sectoral horn, as shown in Fig. 16-44(a) and (b). Two of the sides of the horn remain
parallel with the sides of the waveguide, and the other dimension is flared. Flaring both
dimensions of the horn produces a pyramidal horn. as shown in Fig. 16-44(c). If a circular waveguide is used. the flare produces a conical horn, as in Fig. 16-44(d).
The gain and directivity of a horn are a direct function of its dimensions; the most
imp011ant dimensions are horn length, aperture area. and flare angle (Fig. 16-45).
The length of a typical horn is usually 2A. to 15A at the operating frequency. Assuming an operating frequency of I 0 GHz. the length of A is 300/f = 300/l 0.000 = 0.03 m.
where .f is in megahertz. A length of 0.03 m equals 3 em; l in equals 2.54 em. so a wavelength at I 0 GHz is 3/2.54 = 1.18 in. Tbus a typical horn at l 0 GHz could be anywhere
from about 2!-1 lo 18 in long. Longer horns are, of course, more difficult to mount and
work with. but provide higher gain and better directivity.

Figure 16- 44

Types of horn antennas. (o) Sectoral horn. (b) Sectoral horn. (c) Pyramidal
horn. (d) Conical horn.

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
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Figure 16-45

Dimensions of a horn.
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The aperture is the area of the rectangle formed by the opening of the horn, and it
is the product of the height and width of the horn, as shown in Fig. 16-45. The greater
this area, the higher the gain and directivity. The flare angle also affects gain and directivity. Typical flare angles vary from about 20° to 60°. Obviousl y, all these dimensions
are interrelated. For example, increasing the flare angle increase!> the aperture area, and
for a given aperture area, decreasing the length increases the llarc angle. Any of these
dimensions can be adju:,ted to achieve a desired design objective.

Beam Width. Remember that the directivity of an antenna i~ measured in terms of
beam width. the angle formed by extending lines from the center of the antenna
response curve to the 3-dB down point~. In the example in Fig. 16-46. the beam width
i:- approximately 30°. Horn antennas typically have a beam angle somewhere in the 10°
to 60° range.
The signal radiated from an antenna is three-dimensional. The directivity pa11cms
indicate the horitontal radiation pattern of the antenna. The antenna also has a vertical
radiation pattern. Figure 16-47 is a typical plot of the vertical radiation pattern of a horn
antenna. On pyramidal and circular horns, the vertical beam width is usually about the
same angle a~ the hori1.0ntal beam width. This is not true for '>ectoral horn~.
The horit.ontal beam width 8 of a pyramidal hom is computed by using the expression
B

=

80
w/ A

where 1v = horn width
A - wavelength of opcnu ing frequency

Figure 16-46

Directivity of an antenna as measured by beam width.
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Figure 16-47

Vertical directivity of an antenna.

As an example, assume an operating frequency of 10 GHz ( 10.000 MHz), which
gives a wavelength of 0.03 m. as computed earlier. If the pyramidal horn is lO em high
and 12 em wide. the beam width i~ 80/(0.12/0.03) = 80/4 = 20°.

Gain. The gain of a pyramidal horn can also be computed from its dimensions. The
approximate power gain of a pyramidal horn antenna is
G

KA

= 41T-;._2

where A = aperture of horn. m2
A = wavelength, m
K = constant derived from how uniformly the phase and amplitude of electromagnetic fields are distributed across aperture
The typical values of K are 0.5 to 0.6.
Let us take as an example the previously described horn (height
width = 12 em). The aperture area is

= LO em:

A = height X width = 10 X 12 = 120 cm 2 = 0.012 m 2
The operating frequency is 10 GHz. so A = 0.03 m or 3 em. The gain is

_
G = 4(3.14)(0.5)(0.0 12) = 0.07536 =
83 7
(0.03?
0.0009
This is the power ratio P. To find the gain in decibels, the standard power formula is used:
dB=IO iogP
where P is the power ratio or gain. Here.
dB

= 10 log 83.7
= 10(1.923)
= 19.23

This is the power gain of the hom over a standard half-wave dipole or quarter-wave vertical.

Bandwidth. Most antennas have a narrow bandwidth because they are resonant at only
a single frequency. Their dimensions determine the frequency of operation. Bandwidth is
an important consideration at microwave frequencies because the specu-um u·ansmitted on
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the microwave carrier i!> usually ver) \\ide so that a considerable amount of information
can be carried. Horns are esc.,entially nonrel.onant or aperiodic. which means that they
can operate over a wide frequenc) range. The bandwidth of a typical hom antenna il>
approximately I 0 percent of the operating frequency. The bandwidth of a hom at I 0 G Hl
is approximately I GHl. Thi!> is an enormous bandwidth-plenty wide enough 10 accommodate almost any kind of complex modulating signal.

Parabolic Antennas
Horn antennas are used by them.,elves in many microwave applications. When higher
gain and directivity is desirable. it can ea<;ily be obtained b) using a horn in conjunction \\ ith a parabolic reflector. A parabolic reflector is a large dish-shaped structure
made of metal or screen mesh. The energy radjated by the horn is pointed at the reflector, which focu<;es the radiated energy into a narrow beam and reflects it toward it!>
destination. Because of the unique parabolic shape, the electromagnetic waves are narrowed into an extremely small beam. Beam widths of only a few degrees are typical
with parabolic reflectors. Of course, such narrow beam widths also represent extremely
high gains.
A parabola is a common geometric figure. Sec Fig. 16-48. A key dimension of a
parabola is a line drawn from its center at point Z to a point on the axis labeled F. which
is the focal point. The end~ of a parabola theoretically extend outward for an infinite distance, but for practical application<> they are limited. In the figure. the limits are shown
by the dashed vertical line: the endpoints are labeled X and Y.
The distance between a parabola's focal point and any point on the parabola and
then to the vertical dashed line i'> a con!>tant value. For example, the sum of lines FA and
AB is equal to the sum of lines FC and CD. Thjs effect causes a parabolic surface to
collimate electromagnetic waves into a narrow bean1 of energy. An antenna placed at the
focal point F will radiate wave!- from the parabola in parallel line:-.. I f used as a receiver.
the parabola will pick up the electromagnetic waves and reflect them to the antenna
located at the focal point.

Figure 16-48

Parabolic reflector

Cross-sectional view of a parabolic dish antenna.
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Figure 16-49

Sending and receiving with a parabolic reflector antenna.

(a)

Transmission

Horn at
focal point

(b)

The key thing to remember about a parabolic reflector is that it is not twodimensional. If a parabola is rotated about its axis, a three-dimensional dish-shaped structure results. This is called a paraboloid.
Figure 16-49 shows how a parabolic reflector is used in conjunction with a conical
hom antenna for both transmission and reception. The horn antenna is placed at the focal
point. In transmitting, the horn radiates Lhe signal toward the reflector, which bounces
the waves off the reflector and collimates them into a narrow parallel beam. When used
for receiving, the retlector picks up the elecuomagnetic signal and bounces the waves
toward the antenna at the focal point. The result is an extremely high-gain, narrow-beamwidth antenna.
Note that any common antenna type (e.g., a dipole) can be used with a parabolic
reflector to achieve the effects just described.

Gain. The gain of a parabolic antenna is directly proportional to the aperture of the
parabola. The aperture, the area of the outer circle of the parabola, is
A = -rrR2

The gain of a parabolic antenna is given by the simple expression

where G
D
A

= gain, expressed as a power ratio
= diameter of dish, m
= wavelength. m

Most parabolic reflectors are designed so that the diameter is no less than X. at the lowest operating frequency. However, the diameter can be as much as lOA if greater gain
and directivity is required.
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For example. the power gain of a 5-m-diameter dish at 10 GH7 (A
puter earlier) i!)

5

G

= 6 ( 0.03

= 0.03, a<, com-

)2

= 6(166.67f

= 6(27.778.9) =

166,673

Expressed in decibels. this i<>
dB

=

10 log 166,673

= 10(5.22) = 52.2

Beam Width. The beam width of a parabolic reflector is inversely proportional to the
diameter. Lt is given by the expression
70
8 =-

D/A

The beam width of our 5-m, 10-GHz antenna is 70(5/0.03) = 701166.67 = 0.42°.
With a beam width of less than 0.5°, the signal radiated from a parabolic reflector
is a pencil-thin beam that must be pointed with great accuracy in order for the signal to
be picked up. Usually both the lransmiuing and receiving antennas arc of a parabolic
design and have extremely narrow beam widths. For that reason. they must be accurately
pointed if contact i-. to be made. Despite the fact that the beam from a parabolic reflector spreads out and grows in sit.e with distance, directivity is good and gain i~ high. The
precise directivity helps to prevent interference from signals coming in at angles outside
of the beam width.

Feed Methods. Keep in mind that the parabolic dish is not the antenna, only a pan
of it. The antenna b the horn at the focal point. There are many physical arrangements
used in positioning the horn. One of the most common is the seemingly awkward
configuration o;hown in Fig. 16-50. The waveguide feeds through the center of the parabolic dish and is curved around so that the hom is positioned exactly at the focal point.
Another popular method of feeding a parabolic antenna il\ shown in Fig. 16-5 1. Here
the horn antenna is positioned at the center of the parabolic reflector. At the focal point
is another -,mall reflector with either a parabolic or a hyperbolic shape. The electromagnetic radiation from the horn strikes the small reflector. which then reflect~ the
energy toward the large dish which in turn radi ates the signal in parallel beams. This
arrangement is known as a Cassegrain .feed.
The Cassegrain feed has several advantages over the feed arrangement in Fig. 16-50.
The first is that the waveguide transmission line is shorter. In addition, the radical bends

Figure 16-50

Cassegrain feed

Standard waveguide and horn feed.
ReHector

Wavegutde
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Cassegrain feed.

Figure 16-51

, - Hyperbolic
t
reflector
Focus of
• parabola and
hyperbola
Horn

in the waveguide are elim inated. Both add up to lesl> signal attenuation. The noise figure i'> also improved somewhat. Most large earth ~tation antenna"> usc a Cassegrain feed
arrangement.
Man) other feed arrangements have been developed for parabolic reflectors. ln antennas used for satellite TV reception. a waveguide is not used. Instead, a hom antenna mounted
at the local point is usually fed with large microwave coaxial cable. In other large antenna
systems, va.ious mechanical arrangement~ arc used to permit the antenna to be rotated or
its position otherwise physically changed. Many e<uth station antenna-. must be set up so
that their a.dmuth and elevation can be changed to ensure proper orientation for the receiving antenna. This is panicularly true of antenna'> u-.ed in satellite communication '>ystcm~;.

Example 16-4
A parabolic reflector antenna ha.., a diameter of 5 ft. Calculate (a) the lowest possible
operating frequency. (b) the gain at 15 GHt, and (c) the beam width at 15 GHL. (The
lowest operating frequency occurs where the dic;h diameter is X.)

984

a. A = - -

/."11 ''

= 5 fr
98-l

/-..n,, = - )-- = 196.8 MHt
b. There is 3.28 ftlm.
15 GHz

A=

=

300
fr-n1,

~o

= ~ = 0.02 m
15.000

= 6( ~ ) = 6( ~~~: ) = 3-1,838.6

G
dB

2
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I0 log 34.838.6

=

70

70A

= 45.42

70{0.02)

= -= - = - - = 0.92°
DIA
D
1.524

Clwptl'r /6

= 1.524 m.

15.000 MHt.

2

c. B

the diameter is 5/3.28

(power density ratio)

Figure 16- 52

The helical antenna.
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ground plane reflector
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Some sophisticated systems use multiple horns on a single reflector. Such multiple
feeds permit several ~ignals on different frequencies to be either radiated or received with
a single large renec.:ting '>truc.:ture.

Helical Antennas
A helical amenna. a-, it'> name !>uggests. i!:. a wire helix (Fig. 16-52). A center insulating !)upport i'> U'>ed to hold hca'y wire or tubing formed into a circular coil or helix.
The diameter of the helix i., typically one-third wavelength. and the spacing between
turn'> is approximately one-quarter wavelength. Most helical antennas u.,e from 6 to
8 turns. A circular or <>quare ground-plane antenna or reflector i!. U!>ed behind the helix.
Figure 16-52 \hOW'> a coaxial feed line. Helical amennas arc widely u~cd at VHF and
UHF ranges.
The gain of a helical antenna i~ typically in the 12- to 20-dB range. and beam width!>
vary from approximately 12° to 45°. Although these value!. do not compare favorably
with those obtainable with horns and parabolic reflectors. helical antenna!> arc favored
in many applications because of their simpl icity and low cost.
Most antennas transmit either a vert ically or a horizontally polarized electromagnetic tield. With a helical antenna. however. the electromagnetic field is caused to rotate.
This is known as circular polari:ation. Either right-hand (clockwise) or left-hand
(counterclockwise) circular polariLation can be produced. depending on the direction
of winding of the helix. Because of the rotating nature of the magnetic licld. a circularly polarit.ed -,ignal can easily be received by either a horizontally or a vertically polarit.ed receiving antenna. A helical receiving antenna can also ea!>ily receive horit.ontally
or vertically polarited \ignals. ote. however. that a right-hand circularly polarited '>ignal will not be picJ...ed up by a left-hand circularly polarized antenna. and vice ver<.a.
Therefore. helical antenna-. u-.ed at both transmitting and receiving ends of a communication link must both have the same polarizatjon.
To obtain greater gain and narrower beam width. several helical antenna\ can be
U'>ed in an array with a common rcOector. A popular arrangement is a group of four helical antennas.

Helical antenna

Circular polarization

Bicone Antennas
Most microwave antennas arc highly directional. But in some application~ an omnidirectional antenna may be required. One of the most widely used omnidirectional
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Figure 16-53

The omnidirectional bicone antenna.

Circular
waveguide

Bicone antenna
Slot antenna

GOOD TO KNOW
Slot antennas are widely used on
high-speed aircraft because they
can be integrated into the metallic skin of the plane and therefore
do not interfere with the airflow
dynamics at high speeds.

microwave antennas is the bicone (Fig. 16-53). The signals are fed into bicone antennas
through a circular waveguide ending in a tlared cone. The upper cone acts as a reflector, causing the signal to be radiated equally in all directions with a very narrow vertical beam width. A version of the bicone replaces the upper cone with a tlat horizontal
disk that performs the same function.

Slot Antennas
A slot antenna is a radiator made by cutting a one-half wavelength slot in a conducting
sheet of metal or inro rhe side or top of a waveguide. The basic slot antenna is made by
cutting a one-half wavelength slot in a large metal sheet. It has the same characteristics as
a standard dipole antenna, as long as the metal sheet is very large compared to X. at the operating frequency. A more common way of making a slot antenna is shown in Fig. 16-54. The
slot must be one-half wavelength long at the operating frequency. Figure 16-54(a) shows
how the slots must be positioned on the waveguide to radiate. If the slots are positioned on
the center lines of the waveguide sides. as in Fig. 16-54(b), they will not radiate.

Figure 16-54

Slot antennas on a waveguide. (o) Radiating slots. (b) Nonradiating slots.
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(b)

Figure 16-55

A slot antenna array.

Several slot'> can be cut into the same waveguide to create a slot antenna array
(Fig. 16-55). Slot array&, which are equivalent to driven arrays with many clements. have
better gain and better directivity than single-slot antennas.
Slot antennas arc widely used on high-speed aircraft. External antenna!. would be
torn off at such high speeds or would slow the aircraft. The slot antenna can be integrated into the metallic skin of the aircraft. The slot itself is filled in with an in~ulating
material to create a ~mooth skin surface.

Dielectric (Lens) Antennas
As discussed previouc,ly. radio waves. similar to light waves, can be renectcd. refracted.
diffracted. and othcrwi<,e manipulated. This is especially true of microwave~. which arc
close in frequency to light. Thus a microwave antenna can be created by con~tructing a
device that '>Crve~ as a len~ for microwaves just a. glass or plastic can serve a<, a lens
for light \\ave~. These dielectric or lens amennas use a special dielectric material to collimate or focu~ the microwaves from a source into a narrow beam. Figure 16-56 ~how'>
how a len.., concentrates light rays from a source into a focused narrow beam. A dielectric lens antenna operate~ in a similar way.
An example of a lens antenna is one used in the millimeter wave range. The
microwave energy is coupled to a hom antenna through a waveguide. A dich.:ctric lens is
placed over the end of the horn. which focuses the waves into a narrower beam with
greater gain and directivity. In technical terms. the lens takes the microwave!. from a
source with a spherical wave front (e.g.. a horn antenna) and concentrates them into a
plane wave front. A lens like that shown in Fig. 16-57(a) can be used. The shape of the
lens ensures that all the entering waves with a spherical wave front are put into phase ut
the output to create the concentrated plane wave front. However. the lens in Fig. 16-57(o)
will work only when it is very thick at the center. This creates great signal loss. e!>pecially at the lower microwave frequencies. To get around this problem. a stepped or t.oned
lens. such as the one shown in Fig. 16-57(b), can be used. The spherical wave front b
still converted to a focu'>ed plane wave front. but the thinner len!> causes less attenuation.
Lens antennas are usually made of polystyrene or some other plastic. although other
types of dielectric can be used. They are rarely used at the lower microwave frequencies. Their main U',e is in the millimeter range above 40 GH7.

Figure 16-56

Dielectric (lens) antenna

How a lens focuses light rays.
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Figure 16-57

Lens antenna operations. (a) Dielectric lens. (b) Zoned lens.
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Patch Antennas
Patch antenna

Parch antennas are made with microstrip on PCBs. The antenna is a circular or rectangular area of copper separated from the ground plane on the bottom of the board by the
thickness of Lhe PCB's insulating material (sec Fig. 16-58). The width of Lhe rectangular antenna is approximately one-half wavelength, and the diameter of the circular antenna

Figure 16- 58

Patch or microstrip antennas. (a) Coaxial feed. (b) Edge feed.
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h

thickness of PCB

e,

dielectric constant of PCB material

il> about 0.55X. to 0.5%. In both cases the exact dimensions depend upon the dielectric constant and the thickness of the PCB material. The most commonly used PC board material
for patch antennas i'> a TeOon-fibergla.'>s combination.
The feed method for patch antennas can be ei ther coaxial or edge. With the coaxial
method. the center conductor of a coaxial cable is attached ~omewhere between the center and the edge of the patch, and the coaxial shield is attached to the ground plane
[Fig. 16-58(a)[. I f the antenna is fed at the edge, a length of microstrip is connected from
the source to the edge. as shown in Fig. 16-58(b). The impedance of the edge feed i~;
about 120 n. A quarter-wave Q section can be used to match this impedance to the 50-fl
impedance thut i-. characteristic of most circuits. When coaxial feed is used, the impedance is t.ero at the center of the antenna and increases to 120 n at the edge. Correctly
positioning the coaxial cable center on the patch [dimension x in Fig. 16-58(a)] allows
extremely accurate impedance matching.
Patch antennas arc small, inexpensive. and easy to construct. In many applications
they can simply be integrated on the PCB with the transmitter or receiver. A disadvantage of patch antennas is their narrow bandwidth, which is usually no more than about
5 percent of the resonant frequency wi th circular patches and up to I 0 percent wi th rectangu lar patches. The bandwidth is directly related to the thickness of the PCI3 material. i.e .. the distance between the antenna and the ground plane 111 in Fig. 16-58(b) 1. The
greater the thickness of the PCB dielectric, the greater the bandwidth.
The n1diation pattern of a patch antenna is approximately circular in the direction
opposite to that of the ground plane.

Phased Arrays
A phased array i<o an antenna <oystem made up of a large group of similar antenna<. on
a common plane. Patch antenna'> on a common PCB can be ll'>Cd. or l>eparate antennas
such as dipole'> can be phy!>ically mounted together in a plane. Sec Fig. 16-59. Slot antenna.<; are al~>o u<,cd. The antennas are driven by transmission line~ that incorporate impedancematching. poweN.plitting. and phase-shift circuits. The basic purpose of an array i!> to
improve gain and directivity. Arrays also offer better control of directivity. since individual antennas in an array can be turned off or on, or driven through different pha!.e
shifters. The result i~ that the array can be "steered ..-i.e.. its radiation pattern can be
pointed over a wide range of different directions- without physically moving the
antenna, as is neces~ary with Yagis or parabolic dish antennas.

Figure 16-59

Phased array

An 8 X 8 phase array using patch antennas. (Feed lines are not shown.)
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There are two common arrangements for phased arrays. In one configuration. the
multiple antennas are driven by a common transminer or feed a common receiver. A
second approach is to have a low-power transmitter amplifier or low-noise receiver
amplifier associated with each dipole or patch in the array. In both cases, the switching and phase shifting are under the control of a microprocessor or computer. Different programs in Lhe processor select the gain, directivity, and other factors as
required by Lhe application.
Most phased arrays are used in radar syMcm . but they are finding applications in
cell phone systems and in satellites.

Printed-Circuit Antennas
Because antennas are so small at microwave frequencies, they can be conveniently made
right on a printed-circuit board that also holds the transmitter and/or receiver !Cs and
related circuits. No separate antenna structure, feed line, or connectors are needed. The
patch and slot antennas discussed previously arc examples. But there are a few other
types that are widely used. These are the loop, the inverted-F. and the meander line antennas shown in Fig. 16-60.

Figure 16-60

Popular PCB antennas. (a) Loop (b) Inverted-F. (c) Meander line.
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The Loop. A loop antenna is just a~ its name implies, a single closed loop that i!. usually rectangular but could be round a~ well. See Fig. 16-60(a). The length of the loop is
uo;ually in the 0.1 A to A at the operating frequency. The loop is usually resonated with
a parallel capacitor. Because the characteristic impedance of the loop is very low. about
10 nat 0.5A but a~; high as 120 n for A, some form of microstrip transmission line is
used to match the impedance to the receiver or transmitter. Loop~ are relatively inefficient but are effective in c;hon-range applications such as garage door opener~ and remote
keyless entry radios in cars and in pagers.

Inverted-F. This unique antenna is a variation of the ground plane as it is designed
to work over a conducting ground plane. See Fig. 16-60(b). Note the lengths of the various segments. These arc experimented with to get the desired performance as well as
the impedance match to the transmission line. A desirable feature is that the radiation
pattern is effectively omnidirectional.

Meander Line. The meander line in Fig. 16-60(c) is an attempt to shorten an antenna
by bending the conductors back on themselves to save space. The design is essentially a
half-wave dipole and performs as one. All sorts of variations have been created by using
curved sections and cross paucrns in addition to the bow tie de~ign discussed earlier.

Dielectric Antennas. A dielectric antenna is one whose copper pattern clement!> arc
formed on some type of resonant dielectric material such as ceramic or some derivative
thereof. The dielectric is dc<:igned to be resonant to the frequency of operation and actually contributes to the radiation. Dielectric antennas often use the inverted-F. dipole. or
meander line configuration-;. No ground plane is necessary for operation. Dielectric
antennas are small and have a wide bandwidth. These antennae; are often available as a
component for mounting on a printed-circuit board.

Intelligent Antenna Technology
Intelligent antennas or sman antennas are antenna<; that work in conjunction with electronic decision-making circuits to modify antenna performance to lit changing c;ituations.
They adapt to the signals being received and the environment in which they tran),mit.
Also called adaptive antennas, these new designs greatly improve transmission and reception in multipath environments and can also multiply the number of users of a wireless
system. Some popular adaptive antennas today use diversity, multiple-input multiple-output.
and automatic beam forming.

Diversity. Diversity was discussed in Chap. 14. It uses two or more antennas that
receive the signal from different physical positions. In this way. they get different signals.
The antenna with the strongest signal is selected, or the signals are combined to produce
a stronger overall signal. More and more. microwave equipment is using diversity simply
because of the degrading effects of multiple signal paths. rellections. diffractions. and
other conditions that weaken the signal in complex environments. Some ~ystems use three
or four antennas with different modes of signal selection to optimiLe reception.
MIMO. Multiple-inpw. multiple-outplll (MIMO) takes the idea of di,ersity to a whole
new le\el. It u<,es two or more antennas for receiving but also uses two or more antenna-. for transmi'i\ion. One possible arrangement is shown in Fig. 16-61. The data to be
transmitted i<; divided into two separate streams of bits that are tran'imitted <,imultaneouc;ly. Since there are two '>cparate data paths. the effect is to double the actual data rate
of transmission. For example. in one type of wireless LAN, the maximum data rate is
54 Mbps. With two data streams. the composite throughtpul is 108 Mbps. The transmit
antennas arc physically o;eparated by a wavelength or more. so that they truly generate
different path-; to the receiver. The modulation is usually some form of OFDM. and the
data is transmitted in the same bandwidth.
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Figure 16-61

In MIMO, two transmitters send parallel data, doubling the data rate, to multiple receivers that process the
signals to improve gain and reliability.
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TX
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TX :transmitter
RX rece1ver
ADC analog-to·dlgital converter

=
=

At the receiving end. three or more antennns arc u!-.ed. The two transmitted signal5. take
different paths ro the four receiver antennas shown in Fig. 16-61. The receiver antennas arc
separated by a wavelength or so, providing multiple paths for each of the two transmitted
!-.ignals. The signals may experience multipath rcllections and other anomalies along the way.
The receiver antennas pick up everything. The outputs of the four receivers are then digitited with analog-to-digital con\'erte~ (ADCo,). and their outpuL'> arc combined in a DSP.
Special algorithm~ programmed into the DSP manipulate and combine the signal!> in different way~ to minimitc the multipath effect!'. and to create usable ~ignals where none were
available with just one transmilter and receiver. MIMO provides an amazing increase in signal gain and reliability. And despite the seemingly high cost and complexity of such a
scheme, in reality the very -;mall low-cost IC receivers and transmitters make this technique
ver) '>imple and affordable from the hardware point of view. The real complexity and
..magic'· is in the DSP. MIMO makes a previou<.ly impo sible "'irelcs-. application work by
providing multiple signab that can be combined and processed to produce a usable signal.

Adaptive Beam Forming
Adaptive antennas are systems that automatically adjust their characteristics to the environment. They use beam-forming and beam-pointing techniques to Lero in on signab to
be received and to en<,ure tran.,mission under noisy condition~ with interference from
other !.ources.
Beam-forming antennas usc multiple antennas such as the phase arrays discussed
earlier. By using many antennas, the transmit/receive pattern can be adjusted as required
by the situation. The beam may be narrowed or widened. and the direction of the beam
may be electronically adjusted on the fly thank!-. to electronic controls. Such directional
antennas can pinpoint a 5.pccific signal while tuning out interfering !'.ignals on the same
frequency at nearby location'>. Beam-forming antennas also have high gain. which help'>
boost the ~ignal strength of a desired signal and improves the link reliability since noi'>e
and interference have been minimized.
There are two kind~ of adaptive antennas, switched beam arrays and adaptive arrays.
The radiation pattern of a switched beam antenna looks something like that in Fig. 16-62.
The antenna itself is usually nwltiplc pha!'.cd atTays. For example, there may be four
phased arrays each capable of covering 90° to I 00 of azimuth. Multiple beams arc formed
in that 90° range. The electronics controlling the arrays steers the beam by some predetermined algorithm. The mo!>t common arrangement is for the antenna to -;can the
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Figure 16-62

A switched beam intelligent antenna.
Selected beam

Location of desired

transm1tt1ng
sognal

entire 360° runge in seeking a signal. As each beam is switched in. the signal strength
is monitored. The beam with the strongest signal is then selected. Signals outside the
beam will not be received at all. or at most only a small amount of signal will be present. Such antennas can provide a gain of 20 to 50 dB.
An adaptive antenna can also cover the entire 360° range but uses more sophisticated
control algorithms. The adaptive array not only seeks out the stongest signal and adju-;ts the
beam width to enhance it. but also recognizes interfering signals and adjuMs the antenna to
null out the interfering '>ignal. See Fig. 16-63. Adaptive arrays track signal'> and then linetune themselvc\ for best reception. All this takes place automatically at electronic speed'>.
Both -;witched beam array~ and adaptive arrays are already being employed in some
cell phone sy'>tetm and in newer wireless LA s. They are particularly beneficial to cell
phone sy~tem'> becau<,e they can actually boost the system capacity since they can reu'>e
the same frequencies multiple times and allow the antenna to keep signals on the same
frequency from interfering with one another. This concept is known a\ spatial division
multiplexing or spatial dil·i~ion multiple access (SDMA).

Figure 16-63

An adaptive array zeros in on the desired signal while mulling out
interfering signals.
Desired
signal

,

lnter1erlng
signal

t

Antenna
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1 6- 7 Microwave Applications
The communication applications in wh ich microwaves are most widely used today arc
telephone communication. computer netwo rking. cell phones. sate llites. and radar.
However. there are many other significant uses of microwave frequencies in communication. Fo r example. TV stations use microwave re lay links instead of coaxial cab le~
to tranc;mit TV s ignal ~ over lo ng distances. and cable TV netwo rk<. u ~e sate llite communication to transmit programs from o ne loca1io n to another. Communication with
sate llites, deep-space probes. and other spacecraft is usually done by microwave transmission because microwave sig nals are not reflected or absorbed by the ionosphere, as
are many lower-freque ncy signals. Electro magnetic radiation from the stars is also primarily in the microwave region: o nly sensitive radio receivers and large antennas operating in the microwa\e region are used to map outer space with far greater precision
than could be achieved with optical telescopes. Finally, microwaves are also used for
heating- in the kitchen (microwave ovens). in medical practice (diathermy machines
used to heat muscles and tissues without causing skin damage), and in industry fo r
melting material and heat treating.
Figure 16-64 summarii'es the major applicatio ns of microwaves. The military use~
microwave for multichannel communication with ranges from I km to 160 km for lineof-sight and troposcatter communications. The multiple channel!. can carry a variety of
communicatio n signals.

Fig ure 16-64

Major applica tions of microwave radio.

1. Radar
a. Aircraft and marine navigation
b. Military threat detection
c. Altimeters
d. Weather plotting
e. Traffic speed enforcement
f. Automotive collision avoidance and speed control
2. Satellite
a. Telephone communication
b. TV transmission (cable, short-range, direct broadcast)
c. Surveillance
d. Weather plotting
e. Navigation (GPS, etc.)
3. Wireless local-area and personal-area networks
a. IEEE 802.11 b/g
Ethernet. 2.4 GHz, rates of 11 to 54 Mbps
Ethernet, 5 GHz, rate of 54 Mbps
b. IEEE 802.11 a
c. 802.11 n
Ethernet, 2.4 GHz, rate to 250 Mbps
d. Bluetooth
2.4 GHz, rate to 3 Mbps
e. HomeRF
2.4 GHz, rate to 10 Mbps
Rate to 1 Gbps
f. Ultrawideband
4. Wireless broadband access to the Internet
a. MMDS
b. LMDS
c. WiMAX
5. Cell phones (allocations in the 1.8-, 1.9-, and 2.3-GHz ranges)
6.

Heating
a. Microwave ovens (domestic)
b. Microwave heating (industrial)

7. Radio telescopes
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The rest of thi!. chapter i~ devoted to a discussion of radar. Satellites arc covered in
detail in Chap. 17. Cell phones. wireless computer networks. and other special microwave
applications arc covered in Chaps. 21 and 22.

Radar
The electronic communication system known as radar (radio detection and ranging) is
based on the principle that high-frequency RF signals are reflected by conductive targets. The u\ual target\ are airplane!.. missiles. ships. and automobiles. I n a radar '>ystem.
a signal is tran<,mitted tOward the target. The reflected signal i<. picked up by a receiver
in the radar unit. The reflected or return radio signal is called an echo. The radar unit
can then determine the distance to the target (range). its djrection (azimuth). and in some
cases its elevation (diMance above the horizon).
The ability or radar to determine the distance between a remote object and the
radar unit is dependent upon knowing the exact speed of radio signa l transmission. I n
most radar applit:ations. nautical miles are used instead of statute miles to express transmission speeds. One nautical mile is equal to 6076 ft. The speed of a radio signal is
162.000 nautical milcl-. per second. (Sometimes. a special unit known as a radar mile
is used. One radar mile is equal to 6000 ft.) It takes a radio signal 5.375 fJ.S to travel
I mi and 6.18 tJ.S to travel I nautical mile.
A radar signal must travel twice the distance between the radar unit and the remote
target. The signal ic, transmiued, a finite time passes before the signal reaches the target
and is retlcctcd. and the signal then travels an equal distance bad. to the source. If an
object i~ exactly I nautical mile away, the signal takes 6.18 fJ.S to reach the target and
6.18 fJ.S to return. The total elapsed time from lhe instant of initial transmission to the
reception of the echo is 12.36 fJ.S.
The distance to a remote target i~ calculmed by using the expression

Radar

T
D=-12.36
where D
T

= di-,umcc between radar unit and remote object. nautical miles
= total time between transmission and reception of signal. fJ.S

I n short-distance applications. the yard is lhe common unit of distance measurement.
A radio o;ignal travel-. 328 yd/fJ.s, so the distance to an object in yards is computed a~

D

= 328T =

164T

2
A measured time of 5.6 fJ.S corresponds to a distance of 164(5.6) = 918.4 yd.
To obtain a strong ·reflection or echo from a distant object. the wavelength of the
radar signal should be small compared to the size of the object being obl-.erved. I r the
wavelength of the radar signal is long with respect to the dbtant object. only a small
amount of energy will be reflected. At higher frequencies. the wavelength is ~;honer and
therefore the reflected energy i-; greater. For optimal reflection. lhe site of the target
<:hould be one-quarter wmelength or more at the transmilled frequency.
The 'horter the wavelength of the signal compared to the observed object. the higher
the resolution or definition of the remote object. In most cases. it is necessary only to
detect the presence of a remote object. But if very short wavelenglhs arc u<.ed. in man)
ca-.e., the actual shape of an object can be clearly determined.
The term cro1s sec1ion i" often used wilh reference to a radar target. I f a target is at
lea-,t I 0 times larger than A of the radar signal detecting it. the eros!> section ic; constant.
The croll~ section of a target. a measure of the area of lhe target .. illuminated.. by the
radar -.ignal. b given in ~quare meters. A target's cross section is determined by the size
of the object. the unique geometry of the target, the viewing angle. and lhe position.
The larger the crO!>S section, the greater the reflected signal power, the greater the
distance of detection. and the higher the probability of the signal being greater than the
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noise. Another fac£Or influencing the return signal strength is the material of the target. Metal returns the greatest signal; other materials can also reflect radar waves, but
not as effectively. Some objects will absorb radar waves. making the reflected signal
very small.
The F117, the U.S. Air Force's stealth tighter, has a large physical cross section
(about l m2 ), but it is designed to deflect and absorb any radar signal aimed at it. All
the plane's surfaces are at an angle such that radio signals striking them are not reflected
directly back to the radar unit. Instead. they are reflected off at an angle, and little if any
reflected energy is received. The surface of the aircraft is also coated with a material that
absorbs radio waves. This combination gives the F I 17 an effective cross section the size
of a small bird.
All the most important factors affecting the amount of received signal reflected from
a target are summed up in what is called the radar equation:

p =
r

P,GcrA"
(41T)2R4

--'------:::--~

where Pr = received power
G = antenna gain (product of transmitting and receiving gains)
a = cross section of target
Ae = effective area of receiving antenna (dish area)
R = range or distance tO target
Most of the relationships between the variables are obvious. However. given the fact that
the received power is inversely proportional to the fourth power of the distance to the
target, it is not surprising that radar range is generally so limited. Keep in mind that the
radar equation does not take into account the SIN ratio. Very low-noise receiver front
ends are essential for target acquisition.
Since radar uses microwave frequencies , line-of-sight communication results. In
other words, radar cannot detect objects beyond the horizon. Objects do not have to be
physically visible, but must be within line-of-sight radio distance in order for detection
to occur.
The relationship between range, azimuth, and elevation can be expressed by a right
triangle, as shown in Fig. 16-65. Assume that the radar is land-based and used to detect
aircraft. The distance between the radar unit and the remote airplane is the hypotenuse
of the right triangle. The angle of elevation is the angle between the hypotenuse and
the baseline, which is a line tangent to the surface of the earth at the radar location.

Figure 16-65 The trigonometry of radar.

Altitude = distance x sin 8
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The altitude is detined by the angle of elevation. The greater the angle or elevation,
the greater the altitude. Knowing the range and the angle of elevation allows the altitude to be computed by using ~tandard trigonometric techniques.
Another imponant factor in locating a distant object is knowledge of its direction
with respect to the radar ~et. [f the radar station is fixed and land-based, the direction
(bearing or atimuth) of the remote object is usually given as a compass direction in
degrees. Recall that true nonh is 0 or 360°, east is 90°. south is 180°, and west is 270°.
If the radar unit b located in a moving vehicle. such as an airplane or a ship, the atimuth
is given a~ a relative bearing with respect to the forward direction or the vehicle. Straight
ahead i!> 0° or 360°, directly to the right is 90°. directly behind is 180°, and directly to
the left is 270°.
The ability of a radar unit to determine the direction of a remote object requires the
use of a highly directional antenna. An antenna with an extremely narrow beam width
will receive signab only over a narrow angle. The narrower the beam width of the
antenna, the more precisely the actual bearing can be determined.
Since most radar systems operate in the microwave region, highly directional antennas are easi ly obtained. Ho rns with parabolic reflectors are the mos t common, and beam
widths of less than I 0 arc readily auainable. These highly directional antennas arc continuously rotated 360°. The same antenna is used for transmitting the original signal and
receiving the reflected :-ignal.
Circuit:. within the radar unit are calibrated so that the direction in which the antenna
is pointing is accurately known. When the echo is received. it is compared to the calibrated values and the precise direction determined.
The ability of a radar unit to determine the altitude of a remote target depend!> on the
venical beam width of the radar antenna. The radar anrenna may 1.can ve nically while measuring the di!>tance of the object during the scan. When the object is detected, the vcnical
elevation of the antenna i~ noted and the actual altitude is then computed.

GOOD TO KNOW
Although they do not have to be
visible, objects must be within
line-of-sight radio distance in
order for radar detection to occur.

Example 16-5
A radar set detects the presence of an aircraft. The time between the radiated and
received pubes is 9.2 f.~.S. The antenna is set to an angle of e levation of 20°. Determine (a) the line-of-sight distance to the aircraft in statute mi les and (h) the altitude of
the a ircraft.

a. D(nauticalmiles)
I statute mile

T

9.2

= 12.36 = 12.36

= 0.744

= 5280 ft

I nautical mile

= 6076 ft

!~~~ = 0.87 \totute mile/nautical mile
D ('>tatute miles)
b. A - D ~in

= 0.744(0.87) = 0.647

a

v. here e = angle of elevation

A

= 0.6-l7 ~in 20
=- 0.647(0.342)

= 0.22 mi

= 0.22(5280 ft ) =

1161.6 ft
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Figure 16-66

Pulsed radar signals.
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Pulsed radar

Pulsed Radar. There are two basic types of radar systems: pulsed and continuouswave (CW). There are also numerous variations of each. By far the most commonly used
radar system is the pulsed type. Signals are transmitted in short bursts or pulses, as shown
in Fig. 16-66. The duration or width W of the pulse is very short and, depending upon
the application, can be anywhere from less than I J..l.S to several microseconds. The time
between transmitted pulses is known as the pulse repetition time (PRT). If the PRT is
known, the pulse repetition frequency (PRF) can be determined by using the formula
I

PRF

= PRT

For example, if the pulse repetition time is 150 J..l.S, the PRF is 1/150 X 10 6 =
666.7 kHz.
The ratio of the pulse width to the PRT is known as the dury cyc:le. The duty cycle
is normally expressed as a percentage:
100
Duty cycle = W X - PRT
For example, a pulse width of 7 J..l.S with a PRT of 280 J..l.S produces a duty cycle of
7 X I00/280 = 2.5 percent.
lt is during the interval between the end of the transmitted pulse and the beginning
of the next pulse in sequence in Fig. J6-66 that the echo is received.
The duration of the transmitted pulse and the PRT are extremely critical in detennining the performance of a radar system. Very shOit-range radars have narrow pulses and short
pulse repetition times. If the target is only a short distance away, the echo travel time will
be relatively short. In short-range radars, the pulse width is made narrow to ensure that the
pulse is terminated before the echo of the target is received. If the pulse is too long, the
return signal may be masked or blanked by the transmitted pulse. Long-range radars typically have a longer pulse repetition time because it takes longer for the echo to return. This
also permits a longer burst of energy to be transmitted, ensuring a stronger return.
If the PRT is too short relative to the distance of the target, the echo may not return
during the time interval between two successive pulses, but after the second transmitted
pulse. This is known as a double range or second return echo. Naturally, such echoes
lead to imprecise distance measurements.
Continuous-wave radar

Continuous-Wave (CW) Radar. Ln continuous-wave (CW) rada1; a constantamplitude continuous microwave sine wave is transmitted. The echo is also a constantamplitude microwave s ine wave of the same frequency. but of lower amplitude and
obviously shifted in phase. The question is, How is such a s ignal used to determine
target characteristics?
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The answer ha!. to do with the object itself. ln most cases. the target is moving with
respect to the radar unit. The renected signal from a moving airplane, ship, missile. or
automobile undergoes a frequency change. It is this frequency change between the transmitted signal and the returned '>ignal that is used to determine the ~peed of the target.
The frequency shift that occur!. when there is relative motion between the transmitting station and a remote target i!. kno\\ n a~ the Doppler effect. A familiar example of
the Doppler effect i'> the fixed-frequency sound waves emitted by an automobile horn.
If the hom '>Ounds \\hen the car is stationery. you wi ll hear a single tone. However. if
the car is m<)\ ing tov.ard you while the hom is on. you will experience a tone of continuously increasing frequency. A~ the car moves closer to you. the sound wave'> are compressed, creating the effect of a higher-frequency signal. If the car is moving away from
you with its horn on. you will experience a continually decreasing frequency. As the car
moves away, the sound waves are stretched out. creating the effect of a lower-frequency
l>ignal. This same effect work!-. on both radio and light waves.
In a Doppler !.ystem. the transmitter sends out a continuous-frequency signal. If the
frequency difference between a transmitred signal and a reflected signal is known. the
relative speed between the radar unit and the observed object can be determined by using
the formula

Doppler effect

fA

V =1.03

where

f = frcqucm:y difference between transmitted and reflected signal!.. lit.
A = wavelength of tranl>miucd signal. m
V = relative velocity between the two objects. mi/h

Assume. e.g.• a frequency shift of I 500 Hz at a frequency of I 0 G HL:. A frequency of
10 GHt repre.,ents a wavelength of 300/f(in MHz)
300110.000
0.03 m. The <.peed
i'> therefore ( 1500)(0.03)/ 1.03 = 43.7 mi/h.
In CW radar, it is the Doppler effect that provides frequency modulation of the
reflected carrier. For there to be a frequency change. the ob!>erved object mu!>t be moving toward or away from the radar unit. If the observed object move!> parallel to the radar
unit. there i~ no relative motion between the two and no frequency modulation occurs.
The greatest value of CW radar is its ability to measure the speed of diMant objects.
Police radar units usc CW Doppler radar for measuring the speed of cars and trucks.
Some radar systems combine both pulse and Doppler techniques to improve performance and meai>urcmenl capabilitiel>. One such system evaluates successive echoes to
determine pha~e !.hifts that indicate when a target i s moving. Such radars arc said to
incorporate 11/0I'ing rarget indication (MT! ). Through a variety of special signal processing techniques. multiple moving targets can be distinguished not only from one
another but from lixcd targets as well.

=

=

Moving target indication (MTI)

Block Diagram Analysis. Figure 16-67 is a block diagram of a typical pulsed radar
unit. There arc four basic subsystems: the antenna. the tran~mitter. the receiver. and the
display unit.
The tran.,mittcr in a pulsed radar <;y~tem invariably uses a magnetron. Recall that a
magnetron t'> a '>pecial high-power vacuum tube oscillator that operates in the microwave
region. The cm ity '>itc of the magnetron sets the operating frequency. A ma<;ter timing
generator develops the ba-,ic pul<,es used for triggering the magnetron. The timing generator \Ct'> the pube duration. the PRT. and the duty cycle. The pubes from the timing
network trigger the magnetron into oscillation. and it emits short burst!> of microwave
energ). Magnetron'> are capable of extremely high power. especially when operated on
a pulse basis. Continuous average power may be low. but when pulsed. magnetrons can
produce many megawatts of power for the short duration required by the application.
Thi~ help!. en!.ure a large reflection. Klystrons and TWTs are commonly used in CW
Doppler radars. Low-power radars such as those used by the police for speed detection
u!.e Gunn diodes.
Microwave Communication
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Figure 16-67

General block diagram of a pulsed radar system.
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Tn Fig. 16-67, you can see that the transmitter output is passed through a circulator
and then applied to the antenna. The circulator is a type of duplexer that allows the transmitter and receiver to share a single antenna and prevents the high-power transmitted
signal from getting into the receiver and damaging it.
A radar duplexer is a waveguide assembly containing special devices that prevent
interference between the transmitter and receiver. The most commonly used device is a
spark gap tube. Spark gap tubes are either TR (transmil-receive) or anti-rransmil-receive
(ATR) types. TR tubes prevent transmitter power from reaching the receiver. When RF
energy from the transmitter is detected, the spark gap breaks down, creating a sho11 circuit for the RF energy. ATR tubes effectively disconnect the transmiuer from the circuit
during the receive interval. The TR and ATR tubes, when combined with the appropriate one-quarter and one-half wavelength waveguides, provide effective isolation between
transmitter and receiver. 111 low-power radars. PIN diodes or a standard circulator can be
used for this purpose.
The antenna system is typically a horn with a parabolic reflector that produces a
very narrow beam width. A special waveguide assembly with a rotating joint allows the
waveguide and horn antenna to be rotated continuously over 360°.
The same antenna is also used for reception. During the pulse off time, the received
signal passes through the antenna. the associated waveguide, and either the duplexer or
the circu lator to the receiver. The receiver is a standard high-gain superheterodyne type.
The signal is usually fed directly to a mixer in most systems. although some radars use
an RF amplifter. The mixer is typically a single diode or diode bridge assembly. The
local oscillator feeds a signal to the mixer at the appropriate frequency so that an fF is
developed. Both klystrons and Gunn diodes are used in local-oscillator applications. The
£F amplifiers provide very high gain prior to demodulation. Some radar receivers use
double conversion.
The demodulator in a pulsed radar system is typically a diode detector, since only
the pulses must be detected. Tn Doppler and other more complex radars, some form of
frequency- and phase-sensitive demodulator is used. Phase-locked loops are common in
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this application. The output of the demodulator is fed to a video amplifier which creates
signals that are ultimately displayed.
The display in most radar systems is a CRT. Various display formats can be used.
The most common type of C RT display is known as a type P display or plan position
indicator ( PPI ). PPI dic;plays show both the range and the azimuth of a target. The
center of the display ic; assumed to be the location of the radar unit. Concentric circles indicate the range. The azimuth or direction is indicated by the position of the
reflected target on the screen with respect to the vertical radius line. The targets show
up as lighted blips on the screen.
The PPI display is developed by a sophisticated scanning system tied into antenna
rotation. As the antenna is rotated by a motor. an encoder mechanism sends signals to
the PPI control circuits that designate the azimuth or direction of the antenna. At the
same time, the horizontal and vertical deflection coils (the yoke) around the neck of the
C RT rotate in synchronism with the antenna. The electron beam in the CRT is swept
from the center of the screen out to the edge. The sweep begins at the instant o f pulse
transmission and sweeps outward from the center. The beginning of each transmitted
pulse begins another sweep o f the e lectron beam. As the deflection yoke rotates. the
beam moves in such a way that it appears that a radius from the center to the edge is
continuously rotating. Target re flections appear as lighted blips on the screen. Calibrations on the screen in the form of graticule markings or superimposed electron beam patterns permit distance and azimuth values to be read directly.
Some PPI radars scan only a narrow range of azi muth rather than the entire 360°.
Airplanes with radars in the nose, e.g., only scan a 90° to 180° range forward.
An important high-tech type of radar known as phased array radar provides g reater
nexibility in scanning narrow sectors and tracking multiple targets. Instead of a single
horn and parabolic reflector. multiple dipoles or patch antennas arc used. Slot!. in a waveguide are al<,o used. A half-v.ave dipole at microwave frequencies is very short. Therefore. many can be mounted together in a matrix or array. The result is a special collinear
array above a retlecting surface v. ith very high gain. By using a system of ~eparatc feed
lines and a variable phase !.hiftcr for each antenna, the beam width and directi\ ity can
be controlled electronically. This permits rapid scanning and on-the-tly adjustment of
directivity. Pha'e array radars eliminate the mechanical systems needed for conventional
radars.
UWB Radar. The newest form of radar is called ultrawideband (UWB) radar. It is a
form of pulsed radar that radiates a stream of very short pulses severa l hundred picoseconds long rather than a burst of RF at a specific carrier frequency. The resulting spectrum as determined by a Fourier analysis is very broad, usually several gigahertz wide.
This spectrum typically overlaps radio signals within the signal bandwidth . commonly
in the 1- to 10-G Hz range. To avoid interference with other radio signals. very low power
(microwatts) i!. used. The very narrow pulses give this radar extreme precision and resolution of small objects and details. However. the low power restricts operation to short
distances (<LOOm). The circuitry used is relatively simple. so it is possible to make
inexpensive. c;ingle-chip radars. These are used in short-range collision detection systems
in airplane~ and soon will be in automobiles for automatic braking based upon di<;tance
from the vehicle ahead.
Another application of UWB radar is personnel detection on the battlefield. These
radars can penetrate wall!. to detect the presence of human beings. Chapter 22 provides
more details on UWB sy-.tems.

Type P display
Plan position indicator (PPI)

Phased array radar

Ultrawideband (UWB) radar

Radar Applications. One of the most important uses of radar is in weapon!. defen!-.e
systems and in !'.afety and navigation systems. Search radars are used to locate enemy
missiles. planes, and ships. Tracking radars are used on missiles and planes to locate and
Lero in on targets. Radars arc widely used on planes and ships for navigating blind in
fog or bad weather. Radars help ground contro llers locate and identify nearby planes.
Special radars assist planes in landing in bad weather when visibility is near zero.
Microwave Communication
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GOOD TO KNOW
Police radar units use continuouswave Doppler radar for measuring
the speed of vehicles. Perhaps the
most significant benefit of
continuous-wave radar is its
ability to measure the speed of
distant objects.

Radars are also used as altimeters to measure height. High-frequency radars can
actually be used to plot or map the terrain in an area. Special terrain-following radars
allow high-speed jets to fly very close to the ground to avoid detection by enemy radar.
Aircraft collision avoidance systems also use radar.
In civi lian applications, radars are used on boats of all sizes for navigation in bad
weather. The police use radar to catch speeders . Small handheld Doppler radar units
can also be used in sporting events- to time race cars or determine the speed of a
pitched baseball or tennis serve. Some of the newer upper-scale cars such as Lexus
and Mercedes Benz have built in radars that detect the distance between the vehicle
ahead and automatica lly adj ust the speed to maintain a safe distance. These short-range
radars operate in the 20- to 40-GHz bands. Finally, ground and satellite based radars
are widely used to track c louds. storms. and other phenomena for the purpose of
weather forecasting.

CHAPTER REVIEW
Summary
Microwaves occupy the 1- to 300-G Hz frequency range. The
best-known microwave applications are telephone systems
(microwave relay systems), radar, satellite communication,
and heating. Today. most new communication services are
assigned to the microwave region.
The current-voltage relationships that exist at low frequencies are not usable at microwave frequencies. At these
frequencies even a 0.5-in piece of wire represents a significant amount of inductance. Instead of lumped components, distributed circuit elements are used. Microstrip
can be used to create almost any tuned circuit for microwave transmission, including resonant circuits, filters, and
impedance-matching networks.
Most microwave energy transmission above 6 GHz is
handled by waveguides, which are hollow metal tubes
designed specifically for those high frequencies. Waveguides have a variety of special parts. such as directional
couplers. turns, joints, rotary connections, and terminations. Other special microwave components are cavity resonators (waveguidelike devices that act as high-Q parallel
resonant circuits). circulators (diplexers that allow a single
antenna to be shared by a transmitter and a receiver). and
isolators.
Diodes that have been specially designed for microwave use are point-contact diodes, Schottky (hot carrier) diodes, tunnel diodes, varactor diodes. step-recovery
diodes. and oscillators (Gunn, IMPATT. and TRAPATT
diodes). Bipolar and fie ld-effect transistors made with
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si licon operate up to a frequency of2 GHz. By using semiconductor materials such as GaAs, InP, and SiGe. transistors can be made to operate at frequencies up to 200 GHz.
CMOS circuits made of silicon are used to make radios that
operate up to I 0 GHz. Tubes used for microwave power
amplification are the klystron, the magnetron, and the
traveling-wave tube.
One widely used microwave antenna is the horn, a
flared waveguide with high gain and customizable directivity. Horns are often used in combination with parabolic
reflectors, the familiar dish a ntennas associated with TV
and satell ite transmiss ions. Other types of microwave
antennas are the helical antenna, the slot, the dielectric lens
antenna, and the patch. Patch antennas are made with microstrip on printed-circuit boards (PCBs). Other popular
PCB antennas are the loop. inverted-F. and the meander
line. A phased array is an antenna system made up of a
large group of similar antennas on a common plane. Patch
or slot antennas on a common PCB can be used, or separate
antennas such as dipoles can be physically mounted together in a plane. Phased arrays are used in military radars
and in special beam-switching and beam-forming antennas
known as intelligent antennas.
Radar. a microwave-frequency communication system
used to detect objects at a distance that cannot be observed visually. is based on the principle that high-frequency RF signals are reflected by conductive targets. The two basic types
of radar are pulsed and continuous-wave (Doppler).

Questions
l. What is the microwave frequency range?
2. What is the primary advantage of using microwave
frequencies?
3. List seven reasons why microwaves are more difficultlO
work with than lower-frequency signals.
4. What is the designation of the lowest-frequency microwave band?
5. What is the name for microwaves above 40 GH£?
6. arne four technique~ that have helped squeeze more
signals into a given spectrum space.
7. Why won't conventional transistors work at microwave
frequencies?
8. Name two common method~ for generating a microwave
signal with conventional lower-frequency (VH F and
UHF) components.
9. Name the parts of a microwave receiver and a microwave transmitter that require special microwave
components.
10. Name the two types oftran<,mis~ion lines made of PCB
material used to produce circuit<; and components in
the microwave region. Which is the more commonly
used and why?
11 . L ist three common circuit'> or functions performed by
microstrip in microwave equipment
12. What is the name of the microstrip device that has four
ports and allows multiple circuits and devices to be interconnected without interfering with one another?
13. How are microwave transistors different from lowerfrequency transistors?
14. What three semiconductor materials are used instead of
silicon to make transi~tor~ and ICs perform satisfactorily in the microwave region?
15. How are microstrip lines u~ed in microwave ampliliers?
16. Up to what frequency arc microwave transistors and
res available?
17. How are microwave linear amplifiers biased and why?
18. What is the main disadvantage of using coaxial cable at
microwave frequencies'?
19. Coaxial cable is not used beyond a certain frequency.
What is that frequency?
20. Name the special coaxial cable made for microwave applications. What is its main disadvantage?
2 1. Name the two ways to couple or extract energy from a
waveguide.
22. A waveguide acts ao; what kind of filter?
23. True or false? A waveguide with a cutoff frequency of
6.35 G Hz will pass a signal of 7.5 G Hz.
24. The magnetic and electric fields in a waveguide are
designated by what letterc;?
25. State the basic operating mode of most waveguides.
26. What do you call the coupling mechanism used to attach two ~ections of a waveguide?
27. Name the two types ofT sections of a waveguide and
briefly tell how each is u~ed.

28. Explain how a hybrid T works and give a common
application.
29. What devices are used to terminate a waveguide? Why
is termination necessary?
30. State the main purpose of a directional coupler.
31. What useful device is created by a one-hal f wavelength
section of waveguide shorted at both ends?
32. A cavity resonator acts a!> what type of circuit?
33. How are resonant cavities used in microwave circuits?
34. What characteristic of a cavity can be adjusted by mechanically varying the cavity's dimensions?
35. What is a circu lator?
36. What is an isolator?
37. Describe the anode and cathode of a point-contact
diode.
38. What are two names for a microwave diode with an
N-type silicon cathode and a metal anode forming a
junction?
39. Name the most common application of microwave signal diodes.
40. What is t:he nan1e of a microwave diode that acts as a
variable-voltage capacitor? What is its main application?
4 1. Name two types of diodes widely used as frequency
multipliers in the microwave region. Do such multiplier
circu its amplify?
42. Name two other diodes used as microwave diode
oscillators.
43. Name two ways that a PIN diode is used at microwave
frequencies.
44. Docs an IMPAIT diode operate with forward or reverse
biac;?
45. True or false? Klystrons can be used as amplifiers or
oscillators.
46. True or false? A magnetron operates as an amplifier.
47. True or false? A TWT is an amplifier.
48. T he cavities in a klystron produce what kind of modulation of the electron beam?
49. State at which points in a klystron amplifier the input is
applied and t:he output is taken from.
50. Low-power klystrons arc being replaced by what semiconductor device? High-power klystrons are being replaced by what other device?
5 I . What component of a magnetron causes the clcctrom
to travel in circular paths?
52. State two major applications of magnetrons.
53. W hat is the main application of a TWT?
54. How is density modulation of the electron beam in a
TWT achieved?
55. What is the main benefit of a TWT over a klystron?
56. What is the most commonly used microwave antenna?
57. How does increasing the length of a hom affect its gain
and beam width?
58. What is the typical beam width range of hom?
59. Describe the bandwidth of horns.
Microwave Communication
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60. State the geometric shape of a commonly used microwave antenna reflector.
61. For a dish reflector to work, how must the antenna be
positioned?
62. What type of antenna is most commonly used with a
dish ret1ector?
63. What do you call the feed arrangement of a dish with a
horn at its center and a small reJlector at the focal
point? What is its purpose?
64. Name two benefits of a helical antenna.
65. What is the gain range of a helical antenna?
66. What is the typical beam width range of a helical
antenna?
67. What is the type of polarization radiated by a helical
antenna?
68. What does RHCP mean? LHCP?
69. True or false? A helical antenna can receive either veJtically or horizontally polarized signals.
70. True or false? An R HC P antenna can receive a signal
from an LHCP antenna.
71. Name a popular omnidi rectional microwave antenna.
72. What i!'. the typical length of a slot antenna?
73. Where are slot antennas most often used?
74. How is a slot antenna driven?
75. What basic function is performed by a lens antenna?
76. What is the name given to antennas made with
microstrip?
77. Name the two common shapes of microstrip antennas.
78. Name two ways that microstrip antennas are fed .
79. What is the name of the antenna made of multiple patch
dipoles? Where is it used?

80. Name three popular PCB antennas other than the patch.
Where are they used?
81. Define MJMO. Where is it used?
82. Name the rwo types of intelligent antennas. Where are
they used?
83. List two benefits of beam switched and beam-forming
antennas.
84. Explain how spatial division mul tiple access can increase the subscriber capacity of a cell phone system.
85. List four popular uses for microwaves in communication.
86. Knowing the speed of radio signals allows radar to determine what characteristic of a target?
87. What characteristic of a radar antenna determines the
azimuth of a target?
88. What characteristic of a target determine~ the amount
of reflected signal?
89. Radars operate in what microwave bands?
90. True or false? Both transmitter and receiver in a radar
share the same antenna.
91. Name the two main types of radar.
92. What is the name given to a frequency shift of sound,
radio. or light waves that occurs as the result of the relative motion between objects?
93. True or false? Distance can be measured with CW
radar.
94. What is the key component in a radar transmitter?
95. What are TR and ATR tubes? Why are they used?
96. What is the output display in most radar sets?
97. Name th ree nu~or mi litary and four civilian uses of radar.
98. Name one advantage and one disadvantage of UWB
radar.

Problems
1. The TV channels 2 through 13 occupy a total bandwidth
of about 72 MHz. At a frequency of 200 MHz. what is
the bandwidth percentage? What is the bandwidth percentage at 20 GHz? •
2. A one-quarter wavelength piece of 75-H microstrip
line has a capacitive load of X,. = 22 !l. What impedance does a driving generator see?
3. What is the length of a one-quarter wavelength microstrip at 2.2 GH z? (The dielectric constant of the
PCB is 4.5.) •
4. A rectangular waveguide has a width of 1.4 in and a
height of 0.8 in. What is the cutoff frequency of the
waveguide?
5. A 20-dB directional coupler is installed in a waveguide
carrying a 5-W 6-G Hz signal. What is the output of the
coupler? •
6. What is the length of a dipole at 2.4 G Hz?
7. A horn antenna is 5A long at 7 Gl-lz. What is that length
in inches? •
8. A horn aperttLre is 6 em wide and 4 em high. The operating frequency is 18 G Hz. Compute the beam angle
and the gain. Assume K = 0.5.
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9. A parabolic reflector anten na has a diameter of 6 m.
The frequency of operation is 20 G Hz. What are the
gain and beam width? •
10. What is the approximate lowest frequency of operation
of a dish with a diameter of 18 in?
11. State the speed of a radar signal in microseconds per
nautical mile.
12. Convert 22 standard statute miles to nautical mi les.
13. The elapsed time between radiating a radar signal and
receiving its echo is 23.9 IJ.S. What is the target distance
in nautical miles?
14. How many microseconds is the time period between
the transmitted signal and receipt of an echo from a target 1800 yd away?
15. For optimum reflection from a target. what should the
size of the target be, in wavelengths of lhe radar signal?
16. A CW radar operates at a frequency of 9 GHz. A frequency shift of 35k Hz is produced by a moving target.
What is its speed?

+Answers fiJ Selected ProblenLvfolloH' Chop. 22.

Critical Thinking
L. If microwave power transi\tOr'> are limited to. say. an
upper power limit of 100 W each, explain how you
could build a micro,, ave power amplifier with a power
rating of I l W.
2. A NASA dccp-..,pace probe operate!> on 8.4 G Hz. It..,
location i.., past Mars. heading into outer space. Explain
in detail how you would go about maintaining and/or

improving ..,ignal strength at the main receiver in
California.
3. Explain how the ~peed of an aircraft can be measured
by u ... ing pube radar techniquel>.
4. What \emiconductor technology originally developed
for computer and digital applications is now widely
u<,cd to male microwave radio circuits?
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Satellite Communication
•
Satellite
Orbit

A

satellite is a physical object that orbits, or rotates about. some celestial body.
Satellites occur in nature, and our own solar system is a perfect example. The
earth and other planets are satellites rotating about the sun. The moon is a satellite to the earth. A balance between the inertia of the rotating satellite at high
speed and the gravitational pull of the orbited body keeps the satellite in place.
Satellites are launched and orbited for a variety of purposes. The most common application is communication in which the satellite is used as a repeater. In
this chapter, we introduce satellite concepts and discuss how satellites are identified and explained. We summarize the operation of a satellite ground station
and review typical satellite applications, with particular emphasis on the Global
Positioning System, a worldwide satellite-based navigational system.

Objectives
After completing this chapter, you will be able to:
•

Define the terms posigrade, retrograde, geocenter, apogee, perigee,
ascending, descending, period, angle of inclination, geosynchronous,
latitude, longitude, and meridian.

• State the operative physical principles of launching a satellite and maintaining its orbit.
• Draw a block diagram of the communication system in a communication
satellite, give its name, and explain how it works.
• List the six main subsystems of a satellite.
• Draw a block diagram of a satellite ground station, identifying the five
main subsystems and explaining the operation of each.
• Name three common applications for satellites and state which is the
most common.
• Explain the concept and operation of the Global Positioning System. Draw
a block diagram of a GPS receiver and explain the function of each
component.

1 7-1 Satellite Orbits
The ability to launch a satellite and keep it in orbit depends upon following well-known
phy!.ical and mathematical laws that are referred to collectively as orbital dynamics. In
this section we introduce these principles before discussing the physical components of
a satellite and how it i' uc;ed in various communication applications.

Principles of Satellite Orbits and Positioning
If a <,atellite were launched vertically from the earth and then released. it would fall back
to earth because of gravity. For the satellite to go into orbit around the earth, it must
have some forward motion. For that reason, when the satellite is launched, it is given
both vertical and forward motion. The forward motion produces inertia, which tends to
keep the satellite moving in a straight line. However, gravity tends to pull the satellite
toward the earth. The inertia of the satellite is equalized by U1e earth's gravitational pull.
The satellite constantly changes its direction from a straight line to a curved line to rotate
about the earth.
If a satellite's veloci ty is too high, the satellite will overcome the earth's pull and
go out into space. It takes an escape velocity of approximately 25.000 mi/h to cause a
spacecraft to break the gravitational pull of the earth. At lower speeds, gravity constantly
pull~ the satellite toward the earth. The goal is to give the satellite accelenuion and speed
that will exactly balance the gravitational pull.
The closer the satellite is to earth. the stronger the effect of the earth'!. gravitational
pull. So in low orbit-.. the satellite mu!.t travel faster to avoid falling back to earth. The
lowest practical earth orbit b approximately 100 mi. At this height. the satellite's speed
must be about 17.500 milh to keep the satellite in orbit. At this speed, the satellite orbits
the earth in approximately 1112 h. Communication satellite~-. arc usually much farther from
earth. A typical distance i'> 22,300 mi. A <,atellite need travel only about 6800 mi/h to
stay in orbit at that di<,tance. At this speed. tile satellite rotates about the earth in approximately 24 h, the earth\ own rotational time.
There i~ more to a '>atellite orbit than just the velocity and gravitational pull. The
satelli te i'> also affected by the gravitational pull of the moon and sun.
A satellite rotates about the earth in either a circular or an elliptical path, as shown
in Fig. 17- 1. C ircles and ellipses are geometric figures that can be accurately described

Figu re 17-1

GOOD TO KNOW
Communication satellites
typically orbit the earth at a
distance of about 22,300 mi at
a speed of about 6800 milh.

Satellite orbits. (o) Circular orbit. {b) Elliptical orbit.

(a)

(b)
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Figure 17- 2

The orbital plane passes through the geocenter.
Satellite

Geocenter
Posigrade orbit
Retrograde orbit

mathematically. Because the orbit is either circular or ell iptical. it is possible to calculate
the position of a satellite at any given t1me.
A ~atellite rotates in an orbit that form!> a plane passing through the center of gravity of the earth called the geoc:enrer (Fig. 17-2). In addition. the direction of satellite
rotation may be either in the <,ame direction a'> the earth's rotation or again!>t the direction of earth's rotation. In the former ca~e. the orbit is said to be posigrade. and in the
latter case, retrograde. Mo~t orbits are posigradc. In a circular orbit. the speed of rotation is constant. However. in an elliptical orbit , the speed change~ depending upon the
height of the satellite above the earth. Naturally the speed of the satellite is greater when
it is close to the earth than when it is far away.

GOOD TO KNOW

Satellite Height. In a circular orbit, the height is simply the di-.tnnce of the '>atel-

Before being launched into space,
satellites undergo testing for

lite from the earth. However, in geometric calculations, the height i!-. really the diMance
between the center of the earth and the satel lite. In other words. that distance include~
the radius of rhe earth. which is generally considered to be about 3960 mi (or 6373 km).
A satellite that is 5000 mi above the eruth in circular orbit is 3960 + 5000. or 8960. mi
from the center of the earth (!>ee Fig. 17-3).
When the satellite is in an elliptical orbit. the center of the earth is one of the focal
point~ of the ellipse (refer to Fig. 17-4). In thi'i case, the distance of the satellite from
the eanh varies according to it!> position. Typically the two points of greatest intere~t arc
the highest point above the earth-the apogee- and the lowest point-the perigee. The
apogee and perigee distances typically are mea!>ured from the geocenter of the earth.

vibration, center of gravity,
vacuum, and thermal shock.

Apogee
Perigee

~peed varies according to the distance of
the ~atellite from the earth. For a circular orbit the speed i~ conc,tant. but for an elliptlcaJ orbit the speed variel> according to the height. Low earth -.atellites of about I 00 mi
in height have a speed in the neighborhood of 17,500 milh. Very high satellites such as
communication satellites. which are approximately 22.300 mi out, rotate much more
slowly, a typical speed of such a satellite being in the neighborhood of 6800 mi/h.

Satellite Speed. A<;, indicated earlier. the

Satellite period
Sidereal period
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Satellite Period. The period is the time it taJ..c~ for a satellite to complete one orbit.
it i)) abo called the sidereal period. A ~idereal orbit uses some external fixed or apparently motionless object ~uch ns the sun or !>tar for reference in detem1ining a ~idcreal
Chapter 17

Figure 17-3

Satellite height.

period. The rea'ion for u!>ing n fixed reference point is that while the ~atcllite i!l rotating
about the earth. the earth itself i~ rotating.
Another method of expres~ing the time for one orbit i!. the revolution or ~ynodic
period. One re1•o/ution (I r) is the period of time that elap!.e~ between the successive
passes of the <.,atellite o'er a given meridian of earth longitude. Naturally. the ... ynodic
and sidereal period., differ from each other because of the earth\ rotation. The amount
of time difference i" determined by the height of the orbit. the angle of the plane of the
orbit. and whether the satellite is in a posigrade or retrograde orbit. Period i., gcnerall)
expressed in hour-.. T) pical rotational periods range from about 111:1 h for a I00-mi height
to 24 h for a 22.300-mi height.

Angle of Inclination. The angle of inclination of a satellite orbit is the angle formed
between the line that pa~~es through the center of the earth and the north pole and a line
that passe!> through the center of the earth but that is also perpendicular to the orbital
plane. This angle is illustrated in Fig. 17-S(a). Satellite orbits can have inclination angles
of 0° through 90°.

Figure 17-4

Angle of inclination

Elliptical orbit showing apogee and perigee.

Ellipse local poinls
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Figure 17-5

(a) Angle of inclination. (b) Ascending and descending orbits.

Descending part
of orbit (N to S)

(b)

(a)

Equatorial orbit
Polar orbit

Angle of elevation

Another definition of inclination is the angle between the equatorial plane and the
satellite orbital plane as the satell ite enters the northern hemisphere. This definition
may be a little bit easier to understand. but it means the same thing a!. the previous
defin it ion.
When the angle of inclination is 0°. the '>atellitc is directly above the equator. When
the angle of inclination is 90°, the satellite pa.'>ses over both the north and the south poles
once for each orbit. Orbits with 0° inclination arc generally called equatorial orbils, and
orbits with inclinations of 90° are referred to as polar orbi1s.
When the satellite has an angle of inclination. the orbit is said to be either ascending or descending. As the satellite moves from south to north and crosses the equator.
the orbit is ascending. When the satellite goes from north to south across the equator.
the orbit is descending lsce Fig. 17-5(b)].

Angle of Elevation. The angle of ele,·aticm of a satellite is the angle that appears
between the line from the earth station's antenna to the satellite and the line
between the earth station's antenna and the earth'~ horizon (see Fig. 17-6). lf the angle
of elevmion is too small. the signals between the earth station and the satellite have to
pass through much more of the earth's atmosphere. Because of the ver) low powers used
and the high absorption of the earth's atmosphere. it is desirable to minimize the amount
of time that the signals spend in the atmo~phere. Noise in the atmosphere also contributes
to poor performance. The lower the angle of radiation. the more time that this ~ignal
spends in the atmosphere. The minimum practical angle of elevation for good satellite
performance is generally 5°. The higher the angle of elevation. the better.

figu re 17-6

Angle of elevation.
Satellite

Earth station
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Geosynchronous Orbits. To U'ie a satellite for communication relay or repeater purposes, the ground station antenna must be able to follow or trad. the satellite as it passes
overhead. Depending upon the height and speed of the satellite. the earth station is able
to u~e it only for communication purpo~es for that short period when it is visible. The
earth station antenna tracks the satellite from horizon to hori;ron. But at some point. the
satellite disappears around the other side of the earth. At this time, it can no longer
support communication.
One solution to this problem is to launch a satellite with a very long elliptical orbit
so that the earth station can "'see"' the apogee. ln this way the satellite stays in view of
the earth station for most of it'> orbit and is useful for communication for a longer time.
It is only during that short time when the satellite disappears on the other side of the
earth (perigee) that it cannot be used.
The intermitrent communication caused by these orbital characteri stics is highly
undesirable in many communication applications. One way to reduce interruptions is to
use more than one satellite. Typically three satellites. if properly spaced in the correct
orbits, can provide continuou'> communication at all times. However. multiple tracking
stations and complex signal swi tchi ng or "hand-off"' systems between stations arc
required. Maintaining these stations is expensive and inconvenient.
Despite the cost and complexity of multiple-satellite 1>ystcms, they are widely
deployed in global telecommunication applications. These systems use anywhere from
24 to more than 100 satellites. At any given time. multiple -,atellites are in view anywhere on earth. making continuou'> communication possible.
Multiple satellite sy'oterm. arc u~ually located in two ranges above the earth. Loll'
earth-orbiting satellites. commonly referred to ~L'> L£0v. are placed in the range of 400
to 1000 mi above the earth. Medium Mrth-orbiting satellites or M £0s occupy the range
of I 000 to 6000 mi above the earth.
The greater the height above the earth, the better the view and the greater the radio
area coverage on the earth's surface. When the goal is broader coverage per satellite. the
M EO is obviously preferred over the LEO. However. the higher the satellite. the higher
the power required for reliable communication and the longer the delay. Even though
radio waves travel at 186,400 mi/s. there is a noticeable delay in any voice signal from
the uplink to the downlink. For MEO~. the round-rrip delay averages abom I 00 ms. The
delay in LEOs averages 10 rm•.
The best solution is to launch a <>ynchronous or geo-.tationary satellite. In a
geo.1ynchronous earrlr orbit (G£0 ), the satellite orbits the earth about tJ1c equator at a
distance of 22,300 mi (or 35.888 "rn). A satellite at that distance rotates about the earth
in exactly 24 h. rn other word~. the satellite rotates in exact synchronism with the earth.
For that reason. it appears to be lixcd or stationary. thu!' the terms synchronous.
~:eosynchmnous, or geostationm:r orbit. Since the satellite remains apparently fixed. no
special earth station tracking antennas arc required. The antenna is \imply pointed at the
~atellite and remains in a fixed position. With this arrangement, continuou~ communication i<> possible. Most communication satellites in use today arc of the geosynchronou.,
variety. Approximate!) 40 percent of the earth's surface can be "seen·· or accessed from
such a <;atellite. Users inside that area can use the :-.atellite for communication. Higher
power is required for '>uch a great di\tance. and the round-trip delay is about 260 rns.
which i~> very noticeable in voice communication.
Pos1tion Coordinates in Latitude and Longitude. To usc a satellite, you must
be able to locate its position in space. That position is usually predetermined by the
de-.ign of the satellite and i~ achieved during the initial launch and subsequent position
adjustments. Once the position i!> known. the earth station antenna can be pointed at the
\atcllitc for optimum tran!>mis!>ion and reception. For geosynchronou" satellites, the earth
'otation antenna can be adju-.ted once. and it will remain in that position except for occa-,ional minor adjustments. The po'oitiorr'> of other satellites above the earth 'ary according to their orbital characteri'>tic1>. To u~e these satellites, '>pccial tracking systems must
be employed. A tracking system is e"sentially an antenna whose position can be changed
Satellite Communication

GOOD TO KNOW
Geosynchronous satellites orbit
the earth in exact synchronism
with the earth's rotation and
therefore appear to be stationary.

Synchronous (geosynchronous or
geostationary) orbit

GOOD TO KNOW
The SSP of nongeosynchronous
satellites will move with respect
to a given reference point on
earth. Rlr these satellites, the
SSP traces a line on the earth
known as the subsatellite path,
or ground track.
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Subsatellite point (SSP)

Meridians

Latitude
Geocenter

Prime meridian

to follow the satell ite across the sky. To maintain optimum transmission and reception.
the antenna must be continually pointed at the satellite as it rotates. In this section, we
discuss methods of locating and tracking satell ites.
The location of a satellite is generally specified in terms of latitude and longitude,
just as a point on earth would be described. The satellite location is specified by a point
on the surface of the earth directly below the satellite. This point is known as the
subsatel/ite point (SSP). The subsatellite point is then located by using conventional latitude and longitude designations.
Latitude and longitude form a system for locating any given point on the surface of
the earth. This system is widely used for navigational purposes. If you have ever studied a globe of the earth, you have seen the lines of laritude and longitude. The lines of
longitude, or meridians, are drawn on the surface of the earth between the north and
south poles. Lines of latitude are drawn on the surface of the earth from east to west.
parallel to the equator. The centerline of latitude is the equator, wh ich separates the earth
into the northern and southern hemispheres.
Latitude is deftned as the angle between the line drawn from a given point on the
surface of the earth to the point at the center of the ea11h called the geocenter and the
line between the geocenter and the equator (see Fig. 17-7). The
latitude is at the equator, and 90° latilllde is at either tl1e north or south pole. Usually an N or an S is added
to the latitude angle to designate whether the point is in the northern or southern
hemisphere.
A line drawn on the surface of the earth between the north and south poles is generally referred to as a meridian. A special meridian called the prime meridiem is used as
a reference point for measuring longitude. It is the line on the surface of the earth. drawn
between the no11h and south poles, that passes through Greenwich, England. The longitude of a given point is the angle between the line connected to the geocenter of the
earth to the point where the prime meridian and equator and tlle meridian containing the
given point of interest intersect (see Fig. 17-7). The designation east or west is usually
added to the longitude angle to indicate whether the angle is being measured to the east
or west of the prime meridian. As an example. the location of Washington, D.C., is given
by the latitude and longitude of 39° north and 77° west.
To show how latitude and longitude are used to locate a satellite, refer to Fig. 17-8.
This figure shows some of the many geosynchronous communication satellites serving

oo

Figure 17-7

Tracking and navigation by latitude and longitude.
N

Prime
meridian

s
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1he location of some of the many commun1cation satellites in
geosynchronous orb1t.

Figure 17 - 8
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the United States and other part., of orth America. Since geo.,ynchronous .,atell ite<.
rotate about the equator. their \Ubsatellite point i s on the equator. For that reason. all
geo..,ynchronous satell ites have a latitude of 0°.

Azimuth and Elevation. Knowing the location of the ~at ellite is insufficient informution for most earth stations that must communicate w ith the '> atcllite. The earth station rcully needs to know the at.imuth and elevation settings
its antenna to intercept
the ~utc ll i te. M ost earth station -;atcllite antennas arc highly directional and must be accurately po.,itioned to '"hit'' the .,atcllite. T he u imuth and elevation designations in degree~
tell where to point the antenna hcc Fig. 17-9). A:jmwh refer'> to the direction where
north i.., equal to 0°. The a:.imwh <1118/e ic; measured clockwi'>e \\ ith respect to north. The
angle of elemtion is the angle between the horiwntal plane and the pointing direction
of the antenna.
Once the at imuth and elevation arc known. the earth 1>tation antenna can be pointed
in that direction. For a geosynchronous satellite, the antenna w ill simply remain in that
posit ion. For any other satel lite, the antenna must be moved as the satellite passes
overhead.
For geosynchr onous satellites. the angles of azimuth and elevation are relatively easy
to determine. Because geo~ynchronou-. '>atellites are lixed in position over the equator. special formulas and techniques ha\'c been developed to permit ca~y determination of :uimuth
and elevation for any geosynchronou'> <.atellite for any point on can h. Example 17-1 shO\\.,
hO\\ calculations are made.

Azimuth

or

Figure 17- 9

Azimuth and elevation: Azimuth = 90°; elevation

Azimuth angle
Angle of elevation

40°.

N

'
Angle of
elevabon
270"

180"
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Example 17-1
A satellite earth station is to be located at longitude 95° west, latitude 30° north. The
satellite is located at 121 ° west longitude in geosynchronous orbit. Determine the
approximate azimuth and elevation settings for the antenna.
a. Difference between longitude of satellite and longitude of location:
121 - 95

= 26°

b. Locate longitude difference (relative longitude) and latitude.
c. Detem1ine the elevation from the curves:
45°

d. Detennine the radial position:
e. Calculate the actual azimuth:
360 - 137

= 223°

17-2 Satellite Communication Systems
Communication satellite

Repeater

Communication satellires are not originators of information to be transmitted. Although
some other types of satellites generate the information to be transmitted. communication
satellites do not. Instead. these satellites are relay stations for earth sources. If a transmitting station cannot communicate directly with one or more receiving stations because
of line-of-sight restrictions, a satellite can be used. The transmitting station sends the information to the satellite, which in turn retransmits it to the receiving stations. The satellite
in this application is what is generally known as a repeate1:

Repeaters and Transponders

Uplink
Downlink
Transponder
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Figure 17-10 shows the basic operation of a communication satellite. An earth station
transmits information to the satellite. The satellite contains a receiver that picks up the
transmitted signal , amplifies it, and translates it on another frequency. The signal on the
new frequency is then retransmitted to the receiving stations on earth. The original signal
being transmitted from the earth station to the satellite is called the uplink, and the retransmitted signal from the satellite to the receiving stations is called the downlink. Usually
the downlink frequency is lower than the uplink frequency. A typical uplink frequency is
6 GHz. and a common downlink frequency is 4 GHz.
The transmitter-receiver combination in the satellite is known as a transponde1:
The basic functions of a transponder are amplification and frequency translation (see
Fig. 17- ll ). The reason for fi·equency translation is that the transponder cannot transmit and
receive on the same frequency. The transmitter's strong signal would overload, or "desensitize;· the receiver and block out the very small uplink signal, thereby prohibiting any communication. Widely spaced transmit and receive frequencies prevent interference.
Transponders are also wide-bandwidth units so that they can receive and retransmit
more than one signal. Any earth station signal within the receiver's bandwidth will be
amplified, translated , and retransmitted on a different frequency.
Although the typical transponder has a wide bandwidth, it is used with only one
uplink or downlink s ignal to minimize interference and improve communication
reliability. To be economically feasible. a satellite must be capable of handling several
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Figure 17-10

Using a satellite as a mtcrowave relay link.
Commumcatton
satellite repeater

Figure 17-11

A satellite transponder.
Recetvtng
antenna

Transmtt!lng
antenna

""VL___:~~mplifler
Low·notse

6 GHz

Power

v---~

_>------l

~OH>
channel!.. A<:. a result. mo~t satellite!> contain multiple tran~ponder:-.. each operating at a
different frequency. A typical communication satellite ha~ 24 channels. 12 vertically
polarit.cd and 12 horizontally polarized. Each transponder represents an individual communication channel. Various mu ltiple-access schemes arc used so that each channel can
carry multiple information transmissions.

Frequency Allocations. Mo... t communication satellite~ operate in the microwave
frequency specLrum. However. there arc some exception'>. For example. many mjJitary
.,atcllites operate in the 200- to 400-VHF/UHF range. Aho. the amateur radio OSCAR
~atellites operate in the VHF/UHF range. VHF. UH F. and microwave signals penetrate
the iono'>phcre with little or no attenuation and are not refracted to earth. as are lowerfrequency signals in the 3- to 30-MHz range.
The microwave spectrum i':, divided up into frequency bands that have been allocated to satel lites as well as other communication services such as radar. T hese frequency
bands are generally designated by a letter of the a lphabet. Figure 17-12 shows the variou'> frequency bands used in \atcllitc communication.
One of the most widely used ':,atellite communication bands i<> the C band. The
uplint.. frequencie<> are 5.925 to 6.425 G Hz. In any general di'>CU'>!>ion of the C band. the
uplint.. i ... generally said to be 6 GHt. The downlink is in the 3.7- to ~.2-GHz range. But
again. in an) general discussion of the C band, the downlink i'i nominaJiy said to be
4 GHt. Occasionally, the C band i'> referred to by the designation 6/4 G Hz. where the
uplink frequency is given firM.
Satellite Communication
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Figure 17-12

Frequency bands used in satellite communication.
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FREQUENCY

225-390 MHz
350-530 MHz
1530-2700 MHz
2500-2700 MHz
3400-6425 MHz
7250-8400 MHZ
10.95-14.5 GHz
17.7-31 GHz
36-46 GHz
46-56 GHz
56-100 GHz

Over the past several years there has been a steady move toward the higher frequencies. Currently. the Ku band is receiving the most attention. The uplinks are in the
14- to 14.5-GHz range, and the downlinks are from 11.7 to 12.2 GHz. You w ill see the
Ku band designated as 14/12 GHz. Use of the Ka band is also increasing.
Most new communication satellites will operate in the Ku band. This upward shift in
frequency is happening because the C band is overcrowded. Many conununication satellites are in orbit now. most of them operating in the C band. However, there is some difficulty with interference because of the heavy usage. The only way this interference will
be minimized is to shift all future satellite communication to higher frequencies. Naturally,
the electronic equipmem that can achieve these higher frequencies is more complex and
expensive. Yet. the crowding and interference problems cannot be solved in any other way.
Further. for a given antenna size. the gain i s higher in the Ku band than in the C band.
This can improve communication reliability while decreasing antenna size and cost.
Two other bands of interest are the X and L bands. The militm·y uses the X band
for its satellites and radar. The L band is used for navigation as well as marine and aeronautical communication and radm·.

Spectrum Usage
Recall the frequencies designated for the C band uplink and downlink. These are 5925
to 6425 and 3700 to 4200 MHz. respectivel y. You can see that the bandwidth between
the upper and lower limits i s 500 MHz. This is an incredibly wide band , capable of
carrying an enonnous number of signals. ln fact, 500 MHz covers all the radio spectrum so well known from VLF through VHF and beyond. Most communication satellites are designed to take advantage of this full bandwidth. This allows them to carry
the maximum possible number of communication channels. Of course, this extremely
wide bandwidth is one of the major reasons why microwave frequencies are so useful
in communication. Not only can many communication channels be supported, but also
very high-speed digital data requiring a wide bandwidth is supported.
The transponder receiver "looks at"" the entire 500-MHz bandwidth and picks up any
transmission tJ1ere. However. the input is ''channelized.. because the earth stations operate
on selected frequencies or channels. The 500-MH7 bandwidth is typically divided into
12 separate transmit channels. each 36 MHz wide. There are 4-MHz guard bands between channels that are used to minimize adjacent channel interference (see Fig. 17- 13).
Note the center frequency for each channel. Remember that the uplink frequencies are
translated by frequency conversion to the downlink channel. In both cases, the total bandwidth (500 MHz) and channel bandwidth (36 MHz) are the same. Onboard the satellite, a
separate transponder is allocated to each of the 12 channels.
Although 36 MHz seems narrow compared to 500 MHz, each transponder bandwidth is capable of carrying an enorm ous amount of information. For example. one
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Figure 17-13

Receive and transmit bandwidths in a C-band communication satellite.
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typical tran...,ponder can handle up to 1000 one-way analog telephone convcr~mion-. a~>
well a!> one full-color T V channel. Each transponder channel can also carry high--;pced
digital data. U~ing certain types of modulation. a standard 36-M Ht bandwidth tran~pon
der can handle digital data at rates of up to 60 Mbps.

Example 17-2
A satellite tran~>po nder openues in the C band (see Fig. 17- 13). Assume a localoscillator frequency of 2 Gl-lz.
a. What is the uplink receiver frequency if the downlink transmiller is on channel 4?
The downlink frequency of channel 4 is 3840 MHz (Fig. 17- 13). The downlink
frequency il- the difference between the uplink frequency J,, and the localoscil l ator frequency fto:
}~J

= J,, - Ao

Therefore.

J,, - fu

fw
= 3840 + 2000 = 5840 M Hz = 5.84 GHt
i-

b. What i~ the maximum theoretical data rate if one transponder is used for binal)
tran'>mi'>sion?
The bandwidth of one transponder channel is 36 MHz. For binary tran~mi'>'>ion. the
maximum theoretical data rate or channel capacity C for a given bandwidth 8 is

c = 28
= 2(36)

= 72 Mbps
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Although the transponders are quite capable, they nevertheless rapidly become overloaded with traffic. Further. at limes there is more traffic than there are transponders to
handle it. For that reason. numerous techniques have been developed to effectively
increase the bandwidth and signal-carrying capacity of the satellite. Two of these techniques are known as frequency reuse and spatial isolation.

Frequency reuse

Left-hand circularly polarized
(LHCP)
Right-hand circularly polarized
(RHCP)

Frequency-division multiple access
{FOMA)
Time-division multiple access
(TOMA)

Code-division multiple access
(COMA)

Frequency Reuse. One system for effectively doubling the bandwidth and informationcarrying capacity of a satellite is known as frequency reuse. In this system. a communication satellite is provided with two identical sets of 12 transponders. The lirst channel
in one transponder operates on the same channel as the first transponder in the other set,
and so on. With this arrangement, the two sets of transponders transmit in the same frequency spectrum and, therefore, appear to interfere with each other. However, this is not
the case. The two systems. although operating on exactly the same frequencies. are isolated from each other by the use of special antenna techniques.
One technique for keeping transmissions separate is to use different antenna polarizations. For example. a vertically polarized antenna will not respond to a horizontally
polarized signal and vice versa. Or a left-hand circularly polarized ( LHCP) antenna will
not respond to a right-hand circularly polarized (RHCP) signal and vice versa.
Another technique is to use spatial isolation. By using narrow beam or spot beam
antennas, the area on the earth covered by the satellite can be divided up into smaller
segments. Earth stations in each segment may actually use the same frequency, but
because of the very narrow beam widths of the antennas, there is no interference between
adjacent segments. This technique is referred to a spatial-division multiple access
(SDMA) in that access to the satellite depend~ on location and not frequency.
Access Methods. To maximize the use of the avai lable spectrum in satellite IYansponders and to ensure access for as many users as possible, all satellites use some form of
multiplexing. Frequency-division multiplexing (FDM), more commonly called frequencydivision multiple access (FDMA). was widely used in early satellites. Today. time-division
multiplexing (TDM). also known as time-division multiple access (TDMA), is more prevalent. This digital technique assigns each user a time slot on the full bandwidth of the
transponder channel. Modulation methods are BPSK and QPSK, although multilevel QAM
( 16 QAM, 32 QAM, and 256 QAM) is also used to increase digital transmission speeds in
a given bandwidth. Spread spectrum is used in some of the newer satellites. Also known as
code-division multiple access (CDMA), this digital method spreads the signals of multiple
users over the full transponder channel bandwidth and sorts them by use of pseudorandom
codes. COMA also provides the security so important in today's wireless systems and today,
more and more satellites use SOMA to give multiple access while conserving spectrum.

17-3 Satellite Subsystems
All satellite communication systems consist of two basic parts, the satellite or spacecraft
and two or more earth stations. Tbe satellite performs the function of a radio repeater or
relay station. Two or more earth stations may communicate with one another through the
satellite rather than directly point-to-point on the earth.
Satellites vary is size from about I ft3 for a small LEO satellite to more than 20 ft
long. The largest satellites are roughly the size of the trailer on an 18-wheeler. Weight
ranges from about 100 lb for the smaller satellites to nearly 10.000 lb for the largest.
The heart of a communication satellite is the communication subsystem. This is a
set of transponders that receive the uplink signals and retransmit them to earth. A
transponder is a repeater that implements a wideband communication channel that can
carry many simultaneous communication transmissions.
The transponders are supported by a variety of additional ''housekeeping•· subsystems. These include the power subsystem. the telemetry tracking and command
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Figure 17-14

General block diagram of a communication satellite.
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subsystems, the antennas, and the propulsion and atti tude stabi liauion subsystems. These
are essential to the :;el f-su!>taining naw re of the satell ite.
Figure 17- 14 i!'> a general block diagram of a satellite. A II the major :;ubsy~rem~ are
illustrated. The solar panels ~upply the electric power for the spacecraft. They drive regulators that dbtribute de power to all other subsystems. And they charge the batteries
that operate the satellite during eclipse periods. And ac-to-de converters and dc-to-ac
inverters ure u'>cd to <.,upply special voltages to some subsystems. Total power capability
run<., from a few hundred watt" in the smaller units to several kilowatts in the largc~t
'>)\tem\.
The communication -.ubsy'>tcm consists of multiple transponders. These receive the
uplink '>ignal<.,, amplify them, tran ...late them in frequency. and amplify them again for
retransmi'>'>ion a'> dO\\ nlink signals. T he transponders share an antenna '>Ubsy~tem for
both reception and tranc.,mi~"ion.
The telemetry, tracking, and command (TT&C) subsystem monitors onboard conditions '>Uch U'> temperature and ballery voltage and transmit~ this data back to a ground
\tation for analysi!>. The ground station may then issue orders to the satellite by transmitting a signal to the command sub~ysrem. which then is u ~ed to control many spacecraft functions \uch as tiring the jet thrusters.
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The jet thrusters and the apogee kick 11101or (AKM) are part of the propulsi011 subsystem. They are controlled by commands from the ground.
The attitude control subsystem provides stabilization in orbit and senses changes in
orientation. It tires the jet thrusters to perform attitude adjusm1ent and station-keeping
maneuvers that keep the satellite in its assigned orbi tal position.

Communication Subsystems

Baseband signals

Transponder

Single-conversion transponder
Dual-conversion transponder
Regenerative repeater

The main payload on a communication satellite, of course. is the communication subsystem that performs the function of a repeater or relay station. An earth station takes
the signals to be transmitted, known as baseband signals, and modulates a microwave
carrier. The three most common baseband signals are voice. video, and computer data.
These uplink signals are then <unplilied. translated in frequency, and retransmitted on the
downlink to one or more earth stations. The component that performs this function
is known as a transpondeJ: Most modern communication satellites contain at least
12 transponders. More advanced satellites contain many more. These transponders operate in the microwave frequency range.
The basic purpose of a transponder is simply to rejuvenate the uplink signal and
retransmit it over the downlink. In this role the transponder performs the function of an
amplifier. By the time the uplink·s signal reaches the satellite, it is extremely weak.
Therefore, it must be amplified before it can be retransmitted to the receiving earth
station.
However, transponders are more than just amplitiers. An amplifier is a circuit that
takes a signal and increases the voltage or power level of that signal without changing
its frequency or content. Such a transponder, then, literally consists of a receiver and a
transmitter that operate on the same frequency. Because of the close proximity of the
transmitter and the receiver in the satellite, the high transmitter output power for the
downlink is picked up by that satell ite receiver. Naturally, the uplink signal is totally
obliterated. Further, the transmitter output fed back into the receiver input causes
oscillation.
To avoid this problem. the receiver and transmitter in the satellite transponder are
designed to operate at separate frequencies. In this way. they will not interfere with each
other. The frequency spacing is made as wide as practical to minimize the effect of the
transmitter desensitizing the receiver. In many repeaters. even though the receive and
transmit frequencies are different, the high output power of the transmitter can still affect
the sensitive receiver input circuits and. in effect, desensitize them, making them less
sensitive in receiving the weak uplink signals. The wider the frequency spacing between
transmitter and receiver, the less of desensitizing problem this is.
In typical satellites, the input and output frequencies are separated by huge amounts.
At C band frequencies, the uplink signal is in the 6-GHz range and the downlink signal
is in the 4-GHz range. This 2-GHz spacing is sufficient to eliminate most problems.
However, to ensure maximum sensitivity and minimum interference between uplink and
downlink signals. the transponder contains numerous filters that not onJy provide channelization but also help to eliminate interference from external signals regardless of tl1eir source.
Three basic transponder configurations are used in communication satellites. They
are all essentially minor variations of one another, but each has its advantages and disadvantages. These are the single-conversion. double-conversion, and regenerative
transponders.
A single-conversion transponder uses a single mixer to translate the uplink signal to
the downlink frequency. A dual-convasion rrcmsponder makes the frequency translation in
two steps with two mixers. No demodulation occurs. A regenerative repeater demodulates
the uplink signaJ after the frequency is translated to some lower intermediate frequency.
The recovered baseband signal is then used to modulate the downlink signal.

Multichannel Configurations. Virtually all modern communication satellites
contain multiple transponders. This permits many more signals to be received and
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transmitted. A typical commercial communication satellite contains 12 tran!-~pondcr!.. 24
if frequency reu!'lc i'> incorporated. Military satellites often contain fewer tran~pondcrs.
wherea~ the newer. larger commercial satellites have provisions for up to 50 channels.
Each transponder operate<, on a <,eparate frequency. but its bandwidth i'> wide enough to
carry multiple channet... of voice. video. and digital information.
There arc two ba.,ic multichannel architectures in usc in communication \atcllitc ....
One b a broadband "Y"tem. and the other is a fully channeliLed syMem.

Broadband Syste m. A'> indicated earlier. a typical communication satellite .,pcctrum
is 500 MH; wide. Thi., i., typically divided into 12 separate channels. each with a bandwidth of 36 MHt. The center frequency <.,pacing between adjacent channeb i., 40 M il t.
thereby providing a 4-M Ht -.pacing between channels to minimiLe adjacent channel interference. Refer to Fig. 17-13 for detail'>. A wideband repeater (Fig. 17-15) i<; designed to
receive any signal transmitted within the 500-MH7 total bandwidth.
The receive antenna is connected to a low-noise amplifier (LNA) as in every
transponder. Very wideband tuned circuits are used so that the entire 500-MHz bandwidth is received and amplified. A low-noise amplifier. usually a GaAs FET, provides
gain. A mixer translates all incoming signals to their equivalent lower downlink
frequencies. In a C-band communication satellite. the incoming signals arc locmccl
between 5.925 and 6.425 MHz. A local osci llator operating at the frequency of
2.225 GI-lt i.., u\ed to tran~lme the inputs to the 3.7- to 4.2-GHt range. A wideband
amplifier following the mixer ampliticl> this entire spectrum.

Broadband system

Channelization Process

Channelization process

The clumneli:llfion process occurs in the remainder of the
tran.,pondcr. For example. in a 12-channel satellite. 12 bandpass filter.... each centered on
one of the 12 channel .... arc u~ed to separate all the various received '>ignal\. Figure 17- 13
\howe, the 12 ba-.ic channels with their center frequencies. each having a bandv. idth of
36 MHL. The banclpas-. filter-. <.,eparate out the unwanted mixer output '>ignab and retain
only the difference '-ignals. Then individual high-power amplifiers ( 1-/PA ~) arc u-.cd to
increa\e the '>ignal level. Thc'>c are usually trarelin~:-lra,·e tube\ (nVT:.). The output of
each TWT amplifier is again filtered to minimize harmonic and intermodulation distortion problems. Thc ...c filter<, arc U\ually part of a larger as..,embly known H!> a multiplexa
or combine~: Thi., i~ a waveguide-cavity resonator assembly that filters and combines all
the signals for application to a single antenna.

Figure 17- 15

High-power amplifier (HPA)
Traveling-wave tube (TWT)

A broadband multiple-channel repeater.
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GOOD TO KNOW
A typical communication satellite
contains 12 transponders, or 24 if
frequency reuse is incorporated.
Newer, larger satellites may use
up to 50 channels.

It is logical to assume that if the receive function can be accomplished by wideband
amplifier and mixer circuits, then it must be possible to provide the transmit function in
the same way. However, it is general ly not possible ro generate very high output power
over such wide bandwidth. The fact is that no components and circuits can do this well.
The high-power amplifiers in most transponders arc traveling-wave tubes that inherently
have limited bandwidth. They operate well over a small range but cannot deal with the
entire 500-MH:z bandwidth allocated to a satellite. Therefore. to achieve the high power
leveh., the channelization process is used.

Power Subsystem
Solar panel

Today virtually every satellite use~ solar panels for its basic power source. Solar panels
are large arrays of photocells connected in various series and parallel circuits to create
a powerful source of direct current. Early solar panels could generate hundreds of watts
of power. Today huge solar panels are capable of generating many kilowatts. A key
requirement is that the solar panels always be poinred toward the sun. There are two
basic satellite configurations. In cylindrical satellites, the solar cells surround the entire
unit. and therefore some portion of them is al ways exposed to sunlight. In bodystabili.led. or three-axis. satellites. individual <,olar panels are manipulated with various
controls to ensure that they are correctly oriented with respect to the sun.
Solar panels generate a direct current that i'> used to operate the various components
of the satellite. However. the de power is typically used to charge secondary batteries
that act us a buffer. When a satellite goes into an eclipse or when the solar panels arc
not properly positioned, the batteries take over temporarily and keep the satellite operating. The batteries are not large enough to power the satellite for a long time: they are
used as a backup system for eclipses. initial satellite orientation and stabilization. or
emergency conditions.
The basic de voltage from the solar panel-. is conditioned in various ways. For example, it is typically passed through voltage regulator circuits before being used to power
individual electronic circui ts. Occasionally. voltages higher than those produced by the
solar panels must also be generated. For example. the TWT amplifiers in most communication transponders require thousands of volts for proper operation. Special de-to-de
converter-. are used to translate the lower de voltage of the solar panels to the h.igher de
voltage required by the TWT<...

Telemetry, Command, and Control Subsystems
Telemetry, command, and control
(TC&C) subsystem

All satellites have a telemetl)'. commwul. and control (TC&C) ~ubsystem that allows
a ground station to monitor and control conditions in the satellite. The telemetry ~yc.;
tem i\ used to report the statu!. of the onboard subsystems to the ground station (..,ee
Fig. 17-16). The telemetry !.ystem typically consists of variouc, electronic sensor~ for
measuring temperatures, radiation level~. power supply voltages. and other key
operating characteristics. Both analog and digital sensors may be used. The sensors
are selected by a multipl exer and then converted to a digital signal, which then
modulates an internal transmiuer. This tran!-.miuer sends the telemetry information
back to the earth station. where it is recorded and monitored. With this information. the ground station then determines the operational statu'> of the satellite at all
rime~.

A command and control system permits the ground station to control the satellite.
Typically. the satellite contain!. a command receiver that receives control signals from an
earth station transmitter. The control signals arc made up of various digital codes that
tell the satellite what to do. Various commands may initiate a telemetry sequence, activate thrusters for attitude correction. reorient an antenna. or perform other operations ac.;
required by the special equipment specific to the mission. Usually, the control ..,ignal!.
are processed by an onboard computer.
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Figure 17-16

la) General block diagram of a satellite telemetry unit. (b) The command
receiver and controller.
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Most satellites contain a smaJI digital computer, usually microprocessor-based, that
acts as a central control unit for the entire satellite. The computer contains a bui lt-in
ROM with a master control program that operates the computer and causes all other
subsystems to be operated as required. The command and control receiver typically takes
the command codes that it receives from the ground station and passes them on to the
computer, which then carries out the desired action.
The computer may also be used to make necessary computations and decisions.
Information collected from the telemetry system may be first processed by the computer
before it is sent to the ground station. The memory of the computer may aJso be used
to store data temporarily prior to processing or prior to its being transmitted back to
earth. The computer may aJso serve as an event timer or clock. Thus the computer is a
versatile control element that can be reprogrammed via the command ~llld conlTol system to cany out any additional functions that may be required. particularly those that
were not properly anticipated by those designing the mission.
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Applications Subsystems

Global Positioning System (GPS)

The applications sub~y~tem is made up of the !>pecial componen t~ that enable the Mttellite to fulfill its intended purpose. For a communication satellite. thi:-. sub!.ystem is made
up of the transponder'>.
An observation satellite -.uch a~ tho\e u~ed for intelligence gathering or weather
monitoring may use TV camera-. or infrared -,cn-,ors to pick up various condition-. on
earth and in the atmol.phere. Thi-. infom1ation i' then tran~mitted back to earth b) a "PCcial tntn'>miner designed for this purpose. There are many variation~ of thi:. subsy\tem
depending upon the u~e. The Global Positioning System (CPS) for satellite<, is an example of a subsystem, the application payload for which is used for navigation. This system is discussed in detail later in this chapter.

17-4 Ground Stations
Ground station

Ground control equipment (GCE)
subsystem

Oiplexer
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The gro111ul swtion. or earth l>tation, i'> the terrestrial base of the system. The ground
station communicates with the '>atellite to carry out the designated mission. The earth
station may be located at the end user'<; facilities or may be located remote!) \\ith
ground-ba-;ed intercommunication linh between the eanh station and the end u\cr. In
the early days of satellite sy'>tems, em·th \tation'> were typically placed in remote country locations. Because of their enormous antennas and other critical requirement\. it wa-;
not practical to locate them in downtown or suburban areas. Today. earth stations are sti ll
complex, but their antenna'> arc smaller. Many earth station!-. are now located on top of
tall building., or in other urban areas directly where the end uo;er resides. This offer'> the
advantage of eliminating complex intercommunication system\ between the earth \tation
and the end Ul>er.
Like the satellite, the ear1h ~tation b made up of a number of different subs.y-.tcm'>.
The ~ubsy~tems. in fact. generally correspond to those onboard the satellite but are larger
and much more complex. Further. several additional subsystems exist at earth station~
that would not be appropriate in a satellite.
An earth station con-.ists of five major -.ub'>ystems: the antenna subsystem. the
receive subsystem. the tram.mit c;ubsystem. the ground control equipmem (CCE) mbsystem. and the power '>ub-..y'>tem (<;ee Fig. 17- 17). ot shown here are tJ1e telemetry,
control, and instrumentation '>Ubsystems.
The power subsystem furnishe~ all the power to the other equipment. The primary
source of power is the ~tandard ac power lines. This subsystem operates power ~upplics
that distribute a variety of de voltages to the other equipment. The power subsystem abo
consi'>t\ of emergency power ~ource!> such a\ diesel generators. batterie'>. and inverter\
to en'>ure continuous operation during po,,er failures.
A., .,ho\\ n in Fig. 17- 17. the amenna -,ub-,ystem usually includes a diplexer, i.e .. a
waveguide a.....embly that permits both the tran\miuer and the receiver to use the ...ame
antenna. The diplexer feeds u bandpass filter (BPF) in the receiver ~ection that ensures
that only the received frequencies pass through to the sensitive receiving ci1·cuits. This
bandpa-,~ filter blocks the high-power tran~mit !-.ignal that can occur '>irnultaneously with
reception. This prevents overload and damage to the receiver.
The output of the bandpas'> filter feed\ a low-noise amplifier that drives a power
divider. This is a "a'eguidelike a.-.sembly that "Piits the received \ignal into smaller but
equal power signals. The power divider feeds several down converters. These are Mandard mixers fed by local oscillators (LOs) that translate the received signals down to an
intermediate frequency. usually 70 MHL A bandpas:> filter ensures the selection of the
proper sidebands out of the down converter.
The IF '>ignal containing the data is then -.ent to the GCE receive equipment. where
it i., demodulated and fed to a demultiplexer. \\here the original -.i gnals are finally
obtained. The demultiplc\cr outputs are u!-.ually the baseband or original communication
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figure 17-17

General block diagram of an earth station.
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~ignab. In actual systems, several levels of demodulation and demultiplexing may have
to take place to obtain the original -;ignal~. I n the GCE tnln'.mit ~ub~ystem . the baseband
... ignab such as telephone com·crsations are applied to a multiplexer that permits multiple ... ignals to be carried on a <,ingle channel.

Antenna Subsystems

Antenna subsystem

A ll earth stations have a relatively large parabolic dish antenna that is used for sending
and receiving signals to and from the satell ite. Early satellites had very low power transmitter~. and so the signals received on earth were extremely small. Huge high-gain antenna' were required to pick up minute signals from the satellite. The earth station di ...hes
were 80 to 100ft or more in diameter. Antennas of this size arc still used in some satellite "Y"tems today. and even larger antennas have been used for deep-space probes.
Modern satellites now tran'>mit with much more power. Advances have also been
made in receiver components and circuitry. For that rea<;on . .,muller earth station antenmt\ are now practical. In some applications. antennas having a~ ~mall as 18-in diameter
can be u!>cd.
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Typically, the same antenna is used for both transmitting and receiving. A diplexer
is used to permit a single antenna to be used for multiple transmiucrs and/or receivers.
In some appli cati on~. a separate antenna is used for telemetry and control functions.
The antenna in an canh station muM also be stcerable. That b. it muM be possible
to adjust its azimuth and elevation so that the antenna can be properly aligned with the
satellite. Eanh stations supporting geosynchronous satellites can generally be fixed in
position, however. Azimuth and elevation adjustments arc necessary to initially pinpoint
the satellite and to permit minor adjustments over the ~atelli te's life.

Receive Subsystems
Receive subsystem

The downlink is the receh'e subsystem of the earth station. lL usually consists of very
low-noise preampliliers that take the small signal received from the satellite and amplify
it to a level suitable for further processing. The signal i'> then demodulated and sent on
to other pans of the communication "Y'tem.

Receiver circuit

Receiver Circuits. The receive subsystem consists of the LNA, down converters. and
related components. The purpose of the receive subsystem is to amplify the downlink
satellite '>ignal and tranl>late it to a suitable intermediate frequency. From that point. the
IF signal i'> demodulated and demultiplexed as necessary to generate the original ba'>cband signals.
Refer to the general block diagram of the receive subsystem shown in Fig. 17- 18.
Figure 17- I S(a) shows a typical dual -conversion down wnver1er. The input bandpass fil ter passes the entire 500-M Hz satellite <;ignal. This is fed to a mixer along with a local
oscillator. The output of the mixer is an IF signal. u~ually 770 MH1. This is pa.,~ed
through a bandpass filter at that frequency with a bandwidth of 36 M H7.
The signal is then applied to another mixer. When combined with the local-oscillator
frequency. the mixer output is the standard 70-MHz IF value. An IF of 140 MHz is used
in some systems. A 36-MH7-wide bandpass filter poo;itioned after the mixer passes the
desired channel.
In dual -conver~ion down converters, two different tuning or channel selection
arrangements ar e used. One is referTed to as RF tuning. and the other i!> referred to a!>
IF tuninR. In RF tuning. shown in Fig. 17-l8(a). the first local osci llator is made
adjustable. Typically. a frequency synthesi·; er is used in this application. The frequency

Figure 17- 18
lnpul
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Dual-conversion down converters. (o) RF luning. (b) IF tuning.
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-;ymhesizer generates a highly stable .,ignal at selected frequency increment<>. The
frequency synthcsitcr is set to a frequency that will select a de~ired channel. In RF tuning, the second local oscillator has a lixcd frequency to achieve the final conversion.
In IF tuning. the tirst local oscillator is fixed in frequency and the second i1> made
tunable. Again. a frequency synthesil'er i!- normally used for the tunable local O!lcillator
[~ec Fig. 17-l8(b)J.

Example 17-3
Refer to Fig. I 7- I 8(b). I f the earth station downlink signal received is at f.. = 4.08 GH1..
what local-oscillator frcquencie!> jj 0 arc needed to achic\C I F., of 770 and
1-+0 MHz?
Assume LO frequencies lower than the received signal\. First IF:

JiF =f. - fLO
fLO= J:- jj 1 -

4080 - 770

= 3310 MHt.

Second IF:

Ao = 1: - ii1
J, = 770 MH7
!to = 770 140 = 630 MHt

Receiver Ground Control Equipment. The receiver ground wntrol equipmem
(GCE) consists of one or more racks or equipment used for demodulating and demultiplexing the received signals. The down converters provide initial channclitation by
transponder, and the demodulators and demultiplexing equipment proces!-1 the 70-MHz
IF signal into the original ba<;eband .,ignals. Other intermcdiate <;ignals ma) be de\'eloped as required by the application.
The output~ from the down converters are usually made available on a patch panel
of coaxial cable connector!>. These arc interconnected via ~.:oaxial cables to the demodulators. The demodulators are typically packaged in a thin. narrow vertical module that
plugs into a chas!li~ in a rack. Many of these demodulator<> arc provided. They arc all
identical in that they demodulate the IF ),ignal. In FDM ).y'>tem<;, each demodulator is an
FM detector. The most commonly used type is the pha'>e-locked loop di'>criminator.
Equalization and decmphasis are al'>o taken care of in the demodulator.
In system'> w-,ing TDM. the demodulators are typically U\ed to detect four-phase. or
quadrature. PSK at 60 or I 20 Mbps. The IF is usually at 140 MHz. Again. a patch panel
between the down converters and the demodulators permits nexible interconnection to
provide any desired configuration. When video is tran~mitted. the output or the FM
demodulator i'> the baseband video -.ignal. which can then be transmitted by cable or
u-.ed on lhe premise'> ru. required.
If the received .,ignals are telephone calls. the demodulator outputs are ~ent to demultiplexing circuit~. Again. in many system!> a patch panel between the demodulator output~ and the demultiplexer inputs i!> provided to make various connection~ as required.
In FDM systems, standard frequency-division multiplexing is used. This consi~ts of additional single-sideband (SSB) demodulators and filters. Depending upon the number of
~ignals multiplexed. '>everal leveb or channel filters and SSB demodulators may be
required to generate the original baseband voice signal<,. Once this is done. the -.ignal
may be transmitted OYer lhe standard telephone system network as required.
Satellite Commun ication
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[n TDM systems, time-division demultiplexing equipment is used to reassemble the
original transmitted data. The original baseband digital signals may be developed in some
cases. or in others these signals are used with modems as required for interconnecting
the earth station with the computer that will process the data.

Transmitter Subsystems

Transmit subsystem

The uplink is the transmitting subsystem of the em1h station. lt consists of all the electronic equipment that takes the signal to be transmitted. amplifies it. and sends it to the
antenna. In a communication system, the signa ls to be sent ro the satell ite might be TV
programs. multiple telephone calls, or digital data from a computer. These signals are
used to modulate the carrier which is then amplified by a large traveling-wave tube or
klystJ·on amplifier. Such amplifiers usually generate many hundreds of watts of output
power. This is sent to the antenna by way of microwave waveguides. combiners, and
diplexers.
The transmit subsystem consists of two basic parts, the up converters and the power
amplifiers. The up conve11ers translate the baseband signals modulated on to carriers up
to the final uplink microwave frequencies. The power amplifiers generate the high-power
signals that arc applied to the antenna. The modulated carriers are created in the
transmit GCE.

Transmit Ground Control Equipment. The transmit subsystem begins with the
baseband signals. These are first fed to a multiplexer, if multiple signals are to be carried by a single transponder. Telephone calls are a good example. Frequency- or timedivision multiplexers are used to assemble the composite s ignal. The multiplexer output
is then fed to a modulator. In analog systems. a wideband frequency modulator is normally used. It operates at a carrier frequency of 70 MHz with a maximum deviation of
:t 18 MHz. Video signals are fed directly to the modulator; they are not multiplexed.
In digital systems, analog signals are first digitized with PCM converters. The resulting serial digital output is then used to modulate a QPSK modu lator.
Transmitter circuit

Transmitter Circuits. Once the modulated IF signals have been generated, up conversion and amplification will take place prior to transmission. Individual up converters
m·e connected to each modulator output. Each up converter is driven by a frequency synthesizer that allows selection of the final transmitting frequency. The frequency synthesizer selects the transponder it will use in the satellite. The synthesizers are ordinarily
adjustable in 1-kHz increments so that any up converter can be set to any channel
frequency or transponder.
As in down converters. most modern up converters use dual conversion. Both RF
tuning and IF tuning are used (Fig. 17-19). With IF tuning, a tunable carrier from a frequency synthesizer is applied to the mixer to convert the modulated signal to an lF level,
usually 700 MHz. Another mixer ted by a fixed-frequency local oscillator (LO) then
performs the final up conversion to the tTansmitted frequency.
In RF tuning, a mixer fed by a fixed-frequency local oscillator peiforms an initial
up conversion to 700 MHz. Then a sophisticated RF frequency synthesizer applied to a
second mixer provides up conversion lO the tina! microwave frequency.
In some systems, all the IF signals at 70 or 140 MHz are combined prior to the up
conversion. In this system, different carrier frequencies are used on each of the modulators to provide the desired channelization. When translated by the up converter, the carrier frequencies will translate to the individual transponder center frequencies. A special
IF combiner circuit mixes all the signals linearly and applies them to a single up converter. This up converter creates the final microwave signal.
In most systems, however, individual up converters are used on each modulated
channel. At the output of the up converters, all the signals are combined in a microwave
combiner which produces a single output signal that is fed to the final amplifiers. This
arrangement is illustrated in Fig. 17-20.
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figure 17-19 Typical up converter circuits. (a) IF tuning. (b) RF tuning.
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The final combined ~ignal to be tran!-.mitted to the satellite appears at the output of
the RF combiner. But it rnu~l liN be amplified considerably before being sent to the
antenna. Thi~ is done by the power amplifier. The power arnplilicr usually begins w ith
an initial stage called the inlermedime-pnwer amplifier (IPA ). This provides sufficient
drive to the tina! high-power amplilicr (HPA). Note al!-o in Fig. 17-20 that redundant
amplifiers are used. The main IPA and HPA are used until a failure occurs. Switche~
(SW> automatically disconnect the defective main amplilier and connect the spare to
en-.urc continuous operation. The amplilied '>ignal i~ then .,cnt to the antenna via a waveguide. the diplexer, and a filter.
Three types of power amplifier., arc used in earth station'>: tran-.i'>tor. traveling-wa,·e
tube (TWT). and klystron. Tran<,i.,tor power amplifier~ are u~ed in small and medium
earth "tat ions with low power. Powers up to 50 W are common. No rmally. power gallium
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arsenide field-effect transistors (GaAs MESFETs) or silicon MOSFETs are used in this
application. The newer GaAs MESFETs and MOSFET power device~. when operated in
parallel. can achieve powers of up to approximately 100 W. Further improvements are
expected.
Most medium- and high-power earth stations use either TWTs or klystrons for the
power ampli1iers. There are two typical power ranges. one in the 200- to 400-W range
and the other in the 2- to 3-kW range. The amount of power used depends upon the
location of the station and its antenna size. Satellite transponder characteristics also
influence the power required by the earth station. As improvements have been made in
low-noise ampliJiers, and satellites have been able to carry higher-power transponders.
earth station transmitter power requirements have greatly decreased. This is also true for
antenna sizes.
Power subsystem

Uninterruptible power supplies (UPS)

Power Subsystems
Most earth stations receive their power from the normal ac mains. Standard power supplies convert the ac power to the de voltages required to operate all subsystems. However, most earth stations have backup power systems. Satellite systems. particularly those
used for reliable communicatio n of telephone conversations, TV programs, computer
data. and so on, must not go down. The backup power system takes over if an ac power
failure occurs. The backup power system may consist of a diesel engine driving an ac
generator. When ac power fails. an automatic system starts the diesel engine. The generator creates the equivalent ac power. which is automatically switched to the system.
Smaller systems may use uninterruptible power supplies (UPS). which derive their main
power from batteries. Large battery arrays drive dc-to-ac inverters which produce the ac
voltages for the system. Uninterruptible power supplies are not suitable for long power
failures and interruptions because the batteries quickly become exhausted. However. for
short interruptions of power, i.e.. less than an hour. they are adequate.

Telemetry and Control Subsystems

Instrumentation subsystem
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The telemetry equipment consists of a receiver and the recorders and indicators that
display the telemetry signals. The signal may be received by the main antenna or a
separate telemetry antenna. A separate receiver on a frequency different from that of the
communication channels is used for telemetry purposes. The telemetry signals from the
various sensors and transducers in the satellite are multiplexed onto a single carrier and
are sent to the ea1th station. The earth station receiver demodulates and demultiplexes
the telemetry s ignals into the individual outputs. These are then recorded and sent to
various indicators. such as strip chart recorders, meters. and digital displays. Signals may
be in digital form or converted to digital. They can be sent to a computer where they
can be fUJther processed and stored.
The control subsystem permits the ground station to control the satellite. This system usually contains a computer for entering the commands that modulate a carrier that
is amplified and fed to the main antenna. The command signals can make adjustments
in the satellite attitude, turn tmnsponders ofi' and on, actuate redundant circuits if the circuits they are backing up fail, and so on.
In some satellite systems where communication is not the main function, some instrumentation may be a prut of the ground station. /nsrrument(ltion is a general term for all
the e lectronic equipment used to deal with the information transmitted back to the earth
station. It may consist of demodulators and demultiplexers. amplifiers, filters, AID converters. or signal processors. The instrumentation subsystem is in effect an extension of the
telemetry system. Besides relaying information about the satellite itself. the telemetry system may be used to send back information related to various scientific experiment-> being
conducted on the satellite. In satellites used for surveillance, the instmmentation may be
such that it can deal with digital still photographs or TV signals sent back from an onboard
camera. The possibilities are extensive depending upon the actual satellite mission.
Ch(lpter 17

Very Small-Aperture Terminal
A 1·ery sma/1-apl!rture terminal ( VSAT) is a miniature low-co~t ~atellitc ground !ltation.
In the pm.t. mo~t ground 'tation~ were large and expensive. large because of the huge
di<ih antenna-. often needed and expen<;ive because of the equipment costs. But m·er the
years. semiconductor and other technology breakthroughs have greatly reduced the si7e
and cost of ground \tation-.. The VSAT i~ one result. These unil\ arc extremely '>mall
and mount on the top or 'ide of a building and in some versions CYen fit into a suitcase.
Co!.ts range from a fev. thouo,and dollars to no more than about $6000 today. They can
be installed very quickly by plugging them in and pointing the antenna.
A VSAT is a full receive-transmit earth station. Mo:.t of those used in the United
States and Europe operate in the Ku band, so the antennas are very small, typically 0.6
to 2.4 m (about 2 to 8 ft) in diameter. VSATs in Asia, Africa. and Latin America usc the
C band which requires much larger dishes. Receil·e-only (ROJ VSATs arc also available
for special applications ...uch as digital video broadcasts (DVBs). Most of the transmitreceive electronics in a VSAT is contained in a housing mounted on the dish. A box
containing the feed horn antenna at the focal point of the dish contains the LNA. down
converters. and demodulators in the receiver and the u·ansmit power amplilicr. In some
systems these circuits may be contained in a housing ncar the base of the antenna to
keep the coaxial connection between the feed horn antenna and transmitLcr-reccivcr unit
short. A cable then connecl\ the baseband inputs and outputs (voice. video, or data) to
a computer which is connected to the system.
The most common application of VSATs today is in connecting many remote company or organitmion sites to a main computer system. For example. mo-.t gas station.,
and retail '>tore-. U\C VSATs a~ point-of-sale (PoS) terminal<., to tran-,rnit '>ale'> tr<m<.,action
information to the home office. check customer credit cards. and relay im·cntOr) data.
Companie'i such a'> Shell. Wal-Mart. and Barnes & oble all use VSAT<.. Mo't o,torc<.,
that :.ell lotte!') ticket<. use a VSAT as do most tollbooths using SpeedPao,-. and other
radio-frequency identification (RFID) of vehicles for tolls. A good example of a RO
VSAT i' the o,cttop box receiver used by consumers for Direct Broadca<~t Satellite (08$)
TV reception.

Very small-aperture terminal (VSAn

Receive-only (RO)

17-5 Satellite Applications
Every satellite is designed to perform some specific task. Its predetermined application specities the kind of equipment it rnu<;t have onboard and its orbit. Although the emphasis on
satellites in this chapter b communication. satellites are useful for observation purposes.

Communication Satellites
The main application for satellites today IS 111 communication. Satellites used for this
purpose act as relay .,tation-. in the !.ky. They permit reliable long-distance communication worldwide. They sohc many of the growing communication need<. of indu,try and
government. Communication applications will continue to dominate thi., indw,try.
The primary uo,e of communication ...atellites is in long-di-;tance telephone o,ervicc. Satellite'> greatly simplify long-di-.tance calls not only within but abo out'.>ide the United State-..
Another major communication application is TV. For )Car<>. TV 'ignal'> haYc been
tran-.mitted through satellite'> for redi'itribution. Because of the \cry high-frequency .,ignal' imolved in TV transmis.,ion. other long-distance transmission methods arc not technically or economically fea ... ible. Special coaxial cables and fiber-optic cables a-. well as
microwave relay links have been used to transmit TV signal' from one place to another.
Howe\er, with today·., communication satellites. TV signals can he transrnilled ea~ily
from one place to another. All the major TV networks and cable TV companies rely on
communication '>atcllitcs for TV signal distribution.
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Direct Broadcast Satellite (DBS). A more recent satellite TV service is the
Direct Broadcast Satellite
(DBS) service

Direct Broadcast Satellite (DBS) service. This is a TV signal distribution system
designed to distribute signals directly to consumers. Special broad U.S. coverage satellites with high power transmit cable-TV-like services direct to homes equipped with the
speci al DBS receiver~. These newer satellites work at the higher microwave frequencies
(K band) with higher power so that only very smal l antennas are needed. The DBS system allows dishes with diameters as small as 18 in to be used reliably. The newer lownoise GaAs FET receiver front ends make this possible.

Satellite Cell Phones. An application under development is satellite-based cellular

Iridium system

GOOD TO KNOW
The primary use of communication satellites is long-distance
telephone service. Another important use is transmission of TV
signals over long distances.

Gateways
Time-division multiple access

(TOMA)

telephone service. Current cellular telephone systems rely on many low-power. groundbased cells to act as intermediaries between the standard telephone system and the
millions of roving cellular telephones. The proposed new systems use low-earth-orbit
satellites to perform the relay services to the main telephone system or to make connection directly between any two cellular telephones using the system.
Although nearly a dozen different satellite cellular telephone systems have been proposed. the most advanced system is that developed by Motorola. Known as Iridium, it
uses a constellation of 66 satellites in six polar orbits with I I satellites per orbit
420 mi above the earth (refer ro Fig. 17-21 ). The satellites operate in the L band over
the frequency range of 1.61 to 1.6265 GHz. The satellites communicate with ground stations called gateways that connect the system to the public switched telephone network.
The satellites also communicate among themselves. Both gateway and intersatellite
communication takes place over Ka band frequencies. The system provides truly global
coverage between any two handheld cellular telephones or between one of the cellu lar
telephones and any other telephone on earth.
Each satellite in the system transmits back to earth. creating 48 spot beams that in
effect form moving cell areas of coverage. The spot beams provide spatial separation to
permit more than one satellite to use the same frequencies for simultaneous communication. Frequency reuse makes efficient use of a small number of frequencies.
Transmission is effected by digital techniques. A special form of QPSK is used for
modulation. Time-division nwl1iple access (TDMA). a special form of lime-division
multiplexing. is used to provide multiple voice channels per satellite.
In addition to voice communication, Iridium will be able to provide a whole spectrum of other communication services including
1. Data communication

2. Fax

E-mail and other computer communication.

Two-way facsimile.

3. Paging

Figure 17-21

Global paging to receivers with a two-line alphanumeric display.

The Motorola Iridium satellite cellular telephone system.
6 polar orbits, 11 satellites each
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4. Radio Determination Services ( RDSs) A subsystem that penn its !>atellitc~ to locate
transceivers on earth. Accuracy is expected to be within 3 mi.
The I ridium c;y<;tem became fully operational in the 1999-:!000 period. and it i., '>till
operational on a limited <,cale. The co'>t of service il> high but affordable by companie.,
and government.., needing global communications.
Other worl<.lv.idl! ...atcllite telephone 1>ystems have experienced .,imilar problem....
e\t to Iridium. Global-.tar i'> the mol.t wide!) used. This LEO !>)Mem U'>e., 48 satellites
and COMA for voice and data communication. Other. smaller world\\ ide 'atellite '>)'Stem., are Telcde..,ic. G2. and I 1MARSAT.

Digital Satellite Radio
One of the newcl.l satellite applications i'> in digiral satellite radio or the di~iwl audio radio
sen·ice ( DARS). This '>ervicc provides hundreds of channel~ of music. news. sports. and
talk radio primarily to car portable and home radios. Conventional AM and FM radio
station:- cover only shon di... tances and arc subject to local and even national radio propagation effect'>. As you arc traveling by car or u·uck, radio stations come and go every 40 mi

Digital satellite radio or digital
audio radio service (OARS)

or M>. And if you are driving in the rural areas of the United States. you may 110t get any
~tation . Thi\ i., 1101 so with satellite radio. which provide!. full continuous coverage of the
station you select wherever you arc in the United States. The o;ystem uses digital tram.rni..,.,ion techniques that en-,ure high-quality stereo !>ound that b immune to noi-,e. Furthermore. the digital format allow!> the satellites to transmit other information ~uch a., !-.Ong
title and arti\t. type of mu\ic. and other data, which are di!iplayed on a LCD 'iCrecn.

These aircraft function a btt as satellites do. The aircraft, while overhead, provide broadband
commumcation to customers below. Customers over thousands of square mtles can recetve
services such as movies, v1deoconferencing, Internet. and phone. The service is not hindered by
weather, bUildings, trees, or terrain features. The system, called Halo, has tested well, prov1ding
52 Mbps per second. The 1dea is to fly Proteus aircraft over major cities in fixed patterns at
51,000 ft or htgher (farther up than planes and bad weather). The system has been developed
by Raytheon and Angel Technologies.
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Two such systems in the United States are XM Satellite Radio and Sirius Satellite
Radio. XM Satellite Radio uses two geosynchronous satellites, named Rock and Roll,
positioned to cover the continental United States. The Sirius Satellite Radio system uses
three elliptical-orbit satellites. Each satellite appe~u·s over the United States for approximately 16 hladay. One satellite is aJways available for coverage anywhere in the United
States. Both the XM and Sirius systems operate in the 2.3-GHz S band.
XM and Sirius generate their programming as do other radio stations. and then they
up-link their digitized signals to the satellites. The satellites provide the continuous coverage to vehicles on the road and homes in the United States.
The microwave receivers are mounted in cars as are other car radios, but they require
a special outside or window-mounted antenna for optimum reception. TypicaJly, the unit
also contains standard AM and FM receiver capability. These satellite digital radios are
available as an option in most new cars. and several manufacturers are offering aftermarket add-on radios for existing vehicles. Home and portable units are also available.
Surveillance satellite

Surveillance Satellites
Another application of satellites is in surveillance or observation. From their vantage
point high in the sky. satellites can look at the earth and transmit what they see to ground
stations for a wide variety of purposes. For example, military satellites are used to perform reconnaissance. Onboard cameras take photographs that can later be ejected from
the satellite and brought back to earth for recovery. TV cameras can take pictures and
send them back to earth as electric signals. Infrared sensors detect heat sources. Small
radars can profile earth features.
Intelligence satellites collect information about enemies and potential enemies. They
permit monitoring for the purpose of proving other countries' compliance with nuclear
test ban and missile stockpile treaties.
There are many different kinds of observation satellites. One special type is the
meteorological. or weather, satellite. These satellites photograph cloud cover and send back
to earth pictures that are used for determining and predicting the weather. Geodetic satellites photograph the earth for the purpose of creating more accurate and more detailed maps.

Navigation satellite

Loran system

Omega system

VHF omnidirectional ranging (VOR)
Distance-measuring equipment
(DME)
Tactical Air Navigation {Tacan)
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Navigation Satellites
A third applications area is navigation. Electronic systems have been used for years to
provide accurate position information to ships, airplanes, and land-based vehicles.
Loran and Omega are well-known systems used in marine navigation. Loran is a highly
accurate system that uses coastal stations along aJI U.S. water borders. More than
50 stations transmit on a frequency of about I 00 kHz in a range that is very limited.
The Omega system uses signals in the I0- to 13-kHz range, and with eight stations
it can cover the world. In both cases accuracy is limited to within the 1000- to 2000-ft
range. Yet this is good accuracy for general navigation.
Aircraft use the VORIDME Tacan system of navigation. VOR means VHF omnidirectional ranging and DME means distance-measuring equipment. Tacan refers to Tactical Air
Navigation, which is a similar but higher-frequency, higher-accuracy version of the
YOR/DME used by the military. VOR uses hundreds of beacon stations transmitting a rotating na.rTow-beam signal that vectors planes from one VOR station to another aJong common air tJaffic routes. DME permits accmate distance measuJements between stations. VOR
tr.tnsmits in the 108- to I 18-MHz range. and Tacan operates in the 960- to 1215-MHz range.
Typical accuracy is in the 200- to 600-ft range. Obviously. use is limited to the United States.
Satellite systems overcome some of the problems with la.r1d-based navigation systems.
First. they can provide global coverage so that planes and ships can navigate anywhere on
earth. By using multiple satellites, g lobal coverage can be obtained, thus overcoming the limitations of earth-based systems that a.r·e confined in range by signaJ propagation conditions.
By using satel lite systems, very high-frequency signals can be used. High-frequency
signaJs give better resolution and accuracy in positioning. Finally, satellite systems can
Chapter 17

provide altitude po~itioning data that other ~ystems cannot. The navigation system<; built
by the Navy such a~ Transit have all been phased out in favor of the GPS. Section 17-6
cover<; GPS in detail.

17-6 Global Positioning System
The Global Positioning Sntem (CPS). abo known a<; Na\'St{//; i'> a -.atellitc-ba'>ed ml\ igation '>ystem that can be u-.ed b} anyone with an appropriate receiver to pinpoint her
or his location on earth. The array of GPS . atellites transmit!> highly accurate. time-coded
information that permit'> a recei\'er to calculate its exact location in term-. of the latitude
and longitude on earth a.., well a~ the altitude above sea level.
GPS was developed by the U.S. Air Force for the Department of Defen'>e a:- a continuous global radio navigation sy~tem that all elements of the military services would
use for preci<.ion navigation. Development was started in 1973. and by 1994. the sy-.tem
was fully operational.
The GPS Navstar system is an open navigation system: i.e., anyone with a GPS
receiver can U\C it. The system is designed. however. £O provide a ba;;c navigation system with an accuracy to within 100m. A supplementary pan of the system. at one time
accessible onl y to the military and called selectil•e al'(li/ability (SA) . provides much
greater preci<;ion. to within 10 to 20m. This precision is now available to any GPS user.
The ba~e sy.,tem i., highly accurate and more so than virtually any other electronic
navigation "Y"tem in exi-.tence. As a result. GPS is gradually replacing older military
systems and civilian land-ba.,ed <.yMems.
The G PS i~ an excellent example of a modern satellite-ba~ed '>Y'>tcm and the hightechnology communication techniques used to implement it. Learning about GPS i., an
excellent way to bring together and illustrate the complex concept~ pre...cmcd in thi~
chapter and preYiOU'> chapter)..
The GPS con'>i'>t'> of three major segments: the space <>egment. the control egrnent.
and the u-;er <.egmenl.

Global Positioning System (GPS) or
Navstar

Open navigation system

Selective availability (SA)

Space Segment
The space segment i ... the constellation of satellites orbiting above the earth that contain
transmiLtcrs which send highly accurate timing information to GPS receiver'> on earth.
The receivers in the user ...egment themselves may be used on land. sea. or air.

Space segment

GPS mapping aids are small enough to be mounted on a dashboard or stashed in a
backpacker's pack. They're popular with boaters, too.
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Figure 17-22

The GPS space segment
6 ortlits of 24 satellites, ss• angle of inclination
with height of 10,898 mi

I

The fully implemented GPS cons ists of 24 main operational satellites plus
3 active spare satellites (see Fig. 17-22). The satellites are arranged in six orbits, each
orbit containing 3 or 4 satellites. The orbital planes form a 55° angle with the equator.
The satellites orbit at a height of I0,898 nautical miles above the earth (20,200 km).
The orbital period for each satellite is approximately 12h (I J h 58 min).
Each of the orbiting satellites contains four highly accurate atomic clocks. They provide precision timing pulses used to generate a unique binary code, i.e., a pseudorandom
code identifying the specific satellite in the constellations that is transmitted to earth. The
satellite also transmits a set of digitally coded ephemeris data that completely defines its
precise orbit. The term ephemeris is normally associated with specifying the location of
a celestial body. Tables have been computed so that it is possible to pinpoint the location of planers and other astronomical bodies at precise locations and times. Ephemeris
data can also be computed for any orbiting body such as a satellite. This data tells where
the satellite is at any given time. and its location can be specified in terms of the satellite ground track in precise latitude and longitude measurements. Ephemeris information
is coded and transmitted from the satellite. providing an accurate indication of the exact
position of the satellite above the earth at any given time. The satellite's ephemeris data
is updated once a day by the ground control station to ensure accuracy.
A GPS receiver on earth is designed to pick up signals from three. fou r. or more
satellites simultaneously. The receiver decodes the information and, using the time and
ephemeris data, calcu lates the exact position of the receiver. The receiver contains a highspeed. floating-point microcomputer that performs the necessary calculations. The output
of the receiver is a decimal display of latitude and longitude as well as altitude. Readings from only three satellites are necessary for latitude and longitude information only.
A fourth satellite reading is required to compute altitude. Most GPS receivers now
include a detailed map display on a color LCD.
Each GPS satellite carries two lransmirters that together transmit the timing and location signals to the earth receivers. One of the transmitters sends a signal called Ll on
I575.42 MHz. The signal transmitted is a pseudorandom code ( PRC) called the coarse
acquisi1ion (CIA) code. Jt is transmitted at a 1-Mbps rate using BPSK. lt repeats every
1023 bits. The CIA code is like the pseudorandom codes used in spread spectrum in that
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they are used to distinguish between transmitted signals at the receiver. All 24 GPS satellite'> transmit on the same frequency. but the PRC is unique to each satellite so that the
receiver can tell them apart.
Each ~atellite also contain~ another transmitter on a frequency of 1227.6 MHz. This
is called the L2 signal. It contains another PRC known as the P code transmitted at a
I O-M bps rate. The P code can also be encrypted. and in this form it was called the
y code. The P andY codes were originally designed for usc by only the mi litary so that
military GPS receivers would be more accurate than the civiliun (or enemy) receivers
which receive only Ll signal. This feature was caJled selectil·e al'ailability (SA). The SA
feature was abandoned on May L 2000. Today all receiver!. pic!-.. up both signals, enabling
all receivers to have an accuracy that identifies the location to within I 0 m.
The basic information contained in the L I signal con<,isl'> of almanac data. ephemeris
data, and the current date and time. The almanac data effecti\'ely notifies each receiver
of where each satellite is during the day. The almanac data help~ the receiver to initially
lock onto a signal. The ephemeris data contains the exact po~ition and timing of each
satellite. It is this data that the receiver uses in the calculation~ to pinpoint its location.
The time and date signal comes from the atomic clocks carried by each satelli te.
Like all other sateJlites. GPS satellites contain a TT&C unit that is used by the
ground stations to transmit updated ephemeris data and to make sure the satellite is in
it\ exact position. Small thrusters fired from the ground allow the ground stations to correct minor drift that introduce" error\ into the measurement'>.

Selective availability (SA)

Control Segment and Atomic Clocks
The control segment of the GPS refers to the variou!> ground stations that monitor the
satellites and provide control and update information. The master control station is operated by the U.S. Air Force in Colorado Springs. Additional monitoring and control stations arc located in Hawaii. Kwajalein, Diego Garcia. and the Ascension Islands. These
four monitoring stations are not <;taffed. They constantly monitor the satellites and collect range information from each. The positions of these monitoring stations are accurately known. The information i-. ~ent back to the master control station in Colorado.
where all the information is collected and position data on each <;atellite calculated. The
maMcr control station then tran<,mit~ new ephemeris and clocl-.. data to each satellite on
the S-band uplink once per day. This data updmes the AV-rmg or navagation message.
a 50 bps signal that modulates the Ll carrier and containl- bits that describe the satellite
orbits. clock corrections. and other system characteristics.
The telemetry data transmiued as part of the NAV-msg is also received by the ground
control station to keep track of the health and status of each receiver. The uplink S-band
control system allows the ground station to do some station keeping to correct the satellite position as needed. Positioning is accomplished with the hydra7ene thrusters.

Atomic Clocks. The precision timing signals are derived from atomic clocks. Most
digital systems derive their timing information from a precision crystal oscillator called
a dock. Crystal oscillators, although precise and stable, do not have the necessary preci!,ion and stability for the GPS. Timing data must be exrremely prcci<>c to provide accurate navigation information.
Atomic clocks are electronic oscillators that use the oscillating energy of a gas to
provide a stable operating frequency. Certain chemicals have atoms that can oscillate
between low and high energy levels. This frequency of oscillation is extremely precise
and stable.
Cesium and rubidium arc uc;cd in atomic clocks. In gaseou~ form. they are irradiated
b) electromagnetic energ) at a frequency near their oscillating point. For cesium. this is
9.192.631.770 Hz; for rubidium. it i~ 6.834.682.613 HL. Thi~ l-ignal is generated by a
quartt crystal-controlled oscillator whose frequency can be adju)>tcd by the application of
a control voltage to a varactor. The oscillation signal from the cesium (or rubidium) ga<;
is detected and converted to a control signal that operates the oscillator. An error detector
Satellite Communication
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determines the difference between the crystal frequency and the cesium oscillations and
generates the control voltage to set the crystal oscillator precisely. The output of the crystal oscillator is then used as the accurate timing signal. Frequency dividers and phaselocked loops are provided to generate the lower-frequency signals to be used. These
signals operate the C/ A and P code generators.
The GPS satellite contains two cesium clocks and two rubidium clocks. Only one
is used at any given time. The clocks are kept fully operational so that if one fails, another
can be switched in immediately.

GPS Receivers
GPS receiver

Figure 17-23

A CPS receiver is a complex superheterodyne microwave receiver designed to pick up
the GPS signals. decode them. and then compute the location of the receiver. The output is usually an LCD display giving latitude, longitude, and altitude information and/or
a map of the area.
There are many different types of GPS receivers. More than 40 manufacturers now
make some form of GPS receiver. The larger and more sophisticated units are used in
military vehicles. There are also sophisticated civilian receivers for use in various kinds
of precision applications such as surveying and mapmaking. Different models are
available for use in aircraft. ships. and trucks. Handheld units are also available.
The most widely used GPS receiver is the popular handheld portable type, not much
larger than an oversized handheld calculator. Most of the circuitry used in making a GPS
receiver has been reduced to integrated-circuit form. thereby permitting an entire receiver
to be contained in an extremely smal l. portable banery-operated unit. Keep in mind that
all GPS receivers are not only superheterodyne communication receivers but also sophisticated computers. A considerable amount of high-level mathematics must be carried out
to compute the receiver position from the received data.
Figure 17-23 is a general block diagram of a GPS receiver. typical of the simpler,
low-cost handheld units on the market. The receiver consists of the antenna. the RF/lF
section, the frequency standard clock oscillator. and a frequency synthesizer that provides
local-oscillator signals as well as clock and timing signals for the rest of the receiver.
Other sections of the receiver include a digital signal processor and a control microcomputer along with its related RAM and ROM. Interface circuits provide connection to
the LCD display.

A GPS receiver.
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Figu re 17-24 Navigating with the GPS.
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T he anten na sy~tem is a type of patch antenna made on a printed-circuit board. It
is designed to receive right-hand circularl y polari zed (RHCP) signals from the G PS satellites. In the handheld unit!.. the antenna i~ part or the single phy~.ica l wucture and is
connected directly to the receiver front end. In some larger and more complex GPS
receivers. the antenna i.., a separate unit and may be mounted at a high clear point and
connected to the receiver with coaxial cable.
T he receiver can determine it<; exact position only by computing the po..,ition information obtained from four satellites. The receiver picks up signal'> from four satellites
'>imultaneou..,ly (<.,ee Fig. 17-24 ). R I through R~ are the range' to the -,atellites from the
yacht. Becau..,e <,pread '>pcCtrum is used, the recei,·er ignores all the 'ignal1. except the
one w hose pseudocode ha., been entered and used to obtain lock. Once the receiver loc\...s
on the one satellite. all the information is extracted from the satellite. T hen the CIA code
is switched to another satellite within view. and the process is repeated. In other word..,,
the receiver performs a time multi plexing operation on the four satellite!-. wi th in vicv. of
the receiver. T he data i~ extracted from each of the four satellites and '> tored in the
receiver"s memory. Data from three satellites is needed to fi x the receiver"s position. I f
data from a fourth satellite is available. altitude can be calculated.

GPS

TRIANGULATION

The determination of the location of a GPS receiver is based on measuring the distance between
the receiver and three satellites. The distance is determined by measuring the time of arrival of the
satellite signals and then computing distance based on the speed of radio waves, with correction factors. See Fig. 17-25. Assume three satellites A, 8, and C. The receiver first computes the
distance from the receiver to satellite A. Note that the distance from A is on a circle that falls on
a wide range of locations on earth. Then the receiver calculates the distance to satellite B. That
distance is defined along another circle. The two circles intersect at two points. One of those is
the exact location, but we don't know which until we get a third satellite reading. The distance
from satellite C intersects with the other circles at only one point. That is the location of the
receiver.
Now, mentally translate each circle to a sphere. Then you can see how the signals really
come together. Using a fourth satellite gives a fourth intersection point that enables the altitude
to be determined.
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Figure 17-25

How triangulation works to locate a GPS receiver.

rece1ver
location

Once all the data h a~ been accumulated. the high-speed control and data microprocessor in the receiver perform s the final calculations. The microprocessor is typically
a 16-bit unit with floatin g-point capability. Floating-point numbers must be used to provide the precision of calculation for accurate location.
The compu tations performed by the receiver arc given below. First the receiver calculates the ranges R I through R4 to each of the four satellites. These are obtained by
mea~uring the time shift between the received pulses, which is the delay in transmis~ion
between the satellite and the receiver. These arc the T 1 through T4 times given below.
Multiplying these by the speed of light c gives the range in meters between the satellite
and the receiver. These four range values are used in the fina l calculations:

=cX

T1

=c X
R3 = c X
R4 = c X

T2

Rl
R2

T3
T4

The basic ranging calculation is the solution to four simultaneous equations, as indicated
in Fig. 17-26. The X, Y. and Z values are derived from the NAY-msg data transmitted by each
of the satellites. The C8 is the clock bias. Since there is a difference between the clock frequency in the receiver and the dock in the satellites, there will be ~ome difference called the
bias. However. by factoring the clock error into the equations, it will be canceled out.
The goal of the microprocessor is to solve for the user position, designated Ux. Ur.
and U% in the equations. Once the calcul ation has been made, the microprocessor converts that information to the latitude, longitude, and altitude data, which is displayed on
the LCD screen. The receiver display also shows the time of day, which is highly precise because it is derived from the atomic clocks in the satellite~.

Enhanced GPS
Over the years a number or services have been created to improve on the accuracy of
the GPS. That inherent accuracy is less than I 0 m now that the selecti ve availability has
been disabled. Yet for many. this accuracy is insufficient. Errors caused by signal
propagation speed differences in tbe ionosphere and troposphere. minor variations in
:-.atellitc position. multipath '>ignals. and even timing differences caused by clock drift
add up to loss of pol>ition accuracy.
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Figure 17-26

The equations solved by the GPS receiver.
Compute position coordinates
(four equations with four unknowns)

(X1 -

Ux )2 + (Y1 - Uy )2 + (Z1-

(X2 - ®

)2 + ( y2 - ®

)2 + (Z2 -

Uz

({!;) )2= (R2 - @

(X3 - ®)2 + (Y3 - ®)2 + (Z3 - @
(X4 - ®)2

+ (Y4

-® )2

+ (Z4-

)2 = (R1 - C8 ) 2
)2

)2= (R3- @)2

({!;) )2 = (R4- @)2

Solve for position coordinates

(Ux. Uy, Uz) and clock bias (C8 )

One of the enhanced services is differential CPS ( DGPS). This service is implemented by the U.S. Coast Guard and is available only in the United States, mostly on
the coasts and along major waterways. DGPS uses a fixed station whose precise location is known. This station then monitors all satellites and compares location data from
the satellite to its known position. It determines any errors in position that they create
and tTansmits these errors to GPS receivers, where the error data updates the received
data to give a more accurate position. The error signals are transmitted on a separate
radio so a GPS receiver must also have a receiver for the DGPS signal to provide the
enor correction information. DGPS-enabled GPS radios are widely available but cost a
bit more than a standard unit. If you want the most accurate position information available with an error of less than 5 rn, this is the service to use, if it is available locally.
Another enhanced GPS is called the Wide-Area Augmentation System (WAAS). lt was
developed by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and the Department of Transportation (DoT) so that aircraft could use GPS for blind instrument control landings. Currently the enor even with DGPS is just too great to assume that a plane will be able to
precisely identify the end of the runway and its extremities.
The WAAS consists of about 25 ground stations around the United States with precisely
known locations and two coastal stations that collect all the data from the other stations. The
collected data is used to determine all enors, and then differential COJTection signals are transmitted up to one of two geosynchronous satellites that in rum transmit the correction signals
to GPS receivers. As with DGPS, the receiver must be WAAS-enabled to receive the corrective data. Use of WAAS improves the accuracy with an eJTOr of less than 3 ft.

Differential GPS (DGPS)

Wide-Area Augmentation
System CNAAS)

GPS Applications
The primary application of GPS is mjlitary and related navigation. GPS is used by all
services for ships, aircraft of all sorts, and ground troops. Civilian uses have also
increased dramatically because of the availability of many low-cost portable receivers.
In fact, it is now possible to purchase a handheld receiver for less than $200. Most civilian applications involve navigation, which is usually marine or aviation-related. Hikers
and campers and other outdoors sports enthusiasts also use GPS.
Commercial applications include surveying, mapmaking, and construction. Vehicle
location is a growing application for trucking and delivery companies. taxi, bus, and train
transportation. Police, fire, ambulance, and forest services also use GPS. GPS-based navigation systems are now widely available as accessories in cars to provide a continuous
readout of current vehicle location.
GPS is finding new applications every day. For instance. it is used to keep track of
t1eets of trucks. A GPS receiver in each truck transmits its position data by way of a
wireless connection, such as a wireless local-area network or cell phone. Many new cell
phones contain a GPS receiver that automatically reports the location of the user if he
Satellite Communication

GOOD TO KNOW
The GPS was first widely used
in Operation Desert Storm with
much success. Nonmilitary
applications of this system
involve navigation, surveying,
mapmaking, and vehicle
tracking devices.
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An Air Force major uses Global Positionmg System satellites to cover nights and weather fronts.

Geocaching

or '>he makes a 911 call. Called Enhanced 911 service (E91 I), thi'> feature is one that all
cell phone companie~ mu~t provide. While most location-ba\ed l.Crvice'> will be used for
911 calls. evenrually other location .,ervices may be developed for cell phones. Not all
cell phones use GPS. Some u.,c a unique triangulation method based on the cell phone
being able to be in touch with at least three cell site~. Finally, GPS receivers are so inexpensive and accurate that they have led to a new hobby called geocaching. In this sport,
one team hides an item or "treasure" and then gives the other team coordinates to follow
to lind the treasure within u given time.

CHAPTER REVIEW
Summary
A satellite i'> a natural or human-made physical object that orbit\. or rotates. around some celestial body. Satellites are kept
in orbit by programming them in accordance with physical
and mathematical laws collectiYely referred to as orbital
dynamic'>.
For a \atellite to orbit the earth, it must have c;ome forward motion. Thus. when it is launched. it is given both
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vertical and forward motion. The forward motion produce.,
inertia. which tends to keep the sutellite moving in a straight
line. llowever. gravity tend-. to pull the satellite toward earth.
The inenia of the satellite i-, equali7ed by the eanh's gravitational pull. The satellite con\tantly changes its direction from
a '>lraight line to a curved line to rotate about the earth.
Ground stations receive signals from the !>atellite that give the

exact po!>ition of the satellite. Corrections to the orbital path
can be made from ground ~lations.
Communication \atellites are not originators of information: rather, they arc repeater!>. A transmitting station send:the information to the <;atcllite. which in turn retransmits it to
the receiving station~.
Every <.,atellite i'> dc'>igned to perform some specific task.
Its predetermined application ~pecifies the kind of equipment
it m u~t have onboard and it~ orbit. The main application for
satellites today i~ communication. Satell ites used for this purpose act as relay station!-. in the sky. They pem1it reliable
long-diMance communication worldwide. The primary use of
communication ~atcllites i<; for long-distance telephone calls.
Another major application is in TV signal transmission.

Satellites are also u~cd for military ~urveillance. meteorological observations. and the monitoring of natural resources and
pollution.
Navigation of ships, airplanes. and land-based vehicles
i~ another common use of satellites. The Global Positioning
System (GPS). abo kno"' n a'i Navstar, is a satellite-based
navigation sy!-.tcm that can be used by anyone with an appropriate receiver to pinpoint his or her location on earth. The
GPS i~ being U'>ed increasingly by civilians for navigation assistance in, e.g., hil..ing or boating. Other commercial uses are
for mapmaking and !>urveying, transportation. and police and
fire protection. G PS accuracy is improved by the usc of enhancement systems known as differential GPS and the WideArea Augmentation Sy~tern.

Questions
1. Is a :.atellite that rotates in the same direction as the
earth'!-. rotation said to be in a posigrade orbit or a
retrograde orbit?
2. What i'> the geometric shape of a noncircular orbit?
3. What i\ the name of the center of gravity of the earth?
4. State the name for the time of one orbit.
5. Define ascendin!( orbit and descending orbit.
6. State the effect'> on a '>atellite <>ignal if the angle of
elevation i~ too low.
7. What do you call a satellite that rotates around the
equator 22,300 mi from the earth?
8. Why are !>mall jet thrusters on a satellite fired
occasionally?
9. What is the name of the point on the earth directly
below a satellite?
10. Name the two angles used to point a ground statio n
antenna toward a satellite.
11. What is the ba~ic function and purpose of a communication ~atellite? Why are satellites used instead of standard earthbound radio?
12. What element of a satellite system transmits an uplink
signal to the satellite?
13. What do you call the <>ignal path from a satellite to a
ground '>tation'? What i'> the name of the signal path
from the o,atcllite to ground?
14. State the name of the basic communication electronics
unit on a satellite. Explain the purpose and operation of
the four main clement~.
15. What b the mo~t common operational frequency range
of most communication satellites'?
16. One of the most popular satellite frequency ranges is 4
to 6 G H1. What letter name is given to that range?
17. Mi litary ~atellitcs often o perate in w hich frequency
band?

18. What i'> the frequency range of the K u band'? Ka
band?

19. What i-, the bandwidth of a typical satellite transponder'?
20. A typical C-band transponder can carry ho"' man)
channel-.? What is the bandwidth of each?
21. Name three common baseband signals handled by a
~atcllitc.

22. How b power amplification achieved in a transponder'?
23. What arc two common transponder intermediate frequencie!.'?
24. What is the name of the circuit that provides c hannelitation in a transponder?
25. What is the mai n power supply in a satellite?
26. What is used to power the satellite during an eclipse?
27. State the purpose of the T C&C s ubsystem on a
satell ite.
28. The signab to be communicated by the earth station to
the satellite arc known as _ _ _ signals.
29. What docs the receiver in a ground station do to the
downlink ~ignal before demodulation and demultiplexing?
30. What kind of circuit is often used to replace local oscillators for channel ~election in earth station transmillers
and receivers'?
31. Name the three main types of power amplifiers u'>ed in
earth Mations.
32. Name the four acce~., methods used in satellites. Which
i~ the most widely used?
33. Name the two digital radio satellite services in the
United States and Mate the frequency of operation.
34. What is a VSAT? Where is it used?
35. Give an example of an RO VSAT.
Satellite Communication
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Problems
i~ the angle of inclination of a satellite that orbit~
the equator? •
2. What '>tandard navigation coordinates are used to
locate a -.atellite in <;pace?
3. How arc satellite attitude adjustments made from the
ground station? •
4. How do GPS rccci,erc; distinguish between the different
satellite o,ignal-. all transmitted on the same frequencies?

J. What

5. What GPS <,ignal transmits position data? What is the
data rate'? •
6. What microwave band is used by GPS?
7. Explain the need for and concept behind differential
GPS. •
8. What is the purpose of using multilevel QAM tn a
satellite tran<.,pondcr?
• All\ll·en to Selected PmblenHjolloll' Chap. 22.

Critical Thinking
1. How i!> a satellite kept in orbit? Explain the balancing
forces.
2. Define the frequency and format of the CIA and P code
signals. What is the Y code, and why is it needed?
3. Assume a satellite communication system based upon a
highly elliptical polar orbit approximately centered
over the Atlantic Ocean. Communication is to be maintained between a U.S. station and one in the United
Kingdom. The frequency of operation is a 435-MHz
uplink and 145-M H7 down Iink. Discuss the type of antennas that might be used for both uplink and downlink. What arc the implications-pros and cons--of
each I) pe'? Will tracking or positioning equipment be
needed? If \O, for which types of antennas? Will communication ever be interrupted; if so, when?

4. Explain how you can lind where you are on the earth if
you have a GPS receiver that gives outputs in latitude
and longitude.
5. Frequency reuse in a satellite allows two transponders
to share a common frequency because the signals are
kept from interfering with each other by using different
antenna polarit.ations. How else could frequency reuse
be achie,ed in a given area on earth?
6. List and explain the tradeoffs (distance. power. cost,
etc.) of a global cell phone system using LEO. MEO.
and GEO.
7. How do GPS recciYer' tell one sa!ellite from another?

Portable overseas tracking and data acquisition station used by lhe Japanese.
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Telecommunication
Systems
•

The

telephone system is the largest and most complex electronic communication system in the world. It uses just about every type of electronic communi-

cation technique available including virtually all the ones described in this book.
The telephone communication system is so large and widely used that no text
on electronic communication would be complete without a discussion of il.
Although the primary purpose of the telephone system is to provide voice
communication, it is also widely used for many other purposes including facsimile transmission and computer data transmission. Data transmission via
modems and DSL was discussed in Chap. 11, so it will not be repeated here. The
chapter concludes with coverage of the newest telephone technology ca lled Voice
over Internet Protocol (VoiP).

Objectives
After completing this chapter, you will be able to:

• Name and describe the components in conventional and electronic
telephones.
• Describe the characteristics of the various signals used in telephone
communication.
• State the general operation of a cordless telephone.
•

Describe the operation of a PBX.

•

Explain the hierarchy of signal transmission within the telephone system.

•

Explain the operation of a facsimile machine.

•

Explain the operation of a paging system.

•

Describe the operation of an Internet Protocol telephone.

1 8-1 Telephones
The original telephone system was designed for full duplex analog communication of
voice signals. Today, the telephone system i!> still primarily u~ed for voice. but it
employs mostly digital techniques, not only in !>ignal tran~mission but also in control
operations.
The telephone system permiL<> any telephone to connect with any other telephone in
the world. This means that each telephone must have a unique identification code-the
I0-digit telephone number assigned to each telephone. The telephone system provides a
means of recognizing each individual number and provides switching systems that can
connect any two telephones.

The Local Loop

Local loop (subscriber loop)
Last mile or first mile

Standard telephones are connected to the telephone system by way of a two-wire, twistedpair cable that terminates at the local exchange or central office. As many as I0,000 telephone lines can be connected to a single central otftce (see Fig. 18-1 ). The connections
from the central office go to the "telephone system" represented in Fig. 18-1 by the large
"cloud.'' This part of the system, which is mainly long distance. is described in Sec. 18-2.
A call originating at telephone A will pass through the central office and then into the main
system, where it is transmitted via one of many different routes to the central office connected to the desired location designated as B in Fig. 18-l. The connection between nearby
local exchanges is direct rather than long distance.
The two-wire, twisted-pair connectjon between the telephone and the central ofticc
is referred to as the local loop or subscriber loop. You will also hear it referred to as the
last mile or the first mile. The circuits in the telephone and at the central office form a
complete electric circuit, or loop. Thjs single circuit is analog and carries both de and
ac signals. The de power for operating the telephone is generated at the central office
and supplied to each telephone over the local loop. The ac voice signals are transmitted
along with the de power. Despite the fact that on ly two wires tu·e involved, full duplex
operation, i.e.• simultaneous send and receive, is possible. All dialing and signaling operations arc also carried on this single twisted-pair cable.

Telephone Set
Telephone set
Transmitter

A basic telephone or telephone set is an analog baseband transceiver. It has a hand!>ct
which contains a microphone and a speaker, better known as a transmiller and a receivet:

Receiver

Figure 18-1

The basic telephone system.
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Local loop

Twisted pair

lt also contains a ringer and a dialing mechanism. Overall, the telephone set fullill!i the
following ba:.ic functions.
The receive mode provides
l. An incoming signal that rings a bell or produces an audio tone indicating that a call
i:. being received
2. A :.ignal to the telephone system indicating that the signal has been answered

3. Transducer'> to conven voice to electric signals and electric signals to voice
The transmit mode

1. I ndicate:. to the telephone <;ystem that a call is to be made when the handset is lifted
2. l ndicates that the telephone syMem is ready to use by generating a signal called the
dial wne
3. Provides a way of transmitLing the telephone number to be called to the telephone
system
4. Recei ves an indication that the call is being made by receiving a ringing tone
5. Provides a means of receiving a special tone indicating that the called line is busy
6. Provides a means of signaling the telephone system that the call is complete

Dial tone

All telephone sets provide these basic functions. Some of the more advanced electronic telephones have other features such as multiple line selection, hold, speaker phone,
~all waiting. and caller ID.
Figure I8-2 i-. a ba<;ic block diagram of a telephone set. The function of each block
is described below. Detailed circuits for each of the blocks and their operation are
described later when the standard and electronic telephones arc discussed in detail.

Ringer. The ringer i'> either a bell or an electronic oscillator connected to a speaker. It
is continuou'>ly connected to the twisted pair of the local loop back to the central oflice.
When an incoming call is received, a signal from the central oflicc causes the bell or
ringer to produce a tone.

Ringer

Switch Hook. A swilch honk is a double-pole mechanical switch that is usually con-

Switch hook

trolled by a mechanbm actuated by the telephone handset. When the handset is "on the
hook,'' the hook ~>witch is open, thereby isolating all the telephone circuitry from the central oflice local loop. When a call is to be made or to be received. the handset is taken
off the hook. Thi~ closes the switch and connects the telephone circuitry to the local
loop. The direct current from the central office is then connected to the telephone. closing its circuit~ to operate.

Figure 18-2

Basic telephone set.
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Dialing circuit

Dual-tone multifrequency (DTMF)
system

Dialing Circuits. The dialing circuits provide a way for entering the telephone number to be called. In older telephones, a pulse dialing system was used. A rotary dial connected to a switch produced a number of on/off pulses corresponding to the digit dialed.
These on/off pulses formed a simple binary code for signaling the central office.
Tn most modem telephones. a tone dialing system is used. Known as the dual-tone
mult(frequency ( DTM F) system. this dialing method uses a number of pushbuttons that
generate pairs of audio tones that indicate the digits called.
Whether pulse dialing or tone dialing is used. circuits in the central office recognize
the signals and make the proper connections to the dialed telephone.

Handset

Handset. This unit contains a microphone for the transmitter and a speaker or receiver.
When you speak into the transmitter, it generates an electric signal representing your
voice. When a received electric voice signal occurs on the line, the receiver translates it
to sound waves. The transmitter and receiver are independent units, and each has two
wires connecting to the telephone circuit. Both connect to a special device known as the
hybrid.

Hybrid circuit

Hybrid. The hybrid circuiT is a special transformer used to convert ~ignals from the
four wires from the transmitter and receiver to a signal suitable for a single two-line pair
to the local loop. The hybrid permits full duplex. i.e.. simultaneous send and receive,
analog communication on the two-wire line. The hybrid also provides a side tone from
the transmitter to the receiver so that the speaker can hear her or his voice in the receiver.
This feedback permits automatic voice-level adjustment.

Standard Telephone and Local Loop
Figure 18-3 is a simplified schematic diagram of a conventional telephone and the local
loop connections back to the central office. The circuitry at the central office is discussed
in greater detail later. For now, note that the central office applies a de voltage over the
twisted-pair line to the telephone. This de voltage is approximately -48 V with respect
to ground in the open-circuit condition. When a subscriber picks up the telephone. the

Figure 18-3

Standard telephone circuit diagram showing connection to central office.
Induction coil or
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Ringing
signal

switch hook closes. connecting the ci rcuitry to the telephone line. The load represented
by the telephone circuitry cause"> current to tlow in the local loop and the voltage inside
the telephone to drop to approximately 5 to 6 V.
The amount of current tlowing in the local loop depends upon a number of factors.
The de voltage -.upplied by the central office may not be exactly 48 V. It can, in fact,
,.ar) man) volt"> above or below the 48-V normal value.
A<. Fig. 18-3 ...how<;, the central oftice also inserts some resil.tance R1 to limit the
total current tlO\\ if a -.hort circuit occurs on the line. This resistance can range from
about 350 to 800 !1. In Fig. 18-3. the total resistance is approximately 400 H.
The resi'>tance of the telephone itself also varies over a relatively wide range. lt can
be a-. low a-. 100 Hand a.., high a~ 400 fl. depending upon the circuitry. The re">btance
varies becau~e of the rcsi<.,tance of the transmitter element and because of the variable
re~istors called l'oristor.\ used in the circuit to provide automatic adjustment of line level.
The local loop re!.i!.tance depends considerably on the length of the twisted pair
between the telephone and the central oflice. Although the resistance of copper wire in
the twisted pair is relatively low, the length of the wire between the telephone and the
central office can be many mile~ long. Thus the resi stance of the local loop can be anywhere from I 000 to 1800 !l, uepending upon the distance. The local loop length can
vary from a few thousand feet up to about 18,000 ft.
Finally, the frequency respon~e of the local loop is approximately 300 to 3400 Hz.
This is <ouflicient to pa~" voice frequencies that produce full intelligibility. An unloaded
t\\ i!-ted pair ha~ an upper cutoff frequency of about 4000 H1.. But this cutoff varies considerably ucpending upon the overall length of the cable. When long run~ of cable arc
u<,ed. special loading coils are inserted into the line to compensate for cxcc~<.ive roll-off
at the higher frequencies.
The wire~ in Fig. 18-4 end at terminals on the telephone labeled tip and rinf.:. These
de.,ignatiom. refer to the plug used to connect telephones to one another at the central
office. At one time. large groups of telephone operators at the central office u<.,ed plugs
and jacks at a <owitchboard to connect one telephone to another manually. The jack i'>
shov.n in Fig. 18--k The tip and the ring are metallic contacts that arc attached to the
wires in the cable. They touch 'pring-loaded contacts in the jack to make the connection. Although ~uc.:h plugs and jacks are no longer used. the tip and ring de-,ignation is
still u~ed to refer to the two wires of the local loop.
The wires arc also usually color-coded red and green. The tip wire is green and is
usually connected to ground; the ring wire is red. Many telephone cab le~ into a home
or an office also contain a second twisted pair if a separate telephone line is to be
installed. These wires arc usually color-coded black and yellow. Black and yellow correspond to ring and tip, respectively. where yellow i s ground. Other color combi nations
are used in telephone wiring.

Ringer. In Fig. 18-3. the circuitry connected directly to the tip and ring local loop wires
is the ringer. The ringer in most older telephones is an electromechanical bell. A pair of
electromagnetic coils is used to operate a small hammer that alternately strikes two small
metallic bclb. Each bell is made of different materiab so that each produces a slightly different tOne. When an incoming call is received. a \'oltage from the central office operate<;
the electromagnetic coib \\hich. in turn. operate the hammer to ring the bclb. The belh.
make the familiar tone produced by most standard telephones.
Figure 18-4

Tip and ring designation on an old plug and jack.

T1p

Ring

Sleeve

Varistor

Tip

Ring

GOOD TO KNOW
When long runs of cable are
used, special loading coils are
inserted into the line to compensate for large amounts of roll-off
at higher frequencies.

GOOD TO KNOW
In the United States, the tetephone ringing voltage occurs for
1s followed by a 3-s break. Telephones in other countries may
use different ringing sequences.
Smaller office-based systems in
the United States may also use
other sequences for internal calls.

Plug
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figure 18-5 Telephone ringing sequence. (a) United States and Europe. (b) United
Kingdom.
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ln Fig. 18-3. the ringing coils are connected in series with a capacitor C 1• This allows
the ac ringing voltage to be applied to the coils but blocks the 48 V of direct current,
thus minimizing the current drain on the 48 V of power supplied at the central office.
The ringing voltage supplied by the central office is a sine wave of approximately
90 V mos at a frequency of about 20Hz. These are the nominal values, because the actual
ringing voltage can vary from approximately 80 to 100 Vr111, with a frequency somewhere
in the 15- to 30-Hz range. This ac signal is supplied by a generator at the central office.
The ringing voltage is applied in series with the - 48-V de signal from the central office
power supply. The ringing signal is connected to the local loop line by way of a transformer T 1• The transformer couples the ringing signal into its secondary winding where
it appears in series with the 48-V de supply voltage.
The standard ringing sequence is shown in Fig. 18-5. In U.S. telephones. the ringing voltage occurs for I s followed by a 3-s interval. Telephones in other parts of the
world use different ringing sequences. For example, in the United Kingdom. the standard ring sequence is a higher-frequency tone occurring more frequently, and it consists
of two ringing pulses 400 ms long. separated by 200 ms. This is followed by a 2-s interval of quiet before the tone sequence repeats.

Transmitter. The transmitter is the microphone into which you speak during a telephone ca.l l. In a standard telephone. this microphone uses a carbon element that effectively translates acoustical vibrations imo resistance changes. The resistance changes, in
turn, produce current variations in the local loop representing the speaker's voice. A de
voltage must be applied to the transmitter so that current flows through it during operation. The 48 V from the central office is used in this case to operate the transmitter.
Figure 18-6 is a simplified diagram showing how a telephone transmitter works. The
basic transmitter element is a small module containing fine carbon granules. One side of
the module is a flexible diaphragm. Whenever you speak, you create acoustic energy in
the form of the movement of air. The air molecules move in accordance with your voice
frequency. The acoustic energy from the voice reaches the diaphragm and causes it to
vibrate in accordance with the speech. An outward acoustic pressure wave causes the
carbon granules to be compressed. Pushing the carbon granules closer together causes
the overall resistance of the element to decrease. When the acoustic energy moves in the
opposite direction, the carbon granules expand outward. Since they are less tightly compressed. their resistance increases. The transmiller element is in series with the telephone
circuit, which includes the 48-V cermal oflice battery and the speaker in the remote handset. Speaking imo the transmitter causes the curTent flow in the circuit to vary in accordance
with the voice signal. The resulting ac voice signal produced on the telephone line is
approximately I to 2 V rms·
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Figure 18-6

The transmitter and rcce1ver in a telephone.

Remote receiver

48V

Central offace

Receiver. The receiver, or car-piece, is basically a small permanent-magnet speaker. A
thin metallic diaphragm i!> phy!>ically auached to a coil which rests inside a permanent
magnet. Whenever a voice ~ignal come!> down a telephone line. it develops a current in
the receiver coil. The coil produce-. a magnetic field that interacts with the permanentmagnet field. The re!>ult i!> \ibration of the diaphragm in the receiver, which converts the
electric o;ignal to the acou'>tic energy that supplies the voice to the ear. Ao; it comes in over
the local loop lines, the ,·oice '>ignal ha~ an amplitude of approximately 0.5 to I V m>v

Hybrid. The hybrid is a tran),formerlike device that i~ u~ed to ~imultaneously transmit
and receive on a single pair of wire~. The hybrid. which is also .,ometimes referred to
as an induction coil, is really ~everal transformers combined into a single unit. The windings on the transformers arc connected in such a way that signals produced by the transmitter arc put on the two-wire local loop but do not occur in the receiver. In the same
way. the transformer winding!- permit a -;ignal to be sent to the receiver. but the resulting voltage is not applied to the transmiller.
I n practice. the hybrid windings are set up so that a -.mall amount of the voice ~ig
nal produced by the transmitter docs occur in the receiver. Thi-. provides feedback to the
'>peaker \O that she or he may <,peak with normaJ loudnes~. The feedback from the tram.mitter to the receiver is referred to a), the side tone. If the ),ide tone were not provided,
there would be no signal in the receiver and the person speaking would have the sensation that lhe telephone line was dead. By hearing his or her own voice in the receiver at
a moderate level, the caller can speak at a normal level. Without the side tone, the speaker
tends to speak more loudly. which is unnecessary.

Automatic Voice level Adjustment. Because of the wide variation in the different loop lengths of the two telephone~ connected to each other. the circuit resistances will
vary considerably. thereby causing a wide variation in the transmitted and received voice
signal levels. All telephones contain !lOme type of component or circuit that provides awomatic l'()ice lel'el adjustmelll so that the <.ignaJ levels are approximately the same regardle~~ of the loop lengths. In the standard telephone. this automatic loop length adjustment
i-. handled by components called 1•aristors. These are labeled V1• V2 , and V.l in Fig. 18-3.
A varistor is a nonlinear resistance clement whose resistance changes depending upon
the amount of current passing through it. When the current passing through the varistor
incrca-;es, its resistance decreases. A decrease in cun·ent cause~ the resistance to increase.
The variMors are usually connected across the line. In Fig. 18-3. varistor V1 is connected in o;eries with resistor R 1• Thi' vari!.tor automatically shunt'> !-.ome of the current away
from the transmitter and the recei,er. If the loop is long, the cun·ent will be relatively low
and the ,oftage at the telephone will be low. This cause~ the resi<;tancc of the varistor to
increa-.e, thu!-. shunting less current away from the tran~mitter and receiver. On short local
loop~. the current will be high and the voltage at the telephone will be high. This causes
Telecommunication Systems
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Automatic voice level adjustment
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Figure 18-7

Current pulses produced by dialing.
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the varistor resistance to decrease: thus more CUITent is shunted away from the transmitter
and receiver. The result is a relatively constant level of transmitted or received speech.
Note that a second varistor V3 is used in the balancing network. The balancing network ( C3 • C4 , R2 ) works in conjunction with the hybrid to provide the side tone discussed
earlier. The varistor adjusts the level of the side tone automatically.

Pulse Dia lin g. The term dialing is used to describe the process of entering a tele-

Pulse dialing

Tone dialing

Dual-tone multifrequency
(DTMF) system

phone number to be called. In older telephones, a rotary dial was used. In more modern
telephones, pushbuttons that generate electronic tones are used for ''dialing.''
The use of a rotary dialing mechanism produces what is known as pulse dialing. Rotating the dial and releasing it cause a switch contact to open and close at a tixed rate, producing current pulses in the local loop. These current pulses are detected by the central office
and used to operate the switches that connect the dialing telephone to the called telephone.
Figure 18-7 shows the process of dialing the number 5. Five on/off pulses are produced. This is followed by a variable time interval until the next digit is dialed.
Referri.ng to Fig. 18-3, you can see that the pulse-dialed switch 0 1 is connected in
series with the telephone circuit. This switch contact is normally closed when the dial is
not in use. It remains closed as the dial is rotated in the clockwise direction. When the
dial is released, the switch opens and closes at a constant rate, as indicated earlier. opening and closing the circuit and .switching the loop current off and on.
Also during the d ialing process. switch 0 2 , which is moumed on the dialing mechanism, closes. This shOJt-circuits the receiver to prevent the cun·ent pulses from producing
loud clicks in the receiver. Although pulse dialing is no longer used in modern telephones, there are many older dial phones sti.ll i.n use, so telephone companies continue
to support this technique.

Tone Dialing. Although some dial telephones are still in use and aiJ central offices
can accommodate them, most modern telephones use a dialing system known as TouchTone. lr uses pairs of audio tones to create signals representing the numbers to be dialed.
This dialing system is referred to as the dual-tone multifrequency ( DTM F) system.
A typical DTMF keyboard on a telephone is shown in Fig. 18-8. Most telephones
use a standard keypad with 12 buttons or switches for the numbers 0 through 9 and the
and #. The DTMF system also accommodates 4 additional keys for
special symbols
special applications.
In Fig. 18-8 numbers represent audio frequencies a<>sociated with each row and column
of pushbuttons. For exan1ple. the upper horizontal row containing the keys for I, 2, and 3
is labeled 697. which means that when any one of these three keys is depressed, a sine wave
of 697 Hz is produced. Each of the four horizontal rows produces a different frequency. The
horizontal rows generate what is generally known as the low group offrequencies.
A higher group of frequencies is associated with the vertical columns of keys. For example. the keys for the numbers 2, 5. 8. and 0 produce a frequency of 1336 Hz when depressed.
If the number 2 is depressed, two sine waves are generated simultaneously. one at
697 Hz and the other at 1336Hz. These two tones are linearly mixed. This combination

*

GOOD TO KNOW
The dial tone is a continuous mix
of 350 and 440 Hz at - 13 dB.
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figure 18-8
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produce~ a unique <>ound and i'> easily detected and recogniLed at the central office as
the signal repre~enting the dialed digit 2. The tolerance on the generated frcqucncic<, ill
usually within ::!: 1.5 percent.
The earliest TouchTone telephone~ used a simple single-tran~i~tor oscillator to generate two tones simultancou~ly. Today in electronic phones an IC generate' the tones.

Electronic Telephones
When !>olid-state circuits came along in the late 1950s. an electronic telephone became
possible and practical. Today, most new telephones are electronic, and they usc integratedcircuit technology.
The development of the microprocessor has also affected telephone design. A lthough
simple electronic telephones do not contain a microprocessor, most multiple-line and fullfeature telephones do. A built-in microprocessor permits automatic control of the telephone's function1. and provides features such as telephone number storage and automatic
dialing and redialing that are not possible in conventional telephones.

Typical IC Electronic Telephone. The major components or an electronic telephone circuit arc shown in Fig. 18-9. Most of the functions arc implemented with circuits contained within a single IC.
In Fig. 18-9. note that the TouchTone keypad drives a DTMF tone generator circuit.
An external cry-.tnl or ceramic resonator provides an accurate frequency reference for
generating the dual dialing tones.
The tone ringer b driven by the 20-Hz ringing signal from the phone line and dri,co.,
a pie10electric \Ound element.
The l C also contains a built-in line voltage regulator. It takes the de \Oltagc from
the local loop and <,tabiliLe\ it to pro' ide a constant voltage to the intemal electronic circuits. An external tcner diode and transistor provide bias to the electret microphone.
The internal <,peech network contains a number of amplifiers and related circuits that
fully duplicate the function of a hybrid in a standard telephone. This IC aho contains a
microcomputer interface. The box labeled MPU is a single-chip 111icroproces.\ing unit.
Although it is not necessary to use a microprocessor. if automatic dialing and other functions arc implemented. this circu it is capable of accommodating them.

Telecommunication Systems

IC electronic telephone

GOOD TO KNOW
Newer telephones with built-in
microprocessors are able to provide users with features such as
telephone number storage and
automatic dialing.
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Figure 18-9

Single-chip electronic telephone.
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Finally, note the bridge rectifier and hook switch circuit. The twisted pair from the
local loop is connected to the tip and ring. Both the 48-V de and 20-Hz ring voltages
will be applied to this bridge rectifier. For direct current, the bridge rectifier provides
polarity protection for the circuit. ensuring that the bridge output voltage is always positive. When the ac ringing voltage is applied, the bridge rectifier rectifies it into a pulsating de voltage. The hook switch is shown with the telephone on the hook or in the
"hung-up'' position. Thus the de voltage is not connected to the circuit at this time. However. the ac ringing voltage will be coupled through the resistor and capacitor to the
bridge, where it will be rectified and applied to the two zener diodes D 1 and D 2 that
drive the tone ringer circuit.
When the telephone is taken off the hook, the hook switch closes, providing a de path
around the resistor and capacitor R 1 and C 1• The path to the tone ringer is broken, and the
output of the bridge rectifier is connected to zener diode D3 and the line voltage regulator. Thus the circuits inside the lC are powered up, and calls may be received or made.
The tone ringer circuit is shown in Fig. 18- 10. This lC is the Motorola MC340 I0
which is representative of a typical single-chip telephone IC. When an incoming call is
being received, the central office applies the 20-Hz sine wave to the local loop. This
passes through capacitor C 17 • and R 1 is applied to the bridge rectifier circuit. The output of the btidge rectifier is applied to two zener diodes D 1 and D 2 . Diode D 1 provides
a threshold level that must be exceeded before the tone ringer circuits are enabled. A de
voltage developed across D2 and littered by R1 and C 15 is applied to the tone tinger input
circuits, powering an internal bias circuit generating 21 V de. This is applied to an internal threshold detector circu it. When the ringing voltage reaches a specific level, it triggers and powers up the remaining circuits. Because there is a threshold to be exceeded,
fal se ringing will not occur when stray signals appear on the line or when the de voltage from the loop drops to a low level.
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Figure 18- 10

Tone ringer circuit.
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-=- vThe ringing tone is generated by an internal oscillator circuit. the frequency of which
is set to 8kHz by external components C 13 and R3• The 8-kHz signal is applied to a frequency divider which can divide by 8 or by 10. The division ratio is determined by the
warble which is generated by the oscillator and a circuit whjch is divjded by 640. This
produces a 12.5-Hz warble square wave that alternates the frequency divider between divide
by 8 and divide by 10. As a result, the frequency divider output is a rectangular wave that
switches between 800 and 1000Hz at a I2.5-Hz rate. The signal is applied to an output
buffer amplifier that drives an external piezoelectric tone ringer. This type of tone ringer
is a transducer !.hat reproduces the signal applied to it. It is unlike the previously described
tone ringer that produces a fixed resonant tone output in the 2- to 3-kHz range.
Details of the DTMF dialing generator are shown in Fig. 18-1 I. The row and column
connections to the TouchTone keypad are made to the keypad comparator and logic circuits. The output of the logic circuits goes to program two counter circuits. a column
counter and a row counter. These counters generate 8-bit binary numbers that drive two
digital-ro-analog (D/A) converters. As the counters are stepped. they generate a binary number sequence that, when applied to !.he D/A converter. produces a stairstep approximation
of !.he sine wave at a frequency related to the number key pressed. The column counter
and its D/A converter generate one tone. and the row counter and its D/A converter generate the second tone. The two rones are combined at the output of the D/A converters and
applied to the output buffer amplifier. The signal is then connected to the telephone line.
Timing for the circuitry is provided by a built-in oscillator that runs at 500kHz. This
frequency is set by an external ceramic resonatOr and capacitors C 1 and C 2•
Details of the speech network are shown in Fig. 18-12. This collection of amplifiers
and other circuits duplicates the function of the hybrid transformer and the related level
control circuits in a conventional telephone.
The de voltage from the local loop through the bridge rectifier is applied to C 12 and
zener diode D 3 , providing a stabilized de voltage for the interna l regulator circuit. The de
voltage from transistor T 1 and capacitor C.> biases !.he electret microphone in the telephone
handset. This bias voltage at input pin TXO also biases the transmit amplifier. The voice
signal from the microphone is coupled through capacitor C 5 and R 13, C4 and R 12 to
the transmit amplifier. The peak limjler circuit provides feedback to the transmit amplifier
Telecommunication Systems
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Figure 18-11

DTMF dialing circuits.
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Electronic speech circuits.
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to reduce the gain and minimii'.C distortion when very loud talkers usc the telephone. The
transmit amplifier output appears at the TXO pin and is applied to RIU and transi~tor T 1
to the telephone line. Thus T 1 acts as a final amplifier for the voice signal before being
placed on the local loop.
The output of the transmit amplifier is invened by a side tone amplifier CSTA) and
appears at the STA output. Here it is applied to an RC network and reduced in level. It
is applied through C7 • CH. and R7 to the receive amplifier at input RXI. The receive amplifier output at RXO drive'> the small receiver speaker in the handset.
When an incoming \Oice signal is received. it is passed through R5, c 7. CK. and R7
to the receive amplifier. where it again is passed to the speaker in the handset.
Finally. note that this circuit has a built-in mute control driven from the dialer circuit. Whenever dialing takes place, the mute control shuts off the transmit circuits and
reduces the amplitude of the signal to the receive amplifier.

Microprocessor Control. All modern electronic telephones contain a built-in microcontroller. Like any microcontroller. it consists of the CPU. a ROM in which a comrol
program is stored. a small amount of random access read-write memory. and 1/0 circuits. The microcontroller, usually a single-chip fC, may be directly connected to the
telephone rc. or some type of intermediate interface circuit may be used.
The functions performed by the microcomputer include operating the keyboard and
any LCD display, if present. Some other functions involve storing telephone numbers and
automatically redialing. Many advanced telephones have the capability of storing 10 or
more commonly called numbers. The user puts the telephone into a program mode and
uses the TouchTone keypad to enter the most frequemly dialed numbers. These arc Mored
in the microcontroller'c; RAM. To automatically dial one of the numbers, the user depresses
a pushbutton on the front of the telephone. This may be one of the TouchTonc pll'..hbuttons, or it may be a separate set of pushbuttons provided for the purpose. When one of
the pu~-.hbuuon-, is depressed. the microcontroller supplies a preprogrammed set of binary
codes to the DTMF circuit!) in the telephone fC. Thus the number i-. automatically dialed.
Other feature!-. implemented by the microcontroller are caller ID and an an,wcring machine.
Voice Mail.

Previously called an ans11·ering machine, this feature is implemented on
most electronic phones. The microcontroller automatically answer!-. the call after a preprogrammed number of rings and saves the voice message. fn older answering machine~.
the message was recorded on a tape cassette. But in modern phones. the voice message
i s digitized. compressed. and then stored in a small nash ROM ready for replay. The
outgoing message is also stored there.

Caller 10. Caller !D. also known as the calling line identification service, is a feature
that is now widely implemented on most electroni c telephones. To make usc of this service, you must sign up and pay for it monthly. With this feature, any calling number will
be displayed on an LCD readout when the phone is ringing. This allows you to identify
the caller.
The caller ID \ervice ..end!-. a digitized version of the calling number to your phone
during the first and \Ccond rings. The data transmitted includes the date. time. and calling
number. Data is transmitted by FSK. where a binary I (mark) is a 1200-l-lt tone and a
binat) 0 (space) is a 2200-Ht tone. The data rate is 1200 bps.
There are two message formats in use. the single-data message format (SDMF)
and the multiple-daw message format ( MDMF). The SDMF is illuMrated in Fig. I 8- I 3.
One-half second after the first ring. 80 bytes of alternating Os and Is (hex 05) is
tran~mitted for 250 ms followed by 70 IllS or mark symbob. These two signal .. provide initialitation and synchronization of the caller I D circuitry in the phone. Thi::. is
followed by I byte describing the message type. This i s usually a binary 4 (00000 I 00).
indicating the SDMF. This is followed by a byte containing the message length. usually the number of digits in the calling number. Next the data is transmitted. This is
Telecommunication Systems
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Figure 18-13

The caller ID transmission format.
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the date. time, and the I 0-digit phone number transmitted as ASCII bytes with the
least significant digit tirst. The data format is 2 digits for the month, 2 digits for the day,
2 digits for the hour (mili tary time). 2 digits for the minutes, and up to I 0 digits for the
calling number. For example. if the date is February 14. the time is 3:37 p.m., and the
calling number is 512-499-0033, the data sequence would be 021415375124990033.
The final byte in the message is the checksum that is used for error detection. The checksum is the 2s complement sum (XOR) of all the data bytes not including the initialization and sync signals.
If the calling number is outside the calling area, the system will display an 0 on the
LCD rather than the calling number. Furthermore, a caller may also have his or her number blocked. This can be done by setting it up with the service provider in advance or
by dialing *67 prior to making the call. This will cause a P to be displayed on the LCD
instead of the calling number.
A more advanced data format is the MDMF. rt is similar to the SDMF but
includes an extra field for the name of the calling party plus additional identification
bytes.

line Interface. Most telephones are connected by way of a thin multiwire cable to a

Wiring block or modular interface

wall jack. A special connector on the cable. called an RJ-1 1 modular connectOJ; plugs
into the matching wall jack. 1\vo local loops are available if needed.
The wall jack is connected by way of wiring inside the walls to a central wiring point
called the subscriber inte1face. Also known as the wiring block or modular i111eiface, this
is a small plastic housing containing all the wiring that connects the line from the telephone company to all the telephone wires in the house. Many houses and apartments are
wired so that there is a wall jack in every room.
Figure 18- 14 is a general diagram of the modular interface. The line from the telephone
company usually passes through a protector that provides lightning protection. lt then
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RJ-11 modular connector

Subscriber interface

Figure 18-14

Subscriber interface.

Local loop w~res
from telephone company
(two or more tw1sted pa~rs)
Subscriber modular 1nterface

Winng in walls
to room jacks

•
0

0

•

Telephone
plugs in here

tem1inate~ at the interface box. An RJ-11 jack and plug are provided to connect to the rest
of the wiring. This gi\'es the telephone company a way to disconnect the incoming line from
the rest of the hou'>e \\iring and makes testing and troubleshooting ea-,ier.
All the wiring is made b) way of screw terminals. For a <.,ingle-line hou'>e, the green
and red tip and ring connections terminate at the terminals, and all wiring to the room
"all jack!. is connected in parallel at these terminals.
If a -,econd line i'> installed, the black and yellow wire~. which are the tip and ring
connection~. arc also terminated at screw tem1inals. They are then connected to the inside
hou~e wiring.
Connection!. on the RJ-11 connector are shown in Fig. 18-15. The red and green
wires terminate at the two center connections, and the black and yellow wires terminate
at the two outside connections. Most telephone wire and RJ - 11 connectors have four
wires and connection:-.. Some cables have only the two inner wires. With four wires a
two-line phone can be accommodated.

Figure 18-15

Connections to modular plug.
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Cordless Telephones

Cordless telephone

GOOD TO KNOW
The base unit and receiver unit in
cordless telephones each contain
a separate full duplex, complete
transceiver.

Frequency allocation

Virtually aU offices and most homes now have two or more telephones, and many homes
and apartments have a standard telephone jack in every room. This permits a single phone
to be moved easily from one place to another, and it permits multiple (extension) phones.
However. the ultimate convenience is a c01dless telephone, which uses two-way radio transmission and provides total portability. Today, most homes have a cordless unit.

Cordless Telephone Concepts. A cordless telephone is a full duplex, two-way radio
system made up of two units, the portable unit or handset and the base unit. The base unit
is wired to the telephone line by way of a modular connector. It receives its power from
the ac line. The base unit is a complete transceiver in that it contains a transmitter that
sends the received audio signal to the portable unit and receives signals transmitted by the
portable unit and retransmits them on the telephone line. ft also contains a battery charger
that rejuvenates the bauery in the handheld unit.
The portable unit is also a battery-powered transceiver. This unit is designed to rest
in the base unit where its battery can be recharged. Both units have an antenna.
The transceivers in both the portable and the base units use full duplex operation.
To achieve this, the transmitter and receiver must operate on different frequencies.
Figure 18-16 shows simplified block diagrams of the bac;e and portable units of a typical
cordless telephone. Both the base unit and the handset contain an embedded microcontroller
that controls all operations including the keyboard and display. A high percentage of cordless units also contain a caller ID function . and many contain a voice mail feature. An
analog-to-digital converter translates a received voice message to digital; it is compressed
by the microcontroller and then stored in a flash memory connected to the microcontroller.
Frequency Allocations. The FCC has set aside four primary frequency bands for
cord less telephones: 43 to 50 MHz, 902 to 928 MHz. 2.4 to 2.45 GHz, and 5.8 GHz.
The older analog phones used 25 assigned duplex frequency pairs in the 43- to 50-MHz
range. Tn the 902- to 928-MHz ISN band there are more channels but the number
depends upon the technology used. The 2.4-GHz band has up to I00 wide channels
where many spread spectrum signals can exist concurrently and channels are determined
by a pseudorandom code. The 5.8-GHz band is the most recent addition with plenty of
spectrum space for multiple channels. Most of the newer phones use the 900- or 2.4GHz bands. The phones are programmed to automatically seek a channel pair with no
activity and minimum noise.

Figure 18-16

General block diagram of a cordless telephone.
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Cordless Phone Features, Capabilities, and limitations. The frequency
range define~ the three ba!>ic classes of cordless telephones available today, but there arc
other consideration'>. Here i'> a -,ummary of the three ba-.ic types.
The simple~! and lca~t expcn~ivc cordless phones use the 43- to 50-M Ht range. They
are analog phones U!>ing frequency modulation. The transmitter output power i'> limited
to 500 mW, and thi'>. in turn. limits the transmission range to a maximum of about
1000 ft. depending upon the environment. The FCC created these limitation'> deliberately
to reduce the amount of interference with nearby cordless telephones as well a-, the many
wireless baby monitors and toy walkie-talkies using the same frequencie~. While -;orne
43- to 50-MHt phone'> are !-.till available. for the most part they have been replaced by
the newer digital phone~.
AJthough these older phone!. work well enough. they are susceptible to noi~e and their
range is limited. If higher quality and longer range are desired. phones in the 900-MH7.
2.4-GHz. or 5.8-G Ht. range can be used.
Three types of 900-MHL. phones are available. These are analog, digital, and spread
spectrum . The analog phones usc FM. Although they can transmit over a longer distance.
they arc still susceptible to noise. A digital 900-MJ-lz phone is also avai lable. It uses
Gaussian FSK (GFSK) modulation . The best 900-MHt. phones use direcr-sequence
spread spectr11111 ( DSSS). With a power of up to l W, the transmission distance i~ a maximum of about 5000 to 7000 fl. depending on the environment and terrain. Both types
of digital phoncl! arc highly immune to noise.
The newer and pcrhapl! the best cordless phones use DSSS in the 2.4-GHt or 5.8-G Hz
bands. Their maximum range i<> nearly 7000 ft. and they are virtually immune to local
noise. Although these phones are far more expensive, they offer the highel!t-quality sound
and greatest reliability.
For the moc,t pan, cordless phones in the United State have u~ed proprietary designs
rather than tho<.e confom1ing to a particular standard. Since the phone!. arc only intended
to work in a home or -.mall office seuing and there i~ no requirement that the phone
interoperate '' ith other cordle!>!. phones. any technology will work as long as it meet<,
the FCC'~ frequency and operating mode guidelines. The situation is different in Europe
where standard'> for cordless phones have existed for many years. The newest .,tandard
created by the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETS I ), called Di~:iral
Enhanced Cordless Telecomm11nications (DECT) has now been approved for usc in the
United States. DECT workl! in the 1.8- to 1.9-GHz bands in Europe. but versionl! for the
900-M Hz, 2.4-GHt.. and 5.8-G H; band& have been developed for U.S. LIM!.
The DECT phones are digital, using Gaussian FSK modulation. Instead of using
frequency-division duplcxing (FDD) with two channels. DECT uses only a single channel and time-division duplcxing (TID). In a single channel, time-division mu ltiplexing
permits 12 user), per channels. Typically I 0 channels are available. The raw data rate is
l.l52 Mbp!l. It is expected that U.S. cordless phones will eventually use the DECT technology. Some DECT phones are already avai lable.

Gaussian FSK (GFSK)
Direct-sequence spread
spectrum (DSSS)

Digital Enhanced Cordless
Telecommunications (DECT)

18-2 Telephone System
Mo.,t of u., take telephone .,en ice for granted. as we do other so-called utilitic'>. e.g.•
electric power. In the United States telephone service is excellent. But thi., i'> ccrtuinly
not the ca'>c in man) other countrie~ in the world.
When we refer to the telephone system. we are talking about the organitation-, and
facilities involved in connecting your telephone to the called telephone regardless of
where it might be in United States or anywhere else in the world. You will \Omctime),
hear the telephone system referred to as the Plain Old Telephone Service (POTS). A
number of different companies arc involved in long-distance call:-., although a single
company i<, u'ually rc!.ponsible for local calls in a given area. These companies make
up the telephone system. and they design. build, maintain, and operate all the facilitie~
Telecommunication System!.
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and equipment used in prO\ iding universal telephone sen ice. A va'>t arra}' of equipment
and technology are employed. Practicall}' every conceintble type of electronic technology i'> used to implement worldwide telephone sen ice. and that continues to change as
Internet calling known as Voice over Internet Protocol (VoiP) grows.
The telephone. a !.mall but relatively complex entity. is nothing compared to the
massive system that bach it up. The telephone sy:-.tem can co11ncct any two telephones
in the world. and most people can on ly specu late on the method by which this
connection takes place. It takes place on many levels and involves an incredible array
of systems and technology. Obviou-.ly. it is difficult to describe such a massive sy:-tem
here. However. in this brief section. we auempt to de'>cribe the technical complexities
of interconnecting telephone-.. the cemral office and the sub-.criber line interface that
connect each user to the telephone -.y-.tem. the hierarchy of interconnections within the
telephone system. and the major elemems and general operation of the telephone system. Long-distance operation and '>pecial telephone interconnection '>ystems such as the
PBX are also discussed. Yoi P i:-. introduced.

Telephone

Subscriber Interface
Most telephones are connected to a local central office by way of the two-line. twbtedpair local loop cable. The central office contains all the equipment that operates the telephone and connects it to the telephone <>ystem that make' the connection to an) other
telephone.
Each telephone connected to the central office is pro-.ided with a group of ba..,ic
circuit'> that power the telephone and provide all the basic function'> such as ringing. dial
tone. and dialing supervi~ion. These circuits are collectivel y referred to as the subscriber
inte1:{oce or the subscriber line inff!l:{ace circuit (SLIC). In older central office '>Yl>tems.
the <,ubscriber interface circuits used discrete components. Today. mo~t functions of the
'>ubscriber line interface arc implemented by one or perhaps two integrated circuits plus
supporting equipment. The subscriber line interface i~ also referred to as the line side

Subscriber interface or subscriber
line interface circuit (SLIC)

interface.
BORSCHT

The SLIC provide:- sc,en ba..,ic functions generally referred to a... BORSCHT
(representing the first letters of the functions battery. m·en·oltage protection. ringing.
wpen•i1ion, coding. hybrid. and test). A general block diagram of the subscriber interface and BORSCHT functions i'> given in Fig. 18-17.

Battery

Battery.

The subscriber line interface at the central office must provide a de voltage
to the subscriber to operate the telephone. In the United Stutes. this is typically -48V de
with re!-.pect to ground. The actual voltage can be anything between approximately

figure 18-17

BORSCHT functions in the subscriber line interface at the central office.
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- 20 and - 80 V when the phone is on the hook. i.e.. disconnected. The voltage at the
telephone drops to approximately 6 V when the phone is tal-.cn ofT the hool-.. The large
difference between the on-hool-. and off-hook voltages has to do with the large
YOitage drop that occur'> aero'>' the component~ in the telephone and the long local
loop cable.
Overvol tag

Protcc ttOn The circuits and components that protect the '>Ub'>criber
line interface circuit.., from electrical damage are referred to collectively "" m·en·o[Wf?l!
protection. The phone lines are 'ulnerable to many types of electrical problem'>. Lightning is by far the \\ON threat. although other hat.ards exi-.t. including accidental
connection to an electric power line or some type of misconnection that would occur during in~tallation. Induced di<.turbances from ot.her sources of noise can also cau"c problems.
Overvoltage protection ensures reliable telephone operation C\'en under \Uch conditions.

Overvoltage protection

Ringing. When a specific telephone is receiving a call. the telephone local office must
provide a ringing signal. As indicated earlier. this is commonly a 90-V"'" ac signal at
approximately 20 I ll.. The
must connect the ringing signal to the local loop when
a call is received. Thb is usually done by closing relay contacts that connect the ringing signal to the line. The SUe must also detect when the phone is picked up (ofT hook)
so that the ringing 'ignal can be disconnected.

Ringing

\Ub~criber line interface that monitor local loop condition'> and provide variou-. service:-.. For example. the
supervision circuit<., in the
detect when a telephone i'> picked up to initiate a new
call. A -.cnsing circuit recognites the off-hook condition and '>ignal" circuit-. -.vithin the
to connect a dial tone. The caller then dials the desired number. \\hich caU\C\ interconnection through the telephone '>ystem.
The supen i-.ion circuit~ continuous!) monitor the line during the telephone call. The
circuits sen-.e when the call i-. terminated and provide the connection of a bu-.y -.ignal if
the called number i.., not mailable.

Supervision

sue

SuperviSIOn Supen·ision refers to a group of function!> within the

sue

sue

Coding. Coding i" another name for A/0 conversion and 0/A convcr..,ion. Today,

GOOD TO KNOW
On-hook and off-hook signals
differ in resistance across tip
and ring conductors. On-hook
minimum de resistance is
30,000 n. and off-hook

many telephone transmi\sion" arc made by way of serial digital data method~. The
maximum resistance is 200 n.
may contnin codec that converts the analog
voice signals to serial PeM format or converrs
received digital call" back to ana log signals to be The staff of this telephone network operational control center must
placed on the local loop. Transmiss ion over trunl-. be well trained in electronics and computer technology to operate a
lines to other central offices or toll offices or for usc complex communicntion system. The network staff are currently
in long-distance transmb~ion b typically by digital routing long-distance telephone calls.
PeM signals in modern systems.

sue

Hybrid. Recall that in the telephone. a hybrid circui t
(al..,o known a'> a tn·o-wire to four-wire circuit). U!>Ually a transformer. prO\ ides simultaneous two-way
co,wer,ation' on a '>inglc pair of wires. The hybrid
combine:-. the -.ignal from the telephone transmitter
with the rcceh ed "ignal to the receiver on the single
I\\ i'>ted-pair cable. It 1-..eep-. the '>ignal<> separate within
the telephone.
A hybrid i' al-.o U'>cd at the central office. It effectin:ly translates the two-wire line to the subscriber back
into four line\. two each for the transmitted and
received signal<.,. The hybrid provides separate transmit
and receive signal-,. Although a single pair of l i nes i:-.
u!>ed in the local loop to the :-.ubscriber. all other
connectiom, to the telephone system t.reat ihe transmitted
Telecommunication
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Coding

and received signals separately and have independent circuits for dealing with them along
the way.

Test signal

Test Signals. To check the status and quality of subscriber lines. the phone company
often puts special test tones on the local loop and receives resulting LOnes in return. These

sue

can give information about the overall perfomlanCe of the local loop. The
provides
a way to connect the test signals to the local loop and to receive the resulting signals for
measurement.

BORSCHT Functions. The basic BORSCHT functions are usually divided into two
groups, high voltage and low voltage. The high-voltage parts of the system are the battery
feed, overvoltage protection, ringing circuits, and test circuits. The low-voltage group
includes the supervision, coding. and hybrid functions. In older systems, all the functions
were implemented with discrete component circuits. Today, these functions are generally
divided between two TCs, one for the high-voltage functions and the other for the
low-voltage functions. However, single-chip SUC BORSCHT lCs are now available.
Telephone hierarchy

Telephone Hierarchy
Whenever you make a telephone call, your voice is connected through your local
exchange to the telephone system. From there it passes through at least one other local
exchange. which is connected to the telephone you are calling. Several other facilities
may provide switching. multiplexing. and other services required to transmit your
voice. The telephone system is referred to as the public switchod telephone network
( PSTN). The organization of this hierarchy in the United States is discussed in the next
sections.

Central office (local exchange)

RBOC

Local exchange companies (or
carriers; LECs)

Central Office. The central office or local exchange is the facility to which your telephone is directly connected by a twisted-pair cable. Also known as an end office (EO). the
local exchange can serve up to I 0,000 subscribers, each of whom is identified by a four-digit
number from 0000 tlu-ough 9999 (the last four digits of the telephone number).
The local exchange also has an exchange number. These are the three additional digits that make up a telephone number. Obviously. there can be as many as I 000 exchanges
with numbers from 000 through 999. These exchanges become part of an area code
region, which is defined by an additional Lhree-digit number. Each area code is fully
contained within one of the geographic areas assigned to one of the Bell regional
operating companies.
RBOC. In I 984 the U.S. Justice Department broke up the AT&T telephone system to
encourage competition. Seven regional Bell operating co111panies (RBOCs) were formed
w provide local telephone service. The original RBOCs were Ameritech, Bell Atlantic,
Bell South, NYNEX. Pacific Bell. Southwestern Bell, and U.S. West.
Mergers over the years have reduced the number of RBOCs to four. SBC Communications. for instance. is the merger of Ameritech, Pacific Bell. and Southwestern Bell.
Verizon is the merger of NYNEX and Bell Atlantic. U.S. West merged with a new company, Qwest. The only remaining original RBOC is Bell South.
Some areas are not served by a RBOC. These primarily rural areas obtain service
from independent phone companies. One large independent, GTE (General Telephone
and Electronics), is now part of Verizon.
All these companies (RBOC or independent) are called local exchange carriers, or
local exchange companies (LECs) .
long Distance. With the breakup mentioned earlier, AT&T became the long-distance
supplier for the system. Competition from new companies such as MCI. LDDS, and Sprint
developed quickly. Today, AT&T is still the leading supplier of long-distance service.
WorldCom acquired LDDS and MCI, and Sprint remains independent. WorldCom went
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bankrupt and has now returned as MCJ. Recently, additional consolidation has occurred.
SBC acquired AT&T and will become known as AT&T. Veriton al<to acquired MCL Sprint
acquired cell phone company cxtcl.

Operational Relationships. The LECs provide telephone services to designated
geographic areas referred to a!> local access and transporr areas (LATAs). The United
States is divided into approximately 200 LATAs. The LATAs arc defined within the individual states making up the seven operating regions. The LECs provide the telephone service
for the LATAs within their region~ bUl do nor provide long-distance service for the LATAs.
Long-distance service is provided by long-distance carrier~ known as interexchange
carriers (/XCs). The IXCs are the familiar long-distance carrier~ such as AT&T (now
SBC). WorldCom (now Veriton). and US Sprint. Long-distance carriers must be u ed for
the interconnection for any inter-LATA connections. The LEC!. can provide telephone
!.ervice within the LATAs that arc pan of their operating region, but links between LATA\
within a region, even though they may be directly adjacent to one another, must be made
through an IXC.
Each LATA contains a sen•i11g. or point-of-presence (POP), f~ffice that is used to
provide the interconnections to the IXCs. The local exchanges communicate with one
another via indjvidual trunh. And all local exchanges connect to an LEC central office.
which provides trunks to the POP. At the POP the long-distance carriers can make their
interface connections. The POP~ must provide equal access for any long-distance carrier
desiring to connect. Many POP., arc connected to multiple IXC~. but in many areas. only
one IXC \erves a POP.
Figure 18-18 summari7es the hierarchy just discussed. Individual telephones within
a LATA connect to the local exchange or central office by way of the two-wire local
loop. The central offices within an LATA are connected to one another by trunks. These
trunks rnay be standard baseband twisted-pair cables run underground or on telephone
poles. but they may also be coax ial cable, fiber-optic cable. or microwave radio links. In
some area!.. two or more central offices are located in the same building or physical facility. Trunk interconnections are u'>ually made by cables.
The local exchanges are also connected to an LEC central office when a connection
cannot be made between two local exchanges that are not directly trunked. The call
passes from the local exchange to the LEC central office. where the connection is made
to the other local exchange.
The LEC central office i1> abo connected ro the POP. Depending upon the organiLation of the LEC within the LATA. the LEC central office may contain the POP.

Figure 18- 18
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Note in Fig. 18-18 that the POP provides the connections to the long-distance
carriers. or IXCs. The "cloud·· represents the long-d istance networks of the IXCs. The
long-distance network connects to the remote POPs. which in turn are connected to
other central offices and local exchanges.
Most other long-distance carriers have their own specific hierarchical arrangements.
A variety of switching offtces across the country are linked by trunks using fiber-optic
cable or microwave relay links. Multiplexing techniques are used throughout to provide
many simultaneous paths for telephone calls.
In all cases. the various central offices and routing centers provide switching services. The whole idea is to permit any one telephone to directly connect with any other
specific telephone. The purpose or all the different levels in the telephone system hierarchy is to provide the interconnecting trunk lines as well as switching equipment that
makes the desired interconnection.
The connections between central offices, central offices and LEC and POPs are digital and use the Tl and T3 multiplexing schemes described in Chap. I2. The transmission
method in long distance is tiber-optic cable using protocols known as the asynchronous
transfer mode (ATM) and the synchronous optical network (SONET). These systems are
described in Chap. 12.

Private Telephone System

Private telephone system

Telephone service provided to companies or large organizations with many employees
and many telephones is considerably different from basic local loop service provided for
individuals. Depending upon the size or the organization, there may be dozens. hundreds,
or even thousands of telephones required. It is simply not economical to provide each
telephone in the organization with its own separate local loop connection to the central
office. It is also an inefficient use of expensive facilities to use a remote central office
for intercompany communication. For example, an individual in one office often may
need to make an intercompany call to a person in another office, which may be only a
few doors down the hall or a couple of floors away. Making this connection through the
local exchange is wasteful.
This problem is solved by the use of private telephone systems within a company
or organization. Private telephone systems implement telephone service among the telephones in the organization and provide one or more local loop connections to the central oftice. The two basic types of private telephone systems are known as key systems
and private branch exchanges.

Key system

Key Systems. Key systems are small telephone systems designed to serve from 2 to
50 user telephones within an organization. Commercially available systems usually have
provisions for 6, I 0, 12, or 50 telephones.
Simple key telephone systems are made up of the individual telephone units generally referred to as stations, all of which are connected to a cenu·al answering station. The
central answering station is connected to one or more local loop lines known as trunks
back to the local exchange. Most systems also contain a central electronic switching unit
that makes all the internal and external connections.
The telephone !'ets in a key system typically have a group of pushbuttons that allow
each telephone to select two or more outgoing trunking lines. Phone calls are made in
the usual way.

Private branch exchange (PBX)

Private Branch Exchange. A private branch exchange, or PBX, as it is known, is
a private telephone system for larger organizations. Most PBXs are set up to handle 50
or more telephone interconnections. They can handle thousands of individual telephones
within an organization. These systems may also be referred to as private automMic
branch exchanges (PABXs) or compllfer branch excluuzges (CPXs). Of the three terms.
the expression PBX is the most widely known and used.

Private automatic branch exchange
(PABX)
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A PBX (see Fig. 18-19) is. in effect. a miniature complete telephone system. lt provides baseband interconnections to al l the telephones in an organization. All the telephones connect to a central switching system which makes intercompany connections as
well as external connections to multiple trunk lines to the central office.
Like the key system, the PBX offers the advantages. of efficiency and cost reduction when many telephones are required. Interoffice calls can be completed by the PBX
system without accessing the local exchange. Further, it is more economical to limit the
number of trunk lines to the central oftlce. for not all telephones in the organization will
be attempting to acces~ an outside line at one time.
The modern PBX is usually fully automated by computer control. Although no operator is required. most large organizations have one or more operators who answer incoming telephone calls and route them appropriately with a control console. However. some
PBXs are automated so that the individual user's telephone whose extension is the last
four digits of the telephone number can be called directly from outside.
As you can see from Fig. I 8- 19. the PBX is made up of line circui ts that are similar to the subscriber line interface circuits discussed earlier. The matrix is the electronic
switch that connects any phone to any other phone in the system. [t also permits conference calls. The trunk circuits interface to the local loop lines to the central office.
All the circuits are under the control of a central computer dedicated to the operation of
the PBX.
An alternative to the PBX is known as Centrex. This service. normally provided by
the local telephone company, performs the function of a PBX but uses special equipment,
and most of the switch ing i~ can·ied out by the local exchange switching equ ipment over
special trunk lines. lts advantage over a standard PBX is that the high initial cost of
PBX equipment can be avoided by leasing the Cenu·ex equipment from the telephone
company.
Today. as more companies adopt YoiP systems. the older style PBX systems are
gradually disappearing in favor of an equivalent system that uses YolP standards. These
systems attach to the company's LAN system that typical ly uses Ethernet to connect
phones to a base or key unit for distribution and calling features such as voice mail and
PBX-Iike answering capability. Most of these functions are implemented in software with
a server dedicated to this function.

Figure 18-19
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18-3 Facsimile
Facsimile. or fax. is an electronic l>ystem for transmitting graphic information by wire or
radio. Facsimile is used to send printed material by scanning it and converting it to
electronic sig11als that modulate a carrier to be transmitted over the telephone lines. Since
modu lation is involved, fax transmission can also take place by radio. With facsimile.
documents such as letters, photographs. line drawings, or any printed information can be
converted to an electric signal and transmitted with conventional communication techniques. The components of a fax system are illustrated in Fig. 18-20.
Although facsimile is used to transmit pictures. it is not TV because it does not
transmit sound messages or live ~cene~ and motion. However. it does use scanning techniques that are generally similar to thO'>e used in TV. A scanning process is used to break
a printed document up into many horizontal scan Jines which can be transmitted and
reproduced serially.

Facsimile (fax)

How Facsimile Works

GOOD TO KNOW
Facsimile utilizes scanning techniques similar to those used in TV.
Through this scanning, the document is broken up into many
horizontal scan lines which are
transmitted and reproduced
serially.

Figure 18-20

The early facsimile machines scanned the document to be transmiucd with a light and
photocell arrangement. A scanning head consists of a light source and a photocell. A
light source. focused to a tiny point with a lens system. was u~;ed to scan the document.
The lens was also used to focus the renected light from on the document onto the photocell. As the ligbt scanned the letters and numbers in a typed or printed document or
the gray scale in a photograph, the photocell produced a varying electronic signal whose
output amplitude was proportional to the amount of renected light. This baseband signal
wa~ then used to amplitude- or frequency-modulate a carrier in the audio frequency
range. Thii> permitted the signal to be transmitted over the telephone lines.
Figure 18-21 shows how a printed letter might have been scanned. Assume that the
letter F is black on a white background. The output of a photodetector a~ it scans across
line a is shown in Fig. 18-21 (a). The output voltage is high for white and low for black.
The output of the photodetector is also shown for scan lines b and c. The output of the
photodetcctor is used to modulate a carrier. and the resulting !.ignal is put on the telephone line.
The resolution of the transmission is determined by the number of scan lines per
vertical inch. The greater the number of lines scanned. the finer the detail transmitted
and the higher the quality of reproduction. Older systems had a resolution of 96 line!.
per inch (LPI), and the new systems have 200 LPI.
On the receiving end, a demodu lator recovered the original signal information, which
was then applied to a stylus. The purpose of the stylus was to redraw the original information on a blank sheet of paper. A typical stylus converted the electric signal to heat
variations that burned the image into heat-sensitive paper. Other types of printing mechanism-. were used.
Today's modern fax machine b a high-tech electrooptical machine. Scanning is done
electronically. and the scanned signal is converted to a binary signal. Then digital transmission with standard modem techniques is used.

Components of a facsimi le system.

Reproduced
document

Document
be10g scanned
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Figure 18-21

Output of a photosensitive detector during different scans.
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Figure 18-22 is a block diagram of a modern fax machine. The transmission process
begins with an image scanner that converts the document to hundreds of horitontal scan
lines. M any different techniques are used, but they all incorporate a photo- (light-)
sensitive device to convert light variations along one scanned line into an electrical voltage. The resulting signal is then processed in various ways to make the data !>mallcr and
thus faster to tram.mit. The resulting signal is sent to a modem where it modulute!> a
carrier ~et to the middle of the telephone voice spectrum bandwidth. The ~>ignal is then
tran~mitted to the receiving fax machine over the public switched telephone network.
The receiving fax machine·., modem demodulates the signal that i<. then processed
to recover the original data. The data is decompressed and then sent to a printer. \\ hich
reproduces the document. Since all fax machines can tran.,mit a!> well a-. receive, they
are referred to as frcmsceil·ers. The transmission is half duplex because only one machine
may transmit or receive at a time.
Most fax machines have a built-in telephone. and the printer can also be used as a
copy machine. An embedded microcomputer handles all control and operation including
paper handling.

Image Processing

Image processing

M ost fax machines usc charRe-coupled devices (CCDs) for scanning. A CCD is a lightsensitive sem iconductor device that converts varying light amplitudes to an electric
signal. The typical CCD is made up of many tiny reverse-biased diodes that act as capacitors wh ich are manufactured in a matrix on a si licon chip (see Fig. 18-23). The base

Charge-coupled device (CCD)

Figure 18-22
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Figure 18-23 A charge-coupled device is used to scan documents in modern fax machines. (a) Cross section. (b) Detail of
capacitor matrix.
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fonm one large plate or a capacitor which i!> electrically separated by a dielectric from
many thousands of tiny capacitor plates, as ~hown. When the CCO is exposed to light,
the ceo capacitors charge to a value proportional to the light intensity. The capacitors
are then -;canned or sampled electronically to determine their charge. This creates an analog output signal that accurately depicts the image focused on the CCD.
A CCD is actually a device that breaks up any ;;cene or picture into individual picture
e/eme/11.\, or pixels. The greater the number of CCD capacitors. or pixels. the higher the
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Figure 18-24

Scanning mechanism in a fax machine.
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resolution and the more faithfu lly a scene, photograph. or document can be reproduced.
CCDs are available with a matrix of many thousands of pixels. thereby permitting very
high-resolution picture transmission. CCDs are widely used in modern video cameras in
place of the more delicate and more expensive vidicon tubes. In the video camera (camcorder), the lens focuses the entire scene on a CCD matrix. This !;ame approach is used
in some fax machines. In one type of fax machine, the document to be transmitted is
placed face down a~ it might be in a copy machine. The document is then illuminated
with bri lliant light from a xenon or fluorescent bulb. A lens system focuses the reflected
light on a CCD. The CCD is then scanned. and the resulting output is an analog signal
whose amplitude is proportional to the amplitude of the retlected light.
In most desktop fax machines. the entire document is not focused on a single CCD.
I nstead, only a narrow portion of the document is lighted and examined as it is moved
through the fax machine with rollers. A complex system of mirrors is used to focus the
lighted area on the CCD (see Fig. 18-24).
The more modem fax machines use another type of scanning mechanism that does
not use lenses. The scanning mechanism is an assembly made up of an LED anay and a
CCD array. These are arranged so that the entire width of a standard 8 1/2 X 11 in page is
scanned simultaneously one line at a time. The LED array illuminates a narrow portion
of the document. The reflected light is picked up by the CCD scanner. A typical scanner
has 2048 light sensors forming one scan line. Figure 18-25 shows a side view of the scanning mechanism. The 2048 pixels of light <u·e converted to voltages proportional to the
light variations on one scanned line. These voltages are converted from a parallel format
to a serial voltage signal. The resulting analog signal is amplified and sent to an AGC circuit and an S/H amplifier. The signal is then sent to an AID converter where the light signals are translated to binary data words for transmission.

Data Compression
An enormous amount of data is generated by scanning one page of a document. A typical 8 1/ 2 X 1l in page represents about 40,000 bytes of data. This can be shortened by
a factor of I 0 or more with data compression techniques. Furthermore, because of the
narrow bandwidth of telephone lines. data rates are limited. That is w hy it takes so long
to transmit one page of data. Developments in high-speed modems have helped reduce
Telecommunication Systems
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Figure 18-25

LED/CCD scanner mechanism in a modern fax machine.
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the transmission time. but the most important development!> are data compression techniques that reduce the overall amount of data. which significantly decrea es the tran~
mission time and telephone charges.
Data compression is a digital data processing technique that look!. for redundancy
in the transmitted signal. White space or con tinuous segments of the page that arc the
same shade produce con tinuous strings of data words that arc the same. These can be
eliminated and transrniucd as a speciaJ digital code that is significantly faster to transmit. Other fonns of data compression use various mathematical algorithms to reduce the
amount of data to be tran ... mittcd.
The data compression is carried out by a digiwl signal processing ( DSP) chip. Thi<>
is a high-speed microprocc~sor with embedded ROM containing the compression program. The digital data from the AID convert er is passed through the DSP chip, from
which comes a significantly shorter string of data that represents the scanned image. This
is what is transmiucd. and in far less time than the original data could be transmiucd.
At the receiving end. the demodulated signal is decompres~ed. Again. this is done
through a DSP chip especially programmed for thi<> function. The original data signal is
recovered and sent to the printer.

Modems

International Telecommunications
Union (ITU-T)

Every fax machine contains a built-in modem that is similar to a conventional data
modem for computer~. These modems are optimited for fax transmission and reception.
And they follow international ~tandards c;o that any fax machine can communicate with
any other fax machine.
A number of different modulation schemes are used in fax syMems. Analog fax systems use AM or FM. Digital fax uses PSK or QAM. To ensure compatibility between
fax machines of different manufacturers, facsimile standards have been developed for
speed. modulation method!.. and resolution by the lntemmional Telegraph and Telephone
Con.Htltati1•e Committee. better known by its French abbreviation, CCITT. The CCITT i.
now known as the ITU- T. or International Te/ecommunica/ions Union. The ITU-T fax
standards are divided into four groups:
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Modem

Facsimile standards
International Telegraph and
Telephone Consultative Committee
(CCITT)

l. Group I (G I or Gl): Analog transmission using frequency modulation where white
is I300 Ht. and black is 2100 Hz. Most North American equipment Ul.es I500 HL
for white and 2300 Ht. for black. The scanning resolution i~ 96 lines per inch (LPI).
Average transmission speed is 6 minutes per page (8 1/2 X II in or A4 metric !>i7e.
which is slightly longer than I I in).
2. Group 2 (G2 or Gil): Analog transmission using FM or \'estigial sideband AM .
The vestigial sideband AM uses a 2100-Hz carrier. The lower sideband and part of
the upper -.ideband are transmitted. Resolution is 96 LPI. Tran<,mi-,-.ion '>peed i<;
3 min or less for an 8 112 X II in or A4 page.
3. Group 3 (GJ or Gill): Digital transmission using PCM black and white only or up
to 32 shades of gray. PSK or QAM to achieve transmission speeds of up to 9600 Bd.
Resolution's 200 LPI. Transmission speed is less than 1 minute per page, with 15
to 30 s being typical.
4. Group 4 (G4 or GIV): Digital transmission, 56 kbps. resolution up to 400 LPI, and
speed of transmission less than 5 s.

The older G I and G2 machines arc no longer used. The most common configuration is group 3. Most G3 machines can also read the G2 format.
The G4 machines arc not yet widely used. They are designed to usc digital transmission only with no modem over very wideband dedicated digital-grade telephone lines. Both
G3 and G4 formats also employ digital data compression methods that shorten the binary
data stream considerably, thereby ~peeding up page u·ansmission. This is important because
shorter transmission times cut long-distance telephone charges and reduce operating costs.

Fax Machine Operation
Figure 18-26 is a <>implified block diagram of the transmitting circuit!. in a modern G3
fax transceiver. The analog output from the CCO array is seriali1ed and fed lO an AfD
convener which translates the continuously varying light intensity into a stream of binary
numbers. Sixteen gray scale values between white and black are typical. The binary data

GOOD TO KNOW
The analog signal from the
charge-coupled device is converted to digital values that are
sent to a DSP chip.

Figure 18-26 Block diagram of a facsimile machine.
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Fax modem

is c;ent to a DSP digital data compression circuit a<> described earlier. The binary output
in ~erial uata format i~ u~cd to modulate a carrier which is tram.mitted over the telephone
lines. The techniques are ~imilar to those employed in modem!>. Speeds of 2400/4800
and 7200/9600 Bd are common. Most systems U!.C some form of PSK or QAM to achieve
very high data rates on voice-grade line~.
In the receiving ponion of the fax machine. the received l>ignal j, demodulated and
then \ent to DSP circuit\. where the data comprcs.,ion is removed and the bin<ll) <.ignal.,
are rc~tored to their original form. The signal i., then applied to a printing mechani'>m.
The most common fax printer today i:> an ink jet printer like those popularly u\ed
with PCs. In the high-priced machines, laser !.Canning of an electro!>ensitive drum. ~im
ilar to the drum used in laser printers. produces output copies by using the proven techniques of xerography.
The control logic in Fig. 18-26 is u~uall) an embedded microcomputer. Besides all
the internal control function~ it implement~. it i'> u...cd for ' ·hand~haking" between the two
machines that will communicate. This ensure'> compatibility. Hando,haking is usually carried out by exchanging different audio tones. The called machine responds with tones designating its capability. The calling machine compares this to its own standards and then
either initiates the transmission or terminate~ it bec:au~e of incompatibility. If the transmission proceeds. the calling machine send1- ~ynchroni.dng ~ignals to ensure that both
machine<. '>tart at the o;;amc time. The called machine acknowledges the receipt of the '>ync
-.ignal. and transmission begin~. All the protocol... for establishing communication and
sending and receiving the data are !>tandardiLed by the ITU-T. Tran..,miv..ion i~ half duplex.
As improvements have been made in pic.:turc resolution quality. transmission speed,
and cost. facsimile machines have become much more popular. The units can be easily
attached with standard RJ - 11 modular connectors to any telephone sy~tem. In most bu<.iness applications. the fax machine is typil:ally dedicated to a single line. Most fax
machines feature fully automatic operation with microprocessor-ba<>ed control. A document can be sent to a fax machine automatically. The sending machine simply dial\ the
receiving machine and initiates the transmil>'>ion. The receiving machine answers the initial call and then reproduces the document before hanging up.
Most fax machines have a built-in telephone and are designed to share a ~ingle
line with conventional voic:e transmission. The built-in telephone u-.ually features TouchTone dialing and number memory plus automatic redial and other modern telephone
feature..,. MoM fax machine<. also have automatic \end and receive features for fully unattended operation. Smaller ponable fax machine., are available. Fax machines may al'>o
be u~ed with standard cellular telephone systems in automobile..,.
Another popular variation is the .fax modem. an internal modern designed to be
plugged into a personal computer. It allows standard modem operation for connection to
online services and any desired remote computer usage. However. this device also contain'> the circuits for a fax modem but without the image scanning and priming.
A document produced with a word proce~'>Or i'> usually stored in ASCil format a'
a file on disk. This file can be transmitted \erially to the fax modem, which compre.,.,e.,
it and sends it over the telephone lines. The receiving computer demodulates the '>ignal,
decompresses it. and stores it in RAM and then on disk. The resulting document can be
read on the video monitor or printed by the usual means.

18-4 Paging Systems
Paging
Paging systems
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Paging is a radio communication l>ystem de~igned to signal individual<; wherever they may
be. Paging systems operate in the simplex mode, for they broadca-;t signals or messages to
individuals who carry :,mall battery-operated receivers. Million!'> of people carry paging
receivers. Typically. they work in jobs that require maintaining con\tant communication
with their employer and/or customers. The paging receiver operates continuously. To contact an individual with a pager. all you need to do is make a telephone call. A paging
company will '>end a mdio 'ignal that will be received by the pager. The paging receiver
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Figure 18-27

The paging process.
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usually ha~ a built-in audible 1-ignaling device or silent vibrator that infonn1. the person
that she or he is being paged. The 1-ignal may be as simple as an audio tone that indicates that the individual ~hould call a telephone number to receive a mcso;agc or otherwise make contact. Alternatively, the paging company can trano.,mit a ~hort printed me"sage to the paging receiver. Some paging receivers have a small LCD screen on which a
telephone number is di.,played. Thi'> tells the paged individual which number to call. Some
paging recci\Cf'i have larger LCD '>Creens that are capable of di-.playing 1-e\eral line-. of
alphanumeric tc.xt information. The newe!>l pagen. arc two-wa) tlc,icc-. that receive data
or send data in the fom1 of numerical!) coded messages or <,hort alphanumeric text.

Paging System Operation
Although the paging bu-.ine..,c:; ic:; not owned by telephone companic-.. it i-. clo~cly allied with
the telephone bu-.inc""· bccau<;e the telephone system provides the initial and final communication process. The mo'>t common paging proces:- is dc1.cribctl below ('ice Fig. 18-27).
To contact a peNm who has a pager. an individual diaJ:.. the telephone number
assigned to that person. The call is received at the office of the paging company. The
paging company respond~ with one or more signaling tones that tell the caller to enter
the telephone number the paged person should call. Once the number is entered. the
caller pres~cs the pound sign key to signal the end of the telephone entry. The calling
party then hang1. up.
The paging system records the telephone number in a computer and translate" this number to a !>erial binary-coded mes<>age. A unique protocol is used. The message io; transmitted as a data hit stream to the paging receiver. The serial binary-coded me1.sag<.: modulates
the can·ier of a mdio transmitter. Paging systems usually operate in the VI IF and UHF
ranges. A variety of band<; have been assigned by the FCC specifically for paging purpose-..
The mo-.t popular arc in the ranges of 149 to 175. 400 to 500. and 920 10 940 M II;.
The paging company u\uUil) ha'> a large antenna syMem mounted on a tower or the
top of a tall building c:;o that its communication range i., considerable. Mo'>t paging '-Y'>tems can locate an individual within a 30-mi radius.
When the signal is transmitted. the paging receiver pich it up on it<. a'>... igned frequency. The paged individual receives the message, a~ described abo\e. and respond\.
A-. indicated earlier. modern paging <;yMems can tran'>mit complete mes<,ages to an
individual. The-,e mcs<,agec:; are usually entered on a personaJ computer anti tran.,miued
through a modem over the telephone c;ystem to the paging company. In thi-. ca'>C the message is received. '>tored in a computer. and formulated into the correct protocol for tran!.mis-;ion to the pager. The length of the message is typically restricted to ...cvcral line~ of
text. A typical paging receiver may be able to display four lines of 20 characters each.
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Paging Protocols
Cap code

POCSAG (Post Office Code
Standardisation Advisory Group)
code

FLEX system

The earliest paging systems used a tone signaling system. Each paging receiver is
assigned a special code called a cap code, which is a sequence of numbers or a
combination of letters and numbers. The code is broadcast over the paging region. lf the
pager is within the region, it will pick up and recognize its unique code. The cap code
is encoded by using audio tones. Early systems used a two-tone system.
The tones frequency-modulate the transmitter carrier in a fixed protocol or sequence.
All paging receivers pick up every transmission, but they recognize only their own code.
When a code is recognized. the beeper in the receiver goes off, informing the user that
a call has been received.
The older analog tone systems have been replaced by digital protocols that not only
increase the number of possible subscribers but also make transmission more reliable
because of the inherent noise immunity of digital transmission and because it is possible to employ erTOr correction and detection methods.
Dozens of different digital paging protocols have been developed over the years. The
most widely used are the POCSAG and FLEX protocols. The POCSAG (Post Office Code
Standardisation Advisot)" Group) code is a worldwide standard developed under the sponsorship of the British Post Office. It can support up to 2 million users on a system.
POCSAG uses FSK with a deviation of :!::4.5 k.Hz, with the lower frequency representing a logic I and the upper frequency representing a logic 0. The original data rate was
512 bps. but today most transmissions are at 1200 bps. A 2400-bps version is also avaiJable. POCSAG has mostly been phased out in favor of the FLEX system.
Thus U1e most widely used digital paging format is the FLEX system. developed by
Motorola. One of its biggest benefits is that it can accommodate up to 5 billion users on
a system. lt uses a sophisticated two- or four-level modulation scheme to achieve data
rates of 1600. 3200. or 6400 bps. The higher the data rate, the faster a message can be
sent and the greater the number of users who can be accommodated on a system. FLEX
uses a two- or four-level FSK modulation. The deviations are :!:: 1600 and ±4800Hz.
Each shift frequency represents 2 bits in the four-level scheme:

= 00
-1600 = 01
+ 1600 = II
+4800 = 10
-4800

The FM demodulator output looks like the one shown in Fig. I 8-28.
At the basic symbol rate using two levels, the data rate is 1600 bps. Using four
levels, the rate is 4 X 1600 = 6400 bps.
The data rate automatically adjusts to the amount of traffic being handled. If traffic
is light. the 1600-bps rate is used. During moderate traffic, 3200 bps is used. With maximum use. the speed steps up to 6400 bps.
Data is transmitted continuously and synchronously. The data rate is referenced to
a clock derived from a highly precise atomic clock such as that used in the Global

Fig ure 18-28

FM demodulating output for FLEX system.
+ 4.8 kHz

+ 1.6 kHz
- 1.6 kHz
- 4.8 kHz
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Figure 18-29

FLEX protocol for pagers. (Courtesy Motorola)
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Positioning Sy.,tcm. The ba'>ic data !.tructure is shown in Fig. 18-29. One complete cycle
con!>iMl> of 128 frame~ of information. The cycle time i., 4 min. Each frame i'> made up
of l>ynchroniting segment!. and I I blocks of data. An 11-bit frame information !.egment
following an initial synchroniting signal tells the pager the frame and cycle in which it
resides. A following '>ync '>egment idemifies the data rate. The mc!.sage is then transmined in one of the following blocks of information. Error detection and en·or correction are included in each block.
Today FLEX is the dominant pager technology. and Motorola i!. the leading pager
supplier. However. Motorola has licensed the technology to many other companies. A
more recent version of FLEX is REFLEX, which is a two-way pager technology. It
allows the pager subscriber to transmit as well as receive, to send messages in
acknowledgment of the receipt of a message, or to compose and send an original
message. Two-way pagers contain a tiny alphanumeric keyboard. The newest form of
FLEX is INFLEXION. This system allows the pager subscriber to send a voice mes~age.
As cell phone usc has grown and as cell phone:. have incorporated short messaging
and e-mail capability, paging has been in a steep decline. Although pager!> arc still in
use. the overall number of pager users continues to decrea~e a\ cell phone usage
increases. At thi\ time. the future of paging is unknown.

Paging Receiver
A paging receil·er i' a '>mall battery-powered superheterodyne receiver. Mo'>t pager<; u-,e
a c;ingle-chip IC recehcr similar to the one described in Chap. 9. Both !.inglc- and doublecomer'>ion model'> are available. Direct conversion receiver.; CZIF) arc also uo;;ed. Most
ba\ic paging \y<;tem'i usc <;ome form of frequency modulation.
A FLEX paging receiver is <>hown in Fig. 18-30. This is a simple !>ingle-conversion
receiver. The local oscillator i!> crystal-controlled and therefore set-; the paging receiver
to a \peci fie frequency.
The output of the FM demodulator circuit is sent to the FLEX decoder, which rccogni;c~ the receiver's unique code. The microcontroller provides the neccs~ary message
Telecommunication Systems
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Figure 18- 30

A FLEX paging receiver.
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decoding. and display operation. It stores the message in its memory and then di~play~
it on the LCD. A control program handles all protocol disa<,sembly and LCD di-.play formauing and operation as well as the ··beeper·· activation.

18-5 Internet Telephony
Internet telephon). al\o called lmemet Pm10col (IP) telephon) or lk>ice m·er l ntemet Protocol (\kJIP). uses the Internet to carry digital voice telephone call<>. VoiP. in effect, for the
most part. bypa'>\C!-. the cxi,ting telephone <>ystem. but not completely. It has been in devel-

Internet Protocol (lP)
Voice over Internet Protocol (VolP)

opment for over a decade. but onl) recently has it become practical and popular. VoiP is
a highly complex digital ,·oice system that relies on high-speed Internet connections from
cable TV companies. phone companies supplying DSL. and other broadband syste1m
including wireless. It u:-.es the Internet's vast fiber-optic cabling network to carry phone
calls without phone company charges. This new telephony system is slowly replacing traditional phones. especially in large companies. It offers the benefits of lower long-distance
calling charges and reduces the amount of new equipment needed since phont.: service is
essentially provided over the same local-area network (LAN) that interconnects the PCs in
an organi;ration. VoiP is rapidly growing in use and in the future b expected to replace
standm·d phone' in many companie<; and homes. While the legacy PSTN will virtually never
go away, over time it wi ll play a smaller and smaller role as VoiP is more widely adopted
or a<, more and more individual<, choose a cell phone as their main telephone service.

VoiP Fundamentals
There arc two ba\iC parts to an IP phone call: the ··dialing" process which cstabli'>hes an
initial connection and the 'oicc ..,ignal flo\\.

Voice Signal Flow. Figure 18-31 ... hows the signal flO\\ and major operation., that
take place during an IP phone call. The voice signal i'> first amplified and digititcd by
Figure 18-3 1

Signal flow in a VoiP system.
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an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) which ill part of a coder-decoder (codec) circuit
that also includes a digital-to-analog converter (DAC). The ADC usually samples lhe
voice signal at 8 kHz and producel> an 8-bit word for each sample. Thel>e samples occur
one after anolher serially and therefore produce a 64 - kbp~ digital signal. A relatively
wide bandwidth is needed to tran.,mit thi<. bit -.tream (6-l t..H7 or more). To reduce the
data rate and the need for bandwidth. the bit <,tream i'> processed by a voice encoder that
compresses the voice signal. This compre..,,ion i' u<,ually done by DSP either in a separate DSP processor chip or a<o hard\\ ired logic on a larger chip. The output is at a greatly
reduced serial digital data rate.
The type of compression used i~ detem1ined by International Telecommunications
Union standards. Various mathematical algorithm'> beyond the scope of this text are used.
The 64-kbps digital signal is de~ignated as standard G.711 and is better known as pulsecode I/IOdu!ation ( PCM ). covered earlier in thi~ book. Standard G.729a is probably the
most common compression standard used and results in an 8-kbps digital vojce signal.
Another popular standard is G.723 which produces an even more highly compressed
5.3-kbps signal at the expense of <..ome voice quality. Numerous other compression standards are used, and they are selected based upon the applicmion. Most VolP phones conrain all the common compression ~LandanJ algorithms in the DSP memory for use as
called for. The signal is also processed in the DSP to provide echo cancellation, a problem in digital telephony.
T he resulting serial digital signal is put into a special packet by a microcomputer
processor running a VoiP protocol and then tran:.mitted by Ethernet over a LAN or
via a high-speed Internet connection -.uch :t!> io, available from a cable TV company
or on DSL. From there the signal travel<, over '>tandard available Internet connections
using TCP/ IP through multiple ser ver' and routers until it comes to the desired
location.
At the receiving phone. the proce.,., is rever-.ed. The Internet signal gets converted
back to Ethernet and lhen the VoiP proce~.,or recover., the original packet. From there.
the compressed data is extracted, decomprc.,sed by a DSP. and sent to the DAC in the
codec where the original voice is heard.
One of the main problems with VoiP is that it takes a relatively long time to transmit the voice data over lhe I nternet. The packet'> may take different routes through the
Internet. They all do eventually arrive at their intended destination, but often the packets are out of sequence. T he receiving phone mu<;t put them back together in lhe correct
sequence. This takes time.
Furthermore. even though the ~ignals traverse the high-speed optical Internet lines
at gigabit speeds. the packets pass through numerous routers and servers, each adding
transit time or l atency. Latency is the delay between the time the signal is transmitted
and the time it is received. It has been determined that the maximum acceptable latency
is about 150 ms. Any longer time is noticeable by the u~er. One party may have to wait
a short time before responding to avoid talking while the .,ignal is sti ll be received. This
annoying wait is unacceptable to most. Keeping the latency below 150 ms minimiLes
this problem.

link Establishment. In the PST . the dialing process initiates multiple levels of
switching that literally connect!'> the calling phone to the called phone. That link is
maintained for the duration of the call becau<,e the .,\.\itches stay in place and the electronic paths stay dedicated to the call. In Internet telephony. no such temporary dedicated link is established because of the packetited nature of the system. Yet some
method must be used to get the voice data to the desired phone. This is taken care of
by a <,pecial protocol developed for thi" purpose. The initial protocol used was the ITU
H .323. Today, however. a newer protocol c<.,tablished by the Internet Engineering Task
Force (lETF) called the session initiation prowcol (SIP) has been adopted as the de
facto standard. I n both cases the protocol \>Cts up the call and then makes sure that the
voice packets produced by the calling phone get -;ent to the receivi ng phone in a timely
manner.
Chapter/8

Internet Phone Systems
There are two basic types of IP phones: those used in the home and those used in larger
organizations. The concepts as described above are the same for both. but the details are
slightly different.

Home VoiP. To e<,tablish lP phone service in the home. the c,ubscriber mw,t have \Ome
form of high-.,pced Internet service. Cable TV provides this <;ef\·icc in moM homes, but it
can also be provided over the standard POTS local loop with DSL. In addition, the !.ubscriber mu!.t have a Voi P interface. This is called different things by the diiTcrent service
providers. A common example is the Analog Terminal Adapter (ATA). T his device connects
the standard home telephone to the existing broadband Internet modem. Another configuration is a Voi P gateway that contains the ATA circuitry as well as the broadband modem.
A general block diagram of an ATA is shown in Fig. 18-32. Notice that the ATA
allows standard telephone~ and cordless phones to attach to the ATA via the usual RJ-11
modular plug. I n fact, the input to the ATA is the phone wiring in the home. The home
wiring is disconnected from the subscriber interface at the connection provided outside
the home by the phone company. In this way, any of the available home phones can be
used with the ATA over installed wiring. Note in the figure that since standard phones arc
Ul\ed. they must be provided with
BORSCHT functions. The
circuitry is usually packaged in a single IC chip. and often the codec is also contained on this chip.
The codec inputs and outputs go to one or more processors where the H.323 or SIP
protocol is implemented and where the DSP functions for compression and decompression reside. An Ethernet interface is also provided. The Ethernet signal connects to the
broadband modem for cable TV service or DSL. lf the cable modem is used. the POTS
and last mile local loop are \imply not used. However. if DSL service provides the broadband connection. the POTS connection is used for the DSL modem. The home phone
wiring must be disconnected from the POTS line as described earlier.

sue

su e

Enterprise IP Phones. IP phones in companies or large organiLations arc especially
de!.igned for Vol P !>en icc. The telephone set contains all the ATA circuitry except for
the SLIC and connects directly to the available Ethernet connection U!>ually !.upplied to
each desk. No broadband modem is needed. Since most employees will also have a PC
connected to the LAN, a two-port Ethernet switch in the phone or PC provide~ a single
Ethernet connection to the LAN that the phone and PC share.

Figure 1 8-32

Analog terminal adapter (ATA) or VoiP gateway.
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A major benetit of IP phones is that tJ1ey may also use wireless Ethernet connections.
Wireless Ethernet. generally called Wi-Fi or the IEEE standard designation 802.1 I. is widely
used to extend the LANs in most companies. If the IP phone is equ ipped with a wireless
Ethernet transceiver. then no wired connection is needed. AJready some cell phone manufacturers are including Wi-Fi VoiP in some models. In this way, a person's cell phone works
outside the company with the standard cell site service but also serves as U1e person's company phone with a wireless Ethernet connection when inside the company. Wireless systems
such as this are covered in Chap. 22.

CHAPTER REVIEW
Summary
This chapter introduced the parts of the telecommunication
systems most commonly in use and accessible. The basic operation of standard and electronic telephones was discussed,
as were the basic parts and operations of cordless telephones,
facsimile machines, and pagers. The chapter also covered telecommunication systems, including the ISDN, for telephones,
facsimile machines. pagers, and Internet Protocol phones.
The standard telephone was invented in 1876, long before electronic components and circuits had been discovered.
For that reason. the telephone was basically an electrical device. and all functions were handled by simple passive components. The original telephone system was designed for full
duplex analog communication of voice signals. Today the
telephone system is primarily digital, not only in signal transmission but also in control mechanisms. Today most new
telephones are electron ic, and they use IC technology. The
development of the microprocessor has also affected telephone design. A built-in microprocessor permits automatic
control of a mul tiple-line and full-featured telephone's functions. A microprocessor provides such features as number
storage. automatic dialing, and redialing that are not possible
with standard telephones.
The ul timate convenience i n the home or office is the
cordless telephone, which uses two-way radio transmission

and provides total portability. An advanced version of the
cord less telephone is the digital spread-spectrum cordless
telephone. Because of the use of digital techniques. signal
quality is excellent with virtually no noise.
The telephone itsel f is a small but relatively complex entity. but it is nothing compared to the massive system that
backs it up. The telephone system can interconnect any two
telephones in the world, and most people can only speculate
on the method by which this interconnection takes place. fn
reality. it takes place on many levels and involves an incredible array of systems and technology managed by an equally
complex array of businesses. Through the telephone system.
facsimile machines can send printed infollTlation by wire
or rad io.
Paging systems were developed in the 1980s, and their
popularity grew during the 1990s. The most widely used is
Motorola's FLEX type. Currently, paging has declined significantly because more people are using cell phones, including
phones with short-message service (SMS) and e-mail.
Voice over Internet Protocol phones are becoming more
widely used in homes and offices. The digitized voice is compressed, packetized, and transmitred over a LAN or broadband
Internet connection. The ITU and fETF establish standards that
specify the type or compression and connection methods.

Quest ions
1. Define specifically what is meant by the local loop.
2. What type of power supply is used to power a standard
telephone, what are its specifications. and where is it
located?
3. State the characteristics of the ringing signal supplied
by the telephone company.
4. What is a hybrid?
5. True or false? Most telephone companies can still
accommodate pulse dial telephones.
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6. What type of transmitter (microphone) is used in a
standard telephone. and how does it work?
7. Define what is meant by tip and ring and state the
colors used to represent them.
8. What is the nan1e of the TouchTone dialing system?
9. What two tone frequencies are generated when you
press the pound key (#) on a TouchTonc phone?
10. What is the name of the building or facility to which
every telephone is connected?

11. What kind of microphone is used in an electronic
telephone?

12. What is the purpose of the bridge rectifier circuit at the

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

27.

input to the connection of the telephone to the line to
the telephone company?
Name one type of low-cost sound device used to
implement the bell or ringer in an electronic telephone.
True or false? In an electronic telephone, the hybrid is
a speci al type of transformer.
Give two names or designations for the standard
connector used on telephones.
State the four frequency ranges used by cord less
telephones, and tell which type of modulation is used.
What do you call the circuits that make up the connections to each telephone at the telephone office?
What is a key telephone system?
Does your local telephone company supply longdistance service?
Define POTS and PSTN.
True or false? Fax can transmit photographs and drawings as well as printed text.
What is the most common transmission medium for fax
signals? What other medium is commonly used?
True or false? Facsimile was invented before radio.
Who sets the standards for fax transmission?
Vestigial sideband AM is used in what group type of
fax machines?
What is the name of the semiconductor photosensitive
device used in most modern fax machines to convert a
scanned line to an analog signal?
What is the group design:uion given to most modern
fax machines?

28. To ensure compatibility between sending and receiving
fax machi nes, the control logic carries out a procedure
by using audio tones to establish commu nications.
What is this process called?
29. What circuit in the fax machine makes the fax signal
compatible w ith the telephone line?
30. What is the upper speed limit of a G3 fax machine over
the telephone lines?
31. What is the resol ution of a G3 fax machine in lines per
inch?
32. Is fax transmission usually full duplex or half duplex?
33. A re fax signals representing the image to be transmitted
before they are prepared for the telephone lines analog
or digital?
34. True or false? Group 4 transmissions do not use the
standard telephone lines.
35. What are the speed and resolution of group 4 fax
transmissions?
36. What does caller fD do?
37. Explain how caller ID data is transmitted to the
telephone.
38. Describe the modulation and data rate used in caller ill.
39. Name two ways that caller lD can be blocked.
40. Name the three frequency ranges used by cordless
telephones.
41. What are the three primary disadvantages of the older
analog cordless phones?
42. Name three types of 900-MHz cordless phone.
43. What type of modulation is used in the best digital
cordless phones?
44. Why are the 2.4-GHz and 5.8-G Hz cord less phones
inherently secure?

An Internet-enabled, cordless SurFone. It includes a chip with 900-MHz operation.
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~5.

46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.

52.

What is the approximate maximum distance over
which a digital cordless phone can tran!-.mit?
Name the major pans of a paging !>Y!-.lem. and briefly
explain its operation.
Name the three data rate!> of the FLEX system.
Explain how the highest FL EX data speed is achieved.
Do VolP phone "')""'tems use the PSTN'! Explain.
What is the name of the circuit that does the data
conversion in an IP phone?
What are the designations of the basic protocol
standard used to implement Voi P?
What are !lome of the Mandard!-. for compression and
decompre-.~ion used in IP phone~?

53. Wh) is compre<,sion needed in IP phones?

54. How arc compression and decompression accomplished
in an IP phone?

55. What two transmission protocols are widely used in
sending and receiving lP phone calls?
56. Give two name., of the equipment used in a home to
implement VolP.

57. True or fal-.e'? A home Voi P c.,yc.,tem can use regular
analog phones.

58. True or fabc? A n office lP phone needs an SLJC.

59. What effect greatl y degrades the qual ity of a VoiP call
and makes it annoying? What cau<,ec., this problem?

Problems
I. What is an SLIC'!
2. List the ba...ic BORSCHT function., that are performed
b) the telephone company for every telephone. •
3. E\plain what each of the number group'> in a I 0-digit
telephone number mean.
~- Describe the type~ of possible links between telephone
exchanges. Arc they two-line or four-line? •
5. Briefly define the terms LATA. LEC. POP, and !XC.
Which one mean" ·•tong-distance can·ier"?
6. State the name and basic specification-. and benefit'> of
the newest cia.,.., of digital cordless telephone.
7. Explain the proce-,~ and hardware used to convert
images to be tran~mitted to electric signals in a fax
machine. •
8. Describe two methods of scanning used in modern fax
machines.
9. What is the most commonly used I) pc of printer in a
fax machine?

10. Describe how fax -;ignab are processed to speed up
tran!>mi!-.sion.
11. What i~ the -.ymbol time for the 1600- and 6400-hp.,
data ratec., in FLEX?
12. How many bits can be transmitted during one block of
FLEX data (Fig. 18-29) at 1600 and 6400 bps?
13. What is the basic frequency response of the telephone
local loop'? Can it carry digiwl a-. well as analog
1>ignals'?
14. What i., the -.erial data speed of a G.? II VoJP signal?
15. What are the data rates ofG.723 and G.729a compre.,.,ed
Vol P voice signals?
16. State the maximum allowable latency in an IP phone
call .
• i\m11 err to Selected Pmhlem.\ follow Chap. 22.

Critical Thinking
l. Discuss hov. it would be possible to use the <>tandard ac
power lines for telephone \'Oice tnln'>mis<.ion. What
circuits might be needed. and what would be the
limitations of this !'.Y!.tem?
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2. Explain the factor<. that limit the range of a cordlc'>'>
telephone.

Optical
Communication
•
Q ptical communication systems use light to transmit information from one

Optical communication systems

place to another. Light is a type of electromagnetic radiation like radio waves.
Today, infrared light IS being used increasingly as the carrier for information in
a communication system. The transmission medium is either free space or a special light-carrying cable called a fiber-optic cable. Because the frequency of
light is extremely high, it can accommodate very high rates of data transmission with excellent reliability. This chapter introduces the basic concepts, circuits and the most widely used optical networking technologies.

Fiber-optic cable

Objectives
After completing this chapter. you will be able to:
•

Define the terms optical and light. Name the three main bands of the
optical spectrum, and state their wavelength ranges.

• State eight benefits of fiber-optic cables over electrical cables for communication. Name six typical communication applications for fiber-optic cable.
•

Explain how light is propagated through a fiber-optic cable. Name the
three basic types of fiber-optic cables, and state the two materials from
which they are made. Calculate the transmission loss in decibels of fiberoptic cable and connectors over a distance.

•

Name the two types of optical transmitter components and their main
operating characteristics.

•

Explain the operation of an optical detector and receiver.

• State the nature and frequency range of the infrared band, and name natural and artificial sources of infrared light.

19-1 Optical Principles
Optics

Optics is a major field of <,tudy in itself and far beyond the

~cope of thi!:> book.

Mo~t courses in physic::. introduce the basic principles of light and optics. We review

briefly those principles that relate directly to optical communication systems and
components.

Light

Optical spectrum

Light. radio waves, and microwave-. are all forms of electromagnetic radiation. Light
frequencies fall between tho-.e of microwaves and X-rays, as !:>hown in Fig. 19-1 (a).
Radio frequencies range from approximately I 0 kHz to 300 GHt. Microwaves extend
from I to 300 GHz. The range of about 30 to 300 GH.l is generally defined as millimeter waves.
Further up the scale is the optical spectrum, made up of infrared, visible, and
ultraviolet light. The frequency of the optical spectrum is in the range of 3 X 10 11 to
3 X 10t 6 Hz. This includes both the infrared and the ultraviolet bands as well as the visible parts of the spectrum . The visible spectrum is from 4.3 X I 0 14 to 7.5 X 10 14 Hz.

GOOD TO KNOW
Light is rarely referred to in
terms of frequency; rather, the
wavelength of light is most often
measured In meters between
peaks of a wave.

Figure 19-1

The optical spectrum. (a) Electromagnetic frequency spectrum showing the optical spectrum. (b) Optical spectrum
details.
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1012 Hz, PHz
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= IO's Hz
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We rarely refer to the "frequency of light... Light is expressed in terms of wavelength. Recall that wavelength is a distance measured in meters between peaks of a wave.
lt is calculated with the familiar expression

A = 300.000,000

f
where A (lambda) is the wavelength in meters, 300,000,000 is the speed of light in meters
per second, and.fis the frequency in hertz. The details of the optical spectrum are shown
in Fig. 19-l(b).
Light waves are very short and usually expressed in nanometers (run , one-billionth
of a meter) or micrometers (JJ..m. one-millionth of a meter). An older term for micrometer
is micron. Visible fight is in the 400- ro 700-nm range or 0.4 to 0.7 JJ..Il1 depending upon
the color of the light. Short-wavelength light is violet (400 nm) and red (700 nm) is longwavelength light.
Another unit of measure for light wavelength is the angstrom. One angstrom (A.) is
equal to l 0 10 m or 10- 4 JJ..m. To say it the other way, I JJ..m equals I0.000 A.
Right below visible light is a region known as illfrared. Its spectrum is from 0.7 to
1000 JJ..I11. Sometimes you will hear infrared refen·ed to as near or far infrared. Near
infrared is those frequencies near the optical spectrum and far infrared is lower in frequency near the upper microwave region tsee Fig. 19-l(b)].
Right above the visible spectrum is the ultraviolet range. The ultraviolet range is
above violet visible light which has a wavelength of 400 nm or 0.4 JJ..m up to about
I
m or 0.0 I JJ..m or I0 nm. The higher the frequency of the light, the shorter the wavelength. The primary source of ultraviolet light is the sun. Infrared and ultraviolet are
included in what we call the optical specrrwn.

Nanometer
Micrometer (1-lm) or micron
Visible light
Angstrom (A)

Infrared spectrum

Ultraviolet range

o-s

Speed of Light. Light waves travel in a straight line as microwaves do. Light rays
emitted by a candle, lightbulb, or other light source move out in a straight line in all
directions. Light waves are assumed to have a spherical wave front as do radio waves.
The speed of fight is approximately 300.000,000 mls. or abo ut 186,000 mils, in free
space. These are the values normally used in calculation. but for a more accurate outcome. the actual values are closer to 2.998 X I08 m/s, or 186,280 mils.
The speed of light depends upon the medium through which the light passes. The
figures given above are correct for light traveling in free space, i.e.. for light traveling
in air or a vacuum. When light passes through another material such as g lass, water, or
plastic, its speed is slower.

Speed of light

Physical Optics
Physical oprics refers to the ways that light can be processed. Light can be processed or
manipulated in many ways. For example, lenses are widely used to focus, enlarge, or
decrease the size of light waves from some source.

Physical optics

Reflection. The simplest way of manipulating light is to reflect it. When light rays
strike a reflective surface, such as a mirror, the light waves are thrown back or reflected.
By using mirrors, the direction of a light beam can be changed.
The reflection of light from a mirror follows a simple physical law. That is. the
direction of the reflected light wave can be easily predicted if the angle of the light
beam striking the mirror is known (refer to Fig. 19-2). Assume an imaginary line that
is perpendicular with the flat mirror surface. A perpendicular line, of course, makes a
right angle with the surface, as shown. This imaginary perpendicular line is referred to
a<; the normal. The normal is usually drawn at the point whe re the mirror reflects the
light beam.
If the light beam follows the normal, the re1lection will simply go back a long the
same path. The re1lected light ray will exactly coincide with the original light ray.

Reflection
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Figure 19 - 2

Illustrating reflection and refraction at the interface of two optical materials.

Reflected ray

Incident ray

A=B
n 1 Sin A =
n2 Sin C

Law of reflection

Angle of incidence

Refraction

GOOD TO KNOW
The simplest way of manipulating
light is to reflect it. The direction
of reflected light can be predicted
by applying the law of reflection:
the angle of incidence is equal to
the angle of reflection.

Index of refraction
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1
I
I
I
I
I
I

If the light ray ~tril--c~ the mirror at \Orne angle A from the normal. the rellecte<.l
light ray will leave the mirror at the same angle 8 to the normal. Thi'i principle is known
a~ the law of reflection. II i~ u!.ually expre\\ed in the following form: The angle of inci-

dence is equal to the angle
Incident ray

-

<~{reflection.

The light ray from the light source is u~ually called the incident ray. It makes an
angle A with the normal at the retlecting surface. called the angle of incidence. The
rcllcctc<.l ray is the light wave that leave~ the mirror surface. II!> direction is determined
by the angle of reflection B. \\ hich is exactly equal to the angle of incidence.

RefraCtiOn. The direction of the light ray can also be changed by refraction, which
is the bending of a light ray that occurl. when the light rays pa~s from one medium to
another. In reflection. the light ray bounces away from the reflecting surface rather than
being absorbed by or passing through the mirror. Refraction occurs only when light
pa'>ses through transparent material such as air, water. and glass. Refraction takes place
at the point where two different -;ubstances come together. For example, where air and
water come together. refraction will occur. The dividing line between the two different
'>Ub\tance'> or media io, known a~ the boundary. or imerface.
To vi~ualize refraction. place a spoon or straw into a glass of water, as shown in
Fig. 19-3(a). If you observe the glass of water from the side, it will look as if the spoon
or straw is bent or offset at the surface of the water.
Another phenomenon caused by refraction occurs whenever you observe an object
under water. You may be ~tanding in a clear •.tream and observing a stone at the bottom.
The rod is in a different po-.ition from \>vhere it appears to be from your observation
bee Fig. 19-3(b)l.
The refraction occur~ because light traveh at different speed-; in different matcriab.
The speed of light in free space is typically much higher than the speed of light in water,
glass. or other materiab. The amount of refraction of the light of a material is usually
expre~.,ed in terms of the index of refraction 11. This is the ratio of the speed of light in
air to the 1-.peed of light in the :-ubMance. It i'> al!>o a function of the light wavelength.
Natural!). the index of refraction of air is I. \imply because I divided by ito,elf i!-.
I. The refractive index of water is approximately 1.3. and that of glass is 1.5.
Chapter /9

Figure 19-3

Examples of the effect of refraction.
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To get a better understanding of this idea, consider a piece of glass with a refractive
index of 1.5. This means that light will travel through l .5 n of air, but during that same
time. the light will travel only 1 ft through the g las~. The glass slows down the light
wave considerably. The index of the refraction is important because it tells exactly how
much a light wave will be bent in various substances.
When a light ray passes from one medium to another, the light wave is bent according to the index of refraction. In figure 19-2, the incident ray strikes the surface at angle A
to the normal but is refracted at an angle C. The relationship between the angles and
indices of refractions are
111

sin A =

n2

sin C

Now refer to figure 19-4. A light ray is passing through air. It makes an angle A
with the normal. At the intetface between the air and the glass. the direction of the light
ray is changed. The speed of light is slower: therefore. the angle that the light beam
makes to the normal is different from the incident angle.. lf the index of refraction is
known, the exact angle can be determined with the formula given earlier.
If the light ray passes from the glass back into air, it will again change direction, as
Fig. 19-4 shows. The important point to note is that the angle of the refracted ray B is
not equal to the angle of incidence A.
If the angle of incidence is increased. at some point the angle of refraction will equal
90° LO the normal. as shown in Fig. J 9-5(a). When this happens. the refracted light ray
in red travels along the interface between the air and glass. In this case. the angle of
incidence A is said to be the critical angle. The critical angle value depends upon the
index of refraction of the glass.
Jf you make the angle of incidence greater than the critical angle, the light ray will
be reflected from the interface [see Fig. 19-5(b)l. When the light ray strikes the interface at an angle greater than the critical angle, the light ray does not pass through the
interface into the glass. The effect is as if a mirror existed at the intetface. When this
occurs. the angle of reflection B is equal to the angle of incidence A as if a real mirror
were used. This action is known as rota/ internal reflection. which occurs only in
materials in which the velocity of light is slower than that in air. This is the basic principle that allows a fiber-optic cable to work.
Optical Communication

GOOD TO KNOW
The bending of light rays known
as refraction occurs because
light travels at different speeds in
different materials. This phenomenon takes place at the point at
which two different substances
come together.

Critical angle

Total internal reflection
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Figure 19-4

How light rays are bent when passing from one medium to another.
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Figure 19-5

Special cases of refraction. (a) Along the surface. (b) Reflection.
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19-2 Optical Communication Systems
Optical communication systems use light as the carrier of the information to be transmilled. As indicated earlier, the medium may be free space as wilh radio waves or a special light "pipe'· or wal'eKuide known asjiher-optic cable. Both media are used, although
the fiber-optic cable i-. far more practical and more widely used. Thi' chapter focuses on
fiber-optic cable.

Rationale for Light Wave Communication
The main lim itation of communication systems is their restricted information-carrying
capabilities. In more specific terms. this means that the communicalion medium can carry
juM !>O many messages. This information-handling ability is directly proportional to lhe
bandwidth of the communicalion channel. U-.ing light as the transmission medium provides vastly increased bandwidths. Instead of using an electric signal traveling over a
cable or electromagnetic waves traveling through space, the information is put on a light
beam and transmitted lhrough space or through a special fiber-optic waveguide.

Light Wave Communication in Free Space
Figure 19-6 shows the clements of an optical communication system using free ~pace.
h consists of a light source modulated by the !-.ignal to be transmitted, a photodetector
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Figure 19-6

Free-space optical communication system.
Ught

Lens

Light
source

Lens

~I.•;:;~~v~~ ~ ~ ~-

Photodetector

Free space
Information
source (baseband)

Baseband
1ntormahon
s1gna1

Modulator

to pick up the light and conven it back into an electric signal, an amplifier, and a demodulator to recover the original information signal .

light Sources.

A tran!.mitter is a light source. Other common light sources arc liRhldiodes ( LEDs) and lasers. These sources can follow electric signal changes as
fast a<; I 0 G Hz or more.
La~ers generate mollochrommic. or single-frequency. light that is ful ly coheref/1 ; i.e.,
all the light waves arc lined up in sync with one another and as a result produce a very
narrow and intense light beam.

Light-emitting diodes (LEOs)

emitfin~

Modulator.

A modulmor is used to vary the intensity of the light beam in accordance
\\ ith the modulating ba<,eband ~ignal. Ampliwde modulcaioll. also referred to a'> illfe11~ity
modulmion. i<. u\ed where the information or intelligence signal control~ the brightne<;s
of the light. Analog '>ignal., vary the brightnec;s continuously over a ..pcci fied range. This
technique i!> U'>ed in <.ome cable T V \)S tems. Digital signals simply turn the light beam
off and on at the data rate.
A modulator for analog signals can be a power transbtor in serie~ \\ ith the light
'>ourcc and it.., de power \Upply (~ec Fig. 19-7). The voice. video. or other information
-,ignal is applied to an amplifier that dri\'eS the class A modulator transi~tor. As the analog ... ignal goc~ po!>itive, the base drive on the transistor increases, turning the transistor
on harder and decrea<>ing it!> collector-to-emitter base voltage. This applies more of the
supply voltage to the light source. making it brighter. A negative-going or decrca),ing ~ i g
nal amplitude drives the transistor toward cutoff, thereby reducing it!> collector current
and increasing the voltage drop across the u·ansistor. This decreases the voltage to the
light source.

Figure 19-7

Modulator
Amplitude modulation
Intensity modulation

GOOD TO KNOW
Most light wave communication
is accomplished through pulse
modulation, although amplitude
modulation is used with analog
signals.

A simple light transmitter with series amplitude modulator. Analog signals:
transistor varies its conduction and acts as a variable resistance. Pulse signals:
Transistor acts as a saturated on/off switch.
+DC

Current·~
hm1t1ng
res1stor

c~ ~
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modulat1ng
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----- - .. hghl wave
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Senes amplitude
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Pulse modulation

Frequency modulation is not used in light communication. There is no practical way
to vary the frequency of the light source. even a monochromatic source such as an LED
or a laser. Amplitude modulation is used with analog signals. but otherwise most light
wave communication is accomplished by pulse modulation.
Pulse modula1ion refers to turning the light source off and on in accordance with
some serial binary signal. The most common type of pulse modulation is pulse-code
modulation (PCM). which is serial binary data organized into bytes or longer words.
RZ and Manchester formats are common.

Receiver. The modulated light wave is picked up by a photodetector. This is usually
a photodiode or transistor whose conduction is varied by the light. The small signal is
amplified and then demodulated to recover the originally transmitted signal. Digital processing may be necessary. For example. if the original signal is voice that was digitized
by an A /D converter before being transmitted as a PCM signal, then a D/A converter
will be needed at the receiver to recover the voice signal.
Communication by light beam in free space is impractical over very long distances
because of the great attenuation of the light due to atmospheric effects. Fog, haze, smog,
rain, snow, and other conditions absorb, reflect. refract, and disperse the light. greatly
attenuating it and thereby limiting the transmission distance. Artificial light beam& used
to carry infonuation are obl iterated during daylight hours by the sun. And they can be
interfered with by any other light source that points in the direction of the receiver. Disranees are normally limited to several hundred feet with low-power LEOs and lasers. If
high-powered lasers are used, a distance of several miles may be possible.
Light beam communication has become far more practical with the invention of
the lttsa a special high-intensity. single-frequency light source. It produces a very
Laser
narrow beam of brilliant light of a specific wavelength
(color). Because of its great intensity. a laser beam can penOptical waveguide and laser research created a surge of new
etrate atmospheric obstacles better than other types of light
products in the communication field.
can, thereby making light beam communication more reliable over longer distances. When lasers are used, the light
beam is so narrow that the transmitter and receiver must be
perfectly a ligned with each other for communication to
occur. Although this causes initial installation alignment
problems, it also helps to eliminate external interfering light
sources.

Receiver

Fiber-Optic Communication System
Instead of free space, some type of light-carrying cable can
be used. Today. fiber-optic cables have been highly refined.
Cables many miles long can be constructed and then interconnected for the purpose of transmitting information.
Thanks to these fiber-optic cables, a new transmission
medium is now available. lts great advantage is its immense
information-carrying capacity (wide bandwidth). Whereas
hundreds of telephone conversations may be transmitted
simultaneously at microwave frequencies. many thousands of
signals can be carried on a light beam through a Jiber-optic
cable. When multiplexing techniques similar to those in telephone and radio systems are used, tiber-optic communication
systems have an almost limitless capacity for information
transfer.
The components of a typical fiber-optic communication
system are shown in Fig. 19-8. The information signal to be
transmitted may be voice, video, or computer data. The first
step is to convert the information to a form compatible with
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Figure 19-8

Basic elements of a fiber-optic communication system.
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the communication medium. u!.ually by converting continuou!. analog '>ignal'> such a!.
\Oice and video (TV) signab to a o,;eries of digital pubes. An AID converter i'> used for
thi-. purpose.
The-.c digital puh.c-. are then used to flash a powerful light -.ource off and on very
rapidly. In -.implc 10\\--CO'>t '>)Stem'> that transmit over l>hort di'>tance'>. the light !.Ourcc i<;
U'>Ullll) a light-emitting diode that emits a low-intensity infrared light beam. I nfrared
beam'> \uch a\ tho-.e m.ed in TV remote controls are also used in tran<;mi'>sion.
The light beam pul-.e" are then fed into a fiber-optic cable. which can transmit them
over long diMances. At the receiving end, a light-sensitive device known a~ a plwtoce/1,
or lixh1 deleCIOI: i~ used to detect the light pulses. It converts the light pulo,;e-. to an
electric ~ignal. The electrical pulses are amplilied and reshaped back into digital form.
They arc fed to a decoder, such a~ a D/A converter, where the origi nal voice or video
is recovered.
fn very long transmission systems. repeater uni ts must be used along the way. Since
the li ght is greatl y attenuated when it travels over long runs of cable, at some point it
may be too weak to be received reliably. To overcome this problem. special relay Mation-. arc used to pick up the light beam. convert it to electrical pulses that arc amplified. and then retransmit on another light beam.

Light detector (photocell)

Applications of Fiber Optics
Fiber-oplic commw1iclllion sn1ems are being used more and more each day. Their primal') u'>e i., in long-distance telephone syMems and cable TV !>Y'>tt!m'>. Fiber-optic network-, abo form the core or backbone of the Internet. Fiber-optic cable-. are no more
expen'>ive or complex to in!:.tall than !:.tandard electrical cables. yet their informationcarf)ing capacity is man) times greater.
Fiber-optic communication ~ysterm. are being used in other applications. For example. they are being u-.ed to interconnect computers in networks within a large building.
to carry control <>ignal'> in airplanes and in ships. and in TV systems because of the wide
bandwidth. In all case!.. the liber-optic cables replace conventional coaxial or twistedpair cables. Figure 19-9 list-. some of the applications in which libcr-optic cable~ arc
being used.
Optical Communication
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Figure 19-9

Applications of fiber-optic cables.

1. TV studio to transmitter

interconnection eliminating a
microwave radio link

2. Closed-circuit TV systems used
in buildings for security
3. Secure communication systems
at military bases
4. Computer networks, wide area,

metro, and local area

5. Shipboard communication

8. Data acquisition and control
signal communication in industrial
process control systems
9. Nuclear plant instrumentation
10. College campus communication
11. Utilities (electric, gas, and so on)

station communication
12. Cable TV systems replacing

coaxial cable
13. The Internet

6. Aircraft communication/controls

7. Interconnection of measuring and
monitoring instruments in plants
and laboratories

Bandwidth

GOOD TO KNOW
The small size and brittleness of
fiber-optic cable along with the
special tools and techniques
required make it difficult to work
with.

Benefits of Fiber Optics
The main benefit of fiber-optic cables is their e normous in formation-carrying capability.
This capacity is dependent upon the bandwidth of the cable. Band width refers to the
range of freque ncies that a cable will carry. Electric cables such as coax ial have a wide
bandwidth (up to about 750 MHz). but the bandwidth of fi ber-optic cable is much greater.
Data rates in excess of 100 GHz have been achieved, and even higher rates have been
achieved with multiplexing. Fiber-optic cable has many other benefits, summarized in
Fig . 19- 10 .
There are some disadvantages to fi ber-optic cable. For example, its smaJJ size and bri ttleness make it difficult to work with. Special, expensive tools and techniques are required.

Figure 19-10

Benefits of fiber-optic cables over conventional electrical cables.

1. Wider bandwidth. Fiber-optic
cables have high informationcarrying capability.

2. Low loss. Fiber-optic cables
have less signal attenuation over a
given distance than an equivalent
length of coaxial cable.

3. Lightweight. Glass or plastic
cables are much lighter than copper
cables and offer benefits when low
weight is critical (e.g., aircraft).
4. Small size. Practical fiber-optic
cables are much smaller in diameter than electrical cables and thus
can be contained in a relatively
small space.

5. Security. Fiber-optic cables
cannot be as easily "tapped" as
electrical cables, and they do not
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radiate signals that can be picked
up for eavesdropping purposes.
There is less need for complex and
expensive encryption techniques.

6. Interference immunity. Fiberoptic cables do not radiate signals,
as some electrical cables do, and
cause interference to other cables.
They are immune to the picking up
of interference from other sources.
7. Greater safety. Fiber-optic
cables do not carry electricity.
Therefore, there is no shock hazard.
They are also insulators and thus
not susceptible to lightning strikes
as electrical cables are. They can
be used in corrosive and/or explosive environments without danger of
sparks.

19-3 Fiber-Optic Cables
A fiber-optic cable i~ thin glass or pla~tic cable that acts a'> a light "pipe." lt is not really
a hollow tube carrying light. but a long. thin strand of glas~ or pla~tic fiber. Fiber cables
have a circular cross section wilh a diameter of only a fraction of an inch. Some fiberoptic cable~ are the size of a human hair. A light source is placed at the end of the tiber,
and light passes Lhrough it and exits at the other end of the cable. How Lhe light propagates through the fiber depends upon the laws of optics.

Fiber-optic cable

Principles of Fiber-Optic Cable
Fiber-optic cables operate on the optical principles of total internal rellection as described
earlier in this chapter. Figure I 9- I I (a) shows a Lhin fiber-optic cable. A beam of light is
focused on the end of the cable. It can be positioned in a number of different ways '>0
that the light enters the fiber at different angles. For example. light ray A enters the cable
perpendicular to the end surface. Therefore. the light beam travels l.traight down the fiber
and exits at the other end. This is the most desirable condition.

Critical Angle. The angle of light beam 8 is such that its angle of incidence is

le~s

than the critical angle. and therefore refraction take!> place. The light wave passes through
the fiber and exits the edge into the air at a different angle.
The angle of incidence of light beams C and D is greater than the critical angle.
Therefore, total internal reflection takes place, and the light beams are reflected off the
surface of the fiber cable. The light beam bounces back and forth between the surfaces
until it exit~ at the other end of the cable.
When the light beam reflects off the inner surface, the angle of incidence is equal
to the angle of reflection. Because of this principle. light rays entering at different angle!-.
will take different path<; through the cable, and some path~ will be longer than other~.
Therefore, if multiple light rays enter the end of the cable. they will take different paths.
and so ~ome v. ill exit sooner and some later than other~.
Jn practice, the light source is placed so that the angle is such that the light beam
passes directly down the center axis of the cable so that the reflection angles are great.
This prevents the light from being lost because of refraction at the interface. Becau~e of
total internal reflection. the light beam will continue to propagate through the tiber e\'en
though it i'> bent. With long slow bend\. the light \\ill ~tay within the cable.
The core of Lhe fiber has a higher index of refraction than the cladding surrounding
the core as shown in figure 19-11 (b). The light enters the core at an infinite number of
angles but only those ray~ entering the core at an angle less than the critical angle actually pass down the core. These light ray\ are reflected off the interface between core and
cladding a<, they pass down the cable.

Figure 19-11

(a) Light rays in a fiber-optic cable. (b) Critical angle and cone of
acceptance.
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Figure 19- ll(b) shows the criti cal angle of the cable

e<,

sometime~ referred to as the

acceptcmce angle 9". Thio; angle is fo1med between the center axis line of the core and the
line that defines the maximum point \\-here light entering the cable will undergo total internal reflection. If the light beam entering the end of the cable has an angle less than the critical angle, it will be internally renected and propagated down the cable.

Cone of acceptance
Numerical aperature (NA)

Numerical Aperture. Refer to the angle~ in Fig. 19-11 (b). External to the end of the
cable is what is called a cone of acceptance: it is defined by the critical angle. Any light
beam outside the cone will not be internally renected and transmitted down the cable.
The cone of acceptance define~ the numerical aperwre (NA) of the cable. Thi-. i~ a
number les!. than I that gives some indication of the range of angle\ o\·er which a particular cable will work . The NA can be calculated with the expression
NA = sin 0,.
For example, if the critical angle i<. 20°. the
NA

A i~

= sin 20° = 0.342

The NA can also be determined from the indices of refraction of the core and
cladding:

If n 1 = 1.5 and n 2 = 1.4. the numerical aperture is
NA

= Y( I.Sf - ( 1.4)2 = V2.25 -

1.96

= v'().'29 = 0.5385

Typical numerical apertures for common cables are 0.275 and 0.29.

Example 19-1
The numerical aperture of a fiber-optic cable i'> 0.29. What is the critical angle?
NA = sin 9,.

0.29

9,

sin

Be

..,in - I 0.29 - arcsin 0.29

e, = 16.86°

Fiber-Optic Cable Construction
Silica
Cladding

GOOD TO KNOW
Plastic fiber-optic cables are less
expensive and more flexible than
glass, but the optical characteristics of glass are superior.
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Fiber-optic cables come in a variety of sizes. shapes. and types. The simplest cable contains a single strand of fiber: a complex cable is made up of multiple fibers with different layers and other elements.
The portion of a libcr-optk cable that carries the light is made from either gla<;<; or
plastic. Another name for glas~ i~ silica. The optical characteristics of glass are superior
to those of plastic. However. glass is far more expensive and more fragile than pla!>tic.
Although plastic is less expensive and more flexible. its aucnuation of light is greater. For
a given intensity, light will travel a farther distance in gla<;<; than in plaqic.
The construction of a fiber-optic cable is shown in Fig. 19-11 (b). The glass or plastic optical fiber is contained within an outer cladding. The index of refraction of the
outer cladding N 2 is slightly less than the index of refraction N 1 of the core. Typical values for N 1 and N 2 are 1.5 and 1.4. respecti vely. Over the cladding is a pla<;tic jacket ..,imilar to the outer insu lation on an electrical cable.
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figure 19-12

Basic construction of a fiber-optic cable.

Cladding \
Glass or ~
plast1c core
\,

f igure 19-13

Typical layers in a fiber-optic cable.

Plastic
outer
Jacket

The fiber. which is called the core. is usually surroum.lcd by n protective cladding
(see Fig. 19-12). The cladding i'> abo made of gla!>!> or pla'>tic but ha!> a lower index of
refraction. This ensures that the proper interface is achieved -;o that the light wave.,
remain within the core. In addition to protecting the fiber core from nicks and scratches.
the cladding gives strength. Some fiber-optic cable has a gla-,., core with a glass cladding.
Other cables have a plastic core with a plastic cladding. Another arrangement, plastic-clad
silica (PCS) cable. is a glass core with a plastic cladding.
Typically the division between the core and the cladding cannot be seen; they
arc usually made of the ..amc types of material. Over the cladding is usually a plastic
jac/..et similar to the outer in.,ulation on an electrical cable.
In addition to the core. its cladding. and a jacket. fiber-optic cable u1.ually contains
one or more elemenrc; to form a complete cable. The '>implc't cable i-. the core with its
cladding surrounded b) a protccti\ c jacket. As in electrical cable\. this outer jacket. or
insulation. is made of \OillC type Of plastiC. typically polyethylene. polyurethane. Or
polyvinyl chloride CPVC). The main purpose of this outer jacket is to protect the core
and cladding from damage. Usually fiber-optic cables arc buried underground or smmg
between supports. Therefore, the libcrs must be protected from moisture. dirt. temperature variations. and other conditions. The outer jacket also helps minimize physical damage ~uch as cuts, nicks, and cru~hing.
The more complex cable!. may contain two or more fiber-optic elements. Typical
cable~ are available with 2, 6, 12. 18. and 24 optical fiber core~.
There are many different types of cable configurations. Man) have several layer~ of
protective jackets. Some cables incorporate a flexible c;trength or tension element that
helps minimize damage to the fiber-optic elements when the cable is being pulled or
muc;t support its own weight. Typically. this strength member is made up of a stranded
steel or a special yarn known as Kn•l(ll; which is strong and preferred over steel because
it is an insulator. In some cables. Kevlar forms a protective sleeve or jacket over the
cladding. Most claddings are covered with a clear protective coating for added strength
and resistance to moisture and damage (see Fig. 19-13 ).
Fiber-optic cables are also available in a flat ribbon form (sec Fig. 19-14). Flat ribbon
cable works well with multiple fibers. Handling and identification of individual fibers
are ea-.y. The tlat cable is also more space-efficient for some applications.

Core

Jacket

Mode of cable
Step index cable
figure 19-14

Multicore flat
ribbon cable.

Types of Fiber-Optic Cables
There are two basic ways of classifying tiber-optic cables: The first method is by the
index of refraction. which varies across the cross section of the cable. The second method
of classilication is by mode, which refers to the various paths the light rays can take in
passing through the fiber. Usually these two methods of cla),sification are combined to
define the types of cable.

Step Index Cable. The two ways to define the index of refraction variation acros.;
a cable are the step index and the graded index. Step i11de.\ refers to the fact that there
ic; a 'harply defined step in the index of refraction where the fiber core and the cladding
interface. lt means that the core has one constant index of refraction N 1 and
the cladding has another constant index of refraction N2 . When the two come together,
Optical Communication
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Figure 19-15

Figure 19- 16

A step index cable cross
section.

Graded index cable cross section.
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there i'> a diMinct step ()\ec Fig. 19- 15). I f you were to plot a curve '>howing the index
of refraction as it varic)\ vertically from left to right across the cross ~ection of the
cable, you would sec a sharp increase in the index of refraction as the core is encountered and then a sharp decline in the index of refraction as the cladding is encountered.

Graded index cable

Graded Index Cable The other type of cable ha" a graded i11dex. Here, the index
of refraction of the core i'i not constant. I nstead. it varies smoothly and continuously over
the diameter of the core (sec Fig. 19- 16). As you get closer to the center of the core. the
index of refraction gradually increase)\. reaching a peak at the center and then declining
as the other outer edge of the core i-. reached. The index of refraction of the cladding i s
constant.
ray~ in the cable. There
are two classifications: '>inglc mode and multimode. In si11gle mode. light follows a -.Ingle path through the core: in multimode. the light take'> many path'>.
Each type of fiber-optic cable u<,e-. one of these methods of rating the index or mode.
In practice. there are three commonly used types of fiber-optic cable: multimode step
index, single-mode step index, and multimode graded index.

Cable Mode. Mode refers to the number of paths for the light
Multi mode

Multimode step index cable

GOOD TO KNOW
The multimode step index fiber
cable is widely used at short to
medium distances at relatively
low pulse frequencies. This cable
Is also the easiest to make and
the least expensive of the
fiber-optic cables.
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Multimode Step Index Cable The multimode step index fiber cable is probably
the most common and widely used type. It is also the car,iest 10 make and therefore the
least expensive. lt is widely used for ~hort to medium distances m relatively low pulse
frequencies.
The main advantage of a multimodc stepped index fiber is it!> large size. Typical
core diameter)\ are in the 50- £O 1000-tJ.m range. Such large-diameter cores are excellent
at gathering light and tran~mitting it efficiently. Thi!> means that an inexpensive light
source r.uch as an LED can be used 10 produce the light pulses. The light takes many
hundreds or even thousands of paths through the core before exiting (refer to Fig. 19- 1I).
Because of the different length!> of these paths. some of the light rays take longer to
reach the other end of the cable than do others. The problem with thi-, i<, that it stretche~
the light pulses.
Chapter /9

Figure 19-17

A multimode step index cable.

E"~"""'
~,~Q~·Pcoo
Jacket

Input pulse

Output

_11__

pulse~

For example. in Fig. 19-17. a short light pu lse is applied to the end of the cable by
the source. Light rays from the source travel in multiple paths. At the end of lhe cable, the
rays that travel the shortest distance reach the end first. Other rays begin to reach the end
of the cable later, until the light ray with the longest path finally reaches the end. concluding the pulse. In Fig. 19-1 7, ray A reaches the e nd first, then B, and then C. The result
is a pulse at the other end of the cable that is lower in amplitude because of the attenuation of the light in the cable and increa<>ed in duration because of the different arrival times
of the various light rays. This stretching of the pulse is referred to as modal dispersion.
Because the pulse has been stretched, pulses at the input cannot occur at a rate faster
than the output pulse duration permits. Otherwise. the pulses will essential ly merge (see
Fig. 19- 18). At the output, one long pulse will occur and will be indistinguishable from
the three separate pulses origi nally transmitted. T his means that incorrect information
will be received. The only cure for this problem is to reduce the pulse repetition rate or
the frequency of the pulses. When this is done. proper operation occurs. But with pulses
at a lower frequency, less information can be handled. The key point here is that the type
of cable selected must have a modal dispersion sufficiently low to handle the desired
upper frequency of operation.
Another type of dispersion is chromatic dispersion, which also causes pulse stretching. Chromalic dispersion occurs when multiple wavelengths of light are used, as in
dense wavelength-division multiplexing (DWDM) systems. Since higher light freq ue ncies
travel faster than lower light frequencies, pulse stretching occurs. This type of dispersion
is the most troubling at data rates above 10 Gbps. Special fiber sections or fi lters are
used to correct it.
One more type of pulse stretching is caused by polari-;ation mode dispersion ( PMD ).
This is a phenomenon that occurs in single-mode fiber (SM F). SMF essentially supports
two orthogonal (at a 90° angle) polarizations along the cable. Since the cable is not a

Figure 19-18

Modal dispersion

Chromatic dispersion
Dense wavelength-division
multiplexing (DWOM)

Single-mode fiber (SMF)

The effect of modal dispersion on pulses occurring too rapidly in a
multimode step index cable.

Input

Output
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Finite impulse response (FIR)

Single-mode step index cable

perfect cylinder and because of cable distortions caused by bending. twisting, and other
stresses, pulses with different polarization orientations can travel at different velocities
in different parts of the cable. The orientations of connectors and splices also introduce
this effect and distort the signal. The most common effect is two pulses produced for
each transmitted pulse. PMD is generally measured in picoseconds. so it does not materially affect pulses at rates under about 5 Gbps. At 10 Gbps and above. PMD becomes
noticeable especially in long-haul WANs and MANs. As with chromatic dispersion, special cable and physical compensators are available to conect it.
One of the newer and better ways to deal with dis persion is to use electronic dispersion compensation ( EDC). EDC uses equalization techniques to adjust the received
waveform to compensate for any type of dispersion. Equalizers can be made to correct the frequency response of a circuit, but also can be designed to correct for phase
and amplitude differe nces. Mos t equalizers are fixed circuits and so only correct for
problems of one type. However, adaptive equalizers adjust the correction for different
speeds and distances . Adaptive equalizers adjust the mselves to the fiber link into which
they are connected after a short ''training" period provides them with information about
the type and degree of distortion produced. The equalizer then adds or s ubtracts energy
to or from the signal in the preceding two or more pulse interval s to correct for the
dis persion.
An electronic dispers ion compensation device is usually deployed at the serial output of the receiver. The equalizer is essentia lly a .finite impulse response (FIR) DSP
filter. The equalizer uses feedforward and feedback taps whose coefficients can be
automatically adjusted. The received signal is sampled by a very fast A/D converter.
and the samples are processed in a DSP chip. The DSP chip computes coefficients that
are actively applied to the equalizer. The equalizer in effect performs the inverse function of the dispersive cable, thereby correcting the problem. Mos t modern I 0-Gbps
optical transceivers employ EDC. lt essentially doubles the range that a g iven optical
transceiver can cover.

Single-Mode Step Index Cable. A single-mode or monomode step index fiber
cable essentially eliminates modal dispers ion by making the core so s mall that the total
number of modes or paths through the core is minimized (see Fig. 19-19). Typical core
sizes are 2 to 15 ~J.m. The only path through the core is down the center. With minimum
refraction, little pulse stretching occurs. The output pulse has essentially the same duration as the input pulse.
Single-mode step index fibers are by far the best s ince the pulse repetition rate can
be high and the maximum amount of information can be carried. For very long-distance
transmission and maximum infonnation content, single-mode s tep index fiber cables
should be used.
The main problem with this type of cable is that it is extremely s mall, difficult to
make, and therefore very expensive. It is also more difficult to handle. Splicing and making inte rconnections are more difficult. Finally, for proper operation, an expensive. s uperintense light source such as a laser must be used. For long dis tances. however, this is
the type of cable preferred.

Multimode graded index cable

Multimode Graded Index Cable. Multimode graded index fiber cables have several modes, or paths, of transmission through the cable, but they are much more orderly
and predictable. Figure 19-20 s hows the typical paths of the light beams. Because of the
continuously varying index of refraction across the core. the light rays are bent s moothly
and repeatedly converge at points along the cable. The light rays near the edge of the
core take a longer path but travel faster because the index of refraction is lower. A ll the
modes or light paths tend to arrive at one point simultaneously. The res ult is less modal
dispersion. As a result, this cable can be used at very high pulse rates. and therefore a
considerable amount of information can be carried. This type of cable is also much wider
in diameter, with core sizes in the 50- to 100- 11m range. Therefore. it is easier to splice
and interconnect, and cheaper. less intense light sources can be used.
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Figure 19-19

Single-mode step index cable.

Figure 19-20

A multimode graded index cable.
Dispersion

7
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Cladding
Light
source

Fiber-Optic Cable Specifications
The most important specifications of a fiber-optic cable are size, attenuation, and bandwidth. The NA is also sometimes given. although this specification is needed only whe11
connectors are being designed-a rare occurrence. because standard connectors are
available.

Cable Size. Fiber-optic cable comes in a variety of sizes and configurations as previously indicated. Size is normally specified as the diameter of the core, and cladding is
given in micrometers (f.Lm). where I micrometer is one-millionth of a meter. For example. a common size for multimode fiber is 62.5/125, where 62.5 is the diameter of the
core and 125 is the diameter of the cladding, both in micrometers (see Fig. 19-21 ). A
PVC or polyurethane plastic jacket over the outer cladding gives a total outside diameter of about 3 mm or 0.118 in. Other common cable sizes for multimode tiber are 501125
and 100/140, although the 62.5/125 is by far the most widely used. Common sizes for
single-mode fibers are 91125 or 8.3/125 J.l.m.
Cables come in two common varieties. simplex and duplex. Simplex cable. as the name
implies. is just a single-fiber core cable, as shown in Fig. 19-21. In a common duplex cable,
as shown in Fig. 19-22, two cables are combined within a single outer cladding.
Attenuation. The most important specitication of a fiber-optic cable is its attenuation. Attenuation refers to the loss of light energy as the light pulse travels from one end
of the cable to the other. The light pulse of a specitic amplitude or brilliance is applied
to one end of the cable, but the light pulse output at the other end of the cable will be
much Lower in arnpliwde. The intensity of the light at the output is lower because of vcu·ious losses in the cable. The main reason for the loss in light intensity over the length
of the cable is light absorption, scattering, and dispersion.

Figure 19-21
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Absorption refer~ to how light energy is converted to heat in the core material
because of the impurity of the glass or plastic. This phenomenon is similar to electrical resistance. Scattering refers to the light lost due to light waves entering at the wrong
angle and being lost in the cladding because of refraction. Dispersion, as mentioned,
refers to the pulse stretching caused by the many different paths through the cable.
Although no light is lost as such in dispersion, the output is still lower in amplitude
than the input. although the length of the light pulse has increased in duration.
The amount of auenuation varies with the type of cable and its si~:e. Glass ha~ less
attenuation than plastic. Wider cores have less auenuation than narrower cores of the
same material. Wider cores have less absorption and much more dispersion. Wider cores
are also usually plastic. which has greater absorption capacity than glass.
More important, attenuation is directly proportional to the length of the cable. It is
obvious that the longer the distance the light has to travel, the greater the loss due to
absorption, scattering. and dispersion.
The attenuation of a fiber-optic cable is expressed in decibels (dB) per unit of length.
The standard is decibels per kilometer. The standard decibel formula is used

Absorption
Scattering
Dispersion

Pout
dB= IOlog Pm

where Pout is the power out and Pm is the power in. Because Iight intensity is a type of
electromagnetic radiation. it is normally expressed and measured in power units, watts,
or some fraction thereof. Figure 19-23 show. the percentage of output power for various decibel losses.
For example, 3 dB represents half power. In other words. a 3-dB loss means that
only 50 percent of the input appears at the output. The other 50 percent of the power is
lost in the cable. The higher the decibel figure. the greater the attenuation and loss. A
30-dB loss means that only one-thousandth of the input power appears at the end. The
standard specification for fiber-optic cable is attenuation expre . ed in terms of decibels
per kilometer (dB/km).
The attenuation ratings of fiber-optic cables vary over a considerable range. The
tinest single-mode step index cables have an attenuation of only I dB/km. However. very
large core plastic fiber cables can have an attenuation of several thousand decibels per
kilometer. A typical 62.5/125 cable has a loss in the 3- to 5-dB/km range. Typically,
fibers \\ ith an attenuation of less than I 0 dB/km are called low-loss fibers. and tho\e
with an attenuation between I 0 and I 00 dB!km are medium-loss fibers. High-loss fibers

Figure 19-23
Loss, dB

Power Output , Ofo

1
2
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An optometer for measuring the power output of laser diodes, LEOs,
and fiber-optic cables over the range 20 to 60 dBm.

have over 100-dB/km ratings. Naturally, the smaller the decibel number, the less the
attenuation and the better the cable.
The total attenuation for a particular cable can be determined from the attenuation
rating of the cable. For example, if a cable has an attenuation of 3.75 dB/km, a 5-kmlong cable has a total anenuation of 3.75 X 15, or 56.25 dB. If two cables are spliced
together and one has an attenuation of 17 dB and the other 24 dB, the total attenuation
is simply the sum, or 17 + 24, or 41 dB.

Bandwidth. The bandwidth of a fiber-optic cable determines the max imum speed of
the data pulses the cable can handle. The bandwidth is normally stated in terms of
megahertz-kilometers (MHz·km). A common 62.51125-f.Lm cable has a bandwidth in the
100- to 300-M Hz·km range. Cables with 500 and 600 MHz·km are also commo n. Even
higher-bandwidth cables are available to carry gigahertz-range sig nals.
As the length of the cable is increased. the bandwidth decreases in proportion. If a
160-MHz ·km cable length is doubled from I to 2 krn, its bandwidth is halved to
80 MHz·km.

Example 19-2

GOOD TO KNOW

A fiber-optic cable has a bandwidth rating of 600 MHz·km. What is the bandwidth of
a 500-ft segment of cable?
I km

= 0.62 mi

I mi

= 5280 ft

I km

= 0.62(5280) =

500ft

Bandwidth

For calculating bandwidths of
mile segments of fiber-optic
cable when the bandwidth rating
is given in units of megahertzkilometers, the mile values must
first be converted to kilometers.

3274 ft

500

= 3274 = 0.153 km

600 MHz ·km = 600 MHz ( I km)
600 MHz·km
xMHz

= xMH

7

(0.153 km)

600 MHz·k.m
0.153 km

= - - - - - = 3928.3 MHz, or 3.93 GHz

Frequency Range. Most fiber-optic cable operates over a re latively wide light frequency range, allhough it is normally optimized for a narrow range of light frequencies.
The most commonly used light frequencies are 850, I 310, and 1550 nm (or 0.85, 1.31,
and 1.55 f.L111). The cable has minimum attenuation to these frequencies.
Figure 19-24 shows attenuation versus wavelenglh for a typical cable. Note that there
is a peak in the attenuation at approxi mately 1.4 f.Lm. This is caused by hydroxyl ions
or undesired hydrogen oxygen ions produced during the manufacturing process. These
so-called water losses are avoided by carefully selecting the frequency of light transmission. Minimal loss occurs at I .3 and 1.55 f.Lm. Most LED or laser Light sources operate at one of these wavelengths.

Frequency range

Connect ors and Splicing
When long tiber-optic cables are needed, two or more cables can be spliced together.
The ends of the cable are perfectly aligned and then fused together with heat. A variety
of connectors are available that provide a convenient way to splice cables and attach
them to transmitters, receivers, and repeaters.
Optical Communication
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Figure 19-24 Attenuation versus wavelength of a typical fiber-optic cable.
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Connectors. Connectors arc speci al mechanical assemblies that allow fiber-optic
cables to be connected to one another. Fiber-optic connectors arc the optical equivalent
of electrical plugs and socket~. They arc mechanical assemblies that hold the ends of a
cable and cause them tO be accurately aligned with the ends of another cable. Most fiberoptic connectors either snap or twist together or have threads that allow the two piece~
to be ~crewed together.
Connectors ensure prcci<,e alignment of the cables. The ends of the cables must be
aligned with precision so that maximum light from one cable is transferred to another.
A poor splice or connection will introduce excessive attenuation as the light exits one
cable and enters the other. Figure 19-25 shows several ways that corcl> can be misaligned.
A connector can correct these problems.
A typical fiber-optic connector is shown in Fig. 19-26(a). One end of the connector. called the ferrule, holds the fiber securely in place. A matching filling holds the other
fiber securely in place. When the two are screwed together, the ends of the fibers touch,
thereby establishing a low-loss coupling. Figure 19-26(b) shows in greater detail how the
connector aligns the fibers.
Dozens of different kinds of connectors arc available for different applications. They
are uo;cd in the parts of the system where it may be desirable to occa<;ionally disconnect the
fiber-optic cable for making tests or repairs. Connectors are normally used at the end of the
cable applied to the light source or the end of the cable connected to the photodetector.
Connectors are also used at the repeater units where the light is picked up, converted
to an electrical pulse, amplified and reshaped, and then used to create a new pulse to
continue the transmission over a long line. Connectors arc used on the back of interface
adapters that plug into computers.
The two most common connector de~ignations are ST and SMA. The ST cotmectors. also referred to as bayonet connectors. use a half-twist cam-type arrangement like
that used in BNC coaxial connectors. They are convenient for quick connect and disconnect. The SMA connecwr:1· arc about the same size but have threaded connections.

Figure 19-25

Misalignment and rough end surfaces cause loss of light and high
attenuat1on. (a) Too much end separation. (b) Axial misalignment. (cl Angular
misalignment. (d) Rough, uneven surfaces.
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Details of a fiber cable connector.
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Splicing. Splicing fiber-optic cable means permanently auaching lhe end of one cable
to another. This is usually done without a connector. The first step is to cut the cable,
called cleal'ing lhe cable, so that it b perfectly square on the end. Cleaving is so important to minimizing light loss that <.pccial tools have been developed to ensure perfect cuts.
The two cables to be ~pliced are then permanently bonded together by heating them
instantaneously to high temperatures so that they fuse or melt together. Special tools and
splicing machines must be used to ensure perfect alignment.
Installing a connector begins with cleaving the fiber so that it is perfectly square.
Polishing usually follows. Again, the special cleaving and polishing machines devised
for this purpose must always be used. Poorly spliced cable or poorly installed connectors create an enormous loss.

Splicing
Cleaving

19-4 Optical Transmitters and Receivers
In an optical communication system, transmission begins with the trcmsmitte1; which conof a carrier generator and a modulator. The carrier is a light beam that is usually
modulated by turning it on and off with digital pulses. The ba~ic transmitter is essentially a light source.
The receiver is a light or phowdetector that converts the received light back to an
electric signal. In this section the type~ of light sources used in fiber-optic systems and
the transmitter circuitry, as well as the various light detectors and the related receiver
circuits. are discussed.

Transmitter

si~t-.

Receiver

Light Sources
Conventional light sources such a-. incandescent lamps cannot be used in fiber-optic systctm because they are too slow. To transmit high-speed digital pulses. a very fast light
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source must be used. The two most commonly used light source~ are light-enliuing
diodes (LEOs) and semiconductor lasers.
light-emitting diode (LEO)

GOOD TO KNOW
The most widely used light source
In fiber-optic systems is the injection laser diode, which produces
a low-levellight over a relatively
broad frequency range with a
low-level forward bias current
or a brilliant light over a much
narrower frequency range at the
threshold.

Gallium arsenide (GaAs)
semiconductor
Indium phosphide (lnP)
semiconductor

Laser
Monochromatic light

Light-Emitting Diodes. A light-emiuing diode (LED) is a P -junction semiconductor device that emits light when forward-biased. When a free electron encounter~ a
hole in the semiconductor structure, the two combine, and in the process they give up
energy in the form of light. Semiconductors such as gallium arsenide (GaAs) arc superior to silicon in light emission. M ost LEDs are GaA~ devices optimi7ed for producing
red ught. LEDs are widely u~ed for &,plays indicating whether a circuit is off or on, or
for displaying decimal and binary daw. However. because an LED is a fast semiconductor device. it can be turned off and on very quickly and is capable of transmiuing
the narrow light pulses required in a digital fiber-optics system.
LEDs can be designed to emit virtually any color light desired. The LEDs used
for tiber-optic transmission are usually in the red and near-infrared ranges. Typical
wavelengths of LED light commonly used are 0.85. 1.31, and 1.55 tJ.m, more commonly
designated 850. 1310, and 1550 nm where I micrometer (tJ.m) equals 1000 nm. These
frequencies are all in the ncar-infrared range just below red light, which is not visible to
the naked eye. These frequencies have been chosen primarily because most tiber-optic
cables have the lowest losses in these frequency ranges.
One phy ical arrangement of the LED is shown in Fig. 19-27(a). A P-t) pe
material is diffused into the N-type subMrate, creating a diode. Radiation occurs from
the P-type material and around the junction. Figure 19-27(b) shows a common light
radiati on pattern.
The light output from an L ED i., expressed in term!> of power. Typical light output
levels are in the I 0- to 50-tJ. W range. Sometimes the light output i'> expressed in dBm
or dB referenced of I mW (milliwatt). Common levels are -15 to - 30 dBm. Forwardbias current levels to achieve this power level are in the 50- to 200-mA range. Highoutput LEDs with output ratings in the 600- to 2500-tJ. W range are also available.
A typical LED used for lighting i!> relatively slow to tum on and off. A typical turnon/turn-off time is about 150 ns. Thi-. i'> too slow for mo t data communication applications by fiber optic!.. Faster LED., capable of data rates up to 50 MHz are available.
For faster data rates, a laser diode must be used.
Special LEOs are made just for fiber-optic applications. Thc!.c units are made of
gallium arsenide or indium phosphide (GaAs or InP ) and emit light at 1.3 tJ.m. Other
LED with as many as six multiple layers of emiconductor material are u ed to optimize the device for a particular frequency and light output. Figure 19-28 shows ~ome
LED assemblies made to accept ST bayonet and SMA tiber-optic cable connectors. These
are made for PC board mounting.
Laser Diodes. The other commonly used light transmitter i s a /wet; which is a light
source that emits coherent monochromatic light. Monochromatic lix/11 is a pure singlefrequency light. Although an LED emits red light, that light covers a narrow spectrum

Figure 19-27

(a) Typical LEO construction. (b) light radiation pattern.
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( b)

Figure 19-28

LED assemblies with connectors.
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around the red frequencie~. Coherent refers to the fact that all the light waves emilled
are in phase with one another. Coherence produces a focusing effect on a beam so that
it is narrow and. as a result, extremely intense. The effect is somewhat similar to that of
using a highly directional antenna to focus radio waves into a narrow beam that also
increase:- the intensity of the signal.
The most widely used light 1>ource in fiber-optic systems i~ the injection laser diode
(JLD). also known as a Fab1y-Perot (FP) laser. Like the LED. it i!> a PN junction diode
usually made of GaAs. See Fig. 19-29. At some cwTent level. it emit~ a brilliant light.
The physical structure of the ILD is ~uch that the semiconductor Mructure i'> cut ~quare!)
at the end'> to form imernal reflecting surfaces. One of the surface ... is U\ually coated with
a reflecting material '>uch a., gold. The other surface is onl) panially reflecti\'e. When
the diode i'> properly biased, the light is emitted and bounce~ back and fonh internall)
between the reflecting 1>urfaces. The distance between the reflecting surfaces has been
carefully measured so that it is some multiple of a half wave at the light frequency. The
bouncing back and fonh of the light waves causes their intcn~ity to reinforce and build
up. The structure is like a cavity resonator for light. The result i!. an incredibly highbrilliance, single-frequency light beam that is emitted from the partially rellecting surface.
Injection la~er diodes arc capable of developing light power up to several watts. They
are far more powerful than LEOs and. therefore, are capable of transmitting over much
longer distance!>. Another advantage ILDs have over LEOs i:- their ability to turn off
and on at a fa.;;ter rate. High-speed laser diodes are capable of gigabit per second digital data rates.
Although most of the light emitted by an FP ILD is at a single frequency. light is
also emitted at frequencies from slightly below to sl ightly above the main light frequency.

Figure 19-29
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Distributed feedback laser (DFL)

Vertical cavity surface-emitting
laser (VCSEL)

Tunable laser

Electroabsorption modulator (EAM}

A-, a result, the light occupies a narrow spectrum on the fiber. In -,ystems using multiple light wavelength!>, FP lasers can interfere with one another. To overcome thi~> problem. a disrribured feedback (DFB) laser can be used. This laser is made with a cavity
that contains an integrated grating structure that acts as a selective liltcr. The output from
a DFB laser has a much narrower bandwidth and is nearer to a single light wavelength
than any other type of laser. FP and DFB laser!-. are the highe!>t-power laser!-. made ami
are used primarily in long-di.,tance tiber transmission and in metropolitan-area networJ..s.
Another type of la~er used in fiber-optic systems is the l'errical cavity surfaceemirring laser (VCSEL). Instead of emitting light from the edge of the diode, the YCSEL
i., made on the surface of silicon wafer-Like tran:-.istors and integrated circuits. The cavity
is made vertical to the wafer surface so that light is em itted from the surface. YCSELs
are very easy to make and low in cost Furthermore. they can be made in arrays on the
wafer surface. The output power emitted by a YCSEL is greater than that of a LED but
less than that of an FB or a DFB laser. Its bandwidth is less than that of a LED but
wider than that of either the FB or the DFB laser. This makes VCSELs ideal for shortdistance LANs or MANs. Most YCSELs are 850 nm, but recently 1310-nm YCSEL!>
became available: 1550-nm VCSELs are not yet available.
The most popular laser frequencies are 850, 1310. and 1550 nm. Some lasers are
also made to operated at 980 and 1490 nm. The 850- and 1310-nm la<,er~ are used mainly
in LANs and in some MA -.. The 1550-nm la<;crs are used primarily in long-di!>tance
fiber-optic systems since the tiber attenuation i!. less near 1550 nm than it is in the 850and 131 0-nm bands.
A recent development i!. a 11111able laser who~e frequency can be varied by changing
the de bias on the device or mechanically adjusting an external cavity. A wavelength
range of more than I00 nm above and below a center wavelength is possible. Widerrange tunable lasers are being developed. Tunable lasers are used in application!> where
multiple frequencies are needed, as in dense wavelength-division multiplexing (DWDM>.
Instead of having to inventory many expensive lasers, each on a !.eparate wavelength. a
single la~er or at most several la~ers are adequate to cover multiple frequencies.
The lasers are modulated by the data in two ways. direct and indirect. In direct modulation, the data turns the laser off and on to form the binary pulses. Actually the laser
is never turned off completely but is kept bia~cd on at a low light level because it takes
too much time to tum the laser on. This limil'. the speed of operation. To generate a
maximum light pulse. the bias is then increa'>ed to its peak value by a binal) I le\'el.
This method works well up to about several gigabits per second. but for rates beyond
this, an indirect modulator is used.
An indirect modulator is a semiconductor device physical ly attached to a laser that
is fully on at all times. The modu lator. sometimes called an elecrroabsorprion modularor
(EAM). acts as an electrically activated shutter that is turned off and on by the data. Data
rates from 10 to more than 40 Gbps can be achieved with an EAM. Sometimes the EAM
is packaged with the laser. but it is also available as a separate component.
La~ers dissipate a tremendous amount of heat and, therefore. must be connected to
a heat sink for proper operation. Because their operation is heaH,ensitive, most la~er'>
arc used in a circuit that provides some feedbat:k for temperature control. This not on ly
protects the laser but also ensures proper light intensity and frequency. Many lasers usc
a thermoelectric cooler ba~ed upon the Peltier effect.

Light Transmitters
LED transmitter
Light transmitter
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LED Transmitter. A ligllr rransmitrer consists of the LED and its associated driving
circu itry. A typical circuit is shown in Fig. 19-30. The binary daLa pulses are applied to
a logic gate which. in turn. operates a transistor switch Q 1 that turns the LED off and
on. A positive pulse at the NAND gate input t:auses the NAND output to go to Lero.
Thi!> turn<> off Q1• so the LED is then forward-biased through R2 and rurns on. With tero
input, the NA D output is high, so that Q1 turns on and shunts current away from the
LED. Very high current pulses are used to ensure very bright light. High inten!>ity i~
Chapter 19

Figure 19-30

Optical transmitter circuit using an LED.

required if data is to be transmilled reliably over long distances. Most LEOs arc capable of generating power levels up to approximately several thousand microwaus. With
such low inten~ity, LED transmi tters are good for only short distances. Further, the speed
of the LED i~ limited. Turn-off and turn-on times are no faster than tens of nanoseconds.
and so transmis~ion rates are limited. Most LED-like transmitters arc u ~ed for ~he n
distance. low-~pecd. digital tiber-optic systems.

Laser Transmitter. A typical laser driver circuit is shown in Fig. 19-31. Mm.t of the
circuitry is contained in a ~inglc integrated circuit designated the YSC7940 and made by
Yitesse Semiconductor Corporation. It operates from 3.3 or 5 Y and contain-, ~pecial
automatic power control (APC) circuitr) that maintains a con~tant laser output. Thi'> circuit can operate at data rates up to 3.125 Gbps.
The input data is in differential form. as are most logic signab above -.evcral hundred megahert1. A multiplexer is used to either pass the data directly to the la.,cr driver

Figure 19-3 1

A typical laser driver circuit. (Courtesy Vitesse Semiconductor Corp.)
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Figure 19-32

Data formats used in fiber-optic transmission. (a) NRZ (nonreturn-to-zero).
(b) RZ (return-to-zero). (c) Biphase (Manchester).

(a )

(b)

(c)

transistors or select data that is clocked via a nip-nop and an external differential clock
signal. Enable/disable signals are used to turn the laser off or on as desired.
The laser diode is connected to the driver by means of several resistors and a capacitor that set the current and switching responl>e. Most laser packages also contain a photodiode that is used to monitor the laser light output and provide feedback to the APC
circuit in the chip. If laser output varies because of temperature variations or decreac;e.,
because of lifetime variations, the APC automatically corrects this. ensuring a constant
brightness. The output driver transistors can switch up to I00 rnA and have typical rise
and fall times of 60 ps. External resistors and capacitors set the laser bias, modulation
bias level. average current, and control loop response time.
Data format

Data Formats. Digital data is formatted in a number of ways in fiber-optic systems.
To transmit information by fiber-optic cable. data is usually converted to a serial digital
data stream. A common NRZ serial format is shown in Fig. J9-32(a). The NRZ format
at A was discussed in Chap. I I. Each bit occupies a separate time slot and is either a
binary I or binary 0 during that time period.
In the RZ format of Fig. 19-32(b). the same time period is allotted for each bit. but
each bit is transmitted as a very narrow pulse (usually 50 percent of the bit time) or as
an absence of a pulse. ln '>Orne systems the Manchester or biphase code is used. as shown
in Fig. 19-32(c). Although the NRZ code can be used. the RZ and Manchester codes are
easier to detect reliably at the higher data rates and are thus preferred.

Light Detectors
The receiver pan of the optical communication system is relatively c;imple. It con~ists
of a detector that senses the light pulses and converts them to an electric signal. This
signal is amplified and shaped into the original serial digital data. The most critical
component is the light sensor.
Photodiode

Photodiode. The most widely used light 1.cnsor is a photodiode. It is a silicon
PN-junction diode that is sensitive to light. Thi!> diode is normally reverse-biased. a<,
shown in Fig. 19-33. The on!) current that nows through it is an extremely small reverse
leakage current. When light strikes the diode. thi.., leakage current increases significantly.
This current flows through a resistor and develops a voltage drop across it. The result is
an output voltage pulse.

Phototransistor

Phototransistor. The reverse current in a diode is extremely small even when exposed
to light. The resulting voltage pulse is very -;mall and so must be amplified. The ba'>Ccollector junction is exposed to light. The base leakage current produced causes a larger
emitter-to-collector current to now. Thus the transistor amplifies the small leakage
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Figure 19-33

The conversion of
light, by a photodiode, to voltage
pulses.

Figure 19-34

A phototransistor is more
sensittve to the light level.
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current into a larger, more useful output (see Fig. 19-34). Phototransistor circuits are far
more sensitive to small light levels, but they are relatively slow. Thus further amplification and pulse shaping are normally used.

PIN Diode. The sensitivity of a '> tandard P -junction photodiode can be increased
and the response time decrea.,ed by creating a new device that adds an undoped or
intrinsic (/) layer between the P and N semiconductors. The result is a PIN diode
(Fi g. 19-35). The thin P layer is exposed to the light which penetrates to the junction,
causing electron tlow proportional to the amount of light. The diode is reverse-biased,
and the current is very low until light strikes the diode, which significantly increases
the current.
PIN diodes are sign ificantly faster in response to rapid light pulses of high frequency.
And their light sensitivity is far greater than that of an ordinary photodiode.
Avalanche Diode. The amlancfle pflotodiode (APD) i<> a more widely used photosensor. It is the fastest and most -.ensitive photodiode available. but it is expensive and
it'> circuitry is complex. Like the standard photodiode, the APO is reverse-biased. However, the operation is different. The APD uses the reverse breakdown mode of operation
that is commonly found in zener and IMPATT microwave diodes. When a sufficient
amount of reverse voltage is applied, an extremely high current !lows because of the
avalanche effect. Normally, several hundred volts of reverse bias, just below the
avalanche threshold. are applied. When light strikes the junction. breakdown occurs and
a large current flows. This high reverse current requires less amplification than the small
current in a standard photodiode. Germanium APDs are abo significantly faster than the
other photodiodes and are capable of handling the very high gigabit-per-second data rates
pos~ible in some systems.

Figure 19-35
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Figu re 19- 36

A trans1mpedance photodiode receiver circuit. {Courtesy Vitesse Semiconductor Corp.)

Outputs need to
be AC-coupled
0.1 ILF

t-------lf----1---------lf----0.1 ILF

VSC7969

Light Receivers
light receiver

Transimpedance amplifier (TIA)

Figure 19-36 shows a representati ve light receiver circuit. This integrated circuit. the
YSC7969 by Yitesse Semiconductor Corporation. uses an external PlN or APD
photodiode and can operate at rates to 3.125 Gbps. The input stage. generally known
as a transimpedance amplifier (TIA). converts the diode current to an output voltage
and amplifies it. The following stage is a limiter that shapes up the signal and applies
it to a differential driver amplifier. The output is capacitively coupled to the next
stage in the system. A signal detect circuit provides a CMOS logic output that indicates the presence of an input signal if the diode current exceeds a speci fic lower
limit. A photodiode current monitor is also provided. The circuit operates from either
3.3 or 5 Y de, and an onboard regulator operates the circuitry and provides bias to the
photodiode.

Optical Transceivers
Optical transce ivers or transponders are assemblies called optical modules into which
both the light transmitter and light receiver arc packaged together to form a single
module. See Fig. 19-37. These modules form the interface between the optical tran<,mission medium and the electrical interface to the computer or other networking
equipment.
These modules are made up of the transmit optical subassembly (TOSA) and the
receive optical subassembly (ROSA). Each i!> provided with an optical connector to get
the signals into and out of the unit. These subassemblies connect to the interface circuits
that supply the transmit signals and receive the input signals. The entire unit is hou~ed
in a metal enclosure suitable for mounting on a printed-circuit board of a router line card
or other interface circuit.
Figure 19-38 shows a block diagram of a typical transceiver module. The optical
fiber cable connections arc on the right while the electrical connections to the networking equipment are on the left. The optical input fiber connects to a PI N diode or APD
IR detector and transimpedance amplifier (TIA). The photodiode and TJA are a single
package called the receive optical subassembly. This is followed by additional amplilication in a postamplifier ( PA). If electronic di'>persion compensation (EDC) is used. it
appear'> here in the signal now. The EDC output then connect~ to a clock and data recm•ery (CDR) unit.
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Figu re 19-37

A standardized optical transponder or transceiver.

Figu re 19-38

Block diagram of one type of MSA optical transceiver module.
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Clock multiplier unit (CMU)

The CDR is a phase-locked loop (PLL) that extracts the clock signal from the incoming data. The recovered clock ~ignal is then used to time the serial input data and related
operations. The PLL voltage-controlled oscillator operates at the clock frequency and is
locked to the incoming data frequency. The PLL serves as a filter and signal regeneration circuit to produce a dean clock signal from the degraded received ~ignal.
A !>Crializer/deserialit.er (SERDES) circuit converts the serial data to parallel and
demultiplexes the individual data words and send!> them to the interface, where they connect to a host computer or other equipment. The electrical interface circuits are sometimes parallel but may abo be !>erial. A 16-bit word i!> common.
On the transmit side of the transceiver. the data to be u·ansmilled is usually received
from a network device in parallel fom1 via the interface. The parallel data is converted
to serial data by a serialitcr/deserializer circuit that serves as a multiplexer where the
parallel word~ are put into a ~erial sequence for tran<>mission. The -,erial data is clocked
out of the multiplexer by a cloc"- -,ignal at the desired trans mi!.sion rate.
A reference clock oscillator, u~ually external to the transceiver, i~ multiplied up to
the de!>ired clock rate by a clock multiplier 1111i1 (CMU). The CMU i~ a PLL with a frequency divider in the feedback path used a~ a frequency multiplier. The serial data is
then sent to the laser dril'er (LD), where it operates the direclly modul{[/ed laser (DML)
diode. Direct modulation simply means that the data turns the la~er off and on to transmit.
In some modules that u~e higher-power. higher-frequency lasers. the ~erial data drive'>
an external modulator that in turn interrupt~ the light path of a continuously operating
la~er. Note that the laser driver and modulated la~er form a unit called the transmit optical
suba~sembly.

Multisource agreements (MSAs)

Finally. most transceivers include a serial port called the 12C port that is used to
monitor specific condition~ in the module (laser temperature. supply volnge, etc.) and to
control ~ome aspect of the module.
Over the years. a variety of such suba<,scmblies have been developed by different
manufacturer~. This ha.'> led to interconnection and interoperability problems. meaning that
units of different manufacturers cannot be u!>cd with one another. Lack of standardization
meant that no second source~ of products were possible. The result is that manufacturer!>
of optical transceivers and network equipment have come together to standardize on optical transceiver sizes, mechanical characteristics, electrical characteri~tics, and connectors.
A '>et of -.tandards known as a m11llisource agreemenls (MSAs) ha.s emerged. Referred to
as optical modules. the most common tran!>ceiver types are listed below.
300-pin. The most widely u~ed format and standard. Converts between 16-bit
622.08-Mbp~ electric signals and I0-Gbp~ optical signal~. Sec Fig. 19-38.
For SONET system, 16-bit words arc supplied at the 622.08-MHt. rate and
converted to seria l data at a rate 16 times greater. or 9.953 Gbps. This serial
rate is usually rounded off and expres~ed a~ I0 Gbps. The electrical interface
is a standard called SPI-4 developed by the Optical lnternetworking Foundation (OlF) or one called XSBI. developed by the lEEE. The data paths are for
16-bit words. and two-wire difTercntial connection arc u<,ed.
SFF. Small form factor. A module developed for lower-speed optical applications
in the l-, 2-, and 4-Gbps range.
SFP. Small form factor pluggable. A module of 1-. 2-. or 4-Gbps applications but
is '"pluggable." meaning that it use\ tiber-optic cable connectors rather than
the l.hort fiber lin"-' used with SFF modules. The modules are also ..hot
pluggable:· meaning that they may be put into or taken out of the system
with power on. Their circuits arc protected from transients and <>urges that
may occur during hot pluggability.
XENPAK. A standard for a 10-Gbps optical system using the ~tandard Ethernet
10-Gbps attachment unit interface (XAU I) electrical interface. (No1e: The X
i:- a roman numeral for I0). The XAUl interface uses four 3.125-Gbps serial
electrical channeb to achieve a maximum data rate of 4 X 3.125 = 11.5 Gbp-..
Thi!> is the gros~ ~erial optical rate in I0-Gbps Ethernet !>ystems. The net rate
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is I 0 Gbps. but because of rhe 8811 OB error correction featw·e of this protocol, the additional bits cause the gross rare to be higher by a factor of I 0/8:
10 X 1.25 = 12.5 Gbps.
X2. This standard is similar to XENPAK but is a smaller and less complex
package since it does not have to deal with the high heat dissipation common
in XENPAK modules. X2 is used in the shorter-reach applications.
XFP. A l 0-Gbps small form factor pluggable. Tt does not use serial-to-parallel or
parallel-to-serial conversion. The electrical interface is a standard I 0-Gbps
serial interface referred to as XFI. The input and output frequency range is
9.95 to I 0. 7 Gbps.
XPAK. The newest format is a smaller version of a XENPAK module for reaches
to 10 km.
Most of these modules focus on I 0-Gbps applications which include SONET,
Ethernet, and Fibre Channel. Each has a slightly different data rate depending upon the
standard. use of FEC or not, type of FEC. and other factors. However. the modules
are essentially "protocol-agnostic.'' meaning they can handle any standard or protocol.
The modules are also generally classitied by the range or reach of the optical signals.
The basic categories are
Very short reach (VSR)-300 to 600 m or less
Short reach (SR)- 2 km
Intermediate reach (IR) -10 to 40 km
Long reach (LR)-40 to 80 km
Very long reach (VLR)-120 km
The VSR and SR modules use 850-nm lasers, some SR and LR modules use 131 0-nm
lasers. The LR and VLR modules use 1550-nm lasers.

Performance Considerations
The most important specitication in a fiber-optic commun ication system is the data rcae,
i.e.. the speed of the optical pulses. The very best systems use high-power injection laser
diodes and APD detectors. This combination can produce data rates of several billion
(giga) bits per second (bps). The rate is known as a gigabit rate. Depending upon the
application. data rates can be anywhere from about 20 Mbps to 40 Gbps.
The performance of a fiber-optic cable system is usually indicated by the bit ratedistance product. This rating tells the fastest bit rate that can be achieved over a 1-km
cable. Assume a system with a I 00-Mbps·km rating. This is a constant figure and is a
product or the megabits per second and the kilometer values. If the distance increases,
the bit rate decreases in proportion. In the above system, at 2 km the rate drops to 50 Mbps.
At 4 km, the rate is 25 Mbps and so on.
The upper data rate is also limited by the dispersion factor. The rise and fall times
of the received pulse are increased by an amount equal to the dispersion value. lf the
dispersion factor is 10 ns/km, over a 2-km distance the rise and fall times are increased
by 20 ns each. The data rate can never be more than the frequency corresponding to the
sum of the rise and fall rimes at the receiver.
A handy formu la for determining the maximum data rate R in megabits per second
(Mbps) for a given distance D in kilometers of cable with a dispersion factor of d. given
in microseconds per kilometer (f.Ls/km). is

Data rate

I

R = 5dD
Assume a cable length of 8 km and a dispersion factor of 10 ns/km. or 0.01 f.LS/km:

R

I

I

= 5(0.0 I )(8) =

0.4

= 2.5 Mbps
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This relationship is only an approximation. but it is a handy way to predict system
limitations.

Example 19-3
A measurement is made on a fiber-optic cable 1200 ft long. Its upper frequency limit
is determined to be 43 Mbps. What is the dispersion factor d?
I km

= 3274 ft

I) =

1200
1200 ft = 3274

R- -

= 0.367 km

I

5dD
I

d =--

5RD

I
- - - -- - = 12.7ns/km
6

5(43

X

10 ){0.367)

Power Budget
Power (flux) budget

A poll'er budger. sometimes called a flux bud~:er. is an accounting of all the attenuation
and gains in a fiber-optic system. Gains must be greater than losses for the system to
work. A designer must determine whether an adequate amount of light power reaches
the receiver. Does the receiver get as much input light as its sensitivity dictates. given
the power output of the tran-.mitter and all the cable and other losses?

losses in fiber-optic cable system

losses.

There are numerou~ sources of lo.He.\ in a fiber-optic cable syMem:

1. Cable losses. These vary with the type of cable and its length. The range is from
less than l dB/km up to tens of decibels per kilometer.
2. Connections between cable and light source and pltotodetector. These vary
widely depending upon how they are made. Today. the attachmem i s made by
the manufacturer. who c;peci fies a lo!.s factor. The resulting assembly ha-. a
connector to be attached to the cable. Such terminations can produce auenuation'>
of I to 6 dB.
3. Connectors. Despite their precision. connec tors still introduce losses. These typically run from 0.5 to 2 dB each.

4. Splices.

If done properly. the splice may introduce an attenuation of only a few
tenths of a decibel. But the amount can be much more. up to several decibel-. if
splicing is done incorrect!).

5. Cable bends. Jf a fiber-optic cable i~ bent at roo great an angle. the light ray~ will
come under a radically changed set of internal conditions. The total internal re11ection wil l no longer be efrective, for angles have changed clue to the bend. The result
b that some of the light wi ll be lost by refraction in the cladding. I f bend radii are
made 1000 times more than the diameter of the cable. the losses are minimal.
Decreasing the bend radiu<> to less than about LOO times the cable dian1eter will
increase the attenuation. A bend radius approaching 100 to 200 times the cable diameter could cause cable breakage or internal damage.
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While fiber-optic cable does carry v1s1ble light as shown here, in practice, networking
technologies use infrared (IR) light which is invisible to the human eye.

All the above losses will vary widely depending upon the hardware used. Check the
manufacturer's specification~ for every component to be l-ure that you have the correct
information. Then, as a safety factor. add 5 to 10 dB of loss. This contingency factor
will cover incidental losses that cannot be predicted.

Calculating the Budget. The losses work against the light generated by the LED
or ILD. The idea is to usc a light power sufficient to give an amount of received power
in excess of the minimum receiver sensitivity with the loi.l.C!. in the system.
A\sume a system with the following specifications:
I . Light transmitter LED output power: 30 ~ W
2. Light receiver sensitivity: I ~ W

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Cable length: 6 km
Cable attenuation: 3 dB/km. 3 X 6

=

18 dB total

Four connectors: attenuation 0.8 dB each. 4 X 0.8

= 3.2 dB total

LED-to-connector los<,: 2 dB
Connector-to-photodetector los~: 2 dB
Cable dispersion: 8 ns/km
Data rate: 3 Mbps
Fir...t. calculate all the lo~o,~o,e~.,: add all the decibel loss factor-..
Total loss. dB

18

+ 3.2 + 2 + 2 - 25.2 dB
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Also add a 4-dB contingency factor, making the total loss
This mirror by Lucent is only as big as the eye of a needle. The
"LambdaRouter" is used to switch light from one fiber to
another, within fiber-optic networks.

25.2 + 4, or 29.2. dB. \Vhat power gain is needed to overcome this Joss?

PI
dB = 10 Jog-

Pr

where P1 is the transmitted power and Pr i!. the received
power

PI

29.2 dB = 10 loue Pr
Therefore,

10<.18110

P,

= I 02 92 = 831.8

If P1 i!. 30 fJ. W. then

30
p = - - = 0.036 fJ.w
r
831.8
Accordingly. the received power will be 0.036 J.LW.
The o;en'oitivity of the receiver is only I fJ. W. The received
signal is below the threshold of the receiver. This problem may be :.olved in one of
three ways:

1. lncrea-.e transmitter power.
2. Get a more sensitive receiver.
3. Add a repeater.
In an initial design. the problem would be solved by increasing the transmitter power
and/or increasing receiver sen itivity. Theoretically a lower-loss cable could also be u<,ed.
Over short distances, a repeater is an unnecessary expense; therefore using a repeater is
not a good option.
Assume that the transmitter output power i!> increased to I m W or 1000 fJ. W. The
new received power then i!.
1000
P = - - = 12J.LW
831.8
•
I

This is ju<;t over the threshold of the receiver -,ensitivity.
upper frequency or data rate.
I
R =5dD

ow, we can determine the

S(O.OOS)(6) = 4.1666 Mbps

This is higher than the proposed data rate of 3 Mbps, so the system should work.
Amplification

Regeneration
Optical-electrical-optical (OEO)
conversion
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Regeneratton and Ampliftca tion. There arc several ways to overcome the :menuation experienced by a signal as it travels over fiber-optic cable. First is to use newer
types of cable that inherently have lower losses and fewer dispersion effects. The second method is to usc regeneration. Regenermion is the process of converting the weak
optical signal to its electrical equivalent. then amplifying and reshaping it electronically.
and retransmitting it on another laser. Thi-. process is generally known as opricalelectrica/-oprical (OEO) com•ersion. It is an expensive process since in most systems
regeneration is nece!>'\ary about every 40 km of distance. even with the newer lowerattenuation cables. Thi-. procesl. is e~pecially expensive in multifrequency systems such
Chapter 19

Figure 19-39
Input
(signals In
1550-nm range)

An erbium-doped fiber amplifier.
Erbium-doped
fiber coil

Optical
isolator
Optical
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:._.....)o,QJ..__

Isolator
Gain-flattening
filter

_.. \ Ou~put

Laser pump
(980 nm or 1480 nm)

as dense wavelength-division multiplexing (DWDM), in which many signals must
undergo OEO conversion.
A third method. and the best, is to use an optical amplifier. Optical amplifiers
boost signal level without OEO conversion. A typical optical amplifier i!> the
erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) shown in Fig. 19-39. The weak optical input signal is applied to an optical isolator to prevent signal reflections. This signal is then
applied to an optical combiner that linearly mixes the f.ignal to be amplified with one
generated by an internal laser diode pump. The laser pump operates at a higher frequency
(lower wavelength) than the wavelength of the signals to be amplified. If 1550-nm signals are being amplified. the pump laser operates at 980 or 1480 nm.
The combined signals are then fed into a coiled length of optical fiber that ha-. been
heavily doped with erbium ions. (Erbium is one of the rare earth elements.) The la!.er
pump signal excites the erbium atoms to a higher-energy state. When the photons produced by the input '>ignal pass through the erbium fiber. they interact with the excited
erbium atoms, cauo;ing them to relax to their normal state. During this proce~~. additional
photons are released at the same wavelength of the input !>ignals. resulling in amplification. A single EDFA produces a gai n in the range of 15 to 20 dB. When two amplifiers
with independent pump laser!> and doped fiber coils are ca~caded. a composite gain of
up to 35 dB is possible. With such amplification, the signals can be transmitted over a
distance of up to almost 200 km without OEO regeneration.

Erbium-doped fiber amplifier
(EDFA)

GOOD TO KNOW
A laser pump uses a coil of
erbium-doped fiber to release
additional photons at the same
frequency as the input photons.

19-5 Wavelength-Division Multiplexing
Data is most easil y multiplexed on tiber-optic cable by using time-di vision multiplexing
(TOM). as in the T I system or in the SONET system described l ater in thi), chapter.
However. developments in optical components make it possible to u~e frequency-division
multiplexing (FOM) on fiber-optic cable (called wm·elength-dil•ision multit>lexillg. or
\VDM ). which permits multiple channels of data to operate over the cable'<; light wave
bandwidth.
WaYelength-division multiplexing. another name for frequency-division multiplexing. ha.., been widel y used in radio. TV, and telephone system~. The best example today
i!. the multiplexing of dotens of TV signals on a common coaxial cable coming imo
the home.
In WDM, different frequencies or ··colors" of infrared light are employed to carry
individual data streams. These arc combined and carried on a single fiber. Although
frequency a~ a parameter is more widely used to distinguish the location of wireless
~ignals below 300 GHz. at light frequencies the wavelength parameter is the preferred

Wavelength-division multiplexing

(WOM)

mea~urc.
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Remember Lhat the relationship between wavelength A in meter-. and frequency f is
11
where c is the speed of light in a vacuum or 2.998 X 10 m/s. The speed of
light in fiber cable i'> a bit le.,c; than that, or about 2.99 X 10" rn/s. Optical wavelength
is usually expressed in nanometers or micrometers. Optical frequencies are expressed in
tcrahcm (THz). or 10 12 Ht.
Duta to be transmitted in a fiber-optic network is u1-oed to modulate (by OOK or
ASK) a laser-generated infrared light. Infrared signals best match the light-carrying characteristics of fiber-optic cable. which has an attenuation response to infrared light such
that the lowest attenuation (about 0.2 dB!km) occurs in two narrow bands of frequen cie~. one centered at 1310 nm and the other at 1550 nm.

j

= ciA.

Coarse Wavelength-Division Multiplexing
Coarse wavelength-division
multiplexing (CWOM)

The fir.,t coarse WDM (C WDM) .w.1tem.1 used two channeh. opemting on 1310 and 1550 nm.
Later, four channels of data were multiplexed. Figure 19-40 illustrates a CWDM .,ystem.
A ~eparate serial data source controls each laser. The data ~ou rce may be a single data
source or a multiple TOM source. Current systems use light in the I 550-nm range. A
typical four-channel system uses laser wavelengths of 1534. 1543, 1550. and 1557.4 nm.
Each laser is switched off and on by the input data. The laser beams are then optically
combined and transmitted over a single-fiber cable. At the receiving end of the cable,
'>pecial optical filters are used to separate the light beam-. into individual channels. Each
light beam is detected with an optical '>en<,or and then filtered into the four data streams.

Dense Wavelength-Division Multiplexing
Dense wavelength-division
multiplexing (DWDM)
C or conventional band
long-wavelength band, or l band

Figure 19-40
Serial data
sources

Dense ll'avelength-dil'ision 11111/tipfexing ( DWDM) refer~ to the use of 8. I 6, 32, 64, or
more data channels on a single fiber. Standard channel wavelengths have been defined
by the International Telecommunication~ Union (ITU) as between 1525 and 1565 nm
with a 100-GHL (approximately 0.8-nm) channel spacing.
The block of channels between about 1525 and 1565 nm i~ called the C or com•entional band. Most DWOM activity currently occur~ in the C band. Another block of
wavelengths from 1570 to 1610 nm io; referred to as the lon~-~~·m·elength band, or L band.
Wavelengths in the 1525- to 1538-nm range make up the S band.
Current DWDM sy~tcms allow more than 160 individual data channels to be carried
~oimultaneously on a single fiber at data rates up to 40 Gbp~. giving an overall capacity
of 160 X 40, or 6400. Gbps (6.4 Tbps). The potential for future sy!>tcm~ is over 200 channels per fiber at a data rate of 40 Gbp!>. Even more c hann el~ can be transmitted on a

A CWDM fiber-optic system.
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Figure 19-41

General concept of an array waveguide grattng.
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-.ingle tiber as bener filters and optical components called .,pfiffer.\ become available to
permit 50-, 25-. or e\'Cn 12.5-GHt channel spacing.
The key components in a DWDM -.ystem are the multiplexer and demultiplexer and
the multiwavelength lasers di-,cu-;.,ed elsewhere in this chapter. umerous methods have
been developed over the years to add and separate optical signal-.. Optical couplers can
be used for multiplexing. and optical filters such as fiber Bragg gratings or thin films
can be implemented for demultiplcxing. But the one method that appears to be emerging as the most popular is the arrayed waveguide grwing (1\WG). This device is an array
of optical waveguides of different lengths made with si lica (Si0 2) on a silicon chip. and
it can be used for both multiplexing and demultiplexing.
Figure 19-41 shows the concept of an AWG. The multiple inputs are fed into a cavity or coupler region that act\ a-. a lens to equally divide the inputs to each of
the waveguides. Every waveguide in the grating has a length L that differl. from its neighbor by ~L. This produces a pha'>e difference in the bemm. coming out of the gratings
into an output cavity.
The output cavity acts a~ a lens to refocus the beams from all the grating waveguides onto the output waveguide array. Any output contains the multiplexed inputs. For
demultiplexing. the single multiwavelength input signal is applied to any of the inputs
where the signals of different wavelengths propagate through the grating. The grating
acts as multiple filter~ to separate the signals into individual paths that appear at the
multiple outputs.
AWGs are popular because they are relatively easy to produce with standard semiconductor processes. making them \Cry inexpen ive. They have very low insertion loss
and low cross talk. A typical unit ha<., 32 or 40 input~ and 32 or 40 output~ with I 00-GHt.
spacing on lTV grid wa,elength-.. Some products have up to 64 or 80 input and output
channels. and devices with higher channel coums are under development. AWG insertion loss is in the 2- to 4-dB range with 20 to 30 dB of adjacent channel cross talk
ath.:nuation.

Splitters

Arrayed waveguide grating (AWG)

1 9-6 Passive Optical Networks
The primary applications for fiber-optic networks are in wide-area networks such as longdi..,tance telephone service and the Internet backbone. A., <.,peed., have increased and
prices have declined. fiber-optic technology has been adopted into metropolitan-area network.!.. -.torage-area networks (SANs). and local-area network.s. The most widely used of
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Passive optical network (PON)
Fiber to the home (ffiH)

these technologies-SONET. Ethernet. and Fibre Channel-have been discussed in previous chapters.
A newer and growing fiber-optic system is the pa.uil•e optical network ( PON). a
type of metropolitan-area network technology. Thi., technology is abo referred to a<;
fiber to the home ( F'ITH). Similar terms arc fiber to the premises or fiber to the curb.
designated as F1TP or FTTC. The term FTTx is used, where x represents the destination. PONs are already widely used in Japan and Korea. Here in the United State!..
both AT&T (l'orrnerly SBC) and Veriwn already have PONs in place with more on
the way.

The PON Concept

Passive

Most optical networking uses active components to perform optical-to-electrical and
electrical-to-optical (OEO) conversion., during tran'>mis<>ion and reception. These conver;ions are expensive because each require!. a pair of transceivers and the related power
supply. Over long diswnce!., usually 10 to 40 km or more. repeaters or optical amplifiers
are necessary to overcome the attenuation. restore signal strength. and reshape the signal.
These OEO repeaters and amplifiers arc a nuisance as well as expensive and powerhungry. One solution to this problem is to use a passive optical network. The term passive implies no OEO repeaters. amplifiers. or any other device that U\CS power. ln~tead,
the transmitter sends the signal out over the network. cable, and a receiver at the dc!-.tination picks it up. There arc no intervening repeaters or amplifiers. Only passive optica l
devices such a.<; splitters and combiner!> are used. By using low-attenuation fiber-optic
cable. powerful laser:.. and sensitive receivers. it is pos<>ible to achieve distances of up
to about 20 km without intervening acti\e equipment. This makes PONs ideal for
metropolitan-area networks.
The PON method has been adopted by telecommunications carriers as the medium
of choice for their very high-speed broadband Internet connections to consumers and
businesses. These metropolitan networks cover a portion of a city or a -.imilar-site area.
PONs will be competitive with cable TV and DSL connections but fa-.tcr than both. Uo;ing
optical techniques. the consumer can have an Internet connection -;peed of 100 Mbps or
higher. This is much faster than the typical 1- to 6-Mbps cable TV and DSL connections. And PONs make digital TV distribution more practical. Furthermore, they provide
the extra bandwidth to carry I nternet phone calls (VolP).

PON Technologies
T here arc several different types of PONs and standards. The earliest standard. called
APON. was based upon ATM packet~ and featured '>peed'\ of 115.52 and 622.08 Mbps.
A more advanced version. called BPON. features a data rate up to 1.25 Gbps. The mtht
recent version is a superset of BPON, called GPO , for Gigabit PON. It provide<.,
download speeds up to 2.5 Gbps and upload speed!> up to 1.25 Gbp!-.. One of the key features of GPON is that it uses encapsulation, a technique that makes it protocol-agnostic.
Any type of data protocol including TOM (such a.. Tl or SONET) or Ethernet can be
transmitted.
Figure 19-42 shows a basic block diagram of a BPON/GPON network. The carrier
central office (CO) serves as the I nternet service provider (ISP), TV supplier or telephone carrier as the case may be. The equipment at the carrier central office (CO) is
referred to as the optical line terminal (OLT). It develops a signal on 1490 nm for transmission (download) to the remote terminals. This '>ignal carries all I nternet data and any
voice !-.ignals as in Voice over JP (Voi P). If TV io; transmitted. it i s modulated on to a
1550 nm laser. The 1550 and 1490 nm outputs <u·c mixed or added in a passive combiner to create a coarse wavelength division mult iplexed (CWDM) signal. This master
signal is then sent to a passive splitter that divides the signal into four equal power levels for transmission over 1he first part of the network. In BPON the data rate is 622 Mbps
or 1.25 Gbps but \\ ith GPON it is 2.5 Gbps.
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Figure 19-42

A passive optical network (PON) used as a high-speed Internet connection and for TV distribution in fiber to the
home systems.
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Additional ~plitte~ arc used along the way to further split the signab for di!.tribution to multiple home'>. Splitters are available to divide the power by 2:1.4: I. 8: I. 16: I
and 64: I. One OLT can transmit to up to <H destinations up to about 20 km. The upper
limit may be 16 device~ depending upon the ranges involved. Just remember that each
time the ~ignal i.., <,plit, it'> power is decreased by the split ratio. The power out of each
port on a 4: I splitter i!. only one-fourth of the input power. Splitters arc pas'>ivc demultiplexer~ (DEMUX).
Note also, because the splitters are optical devices made of glass or silicon, they are
bidirectional. They also serve as combiners in the opposite direction. In this capacity
they serve as multiplexers (MUX).
At the receiving end, each subscriber has an opricalnerworking unir (ONU) or oprical nerworkin!f !ermined (ONT). These boxes connect to your PC, TV set, and/or VoiP
telephone. The ONU/ONT b a two-way device, meaning that it can transmit as well as
receive. In VoiP or Internet applications, the subscriber needs to transmit voice and dialing data back to the OLT. This is done over a separate 1310-nm laser using the same
tiber-optic path. The splitters are bidirectional and also work as combiners or multiplexers. The upload speed is 155 Mbps in BPON and 1.25 Gbp'> in GPON.
Another widely used standard is EPON, or Ethernet PON. While BPON and GPON
have been adopted as the North American PON standard. EPON i<. the de facto PON
<;tandard in Japan, Korea. and some European nations. EPON i!> one part of the popular
IEEE Ethernet standard and is de~ignated 802.3ah. You will also hear it referred to a~
Etllemer in rhe first mile ( EFM ). The tenn first mile refer!. to that distance between the
sub.,criber and any central office. Sometimes it is also called the lew mile.
The topology of EPO i!> '>imilar to that of GPO , but the down.,tream and upstream
data rate'> arc symmetric at 1.25 Gbp!>. The downstream i~ on 1490 nm while the
up'>trcam i:-. on 1310 nm. Standard Ethernet packets are transmitted with a data payload
to 1518 byte!>. A real plul> for EPON is that since it i~ Ethernet, it is fully compmible
with any other Ethernet LAN.
While PON~ provide the ultimate in bandwidth and data rate for home broadband
connection'>. they arc expensive. Carricrl> must invest in a huge infrastructure that requires
Optical Communication
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rewiring the area served. again. Fiber-optic cables are mostly laid underground. but that
process is expensive because right-of-way must be bought and trenches dug. Cables can
be carried overhead on existing pole<; at Jess expense. but the ciTcct i<; less aesthetically
pleasing.
While some PON service~ such as Verizon's Foi~ ~ervice take the fiber directly
to the home. other system~ rely on the standard POTS twisted-pair cable that i~
al ready in place virtually everywhere. In such cases, the fiber cab le is run to a neighborhood terminal or gateway. Such a gateway may also serve an apartment complex
or multiunit dwelling such as a condominium building. Then the signals are distributed over the standard twi~tcd-pair telephone cable that i.., already in place. An
advanced form of digital sub.,criber line called ADSL2 or ADSL2 + is used \.\ ith a
data rate to 24 Mbps. A more advanced version called VDSL. for 1•ideo DSL. is aho
u.,ed in ~ome cases. It ~upport~ a data rate to 50 Mbp~ over shorter runs of twistedpair cable.

CHAPTER REVIEW
Summary
Today. light is being used increa~ingly as the carrier for inrormation in a communication system. Although visible light
is used to some ex tent. most optical communication systems
are infrared. The transmission medium is either free space or
a special light-carrying vacuum called a fiber-optic cable.
The light is modulated by the information to be transmitted.
Because the frequency of light is e.\tremely high. it can accommodate very wide bandwidth'> of baseband infonnation
and/or extremely high rates of data tran<,mission with excellent reliability.
Fiber optic cable is available in two basic forms: plastic
and glass. The plastic cable is more nexible and less expensive
but has greater attenuation. Glass cable is more expensive
and fragile but has less attenuation. The most common
form., or fiber cable are multimode fiber ( MM F) and
single-mode fiber (SM F). Common sites are 62.5/125 and
50/125 ~rn. where the first number is the diameter of the
inner fiber and the :,econd number i., the cladding diameter.
These siJCs are for MMF. T he typical size of SMF is
9/125 ~m. Besides attenuation, fiber cable also distorts the
light pul~e. causing it to lengthen and reduce the potential
data rate. This is called dispersion. It is usually corrected
electronically today.
The most common light transmitters are lasers. The main
type!. are the Fabry-Perot. distributed feedback (DFB). and
vertical cavity surface-emitting la'>ers (VCSEL~). The most
common light frequencies are 850. 1310. and 1550 nm. The
two widely used light receiver~ are the PI photodiode
and the avalanche photodiode (APD). A special amplifier
called a tran!.impedance amplifier (TIA) is used to amplify
the photodiode signal.
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The most dramatic development in fiber-optic communication systems in recent years is dense wavelength-division
multiplexing (DWDM). This technique, which is simply
frequency-division multiplexing (FDM) for optical fiber,
permit!> multiple wavelengths or light to be transmitted simuhaneouc;l) over a single libcr. The potential is more than
160 wavelengths or channel!> per fiber. vvith each carrying
data at a rate up to 40 Gbp!>. DWDM dramatically increases
the data-carrying capacity of any fiber. A device called an
array waveguide grating (AWG) is used to multiplex and
demultiplex DWDM signals.
The light transmitter and receiver components are usually
packaged into a single unit culled a transceiver, transponder.
or module. The package i!> metal with optical cable connectors
on one side and electrical interface connections on the other.
Various sizes and protocols are accommodated by several
-.tandards called multisource agreements (MSAs). The variou~
MSA fonnats are designated SFF, SFP. X2, XENPAK. XFP.
XPAK. and 300-pin. Most are for 10-Gbps ~ystems.
Optical fiber techniques arc used mainly in WANs.
MAN~. and SAN!>. SONET and Fibre Channel are the mo..,t
common protocols. Fiber is also used in the faster Ethernet
LAN~. A newer form of fiber nctowork is the passive optical
network (PON). A PON is a metropolitan network that uses
no optical-electrical-optical (OEO) conversions. repeaters, or
optical amplifiers. Only pa.,sivc optical devices called combiners and splitters are u~ed. PON., are being deployed by
telecommunications companie., for high-speed [ntemet ~er
vice as well as VolP and TV diMribution. The most common
protocols used are GPON (2.5-Gbps download. 1.25-Gbps
upload) and EPON ( l .25-Gbps symmetric).

Questions
1. True or false? Light i!. electromagnetic radiation.
2. The optical spectrum i~ made up of three parts. Name
them.
3. Which segment of the optical !.pectrum has the highest
frequencies? The lowest frequ encies?
4. Light waves travel in a
a. Circle
b. Straight line
c. Curve
d. Random path
5. What units are used to ex pre!.~ the wavelength of light?
6. State the lowest wavelength and highest wavelength of
visible light. and state the color of each.
7. What is the wavelength range of infrared light?
8. True or false? The speed of light is faster in glass or
plastic than it i s in air.
9. What is the name of the number that tells how fast light
travels in a medium compared to air?
I 0. What device can be U'>ed to bounce or change the
direction of a light wave'?
11. What is the term used to describe the bending of light
rayo; due to speed changes in moving from one medium
to another?
12. When the angle of refraction i ~ 90° to the normal,
describe how the ray travels in relationship to the two
media invol ved.
13. What special effect occurs w hen the incident ray strif...es
the interface between two media at an angle greater
than the critical angle?
14. What factor determine'> the critical angle in a medium?
15. Of what value are ultraviolet ray!. in communication<.,'?
16. Name the two most common transmission media in an
optical communication !.Y!.tem.
17. Describe how a light source i!. modulated. What type of
modulation is the most common?
18. Describe how both analog and digital signal s may
modulate a light transmitter.
19. What are the two main types of light sources used in
optical communication !.y<;tems? Which is preferred
and why?
20. What factors limit the free-'>pace transmission of information on a light beam?
21. What type of signals do fiber-optic cables carry?
22. What optical principle makes fiber-optic cable
possible?
23. What two materials arc used to make fiber-optic cable?
24. Name the three main types of information carried by
fiber-optic cables.
25. What is the major application of fiber-optic cable?
26. State the main benefit of fiber-optic cable over electrical cable.
27. True or false? Fiber-optic cable has greater los~ than
electrical cable over long diMances.

28. True or false? Fiber-optic cable i~ smaller. lighter, and
stronger than electrical cable.
29. State the two main disadvantages of fiber-optic cable.
30. What i s the name of the device that converts li gh t
pulses to an electric signal ?
3 1. What is the name given to the regenerative units used
to compensate for signal attenuation over long
distances?
32. Which material ha., the better optical charactcri'>tic-,
and lower loss?
a. Plastic
b. Glass
c. They are equal.
33. What covers and protects the core in a fiber-optic
cable?
34. In PCS-type cable, what materials are used to maf...e the
core and the cladding?
35. The index of refraction b highest in the
a. Core
b. Cladding
36. List the three main types of fiber-optic cable.
37. What is the name given to the phenomenon of stretching of the light pulse by the fiber-optic cable'? What
actually cause~ it?
38. Light pulse stretching occurs in what two types of
cable? What type of fiber-optic cable does not cause
any significant degree of pul se stretching?
39. What type of cable is the best to use for very highfrequency pulses?
40. Pulse stretching by modal dispersion causes the information capacity of a cable to
a. l ncrease
b. Decrease
41. Define chromatic dispersion.
42. What is electronic disper!.ion compensation?
43. What is the typical core diameter range of a si nglemode step index cable?
44. What types of covering arc applied over the cladding
in a fiber-optic cable to protect against moisture and
damage?
45. True or false? Fiber-optic cables are available with
multiple core!..
46. What term is used to refer to light lo1os in a cable?
47. What three major factors cause light loss in a tiberoptic cable?
48. How is the amount of light loss in a fiber-optic cable
expressed and measured?
49. True or false? Fiber-optic cables may be spliced.
50. State how fiber-optic cables are conveniently linked
and attached to one another and to related equipment.
5 1. Name the designatiom. of the two most common t) pc-.
of fiber-optic cable connectors. and state the primary
difference between them.
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52. Name three common and popular sit.es of fiber-optic
cable.
53. De line what is meant by bandwidth as it applies to
fiber-optic cable. What units are used to express bandwidth?
54. What causes the greatest loss peaks in a fiber-optic
cable? At what frequenc ies do d1ese peak losses occur?
55. What arc the two most common light sources used in
fiber-optic transmitters'?
56. True or false? Visible light is the most common type of
light used in tiber-optic systems.
57. Name the three most common light frequencies used in
fiber-optic cable systems. Why are these frequencies
used?
58. True or fal.,e? The light from a 1.55-t..Lin LED is visible.
59. What semiconductor material arc LEOs u:-ually
made of'?
60. What term is used to describe a single light frequency?
61. What do you call the condition of a ll emitted light
wa\'eS being in phase?
62. What special structure is created when reflective surfaces are added to a laser diode? How does it affect the
light waves generated and e miued?
63. For normal operation. LEOs and ILDs arc
a. Re,er e-bia ed
b. Forward-biased
64. Which is faster?
a. LED
b. lLD
65. Which produces the brighter light?
a. LED
b. ILD
66. List three common laser types. Which is preferred for
long-distance applicatio ns?
67. What is the main benefit of a tunable laser?
68. During normal operation, all photodiodes are
a. Reverse-biased
b. Forward-biased
69. Name the two most sensitive and fastest light detector:-.
70. ame the two main circuits in a fiber-optic receiver.
71. Aside from the reason stnted in the text. name one key
reason why Manchester encoding might be preferred.
72. What popu lar local-area network system uses tiberoptic cable?
73. What electrical unit is u-.ed to state the output of a light
transmitter and the sensitivity of a light receiver?
74. List three common laser operating frequencies in fiberoptic syste ms. Which is preferred for long-distuncc
operation, and why?
75. State why the laser ic, never turned off completely in
direct laser modulation.
76. What i~ the name given to the external modulator u~ed
with some lasers? Why is it preferred over direct modulation?
77. Explain the operation of the automatic power control
circuit used with most laser driver circuits.
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78. What is the name given to the input amplifier used in
optical receiver circuits?
79. What is regeneration in a fiber-opti c network. and why
is it needed?
80. Explain the proce!>~ of regeneration and give another
name for it.
81. Describe the main components in an optical amplifier.
82. What is the normal gain range of an EDFA?
83. State the primary benefit of an optical amplifier.
84. What is an MSA'? What are its benefit~?
85. What docs the X mean in the abbreviations of the
different MSAs?
86. Whm is the name of the device to which the MSAs
apply?
87. De~cribe a ROSA.
88. Describe a TOSA.
89. What is a CDR and how does it work?
90. What is a CMU and how does it work?
91. What is the abbreviation used to describe a circuit that
con,ert<, from serial to parallel or parallel to serial?
92. List the most widely used MSA formats.
93. What is the parallel e lectrical interface on a 300-pin
MSA?
94. Describe the e lectrical interface on a XE PAX module. What does XAUI mean?
95. What is the electrical interface on an XFP module?
96. What does reach mean? Define long reach.
97. What is wavelength-division multiplexing?
98. How many channel'> or wavelengths are commonly
u~ed in CDWM syc,tems?
99. What is the maximum number of channels possible in
DWDM syste ms?
100. What is the name of the device commonly used to multiplex and demultiplex IR ignals in a DWDM sy~tem?
101. Give the wavelength ranges of the C. L, and S lR bandc,.
102. ame the device u~ed to multiplex and demultiplex
DWDM signals.
103. Categorize passive optical networks as one of the following: WAN. MAN. SAN, LA .
l04. What are PONs used for?
lOS. What are the designations for the equipment at the carrier central office and the c ustomer premises?
106. What is a combiner? A splitter? How are they used?
107. If the light input to 16: I splitter is 400 1-1- W. what i the
po,,er available at each output?
108. What is the primary U.S. PO Mandard called? What
are its download and upload speeds'?
109. What is EPON? Where is it used?
110. Give the EPON data rates.
111 . amc the light wavelengths used in most PONs and tell
what they are used for.
112. Explain how data signals are distributed in PON~
where the tiber does not run all the way to the home or
oflice.
113. Deline FTfH.
114. What i!-. the fir~t/la~t mile?

Problems
1. State the speed of light in air in meters per second and
miles per second. •
2. If a light ray strike., a mirror at an angle of 28.4° from
the normal. at what angle is it renected from the
normal?
3. Draw a simple block diagram of an optical communication system. and explain the purpose and operation of
each element. •
4. Explain the process by which voice and video signals
are transmiued by light beam.
5. A cable has a loss of9 dB. What percentage of its input
power will appear at the output? •
6. Express 1.2 km in terms of miles and feet.
7. How many kilometers are there in 6 mi? •
8. Four cables with attenuations of 7, 16, 29. and 34 dB
are spliced together. What is the total attenuation in
decibels?
9. A fiber-optic cable has a bandwidth of 160 M Hz·km.
What is the bandwidth of a 1-mi segment? A 0.5-mi
segment? •
10. Explain brietly how light falling on the PN junction
of a photodiode causes the diode's conductance to
change.

11. The bit rate-distance product of a system is
600 Mbp~·km. What is the speed rating at 8 km?
12. What i'> the average maximum distance between repeaters in a fiber-optic system?
13. Explain how analog signals are transmitted over a
fiber-optic cable.
14. A fiber-optic cable system has a dispersion factor of
33 n~km. The length of the system is 0.8 km. What i~
the highest data rate that can be achieved on this link?
15. Calculate the minimum receiver sensitivity needed
tO reliably detect a signal transmitted with a power of
0.7 mW over a link that is 3.5 km long with attenuation
of 2.8 dB/km. It has two splices. each with an attenuation of 0.3 dB. and four connectors. each with attenuation of I dB. The losses in the connections to the l PD
and APD devices are 2 dB each. Assume a contingency
factor of 5 dB. The dispersion factor is 18 nslkm. What
is the maximum data rate that this system can achieve?
16. A DWDM !>y~tem has 64 OC-48 50 NET channels.
What is the composite or aggregate total data rate'?
•

Allfwer~ 10 Selected

Problems follow Chap. 22.

Crit ical Thinking
J. Name three potential new applications for fiber-optic
communication not on the list in Fig. 19-9 but that take
advantage of the benefits listed in Fig. 19-10.
2. Explain how a single liber-optic cable can handle twoway communication, both half and full duplex.
3. Could an incandescent light be used for a fiber-optic
transmitter? Explain its possible benefits and disadvantages.

4. Compare a wireless radio system with a fiber-optic
communication system for digital data communications over a distance of I km. Assume a desired data
rate of 75 Mbps. Give pros and cons. advantages and
disadvantages. of each. Which one would be better. all
factors being considered?
5. Explain how byte data can be transmitted in parallel in
a DWDM system.
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•
Wireless

W
ireless was the original word for "radio." Essentially, it meant wireless telegraphy. The term was widely used in the early twentieth century but fell out of
use in the United States and was almost entirely rep laced by the word radio
before World War II. But today the term wireless is back in a big way. It still
means "radio," but it has some specific modern implications. Nowadays, wireless
refers primarily to the enormous cellular telephone industry. After all, cell phones
are basically sophisticated two-way radios.
With over 800 million cell phones sold in 2005, the cell phone is the largestvolume consumer electronics device. It has changed the way that we communicate. Also 2005 was the year in which cell phone subscribers numbered more
than wired telephone subscribers. Furthermore, as
digital cell phone transmissions increases, more
possible. These include cameras, Internet access,
video. This chapter provides a technical overview

the data speed of the newer
cell phone applications are
e-mails, audio, gaming, and
of cell phone standards and

operation. Other short-range wireless technologies are covered in Chap. 21.

Objectives
After completing this chapter, you will be able to:
•

Describe the cell phone operationa l concept.

•

Name the three most common second-generation digital cell phone
systems and describe the features of each.

• Define the cell phone terms 2G, 2.5G, 3G, and 4G.
•

Describe the block diagram architecture of a modern 2.5/JG digital
cell phone.

• State the features and benefits and applications of 3G cell phones.
Explain the applications and benefits of location-based technologies
m cell phones.
Describe the architecture and operation of a cell phone base station.

20-1 Cellular Telephone Systems
A cellular radio sysTem provide!> standard telephone service by two-way radio at remote
locations. Cellular radios or telephones were originally installed in cars or trucks, but
today most are handheld models. Cellular telephones permit users to link up with the
standard telephone system. which permits calls to any part of the world.
The Bell Telephone Company division of AT&T developed the cellular radio system during the 1970s and fully implemented it during the early 1980s. Today, l:ellular
radio telephone service is available worldwide. The original U.S. cell phone system.
known as the advanced mobile phone system, or AMPS. was based on analog radio technologies. AMPS has gradually been phased out and replaced by second-generation (2G)
and third-generation (3G) digital cell phone systems. This section provides an overview
of this awesome worldwide network.

Cellular radio system

Advanced mobile phone system
(AMPS)

Cellular Concepts
The basic concept behind the cellular radio system is that rather than serving a given
geographic area with a single transmitter and receiver. the ~ystem divides the service area
into many smaller areas known as cells. as shown in Fig. 20-1. The typical cell covers
only several square miles and contains its own receiver and low-power transmitter. The
coverage of a cell depends upon the density (number) of users in a given area. See
Fig. 20-2. For a heavily populated city, many small cells are used to ensure service. In
less populated rural areas. fewer cells arc used. Short cell antenna rowers limit the cell
coverage area. Higher towers give broader coverage. The cell site is designed to reliably
serve only persons and vehicles in its small cell area.
Each cell is connected by telephone lines or a microwave radio relay link to a master
control center known as the mobile Telephone swiTching (~lfice ( MTSO ). The MTSO controls all the cells and provides the imerface between each cell and the main telephone
office. As the person with the cell phone passes through a cell, it is served by the cell
transceiver. The telephone call is routed through the MTSO and to the standard telephone
system. As the person moves. the system automatically switches from one cell to the
next. The receiver in each cell station continuously monitors the signal strength of the

Figure 20-1

Cells

Mobile telephone switching office
(MTSO)

The area served by a cellular telephone system is divided into small areas
called cells. Note: Cells are shown as ideal hexagons, but in reality they have
circular to other geometric shapes. These areas may overlap, and the cells
may be of different sizes.
/
(~

~~

To/from
telephone
system
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Figure 20- 2

Area of cell coverage is determined by antenna height.

/

High-population
area uses
smaller cells

•

low·populalion
area is
served by
fewer and larger cells

Han doff

mobile uni1. When the ~ignal !.trength drop~ below a desired level. it automatically seeks
a cell where the signal from the mobile unit i'> '>tronger. The computer at the MTSO
cause~ the transmission from the person to be !.Witched from the weaker cell to the
stronger cell. This is called a handoff. All this take. place in a very short time and is
completely unnoticeable to the user. The re~ult i" that optimum transm ission and reception arc obtained.

Frequency Allocation
Cellular radio systems operate in the UHF and microwave bands as assigned by the
Federal Communications Commission (FCC). The original frequency assignments were
in the 800- to 900-MHz range previously occupied by the mostly unused UHF TV channels 68 through 83. Figure 20-3 shows the most widely used bands. The frequencies
between 824 and 849 MH7 are reserved for the uplink transmissions from the cell phone
to the base station. These arc also called the reverse channels. The frequencies between
869 and 894 MH1 are the do.... nlink bands from base station to cell phone. Both of these
25-M H7 segments of spectrum were originally divided into 832 channels 30 kHL. wide.
While these are still used. the different cell phone technologies U!>e different amounts of
bandwidth, such as 30 kl-11, 200k Hz. and 1.25 MHz, so this spectrum gets used in different ways by different cell phone companies in different locations.
Another common ly used block of spectrum i~ shown in Fig. 20-4(a). Again. the u-.e
of thi!> spectrum varicl. depending upon the cell phone carrier and the geographic area.
A more rccemly allocated bloct... of spectrum i'> '>hown in Fig. 20-4(b). These two blocks
of 60 MHz are referred to as the personal communications '>Y~tems (PCS) channels.
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Figure 20-3

Standard U.S. UHF cell phone spectrum.
25MHz

25 MHz

Uphnk or reverse
channels

Downlink or
forward channels

824

869

849

894

Frequency (MHz) - - - - - - - -

Figure 20-4

Additional U.S. cell phone spectrum. (o) 890 to 960 MHz and (b) 1850 to
1990 MHz are called the personal communication system PCS band.
25 MHZ

25MHz

Uplink
channels

Downlink
channels

915

890

960

935

Frequency (MHz) - - - - - - - (a)

1850

60MHz

60MHz

Uplink
channels

Downlink
channels

1910

1930

1990

Frequency (MHz) - - - -- - - (b)

While the range at the~c higher microwave frequencies is some" hat le~~ than that achie'able in the UHF band. . this block of frequencies provides greater ~y~tcm capacity. meaning more sub-.criber-.. Al<;o the antennas are smaller at the~c frequencies.
One of the major i;.,~ue~ in the cell phone business lie~ in obtaining more ~pcctrum
for more subscribers. More ~ubscriber~ mean greater income. Yet. spectrum i~ !>carce and
very expensive. In the future, more spectrum should become available a~ the remaining
UHF TV channel~ arc abandoned for digital high-definition TV in 2009. This will make
more spectrum available in the 700- to 800-MHz range. More recently, the military and
government have moved some of their systems. thereby freeing up space in the 1700- to
1750-MHz range. Some spectrum is also avai lable in the 1900- to 2300-M 1-1;. range for
newer third-generation systems. Also keep in mind that different countries usc different
spectrum block~. For example, in Europe the most commonly used bands are 900 and
1800 MH;.

Multiple Access
Multiple access refer;., to how the ~ubscribers are allocated to the a~signed frequency
spectrum. Acces'> method<, are the ways in which many user<; share a limited amount of
!O>pectrum. The~c arc ~.,imilar to multiplexing methods you learned about in pre' iouo, chapter....
The technique-, include frequency reuse. frequency-division multiple acce'>~ (FOMA),
time-di' i.,ion multiple acce!><, (TOMA). code-division multiple acce~~ (COMA). and
'>patial-di\ bion multiple access (SOMA).

Multiple access

Frequency Reuse. In frequency reuse, individual frequency bands are ;.,hared by multiple ba<,e !.tat ion<. and users. This is possible by ensuring that one -.ubscriber or base station doe~ not interfere with any others. This is achieved by controlling such factors a'>
transmission power. ba!>e station spacing, and antenna height and radiation paucrns. With
low-power and lower-height antennas, the range of a signal is restricted to only a mile
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Figure 20-5

Horizontal antenna radiation pattern of a common cell site showing 120°
sectors that permit frequency reuse.
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or so. Furthermore. most base stations use sectorized antennas with 120° radiation patterns that transmit and receive over only a portion of the area they cover. See Fig. 20-5.
ln any given city, the same frequencies are used over and over simply by keeping cell
site base station~ isolated from one another.

Frequency-Division Multiple Access. FDMA systems are like frequency-division
multiplexing in that they allow many users to share a block of spectrum by simply dividing it up into many smaller channels. See Fig. 20-6. Each channel of a band is given
an assigned number or is designated by the center frequency of the channel. One
subscriber is assigned to each channel. Typical channel widths are 30 kHz. 200 kHz.
1.25 MHz. and 5 MHz. There are usually two similar bands, one for uplink and the other
for down link.
Time-Division Multiple Access. TDMA relies on digital signals and operates on
a single channel. Multiple users use different time slots. Because the audio signal is
sampled at a rapid rate, the data words can be interleaved into different time slots. as
Fig. 20-7 shows. Of the two common TDMA systems in use. one allows three users per
frequency channel and the other al lows eight users per channel.

Figure 20-6

Frequency-division multiple-access (FDMA) spectrum.
Frequency band

1-1

t

Channel
bandwidth
depends on
technology used.

Channel
center
frequency

(30 kHz. 200kHz. 1.25 MHZ)
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Figure 20-7

Time division multiple access (TDMA). Diffe rent callers use different time slots
on the same channel.
Serial voioe data

~

forcallerB

~

Time
slot 1

6
Timet - -- -...

Caller A- slot 1
Caller B-slot 2
Caller G-slot 3
Caller A-slot 4
Caller B-slot 5
Caller C-slot 6
Repeat

Code-Division Multiple Access. COMA i s just another nnme for spread spectrum.
A high percentage of cell phone systems use direcr sequence spread spec1rum ( DSSS).
Here the digital audio signal~> arc encoded in a circuit called n vocodcr to produce a
1 3-kbp~> ..,erial digital compres~ed voice signal. It is then combined with a higher-frequency
chipping signnl. One \ystem u)e~ a 1.288-Mbps chipping signal to encode the audio.
~preading the signal over a 1.25-MH7 channel. See Fig. 20-8. With unique coding. up
to 64 subscribers can <,hare a 1.25-MH7 channel.

Figure 20-8

Code-division multiple access (COMA). (a) Spreading the signal. (b) Resulting
bandwidth.
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Figure 20- 9

The concept of spatial-division multiple access (SOMA) using highly
directional antennas.
Another cell phone
user on the same
frequency is ignored
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Spatial-Division Multiple Access. This form of access is actually an extension of
frequency reuse. l t u&es high ly directional antennas to pinpoint users and reject others
on the same frequency. I n Fig. 20-9. very narrow antenna beams at the cell site base ~ta
tion arc able to lock in on one !>Ubscriber but block another while both subscribers are
U',ing the same frequenc). Modern amenna technology U'>ing adapti\'e phased an-ay'> i~
making this possible. Such antenna~ allow cell phone carrier-. to expand the number of
sub:-.cribers by more aggresshc frequency reuse because liner di<;crimination can be
achieved with the antenna'>. SDMA is also widely u<>ed in wireless local-area networks
(WLA !>) and other broadband wireless applications.

Duplexing
Ouplexing
Half duplex
Full duplex

frequency-division duplexing (FOO)

Time-division duplexing (TOO)

Duplexing refers to the way-. in wh ich two-way radio or telephone conversations are handled. Many two-way radio applications still use half duplex where one party talks at a
time. The communicating individual!> take turns speaking and listening. Telephone communications has alway... been full duplex, where both parties can '>imultaneously send and
receive. All cell phone system'> arc full duplex.
To achieve full duplex operation. however, special an-angcments must be made. The
moM common an-angement is called frequency-dil·ision duplexing ( FDD ). In FDD. !>eparate frequency channel~ arc a~~igned for the transmit and receive function!>. The tran~
mit and receive channeb arc ~paced so that they do not interfere with one another in~ide
the cell phone or base station circuits. The uplink and down link channels in Figs. 20-3
and 20-4 are an example.
Another arrangement i!- time-dil•ision duplexing (TDD ). This is less common but is
U\ed in a few systems. The !>Y\tcm assigns the transmit and receive data to different time
slots, both on the same frequency. For example. the tran'>mitted and received data is alternated in sequential time slot:.. While the transmitted and received -,ignals do indeed occur
at different times. the speed of the ~ignals is fast enough that a human feels a~ though
they are occurring at the ..ame time.
FDD is far more widely U!.Cd than TDD.

20-2 The Advanced Mobile Phone
System (AMPS)
AMPS was the first cell phone !.Y\tem in the United States. It wa<, based on traditional
FM radio technology. Although analog AMPS cell phone~ arc due to be phased out beginning in 2007. millions are still in u'>e. Furthermore they arc a good illuSlration of the
architectu re and operation or any cell phone.
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Figure 20-10

General block diagram of a typical AMPS unit (cellular radio).
Antenna

Typical AMPS Handset

GOOD TO KNOW

Fig 20-1 0 i<. a general block diagram of a typical AMPS unit. It con-.bt., of live major
tran<;mitter. receiver. synthesizer. logic unit. and control unit. Mobile radios
derive their operating power from a built-in rechargeable battery. The tran.,mitter and
receiver share a single antenna. The sections are discussed below.

The PCS-1900 band extends
from 1.85 to 1.99 GHz.

~ection!.:

Transmitter. The transmitter block diagram is shown in Fig. 20- 11. It

i~ a low-power
FM unit operating in the frequency range of 825 to 845 MH z. Channel I is 825.03 MH;..
channel 2 is 825.06 MH:r, and so on. The carrier furnished by a frequency synthcsit cr

Figure 20- 11
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is phase-modulated by the voice signal. The phase modulator produces a deviation of
± 12 kHz. Preemphasis is used to help minimize noise. The modulator output is translated up to the final transmitter frequency by a mixer whose second input also comes
from the frequency synthesiLer. The mixer output is fed to class C or class E power
amplifier stages where the output signal is developed. T he final amplifier stage is
designed to supply about 600 mW to the antenna.
A unique feature of the trans miller is that its output power is controllable by the cell
site and MTSO. Special control signals picked up by the receiver arc sent to an QUIOIIWtic
power control (APC) circuit that sets the transmitter to one of eight power output levels.
The APC circuit can inu·oduce power anenuation in steps of 4 dB from 0 dB (600 mW) to
28 dB (6.3 mW ). This is done by controlling the supply voltage to one of the intermediatepower amplifier stages.
The output power of the transmiller is monitored internally by built-in circuits.
A microstrip directional coupler taps off an accurate sample of the transmitter output
power and rectifies it into a proportional de signal. This signal is used in the APC
circuit and is transmilled back to the cell site, permitting the MTSO to know the
current power level.
The APC feature permits optimum cell site reception with minimal power. It also
helps to minimize interference from other stations in the same or adjacent cells.
The transmitter output i'> fed to a duplexer circuit or isolator that allows the transmitter and receiver to share the same antenna. Since cellular telephone units use full
duplex operation, the transmitter and receiver operate '>imultaneously. The transmit and
receive frequencies are spaced 45 MH7 apart to minimit.e interference. However, an isolator i-. still needed to keep tran'>mitter power out of the sensitive receiver. The duplexer
consists of two very sharp bandpass filters. one for the transmiller and one for the
receiver. The transmiller output passes through this tilter to the antenna.

Automatic power control (APC)
circuit

Receiver. The receiver is typically a dual-conversion superheterodyne (refer to Fig. 20- 12).
A radio-frequency (RF) amplifier boosts the level of the received cell site signal. The
receiver frequency range is 870.03 to 889.98 MHz. The receive channels are spaced
30 kHL apart. The first mixer tran!.lates the incoming signal down to a first intermediate
frequency (lF) of 82.2 MHz. Some receivers use a 45-MHL firM TF. The local-oscillator
'>ignal for the mixer is deri\'ed from the frequency synthesiLer. The local-oscillator (LO)
frequency !>ets the receive channel. The signal passes through IF amplifiers and filters to

Receiver

Figure 20-12
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Figure 20- 13

AMPS frequency synthesizer.
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the second mixer. which is driven by a crystal-contro lled local oscillator. The second IF
is usually either 10.7 MHz or 455 kHz. The s ignal is then demodulated, deemphasized,
lillered. and amplified before it is applied to the output speaker in the handset.
The output of the demodulator is also fed to other filter circuits that select out the
control audio tones and digital control data stream sent by the cell site to set and control both the transmitter and the receiver. The demodulator output is also filtered into a
de level whose amplitude is proportional to the strength of the received signal. This is
the receive signal srrenglh indicaror ( RSSI) signal that is sent back to the cell site so
that the MTSO can monitor the received signal from the cell and make decisions about
switching to another cell.

Receive signal strength indicator
(RSSI) signal

Frequency Synthesizer. The frequency synthesizer section develops all the signals
used by the transmitter and receiver (see Fig. 20- 13). It uses standard phase-locked loop
(PLL) circuits and a mixer. A crystal-controlled oscillator provides the reference for the
PLLs. One PLL incorporates a voltage-controlled oscillaror (VCO) (number 2) w hose
output frequency is used as the local osci llator for the tirst mixer in the receiver. This
signal is mixed with the output of a second PLL VCO to derive the transmitter output
frequency.
As in other PLL circuits. the output VCO frequency is determined by the frequencydivision ratio of the divider in the feedback path between the VCO and the phase detector. ln a cellular radio. this frequency-div is ion ratio is supplied by the MTSO via the cell
site. When a mobile unit initiates or is to receive a call, the MTSO computer selects an
unused channel. It then transmits a digitally coded signal to the receiver containing the
frequency-division ratios for U1e transmitter and receiver PLLs. This sets the transmit and
receive channel frequencies.

Frequency synthesizer

Logic Unit . T he logic unit shown in Fig. 20-14 contains the master contro l circui try

Logic unit

for the cellular radio. II is made up of an embedded microcontroller with both RAM and
ROM plus additional circuitry used for interpreting signals from the MTSO and cell site
and generating control signals for the transmitter and receiver.
All cellular radios contain a programmable read-only memory (PROM) chi p called
the number assignment module ( NAM). The NAM contains the mobile identification
number (MIN). which is the telephone number assigned to the unit. The NAM PROM
Cell Phone Technologies

Number assignment module (NAM)
Mobile identification number (MIN)
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Figure 20-14

Logic control circuits in an AMPS.
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is ··burned·· when the cellular radio i'> purcha\ed and the MT assigned. This chip allow~
the radio to identify itself when a call i-. initiated or when the radio is inten·ogated by
the MTSO.
All cellular mobile radiol> are fully under the control of the MTSO through the cell
site. The MTSO ~endl> a serial digital data '>tream at I 0 kbps through the cell site to the
radio to control the transmit and receive frcquencie~ and transmitter power. The MTSO
monitors the received cell signal strength at the cellular radio by way of the RSSI signal, and it monitors the transmitter power level. These are transmitted back to the cell
site and MTSO. Audio tones are ulso used for signaling purposes.
Control unit

Control Unit. The comrol unit contains the handset with speaker and microphone.
This may he a standard handset as used in a regular telephone on a mobile unit. However. these circuits are built into the handheld unit!.. The main control unit contains a
complete TouchTone dialing circuit (sec Fig. 20-15). The control unit is operated by a
separate microprocessor that drives the LCD display and other indicators. It also implements all manual control functions. The microproce<,sor memory permits storage of
often called numbers and an autodial feature.

Operational Procedure
GOOD TO KNOW
When a new cellular telephone tS
purchased, the number assignment module is programmed
with the mobile identification
number (MIN).

Described below is the sequence of operation<, that occur when a person initiates a cellular telephone call:

I. The operator applies power to the unit. Thi'> tum~ on the transmiuer and receiver.
2. The receiver seeks an open control channel. Twenty-one control or paging channels
are used to establish initial contact with a cell and the MTSO. When contact is made,
the cell site reads the NAM data and the MTSO computer verifie, that it is a valid
number.
3. The operator enters the number to be called via a keyboard.
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Figure 20-1 5
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4. The operator sends the telephone number to be called by pressing a send or call
button.
5. The cell and MTSO search for an open channel and send the frequency data to a
cellular transceiver.
6. The RSSI signal is read to determine the optimum cell selection. The transmitter
power is adjusted.
7. Handshake signals are exchanged, signifying that contact has been established.
8. The MTSO calls the designated number. Conversation takes place.
9. If the mobile unit passes from one cell to another, lhe MTSO senses the RSSI signal and "hands off'' the mobile signal from one cell to another to maintain maximum s ignal strength.
10. The call is terminated.
When a mo bile unit is to rece ive a calL the MTSO and cell site transmit a call signal containing the MIN over a control channel. The Lransceiver monitors the control channels, identifies its MIN, and turns on. From that point on, the sequence beginning at
step 5 above is sim ilar.

20-3 Digital Cell Phone Syst ems

Digital cell phone system

The original AMPS described earlier uses analog communication methods. However, all
new cell phones and systems use digital methods. These all-digital systems were developed primarily to expand the capacity of the cell phone systems already in place. The
rapid growth of the number of wireless subscribers forced the carriers to seek new and
more efficient methods of increasing the number of users a system could handle. The
main problem was that the carriers were restricted by the Federal Communications
Commission to specific segments of the frequency spectrum. No additional space was
Cell Phone Technologies
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available for expansion. Digital techniques provide several ways to multiplex many users
into the same spectrum space.
The use of digital techniques brought several additional benefits. Digital communication systems are inherently more robust than analog systems in that they are more reliable in a noisy environment. Furthermore, digital circuits can be made smaller and more
power-efficient, and therefore handsets can be more compact and can operate for longer
times on a single battery charge. Finally. digital cell phones greatly facilitate the transmission of data as well as voice so that daLa services such as e-mai l and Internet access
are possible with a cell phone.
Most modem digital cell phones are referred to as second-generation (2G) pho11es.
The first generation. of course. was the analog AMPS phone. Today. third-generation (3G)
cell phones and systems are in use. The 2G phones have been enhanced with high-speed
data capability to create an intermediate designation called 2.5G plumes. ln the following
sections, you will le<ml about the cu1Tent 2G phones and the 2.5G enhancements and gain
an overview of the new 3G phone designs.

2G Cell Phone Systems
2G cell phone system

Vocoder

GOOD TO KNOW
To estimate the bandwidth necessary to transmit a specified data
rate, use the rule of thumb of a
one-to-one correspondence
between data rate and bandwidth,
for example, 1-Mbps data rate
and 1-MHz bandwidth.
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Three basic seco11d-generation (2G) digital cell phone systems are in wide use today.
Two use time-division multiplexing, and the third uses spread spectrum (SS). The TOM
systems are the Global System for Mobi le Communications (GSM) and the IS-136 standard for time-division multiple access. The SS system is code-division multiple access.
The three systems arc widel y used in the United States. However, Europe and much of
the rest of the world have ::;tandardized on the GSM system. These systems are described
in the next sections.

Vocoders. To use digital data transmission techniques first requires that the voice be digitized. The circuit that does this is a vocode1; a special type of analog-to-digital (A/D) converter and digital-to-analog (0/A) convener. With voice frequencies as high as
4 kHz, the minimum Nyquist sampling rate is 2 times the highest frequency. or 8 kHz.
This means that the AID converter in a vocoder should sample the voice signal every
125 f.LS and generate a proportional binary word. Assuming that it is an 8-bit value, during the 125-~..~-s petiod, the 8 bits is trm1smitted selially. This translates ro a serial data rate
of 125/8 = 15.625 !J.Sibit, or 1/15.625 X 10- 6 = 64 kbps. This is how the Tl telephone
system described in Chap. 12 works.
This serial data signal, representing the voice. is now used to modulate the carrier
and the composite signal transmitted over the assigned channel. Recall that the bandwidth
required to transmit a digital signal depends primarily upon the data rate. The higher the
data rate, the wider the bandwidth required. As a rule of thumb. the bandwidth is roughly
equal to the data rate. For example, a 64-kbps signal would require about 64 kHz of
bandwidth. That represents I bit/Hz. Different modu lation methods result in different
degrees of data rate per bandwidth. Some are more spectrally efficient than others. A
1-bit/Hz rating is essentially wasteful of precious spectrum space. If the 30-kHz AMPS
channels are to be used to transm it 64-kbps voice, a more efficiem modulation scheme
is needed, or some other technique is required.
The main function of a vocoder is data compression. Data compression techniques are
used to process the digitized voice signal i n such a way as to reduce the number of bits
needed to represent the voice reliably. This in tum allows the speed of data transmission to
be reduced to a level compatible with that of the avai lable channel bandwidth. In modern
cell phones a variety of vocoding data compression schemes are used. An AID conve1ter is
followed by a digital signal processing (DSP) chip that does the compression in accordance
with some algorithm. The vocoder then generates a serial digital voice signaJ at a rate of
7.4 to 13 kbps. This permits three to eight voice signals to occupy the same channel by
using TOM. At the receiver. the demodulated digital data is sent to the vocoder, where a
DSP chi p takes the serial bits and converts them back to binary words representing the voice.
A Of A converter then recreates the voic.:e. All 2G and 3G phones contain a vocoder.
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Fi gure 20- 16

The 15-136 TDMA frame format.
40 ms (1944 bits)
6.67 ms

5

4

2

6

324 btts

IS-136 TDMA. IS-136

(IS means "interim standard'') i!> the Telecommunication:.
Industry As!>ociation (T!A) standard that fully describes the time-division multiple-acccs!>
(TDMA ) cell phone !>y:-.tem. Also known as digital AMPS (DAMPS), American digital
cell/liar (ADC). or North American TDMA (NA-TDMA ). IS-136 TDMA i~ derived from
an earlier :,tandard. IS-54. The TDMA designation is used to distinguish thi~ sy~ t em from
GSM, which is ulso a TDMA system. TS-136 operates concurrently on the same ROO- to
900-M Hz band channels used by AMPS. It is also used in the PCS- 1900 bands. The
vocoder uses ulxehraic code excited linear predictive (ACELP) speech compression,
resulting in a 7.4-kbps serial voice data rate. This permits three sub!lcribcrs to concurrently use a ~inglc 30-k l Lt. channel. As in AMPS. full duplexing is achieved by using
separate channels for simultaneous transmit and receive. This is referred to as frcqucncydivi!>ion duplexing ( FDD).
The IS-136 syMcm provide!> for six time slots in the TDMA frame. Sec Fig. 20-16.
Two time '>lots are a'>~igned to each of three users. Time slots I and 4 creme channel I.
slots 2 and 5 produce channel 2. and slots 3 and 6 create channel 3. Each -.lot i'> 6.67 ms
long. During thi'> time. a 324-bit frame is transmitted. lt consist!> of the \Oice data plu'>
various control -.ignal'> and error detection and correction bit'>. The dma rate in the
30-kH7 channel i-. 4lt6 kbp:-.. giving 48.6 kbps/30 kHz = 1.62 bp.,/IIL. Thi' impressive
spectral efficiency i-. achieved with -rrf..I-DQPSK modulation. which is a variation of the
DPSK and QPSK methods described earlier. Like QPSK. this method encode' 2 bit'> per
symbol and produces 4uadrature outputs that are added to get the final output. However.
the carrier i~ '>hifted in 90° increments to produce a total of eight different carrier pha)>es.
The constellation diagram is shown in Fig. 20-17. Note the bit pair-; in parenthe~e!. and
the two pha!.e po:-itions for each bit pair. Differential encoding makes demodulation easy
because the received signal is phase-compared to the previously received carrier phase
and not some absolute phase value. As of this writing, -rr/4-DQPSK is one of the most
efficient modu lation methods.

Figure 20-17

IS-136 TOMA
Digital AMPS (DAMPS), American
digital cellular (AOC), or North
American TDMA (NA-TDMA)

GOOD TO KNOW
Using ACELP speech comp•ession permits three subscribers to
use a single 30-kHz channel.

n /-1-0QPSK modulation

'IT/4-DOPSK modulation constellation diagram.
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The IS-136 TDMA system is now being phased out nationwide in fa,or of a more
improved and widely used TDMA standard referred to as GSM. The limited channel
capacity of IS-136 and it!> lack of a high-speed data tram.miso,ion process have made it
obsolete. While some IS-136 phones are still in use, they arc now mostly discontinued
and some base stations no longer support this standard.
GSM (Global System for Mobile
Communications)

Digital cellular system (DCS),
or OCS-1800

Regular pulse excitation-linear
prediction coding (RPE-LPC) or
residual excited linear predictive
(RELP) coding
Gaussian minimum shift keying
(GMSK)

IS-95 COMA

GSM. The most widely used 2G digital system is GSM. GSM originally stood for ''Group
Special Mobile" but has become known as the "Global System for Mobile Communications." It was developed in Europe under the auspices or the European Telecommunications Standardization ln..,titute (ETS I) to replace the many incompatible analog system ...
used in different European countries. The GSM was designed to permit widespread roaming from country to country throughout Europe. GSM is implemented primarily in the
900-M H7 band in Europe. but is also used in the 1800-M Ht ( 1.8-G Hz) range in Europe.
where it is referred tom, the di~iwl cellular system (DCS), or DCS-1800. GSM i'> aho
widely implemented in the United States in both the 800- and 1900-MHz personal communication system band. It has now mostly replaced IS-136 sy!-.tcms in the United States.
Cingular and T-Mobile are the two main carriers supporting GSM.
Like IS-136, GSM uses TDMA. The vocoder use!. a compression scheme called
regular pulse exciration-linear predic1ion coding (RPE-LPC) or residual excited linear
predic1ive (RELP) codinx that produces a 13-kbps voice bit stream. It allows eight telephone
call'> ro be Lransmitted concurremly in a single 200-kH7-wide channel. The modulation
method, known ac; Gau.nia11 minimum shift keying (GMSK), i-. similar to frequency-<.hift
keying (FSK) but has improved spectral properties that allow higher speeds to be Lran!>mitted in a narrower channel. A Gaussian response filter <.hapes the serial digital bit
weam before modulation to narrow the signal bandwidth. The basic GSM data rate i<;
270 kbps in the 200-kHz channel. giving 270 kbps/200 kHt. = 1.35 birs/Hz. Considerable error detection and correction coding is used to improve the reliability in the
presence of noise, mu ltipath fading, interference, and Doppler shifts. The basic GSM
TDMA frame is shown in Fig. 20-18. Each fran1e is 4.615 m~ long. and each voice slot
i., 0.577 ms long. GSM also uses a frequency-hopping scheme to minimize interchannel
interference. The hop rate i., 217 hops per second. or about 1200 bit'> per hop. FDD i-;
used for full duplex operation.
GSM continues to be the mo<.,t dominant cell phone technology in the world. Hov.cver. thi., 2G technology i-. <.,(owly giving way to newer. better, fa<.,ter 2.5G and 3G \'Crsion~. Two key additions to GSM arc general packet radio service (GPRS) and enhanced
data rate for GSM evolution (EDGE). These are packet-ba<.,ed data services designed to
permit Internet access, e-mail. and other forms of digital data transmission. These technologies are described later under the section 2.5G Cell Phone Systems.

IS-95 COMA. This TIA cell phone standard is called code-division mu.ltiple acces'>
(COMA). Also known as cdmaOne, it uses spread spectnun. Thi.., \)'Stem was invented b)
Qualcomm, a company that makes the chip sets used in COMA cell phones. The company
also holds most of the patents in thi., field. COMA uses direct sequence spread spectrum

Figure 20- 18

A GSM TDMA frame for eight time slots.
4.615 ms (1248 bits)
0.577 ms
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(DSSS) with a 1.2288-MHz chipping rate that spreads the signal over a 1.25-MBz channel. As many as 64 users can use this band simu ltaneously with little or no imerference or
degradation of service. although in practice typically only I 0 to 40 subscribers occupy a
channel at one time. This COMA system uses FOD for duplexing.
As in other cell phone systems. COMA takes the voice signal and digitizes it in a
vocoder. The output is a 13-kbps serial voice signal that is further processed before it is
used to modulate the can·ier. The digitized voice is fed to an exclusive-OR (XOR) gate
where it is mixed with a 64-bit pseudorandom code occurring at the chip rate of
l.2288 Mbps. This signal is then used to modulate the carrier with QPSK. The carrier may
be in the regular 800- to 900-MHz band or in the PCS-1900 band. The resulting signal occupies a huge bandwidth spread over a wide spectn1m. It may also coexist with up to 64 other
COMA signals that use the same caJTier but have different pseudorandom codes. These special codes are known as Walsh codes and are chosen so that they are ea~ily recognized and
recovered at the receiver by using the correlation technique described earlier.
A key part of a COMA system is APC. All cell phones have APC, but for COMA
it is especially important. For the receivers to recover a CDMA signal, all incoming signal levels must be at the same power level. This ensures that the receiver does not confuse a higher-power signal with a lower-power signal during the decorrelation detection
process. The base station~ increase the power level of weak distant signals and decrease
the power level of signals near the cell site.

Walsh codes

Digital Cell Phone Circuits
Digital cell phones are quite different from the analog phones discussed earlier. Because
they use digital techniques and pulse modulation methods. and since massive growth in
cellular usage has caused spectrum crowding and interference problems, new architectures
and circuits have been developed. Furthermore. because of the numerous standards. a variety of different circuits have been created. Three nu\ior trends dominate the cell phone
evolution: increased digital processing over analog processing. increased integration of
circuitry on a few chips, and multimode/multiband phones. Some new digital phones may
also contain AMPS circuitry. Jf a subscriber roams into an area lacking a carrier that uses
digital technology, the phone reverts to analog, which is still supported in most areas. I n
addition, most new phones contain circuitry that allows the phone to operate in several
bands. A typical GSM phone. e.g., may work in the 800- to 900-MHz range as well as
in the 1900-MHz PCS band.
Figure 20-19 is a block diagram of a 2G cell phone. The RF section contains the
transminer and receiver circuits inc luding mixers, local oscillators or frequency
synthesizers for channel selection, the receiver low-noise amplifier (LNA), and the transmitter power amplitier (PA). The baseband section contains the vocoder with its AID and
D/A converters plus a OSP chip that handles many processing functions typically
performed by analog circuits in older systems. For example. today most baseband and
intermediate-frequency filtering is done digitally. as are modulation. demodulation. and
mixing.
An embedded coutroller handles all the digital control and signaling, handoffs. and
connection and identification operations that take place transparent to the subscriber. It
also takes care of running the display and keyboard and all user functions such as number storage, autodialing. and caller ID. Because of the complexity of the baseband and
control functions. this embedded controller is usually a very fast (more than I 00-M Hz)
32-bit microprocessor with considerable RAM, ROM. and flash memory. A separate DSP
chip handles the signal processing duties.
In addition to adopting digital techniques in 2G and later phones. designers have
worked hard to eliminate costly components such as filters and to create circuitry that
conserves power and thereby provides longer battery life. This has led to some interesting architecwres. especially in the receiver section. Although superheterodyne designs
are still used. several variations have emerged as dominant. These are the directconversion and very low-IF designs.
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GOOD TO KNOW
Cellular phones equipped with a
digital signal processor (DSP)
chip can compress speech to fit
many digital calls in the same
amount of radio spectrum previously required for analog calls.
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Figure 20-19

Block diagram for a 2G digital cell phone.
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Direct Conversion. The direct-conversion or t.cro-IF design sets the LO frequency
to the incom ing signal frequency so that the translation is made directly to the baseband
signal. See Fig. 20-20. Since direct conversion works on ly with double-sideband (DSB)
suppressed AM signals. change~ have been made to accommodate FSK, BPSK. QPSK.
and other forms of digital modulation. Specilically, the incoming signal is applied to two
mixers simultaneously. One mixer receives the LO signal directly (sine), and the other
receives a signal shifted 90° (cosine). Thi., result<> in down conversion to baseband as
well as the generation of in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) '>ignals that preserve the
frequency and phase information in the signal necessal) for demodulation.
Direct conversion is popular becau-,e it eliminate., the need for an expensive and
physically large selective SAW IF filter. It abo eliminates the imaging problem so common in superheterodyne designs. e-.pccially in the crowded multiband cellular spectrum.
With direct conversion. baseband filtering can be accompli~hed b) using simple low-pas!'.
RC filters and/or DSP lilters. The I and Q '>ignab arc digitized. and a DSP chip performs additional liltering. demodulation. and voice decoding. Modem IC designs have
essentially eliminated the LO leakage and de off\et problems ordinarily associated with
direct-conversion designs.

Low IF. Another popular alternative i1. low-lr architecture. When an LF is used near the
baseband frequencies, filtering is simple and very effective. A typical GSM chip set using
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Figure 20-20

A direct-conversion receiver.
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this design is shown in Fig. 20-21. Made by Silicon Laboratories' 0.18-J..l.m CMOS. the
Si4200 transceiver and Si4 133T frequency synthesizer can work in any of the GSM bands
in the United States or Europe. Most 2G and later phones are mu ltiband phones that can
operate in three or four bands, thereby permitting widespread roaming. The antenna connects to an electronic transmit-receive (TX/RX) switch made with GaAs PIN diodes. The
incoming signal i., applied to one of three SAW filters that select the desired band, the
900- or 1800-MH; European bands or the 800- or l900-MH7 PCS band'> in the United
States. A newer vcr'>ion of the chip includes the European 900-M H; band. Each SAW
filter drives indh idual L A<, that feed a block of quadrature and image reject mixers.
An image reject mixer use~ a technique similar to the phasing method of generating a singlc-'>idcband <SSB) <;ignal described in Chap. 4. The simplified concept i'> shown

Figure 20-2 1

Silicon Labs' GSM transceiver chip set.
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Figure 20- 22

An image reject mixer.
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in Fig. 20-22. Assume that the incoming composite signal
nal A, coswsl plus the image signal A1 cosw1t or

I'

consists of the desired sig-

v = A, cosw.,t + A1 cosw1t
Remember that the image frequency is twice as high as the IF. This composite signal is
applied to two mixers that are also fed with quadrature (90° separation) LO signals
(sinw,) or cosw0 t). Each mixer produces the sum and difference frequencies. Assuming
that we keep the difference. we filter out the sum frequencies with low-pass filters. As
a result, we generate signals vx and vy:

vx = A_, sin/2[(sin(w,.. - w,)t ] + A;12[sin (wo - w1)t ]
vy

= As sin/2(cos(w

0

-

ws)t ] + A;12[cos(w 0

-

<v1)t ]

Shifting the signal at X by 90° produces the signal vz.
Vz

= A.sin/2(cos(w, -

£u 0 )t] - A;12[cos(wn- w1)t]

Adding the signals vy and v2 produces

Ascos(wo - Ws)t
Note thm the image signal components cancel and thus have been effectively rejected.
The difference IF signal is preserved. As in the phasing method of SSB, the amount of
the rejection depends on how well the circuits and signal levels are balanced and the precision of the 90° phase shifts.
The quadrature signal technique is also used to recover the phase and frequency content of the GMSK-modulated GSM signal. In the mixer block of Fig. 20-2 I, the incoming signal is applied to two mixers simultaneously. One receives the LO signal from the
RF PLL directly (sine), and the other receives a signal shifted 90° (cosine). This results
in down conversion as well as the generation of in-phase(/) and quadrature (Q) signals
necessary for demodulation. The IF signals are the difference between the incoming signal and LO or, in this case, I00 kHz. Simple integrated RC low-pass filters are used to
eliminate the sum signals resulting frbm the conversion. This step is followed by programmable gain amplifiers (PGAs) that equalize the signal levels. The low-IF signals are
then applied to two delta-sigma (tl};.) A!D converters running at 13 MHz.
The digitized signals go to the baseband circuit, which is usually a DSP chip, where
they receive a second down conversion to baseband and filtering. The signals are then
demodulated by the DSP. ln this chip, lhe DSP circuitry is hardwired rather than being
programmable. as in a typical DSP chip. The recovered digital data is then sent to the
vocoder, where the voice signal is recovered.
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Jn the transmitter section, the voice signal is digitized by the vocoder, whose output
i!. ~ent to the DSP. where mixing b perfom1ed to produce the I and Q signals. Digitalto-analog converters convert the I and Q signals to analog. The !.ignals are sent to the
mixer block in the Si4200 chip. Again, !lee Fig. 20-21. The mixers work with the fF PLL
to generate a 400-MHz. intermediate signal that is used to produce the final operating
frequency. The output carrier is generated by the transmit VCO, which is part of a PLL
that converts the 400-MHz. signal to the linal frequency. The PLL acts as a bandpass filter to minimize noise. interference, and spurious signals, thereby eliminating the need
for an output SAW filter.
The second chip in Fig. 20-21 is the Si4133T frequency !.ynthesizer. A more detailed
diagram of this chip is shown in Fig. 20-23. ll consists of three PLL synthesizers with programmable divide-by-N frequency dividers. All the synthe i7ers operate from an external
temperature-controlled crystal oscillator (TCXO) running at 13 or 26 MHz. The oscillator
1-.ignaJ i~ divided internally by 2 if a 26-MHz signal is used. and then the 13-MHz signal is
divided by either 64 or 65 and used as the reference for all three PLLs.
In Fig. 20-23 in the two upper PLLs, the RF VCOs provide a center frequency of
1900 or 1350 MHz depending on the band selected. The lower PLL VCO runs at
825 MHz and is used to operate the IF circuits. The PLL frequenc ies are set as usual by
selecting the proper frequency-division ratio in the feedback paths of the PLLs. A 22-bit
serial data word from the embedded controller in the cell phone sets the frequency of
each PLL as the need for channel change is determined by the base station.
Thanks to ever-decreasing semiconductor circuit processes. the two chips described
earlier are now available on a single chip. In fact. several companies such as Silicon Laboratories. Philips Semiconductor. ST Microelectronics, Texas Instruments. and others
now produce single-chip cell phones that allow manufacturers to produce even smaller
and cheaper cell phone models.

Figure 20-23

Simplified block diagram of Silicon labs' SI4133T frequency synthesizer chip.
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2.5G cell phone system

2.5G Cell Phone Systems
The designation 2.5G refers to a generation of ceJJ phones between the original secondgeneration (2G) digital phones and the newer third-generation (3G) phones. The 2.5G
phones bring data transmission capability to 2G phones in addition to normal voice service. A 2.5G phone permits subscribers to exchange e-mails and access the Internet by
cell phone. Because of the small screen si1.e and a small or very restricted keyboard, data
transmission capability is limited but available to those who need it.
Currently, three technologies are used in 2.5G systems: GPRS, EDGE, and
CDMA2000. Although GPRS and EDGE systems have been implemented, they are generally considered to be temporary solutions to the need for data transmission capability
in cell phones. True high-speed packet data capability is available with 3G phones. The
CDMA2000 technology is an extension and improvement of the 1S-95A/B standard.

GPRS (general packet radio
service)

GPRS. One popular 2.5G technology is the general packet radio .!lervice (GPRS). This
system is designed to work with GSM phones. It uses one or more of the eight TDMA
time slots in a GSM phone system to transmit data rather than digitit.ed voice. Depending on how many of the eight time s lots are used, the data rate can vary from about
20 kbps up to a maxi mum of 160 kbps. A typical rate is about 40 kbps. which is more
than e nough for e-mail and short message service (SMS) but poor for Internet access.
Each GSM frame has eight time slots for data. Refer to Fig. 20-18. The overall bit
rate is 270 kbps. In voice operation, each slot contains the compressed or vocoded voice
signal. In GPRS. other types of data can be transmitted. The data rate that can be
achieved is a function of the type of coding used (FEC) and the number of time slots
allotted to the data. The GPRS standard, which was created by the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ET$1), is now maintained by the Jfd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP). It defines four levels of data coding referred to a CS-1 through
CS-4. The most robust coding scheme CS-1 produces fewer errors, but the maxi mum
data speed per slot is 8 kbps. The least robust coding method is CS-4, but it produces a
data rate to 20 kbp . To achieve maximum data rate. you could use all eight slots for a
rate of 8 X 20 kbps = 160 kbps. However, this i. never done. Instead, GPRS defines
12 classes that give differem levels of data speed. The selection of the desired class is
made by the cell phone carrier who sets just how much of the network capacity is devoted
to voice and to data. The classes are shown in the table.

GPRS Class
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Number of
Downlink Slots

Number of
Uplink Slots

1
2
2
3
2
3
3
4
3
4
4

1
2
1
2
2
3
1
2
2
3

4

4

The odd classes arc rarely, if ever, used. Class 2 is the most used minimal configuration. Class 12 gives downlink and uplink data rates of 80 kbps maximum. The carrier
usually adjusts the class to match its own mix of voice and data users and often charges
the data user on a per-kbps basis. Keep in mind, too, that the GPRS method involves an
automatic rate adjustment algorithm that adjusts the c la~s and data rate to the robustness
of the wireless channel. O ver shorter distances with less noise and interference, the
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system can achieve the maximum data rate. Over longer distances with added noise. the
system adjusts itself to a lower data rate to ensure accurate transmission of the data.
Virtually all modern GSM phones come with GPRS, but the user must sign up for
services (instant messaging, e-mail, etc.) related to this capability.

EDGE. A faster 2.5G technology is e11hanced data rate for GSM evolution ( EDG £). It
is based upon the GPRS system but uses 8-PSK modulation instead of GMSK to achieve
even higher data rates up to 384 kbps.
EDGE is sometimes referred to as enhanced GPRS (EGPRS). It is usually implemented as a software upgrade to the base stations but also requires a linear power amplifier. Both hardware and software changes are needed in a GPRS handset. EDGE uses
the GPRS class concept whereby the data rate is a function of the encoding and the number of time slots used. By using 3?T/8-8PSK modulation, 3 bits is coded per symbol
change, thereby tripling the gross data rate. The theoretical maximum data rate is
473.6 kbps with all eight slots used. A more typical implementation is the use of four
slots for a data rate of 236.8 kbps. Again, a data rate algorithm automatically backs off
on the rate as channel conditions degrade due to noise or increased distance. Typical
everyday rates are usually over I 00 kbps but less than 200 kbps.
One of the key changes required when EDGE is implemented is the need for linear
power amplitiers both at the base station and in the handset. GMSK as used in GSM
and GPRS is a type of FM with a constant envelope (amplitude) carrier that changes in
frequency with the modulation. FM permits more efficient class C, D, E. and F amplifiers to be used. These amplifiers clip or distort the amplitude of a signal but with FM
that does not interfere with the modulation. When 3?T/8-8PSK is used, the envelope does
change as the signal switches from one phase to another. Therefore, to retain the information content, the amplitude of the signal must be preserved through amplification. A
class AB linear power amplifier must be used. Some base stations already use such amplifiers and so may simply adjust them to maximum linear operation rather than maximum
efficiency.
In the handsets. efficient class C or E/F power amplifiers in the transmitter must be
replaced with a class AB linear amplifier. This is a significant change in a handset as
the lower efficiency produces greater heat and shortens the battery life.
Some manufactures have solved the problem by incorporating a new form of modulation called polar modulation. Refer to Fig. 20-24 which shows the basic concept of
this method. Tn polar modulation, the nonnal I and Q rectangu lar baseband outputs from
the DSP to the transmitter are first converted to a polar format with an amplitude phasor
and a phase angle component. The phase signal is usually fed directly to a DAC whose
output is the input to a phase-locked loop (PLL) that's used a~ a phase/frequency modulator. The output is an FSK signal. The PLL YCO output signal is then fed directly to
a PA that operates near the saturation/clipping level. It can use any one of the more efficient nonlinear amplifiers designs such as class E.
A DAC converts the amplitude phasor to a signal that can now amplitude-modulate
the PA. The method is similar to that used in older high-level AM collector modulators.

Figure 20-24

EDGE (enhanced data rate for GSM
evolution)

Basic concept of a polar modulated EDGE transmitter.
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Refer to Fig. 4-13. The amplitude signal is u~d to control a device <,uch as a MOSFET in
series with the PA's collector or drain supply to actually perfonn the amplitude variation. In
older AM transmitters, the final PA operated efficiently as a chu;s C amplifier while the
modulation was applied with a transfonner in the collector supply line. With this polar modulation scheme you can use an efficient PA but with the necessary amplitude variation
components. There are numerous other schemes to produce polar modulation.

COMA2000. A third, different form of 2.5G digi tal cell phone i~ designated
CDMA2000. This standard wu~ developed by Qualcomm. It is an extension of the widely
used IS-95 COMA standard also known as cdmaOne. The earliest versions of this radio
syste m were correctly designated as a 2.5G technology, but subsequent improved version'> have c learly made it a 3G technology bccauc;e or the high data rates it can achieve.
The basic CDMA2000 data transmission method is generally called I X RTT (radio
tran\mission technology). It uses the same 1.25-MHt-wide channel!. but also changes the
modulation and coding formats to actually double the voice capacity over that in IS-95.
The data capability is packet-based and permit!. a data rate of up to 144 kbp~ which is
comparable to EDGE. A version designated 3X RTT uses three 1.25-MHz channel!. for
a total bandwidth of 3.75 M Hz. By using a higher chip rate. a maximum date rate roughly
3 times the I X RTI speed (432 kbps) is pos~ible.
The more recent version is called I XEV-00 or Evolution-Data Optimized. It ha" a
higher data rate approaching 3. 1 Mbps downlink and an uplink rate up to 1.8 Mbp.,.
These speeds definitely qualify this system a., a 3G technology. CDMA2000 and ill> variations arc supported by U.S. cmTiers Veri.wn and Sprint Nextel.

iDEN

TECHNOLOGY

A unique cell phone methodology you will sometimes hear about is the integrated digital enhanced network (iDEN) developed by Motorola for the Nextel cell phone system. It is a digital
TDMA system that puts six channels in a 25-kHz band. One of the unique features of the system
is that it permits immediate push-to-talk (PTI) communications by those on the network. There
is no need to dial. Just push the transmit button as you would in other half duplex two-way radio
systems. It also supports paging and a slow data rate messaging feature. A faster version called
WiDEN using four 25-kHz channels to get a data rate of 96 kbps has been developed but has not
been adopted.
Nextel was recently acquired by Sprint and so has deemed iDEN an older technology for
which there is no upgrade path. Users will no doubt be directed to the newer CDMA2000 methods.

3G Cell Phone Systems
3G cell phone system

International Mobile
Telecommunication 2000
(IMT-2000)
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Third-generation (3G) cell phones are true packet data phones. They feature enhanced
dig ital voice and high-speed data transmission capability. Third-generation phone!> were
originally described by the term International Mobile Telecommunication 2000, or IMT2000. The 2000 refer" to 2000 MHz. the approximare center of the frequency range
defined for 3G ( 1800 to 2200 MH£). The goal of the International Telecommunication"
Union (ITU) was to define a worldwide standard for future cell phones to v.hich all other
systems could evolve, thereby providing full global roaming. An IMT-2000 phone can
achieve a dara rate up to 2.048 Mbps in a fi xed position. 384 kbps in a slow-moving
pedestrian environment, and 144 kbps in a fast mobile enviro nment. With suc h highspeed capabi lity. a 3G phone can do lots more than just transmit high-quality digital
voice.
Some potential 3G applications include fa'>l e-mail and Internet access. With larger
color screens and full keyboards. cell phones can act more as small computer terminal<,.
Chapter 20

The 3G phone~ are already being packaged with personal digital a~~istants (PDA~) such
as the Palm Pilot. High '>peed abo permits the transmi~~ion of video. Subscribers can
watch a movie on their 3G phones. although the small screen limits viewing. In ~orne models. a built-in ceo camera lets cell phones become picture phones and digital cameras.

UMTS JG
The ITU did not -.pccify a particular technology to implement 3G. However, it did recommend one world"' ide version known as wideband COMA (WCDMA). Thi'> syMcm is
also known a., the Unil·ersal Mobile Telecommunicatiom Sen 'ice ( UMTS). While the
standard i'> <.,till ba'>ed in the ITU, it is maintained and promoted by the Third Generation
Partnership Project (3GPP).
WCDMA is a direct "equence spread spectrum technology. In the most popular configuration, it is designed to u~e a 3.84-MHL. chipping rate in 5-MHz-wide band!.. Duplexing is FDD requiring the matching of 5-MHz channels. The modulation is QPSK. It can
achieve a packet data rate up to 2 Mbps.
A key problem in implementing 3G is the need for huge portions or spectrum. New
spectrum is scarce and expensive. In Europe. paired bands in the 1900- to 2200-Ml-1/
range are avai lable. In the United States. the 806- to 890-MI-1/ rnngc can be used for 3G
in ~ome area\. The Department or Defense has transferred some of its spectrum in the
1710- to 1885-M II; runge to the FCC for auction to carrier:-. Also, ~ome segment~ of
the 2500- to 2690-M IIt band will be available. The exact 3G !>pectrum varie'> widely
depending on \\hich part of the world you are in. making it extremely diflicult to design
a cell phone that is fully operable worldwide.
The UMTS 3G ~tandard abo dctines a TDD version knO\\ n a-; TO-SCOMA for timedivi<,ion -,ynchronous code-di\ i~ion multiple access. ll is designed to usc a 1.6-M H;-wide
channel ""ith a chipping rate of 1.28 MHL. Di fferent time slots in the timc-muhiplexcd
data ~tream are assigned to uplink and downlink activity. The number of uplin" and
downlink channel~ ma) be dynamicall) assigned . o that a carrier can adjust the ~yMem
to the traffic load at any given time. The primary benefits of TD-SCDMA arc that IC'>'>
spectrum i'> needed. Only a single 1.6-MHz channel is needed. Furthermore. since
duplexing i!. TDD, there is no need for paired spectrum a" in WCDMA or GSM or any
other FDD -,ystcm. The dowm.ide is that the system is more complex because of the
extreme need for accurate timing and synchronization required for proper operation. So
far. the only nation to adopt TO-SCOMA as a standard i~ China.
When the 3G WCDMA standard was tirst adopted. it was assumed that it would be
put into usc far faster than it has. During the past years. wireless technology has changed.
making the original specifications somewhat behind the times. The maximum 2-Mbps
data rate was assumed to be fast enough for any service. But today. the demand for faster
data ~peeds is growing, especially because of the growing demand for mobile video service. Because of the need for faster systems. a new system compatible with WCDMA
has been developed. Known as hi~?h-speed downlink packet acceJ.I ( HSDPA), thi!. socalled 3.5G technology is an add-on to WCDMA system!>. HSDPA is to WCDMA a'>
IxEV-00 is to cdma2000. It provides a packet data rate from the ba...e station to the
handset over 5 times that of the 2-Mbps maximum rate of WCDMA.
HSDPA m.e., an adaptive coding and modulation !>Cheme with QPSK and 16-QAM.
Data i., tran-.miucd in 2-m.., frames. There are 12 categories of HSDPA that define diiTerent
coding and modulation ...chemes. The minimum is category 11.900 kbp-. U'>ing QPSK.
Category 6 ghe-. 3.6 Mbps using 16-QAM. The maximum data nne is 14.4 Mbp'> using
16-QAM in category 10. The actual rare achjeved is a function of the lin" quality. High noi!.e
and long range give a lower rate. The rate adapts to the channel conditions automatically.
While most data need~ will be served by a high-speed downlink capability. in some
applications a fa'>t uplink may be needed. This is accommodated by a companion ~tan
dard known a-. high-speed uplink packet access ( HSUPA). A fa~t hand ~ct to base .,tation
rate is more difficult to implement so uplink rates are naturally -;lower. HSUPA provide!.
a maximum data rate of 5.76 Mbps. Again, the rate adapts to the channel condi tion~.
Cell Phone Technologic~
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lt has taken many yean. for WCDMA 30 to be adopted. as it requires a complete new
system infTastructure to be put in place. All new base stations require an investment of
many billions of dollars. Furthermore, it requires significantly more spectrum than older
technologies, and today governments sell spectrum to the highest bidder after adding additional costs. The availability (or not) of spectrum in many parts of the world is also an is~ue.
All new, more expensive, and complex hand!>et'> arc abo needed. It i., no wonder that cell
phone carriers have delayed this investment. They did so by expanding their 20 system' to
2.50 with lower-cost upgrades to existing equipment and system'>. New handset de~ign'>
were also evolutions rather than the revolution required by 30. The high-speed packet data
access provided by 2.50 systems has been more than adequate in satisfying users with
e-mail, messaging, Internet access, and other features such as digital cameras and even video.
The normal planned upgrade path for carrier<, now using GSM, GPRS. and EGDE
is to adopt WCDMA. Thi., i'> the preplanned path for most European carriers and the
U.S. carriers Cingular and T-Mobile. Currently over one-half of the European carrier'
have launched 30 service. In the United State'>, 30 service is only available in a few
major cities, but the conversion is underway. Carriers must continue to maintain their
older systems as the 30 systems are phased in. In addition, handset manufacturers now
offer 30 phones all of which also contain full GSM, GPRS. and EDGE capability if the
subscriber happens to be in an area not served by 30.

CDMA2000
While CDMA2000 started as a 2.5G method, its subsequent upgrades to I xEV-DO have
made it clearly a valid 30 technology. Already, both Verizon and Sprint Nextel have
implemented I xEV-DO in many U.S. cities. The downlink packet rate can be as high as
2.4 Mbps while the uplink rate is a maximum or 153.6 kbps. Thi'> technology uses the
exic,ting 1.25-MH z bands used for all CDMA2000.
A newer version known as I xEV-DV for Evolution-Data/Voice has a maximum
packet rate of 3.07 Mbp.,. Uplink speed is the ~arne as that of I xEV-DO. It has not yet
been widely adopted.
CDMA2000 is by fnr the most widely adopted 30 technology worldwide. What
makes it so successful and desirable is that it is fully backward-compatible with all other
versions of CDMA2000 as well as the older cdmaOne (IS-95) phones and system!.. It is
expected that WCDMA usage will eventually equal and possible surpass CDMA2000
use although both will continue to be supported.
What is interesting io; that other non-cell phone technologic~ such as wireless localarea network (WLAN) and wireless metropolitan-area network (WMAN) technologies will
compete with 30 systems in some areas. Both of the wireless systems, described in
Chap. 2 1. were developed for reasons other than voice communications. WLANs arc used
to connect computers into networks. WMANs are used as broadband networks to compete
with cable TV and DSL line.,. Yet, by using Voice over fnternet Protocol (VoiP) methods,
both of these wireless methods are capable of providing voice service. It is possible that
future cell phones wiJI be capable of placing calls from one of three different systems.

4G Systems
While 30 systems have yet to be fully deployed. already work is continuing on a fourthgeneration cell phone syMem. It i.; expected that the 4G system will feature orthogonal
frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM), MIMO, or adaptive antenna arrays and have
a packet data rate of up to 20 Mbps. Such systems are not expected until well after 20 I 0.

Advanced Cell Phones
Cell phones are no longer ju-;t two-way radio'> for making phone calls. Handset manufacturer<> have built in a wide mnge of feature'> that make the cell phone the hottest. most
desired consumer electronic product ever developed. Here are just a few of the neat
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features you can now enjoy. As you consider each, think of what electronic circuits and
systems are needed to make these features work.

Color LCD Screens. Early cell phone screens were monochrome, but today color is
common. It brightens the display and permits advanced features such as digital cameras
and video to be implemented.

Digital Cameras. Over 50 percent of all cell phones sold today have a built-in digital camera. A lens focuses a scene on a CCD imaging device. which converts it to a
serial color bit stream that is stored in memory. The picture is displayed on the cell
phone's color LCD screen. lt may then be transmitted to any other phone or PC via
e-mail. While these cameras do not have the resolution of standalone digital cameras,
their quality is excellent with as many a 2 megapixels. Many are also capable of storing
a small amount of real-time video imaging as a camcorder does.

E-mail. While many cell phones are capable of sending and receiving e-mail via a Wireless Internet connection, special phones designed especially to deliver and accept e-mail
have become enormously popular. The most widespread is the Research In Motion (RIM)
product known as BlackBerry. This device is a fully functional cell phone, but it has a full
alphanumeric QWERTY keyboard that subscribers use to thumb-type messages. The accompanying e-mail service automatically pushes any new e-mails out to the device through special software and services implemented by the cell phone carrier and RIM. Similar phones
such as the Palm Treo and models from Motorola and Nokia are also available.

Games. Many cell phones incorporate individual user games with color graphics and
sound. New games may be downloaded, and in some cases gaming is interactive online
via the Internet.
GPS. A few cell phones contain a complete Global Positioning System satellite navigation receiver for pinpointing the exact location.
Internet Access. Virt11ally all cell phones today allow access to the Internet. A special operating system reformats the images for the small screen.
MP3 Players. Many of the newer phones are now available with MP3 music players that
allow a user to store hundreds of favo1ite songs in flash mem01y for replay when the cell
phone is not being used. Some phones offer a miniature hard drive to store even more songs.
Push-to-Talk. This feature is common on all half duplex two-way radios. This special
service allows users within a group or company to stay in touch instantly without d ialing.
FM Radio. The availability of a single-chip FM radio lets cell phone manufacturers
build a regular 88- to 108-MHz stereo FM radio into a phone. The headset cable does
double duty as the antenna.

Wireless Headsets. HeadsetS are widely available for cell phones. Most attach to
your ear and include a single earphone and a microphone. it makes hands-free cell phone
operation possible. A key itTitation is the cable between the phone and headset. The problem in now solved with the common availability of a wireless headset. Both the headset
and the phone have built-in short-range transceivers that talk to one another, eliminating
the cable. The technology used is Bluetooth, desclibed in Chap. 21.
Video. Thanks to high-speed data transmission in cell phones and video compression
technology, TV on a cell phone is now possible. Although watching movies or long
programs is impractical, many short video programs are being developed and new video
services tested.
Cell Phone Technologies
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location-Based Technology. Another feature included in modern phones is
enhanced 9JJ ( £91 1) capability. This sy tern is mandated by the U.S. government. All
cell phone carriers must have a system that makes it possible to locate any cell phone
position automatically. Th i ~ permits emergency medical services or automobile towing
crews to find the cell phone used to make the 911 e mergency call. Several different systems have been adopted by the various carriers. Mo t COMA phones contain a GPS
receiver that transm its its coordinates digitally to the carrier, from which they can be forwarded to emergency services. GSM, GPRS, and EDGE phones use a system called
Uplink-Time Difference of Arrival (U-TDOA), a method of triangulation based on cell
phone signals being received at three different cell sites. Although many subscribers like
the idea of having their location known, others believe that this i~ an invasion of privacy.
Carriers are anempting to de,ise various '·location service!." that they might selJ to subcribers. For example. such services could provide information or advertisements about
nearby restaurants or parking lots.
Figure 20-25 shows a generic block diagram of an advanced cell phone. Called a
feature phone or smart phone, this device contains many of the features listed above. No
phone has all features. Users choose from hundreds of offerings that provide just the features they want.
Note in Fig. 20-25 that the average cell phone today contains multiple radios. This
one contains a UMTS/WCDMA 3G radio but also a complete GSM/GPRSIEDGE radio

Enhanced 911 (E911) capability

Figure 20-25

General block diagram of an advanced cell phone.
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when WCDMA service is not an1ilable. This phone also has a Bluetooth transceiver for
wireless headset operation. but it can also be used to interface to a laptop computer for
Internet access via the cell phone service. A GPS receiver (RX) ic; included for navigation.
Most of the special and advanced features are implemented by one or more processors. The processor may be a single powerful 32-bit microcontroller or a 32-bit microcontroller plus one or more OSPs. Since cell phones arc essentially software-defined
radios today. virtually all modulation, demodulation, encoding, decoding. and voice or
video compression and decompression are handled by one or more processors. The
processor runs an operating system that manages the DRAM and nash memory and all
the inputs. outputs. and applications. Software is stored in a ROM.
A key element of a cell phone is its battery supply and power management hardware. The battery operates a ''hole array of multiple voltage regulators and de-de converters that supply all the different operating voltages to the various ICs. interfaces. and
peripheral devices. The power management system also shuts down unneeded circuits
and devices when they are not in U!.e. to extend battery life and time between charges.
The battery charger is built in. The tradeoff in any cell phone today is features versus
talk and charge time. For every new feature added, more current is drawn from the bauery
so battery life shortens and charge intervals decrease.

Base Stations
The mo!.t complex and expen<;i\e part of any cellular telephone system is the networJ...
of base stations that carrier~ must have to make it all wort.... Over the years. carriers have
added many more base stations to handle the constantly growing number of subscribers.
In addition. each base station has expanded and become more complex because of the
growing number and variety of radio standards it must handle. Base stations must continue to support AMPS through 2007 as well as 2G technologies. 2.5G enhancements,
and now 3G systems. Support for multiple standards has led to considerably more equipment. An effort has been made by base station manufacturers to consolidate the equipment
by u!.ing software-defined radio techniques and DSP. These methods permjt the base station receivers to accommodate existing multiple standards and to be able to work with
new standards by reprogramming rather than replacing equipment.
Base l.tations conc;ist of multiple receivers and transmillers so that many calls can be
handled on many different channels simultaneously. The transmitters in the cell site are
much more powerful than those in the handsets. Power levels up to 40 W are typical.
These power levels are achieved with highly linear broadband class A or class AB power
amplifiers. Superior linearity is critical, especially in COMA systems that cover a broad
spectrum. Nonlinearities produce intermodulation and spurious signals that can make a
system inoperable. The power amplifiers incorporate special feedback and cancellation
techniques that eliminate distortion and thus ensure linear operation.
The most visible feature of a base station, of course. b its antenna on a tower. The
antennae; used by base stations muM serve many transmillers and receivers by means of
isolators. combiners, and splitters. Base station antennas have become directional rather
omnidirectional. as the cell patterns suggest. This "sectori?ation" of the cell site has
helped to increase subscriber capacity with minimal cost. Most base stations use a triangular antenna array that looks like the one shown in Fig. 20-26. On each side of the
triangular frame is an array or three vertical antennas forming a broadside or collinear
an·ay that may also use reflectors. Each of the three arrays produces a gain of about 8 dB
and an antenna pattern with a beam width of 120°. This divides the cell coverage into
three equal sectors. See Fig. 20-27. This directional capability provides excellent isolation of the three sectors. which in turn permits the same channel frequencies to be used
in each of three 120° sectors. Some sites also use two supplementary antennas that provide spatial diversiry. which greatly improves the reception of weak signals from the
handset. Carriers are beginning to use more sophisticated "smart" beam-forming antenna-; with more elements. array!>, and sectors to funher improve capacity as well as to
meet the forthcoming E911 location requirement of the U.S. government.
Cell Phone Technologies
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Figure 20-26

Typtcal triangular cell site antenna.
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Figure 20-27

Horizontal radiation and reception pattern of a typical cell site antenna.
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CHAPTER REVIEW
Summary
The cellular radio system was developed during the I 970~
and came into wide use during the 1980s. Basically. a cellular radio system provide~ standard telephone service by twoway radio. The ori ginal cellular phone system was called the
advanced mobile phone system. or AMPS. It was based on
analog radio technologies.
Cell phone sy~tems divide a geographic area into cells,
each of which covers a few square miles. Each cell is
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connected to a master control center known as the mob\\e
telephone switching office (MTSO).
The five sections of a typical handset are the transmitter,
receiver, frequency synthesizer, l ogic unit, and control unit.
The use of analog cell phones expanded rapidly. so
much so that new and more effi cient ways to increase the
number of user~ a "Y'>tem could handle were needed. Digital
systems have provided the solution to this problem. Analog

systems will remain in use for some time, but digital techniques offer many benefits and will no doubt replace the analog systems in time.
Second-generation (2G) digital cell phones are now
widely used (the first generation was the analog AMPS).
Two 2G !.y'>tem'> u~e time-division multiplexing (TOM).
One is the Global System for Mobile Communications
(GSM). and the other is the IS-136 standard for time-division
multiple access (TDMA). The third 2G system is the lS-95
standard for spread spectrum (SS) and is called code-division
multiple acces<> (COMA).
An intermediate system. called 2.5G, is the generation of
cell phones between 2G and the new third-generation (3G)
phones. T he 2.5G phones provide data transmission capability in addition to voice service. Three 2.5G technologies have

emerged: general packet radio service (GPRS), enhanced data
rate for GSM evolution (EDGE), and C DMA2000.
Third-generation (3G) cell phones are true packet data
phone!., featuring enhanced digital voice and high-speed
data transmission. They were originally described by the
term International Mobile Telecommunication 2000, or IMT2000. Applications of 3G cell phones include fast e-mail and
Internet access and even video. ln some models a CCD
camera turns 3G phones into picture phones and cameras.
Another fearure is E911 capability, which makes it possible
to locate any cell phone position.
II is expected that two 3G systems w ill eventually coexist: wideband C OMA (WCDMA) and C D MA2000 (an
e nhancement by Qualcomm of IS-95). F ourth-generation
(4G) systems using OFDM are already being developed.

Questions
J. What key communication tec hnology is referred to
when the term wireless is used?
2. What i!> the name of the original North American analog cell phone system?
3. ame the two main frequency bands used for cell
phones in the United States.
4. What primary characteristic determines cell site
coverage'?
5. What doc~ PCS mean. and what does it refer w?
6. Name four access methods used in cellular systems.
7. True or fabc? Cellular telephone radios operate full
duplex.
8. What type of modulation is used in an analog cellular
radio?
9. What is the maximum power output of an AM PS
mobile handset?
10. What is the transmit frequency range?
11. W hat is the receive frequency ra nge?
12. W hat is the channel spac ing between AMPS cell ular
stat ions?
13. What is the separation between send and receive
frequencies?
14. Which type of duplexing is the most widely used'?
J 5. What circuit in the cellular telephone allows a transmitter and receiver to share an anten na?
16. What i'i the source of the frequency divider ratios in the
frequency -.ynthesizer PLLs in the cellular telephone'?
17 . Name two signals that are transmitted back to the cell
'>ite and monitored by the MTSO.
18. amc three conditions in the transceiver controlled by
the MTSO.
19. What is the name of the secrion of the cellular transceiver that interprets the serial digital data from the cell
site and MTSO?
20. What i~ the NAM. and where is it kept?
2 1. What type of IC implements the control section of a
cell phone?

22. How arc the transmit and receive frequenc ies used by
a cell ular telephone determined?
23. What is the purpose of the APC circuit? What opera tel>
this circuit?
24. What technique allows multiple base stations to share
a common channel?
25. Name the major benefits of digital cellular radio over
analog.
26. What is a vocoder?
27. List the three primary 2G digital cell phone systems
u~ed worldwide. Which is the most widely used?
28. Name the two primary functions of a vocoder.
29. In IS-136 TDMA. how many users can use a single
30-k Hl. channel?
30. What is the modulation used in LS- 136 TDMA?
31. W hat is the data rate in an TS- 136 channel?
32. W hat organization maintains the standards fo r TS-136
and IS-95?
33. W hat unit of measure is used to determi ne the spectra l
efficiency of a mod ulatio n sche me?
34. What is the bandwidth of a GSM channel?
35. How many users can share a channel in GSM ?
36. True or false? GSM uses T DMA.
37. What modulation is used in GSM?
38. What type of multiuser access is available in !S-95
CDMA'?
39. What is the bandwidth of a typical COMA channel'?
State the maximum number of subscribers that can u~e
the channel.
40. What feature of COMA is critical to its succe<,s in
reception?
41. By what method is a CO MA channelized?
42. What two receiver architectures are common in most
modern 2G cell phones? State why they are preferred
over the older superheterodyne architectures.
43. Are low- IF receivers dual-conversion?
44. Why is the //Q circuit arrangement used in cell phone<,'!
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45. What is an image reject mixer? Explain briefly how it
works.
46. List four functions typically performed by a DSP chip
in the baseband part of a cell phone.
47. At what point in most receivers arc the AID converters
placed?
48. In the OSM transceiver described in the text, how is the
channel frequency selected?
49. Describe the basic antenna structure of a typical cell
c;ite base station.
50. Describe the antenna radiation pattern and explain
how it permits sectorization.
51. How does the antenna permit frequency reuse?
52. What types of amplifiers are used in base stations?
What is their power level?
53. Why is power amplifier linearity so important?
54. Name the three 2.50 technologies widely used to
transmit data via cell phone.
55. What makes E DG E faster than OPRS?
56. What name did the !TU give to the 30 cell phone
effort?
57. State the basic characteristics and features of a 3G cell
phone.
58. Name four data applications of 2.50 and 3G phones.
59. What is E911? Name two ways in which it is
implemented.
60. Name the most popu lar e-mai l phone.

61. Is CDMA2000 a 2G or 3G technology? Explain. Who
developed it?
62. What is the typical average data rate of a phone with
GPRS? EDGE?
63. What are the names of the fastest versions of
CDMA2000? What are their maximum data rates?
64. What 3G technology did Chi na adopt'?
65. Name the technology that makes WCDMA faster.
What modulation methods are used?
66. List the primary bands to be used for 3G phones in the
United States. What are two potential future bands?
67. What is the name of the modulation method adopted by
orne EDGE handsets?
68. Why do EDGE cell phones and base stations require
linear power amplifiers?
69. True or fa lse? A WC DM A 3G handset can communicate with a CDMA2000 base station.
70. True of fa lse? A WCDMA 3G handset can communicate with a GSM/GPRS/EDGE base station.
7l. Explain the push-to-talk feature on some cell
phones.
72. Name the U.S. carriers that use GSM/GPRS/EDGE
andWCDMA.
73. Name the U.S. carriers that use CDMA2000.
74. What antenna technology permits increased subscriber
growth on existing base stations?
75. Briefly describe what a 4G phone may be like.

Problems
1. Compute the spectral efficiency of modulation that
gives a data rate of 2.4 Mbps in a bandwidth of
1.5 MHz. •
2. Without any special modulation methods, approximately what bandwidth is needed to transm it a data rate
of 1.2 Mbps?
3. How many phase positions does 7T/4-DQPSK have? •
4. A cell phone receiver has a first IF of 82 MHz and a
second IF of 456kHz. What is the LO frequency on the
second mixer?
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5. In a low-IF cell phone receiver. what is the IF? •
6. How many GSM channels can exist in the spectrum of
Fig. 20-4(b)?
+Answers to Selected Problems fo((ow Chap. 22.

Wireless Technologies
•
Introduction
The most prevalent wireless technology is that associated with cell phones as
described in Chap. 20. However, there are many more wireless systems and applications in common use today. These are primarily short-range systems that have
a range of a few inches up to several miles depending upon the application. This
chapter describes the more widely used of these popular systems. Each is generally defined by a specific industry standard and is identified with one or at least
a few well-known applications. These popular technologies and their main
applications are summarized in the table below. Note that each technology is
identified by its common name or an IEEE standard number. In Fig. 21-1, the
technologies are compared by both data rate and range. As you can see. some
of the technolog ies overlap in their coverage. There is a wireless system that fits
virtual ly every need.

Figure 21-1

Range versus data rate: common wireless technologies.
100 km

10km

1 km

100m

--~

10m

10 MbiVs
Data rate

100 MbiVs

1 GbiVs

Wireless Technology

Primary Applications

Wi-Fi 802.11

Wireless Ethernet LAN

Bluetooth

Short-range wireless primarily for audio

ZigBee 802.15.4

Home/industrial monitoring and control

Ultrawideband (UWB)

High speed and short range for computer
peripherals and video connections

WiMAX 802.16

MAN broadband wireless

Radio-frequency ID {RFID)

Wireless bar code for tracking and ID

Near-field communications (NFC)

Ultrashort-range for smart cards and ID

Industrial scientific medical (ISM)

Mixed-use unlicensed short-range telemetry
and control

Infrared (IR)

Optical wireless for control and data

The fol lowing sections describe each of these technologies in greater detail.

Objectives
After completing this chapter, you will be able to:
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•

Define personal-area network (PAN).

•

Name three popular PAN technologies.

•

Identify the features, benefits, applications, and operation of the wireless
technologies Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, ZigBee, WiMAX, and ultrawideband (UWB).

•

Explain the operation and applications of the wireless technologies RFID,
NFC, and IR.
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21-1 Wireless LAN
Local-area networks (LANs) within a company. government agency, hospital, or other
organitation typically usc CATS or CAT6 unshielded twisted pair as the transport
medium. However, more and more. wireless extensions to these LANs are becoming
popular as arc entirely wireless LA s. Low-cost wireless modems installed in personal
computers and laptops make this possible. Two common configurations are shown in
Fig. 21-2(a). Here a wireless access point (AP) is connected to an existing wired LAN,
usually through an Ethernet switch. This AP contains a transceiver that can cover a specific geographic area. usually inside a building. This area usually extends out to no more
than about I00 m, but generally the range is less due to the great !>ignal attenuation of
the walls. cei lings, floors, and other obstructions. PCs or laptops within that range and
contai ning a radio modem can link up with the AP which, in turn, connects the PC or
laptop to the main LAN and any services generally available via that LAN such as e-mail
and internet access.
Another popular configuration is shown in Fig. 2l-2(b). Here the AP is connec ted
to the main LAN or more common ly to an Internet service provider (IS P) by way or a

Figure 21-2

Types of WLANs. (a) Access point extension to a wired LAN. (b) Public access point via an Internet service
provider (ISP).
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Network address
translation (NAT)

long-range interconnection such as a hardwired Tl or T3 line or a microwave relay link
such as WiMAX, as described later in this chapter. The AP is usually installed in a
restaurant, coffee shop. airport, hotel. convention center. or other public place. It is more
commonly known as a "hot spot." Some cities are also installing municipal hot spots.
Anyone with a laptop equipped with a LAN modem interface can link up to the AP and
access his or her e-mail or the Internet. There are hundreds of thousands of hot spots
around the world.
What makes the wireless LAN so appealing is that it offers flexibility. convenience,
and lower costs. To add a node to an existing wired LAN, the main problem is the new
wiring. If such wiring is not in place already, it is time-consuming and expensive to pull
cables through walls and ceilings and to install connectors. Moving computers within a
building because of office reconfiguration is a huge problem and expense unless existing
wiring can be reused. By using a wireless extension such problems essentially disappear.
Any computer can be located at any new point quickly and easily at no additional cost.
As long as the computer is within the range of the AP, the connection is automatic.
Wireless is a great way to expand an existing network.
Wireless LANs also serve our continuing need to be more mobile in our jobs and
activities. The cell phone has given us freedom to maintain communications anywhere.
at any time. and virtually in any place. The wireless LAN also gives us that same portability for our computers, mainly laptops which have essentially become the de facto PC
form factor. Within an organization. a user can take her or his laptop to the conference
room for a meeting. to a colleague's office. or to the cafeteria for lunch. And with all
the available hot spots, we can use our laptops almost anywhere. especially while we are
traveling.
Another growing use of wireless LANs is in the implementation of home networks.
As more and more famil ies become multi-PC users. there is a need to interconnect each
PC to a broadband Internet connection such as a DSL or cable TV line. It allows each
user to access e-mail or the lntemet or to share a common peripheral such as a printer.
Most homeowners do not want to wire their homes with CAT5/6 cable at great expense.
Installing a wireless LAN is fast, easy, and very inexpensive these days. A special box
called a residential gateway or wireless router connects to the cable TV or DSL and
serves as the access point. This gateway or router uses a software approach called network address translation (NAT) to make it appear as if each networked PC has its own
Internet address. when in reality only the one associated with the incoming broadband
line is used.

Hardware of Wireless LANs

Power over ethemet (PoE)
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The hardware devices in a wireless LAN are the access point or the gateway/router and
the radio modems in the PCs. The access point is just a box containing a transceiver that
interfaces to an existing LAN by way of CATS/6 wiring. It typically gets its de operating power via the twisted-pair cabling since the de supply voltage is superimposed on
the data. The IEEE 802.3af standard related to furni shing de power over the network
cable is referred to as Power over Ethernet (Po£). The AP is usually mounted high on
a wall or ceiling to give good coverage to a specific area. The antenna may be built into
the box or may be a separate array that gives directionality to the AP to ensure coverage of a desired area and minimum interference to other nearby WLANs.
ln a home network, the gateway or router is designed to attach to the DSL or cable
TV modem with CAT5/6 cable. It often attaches to one of the PCs in the home network
by cable. The other PCs link to the gateway/router wirelessly.
The radio modems for each PC take many fonns. All are transceivers with an accompanying antenna. The transceivers are usually a single chip in most of the newer systems.
In the older systems, the modem is contained on a plug-in card for the PC/PC! bus.
Today, it is more common to have the radio modem built into the PC motherboard.
Another form is an external modem that connects to the PC by way of a USB port
common on all PCs. The modem gets its de power via the USB port.
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For laptops. the modem is most often built in. so no special installation is needed.
Another popular format is the card bus modem that plugs into the PCMC IA slot available on most laptops.

Wireless LAN Standards
Over the year-.. a number of wireless L AN methods have been developed. tested, and
abandoned. One c;tandard has emerged as the most flexible. affordable. and reliable.
Known as the IEEE 802.11 standard. it is available in multiple fonm. for different need-;.
The table shows the different versions of the standard and some technical detaib.

IEEE Standard

Frequency,
GHz

Access

802.11a

5

OFDM

Max. Data
Rat e, Mbps
54

Max. Range,

m
50

802.11 b

2.4

DSSS

11

100

802.11g

2.4

OFDM

54

100

802.11n

2.4

OFDM/MIMO

600

100

IEEE 802.11 b. The earliest useful and most widely adopted version of the 802. 11
standard i.; 802.11 b. It operates in II channels in the 2.4-GHz unlicen~ed ISM band.
This band extend-. from 2.4 to 2.4835 MHz for a total bandwidth of 83.5 MHz. The center frequencie-. of each channel are gi\'en below.
Channel

Center Frequency, GHz

1
2
3
4
5

2.412
2.417
2.422
2.427
2.432
2.437
2.442
2.447
2.452
2.457
2.462

6
7

8
9
10
11

Note that the channels are spaced 5 MHz apart over the spectrum. However. each
channel is 22 MHz wide so the channels overlap. Any given AP uses one of these channels.
The acce\s method is direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) so that multiple signals
may share the same band. Channel assignments are critical in faci lities where multiple
WLANo; exi'>t. <>o that interference is minimized.
The 802.11 b standard !>pecifies a maximum data rate to II Mbps. This rate is achieved
only under the most favorable path conditions such as minimum range and minimum
noise. lncre~L'>ing range or noi.,e causes the rate to automaticaUy drop off to 5.5. 2. or
1 Mbps. Thi., helps ensure a reliable connection despite the lower speed. At the 1- and
2-Mbp'> rates. the serial data '>ignal is XORed with an 11 -bit code called the Barf,er
code to produce the DSSS "ignal. This particular bit sequence has unique propertic that
make it ca"y to receive and decode. The Barker sequence is 10110011000. Each serial
data bit i~ XORcd with this code. For modulation. I Mbps is achieved with DBPSK. For
2 Mbp!>. the modulation is DQPSK.
To achieve ih fa~ter rates of 5.5 and ll Mbps. a different form of coding cal led
complemenWr\' code keying (CCK) is used. The serial data sig nal i~ then modified by
Wirelc!>s Technologies

Complementary code
keying (CCK)
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Differential quadrature phase-shift
keying (OQPSK)

Equivalent isotropic radiated power
(EIRP)

using one of 64 eight-bit codes to represent 6 bits of the serial data signal. The bit coded
bits are the chips. The modulation is differential quadrawre phase-shift keying ( DQPSK).
Four chips per 6-bit sequence are used to achieve the 5.5-Mbps rate. The use of CCK
greatly improves the performance of the signal under noise and multipath conditions
because the unique codes have properties that make them easier to identify and decode
under adverse conditions.
As conditions degrade between the AP and the wireless node due to increased
distance. noise, or number of obstacles, the transceiver automatically readjusts to the
changing conditions by adjusting the data rate downward, tirst to 5.5 Mbps also using
DQPSK/CCK, then to 2 Mbps using DQPSK alone. and then to I Mbps using DBPSK.
The maximum allowed equivalent isotropic radiated power (EIRP) is I W. Most IC
transceivers produce an output of 100 mW. Gain antennas may be used as long as the
output power plus the antenna gain is less than the 1-W EIRP allowed. A variety of
power amplifier accessories and amennas are commercially available to customize
each LAN.
The overall range depends upon environmental conditions. Indoors the range is typically less than 100 flat 11 Mbps. It drops to I Mbps at about 300 ft. Outdoors with a
clear line of sight and maximum EIRP. a range up to 8 km (about 12 mi) can be achieved.

IEEE 802.11 a. The 802.11 a standard was developed next. 1t uses the unlicensed
5-GHz band. There are three authorized segments: 5.15 to 5.25 GHz with 50-mW maximum power. 5.25 to 5.35 GHz with 250-mW maximum power, and 5.725 to 5.825 GHz at
a maximum of I W of power. Each of these bands is divided into multiple nonoverlapping
20-MHz-wide channels. Each channel is designed to carry an OFDM signal made up of
52 subcarricrs, 48 for data and the other 4 for error correction codes. Each of the subcarriers is about 300 kHz wide.
As with the 802. J l b standard, the 802.11 a version supports a wide range of data
rates. The fastest is 54 Mbps. Other backoff rates usually include 48. 36, 24, 18, 12,
9, and 6 Mbps. Each uses a different modulation scheme. For 6 Mbps, BPSK is
used. For 12 Mbps, QPSK is used. For the higher rates QAM is used; 16-QAM gives
24 Mbps while 64-QAM is used to achieve 54 Mbps. The standard provides for backoff data rates as the link conditions deteriorate due to increased range, noise, or multipath interference.
The key advantage of the 802. 1 Ia standard is that the frequency band is much less
used than the busy 2.4-GHz band which contains microwave ovens. cordless phones,
Bluetooth wireless. and a number of other services, all of which can cause interference
at one time or another. thereby producing interference tl1at can block communications or
at least decrea<;e the range and data rate. With fewer interfering signals in the 5-GHz
band, there is less interference and greater reliability.
The downside of this standard is its shorter range. As frequency of operation increases,
the given transmission range typically decreases. Indoor operation greatly reduces range
because 5-GHz signals are more easily absorbed and reflected than 2.4-GHz signals. With
802. 11 a. the maximum range is about 50 m at the maximum data rate.
IEEE 802.11 g. The 802.1 1g standard was an attempt to extend the data rate within
the popular 2.4-GHz band. Using OFDM, this standard provides for a maximum data
rate of 54 Mbps at 100 ft indoors. As with the 802.11 a standard, there are lower backoff rates, as described earlier. as the communications path degrades. The 802.11 g
standard also accommodates the 802.11 b standards and so is fully backward-compatible.
An 802. 1 Ib transceiver can talk to an 802.11 gAP but at the lower data rate. An 802. 11 g
transceiver can a lso talk to an 802.11 b AP but also at the lower data rate.
IEEE 802.11 n. The newest standard is the 802.11 n version which was developed to
further increase the data rate. .It also uses the 2.4-GHz band and OFDM. A primary feature of this standard is the use of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) antenna systems
to improve reliability of the link. APs for 802.lln use two or more transmit antennas
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and three or more receive antenna~. The wireless nodes use a similar arrangement. I n
each case multiple transceiver~ are required for the AP and the node. This amlngemcnt
permits a data rate in the 100- to 600-Mbps range at a distance up to 100m. M IMO systems greatly mitigate muhipath problems and help extend the range and reliability of the
wirele~s link.
In all the~e standards, the carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance
(CSMA/CA) acces\ method is used to minimize conflicts among those wircle'>~ nodes
seeking acccs~ to the AP. Each transceiver listens before it transmits on a channel. I f the
channel ic, occupied. the transceiver waits a random period before attempting to transmit
again. Thi., proccs~ continues until the channel is free for transmission.

Wireless Security.

The 802.11 standard also includes provision for encryption to protect the privacy of wireless users. Since radio signals can literally be picked up by anyone with an appropriate receiver, those concerned about privacy and security should use
the encryption feature built into the system. T he basic security protocol is called Wired
Equivalent Privacy (WEP) and uses the RC4 encryption standard and authentication.
WEP may be turned off or on by the user. It does provide a basic level of security; however. WEP has been cracked by hackers and is not totally secure from the most hightech data thieves. Two stronger encryption standards called Wi-Fi Prmected Access (WPA)
and WPA2 are abo available in several forms to further boost the encryption process.
The IEEE also ha<; a security standard called 802.1 I i that provides the ultimate in protection. It removes all doubt about the safety of data transmission for even the toughest
applications. Another standard. 802.1 I x. provides a secure method of authentication for
wireless transactions.
While the IEEE ~tandards artempt to establish the technical specification<, of the
transceivers and their interfaces, different implementations of the standards by different
semiconductor manufacturer<; have created interoperability problem<,. What thi-. means i-.
that even though each manufacturer has met the standard. some minor variation prevents
the transceiver from communicating with the transceiver of another manufacturer. Such
interoperability problem., greatly limited the adoption during the early \tages of 802.11 b
WLANs. It wa.., so bad that manufacturers banded together to form the Wi-Fi Alliance.
Wi-Fi b short for ll'ireless fidelity. and it has been adopted as the trademark of 802.11
products. The Wi-Fi Alliance set up testing and certification standards that all vendors
had to meet to ensure full interoperability of all products. Any Wi-Fi certilied A P or
wireless node wi ll talk to any other Wi-Fi certified products. The full interoperabi lity
brought about by the testing and certification process has made this wireless standard
popular and very widely used.

Equivalent privacy (WEP)

Wi-Fi protected access (WPA)

21-2 PANs and Bluetooth
A personal-area network (PAN) is a very small network that is created informally or on
an ad hoc basis. It typically involves only two or three nodes. but some ~y'>tcm., permit
many nodec; to be connected in a small area. Although PANs can be wired. today all
PAN-. arc wireless.
The mo'>t popular wireless PAN system is 8/uetootlt. a standard developed by the
cell phone company Eric~~on for use as a cable replacement. The objective was to provide hand'>-free cell phone operation by eliminating the cable connecting a cell phone to
a head<,et. Today. this is one of the main applications of Bluetooth. but it also ha., other
cable replacement applications.
Bluetooth is a digital radio standard that uses frequency-hopping spread .,pectrum
(FHSS) in the unlicen<,ed 2.4-GHt fSM band. It hops over 79 frequencies spaced I MHt
apart from 2.402 to 2.480 GH7. The hop rate is 1600 hops per second. The dwell time
on each frequency, therefore. is 1/1600 = 625 JJ.-S. DUling this time. digital data is
transmitted. The total data rate is I Mbps. but some of that is overhead (heade11-., error
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Personal-area network (PAN)

Bluetooth
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Piconet

Scatternet

detection and correction, etc.). The actual data rate b 723.2 kbps l.implex or 433.9 kbps
duplex. The data, which may be voice or any other digitized information, is put into packets and transmitted sequentially in as many as five time slots. The serial data signal is
Gaussian-filtered, and then FSK is used for modulation. The frequency shift between
binary 0 and I is ± 160 kll1.
Three levels of transmio,sion power have been defined. depending upon the application. For shon distance!. up to 10m. cia!.'> 3 power at 0 dBm (I mW) is used. For
longer distances or more robust operation in an environment with obstacles and noise,
the higher-power class 2 can be used with 4 dBm or 2.5 mW. Maximum Bluetooth range
is about I 00 m and is achieved with class I power of 20 dBm or I 00 mW.
Blue10oth transceivers are available as single-chip transceivers that interface to the
device to be part of a PAN. These devices invariably contain some kind of embedded
controller that handles the application. If voice is used. a vocoder is needed.
Bluetooth is set up so that the wireless transceiver constantly sends out a search signal and then listens for other nearby, similarly equipped Bluetooth devices. If another
device comes into range, the two Bluetooth devices automatically interconnect and
exchange data. These devices form what is called a piconet, the linking of one Bluetooth
device that serves as a master controller to up to seven other Bluetooth slave devices.
Once the PAN has been established. the nodes can exchange information with one
another. Bluetooth devices can also link to other piconets to eMablish larger scattemets.
See Fig. 21-3.
A newer version 2.0 of Bluetooth is called Enhanced Data Rate (EDR). It has all
the features described earlier but increases the overall data rate to 3 Mbps. The 3-Mbps
rate includes all the headers and other overhead. The raw data rate is 3 times the 723 kbps
rate mentioned earlier for a net rate of more than 2.1 Mbps. The new protocol stilltran'>mits at I Mbps using GFSK for accessing and recognizing inputs to establish a link and
for the protocol header!>. However, it uses a different modulation method to achieve the
higher data rate in the data payload.
A gross data rate of 2.1 Mbps is achieved by u~ing a form of QPSK called n/4differential QPSK. It uses 90° spaced phase ~hifts of + 135°, +45°, - 45°, and -135°.
lt transmits 2 bits per symbol with a symbol rate of 1 Mbps.

Figure 21-3

Bluetooth p1conet with scatternet link. Up to seven devices can be actively
connected.

Scatternet link
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Staying in touch is as easy as using this small PC card by 3com. The card uses Bluelooth
technology, which enables you to surf on a laptop without being plugged into a phone line.

To reach the 3-Mbps rate, an eight-phase differential phase-shift keying (8DPSK)
modulation scheme is u. ed. lt transmits 3 bits per symbol. Otherwise all 01her characteristics of the Bluetooth Mandard are the same.
The most recent version is one that uses ultrawideband (UWB) for tran<,mis~>ion.
UWB is discussed late r in this chapter. Bluetooth uses the OFDM ven.ion standardized
by the WiMedia Alliance. It permits Bluetooth to achieve data rates from 100 Mbps at
the typical I0-m Bluetooth range to 480 Mbps over 2 to 4 m.
The main applications for Bluetooth are cordless headsets for cell phones, wireless
connections between PCs, or laptop computers and PDAs. A popular configuration is a
PAN that is formed by a number of laptops used by people attending a meeting. They
can exchange electronic business cards and other documents electronically. Other Bluetooth applications arc wireless printer-PC connections, laptop-cell phone connectio ns,
wireless audio headsets, and wireless digital camera-TV set connectio ns. Any wireless
connection over a short distance that is within the data rate capability o f Bluetooth is a
potential application.
The Bluetooth standard is maintained by the Bluetooth Special Interest Group (S IG)
and supported by more than 2000 manufacturers. Chip set prices have dropped below $4
for bulk purchases, making Bluetooth usable in many low-cost consumer items such as toys.

21-3 ZigBee and Mesh Wireless Networks
ZigBee is the commercial name for another PAN network technology based on the IEEE
802.15.4 wireless standard. Like Bluetooth, ir is a short-range technology with networking capability. It was designed primarily for commercial, industrial, and home monitoring and control applications. The 802.15.4 standard defines the so-called air interface,
which is the physical layer (PHY or layer I of the OSI standard) and the media access
control (MAC or layer 2) of the system. The ZigBee Alliance, an organintion of chip,
'>Oftware, and equipment vendors of ZigBee products. specifies additional higher levels
of layers including networking and security.
ZigBce is designed to operate in the license-free spectrum available in the world.
This is defined by the FCC Part 15 in the United States. There are three basic bands and
versions.
Wireless Technologies
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Frequency Band

868 MHz (Europe)
915 MHz
2.4 GHz

Full-function devices (FFOs)
Reduced-function device (RFO)

832

Number of
Channel s

Modulation

1

DSSS/BPSK
DSSS/BPSK

16

DSSS/0-QPSK

Max. Data
Rate, Kbps

20
40
250

While the data rates are low, this is not u!.ually an issue since most applications
are simply transmitting sensor data or making simple on/off operations. Transmission
is by packets with a maximum sile of 128 byte~. I 04 of which is data. Both J6- and
64-bit addressing modes are available. although the maximum is considered to be up to
65.536 total node~. The accel>S method as with Wi-Fi is CSMA/CA. The most widely
used version is the one operating in the 2.4-G Ht band.
As for range, it varies considerably with the application and the environment. Using
2.4 GHz, the typical maximum indoor range is about 30 m. That can extend to 400 m
outdoors with a clear li ne of sight. M aximum range il> obtained at 868 or 900 MH7 and
can be as much as I 000 m with a line-of-sight path.
ZigBee's virtue is its versatile networking capabi lity. The standard supports three
topologies: star. mesh. and cluster tree. The most commonly used are the star and mesh.
illustrated in Fig. 21-4. These network topologies arc made up of three types of ZigBee nodes: a ZigBee coordinator (ZC). a ZigBec router (ZR). and ZigBee end device
(ZED). The ZC initiates a network formation. There is only one ZC per network. The
ZR serves as monitor or control device that observe~ a \ensor or initiates off/on operations on some end device. It al.,o 1-.ervc\ a'> a router as it can receive data from other
nodes and retransmit it to other node'>. The ZED is simply an end monitor or control
device that only receives data or tran'>mits it. It docs not repeat or route. The ZC and
ZR nodes are called fu/1-fimction de1·ice~ ( FFD.\ ). and the ZED is known as a reducedfunction device ( R FD ).
The star configuration in Fig. 21-4(a) is the mo'>t common, where a centrally
located ZR accepts data from or diMributes control data to other Z Rs or ZED . The central ZR then communications back to the ZC which <,erve!> as the master controller for
the system.
In the mesh topology. most of the nodes arc ZR!> which can serve as monitor and
control points but also can repeat or route data to and from other nodes. The value of
the mesh topology is that it can greatly extend the range of the network. If a node lacks
the power or position to reach the de!>ired node. it can transmit its data through adjacent
nodes that pass along the data until the desired location is reached. While the maximum
range between nodes may be only 30 m or less. the rnnge is multiplied by passing data
from node to node over a much longer range and wider area.
An additional feature of the mesh topology is network reliability or robustness. If
one node is disabled. data can still be routed through other nodes over alternate paths.
With redundant paU1s back to the ZC. a ZigBee me~h ensures that data reaches its destination regardles~ of unfavorable condition~. Many critical applications require this level
of reliability.
As for applications. ZigBee can address a wide range of wireless needs. It was
designed primarily for monitoring and control. Monitoring refers to looking at a wide
range of physical conditions. e~pecially temperature, humidity. pressure. the presence of
light. speed, and position information. Sen'>or<, generate an analog signal representing the
physical variable that is amplified and otherwise conditioned and then converted to digital data that is transmitted back to the central monitoring location where decisions are
made. This characteristic makes ZigBee a superior ~hort-range telemetry system in what
is being called wireleS!> sensor networks.
Comrol refers to the sending of command ~ignal!. to initiate some action. Typically
commands are used to tum thing!> off and on. Some examples are lights, motors. solenoids.
relays. and other devices that perform some type of function.
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Figure 21-4

Most common ZigBee network topologies. (a) Star. (b) Mesh.
Z•gBee coordinator (FFO)

. . )Z•gBee router (FFD)

0

ZlgBee end deviCe (RFD or FFO)

Some popular applications include monitoring and controll ing lights; heati ng, ventilating, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems in l arge bui ldings; and industrial monitoring and control in factories, chemical plants, and manufacturing operations. Automatic
electric and gas meter reading is a major new application. Other applications include
medical usc!> such a<, wirelc!-.s patient monitoring. automotive ~ensor sy!>term•• military
battlefield monitoring. and a whole host of consumer applications !)Uch a~ home monitoring and control. remote control of other objects. and ~ecurity. Becau~e ZigBce is so
low-co'>t and battery-operated. it can be used in a wide range of situation~. most of which
probably have not been discovered yet.

21-4 WiMAX and Wireless
Metropolitan-Area Networks
Metropolitan-area networks (MANs) are primarily fiber-optic networks. mol>t often SONET
rings, that connect enterpri!.e LANs to WANs or the Internet backbone. Another typical
MAN is a local cable TV network. Now there is wireless contender for metropolitan-area
networking. Known as WiMAX. it is the wireless system defined by the I EEE 802.16
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standard. lt was developed to provide a wireless alternative to consumers for broadband
Internet connections. These connections are now dominated by cable TV and DSL, but
with the new WiMAX standard, wireless Internet sen>ice providet:s (WISPs) may soon
be offering wireless broadband connections.
The primary standard is known as IEEE 802.16-2004 or 802.16d. Its primary applications will fit into two basic categories: point-ro-point ( P2P) or poinr-to-multipoim
(PM P ). The P2P mode is for applications requiring the transfer of data between two
points. Common examples are cell site backhaul from a base station to the switching
office or Wi-Fi hot spot interconnections to the ISP. Both of these applications typically
rely on hardwired T I or T3 connections which are very expensive. A wireless backhaul
link is far less expensive, not to mention easier to install.
The PMP mode is a broadcast mode from a central base station to multiple surrounding nodes. ln this mode WiMAX serves as a WISP for homes or businesses. In
both modes. the service is assumed to be fixed; i.e.. none of the nodes are mobile.
WiMAX was designed to operate anywhere in the 2- to 6-GHz range wherever
appropriate spectrum is available. The spectrum may be licensed or unlicensed depending upon its location and the host country. The most common bands are 2.3. 2.5 and
5.8 GHz in the United States and 3.5 GHz in Europe, Asia, and Canada.
The maximum data rate is 75 Mbps. but that is usually divided up among a large
number of users. Speed is set by bandwidth which can be anything from 1.75 to 20 MHz.
The WTSP will allocate bandwidth and speed to users based on their needs and charge
accordingly. The maximum range of a single base station is about 30 mi although in a
practical system one base station will usually only cover a range of 2 to 10 km (3.2 to
6 mi). Full duplex using time-division duplexing (TOO) or frequency-d ivision duplexing
(FOO) is supported by the standard. One or the other is chosen based on the application
and the spectrum and service available.
WiMAX uses a 256-carrier OFOM system with adaptive modulation. OFDM is a
superior method that mitigates the line-of-sight (LOS) problems that occur in serving a
large area. Retlections from buildings and other structures cause multipath problems that
can stop a transmission. Trees and houses can absorb the signal , making reception poor
or nonexistent. Yet OFDM helps to lessen lhese problems. The modulation method of
each OFDM channel is selected automatically depending upon the range. noise, and data
rate. The standard supports BPSK. QPSK. I 6-QAM, 64-QAM. and 256-QAM. BPSK
would be selected for longer range and lower speeds: 64-QAM or 256-QAM would be
selected for shorter ranges to give higher speeds.
A mobile version of WiMAX is now available. The standard is IEEE 802.16e 2005.
It is designed to permit nodes to be mobile while maintaining contact with a base station. An example is a WiMAX-enabled laptop on a commuter train or in a car or truck.
The maximum range is about 3 mi , but that will depend upon the environment and terrain. Speeds up to about 75 mi/h can be accommodated. Data rates are adaptable to the
environment and range but can hit a maximum of 15 Mbps under ideal conditions. IEEE
802.16e uses 2048-channel OFDM to achieve these characteristics. The access method
is OFDMA (access) where the 2048 channel OFDM signal is divided among multiple
users. With 64 channels assigned to each subscriber, one OFOMA bandwidth can accommodate up to 32 users.
The initial application of WiMAX has been backhaul where it makes remote cell
sites and hot spots fast. easy. and inexpensive to connect back to the service provider.
WISP applications have been slow to develop, but it is expected that some areas. such
as those not now served by cable TV or OSL, will adopt WiMAX as the broadband Internet service as well as subscription TV and VoiP. WiMAX is especially attractive to developing countries where a wireless infrastructure is far easier and less expensive to install
than a traditional wired telephone or cable TV system.
It is also said that the mobile version of WiMAX could compete with 30 cell phone
data systems. A WiMAX plug-in card in a laptop could accomplish the same thing as a
30 cell phone card in the same laptop. Like many wireless technologies, WiMAX is new
and will find its optimum applications over time.
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21-5 Infrared Wireless

Infrared (IR) wireless

Perhaps lhe most widespread wirelcs!> system uses infrared light for short-distance data
communication. The most ubiquitous example is the wirele<;s remote control on virtually
all TV sets. VCRs, and DVD players and on most audio CD stereo systems. This standard
feature on most consumer electronic products is so common that it is taken for granted.
Infrared has also been used for wireless PANs. Because light travels in straight lines, there
mu-;t be a clear palh from transmitter to receiver for the system to work. Furthermore, light
doe'> not penetrate walls. floors. and ceilings. as wireless radio does, so IR LANs are not
practical. Wireless PANs. however. are widely used to link nearby laptops, PCs. and PDAs
such as Palm Pilots. This <;ection explore~ the most popular IR '' irclcss systems.

TV Remote Control

TV remote control

Almost every TV set sold these days, regardless of size or cost. has a wireless remote control. Other consumer electronic products have remote controls including VCRs, cable TV
converters, CD and DVD players. Mereo audio systems. and some ordinary radios. Generic
remote controls are available to hook up to any device that you wish to control remotely.
All these devices work on the same basic principle. A small handheld battery-powered
unit tran<>mits a serial digital code via an IR beam to a receiver that decodes it and
carri e'> out the specific action defined by the code. A TV remote control is one of the
more sophisticated of these control\. for it requires man) codes to perform volume
control. channel selection, and other functions.
Figure 2 I -5 is a general block diagram of a remote control transmitter. In most
modern units. all the circuitry. except perhaps for the TR LED driver transistors, is contained within a single IC. The purpose of the transmitter is to convert a keyboard entry
to a serial binary code that is transmiued by IR to the receiver.
The keyboard is a matrix of momentary-contact single-pole single-throw (SPST)
pushbunons. The arrangement shown is organized a<; eight rows and four columns. The
row and column connections are made to a keyboard encoder circuit inside the I C. Pulses
generated internally are applied to the column lines. When a key is depressed. the pul<;e<;
from one of the column output~ are connected to one of the row inputs. The encoder circuit converts this input to a unique binary code representing a number for channel selection
or some function such as volume control. Some encoders generate a~ few as 6 bits. and
others generate up to 32-bit code~. Also 9- and I O-bit codes are very common.
The serial output is generated by the shift register as data b shifted out. A standard
nonretum to -;.ero (NRZ) serial code is generared. This is usually applied to a serial
encoder to generate a standard biphase or M anchester code. Recall that the biphase code
provides more reliable transmis!>ion and reception because there is a signal change for
every 0-to-1 or 1-to-0 tran!.ition. The actual bit rate is usually in the 30- to 70-kbps range.
The serial bi t stream turns a higher-frequency pulse source off and on according to
the code's binary Is and Os. The transmitter LC contain., a clock oscillator that nms at a
frequency in the -l-l5- to 510-k l-lt. range. A typical unit run' at455 kHz. using an external ceramic resonator to '>Ct the frequency. The serial data turn'> the 455-kH z pulse:. off
and on. For example, a binary I generates a burst of 16 pulse:. of 455 kHz, as shown in
Fig. 21-6. When a binary 0 occurs in the data train. no pulses are transmitted. The tigurc shows a 6-bit code (0 I I 00 I ) with a stm1 pulse. The period T of the 455-kHz pulses
b 2.2 1-J-S. The pulse width i ~ set for a duty cycle of about 25 percent, or T/4.
I f 16 pulses make up a binary I interval, that duration is 16 X 2.2. or 35.2. 1-J-S. This
translates to a code bit rate of 1/35.2 X 10- <'>. or 28.410 kHt.
The 455-kHz pulses modulate the IR light source by turning it off and on. The IR
source is u~ually one or more IR LEOs. These are driven by a Darlington transistor pair
external to the IC. as shown in Fig. 21-5. Two or more LEOs are used to ensure a <;ufficient level of IR radiation to the receiver in the TV set. The LED current is U!>Ually
very high, giving high IR output levels for reliable tram.mission to the receiver. Some
Wireless Technologic!.
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Figure 21-5

IR TV remote control transmitter.
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The IR receiver and control microprocessor.
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remote units usc three LEOs for a wide-angle transmission '>ignal so that a high-amplitude
signal will be received regardless of the direction in which the remote is pointed.
An IR receiver is shown in Fig. 21-7. The PIN I R photodiode is mounted on the
front of the TV :-,ct. where it pick!. up the l R signal from the transmitter. The received
signal is very small despi te the fact that the distance between the transmitter and receiver
is only 6 to 15 ft on average. Two or more high-gain amplifiers boost the signal level.
Most circuits have c;ome form of automatic gain control (AGC). The incoming pubes are
detected. shaped. and convened to the original serial data train. This serial data is then
read by the control microcomputer that is usually part of the TV receiver.
The microcontroller is a dedicated microcomputer built into every TV set. A master control program is stored in a ROM. The microcomputer converts inputs from the
remote control and front panel controls to output signals that conu·ol the various functions in a TV set. such as channel selection and volume control.
The microcontroller inputs and decodes the incoming signal and then is.,ues output
control signals to all other circuits: the PLL frequency synthesizer that control., the TV
tuner. the volume control circuits in the audio section. and in the more advanced receivers.
chroma and video such as hue. saturation. brightness, and contrast. The microcontroller
also generates, sometimes with the help of an external IC, the characters and simple graphics that can be displayed on the screen. Most microcon1rollers also contain a built-in clock.

IR PANs
Besides remote control. the primary application for IR data communication is in shandistance links between computers, computers and printers, or ad hoc PANs. For IR short
distance typically means up to I m. Under some special conditions, the distance can be
extended up to 9 m maximum. And there must be a clear line of sight between transmitter and receiver. Some of the more common application~ for IR are given in Fig. 21-8.
Figure 2 I -9 c,hows a block diagram of an IR tranio.ceivcr. It connects to interface
circuitry in the PC or PDA. The interface is typically a small embedded controller
inside the computer or PDA. It can also be a part of the PDA controller. The encoder
puts the serial digital data from the PC or PDA into the proper format for transmission. A high-current bipolar transistor or MOSFET drive:-. one or more IR LEOs. The
receiver consists of the PlN diode that picks up the I R light from a nearby transmi tter. The signal is amplified and shaped and then sent to the decoder, which recovers
the original data. Figure 21-10 shows the physical arrangement of the transceiver module. It contains the LED and PI diodes plus the related circuitry. The LED and PIN
diode are positioned next to each other. about 0.5 to I in apart.
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Figure 21- 8
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Common applications for IR data communication.

Wireless printer and/or scanner connection from desktop PC. laptops. POA!>.
and calculator!>.
PC-to-PC connections for electronic exchange of business card!> and short
data files.
Laptop-to-laptop connections in an ad hoc PAN in meetings.
PC-to-PDA, laptop-to-PDA. or PDA-to-PDA communication.
Wirele s mouse or keyboard for a de!>ktop PC.
Wireless computer!>. TV game controllers, and toy:-..
Digital camera to TV or computer connection.
Cell phone camera to laptop or PC.

Figure 2 1-9
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Although all this circuitry is very small and can be mounted into the PC, laptop,
cell phone, or PDA. it must be positioned so that it can be directly pointed at the device
to which it will communicate. The angle of radiation is relatively small. from about 15°
to 30°. T herefore, alignment between transmitter and receiver is critical for maximum
signal reception. And, of course. the path must be completely unobstructed. Although
many laptops and PDAs have built-in transceivers, their use is often restricted by this
need for line of sight. Awkward physical arrangements are usually needed for proper
operation. A better arrangement is a transceiver dongle, which consists of a cable
attached to the interface in the PC or PDA and to the movable dongle containing the
LED and PTN diode. The dongle can then be positioned where it has a clear view of
the device to which it wi ll communicate.

dongle

lrDA System
The most widely used IR data communication system was developed by HewlettPackard in the early 1990s. It has since become an international standard that is maintained by the Infrared Data Association (lrDA). The complete interface and system are
referred to as lrDA. The systems are designed for short range. The low-power version
has a range of 20 to 30 em. A more typical range is abo ut I m. This range can be
extended tO 1.6 m by boosting the LED cutTent to 250 mA. Using a higher-current
LED with 500 mA gives a range of up to 2.2 m. Further range extensions can be
achieved by using multiple parallel modules with 500-mA LEDs. T he maximum usable
range is 8.9 m. Most IR LEDs operate in the 850- to 900-nm range.
As for data speed. the origina l standard supported speeds up to 115.2 kbps. Most
systems used speeds as low as 2.4 kbps, although 9600 bps was very common. Different versions support speeds of 576 kbps and 1.152 Mbps up to 4 Mbps, which is the
most commonly used version of lrDA. A J 6-Mbps version is also avai lable.
Although TV remote controls use a modulated TR beam, lrDA does not. It uses baseband transmission that requires encoding and decoding. The standard NRZ serial data is
converted to pulses especially encoded for IR operation. In the original I 15.2-kbps system, the encoding is called 3/ 16 modulation. This scheme uses return-to-zero inve11ed
(RZI) data and is shown in Fig. 21-11. The NRZ data is converted to pulses 3/16 of a
bit period long, one for each binary 0 transmitted. This ensures that for very long strings
of continuous Os. short pulses are transmitted. These short pulses lower the overall power
requirements and permit higher peak LED power to be transmjtted.
The 4-Mbps version uses another encoding scheme. called 4 PPM (pulse position mod~tlatioll). It uses a symbol rate of 2-Mbps symbols per second with an interval of 500 ns.

Figure 21-11

lrOA system

The 3/16 data encoding used in 115.2-kbps lrDA. (Courtesy Agilent Technologies)
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Figure 21- 12

The 4 PPM encoding needed to achieve a 4-Mbps data rate with lrOA.

(Courtesy Agilent Technologies)
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In each 500-n. symbol time. 2 bits is transmitted. Each of the four 2-bit groups is represented by one of four unique time position!> within that time frame. See Fig. 21-12. Most
IrDA interfaces contain the hardware and software to encode or decode either formal.

21-6 Radio-Frequency Identification
and Near-Field Communications
Radio-frequency identification
(RFID)

Another growing wireless technique is radio-frequency identification ( RFID). You can
think of it as the wireles'> version of bar codes. This technology uses thin. inexpensive
tags or labels containing pa'>'>ive radio circuits that can be queried by a remote wireless
imerrogation unit. The tags are atrached to any item that is to be monitored. tracked.
accessed. located. or otherwi!-.e identified. RFID tags are widely used in inventory control. container and parcel shipping. capital equipment and other asset management, baggage handling. and manufacturing and product ion line tracking. They are also widely
used for automatic toll collection and parking access for vehicles. Other applications for
RFID tags are personnel security checking and access. animal tracking. and theft prevention. As the technology ha'> developed. prices have dropped and many new application'> have been discovered.
The basic concept of RFID is illustrated in Fig. 21-13. The tag is a very thin labellike device into which is embedded a simple pas)..ive single-chip radio transceiver and
antenna. The chip also contains a memory that stores a digital ID code unique to the
tagged item. For the item to be identified. it must pass by the interrogation or reader
unit. or the reader unit must physically go to a location near the item. Longer-range
system~ cover a complete building or area. The reader unit sendc; out a radio signal that

Figure 21- 13

Basic concept and components of an RFID system.
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Figure 21- 14

Block diagram of RFID interrogator (reader).
Interrogator (reader) unit
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may travel from a few inches up to no more than 100 ft or so. The radio signal is strong
enough to activate the tag. The tag rectifies and filters the RF signal into direct current
that operates the transceiver. This activates a low-power transmitter that sends a signal
back to the interrogator unit along with its embedded ID code. The reader then checks
its attached computer. where it notes the presence of the item and may perform other
processing tasks associated with the application.
RFID systems operate over the full radio spectrum. Commercial systems have
been built to operate from 50 kHz to 2.4 GHz. The most popular ranges are 125 kHz.
13.56 MHz, 902 to 928 MHz, and 2.45 GHz. The 125-kHz and 13.56-MHz units operate
only over short distances up to several feet, whereas the 902- to 928-MHz and 2.45-GHz
units can operate up to about 100 ft. Most of the tags are passive; i.e., they have no
power source of their own. They rely upon the interrogator unit to supply a large enough
RF signal to rectify for de power. However, some active tages containing small flat batteries are available. and they can operate over a much larger range.
Figure 21-14 shows a block diagram of a typical 13.56-MHz RFlD interrogator
unit. A 13.56-MHz crystal oscillator generates the basic RF signal, which is amplified
and sent to the antenna. A microcontroller gates the oscillator on for a short time, and
then the receiver waits for a response from the tag. The antenna picks up the weak tag
signal. The receiver amplifies and demodulates it and then recovers the serial data code.
The microcontroller communicates with the attached computer to do whatever processing is needed in the TD process.
Some RFID tag configurations are shown in Fig. 21- I 5. They consist of a flat spiral inductor and a capacitor that make up a I 3.56-MHz tuned circuit that serves as the
antenna. The transceiver chip is contained in the black dot on the tag. A block diagram
of the circuitry is given in Fig. 21-16. A typical tag is the model MCRF 355/360, a product of Microchip Technology Inc. The resonant circuit picks up the interrogator signal
as if it were the induced signal in a transformer secondary rather than an actual received
electromagnetic radio wave. When the voltage reaches about 4 V p-p· the power circuits
are activated. The RF is rectified in a voltage multiplier circuit, ftltered, and regulated
into the direct current that operates the remaining circuits.
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Figure 21 - 15

RFID tag configurations.

Figure 21-16

Block diagram of RFID tag.
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The unique ID code is stored in an e lectrically erasable programmable read-only memory (EEPROM) in the tag chip. In this device. the code ic; 154 bits long. Figure 21-17 show!>
the format of the packet c;ent to the reader. The 9-bit header initiates c;ynchronization at the
reader receiver for clock recovery. The customer's unique ID number is encoded with
13 bytes. The checksum provides for error checking at the reader. The code is stored in the
chip by the manufacturer with a contact transmitter that activates the chip and writes the
cod~! into memory. The tag chip contains the EEPROM write circuitry that stores the code.
The 10 code in EEPROM i~ read out serially in NRZ data format. which is then
converted to a Manche~ter or biphase signal that is used to modulate the carrier sent back
to the reader. See Fig. 21-18. The Manchester code is used so that the clock can be ca<,ily recovered from the data in the reader. The data rate is typically 70 kbps. With a bit
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Figure 21-17

Format of coded packets transmitted to the reader by the tag. (Courtesy Microchip Technology)
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Figure 21-18

Data waveforms in the tag. The Manchester-coded signal operates the cloaking transistor. (Courtesy Microchip
Technology}
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time of I/70 X I0' = 14.28 fJ.S, it takes 154 X 14.28 fJ.S = 2200 f.l.S. or 2.2 ms, to transmit the 154-bit code.
The mo<.lulation used is a fonn of amplitude modulation called backscatter modulation. The circuitry was .,hown in Fig. 21-16, and the process is shown in Fig. 21-19.
The coil in the external tuned circuit/antenna is tapped. A MOSFET '>Witching trano.,i'ltor b connected to that tap in~ide the tag. The data to be tran'>mitted b applied to this
transistor. When the transistor is off. the carrier is pas1.ed to the tuned circuit am.l o,cnt
to the reader, which reads the signal as a binary I. When the tran<;btor i~ turned on. a
portion of the coil is shorted, making the external tuned circuit resonant at a frequency
of 3 to 6 MHt higher than its 13.56-MHz design frequency. This signal is out of the frequency range of the reader, so it receives a much lower-level signal that is interpreted
as a binary 0. During the time the transistor is on, the signal is said to be cloaking. With
the transistor otT, the signal is uncloaked. The cloaking and uncloaking process produces
amplitude shift keying (AS K) at the reader receiver. See Fig. 2 1- 19.
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Figure 21-19

RF signal at the reader showing ASK by cloaking. (Courtesy Microchip Technology)
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In some systems, the tag tuned circuit serves as the secondary winding of a transformer
where the reader antenna i~ the primary winding. The binary pulse~ to be transmitted modify the impedance of the tag antenna. and this. in turn. caw.e!. an amplitude shift in the
reader. As the tag's data i~ read out, the process loads and unloads the secondary winding
tag antenna. causing a rellccted impedance back into the reader antenna. A typical carrier
may have a I00-V peak-to-peak amplitude which will l>hift b) several hundred milli\'Oits m.
data is being transmitted by the tag. A peak detector reco,ers the signal.
The most recent new RFID <aandard is called Gen 2 for second generation. It is a
!>tandard developed by more than 60 companies worldwide. The standard is under the
au~pices of EPCGiobal, the organit.ation that also ~tandardite!. the Electronic Product
Code (EPC) ro be u~ed on all tagged items. The Gen 2 standard operates in the 900-MHz
region with different frequencies being used in different countries depending upon the
local regulations. The 868-MHt frequency is common in Europe while 915 MHl i!>
common in the United State!.. The '>tandard uses ASK back~catter and supports a 96-bit
EPC plus a 32-bit error con·ection code and a kill command that deactivates a tag after
it i., read.
A key benefit of the ne\\ '>tandard is that it is designed to read multiple tags fa~ter.
Tag read rates as high as 1500 tags per second are po%ible, although in most situation'
the read rate will be no more than 500 to 1000 tags per second. which is still much faster
than the I00 tag per second maximum imposed by the older !.tandards. The Gen 2 tags
arc also more robust and can operate reliably in an environment with multiple reader~>
transmitting and receiving simultaneously. The RFID field is still new but growing a~ tag
prices drop and as greater security measures are developed.

Near-Field Communications
One of the newest forms of wirele-.s i'> a version of RFID called near-field conummicarions (NFC). It is an ultrashort-range wireless who-;e range j, rarely more than a few
inches. It is a technology u~ed in smart cards and cell phones to pay for purchase~ or
gain admittance to some facilities.
Near field means the near licld of a radio wave. As discus!>ed earlier, a radio wave
is made up of both electric e~nd magnetic fields. At a dislunce of about 10 wavelengths
or more at the operating frequency, the radio wave behaves just a~ Maxwell's e4uation.,
describe it. The two fields exchange energy and reinforce each other a<; it passes from
transmitting antenna to receiving antenna. This is the '>o-called far field. At a distance of
les'> than I0 wavelength'> from the transmitting antenna i!> the ncar field. where the individual electric and magnetic fields exi-.t. The electric field i'> not u-;eful. but the magnetic
field i'> used for short-range communications. The way to imagine NFC is as the magnetic field between the winding'> of a transformer. The coefficient of coupling is very low
because of a large distance between the primary winding (the transmiuing antenna) and
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seconda1y winding (the receiving antenna). The p1imary limitation of the near field is that
the magnetic field strength drops off at a rate of about l!d6 . where dis the distance. With
only low power the range is very limited. The far field only drops off at a J/d 2 rate.
NFC is standardized internationally. The technology is similar to that used in RFID.
Tt is similar to and compatible with the technology used in smart cards, those credit cards
with an internal ch ip that allow you to pay for something by just passing the card over
a point-of-sale (POS) terminal reader.
The standard specifies an operating frequency of 13.56 MHz, the international nolicense band and one of the TSM band Part 15118 frequencies in the United States. The
transfer data rate is 106. 212. or 424 kbps. The speed depends upon the range. which is
up to maximum of 20 em or about 8 in. In most cases the actual range will be on ly a
few inches or no more than I0 em.
The standard also specifies an active and a passive mode of operation. In the active
mode. both parties have powered transceivers. This means that each node has a battery
or some other power supply. Either unit may initiate a transmission, which is half duplex
with a '·listen before transmit'. protocol. One of the devices is the initiator. and the other
device becomes the target.
fn the passive mode. the target is a passive device such as an RF1D tag. The tag gets
its operational power from the field transmitted by the initiator. It then transmits data
back to the initiator by modulating the magnetic field, using backscatter AM.
There are several intended applications for this ultrashort-range technology. The
most frequent use is an automatic payment tool such as a sman card. But instead of
using a smart card, the NFC transceiver is built into your cell phone. To buy somethi ng.
you just tap your cell phone on the reader or pass it within an inch or so, and your cred it
card account is automat ically billed. You could use it to buy theater tickets or even to
pay for a plane, train. or hotel charge.
The second most useful application is automatic gated entry. Passing your cell phone
near the reader allows you entry into a building, parking lot, or other controlled area.
NFC chips are also expected to be incorporated into the next-generation passports.
Another proposed use is to set up and initiate other forms of wireless. Some shortrange wireless modes such as Wi-Fi or Bluetooth require that the two parties desiring a
peer-to-peer link first exchange information to set up the correct protocol. It is sometimes called pairing. Putting your cell phone, laptop, or other device next to the device
to be connected to allows all this protocol setup to be exchanged automatically. After
that the two devices then automatically begin talking in the new wireless mode faster
and at a longer distance. NFC chips are small and inexpensive, so look for them to be
more widely used as further applications are discovered.

21-7 Ultrawideband Wireless
Perhaps the newest and most unusual form of wireless is known as 11ltrmvidebmuf ( UWB)
wireless. There are two basic forms of UWB. the original version based on very nanow

Ultrawideband (UWB) wireless

impulses and the newer kind based on OFDM. Both spread the signal over a very wide
range of spectrum but at a very low signal level so it does not interfere with other signals operating over those frequencies. Both methods are used. but the newer OFDM version appears to have captured the greatest number of manufacturing companies and the
applications. Both types of UWB are covered in this section .
The original UWB discovered in the 1960s is known as impulse. baseband. or carrierless wireless. This fonn of UWB transmits data in the form of very sho1t pulses, typically
less than I ns. From the Fourier theory discussed in Chap. 12, you know that a fundamental frequency sine wave and many harmonic~ can represent any pulse train. A UWB signal
using very short pulses with a low duty cycle occupies a vc1y wide bandwidth. A UWB signal is detined as having a bandwidth at least 25 percent of the center frequency. or 1.5 GHz
minimum. Another definition specifies UWB as occupying more than 500 MHz of spectrum.
Wireless Technologies
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Figure 21-20

UWB signal bandwidth compared to conventional <md spread spectrum signal bandwidth.
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Figure 21-20 shows a UWB signnl spectrum compared to a standard 30-kHz cell phone
channel and a 5-MH£ widcband COMA (spread spectrum) cell phone channel.
The FCC permits UWB in the 3.1- 10 10.6-GHt range. The only other senice!. in
this region are satellites, radar~>. broadband wireless. and wireless networks. UWB equipment '>preads its signab o,·er much of that range. but the power le\el is so low that there
is essentially no interference to other <.ervices. UWB is like spread spectrum in that many
users can share a single wide bandwidth simultaneously.
A UWB signal starts a!> a very low duty cycle (<I percent) rectangular pulse stream
at some pulse repeti tion interval (PR J). The pulses are then Gaussian-filtered and differentiated to produce the final pulses to be transmitted. The pu lses arc applied directly to
the antenna (see Fig. 21-2 1). Known as monocycles. these pu lses arc not just one cycle
of a sine wave. They are shaped by a Gaussian filter. The pulse width sets the center
frequency of the !>ignal and the half-power bandwidth. The center frequency is approximately the reciprocal of the pubc width. For a pulse width of 500 ps, the center frequency is l / 500 X 10- 12 = 2 GH7.
The serial data 10 be transmitted is then encoded with a unique pseudorandom
code like that used in CDMA. Thi!> method effectively '"channelizes·· the system so
that multiple users can share the spectrum but still be individually identified. The
coded signal then modulates the pulse train by either PPM or BPSK. Both methods
arc illustrated in Fig. 21-22. In PPM . the position of the pulse may occur sooner or
later in rime than a pulse with no modulation. A binary 0 may be represented by an
earlier pulse. and a binary I as a larer pulse, or vice versa. The time shift is small
compared to the pulse width. Because of the very small time differences. the timing

Figure 21-21

Basic UWB waveform of repetitive monocycles.
Pulse repetition interval (PAl)

Time ------------- .
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fig. 21-22

Types of UWB modulation. (a) Pulse position modulation (PPM). (b) Binary phase-shift keying (BPSK).
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clock generating the pulses must be very precise and ~table. with minimal jitter. to
ensure recovery.
Jn BPSK. the PRJ is constant, and the data bits produce a normal pulse for a binary
0 and a phac;c-invened pul-;e for a binary I.

Impulse UWB Hardware
UWB circuitry is mo!it l y patented or proprietary, and details about it arc generally
unavailable. However, some basic facts are known.

Transmitter. Early UWB transmillers used a pulse-forming LC low-pass network or
transmission line along with a snap (step) recovery diode (SRD ) to generate the pulses
in a PPM system. Newer circuits using BPSK can generate the pulses with standard
CMOS integrated circuits. The pulses are applied directly to the antenna.

Receiver. Refer to Fig. 21-23. The receiver amplifiec; the incoming !-.ignal and then
applies it to a correlator consi sting of a multiplier. where it is multiplied by a Mream
of coded puhe-. similar to thoo,e transmitted. The multiplier output is integrated to produce a correlated output. If the multiplier output exceeds a !-.pecific level. it is considered to be detected and recovered. The recognized signal i~ then demodulated into the
original data.
Antenna. Mo<.t communication antennas are resonant to a frequency set by their length
or other phy-;ical dimension. They also have a narrow bandwidth. New types of broadband amenna" have been developed for UWB. They take many fonm and include
microwave horns as well as uniquely patterned patch antennas that significantly increase
the bandwidth.
Wireless Technologies
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Fig. 21-23

Basic concept of a UWB receiver.
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Multiband OFDM UWB
The newest form of UWB il. called multiband OFDM or MB-OFDM UWB. The term
multiband i), derived from the fact that many OFDM carrier!. make up the signal. Thi'>
form of UWB divides the lower end of the a!>~igned spectrum into three 528-MH:t-wide
channels. as shown in Fig. 21-24. The:,e band'> extend from 3.168 to 4.952 GHz. Note
the center frequencie'> of the three bands. Each band is de:>igned to hold an OFDM data
"ignal. There are 128 carriers per band. and each carrier has a band\\ idth of 4. J25 Mlit.
Of the bands 100 actually carry the data while 12 are used as pilot carriers to aid in
e~tabli-;hing communication~ with nearby nodes. The remaining carriers serve a-. guard
bands on either side to prevent interference between the three portions of spectrum. The
~ignal to be transmitted is divided up among the carriers. and each is modulated by BPSK
or QPSK depending on the data speed selected. In Fig. 21-24, you will see a dashed line
that designates the maximum allowed operating power specified by the FCC. It is a very
low - 41 dBm/MHz which generally prevent<., any interference to other services.
The -.ystem is de-.igned to pemlit a wide mnge of data rate'> from about 53 to 480 Mbps.
The most often mentioned speed is II 0 Mbps at a range up to I0 m. A speed of up to
480 Mbps is possible but only at a range of 2 to 3 m.
Implementation of an OFDM UWB transceiver is just like thm of any OFDM device.
DSP chips are used to create the transmit carrier<; with the inverse fast Fourier transform
(IFFT). and a DSP chip in the receiver uses the FFT for recovery of the data. MB-OFDM
UWB radios are tt).uall) a -.ingle-chip IC containing all function-..

Figure 21-24

Operating spectrum for multiband OFDM UWB.
Each band containS 126 OFDM carriers
- 41 dBm/MHz
~ ma>umum allowed power
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There i:-. no UWB ~tandard. Companies worked for years in an IEEE Task Group to
create a ~ingle -.tandard to be designated 802.15.3a. No consen<.,us could be reached. so
companies went their different way'>. The largest group of companies banded together in
the WiMedia Alliance to create a standard that most could agree upon. Today the MBOFDM form of UWB is the defacto standard. The WiMedia Alliance maintain!. this standard. The impul..,e form of UWB championed by Free!>cale Semiconductor i'> supported
by the UWB Forum. another industry com.ortium.

Advantages and Disadvantages of UWB
UWB offer.., many benefih to radar. imaging. and communication applications:
1. Superior re.,olution in radar and imaging.

2. Immunity to multipath propagation effects.
3. Higher data rates than arc possible with other wireless technologies.

4. License-free operation.
S. No interference to other signals using the same frequency band. UWB signals appear
as random noise to conventional radios.
6. Power-efficient. extremely low-power operation. Peak power leveb arc in the milliwatt region. and average power is in microwaus.
7. Simple circuitry. moq of which can be integrated in standard CMOS.
8. Potentially low cost.
The primary &.,advamage. which is also an advantage. i~ lov.- power. It -.evercly limit'>
the range of operation. The range can be extended in rnilitar) radar with higher power
levels. but the power level in commercial and consumer applications is <,everel) rc'>trictcd
by the FCC. Typical ranges are from a fe\\ inches up to no more than about 100 ft.

Primary Application of UWB
The ptimary application of impulse UWB to date has been in military radar. The very shon
pulse width<; of electromagnetic energy pem1it very fine resolution of target dh.tance and
detail. Shon pul!>e!> abo give UWB the ability to penetrate !-.Urfaces to ~ce what i<. behind
them. For that reason. UWB is an excellent electronic imaging technique. It i1> e~pccially
e!Tective in seeing through leaves. trees. and foliage. UWB radars cw1 even sec underground
to detect mine~. pipes. and so on. UWB radar is used by fire. emergency. and police personnel to sec through walls and doors. Medical versions permit body imaging for diagno:-.is.
Under development arc low-cost. short-range UWB rad<u·s that can he used in cars
and truck.s for collision avoidance. automatic braking, improved air bag deployment. and
su~pension systems. Ther-.e systems will operate in the 24- to 29-GHt. range and arc
expected to appear in car~ before 2010.
There are several target markets for UWB. First is computer peripheral~. UWR. when
married to the popular PC and laptop USB (Universal Serial Bw,) interface. permits a
wirele:-.s USB connection. USB is used almost exclusively today for connecting devices
to PCs and laptop'> '>liCh as printer:-. mice. external drives. and networking equipment. By
making the interface wireless. cables and the hassle of connecting them are eliminated.
UWB i.., al'>o attractive for \\-irelessly connecting video equipment. Becaw.e of the
,ery high-speed nature of digital TV and video. a superhigh-..,peed wirele!.., technology
i-. needed for transport. While 802.11alg/n WLAN gear can handle it. it i'> more expen'>ive and con'>ume'> greater power. Using a UWB link give<; eYen higher speed with \Cl)'
low power com.umption. The range is limited, but video links are u~ually short from TV
\et to cable box or DVD player or to a camcorder or wireless !.peakers. Wire]e<,s port.,
for USB a'> well as the popular FircWire or IEEE1394 serial interface arc now used to
connect video equipment. The multiband OFDM form of UWB is also the newest physical layer air interface for Bluctooth, a:- described earlier.
Wirelcs~
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CHAPTER REVIEW
Summary
• There are many !>hort-range wireles!> technologies used to
replace cables. 'let up networks. and tranc;mit monitor and
control infonnation. The technology vatic~ widely depending upon the range, data rate, and other factors. The mo-,t
common technologies are Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, ZigBcc,
WiMAX, infrared. ultrawideband, RFID. and NFC.
• Wireless LAN ~ provide a fast. ea~y way to expand an
existing Ethernet LAN without wires. It offers wireless
!.ervices to laptops in public locations by way of hot
spot access points. WLANs are standardized by the
IEEE under the 802.1 I designation. Different versions
offer different data rates. IEEE 802. I I b, g, and n operate in the 2.4-GHz band and have maximum data rates
of I I. 54. and 600 Mbps. respectively. IEEE 802.lla
operates in the 5-G HL band and offers rates to
54 Mbps.
• Bluetooth i-; a pcr!>onal-area network (PAN) that automatically forms ad hoc networks between nearby u-ansceivers.
It is also used for short-distance cable replacement such
as in cell phone headsets. Bluctooth operates in the
2A-G HL band using FHSS and FSK. Also 1- and
3-Mbps ver!>iOn'> are available plu" a UWB version.
• ZigBee is an expanded version of the IEEE 802.15.4
PAN standard. h is a low-speed wireless technology
u~ed primarily for sensor monitoring and control in
buildings, homes. and factories. It operates in the 868and 902- to 928-M Ht. and 2.4-GHL bands. Data rates
are 20. 40. and 250 kbps. respectively. ZigBee transceivers can form ad hoc mesh networh to extend range
and reliability.
• WiMAX is the commercial name for the IEEE
802.16d/e standard for metropolitan-area net wor!-s

(MANs). It can provide very high--.peed connection-;
for fixed broadband ser,ices '>UCh as cable TV and
DSL. It is also useful in backhaul operations. A mobile
version permits in-motion service!.. The service can
operate in available bands from 2 to 6 MHz. The modulation/access method is OFDM. and data rate!> to
75 Mbps at a range of up to 30 mi are possible.
• Infrared (lR) i., high-frequency light (800 to 1000 nm)
used for wirelc-,s applications '>UCh as TV remote controls. It can also be used in short-range (less than a few
feet) data applications such as connections to laptops,
cell phones. or PDAs. One popular standard is lrDA
which permits rates from 115.2 kbps up to 4 Mbps.
• Radio-frequency identification (RFID ) is an electronic
equivalent of bar coding. Small nat tags attached to
containers. products. or objects all<m the items to be
tracked and accounted for wirelessly. Passive tags use
power from an interrogator unit to activate the tag that
transmits a special electronic product code. using ASK
backscaucr modulation. Read range is only a few feet.
but active tag'> containing a '>mall battery can be read
at distance!> up to many feet. Popular operating frequency
ranges are 125kHz. 13.56 MHt, 868 or 915 MHt. and
2.4 GHL. A version of RFlD called ncar-field communications (NFC) is being used in smart cards and cell
phones to facilitate purchases.
• Ultrawidcband (UWB) transmits data as short pulses
that spread the data over a very wide '>pectrum at lea.,t
500 MHt ~ide. It was originally used for radar but i'>
now adapted to fast data u·ansrnission such as digiti;ed
video. A newer version used OFDM in three 528-MHtwide bands to send data at rates to 480 Mbps.

Questions
l.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
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What is the primary benefit of a wireless LAN?
Name the IEEE standard for WLANs.
What is the commercial nickname for this standard?
List the four main version of the IEEE WLAN standard. and state the operating frequency range and maximum data rate.
What is an acccs<, point? A hot -.pot?
What is the name of the unit that forms the base unit or
a homeWLAN?
What is the value of a horne network?
Describe how interopcrability is achieved with IEEE
standard WLAN equipment.
What is a PAN?
Name the two mo!>t popular PAN c.,tandards.
Chapter 2 1

11. Describe the access mode and modulation type used in
the original version of Bluetooth.
12. Describe the access mode and modulation type used in
the newe!ll version of Bluetooth.
13. True or false'? The fastest vel'!> ion of Bluetooth uses UWB.
14. What i-. the approximate maximum communication.,
range of clal>'> I and class 3 Bluctooth power categoric~?
IS. What is a piconet? A scatternet?
16. List five popular applications for Bluctooth. Name the
most popular application.
17. What is the IEEE standard for ZigBcc?
18. State the main application for ZigBee.
19. List the operating frequency range-. of ZigBee and the
maximum data rates for each.

20. Which version of Zig Bee is the most popular?
21. What are the access method and modulation used in
ZigBee?
22. Name the two primary network topologies used with
Zig Bee.
23. Define ZC, Z R, and ZED.
24. Explain how a mesh network increases the transmission range and reliability.
25. List five popular applications for ZigBee.
26. What is the popular name for the lEEE 802.16d/e
standard?
27. Explain why IEEE 802.16 is a MAN technology.
28. What are the two main topologiec; of the 802.16 standard?
29. Name the general operating frequency range of 802.16.
30. What two broadband services might get competition
from 802. 16?
31. Name the access and modulation methods used in 802.16.
32. List the maximum operati ng speeds and range of 802. 16.
33. What is 802.16e?
34. True or faJse? VoiP can be u~ed with 802.16.
35. State the major use for IR wireless.
36. List the transmission format, baseband or modulation
for each IR wireless device.
a. Remote control
b. lrDA
37. State the maximum data rate of the lrDA standard.
38. List three popular applications for IR.
39. What physical requirement is necessary for fR systems
to work?
40. What is RFlD?
41. RFlD is the electronic equivalent ofwhatpopularcoding and 10 scheme?
42. Where does the circuitry in a RFID tag get the de voltage to operate its circuits?

43. Name the three primary operating frequencies for
RFTD tags.
44. What is the approximate maximum operating range of
a 13.56-MHz tag?
45. Name the type of modulation used in most passive
tags.
46. List five potential applications of RFID.
47. What is the most recent version of RFlD standards?
State the
a. Operating frequency range
b. Advantages and benefits
48. Where is the Electronic Product Code stored in a tag?
49. What is NFC?
SO. State the operating frequency and data rates of the
NFC standard.
51. What are the main two applications for NFC?
52. Describe the basic concept of UWB. Is a carrier used?
53. What is the name of the type of pulse transmitted by
UWB?
54. State the primary operating frequency range of
UWB. What frequency range is used in automotive
applications?
55. State the two types of modulation used with UWB.
56. List the major advantages of UWB over other wireles"
methods.
57. What is the primary disadvantage of UWB?
58. Give five major applications for UWB. Which has
been the most widespread to date?
59. Explain the access mode, modulation, and frequency
bands for the newest form of UWB.
60. What is the maximum data rate of this newest form or
UWB?
61. Name two popular applications of the newest form of
UWB.

Problems
l. Refer to Fig. 21-1 .

a. What low-speed wireless technology gives the
greatest range?
b. What technology gives the maximum speed over
the greatest range?

2. The pulse width or a UWB monocycle is 60 ps. What is
the approximate center frequency? Answers to Selected
Problems follow Chap. 22.

Critical Thinking
I. Name three wireless applications not covered in this

chapter.
2. Think up three new wireless applications that would be
useful and potentially practical.

3. In selecting a LAN or PAN, what three critical factors
should be considered for each application?
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Communication Tests
and Measurements
•
T his book was written primarily to educate those of you seeking to become
specialists in communication electronics. If you are employed in communication
electronics, your work will involve some form of testing and measurement. The
work may be installation, operation, servicing, repair, and maintenance or testing to specifications or standards.
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce you to the wide range of special
testing equipment and measurement procedures used in communication electronics. The chapter concludes with a specia l section on troubleshooting techniques and EMI reduction.
Because of the wide range of communication equipment avai lable and the
many differences from manufacturer to manufacturer, it is difficult to be specific. On ly general test and measurement procedures are given. Just keep in mind
that when you are performing real tests and measurements, you must familiarize
yourself with not only the test equipment used but also the specific transmitter,
receiver, or other communication device being tested. Manuals for both the test
instruments and the communication equipment should be available for reference.

Objectives
After completing this chapter, you will be able to:

List 10 common test instruments used in testing communication equipment
and describe the basic operation of each.
Name common communication equipment tests carried out on transmitters, receivers, and antennas including frequency measurements, power
measurements, SWR measurements, sensitivity, and spectrum analyses.
Describe the basic troubleshooting procedures used for locating problems
in transmitters and receivers.
Define electromagnetic interference (EM I), list its sources, and describe the
measures to control it.

22-1 Communication Test Equipment
This section gives a broad overview of the many different types of test instruments available for use with communication equipment. It is assumed that you already know basic
test and measurement techniques used with conventional low-frequency test equ ipment
such as rnultimeters. signal generators, and oscilloscopes. In your communication work,
you will continue to use standard oscilloscopes and multimeters for measuring voltages,
currents, and resistance. Coverage of these basic test instruments will not be repeated
here. We wiJl. however. draw upon your knowledge of the principles of those instruments
as they apply to the test equipment discussed in this section.

Voltage Measureme nts
The most common measurement obtained for most electronic equipment is voltage. This
is particularly true for de and low-frequency ac applications. In RF applications, voltage
measurements may be important under some conditions, but power mea<;urements are far
more common at higher frequencies, particularly microwave. In testing and troubleshooting communication equipment. you will still use a de voltmeter to check power
supplies and other de conditions. There are also occasions when measurement of RF. that
is. ac, voltage must be made.
There are two basic ways to make ac voltage measurements in electTonic equipment.
One is to use an ac voltmeter. Most conventional voltmeters can measure ac voltages
from a few millivolts to several hundred volts. Typical bench or portable ac multimeters
are restricted in their frequency range to a maximum or several thousand kilohertz.
Higher-frequency ac voluneters are available for measuring audio voltages up to several
hundred thousand kilohertz. For higher frequencies. special RF voltmeters must be used.
The second method is to use an oscilloscope as described below.

RF Voltmet ers. An RF voltmeter is a special piece of test equipment designed to
measure the voltage of high-frequency signals. Typical units are available for making
measurements up to 10 MHz. Special units capable of measuring voltages from microvolts to hundreds of volts at frequencies up to l to 2 GHz are also available.
RF voltmeters are made to measure sine wave voltages, with the readout given in root
mean square (rms). Most RF voltmeters are of the analog vruiety with a moving pointer on
a backgTound scale. Measurement accuracy is within the I to 5 percent range depending
upon the specific instrument. Accuracy is usually quoted as a percentage of the reading or
as a percentage of the full-scale value of the voltage range selected. RF voltmeters with digital readout probes are also available with somewhat improved measureme111 accuracy.
RF Probes. One way to measure RF voltage is to use an RF probe with a standard de
multimeter. RF probes are sometimes referred to as detector probes. An RF probe is basically a rectifier (germanium or hot carrier) with a filter capacitor that stores the peak
value of the sine wave RF voltage. The external de voltmeter reads the capacitor voltage. The result is a peak value that can easily be conve11ed to root mean square by multiplying it by 0.707.
Most RF probes are good for RF voltage measurements to about 250 MHz. The
accuracy is about 5 percent, but that is usually very good for RF measurements.
Oscilloscopes. Two basic types of oscilJoscopes are used in RF measurements: the
analog oscilloscope and the digital storage oscilloscope ( DSO ).
Analog oscilloscopes amplify the signal to be measured and display it on the face of a
CRT at a specific sweep rate. They are avai lable for displaying and measuring RF voltages
to about 500 MHz. As a ru le, an analog oscilloscope should have a bandwidth of 3 or more
limes the highest-frequency component (a carrier, a hru·monic, or a sideband) to be displayed.
Digital storage oscilloscopes, also known as digital. or sampling, oscilloscopes, are
growing in popularity and rapidly replacing analog oscilloscopes. DSOs use high-speed
Communication Tests and Measurements
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GOOD TO KNOW
The main disadvantage of equivalent time sampling is the time
required to acquire enough samples to start the display.

sampling or AID techniques to convert the signal to be measured to a series of digital words
that are stored in an internal memory. Sampling rates vary depending upon the oscilloscope
but can range from approximately 20 million samples per second to more than 8 billion
samples per second. Each measurement sample is usually conve1ted to an 8- or 10-bit parallel binary number that is stored in an internal memory. Oscilloscopes with approximately
512 kbytes of memory or more are available depending upon the product.
Today, more than 50 percent of oscilloscope sales are of the digital sampling type.
DSOs are very popular for high-frequency measurements because they provide the
means to display signals with frequencies up to about 30 GHz. This means that complex modulated microwave signals can be readily viewed, measured, and analyzed.

Power Meters

Power meter

As indicated earlier. it is far more common to measure RF power than it is to measure
RF voltage or current. This is particularly true in testing and adjusting transminers that
typically develop significant output power. One of the most commonly used RF test
instruments is the power meter.
Power meters come in a variety of sizes and configurations. One of the most popular is a small in-line power meter designed to be inserted into the coaxial cable between
a transmitter and an antenna. The meter is used to measure the transmitter output power
supply to the antenna. A short coaxial cable connects the transmitter output to the power
meter. and the output of the power meter is connected to the antenna or dummy load.
A more sophisticated power meter is the bench unit designed for laboratory or production line testing. The output of the transmitter or other device whose power is to be
measured is connected by a short coaxial cable to the power meter input.
Power meters may have either an analog readout meter or a digital display. The dial
or display is calibrated in milliwatts, watts, or kilowaus. The dial can also be calibrated
in terms of dBm. This is the decibel power reference to L milliwatt (mW). In the smaller.
handheld type of power meter, an SWR measurement capability is usually included.
The operation of a power meter is generally based on converting s ignal power to
heat. Whenever current !lows through a resistance. power is dissipated in the form of
heat. If the heat can be accurately measured. it can usually be converted to an electric
signal that can be displayed on a meter.

Example 22-1
An RF voltmeter with a detector probe is used to measure the voltage across a 75-.0.
resistive load. The frequency is 137.5 MHz. The measured voltage is 8 V. What power
is dissipated in the load?
An RF power mete r with a detector probe produces a peak reading of voltage Vp:
Vp =

Vrms

8V

= 0.707V"
= 0.707(8)

= 5.656 v
2

(5.656)
= -v = ..;..__-'2

Power

R

32
=75

75

= 0.4265 w

= 426.5 mW
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figure 22- 1

Monomatch power/SWR meter.
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Power can also be measured indirectly. If the load impedance is known and resistive, you can measure the voltage across the load and then calculate the power with the
2
formula P = V /R.

Power Measurement Circuits
Relatively s imple circuits can be used to measure power in transmitters and RF power
circuits. An example is the monomatch circuit shown in Fig. 22-l. It uses a 50-0
transmission line made with a microstrip on a small printed-circuit board (PCB). The
center conductor is the segment labeled 2 in the schematic. On each side of the center conductor are narrower pickup loops labeled 1 and 3. An RF voltage proportional
to the forward and reverse (reflected) power is produced as the result of capacitive
and inductive coupling with the center conductor. The voltage in segment 3 represents
the forward power. It is rectified by diode D 1 and filtered by C 1 into a proportional
de voltage. This voltage is applied through multiplier resistors R 3 and R5 to a meter
whose scale is calibrated in watts of power. Note the 50-0 resistors that terminate the
pickup loops for impedance matching.
The voltage induced in pickup loop 1 is proportional to the reflected power. [t is
rectified by D 2 and filtered into a proportional direct current by C2 . A switch is used to
select the display of either the forward or the reflected power. Resistor R5 is used to calibrate the meter circuit, using an accurate power meter as a standard.
Another popular power measurement circuit is the directional coupler shown in
Fig. 22-2. A short piece of 50-D coaxial cable serves as the single-turn primary winding
on a transformer made with a toroid core and a secondary winding of many turns of fine
wire. When RF power is passed through the coaxial section, a stepped-up voltage is
induced into the secondary winding. Equal-value resistors R 1 and R2 divide the voltage
Communication Tests and MeasurementS
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Figure 22-2

Directional coupler power measurement.
Toroid core

Input
lrom transmitter

Output
to antenna

c,

Forward
power

D1rect current to

equally between two diode rectifier circui ts made up of D 1 and D2 and the related
components.
A voltage divider made up of C 1, C 2• C3• and L 1 samples the voltage at the output
of the circuit. This voltage i~ applied to both diode rectifiers along with the voltages
from the transformer ~econdary. When these voltages are combined, the rectified outputs
are proportional to the forward and rellectcd voltages on the line. Low-pass filters R3-C6
and R4 -C7 smooth the rectified signals into direct current. A meter arrangement like that
in Fig. 22-1 is used to display either forward or rellected power.
Both circuits can be designed to handle power levels from a few milliwatt'> to
many kilowatts. When low-level signals are used, the diodes must be of the germanium or hot carrier type with low bias threshold voltages (0.2 to 0.4 V) to provide
sufficient accuracy of measurement. With careful design and adjustment these circuits can give an accuracy of 90 percent or better. Because the circuits are so small.
they arc often built into the transmitter or other circuit along with the meter and
switch.
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Example 22-2
If the forward power and reflected power in a circuit are known. the SWR can be
calculated. If the forward power i~ 380 W and the reflected power i!> 40 W. what i'>
the SWR?
SWR

I + VPi/PF

= ---::::::===
I - YPJ/PF
I

+ v'40738Q
- V40/380

I

+ 0.324

J - 0.324

1.324
0.675

= - - = 1.96

Dummy Loads
A dummy load i'> a resi!-.tor that is connected to the transmission line in place of the antenna
to absorb the transmitter output power. When power is measured or other transmitter tests
are done. it is u~ually desirable to disconnect the antenna so that the transmitter docs not
radiate and interfere with other stations on the same frequency. In addition. it is bc'>t that
no radiation be released if the transmitter has a problem or does not meet frequency or
emission <;tandards. The dummy load meets this requirement The dummy load may be
connected directly to the transmitter coaxial output connector. or it may be connected to
it by a short piece of coaxial cable.
The load is a resistor who. e value is equal to the output impedance of the transnutter and that ha., sufficient power rating. For example. a CB transmitter has an output
impedance of 50 !l and a power rating of about 4 W. The resistor dummy load must be
capable of dissipating that amount of power or more. For example. you could use three
150-H. 2- W resistors in parallel to give a load of 150/3. or 50.
and 3 X 2. or 6, W.
Standard composition carbon resistors can be used. The tolerance is not critical. and resistors with 5 or 10 percent tolerance will work well.
For low-power transmitters such as CBs and amateur radioi>, an incandescent light
bulb makes a reac;onably good load. A type 47 pi lot light is widely used for transmitter
outputs of several watts. An ordinary lightbulb of 75 or I00 W. or higher. can also be
used for higher-power transmitters.
The best dummy load is a commercial unit designed for that purpose. These units
are usually designed for some upper power limit such as 200 W or I kW. T he higherpower units are made with a resistor immersed in oil to improve its heal dissipation
capability without burning up. A typical unit is a resistor in!.talled in a 1-gal can
filled with insulating oil. A coaxial connector on top is used to attach the unit to the
tran~mitter. Other units arc mounted in an aluminum hou~ing with heal fins to
improve heat dissipation. The resistors are DOncritical. but they must be noninductive. The resi'>tor should be a" close to pure resistance at the operating frequenC) as
possible.

Dummy load

Standing Wave Ratio Meters

Standing wave ratio meters

n

The SWR can be determined by calculatjon if the fonvard and reflected power values
are known. Some SWR meters use the monomatch or directional coupler circuits
described above and then implement the SWR calculation given in Example 22-2 with
op amps and analog multiplier ICs. But you can also determine SWR directly.
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Figure 22-3

Bridge SWR meter.

Bridge balance occurs when:

R,
R3
R2 = A;_

(a)

Transmitter
input
Antenna

(b)

Figure 22-3(a) shows a bridge SWR meter. A bridge is formed of precision, noninductive resistors and the antenna radiation resistance. In some SWR meters, resistors are
replaced with a capacitive voltage divider. The meter is connected to measure the unbalance of the bridge. The transmitter is the ac power source.
Figure 22-3(b) shows the circuit rearranged so that the meter and one side of the
bridge are grounded. thereby creating a better match to unbalanced coaxial transmission
lines. Note the use of coaxial connectors for the transmitter input and the antenna and
transmission line. The meter is a basic de microammeter. Diode D 1 rectifies the RF signal imo a proportional direct current. [f the radiation resistance of the antenna is 50 n,
the bridge will be balanced and the meter reading will be zero. The meter is calibrated
to display an SWR of 1. If the antenna radiation resistance is not 50 n, the bridge will
be unbalanced and the meter will display a reading that is proportional to the degree of
unbalance. The meter is calibrated in SWR values.

Signal Generators
Signal generator

A signal generator is one of the most often needed pieces of equipment in communication equipment servicing. As its name implies, a signal generator is a device that produces
an output signal of a specific shape at a specific frequency and. in communication applications, usually with some form of modulation. The heart of all signal generators is a
variable-frequency oscillator that generates a signal that is usually a sine wave. Audiofrequency sine waves are required for the testing of audio circuits in communication
equipment, and sine waves in the RF range from approximately 500 kHz to 30 GHz are
required to test all types of RF amplifiers. filters, and other circuits. This section provides
a general overview of the most common types of signal generators used in communication
testing and servicing.
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Function Generators. A function generator is a signal generator designed to generate
sine waves. square waves. and triangular waves over a frequency range of approximately
0.001 H.t to about 3 M Hz. By changing capacitor val ues and varying the charging current
with a variable resistance, a wide range of frequencies can be developed. The sine. square,
and triangular waves are also available simultaneously at individual output jacks.
A function generator is one of the most flexible signal generators avail able. It covers all the frequencies needed for audio testing and provides signals in the low-RF range.
The precision of the frequency setting is accurate for most testing purposes. A frequency
counter can be used for precise frequency measurement if needed.
T he output impedance of a function generator is typically 50 D.. T he output jacks
are BNC connectors which are used with 50- or 75-D coaxial cable. The output amplitude is continuously adjustable with a potentiometer. Some function generators include
a switched resistive attenuator that allows the output voltage to be reduced to the millivolt and microvolt levels.
Because of the very low cost and flexibility of a function generator, it is the most
popu lar bench instrument in use for general testing of radio ampli fiers. fi lters. and lowfrequency RF circuits. The square wave output signals also make i t useful in testing di gital circuits.

RF Signal Generators. Two basic types of RF signal generators are in use. The first
is a simple. inexpensive type that uses a variable-frequency oscillator to generate RF signals in the 100-k.Hz to 500-M H.t range. The second type is frequency-synthesized.
These simple RF signal generators contain an output level control that can be used
to adjust the signal to the desired level. from a few volts down to several millivolts. Some
units contain built-in resi stive step attenuators to reduce the signal level even further. T he
more sophisticated generators have built-in level control or automatic gain control
(AGC). T his ensures that the output signal remains constant while it is tuned over a broad
frequency range.
M ost low-cost signal generators allow the RF signal bei ng generated to be
amplitude-modulated. Normally, a built-in audio oscillator with a fixed frequency somewhere in the 400- ro 1000-H; range is included. A modulation level control is provided
to adjust the modulation from 0 to 100 percent. Some RF generators have a built-in frequency modulator.
Such low-cost signal gencraton, are useful in testing and troubleshooting communication receivers. They can provide an RF signal at the signal frequency for injection into the
antenna terminals of the receiver. The generator can produce signals that can substitute for
local osci llators or can be set to the intermediate frequencies for testing IF amplifiers.
T he output frequency is usually set by a large calibrated di al. T he preci sion of
calibration is only a few percent, but more precise settings can be obtai ned by monitoring the signal output on a frequency coumer.
When any type of generator based on LC or RC oscillators is being used, it is best
to turn the generator on and let it warm up for several hour'> before it is used. When a
generator is first turned on. its output frequency will drift because of changes in capacitance. inductance. and resistance values. Once the circuit has warmed up to itS operating temperature. these variations cease or drop to a negligible amount.
Newer generators use frequency synthesis techniques. These generators include one
or more mixer circuitS that allow the generator to cover an extremely wide range of
frequencies. The gr eat value of a frequency-synthesized signal generator is i ts excellent
frequency stability and precision of frequency setting.
Most frequency-synthcsi.ted c;ignal generators use a front panel keyboard. The
desired frequency is entered with the keypad and displayed on a digital readout. As with
other signal generators. the output level is fully variable. The output impedance is typically 50 fl. with both BNC- and N-type coaxial connectors being required.
Frequency-synrhesized generators are available for frequencies into the 20- to
30-GHz range. Such generators arc extremely expensive. but they may be required if precision measurement and testing is necessary.
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GOOD TO KNOW
A function generator is one of the
most flexible generators available. It covers all the frequencies
needed for audio testing and
provides signals in the low-RF
range.

RF signal generator

Frequency synthesis
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Careers are available in the repair and testing of communication equipment. Such equipment
varies widely from one manufacturer to another, so manuals are needed for both the test
equipment and the products to be tested. Here, a technician uses RF equipment for vector
network analysis, spectrum analysis, and instrument controller testing.

Sweep generator

i~ a signal generator who~e output frequency
can be linearly varied over some specific range. Sweep generators have oscillator). that
can be frequency-modulated. where a linear sawtooth voltage is used as a modulating
signal. The resulting output waveform is a constant-amplil1ldc sine wave whose frequency
increases from some lower limit to some upper limit (see Fig. 22-4).
Sweep generators arc normally used to provide a meam of automatically varying
the frequency over a narrow range ro plot the frequency response of a filter or amplifier
or to show the bandpass response curve of the tuned circuits in equipment such as a
receiver. The sweep generator is connected to the input of the circuit, and the upper and
lower frequencies are determined by adjustments on the generator. The generator then
automatically sweeps over the desired frequency range.
At the same time, the output of the circuit being tested is monitored. The amplitude
of the output will vary according to the frequency, depending on the type of circuit being
teMed. The output of the circuit i. connected to an RF detector probe. The resulting -,ignal is the envelope of the RF signal as determined by the output variation of the circuit
being tested. The signal displayed on the oscilloscope is an amplitude plot of the frequency
response curve. The hori;:ontal axis represents the frequency being varied with time. and
the output represents the ampliwde of the circuit output at each of the frequencie'i.

Sweep Generators. A sweep gelleraror

Figure 22-4

Sweep generator output.
L1near sawtooth

Generator output
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Figure 22-5

Testing frequency response with a sweep generator.
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Figure 22-5 ~how~ the general test setup. The linear sweep from the sweep generator is u!>ed in place of the oscilloscope's internal sweep so that the displayed response
curve is perfectly ~ynchroniLed with the generator.
M ost sweep generators also have marker capability; i.e.. one or more reference oscillators arc included Lo provide frequency markers at selected points so that the response
curve can be actively interpreted. Marker increments may be I 00 kHt or I MilL They
are added to (linearly mixed with) the output of the RF detector probe. and the compo~ite signal b amplified and sent to the vertical input of the oscilloscope. Sweep generator~ can ~ave a considerable amount of time in testing and adjusting complex tuned
circuits in receivers and other equipment.
Most function generators have built-in sweep capability. I f sweep capability is not
built in. often an input jack is provided so that an external sawtooth wave can be connected to the generator for <,weep purposes.

Arbitrary Waveform Generators.

Marker capability

A newer type of signal generator ic., the

arbitrary ll'lll'eform genermor. It uses digital techniques to generate almost any wave-

Arbitrary waveform generator

fornl. An arbitrary waveform generator stores binary values of a desired wayeform in a
memory. T hese binary words are fed sequentially to a digital-to-analog converter that
produces a stepped approximation of the desired wave. Most arbitrary waveform generators come with preprogrammcd standard waves such as sine. rectangular. sawtooth, and
triangular wavc5.. and amplitude modulation. These generators arc :-.et up so that you can
program a waveform. The arbitrary waveform generator provides a fast and easy way to
generate almost any signal shape. Because digital sampl ing techniques <trc used. the
upper frequency limit of the output is usually below I GHz.

Frequency Counters
One of the most widely used commun ication test instruments is the frequency counter.
It measures the frequency of transmitters. local and carrier oscillators. frequency synthesiLer~. and any other -.ignal-generating circuit or equipment. It is imperative that the
frequency counter operate on its aso;igned frequency to cn!>ure compliance with rule~ and
regulations and to avoid interference with other services.
A frequency counter di~plays the frequency of a signal on a decimal readout. Counten, arc available as bench in,trumcnts or portable banery-powcred unit-.. A bloc!-. diagram of a frequency counter i!> '>hown in Fig. 22-6. Almost all digital counter' are made
up of <.ix ba..,ic components: input circuit. gate. decimal counter. display. control circuits.
and time ba,e. I n Yariom. combinations. these circuits permit the counter to make time
and frequency mea..,uremcnt~.

Frequency counter

Frequency Measurement. Frequency is a measure of the number of events or
cycle!-. of a signal that occur in a given time. The usual unit of frequency measurement
i!> hcrtt ( Ht.), or cycles per second. The time base generates a very precise ~igna l that

Frequency
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Figure 22-6

Block diagram of a frequency counter.
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is used to open, or enable, the main gate for an accurate period of time to allow the
input pulses to pass through to the counter. The time base accuracy is the most critical
specification of the counter. The counter accumu lates the number of input cycles that
occur during that 1-s interval. The display then shows the frequency in cycles per
second, or hertz.
The number of decade counters and display digits also determines the resolution of
the frequency measurement. The greater the number of digits. the better the resolution
will be. Most low-cost counters have at least 5 digits of display. This provides reasonably good resolution on most frequency measurements. For very high-frequency measurements, resolution is more limited. However, good resolution can still be obtained
with a minimum number of digits by optimum selection of the time base frequency.
In most counters that have a selectable time base, the position of the display decimal
point is automatically adjusted as the time base signal is adjusted. In this way, the display
always shows the frequency in units of hertz, kilohertz, or megahertz. Some of the more
sophisticated counters have an automatic time base selection feature called autoranging. Special autoranging circuitry in the counter automatically selects the best time base frequency
for maximum measurement resolution without overranging. Overranging is the condition
that occurs when the count capability of the counter is exceeded during the count interval.
The number of counters and display digits determines the count capability and thus the overrange point for a given time base.

Presca ling. All the techniques for measuring high frequencies involve a process that
converts the high frequency to a proportional lower frequency that can be measured with
conventional counting circuitry. This trans.lation of the high frequency to the lower frequency is called down conversion.
?rescaling is a down-conversion technique that invol ves the division of the input
frequency by a factor that puts the resulting signal into the normal frequency range
of the counter. Il i~ important to realize that although prescaling permits the
measurement of higher frequencies, it is not without its disadvantages, one of which
is loss of resolution. One digit of resolution is lost for each decade of prescaling
incorporated.
The prescaling technique for extending the frequency-measuring capability of a
counter is widely used. It is simple to implement with modern, high-speed res. It is
also the most economical method of extending the counting range. Prescalers can be
built into the counter and switched in when necessary. A l ternativel y, external prescalers,
which are widely available for low-cost counters, can be used. Most prescalers operate
Chapter 22

in the range of 200 MHz to 20 GHt. For frequencies beyond 20 GHz, more sophisticated down-conversion technique~ must be used.

Spectrum Analyzers
The spectrum analy:;er is one of the most useful and popular communication te~ t
instruments. Its basic fun ction is to display received signals in the frequency domain .
Oscilloscopes are used to display signals in the time domain. The sweep circuits in the
o~ci ll oscope deflect the electron beam in the CRT across the screen horizontally. This
represen ts units of time. The input ~ignal to be displayed is applied to deflect the electron beam vertically. Thus. electronic signals that arc voltage~ occurring with respect
to time are displayed on the oscillo~cope screen.
The spectrum analyzer combine'> the display of an oscilloscope with circuits that
convert the signal to the individual frequency components dictated by Fourier analysis
of the signal. Signals applied to the input of the spectrum analyzer are shown as verti cal lines or narrow pulses at their frequency of operation.
Figure 22-7 shows the display of a spectrum analyzer. The horizontal display is calibrated in frequency units, and the vertical part of the display is calibrated in voltage,
power, or decibels. The spectrum analyzer display shows three signals at frequencies of
154.7. 157 .8, and 160.2 M Ht.. The vertical height represents the relative strength of the
amplitude of each signal. Each signal might represent the carri er of a radi o transmitter.
A ~pectrum analysis of any noi'>e between the signals is shown.
The spectrum analyzer can be used to view a complex ~ignal in terms of its frequency
components. A graticule on the face of the CRT allows the frequency spacing between
adjacent frequency component~ to be determined. The vertical amplitude of the scale is
calibrated in decibels. The ~pcctrum analyzer is extremely useful in analyzing complex
signals that may be difficult to analyze or whose content may be unrecognizable.
The four basic techniques of ~pectrum analysis arc bank of filters. swept filter,
swept ~pectrum superheterodyne, and fast Fourier transform (FFT). All these methods
do the ~arne thing. i.e., decompose the input signal into its individual sine wave frequency components. Both analog and digital method~ arc U),ed to implement each type.
The ~uperheterod) ne and FFT method~ are the mo~t '' idely u~ed and are discus~ed
below.

GOOD TO KNOW
Perhaps the most widely used RF
spectrum analyzer is the superheterodyne type.

Spectrum analyzer

Figure 22-7

A frequency display of a spectrum analyzer.
Face of CRT

Notse
157.8

160.2

Frequency, MHz

A spectrum analyzer from Tektronix, covering frequencies to 14 GHz.
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Figure 22-8

Superheterodyne RF spectrum analyzer.
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Superheterodynes. Perhaps the most widely used RF spectrum analyzer i ~ the
superhe/erodyne type (see Fig. 22-8). lt consists of a broadband front end. a mixer,
and a tunable local oscillator. The frequency range of the input ic; restricted to some
upper limit by a 10\N-pass filter in the inpul. The mixer output i s the difference between
the input signal frequency component and the local-oscillator frequency. This is the
intermediale .fi'equency ( IF).
As the local-oscillator frequency increases, the output of the mixer stays at the I F. Each
frequency component of the input signal is convened to the IF value by the varying localoscillator signal. I f the frequency components arc very close to one another and the bandwidth of the IF bandpass titter (BPF) is broad, the display will be just one broad pulse.
Narrowing the bandwidth of the IF BPF allows more closely spaced component~ to be
detected. Most spectrum analyzers have several switchable selectivity ranges for the I F.
Spectrum analyzers are available in many configurations with different specifications, and they arc designed to display signals from approximately I 00 kll.t. to
approximately 30 GHz. Most RF and microwave spectrum analyzers are superheterodynes. Spectrum analytcrs are usually calibrated to provide relatively good measurement
accuracy of the signal. Most signals are di~played as power or decibel measurements,
although some analyzers provide for voltage level displays. The input is usually applied
through a 50-0 coaxial cable and connector.
FFT Spectrum Analyzers. The fliSI Fourier transform ( FFT) method of 1>pcctrum
analysis relies on the FFT mathematical analysis. FFT ~pec trum analyzers give a highresolution display and are generally superior to all other types of spectrum analyzers.
However. the upper frequency of the input ~ignal is limited to frequencies in the tens of
megaheru range.
ln addition to measuring the spectrum of a signal, spectrum analyl'.ers ~u·e useful in
detecting harmonics and other spurious signal s generated unintentionally. Spectrum analyzers can be used to display the relative signal-to-noise ratio. and they are ideal for analyting
modulation components and displaying the harmonic spectntm of a rectangular pul1>e train.
Despite their extremely high prices (usually $ 10,000 to $50,000), spectrum analyzers
are widely used. M any critical testing and measurement applications demand their use.
especially in developing new RF equipment and in making final tests and mea<;uremcnts
of manufactured unit~. Spectrum analyzers arc also used in the field for testing cable TV
systems. cellular telephone systems. fiber-optic networb., and other complex communication systems.

Network Analyzers
Network analyzer

A network analy:.er is a test instrument designed to analyt.c linear circuits, especially
RF circuits. It is a combination in'>trument that contains a wide-range <,weep sine wave
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generator and a CRT output that displays not only frequency plots as docs a spectrum
analyt.er but alo,o plot<> of phase shift versus frequency.
Networt... analyter~ arc used by engineers to determine the specific performance characteristics of a circuit they are designing, such as a filter, an amplifier, or a mixer. They
are also u"eful in analyzing transmission lines and even individual components. The network analy1er applies a swept-frequency sine wave and measures the circuit output. The
resulting measurement data is then used to produce an output di~play ~uch as an amplitude versus frequency plot. a phase shift versus frequency. or even a plot of complex
impedance values on a Smith chart display.
Network analy1en. completely describe the performance or characteritation of a circuit. Thi~ type of information is useful not only to engineers creating the circuits but
also to those in manufacturing who have to produce and test the circuit. Despite their
very high cost, these instruments arc widely used because of the valuable information
they provide and the massive amount of design and test time they save.

6000 TO KNOW
Although network analyzers are
expensive, they are invaluable for
determining the performance
characteristics of components or
circuits producing results in a
display.

Field Strength Meters
One of the least expensive pieces of RF test equipment is the .field strength meter ( FSM),
a portable device used for detecting the presence of RF signals ncar an antenna. The
FSM is a sensitive detector for RF energy being radiated by a transmiucr into an antenna.
It provides a relati ve indication of the strength of the electromagnetic waves reaching
the meter.
The field strength meter is a vertical whip antenna. usually of the telescoping type,
connected to a '>implc diode detector. The diode detector is exactly like the circuit of a
simple crystal radio or a detector probe, as described earlier. but without any tuned circuits so that the unit will pick up signals on any frequency.
The field strength meter docs not give an accurate measurement of -,ignal Mrcngth.
In fact. its only purpose is to detect the presence of a nearby signal (within about I 00 ft
or less). I ts purpose is to determine whether a given transmiller and antenna system are
working. The closer the meter is moved to the transmitter and antenna. the higher the
signal level.
A useful function of the meter is the detem1ination of the radiation pattern of an
antenna. The field strength meter is adjusted to give the maximum read ing in the direction of the moM radiation from lhe antenna. The meter is moved in a con~tan t -radius circle around the antenna for 360°. Every 5° or 10°, a field strength reading is taken from
the meter. The resulting set of read ings can be plotted on polar graph paper to reveal the
horizontal radiation pattern of the antenna.
Other types of fi eld strength meters are available. A simple meter may be built to
incorporate a resonant circuit to tune the input to a specific transmitter frequency. This
makes the meter more sensitive. Some meters have a built-in amplifier to make the meter
even more sen'>itivc and useful at greater distances from the antenna.
An absolute (rather than relatil'e) .field strength meter is available for accurate
measurements of '>ignal strength. The strength of the radiated signal is usually
measured in microvolts per meter ( 1..1-V /m). This is the amount of voltage the signal
will induce into an antenna that is I m long. An absolute field strength meter i~
calibrated in units of microvolts per meter. Highly accurate '>ignal mea<,urcments can
be made.

Field strength meter (FSM)

Absolute field strength meter

Other Test Instruments
There arc hundreds of types of communication test instrument<;. most of which arc very
specialiLed. The ones described previously in this chapter, plus those listed in the above
table. are the most common. but there are many others including the many special test
inMruments designed by equipment manufacturers for testing their production units or
servicing customers· equipment.
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Instrument

Purpose

Absorption wave meter

Absorption wave
meter

Variable tuned circuit with an indicator that tells when the
tuned circuit is resonant to a signal coupled to the meter
by a transmitter; provides a rough indication of frequency.

Impedance meter

Impedance meter

An instrument, usually of the bridge type, that
accurately measures the impedance of a circuit, a
component, or even an antenna at RF frequencies.

Dip oscillator

Dip oscillator

A tunable oscillator used to determine the approximate
resonant frequency of any deenergized LC-resonant
circuit. The oscillator Inductor is coupled to the tuned
circuit inductor, and the oscillator is tuned until its feedback is reduced as energy being taken by the tuned
circuit, which is indicated by a "dip," or reduction, in
current on a built-in meter. The approximate frequency
is read from a calibrated dial.

Noise bridge

Noise bridge

Bridge circuit driven by a random noise voltage source
(usually a reverse-biased zener diode that generates
random "white" or pseudorandom "pink" noise) that has
an antenna or coaxial cable as one leg of the bridge;
used to make antenna characteristic impedance measurements and measurements of coaxial cable velocity
factor and length.

22- 2 Common Communication Tests
Hundreds, even lhousand!-, of different te!>ts are made on communication equipment.
However, some common tests are widely used on all types of communication equipment.
This section summari zes the most common tests and measurements made in lhe servicing of communication equipment.
M ost of the tests de~cribed here focus on <,tandard radio communication equipment.
Tests for transmitters. recei\'ers, and antennas will be described, a-. will special microwave
tests, tiber-optic cable te!>tl>. and tests on data communication equipment. Keep in mind
that the test procedures described are general. To make speciti c tests. follow the test !>etups
recommended by the test equipment manufacturer. Always have the manuals for lhe lest
equipment and the equipment being serviced on hand for reference.

Transmitter Tests

GOOD TO KNOW
To make specific tests, always
follow the test setups recommended by the test equipment
manufacturer. Keep the manuals
for test equipment and for the
equipment being serviced on

Four main tests are made on most transmiuers: tests of frequency. modulation. and power,
and tests for any undesired output signal component such as harmonics and parasitic
radiati ons. These tests and measurements are made for several reasons. First, any equipment that radiates a radio signal is governed by Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) rules and regulations. For a transmitter to meet its intended purpose, the FCC
specifies frequency. power, and other measurements to which lhe equipment must comply. Second. the test!> are normally made when the equipment il> firM in!>talled to be ,urc
that everything is working correctly. Third. such tests may be performed to troubleshoot
equipment. If the equipment if> not working properly, these tests are some of the first
that should be made to help identify the trouble.

Frequency Measurement. Regard les'> of the method of carrier generati on. the

hand for reference.

frequency of the transmitter is important. The transmiuer must operate on the as!)igned
frequency to comply with FCC regulations and to ensure that the <,ignal can be picked
up by a receiver tuned to that frequency.
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Figure 22-9

Transmitter frequency measurement.
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The output of a tran!>mitter is measured directly to determine it!> frequency. The
lransmiued signal is independently picked up and its frequency measured on a frequency
counter. Figure 22-9 show~ several methods of picking up the signal. Many frequency
counters designed for communication work come with an antenna that picks up the signal directly from the transmitter fsee Fig. 22-9(a)]. The transmitter b keyed up (turned
on) while it is connected to its regular antenna, and the antenna on the counter pick.s up
the signal and tran~lates it to one that can be measured by the counter circuitry. No modulation should be applied, especially if FM is used.
The transmitter output can be connected to a dummy load lsee Fig. 22-9(b)]. This
will ensure that no signal is radiated, but that there will be sufficient signal pickup
to make a frequency measurement if the counter and its antenna are placed near the
transm iller.
Another method of connecting the counter to the transmitter is to usc a small coi l,
as shown in Fig. 22-9(c). A small pickup coi l can be made of stiff copper wire. Enamel
copper wire, size AWG 12 or 14 wire, is formed into a loop of two to four turns. T he
end!> of the loop are connected to a coaxial cable with a BNC connector for attachment to the frequency counter. The loop can be placed near the transmiller circuits.
This method of pickup is used when the transmitter has been opened and it., circuits
have been exposed. For most transmil!ers. the loop has been placed only in the general vicinity of the circuitry. Normally the loop picks up radiation from one of the
inductor.s in the final stage of the transmjner. Maximum coupling is achieved when the
axis of the turn~ of the loop is parallel to the axis of one of the inductor~ in the final
output '>tage.
Once the signal from the transmiuer is coupled to the counter. the counter sensitivity
is adju!>ted, and the counter is set to the desired range for displaying the frequency. The
greater the number of digit~ the counter can display. the more accurate the measurement.
Normally this test is made without modulation. If only the carrier is tran~mitted.
any modulation effects can be ignored. Modulation must not be applied to an FM transmitter. because the carrier frequency will be varied by the modulation. resulting in an
inaccurate frequency mea!-.urement.
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This network analyzer helps designers predict how
multiple components will behave together and
helps manufacturers know whether final products
will meet performance specifications.

The quality of crystals today is excellent; thus. off-frequency operation is not common. Tf the transmitter is not within specifications, the crystal can be replaced. In some critical pieces of equipment. the crystal may
be in an oven. rr the oven temperature control circuits are not working correctly, the crystal may have drifted off frequency. This calls for repair of
the oven circuitry or replacement of the entire unit.
If the signal source is a frequency synthesizer. the precision of the reference crystal can be checked. If it is within specifications, perhaps an offfrequency operation is being caused by a digital problem in the phase-locked
loop (PLL). An incorrect frequency-division ratio. t~1ulty phase detector, or
poorly tracking voltage-controlled oscillator (YCO) may be the problem.

Modulation Tests. If AM is being used in the transmitter. you should
measure the percentage of modulation. It is best to keep the percentage of
modulation as close to 100 as possible to ensure maximum output power
and below 100 to prevent signal distortion and harmonic radiation. In FM
or PM transmitters. you should measure the frequency deviation with modulation. The goal with FM is to keep the deviation within the specific range
to prevent adjacent channel inte1ference.
The best way to measure AM is to use an oscilloscope and display
the AM signal directly. To do th is, you must have an oscilloscope whose
vertical amplifier bandwidth is sufficient to cover the transmitter frequency. Figure 22- I O(a) shows the basic test setup. An audio signal generator is used to ampli tude-modulate the transmitter. An audio signal of
400 to 1000Hz is applied in place of the microphone signal.
The transmitter is then keyed up, and the oscilloscope is attached to
the output load. It is best to perform this test with a dummy load to prevent radiation of the signal. The oscilloscope is then adjusted to display
the AM signal. The display will appear as shown in Fig. 22-IO(b).

Power Measurements. Most transmit1ers have a tune-up procedure
recommended by the manufacturer for adjusting each stage to produce maximum output power. In older transmitters. tuned circuits between stages have to be precisely adjusted in the con·ect sequence. ln modern solid-state transmitters, there are fewer
adjustments, but in most cases there are some adjustments in the driver and frequency
multiplier stages as well as tun ing adjustments for resonance at the operating frequency
to the linal amplifier. There may be impedance-matching adjustments in the final amplifier to ensure full coupling of the power to the antenna. The process is essentially that of
adjusting the tuned circuits to resonance. These measurements are generally made while
monitoring the output power of the transmitter.
The procedure for measuJing the output power is to connect the transmitter output
to an RF power meter and the dummy load, as shown in Fig. 22-11. The transmitter is
keyed up wiU1out modulation, and adjustments are made on the transmitter circuit to tune
for maximum power output. With the test arrangement shown, lhe power meter will display the output power reading.
Once the transmitter is properly tuned up, it can be connected to the antenna. The power
into the antenna will then be indicated. If the antenna is properly matched to the transmission line. the amount of output power will be the same as that in the dummy load. lf not.
SWR measurements should be made. Most modern power meters measure both forward and
reflected power, so SWR measurements are easier to make. It may be necessary to adjust
the antenna or a matching circuit to ensure maximum output power with minimum SWR.
Harmonics and Spurious Output Measurements. A common problem
in transmitters is the radiation of undesirable harmonics or spurious signals. Ideally, the
output of the transmitter should be a pure signal at the carrier frequency with only those
sideband components produced by the modulating signal. However, most transmitters
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Figure 22-10

AM measurement. (a) Test se tup. (b) Typical waveforms.
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will generate some harmonics and spurious signals. Transmitters that usc cluss C, class D,
and cl ass E amplifiers generate a high harmonic content. Jf the tuned circuits in the
transmitter arc properl y designed. the Q 's wi ll be high enough to reduce the harmonic
content level sufficient ly. However. this is not always the case.
Another problem il- that other spurious signals can be generated by transmitters. In
high-power tranl.mitteri> particularly, parasitic oscillations can occur. These arc caused by
the excitation of \ mall tuned circuits whose components are the stray inductances and
capacitances in the circuits or the transistors of the tubes involved. Parasitic oscillations
can reach high leveb and cause radiation on undesired frequencies.

Figure 22- 11
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For most transmitters, the FCC specifies maximum levels of harmonic and spurious
rad iation. Tntermodulation distortion in mixers and nonlinear circuits also produces
unwanted signals. Normally these signals must be at least 30 or 40 dB down from the
main carrier signal. The best way to measure harmonics and spurious signals is to
use a spectrum analyzer. The transmitter output is modulated with an audio tone, and
its output is monitored direct ly on the spectrum analyzer. It is usually best to feed
the transmitter output into a dummy load for this measurement. The spectrum analyzer is then adjusted to display the normal carrier and sideband pattern. The search
for high- level signals can begin for spurious outputs by tuning the spectrum analyzer
above and below the operating frequency. The spectrum analyzer can be tuned to
search for signals at the second, third, and higher harmonics of the canier frequency.
If signals are detected, they can be measured to ensure that they are sufficient ly low
in power to meet FCC regulations and/or the manufacturer's specifications. The spectrum analyzer is then tuned over a broad range to ensure that no other spurious nonharmonic signals are present.
It may be possible to reduce the harmonic and spurious output content by making
a minor transmitter tuning adjustment. If not, to meet specifications, it is often necessary to use filters to eliminate unwanted harmonics or other signals.

Antenna and Transmission line Tests
[f the transmitter is working correctly and the antenna has been properly designed, about
the only test that needs to be made on the transmission line and antenna is for standing
waves. It will tell you whether any further adjustments are necessary. lf the SWR is high.
you can usually tune the antenna to reduce it.
You may also run into a transmission line problem. lr may be open or short-circuited,
which will show up on an SWR test as infinite SWR. But there may be other problems
such as a cable that has been cut, short-circuited, or crushed between the transmitter and
receiver. These kinds of problems can be located with a time-domain reflectometer test.

SWR Tests. The test procedure for SWR is shown in Fig. 22-12. The SWR meter is
connected between the transmission line and the antenna. Check with the manufacturer
of the SWR meter to detennine whether any specific connection location is required or
whether other conditions must be met. Some of the lower-cost SWR meters must be connected directly at the antenna or a specific number of half wavelengths from the antenna
back to the transmitter.
Once the meter is properly connected, key up the transmitter without modulation.
The transmitter should have been previously tuned and adjusted for maximum output
power. The SWR can be read directly from the instrument's meter. In some cases. the
meter will give measurements for the relative amount of incident or forward and reflected
power or will read out in terms of the reflection coefficient, in which case you must calculate the SWR as described earlier. Other meters wiU read out directly in SWR. The
maximum range is usually 3: I.

Figure 22-1 2
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Coaxial cable

The ideal SWR i~ I or I: I. which means that all the power generated by the transmitter is ab~orbed by the antenna load. Nevertheless. in even the best system'>, perfect
matching is rarely achieved. Any mismatch will produce reflected power and standing
waves. If the SWR i<> less than 2: I, the amount of power that will be lost or reflected
will be minimal.
The primary procedure for reducing the SWR is to make antenna adjustments. usually in the form of modifying the element lengths to more closely tune the antenna to the
frequency of operation. Uc,ing many antennas makes it possible to adjust their length over
a narrow range to tine-tune the SWR. Other antennas permit adjustment to provide a better match of the tran.,misc,ion line to the driven element of the antenna. These adjustments
can be made one at a time. and the SWR monitored.

TOR Tests. Time-domain reflectometry (TDR) is a pulse for cables and transmission

Time-domain reflectometry

lines of all types. It is widely used in finding faults in cables used for digital data
transmission, but it can be used for RF transmission lines. (Refer to the section Data
Communication Tcsb later in this chapter for details.)

Receiver Tests
The primary tests for receivers involve sensitivity and noise level. The greater the sensitivity or the receiver. the higher its gain and the better job it does of receiving very
small signals.
As part of the sensitivity testing. the signal-to-noise (SIN) ratio is also usually measured indirectly. The ability of a receiver to pick up weak signals is just as much a function of the receiver noise level as it is of overall receiver gain. The lower the noise level,
the greater the ability of the receiver to detect weak signals.
A<;, part of an overall sensitivity check. some receiver manufacturers specify an audio
power output level. Since receiver sensitivity measurements are usually made by mea:.uring the speaker output vollage. power output can also be checked if desired.
In thic; section. some of the common te.<,ts made on receivers arc described. The information is generic. and the actual testing procedures often differ from one receiver manufacturer to another.

GOOD TO KNOW
The ability of a receiver to pick up
weak signals is just as much a
function of receiver noise level as
it is of overall receiver gain. The
lower the noise level, the greater
the ability of the receiver to detect
weak signals.

Equipment Required. To make sensitivity and noise measurements, the following
equipment i!-> necessary:

1. Dual-Trace Oscilloscope. The vertical frequency response is not too critical. for
you will be viewing noise and audio frequency signals.
2. RF S ignal Generator. This generator provides an RF' signal at the receiver
operating frequency. It should have an output attenuator so that signals as low as
1 jJ. y or less can be set. This may indicate the need for an external attenuator if the
generator does not have built- in auenuators or output level adjustment~. The generator mu~t also have modulation capability. either AM or FM. depending upon the
type of receiver to be tested.
3. RF Voltmeter. The RF voltmeter is needed to measure the RF generator output
voltage in '>omc test'>. Some higher-quality RF gcncratorl> have an RF voltmeter built
in to aid in <;etting the output attenuator and level controls.
4. Frequency Counter. A frequency counter capable of measuring the RF generator
output frequency is needed.
5. Mullimeter. A multimeter capable of measuring audio-frequency (AF) voltage
level<. ic; needed. Any analog or digital multimeter with ac measurement capability
in the AF range can be used.
6. Dummy wads. A dummy load is needed for the receiver antenna input for the
noi~e test. This can be either a 50- or a 75-!1 resistor attached to the appropriate
coaxial input connector. A dummy load is needed for the speaker. Since most noise
and sen~itivity te~ts arc made with maximum receiver gain including audio gain, it
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i~ not practical or desirable to leave the ~peakcr connected. M o~t communication
receivers have an audio output power capability of 2 to 10 W, which is sufficiently
high to make the output signal level too high for comfort. A speaker dummy load
of 4. 8. or 16 fl, depending upon the speaker impedance, is needed. Be sure that the
dummy load can with'>tand the maximum audio power output of the receiver. Do
not use wire-wound rc!>i!>tors for this application, for they have too much inductance.
Check the receiver's :-.pccifications for both the impedance and the maximum power
level specifi cation.

Noise

GOOD TO KNOW
To determine the noise level
when the horizontal spacing on
the oscilloscope and the vertical
sensitivity are known, multiply
the horizontal spacing by the
sensitivity and divide by 2.

Noise Tests. Noise consist:- of random signal variations picked up by the receiver or
caused by thermal agitation and other conditions inside the receiver circuitry. External
noise cannot be controlled or eliminated. However, noise contributed by the receiver can
be controlled. Every effort i-. made during the design to minimite internally generated
noil.e and thus to impro'e the ability of the receiver to pick up weak signals.
Most noise generated by the receiver occurs in the receiver's front end, primarily
the RF amplifier and the mixer. Careful attention il- given to the design of both these circuits so that they contribute minimum noise.
Because noise is a totally random signal that is a composite of varying frequency and
varying amplitude signal\, it i!> somewhat diflicuh to measure. However, the following procedure has become a common and popular method that is easy to implement.
Refer to the test setup shown in Fig. 22-13. The antenna is removed from the
receiver. and a dummy load of the correct impedance is used to replace it. A carbon composition resistor of 50 or 75 fl can be used. The idea is to prevent the receiver from picking up any signals while maintaining the correct impedance.
At the output of the receiver, the speaker is replaced with a dummy load. Most
speakers have an output impedance of 4 or 8 fl. Check the receiver's specifications, and
connect an appropriate value of resistor in place of the speaker. Be sure that the dummy
load resistors can with!.tand the output power.
Finally, connect the dual-trace oscilloscope acro~s the dummy speaker load. The
same signal should be displayed on both channels of the oscilloscope. The displayed
signal will be an amplified version of the noise produced by the receiver and amplified
by all the stages between the antenna input and the speaker. Follow this step-by-step
procedure:
1. Turn on the receiver. and tune it to a channel where no signal will be received.
2. Set the receiver volume control to maximum. If the receiver has any type of RF or
IF gain control. it too should be set to its maximum setting.
3. Set the oscilloscope input for the lower trace (channel B) to ground. Most oscilloscopes have a switch that allows the input to be set for ac measurements. de mea~urcments. or ground. Grounding the channel B input will prevent any signal from
being displayed. At this time you will ~ee a straight horitontal line for the lower
trace. Adjust that lower trace "o that it line!. up with one of the horizontal graticule
lines ncar the bottom of the oscilloscope screen. This will provide a voltage measurem ent reference.

Figure 22-13
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Figure 22-14

Noise measurement procedure.
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4. Set the channel B input and the chan11el A input to alternating current. Adju~t the
vertical sensitivities of channels A and B so that they are on the same range. Make
the adjuc;tments ~o that the signal is displayed something like that shown in
Fig. 22-14(a). You ~hould see exactly the same noise pauern on both channel\.
5. Using the vertical position control on the upper or A channel. move the upper noise
trace downward 1-0 that it begins to merge with the noise signal on channel B. The
correct adjustment for the position of the channel A noi~>e ~ignal is ~uch that the
peaks of the upper and lower signals just barely merge. This will generally be indicated at the point where there is no blank space between upper and lower traces.
The '>ignal should look something like that shown in Fig. 22-14(b).
6. Now set both 01-cilloscope inputs to ground. thereby preventing the noise signal from
being displayed. You will see two straight horizontal lines. The distance between the
two Jines is a mea<;ure of the noise voltage. The value indicated is 2 times the root
mean square (rms) noise voltage !see Fig. 22-14(c:)j.
Assume that the adjustments described above were made and the ~eparation between
the two horizontal traces is 1.2 vertical divisions. If the vertical gains of both channels
are set to the 10 mY per division range, the noise reading is 1.2 X 10 mY = 12 mY. The
nns noise voltage is one-half of this tigure, or 12 mY/2 = 6 mY.

Power Output Tests. Sometimes it is necessary to measure the receiver's total power
output capability. This is a good general test of all the receiver circuits. I f the receiver
can supply the manufacturer's specified maximum output power into the speaker with a
given low RF signal level input, the receiver is operating correctly.
The te!>t setup for the power output test is shown in Fig. 22-15. An RF '>ignal generator for the correct frequency i!> used as the primary signal '>Ource. It mu't abo be possible to modulate this generator with either AM or FM depending upon the type of
receiver.
It j<; al-.o de'>irablc to connect a frequency counter to the signal generator output to
pro' ide an accurate mea<,ure of the receiver input frequency. Most communication
receivers operate on specific frequency channels. For the test to be valid, the generator
output frequency must be -.et to the center of the receiver frequency channel. Thi!> will
uMtally be known from the receiver's specifications. The signal generator is tuned. and
the frequency is set by monitoring the digital readout on the frequency counter.
Be sure to replace the :,peaker with a resistive load of an impedance equal to that
of the speaker, such U!> 8 !1. The dummy speaker load should also be able to carry the
Communication Tests and Mca~urcments
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Figure 22-15
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maximum rated output power of the receiver. Finally, connect an ac voltmeter across the
speaker dummy load.
Turn on the receiver, and set the volume control to the maximum. If the receiver has
a variable RF or fF gain control, you must set it to the maximum setting also. At this
time, any other receiver features should be disabled. For example, in an FM receiver. the
squelch should be turned off or disabled. In an AM receiver, if a noise limiter is used,
it too should be turned off.
To begin the test, follow this procedure:

I. Set the RF generator output level to I m V. If the RF signal generator has a built-in
RF voltmeter, use it to make this setting. Otherwise. aJl external RF voltmeter may
be needed, as shown in Fig. 22- 15.
2. Set the signal generator for modulation of the appropriate type. lf AM is used, set
the percenrage of modulation for 30. If FM is used, set the deviation for ± 3kHz.
In most signal generators, the percentage of AM and the frequency deviation for
FM are fixed. Refer to the signal generator specifications to find out what these
values are.
3. With everything appropriately adjusted, measure the ac voltage across the speaker
dummy load. This wi ll be an rms reading.
4. To determine the receiver power output, use the standard power formula P = V2 /R.
Assume that you measure an rms voltage of 4 V across an 8-fl speaker. The power
output will be
V2
42
16
P = - = - = - = 2W

R

8

8

An optional test is to observe the signal across the speaker load with an oscilloscope. Most
RF generators modulate the input signal with a sine wave of 400 Hz or 1 kHz. If an oscilloscope is placed across the dummy speaker load, the sine wave will be seen. This will indicate whether the receiver is distorting. The oscilloscope can also be used in place of the
audio voltmeter to make the voltage measurement across the dummy speaker load. Remember that oscilloscope mea~uremenLs are peak to peak. The peak-to-peak value must be converted to root mean square to make the power output calculation.

20-dB Quieting Sensitivity Tests. In most cases, the sensitivity of a receiver is
expressed in terms of the minimum RF voltage at the antenna tenninals that will produce
a specific audio output power level. Most measurements factor in the effect of noise.
The method of sensitivity measurement is determined according to whether AM or FM
is used. Since most modern radio communication equipment uses frequency modulation,
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Figure 22-16

(o) Quieting method of FM receiver sensitivity measurement. (b) T-type
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mea<,uring FM receiver sensitivity is illustrated. There are two basic method~. quieting and
SINAD. The quieti/If{ method measures the amount of signal needed to reduce the output
noise to 20 dB. As the ~ignal level increases. the noise level decreases until the limiter~ in
the lF section begin to :-.tart their clipping action. When this happens, the receiver output
"quiets''; i.e., its output is silent and blanks out the noise.
T he SINAD test is a measure of the i nput signal voltage that will produce at least a
12-dB signal-to-noise ratio. The noise val ue includes any harmon ics that arc produced
by the receiver circuits because of distortion.
The test setup for receiver sensitivity measurements is shown in Fig. 22-16(a). It
consist!. of an RF signal generator. an RF voltmeter. a frequency counter, the receiver to
be tested. and a voltmeter to measure the output across the speaker dummy load.
It is often necessary to provide an impedance-matching network between the generatOr and the receiver antenna input terminals. Most RF generators have a 50-fl output impedance. This may match the receiver input impedance exaclly. However. some receiver input
impedance!. may be different. For example. if a receiver has a 75-fl input impedance, some
fom1 or impedance matching will be required. This is usually handled by a resistive attenuator known a., an impedtmce-matching pad, which is a resisti\'e T network that provides
the correct match between the receiver input and the generator. A typical impedancematching pad is '>hown in Fig. 22-16{b). It matches the 50-0 generator output to the 50-fl
receiver antenna input. Since re!.i!.tors are used, the impedance-matching ci rcuit is also an
attenuator. With the values given in Fig. 22-16(b), the signal attenuation is I 0 dB. This
must be factored into all signal generator measurements to obtain the correct sensitivity
figure. Different values of resistors can be used to create a pad with the correct impedancematching qualitie!. but wi th lower or higher val ues of attenuation.
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Some manufacturers specify a special input network made up of resistors. inductors,
and/or capacitors for this or other sensitivity tests. This network helps simulate the
antenna accurately in equipment that uses special antennas.
Follow this procedure to make the 20-dB quieting measurement:
I. Turn on the receiver, and set it to an unused channel.
2. Leave the signal generator off so that no signal is applied.
3. Set the receiver gain to maximum with any RF or IF gain control, if available.

4. Adjust the volume control of the receiver so that you read some convenient value
of noise voltage on the meter connected across the speaker. One volt nus is a good
value if you can achieve it: but if not, any other convenient value will do.
5. Turn on the signal generator. but set the output level to zero or some very low value.
Adjust the generator frequency to the center of the receiver's channel setting. Turn
off the modulation so that the generator supplies carrier only.
6. Increase the signal generator output signal level a linle at a time, and observe the voltage across the speaker. The noise voltage level will decrease as the carrier signal gets
strong enough to overpower the noise. Increase the signal level until the noise voltage
drops to one-tenth of its previous value.
7. Measure the generator output voltage on the generator meter or the external RF
voltmeter.
8. If an attenuator pad or other impedance-matching network was used, subtract the
loss it introduces. The resulting value is the voltage level that produces 20 dB of
quieting in the receiver.
Assume that you measured a generator output of 5 J..L V that produces the 20-dB noise
decrease. This is applied across a 50-!1 load producing an input power of P2 =
V2JR = (5 X 10- 6 ) 2/ 50 = 0.5 pW. This is attenuated further by the 10-dB matching pad
to a level of one-tenth, or 0.05 pW, which translates to a voltage level across 50 fl as

v = VPR =

V0.05 X 10- 12 X 50= 1.58 X 10- 6

=

1.58 J..LV

This is the receiver sensitivity. It takes 1.58 J..L V of a signal to produce 20 dB of quieting in the receiver.
For a good communication receiver. the 20-dB quieting value should be under
I J..LV. A typical value is in the 0.2- to 0.5-J..LV range. The lower the value, the better
the sensitivity.

GOOD TO KNOW
The third-order intercept test
determines whether a cell phone
will filter out large nearby signals
that can be mistakenly interpreted by the cell phone as its
receiving frequency.

Third-order intercept test (TOI
or IP3)
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Blocking and Third-Order Intercept Tests. As the spectnnn has become more
crowded and as modulation advances have permHted higher speed per hertz of bandwidth,
the potential for adjacent channel interference has significantly increased. To ensure minimum adjacent channel inte1ference. receiver specifications have become tighter. This is
especially true in cell phones. Whole suites of tests must be passed by the receiver in order
to meet the specifications of a specific cell phone standard such as GSM or CDMA.
An example is the receiver blocking test that makes measurements to ensure that
signals from an adjacent channel do not block or desensitize the channel being used. A
very strong signal near the receiv.ing frequency has the effect of lowering the gain of the
receiver. Any small signal being received will be decreased in amplitude or even blocked
completely. Some specifications call for the receiver to be able to receive a weak signal
when the adjacent channel s ignal is 60 to 70 dB greater in level. The ability to meet this
test depends upon the filtering selectivity of the receiver.
But perhaps the most difficult test is the third-order intercept test, designated TOJ
or IP3. This test is a measure of the linearity of amplifiers, mixers, and other circuits.
When two signals are applied to a circuit, any nonlinearity in the circuit causes a mixing or modulation effect. The larger the input signals, the more likely the amplifier will
be driven into a nonlinear region where mixing will occur. Sum and difference signals
will be produced. Some of the resulting so-called intermodulation products are
problematic because they occur at a frequency near or inside the receiver bandpass and
Chapter 22

Figure 22-17

Third-order intermodulation products.
Circuit inputs

~
Th1rd·order
lntermodulahon

~\
f,
Frequency - - - - - - -

interfere with the signal being received. Such signals, because they arc so close to the
desired signal, cannot be filtered out. These intermodulation signals must be reduced as
much as possible in the design of the receiver by selecting more linear components or
giving greater attention to biasing schemes and operating points.
Figure 22-17 !.hows two signals / 1 and / 2 that appear at the input to an amplifier. The
nonlinear action of the amplifier generates a wide range of sun1~ and differences, including
those with the second and third harmonics. Most of these undesired product!. will be filtered out by the receiver IF filters. The third-order products cause the mo~t problems since
they will rno<,t likely fall within the receiver lF bandpass. The third-order products arc
2/1 :t: / 2 and 2/2 :t: / 1• where the tenllS 2{1 - h and 2h - / 1 cause the mo!lt problems.
To measure the third-order problem. two equal power signals arc applied to the
amplifier or other circuit to be tested. The frequency spacing is usually small and often
made equal to the normal channel spacing used. The power of the input !lignals i'> gradually increa<;ed. and mea~urements are made on the amplifier output to determine the
levelc; of the test signal<; and the third-order producLs. As the power level!. of the input
signals increase. the third-order signal power increases as the cube of the input power
change. On a logarithmic scale, the rate of increase of third-order products is 3 times
that of the original signals.
Refer to Fig. 22-18. If you plot the output signal amplitudes versus input signal
power increases, at some point the power levels reach their limit and nauen out. If you

Figure 22-18

GOOD TO KNOW
The third-order products that
most often interfere with a signal
are 2f1 - f2 and 2f2 - f1.

Third-order intercept plot of an RF amplifier.
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extend the linear portions of the two curves, they will meet at a theoretical point where
the initially lower third-order signals equal the main input signals in amplitude. This is
the third-order inrercept point. The input power at that point is used as a measure of the
intermodulation. In Fig. 22-18 the IP3 point is at 15 dBm. Typical IP3 values are between
0 and 35 dBm. The higher the IP3 value, the better the circuit linearity and the lower
the intermodulation products.

Microwave Tests
Microwave tests are generally sim ilar to those performed on standard transmitters and
receivers. Transmitter measurements include output power, deviation. harmonics, and
spurious signals as weU as modulation. The techniques are similar but require the use of
only those test instruments whose frequency response is in the desired microwave region.
The same goes for receiver measurements and antenna transmission line tests. The procedures are generally the same, but the equipment is different. For example, with power
measurements, a directional coupler is normally used as the transmitter output to reduce
the signal to a proper level for measurement with the power meter.

Data Communication Tests
The tests for wireless data communication equipment are essentiaUy the same as those
for standard RF communication as described above. The only difference is the type of
modulation used to apply the binary signal to the carrier. FSK and its many variants. as
well as PSK and spread spectrum, are the most widely used. Special FSK and PSK deviation and modulation meters are available to make these measurements.
For data communication applications in which binary signals are baseband on coaxial and twisted-pair cables. such as in LANs, more conventional testing methods
may be used. For example, binary test patterns may be initiated in the transmitting equipment, and the signal viewed on the osci lloscope at the receiving end. Tests of signal
attenuation and wave shape can then be made.

Eye diagram

GOOD TO KNOW
The eye diagram is an excellent
way to get a nonprecise, quick,
qualitative check of a signal. The
eye pattern tells at a glance the
degree of bandwidth limitation,
signal distortion, jitter, and noise
margin.

lntersymbol interference (lSI)
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Eye Diagrams. A common method of analyzing the quality of binary data transmitted on a cable is to display what is known as the eye diagram on a common oscilloscope. The eye diagram, or pattern, is a display of the individual bits overlapped with
one another. The resulting output looks like an open eye. The shape of the pattern and
the degree that the eye is "open" can be used to determine many things about the quality of transmission.
Eye diagrams are used for testing because it is difficult to display long streams of
random serial bits on an oscilloscope. The randomness of the data prevents good synchronization of the oscilloscope with the data, and thus the display jitters and changes
continuously. Sending the same pattern of bits such as repeating the ASCU code for the
letter U (alternating ls and Os) may help the synchronization process, but the display of
one whole word on the screen usually does not provide sufficient detail to determine the
nature of the signal. The eye diagram solves these problems.
Figure 22-l9(a) shows a serial pulse train of alternating binary Os and 1s that is
applied to a transmission line. The transmission line. either coaxial or twisted pair, is a
low-pass filter. and therefore it eliminates or at least greatly attenuates the higherfrequency components in the pulse train. It also delays the signal. The result is that the
signal is rounded and distorted at the end of the cable and the input to the receiver
[see Fig. 22- l9(b)].
The longer the cable and/or the higher the bit rate. the greater the distortion. The
pulses tend to blur into one another. causing what is called imersymbol inte1jerence (lSI).
lSI makes the voltage levels for binary I and 0 closer together with I bit smearing or
overlapping into the other. This makes the receiver's job of clearly distinguishing a binary I
from a binary 0 more difficult. Further, noise is usually picked up along the transmission path, making the received signal a poor representation of the original data signal.
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Figure 22-19

(o) Ideal signal before transmission. (b) Signal attenuated, distorted, and
delayed by medium (coaxial or twisted pair). (c) Severely attenuated signal
with noise.

(a)

(b)

(c)

lntersymbol interference (lSI)

Too much signal rounding or lSI introduces bit errors. Figure 22-19(c) is a severely distorted, noisy data signal.
The eye pattern provides a way to view a serial data signal and to make a determination about its quality. To display the eye diagram, you need an oscilloscope with a
bandwidth at least 5 times the maximum bit rate. For example. if the bit rate is 10 Mbps.
the oscilloscope bandwidth should be at least 10 X 5 MHt, or 50 MHz. The higher the
better. The oscilloscope should have triggered sweep. Either a conventional analog or a
digital oscilloscope can be used.
Apply the baseband binary signal at the end of the cable and the receiver input
to the vertical input. Adjust the sweep rate of the oscilloscope so that a 1-bit interval
takes up the entire horizontal width of the screen. Use the variable sweep control to
fine-tune the di'>play and usc the trigger controls to stabilize the display. The result is
an eye diagram.
Several different eye patterns are shown in Fig. 22-20. The multiple lines represent the overlapping pul'>es occurring over time. Their amplitude and phase shift are
slightly shifted from sweep to sweep. thereby giving the kind of pattern shown. Jf the
signal has not been severely rounded, delayed, or distorted. it might appear as shown
in Fig. 22-20(o). The eye is ·'wide open'' and has a trapezoidal shape. This is a composite display of the rise and fall times of the pulses overlapping one another. The
steeper the sides. the less the distortion. The eye pattern in Fig. 22-20(a) indicates wide
bandwidth of the medium.
In Fig. 22-20(b), the pattern looks more like an open eye. The pulses arc rounded,
indicating that the bandwidth is limited. In fact, the pulses approach the shape of a sine
wave. The pattern shown in Fig. 22-20(c) indicates more severe bandwidth lim iting. This
reduces the amplitude of the rounded pulses, resulting in a pattern that appears to be an
eye that is closing. The more the eye closes, the narrower the bandwidth. the greater the distortion, and the greater the intersymbol interference. The difference between the binary 0
and I levels is less, and the chance is greater for the receiver to misinterpret the level
and create a bit error.
Note further in Fig. 22-20(c) that the amplitudes of some of the traces arc different from others. This i caused by noise varying the amplitude of the signal. The noise
can further confuc;e the receiver, thus producing bit errors. The amount of voltage
between the lowest of the upper patterns and the highest of the lower patterns as shown
is called the noise marf{in. The smaller this vaJue, the greater the noise and the greater
the bit error rate. Noise margin i'> !>Ometimes expressed as a percentage based upon the
ratio of the noise margin level a in Fig. 22-20(c) to the maximum peak-to-peak value
of the eye A.
The eye diagram is not a precise measurement method. But it is an excellent way
to get a quick qualitative check of the signal. The eye pattern tells at a glance the degree
of bandwidth limitation, signal distortion, jiner, and noise margin.
Communication Tests and Measurements
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Figure 22-20

Eye diagrams. (a) Good bandwidth. (b) limited bandwidth. (c) Severe
bandwidth limitation with noise.
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An eye diagram on an oscilloscope that is optimized for optical data
communication testing.

Pattern Generators. A pallem generator is a
device that produces fixed binary bit patterns in serial form to use as test signals in data communication
systems. The pattern generator may generate a
repeating ASCll code or any desired stream of Is
and Os. Pattern generators are used to replace the
actual source of data such as the computer. Their output patterns can be c hanged to standard codes or
messages or may be programmable to some desired
sequence. A pattern generator may be implemented
in software at the sending computer.
Bit Error Rate Tests. At the other end of the
link. the pattern generator sequence is detected and
compared to the known actual pattern or message
sent. Any errors in the comparison indicate errors.
The instrument that detects the pulse's pattern and
compares it is called a bit error rate ( BER) analyzer.
It compares on a bit-by-bit basis the transmitted and
received data to point out every bit error made. lt
keeps track of the total number of bits sent and the
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number of errors that occur and then computes the BER by dividing the number of
errors by the number of bit~ sent. The BER tester must of course know the exact pattern or message sent by the pattern generator.
Percent BER

=

number of errors detected
numbers of bits sent

X I 00

TOR Tests with an Analyzer. Special data communication teM instruments arc also
available. A popular in~trument is the TOR tester. also known as a cable analy:.er or
LAN meter. This instrument. often handheld. is connected to coaxial or twisted-pair cable
and is able to make tesh and measurements. some of which are

TOR tester (cable analyzer or LAN
meter)

1. Tests for open or short circuits and impedance anomalies on coaxial or twisted-pair
cables.
2. Mea!.>uremcnts of cable length. capacitance. and loop resistance.
3. Measurements of cable attenuation.
4. Test~ for cable miswiring such as so-called split pairs.
A split pair is a wiring error often made when a cable contains multiple twistedpair lines. One of the wires from one twisted pair is wrongly paired with one wire from
another twisted pair.
M any tests arc based upon what is called time-domain rejlectometry (TDR). The
TOR technique can be u-,ed on any cable or transmission line. such as antenna lines or
LAN cables. to determine SWR, short and open circuits. and characteristic impedance
mismatches between cable and load. It can even determine the distance to the -,hort or
open circuit or to any other glitch anywhere along the line. TOR testing i-, based upon
the presence of <,tanding waves on the line if impedances are not matched.
The basic TOR procel>s is to apply a rectangular pulse to the cable input and to monitor the signal at the input. The test setup is shown in Fig. 22-21. If the load impedance
is matched, the pulse will be abo,orbed by the load and no reflections will occur. However. if there i!. a short or open circuit or impedance mismatch, a pulse will be rellccted
from the point of the mismatch.

Protocol Analyzers. The most sophisticated data communications test equipment
is the protocol analyzer. Its purpose is to capture and analyze the data transmitted in
a particular system. Most data communication systems transmit data in frames or
packets that include preamble information such as sync bits or frames, start of header
codes, addresses of source and destination, and a finite block of data, followed by
error detection codes. A protocol analyzer can capture these frames, analyze them ,
and tell you whether the system is operating properly. The analyzer wi ll determine
the specific protocol being caplllred and then indicate whether the data transmitted i!>
following the protocol or whether there are errors in transmission or in formatting the
frame.

Figure 22-21
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Protocol analyzers contain microcomputers programmed to recognize a wide range
of data communication protocols such as Bisync, SDLC. HDLC, Ethemet, SONET, and
other LAN and network protocols. These instruments normally cost tens of thousands of
dollars and may, in fact. be primarily a computer containing the ~>tored protocols and
software that read and store and then compare and analyze the received data so that it
can report any differences or errors. Most protocol analyzers have a video display.

Special Test Sets. As communications equipment, especially wireless. has become
more complex, it bas been necessary to develop special test systems for specific protocols. For example, special test sets have been developed for GSM and COMA cell phones
and Bluetooth. These test sets combine multiple instruments into a common enclosure
along with a computer for control. The instruments include signal generators (synthesizers) operating on the desired frequency bands along with the proper modulation and
protocol for a given standard. This part of the test set permits testing of the receiver.
Another section will include a calibrated receiver set up to receive any transmitted signal. An internal computer is programmed to conduct a precise sequence of tests and then
to record and analyze the data. Test sets automate the testing procedure and identify those
units (cell phones. etc.) that pass or fail the tests. These automated systems usually
include internal spectrum analyzers for display of results.

Fiber-Optic Test Equipment and Measurements
Automatic splicer
Optical-time-domain reflectometer
(OTOR)

A variety of special instruments are available for testing and measuring fiber-optic systems. The most widely used fiber-optic instruments are the automatic splicer and the
optical time-domain rejlectometer (OTDR).

Automatic Splicers. Splicing tiber-optic cable is a common occurrence in installing
and maintaining fiber-optic systems. This operation can be accomplished with hand tools
especially made for cutting, polishing, and splicing the cable. However, as the cable
thickness has gotten finer, hand splicing has become more difficult than ever. lt is very
difficult to align the two cable ends perfectly before the splice is made.
To overcome this problem, a special splicer has been developed by several manufacturers. It provides a way to automatically align the cable ends and splice them. The
two cables to be spliced are stripped and cleaved by hand and then placed in the unit.
A special mechanism holds the two cable ends close together. Then an optical system
with a light source. lenses, and light sensors detects the physical alignment of the two
cables, and a servo feedback mechanism drives a motor so that the two cable ends arc
perfectly centered on each other. An optical viewing screen is provided so that the operator can view the alignment from two directions at 90° to each other.
Once the alignment is perfect. the splicer is activated. The splicer is a pair of probes
centered over the junction of the two cable ends. Pressing the ·'splice" button causes the
probes to generate an electric arc hot enough to fuse the two glass cable ends together.
The automatic splicer is very expensive, but it must be used because it is not possible for human beings to make good splices visually and by hand. Handmade splices have
high allenuation. whereas minimum attenuation is best achieved with the automatic splicer.

Optical Time-Domain Reflectomctcr. Another essential instrument for fiberoptic work is the optical TOR. or OTOR. It is an oscilloscopelike device with a CRT
display and a built-in microcomputer.
The OTDR works as a standard TOR in that it generates a pluse. in this case, a light
pulse, and sends it down a cable to be tested. If there is a break or defect, there is a light
reflection, just as there is a reflection on an e lectric transmission line. The renection is
detected. Internal circuitry measures the time between the transmitted and reflected
pulses so that the location of the break or other fault can be calculated and displayed.
The OTOR also detect~> ~-.plices. connectors. and other anomalies such as dents in the
cable. The attenuation of each of these irregularities can be determined and displayed.
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Figure 22- 22

Jitter on a data signal.
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Optical Signal Analyzer. A newer breed of versatile optical test instrument makes
mu ltiple measurements. In addition to providing the OTDR measurement, this unit is a
sampling oscilloscope capable of displaying signals of more than I 0 Gbps. It can also
be used to show eye patterns. optical output power, and jitter.
Jitter is a type of noise that shows up as a time variation of the leading and trailing edges of a binary signal. See Fig. 22-22. It appears ar:. a kind of phase or frequency
shift in which the time period for I bit is lengthened or shortened at a rapid rate. Jitter
shows up on an oscilloscope as a blurring of the 0-to-1 and 1-to-0 transitions of a binary
signal. It is not much of a problem at lower data rates, but as data rates go above l GHz,
jitler becomes more prevalent. On fiber-optic data systems, jitter is a major problem. Furthermore, jitter is difficult to measure. Most optical fiber communication networks such
asSONET have jitter specifications that must be met. Therefore. some accurate method
of measurement is needed. Some of the newer optical signal analyzers have a jitter measurement capability. Jitter is usually expressed as a percentage of the unit interval (UI ).
The UI is the bit time of the data signal. For example, a jitter measurement may be
0.01 ur or 10 mUl.

Optical signal analyzer

Jitter

6000 TO KNOW
Jitter is noise that is a time variation at the beginning and end of a
binary signal.

unit interval (UI)

22-3 Troubleshooting Techniques
Some of the main duties of a communication expert arc to troubleshoot, service, and
maintain commu nication equ ipment. Most communication equipment is relatively reliable and requires little maintenance. However, equipment does fai l. Most electronic
communication equipment fails because of on-the-job wear and tear. Of course, it is still
possible for equipment to fail as the result of component defects. The equipment might
fail eventually because of poor design, exceeding of product capabilities. or misapplication.
In any case, you must locate such failures and repair them. This is where troubleshooting techniques are valuable. The goal is to find the trouble quickly. solve the problem.
and put the equipment back into use as economically as possible.

General Servicing Advice
One of the main decisions you must make in dealing with any kind of electronic equipment is to repair or not to repair. Because of the nature of electronic equipment today,
repairing it may not be the fastest and most economical approach.
Assume that you have a defective radio transceiver. One of your options is to send
the unit out for repair. Repair rates run anywhere from $25 per hour to over $100 per
hour depending upon the equipment, the manufacturer, and other factors. If the problem
i!> a difficult one, it may take several hours to locate and repair it. Many communication
transceivers are inexpensive units that may cost less to buy new than to repair.
Commun ication Tests and Measurements
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There are two types of repair approaches: (I) replace modules or (2) troublc~hoot
to the component level anti replace ind ividual components. Some electronic equipment
is built in sections or modules. The module is, in most cases. a separate PCB containing a portion of the circuitry inside the unit. The typical arrangement might be for the
receiver to be on one PCB. the transmiuer on another. and the power ~upply on Mill
another, with another unit !.uch as a tuner or frequency synthesizer also separate. A fast
and easy way to troubleshoot and repair a unit is to replace the entire defective module.
lf you arc a manufacturer repairing your own units in volume for customers, or if your
organitation does many repairs of a similar nature on a particular brand or model of
equipment, repair at the component Je,cl il> the best approach.

Common Problems
Many repairs can be made quickly and ca<>ily becau'>C they result from problem'> that
occur on a regular ba!>i!.. Some of the most common problems in communication equipment are power supply failures, cable and connector failures. and antenna troubles.

Power Supplies. All equipment is powered by some type of de power supply. If the
power supply doesn't work. the equipment is completely inoperable. Therefore. one of
the first things you should do is to check that the power <,upply is working.
If the unit is used in a lixed location and operates from standard ac power line'>. the
first test should be to check for ac power and the availability of the correct de power
supply voltages. Is the unit plugged in. and if so, does ac power actually get to the outlet? If ac power is indeed available. check the power supply inside the unit next. These
power supplies coO\ert ac power to one or more de voltages to operate the equipment.
Open the equipment and, using the manufacturer's !.ervice infom1mion. determine the
power supply voltages. Then use a muhimeter to verify that they are at the correct levels.
Most power supplies these days are regulated. and therefore the voltages should be very
clo. e to those specified. at least within ± 5 percent. Anything outside that range ~hould
be suspect. Any voltages that are obviously quite different from the !.pecified value indicate a power supply problem.
Another common power supply problem is bad batteries. With continuous usage. batteries quickly run down. I f primary ballcries are used. the batteries must be replaced with
new ones. I f secondary or rechargeable batteries continue to fail even after short periods of
use after charging. it mean!> that the). too. should be replaced. Most rechargeable battcrie<>
can be charged and di~charged only so many times before they are no longer effective.
Cables and Connectors. Perhaps the most common failure points in any elec-

GOOD TO KNOW
Cables and connectors are
a weak link in electronic
equipment.

tronic system or equipment are the mechanical components. Connectors and cable!. are
mechanical and can be a weak link in electronic equipment. Once it has been confirmed that the power supplies are operating correctly in the equipment. the next ~tep
is to check the cables and connectors. Start by verifying that the connectors are correctly attached. Another common problem is for the cable attached to the connector to
break internally. Most of the time the cable does not break completely. but one or more
wires in the cable may be broken while others remain attached.
Occa!>ionally connectors get dirty. Removing the connector and cleaning the connection~ often solve the problem. It may be necessary to replace the connectors to ensure
a rel iable physical connection, however.

Antennas Another common failure in communication systems i., the antenna. In most
cases. antennas on portable equipment arc fragile. A bad antenna i'> a common problem
on handheld transceiver~. cordless telephones. cellular telephones, and similar equipment.

Documentation
Before you begin an) ...erious detailed troubleshooting and repair of communication
equipment. be sure that you have all the necessary documentation. This include'> the
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manufacturer"s u<,er operation manual and any technical service manuals that you can
acquire. Nothing -.peeds up troubleshooting and repair faster than having all the technical information before you begin. Manufacturers often regularly identify common
problem-. and <,uggest troubleshooting approaches. But perhaps most important, manufacturer. provide specifications as well as measurement data and procedures that arc
critical to the operation of the equipment. By having this information. you will be able
to make the necessary test'>, measurements, and adjustments to ensure that the equipment complie!. with the specifications.

Troubleshooting Methods
There are two basic approaches to troubleshooting transmitters. receivers. and other
equipment: signal tracing and signal injection. Both methods work equally well and may
often be used together to isolate a difficult problem.

Signal Tracing. A commonly used technique in troubleshooting communications
equipment is called signal rracing. The idea is to use an osci lloscope or other s ignal

Signal tracing

detection device to fo llow a signal through the various stages of the equipment. As long
as the signal is present and of the COITect amplitude. the circuits are good. The point at
which you lose the signal in the equipment or at which the signal no longer conforms
to specifications is the location of the problem.
To perform signal tracing in a transmitter, you need some type of monitoring or measuring instrument: an RF voltmeter or an oscilloscope. an RF detector probe on an oscilloscope. a spectrum analy1er. and power meters and frequency counters.
Figure 22-23 is a block diagram of a generic FM communication transmitter. It i.,
a')sumed that the power supply is working and that it is supplying tl1e correct voltage to
all the circuits. Further. it is a<;sumed that the transmitter has been declared inoperable. A
quick verification of thio, \hould be made by testing the transmitter to see whether it is
putting out a .,ignal. A good overall check is to connect a dummy load. key up the transmitter. and attempt to pick up the signal on a nearby frequency counter or field '>trength
meter with antenna. If no ~ignal is indicated, troubleshooting can begin.
To troubleshoot the transmitter, connect a dummy load to the antenna jack and
turn on the power. Using the signal-tracing method. start with the carrier signal
source. Locate the carrier crystal oscillator or the frequency synthcsi~:cr responsible
for generating the basic carrier signal. Monitor the output of this circuit on the oscilloscope to see that it is generating a sine wave carrier of the correct amplitude and
frequency. The frequency of the signal can be checked with a frequency counter. For
the circuit in Fig. 22-23. you should measure and observe a 13.5-M Hz sine wave.
If the carrier oscillator or frequency synthesizer is working con·ectly, you can go
on to the next stages. Most tran<;mitters have additional buffer amplifiers, frequency

Figure 22-23
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multipliers, and power amplifiers. Each should be checked in sequence from one step
to the other. In Fig. 22-23. the carrier signal passes through a phase modulator to a
sequence of three frequency multipliers. The output of the phase modulator should be
the carrier frequency. The output of the first multiplier, a doubler. should be 27 MHz.
The output of the second multiplier should be 3 X 27, or 81, MHz. The output of the
third multiplier should be 2 X 81. or 162. MH7. This is also the output of the final
power amplifier stage.
The output of every individual stage or circuit should be verified. The schematics
or service manual will usually provide typical values of signal level at the output of
each stage or at selected points in the tran!>miuer. When discrete component circuits
arc used, it is easy to check each transistor stage. In modern equipment each stage is
implemented with one or more ICs. In such cases you can verify the input and determine what outputs are available. Then you can determine what you should expect at
the outputs.
You may lose the signal at some point as you follow it through the stages. For example, you may be tracing the signal through a sequence of frequency multipliers and power
amplifiers, as shown in Fig. 22-23. Assume that the carrier oscillator is working correctly, as was the tirst multiplier. You measure the correct frequency at the output of the
first multiplier. This signal also appears at the input to the next stage. But suppose you
can measure no signal at the output of the second multiplier. If this is the case. you have
effectively isolated the problem to the second frequency multiplier circuit. ft has an input
but no output.
The most likely problem is a bad transi!.lor or IC. Active components such as transistors and ICs fail more often than passive components such as resistors. capacitors. and
inductors or transformers. You should verify bias voltages to determine that they are correct; but if they are and the circuit still doe~ not operate, usually there is an open or
short-circuited transistor.
Other components may also fail. Capacitors fail more often than any other type of
component except the semiconductor devices. Resistors are less likely to fail but can
open or change in value. Inductors rarely fail. Delicate, sensitive components such as
crystal, ceramic, and SAW filters can abo break. Once you isolate the problem to a particular component. tum off the power, replace the suspected part, and repeat the tests.
Continue testing until the transmitter delivers a signal to the dummy load.
If the carrier circuits are working but the unit is not receiving modulation, verify
that the mkrophone is operating correctly. In portable and mobile operation, the
microphone is a separate unit attached by a cable to the transmitter. Microphone cables
and connectors frequently fail because of the continuous stress they receive. Microphones
are also subject to physical damage because they arc banged around and almost universally abused in a mobile operating environment.
If the microphone is OK, start checking the audio amplifier and modulator circuits.
You can use a simple audio signal generator to inject the signal into the audio amplifiers and follow it through with an oscilloscope. A common test is to use a 1-kHz sine
wave at a low level to prevent distortion. Then follow the signal through the circuitry
with an oscilloscope. noting both the amplitude and any distortion that may occur. Distortion is really the result of applying too much signal to the input. Remember, microphones are very low-level voltage-generating device . The audio circuits are designed to
provide a substantial amount of gain even with signal input voice signals that are in the
microvolt or millivolt range.
Using higher output voltage from a !>ignal generator will overload the circuitry and
cause slipping and distortion. If you see that the audio c;ignals you are tracing are square
or otherwise distorted, back off on the signal generator output voltage until the distortion disappears. Then continue with the l>ignal tracing. The point at which you lose the
signal or at which the signal becomes distorted or attenuated is the location of the problem. Once the transmitter is delivering power to the dummy load, you will want to run
frequency, power output, and deviation test!-. to ensure that everything is working correctly and that the unit meets manufacturer's specifications and FCC regulations.
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You can also perform signal tracing on a receiver. You will need an RF signal generator with appropriate modulation and an oscilloscope. RF voltmeter, or other signalmeasuring instrument with which to trace the signal. You may prefer to use a speaker
dummy load rather than the speaker itself.

Signal Injection. Signal injection is somewhat similar to signal tracing. It is normally used with receivers. The process is to use signal generators of the con·ect output
frequency to inject a signal into the various stages of the receiver and to check for the
appropriate output response, usually a correct signal in the speaker.
Signal injection is the opposite of signal tracing, for it starts at the speaker output
and works backward through the receiver from speaker to antenna. The signal injection
begins by testing the audio power output amplifier. You inject a 1-kHz sine wave from
an audio oscillator or function generator into the input of the amplifier. Follow the
receiver documentation\ information with regard to how much signal should be present
at the outputs of each stage. If an audio signal is heard, the speaker and power amplifier are OK. Then inject the audio signal into any other audio amplifier stages back to
the demodulator circuit output.
T he next injection takes place at the input to the second mixer. Set the RF signal
generator to 4.5 MHz with appropriate audio modulation. You should hear the audio tone
in the speaker. Jf you do not, check the local-oscillator and IF stages as described before.
Do not overlook the demodulator. Keep in mind that you may not actually be able to get
to the inputs and outputs of some circuits because they may be contained within an IC.
If this is the case. you can restrict the injection to the IC input while monitoring the output. Jf you get no output. replace the !C.
Next, inject a signal of 45 M Ht: with modulation at the input to the first mixer. You
should hear the tone: but if you do not. inspect and test the first IF stages and local oscillator. Finally, test the RF amplifier with a signal at the receive frequency of 478 MH7..

Signal injection

GOOD TO KNOW
Testing of communication products is done wittl special test sets
designed to match the specifications and features of the communication standard. Products tested
in this way include such items as
cell phones, wireless LAN transceivers, and fiber-optic systems.

Modern Troubleshooting. Although signal tracing and signal injection are valid
troubleshooting approaches, they are more difficult than ever when applied to a modern
communications device. Examples are cell phone!. and wireless LAN transceivers or line
card in a router. These de\ ices use only one or more ICs to implement the entire signal
chain. It is not possible to access the internal circuits of the chips. making the procedures
described previously impossible. if not more difficult. These techniques have limited use
in such highly integrated devices. although the principles are still valid.
Boundary Scan and the JTAG Standard. Modern networking and communications equipment is made up primarily of d igital ICs. These are large-scale devices made
for surface mounting on a printed-circuit board (PCB). It is difficult and sometimes not
possible to access the pins on an JC. making signal tracing or injection worthless in troubleshooting. Realizing this. IC designers eventually figured out a way not only to test
the chip after it is made and packaged. but also to test the equipment built with these
chips. This method is called boundary scan.
The purpose of boundary scan is to provide a way to observe test points inside the
chip that are not normally accessible and to observe .,ign:~ls at LC pins inaccessible
because of their surface mounting on a PCB. And it provides a way to apply test signal!. to selected points in the circuit and then to monitor the results. Figure 22-24 shows
the boundary scan circu itry that is built into many complex ICs. T he logic circuitry to
be tested is in the center and referred to as core logic. Surrounding the core is a series
of boundary scan cells (BSCs). Each BSC is made up of a pair of !lip-flops and some
multiplexers that can receive input~ and store them or output their contents when interrogated. The BSC flip-flops arc also connected to fonn a large shift register. the boundary scan register. This register provides the basic storage unit for inputting and outputting
data. The input and output arc serial. Serial data can be input to the register via the TDI
line. Data stored in the register can be read out serially by monitoring the TOO line. An
external clock signal TCK and a test mode select (T MS) signal control the serial data
Communication Tests and Measurements
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Figure 22-24

The boundary scan circuitry is built into the IC.
Boundary scan reg1ster

Input
pins

Core logiC
under test

pinS

TMS-----+1
TCK--

-

--+1

Note: The boundary scan reg1ster IS shtfted TOI to TOO.

speed through the test access pon (TAP) controller. The function of the boundary scan
circuitry is determined by a binary-coded in).truction that is entered serially.
To read the data in at the internally monitored points, the boundary scan circuit~ are
fed a serial instruction called lNTEST This is stOred in the instruction regi!\ter and
decoded. The internal circuit<; arc then configured by the logic to read the data from the
core logic and store it in the BSC!>. The data in the boundary scan register is then shifted
out and read serially. This serial data is generally sent to a computer where a program
uses it to determine if the results arc correct.
Other instructions may also be entered to control the various function . A SAMPLE/PRELOAD instruction is used to set the core logic to some desired state before
a test is run. The CLAMP instruction can also be used to set the core logic levels to
some predetermined pattern. The RUNBl ST instruction causes a predetermined. builtin self-te!>t (BIST) to be executed.
The boundary scan circuitry and its operation have been standardiLed by the I nstitute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) and is designated as the Joint Test
Action Group (JTAG) I 149.1 standard. M ost large complex l Cs now contain a JTAG
interface and internal circuitry. It is used to test the chip. Then later it may be used
by the equipment manufacturer as a way to implement a larger test program for the
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equipment. Because a computer is programmed to use the JTAG interface, most testing and troubleshooting can be automated. An engineer or technician can actually sit
in front of a computer, running the test software and exercise and test the equipment
and monitor the results.

22-4 Electromagnetic Interference Testing
A growing problem in electronic communication is electromagneTic inret:ference (EM/ ).
Also known in earlier years as radiojrequency inTerference (RFI ) and TV inTe1:{erence
(TV/ ). now EMI is defined as any interference to a communication device by any other
electronic device. Since all electronic c ircuits and equipment emit some form of EMI,
they are potentially sources of interference with sensitive com munication devices such
as cell phones. cordless phones. radio and TV sets, pagers, and wireless LANs. As the
number of computers has increased and as more and more cell phones and other wireless devices have come into use. the EMI problem has become a major one. The problem is so great that the FCC has created interference standards that must be met by all
e lectronic devices. Before any electronic equipment can be sold and used, it must be
tested and certifi ed by the FCC to ensure that it does not emit radiation in excess of the
allowed amount. Such strict rules and regulations have made design and manufacturing
more difficult and have increased the cost of electronic products. But the result has been
fewer interference problems between electronic products and a reduction in disruption
of their use.
Today. a large part of the work of a communication technician or engineer is EMI
testing and EMI minimization in products. This section briefly describes EMI. its sources,
common techniques for reducing EMT. and EMI testing procedures.

Electromagnetic interference (EMI)
Radio-frequency interference (RFI)
TV interference (TVI)

Sources of Electromagnetic Interference
Any radio transmitter is a source of EMI. Although transmitters are assigned to a specific
freq uency or band, they can nevet1heless cause interference because of the harmonics,
intermodulation products, or spurious signals they produce.
Receivers are also a source of EML A local oscillator or frequency synthesizer generates low-level signals that, if not minimized, can interfere with nearby equ ipment.
AJmost all other electronic devices can also generate EMl. Perhaps the worst offenders are computers. Computers contain millions of logic circuits that switch off and on at
rates up to and in excess of 2 GHz. Because of the short pulses with fast rise and fall
times that are generated. these circuits naturally generate a massive number of harmonics. The problem is so severe that computer man ufacturers must comply with some of
the FCC's toughest EMI reduction rules. Computer manufacturers use every trick in the
book to get the radiation level down to the FCC specifications.
Of course. any electronic equipment that uses an embedded microcontroller, which
today is almost every electronic device. is a potential source of EM I.
Another major source of EMI is switching power supplies. More than 80 percent of
al l power supplies in use today are of the switching variety. and this percentage is increasing. Power supplies that use switching regulators generate very high levels of pulse
energy and radiate many high-amplitude harmon ics. Jnve11ers (dc-to-ac converters) in
uninterruptible power supplies (UPS) and de-to-de converters also use switching methods and therefore produce harmonics and radiation.
The 60-Hz power line is another source of interference. Electrical transient pulses
caused by high-power motors and other equipment turning off or on can disrupt computer operation or create a type of noise for communication equipment. Just the large
magnetic and electric liclds produced by the ubiquitious power lines can cause hum in
stereo amplifiers. noise in sensitive medical equipment, and interference in communication receivers.
Commun ication Tests and Measurements
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The local oscillator of a receiver
can be a source of electromagnetic interference.
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Electrostatic discharge (ESD)

Another form of EMI is electrostatic discharge (ESD). This is the dissipation of a
large static electric field. Lightning is the perfect example. The huge pulse of current
produced by lightning generates an enormous number of harmonics that show up as noise
in radio receivers. Anyplace where static buildup occurs can produce ESD. which not
only can destroy integrated circuits and transistors but also can generate pulses that manifest themselves as noise in a receiver.
EMI is transmitted between electronic devices by several means. Interfering signals
may travel by way of electromagnetic radiation (radio) from one unit to another. EMI
may also be passed along by inductive or capacitive coupling when two units are close
to each other. Cross talk on adjacent cables is an example. And interferi ng signals may
be passed along from one piece of equipment to another by way of the ac power line
that both use as the main power source.

Reduction of Electromagnetic Interference
The three basic techniques for reducing the level of EM! are grounding, shield ing, and
filtering. All these methods arc used in the design of new equipment as well as in reducing EMI in applications in which the equipment is already deployed. Here is a brief summary of the techniques most often used.
Ground

Grounding. A poor electrical ground often causes EM!. As you know, a ground io; the
common reference point for most. if not all , voltages in a circuit. This ground shows up
in many different physical forms. It may be a metal chassis or rack, the metal frame of
a building, or water pipes. The best ground is an earth ground formed when a long copper rod is driven into the ground. Inside the equipment, the ground is formed on the
PCBs on which the components are mounted. The ground is usually a wide copper strip
or in some cases a broad copper ground plane formed on one side or the PCB.
Ln the design of equipment, especially RF circuits, the ground is a key consideration. Much care is taken in forming it, routing it, and connecting to it. Short, wide, and
very low-resistance connections are the best. In equipment that uses both analog (linear)
and digital circuits, separate grounding paths are usually formed for each type of circuit.
This helps minimize interference to the sensitive analog circuits by the noisier digital
circuits. The two ground systems are eventually connected. of course. but at only one
point in the equipment.
Circuit grounds in equipment are in place and cannot be changed. But it is possible
for the grounding connections of different pieces of equipment in a system to cause some
form of EM!. Many times, the EM£ can be eliminated or greatly reduced by simply experimenting with different ground arrangements. These are some useful guidelines:
1. If a piece of equipment does not have a ground. add one. A connection to a large
common ground is preferred. especially one connected to earth ground.
2. Ground connections ~hould always be kept as short as possible. Ground wires should
be no longer than A/4 at the highest frequency of operation.
3. Ground cables should be large and have low resistance. Su·anded copper wire of a
size greater than AWG 10 is preferred. The size should be greater if the ground carries a large current. Copper braid as wide as practical also makes a good ground
connection.

Ground loop
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4. If multiple pieces of equipment are involved and signals are passed from one unit
to another. ground loops may exist. A ground loop is formed when multiple circuits
or pieces of equipment arc connected to a common ground but at different points.
See Fig. 22-25. Current flow in the ground connection can produce a voltage drop
across a part of the ground. That voltage then shows up in series. with the very small
signals at the inputs to other circuits or equipment causing interference. Ground
loops are eliminated by connecting all circuits or equipment to a single point on the
common ground. See Fig. 22-26.
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Figure 22-25

Grounds are not perfect short circuits, especially at high frequencies, where
skin effect makes the resistance higher and permits ground loops to form.
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Figure 22-26

Single-point grounds are best because they minimize the formation of
ground loops.
Equtpment
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Equipment
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5. EM I is often caused by the incotTect connection of coaxial cable shields. T he shield
braid may be broken or open at one of the connectors. In some applications, grounding only one end of the shield instead of at both ends of the cable reduces EM l.
This is also true of any shielded wire. Experimentation with the cable shields and
grounds can often reduce EMI.
6. Remember that all ac power connections have a ground associated with them. In
two-wire ac connections, the neutral wire is grounded at the entry point of the alternating current. In three-wire sy!>tems. the third wire is abo a ground used primarily
for safet} purposes. However. the lack of a third ground can abo cau-.e interference.
Adding the third ground wire often solves EMI problems.

Shielding. Shielding is the proces., of surrounding EMI-emitting circuits or sensitive
rcceh ing circuits with a metal enclosure to prevent the radiation or pickup of signal~>.
Often. ju'>t placing a metal plate between circuits or pieces of equipment to block radiation is '>ufficicnt to reduce or eliminate EMI. The metal rcnccts any radiated !-ignals
and can actually absorb some of the radiated energy.
Almost all communication equipment is made with extensive usc of shielding.
Oscillators and frequency synthesizers are almost always packaged in a shielded can or
enclo!>urc. I ndividual transmitter or receiver stages are often shielded from one another
Communication Tests and
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with blocking plates or completely surrounding enclosures. Switching power supplies
are always shielded in their own enclosure. Just remember that when shielding is used.
ventilation holes are usuall y necessary to release any heat produced by the circuits being
shielded. These holes must be as small as possible. £f the holes have a diameter that is
near A/2 of the signals being used, the holes can act as slot antennas and radiate the
signals more effectively. Good initial design prevents this problem.
In some cases, RF signals leak from shielded enclosures where the various panels
of metal come together. A continuous shield is the most effective, but most shielded
boxes must have a removable panel or two to pem1it assembly and repair access. Jf the
panels are not securely mated with a low-resistance contact. RF will leak out of the opening. Securely attaching panels with multiple screws and making sure that the metal is
not dirty or oxidized will solve this problem. If not, special flexible metal seals have
been designed to attach to enclosures and panels that must mate with one another. The e
seals will eliminate the leakage.
Finally, radiation EM I can sometimes be reduced in a larger ysrem by moving the
equipment around. By placing the offending units farther apart, the problem can be eliminated or at least minimized. Remember that the strength of a radiated signal varies as
the square of the distance between the transmitting and receiving circuits. Even a shortdistance move is aJI that may be needed to reduce the interference to an acceptable level.
Filtering

Filtering. The third method of EMJ reduction is filtering. Filter!> allow desired !>ignals
to pass and undesired signal~ to be significantly reduced in level. Filters are not much
help in curing radiation or signal coupling problems, but they arc a very effective way
to deal with conducted EM! , interference that is passed from one circuit or piece of
equipment to another by actual physical conduction over a cable or other connection.
Some types of filters used in reducing EM I include
1. Bypass and decoupling circuits or components used on the de power supply lines

Radio-frequency choke (RFC)

inside the equipment. Typical decoupling circuits are shown in Fig. 22-27. Instead
of using a physical inductor (usually called a radio-frequency choke, or RFC) in
series with the de line, small cylindrical ferrite beads can be placed over a wire conductor to form a small inductance. These beads are widely used in high-frequency
equipment. The bypass capacitors must have a very low impedance. even for RF signals; i.e., ceramic or mica capacitor!> must be used. Any plastic dielectric or electrolytic capacitors used for decoupling must be accompanied by a parallel ceramic
or mica to make the filtering effective at the higher frequencies.
2. High- or low-pass filters used at the inputs and outputs of the equipment. A common example is the low-pass filter that is placed at the output on most transmitters
to reduce harmonics in the output.

Figure 22-27

Decoupling circuits are low-pass filters that keep high-frequency signals out
of the power supply.
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Alternating-current power line filter works both ways, removing highfrequency signals on input and output.
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3. ac power line tillers. These are low-pass filters placed at the ac input to the equipment
power supplies to remove any high-frequency components that may pass into or out
of equipment connected to a common power line. Figure 22-28 shows a common ac
power line filter that is now built into almost all types of electronic equipment, especially computers and any equipment using sensitive high-gain amplifiers (medical,
stereo sound. industrial measuring equipment. communication<> receivers. etc.).
4. Filters on cables. By wrapping several turns of a cable around a toroid core, as shown
in Fig. 22-29. interfering signals produced by inductive or capacitive coupling can be
reduced. Any common-mode signals induce voltages into the core, where they are
canceled out. This approach works on ac power cords or any signal-carrying cable.

Measurement of Electromagnetic Interference
The rules and regulations pertaining to EMI are given in the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 47. Parts 15 and 18. Anyone working in the communication field should have
copies of the code, which can be obtained from the Government Printing Office. Essentially these guidelines state the maximum signal strength levels perrnined for certain
types of equipment. The accepted levels of radiation vary considerably depending upon
the type of equipment, the environment in which it is used, and the frequency range. The
FCC also distinguishes between intentional radiators such as wireless LANs and other
wireless units and unintentional radiators such as computers.
Radiation is measured with a field strength meter. It may be a simple device. as
described earlier in this chapter, or a sensitive broadband communication receiver with a
calibrated antenna. In either case, the measurement unit is microvolts per meter (f..LV/m).
This is the amount of received signal picked up by an antenna I m long at some specified
distance.
Figure 22-29

GOOD TO KNOW
Radiation is measured with a field
strength meter in units of microvolts per meter (IJ.V/m).

A toroid core cancels common-mode signals picked up by radiation or
through capacitive or inductive coupling.
Toroid ferrite

ac power cord or
C08)(ial cable, etc.
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As discussed in the text, there's no need for cables when communication
devices have Bluetooth. Several hundred million Bluetooth devices are sold
each year. Thus there is a need to accurately and quickly test products
before they come to market. This spectrum analyzer has Bluetooth wireless
test capability.

Consider the FCC regulations for a computer. Conducted EMI must not exceed 250 fJ. V
over the frequency range of 450 kHz to 30 MHz
on the ac power line. Radiated emissions may not
exceed a specific field strength level at a given
distance for specified frequency ranges. The
measurement distance is either 3 or lOft. AtlO fr
the received signal strength may not exceed
100 fJ.V/m between 30 and 88 MHz
ISO JJ.V/m between 88 and 216 MHz
200 JJ.Y/m between 2 16 and 960 MHz
500 JJ.VIm above 960 MHz

enclosures, connectors,
scanned around an area
and its frequency. Once
or tittering steps can be

Devices such as PDAs and cell
phones use flat-panel displays.
To inspect these displays, technicians use software such as Labview by National Instruments. A
technician can test the audio,
electrical, and RF components.
By using this program, it is
possible to diagnose problems
with alignment, pixel defect,
color, and contrast.
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Several manufacturers make complete EMl test
systems that are sophisticated tield strength
meters or special receivers with matched antennas that are used to "sniff out'' EMl. Some units
have inductive or capacitive accessory probes
that are designed to pick up magnetic or electric
fields radiated from equipment. These probes are
good for tinding radiation leaks in shielded
or cables. The antennas are directional so that they can be
or a piece of equipment to help pinpoint the radiation source
the nature of the radiation is determined, grounding. shielding,
taken to eliminate it.

Testing communication products with specialized computer software.

CHAPTER REVIEW
Summary
The work performed by communication electronics experts
will invol ve some form of testing and measurement over the
course equipment installation, operation, servicing, repair,
and mai ntcnancc. Engineering and manufacturing engineers
and technicians will also perform a wide range of tests and
measurements in their work, including verifying and making
final adjw.tmcnts to specifications. It is important. therefore.
for them to be familiar with the types of malfunctions that can
occur and the factor<. to con<>ider in repair and maintenance of
equipment.
There cxi~t a wide range of choices in electronic communication testing equipment such as oscilloscopes and
multimcter-. for measuring ac and de voltages. current. resistance. and frequency. Measurements are routinely made
of frequency, power. modulation. and SWRs. Some equipment io., manufactured with its own testing microcomputer-.
built in: other equipment mu~t be tested with separate
equipment. Because electronic communication equipment is
so complex and varied in makeup. the manufacturers· own

or

manuals arc the best resource in diagnosing and repairing
their equipment.
Most modern communications products are made up of
complex lCs that contain all or most of the circuitry required
for the application. This makes testing and troubleshooting
that usc older procedures difficult. Many modern digital
circuits are tested by way of a built-in testing system referred to a.., boundary scan that permits IC pins and internal
circuit point~ not brought out to pins to be monitored.
Boundary '>Can permits automated testing and troubleo.,hooting by computer.
This chapter also described the importance of electromagnetic interference (EM f) in communication work.
Most electronic equipment generates signals that can potentially interfere with other electronic equipment. Computers and other digital devices are the major offender~.
EMI can the rninimiL.cd by a combination of good initial
design plus a mix of grounding, shielding, and filtering
techniques.

Communication Tests and Measurements
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Questions
1. What is the most important specification of an ac voltmeter for measuring radio-frequency voltages?
2. What is a digital oscilloscope? Name the major sections of a DSO. and describe how they work.
3. What kind of resistors must be used in a dummy load?
4. Name two common types of SWR meters.
S. Name two common power-measuring circuits.
6. Show how the SWR can be determined from power
mea!>urements.
7. What is the name of the versatile generator that generates l.ine, square. and triangular waves?
8. How is the output level of an RF generator controlled?
9. What is the typical output impedance of an RF generator?
10. What cautions should you take and what guidelines
should you follow when connecting measuring instruments to the equipment being lcslecl? Why should you
allow an RF generator to warm up before using it?
11. What is a sweep generator. and how does it work?
12. Name two applications for a sweep generator.
13. How is the output of the circuit being tested with a
~weep generator detected and displayed?
14. Name the six main sections of a frequency counter.
I S. What is a prescaler? Name two types.
16. What is a network analyzer? How is it used?
17. What is displayed on the CRT of a spectrum analyzer?
Explain.
18. State the function of a field strength meter. What is its
circuit?
19. Name the four most common transmitter tests.
20. What test instrument is used to mea<,ure the modulation
of an AM transmitter?
2 J. What kind of test instrument is best for detecting the
presence of harmonics and spurious radiation from a
transmitter?
22. Generally, what level of SWR should not be exceeded
in normal operation?
23. What does SINAD mean?
24. What does the receiver blocking test determine?
25. What does the third-order intercept test in a receiver
measure?
26. What does an eye pattern show?
27. What does a ··closing eye.. usually indicate about the
medium or circuit being tested?
28. Explain how an excessively noisy binary bit stream
appears in an eye diagram.
29. What kind of instrument is used for bit error rate testing?
30. Describe the basic process of bit error rate testing.
31. What is a protocol analy7.er? How does it display its
results?
32. What types of components are most likely to fail in
communication equipment?
33. What circuits should be tested first before any troubleshooting is initiated?
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34. Besides the right test equipment. what should you have
on hand before you attempt to service or troubleshoot
any kind of communication equipment?
35. Name two ways in which an antenna may be defective.
36. Name the two basic types of troubleshooting methods
used with communication equipment. Which is more
likely to be used on receivers? Transmitters?
37. What test instruments are needed to carry out the two
troubleshooting methods given above?
38. arne four measurement!> often made in fiber-optic
systems.
39. In what type of equipment and in what frequency
range is jitter a problem?
40. What is jitter?
41. What is the common unit for jitter measurement?
42. Why are large-scale lCs difficult to test by signal injection and tracing?
43. What is the name of the internal circuitry built into
many large-scale lCs for test purposes?
44. By what circuit is the tc<.t data entered or accessed?
45. How is data entered and monitored with built-in te t
circuits?
46. What controls the function of the test circuits?
47. Name the standard of this test method.
48. Define EMI.
49. Who mandates EMI control?
SO. How can receivers be a source of EM I?
51. How can a power supply be an EMI source?
52. Explain the role of the 60-H7 ac power line in EMI.
53. Name three ways by which EMI is transmitted.
54. What is the most common source of EMI?
55. List the three techniques used to reduce EM I.
56. What is considered the ground on a PCB?
57. What is the best type of ground?
58. What is a ground loop? What causes it?
59. How are ground loop problems eliminated?
60. State the conductor requirements for a good ground.
61. How does shielding minimi.~:e EMI?
62. What can be done to prevent radiation leakage from a
shield?
63. What is the effect of power supply decoupling circuits
on EMI?
64. What can be used in place of an RFC in a decoupling
circuit?
65. Explain what ac power line filters do.
66. What type of interference docs a toroid core deal with
most effectively?
67. Where can rules and regulations for EMI be found?
68. Name two types of EM I radiation testing equipment.
69. What is the basic measuring unit for radiated EMI?
What does it mean?
70. What components in an EMI test system allow you to
pinpoint the source of radiation?

Problems
1. Explain the theory behind the operation of an arbitrary
waveform generator. What is its main limitation? •
2. Explain the operation of a superheterodyne spectrum analyzer. What determines the resolution of the
analyzer?
3. A noise test is performed on a receiver. Where is the
noise measured? The spacing between the two horizontal lines on the oscillope screen is 2.3 divisions. The
vertical sensitivity calibration is 20 mV per division.
What is the noise level'? (Use the procedure described
in the text.) •
4. Refer to the transmitter diagram in Fig. 22-23. No
modulation is applied to the circuit. The transmitter

output power across the dummy load is zero. A measurement of the signal at the output of the phase
modulator reveals a sine wave of 14.8 MHz. What is
the problem? Explain why there is no output. Solve this
problem in two ways: {a) Assume that the carrier frequency is as shown in Fig. 22-23. (b) Assume a carrier
crystal of 14.8 M Hz.
5. In Fig. 22-23. the output of the third multiplier is OK.
but there is no output across the dummy load. What
component is most likely defective? •
6. A small radio transmitter puts out 5 W of forward
power but produces I W of reflected power. What is the
SWR?
•

Answer.~

to Selected Problems follow Chap. 22.

Critical Thinking
l. State two benefits of DSO'> over analog oscilloscopes.
2. How do you lower the SWR if it is too high?
3. A handheld cellular telephone worth approximately
$175, consumer retail price, was obtained free when
the cellular service was first initiated. It does not work.
A call to the dealer indicates that this model can be repaired, but the labor rate is $75 per hour. and most repairs require a minimum of2 h to fix. Parts charges arc
extra. Should you have the telephone fixed. or should

you buy a new one? Give your reasons for the decision
you make.
4. Give three examples of how household appliances
could produce EMI and the electronic equipment they
may interfere with.
5. State the potential for CB radios, FM family radios, and
amateur radio equipment to interfere with other household electronic equipment.
6. Can the JTAG system test analog/RF circuits?
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Answers to
Selected Problems

·-----------------------------------------CHAPTER 1

1-1. 7.5 MHz, 60 MHz, 3750 MHz,
or 3.75 GHz
1-3. In radar and satellites
50,000
30,357
5.4, 0.4074
l4dB
37 dBm

3-3.
3-5.
3-7.
3-9.

= (Vmax - Vmin)/( V max
Vmin)
100 percent
80 percent
3896kHz, 3904kHz;
BW = 8kHz
800W

111

+

CHAPTER 4

4-1. 28.8 W, 14.4 W
4-3. 200 JLV

nlJ = 12 kHz/2 kHz = 6
- 0.1
8.57
3750 fl, 3600 or 3900 0 (EIA)

CHAPTER 6

6-1. 1.29 MHz
6-3. 3 141.4 Hz or ± 1570.7 Hz at
4000-Hz modulating
frequency
6-5. / 0 = 446.43 kHz.A =
71.43 kHz
CHAPTER 7

7-1. 7 MHz
7-3. 8kHz - 5kHz
7-5. 92.06 dB
CHAPTER 8

8-1. 206.4 MHz
8-3. 25.005 MHz

898

10-1. 133
10-3. T l: Bit rate 1.544 MHz.
24 channels
T3: Bit rate 44.736 MHz, 672
channels
CHAPTER 11

11-1. EBCDTC

11-3.
11-5.
11-7.
11-9.

69.44 ~-tS
60 kbps
278.95 Mbps
8 X 10- 6

CHAPTER 12

CHAPTER 5

5-l.
5-5.
5-7.
5-9.

6kHz
18.06 and 17.94 MHz
2.4
46 MHz
27, 162, 189, and 351 MHz

CHAPTER 10

CHAPTER 3

3-I.

CHAPTER 9

9-1.
9-3.
9-5.
9-7.
9-9.

CHAPTER 2

2-1.
2-3.
2-5.
2-7.
2-9.

8-5. 1627
8-7. 132 MHz, 50 kHz
8-11. 72 w

12-1. 10 Mbps; t = 1/10 X 106 =
0. l X 10- 6 = 0. 1 JLS =
100 nS.
12-3. 20,000 bytes, which includes
all of the beginning and ending
fields and delimiters.
CHAPTER 13

13-1.
13-3.
13-5.
13-7.
13-9.

0.857 m
51 .n
VF = 0.6324
4.02 ft
1.325 nS

CHAPTER 14

= 3kHz

14-1. 0.1 wavelength = 20 0; 0.3
wavelength = 90 {l
(seeFig.l4-1 1)
14-3. 468/27 = 17.333 mHz,
520kHz to 1.04 MHz
14-5. 75-0 coaxial cable

14-7. 1.822 ft
J 4-9. 1.65 ft
CHAPTER 15

15-1. 1.06JLS
15-3. Binary:
1101111010011011000010000

OOOllll
Hex: DE9B080F
CHAPTER 16

16-1.
16-3.
16-5.
16-7.
16-9.

36 percent, 0.36 percent
0.632 in
50 mW
8.43 in
Gain = 960,000 or 59.82 dB;
beamwidth = 0.145°

CHAPTER 1 7

17-1. Zero degrees (equator). 90°
(polar)
17-3. The TC&C system is used to
fire small hydrazine thrusters
that move the satellite in one of
several directions.
17-5. Satellite position information
is transmitted as part of the
NAV-msg 1500-bit message
containing ephemeris and
timing information. The data
rate is 50 bps.
17-7. Differential GPS uses a
precisely placed earth station
that receives the L I GPS
signals and computes the error
between them and its own
precisely known location. The
error is transmilled to special
DGPS receivers that can
decipher the error data and
correct the output. Accuracies
to within 3 to 6 ft are possible.
CHAPTER 18

18-1. Subscriber line interface circuit
(SLIC) performs the
BORSCHT functions.

18-2. BORSCHT functions are
battery power, oven·oltage
protection. ringing,
supervision. coding. hybrid.
test.
18-4. Links between exchanges arc
four line rather than two line:
that is. the send and receive
signal!-. arc separated before
transmis!-.ion between
exchangel>. These links may be
twisted pair. fiber-optic cable.
or microwave radio and may be
analog or digital. in either ca-.e
with multiplexing.
18-7. The document to be
transmilled is divided into
many fine horizontal lines as it
is scanned a line at a time by a
tranl.ducer that converts the
dark and light portions into an
electrical !-.ignalthat is used to
modulate a carrier.

CHAPTER 2 2

CH APTER 19

19-1. 300.000,000 m/s. 186.000 mils
19-3. See Fig. 19-8 and the related
tex t.
19-5. I2 percent
19-7. 9.6 km
19-9. 100 MH7. 200 M Hz
CHAPTER 2 0

20-1. Spectral efficiency is data
rate divided by bandwidth:
2.4 Mbps/1.5 Mhz =
1.6 bits/Ht.
20-3. 7T/4-DQPSK has a total of
eight phase positions.
20-5. Typical low TF is 100k Hz or
120 kl-17.

22-1. An arbitrary waveform
generator uses digital
techniques to generate a wave
of any shape by storing binary
'>amples in a memory and
outpuning them through a
digital-to-analog converter and
filter. Primary limitation is that
the maximum frequency is
about 100 MHz.
22-3. Noi::.e i-, measured acro:-.s a
dummy resistive load replacing
the l>peaker. 23 mV rms
22-5. The RF power amplifier
transistor is probably defective.

CHAPTER 21

21-1. a. ISM band
b. Wi-Fi 802.1 In
21-2. 16.67 GH7

Answers to Selected Pro blems
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Glossary

•

JOES triple data encryption standa rd u~ing
the DES encryptionthrcc times to improve
'>ecurit).
2G cell phone system Second-generation digital cell phone ')'tem. The '}'tem'> are GS~I.
TDMA. and COMA
2.5G cell phone system A generation of cell
phone between the original sccond-genemtion
!2GJ digi tal phone and the newer thirdgeneration !3GI phone. It brings data
tmn,mi"ion capabilit) to 2G phone\.
JG cell phone system Third-generation cell
phones. "hich are true packet data phone ...
11 1th enhanced digllal 1c11ce ;md high-~peed
data transmis,1on capab1llly.
4G cell phone system I·ounh generation of
cell phones. u~ed to dc~cribc ~ti li-to-come
udvanccd cell phone technologies that
feature OFDM and packet data rate~ up to
100 Mbp> in a mobile en1irunment.
tOBase-2 Ethernet LAN A t)pc of Ethernet
local-area network ')'tcm 1mplememed with
thm coaAial cable.
tOBasc-5 Ethernet LAN An Ethernet ... y,tem
using thick coaxial cable.
tOBasc-T Ethernet LAN The twi'>lcd-pair
1e~ion of Ethernet. The 11\0\I widely w,ed
leT\IOn.
tO-gigabit Ethernet A nc11 ICT\ion of
Ethernet that pcrn1il\ data 'peed' up to
10 Gbps o1er liber-opuc cable.
JGPP third generation partnership project
An organi ~:ati on dcd iC<ttetlto developing and
improving cell phone technologic; that are
'tandardiLcd through the lTU.
1OOBase-TX. Sel! Fa\t l:.thcrnet.
tOOOBase-T Ethernet Sl't' G1gabit Ethernet
1496/1596 circuit A t)pical!C balanced
modulator that can wor~ at carrier frequencie\ up to approximate!) 100 MH7 and can
ach ieve a carrier wpprc.,,ion of 50 to 65 dB.
3089 IF system A receiver IC origi nall y
deve loped by RCA

A
Absolute field strength meter Device u\Cd for
accurate mcru.uremcnt\ of ~ignal Mrength.
Usually mea... ured in microvolt., per meter.
Absorption In fiber-optic c;ommu nication. the
w;ty light energy i' wnvencd to heat in the
core material owing w the tmpurit} of the
gla'>' or plastic.
Absorption wave meter V;triable tuned circuli
11 llh ;m indicator that tell' 11 hen the tuned
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circui t is re>On<lnt 10 a 'ignal coupled to the
meter by 3 tran,mitter: prm ide, a rough
indication of lreqUI.:nc).
Access method The prutowl u'ed for tmn,.
mitting and rcce11 mg mlormation on a bu'
Accumulator The combimuinn of a regi'>ter
and adder.
Acknowledge character (ACK) A character
th:tl ac~now ledge' that u tr<Jn\m ission wa'>
received.
Advanced encryption standard (AES) An
encl')ption method de, eloped b) the
National Institute of Standard~ and Tcchnolng} <NISTito be mnre '-O.:Cure than the old.:r
DES \landard bccathC Jl U\C\ 128, 192 or
156 bit key ...
Advanced mobile phone system (AMPS) The
original cell phone ,y.,t.:m. bru.ed on analog
radio technologi.:,,
A-law compander The l) pc ot companding
U\ed m European telephone networ~s.
Aliasing A problem that llCCUT\ 11 hen the
\ampling frequcnc) j, nm high enough.
Ali:l',ing c;w'e' a new \lgnalnear the
original to be created.
All-pass filter A tiller that pa,scs all frequencie' equall) well \liCr its deSign range
but ha' a fixed or predictable pha.'e 'hift
characteri\li.:.
American digital cellular (AOC) See IS- 136
TDMA.
American Standard Code for Information
Interchange {ASCII) The most widely U\Cd
data communication c;odc. Thi' is a 7-bit
binar) code.
Amplification The bcKl,llng ot \ignal l'oltage
;md power.
Amplitude modulation \al')mg the amplitude
of a carrier <.ignalto tran,mit information.
Amplitude shift keying (ASK) Amplitude
modulation by 'quare wave, or rectangular
binary pulse,.
Analog multiplier A t) pc ur IC that can be
U\Cd a., a bahmt.:.:d motlul:uor. It u~~
differential amplihcr' operating in a
linear mode.
Analog oscilloscope De' ic.: that amplitie' the
'>ignalto be mea,urcd :md di,play, 11 on the
face of a CRT at a -.pcl'ihl' \1\Cep rate.
Analog signal A '>111uothly and conti nuou,ly
varying voltage or .:urrcnt.
Analog-to-digital conversion (NO conversion)
The proce•" of \amphng or measuring an
analog 'ignal at regular 1ntervab and con·
verting it into a binar) 1alue.

Angle modulation A collective term referring
to FM and PM.
Angle of elevation The angle between the line
from the eanh \tat ion·, antenna to the 'aiellite and the hne h<:t11een the 'ame antenna
and the eanh·' hori ton.
Angle of incidence An ang le A between the
incident ray and the normal at the reflecting
~urface.

Angle of inclination The ;mgle formed between the line that p;t,,e~ through the center
of the eanh and the nonh pole and the line
that pas~e' through the center of the eanh
and i~ abo pcrpcnd1cular to the orbital plane.
Angstrom (A) A Ulllt of mc<L~urc for light
wavelength, equal to 10 111 m or 10 ~11m.
Answering machine A feature on an electronic
telephone that an,wcr' a call after a pre programmed nu mbcr of ring> and save'\ the
voice me,,age. \lore formall) called 101ce
mail.
Antenna An electromcchamcal device u-ed tn
tran, mit or rece11e radio ~ignab.
Antenna array T11 o or more antenna element'
combined to t.: rcatc an antenna with directi vity ami g:tin.
Antenna bandwidth The range of frequenc1e'
01 er 11 hich an antenna operate~ efficient I).
the difference het11ecn the upper and lo11er
cutoff frequencie' of the antenna. which ;tch
a.\ a re~onant circuli or bandpa'' Iiller.
Antenna directivity ll1e ability of an antenna
to <,end or receive -.ignal;.. over a m1rro1\ hori t.Ontal or vcnica l directional range.
Antenna Q The ratio or inductive reactance to
re,io;tance. Although 11 "difficult to cakulatc
the exact Q for an antenna. the higher the Q
the narrower the band11 idth. Lowering Q
11 idcns band11 1dth.
Antenna radiation pattern The geometric
'hape of the '>ignal strength around an
an Leona.

Antenna reciprocity The condition that c~ist\
11 hen the charac;tensllc\ and performance ol
an antenna arc the '>a me 11 hether the antenna
1' radiating or uucrc<'pllng a ,;goal.

Antenna resonance The frequency at wh1ch
an antenna ha' peal. 'nltagc or current.
Antenna subsystem An as'>emblage o r device,
used for hnth tran-.miuing and receiving
-,ignals.
Antenna tuner A c;onfiguration con'>i'>ting of
a variable tnductor. one or more vanahle
capacitor\. or a .:mnbtnation of the>c
components connected in variou> way'

Ante nna tuning A technique u<,ed to muximlle power output by Impedance matching.
Anti-aliasing filter A low-pa"" filler u'>ually
placed between the '1gnal \Ourw and the
NO convener to en,urc that no '>lgnal "ith a
frequency greater th;tn one-hall the 'ample
lrequenc) i' JM"cd .
Antilog The number obt•uncd \\hen the ba~e i\
rai,ed to the log•mthm that 1\ the exponent.
Anti-transmit-receive (ATR) tube A type of
'pari. gap tube! It eltccti,ely di,connect~
the tr.ln,miner lnlm the Circuli dunng the
recCI\C mtcnal.
Apogee The highe"t point llf a '>ate !lite above
the eanh.
Arbitrary waveform generator A -.gnal gcnerutor that u.,e, digllaltcchn•que' to generate
alm<ht any wave form.
Array waveguide grating (AWG)
An array of
optical wuveguidc\ or different length~ made
with 'ilica on a ,iJicon ch ip that can be u~ed
for both multiplexing and tlemulliplexing.
Asynchronous data transmission A tran,mi'>~lon method in which each data word i'
accomp;uucd by 'wn anti \top bit~ that indicate the beginnmg and ending of the ''ord.
Asychronous digital subscriber line (AOSL)
The mo't widely u'ed lonn of digital wb\criber hne IDSLJ. It permit\ dilla r.1te' up to
l! Mbp' and up,trcam rate' up to 6-10 l.bp'
u~mg the e~l\ting telephone line\.
Asynchronous protocol The '1mplc\t fom1 of
protocol for ASC II-coded data tran,mh,ion.
U'>mg a ~tart bll and a \lOp bit framing a
\inglo! character. and "llh a pant} b11
bct\\een the character hit and the ~top bit.
Asynchronous transfer mode (ATM} system
A packet-,\\ Itching ')'tcm u'ed in Internet
backbone-.. ATM ')'tem' brcal. data into
53-byte pucl.ct' ;~nd tran,mll them over
fiber-opuc ncl\\nrb at 'peed' up to
IOGbp~.

Atmospheric noise The e lectrical di,ntrbancc
that occur~ naturally in the eanh·s atmo<,pherc. AI'>O known a' ' tat ic.
Atomic clock An electronic o-.cillator thatu'e~
the o;cillating energy of :1 ga' 10 provide a
stable operaung frequcnc}.
Attachment user interface (AU I) De' ice in
which input\ and uutpul\ from the NIC
tem1inatc when thid. Ethernet net \Iori. cabk
1' u>ed.
Attenuation The reducuon 1n ''gnal ampluudc
over dl'>t<~ncc .
Audio The \OICC or 'uund pomon of a commumcauon '}'tern
Authentication An electronic method of
'erify ing "ho ;a per..on 1' for the 'ecure
<!"<change nf 1nlimna11on.
Automatic frequency control (AFC) A feedback contr<>l dn:ull that i' U\ed m highfrequency rccc1' cr.. and l.ccp' the local
O\CII!ator on lrcqucnc).
Automatic gain control (AGC) A fe:nurc of
recC I\Cr' that en\urc' thm the output 'ignal
remain' con,tant over:. broad nangc of input
'ignal ;unplitude,.

Automatic power control (APC) circuit In the
analog AMPS cellular phone sy\lem. a circuit
that '>Ch the trm1>m1ner w one ot eight power
output levels.
Automatic splicer A device U\ed to ;~chie\c
highl} accur.uc alignment and '>phcmg of
fiber-optic cable.
Automatic voice level adjustment The
proces~ of ha,·ing a circuit -.cn'c and adJU't
the gam of an amplifier u-.cd to amphly
voice 'ignab in a mdio or telephone
')~tem.

Autoranging A feature of frequency counter..
that >eleeb the be'ttime-bil'e frequency lor
maximum mea... urement re\olullon without
ovemmging.
Avalanche photodiode (APO) A widely U'-ed.
sensitive. and fa>t photo~cn,or. It i' rcvcN:biascd.
Azimuth The compa;s direction in which north
i> equal to 0°.

B
8 - Y signal I and Q color 'ignal' arc al\o
called R - Y and 8 - Y. Combining the

three color 'ignah cau'c' Y to be 'ubtracted
from R or 8 ~ignals.
Backbone LAN A central nctworJ.. '~1th node'
that are other LAN,. Th1' pro' ade' a
con,enienl ''a) to interl.'Onnect a 'ariel)
of different Lfu'h for organi1a11on\\ 1dc
communication.
Backward wave oscillator (BWO} A type ol
nVT in \>h1ch the \\a\C lr.t\CJ, from the ;mode end bad tO\\ard the electron gun. \\here
it i' extracted.
Balanced modulator A circu11 that generate' a
DSB 'ignal. 'upprc.. -.ing the carrier and lea' ing only the \lllll and difference trequcndc'
m the output.
Balanced transmission line A tran\1111"ion
line with neither wire connected to gmund.
Instead. the 'ignal on cuch wire j., rclcn.:nccd
to ground.
Balun A device u,cd 10 convt:rt lr<10\11lb,ion
line~ from balanced to unbalanced operation.
Bandpass filter A filter that p<t,.,e, frcquenl·1e'
over a narrow range between lowcr and upper
cutoff frequcncic;.
Band-reject, bandstop, or notch filter A filter
that reject!. or \lop~ frcqucncic; over a narro\v mnge but allo\1' frcqucnciC\ abo' c and
below to pa>'·
Bandwidth The namm frequency range o\er
"hich the ~ignal amplitude m a circuit 1'
highe>t. The ponnm olthc electromagnetic
spectrum occup1ed b) a '1gnal. The range of
frequencie'" cabk "111 carry. It detemune'
the maximum 'peed of the data pul'c' the
cable can handle.
Barrel connector A variation of thc BNC connector that allow·' twn cable' to be auac:hcd
to one another end tn end.
Base station A cell 'Ill! in a cellular telephone
system. the mo't vi,iblc feature of" hich I'
its antenna on a tower.

Baseband LAN A local-area network in which
the data to be transmiued is placed directly
on the tmn~mission medium. u~ually a
twi\ted pair cable. a.> binary voltage leveh.
Basic rate interface (BRI) A type of ISDN
connectiOn U\ing one twisted pair. Two
bearer (B) \Oice channeh and one data control ( DJ channel are multiplexed on the hne.
Baud rate In d1gital communication'>) \terns.
the number of 'ignaling element> or ~ymbob
that occur in a gi,en unit of time.
Baudot code Rare!} uo;ed today. thi~ binary data
code wa.> used in early teletype machine,.
Beam antenna An antenna that ;~highly
directional and ha.> very high gain.
Beamwidth The measure of an antenna·,
directivity.
Beat frequency oscillator (BFO) An oscillator
that i'> built into receivers designed to receive
SSB or C W signa b.
Bessel filter A filter that provides the de, •rcd
frequency respon~e but has a constant time
delay in the pa;sband.
Bessel function A mathematical proces' u\ed
to \Oive the FM equation.
Bicone antenna A widely u\ed omnidirectional microwave antenna. Signal; are led
tnto the antenna through a waveguide or
coaxial cable ending in a flared cone.
Bidirectional antenna An antenna that
receive' ~ignals best in two direction,.
Bidirectional coupler A v-.triation of the directional coupler in which two section~ of line
are u~d to <;ample the energy in both direction,, alto" ing determination of the SWR.
Binary check code, block- check character, or
block-check sequence (BCC or BCS) The
logical \Uill of the data bytes in a block u\ed
a' a method of error detection.
Binary code A type or code consi~ting of paltern-. of and Is. Each pall ern represent'
number a leuer of the alphabet. or some
\pccial 'Ymbol such as punctuation or a
mathematical operation.
Binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) A type of
PSK in which a Mandard lattice ring modulator or balanced modulator i~ used tor generating DSB ~ignah.
Binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) or phaseshift keying (PSK) Tbe process of modulating a carrier with binary data by changing
the carrier phase 180".
Biphase encoding See MancheMer encoding.
Bipolar transistor mixer A spec1al mil\cr
that con\l~ts of a ;,ingle transi,tor bia\ed
into the nonlinear range to produce analot!
multiplication.
Birdies Random ..chirping.. or ··tweeting..
'ounds at the audio output of \Orne receiver..
due to intermodulation product>.
Bisync protocol An mM protocol. widely
u'cd in computer communication. It U\ually
begins w 1th the transmi!>.\iOn of two or more
ASCII 'ync (SYNJ character...
Bit error rate (BERJ The number of bitcrro"
that occur for a given number of bih
transmiued.
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Bit error rat e (BER) analyzer A device that
compare~ the transmitted and received data
on a bu-by-bn basis to point out every bit
em>r made.
Block A group of data which represent hundred~ or even thou~ds of 1-byte character,.
Bluetooth A wireless PAN system. O ne of its
application~ is to provide hands-free cell
phone operation.
BNC connector Connector that is widely used
with coaxial cables to auach test in\lruments
to equipment being tested. Often used 111
LAN\ and \Ome UHF radios.
BORSCHT Seven basic functions provided by
the \Ubscnber line interface circuit (SLIC):
Bauery. O vcrvoltage protection, Ringing.
Supervis1on, Coding, H ybrid, and Test.
Bow- tie antenna A popular and effective
vari:nion of the dipole antenna which u~es
two-dimensional cones or triangles.
Bridge Electronic equ iprnent connected a~ a
node on the network that performs bidirectiunal communication between two LANs.
Bridge ci rcuit An electrical network com,i,ting of tour impedances connected to form a
rectangle. with one pair of diagonally opp<><.tlc comer\ connected to an input device and
the other pair 10 an output device.
Broadband connection A fast lntemet connecuon provided by a local telephone com·
p:tny or other nrgani7.ation. A broadband
connection can provide speeds up to ~everal
megabit\ per second.
Broa dba nd LAN A type of LAN in which the
binary data to be transm iued is u'cd to modulate a carrier. which is then placed on the
tran\ml\\ion medium.
Broadband system One of two basic muluchannel architectures in u:.c in communica
Lion \atellite\.
Broadba nd t ra nsmission The proce's ot
changing a ba\Cband signal using a modulator ctrcuit.
Broadside array A stacked coll inear antenna
con~bti ng of half-wave dipole~ separated
from one another by one-half wavelength\.
Broutcr A combination of a bridge and a
router that can <,witch. perform protocol
convcrs1on. and \Crve as a communication
manager between two LANs.
Brows~r Tite \Oftwarc that make~ it po\\ible 10
navtgate and explore the Web and to acee''
and di\play mformation.
Bus t opology A topology in which all of the
node\ in a LAN arc connected to a common
cable.
Butte rworth filter Fi lter with maximum flatnc,~ in rco;pon~e in the passband and umform
auenumion with frequency.

c
C band The frequency under which older
\atellue \)'\tern~ operate. Thi~ frequency
rcqu1re., large di~h antenna\.
Ca ller 10 (calling line identification service)
A feature on many electronic telephone~.
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The caJling number "dl\playcd on an LCD
readout when the phone i\ ringing. permitting the recipient of the call to identif) the
caller.
Cap cod e Special code a~o;igned to ..omc types
of paging receiver~.
Capacitor A circuit component made up of
two pamllel conductor\ separated by an insulating medium. A capacitor i~ capable of
Moring energy in the form of a ch;trge ;md an
electric field.
Capture e ffe ct The effect cau,ed by two or
more FM signab occurring \lmultaneou,ly
on the same frequency. The \tronger 'ignal
captures the channel. elimm:umg the weaker
channel.
Capture range The range of lrequcncies over
which a PLL will capture an 1nput signal.
Carrier A high-frequency signal U\ually a sine
wave whose characteri,tic' arc changed by
having a baseband ~ignal imprc~\ed upon it.
Carrier frequency The frC(IUCncy generated by
an unmodu lated radio. radar. carrier communication. etc .. or the aventge frequency of the
emitted wave when modulated by a \)mmctrical signal.
Carrier generator An O\Cillator.
Carrier recove ry circuit A term applying to a
number of technique,o, that c;tn be u~ed in a
receiver to generate a carrier 'ignal that hru.
the correct frequency and pha'c relationship
to the original iransm1tt ing carrier.
Carrier sense multiple access with collision
detection (CSMNCO) The access m.:thod
used in Ethernet.
Carson's rule A method of determining the
bandwidth of an FM "gn.11
Cassegra in feed A method of feeding a
parabolic antenna in "hich electromagnetic
radiation from the hom ~~ri~e' a \mall
rellector that reflect\ the energy toward a
large dish which then radiate' it in par.tllel
beams.
Cathode-ray t ube (CRT) A TV picture tube.
or vacuum tube.
CATV (cable TV) A ~yMcm of delivering a TV
signal to home receiver~ by way of a coaxial
and/or tiber-optic cable rmher than by radio
wave propagation.
CATV converter Known a\ a cable TV box.
thi~ tuner can select the 'J><.'Ctal cable TV
channels and convert them (()a frequency
that any TV set can p1ck up.
Cauer filter A filter producmg more rapid
attenuation than a Chcby,hev Iiller. Though
Cauer fi lters provide greater attenuati on out
of the passband, they do so with an even
higher ripple.
Cavity resonator A waveguide like device that
acts like a high-Q parallel rc,onant circuit.
CB synthesizer Often u~ed in cui/en, band radios. this is u~ually a PLL wuh one or more
mixer\ that generate the carrier with the local
o\Cillator frequencie\ for the receiver.
COMA See Code divh1on multtplc access.
Cells In the cellular radio 'Y'tcm. the small
service areas.
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Ce llular radio syst em Standard telephone \Cr' tee prm 1ded b) t\\ o-" ay radio at remote
locauon,.
Centra l office (local exchange) A facility to
which e:tch telephone is directly connected
by a twiMcd-pair cable.
Centrex An alternative to private branch exchange (PBX) that w;es special equipment
whereby mo't of the switching is carried tlut
the local exchange '>Witching equipment over
special trunk line\.
Ce ra mic fi lter A Iiller made with a manufactured cry\lal-h~c compound with the same
pie£Oclectric qualit1e' as quarv.. Like a cry,.
tal filter. the ceramic fi her provide.' high
:.electivity but 1\ less expensive.
Ch annel The amount of bandwidth that a
signal !>ccupie' in the radio frequency
~pcctrum.

Channelization process The process of div iding a range of frequencies into multiple
band.'> of frequencies called channds over
which tran .. mi\,iolh will be made.
Cha racteristic (surge) impedance Impedance
that i' a luncuon of the inductance. re~l\
tance. and capacitance in a transmis-.ion hne.
Charged couple d device (CCO) Often used 111
fax machine'>. thi\ i' a light-sensitive :.emiconductor device that conven; varying light
amplitudes 111tn an electrical signal.
Chebyshev filter A filter with extremely good
selectivity. The aucnuation rate is much
higher 1h;u1 that of the Buucrwonh filter. The
main problem with thi~ filter is ripple in the
pas,o,band.
Choke See Inductor.
Choke j oint Two flange'> connected to a waveguide at the center that i~ used to interconnect two \CCIIOO\ of waveguide.
Chrom at ic d ispersion In a multimode step
index cable. :1 type of dispersion that occurs
when multiple wa\'Cicngths of light arc u'ed .
Chromina ncc signal Color portion of a color
TV ~ignal. I and Q signal~ ltansmillcd with
lumi nance information in the bandwidth
allotted to the TV signal.
Circula r pola rization When electric and magnetic lield' rotate a~ they leave an antenna.
Circulator A threc-pon microwave device
used for coupling energy in only one direction around a clo\cd loop.
Cladding A pla,tic 'heath surrounding a fiberoptic cable with an index of refraction that
keep> hght waves in the core.
Class A amplifier A linear amplifier. This i'
not an efhcicnt amplifier and thus makes a
poor power ampli fier.
Class AB amplifier Sim il:tr to a C lass B ampli fier but biu~ed with a small amount of conduction to eliminate crOS'>Over distortion.
Class B a mplifier An amplifier that is bia.\Cd at
cutofl ~o that no collector current flow~ with
~:ero input. TI1i' type of amplifier is used
mamly a' a pu\h-pull amplifier.
Class C amplifier Thi~ amplifier i' 'ery efficient becau\C it conducts for even les• than
one-half of the 'inc-wave input cycle.

Class D amplifie r An efficient switching
amplifier that uses a pair of transistors to
produce a square-wave current in a runed
circuit.
Class E amplifie r An efficient switching amplifier in which only a single tran~istor is
used. either bipolar or MOSFET.
Cl ass F ampli fie r A variation of the class E
amplifier. It contains an additional resonant
network in the collector or drain circu it.
Class S amplifie r Thi~ amplifier uses switching techniques with a scheme of pulse-width
modulation. It b found mnin ly in audio
applications.
Cleaving The first step in cutting fiber-optic
cable, so that it i~ perfectly square on the
end.
Clie nt -server configuration The general LAN
configurat ion in which one of the computers
in a network runs the LAN and determine~
how the system operates.
Clock recove ry c ircu it A circuit used to generate clock pulses from a received ~ignal.
Coarse wavelength division multiplexing
(CWDM)
A method of multiplexing data
on fiber-optic cable. See also Dense wavelength division multiplexing.
Coaxia l cable A widely used type of t ran~mi~
sion line that consists of a solid center conductor surrounded by a dielectric material.
In cable TV systems. it is usual ly 75-!1
RG-6/U cable.
Coaxial connect or An electromechanical cable term ination device designed to provide a
convenient way to anach and disconnect
equipment and cables and maintain the integrity and electrical propenies of a cable.
Code division mul t iple access (COMA) A d igital cell phone system using direct sequence
spread spectrum (DSSS). See also Direct>equence SS; IS-95 CDMA: Time division
multiple access.
Codec A single. large-scale IC chip that take~
care of all A/D and D/A conversion and
related functions.
Coding Also known as analog-to-digita l (A/D)
conversion.
Coil See Inductor.
Coll ecto r modul ato r A high-level AM modulator that takes a low-level signal and amplifies it tO a high-power level.
Collinear ante nna An antenna consisting of
two or more half-wave dipoles mounted end
to end.
Color burst In color signa l generation in TV. a
sample of the 3.58-MHz subcarrier signal is
added to the composite video signal. This
~ynchronizcs color demodulation at the
receiver and is called color burst.
Colo r signal generation The generation of
color signals u~ing three simultaneous
~ignals (R. G. and B) during the scanning
process by the light-sensitive imaging
devices.
Colpi tts oscill ator An oscillator in which the
feedback is derived from a capacitive voltage
divider.

Common mode rejection In a balanced transmission line. any external signal induced into
the cable appears on both wires simultaneously but cancels at the receiver. This is
called couunon mode rejection, and it
significantly reduces noise.
Communication The process of exchanging
infonnation.
Communicati on satellite Type of satel lite
that makes long-distance communication
possible by serv ing as a relay station in
the sky.
Com mut ating filter A variation of a switched
capacitor filter made of discrete resistOrs and
capacitors with MOSFET ~witches driven by
a counter and decoder.
Commutator A fonn of rotary switch used in
multiplexers in early TOM/PAM telemetry
systems.
Companding A proces~ of signal compression
and expansion that i~ lL~ed to overcome problems of distortion and noise in the transmission of aud io signals.
Compression A process that reduces the number of binary words needed to represent a
given ana log signal.
Computer branch exchange (CPX) See Private
branch exchange.
Conductor A wire or cable that carries current
from one place to another.
Con e of acceptance The area external to the
end of a fiber-optic cable and defined by the
critical angle. Any light beam ou tside the
cone will oot be internally reflected and
transmined down the cable.
Conical antenna A dipole antenna that uses
two cone-shaped elements.
Connector A special mechanical assembly
that allows fiber-optic cables to be joined to
one another or used to connect a transmission line to a piece of equ ipment or to
another transmission line.
Co nstant-k filter A fi lter that makes the product of tl1e capacitive and inductive reactances
a constant vaJue k.
Continuou s ph ase frequ ency-shift keying
(CPFSK)
A type of frequency modu lation
that elim inates phase discontinu ities.
Continuo us tone- control squelch system
(CTCS) A system activated by a lowfrequency tOne transmined along wi th aud io
to provide some communication privacy on a
particular chan nel.
Continu ous-wave (CW) radar A type of radar
using a constant-amplitude continut)us
microwave sine wave. The echo is also a
constant-ampl itude microwave sine wave of
the same frequency but of lower amplitude
and shifted in phase.
Continuous-wave (CW) t ransmission A code
transmission such as Morse code in which
the signal is turned on and off to Lransmit a
message.
Control segment The pan of the GPS system
consisting of the various ground stations that
monitor the satellites and provide control
and update information.

Converter See Mixer.
Copper digital data interface (COOl) Standard
wire cable version of the F DD I system. It is
less expensive than FDDI because twisted
pair i~ u~ed instead of fiber-optic cable.
Cordless telephone Full-duplex, two-way
radio system made up of two units, the
ponable unit or handset, and the base un iL
Core The gla~s fiber in a fiber-optic cable that
is usualJy surrounded by a protective pla~tic
cladding.
Corn er re flector A type of high-frequency
antenna in which a reflector is placed behind
the dipole to improve gain and directivity.
Correlated noise Another name for intermodulation distonion. Correlated noise is produced only when signals are present. It is
manifested as the signals called birdies.
Cosmic noise Noise generated by stars outside
our solar system.
Counterpoise The entire ground-plane collection of radials.
Coupled circuit A circui t linked by way of a
magnetic field th rough transformer action.
Critical angle The angle between the incident
light ray and the normal to the g lass fiber
surface. This value depends upon the index
of refraction of the g lass.
Critical coupling The degree of magnetic
coupling at which the output reaches a
peak value.
Crossed- field amplifier (CFA) Simi lar to a
TWT, this amplifier has a lower gain but is
somewhat more efficient.
CRT See Cathode-ray tube.
Crystal diode See Point-contact diode.
Cryst al filter A filter made from the same
type of quartz crystal norrnally used in crystal
oscillators. It is used in communicat ion
receivers in which superior selectivity is
required.
Crystal oscillator An oscillator in which the
frequency of the AC output is determined by
the mechanical propen ies of a piezoelectric
crystal.
Crystal radio rece iver An early radio receiver
that had weak reception because no active
amplification was used.
Cutoff frequency The frequency at which the
output of a frequency-selective device, such
as a filter or amplifier, drop~ to 70.7 percent
of its maximum output. Also known as the
half-power or 3-dB down point.
Cyclica l redunda ncy check (CRC) A mathematical technique used in data Lransmission
that catches 99.9 percent or more of transmission errors.

D
D layer The layer of the ionosphere that is farthest from the sun. This layer is weakly ionized and exists only in daylight.
Da isy chain topology A variation of a ring
topology that can be described as a ring that
has been broken.
Da ta lnforn1ation to be communicated.
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Data bus Multiple parallel hnc'> that carry
binary data.
Data communication A technique that can be
U'>ed to transmit voice. video. and other analog -.ignals in digital form.
Data compression techniques A digital data
proce~'mg technique that look., for redundancy in the uammuted '>tgnalto ~peed up
tran'>nll';.,aon.
Data conversion In dagatal communication. the
convcr,ion of data in ann log form into digital
form and vice versa.
Data encryption standard (DES) One of the
hN and still widely u\ed encryption ~tan
d:trd\ created by the Nation:tl ln,titute of
Standard\ and Technology (NIST). It u~'
56-bit keys that are no longer con~idered to
provide the ultimate in '>ecurity.
Data rate The -.peed of the binary pulses in a
communication sy'>tem.
dBm A power level expre~~cd in dB referenced
to one milliwatt.
Decibel The unit of me:bure created a\ a way of
cxpre\\ing the hearing rc'pon<;e of the hum:m
ear to vario~C> ~und le•eh hut now primarily
u<,ed to cxp~' gain or lo" m electrOnic circuat\. cable' or communacauon linh.
Decimation in time (DJn The processing that
take\ place with the fa,t Fourier transform.
Decima tor A digital filter.
Decryption Deciphering an encrypted me~~agc
to recover the origamtl data.
De-emphasis A proce" u..cd to return the frequency re,ponse of a preempha~iled 'ignal
to 11\ normal level.
De-emphasis circuit A \implc low-pass filter
with a ti me conMant or 75 J..L'·
Definition The re\olution ot detail in a TV
pacturc.
Delay line A circuli that delay'> a '>ignal or
\ample by some con\lanl ume interval.
Delta modulation A '>pecaal form of AID convcf'>ion that re~uh\ in a cominuou' serial
data ,ignal being tr.an,mitted.
Demodulator (detector) A circuit that accept'>
m<>dulated signal' and recover\ the original
modulating information.
Demultiplexer A devace "ith a 'ingle input
and multiple output\. one for each original
input stgnal.
Dense wavelength division multiplexing
(DWDM) A light frequency multiplexing
method that u~e~ 8. 16. 32. 6-1, or more data
ch:mnels on a singli.: fiber.
Depletion region A thin :area '' ith no free carrier... hole~. or electron' around a PN semiconductor junction that act'> like a thin
in,ulalor lhat prevcnh current now through
the device.
Detector See Demodulator.
Detector probe See RF' probe.
Deviation meter A dcvace dc\igned lO mea'ure the amount of carrier deviation of an
f'MIPM transmiuer.
Deviation ratio The number of time' per ~ec
und the carrier frequency deviates abo,·e and
belo\.\ its center frequency.
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Dial tone In a telephone 'et. the audio note
indicating that the telephone i' ready to u\c.
Dialing circuit A circuit that provides a way
for entering the telephone number to be
called. The syqem u'ed i-. either a pulse or a
tone ~yMem.
Dielectric The inwlaung portion of a capacitor.
Dielectric (lens) antenna An :mtenna that
u'c' a special dielectnc material to collimate
or focus microwave'> from a <>ource into a
narrow beam.
Differential amplifier modulator An amplifier with high gain and good linearity that
can be amplitude am>du latcd 100 percent.
Differential phase-shift keying (DPSK) A
t)pe of phase modulation that ~implilies the
demodulation procc"> becau\e lhe tran\mll·
ted 'ignal ihelf become' the phase reference
Diffraction ll1e bending of wave\ around an
object.
Digital AMPS (DAMPS) See IS-136 TDMA.
Digital cell phone system The '>yMem that
ha' 'uperseded the origanal analog At\1PS
'Y~tem.

Digital private branch exchange (DPBX) A
telephone \Witching ')'tcm in which all
~witching i~ done by IC transistor ~witche..,
that have replaced the mechanical re lay'> 111
older PBXs and PABX'>.
Digital satellite radio or digital audio radio
service (OARS) A ..,;ucllite 'crvice that
prm ides hundred\ of channel\ of mu'>ic.
news. sports. and talk radio primarily to
car radios.
Digital signal A \ignal that changes in steps or
discrete increments. Mo\t digi1a l signab usc
binary or two-Mate code,.
Digital signal processing (DSP) The proce"ing of analog '>ignal.., by digital computing
mcthc>ds.
Digital storage oscilloscope (DSO; digital or
sa mpling oscilloscope) A de' icc that u...c,
hagh-speed <,am piing or A/D techniques to
com en the signal to be mca<.ured into a
\cries of digital word' tim are stored in
internal memory.
Digital Subscriber line (DSL) The proce~' ol
transmitting digital data 0\cr analog telephone lines u\ing OFDM/D~IT.
Digital-to-analog (0/A) conversion The
proce~s of tran;laung multiple binary number'> back into the equivalent analog voltage.
Digital TV (DTV) See lligh-delinition TV.
Diode A unidirectional '>emiconductor device
u<.cd for rectiticataon ....gnat detection. and
mixing.
Diode detector A \implc •md widely u~d ampli1Ude demodulalnr
Diode mixer A \.\idcly u\cd mixer that usc<. a
diode.
Diode modulator A ... ample amplitude
modulator.
Diode ring or lattice modulator A popular
and widely u'cd type of balanced modulator.
Dip oscillator A tun:tblc o\callator used to determine the appm\amatc re,onant frequency
of any de-cncrgi1cd LC-re'>onanl circuit.
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Oiplcxer A t~ pe of filter or circulator that
allows a single antenna to be 'bared by a
transmitter and rcceaver.
Dipole antenna An tll\tcnna consiMing of two
pieces of wire. rt>d. or tubing that together
are one-halt wavelength long at the operating
re,onant frequency. At...o called Hert£
antenna or doublet.
Direct attached storage (DAS) A method ul
communication\ bct,,een a computer and
ex ternal ~toragc like hard diskl. using a 'liln·
dard parallel interface over ..,hort diwmce'>.
Direct Broadcast Satellite (DBS) service A
TV ,ignal di;~ribuuon 'Y'tem that u~e' K
band signal\ to 'end cable-TV-like 'en ice tll
homes eqmpped with 18-in.-diameter \:tiellite amenn:b.
Direct conversion (DC) or zero IF (ZIF) receiver
A special ver~ion of the 'uperheterodync that
translates RF directly to baseband.
Direct digital synthesis (DDS) A form of
frequency -.ynthe'>i<. in which a sine-wave
output i~ generated diguall} with a DAC.
Direct-sequence SS or code division multiple
access (COMA) A type of ~pread ~pcctrum
in which the ..cri31 binar) data i, mixed with
a higher-frequency J)\eudorandom binary
code at a fa~ter nate and then used t(l pha<,c
modulate a <:arricr.
Directional coupler A commonly u;.ed waveguide component that facalitates the mea~urement of rnacrO\\il\ e power in a
wa,·eguide and the SWR.
Directivity The abihty of an antenna to -.end or
receive ~ignat... over a narrow horizontal and
vertical directional runge.
Director A kind of para,itic element in a Yagi
that i~ ~horter than the half-wave dipoledriven element and •~ mounted in front of the
clement to increa-.e gaan and directivity.
Discrete Fourier transform (DR) An algorithm
that can be u..cd an a DSP processor to analyte
the frequency content of an input \ignal.
Discrete Multi tone (DMT) The name for
OFDM u~ed in DSL.
Discriminator A ~:ircuit in a ~ystem that take.,
an FM signal and re-creates the original DC
or AC ~ignal pr(>duced by the tran~duccr.
Dish antenna Special antenna U\ing a par.1boli~:
reHecwr which ..clecl\ the <.ignal from the desared satellite and provide~ >ery high gaan.
Dispersion Pul~c \!retching cau,ed by the many
different path., through a fiber-optic cable.
Distance measuring equipment (DME)
Equipment that permit\ :1ccurate di\tance
me:buremcnt\ betw.:en \Lations in aircmft
na,·igation.
Distortion A condauon 1ha1 cau~es a 'ignar,
shape to be changed by a circuit. The introduction of harmomc'> into a signal.
Distributed feedback laser (OFL) A la~cr
made with a cavity that contains an integrated grating \tructure that acts like a 'elecli'e filter.
Diversity system A way. to mmimize fading
cau..ed by multap:nh \lgnals by usang multaplc tran,mitter... receiver<.. or antenna,.

Doppler effect A frequenc) 'hih that occur''hen there i' motion bet'' ccn a trJn,mming
\tation and a remote target.
Dotted decimal A way of 'implif}ing an IP
addre'' b) convening each byte or octet of
the addre'' into a dccim;al number untl
,cpurating the decimal number'\\ ith a dot
or period.
Double-conve rsion down converter One of
two type~ of down convener u,eJ in earth
'tation receh er;. It rc~olve' the pruhlcm' of
amage reJection and tuning or channel \CiccI ton tliflicultie\.
Double-sideband suppressed carrier (DSSC or
DSB) signal A 'ignal comaaning ~>lh up·
per and lower -.ideband~. \\ ith the c;arricr
\Uppre~'ed.

Doubler A frequency multiplier thm multiphc'
the frequency by 2.
Doublet See Dipole antenna.
Doubly balanced mixer A balanced modulator.
Down conversion The proce>~ u'cd in radio
receiver' in \\ hich high-frequcnc) radio 'ignal' are con' cncd to a lowt:r. intcrmcdimc
frequenc).
Driven array A directional antenna that ha'
I\VO or more driven clement,.
Drooping radial A wire or mher conductor
that 'erves as a pan of the ground pl;lne of
a quaner-wave venical antenna. A conductor
that i'> po\itioned at an angle gre:ucr than
90" from the vertical elcmem (If the
antenna.
Dual-conversion receiver A receiver in which
the fiN mixer com·en'> the incoming 'ignal
to a relati,·ely high intcrmedmtc frequenc),
for the purpo~e of eliminating image'.•tntl
the 'ccond mi~er conven~ that IF loa much
lo\\er frequency at which g(XI<I -clecll\11}"
ea\ier to obtain.
Dual-conversion transponder A de' icc
that tran\lates the uplinl- 'ignal to the
down lin!.. frequency in two ~tcp' \\ tth two
mixer'.
Dual-tone multifrequency (DTMF) system
The tone dialing \y~tem u<.ed in mm.t mod em telephones.
Dummy load A resistor that i\ connected 10
the tran~mi\\ion line in place of the :mlcmm
to absorb tran\miner output po" cr.
Duplex communication Communication that
flo''' in two direction~.
Dynamic nonhierarchical routing (DNHR) In
long·dl'tance telephone st:rvice. a method
perm illin~ long-di\lance connection' with
two or fewer 'witching center...

E
E-commercc Bu~ine~~ done over the Internet.
E layer The layer of the iono,phcrc next 10 the
D Ia) er. This layer is weal. I) ioni1cd and n"'' only tn day light.
EDGE (enhanced data for GSM evolution) A
fa,ter 2.5G technolog} that u'cd 1!-PSKS
nu>Uulatl()n to achie\e data rate' up to
31\4 kbP'·

Effective radiated power (ERP) The JXl" er
radiated by an antenna'' ith directi\il) and
therefore gam
Electric field An im i'tblc force field produced
by the preo;ence of a potential difference be·
tween 1\\0 conductor,.
Electromagnetic field A radio wove.
Electromagnetic interference (EMI) Any interference 10 a commun icatinn device by any
other eh:ctrkal or electronic device.
Electromagnetic spectrum The range of electromagnetic o;ignal' encompa~sing all
frequencte,.
Electromagnetic wave A "gnat ~uch a' a
radio 'ignal made up of both electric and
magnetic licld,.
Electronic communication system A group of
device' including a tr<tn,milter. a channel or
medium. and a receiver.
Electronic mail (E- mail) The ~ending and receiving of electronic mc~'age~. u~er~ cn::ate
message:., on lhctr computer' and ~end them
10 other u'cr' mer a ncl\~ork.
Electrostatic discharg e The di~~ipation of a
large electric tield. ltghtnmg b an example.
Elevation See Angk of ele,atton.
Encoding A prc~<:c" tn \\htch hinUf) data i.,
tran,formcd intll a unique variation of the
binar) code. 'uch ;1\ the Manche~ter code.
prior to tra0\1111\\tUn
Encryption The procc" ol encoding data in
such a way a-. 10 olN:urc ib meaning and
conten t \O th at it <:an he trunsmitted securely.
End effect A phenomenon cau ..ed by any suppon insulator- u'cd at the end' of a wire antenna. It cau'e' a capacitance lO be added to
the end of each \\ trc.
End-fire array An antenna thatllW'> two halfwa,·e dipole' 'paced oth!·half \\avelength
apan and ha' a bidtrcctional mdiation
paucm.
End of transmission block character (ETB) A
character tratNnined to 'ignal the end of a
data block.
End of transmission character (EOD A character tr~tn~miucd 111 ''gnalthc end of the data
tntn,mi'>-.ion.
Engineer In the lield of declronic~. a per,on
who hold-. a bachelor'' or an advanced
degree and <,pecaallle' in de\lgn.
Enhanced 911 (E911) capability A feature
included \\ tth 2.5G and 3G phones that i\
mandated b) the U.S. gov.:rnmenL Thi'>
feature mal-e' it ~"'"tblc to locate an) cell
phone po-.ition autnmallcally.
Enhanced data for GSM evolution See EDGE.
Envelope An imaginary line connecting the
I>OSitive pcab and negative peaks of the c;trricr wa'e form. The envelope give~ the exact
<hape of the modulating tn formation ~ignal.
Al<.o, the outline of the peak' of individual
<.ignal' like hatmoruc' mthe frequency
spectrum.
Envelope delay The tune needed for a point on
a wa,cforn110 pa" through a filter.
Envelope detector Anmhcr name for diode
detector.

Equatorial orbit A ":ltellite orbit with an inclination ofO .
Erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) A type
of opltcal amplifier.
Error One or more incorrect bit'> in the tran,.
mi"ton ol information that h often cau'>ed
by a very high noi~e level. It can be detected
by 'peciul circuitry.
Error signal The output of a pha,e detector
circuit.
Ethernet LAN Developed by Xerox CorporaliOn. one of the oldest and one of the 1110\1
wade I) u'ed LAN types. It u'c' bu'> topology
and ha,eband data·tran~mis,ion method-..
Extended Binary Coded Decimal Interchange
Code (EBCDIC) An 8-bit code u'ed tmunl)
in IB\1 and IBM-compatible computing 'Y'·
tent' and equipment. It allow~ a maximum ul
256 ch:aracter, to be repre~entcd.
External noise Random AC voltage that
comes from ~ourccs over which we have
Iiiii.: or no control-induMria l, atmo,phcric.
or 'pace.
Extraterrestrial noise An electrical dl\turbancc that i' \Oiar or cosmic (from 'pace).
Extremely high frequency (EHF) The frequcn.:) range from 30 to 300 GH1.
Extremely low frequency (ELF) The frcqucnc)
range from 30 to JOO Hi..
Eye diagram A diagram or pattern that i' a dt'·
play ol overlapping individual bit' nl hi nary
data di,played on a common oscillm.copc.

F
F layer The layer of the ionosphen: clo-.e't to
the wn. h i> highly ionized. ha' the greatC\1
cct on radio 'ignals. and e:~. i'" da:r and
night
F-type connector An inexpcn,ive coa\lal
connector U\Cd 111 TV~. VC!ti. and cable T\.
Facsimile An electronic syMem for tntn,nutung graphical information by wire or radao.
Facsimile standards Standards e:;,tahlbhed h>
the lntcrnation:tl Telecommunication' Un aun
to cn,ure compatibility of fax machine'
mndo: b) diiTcrent manufacturer,.
Fading A problem that occur; when radm
wave' pa,, through objects on their wa)
from tmn,mitter to recei\'er. The radio ''a' C'>
are negatl\ely affected b) the'>e obJCCI\.
Far field The radio wave beyond alx1u1 one
\\3\ dength from the antenna.
Fast Ethernet A newer 'en.ion of Ethcmcl.
currently the moM widespread vcr,ion ot
Hhernet. It ha~ a speed of 100 Mbp~. A l,u
called IOOBa.\e-TX.
Fast Fourier transform (FFT) A special \Cr'inn of the OFf algorithm de,•elopcd 10
'J)CCd up the calculation of signal 'I)Cctrum
anal)'"·
Fast Fourier transform (FFT) spectrum analyzer
A te't tn'>trumem that ghe" a frequency do·
m:un dt,pla) "imilar to other t) pc' M 'pc<··
lrum anai)1er-.
Ferrite disk A cemmic. sometime' made ol
yunum-iron-garnet (YIGJ. u..ed 111 cm.:ulawr-.

en
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FET mixer A mixer lh:tt u~e~ the 'quare law
r.:sponse of :t licld-cffec1 tran~blor for
frequency convcr,ion.
FET phase modulator A modulator with a
phase shifter made up of a capacitor and the
'ariable rc;,1,1ance of a field-cffectlran'i'tor.
Fiber digital data interface (FOOl) A highspeed fiber-optic cable network offering a
data tran~mi,,ion rate of I00 Mbps.
Fiber-optic cable A nonconducting cable con\ISttng of a gla" or plastic center cable \urrounded b) a pla,uc cladding enca,ed in a
plastic outer \heath and used in optical communication 'YMCms. II acts a~ a hghl .. pipe:·
Fiber-optic communication system A communication ')'li!m that uses electronic digital and optical multi-plexing techniques for
high speed data communication.
Fiber-optic connector A connector dc\igned
10 provide a fast <md easy way 10 attach or
remove fiber-optic cables.
Fiber-optic interrepeater link (FOIRL) A
fibt!r-optic communication channel with repeaters at each end that arc de-;1gned 10 interconnect two Ethernet network'>.
Fibre Channel (FC) An optical fiber tran,mb~ion standard with >peeds 10 2 Gbp!> u~ed
primarily in \lorage an:a networ'-' (SAN,).
Fibre Distributed Data Interface (FOOl) A
LAN standard dc,1gned to connect up to 500
nodes (PC,. etc.) tn a ring configuration over
a distance of up 10 60 mile~.
Field In the gencr:uion of a video ~ignal , one
complete ~canning of a scene. which contain~ 262 11.! line\.
Field strength meter (FSM) A portable de1·icc
u<;ed for detecung the presence of RF '1gnals
ncar an antenna.
File transfer The tram. fer of file~. record>. or
whole databa'e' from one place 10 another.
Filter A fr~quency-!.elcctive circuit de.,igned to
pas\ ~orne trequcnc1es and reject other\.
Filtering The u...: of circuits to -.epamtc
frequencie'>.
Final power amplifier The high-power amplilier thai drive\ I<> an antenna or mher load in
an RF ~y,lem.
Finite impulse response (FIR) filter (nonrecursive filter) A popular DSP filler who\e
ou1pu1 is a fum:tion of the ;um of product!> of
the current input ..am pies.
Firewall A piece or ~oft ware that monitor" all
mcoming data to a network for the purpose
of establishtng "hether the data meet\ the
\landard\ or guideline\ ..et b) an organ italion or indi1 1dual for admi;~ion 10 the network and computer-.
Flash converter /1. fn" analog-to-digital convener thai u..e., a large resistive voltage
divider and rnuh1ple analog comparato~.
Flicker noise An electrical dhturbance that
occUTh in re\i\tOf\ and conductor- and 1!. the
result of m1nu1c random variation'> of n:;i-;tance in the .. cmicnnductor material.
FM/FM system A 'Y'Iern that U\C~ the FM of
the VCO \ubcarricf\ :b well a' the rM of the
linal carrier in a telemetry \)\lem.
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Folded dipole A variation of tbe half-1~a1 c
dipole con~i~>ling of two parallel conductor'
conn~:cted at the cmb with one ~ide npcn m
the center.
Forward AGC A method of reducing gatn b)
1ncrca..,ing the collector current.
Forward error correction (FEC) The prclCC'>' of
detecting and correcting errors atlhe n:ccivcr
M) that retransmi,.,iun i' not necc!>\ary.
Forward (incident) power The power ..cnl
dol\ n a transmi\\ion line toward the load.
Foster-Seeley discriminator One of the carliC'I FM demodulato~. no longer widely u>cd.
Fourier theory The proces;, for accurmely analy7ing and exprc.,,ing complex non~inu
\oidal 'ignals in term' of harmonic' u'ing
calculu,.
Frame The ponion of a packet thai contain\
the data to bt! communicated plu' ;~ddrc,~ing
and error detection code,.
Frame rate Th~: number of frame~> tran,miued
m I second.
Frame relay A paci-cl "~itching -.y,lem u-cd
by the major telecommunication~ companie>
for data lran~fer.
Free-running frequency The normal opcr;uing frequency of a VCO. as determined by
internal frequency-determining c<lli11XIllent'>.
Frequency ln clectroni<.:-.. the number of qcle\
of a repetiti\e 1\iliC that occur in a J!IICn
period of time.
Frequency conversion The proce" of lran,lming a >ignal 10 a higher or lower frequency
while retaining the origin;1lly tran\miued
information.
Frequency-correcting network, predistorter,
or 1/f filter A low-pa.~' filler thai cau'e'
the higher modulating frequencic\ 111 be
auenuated.
Frequency counter A lc'>t instrumem that
meao,ure~ signal frcquenc}.
Frequency deviation (/") The amount of
change in carrier lrequency produced by the
modulating ~1gnal.
Frequency demodulator A circuit u'cd torecover the original modulating >ignal from an
FM tr.msmi>,ion.
Frequency divider A circuit \\ith an output
frequency thai 1' \Ome integer submuh1ple of
the input frequency.
Frequency division multiplexing (FDM) or
frequency division multiple access (FDMA)
A type of multiplc~ing in which multiple
..ignah 'hare the bandwidth of a common
communication channel.
Frequency-domain display A plot of '>lgnal
amplitude vef'u> frequency.
Frequency-hopping (FH) SS A type uf 'pread
'pectrum in which the frequency of the carrier
of the transm1HCr I' changed according to a
prcdetern1incd 'cquence at a rate le" than the
,erial binary data modulating the carrier.
Frequency modulation Modulalion 111 which
the instamanem1' frequency of Ihe moduhued wave' differ' from the carrier
lrcquency by an amount proporttonal to the
tn.,tantaneou' \alue of the modulattng 1~a1c.
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Frequency modulator A circuit that varie~
carrier frequency in accordance with the
modulating >ignal.
Frequency multiplier A circuit" ith an output
frcquenc) that "'ome Integer muh1ple ol1he
mput frequency.
Frequency-multiplier diode A diode de~igncd
primarily for frequency-mu ltiplier service.
Varaclor diode.\ and -.tcp-recovery diode; arc
frequency-multiplier diode,.
Frequency reuse A techmque u~d for elh.-cUicly increasing the bandwidth and infornMuon-carrying capacity of a satellite. A mean'
by which cells wi thin a cellular telephone
>y\lcm can >hare the 'arne frequency chunncl. See Cllso Spatial muhiple~ing.
Frequency-shift keying (FSK) A l)pe of modulauon widely u~ed m the tran\mi.,..IOn ol
binary data. Used prunaril) in 1011-~pced
modem<;. FSK use' 1wo .. inc-wave frcquen cie' that repre~enl binary Os and b•.
Frequency spectrum The elcctromagneti<.:
'pcclntm.
Frequency synthesizer A 'ig,nal-gener.uing
c1rcui1 "hose output can be changed tn
di'>Crclc increment;, by digital mean~.
Friis's formula The formula used w calculate
the 01crall noise performance of a rccc1ver
or of multiple \tage' of RF amplification.
Front-to-back (F/B) ratio The rauo of the
power radiated in the forward direct1on 10
the power radiated 111 the backward d1rcc1ion.
Function generator A 'lglllll generator thai
generales ~inc wave.,. \quare wave;. and
trtangu lar wave~ o1er a frequency range of
about 0.001 Htto about:! MH7.

G
GaAsFET A junction field-effect lrJn~btor
made with gallium af\Cnide. See alw G;ll·
hurn ar-.enide.
Gain Amplification. ll1e rauo of output Ill input ol an amplifier. circuit or antenna.
Gallium arsenide (GaAs) semiconductor A
compound semiconductor u~ed in microw;1ve
1ran'i'1or~ and LED' made 'pecifically tor
tiber-optic application,. II cmi~ light a1
1.3 J.Lm.
GASFET Another name for MESFET
Gateway An internetwork device thm net\ a'
un tmcrface between 1wo LAN~ or between a
LAN and a larger computer system. Th1'
IWO·\\:t} translator allo\\' different!} pc' of
')'lem-. to communicate.
Gaussian filtered MSK (GMSK) A method of
prcfiltcring MSK in which harmonic content
and overall 'ignal bandwidth are reuuccd.
General packet radio service See GPRS.
Geocenter The center of th.: earth.
Gigabit Ethernet The mo">~ recent 1ef\10n of
Ethernet, capable of achteving 1000 Mbp' or
I Gbp\ over Category 5 UTP or fiber-optic
cable. Also called IOOOBase-T Ethernet.
Gilbert transconductance cell The balanced
mixer made with tran\i\ler~ and used m mo't
IC mixer\.

Global Positioning System (GPS) Satellitebased navigation system that can be used by
anyone with an appropriate receiver to pinpoint his or her location on earth.
Global System for Mobile Communications

SeeGSM.
GPRS (general packet radio service) The
most popular 2.5G technology. designed to
work with GSM phones. It transmits data as
well as digitized voice.
GPS receiver A complex superheterodyne microwave receiver designed to pick up GPS
signab. decode them, and compute the location of the receiver.
Graded index cable A cable whose index of
refraction for the core varie> smoothly and
continuously over the diameter of the core.
Grid A control e lement added between the
plate and the cathode of a vacuum tube 10
control the current flow.
Ground The common reference point for most
voltages in a circuit.
Ground control equipment (GCE) subsystem
Equipment at a satellite eanh Mat ion. which
is used for demodulating and demuhiplex ing
the received ~ignals.
Ground loop An unintentional circuit that occurs when multiple circuib or piece> of
equipment are connected to a common
ground at different points.
Ground plane A conducting surface or array of
conductors over 114 A long used as one element
in a venical antenna. The eanh becomes
known as the ground plane once a good e lectrical connection to eanh has been made.
Ground-plane antenna. See Marconi ve11ical
antenna.
Ground station Also known a;, an earth station, the terrestrial ba~e of the satellite communication ~ystem.
Ground wave A wave that follows the curve of
the earth and can therefore travel to distances
beyond the horizon.
Groupware A ~et of programs that allow two
or more individuals working on a single project to share database~. exchange mess<1ges.
manage work flo"'· and maintain a calendar.
GSM (Global System for Mobile Communications or Group Special Mobile) The most
widely used 2G digital phone system.
Gunn diode A thin piece of N-type gallium
arsenide (GaAs) or indium phosphide (lnP)
semiconductor which forms a resistor wh.:n
vollage i~ applied to it. Also called transferredelectron device (TED). Use> its negative resi>l<lnce characteristics to generate a
microwave signal.
Gyrotron The only device avai lable for power
amplification and signal generation in the
millimeter-wave range.

H
Hamming code A popu lar method of forward
e1Tor correction (FEC). a code that uses extra
bits added 10 a transmincd word and processed
to identify and correct bit error~.

Han doff A ~witching at the mobile telephone
switching office (MTSO) from a weaker cell
to a ~Lronger cell. to provide optimum tran~
mission and reception.
Handset The ponion of a telephone that contains the speaker and microphone. which
serve as transmillcr and receiver.
Handshaking The exchange of status infonnati on between transmiller and receiver in a
digital ~ystem.
Harmonic A sine wave whose frequency is
some integer mu ltiph: of a fundamen tal sine
wave.

Hartley's law A law that states that the greater
the b~ndwidth of a channel. the greater the
amount of infonnation that can be transmitted in a given time.
Harvard architecture A type of microproce;.sor in which there are two memories: a program or in~truction memory and a daw
memory. There arc two data paths between
the memories.
Hash function or algorithm A simple method
of encryption that converts a plaintext me~
sage into a compressed binary number representing that data.
Helical antenna 1\ wire helix in which the
diameter of the helix i~ typically one-thi rd
wavelength. Spacing between turns is about
one-quarter wavelength.
Hertz antenna See Dipole antenna.
Heterodyne processing A method of trans Iat·
ing the incoming TV ~ignal to a different
frequency.
Heterodyne processor A module used by cable companies to translate receiver signals to
the desired channel.
Heterodyning The function performed by a
mixer circui t in frequency conversion.
Heterojunction bipolar transistor (HBn A
transistor th3L makes high-frequency ampli lication possible in both discrete form and
integrated circuitS. It is fonned with two
different type~ of semiconductor materials.
High-definition lV (HDTV) or digitallY (DTV)
System that transmit; fine picture detail and
enhanced sound.
High electron mobility transistor (HEMn A
variant of the MESFET that extends the frequency range beyond 20 GH£ by adding an
extra layer of ~cmiconductor material.
High frequency (HF) The frequency range
from 30 to 300 M Hz.
High-level AM A variatinn of voltage and
power in the final RF amplifier stage of a
transmiuer.
High-level data link control (HDLC) protocol
A popu lar modulation technique used in
modems for increasing the number of bits
per baud.
High-pass filter A filter that passes frequencies above the cutoff but rejects frequencies
below it.
High-power amplifier (HPA) An amplifier
u:.ed to increase signal level.
High-Speed Token Ring (HSTR) A new version of Token Ring that runs at 100 Mbps.

Horn antenna An antenna created by flaring
the end of the waveguide. The more gradual
the flair. the beller the impedance match and
the lower the loss.
Hot carrier diode Also known a~ a Schottky
diode. this diode is made wi th N-rype silicon
on which is a thin metal layer.
Hub A LAN accessory that function& like a
central connecting box. It is designed toreceive the cable input> from various PC nodes
and connect them to the server.
Huygens' principle The principle based on the
assumption that all electromagnetic wave~
radiate as 'pherical wavefronts from a
source. When the waves encounter an ob&tac le. they pass around it. above it, and on
either side of it.
Hybrid circuit A popular form of MMIC that
combines all amplifier ICs connected to
microstrip circuit~ and discrete components
of various types. Also. a special transformer
used to convcn signals from the four wires
of a transmitter and receiver into a signal
suitable for a ~ingle two-line pair to the
local loop.
Hybrid fiber cable (HFC) system A newer 'YStem of cable TV in which a tiber-optic cable
and <1 coaxial cable rather than just a coaxial
cable is used.
Hybrid ring A special form of microstrip with
four taps or ports on the line spaced at onequarter wavelength intervals which can be
used a~ inpub or output~.
Hybrid T A waveguide-like device with combined series and shunt T section~ that is used
to permi t simuhaneou~ use of an antenna by
both a transmitter and a receiver.
Hypertext On the Web. a method that allows
dillerent pages or sites to be linked.
Hypertext transfer protocol (http) The first
part of a URL. It specifies the communication protocol to be used.

I
I and 0 The in-phase and quadrature signals
used in most digital modulation and demodulation> circuits.
I color signal A TV color signal with the following specifications: 60 percent red. 28 percent green. and -32 percent blue.
IC balanced modulator A balanced modulator
circuit using dilTeremial amplifiers.
IC electronic telephone A telephone unit in
which all the circuits are fully integrated on
a single chip of silicon.
IC receiver An integrated circuit radio receiver.
A receiver on a single chip.
IF amplifier An amplifier that uses tuned circuits with crystal. ceramic. or SAW filters in
order to provide good selectivity. See al.ro
Intermediate frequency.
Image An interfering RF signal that is spaced
from the desired incoming signa l by a fre quency that ih two times the intermedinte
frequency above or below the incoming
frequency.
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Imag~ processing The pmce,,ing of data b)
algorithm'> that are u'ed to 1m prove the re\olution clarity. ~peed. or ''gnal-to-noise ratio
ot a tran~miued picture.
Im age reject mixer A \pccialtypc of mixer
U\Cd in de-.ign' in "hich image' cannm be
tolerated.
IMPATT diode A P:'\-Juncllon diode that b
made of '>ilicon. GaA,. or lnP and operate-.
11 11h a high re1er..e b•a' that c::m,es it to
;11alanche. or break down. It i' available with
power ratings to about 25 Wand to frequencie' a' high a; 30 G Ht.
Impedance The total oppo,iuon of the component' produced by combmmg rc,htance. in ductance and/or capacitance in 'erie' or
parallel
Impedance matching A procedure done to en'ure that maximum p<l\\ er tran,fer will take
place between a tran\miucr or receiver and
:m antenna with tran-.mi-.,ion line.
Impedance-matching network A circuit u~ed
Ultran'>fer maximum \lgnal power from one
circuli to another.
Impe dance-matching pad A re"'u,·e T net'' ork that provide\ the correct match be''' cen the recei' er and 1nput and the
generator.
Impedance meter An in,trumcn t (often bridge
t)I>Clthm accurately meawre> the impedance of a circuit." component. or an antenna
at R1- frequcncie'.
Impedance of space Sr<· Wa1e impedance.
Incident power See For11 ard po11 cr.
In cide nt ray Light ray from a light 'ource. TI1c
input wa\'e from a gcn~ralur to the end of a
fiber-optic tran~mi~~ion line.
Ind ex of refraction A figure obtained by di' idmg the ~peed of a light wave in a vacuum
b> the speed of a hght "'"c Ill a medium
that causes the \\UIC to be bent. The ratio of
the 'peed of light in a1r to the 'peed of light
Ill the 'ub\tanc.:e.
Indirect FM The FM produced by a phase
modu lator.
Indium ph osphide (lnP) semico nductor A
compound semiconductor material made
~~ ith mdium and pho,phorus.
Inductor An electmn•c component made b)'
"mding multiple tum\ of a 11 1rc on a fom1 .
i\1-.u called a em/ or cltol.r.
Industrial noise Elcctr•cal di,turbance created
by manufactured equipment Mlch as automotilc ignition system\. electric motor~. and
generators.
Infinite impulse response (IIR) filter (recursive
filter) A recur.hc DSP hhcr that use'
fccdbad.. Each nc" output 'ample b calculated u"ng both the current output and pa'>t
'amples.
In formation In e lectronic communication 'Y'tcm,, the mcs;age or data.
Infrared communication A fonn of optical
communication that uu lite' 'ignals from 0. 7
to IOOO,um.
Infrared LAN The lea\t c>.pen'i'e forrn of
11 1rete" LAN. It U'>C'> mfmred tran~ei"""·
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Infrared (IR) wireless The U\e of infmred hght
for \hon-di\tance data communication.
Infrared spectrum The region of the optica l
spcctrumju'l be low ~isi btc light. from 0.7 to
I 000 JLill.
Injection laser diode (ILD) A PN-junction
diode usuall} made'' ith GaA,. It produce' a
low-lc,·ellight O\'er a broad frequenc} range
with a low-lc1·el fofl\';ml-bia,ed current.
Insertion loss The lo" :1 filter introduce' to
the ,ignals in the [la"band (u,ually in deci be l,). Pas!.ivc filter' introduce aue numion
because of re'i'uvc lo,.,c, in the component\
and the voltage divider eiTcct.
Institute of Electrical a nd Electronics Engineers (IEEE) A profe"ional -.ociety that
C\tabli;,he, and m;mn;nn' a wide mnge of
electncal. electronic. and computing
\lnndard!'..
In strume ntation subsystem An ex ten~ion of a
~ntc l lite telemetry 'Y'tcm: a general term for
all the electronic equipment u'ed to deal
\I 1th the inforrnatuln tran'>nuued b:tck tn the
eanh <.tation.
Integrated circuit ~~·~· l'fllrir' tlluler IC.
Integrated services digital network (ISDN)
system A digital conununication interface
designed to replace the loca l analog loop
ll',ed in the public 'witched network but
mrely used.
Intensity modulation A type uf modulation
u~cd 1\ hen the infomliltion or intelligence
'>lgnal control-. the bnghtnc'' of a la\er
tran,miner. A fom1 of <lmplitude modulation.
lnterexchange carri ers (IXCs) Long-distance
telephone service earner~.
Interlace d scanning The ntc;,hing of two
~equentiatty ~canned lictd~ on a TV CRT.
Intermediate frequency (IF) The lower frequency to which ,upcrheterodyne recei1er.
com en all incoming ;,ignab. The mixer omput of a 'uperhctcrod) ne rcceil'er. it i~ the
difference bet"ecn the 1nput 'ignal frequency comp<ment and the loca l o~cillator
frequency.
Intermediate-power a mplifier (IPA) An amplifier in a chain of ":vcral ;tmplifier' used tn
boo<.t the power lc1 el of a 'ignal before
tran,mis~ion. The amplifier, are u'uall)
referred to a.<, lo11 -p<lll cr. unerrnediatl!power. and high-power amplifiers.
lntermodulation distortion Distonion re,ulting from the gcncrmiun of new ~ignals and
harmonic-. ari,ing from circuit nontinearitie\.
lnte rmodulation products The unintentional
mixing of '>ignal' and ham1onics to produce
unde,ired mterfenng "gnal\.
In ternal noise Nm-.e .::tu\Cd by h.:at in electronic component' 1n a rec.:ci1er ;,uch a, rc,i,tnr\, diode,. and tr:m'i'tor...
International Organization for Standardization An org~nitationthat has deve loped a
framework. or hierarchy. known as the open
'YMems interconnection model. that defint:\
ho11 data can be communicated.
International Telecommunications Union (ITU)
An agenC) of the Unued Natmn' 11 ho-.c

dutie<, include \ClUng ,tandard' for vanous arl'a~ within the communication field. Formerly
known a.' the CCI'II'. it C\l:tbli,hc\ standard'
10 en;urc computabili ty of telecommunication
equipment of diiTcrcnt manufacturer..
Internet A worldwide connection of computer' b) mean; of a complex network of m;~ny
network\.
Internet backbone A collection of world" 1de
network~ of lugh·\l'lCed fiber-optic cahlc that
carry all Internet tru nic.
Intern et Engineering Task Force (IETF) An
organi7ation that develop' and ~tand:trditc'
technologic, and protocols related to lnt.:rnet
data tran.,fcr.
Internet service provider (ISP) A company 'ct
up e\peciall) to tap mtnthe Internet.
lnteroperability The ab•lity of equipment from
one manufacturer to work compaubty "ith
that of anmtu:r.
lntersymbot interference (lSI) Puhcs that hlur
into one another cau\C thi-. l) pe of intcrfcr
l!nc.:. The longer the cable or the higher the
bn rate. the gre:uer the dl\tonion.
Ionosphere TI1e reg1on of the upper atmn'phere 11 here uhrJIIolct r:1diation from the
wn cau-.c' the :umo,phcre 10 become clectn ·
<.:all) charged. or ion ite.
IP address Internet protocol address. A 32-bit
binaf) number .. .,,igned to a specific computer to idenufy il' prc,ence on the Internet
to a router.
1Pv4 (Internet Protocol version 4) The current I) mo~t \\ 1dcly u-.cd IP protocol. lh de'
tination addrc'' 'MC. J2 bit\. limit-. the
number of u~ers. 1Pv4 will be replaced hy
1Pv6 that u'c' a 128-hit address.
lrDA system The tnn'>t widely used IR datu
communication '>}\tcm.
Iridium system An ;1d1anced \atellite cellular
telephone ')'tem that u-.c\ a t.'On,tellation ot
66 'atellite' in \IX polar orbit' \lllh II 'atellite~ per orbit 420 mile' atxwe the eanh.
iSCSI Internet Small Computer Sy~tcm' Interface (SCSI). A vcr,ion of the popular SCS I
parallel data interface u<,ed to connect hard
drives and tape drive-. w computer., that u-.c'
Ethernet forconnectivit) .
IS-95 COMA A TIA cell phone Mandard. aho
known a\ COMA One. 1~hich u~e' 'pre;Jd
\pt:Ctrum.
IS-136 TDMA 'J11e Telecommunication-. lndu,try A~-;ociation (TIA) \tandard that de
scribes the TDMA cell phone sy,tem.
Isolator A lYI>C of circulator with one input
and one output.
Isotropic radiator i\ theoretical point 'Ource
of electromagnetiC energ).

J
Jacket The prutectil'e in\ulation that 'urround-.
the core of a cable with it~ cladding.
JBOD JuM <1 bunch of di'k' Terrn u~ed tO de·
'cribe a collecuon of hard di;,k dri"e' U\Cd
externally for a computer or ..crver to \lore
mas~i' e amount-. nf data.

Ji t t er A type of noise that ~ho''' up "' a time
'ariat1on of the leading and tra1hng edge' nf
a binary 'ignaL

K
Kermit protocol A once popular al>yndmmou\
protocol that require~ that every packet that
jo, ~Cill be acknowledged by the receiver :h
read correctly.
Key A ;,ccrct binary number u\ed in the enCI) ption proce\> that mu>t be I.. no" n nrc, .
changed to decrypt the data.
Key system A \mall telephone') 'tem dc'igned to <>er\'e from 2 to 50 u\Cr telephone'
"1th10 an organi£ation.

l
l network An inductor and a capat'itc11 connected in variou> L-l>haped w nfiguration'
u'cd for impedance matching.
lase r A 'ing le-frequcncy hght ~ource that produce<, a ' 'cry narro"' beam of brilliant light of
a 'pcclfic wavelength.
laser diode PN-Junction diode uwall) made
'~llh a GaA~ compound that produce' ~nher
ent Ja,er light. It i> the mo>t w1del)' u'ed
light <,Ource in fiber-optic '>'tem,,
laser transmitter The circUit!) a."ociated
with the Ja,cr in a fiber-optic tran,CCI\ cr.
latitude The angle between u line from a
given point on the surface of the c;~rt h to the
geoccnter and the line between the gcncen ter
und the equator.
lattice modulator Sl'e Diode nng .
law of reflection Thb Ia" <,Wte' that the
angle of incidence i' equal to the angle ot
rcnection.
LC filter A filter made w1th inductnr.. and
capac ito~.
LC oscillator A signaJ-generJtlllg cm:ull "hn\C
frequency i ~ set by an inductor-cap<lcimr combination. Colpitb. Hartley. and Clapp circuitarc example; of this type of CN'IIIator.
LED transmitter A type o f trun..rni ucr employing a light-emitting diode that i' u'cd for
\hOrt-di,tance. low--.pecd. dignal tiber-optic
\)\tcm\.

Le ft-hand circular polarization (lHCP) fhc
term that de>eribe~ r.1diat10n "h1ch lc<I\C' an
antenna" ith::. counterclod.,~l'e rot;llion.
Ught A t)'pe of electromagncuc mdtauon that
occupie' 1he pan of the frequcnc) 'llCCtrum
lower in frequency than x-r..y\ but h1ghcr 10
frequency than microwave' and include'
mfrared, vi,ible, and ultra-violet light.
light detector (photocell) A light-,c n,itivc
device that convert!. light pu l'e' in to an electrical 'ignal.
light-emitting diode (LEO) A PN·JUnction
'emiconductor device that emit\ hght when
lllf\.\ilfd·bla.\Cd
light receiver A t)pe ofrccel,cr 10 \\hich current through the photodiode. generated "hen
hght " ~cn<>ed. produce' a current that "
amphhcd 10 an op amp.

Ught transmitter A la<,cr or LE D and its a~<oo
ciated driving Circuit!).
limite r A circuli u\Cd w rcmo'e an) ampli·
tude variation' on the I'M signal before the
signal i' applied to the demodulator.
linear amplifier An amplifier that provides an
out pu t that ban identica l. enl arged repl ica of
the input. An amplilier who' e output is a
straight line fu nction of ih input.
line- of-sight communication A comm unication signa l that travel' 111 a ~traight line di rectly from the tr.m,miuing antenna to the
receiving antenna.
loading coil A -.enc' Inductor U\ed to bring a
short antenna 11110 rc ..on;lncc at the de~ired
frequency.
local access and transport areas (LATAs)
De~ignated gcogr:1phu:al arcao, tO which local exchange c<~rricr' (LEC,) prov ide telephone servicco,.
local-area network (LAN) An information
network that trano,mit' dma from one pl~ce to
another uo,ing \OnlC form o r cable or wi rele-..
communication 'ignaL A group of PCs in <~n
office nr com pan) that arc connected in order to 'hare data and other rc'ources.
local exchange St•c Central office.
local exchange companies (or carriers; LECs)
Companie' to wh1ch local exchanges that provide local tdcphonc \en ice are connected.
local loop (subscriber loop) A two-wire.
tw isted-pair connection between a telephone
and the central (1flicc.
local oscillator Ei ther a conventional LC
tuned or cry~w l oo,c1ll;uor or a frequency
synthc~iter u..ed to produce a continuous
~ine wave. u.. uall} drive' a mi'(cr in a
receiver.
lock range The r<mgc of frequencies over
which a PLL can tracl.. an input o,ignal and
remain locl..cd.
log-periodic array An <llllcnna in" hich the
length' nf the dri' en clement<; vary ;md arc
related logarithnucally. T hio, type of nntenna
also provide' a very wide handwidth as well
as gai n and directi vi ty.
long-distance ope ration Serv ice oO'ered by
interexchange carricro, that provide the in terconnection tor an) Inter-LATA connectiom
longitudinal redundancy check (LRC) The
proces~ of log1call) ad(hng. b) exclu~h·e
ORing. all the character.. 111 a o,pecific blocl..
of tran,miued d;lla uo,ed tor error detection.
loran syst em A hoghl) accurJte marine navigation 'atcllitc \)''tcm "'ing cua~tal ~tation~
along U.S. water tx1rdcr,.
losses Allcnuation ur weakening of a ~ignal in
a circuit. coaxial. or libcr-optic cable.
low frequency (LF) l'hc frequency ra nge from
30 (() 300 l..ll t .
low-level AM Amplitude modulation at a lo"
powt!r lt!velthat mu't be amplified by a linear amplifier con"dcrabl) before being
tran,miued.
low-noise amplifier (LNA} An RF amplifier
that u'e' .. pecial low- nol\e tran~istor<; tO
provide 111itml amphficauon in a receiver.

low-pass filter A circuit that introduce' no attcnuauon at frequencies belo'" the cutofl fre 'luenc) but great!) auenuate~ all "gnah '"llh
lrc(jucnc1e~ abo' e the cutoff.
luminance (Y) signal The 'lgnalthat rc\ulto,
whe n different level~ of light along each \Can
line arc tran,m iued as shades of gray between black and whi te.

M
Magne tic fie ld The im·isible force lield created h) a magnet.
Magne tron A microwa\e vacuum tube that;,
a diode tube with built-in ca' ity re'onator'
<tnd an e\trcmel) powerful permanent
magnet.
Manchester code A type of the b1nar) hne
code that prevent\ the DC voltage level o n a
trano,mi.,,ion cable from building UJ> to an
unacccptahlc level. A uni polar or hipolar
coding 'Y'tcm widely used in LAN;.. Aho
call ed hiph<he encoding.
Marconi (ground-plane) vertical antenna <\
quarter·\\<1\elcngth venical radiator u\Cd to
ach1c'c \Crtical polaritation and omnidirectiOnal char.tctcri,tics. Sec al~n Quancr\~a,elcngth vertical antenna.
Marker capability 1l1e term de,cribing the
condition \\hen a 'weep generator hao, one or
more refen.:ncc o!.ci ll ator.. that enable the
rco,pon ..c curve to be active ly interpre ted.
Matched line The idea l situation in wh1ch u
tran,mi'<.ion line terminates in a load that
h:t' a rc,i\tive impedance equal to the characterio,uc 1mpedance of the line.
Matching stub See Q section.
Media Accesses Controller (MAC) The circultf) mal..10g up Layer 2 of an OS I t) pe
proto<.:()I.
Medium frequency (MF) The frequenl') rJngc
from 300 to 3000kHz.
MESFET A junction field-effect tran\i\tor made
w it h gallium ar..enidc (G aAs). Aho called
GASFET.
Metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET} A trans i, tor often U\Cd in
<,witching amplifier application,. It pro\ 1dc'
c~trcmely low power di~'ipation even'" uh
h1gh current. The ba~ic building bhlCI.. ul
m(ht CMOS digital integrated circuli\.
Metal-semiconductor field-effect transistor
(MESFET) Sec GaA-;FET.
Metropolitan-area network (MAN) \ net
worl.. that cover; a city. town, nr v1lhtgc A
cable TV ~y~tem i<. an example of a MAN .
Microcom Networking Protocol (MNP) A ,c.
ries of protocols u~t!d wi th a!>ynchronou'
modem' th:ll ~pcc i fy way$ to hand le error
dctceuon and correction and ho" tn 'pecil)
if data compn!\\ion is used.
Microm eter (~tm ) or micron Onc-mithnnth nf
a meter. L1ght waves or ~mall dmlcn,imh in
Integrated Circuit'> are expre,...:d 10 term' nt'
lhl\ Unll.
Microstrip A Oat conductor 'cparated frum a
conducung ground plane b) an inwlating
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dielectric used a~ a transrnis~ion line or
tuned circuit. It is preferred for reactive
circuits at microwave frequencie>.
Microstrip tuned circuit A section of microstrip
transmission line used a~ a resonant circuit
Microwaves The frequencie> from I G Hz to
30GH£.
Microwave antenna Any antenna used at frequencies above I GHz.
Microwave transistor A transistor that operate> like other trwl~istor,. whether it i> a
bipolar or an FET type. The differences
between thi; and a lower-frequency transi'tor arc geometry and packaging that is
optimized for frequencies above I GHz.
Microwave transistor amplifier The transistor
amplifier used in the front end of a microwave
receiver to provide initial amplification for the
mixer. The typical gain range is 20 to 25 dB.
Also a power transistor used in microwave
transmiuers.
Microwave tube A type of tube that includes
the kly~tron. magnetron. and travelingwave tube.
Millimeter wave An electromagnetic wave at
a frequency above 40 G Hz. The part of the
frequency spectrum lower in frequency than
x-ray, but higher in frequency than microwaves (about 30 to 300 GHz).
Minimum shift keying (MSK) An improved
vcr>ion of FSK or continuous phase frequency-shift keying in which the signals are
fully synchronized with one another.
Minor lobe The portion of the directiona l response curve of an antenna that denotes the
tran~mis>ion of RF energy over a particular
range of angles different from the major direction of radiation of the antenna.
Mixer (converter) Any device or c ircuit
whose output does not vary linearly with the
inpuL A device that translates the signal up
or down to another frequency.
MLT-3 encoding The encoding method used
in FaM Ethernet.
Mobile identification number (MIN) The
telephone number as~igned to a cellu lar unit.
Mobile telephone switching office (MTSO)
The master control center to which the cells
in a cellular phone system are connected by
telephone lines or microwave radio relay
links.
Modal dispersion In a multimode step index
cable. an auenuation or stretching of a pulse
at rhe end of the cable.
Modem A device that converts binary signals
into analog signals capable of being transmilled over the telephone line; and dcmoduhnes them. re-creating the binary output.
Modulation The process by which a baseband
voice. video. or digital signal is modified by
another. higher-frequency signal called the
carrier.
Modulation index The ratio of the frequency
deviation to the modulating frequency.
Modulator A circuit used to vary some aspect
of a radio carrier or light signal in accordance with the modulating baseband signal.
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Monochrome CRT A black and white picture
tube. a vacuum tube called a cathode-ray
tube.
Monolithic microwave integrated circuit
(MMIC) A circuit thai incorporates two or
more stage> of FETor bipolar transi~tors
mad.: on a common chip to form a multistage amplifier.
Morse code A series of dots and dashe, that
represent letters of the alphabet. numbers,
;md punctuation marks.
MOSFET See Metal-oxide-semiconductor fielddfect tran~istor.
Motion Picture Experts Group (MPEG) The
organization that establi shes technical standards for movie; and video.
JA.-Iaw compander The type of companding
ust:d in telephone system~ in the United
States and Japan.
Multicarrier modulation (MCM) See Ort hogonal frequency divi•ion multiplexing.
Multicasting The abili ty of IP to move fast
audio and video data over the Internet from a
single source to multiple destination~.
Multimode graded index cable A type of cable that ha; severa I modes. or path>. of tran~
mission through the cable btll is orderly ;md
predictable.
Multimode step index cable A type of cable
used for short to medium distances at relatively low pube frequencies. It is a widely
u~ed type of fiber-optic cable.
Multipath interference F.1ding that occurs
when a transm itted signa l takes multiple
paths to the receiver because of reflections.
Al;o called Rayleigh fad ing.
Multiple data message format (MDMF) A
messagt: format used in caller 10.
Multiple input multiple output (MIMO) A
wire less technique that makes usc of multiple antenna; at the transmitter and receiver
to make use of multi path signals to improve
communication; range and reliability.
Mu ltiplexer A device or ci rcuit that time- (or
frequency-) shares a single channel with
mu ltiple signals.
Multiplexing A technique which allow~ more
than one signal to be transmitted concurrently over a ~ingle medium.
Multistage integrated circuit amplifier A
type of small-signal microwave amplifier or
monolithic microwave integrated c ircu it
(MM IC).
Multistation access unit (MAU) The ba~ic
wiring hub in a Token-Ring network.
Muting circuit Sl'e Squelch circuit.

N
N connector Widely used in RF application,.
this type()[ connector is u~ed oo larger
cables such as RG-8/U.
Nanometer (nm) One-bi llionth of a meter.
Light waves arc often expressed in terms of
nanometer,.
Narrow-band FM (NBFM) A ~pecial C<c~e
of FM in which the modulation proces;
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produce• only a single pair of significant
sidebands like those produced by AM.
National Telecommunications and Information
Administration (NTIA) A regulatory body
of the U.S. government whose function is to
regulate e lectromagnetic emissions for the
govemment and mil itary service~.
Navigation satellite A satel lite that provides
<1Ccurate position information to ~hips. air·
planes. and land-based vehicles.
Near field The radio wave within about one
wavelength of the radiating antenna.
Near field communications (NFC) A ~hort
range wireless technology similar to RFID
that use~ the near magnetic field of a radio
w:we for data transfers at diswnces to 8
inches. Used for payment and access when
used in a cell phone.
NE566 IC VCO An lC voltage-controlled
oscillator.
NE602 IC mixer A popular circui t that u~es
bipolar transistors connected a~ Gilbert
trallSconductancc cells.
Network analyzer A test instrument designed
to ana lyze linear circui ts. It is a combination
instrument that contain' a wide-range sweep
;inc-wave generator and a CRT output that
displays not only frequency plots like a spectrum analyzer but also pk1ts of phase shift
versus frequency.
Network attached storage (NAS) A group of
hard disks usually connected to a computer
or server via standard Ethernet.
Network interface card (NJC) A device that
provides the 1/0 interface between each node
on a network and the network wiring.
Neutralization A process through which one
signal. equal in amplitude to an original signal. i~ fed back. resulting in the two ;ignals
canceling one another.
Noise In electronic;. any signal that is a mixture
of many frequencies at many amplitudes that
gets added to a mdio or information >ignal as
it is transmitted from one plncc to another or
as it is processed. Random signal variations
picked up by a receiver or cau;ed by thermal
agitation and other conditions inside thereceiver circu itry. Random. unde~irable electronic energy that cmcrs a communication
system via the communication medium and
interferes with the transmitted message.
Noise bridge A bri dge circuit driven by a random noise voltage source that has an antenna
or coaxial cable as one leg of the bridge.
Used to make antenna characteristic impedance measurements and measurement> of
coaxial cable velocity factor and length.
Noise factor The ratio of the S/N power at the
input to the S/N power at the output.
Noise figure The noise factor as expre~sed in
decibels.
Noise immunity Resistance to noise. Digital
>ignah are more immune to noise than
analog signals.
Noise margin The amount of voltage between
the highest expected noise voltage and a
threshold level above which triggering occurs.

Noise temperature Another wa} to e'prc"
no1\e in an amplifier or n.--cel\ er u'1ng the
Keh 10 scale.
Nonre turn to zero encoding (NRZ) A method
of encoding in which the o,ignul remain' at
the binary level as~igncd to it for the clllirc
bit time.
North American TDMA (NA-TOMA) Set• /S136TDMA.
Notch, band-reject. or bandstop filter A
type of filter that rejecL~ or \top-. fre(jucncie'
O\ cr a narrow range but allow' frcqucncie'
above and below to pa'>'.
Number assignment module (NAM) A programmable read-only (PROM ) ch1p 10 a cellular radio.
Numerical aperture (NA) A number le" than
I that rndicates the range of angle\ over
which a particular cable will worl. .
Nyquist frequency The minimum 'ampling
frequency at which the high-frequency infornwtion in an analog 'ignal can be retained.
It i' equal to two times the higlte't \lgtml
frequency.

0
Octet An 8-b1t number. word or blocl. of data.
A not her name for b) te.
Omnidirectional antenna An antenna that
trammit\ e4ually well in all horitonwl directions. It has a circular horitontal tran,mi'~ion pattern.
One-shot multivibrator A pul\e gcncrmor Circuli that produces one output pul'c who'e du mtion has been set to ~ome dc,ired inten al.
ON-OFF keying (OOK) A fonn of ;rmplitude
modulation where the carrier i' lllmed on nr
on b} a modulating bimtf) 'ignal.
Open systems interconnection (OSI} protocol
A framework or hierarchy de-.igned to e\tabli'h generaltnteroperability guideline' for
developers of communication 'Y'telll\ and
protocob.
Optical communication system A communi cation system that use' light to tran,mit infonnation from one place to another.
Optical-electrical-optical (OEO) conversion
Sl!e Regeneration.
Optical signal analyzer An opticalte\t in 'trument that provide~ the OTDR mea,urement and i' aho a ~ampling o ..cilhl,copc
c:rpablc of displaying \ignal~ of more than
10 Ghps .
Optical spectrum A group of ;,ignaJ... \\ ith lrequcncie~ higher than 300 G lit. The runge of
frequencic; that con~ists of infrared. visible.
11
und ultraviolet light (range of 3 X I0 to
3 X 10 1" Hz).

Optical time domain reRectometer (OTOR)
A device that genemte' a light puhe and
,end' it do\\ n a fiber-optic cahlc to be te\ted.
II there h. a defect in the line. light w1ll be
reflected. The Lime between the gener,ncd
and reflected pu J,e, is measured
Optics The a.'pcct of physic' concerned wrth
the bchu' ior of light.

Orbit The path tal.cn h} a 'atcllite as it circles
the canh.
Orthogonal freque ncy division multiplexing
(OFDM) A modulatrnn method b) ''hich
data is tran~mltlcd h) 'imultaneously modulating segment' of the high-\pccd bit stream
onto multiple carrier' 'puccd throughout the
channel bandwidth. Also cal led multicarrier
modulatinn (MCMJ .
Oscillator diode A spcci:ll <,emiconduetor device (Gunn diode. TRAPPAT diode. etc.) that
generates a microwave \lgnal. usually a sine
wave at the re\onant frequency. when u\Cd
with a tuned c1rcun clement \uch as a wmeguide, m1cro-.trip. mrcnhtrip. or stripline.
Ove.rmodulation In amphtudc modulation. the
tenn describing the condition when the modul:ning voltage i, grc:tter than the carrier
voltage.
Overranging In amplitude modulation, the
condition that occur' when the count capability of a counter i' exceeded during the
count interval.
Oversampling converter A type of convener
that uses a clocl. nr ..ampling frequency that
is man) times the mrnimum N}quist rate required for other t)pc' of comeners. The ~..l
convener i' an e\antple of :u1 oversarnpling
convener.
Overtone Similar 111 a harmonic. An integer
multipl.: ot a tundmnental O'>cillation
frequency.
Overtone crystal A cryM::tl th:tt is cut in a special way 't' that it optim ite' ib o~cilla~ion at
an overtone of the ha\lc cryMal frequency.
Overvoltagc protection The protection afforded by c1rcuih and componenL~ that protect the sub..cribcr line rntcrface circuits
from clcctric:tl damage.

p
Pac.k et A unit of data made up of the frame of
data and additional hytc~ at the beginning
and end that contain addn.:•~cs and error corn:ction code,.
Paging receiver A \lllall. battery-operated 'uperheterod) nl' rccel\el that enable' individuals to be ,ignalcd. "hercver they may be.
Paging system A popular commurucat.ion system that operate' 111 the 'lmpleA mode. for it
broadc::t\1' "goal-. only to \m:rll batteryoperated recc"cr....
PAM demultiplexer A CirCUit that recove"
data multiplcl\cd \Vtth PAM.
PAM/FM system An :IITangement in which
PAM s igna l.. frequency-modulate a carrier.
PAM/FM/PM system An arrangement in
which PAM 'ignal' frctlucncy-modulate a
subcarrier that. 111 turn. pha'e modulate' the
carrier.
Parabolic antenna An ;rntcnna in "hich the
energ) radiated by the hom " pointed at a
parabohc renccwr that focu'e' the energ)
into a narrmv beam and rctlcct~ it toward it•
deMination . When receiving. the antenna
focu'e' signal' on the hom.

Parallel data transmission A t) pc of data
tran\fer m "h1ch all the bit:. of a code word
arc tran,ferred 'imultaneou\1}. Thi' method
of data tran\fer is not practical in lnngdi.,tancc communication 'ystenh.
Parallel resonant circuit A selective circuit
fonned when the inductor and capacitor arc
connected in paral le l w ith the applied voltage.
Parallel-wire line A transmi~sion line made
up nf two parallel conductor., -.cp;~r:ucd h) a
<,pace ot Yi in. to ;cveral inc he ....
Parasitic array A basic antenna connected to a
tran\011\\ion line plu., one or more addwnnal
conductor.. that arc not connected 111 the
tran~ml\~ton line. A Yagi antenna
Parasitic oscillation A type of abbcrant ll\lll lall(m th;ll occurs '~hen a circutt lhCilhttc' at
a higher frequency unrelated to the tuned
frequency.
Parity A widely u~ed ~ystem of error detc~:
tion. Each character transmi tted conwin-. I
addi tional bit.
Passband The frequency range over whrch a
filter or amplifier passes signals. Thi.," the
rJngc bct\\cen cutoff frequcncie'> or between
the cutolf frequen9 and Lero.
Patch antenna An antenna m:rde "ith micro-.trip on PCB,. It is a circular or rectangu
Jar area of copper separated from the ground
plane h) the thiel.ness of the PCB·~ m~ulat
ing material.
Path attenuation Loss created by the di,tancc
of free <,pace between a tran~mitting and receiving antenna. usually expressed a' a
Jl<l'ver ratio or in decibel~.
Pattern generator A device that produce'
lixcd hmary bit patterns in serial form to u..c
a' tC\t 'ignal' in data communicatllln
')\ICm'
PCM de multiplexer A circuit that reco'c"
dma multJplcl\ed using PCM.
Peak envelope power (PEP) The max unum
p1lwcr produced on voice amplitudc pcab in
single \idcband communication.
Pl.'cr-to-pecr configuration A type of LAN
thm i., \maller and less expensive than client\crvcr LAN~ and provide; a ;implc way to
build unetwork within an oflice.
Percentage of modulation TI1e ratio of the
:unphtude of the modulating 'ignalto the
amplitude of the carrier.
Perigee Lowe\t point of a satellite orbit alxl\ c
the can h.
Permittivity The dielectric con-.tant of the material between two conductors.
Personal-area network (PAN) A very ,mall
netwnrk created infonnally or on an ad hoc
ba'i'. Nowaday;. all PANs arc wi reJc,s.
Pe rsonal communication service (PCS) The
hand of frequencies ncar 1900 M li t that "
u ...cd lor cellular telephones.
Phase modulation (PM) The signal that rc'-Uih when Lhe amount of pha'e ,h,ft ol a
cnn,tant-fr.:quency carrier i., 'aried 111 accnrdant·e "ith a modulating ,;gnal.
Phase modulator A circuit ottcn u\cd 1n,to.:ml
of drrect FM bccau~e the carrier 1>-.ctllator
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can be optimit.ed for lrcqucncy accuracy and
'lability.
Phased a rray An antenna ')'tcm made up ot a
large group of '>tmilar antenna., on a common
plane to pro' tde controllublc gain and
directivity.
Phased array radar A type of radar that pro' ide' tle\tbtlit) in ..can nang narro\\ \ector,
and trad.. mg multiple targch by u\ing a
pha,ed :mrcnna arra) .
Phase-locked loop (PLL) A frequency- or
pha~c-,en,iti\e fccdbad. ..:ontrol circuitu\ed
in frequenc:) d.:modulation. frequency \}nthcsit.cf'. and variou> filtering and l-ignaldetection application\.
Phase-shift keying (PSK) A type of modulation in which the binary '>ignal change' the
pha-.e '>hth of a sine-\\ a\C character depending upon \\hcther a binary 0 or a binal) I i'
to be tr<tn,mined. Abo called binary pha\e'hift keying (BPS K).
Phasor A line or arrow "ho'>e length i'> proportional to the peal.. 'alue of the sine ''a'c
being repn.:,ented and il'> angle indicattng
ph:N: po,nion.
Photocell St•t• Light detector.
Photodiocle Silicon PN-Junction diode that i'
'en,iti\e to lighL It i' the mo't widely u..cd
light \Cn,or.
Phototransistor A light-...erhitive tran<,i<,tor
used for light detection.
Physical optics A tem1 referring to the way'>
that light can be proce\\Cd.
PHY Abbn!\ tat ion ot the phy~icallaycr ol a
data~:ommunication~ '>ystcm based on the
OSI sy,tcm.
-rr network Network conltgurauon re..embling
the Greel.. letter -rr.
-rr/4-DOPSK modulation A method of modulation ll'>ed in !S-136 TDMA.
Piconet The linking of one Bluetooth device
that 'en cs a' a master controller to up to
,e,en other Bluetooth de' ace;.
Pierce oscillator An osc1llator configur.uion
using lield-ciTcct tran.,iswrs or bipolar transistor' with ~ryqab.
Piezoelectric effect Vibration that ~KI:Uf\
when ;1 Cl) stal i; e\clted b) an AC '>ignal
aero'' tl\ plate>.
Pilot carri er A low-level c:uTier signal. It is
used to help in the recovery of DSB and SSB
~ignal ....
PIN diode A de\ ice used as
itch or \ari able rc'>l\tor in a macrnw<a\e circuit. This
PN-junctiun diode; ha' un I layer between
the P and N '>CCI ion'>.
PIN diode modulator A modulator ustng a
>pcctal t)'~ of >ihcnn JU11Ciion diode de!>igned for u'c at frcqucndes abo\e appro,imntcly I()() MIll.
Pixel A tiny dot of light. thousand~ of which
mal..e up a tele\i\ion or computer monator
~crccn. Lach pixel can be any of hundn.xh of
color-.
PL-259 connector A male connector thm lih on
the end ol u coaxial cubic and provide' a way
m attach the shield br.1id and inner conductor.
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Plaintext The name given to any mc•sage or
dut:l to be encrypted.
Plan-position indicato r (PPI) At) pe of CRT
displa) that 'hOI\' both the mngc and the
ut.amuth of a 1arget on a radar 'ct.
Pl en um cable Coaxial or twisted-rair cable
run bet"een lloor' :md aerO'>'> cealings
through >pec1al ch;mnels or chamber, built
tntn the l>tructure.
PLL demodulator A circuit that recoi'Crs FM
'>igna l ~. It ha'> an S/N ratio better than that ol
other FM dctccwr,.
Point-contact diode A semiconductor diode
made from a piece of P-t) pe '>erniconductor
material and a line tung<.tcn ware thm make'
contact with thc .\ emiconductor material at a
'mall point of contact. u~ed in r;allar
rcccl\ers.
Point of presence (POP) office \ 'cr,ing
ollicc u,ed tO provide interconnection, 10
the I XC~.
Polar orbit i\ \atelltte orbit that p:t"e' over
the north and 'outh pole~.
Polarization The orientation ol 1hc electric
held in a radio wa'e with re'J>CCt 10 the
c;trth.
Pole A frequcnc) ;tt which there '' :t high impedance in the carcuit.
Posigrade orbit An orbit that nto\es in the
same di rection a' the c:u1h·~ mwti on.
Power (flux) budget An accounting of all attenuation and g;ain in a tiber-uptic s)stem.
Power combiner i\ component. ctr~ull. or
""' cguide a\\emhly th:tt >Unt' Ihe power
output; of two or more circuit,.
Power divider A component. circuit. or waveguadc a.s~embl) that cquall) di1 ides a common input amongst l\\O or more output,.
Power meter A commonly u'ed RF tc•t meter
thnt measure' the forward and rcnectcd
power outpul ol a drcuit.
Power subsystem The ba;ic JXmer 'ource of a
'atellite sy;tcm Mo't '>Utcllite' u..c solar
paneb for ih ba"c power 'ource.
Preamble Multiple byte' of daw in a packet
protocol that help to C\tabla'h cluck
'}nchronitatiun.
Prt:-emphasis A l~'c:hnique that help' to off-ct
hagh-frequenq noi'e mterfercncc 111 FM radio.
Prescalcr A spec ial frequen~:y divider normally w,ed bet\\cen the high-output frequency of a VCO and the pmgrJmmablc part
of a di\ ider in :t PLL frequcnq \)nthe-.it.er
At...o a di' idcr u'cd ahead of a frequency
coumer.
Presca ling A frequency divi,ion technique thm
inml\e.' the dt\t,ion of the inputlrequenc) by
a factor that puts the r.:,ulting 'ignal into tit<!
normal fre<Jucncy range of the counter.
Primary rate interface (PRJ) An ISDN connection ty~ m;ade up or one t" i'tcd pair.
Th" method u'e' :!3 bearer t B) channeb and
one I D) channel multiplexed on the line.
Prim e meridian Srcrial merilhan u'cd m. a
reference poi nt for measuring longi1ude.
Private automatic branch exchange (PABX)
A telephone w.ttching ') 'tem that i'
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extremely sam ail . fa~t. and cflkient. Many
PABX' ;arc de~igned to carry digital '>tgnal'
and analog voice signat....
Private branch exchange (PBX) A telephone
'witchin~,t 'Y'>tem. dcdtc:tted to a \inglc cu~
tomer. which provide' telephone 'witching
and linl..' in~ide an organitation and also
connect'> to the standard publtc telephunc
net"orl...
Private telephone system Telephone scrvace
provided to com panic~ or large organ11ation~
with many employee\ ;tnd many telephones.
Product detector A balanced modulator u..cd
to reco,cr SSB or DSB 'ignals.
Progressive sca nning Line-after-line ~cannmg
w,ed in II DTV and computer momtnr
'>Creen\.
Protocol Rule' and procedure, u'<!d to cn,ure
compatibalny bet\\ een the sender andreceiver of 'erial digital data.
Protocol analyzer A tc'>l in,trument u..cd to
capture and analyze the data tran\mittcd in a
data commumcation ') '>tcm.
Public key encryption (PKE) A method ol encrypt ion that u;e, two i-cy,, one public and
the other private.
Pulse-amplitude modulation (PAM) ~lodula
tion that produce' a ..eric' of con,tanl-\\tdth
pul\c' \\ ho\c amplitLtdc' 1·ary with the analog ' ignal. The pube' arc usually narrow
compared to the period of ~ampli ng.
Pulse-averaging discriminator A circuit that
con' crt' F\1 ~ignal< inw con\tant-arnphtude
puhc' and filters them anto 1he origmal \ignal.
Pulse-code modulation (PCM) A form of
rime divi,ion muhirlexing (TDMJ tnwhich
multaph: channeh of dtgititcd voice "gnab
are trJn,mttted in 'erial form. Each channel
is <Migncd a time •lot in 1~hich to trJn•mtt
one binary word of data.
Pulse dialing The type ol dialing produced by
a rotal) daaling. mechm11'm tn older telephone\.
Pulse-duration modulation See Pul\c "adth
modulation.
Pulse modulation (PM) Modulation u'cd Ill
tran,mtt analog data 111 the form of pul'e'
'~hO\<! ;lmplitude. \\idth. or time po'ittun is
varied .
Pulse-posi tion modulation (PPM) A procedure
in whu.:h the puhe'> change position according
to the amplitude of the analog ~ignal.
Pulse spectrum The frcqucnc> di\tnbuttnn of
the •imi'>Otdal component<. of a put...e an relative <unplitude and relative pha;c.
Pulse-width modulation (PWM) or pulseduration modulation (PDM) A procedure
in \\)licit the width or durataon of the pul-.e'
varie' according to the amplitude of the :m;tlog ~ignal.
Pulsed radar A radar sy.,tcm in which '>ignat...
arc transmitted in '>hort buN\ or pul..cs.
Push-pull am plifier An amplifier u'ing tiHl
tube' or tntn\i,tor, bta\ed for Cia"> A B. B.
or C. connected in 'uch an arrangement 1hm
both the po.,ttive and the negative ulternation'> ut the input arc :amplified.

Q
Q

The quadrature signa l is an 1-Q modulator.

A TV t:olor signal w ith the following -.pecification~: 1 1 percent red. - 52
percent green. 31 pert:ent blue.
Q section (matching stub) A quarter wavelength of t:oaxia1 or balanced transrni>,ion
line of a ;,pccific impedance tllal b connected between a load and <1 source in order
to match impedance~.
Quadrative A 90° phase relationship.
Quadrature amplitude modulation (OAM) A
modulation technique used in modems for
increasing the number of bits per baud. It
uses both amplitude and pha~e modulation of
n carrier.
Quadrature detector An FM demodulator
that produces a phase shift of 90° at the unmodulated carrier frequency. It b primari ly
used in TV audio demodulation.
Quadrature modulation A type of modulation-multiplexing that combines two carriers
~hifted by 90•. ea~.:h modulated by a separate
-.ignal.
Quadrature (quaternary or quadra) phase PSK
(QPSK or 4-PSK) A system in which each
pair or successive digital bit' in the tran;,mitted word is assigned a particular pha~e. It is
used to increa>e the binru·y data rate while
maintaining the bandwidth needed to tran;,mit the ~ignal.
Quantizing error Error associated with the
analog-to-digital conversion process.
Quarter- wavele ngth vertical anten na An antenna whose main radiating element b u
wire. tubing. or conductor that is one-quarter
wavelength at the main operating frequency.
Abo called a Marconi or ground-plane
antenna.
Quieting method A type of sen~itivity measurement that determines rhe amount of RF
input signal needed to reduce output noise to
20dB.
Q color signal

R
R - Y signal

A color signnl al;,o called B - Y.
Com-bining three color s ignals causes Y to be
subtracted from R or 8 signals.
Radar (radio detection ond ranging) An
e lectronic communication system based on
the principle that high-frequency RF ~ignal s
are reflected by conductive targets.
Radial A quarter-wavelength wire laid horitOntally on the ground or buried in the earth
at the base of an antenna to create an artifil:ial ground plane.
Radiation resistance The impedance of an antenna at its driving poin t.
Radio The general term applied to any limn of
wirde"" communicmion from one point to
another.
Radio frequency id entification (RFIO) A growing wire leo;_, technique similar to har coding.
Radio horizon The distance at which direct
wave ~ignab can no longer be recei,ed. It is

a function of the height of the transmitting
and receiving antennas.
Radio wave An electromagnetic wave that
can be reflected. refracted, diffracted. and
focused.
Rayleigh fading See Multipath interference.
RC filter A lilter using combinati on, of resistors and capaci tor~ to ach ieve the desired
frequency response.
RCA phonograph connector An inexpensive
coaxial connector used primarily in audio
equipment.
Reactance The oppo,i tion to AC now that is
offered by coils and capacitors.
Reactance modulator A circui t that uses a
transistor amplifier thm acts like either a
variable capacitor or an inductor to produce
direct FM.
Receive signal strength indicator (RSSI) signal
In the analog AMPS cellular telephone system , a signal sent back to the cell site so that
the mobile telephone switching office
(MTSO) c:m monitor the received signal
from the cell and decide whether to switch 10
another cell.
Receiver The speaker in a telephone handset.
A collection of electronic component> and
circuits th at accept> the tran~mitted me,sage
from a channel and converts it back to a
fom1 under,tandable by people. A device in
which a modulated light wave is picked up
by a photodetector. The signal is amplified
and then demodulated to recover the original
signal.
Redundancy The simple:,t way to ensure errorfree transmission . Each character or mess.age
is 'em multiple times until it is properly
received.
Redundant array of independent disks (RAID)
A collection of hard di'k drive' Ul>ed to ~tore
data remotely from a compu ter or server.
Reed Solomon A widely u,ed forward error
t:Orrectiontechn ique that encodes and decodes both wired and wirclc;s data streams
to improve reliability or data tran~fer.
Reed-Solomon (RS) code A forward error
correction code that adds extra parity bit' to
the block of data being transm itted. It permits multiple en·ors to be detected and
corrected.
Reference regulator A 1.ener diode that receives the DC supply voltage as an input and
translme; it into a precise reference voltage.
Reflected power The power not absorbed by a
load and bounced bad. to the transmitter.
Reflection When light mys strike a reflective
surface. the Iight waves are thrown back. or
renected. The ~ngle of reflection is equal to
the angle of incidence. Radio waves are
re-flected by any conducting surli1ce they
encounter along a path.
Reflection coefficient The ratio of the reflected voltage wave V, to the Incident volt·
age wave V1• It prov ide;, informmion on
cmTent and voltage along a tran;mission line.
Reflector A parasitic element that il> typically
about 5 percent longer than the half-wave

dipole-driven element. A parabolic dish used
in microwave amennas.
Refraction The bending of a light ray that occurs when light rays pass from one medium
to another. The bend ing or radio w;we; in the
ionosphere.
Regeneration The process of converting a
weak optica l ~igna l to it;, e lectricalrquivalcm. amplifying and reshaping it e lec£ronically. and then retransmiaing it on another
laser. Also used to rejuvinate electrical signals transmitted over long distances.
Regenerative repeater A circuit that picks up
transmitled signals. amplifies them. and
retransmits them ~ometime~ on another
frequency.
Remote bridge A ~pecial bridge used to connect two LAN~ that are separated by a long
distance.
Repeater A drcui t that take; a partially degraded signal. boosts its level. and shape; it
up. Over long distance~. several repeaters
may be required. A satell ite u:.ed to receive
informatioo from a transmitting station and
then retran~mit it to receiving station~ .
Resolution The amount of detail produced by
a TV signal. In 0/A conve1iers. the total
number of increments the 0/A converter
produce> over its output voltage range.
Resonant circuit A tuned circuit or filter that
has a maximum rel>"j)Onse. either voltage or
current. at a particular (resonant) frequency.
A circuit using a combination of inductance
and capacitance or materials thai exh.ibits
re.sonance ;,uch as ceram ic or quart;; crystals.
Retrograde orbit The orbit that moves in the
direction opposite to the earth·s rotation.
Return to zero (RZ) encoding A method or
encoding in which the voltage level assigned
to a binary I level return~ to zero during the
bit period.
Reverse AGC A method of reducing gain by
decreasing the collector current.
RF amplifier Also known as a prcsclector, or
low-noise amplifier that provides some ini tial gain and select ivity in a receiver.
RF probe (detector probe) A rectifier with a
filter capacitor that ;,tores the peak value or
the sine-wave RF voltage.
RF signal generator A signal genemtor used
in testing. A variable-frequency o'ci ll ~tor or
a frequency-synthesizer.
RF voltmeter A special piece test equipment optimiL.ed for measuring the voltage of
high- frequency signals.
RG-8/U coaxial cable One of two type' of
coaxial cable used in Ethernet networks and
antenna transmission li nes. It has a ch;mlcteristic impedance of 53
is about 0.4 in. in
diameter, and is referred to as thick cable.
RG-58/U coaxial cable A widely used thin
cable , this cable i> used for antenna tmn~
mission lines for CB radio~ and cellular
telephones a~ well as for LAN~.
Right-hand circular polarization (RHCP) The
term that describes radiation which leave' an
antenna wi th a clockwbe rotation.
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Ring A tem1inal on a tclcphnnc at "hich
w1re;, end.
Ring topology A Lt\N cunligunnion in which
one PC acts as a !.crvcr and the compu ters
arc linked together in a ch>,cd loop. Data is
u\uall) tran\ferred around the ring in only
one d1recuon. pas-.ing through each node.
Ringer A bell or electrontc oo,cill:ttor connected to a ~peaker that "u-.ed to indicate
the presence of an tncoming call.
Ringing A 20 Ht ;,ignal provided by a local
telephone office that ind icate> when a ~pe
cilic telephone i., receiving. :1 ca ll.
Ripple Amplitude variation \\ith frequency in
the pa.,~band. or the repetitive ri;,e and fall of
the o;ignalle,cl in the pa\\band of ;,orne
t}pe' of filter\.
Rise time The time it take' a pul<,e voltage to
me from it;, 10 percent qJue to it' 90 percent value.
RJ- 11 connector A modu lar plug contain ing
up to six tem1inal\ through wh1ch most telephones attach to an nutlet.
RJ-45 connector A large modular connector
u-.ed in terminating twi'>ted pair'> in Ethernet
LA I''>. It contain' up to e1ght terminals.
Root-mean-squa re (rms) An average that expre.,,es current or voltage magnitude.
Router An imelligcnt device with decision making and switching. capubilitie;,. designed
Ill connect two ncl\\ <>rk ' ·
Rubberi ng A term \Omcwne' applied to the
\\hole proce~~ of line-tuntng a cry\ tal in an
O\CIIIator.

s
Sample-and-hold (S/H) ci rcuit (track/store
circuit) A circuit that accepts an analog input \1gnal and pa.,_-.e.., 11 through. unchanged.
dunng 11~ san1pltng mode. In the hold mode.
the amplifier rcmcmhcr'> or 'tore' a panicul<tr voltage level at the tn\t;tOt of \am piing.
Sampling The proce"> of ""l<loking at"" an analog signal for a bnef umc. During this interval. the amplitude of the analog \ignal is
allowed to be pa~...cd or \lorcd.
Satellite A phy'>ical obJCCtthat orbit;,. or rotate .... :lround \Omc cele.,tial bod).
Satellite period (sidereal period) The time tt
take' for a satellite to complete one orbit.
Satellite receiver A ;,pecwl \Uh'Y'tem de\igncd to work with a TV \Ct. consbting of a
di~h antenna, a low-noi'e amplifier and
down convener. an II' \CCtion with appropriate demodulator\ for both video and ~ound.
and a method of tnterconnccung to a comenuonal TV .et.
Satellite 1V The di<.tributl()n ofTV signal, 'm
\atcllitc.
SatNav receiver A communication receiver
dc~igned to be u...ed "' part or a satellite navlglllion ~ystem.
SAW filter A '>olid-\tatc filter U\ed to obtain
bandpru.'\ ..clectivit} 1n RF or IF amplifier'>.
Scanning A technique th;ll divide\ a rectangular o,ccnc up into md1v1dualltnes.
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Scattering Light lo\1 due to light wave~ entering at the wrong angle and being lost in the
cladding of a cable bccau•c of refraction.
Scatternet A linking of piconets.
Schmitt trigger circuit A level detector thm
'witche;, between 'pc<.alic \'Oitage level:..
Schottky diode A diode m:1de with N-type 'iltcon with a thin metal Ia} cr. Al'o kno\\ n a~ a
hut carrier diode.
Secure socket layer (SSL) A proccs;, involving encryption and authentication to provide
for ~ccu re tran Mtction~ like credit card purcha,c> over the I nternct.
Selective fading A phenomenon that occur~
when the carrier and .,idchand'> arrive at a
n.:ceiver a ;,light!) different time:.. causing a
pha...e \hift that can make them cancel one
another instead of adding up to the origimtl
AM 'ignal.
Selectivity The ability of a communication receiver to identify and ~elect a desired "ignal
from the thou,antb of othe" present in tl1c
frcquenC) \pt!Ctrum and minimite all other'.
Self-oscillation Output voltage that find" it'
wa) back to the tnput of the amplifier with
the correct amp! itude and ph:l\e. The amp! ifier \Ometime' 0\~·1llatc' at it' tuned frc<.Juency. and at other times ::u a higher
frequency.
Semiconductor diode A unidi rectional current
junction fom1ed of P- :md N-type semiconductor material'>
Semiconductor noise Noi\e created b) electronic component' \Uch a, diode' and
tran'i'to".
Sensitivity Tht: "bility of a communication
receiver tt) pick up weak signal~. Thi' i ~
mainly a function of overall gain.
Serial data transfer Data transfer in which
each bit of a word " tran,mmed one after
another.
Serial-parallel conversion A technique for
com cning between \Cnal and paralleltran'mi,sion and vice ver-a. It is U\ttall) done by
~hi ft registers.
Serializer/deserializer (SEROES) device A circuit u;,ed for serial-to-parallel or parallclto-,erial data comw,ion.
Series modulator An amplitude-modulating
o,cheme that eltmtn<lh!' the need for a large.
heavy. and cxpenl.i\'e modulation tmn,formcr.
Seri es resonant circuit 1\ circuit made up ol
inductance. c<Jpacitance, and resistance u<,ed
in filter,.
Settling time The amount of time it take\ for
the output voltage of a D/A convener or S/H
circuit to stabilite to "tthin a 'pecific vo1t:1gc r.mge after a change 10 btnal) input.
Shadow fading Fadmg c:IU\Cd h) object~
coming bet\\cen a tran.,m111er and receiver.
for ell.ample, when a large build ing comeh
between a vehicle c.:on1:1 in ing a tran~ccivcr
and a ba....c Mat ion tran,ceivcr.
Shannon-Hartley theorem The rclation.,hip
bet\\een channel capacity. bandwidth.
and noi-;e. Thh i' e"prc<,,cd ru.
C = 8 log 2 ( I ~ SIN).
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Shape factor The milo of the pass bandwidth
to the stop band'~ idth of a bandpa~' filter.
The hmaller the ratio, the greater the ~clcc
tivity. The htccpnCSh of the skirts or the ~kin
\electivity of a receiver.
Shielding The procc" of \urrounding EMI cmining circuit\ or ..en,itivc recei,ing ctrcuiL~ "ith a metal cnclo... urc to pre\'ent the
rJdiation of pickup of \ignals.
Shift register A '>equcntial logic circuit made
up of a number of nip-nops connected in
ca;cadc.
Shot noise Noi<,e produced by the random
movement of electron' or holes aero'' a PN
junction. Abo. the mo\t common I) pe of
semiconductor noi\C.
Sideband A ne" "gnal generated a~ pan nf
the modulation procc". Sideband<, arc at
sum and difference frequcncie; directly
above and direct ly below the carrier
frequency.
Sidereal period See Satellite period.
Sig ma-delta (:£.l.) converter A variation of
the delta com cner. :ti\O known a' a delta~igma of charge balance com·ener Thl\
circmt prm ide' extreme precision. wide
dynamic range . and lo\\ noi~e in analogto-digital conv.:r-;iun.
Signal bandwidth The frequency range occupied by a ,ignal.
Signal bias A hia., method u;,ed in Cia'' Cam
plifiers im·olving adju,ting the time con\tant
of R1 and Ct \O that an a\erage DC rc\Cf'>Cbia~ \'Oltage i' C\labli\hed. The apphed \Olt agc cause., the tran\i\tor to conduct. but only
on the peak;.
Signal generator 1\ device that produce'> an
output ;ignal of a ,pccilic shape at a specific
frequenc} and. in communication. U'>uall)
"ith some form of modulation.
Signal injection A common way to troubleshoot recei\'er.. by U\ing a signal generator of the correct output frequency to IC'-1
'> t:lgc; of a recch er or tnm.,miucr for the
correct ou tput re,pon,e.
Signal plus noise and distortion See SINAD.
Signal processing The manipulation of a \lg
nal by amplification. liltcnng. modulation. or
other mathematic;~! opcr.uions.
Signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) A ratio ind1cattng.
the relall\'e ~trength' of a \ignal and noi..c in
a communication >yMcm.
Sig nal tracing A common way to trouble, hom
equipment by u\ing :1 •ignal detection device
to follow a \ignal through variow, \tage> of
the equipment.
Silica Another n;~me lor gla.,...
Simplex communication Communication that
flows in one dtrccuon.
SINAD (signal plus noise and distortion) A
way of cxprco'>ing the quality of commun iCation receive". SINAD ettuals the compil\itc
'ignal plu> the noi~c and di'>lonion divided
b) noi-.e and di\lonum contributed by the
receiver.
SINAO test A method of sensitivity mea ...urcmcnt that dctenmnc' the input signal 'oltagc

that will produce at lea_<,t a 12-dB 'lgnalto-nobe mtio.
Single-conversion down converter A cm:Utt
u'ed to tran~late the frequent:) of a tmn,mll·
ted or recei,ed '>ignalto a IO\~Cr lrequcnc). A
mi,cr with an output that i' at a lower frequency than it~ input.
Single-conversion transponder A device that
u~e~ a single mixer to tr:m ... latc the uplin~
~ignal to tl1c down lin~ frequency.
Single data message format (SDMF) A me\·
.,age format u~ed in caller 10.
Single-mode step index cable A cable u'ed
lor long..Ji~tance tmn'>mi\\.IOn and maximum
content. It eliminate' modal dt'>pcf'll)n by
mimmwng the path" through the core.
Single-sideband suppressed carrier (SSSC) or
single-sideband (SSB) modulation A form
of A M in which the carrier i' 'uppre~'cd and
one of the ~ideband~ i' elimi nated.
Single-sideband transceiver A tran~ccivcr that
uti lite; ;ingle ~ideband 'ignah. t.i~c A M and
CW tran;ceivers. inthi~ tran,ccivcr the tr<ll1'·
miller and receh·er can ,hare many circutt\.
Singly balanced mixer A mixer ctrcutt u... mg
t\\O diode,.
Skin effect The tendency of ek~tron' to nm\
near ;md on the outer \urface of " conduc10r
at frequencies in the VHF. UHF. and nH·
crowm e region~.
Skip distance The di;.tance I rom the tr:tn\mitting antenna to the point on canh whcrc the
fi r~t refracted signal "rikes the earth :md i'
reflected.
Skirt selectivity The 'teepnc" of the 'ide' of
a tuned circuit re~ponse curve.
Sky wave A signal that is radiated by an antenna into the upper atmo.,phcrc. \\here 11 i'
bent back to earth becau\e ot rcfr..actiun m
the upper atmo~phere.
Slope detector The '>implest frequency demodulator. It make' u,e of a tuned ctrcuit
;md a diode detector to con\.:n frequency
vanation~ into voltage varimion,.
Slot antenna A radiator made by cu tung a
half-wavelength rectangular opcnmg inu
conducting ;heet of metal or an to u waveguide. It is u~ed on high-<.pc.:d aircraft.
SMA connector A coaxial cable connector
that b characterized b) the hc\agonal \hape
of the body of the male connector.
Small-signal diode A diode u ...ed for \lgnal
detection and mi~ting. Two e)(antpJc, are the
poinH:ontaca diode and the Schuttl.y barrier.
ur hot-carrier. diode.
Small-signal microwave amplifier An amplitio.:r made o f a s ingle transistor or multiple
tran,iston, combined wiah a bia,ing circuit
and ;my m icro,trip circuit\ or component'> a~
rcquared. Moq of these amplifier' arc of the
111h!gr..tcd circuit variety.
Smith chart A graph that pcrmtl' \ I'Ual 'oluuon' to tran,mi,~ion-line calculation,.
Snap-off varactor Su Step-rcco\ Cl) dandc.
Snell's law A formula thaa gt\ e., the rctauon'tup bcmeen ahe angles and the tndacc' of
rclr;action.

Software-defined radio A receiver in \\ hich
most of the funcunn\ arc performed b) a DSP.
Solar panel A de' icc that com en-, the light energy of the 'un into a \ oltage. It is the most
common ~ource ot rxmcr u...ed in satellites.
SONET See Synchronou' Optica l Network.
Space segment The part Qf a 'atell ite communication or navigation ~tat ion that is in space.
Space wave A wave thai travcb in a straight
line directly from thc tran,miuing antenna to
the recci,ing ant.:nna. It i' al\o known as
line-of-,ighl cummunacation .
Spam Um' anted and un,olicitcd email
message-,.
Spatial isolation A tcchnaque u'ed to increa.'e
the bandwidth and 'agnal-carT) ing capacit)
of a .,mellite.
Spatial multiplexing (frequency re use) The
tran;,mis ... ion or multiple wireless ~ignab on
a common frequency in 'uch a way that the
signals do not an tcrfcre with one another.
Spectrum ana lysis The proccs~ of examining a
~ignal to determine it;, frequency content.
Spectrum analyzer An o'cillo.,cope-like te'>t
instrument u<.ed to da,pla) recei,ed '>ignal'>
in the frequenc) domaan.
Speech processing The \\ ay the voice signal
used 111 commumcauon " modified before
being applied tn the modul:ator.
Speed of light Appro,imately 300.000,000
rn/s. or abou t 186.000 mi/,, in free space.
Light wave;, travel in a straight line.
Splatter A type nf harmonic ;,ideband interference. ;,o ca lied becau;,c of the way it sound~
at the rccei,er.
Splicing Pem1ancntly auachmg the end of one
tiber-optic cable to another. A l;,o connecting
electrical conductof\..
Split pa ir A \\ irang error often made \\hen a
cable contam' muluple 1\\ 1\ted-pair lines.
Spread spectrum (SS) A modulation and muhaplexing technique that di,tribute' a signal and
its sideband' m .:r a \cry wide bandwidth.
Spyware Software attached to your computer
unknowi ng ly that monitors your activity.
computer u~age. and collect'> data and repon<. it b:~c~ to ih ini tiator" ithout your
knowledge or pcrma\\ion.
Square-law function A current variation in
proponionto the ...quare of the input signals.
Squelch (muting) circuit A circuit u!>Cd to
keep the recei\er audio turned off until an
RF ... ignal appcaf' at the receiver input.
SSB See Single-,1deband.
Standards In wmmun1cation '>yMean.\. specification!. and guideli ne' that <:ompanie; and individuals foliO\\ to en.,urc compatibility between
transmitting and receiving equipment.
Standing wave A ~ompo-.ite of forward and
reflected vohage di,tributcd along a transmi,sion line, nut matched to the load. which
indicale\ that the power produced by the
generator " not tot<~ II) ab-.orbed b) the load.
Standing wave ratio (SWR) The ratio of maximum current ttl manamum current. or themtio of maximum volwgc to minimum voltage
along a tran,mi~\1011 lane.

Standing wave ratio (SWR) meter A meter
that mC<t\ur.:' forward and reflected p<m er
and therefore can displa) SWR.
Star topology A network configuration con,i,ting of a central controller node and multt·
pic individual 'lations connected to it.
Start and stop bits Binary leve l\ that indkme
the beginning and ending of a word in a'ynchronou' data tran~mi...,ion.
Start frame delimiter (SFD) 1l1c port inn o t a
packet protocol which announce<. the beginnang of the packet.
Start of header (SOH) character ll1e ch<~r·
actcr that begin' a frame. It ts an ASCII
ehar.tcter \\ hich mean\ that the tran'>ma...\lon
~~ begmning.
Start of text (STX) cha racter An ASCII
character mdicating the stan of text.
Static Electrica l disturbance~ that occur natu·
rully in the eanh ·., atmo;phcre. Al...o call.:d
auno>phcric awi~e.
Step ind ex cable A cable wi th a ~harply de·
fined 'tcp in the index of refraction where
the liber core and the cladding inacrfar.:.
Step-recovery diod e A PN-junction diude
made \\ith gallium ar;enide or '>ilicon
Stop band The range of frequencic' oul\adc
the pa~~b;md. that is. the range of frequencae\ that are greatly attenuated b) the !alter.
Frcquencie~ m thi~ range are rejected.
Storage area network (SAN) A networ~ of
di'>l. drive... u;ed to access m<t'>'>ive amoun t'
of data.
Straight-through processor A device that
pick' up TV '>ignals from a local \t:.ttion and
amplifie., the ;ignal before muhiple\ing it
unl<lthc main cable.
Subcarrier In an FDM sy-.tem. each <.agnalto
be tr.tn'>mllled feed'> a modulator circuit ·n1c
carrier for each modulator i, on a diftcrcnt
trequcnc) and a; called a subcarrier.
Subcarrier oscillator (SCO) A modulated\)'·
cillator u~cd 1n a telemetry syMem.
Submillimeter wave An electromagnetic wave
at a frequency below 30 G HL
Subsatcllite point (SSP) The point on the
earth that i~ directly below a satellite and
through which the satellite's location i.,
'>pccified.
Subscri ber interface (subscribe r line interface
circuit, SUC) A group of ba\ic circuit' that
flO\\er the telephone and prO\ ide a lithe ba'i~
function\ \UCh as ringing. dtal tone. and daalang 'upcrvi-.on.
Subscriber loop See Local loop.
Subsidiary communication authorization
(SCA) signal A separate subcarricr uf 67
kHt. that i' frequency-modu lated by audio
'ignal~. u~ually music. and tran~miucd with
un FM broadca~t signal.
Successive approximations converter A type
of A to D convener in whkh the bah dri\ ang
a DAC are turned on one a a a time fmm
\ISB to t.JSB to estimate input \Oitage IC\CI
Successive approximations register (SAR) \
'pee tal rcgtstcr that <:au...e, each bu m .a rcg1\tcr dri' 1ng a DAC to be turned on unc at a
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time from MSB to LSB until the close\! binary value is \tOrcd in the register.
Superheterodyne A receiver that convens signab tO the intermediate frequency and for
which a ~ingle 'ct of amplifien. pro' ides a
fixed level of 'en~ill\ tty and select!\ lly.
Superheterodyne RF spectrum analyzer A
widely u'ed type of RF spectrum analyzer.
Supcrhigh frequency (SHF) The frequency
range from .lto JO GHz.
Supervision The group of funcuon\ in the ~ub
\Cribcr line mterface that monitor local loop
condition' and provide service~.
Surface acoustic wave (SAW) filter A special
fomt of crysta l fi lter. It operate\ like a lixed
tuned bandpa'' tiller designed to provide
the exact ~lecuvity required by a given
application.
Surge impedance Su Charactcn,tic
impedance.
Surveillance satellite A satellite U\Cd for purposes such a' military reconnai<o\ance. map
making. and weather foreca.>ting.
Sweep generator A ,ignal genemtor with an
output frequency that can be linearly varied
over some ~pec1lic range.
Switch A hubliJ..c device used to connect indi·
vidual PC node' to the network wiring.
Switch hook A double-pole mechanical ~witch
that is u'uall) actuated b) a telephone handseL
Switched capacitor filter (SCF) An active LC
filter made of op amps. capacitor\, and transi~tor switchc\. It can be de;igncd to opera!e
a<o a high-pa\\. low-pa~s. bandpa\~. or band'top filter.
Switched integrator The ba~ic btuldmg block
of a switched capac nor filter (SCF).
Switching amplifier A transistor that i'> u~ed
switch and i' either conducting or
nonconducting.
Sync pulse A pul<,c applied to one of the input
channels at a tran'>mitter to S) nchronite the
multiplexed channel\ at the rccei~cr.
Synchronizing circuit A circuit needed to keep
the sweep of u TV receiver in '>lep wi th the
transmitted signal.
Synchronous data link control (SOLC) protocol
A flexible and \\!del} u!>ed s) nchronou' protocol. it i'> U'>cd m network\ that arc interconnection~ of multtplc computet'\.
Synchronous data transmission The technique of tran,mining each daw word one
after another wnhout stan and \lOp bits.
'>ynchronited wuh a clock ~ignal. u~ually in
multiword bloc!.'>.
Synchronous detection A method in v.hich an
internal clod 'ignal at the carrier frequency
in a receiver 'witchc< the AM ~ignal off and
on. producing rectification ~imilar to that in
qandard diode dctcctol"''.
Synchronous detector A circuit that u.,e, an
Internal clnd "gnal at the carrier frequency
to switch the AM 'ignal off and nn.
Synchronous (geostationary or geosynchronous} satellite A ~atellitc that appears to
remain in a ti ... ed po~ition bec:au~e it rotates
in exacc S}nchronhm with the canh.
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Synchronous Optical Network (SONET) An
optical networl.. developed to transmit digiti1ed telephone call'> and data over libcroptic cable at high speed.

T
T-carrier system A digital telephone syMem
u~ed throughout the United States.
T connector A coaxial connector accc\'>Ory
that provide., a con,enient way to auach an
additional node to an existing comual cable.
T junction See T \cction.
T network A type of impedance-matclung network. The configuration of circuit clement!.
re'>embles the letter T.
T-1 system A PCM ,y.,tem developed h} Bell
Telephone for tr.m'>miuing telephone comer'mions by high-,peed d•gitallinh. II multiplexes 24 voice channels onto a ~inglc line
using TOM techniques.
T section A device u~cd to ~plit or combine
two or more wurcc<, of microwave power.
Tactical Air Navigation (Tacan) The htghcrfrequeney sy~tem of mr navigation u..ed b)
the military.
Tank circuit A parallel-resonant LC circuit.
TCP/IP protocol A ,oftwan: protocol. :tithe
hcan of the Internet. that ensure' that data i~
proper!) panitioncd. trao\miued. recel\cd.
and reassembled.
TOO Telecommunication de' ice for the deaf.
TOR tester (cable analyzer or LAN meter) An
in,trumem u~ed to make test~ and mea'>uremenh of item' \uch a_, open\ or ,hon circuit\. cable attenuation. or cable m•,wiring.
Technician A pei"On working in the electronic' indu~try with 'ome kind of po>t'>ccondary
education in electronics- usually 2 year<, of
formal. post- high 'chool training u.. ually in'ohed with equipment ~ervice.maintcnancc.
repair. installation. or operation.
Technologist In the held of electronic'>. a technologi~t usually hol<h a bachelor·, degree in
electronics technulogy from a technical college or university U\U<IIIy employed a\ an
engineer.
Te~ switching configuration In a PIN diode. a
combination of two ,eric~ S\\ itche' and a
\hunt switch.
Telemetry A commu nication system u'cd for
remote monitoring or measurement.
Telemetry, command, and control (TCaC} subsystem Equ1pment consiqing of a rccci,er
and the recorder\ and indicator\ that allo" a
ground station to monitor and control conditi on\ in a sutcllitc.
Telephone hierarchy The organi7atinn of 1he
path in which :1 call travels from the per,on
placing Lhe call to the per-on receh ing
the call.
Telephone set An analog ba.,eband rccc1ver
with a microphone and speaker. hcllcr
known as a tr:uhmiuer and receiver. It ulso
u'>cs a ringer and dialing mcchani'm
Telephone system An analog syMem onginall}
de\lgned for full-duplex commumcauon
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of' oice signals. It nov. employs digital
techniques.
Termination A rcsi~tive lmad connected to a
tran\mi~sion line or w;wcguide to prevent retlection~ on the hnc.
Terminator A spectal connector contammg a
rcsi<,tor whose value ., equal to the characteristic impedance of the coaxial cable.
Test signal A special tone placed on the local
loop by the phone company to checJ.. the statu\ and qual it) of line~.
Thermal agitation Random \"ariation of electrons in an electron•c component due to heat
energy.
Thermal noise Noise re,uhing from the random motion of free electron~ in a conductor
cau\Cd by heat.
Thermistor A rc'i~tor "ho~ resistance vane~
in'e~cly with temperature.
Third-order intercept test (TOI or IPJ) A
mca<oure of the linearity of amplifier~. mixcr.,, and other circuit<,.
Time delay {transit time} The time itt:lJ..c., for
a ,.gnal applied at one end of a tran~ml\\ton
line to appear at the other end of the Ime.
Time division multiple access (TOMA) A ~pe
cial form of time division multiplexing that
provide\ multiple voice channels per \atellitc
or telephone spectrum.
Time division multiple access (TDMA) cell
phone system See IS-I J6 TDMA.
Time division multiplexing (TOM) A time~huring or sampling tech nique that makes it
JlO''ible for each 'ignalto occupy the entire
bandwidth of a channel. However. each
'lgnal i' tran<mitted for on I~ a brief
penod of time.
Time domain display A di,play of variations
in voltage. current, ur power with re>pcct to
tune a' on an oscillo~cope screen.
Time domain reflectomctry (TOR) A tC\t for
alit) pe' of cable' and transmis,ion lmcs. II
i'> widely used in finding faults 111 cable.,
u'>cd for digital data tran,mission.
Tip A terminal on a telephone at which wire~
end.
Token passing An accc..- method used b:r To~en-Ring sy~tem' in which a binaf) word i'
pa,~ed around the ring to commumcate \~hen
a node desires to 'end data.
Token Ring A LAN configuration developed
by IBM. It uses twi,tcd pair.
Tone dialing A dialing 'ystem used in mo\1
modem telephone\ that m.es pair\ of aud1o
tones to create stgnal' representing the number\ to be dialed. Sre DMTF.
Top hat In a shonened <llltcnna, an arrangelltenL in which conductors are added at the
top of the antenna.
Topology The ph) .,ical path'i used to connect
the node~ on a networJ...
Toroid A doughnut-<,haped core used 111 RF
tran\fonncrs, usually made of a special type
of powdered iron.
Transceiver A communication equipment
pacbge in which both transmiuer and
rccct~er arc in a ~mgle unit.

Transferred-electron device (TED) See Gunn
diode.
Transimpedance a mplifier (TIA) The input
stage of a light receiver circuit during which
the diode current is converted into an output
voltage and amplified.
Transit system A satellite navigation system
used by the U.S. Navy.
Transit time See Time delay.
Transit - t im e noise Noise caused by the time it
takes for a currem carrier such as a hole or
electron to move from the input to the
ou tput.
Transmatch circui t A type of antenna tuner
that uses a coi l and three capacitors to tune
the antenna for optional SWR.
Transmi ssio n line A cable that carries radio
signals, te lephone signals. computer data.
TV signals. etc. The two requirements of any
transmission line are that it introduce minimum altenuation and distonion of the ~ignal,
and not rad iate any of the signal as radio
energy.
Transmission lin e transformer A type of
transformer widely used in power amplifiers
for coupling between Mages and impedance
matching.
Transmit -re ce ive (TR) tube A special vacuum
tube used as a fast high-power switch that
permits both the receiver and a high-power
transmitter to share a single antenna without
damage ro the receiver.
Transmit subsystem In a satellite. collect ion of
e lectronic equipment that takes the signal to
be transmitted, amplifies it. and sends i1 to
the antenna.
Transmitte r A collection of electronic components and circuits designed lO convert an
electrical signal into one that can be transmined over a given medium.
Transpond er The transmiuer-receiver combination in a satellite.
Transverse ele ctric (TE) field The electric
field at a right angle to the direction of wave
propagation.
Transve rse magnetic (TM) field The magnetic
field transverse to the djrection of propagation.
TRAPATT diode A PN-junction diode made of
silicon, GaAs, or lnP. It is designed to operate with a hjgh reverse bias that causes it to
avalanche. or break down.
Trave ling-wave tube (TWT) A versatile microwave RF power amplifier. It can generate
hundreds and even thousands of waus of
microwave power.
Tree topology A bus topology in which each
node has multiple interconnections to other
node:. through a star interconnection.
Trell is code modulation (TCM) A special form
of QAM that facilitates error detection and
correction.
Triode A type of vacuum tube with three elementl,-thc cathode. the grid, and the plate.
Tri pier A frequency multiplier that multiplies
the frequency by 3.
Trunk cable The main output cable in a modern
cable TV ~ystem usually a fiber-optic cable.

Trunked repeater system A system in which
two or more repeater~ arc under the control
of a computer system that can transfer a user
from an assigned but busy repeater to another. avail able repeater.
TTY Teletypewriter.
Tunabl e laser A laser used in fiber-optic system~ whose frequency can be varied by
changing the DC bias on the dev ice or mechanically adjusting an external cavity.
Tuned circuit A circuit made up of inductors
and capacitors that resonate at specilic
frequencies.
Tuned radio frequency (TRF) re ceiver A receiver in wh ich sensitivity is increased by
multiple !>tages of RF amplification followed
by a demodulator. The main problem with
this receiver is tracking the tuned ci rcu its.
Tune r An RF uni t with LNA. mixer and local
osci ll ator used as the front-end in a receiver
to produce an fF output.
Tuning synthesizer A local oscillator set to
frequencies that w ill convert the RF signals
to the l F.
TV remote control A small handheld batterypowered unit that transmi ts a serial digital
code via an IR beam to a receiver that decodes it and carrie' out the specific action
defined by the code.
TV signal Voice and video signals that occupy
a channel in the spectrum with a bandwidth
of6MHz.
TV spectrum allocation An allotted range. For
example. using VHF and UHF frequencies.
TV stations in the Uni ted States use the frequency range between 54 and 806 MH7..
Sixty-eight 6-MHt. TV channels are as~igned
frequencies within this range.
TVRO (TV receive- only) syste m A satell ite receiver containing circuitry for con trolling the
positioning of a satellite dish antenna.
Twi sted pair Two insu lated copper wires
twisted together loosely to form a transmission line.
Type-P di splay A kind of radar display using a
cathode-ray tube (CRT) that shows target
reHections as ven ical '·blips.. with respect to
a horizon tal time ~weep across the face of
the CRT.

u
Ultrahigh freque ncy (UHF) TI1c frequency
range from 300 to 3000 MHz.
Ultraviol et range The range of frequencies
above violet visible light. which ha~ a wavelength of 400 nm. or 0.4 ~-tm.
Ultrawid eband (UWB) radar Rad;1r in the form
of pulsed radar that radiates a stream of very
short pu lse~ ,cvcntl hundred picoseconds
long. The re.,uhing spectrum is very broad.
Ultrawid eband (UWB) wire less A type of
wireless that transmits data in the fom1 of
very short pu lses.
Unbala nce d transmi ssion line A transmission
line in which one conductor is connected to
ground.

Unidirectional ante nna An antenna that sends
or receives signals in one direction only.
Uniform resource locator (UR L} A special
addres> used to locate sites on the Web.
Un ive rsal asynchronou s re ce ive r tra nsmitter
(UART) A special large-scale digital IC that
performs parallel-to-~erial and serial-to-paral lel conversion.
Up conve rsion The process in which the original signal is generated at a lower frequency
and then converted to a higher frequency for
transmission.
Uplink The original signal transmitted from an
eanh station to a satel lite.
User dat agram protocol (U DP) A protocol
used with TCP/TP.

v
Varactor A diode designed to optimize the
variable capacitance exhibited as reverse bias
is changed.
Vara ctor di ode A voltage variable capacitor.
When a reverse bias is applied to the diode.
it acts Iike a capacitor.
Varactor modulator A modu lator that uti lizes
a varactor.
Varactor phase modulator A simple phaseshift circuit that can be used as a phase modulator by using a varacror.
Va ria ble frequency oscillator (VFO) An osci llator used to provide continuous tuning over
a desired range.
Varistor A nonlinear resistance element whose
resistance changes dependjng upon the
amount of voltage <tppl ied across it.
Velocity fa ctor The ratio of the velocity of
propagation of a signal in a transmission line
to its velocity in free space.
Vertical-cavity surface- e mi tting lase r (VCSEL)
A laser used in fiber-optic systems that is
made on the surface of silicon wafer-li ke
transistors and integrated circuits.
Vertical radiation patte rn The pan of the
doughnut-shaped radiation panern of an antenna indicating its vertica l response.
Very high frequ ency (VHF) The frequency
range from 30 to 300 M Hz.
Ve ry low frequency (Vlf) The frequency
range from IS to 20 kHz.
Vestigial sid eband signal An AM signal
where a p<>nion of one sideband is suppressed. Used in TV.
VHF omnidirectional ranging (VOR) A system of air navigation used by nonmilitary
aircraft.
Video inte rmediate frequ ency A standard
45.75-MHz frequency forTY pictures or
4 1.25 MHz for sound.
Vide o signa l A vo ltage variation representing variations in light intensity along a
scan line.
Virtu al priva te ne two rk (VPN) A technique
that uses software to establish a virtua l network over a LAN or the Internet for the pur·
pose of providing security only to authorized
users.
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Viru s An unwanted program that di~rupu. or
dc\lroy, the ~oft ware and hardware of a
computer.
Visible light The frequency in the 400- to 700nm range. or 0.4 to 0.7 J..trn. depending upon
the color of the light.
Visible spectrum A gmup of 'ignals with frequenc ie> ranging from 0 .4 to 0.7 /.Lm.
Vocoder A circuit that dtglltiC'> , ·oice stgnal\.
St•t• a/.,a Codec.
Voice frequency (VF) A gmup of signa!J. with
frequencies ranging from 300 to 3000 Ht..
Thi-. b the range of normal 'pceeh.
Voice mail See An~wcring machine.
Voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) or voltagecontrolled crystal oscillator (VXO) A circuit in which the '<II) tng c.ltrect or alternating
current change~ the frequency of an o<.cillator operating at the carrier frequency. An
oscillator often u'>ed in applications in wh ich
voltage to frequency convcr~ion i ~ required.
It' frequency i\ controlled by an externa l
input vultage.
Von Neumann architecture The stored-program concept that " the ba-.i'> of operation of
all digital compute!'\.
Von Neumann bottleneck Term de,cribing
the fact thai tlnly one path exists between
the memory and the CPU. Therefore. on ly
one data or in~truction word can be accc.\sed
m a time. This great I) Iunit\ execution
'peed.

w
Waveguide A hollow mcwl conducting pipe
designed to carry and com.train the electromagnetic waves of a m icrowave signal. It ha'
a rectangular or circu lar cro\s section and i\
made of copper. alummum. or brass.
Waveguide cutoff frequency The frequency
bclo" \\hich a wa\'cgtude will not trnn~mit
energy.
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Wavelength The di\tance occupied by one
cycle of a wa'e (u,uall) c~pressed tn mete!'\).
Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM)
Frequency divi-.ion multiplexing (FDM) u~cd
on fiber-optic cable. It pcnui t' multiple cha n·
ncl~ of data to opcrute independent!) on different light wa\clcngth' in a fiber-optic cable.
WCDMA- wideband COMA A \er~ion of
CDMA that u'e' 5 \IH1 wide channel\ to
tmplement 30 .:ell phone \}\tern;. A Mandard ba~ed on the 3GPP.
White (Johnson) noise Noise containing ;1ll
frcqucncie~ mndomly occurring at mndom
amplitudes.
Wide-area network (WAN) One of three ba'ic t) pes of electronic networks in common
u,c. The long·dl\tancc telephone sy\lem-.
linl.ed together arc al\o this t)'pc of networl..
The Internet backhom: i\ a WAN.
Wide-wavelength division multiplexing
(WWDM) A variation nf 10-gigabit Ethernet in which data i' divided into four ch;mncls and tran\mittcd \imult:meousl) over
four different wa,clcngth<. of infrared light
near 1310 nm. Itt\ \llnthtr to frequenc) dh t·
'ion multiplexing.
Wi-Fi The trade narne ol the wireless local
area networking technology defined by the
IEEE 802.11 :.tandard. It usc.s the 2.4 and
5.8 GHz. band~ to \Cnd high ~peed data at a
range up to I 00 meter, . It i-. wide!) U\Cd to
acce'" the Internet 'ta hot ~poh with a laptop computer.
WiMAX World interupcrability for Microwa\e
Access. The tmdc n:unc for a broadband
wirele'>s technology ba,cd on the IEEE
802.16 stand:1rd . u,c lor lixed broadband
acces" and for mobile ncce" at high claw
rmes with cell \itc\ up to 3 mile, away.
Wireless Originally. the \\ord for radio. Nowada)'· the term refer' m;unl} to the cellular
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telephone indu,try. <Cell phones are wphl\ti ·
cated two-way rJdlO\ and r.tdio LAN\).
Wireless LAN A nctwnrl. communicating
through radio and infrared technique~. In thi;
system. each PC mu~t contain a wirelc\\ modem or tran\ccivcr.
World Wide Web A 'peel aI pan ol the Internet" here cornpanie'>. mganitation-.. go, ern·
mcnt. or indt\iduah can po~t inforrnauon lor
others to accc~' and u,c.

X
xDSL modem A ~pccifk digital sub\cribcr line
I DSL) standard. The ··~ .. i~ one of 'everal
letter; that define the ,tandard.
Xmodem protocol A protocol used for a\yn·
chronou' ASCII -coded data transmi,,Lon
between computer.. via modem. The'e
transmission' begin wi th a NAK character.

y
Yagi antenna A dtrcctional gain antenna made
up of a drh·en clement and one or more par.J'itic element\.

z
Zero A frequency at which there b zero im pedance in u circuit.
Zero IF (ZIF) receiver See Direct convcNon
receiver.
Zig Bee The tmde name of a wirele<.' technology that i~ ba,cd on the IEEE standard
802. 15.4. It u\C\ low -.peed data in the ISM
UHF and low microwave bands to implement monitor and .:ontrol functions over
shon distance\ tn home. commercial and indu;trial application\. It b ba.ed on the con·
cept of me~h networl.,.
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Banery. 726--727
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bbynchronou~. 441
coding leveb. 398
encoding methods. 393-394. 431, 464
modem' in, 10,400-414.463. 7J(). 737
'erial. 204. 389-39 1
'>ynchronous,392,441-442
Binary ph~-~hift keying CBPSKJ. 158. 40+-407.
846-848

Bin,. 427
B1pha'e encoding. 394. 842-843
Bird1e~. 309. 328
Bi'>ync protocol. 441
Bit error rate ( BER). 300. 412. 430
analyzer, 880-881
Bit rate-distance product, 779
Bit ~pi i tters. 409
BlackBerry, 8 17
Block-check character <BCC). 434
Blocl.-<:heck sequence (BCS). -B4
Block dtagrarn analysis. 663-665
Blocl111g te~l. 876--878
Bluetooth. 819.845.849.894
PAN~ and. 832-834
BNC connectors. 457~58. 484--485
BORSCHT. 726--727
Boundary \can. 887-889
Boundary scan cells CBSCs). 887
Bow-tic antenna. 535
BPS K (binary phase-shift keying). 407. 846 848
Bridge circuits. 125
Bridge-T filters. 68
Bridges. 461
Broadband connection. 577- 578
Broadband transmission. 9-11. 21. 685
BroadcaMmg. FM Mereo. 365-368
Broad\1de arrays. 550
Brow~er'>. 57 5
Bu t! t-in ~elf-test (BIST). 888
Bu,topology,452.463-464
Bu tterworth filters, 64
C (conventional) band. 679-68 1. 784
Cable mode. 762
Cable modems. 428~29
Cable television (CATV). 22. 364-365.
428-429.577-578.582-583
Cable~. St•e also Corutial cable: Twi\lcd-p;ur cable
tiber-optic. 457.470.582. 749. 758 769
local area network. 45~57

size. 765
troubJe,hooting. 884
Caller ro (calling line identification). 721-722
Came~. digital, 817
Cap code. 740
Capacitive react:lnce, 41
Capaci tor~. 41--12
Capture e ffect. 169 170
Capture range. 194 195
Careers. commu nication. 24-27
Carrier sense muh iplc :1ccc~~ wi th coll ision
avoidam:c (CSMNCA). 832.835
Carrier \Cn,e muluplc JCCC!>!> with collision
detection cCSMNCD). 469. 472
Carrier-to-noise (C/N l rat10. 413
Carrier(s). 9. 94-95
current trJn-.mi\'>1(111. 5
deviation. 156
frequency. 175
generators, 248 265
phase shift. 146- 148
recovery circuit\. 135- 136
Carson·~ rule. 16-1
Cascaded circui t,. 33
noise in. 331
Cassegrain feed. 6-12. 647-648
Cathode-ray tubes (CRT,). 863
Cauer (elliptical) filtef\. 6-1
Cavity re;onatof\. 630 631
CB synthesizers. 351 - 352
CB transceiver~. 351- 352
CDM A2000. 8 14.816
Cell phones. 23. 792 ~22
advanced. 816-819
satellite, 696
single-<:hip. 811
~)·~tern\. 793-798
'ideo. 817
Cell site antenna,. 820
Cells. 793- 794
Cellular radio sy'>tem. 793
Celsius ~cale. 325
Central office (local exchange). 728. 786
Centrex. 731
Ceramic fi lters. 71 75, 336
Certi fication authority (CA). 599
Channelization procC'>'-. 6~5-686
Channeb. 605-606
bandwidth. 19
Characteristic (surge) llllJ>edance. 487--188.
512- 513
Charged coupled de' 1ces cCCDs).
733-735. 737
Chebyshe' fi ltef\. 64
Chip geometries. 617
Ch ipping rate, 418
Ch ips. 418
Choke joints, 626
Chro matic d ispersion. 763
Circuit gain. 337- 339
Circulator... 631-632
Citizen ·s radio. 23
Cladding. 760
Class A amplifief\. 265
buffers. 266
microwave power. 619-620
Class AB amplifier,, 265

Cla,s B amplifier... 265
push-pull. 267- 268
Cia'' C amplifiers. 265-266. 269- 273
Cia\\ D amplifier... 276--277
Cia% E amplifiers. 277
Cla\S r amplifier... 277
Ch''' S amplifier!>, 277- 278
Cleaving. 769
Clic m-~erver networks, 454-455
Cloak ing. 843
Clock and data recovery (CDR) unit. 776
Clocl. mult1plier unit (CMU), 778
Clocl. reco,ery circuit~. 374-375
Coar.c acqubition (CiA) code. 700
Coar.c wavelength dhi~ion multiple\ing
(CWOM). 470. 784, 786
Coaxial cable. 481.482. 525, 610.621
connector... 457--158. 484--487
in local area networks. 454-455,465-467
spccilic:uions. 491~94
Code-division multiple access (COMA). 359. 415.
420.682.797,806-807,8 19.846
Code of Federal Regulations. 893
Codcc,, 234-235
Coding. 727
Cognui\c r~dio. 321
Coherent detectors. 136
Coherent hght. 771
Collc..:tor modul:uor~. 128-130
Collector~. 639
Collinear antenna.'>. 549-550
CoJii,ion. 472
Color LCD screens. 817
Col pin~ oscillator. 250
Comb re;ponsc. 78
Common mode rejection. 482
Conunun1c:uion. defined. 3
Commumcation channels. 4-5. 39~00
Commumcation links. 448
Commumcatlon \<ltellites. 563. 678-682. 695-{,97
Communication .. ubsyMems. satellite. 684-6!!6
Commumcation ~ystems. 3-5. See af.w '>pecllu:
types of communication
Communication test equipment. 852-900
Communications Act of 1934, 20
Commutating liltcr~. 76--78
Commutmor \Witches. 370-371
Compact di'k' CCDs). 835
Companding, 232-234
Complementar) code keying (CCK). 830
Comple\ programmable logic de' ice\
!CPLO:.). 237
ComprC\\IOn circuits. 97. See also
Data compression
Computer branch exchanges (CPX\), 730
Computer!>, 200. See also Internet; Local urea
networks
Cone of acceptance. 760
Conical antennas. 535-536
Connection join h . 626
Connector!>. 484--187. 768
coaxial cable. 457~58. 484-487
fiber-optic. 457. 768-769
troubleshooting. 884
t"-'i'ted-pair. 458-459
Con\lellat10n diagram,. 408. 41 I
Contention '>y\lems. 472
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Conttnuou~

Datagram~.

583
DB-15 connectof'. 465
dBm. 39
Dc-cmpha~is circui t. 169
Decade. 58
Decibel~. 35-10
Decimation in tunc eDt fl. 239- 240
Dcdmator. 229
Dccl)ption. 597-599
Delay line. 239. 490
Delta modulation. 205. 226
Demodulator~. See also Moocm~
AM.I3 1-136.304
FM. 189-196. 3~

phase frcqucncy-'>hift kcyang

!CPFSK).4~
Conunuou~

tone-control '>quclch <.y\tem
(CTCSS), 34 1- 343
Continuous-wave (CWl
o'cillators. 244
radar. 662-663
recei,er;. J.B- 345
tran .. miv.. ion. 8. 103-105.386
Control. 835
Control <.cgmem. 701- 702
Comrol unit>, 802
Control voltage. 339- 34 I
Con~cntional CC) band. 784
Con,ener'
ADC. 206--209. 217- 223
DAC. 206. 209-210
Con,olutional codmg. 437- B8
Cordle'>'> telephone~. 23. 724- 725
Core, 761
Corner reflector antennas. 641
Correlated noise. 328
Co'>mic noi\e, 323
Countcrpoi..e. 540
Critical angle. 753. 759- 760
Crittcal coupling. 335
Cro\..ed-field amplificf' (CFA'>). 64{)
Cryogenic condition<.. 331
Cry~tal diode~. 633
Cry,talliher'>, 71-75.336
CryMal o<;cillators. 178- 179.248- 253
\oltage-controlled. 179
Cl) <,tal ovens. 249
Cry,tal radio receh er... 133 134
Cry,tal s" itching, 252- 253
Cry•tal'>. 248- 249
Current mode logic (CML) inputs. 2 17
Customer premise' equipmc111 (CPE). 380
Cutol f frequency. 492-494
Cycles per second (cp,). 12- 13
Cyclical redundanc) check !CRC).
432-H3. 473

SSB.3~

DIA (digit<tl-to-analog) con~cf'ion. 206.
209-2 10. 259 26 1. 804, 807. 81 1
D layer. 560-561
DAC conveners. 206. 209- 210
'>Iring, 213-215
\\Ctghted current '>ource. 215 216
D;ti\) chain topolog). 452
Data
defined. 200
digital transmis,ion of, 200 203
Dma bu~. 203
Data communication. 696. St't' alw Digital
common ication
modulation for. 401-4 I 2
tC\1\. 878-882
Daw compre"ion. 804
dtgit;tl <.ignal proce\\ing in. 237- 238
htc\imile. 735-736
Data conversion, 205- 229
A/0.206-209.217- 223.804.807
D/A.206.209-210.259 261,804.807.81 1
Data Encryption Standard !DES). 598
Data format,. 774
Dalil r.ue. 779
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Dcrnultiplexef' !DEMUX). 372
pa\\i\'e. 787
Dcmultiplexin!;. Si't' a/111 Recci\er(')
FDM. 361
PAM. 372- 376
PCM. 379
Dcnial-of-~ervice (DoS) auack<.. 597
Dcno;c wavelength dl\ i'iun multiplexing
(DWDMI ')'tcnh. 763.784-785
Depanmem of Dcfcn..c (DoD). 584. 815
Dcpanment ofTran<.t'Clna!l(m (DoT). 705
Depletion region. 175
Dc,tination addre,~e ... 473
Detection. I 0
Detector~. I 89
light. 774-776
probe'>. 853
Dc'iation mtio. 160
Diagonal diMonion. 132
Dial tone. 7 I I
Dialing circuits. 712
Dibih, 408
Dielectric (lens) antenna\, 651 - 652. 655
Differential amplifier... 125- 127
Differential GPS. 705
Differential pha..e codtng. 407-108
Dtfferential quadmture pha,C·\hift keying
(DQPSK). 831
Diffraction. radio >en!.c. 559
Digital AMPS. 1105
Digital audio r.tdio service (OARS). 697- 698
Digital camera... 817
Digital carrier 'Y'>lt:m'>. 380
Dtgual cell phone'
circuit>. 807-811
<,ystems. 803-820
Digital coded 'quclch <DCS). 343
Digital communication, 199- 242. See aL1·o
Binary data
digital code'> in. 386 -389
digital signal proce..-tng in. 209.
235-240. 7'\6
error correction in. 202.216.434-437.
880-881
error detection in. 430-43R
high-definition TV. 795
protocols, 438-443.473. 477. 583-586.
740-741. !!8 1- 882
pul\e-code modulation in. 230-235.
376-382
pulse modulation 111. 103- 105.
229- 235. 756

<.pread ~pectrum. 414-115
tr.msmi>•ion
a~ynchronou'>. 391. 439-441
parallel. 203 204. 389
'erial. 2~. 389 391
serial-parallel. 204-205
synchronou\.392.441-442
te•ts. 878 882
Dtgi1.1l Enhanced Cordle'' TclecommunicattOn'>
(DECn. 715
Digital radio. 22
Digital satellite radio ~crvice. 697-698
Digital sigoal-procc,~ing (DSP). 209. 235 240.
425. 736.8~.807,810
Digital 'ig.nal ~ynthe'i' (DSSJ. 253
Digital signal\. 7- 8
Dtgnal storage o~tllo\Cope (DSOl. 853
Digital sub;c:riber line (DSLJ. 578
Digitaltelevi;ion (DTV). 21 - 22.786
Digital-to-analog (D/A) convcr~ion. 209- 210.
259- 261.719.744,804.807.811
Digiwltran~mb'>ion. of data. 200-203
Digital video broadca'" (DVB\). 695
Diode detectof'. A\1. 131 133
Dtode mixer-. 306--307
Dtode modulator,, 122- 124
Diode rings. 136-137
Diode(s)
avalanche. 775
frequency-multiplier. 634-635
laser. 770-772
light·emining. 770. 772-773. 837-838
O\Cillator. 635
PIN.635-636. 775.837- 838
\mall-;ignal ~cmtc<mductor. 632-Q34
Dip o-.cillator\, 866
Diplexers. 529. 63 1
Dipole antennas. 531 - 539
Direct attached <,torage (OAS). 593
Direct Broadca<,t Satellite (DBSl televi;ion.
695-696
Direct conveP.>JOn !DC). 808-809
recei' er~. 318- 320
Direct digi1.1l ~ynthC\1\ (DDS). 259-265
Dircct->equencc ~prcad \pcctrum (DSSS).
418-420.725.806-807
Directional coupler-. 628 630
Directivit}'. 53~ 537. 544-546
Directly modulated la,er cm,ILJ. 778
DtrectoP.>. 547
Di,cretc Fourier tntn'>form (OFT). 238
Di'>crete multitone !DMT), 423. 426
Discriminator-. I 89. 364
pulse-averaging. 190-191.364
Di<,per>ion. 766
Di,tance mea,uring equipment !DMEJ. 698
Di<,tonion. 96-97. 330
Di,tribmed capacitance<.. 42
Di,tribution feedback ( DFB) laser. 772
Diversity. 655
Di'c~ity sy;tem. antenna. 568- 570
DIX connector~. 465
Documentation. 884 885
Domain;. 577- 57'6
Dongle. 839
Doppler effect. 663
Doppler ~hi fl. 568. 806

Doned decimal fonn. 586. 588
Double-sideband CDSB). 143
!>uppres~ed •ignal,, 808
Doublers, 179
Doublet, 531
Doubly balanced mixer~. 307
Down conversion. 305. 862
Downlink. 678
DPSK (differemial pha\C·\hift keying)
modulauon. 407--408
Driven arrays. 548- 552
Driven element.'>. 546
DSB (double ~ideband) '>ignals, 149-150
DSB (double-,ideband 'uppressed) carrier.
109-110
DSB (double sideband 'uppressed) ~ignab. 808
DSP processor~. 236-237
DSSC (double-Mdeband suppressed) carrier.
109-110
Dual-conversion down conveners. 690
Dual-conversion receiver~. 317-3 18
Dual-conversion tr:m,ponder~. 684
Dual-tone multifrcqucncy CDTMF) ~y\lem,,
712,716-717
Dummy loacb. 857.871- 872
Duplex communicauon, 7
full. 712. 798
Duplexing. 382- 383. 798
Duty cycles, 79
DVDs. 835
Dwell time, 4 16
Dynamic range. 223. 304
E-commerce. 575
E layer. 560-561
E-mail, 200.454.575.592,817
EBCDIC (Extended Binary Coded Decimal
Interchange Code). 389
EDGE (enhanced data for GSM evolution).
813- 814
EEPROM (electrically e~able programmable
read-only memory). 842
Effective number of bib CENOB). 225
Effective radiated power (ERP). 537-538
Electric fields. 523 -524
Electrical conductors, 4
Elecrroabsorption modu lator CEAM). 772
Electromagnetic field,, 526-527. 529
Electromagnetic amerfcrcnce lEMl) testang.
889-898
Electromagnetic ~pectrum. 12-18
Electromagnetic waves. 523
Electronic communic~tion
applications. 22 23
careers in. 24-27
major employer' in. 25-27
milestones of. 2
system'>. 3-5
type~ of. 6-8
Electronic di;,pcNon compensation (EDC).
764. 776
electronic l nduwic~ A~'ociat ioo CEIA). 2 1. 456
Electronic multiplexer,, 371-372
Electronic Product Code (EPC). 844
Electronic switchc,, DAC. 213
Electronic telephone\. 717-723
Electronics. fundamemals of, 30-92

Electro,tatic dl'charge (ESD). 890
Electro,tatic focusing. 637
Elliptic curve crypto,ystem (ECC). 598
Encryption. 597- 599
End effect. 533
End-fire array~. 550 -551
End of uan~mi"ion blocl.. CETB) character. 441
End-of-tran\mi\\ion (EDT) character. 440-441
End users. car.:cr<, "nh. 26-27
Engineer~. 24
Enhanced 911 (E911) capability. 818
Enhanced data for GSM evolution (EDGE),
8 13- 814
Enhanced Dm:t Rate (EDRJ. 833
Enhanced GPRS (EGPRS). 813
Enterpri~e IP phones. 745-746
Em·clope. 87,94
Envelope delay. 62
Envelope detector,, 132
EPCGiobal. 844
Equalizer, 425
Equatorial orbit,, 674
Equivalent i'otropic radiated power (EIRPJ. 831
Equivalent noi'e temperature. 329
Erbium-doped tiber amplifier (EDFA). 783
Error detection and correction in digit:~ I
communication, 202. 216. 430-438.
880 881. See also Te~ts
Error signals, 194
Ethernet. 786
loc:~l area network~. 463-474. 593
and the OS I layer. 474
wirele~'· 471.746
Ethernet in the FiN Mile <EFM), 471. 787
Ethernet Pa~'''e Optacal Network (EPON). 471
European Telecommunications Standard'
lnMitute (ETSI), 21,725.806.812
Evolution-Data Optim ited (I XEV-DO). 814.!! 16
Extended Binary Coded Decimal Interchange
Code (EBCDIC). 389
External bia... 270
External noi~e. 322- 323
Extrate~trialnOi\c, 323
Ewemely high frequencies (EHFs). 13, 16
Extremely low frequencies (ELFs). 13, 15
Eye diagrams. 871!- 880
F l:~yer. 560-561
F-type connector. 486
F:~bry-Perot (FP) la,cr. 771
Facsimile. 22,696. 73:!- 738
standard~. 736
Fading, 566-568
Fahrenheit scale. 325
Family radio servi.:e. 23
Far lield, 527- 528. 538
Farad (Fl. 42
Fast Ethernet. 465. 467--469
Fast Fourier tr..m-.fonn (FFT). 238-240. 863
Fax modern!., 738
Federal Aviation Admini~tnllion (FAA). 705
Federal Communications Comm iss ion (FCC).
20-22.396.416.606.739.794.803,
815.834.!!46.848-849.866.870.
884 ·885.894
Feed method'>. antenna. 647-649
Feedforward amplifier. 278-279

Ferrite di'>k '· 632
Ferrule~. 768
FET mixer\, 307- 308
FFT power amplifier~. 270. 620
FFT spectrum analyzers, 864
Fiber-optic cable,, 457. 470. 582. 749, 754.
758-769
spccitication,. 765- 767
Fiber-optte communication. 18. 756-769
application,, 757-758
connector' in. 457
test equipment and mea~uremcnt:.. 882- 883
Fiber to the horne (FlTH). 785-788
Fibre Channel (FC), 593-595. 786
Fibre Channel O\er Internet Protocol (FCIP). 595
Field-effect lr'Jmi'>tors (FET~l. 251
Field-programmable logic army~ <FPGA\). 237
Field strength meters. 865
File tran,fer. 200. 575
File tran~fer protocol (FTP). 575. 584
Fi ltering, 892- 893
digital '>igna l processing in. 237
in SSB 'tgnal generation. 143-145
Filter(~). 56-78
acti,e. 68-71.336,811
anta-alia~tng. 211
band-reJeCt, 56,60-61.67-68
bandpa,~.56.65-67.690

ceramic, 71- 75. 336
commutating. 76-78
high-pa~~. 56. 59-60. 63-64. 69
low-pa'>'. 56-59. 63-64, 69. 248
mechanacal. 65
S\\itchcd capacitor. 75-78
Final power amplifier. 245
Finite 1mpube response (FIR) filters. 238. 764
Fi rewall~. 600
•
FireWire. 849
Fla~h convener-;, 220-222
Flat group delay. 65
FLEX ~yMem. 740-741
Flicker nol'e. 327
Fly\\ heel eO'ect, 271
FM/FM ~y\tern\, 363-364. 817
FM Mereo broadcasting, 365-368
Folded dipoles. 539
For<,vard AGC. 337
Forward error correction (FEC). 434-437
Forward Cincadenl) power. 498
4 PPM (pulse po'>ition modulation). 839- 840
4G sy~tem~. 816
Fourier analy:.is. 78-90
1496/1596 balanced ICs, 139-142
applicationN. 141 - 142
Fractional N divider PLL. 257
Frame. 371
Frame check \equence (FCS). 578
Frame rate. 371
Frame Relay (FR) protocol, 578-579. 583
Frame ~ynchrOnl/ation. 375-376
Frame~. 439
Free-running Ircquency. 194, 196
Free space. 4. 751, 754-756
Frequency. 12· 13.861
fiber-optic c:lble. 767
microwave. 605
range' of. 15 16
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rrcqucnc) allocation. 724. 79+-795
Frequenc) con'er'1on. 305-314
Fn."quenc) -correcting networl.. filter. IS&
Frequenc) counter~. 861-863. 871
Frequency demodulators. 189-196
Frcquenc) dcv iation rate. 153
1-rcquency d1\ ider,, 253
Frequcncy·d•v•~•on duplcxing (FDDJ. 382. 798.
1:105.834
Frequcnc) ·d1v1~ion multiple acce~' (FDMA).
6!12. 796
Frcquency-d1' •'•on multiplexing (FDM 1. II.
202.359-368.421.783
Frcquenc) domain. 82-85. 101-103. 120-122
d1,pli1). 101. 110
Frcqucm.:)·hoppmg ~pread spectrum (FliSS!.
415-418.832
Frequency mea~urcmcnt. 861-862. 866-86!\
Frequcnc) modulation (FM). 10. 152- 173.
175 183
amplitude m(xlulation versus, 169- 17 1
applkmkw•. 171
circuit,, 170. 174-198
lrequenc) demodulators. 189- 196
frequenc) modulators. 175-183
pha'e modulator,. 183-189
FD\1 ;tpphcauon,. 361-36-1
IO\\·Ie,cl. 246 247
rccC:I\cr,. ~4!\-350
tran\mlllc~'>. 246-247
Frequency-multiplier diodes. 634-()35
Frequency muluplier~. 179. 254. 272-273
Frcl1uency rcu'e. 682. 795-796
Frcquency-,hift !..eying (FS K). 10. 154.40 1-404
Frequency \)'nthe,iLcrs. 253. 312-314. 80 I.

Rll. !!59
Fri1,· formula. 331
Front-to-bacl.. !FIB I ratio. 548
FSK !frcquency-,hift ke)ing). 10. 154. 4()1-1!>4
Full-duple~ communicauon. 7. 402. 712
Fuii-\Cale current. 213
Full-wave lhodc detectors. AM. 135
Funcuon generator,. 859
Gam. 31 -32
antenna. 537 539. 545-546. 646-647
directivity ;md. 546
Gallium ar,en1de (GaA'l cable. 770
Game;,. Rl7
GASFET,. 332
Gate\\ ay '· 46:!-163
Gau\\lan FSK <GFSK I modulmion. 725
G;m"•an low-pa,., filler. 4()4. 846
Gau\\ian minimum >hift keying (GMSK). 806
lihcrcd. 4()4
General packet radio ~ervice (GPRS). 812· 813
Geocenter. 672
Gco,tmionary 'mcllite>. 675
Gco,ynchronou' earth orbit (GEO), 675
Geosynchronou' 'atellite,, 675. 677
G•g<lbll r<llC. 779
G1lbcrt tran<,conductance cell. 309-311
Global Po\itioning System (GPS). 699-706.1117
application,. 705-706
enhanced. 70+-705
reccl\er... 702-7()4
tri<lngulauon. 703-7()4
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Global Sy~tem for Mubilc C'unuuunicauon'
<GS~Il. 8()4. 806. 80!!. 810.813
Globahtar satellite') ;,h:m. 697
GPRS (general packet radio 'en icc). l\ 12-813
Graded index cable. 762
Ground.890-891
Ground control equipment (GCI::!. 6!!8. 69 1-692
Ground loop,890
Ground plane>, 540
Ground ;,tation~. satelli te. 68!! 695
Ground (wrfacet wave,. 559 ·56()
Group,. 239
Groupware. 454
GS~I !Global Sy;,tem for Mob1le
Communication,). !!(!4. 806. !!08.
810. 813
Gunn diodes. 635
Gyrotron'. 640

,.f<•w compander. 233
I h1lf duplex communication. 7
Half-power points, 4!!
Hamming code. 434--136
Handoff. 794
Hand..et. telephone. 712
Handshal..ing prOCC\\. 439
llarmoniC\, 79-R I. I05. 121. 251 :!52. 330.
868-870
Hartley's law. 394-395
Harvard architecture. 237
Hash functions. 599
He<ld~et,, wi reless. R17
Hel ical an tenna,, 649
Henry (H ). 42
Hertz antenna. 531
Hertt (Hz). 12
lleterod) ning, 305
Heterojunction bipolar tralhi,tur (II BTl. 617
lle'~adecimaJ code. 387
High cut fille~. 56-59
High-definition telc~i,ion (IIDTV). digual. 795
High electron mobility tran\1\tor ( HEMTI. 617
ll igh frequencies( HFo). 13, 16. 19 ·20
High-level AM, 128-131. 244-246
High-level dawlinl-. control ( II DLC), 442
High-pas<, fi lters. 56. 59-60. 63 64. 69
High-power amplifie~ ( HPA,). 685
linear. 266-267
High·'peed downlinl.. pacl..ct acce"
<HSOPAl. 815
High-,peed uplink padct accc\\
CHSUPAI. 815
Home VolP. 745
Homeland ~ecurit), 21
Horn antenna~. 641-6-15
Ho~t bu~ adapter ( H BA ). 594
Hot carrier d iodes. 633- 634
fl ub •. 460-461
Human communication. 3
Huygcn~· principle. 559
Hybrid circuit,, 619.712.715.727 728
H) brid fiber coa,.ial ( HFC! cable. 428
Hybrid rings. 614-615
H) brid T,. 6~7-6~8
Hypertext. 575
Hypertext marl-.up language tiiT~ l L). 575
Hypcrtexttram.fcr protocol (hnpl. 577.584

IC balanced modulator\. 139-143
IC dC\ ICC\. 142
IC electronic tc:lcphone,. 717-723
IC mi\Cr,. 309 -31 J
IC recc1vcr,, 344 -345
IF amplifier,. 3()4. 334-336
IF receiver,. 3 14-321
IF tuning. 690
Image prOCC\!.ing, 733 735
Image reject mixer. 311
Image,, 314
recei,cr, for. 314-321. 733-735
IMPATI diode,, 635
Impedance. 61
charactemuc !\urge), 487-188. 512-513
of 'pace. 527
WU\C, 527
Impedance-matching network:-. 285-290
antenna. 552-557
balun. 21\5-290. 554-555
L network,, 281 283
'IT nCt\\orJ..\. 283 ·285
T network\. 283 285
te'itlllg. !!74 1\76
tran<.fonner. 285-:!88
Impedance meter,. 866
lmpul'c t.;WB hard\\;lfe. 1!47-848
Incident (t(lr\\ ard) JXmer. 498
Incident ra). 752
Incident ''a' C\, 496
Index of refraction. 558. 752
Indirect FM. 158
Indium phlhphidc ( lnP) \cmiconductor\. 770
Induction coi ls. 715
Inductive reacwncc, 42-43
Inductor;,, 42--14
lndu~trial nol\e. 323
Infinite impul.,e rcspon'e (liRJ filter. 239
lnfonnauon. 3
lnformauon thCOr). 394
Infrared Data A\\OC1auon (lrDA), 839
Infrared !IRl communication. wircles~. 835-!!40
lnfr:tred region. 13. 16
Infrared spectrum. 75 I
Injection la.,cr d iodes ( ILD}. 771
ln;enion lo\\, 58. 6 1
ln>ti tutc of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
(IEEE). 21.463.470-471.746. 822.
829 !!34,849.8!\8
ln;,trumentation subsy\lems, 694
lntegr.ued circuit\
1496/1596. 139-142
monohth1c microwa' e. 618-619
'>lllglc-IC FM receiver,. 348-350
>witched capacitor filters, 75-78
3089 IF 'Ystcm. 344-345
lntcgrmcd digit<tl enhanced network CiDENl.!! 14
Integrated tran,ceivcr.,, 352
hllen,ity modu lation. 751-754
Interaction chamber. 638
lntercxchange carrier, (!XC,). 729-730
lnterlea\Jng. 436-137
lntemled•ate frequencies ( I F~}. 303-305. 864
filtenng. 80!\-811
lntcrmcdiate·po\\er amplifiers (IPAl. 693
lmcrmodulation di,tonion. 328
lmermodulation product-. 121

Internal noise. 323-328
International Mobalc Telecommunication :WOO
(IMT-2000). 814
International Organitation for Standardilation
(ISOl. 442
International Telecommunications Union
<ITUl. 20 21. 115. -t25. 579.736.
738.78-4.814
International Telegraph and Telephone
Con~ultati\c Committee CCCITT). 736
Internet. 23, 200. 454. 574-603
accessing. 817
addresse~. 576-577
addressing, 587- 590
application\. 575- 578
hierarchical ~truciUrc of, 587
radio and \Ideo. 22- 23
\earche~ of. 575 576
\CCUrity. 596-60 I
transmis~ion ~yMcam. 578-593
Internet Assigned Number' Authority
(lANAl.586
Internet backbone. 582- 583
Internet Control Me"age Protocol (IC\IJPl. 597
Internet Engineering Ta,J.. Force (IETF). 21.
595. 601. 744
Internet Fibre Channel Protocol (iFCP). 595
Internet protocol (IP). 585- 586
Internet protocol (IP) telephony. See tilso Voice
over Internet Protocol phone'>
Enterpri~e I P phone,. 745- 746
Internet SCSI liSCSI>. 595
Internet sen icc pro' idcr\ liSP~). -463. 577 578.
786.828
wireless. 834
Internet telephony. 23. 743- 746
lntcroperability, 21
Intersymbol interference CIS I), 878
Inverse fast Fourier tran'>fornl (IFFT). 422
ln\'ened-F antenna. 655
Ionosphere. 560-561
JP,ec (Internet Protocol ..ecurity). 601
1Pv4 {Internet Protocol "er-ion 4). 585-586
JrOA system. 839 840
Iridium satellite ~y.,tcm. 696-697
Iridium system. 697
JS-95 COMA. 806- 807
JS-136 TDMA. 805 -806
holatOf\. 632
1\0tropic radiator. 5]8
Jacket. 761
Jitter, 883
Johnson noise. 323 326
Joint Test Action Group (JTAG). 887- 889
Ju,t a bunch of dhJ..., UBODl. 593
Kelvin scale. 325
Kermit protocol. 440
Ke} ~ystems. 730
Klystron~. 637-638
Knife-edge diffraction. 559
L (long-wa,·clcngth) band, 784
I networ!.,. 281- 283
LambdaRouter. 71!2
J..a,er diode~. 770 772

Laser driver ( LD ). 77!1.
Laser transmiucr,. 773-774
Latency. 744
Latitude and longitude, 675-677
Lattice modulator,, 136- 139. 150
Law of renection. 752
LC fihm. 61-6-1
LC o~illato~. 31 I J 12
LCD \creen\. color. 817
LCR circuits. 45
LED transmiucr'>. 772 773
Left-hand circular pnlaritation (LHCP). 528. 682
Lens (dielectric) antennas. 651-652
Light. 749-751. St't•alw Optical communicmion
charactemuc' of. 750- 751
coherent. 771
detector.. 757. 774-776
monochromatic. 770-771
and phy,icaluptic'>. 751-754
receivers. 776
sources. 769- 772
transmitters. 772- 774
Ught-emiuing diode' (LED~). 770. 772 773.
!1.37- 1!38
Limiters. 336
Line interface. 722- 723
Line-of-sight communication. 562. 660
Linear amplifier'. 265 268
Linear broadband power amplifiers. 278- 280
Link establishment. 744
Loading coil'>. 542
Local acce,~ and tr.an,pon area_' !LATA,). 729
Local-area networJ.., !LA 's). 23.200.4-19. 577.
593. 7115
application\. 454
Ethernet, 46:1-174. 593
hardware. 395-.W8. 455-463, 465-472.
475-476
software. 455
topologie,. 463-164. 474--175
wirele''· 352. 463
Local exchange cumpanic\ (LEC~). 728
Local oscillator,. 104
Local (subscriber) loop. 710.712- 717
Location-ba,cd technology. 8 18
Lock range. 194 ICJS
Log-periodic array'>. 551-552
Logarithms. 35-40
Logic unit<.. 801 -802
Logical lin!.. control !LLCJ sublayer. 474
Logicaltopolog}. 453
Long diManc:c. 728 729
Long-wavelength (L) band. 784
Loran satellite ~y,tem, 6CJ8
Losses in fiber-optic cable 'Ystem. 780-711 I
Low frequencac' (LF,), 13. 16
Lo" -frequenc) macrowa\'c antennas. 641
Lo" £F. 808--81 I
Low-level AM. 122- 128
Low-level FM, 246--247
Low-noise :unplilicr-. (LNA,). 303.610
Low-pa•s filter' (LPr,). 56-59. 63-64. 69. 248
Low-power I-'M tran,miuer. 290-293
Low-\oltage differential signaling (LVDS). 217
Magnetic ticltl\. 523
Magneuon,.63H-639

Manchester coding. 394. 464-465. 474. 842- 84]
Manuf;tcturer\. carce~ \\ ilh. 25-26
Marconi ground-plane vertical antenn:t. 539-540
Marker capabi Iit y. 861
Matched line~. 497-498
Matching ~tub,. 553- 554
Maxwell\ equation\. 529
MB-OFDM UWB. 848-8-49
Meander hne antenna. 655
Meawremcnh. 852- 900
Mechanical hlters, 65
Media acces~ control (MAC) addre~'c'.
474,592
Media O\\ ner,hip. 21
Medium eanh-orbiting -,atellite' (MEO\), 675
1\1edium frcquenca.:' (MFs). 13. 16. 19
1\1ESFET~. 332- 333. 611, 617. 694
Me~h topolog). 452
Me;h wirelc~~ nctworh. 833
Metropolitan-area networks (MAN~). 23, 449.
7!15- 7!!6
Microcom Networking Proux:ob (MNP). 440
Micrometer-. 751
Microo;trip'>. 506-507.611-616
Microwa\e communacation. 16, 604-669.
Set' a/1() Satellite communication
applic:naon,, 658- 666
frequencic,. 79+-795
noise in. :l:ll
tC<l\. 87!!
wavegUJUC\. 62 1- 625
Microwa' e JlO" cr :tmplifien.. 619-620
Microwa'e reCCI\Cf\. 609-610
Microwa\C \CmaconductOr diodes. 632-636
Microw:t\C tran'>i\tors. 616-617
Mierownvc tube;,, 636-640
Millimeter (mm) w:~ves. 16.605.751
Minimum di\ccrniblc \ignal (MDSJ. 299
Minimum \hilt keying CMSK), 40-4
Minor lobe'>. antenna, 545
Mismatched (re\<lllant) lines. 499
Mixer., 304. 305-306. 633-634
MLT-3 encc.xhng. 468
MMIC amplifiers. 618-619
MNP (Microcom Networking Protocol,), 440
Mobile identification number (MIN). 801 - 803
Mobile telephone \Witching office (MTSO).
793 794.800.802-803
Modal dt~peNon. 763
Mode of cable. 762
Modems. 10.400-414. 463, 736--737
Modular interface, 722
Modu lation, 8. See also Amplitude modulmion;
Frequency modulation
in ba'>eband traO'.mission. 8-9
in broadband transmi~ion. 9-11
for data communication. 401-412
and multiplcAing. 8-11
spread 'pectrum. 414-415
tcsh or. 86!!
wideband. 414--123
Modulation index, 96--99. 107-108. 158 160
Modulato~. See <•l\o Modem;
AM.96-99. 122- 131
balanced. llO. 136-143
lattice. 136-139. 150
in optical communication. 755- 756
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transistor phase, 185-187
varactor. 175-178. 184-185
Monochromatic light. 770-771
Monocycles, 846
Monolithic microwave integrated circu its
(MMICs). 611,618-619
Monomode step index fiber cable, 764
Monotonicity. 216
Morse code. I03-104, 244, 386
MOSFETs. 75- 76.217. 276.308- 309.332.334.
371 - 372,61 1, 617.843
Moving target indication (MT!). 663
MP3 players. 817
Multiband OFDM UWB. 848- 849
Multicarricr modulation (MCM). 421
Multicasting. 586
Multimeter. 87 J
Multimode fiber (MMF) cable, 469
Multimode graded index cable, 764-765
Multimode step index fiber cable. 762- 764
Multipath fading, 568
Multipath interference. 566
Multiple access, 795- 798
Multiple data mes~ge fonnat (MDMF), 721-722
Multiple-input. multiple-output (MIMO),
655-656.83 1- 832
Multiplexer. 358- 359
Mulliplexing, II. 357-384. See also
Transmiuer(s)
defined.8.202.358
FD. II , 202. 359- 368.421
modulation. 8- J J
PAM. 369- 372
PCM. 376-382
spatial. 359
spread spectrum. 414-415
TDM, II. 202. 368-376
Multipliers (MUX), 142, 254.272-273, 787
Multiply and accumulate (MAC) processors, 237
Mu ltisource agreements (MSAs). 778- 779
Multistage integrated circuit, 618
Multistation access unit (MAU). 475-476
Music, 23
Muting circuits, 341
N-type connector, 457-458, 486-487
Nanometers. 751
Narrowband FM (NBFM). 162
National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST). 598
National Telecommunications and Information
Administration (NTlA), 20
Navigation satellites. 22, 698-699
Navstar, 699
NE5661C VCO. 181-182
NE602 mixer (Gilbert cell), 309- 311
Near field, 527-528. 538
Near-field communications, 844-845
Negative acknowledge (NAK) character. 439
Network access points (NAPs), 582
Network address translation (NAT). 829
Network attached storage (NAS). 593
Network imerface cards and chips (NIC),
459-460, 595
Network(s), 281- 283. 447-479. See also Localarea networks: Metropolitan-area
networks: Personal-area networks:
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Storage-area networks: Wide-area
networks
addresses. 589
analyzers. 864-865
defined. 448
hierarchy of. 450
impedance-matching. 280-290
masks, 591-592
passive optical. 785-788
Neutra lization process, 273-274
NEXT (near-end cross talk). 457
Nodes. 448
Noise. 3, 5. 321-331
in communication channels, 399-400
and digital communication, 201- 202
internal, 323-328
phase shift. 165- 169
spectral efficiency and. 412-414
tests, 872-873
thermal, 323-326
white. 322-326
Noise bridge, 866
Noise-derived squelch circuits, 341
Noise factor, 328
Noise figure (NF), 328-329
Noise floor. 299
Noise immunity. 169,201- 202
Noise margin. 879
Noise-suppression. FM, I 65-169
Noise temperature. 329
Nonrecursive filter, 238
Nonretum-to-zero (NRZ) encoding, 393. 464, 835
North American TDMA, 805
Notch filters, 60-61
Number assignment module (NAM), 801
Numerical apertu re, 760
Nyquist frequency. 207
Octave, 58
Omega satellite system, 698
Omnidirectional antennas. 539
ON/OFF keying {OOK). I 04
I XEV-DO (Evolution-Data Optimi7..ed), 814.816
1/f filters. 158
IOOBase-TX (Fast Ethernet), 467-469
One-shot multi vibrator. 372
Open-circuit load, 496
Open line~. 498-499
Open systems interconnection (OS!) model,
442-443
Ethernet and, 4 74
Operating mode. 624
Optical communication. 749- 791
fiber-optic. 18.756-769
infmred. 835- 840
passive networks. 785-788
performance considerations. 779-780
power budget in. 780-783
principles of. 750-754
receivers, 756. 769- 783
systems, 754-758
transceivers. 776-779
transmitters. 769- 774
Optical-electrical-optical (OEO) conversion, 782
Optical line termina l (OLT), 786
Optical media. 4
Optical networking terminal (ONT). 787

Optical networking unit <ONU), 787
Optical signal analy.ter. 883
Optical spectrum. 17-18, 750
Optical time domain reflectometer {OTDR), 882
Optics. 750
Optimum coupli ng, 336
Orbits. satellite, 671-678
Orthogonal frequency-divbion multiplexing
(OFDM), 421-423,606.816
Oscillator diodes, 635
Oscillator{s)
backward wave. 640
beat frequency, 343
continuous-wave, 244
crystal. 178-179,248- 253
frequency, 178-179
LC. 311-312
receiver, 304
subcarrier, 361
voltage-controlled, I 79- 182. 361
Oscilloscopes, 88- 90. 853-854, 871-873
Output amplifiers. DAC. 213
Overcoupling. 336
Overhead, 430
Overmodu lation, 96-97, 105
Overranging, 862
Oversampling converter. 227-228
Overtone crystals. 251-252
Overvoltage protection, 727
Packet over SONET (PoS). 584
Packet protocols
Ethernet, 473
Internet, 583- 586
Token-Ring local area networks. 477
Packet-switching transmission system. 583-586
Packets. 472. 576
Paging
protocols for. 740-741
systems. 22, 696. 738-742
PAM (pulse-amplitude modulation). 229--230,
369-372.390
demultiplexing, 372- 376
Parabolic antennas. 645-649, 653
Parabolic reflectors. 645. 661
Parallel data transfer. 203-204, 389
Parallel resonant circuits. 52-55
Parallei-T notch filters, 60
Parallel-wire lines. 481
Parasitic arrays. 546-548
Parasitic oscillation. 274
Parity, 431-432
Passband, 6 I
Passive filters, 56
Passive optical networks (PON), 785-788
Passwords, 599
Patch antennas. 652-653
Path attenuation. 566
Pattern generators. 880
PCM (pulse-code modulation), 230-235,
376-382
demultiplex ing. 379
Peak envelope power (PEP), I I 2- 113
Peer-to-peer networks, 454-455
Percentage of modulation, 97- 99
Perigee. 672
Perminivity, 524

Personal-area networks (PANs), 449-450
and Bluetooth. 832-834
w arele~. 837-839
Personal communications syMem~ (PCS>
channels. 794
Personal identification number> (PIN), 599
Pha~e-locked loops (PLLs). 192- 196. 253 259.
312-314, 364, 61<Hlll, 80 1. 8 11,
813,868
Pha\e modulation (PM). 10. 155-158. 183- 189
Phu~c modulators. tuned circuit. 187-189
Phase noa~e. 255
Pha~e shift. 155
noi-.e and. 166-167
SSB signal generation and. 145-149
Pha-.e-,hifl keying (PSK), 10. 158,404-407,606
Phased arrays. 653-Q54
radar, 665
Photocells, 757
Photodiodes, 774
Photot ran~istors. 774-775
Physical optics. 751-754
Physical topology, 453
Piconet. 833
Paercc O'>cillator configuration. 251
Pietoelcctricity. 72. 248
Pilot carriers. 112
1T/4-DQPSK modulation. 805
'IT networks. 283-285
PIN diode(s), 635-636. 775. 837 838
modulators. 124-125
Pink noise. 324. 327
Pipclined conveners. 222-223
Pixel\, 734-735
PL-259 (UHF) connector. 484-485
Plan po~ition indicator (PPI), 665
Pla'>tic-clad .,ilica (PCS) cable. 761
Plenum cable. 457
PLL demodulator. 195
POCSAG (Post Office Code Standarditataon
Advisory Group) code. 740
Point-contact diode;, 633
Point of presence (POP). 729- 730
Point-of-sale (POS) tem1inal reader,. 845
Poant-to-mu ltipoint (PMP). 834
Point-to-point (P2P), 834
Polar orbits, 674
Polaritation, antenna. 528. 536
Polarilation mode dispersion (PMD). 763
Pole.62
Po'>lgrade orbit, 672
Poqamplifiers (PAs). 776
Power amplifiers. 265-280. 619-620
Pov.cr budget, opakal communication. 780-783
Power combiners, 627-628
Power divider;,, 627-628
Power measurements. 855-857. 868
Power meter;,. 854-855
Power output tests. 873-874
Power ovcr Ethernet (PoE), 471-472. 829
Power subsystems, satellite. 686. 694
Power wpplie\, troubleshooting. 884
PPM (pulse-position modulation). 229 230. 839
Prc-cmpha"'· 167-169
Preamble. 473
Predi"oner. 158
Pre,caling. 257, 862-863

Preselector... 303
Prime meridian. 676
Printed circuit board; <PCB,). 506.612.887
antennas. 654-655
Private automatic bmnch e.>.changes (PABXs), 730
Private branch exchange~ (PBXs). 730-731
Private telephone \)'Stem<,. 730-731
Product detectors. 149- 150
Programmable gain amplifiers (PGAs). 810
Programmable read-only memory (PROM).
801-802
Protocols. 438-443
analyzer.;. 881- 882
Ethemet.473
Internet. 583 -586
paging. 740-741
Token-Ring, 477
Pseudo-mndom noi\e <PSN). 415. 419-420
P~eudorandom code (PRC). 700
PSK (phase-shift keying). 10. 158,404-407,606
Public key encryption (PKE), 598
Pu lse amplitude modulation !PAM), 2 10,372-376
Pulse-averaging discriminator~. 190- 19 1. 364
Pulse-code modulation (PCM). 229-235.
376-382, 744
traditional. 231 232
Pulse dialing. 716
Pul!.e modulation. 103- 105. 229- 235. 756
Pulse repetition frequency <PRF), 662
Pulse repetition interval !PRJ). 846-847
Pulse repetition time (PRTJ. 662
Pulse spectrum. 85 87
Pulsed radar. 662
Push-pu ll ampli fiers. 267- 268
Push-to-talk. 8 17
PWM (pulse-width modulation), 229-230. 278
Q of circuit!>. 298
Q sections. 553-554
QAM (quadrature amplitude modulation).
410-412
QPSK (quadrature-pha~c-\haft keying)
modulation. 408-410
Quadr,Hure amplitude modulation (QAM).
389- 390.606
Quadrature detector>. 192
Quadrature pha.,e-~hilt keying (QPSK).
367- 368.40&-410,833.848
Quality factor Q. 44. 48 51
Quantizing error. 208
Quaner-wavelength 'enic;al antenna. 539
Quieting method. 874-876
R-2R convener,. 212
Radar. 23, 659-666
application~. 665--666
military. 849
Radar equation, 660
Radials. 540
Radiation pattern. 536 537.539- 540
Radiation resistance. 531 533. 54 I
Radio a;tronomy. 22
Radio broadcasung. 22. 365- .368
Radio Data Sy"em (RDSJ. 367
Radio Determination Sci' ice <RDS). 697
Radio emi~sions. cla,\llicataon. 114-115
Radio frequency choke (RFC). I 77. 892

Radio-frequency idenrification (RFID). 528.
695.840-845
Radio frequency interference (RFIJ. 889
Radio-frequency (RF) waves. 9
Radio horiton. 562
Radio tmm.mittc~. 243-296
Radio-wave propagation, 557-570
through space, 559-564
Radio wireless LANs, 463
Radio(s). 4. 23. 523-525
bandwidth of channels. 164-165. 396-398
cogmti\C. 321
electric fields. 523-524
electromagnetic. 526-527. 529
magnetac fields. 523
optical characteristics of. 557- 559
software-defined, 238. 320-321
tero-1 F. 352
Random-access memory (RAM). 236
Rayleigh fading, 566
RC fi lters. 56-61
RCA phonograph connector. 486
Reactance. 41
Reactance modulator~. 182-183
Reacti'e component~. 41-45, 503-505
Read-on!) memol) (ROM). 236
Real time. 236
Recci\C optical ~ubassembly (ROSA). 776
Receave sub\y\lem'>. satellite. 69<H>92
Recei\ ed power. 564-566
Recei\ed '>ignal ~trength indicators (RSSb).
570, 80 I, 803
Receiver-demuhiplexers. 36 I
Receiver('>), 297-356. See also Demultiplcxing
circuits, 332-345.690-691
automatic gain control. 304-305.
337- 341. 837
IF amplifiers. 304. 334-336
defincd.5
dual-conversion. 317-318
FDM. 361
FM. 348- 350
Global Po\itioning System. 702-704
IF. 314- 321
image. 314-32 1, 733-735
light, 776
microwave. 609-610
optical, 756, 769-783
pagang. 741- 743
-.elecmit:r. 298-299, 335-336
..Cn\ill\it), 299-300
\upcrhetcrodyne, 297.303-305.314--315. t\64
telephone. 710.715.800-801
te~t;. 871 - 878
tram.ceivers, 5. 350-354, 463, 733
TRF, 301-302
UWB, 847
t.cro IF, 318-320
Reciprocity, antenna. 529
Reduced inwuction ~et computing (RISCl. 235
Redundancy. 431-433
Redundant array of independent disk.~ <RAIDJ. 593
Reed Solomon (RS) codes, 436
Reference regulators. DAC. 212- 213
Reference '"alue. 39
Reflected po" er, 498
Reflected wa\e'>. 496
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Reflection. 494, 557- 559, 751- 752
Reflection coefficient, 500
Reflectors. 546-547
Refraction. 558- 559. 752- 754
Regeneration. 782
Regenerative repeaters, 684
Regional Bell operating companies (RBOCs). 728
Regular pulse excitation-linear prediction coding
(RPE-LPC). 806
Remote bridge~. 46 I
Remote control. 22. 20 I. 835-837
Remote keyless entry (RKE) devices, 293
Repeaters. 460. 562- 563. 678-680
Resellers. career> with. 26
Reserved host ID numbers. 590-59 1
Residual excited linear predictive (RELP)
coding. 806
Residuals. 41. 607
Resistors. 44
networks of. 212- 213
Resolution. 216. 223
Resonance
of dipole antenna. 533-534
and tuned circuit~. 45- 55
Resonant circuit~. 48-55. 503-505
Resonant (mismatched) lines. 499
Resonant ~tep-up voltage. 5 I
Retrograde orbit. 672
Return loss. 50 l
Return to zero inverted (RZI) data, 839
Return to zero (RZ) encoding. 394
Reverse AGC, 337
Revolution. satellite, 673
RF amplifier;. 265-280. 303-304. 332-334
RF probes, 853
RF signal generators. 859-860. 871
RF tuning. 690
RF voltmeters. 853. 871
RG-8/U coaxial cable. 465
RG-58/U coaxial cable. 465
Right-hand cin:ular polariLation (RHCP), 528, 682
Ring topology. 451-452
Ringer>. telephone. 71 1. 7 13-7 14
Ringing. 727
Rings. 713
Ripples. 61
Rise time, 88-90
RJ-45 connectors. 459
RJ - 1I modular connectors. -158, 722-723
RLC circuit>. 42-43. 45, 607
Roll-off, 62
Rom-mean-square (rm;). 853
Routers. 450, 462. 581-582
Rubbering, 251
S band. 784
S meters, 344
Sample-and-hold ($/H) circuits. 217- 218
Satellite communication. 670-708
applications. 695-699
Global Positioning System, 699-70-1
ground stations. 688-695
and satellite orbits. 671-678
subsystems, 678-{)95
television. 696
Satellite period, 672
Sarellire relephoncs, 23. 696
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SAW (surface acoustic wave) filters, 74-75,
336.8 11
Scattering, 766
Scatternct. 833
Schmitt trigger circuit. 182
Schottky diodes, 633- 634
SDLC (synchronous data link control) protocol,
441-442
Second-generation (2GJ cell phones. 804-807
Second-order response. 69
Secret key encryption (S KE), 598
Secure Socket Layer (SSL). 600
Security
Internet. 596-601
wireless. 60 l. 832
Selective fading. I ll. 136
Selectivity
receiver. 298-299, 335-336
resonant circuit. 50
Self-bias method. 270-271
Self-oscillation. 273
Semiconductor diode~. 632-636
microwave. 632-636
Semiconductor noise. 326-328
Sensitivity
receiver. 299- 300
tests, 874-876
Serial data transfer. 204, 389-391
Serial-parallel data transfer. 204-205
Serializer/deserializer (SERDES) devices, 204.
582. 778
Series modulators. 130- 131
Series resonant circuits. 45- 52
Series T. 627
Server~. 450
S<!rvice organizations. careers with. 26
Servicing. 883- 889
Session initiation protocol (S IP). 744
Settling time. 216-2 17
Shadow fac.ling. 566. 568
Shadow ;-.one. 559
Shannon-Hartley theorem. 399
Shape factor. 62, 299
Shielded twisted-pair (STP) cable. -155--157
Shielding. 891--892
Shift regi•ters. 204-205
Short-circuit load, 496
Short-range wireless transm itters. 293-294
Shorted lines. 498
Shot noise, 326-327
Shunt T. 627
Side tone. 715
Sidebands
AM. 19.99-105. 109-11-1. 1-13-150
clipping, 272
FM. 158- 165
Sidereal period, 672-673
Sigma-delta (~.1.) conwrter. 227- 229
Signal averaging. 238
Signal bias. 270
Signal generators. 858- 86 I
Signal injection anc.l ex traction, 621-622. 887
Signal power. 19. 105- 109, 112- 113
Signal propagation
radio-wave, 557- 570
waveguide. 623-625
Signal regeneration. 202

Signal-to-noise (SIN) ratio <SNR), 223- 224.
299.322.412.871
Signal tracing. 885-887
Signaling element. 389
Silica. 760
Simple mail transfer protocol (SMPT). 584
Simplex communication. 6
SlNAD. 329- 330, 874-876
Sine function. 87
Sine waves. 80-81
Single data message format (S DMF}. 721-722
Single-mode fiber (S MF) cable, 469, 763
Single-mode step index cable, 764
Single-pole double- throw (S POT) switch. 134
Single-pole single-throw (S PST) switch. 835
Single-sideband suppressed carrier (SSSC or
SSB) signal, 606
Singly balanced mixers, 307
Skin eiTect. 44-45
Skip diswnce. 562
Skip LOne. 562
Skirt selectivity. 299
Sky waves, 560-562
Slope dett:ctors. I 89- J 90
Slot antenna~. 650-651
SMA connectors. 484. 768
Small Computer Storage Interface (SCSI), 593
Small-signal diodes, 632- 634
Small-signal microwave amplifiers. 617-620
Smith chan, 508-519
Snap-off varactors. 634-635
Snell's law. 558
Software-defined radios (SDRs), 238, 320-321
Solar flares, 5
Solar panels. 686
Sonar, 23
SONET (Synchronous Optical Network).
579-581. 786
Space
free. 751. 754-756
impedance of, 527
radio-wave propagation through. 559- 564
Space segment. 699-701
Space waves. 562-564
Spam. 597
Spatial diversity, 569
Spatial divbion multiple access (SOMA). 657.
682. 798
Spatial isolation. 682
Spati al multiplexing, 359
Spectral efficiency, 403
and noise. 412-41-1
Spectrum
electromagnetic. 12- 18
optical. 17-18,750
pulse, 85-87
satellite use of, 680-682
Spectrum analyLer. 85. 90, 101. 238.863- 864
Spectrum management. 20
Spectrum policy. 22
Spectrum spread (SS), 4 14-4 15
Speech compression. 805
Speech processing, 245
Speed of light. 751
Splatter, I04
Splicing. 769. 882
Split pai r. 881

Spread \pcctrum CSS). 414-1 15. 80-1
Spuriol" free dynamic range (SFDRJ. 224-225
Sp) \hire. 597
Square-Ia'' I unction. 120
Square \\3\C>. 79
Squelch cm:uih. .141 - 'l-13
SSB hmgle-'!dcband l 'ignab. 143- 150
and DSB modul;lliOn. 149 150
Iiller method of gcner:uing. 143- 145
ph;Nng method of gencrJling. 145-149
rccei,er,, 343 345
tran-cei\Cf\. 350-351
tran,llllller,, 247- 248
SSSC' (\ingle-,idcband 'uppre"edJ carrier.
110 111.143 150
ST connector-. 768
Stages. 239
Standard,, 20-21
Standing wave ratio (SWR). 500- 503, 513- 518.
555- 556.852.868.870-87 1
meten.. 857- 858
Standing wave(>), 494- 503
matched line~. 497-498
mcawring. 857- l!Sl!
miMn:uched ( re,onant J line,. 499
open line,. 498-499
reflection' and. 495-497
~horted line,. 49!!
Star topology. 451
Start and 'top bit\. 391
Start frame delimiter (SFDJ. 47~
Stan-of-header (SOH I charJctcr. 439. +II
Stan-of-te\1 CSTXI character. +II
Statlllll\, 730
Step 1nde\ cable. 761 762
Step-rcco\ef) diode,, 634-635
Stereo bro;tdca,ung. 165- 168
Stop band. 61
Storage-area nCI\\Orl,, (SAN, I. 450. 7!!5
Stored program concept. 23(~ 237
Stray capacitance!>. 42
String DAC'. 213 215
Striplinc. 506 507
Subcarricr o;c illator> !SC:Oq, 36 1
Subcarrier,. 16. 359 -360
Submillimeter waves, 605
Subnct mn~k,, 592
Sub~;uellite point (SSP!. 676
Sub~cribcr interface. 722. 726- 728
Suh•cribcr line Interface circuit !SLICI. 726
Sub>idial) communicmion authoritation !SCAJ
''gnal,. 365 -367
Succc-.-.1\e appro\lmiiiiOn' con•erter-. 218-220
Succe-.,hc appro"1mauon' rcgl\ter (SARJ.:! I~
Super high frequcncie-. (SHF\1. 13. 16
Supcrhctcroc.l)ne rcce1•cr-.. 297. 30.3- 305.
31+-315.8(>4
Supcf\ 1\IOn. 727
Surface acou>IIC wa•c (SAW) filter-. 74-75.
336.811
Surface (ground) wa,es. 559 560
Suf\clllance. 23. 698
Sweep generator-. !!60 -!!61
itch hook. 711
Switched capacitor hltcr' (SCF,l. 75 78
Switched intcgrmor-. 75- 76
Switche,, 462

s,,

commutator. 370-371
DAC. 213
itching power amplifier-. 266. 274-278
SWR bridge meter~. 857 858
SWR circle. 513-S 14
S} mmctrical clipping..H6
S} nc pulse. 375
Sy nchronjzed detection. A :'vi. 134-136
Synchronous data link control ISDLCI pmtt~<:ol.
+11-1-n
Synchronou~ Digital Hier.trch) ISDHJ. 579
S)nchronou' Optical Network rSONETI.
579- 581. 786
Synchronou'> <;atellite,. 67'5
Synchronou~ tr;m~mb'>ion. 392. +11-442
Synchronou~ tr:m.,pon mode (STM). 580
Synchronou~ tran,port 'ignal lSTSJ, 579
Synthe;,izers. frequency. 253- 259. 312- :114

s,,

T-1 systems. 380-3!! I
T-2 system;,. 381-382
T-3 ~ystems. 381-382
T-4 ;,ystcm... 381-382
T-carrier ~y'>tem. 3!!0-38:!
T connector~. 457
T networks. 283- 285
T sections. 626-627
Tactical Air Navigation (Tacan). 698
Tank circuits. 52
T;mk current. 52
TCP/IP protocol. 584-585
TDR te-.ts with anal)fCr. 881
Technical ,ale,. 25
Technical \Hiter,. :!5
Technicians. 2+-25
Tee ~witching configuration. 636
Telecommunication') \tem ... 709- 752
cellular telephone. 792- !!22
fae<.imile. 22.696. 732- 73!!
paging.22.696. 738 742
telephone. 27. 710-725
Telecommunication; lndu.,try A\\(lCiation
(TIA ), 21. 456. 805
Telemetry. 358
command
and <:Ontrol 'ub'Y'tcm~. satdlitc. 61)4
and control (TC&CJ wb,yw.:m,.
;,atcllitc. 686 687
FDM application,, 361- 364
Telephone hierarchy. 72H- 730
Telephone 'el. 710
Telephone ;,ystem. 725-711
Telephone-.. 27. 710-725
cellular. :!3. 792-822
cordle;,,, 23. 724-725
electronic. 717-723
FDM application-.. 364
h)brid>. 727-728
Internet. 23. -171
PCl\1 application~. 3!!0- 382
private branch c~changc,, 730 731
private 'Y'tem,. 730- 7J I
reccivcn.. 710. 715. 800 80 I
satellite. 23. 696
TouchTone. 717
Television over the Internet (I PTV). 576
Televbion (TV)

cable. 36+-365. 428-429. 577-578.
582-583.87!-877
remote control. 20 I. 835-837
\atcllite tran'>mi>sion. 696
Tcmpcr.tture
nol'>e, 3~9
'c:tlc,. 325
TcmpcrJturc-comrolled Cf)\tal oscillator
ITCXOJ. 811
IO-g1gabit Ethernet. 470-471
IOBa,c-~ Ethernet LAN. 466-467
IOB:he-5 Ethernet LAN. -+66
IOB:hc-T Ethernet LAN. 467
Termination'>. 62!!
Tcrn1inator-, 45!!
Tc,t cquipmem, 852-900
Tc't '>ignal'>. 728
Te,t'>. !!66-883. See also Communication IC'>l
c4uipmen1
antenna and transmis!>ion line. 870-871
data communication. 878-882
e lectromagnetic interference. 889- 898
libcr-optic. 882-883
microwave. 878
rCCCIVCr. 871-878
tran.,rniucr. 866-!!70
Thcrn1al agitation. 323
Thermal noi!>e. 323-326
Thcrmi,tor-. 361
Th1d.net. 466
Thinnct.466
Third-generation (3G l cell phone'>. 81 +-815
3rd Generation Partnership Project <3GPP1.
812.815
Third-order intercept (TO I) tc'"· 876-878
Thom,on filler-. 64-65
30H9 IF \)''>tems..~345
3G cell phone S)Stems. 814-815
Time delay. 490-491
Timc-divi'>ion duplexing <IDDJ. 382- 383. 725.
798.834
Timc-divi,ion multiple access (TDMA). 682.
696.796-797.804-805
Timc-divi-.ion mu ltjplexing (TDM). II. 202.
368-376,580.783
Time domain , 82-85. 119-120
display. I 09
Time domain rcllectometry (TDR). 871. 881
Tip. 713
Tol..cn pa~sing. 477
Tol..cn-Ring local area network>. 474-478
Token-Ring status. 478
Tone dialing. 716-717
Top hats. 543
Top-le,el domain (TLD). 576
Topologies. 451-453
TorOid'>. 285- 290
TouchTonctelephone.,. 717.802
TR (tran,mit-rcceive) tubes. 66-1
TraciJ,torc circuib. 217-218
Tramcr-. 25
Tnm.,cei' e~. 5. 350-354. 463. 733
integrated. 352
optical. 776-779
Tr:m,fcrrcd-electron devices (TEDsJ. 635
Tran'>lorn1er impedance matching. 285-288
Tran,impedance amplifiers (T!A~). 776
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Trao'l,tor ampliliers. 618
ffiiCI\l\\3\C. 611
Tmn\1\tor modulators. 124
pha~e. 185- 187
TrJn\it time. 608
Tran,it-time noi~. 327
Tran,match circuits. 555
Tran\mi~'ion contml protocol (TCP). 584 585
Tran~mi~,ion efficiency. 394-400
Tran~mi.,~ion line transformers. 288--290
Tran\ml~\ion lines. 480-521. 524-525
calculating length of. 489
charactemtic Impedance in. 487--488.
512-513
a\ c1rcu11 clements. 503-508
miCro\\3\C, 610-611
'>peci fication~. 491--494
\land1ng 11a1e!>, 494-503, 513-518
tCM'>, 870-871
and wavelength of cables, 482-484. 513
Tran\mit optical ~ubassembly (TOSA), 776
Transmit-receive (TR) tubes. 664
Tran,miuer-multiplexers. 359-360
Transmiuer subsystems. sa[ellite. 692- 69-1
Tran\mlllcr(;), 4. See also Multiplexing
CircUitS. 692-{)94
delined.244
la;er. 773· 774
LED. 772- 773
Jow-po11er FM. 290-293
microwave. 608-609
optical. 769-774
radio, 243- 296
>hort-rangc wireless. 293- 294
telephone. 710. 714, 799-800
tC\1\, 866-870
typical circuits, 290-294
UWB. 847
Transponder>. 563. 678--{)80. 68-1
Tr.m\pon Layer Security (TLS). 600
Tran" er\e electric (TE) fields. 623
Tranwer\e magnetic (TM) fields. 623
TRAPATT diode<,, 635
Traveling-wave tube~ (TWTs). 639-640. 685
Tree topology, 452
TRF (tuned rudio frequency) receivers. 301 - 302
Triplet\, 179
Trouble'>hooting. 883-889
Trunked repeater systems. 563
Tube'. m1crowave. 636-640
Tunable Ja,er. 772
Tuned circuit{\), 41 - 55
bandw 1dth. 48. 298
micro\trip. 611-{)16
pha\e modulators. 187-189
reactive components of. 41-45
and resonance. 45- 55
Tuned olllput circuil~. 271-272
Tuner~

antenna, 555-556
integrated circuit. 3-14-345
TV mterfcrcnce (TV1J. 889
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Twin-T notch fillers. 60
Twisted-pair cable. 481-482. 788
connectors. 458~59
in local area networh, 395- 398. 455~57,
467.475~76

!>hielded. 455--45 7
unshielded. 395-398. -155--457
2G d igital cel l phone~. 804-807
2.5G cell phone systems. 812- 814
Two-way radio. 23
Type P displays. 665
UART (Universal Asynchronou'>
Recelvcr/Tran\miUer). 424--425. 432
UHF (PL-259) connector. 484-485
Ultro1high frequencies (UHF\). 13. 16. 20.
245-247.484.536.605.794-795
Ultraviolet (UV) range. 18. 751
Ultrawideband (UWB). 834
application~. 849
radar. 665
wireless. 845- 849
UMTS 3G. 815- 816
Unbalanced lines. 482
Uncorrelated noise. 328
Undercoupling. 335
Unidirectional antennae. 545
Unifonn resource locator CURL). 577
Uninterruptiblc power ~upphc, (UPS), 694
Unipolar NRZ. 464
Universal Asynchronou~ Receivcr/Tran~miner
(UART). 424-425. 432
Universal Mobile Telecommunications Service
(UMTS). 8 15
Un,hielded twisted-pair (UTP) cable, 395-398.
-155-457
Up conversion. 305
Uplink. 678
USB CUnive~J Serial Bu\) mtcrface. 8-l9
User Datagram Protocol ( UOP). 587
U\VB hardware. impulse. 847- 848
Vacuum tubes. 269- 273. 636
Varactor diodes. 634
Varactor modu lators
frequency. 175- 178
phase. 184- 185
Varactors. 175
Variable frequency osc1llator' CVFOs). 247.
312-31-1
Variable-gain amplifier'> CVGA~). 352
Vari~tors. 713, 715
Velocity factor. transmb~1on line, 488--489
Velocity modulation. 638
Vertical ca,·ity >urface-emining laser
(VCSEL), 772
Vertical radiation pauern. 539
Ven ical redundancy chcc~ (VRC), 432
Very high frequencie' (VHF~). 13-16,20.
245- 247,346-348.536.698
Very low frequencies (VLFs). 13. 16
Very small-apenure tenninal\ (VSAT,). 695

Ve,t1g1al sideband ~1gnah (VSB). 114
VHF aircraft communication circuit. 3-16-348
VHF omnidirecuonal ranging (VOR), 698
Video cell phoner,, 817
Video DSL (VDSLJ. 788
Virtual private network\ (VPNs). 601
Virusc,, 596
Visible light. 750
Vocoders, 234-235. 804. 806, 811
Voice frequencies (VFs), 13, 16
Voice over Internet Protocol (VoiP) phones.
23.471.576.726.731.743-746.
786,816
home, 745
Voice \ignal Oow, 743--744
Voltage-controlled cry"al o~illators (VXQ,). 179
Voltage-controltcd O\CIIIators (VCO~).
179 182,361
Voltage mca\urcmcnts, 853-854
Von Neunwnn architecture, 236-237
bonlcneck, 237
Wave impedance. 527
Wave propagation. 522-573
Wavegu1de>. 621-{)25, 754
cutoO frequency. 622
wa,elength-dl\i\ion muhiplexing (WOM).
783- 785
Weighted currem ~ource DAC. 215-216
White noi\e. 322 326
Wi-Fi Protected Acce"' (WPA), 832
Wide-Area Augmentation System (WAAS). 705
Wide-area network\ (WANs), 23,449
Wide-w<~velength division multiplexing
(WW0M),470
Wideband COMA (WCOMA). 815
Wideband modul:nion. 414--423
WiMAX. 833-83-1
WiMedia Alliance, 849
Wired Equ11alcnt Privacy CWEP). 832
Wircle"', 792
infrared. 835- 840
Wirclc's Ethernet (Wi-Fi). 471.746.845
Wirele~s head\et~. 8 17
WireleM. I nternct !-crvice providers
(W ISP~). 834
Wirele~; local-area networks (WLANs). 352.
463.816.828- 832
hardware, 829- 830
~tandard•. 830-832
Wirele•• metropoluan-area networks (WMAN\),
816. 833--834
Wire(e\\ \CCUrity. 601.832
Wirclcs~ technologies, 822-851
World Wide Web (WWW). 575, 587
Yagi

antenna~.

547- 548. 653

Zero. ab~olute >Calc. 331
Zero-IF (ZIF) radio•. 352. 808
Zero impedance. 62
ZigBee network. 833 -834

